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PREFACE

fBB Antiaor of " Black Bess ; es, thb Eniort of tbb Roai^" hM on* r«qnest te m&lc*.

It u, that these who have, unread, condemned the present work, will take the troable to perasc

K An entire change of opinion will be the reiolt ; beeaoae in no place will rice be fonnd oom-

mended and yirtae sneered at; nor will any pandering to sensuality, nggestiona of impure

thoughts, or direct encouragement to crime be diacovered ; neither are there details of seduction,

bigamy, adultery, and domestic poisonings, such as are indispensable ingredients of our popular

tbree-Tolume noTels. On the contrary, the work will be found full of exciting personal adventures,

ouch as can never be re-enacted until Railways are swept away, and Stage Coaches replaced on our

High-roads—until, in fine, the present state of things is changed to what it was a century and a

half ago. If anyone is weak-minded enough to be carried away by the idea that a highwayman's

career as depicted in these pages can be played in reality at the present day, he must be imbecile

indeed. Let not the " Life of Robin Hood " fall into the hands of such a one, or, sure as fate,

Sherwood Forest ivould be his destination, with a bow and arrows for bis stock-in-trade.

Seriously, however, such a state of mind, so produced, would of course work its cure in a little

while, before much harm waa done ; and the victim, tho .oughly cured, would laugh heartily at his

put folly.

To the Public which has received the work with such unexampled favour the Author oegs t«

txpress his best aeknowledgmenta, coupled with the hope tbat his next effort will aot be fouoi

tiDworthy of their support

/»n^M
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BLACK BESS

KNIGHT OF THE R,OA.D.
.A ROMANCE.

^ [dick ttjepin stops the lokd mayor's carriage.]

CHAPTER I.

DICK TURPIN WAYLAYS AND ROBS THE EX-LORD
MAYOR OF LONDON ON WIMBLEDON COMMON.

The rim of the rising moon was just peeping above
the horizon, and a few faint, sickly beams of light shot
up from it into the night sky, giring to all objects
a dim, spectral-like appearance.
Standing in the middle of the high road which skirts

Wimbledon Common on the north side was a horse and
tider- .,

The moonlight shimmered upon both with a strange
effect.

At first sight it seemed as though a lambent flickering

flame was playing over them, from the horse's hoofs
to the long feather in the rider's hat.

This was caused by the peculiar tint the vapours
on the horizon gave to the moon's rays.

The horseman was leaning forward in his saddle

in an attitude of intense listening.

There was something remarkably picturesque and
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romantic about him aa he eat so still upon his steed in

the centre of the deserted highway.
He was tall and muscular, and sat in the saddle w^f.^

;

an ease and grace as rare as it was admirable.

His attira was well calculated to set off hia figure to

the greatest advantage ; it was that bo much affected

by military officers in the reign of the second George.

A three-cornered blaclj felt hat, trimmed with bfoad
gold lace, and with a long black feather trailing from it.

A cravat of spotlessly white muslin tied in a large

bow, with the ends depending almost to the waiat.

A crimson-coloured coat, very long in the waist and
very stiff in the skirts trimmed and faced also with
gold lace.

A waistcoat of the eame maiierials and colour, coming
low down on the hips.

Close-fitting pantaloons of white leather, and large

black boots coming up high above the knee.

Such was the costume which he wore.

We have said nothing of the jewellery upon bis per-

son, and which glistened faintly in the moonli^nt. A
refined taste would have considered there was a little

too much of it.

Of the steed which he bestrode, and which was no
other than the mare so celebrated in song and story

—

Black Bess—we feel it is perfectly unnecessary to say

a word in the shape of description.

Her rider—whom we may as well at once call by name,
Dick Turpin—had, at the moment we introduce him to

our readers, one hand upon her neck.

We have said he was listening intently.

So Bess appeared to be, for hor ears were projected

forwards.
Upon the soft miry road—for it had been raining

heavily a few hours before—was an indistinct grating

sound.
None, however, but the most practised listener could

have detected it, or, if they had, could have told what it

really was.
To Dick the sound was perfectly intelligible.

A carriage was approaching, though as yet it was at

a considerable distance.

Very rapidly, however, the sound grew louder and the

trampling of horses' hoofs began to mingle with the
grating, crushing noise.

Then the light of the carriage lamps flashed through
the gloom and cast a dim halo around.

It was one of those capacious, comfortable vehicles, in

which our great-grandfathers delighted to ride.

Two powerful horses drew it along at a rapid rate.

There were no armorial bearings upon the carriage, but

the gaudy ornamentation about it was sufficient to show
that it belonged to no member of the aristocracy.

The stout coachman though, who sat on the bos and
drove the horses in a dignified sort of way, had some-
thing of that appearance.
So also had the footman, who sat with bis arms folded

before him in the dickey.

The occupants of the carriage were two persons, upon
whom the sun of glory had risen, shone, and set.

And all within the space of twelve months.
That period of time had comprehended their butterfly

esistetee. '

In a word, they were the ex-lord may<ji and ex-lady
mayoress of London.

It was tlie ninth of November, and he had yielded his

title and office to another.
He had not, however, been wholly overlooked, as most

are, when their term of ofiice has expired ; the civic

authorities had somehow taken it into their sapient heads
that he had fulfilled his onerous duti^^a with more than
common ability, so they had, the previous three months,
been busily engaged in getting up a testimonial in the
shape of a large gold cup, very elaborately chased and
ornamented.
A fulsome inn^iptiou engraved tipon ijb set forth at

length the supposititious talents of Lord Mayor Funge.
Sudb was his euph'^'iinns appellation.
Ezekiel Fango.
Of courso the presentation of this cup increased his

pomposity and arrogance in no small degree.
He lolled back in the carriage with' a most oomplaoent

smile upon his lips.
"

it had been there ever sinoe ho had fgoeived the golden

cup. Ho could not trust it out of his eight, and when
he set out for his residdfitee at Mortlake he had put it

into the carriage with him.
When fre «ay he could not trust it Ouu of hia sight, we

up Wl

on the opposite seat, so mat as he stretched out liialega

speak literally, for the,cup was placed on the cushions

and leaned back, 'he could contemDlata its beautios

through his half-clo*ed eyelids. ^
The quantity of fat upon his face prevented n\3 ogpn-

ing them to any groat width. _ _ _, •
" Matilda!" he said to his wi£e, f(# the fiftieth time

during their ^de ;
" are you looking at the cup ?"

" Of course not, you idiot," was the polite reply of hia

better half, who was in appearance the very opposite of

himself, for she was thin and waspish, with a vinegar-

looking countenance, and a particularly shrill, soffr, dis-

agreeable voice. " Of course not, idiot ; do you think
I'm like you, got eyes for nothing else ?"

Ex-Mayor Funge gave a gasp, and agitated Eis fat

hands like the fins of a turtle when ho is suddenly
thrown on his back.

" My dear, my dear," he said, " how often I have ex=

pressed my desire that you would not speak in that
dreadful way; it is really—I may say—really"

—

" Hold your tongue, do, stupid !" interrupted his wife,

"and don't make such an ass of yourself, or if you have
got anything to say, say it at once, and notcircumbend
about as if you were addressing a lot of tipsy aldermen !"

" You don't comprehend, Matilda—you don't compre-
hend ; and you don't sufficiently, duly, and properly ap-

preciate the honour and respest which have been paid

me as a reward for the trustworthy fulfilment of the im-
portant duties which devolved upon me."

,

"Oh! stuff!"

"Matilda!"
" Rubbish !"

Ex-Mayor Funge gave a groan.
"It's a great trouble to me," he said; 'i little

thought when I went courting you at the fishmonger's,

in Fore-street, how you would turn oat. Ah ! me, I

wisli some of the old folks could have lived to see this

beautiful cup !"

He took it into hia hands aa he spoke, and held it up
so that the light of the carriage lamp should fall upon it.

As he held it there, in the uncertain light, it looked

very rich and handsome. The design was good, and the

execution tasteful.

But its appearance, pretty and captivating as ifc would
have been to ninety-nine women out of a hundred, mado
no impression on the ex-mayor's wife. She was one of

those women who are always grumbling and discon-

tented with everything and everybody. i,

Still ex-Mayor Funge carried his admiration for the

cup to rather a ridiculous extent.

"Beautiful! beautiful!" he kept repeating, aa he

turned it over in his hands, and viewed it on every side.

"Beautiful! it's—a—really—a—what's that?"
The ex-lord mayor gave a great start,'and let go the

cup, which fell with a dab on the floor of the carriage.

It was the sudden report of a pistol which gave him
such a shock of alarm.

The explosion was followed by a voice which said, in

clear, decisive tones

—

" Pull up, coachman, or you ai-e a dead man !"

Like a prudent man who values his skin above all

things, the aristocratic -looking coachman at once

brought the carriage to a stand-still.

"Oh! Matilda, Matilda!" said the ex-mayor. "It's

a hisihwayman—a highwayman ! I shall lose my beau-

tiful cup."
At this moment Dick rode up to the window, and let it

down with a crash. Ex-Mayor Fungo's agoay and alarm

at the presumptive loss of his cup were very visibly 4m-
presseid upon his countenance, which ws" really an
amusing thing to look upon.
Dick laughed outright.

He just projected the barrel of a pistol a littjr "^as

into the carriage as ho said, blandly—
" A nice evening after the rain, your lordship.'
"'' A nice fiddlestick, you vagabond !" said \n-^ e*.-

mayoress, imitating Dick's manner. " I suppose you
will rob us first, and cut our throats afterwards."
"Oh! not by any means, your ladysh'p, not by any

meai!8. I should never forgive myeelf were I toltleprive

Jt-Mu
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sooiety of two anch ornamenta to it as yourself and your
worthy spouse."
Diok lifted his hat and made a most elaborate bpw

as he concluded his reply.
j

As for the ex-mayor himself, he could only give vent

to some inarticulate groans,
" I am sorry to trouble you," said Dick, " but this is

really a case of necessity. I must trouble yon for your
money, rings, watch, and the gold cup you have got

with you in the carriage."

As these last words reached the ex-mayor's ears, he

uttered such a dismal groan that Dick fairly drew back
his head out of the carriage.

" Come, come," said Diok, recovering himself, " I am
very much pressed for time, so I beg that you will com-
ply with my request with all possible expedition."

"Oh ! you wretch ! you villain!" said theex-mayoreas.

"You ill-bred, low brought-up son of a parish. If I

was a man wouldn't I settle you pretty quick !"

Her husband sat still on the seat, quite incapable of

speech or motion.
With a skill and dexterity that could only have been

acquired by long practice, Dick rapidly transferred the

contents of the mayor's pockets to his own.
Then he looked about for the cup, but could see it

nowhere.
The ladies then, as in the present day, distended their

dresses with hoops, so that large as the carriage was,

the skirts of the ex-mayoress nearly filled it.

" I very much regret to say," said Dick, opening the

carriage door, " that I shall have to trouble you both to

alight."

Ezekiel was nearest the door, and with some little

difficulty Dick dragged him out.

No sooner did his feet touch the ground than he sat

down on the roadside, in a very doleful and undignified

manner indeed.
" Now, my lady, I must trouble you, if you please."
" Don't ' my lady' me, you villainous-looking rascal !

Don't ' my lady' me, I say. You know as well as I do
that it ain't my title any longer, you do, you ugly
wretch 1"

Dick smiled in the politest manner, and putting hia

arm into the carriage, seized her hand, and drew her
gently yet forcibly out of it.

The thing was done with extreme feataess, and the ex-

mayoress found herself standing beside her husband be-

fore she was thoroughly aware of what had taken place.

She did not, however, imitate his example and sit

down in the road.

Dick glanced again into the carriage, and there, on the
floor, near the opposite door, he saw some glittering

object which ho made sure was the golden cup.
It was quite out of his reach, so he sprang off his

horse, and rather imprudently got into the carriage.

But the ex-mayoress had an eye to all that was going
on, and springing forward, slie banged the carriage-door,

and fastened it in a moment.
"Joseph! Joseph!" she shrieked; "get down in a

minute, and run to the other door. I've caught the plun-
dering villain. Stand by the door, and don't let him get
out. I'll scratch his face for him if he tries to get out on
this side, and you,Thomas, run and get some assistance."
The ex-mayoress felt the courage of an army in her

breast.

Now Joseph the footman, and Thomas the coachman,
experienced no such sudden accession of valour.
Of the two, Joseph wa? the greater coward, though

he was certainly the youngest and most active.

He was one of those slim, delicate-looking young men
who are so often chosen as footmen.
When Dick fired the pistol and called to the coachman

to halt, his heart gave such a leap that he almost fell

backwards out of the rumble.
However, he did keep his seat, and, finding he was

in no way injured, sat there shaking in every limb and
quite unable to move.
He had a most wholesome dread of firearms, and, if

the assertion be true that the more despicable and con-
temptible a man is, the more chary ho is of risking his
life, then Joseph must assuredly have been the most
contemptible of human beings.
When his mistress addressed him in such a valia-flt

n<if], and with each fieroenesa of tone, he at once began

to descend from the seat, bat not with any particular
degree of alacrity.

"Make haste, you cowards !" she shouted, dealing
her husband a tremendous blow on the side of the head,
which did not in any way tend to clear his faculties, for
he sat looking more bewildered and stupid than before.
" Make haste, you cowards ! and mind he doesn't get
out on the other side, I'll take care he don't this."

In the meantime, Thomas the coachman had descen-
ded from his box, and, in obedience to her hasty com-
mand, had started off in the somewhat hopeless task of
looking for some kind of assistance.
Trembling all over like a jelly, Joseph took up his

station at the carriage door in order to prevent the
highwayman from making hia escape.

All, however, was most suspiciously quiet inside the
carriage.

Black Bess had strayed some little distance down the
lane, and was cropping some of the short grass which
grew on the roadside.
The ex-mayoress stood boldly and defiantly on guard.
Then Joseph, who, seeing all so still, had begun to

gather some small amount of courage, felt it disappear
in a moment when the window close to him was let

down with a clattering sound.
A moment more and he would have taken to his heels ;

but, before he could do so, the coachman,
'

and exhausted, arrived upon the scene.
" Keep—him—a—min—minute longer," he

out, " it's—all—right ; nabbed he is, my lady. Here's
fifty hofiBicers a—comiug."
A perfect shriek of pleasure burst from the lips of

his mistress.
" Oh ! the low-minded vagabond ; he'll be caught and

hung now, sure enough, and serve him right, the black-
guard !"

The tramp of many horses' feet came now very plainly
to their ears.

" Here—they—are—my lady ; here—they—are !" said
the coachman, who had not yet recovered his wind;
"here—they—come ; can't you hear them ?"

" Yes, yes ! here they are, sure enough. He's caught,
and we'll all go and see him hung."
As she spoke, a troop of about tenor twelve mounted

police officers swept round the corner of the road at a
dashing rate.

CHAPTER II.
DICK OBTAINS POSSESSION OP THE LORD MAYOR'S
CUP, AND IS HOTLY PURSUED BY THE OFFICEES.

When Dick sprang into the carriage, he made sure he
saw the golden cup lying close down by the door.
He found, however, that his eyes had deceived him ;

so, without more ado, although he had, in a manner of
speaking, been imprisoned in the carriage, he set about
looking for the cup in a systematic manner.
He could not find it anywhere, and he began to fear

that the vixenish mayoress had managed to take it o-ut

with her.

Still, as he felt no apprehension from the amount of
resistance they would be able to offer, he did not hurry
himself, but very leisurely recommenced his search.
He was exceedingly anxious to obtain possession of

the cup, and was resolved to do so for a very particular
reason.
About a week before, when in company with a few

kindred spirits, he had made rather a heavy bet that he
would rob the lord mayor of his cup, and present it to
them as a trophy on that or the following evening.
At last, after turning over all the cushions, he, to hia

inexpressible satisfaction, found it jammed in a corner,
underneath the seat.

He possessed himself of it, and then listened to what
was going forward.

It was tlien he let down the window, and so frightened
Joseph with the sound.
He heard the intelligence that so many mounted

officers were at hand, and for the moment waa unable
to account for it.

" I have it,' ' he said, and a flush of anger swept across

his face ;
" I have it ! Some one who was present when

I made the bet has set the grabs on my track."

We may aa well say here that he was perfectly right in



his eonjtjcture, "v'l at the moment the coachman saw the
oflBcers, they were iu search of the highwayman.

However, he had the common before him.
He might, though, have some difficulty in regaining his

seat on the back of Black Bess. Still, he was well aware
that a peculi;*'" whistl. would ^rin? her to his side '« a
momeu>.
Another cireumsuanco was in his disfavour. The moon

which a short time before had only in a dim fashion
lighted up the landscape, was now shining brightly, and
^as only obscured for a minute or two as some small
vapoury clouds swept over her disc.

He paused for a brief moment to arrange some plan of
action in bis mind, and it was then the troop of officers

came in sight.

His resolve was quickly taken.
With an exercise ot that surprising agility for which he

was so famous, ne sprang like an bailequin through the
window of the carriage.
He chose the side upon which the mayoress stood for

the execution of this feat, because Bess was on that side of
the way, and he alighted on the unfortunate Ezekiel with
so much suddenness and force, that he fell flat down upon
the road at once.

The soft, fat body of the ex-mayor broke the violence of
his fall, and without even sustaining so much injury as a
bruise, Dick sprang in a moment to his feet, and gave the
eignal to his mare.
She reached his side with a bound at precisely the same

moment of time as the officers reached the carriage.
Dick placed but one hand upon her neck, and then

vaulted hghtly into the saddle.
He was seated in the twinkling of an eye.
" Surrender ! surrender !

" said the chief of the officers.
" There's five hundred pounds for your apprehension,
dead or alive. Surrender, or I fire !

"

The only reply Dick made to this invitation was to give
Bess the reins, and dash off along the road in the direction
of the common.
As soon as the chief of the officers saw the movement,

he cried in a loud voice—
" Fire !

"

The simultaneous discharge of about a dozen -pistol-

shots followed his command.
Dick, however, was at rather too great a distance for

them to be very effective, and they whistled harmlessly
about and around him.
Then Bess put forward that speed which could not fail

to leave any other horses far iu the rear.

After firing the volley, the poUce took no notice of ex-
Mayor Funge and his wife, but plunged forward as rapidly
as their steeds would carry them.

It was exceedingly unfortunate for Dick that the moon
was shining ^\-ith so much clearness, as it enabled his
pursuers to keep him steadily in view.

They were one and all exceedingly well mounted, and
pUed whip and spur most vigorously.

After the lapse of a few moments, Dick turned his
head and looked behind him.
He was gaining rapidly on his pursuers, and must

eventually, unless some unforseen accident occurred,
distance them completely.
He was quite sure of baffling them if he could but

reach a small plantation, or rather wood, which was only
a mile or two ahead.
He looked back again, and saw the officers were still

farther in the rear, although they were goading their
horses to the utmost in their endeavour to overtake him.
When he looked back again the next time, it was just

as he was entering the wood.
They were then completely out of sight.

He trotted gently along a narrow glade.

A deep silence was everywhere around him

,

He looked about him on all sides, in quest of some
place of concealment in case the officers should, on finding
he had disappeared, take \t into tho^.r heads to hunt
through the wood.
No such place ^et his traze. However, he still pushed

steadily onward. '

At that time the wooa was of a tolerable size, though
a few poplarf "u-e 5li that remain now to show where it

tnce stood-

Suddenly Dick paused, for a faint, peculiar «Ottnd
reached his ears.

It came and ceased so suddenly that, acquamiec as he
was with sUght noises of all kinds, he waa unable to

determine what it was.
It sounded more Hke the shutting oi a floor than any-

thing else.

He hastened forward in the direction from whence the
sound had proceeded, walking Bess gently, so 'lat her
hoofs should make as little noise as possible.

Her tread was almost noiseless upon the soft springy
turf.

The trees now began to get thinner, and, after proceed-
ing some distance farther, he emerged into a small clear-

ing of about a quarter of an acre in extent.

At the side of this enclosure opposite to where he stood,

an unusually dense group of tall poplar trees reared their

summits to the sky.

In the black shadows which they cast was a rudely-built
cottage, or rather hut.

It was only one storey high, but it covered a large piece
of ground, and its interior was doubtless divided into
several apartments.
Dick listened tor a minute or two, and then, not hearing

any sound, either in advance or behind, rode boldly fonvard
to the door of the soUtary habitation.

" Hilloa there ! HiUoa ! House ! house
!

" he shouted,
striking the door some heavy blows with the handle of his
riding-whip.
He paused, and, as the summons waa disregarded,

repeated it.

He did so because he felt almost sure the place was
tenanted, for a few rays of hght shone through the chinks
in the door.
He was on the point of applying his whip for the third

time, when the door was abruptly flung open, and a man
appeared upon the threshold.

A huge fire was burning within, and emitting a brilliant

light, which brought the figure of this man into bold
relief.

To all appearance, take him altogether, he was not
exactly the individual to inspire a nervous person with
confidence if he met him in a lonely place.
" Well," he said gruffly, as he saw Dick observing him,
.'hat's your business ?

"

" Yes," said Dick.
This was rather an ambiguous reply, and the man

favoured him with a long stare.

However, without paying any further attention to him,
Dick dismounted from his mare, and holding her by the
bridle, walked towards the door of the hut,

" Here—here—hold hard !
" said the man, putting his

hand against Dick's breast, and striving to keep him back,
" I should hke to know where you're a comin' to !

"

" Inside, my friend, inside. I'm tired, so is my mare,
and I want to rest awhile."
He pushed by him into the interior of the hut as he

spoke.
The man appeared so astounded at his coolness that he

could hardly make any opposition to him ; and, seeing
him once fairly iu, he, with a growl of dissatisfaction,

closed the door.
A clumsy three-legged stool was the only thing there

was in the place which would serve for a seat.

This Dick monopolized unceremoniously.
" My worthy friend," he said, as the man came towards

the fu-e, " I am very soiTy if I have forced myself incon-
veniently upon you, but pray understand I will pay you
hberally for my shelter and j-our trouble."
The man gave a grunt by way of response.
Observing this sign of concession, Dick took a g'linea

out of his pocket, and handed it to the man.
His eyes glistened with cupidity as he received it, and

his whole bearing underwent a remarkable alteration.
" Your lordship's servant," he said. " ^Vllat can I do

for you."
" Give my mare a feed of com and a little water—only

a little, mind."
" Yes, your honour's worship."
" And if you have got anything good to dnnk in the

place, bring me some.
The man rephed by going to a chest at the otner eJ\<l of

tfle room, aiid producing a Dottle and glass.
^ " Brandy,' lie said, as he placed it on the table.
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Dick poured out a glass.
" This is a queer place, rather," he aaia, after drink-

ing- it off, " a very queer place !"

The man looked at liim suspiciously.
" Why, yes, it is," he replied, " but it does for a poor

fellow like me who picks up his living in the wood."
" A woodman ?"'

" That's it. You sea there's always a great quantity

of dry sticks lying about."
" I suppose so," said Dick, with a smile, for his com-

panion did not look much liko a man given to such peace-

ful pursuits.

But then nppearances are often deceptive.

The man noticed the smile.
" To bfl sure I sometimes pick up a stray hare or bird,

but not very often, though."
" Drink," said Dick.
The man did not need a second invitation.

All remained profoundly still about the old hut.

"Making so bold," said the man, " I should like to

know who you be ?"

Dick laughed as he said

—

" Well, I don't know that I need fear telling you who
I am, for, unless I am mistaken, you are a member of

the same honourable profession as myself, only in rather

a different line."
" Indeed."
" Yes. I wonder when you saw me that you did not

at once suspect who I was."
" How should I '("

" When you saw my mare."
" She is certainly a fine creature !" said the man, look-

ing at her more attentively.
" You're right. She has not a white hair about her."
" Then she is

"

" Black Bess I" said Dick. " Fill up your glass, and
drink good luck to her rider."

" DickTurpin?"
"Himself!"
"And are you really him?" said the man, looking

upon Dick with some degree of awe, and a great deal of

respect.
" Most certainly."
'• Then I'll drink your health with all the pleasure in

life!"

"Fill up, then."
" And—if now "

" Speak on. Don't be afraid !"

" If you wouldn't mind, now granting mo a favour, I

should take it very kind,"
"What is it?"
"Let me "

" Go on !"

" Shake hands with you."
"To be sure I will," said Dick, giving him a hearty

grip.

The woodman uttered a sigh of satisfaction, and then
said

—

" Well, what lay has brought you down these parts ?

I have never heard of your being hero before."
" Well, yoa see it waa rather a special job."
"Oh!"
" About a week ago you must know I waa at the ' Three

Tuna,' in Seven Dials."
" Ay, ay."
" Well, while we were talking over business, one of

the pals, said

—

" ' Is' pose you've all heard of the cup that' a to be given
to old Funge, the mayor ?'

"Some had and some hadn't."
" Of course."
" So it turned out, when the story was told, that a

subscription was afloat to purchase the lord mayor a
large golden cup to be presented to him on hia retire-

ment from office."

"Yes."
" ' We all know old Funge,' said one. ' He'll burst

with pride if he gets this present
!'

"
' Oh ! won't he rather !' added another.

" 'Now,' said I, ' I'll bet anybody fifty pounds that
I'll take hia cap and bring it here within three nights
after he receives it.'

" 'Done!' said one.

, " The bet was booked, and the case then looked rather

"Very, very."
Then Dick, for the first time, noticed the avaricious

look on the woodman's countenance.
He waa on hia guard immediately. Hia suspicions

were aroused and he lost not a moment in restoring the

precious cup to his pocket.

The woodman watched it disappear from hia sight

with about the same degree of satisfaction as a famished
wolf would exhibit on seeing a lamb, upon which he had
set hia heart, safely escorted from his fangs.

Dick poured out another glass of brandy.
" Drink !" he said.

The man suddenly assumed a listening attitude.

"What is it?" asked the highwayman. "I hear
nothing, and I am accustomed to catch the slightest

sound."
" I may be mistaken," aaid the man, " but I fancy I

heard the tramp of horses' feet. I have lived a many
years in the silence of thia wood, and my hearing has
got sharpened."
"It would."
"Still, I will go to the door and listen. Maybe it waa

nothing."
The woodman rose from hia seat, and, opening the

door, stood for a moment listening, and then went out.
" I don't half like hia ways," thought Dick. " I will

keep a sharp look-out upon him."
He also left the fireside, and walked to the door of

the hut.
As he reached it he saw the man returning slowly

acroaa the clearing.
" My ears must have deceived me," ho said, aa soon

as he had perceived Dick. " I can hear no one,"
" I thought you were mistaken."
There waa a slight alteration in the tone of hia voice

which the man appeared to notice, for he added in an
apologetic sort of way—

" At all events, it was a mistake on the right side. I

should not like you to get into trouble under my roof."
"No, no!"
" And, for my part, I am very glad to think I did make

a mistake."
" Then you think there is no one about ?"
" The wood ia as quiet as the grave,"
" Well, if that ia the case, aa I have been knocking

about a great deal the last night or two, I should be
glad of half an hour's slumber."
Thia was simply a ruse on Dick's part, for he wished

to assure himself of the good faith of the woodman, and
determined, should it prove he waa attempting to play
him false, to deal out retribution, with no sparing hand ;

for, generous and free himself by nature, he detested
avariciousness in others.

On the other hand, should the man be really inclined to
dorve him, it would be a very convenient thing to have
sjcha place as this lonely wood hut to seek a shelter in in

cane the hue and cry after him should be uuusaally strong.

difficult ; for. of course, we did not know that old Funge
would be fool eiAJUgh to take the cup in the carriage
with him."
"Then did he?"
"You shall hear. I kept a sharp look-out, and at last

found his delight was so great that he could not suffer
the cup to go out of his hands, but made just aa much
fuss with it as a child does with its rattle. However,
to make a long story short, I found he had got it in the
carriage, and was on his way home without any escort."

" You got it, then ?"

" Oh ! yes, with hardly any trouble. But just aa I l

had secured it, a party of officera galloped up ; but I

managed to baffle them, and here lam, safe and sound."
"Then, you've got the cup?" said the man, mani-

festing a much greater degree of interest in the recital

than he had previously displayed. " Have you got the

cup with you ?"

" Of course I have. Look ! here it is."

" Dick, as he spoke, produced the valuable from one
of the pockets of hia capacious coat.

An eager covetous glance darted from the woodman's
eyes as he saw it, and he made a step forward towards
Dick.

" It is pretty, is it not?" said the latter, turning it

about in his hands. "By thia firelight it looks rich
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Ifc was to tliia end, then, he proposed to feign sleep so

aa to test him.
The experiment, certainly, was rather a dangerous

one, but Dick was a fearless man, and the thought of

personal peril never had the least weight against any
enterprise he had determined npon.
He interrupted the apologies the woodman began to

make by saying

—

" As you must know I am accustomed to got sleep

how and where I can, and sometimes it is in very strange

places, so if I put this stool up in yonder corner, and
lean back against the wall, I shall sleep as comfortably

as I could wish."
"Without, then, waiting for any reply, he placed tho

stool as ho had said, and, folding his arms, leaned back
as if to compose himself to slujnber.

"Do not let me remain more than an hour," he said,
" as I wish to get back to London before dawn."
The man promised to rouse him, and, having done so,

stretched himself out at full length in front of the fire.

CHAPTEE III.

DICK TtJBPXN DISCOVERS SOME OF THE MYSTERIES
CONNECTED WITH THE OLD HUT IN THE WOOD.

A DEEP silence now ensued. Dick with his head leaning

on his breast, and his eyes to all appearance close shut,

sat perfectly atill, allowing nothing that was going on
to escape him.

By Dick's orders Bess had been littered down at the

further end of the huge apartment.
Tho wood logs on the hearth sputtered and crackled,

and that was the only sound that could be heard.

At last, after the lapse of about a quarter of an hour,

and just as the deep repose was drawing the highwayman
into a doze, the man by the fire made a slight movement.
Dick was aroused immediately; but was careful not

to start in the least degree, so as to make the man sus-

pect he was not actually asleep.

The woodman had placed his hand upon the floor, and
risen to a half-sitting posture.

He regarded Dick narrowly, and the latter, as he
glanced at his face through his partially closed eyelids,

was struck in a moment by the sinister expression

which appeared upon it.

He remained for some time without changing his

position.

Then he spoke in a strange hoarse whisper.
" He sleeps now," he said ;

" surely he sleeps, and then
what I have to do will be done easily. Ha !"

He sank, suddenly, flat down upon the floor.

Dick had moved a littlo on his seat.

Then seeing that all remained perfectly still as before,

the woodman slowly and carefully raised himself from
the ground.

" Yes, yes," he said, in the same whispering tones, and
aa if he was endeavouring to inspire his craven heart

with courage. " Yes, yes ! he sleeps soundly—soundly
;

I must do it all alone, for there is no one down below,

but—but "
" Down below,"thought Dick,struck with the strange-

ness of the remark. " What in the world can he mean ?"

" Yes," continued the woodman, " I am here alone with

him. He is asleep, and is it not best I should be alone ?

Surely I can vanquish a slumbering man ? Then I will

get rid of his body, and the cup will be mine, for if I

do the deed by myself, I shall not have to share the worth
of it with anyone. No one need know he has been here.

I can turn the mare loose in the woods, where she will

soon be picked up by someone, or why should I not keep
and sell her ? That will be an additional profit. I will

do it."

"You precious rascal," said Dick to himself. "I
would pounce npon you at once, only I should prefer

catching you in the very act, and then you could frame
no excuse. You little imagine what there is in store for

yon !"

Slowly, now, and carefully, so as not to make the least

noise, the man got up off the floor of the hut.

From his belt he took a long and most formidable
looking knife, and clutching it tightly in his hand, he

stepped forward cautiously towards his, aa he believed,

unconscious guest.
Dick remained perfectly still. Not by the slightest

sign did ha give the man- cause to think he waa not
sleeping.

But ho was on the alert for whatever might happen
next.
And now the woodman stood aa close as he dared to

Dick, and lifted his knife in the air.

Instead, however, of its plunging into tho highway-
man's heart, as he fully intended it should, he felt his
wrist seized, aa his arm descended, with a powerful grasp,
while another aa powerful clutched him by the tiiroat.

" You cowardly, avaricious wretch," said Dick, sternly.
" What reason can you give that I should not now at
once put an end to your miserable life i"

It would be quite folly to attempt to describe tho
look of unutterable consternation wliich overspread tho
woodman's face at this unexpected termination to tho
adventure.

" Spare me ! spare mo !" he cried.
" Spare you, you miserable hound ! How daro you

make such a request to me ? Drop your knife !"

But the woodman, who by tliis time had recovered
from the first shock of his surprise, on finding that Dick
was awake, feeling that his condition was so desperate
that it could not be made much worse, commenced a
violent struggle.
At heart, although he was a big, burly ruffian, he waa

a thorough-going coward, and like the wolt'— which
animal he in more than one respect resembled—would
not show fight until forced at bay.
With Dick, however, whose muscles seemed of iron,

he stood but a poor chance ; and, after a fierce but brief

struggle, the highwayman threw him with so much vio-

lence upon the hard earth, which formed the floor of
the hut, that ho lay stunned and incapable of motion.
Dick wiped the perspiration from his brow.
" Whew !" he said ;

" that was hot work, but it strikes
me I have settled him for a littlo while."

However, to put him out of reach of doing further
damage, Dick, after a brief search in the hut, found a
stout rope with which he securely bound him.
Then he lifted him up, and fairly threw him into one

corner of the apartment.
It was not the gentlest of treatment, but ttien as Dick

very justly said, he did not see how he could expect him
to be particularly careful how he used him.
He gave no signs of life or consciousness.
Dick went to the door of the hut, and, opening it,

took a long look around and about him.
Nothing, however, but the tall trees met his gaze.

The moon was now high in the heavens, and all objects
were distinctly visible.

He listened, but all was still.

Then he turned back, and was about to lead Bess out
of the hut and mount her and ride off, when he suddenly
recollected the remark the woodman had made about
no one being down below, and ho immediately became
curious to know the meaning of what he said.

" Yes," he said to himself, after deliberating the sub-
ject in his mind for a few moments ;

" yes, there is cer-

tainly something more in this hut than meets the first

glance ; and as I have yet some hours to spare, I will

try if I cannot find out what it is."

Having come to this determination, ho set about in a
very business-like manner, making an examination of

the building.

Tor this purpose he took one of tho burning brands
from tho fire, and which would serve very well aa a
torch, to assist him in his investigations.

He commenced with the apartment in which he had
been sitting. From tho size and rambling manner in

which the hut was built, he felt sure there must be
several others.

The thatched roof formed the ceiling of tho one in

which he stood, and waa about eight feet from the

ground in tho lowest part.

The two beams ran lengthwise across it, from which
many articles were suspended.
The walls appeared to be nothing but mud and timber

;

the whole building seemed very roughly constructed.

There was no window whatever, so that in the day.

time tho only aperture through which light could
enter was the door. *
He made the tour of this room several times, carefully

examining the walla and roof,aa well as the rough flooring.
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There was nothiDg, however, to raise the least suspicion.

All seemed quite ordinary and commonplace.
Near the fire-place, however, waa a door. He tried it,

and found it yield to his touch.
A gush of cold air blew upon "him as the door opened.

All was profoundly dark beyond.
The piece of wood which had served kim for a torch up

to the present moment in a most satisfactory manner, now
gave unequivocal symptoms of expiring.

It was, however, very little trouble to choose r. fresh

one from the many bui'ning on the hearth, and, having

done so, he proceeded to examine what there wa i on the

other side of the door.

He did not anticipate makinf^ any particular discovery,

because the room appeared to be on a level with the one

he had just left, whereas the man had spoken of " down
below," which, Dick considered, could only reter to some
underground apartment.
He entered, therefore, without hesitation.

A strong current of air came from the other end of this

room, and Dick had some trouble to keep his extemporized
torch ahght.
He got on much better, though, when he closed the

door behind him, as he did away with the draught.

The room, or whatever it might be called, was very

much larger than the one he had left, though precisely

similar in appearance.
At the farther extremity was a door perforated with

several large holes, and it was through these the wind
came.

This door opened by means of a string latch. As it

swung back upon its hinges, Dick saw it simply led into a
rude kind of shed, which would serve as a resting-place

for cattle.

The moon's rays fell into this place, and he saw the
greatest portion of it with perfect plainness. It was quite

empty.
Outside, the tall trees in the wood waved gently to and

fro in the wind.
It was, then, apparently nothing more tna,a a simple

wood hut, and such as might have been used and built by
a man who got a living in the woods.
He was somewhat disappointed ; but feeling assured

that there was nothing further to be seen by going
forward, he retraced his steps.

He very particularly examined the flooring as he did so.

The first apartment, or the one in which was the fire,

was gained without his having made any discovery what-
ever.

As he had done in returning through the other room,
he held the torch low down on the floor, and went care-

fully over every square foot of it, in the hope of discovering

some indications of a trap-door, but with no better

success.

However, once as he came up to the edge of the hearth-
stone, he fancied he saw a faint line of light running
along it.

A closer observation showed him that when his eye was
perpendicular to the stone, he could see this line of narrow
light running completely round it.

Here, then, doubtless, was the aperture which he sought.
The fire liaving gone some time without replenishment,

was now almost extinct, so Dick easily enough swept off

the embers which remained, so as to get a good view of
the hearthstone.
What was his surprise to find the fire had covered a

stout iron ring, some three or four inches in diameter,
which appeared to be very firmly fixed in the stone, and
evidentW intended as a means of raising it from its

setting

Dick coolea auu terzea it with one hand, and touna it re-

quired but a small exertion of strength to pull it upwards.
It opened after the fashion of most trap-doors ; that is

to say, it was hung upon two hinges.

When the stone was upright, Dick peeped over t^^ tug^o

of it, and discovered a rude flicrht of steps, wbicjh were

bghted by an iron oil lamp.
It was the rays from this uyht which he had seen

through the chink of the hearthstone, and had led to the

disccer^ of the secret dooi.
'Ah '' he said, as he saw it, " it rras most certainly

a grajd mistake to put a light there, however convenient

it might be for those who had to ascend or descend the

8t«pH. If aU had been in dajrkness I should never hai'a

discovered it, for few people, I fancy, would have thought
of looking under the ashes of the fire for an entraiice
' down below,' as my friend in the corner called it."

Propping up, then, the stone, as well as he was able,

Dick, without hesitation, commenced the descent of th(

steps.

They were twenty in number.
The lamp was suspended from the arched roof of st

passage, which ran along horizontally from the staircase,

It was a very difiicult job, but Dick at length did buq ,

ceed in detaching the lamp from its position.

This would be an invaluable aid to lim in his researches.
So, holding it up so as to diffuse its rays as much as pos-
sible, he proceeded cautiously along the passage.

In the other hand he held a small steel crowbar, which
he had taken from a pocket in his coat, made expressly

for it. Not more than an inch in diameter, nor more
than fourteen or fifteen in length, it would prove a most
dangerous and formidable weapon of defence for close

quarters.

The passage along which he made his way was simply
hollowed out of the earth, and supported at irregular

distances by rough pieces of timber. The floor, roof, and
walls had been hammered hard and fiat by some heavy
instrument. It was only a few feet in length, and at its

further extremity was a massive-looking wooden door.

This Dick reached in half-a-dozen steps. He ran his

eye over it, but no fastenings of any kind were visible,

nor was there even a keyhole.

Of course, there were very few doors that would have
presented an insurmountable barrier to Dick ; still, before

he proceeded to violence, he determined to see if he could

not open it by fair means.
After a few futile eff'orts he abandoned the idea.
" It's no go !

" he said, " and yet I am not half satisfied.

There must be some ready means of opening this door,

if 1 could only find them out. However, I'll get through
somehow."
He placed the lamp upon the passage floor as ho spoke,

and in such a position as its beams fell clearly upon the

door.
" Now," he said, reflectively, " I wonder if there reallr,

is no one on the other side of the door. From the way
my treacherous friend spoke I fancy there must be some-

body, but yet not anyone who would assist him. If he
has any friends I certainly hope they will not return until

I have made my explorations. Now, it strikes me the

very wisest thing I can do will be to go back again and
barricade the door as well as I am able, so that if they

should come back they will have a httle trouble in efl"ect-

ing an entrance.

There was so much sense in this reflection that he there

and then picked up his lamp and prepared to put hig

resolve into execution.

A dismal, smothered kind of groan, at that very mo-

ment smote his ears.

He could not help giving a slight start as the unes-

pected sound echoed through the vaulted passage.

"Who's that?" he said.

All was still.

He turned round agair and faced the door, for it was
quite evident the groa'i must have come from the other

side of it.
, T-." There's some one in trouble, that's clear, said Dick

after a pause of a few minutes. " Hilloa ! there ! Who
are you ? Hilloa !

"

The massive door seemed to beat back his words.

They met with no response.

"Ah ! well, I shall find all out soon, I nope, but 1 will

go first and blockade the door."

He walked rapidly along the passage, and ascended the

little fiight of steps.
, ,

Had it not been for the lamp he carried the place would

have been in pitoh darkness, lor the scattered embers of

the fire were totally extinguished.

Bess was reposing very quietly in the comti- wnere she

had been littered down. He merely gave her a passing

glance to make sure all was right, and then went to tha

door. 3 i.'

Gnre there, he could not resist opening it, and lookinj^

out, so as to discover whether there was any ons withio

.'light or hearing.

The eilonee ?ra3 most inwass.
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As he expected, he had quite, by taking a refuge in

the wood, thrown the officers off the 6oeut.

He re-entered tlio hut, and closed the door.

He found behind it a very thick oaken beam of wood,
which wa3 fastened to the door by a rivet in the centre,

-aud titted in a staple on each door-post.

"They won't open that very easilv." he said, aa he
fixed the oak bar in ita place.

Just then his eyo fell upon the ,/ooaman, whom he
had bound and thrown into the corner in so unceremo-
nious a fashion. He was lying: still and immovable in

the position in which he had fallen, and he was to all

appearances quite dead.
Then Dick bethought himself of the other door, open-

ing into ^^he shed, and ho secured that as well as he was
able.

Feeling then tolerably secure, he once more com-
menced the descent of the steps which the hearthstone
had disclosed.

He hesitated a moment aa to whether he should leavfe

the hearthstone up as it was, or let it down into its

place ; but, after a minute's consideration, he resolved

to leave it propped open.

In another minute now—for he had got familiar with
the place—he was standing at the massive door through
which the groans he had heard appeared to penetrate,
though his voice had failed to do so.

He took the steel bar again into his hands and
inserted the. sharp point into tha mortice of the
door.
Thfn he pressed against the other end strongly and

steadily, and, although the door started a little from
the pressure, it did not give way. Still it gave him a
better opportunity of inserting the crowbar ; so much
so indeed, that, at the second trial, he had tha inex-
pressible satisfaction of seein» it swing open.
Then he picked up the lamp quickly, and held the

crowbar in a defensive attitude.

Another deep groan from the cavern—or whatever it

was before him—came with fearful distinctness to hia
ears. •<•

A close, stifling atmosphere gushed out through the
door, beyond which all was utter darkness.

Slowly and cautiously, and taking care to find a firm
place to put hia foot upon before he lifted the other
from the ground, Dick crossed the mysterious thres-
hold.

As he did so, the lamp emitted only the ghastliest
and feeblest of rays, which in a very insufficient manner
dispelled the darkness which seemed to Dick to be
rolling about in huge clouda.
The air had a hot, clammy, disgreeable flavour, and

was besides excessively oppressive, so much so, that
the highwayman felt it pressing upon hia heart and
brain until he grew sick and faint.
Then he reeled out of the cavern into the passage,

and was forced to lean against the wall for a consider-
able time before he could recover himself.
The fresh, cool air, however—for so by comparison it

seemed to be—rushed down gratefully from the room
above, and, mingling with the lethiferous vapour, de-
prived it of its noxious qualities.

Then once more came the deep, hollow, corpse-like
groan, but now much louder and by far more unearthly in
its tone ; it seemed to fill all the atmosphere around
him.
And yefc, for the life of him, Dick could not teil from

whence the sound appeared to como; it seemed to
reach ins ears from all sides.

The dame of the lamp waa getting dimmer and
dimmer.
Was, then, the air in that cavernous-like piace so

impure as not to bo able to support the combustion of
the wick ?

Surely no ; for if it were so, then no human being
could possibly for many minutes live in it ; and did not
the groan point to the existence of someone there who
waa, doubtless, suffering much agovsy ?

As this thought crossed hia mind, the question aiuse
unbidden to his lips r

" Was it from human lips so horrible a groan had
come ?"

CHAPTER IV.

DICK TURPIN MAKES A HORRIBLE DISfOVEEY IN TTHK

CELL BENEATH THE WOODMAN'S HUT.
And now, as minute after minute passed, and the fresh
air from the room above entered the passage, Dick felt
his lungs beginning to resume their wonted healthy
action,

He no longer gasped for breath, aud tne dull, heavy
sensation which had come over him had left hia brain
and eyelids.

Stooping down, then, and taking the lamp again in
his hands—for when he leaned half-fainting against the
wall, he had placed it upon the ground—Dick tried if

he could make it give a better light.

Then he found that the dimness of the flame pro-
ceeded chiefly from the fact that only a small quantity
erf oil, and that very thick and glutinous, remained in the
reservoir of the lamp. However, by altering the wick,
he did succeed in making it burn a little better.

It was, though, self-evident that if he wished to
prosecute his researches in that strange, gloomy-look-
ing place, by its aid he must do so without loss of time.
Once more, then, Dick, holding the lamp in his left

and the steel crowbar in his right hand, passed through
the ghostly-looking portal.

He experienced but little difficulty in breathing now

;

the air had a strange odour, but that was all.
" Upon my word," said Dick, as he paused after tak-

ing a few steps, " I have many a time heard of making
darkness visible, but I must say I never in my life had
a better exemplification of it than I have now!"
He might well think so, for the faint light the lamp

gave was totally inadequate to disperse the " black
darkness " with which the cavern seemed literally filled.

Naturally enough, too, he felt timid about his foot-
ing in that place, for he did not know how far the level
floor extended, or how soon he might find himself upon
the verge of some deep declivity too late to save him-
self from tumbling headlong down.
The silence which followed the utterance of the last

groan was something terrible, and Dick found it grow-
ing more and more so each moment ; so he was fain to
speak his thoughts and speculations as to the place he
was in aloud.
" I wonder, now, what this place can be ? Some rob-

ber's haunt, I fancy ; and yet it seems strange it should
be filled with mephitio vapour, as it was. The place is

full of mystery, and confound it all, what's that ?"

These last few words were spoken in a very different
tone to the others. In walking forward his head had
struck violently against something depending from the
ceiling, but what it was he could form no idea.

With the help of the lamp, which threatened every
minute to go out, he saw the object which had given
him the blow upon the forehead.

It was another lamp, much larger in size than the
one he held in his hand, attached by a thick iron chain
to a kind of staple in the roof.

" Confound the thing !" said Dick, again ; " what a
crack it gave me, to be sure ! Why on earth didn't
they hang it out of reach of one's head ? Sto]j, now, I
wonder whether there's any oil in it ?"

He felt the wick with his fingers, and found it sticky
and wet, and on applying the flame of the smaller lamp
it readily enough ignited.

It was a minute or two before it fairly burnt up,
but when it did, it cast a tolerable light over the whole
of the cavern.
There was only one or two distant corners into which

,

its beams did not penetrate.
As nearly as he could estimate, the oave wrs about

forty feet in length by thirty in width.
A large table and some benches were raneed round

the walls.

Beyond that there was no furniture in the piao^.
Dick felt disappointed, when he, having given a good

look round, found it such an ordinary place.
In shape it was exceedingly irregular, aud'full of cor-

ners. Like the Imt above, it was very rudely fashioned
' Ah !" said Dick, after he had taken in the general*

aspect of the cavern, "this is a snug little residence, and
no mistake. I must have a closer look into it, and try if
Icannot find out the individual who groaned in so uucom.
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fortable manner. I wonder if thia lamp will come
down like the other did ?

"

He tried, and found it would not, but he managed to.

disengage the portion holding the oil and the wick.
To be sure, it waa not very nice to lay hold of, but
Dick never troubled about trifles.

In the corner which waa in the deepest shadow, Dick
found a curious-looking door.

It needed a sharp eye to distinguish it from the
surrounding walla, for it was precisely the same
colour, and it was more by accident than anything
else that Diclf'? eye fell upon the chink that ran
round it.

There was a circumstance connected with thia door
that filled Dick with astonishment.
A thin wreath of whitish-looking smoke made its

way slowly through the crevice round it.

That, then, evidently waa the source from whence
the deadly vapour emanated.
An intense desire to know what was oa the other
Black Bess.—No. 2.

side of this door occupied Dick's mind, to the exclusion
of everything else.

He put the lamp down on the floor, at a little distance
from him, and with the steel bar which had before
aided him so materially, commenced an attack upon it.

It was some time before it yielded in the least degree
to his efforts.

At last it gave way.
It waa well Dick possessed sufficient presence of mind

to throw himself instantly upon his face, for a perfect
cloud of white vapour poured into the outer cavern.
The inner chamber must have been filled with it to

the entire exclusion of the wholesome air, for it
ruslied out in incredible quantities.
By holding his face close to the earth, Dick managed

to escape the greater part of it. He lay quite still,

because he knew that it would soon disperse.
He cast an anxious glance towards his lamp, but,

though its light was not so brilliant, he found it burn-
ing steadily.

No. 2.
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The dense vapour rolled above and around him, and
seemed a-t if it would never disperse. The time appeared
doubly long to Dick, for fie was in the highest degree

impatient to know what it all meant.
After waiting a few moments longer, he ventured Jo

rise to his feet.

The cavern was getting claarer.

He could Bee but a very short distance in advance of

him.
As he apuroached the inner door he felfc the air grow

hotter and iiotter.

His eyelids smarted and tingled aa they do Boaietimes

in a London fog.

Disregarding this, he boldly stepped into what in his

mind he could not help calling the mysterious chamber.
He increased his caution.
The floor was hard and solid to the feet.

The inner cavern, or cell, was very limited in its dimen-
sions. By stretching out his arms he could almost touch
the wall on all sides, while the roof waa hardly high
enough for him to stand upright.

Saddenly he drew back the foot he was about to place

upon the floor. He had trod upon something soft.

It sent a disagreeable thrill through hia veins, for some
instinctive feeling seemed to tell him what it was.

He held the lamp down on the floor, and looked at the

object upon which he had put his foot.

It was a human hand.
It was in aome inexplicable way puffed up to thrice its

natural size, and the skin was stretched so tightly ovef

it that the whole seemed like some huge blister.

Full of surprise and wonder, Dick looked still closer,

and then he saw, lying stiff and rigid, the body of a man.
It was swollen in the same proportion as the hand.
There was not the slightest sign of vitality about it.

The body was that of a tall, powerful man. He was
rudely clad in a garb which was a strange compound
between that of a gamekeeper and farm labourer.

The faJ6 presented a frightful spectacle ; so frightful,

indeed, that after one brief glance, Dick turned away
his head appalled.
There v^cxc upon the terribly bloated and disfigured

features an expression in which a whole world of agony
was depiated.

" Thia, then," said Dick, as he turned away hia eyes,
" this, then, is the poor, miserable wretch whose groans
came upon my ears with so horrible a cadence. Who can
he have been, and what can he have done to meet with
such a fate as this ? However, all speculation upon the

subject can be of no avail. I would, though, give some-
thing to know the explanation of it, for it cannot fail to

be of startling interest."

After one more glance round the cell, for it was nothing
else, Dick turned round as if to leave.

As he reached the threshold, he paused reflectively.
" Ought I," he said, " to leave this place until I have

^tssured myself that no spark of life yet clings to the
pained, bloated carcass? No," he added, " I must re-

turn."
It was very unwillingly, however, that he aain ap-

proached the body.
Ha knelt down by the side of it, and, removing soiae

porfcio'-i of the clothing, placed his hand, aa nearly as he
could judge, above the heart.

The skin was burning hot.

He felt a slight flutter beneath his fingers, but so
slight as to be almost imperceptible.

" He lives ! he lives !" he said; " perhaps even now I

may hear the strange story of Ms sufferings from his

owu iips."

He nerved himself to look upon hia face.

it was a loathsome colour.

The features were normally, no doubt, regular a,nd
bold. The eyebrows were jet black, and ao, too, was his
hair. But his countenance, swelled to the exaggerated
aize it was, had almost lost all traces of its coi'.figura-

tion.

The eyes, whicn were staring blindly open, looked
strangely small in comparison with the size of the face.

Overcoming his repugnance, Dick slowly raised the
body to a 6it*;ing posture.
A strange aalf-sigh, half-groan, issued from the ois-

fcorted lips.

" Qome, Mr. What's-jour-name, rouse up a bit, I daie-

say you are in a very bad way, but you might bo WonS
you know. How do you feel now P"

All was still.

Dick listened in vain for a reply.

Then a slight shudder overspread tfe body of tha
man.
" Ah !" said Dick,a3 he felt it, " I am SuUly afraid it'a

all over with him, poor fellow
!"

He laid him on the floor of the cell aa he spoke.
He replaced hia hand upon hia heart, but ita pulaa*

tions had ceased to be perceptible.

"One thing is certain," said Dick, as he once mora
prepared to depart, " of all the strange adventures I

have met with in my career, thia ia certainly tha
strangest of them all."

He closed the door of the cell, and once more glanced
roand the cave, so as to impress its appearance upon his
memory. Then he walked slowly to the foot of the little

flight of steps.

As he placed his foot upon the first one, a loud and
impatient knocking at the outer door reached hia ears.

CHAPTER V.

THE KOBBEKS IN THE WOOD RETURN, AND MAKE AN
ATTACK ON DICK TURPIN.

Kow, when Dick heard the knocking at the door of the
hut, he did what was an unusual thing for him indeed.
He stood still, undecided how to act.

The first question which crossed his mind was whether
those who were clamouring so loudly for admission were
police officers or aome of those bold, reckless men who
doubtless made the cave beneath the hut their hiding
and abiding place.

He was inclined to think the latter as being the most
probable.
He placed the lamp upon the floor, and stealthily as-

cended the steps on tiptoe.

Hia position was most unquestionably full of peril, for

it was only natural to suppose that if these men were
sufficiently inhuman to doom one of their comrades to

so terrible a death, they would not scruple to put him
out of the way of divulging any of their secrets.

" They're an uncommon bad lot, that's certain," said

Dick ;
" and, aa I cannot get any profit by encountering

them, I think the very best thing I can do will be to get
clear off, if posaible, without letting them know any-
thing about it."

Having come to thia determination, he crept stealthily

along the floor of the hut until he came to Black Bess.
He patted her encouragingly upon the neck, and

slipped the bridle over his arm.
As he was close by the door, he stopped to listen.

The knocking had ceasad, and the confused murmu/
of several voices alone came to hia ears.

He could not distinguish a siagle word.
Without, therefore, pausing a moment longer, Dick

led Bass across the room to the door which opened into
the outer apartment.
The fresh, cool air that gushed in refreshed him ex-

ceedingly.

Just as he was about to close this door, he heard the
sharp report of a pistol, and the bullet crashing through
the panel.

The men outside, to the number ol' five or six, and
who, aa Dick had rightly enough conjectured, were
members of the band of robbers who njade that lonely
hut their home, were evidently getting angry 6.nd im-
patient at thia disregard of their summons."

" Fire away !" said Dick, " nobody cajes !"

Before opening the little door which led into fjba ehed,

Dick thought it would only be prudent to liso^a for n

while, and ascertain, if possible, whether anv of th«

woodman's companions, finding it impossible to obtain

an entrance from the front of the hsi. would go round
to the back of it.

He looked through the holes which vera perforated

in the door, but saw nothing.
Almost immediately afterwards, however, he heard &

ruatling among the trees.

Keeping both eara and eyes open, he waited pafclacjly

for what should happen next.

Three swarthy, ill-favoured, gipsy-like lookitf ma©
emerged from the trees.
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The moc>alight, which was even brighter than when
he had looked out a short time before, revealed theic

figures with great distinctness.

Looking straight before them, and without pausinpr

for a moment, these men apnroached the door behind
which Turpin stood, (

From their confident step tney evidently antioips-f-^

no difhculty in opening this door.

When they tried it they found it firm and immoveable.
Dick stood a little on one side, for he thought it not

nnlikely they would, in their disappointment, fire a
bullet through that door as they had through the
other.

The men, nowever, drew back to a short distance, and
spoke in a low tone to each other.

"I wish! could hit on some plan of scaring these
scoundrels. I'll warrant they are as arrant cowards as
ever put shoes on their feet. What can I think cf ?

Surely I ought to be able to think of something."
He rubbed his head in a perplexed, absent sort of way.

It was no use, though, he could not rub an idea into it.

The act of keeping his eye upon what the men were
about prevented hia elaborating any plan of action.

He now saw two of the men withdraw, leaving the
other as a kind of guard.

" They have gone round to their friends in front, I

suppose. I wonder what they think of it P"

The robbers appeared to be alarmed about something.
They seemed to dread taking any vigorous steps. No
doubt they were puzzled how to account for the hut
being barricaded against them.
From some reason or other they appeared to be aware

that their hut had been taken possession of by some
one, but, of course, whether by one person or twenty
they could have no idea.

Then Dick saw the two men who had just left return,
ftccompaniod by three others.

All six then entered the shed.
" Shaw is right," said one.
" Well, it's quite certain, whether he'a right or wrong,

that if the bar is really up behind the other door, there
will be little hope of forcing it, for it waa made pur-
posely to resist any attaf't that might be made upon
it."

" Yes, yes."
" Some one must have entered this place, and, no

doubt, discovered all. Aa the doors are all fastened, he
must be inside."

" Comrades," said another, " it is some spy, and we
are lost. Are you agreed that ho shall die ?"

" All—all !" they cried.
" Thank you," said Dick to himself. " But it strikes

me you are counting your chickens before they are
hatched."
Then the man who had bo logically concluded that

there must be some one inside the hut unfriendly to

them, spoke again

—

"This door before us, and the existence of which no
one would suspect when standing in this shed, because
it is made of the same materials as the walls, is by no
means so strong, and if we all strive with a will we shall

easily enough force it open, and then death—death to
the intruder."
"Yes—death!" said the others.
" You make a mistake," said Dick, mentally, " if you

think you can frighten me by any such threats
"

He was interrupted by the man who had taken so

prominent a part in the council saying rapidly^"
"The trunk—the trunk '."

To the intense surprise of Dick, no sooner weioitiese
Words spoken, than they dashed rapidly into the wood.
This furnished him with matter for speculation.
" The trunk i" he repeated. " Whatever can they mean

by saying, 'The trunk—the trunk!" and then running
off lilie a parcel of madmen. I can't make them out at

all. I think the very best thing I can do is to be off !"

Ho put his hand on the fastenings of the door.

"Stop, now," he said, as a second thought entered his

head. " I may fall into a snare of some kind. Never
Jnind, here goes."
He waa too late.

He heard the sounds of men's footsteps approaching.
"Here they are back again. I wonder '/hat they

aeaot by ' trunk ?' "

It was a great puzzle to Dick, and he wag aaslous in
the extreme to know what it was.
They did not keep him long in suspense.
The six men made their appearance again in tiont of

the shed, carrying the trunk of a small tree uuou their
shoulders.

" Oh, I see now," said Dick ;
" how ever ^>a3 it I did

not think of that before ? It was the trunk of a tree that
they meant. It looks as though it hs,d been cut down
some time, and laid on tlie ground in the wet. They
are going to smash the door in with it."
The intention of the robbers was now only too appa-

rent. With a ready thought, that had struck theui all
at once, as soon as the word " trunk " was utto red by
their jomrade, they one and all remembered t'ao trunk
of a tree which had lain for many a day in th q clearing
in the front of the hut.

Then all, aotun*ed by one impulse, darted off to fet'bh ft.
Ihat was the moment Dick should have seized upon to

make his escape ; but while he was cudgelling hia
brams to think what they meant, the opportunity was

The trunk which the men carried waa quite denuded
of its branches. No doubt they had, from time to time,
been lopped off for firewood.

It was about ten feet in length by two in diameter.

i.1 J -^ ^®°' ^^^^^ °° ®^°^ ^''^^' "'^de a pause, and set-
tled it firmly upon their shoulders.
The thickest end was turned towards the door, and

when the men carrying it rushed forward and used it
as a battering-ram, there were very few doors that could
have held upon their hinges.
Dick's position was getting critical, for at close quar-

ters six to one is rather long odds.
" Forward ! forward !" shouted the man nearest the

large end of the tree.

Encircling it with their arms, the men ran forwards,
and the rude battering-ram came with a terrifio crash
against the door.

Still, it did not give way completely. It was strongly
made, and kept its place bravely ; but another such a
blow as that which it had just received must inevitably
demolish it.

" Back ! back ! mates ; back ! One more blow, and
the door is open."
The men gave a cheer aa they drew back, and pre-

pared for another charge.
They rushed forward with great impetuosity, with

thrice as much as was required indeed, for the door gave
way in a moment ; and as they had prepared to meet
with a much greater amount of resistance, they, as a
natural result, went sprawling into the hut, with the
tree on top of them.
They did not appear, though, to have sustained much

damage, for, in an inconceivably short time they had
risen to their feet.

All cast a rapid glance around them.
The bright moon lighted up the place in almost every

part.

The hut waa empty.
Dick had immediately after the first blow retired to

the other apartment.
The door which connected the two rooms opened in-

wardly, so he stood a better chance of securing it than
he would if it had opened outwards. His eye lighted
upon the chest from which the man had produced the
bottle of brandy. It waa large and heavy, and Dick
dragged it with difficulty along the floor and placed it

against the door.
Of course it would not form any great obstacle, but

still it would hinder their entrance for a moment or two.
He had just finished placing it in its position when he

heard the men dash up against it.

" If now," he said, " I could only have a peep outside
this door to see wliat is going on in front, but, as I can't
I shall have to take my luck."
He unfastened the door, so that it would at any mo«

ment swing open.
Then he mounted his steed.

Crash—crash came the blows upon the inner door.
Feeling there waa not a second to lose, Dick guided

Bess to the front door of the hut.
By leaning forward in hia saddle he conid take hold

of its edge.
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He bent down his head to a level with Bess's ears,

and held the reins firmly with his left hand.

Then he pulled the door quickly open and dashed out

into the clearing.

A loud shout from several men in front minglea with

that uttered by those who were within as he did so.

"The spy! the spy!" they cried. "That's him!

Stop him ! Stop him !"

Several men darted out from the shadow ci the trees

and endeavoured to seize Bess by the bridle.

They might as well have tried to arrest the flight of

an eagle
Several shots were fired by those in the r'x.r, and a

sudden shock, like a stroke with a stick, unaccompanied
by pain, made Dick aware he had been hit in the shoulder.

It was his left one.

He pulled up and turned round upon his foeOo

Their numbers had increased to near a score.

They stood huddled together in a dense throng,

They had all paused on seeing Dick suddenly wheel

round.
He had a pistol in his right hand.
" Fall back into the hut," he cried in stentorian tones.

" Fall back all, or I fire."

Instinctively the men retreated a few paces.
" Forward—forward ! let not the spy escape. Are ye

Buch cowards that ye shrink from one man ? He has

learned our secret and will betray us. Capture him,

alive or dead !"

The man who pronounced these words appeared to

hold the post of captain to the troop, for, though he

gave such valorous orders, he himself very prudently
kept in the background.
Dick laughed as he said

—

" I hold here the life of one man. Which of you is

willing to be that one ?"

None stirred.

They were cowards as it was, but Dick's resolute bear-

ing, and the conviction that one of them must receive

the contents of the pistol, did not enhance their valour.

They drew back yet further towards the door of the
hut.
"On! on! After him! after him!" again shouted their

prudeiiC captain. "Capture him, my gallant hearts !"

Dick could not help feeling amused at the idea of

twenty men holding back from attacking him.
An open kind of glade was before him, so, firing his

pistol at random in the midst of the banditti, Dick
turned his mare's head and galloped away.
As soon as they saw his back the men hastened to

pursue him, and Dick heard them give a loud shout, iu-

tejded no doubt to buoy up their courage.
" What a ridiculous termination to so horrible an ad-

venture. They are the rankest cowards I ever met with,

and no mistake. I suppose their achievements consist

for the most part in plundering a henroost. I am, how-
ever, far from being satisfied ; I would give a great deal

to hear the story of that poor fellow whom I found in

the underground cell."

Full of tliese thoughts Dick reached the laTJO which
bordered the wood.
He looked behind him, but no traces of his pursuola

were visible.

CHAPTEE VI.

THE MERTING WITH THE SPECTRE EOESEMAN li IHE
LANE.

j

" What a glorious night !" said Dick, as he looked up
' and down the quiet shady lane.

The mooi' '^as at the full, and had just passed the

meridian.
Far and ,vi06, ever hill and dale, tree and meadow,

hill and streau., ^eV ''ha flood ot silvery lustre which
she poured fortb.

It lighted up, too, witn a rare brilliancy and beauty,
the numerous objects in the fertile landscape.

Dick stood upon a piece of slightly rising ground which
commanded a splendid view of the surrounding scenery.

Reposing on the northern horizon, like some giant

cloud, was the mass of buildings of which the city of

London is composed.
Above them all towered the mighty dome of St. Paul's

Cathedral.

The gilding on the summit of the monumeatglisteUQd
faintly in the mellowed light.

But not for long did the highwayman remain gazing
at the beauty of the scene. He was anxious to reach
London, and turning Bess's head in that direoticyi. he
gave her the rein freely.

And now, as both horse and rider are for i,Ji uouum in
comparative safety, we will rest fcr afew moments from
the recital of the varied incidetls which occurred on
this most eventful night.
We wish, if possible, to combat in the space of a few

lines the oh^ctiona which have been raised to making a
highwayman the hero of romance.
We feel sure .ome of our readers viUl be willing to

listen to our arguments.
First, then, it has been urged, and with sv^me apparent

reason, that the narration of such romantic incidents as
pertain to a highwayman's career would tend to make
the thoughtless endeavour to imitate them.

Before we consider this question, it ought to be clearly
borne in mind that no small amount of the interest
which such a tale excites is due to the fact ihat the
Knight of the Road is essentially a thing of the past.

It is well known how the influence of time softens the
asperities of all things, and it has not omitted to throw
a gloss over the highwayman's exploits.

Now we ourselves cannot for a moment think it pos-

sible that anyone, let him be ever so unrefleotive, could
be ridiculous enough, in these days, to attempt to imi-

tate their deeds.

In fact, the bold highwayman who cried " Stand and
deliver 1" upon the road, has got to be considered in the

light of a species ofkuight-errant, whose chief business
was to redress such social wrongs as came under his

immediate notice in the course of the many adventures
among high and low, which must necessarily fall to his

lot, and this is why we follow him with pleasure. Were
scenes of violence alone depicted, the only feeling that
would be called into existence would be disgust at his

atrocities.
" Such, then, being the case, it must be self-evident that

it is not his obnoxiousness to the laws of the land nor the
crimes of which he may have been guilty, thatriF.*is the
attention of the reader, but his courage, addrr^v, single-

mindness, and opposition of all kinds of opp.ft^Jsion^

When we carry the fancy back a hundred years, we
picture society as something very different to w'/iat it is

in the present day. Law and justice were not so impar-
tially administered them as they are now, and it must
be conceded that there is yet ample room for improve-
ment.
But nothing causes so ^reat a change in manners and

customs as increase in the speed of locomotion.

The lumbering stage-coach, with its bluff coachman
and thick-headed guard, has given place to the railway
train, so his occupation having gone, the day of the high-

wayman has passed away never to return.

Besides, the person who was weak-minded enough to

think he could achieve the feats ascribed to heroes
such as ours, would be just as likely, after reading some
romance of chivalry, to don a suit of armour, and set out
in quest of adventures, like Don Quixote.

Now no one thinks of stigmatizing as improper the

romances in which mailed warriors and crusaders take

a part, and yet it appears to us, the obionWon raised

applies to them with equal force.

The truth is, that those persons whoso ordinary life

is monotonous and void of incident devour with avidity

all tales of wild and wonderful adventure, for the

simple re^on that they present so vivid and remarkable

a contrast to the routine of their own existence.

To all of these we promise in our pages a rich mine

of entertainment ; but we wish them ^o remember the

work is a romance—nothing more.

Meanwhile Dick has trotted swiftly down the lane in

the direction of London.
The high road is gained and crossed, and down ano-

ther narrow lane, which will abbreviate the distance to

be travelled, he takes his way.

Soaking slowly through his coar ^nd trickling down
on to Bess's flanks, came the blood from tht, wound in

his left shoulder.

It was scarcely more than a mere scratch, iud buiiet,

which had been fired by the robbers in the wood^ £«d
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plonghed np the flesh on his ehonlder, but had not

touched the bone in its passage. •

It bled freely, and to this circumstance may be attri-

,

bated the total absence of pain . He heeded it not in the

least, and had even forgotten he ha^ been wounded.
But slowly and constantly welled forth the current of

life, and fell with a faint, almost inaudible, drip upon
the ground in the country lane.
•' Not for long, howevr, can ho remain insensible to the

fearful loss of blootj

Still he galloned oiiward.

All was beautifully calm. No sound, save the beat ot

Bess's hoofs, and the rustling of the foliage on each side

of him, broke the delicious silence.

Before him, and high up in the heavens, was the bright,

full moon, travelling apparently at the same rate as him-

self and ever keeping the same distance in advance.
Occasionally a light fleecy cloud would sweep over her

disc, obscuring her brilliancy for a moment, and then
pail away across the sky, but that was all.

* It was a night which could not fail to make a deep
impression upon any reasoning being. The deep silence

and repose around seemed to steal into the mind and
create a corresponding influence upon the soul. It

seemed to chasten and soften down the thoughts as the
moonlight chastened material objects.

Then the aspect of the lane changed.
The low hedgerows gave place to high ones, while here

and there a thick group of elms and poplars cast a deep
black shadow on the roadway.
Dick still pressed on. Once or twice he felt a strange

sensation of weakness, and a kind of mist floated before

his eyes.

A slight smarting from the wound in his shoulder now
attracted his attention, and he placed his right hand
upon it.

To his surprise, he found his coat sopping wet.
He withdrew his hand with a puzzled air.

Oh ! I remember now," he said; " one of those rascals
scratched me with a bullet, and I suppose it has been
bleeding ever since."

He moved his arm about to ascertain whether the
joint had been injured in any way, but he felt nothing
more than a little stiffness.

" Oh! it's all right," he said. " I must manage to bind
it up in some way ; I wish I had discovered it earlier."

While speaking he untied his voluminous cravat, and,
though it was rather an awkward job, succeeded in ban-
daging the wound and staunching the blood.

" That's better ! I shall get on now, I fancy."
But he had lost more blood than he imagined, and he

felt his head swim, and he reeled in his saddle.
" Woa ! gently! holdup!" he said, clutching Bess's

mane. " Woa now !"

He recovered himself by an effort, and pricking his

mare gently with a spur, continued on his way.
A dull red mist seemed to obscure his vision, but by

iegrees it cleared away.
Then, as he looked in advance of him, he fancied he

could see in the far distance something in motion, but he
could not determine what it was, for it was so confoun-
ded with the shadows at the end of the lane that it was
hardly distinguishable.

Presently, however, it began to assume the form of a
horse and rider.

It looked, though, strangely dim and undefined.
It approached with a peculiar gliding, undulating

movement.
What puzzled him most was, that though he bent for-

ward in the saddle and listened, and though all around
was so profoundly silent, no sound of the horse's feet
striking against the road came to his ears.

And still onward, nearer, nearer, with the same glid-

ing, stealthy motion, came the mysterious steed.

Dick felt a vague feeling of alarm—it could scarcely
be called terror—creeping over him.

This was in a great measure, no doubt, produced by
the great quantity of blood which he had lost.

He made a strong >ffort to shake it off.

It was in vain.
Then he became nnnscious that Bern was trembling

violently.

His hands wandered to the holsters.
Andnowthe speotral-looking horseman reached a spot

where no shadows fell upon the lane, and was piarply.

revealed by the pale moonbeams.
The misty, shadowy look had disappeared.
Both horse and rider were defined with extraordinary

clearness.

Involuntarily, as his eye rested upon them, & cry of

astonishment issued from his lips.

And well there might.
He fancied he must be dreaming.
The mysterious rider was a perfect reflex of himself.
The steed of his own mare. Black Bess, a

He saw the whole as plainly as if he had stood before
a gigantic looking-glass.

He closed his eyes, fancying for a moment *.hat what
he saw was but the creation of his own brain ; and
when he opened them again it was with the [firm

conviction that when he did so the apparition would
have vanished.
But no ; there it stood, and apparently ten times more

palpable than before.

He ran his eye over the costume.
^

There was the same rakish-looking hat, with its long
trailing feather, the same gold-faced scarlet coat, the
same high boots—all was most exact.

In a moment, all that he had ever heard respecting
the appearance of such an object being a foretoken of

death flashed through his mind ; and, although it could
not absolutely be said that he placed credence in such
stoi-ies, yet, when he saw approaching, and at no great

distance from him, a form which he was convinced was
no illusion, a cold chill crept over him, and the blood
seemed to gush back suddenly to his heart.

His breath came short and thick.
" What can it mean ?" he said, faintly.

As he spoke, the mysterious horsman suddenly leaped
the hedge, and sped over the meadows until he reached
a little knoll, where he stood still and immovable.
As for Bess, she seemed as if changed to stone. Her

neck was outstretched towards the spectre steed, and
her eyes seemed bursting from their sockets. Her mane
was erect and her sides wet with perspiration.

How long Dick gazed he knew not, but suddenly a
cloud passed over the moon's face, and cast a temporary
darkness around.
When she peeped forth again the spectre horseman

had disappeared.
Dick gave a sigh of relief.
" This is very, very strange," ho said. " What can be

the meaning of this assumption of my own form and
features ? I feel sick and faint. My brain is heavy and
my arms paralyzed. Can it be possible that I have bled

to death ?"

His heart pulsated at twice its usual speed as this

question crossed his mind, and he leaned forward heavily

upon the neck of his steed.

In a few moments, however, the deathlike faintnesa

which had come over him passed away, and as he settled

himself properly in the saddle, he passed his hand two
or three times over his brow, and looked in a bewildered
sort of fashion about him.

All was still and silent. No other living, moving ob-

ject could be anywhere distinguished.

He urged Bess forwards.
Filled with strange thoughts and sensations to which

he had hitherto been a stranger, Dick proceeded on hia

way to London, nor did he draw rein again until he

stood upon the old bridge at Blackfriars.

A cool, refreshing breeze came from the surface of the

water, and Dick paused for a few moments in order to

enjoy it, for it came very gratefully upon his fevered

brain.

There were a few vessels even at that hour moving
lazily on the river. _
He watched them for some moments.
It was wonderful what a difference the cool breeze

made to Dick ; he felt himself revive rapidlv.

Then he spoke

—

" I am better now—much better. I feel, though, very,

very weary, and am glad I have reached London. I will

make my way at once to where I oan-*">ve »in hour or

two's repose."
He proceeded at a gentle pace up Bridge-street and

no on across Fleet-street into Farringdon-streCt, and
past the gloomy old Fleet Prison,
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Thea he plunged into the mass of narrow streeta and
courts which lie betwoon Fleet-street and Holborn-hill.

To-day it is by no moans an enviable locality, bat a

hundred years a;^o we may reasonably conclude it was at

the very least a hundred times worse than it is now.

Ho threaded his way into Cbaucery-lano without

meotinLT with a soul.

Ho made his way tu the corner of Carey-strsoi.

Here a watchman had his Btation, rho was supposed

to watch over the n6'<».hbourhood and protect the

houses from ths burglar !

Suppose, indeed !

The box was there, but it was cmrty. Doubtioss,

the Ruardian of the night was solacing himself some-
where near at hand.
At almost any other time Dick would have played

him some trick, but now ha was so thoroughly exhausted

he could thiukof nothing but reaching some place of rest.

Soon, then, he emerged into Drury-lane by way of

Princes-street, and, turning to the left, pulled up at

the White Horse.
No traces of thia ancient inn are left now. It was

pulled down many years ago, and the present gin-

palace ereetod on its site in the south corner of a pas-

sago called Wliite Horse-yard.
It was famed all over London as being the resort of all

the criminals in town. The landlord was always too well

paid by his customers for any reward, however great, to

be an inducement for him to betray them, and any of the
" family " was sUro of finding a safe refuge in his house.

Altliough it.'^aa at an hour when everybody would bo
supposed to be in bed, yet, when Dick drew up before

the old inn, a light was burning in the tap-room.
He alighted, and, instead of entering by the door, led

Bess by the bridle down a narrosv alley until be
reached a small door.

Here he paused, and pressing hia thumb against the

lintel, waited patiently.

The door swung silently open, and a stout, red-faced

man appeared upon the threshold.

He held a lantern in his hand.
" Hullo !" he said, gruffly ; then, as ho recognized his

visitor; he said, in a cordial voice, " Why, Dick lad, is

it you ? I have not seen you for an age. How mortal
pale you are, to bo sure ! What's the matter P"
Dick smiled languidly as he replied

—

" I am wounded, Matthew."
" Eh ! wounded ?"

" Ob, only slightly, only slightly. A mere scratch;
in fact, nothing to speak of."

" Come in, come in, and let mo attend to it. Bring
your mare with you. I'll see to stabling her all right.

Come in, come in."

Dick led Boss over the doorstep as desired, and
Matthew, the landlord, carefully closed the door.

It was rather a strange place in which Dick stood,

and it well deserves a line or two of description.

In appearance ic more resembled the bottom of a well
than anything else, only it was square ins-tead of round.

Tlie only roof it had was the sky.

It was about eight feet square. That side of it in

which the door was placed was a plain brick wall of the
Bamo height as the house itself.

The other three sides were simply thg external walla

of the inn, in which were several windows.
But the strangest tiling of all was that a number of

pieces of iron, ab )ut twelve inches long b? one in dia-

meter, were stuck at regular intervals from the floor to

the roof, so that a person might by their aid ascend to
the housetops.
These bars were besides arranged so that they passed

near every window which looked ia to thia square place.
Their use was obvious.

A person could leave any of these rooms without
difficulty through the windo-,7, and either go up or down
as circumstances might require.
There was a small low door opposite ij the one by

which Dick had entered, leading into the inn. and
another on theJeft hand leading by a circuitous route
to the stablee

It waB tkrougn tins last-mentioned door that the
landlord passed, followed by Dick and hia mare.

Tired and faint as he was, Biok would not forego

his invariable custom of seeing his mare safely iodged
and fed.

This done, he accompanied old Matthew through a

maze of wooden corridors, and up a flight of rickety

stairs into a small chamber.
'"f'here," said the landlord, putting his lantern

on the broad window-sill, and carefully closing the

abutters, "you may make yourself perfectly comfoi-t"

able for twelve hours at least. Here is the bed."

Dick threw himself upon the bod with a^ air of in-

J
tense satisfaction.
" Shall I leave the light ?"

" No ; I shall not want it."

" All right
;
good night."

" Good night, landlord," replied Dick ;
" mind you

look after my mare."
" Don't trouble about that, my boy. Won't you have

something to eat and drink ?"

" No, no, thank you," replied Turpin, drowsily.
« Stay till I wake up. That'll do."
" Good night, Dick," said the landlord again. •

He waited in vain for a reply.

Dick was fast asleep.
" Ah, well," said old Matthew, as be approached the

bed, and cast the light of the lantern upon his face.
" He's helpless enough now, and no mistake. However,
he shall come to no harm under this roof so long as I

am alive. So rest in peace, brave heart, rest in peace."

The landlord slowly left the bedside, and closed the

door carefully behind him.
The dawn of the coming day struggled through the

triangular-shaped holes in the window shutters, and a
faint, leaden-coloured beam of light fell upon the ex-

hausted, slumbering highwayman.

CHAPTER VII.

THE ENCOUNTER WITH THE POLICE OFFICER ON THE.
EOOP OF THE OLD INN IN DRUUT LANE.

" EousE up, Dick ! rouse np, lad ! Wake up ! wake
up, come ! Here's a couple of redbreasts dropped in.

Wake up !"

It was old Matthew Gale, the landlord, who spoke.
it seemed to Dick as though he had only just closed

hia eyes when these words sounded in his ears.

He started up iu bed.
" What is it, Matthew, eh ? Is the house on fire ?"
" No, no ; only I saw a couple of ofBcera come in. I

didn't stop to see what they wanted, but thought I

would wake you up, so that you might be prepared for

action if necessary."
" Thanks 1 thanks ! And Bess ?"

" Eight as a trivet. She's got all her traps on, and
you can have her at a moment's notice."

"That ia well. Why, dear me, it is getting quite
daylight."

" Daylight ? Ha ! ha li He ! he ! he ! Ha ! ha !"

The landlord fairly held his sides.

"Hilloa! what's up? Why do you laugh ?"

"Ha! ha! Why, at you, to be sure. The idea of
fancying it was getting daylight. Night ia closing in
quick !"

"Nonsense!"
" It's a fact."
" Then do you mec.n to Bay I have been eleepingr

twelve hours ?"

" Well, that's somewhere about the figure, I guess."
" I can scarcely credit it. I thought I had only just

closed my eyes when you called me."
" That waa because you slept sound. How is your

wound ?'"

" Oh, I fancy it's all right. 1 feel nothing of it."
" I wouldn't move the bandage yet if I were you,"

said Matthew, after examining it. " Let it alone, and
it will soon get right. Try a glass or two of this ; it

is the finest old port in my cellai«'~ It will put new
blood into you."

" You are thoughtful, my friend. I do feel just the
least bit faint."

" I shouldn't wonder. Now, if I were ycu, i would
try a good meal."

" I feel very hungry, I can tell you; but hew About
the officers you were mentioning i"
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''Oh! dear me, what a head I've got! I have been
rattling on like this, and quite forgot all about them."

" I can soaroely think they are after me. How could
they tell I was anywhere in the neighbourhood ?"

" Oh ! I didn't nay they were after you, only I thought
you ought XJot <T> V.O "sleG'D while .the Philistines were
abroad."

" They can't be afto; me. If they had eeen me last

night wo should have had a visit long before this.
'

" No doubt, no doubt."
" Just run down, will you, then, and find out their

object; and, as soon as you can, come back and let me
know."

" I will, jJon't be afraiil, Dick, lad
; you are safer

here tlian you could bo anywhere. I'll promise you if

the grabs are in search of you I can baffle them without
any trouble. So rest iu security where you are. You
have nothing whatever to fear."

" Well, then, Matthew, I should like you to run down
again, and find out, if you can, what it is these officers

want."
" All right ; but on no account leave the voom until I

return."
Dick opened the door himself, and allowed the land-

lord to go out, and, leaning over the balusters, watched
him as far down the stairs as he could, and then stood
Btill and listened.

He lieard the landlord's footsteps for some moments,
and then a door closed, after which all was still.

Then a long. pause ensued, when, hearing the door
open again, Dick withdrew into his chamber.

In a moment or two afterwards the landlord returned.
" WelK'" said Dick, inquiringly.
" It's you they're after. They've got some suspicion

you are here, but of course I denied the fact, and told
them to search the old place from top to bottom. It
will take them some time," he added, Complacently.
"No doubt of that."
"The ' White Horse ' is fuller of odd nooks and cor-

ners than they fancy."
" Have they begun their search ?"
" Yes ; and as they no doubt think in a very cunning

manner. You must not suppose that this staircase is the
principal one. It is quite a secondary one, and thoy
may not discover its existence. However, thoy havall
gone straight up to the top of the house, iuteudine' t

)

commence their search on the roof and end in the celitr^V
'

" All, do you say ?"

" Why, not all, of course. They have left one cr tw >

downstairs as a kind of guard; and, no doubt, several
more are looking out in the lane and the court, and they
would of co:;r8e raise an alarm if they saw you attempt-
ing to leave the premises."
A great hubbub from somewhere above now reached

their ear.
" God bless me !" said the landlord, " what's that ?"
" They had made some discovery or other, I should

fancy. Wliat can it be ?"

Old Matthew changed colour a little as he replied—
" I have no idea. However, it appears they have been

up to the roof, and come down again. I must leave you
now, to go and see what they are after."

" Very good ; but how shall I manage if they tako it

into their heads to come here while you are away P"
_" I'll show you. Bess is safe enough, and wher'' ^hey

will never find her, so don't let that trouble you.''
" Well—well !" said Dick, uneasily.
"Don't putyonrself about. Beleaguered as the house

is, it would be impossible for you to leave it with your
mare. I know you don't like to be off her hick, but it

can't be helped."
" What do you propose, then ?"

"Just this. When I go out, shut the door and lock
it after me. If the officers don't come, well and good.
It they do, look here !"

The landlord went to the window as he spoke.
" Now," he said, " there is something very peculiar

indeed about this window. You see, to all appearance,
it is nailed up."

" Yes—yes."
''.^^ell, it is only in appeaie.3C9, Those nail-heads,

which stick out so ostentatioasly all round the sash, are
hku a good deal of ostentation in this world—all sham.
Ibav are jaat intended to miBloaaany one, and nothing

more. The window opens with a hidden spring, 'jj thia
way."
He pressed on the headof oneof tue irianyi^ails round

the sash, and the window rose silently in the groove
made for it, and continued to rise so Inno; as> the head
of the nail was pressed upon. ^
"Now, of course, you will say," continued tlio land'

I

lord, "that it is just possible, as the spring which opens
the window is not concealed, that it may be discovered.
But there is not the slightest ground for such a thought.
On the contrary, it is more likely to prevent its being
found out. You must bear in mind that there are at
least fifty nail-heads here altogether, which diminishes
tiie chances of discovery fifty times. Then, if the nails
were tampered with, no one would think of driving them
iu further, as you saw me do, but, on the contrary,
would try to pull them out."
There was so much logic in this reasoning that Dick

was convinced at once.
" But you haven't seen all of this yet," said old Mat-

thew, with a certain degree of pride, " though the other
part is simple enough. Look outside."
Dick put his head through the window, and saw that

he was looking into the square, well-like place which he
had entered about twelve hours before.

" Those bars," said Matthew, "are mortared very
firmly into the wall, and you need not fear their giving
way. As soon, then, as you hear the officers at the door,
press on the nail ; it is the eleventh from the sill, and
the window will open as I showed you. Then climb out,
and take hold of the bar nearest to you with your right
hand, and putting your foot on another one, close the
window with your left

;
you will find it shutdown with

ease. It will then be immovable, and present to the
officers the appearance of having been nailed up for a
length of time. An active man like you will, of course,
be able to reach the roof without difficulty, and when
yon iiavo, I must leave you to your own devices."
"And fear not for me, then," said Dick, pressing the

landlord's hand ;
" I shall be right enough, never fear,"

" I will leave you, then, for I am full of anxiety to
know what the redbreasts are doing, and my longer
absence might be productive of suspicion."

" Do so—do so."
" 1 hope," said Dick, " you" will bo able to lead them

off the scout, for I can feel I am dreadfully weak. I must
'jave lost an immense quantity of blood."
"Keep yourself quiet, and don't got excited. I would

advise you to lie down on the bed again. You can, if

necessary, easily make it appear as though it had never
been slept on."

" To be sure. I wish "

"What?"
" You will smile, but if you will believe me, I am never

contented unless Bess is close to me." '

" Oh ! now don't, I beg, trouble about that. I, as I
said just now, may take the officers quite oif their scent ,•

and if I do, as it is only a little after nine, you can, as
soon as they are gone, make your way down the court
into Clare-market, and so gain the open country."

" I shall be glad to do so, and I fancy when once Lon-
don is behind mo, I shall bo some time before I return."
" Oh ! your wound makes you down-hearted. You

will soon be all right."
" Well, leave me now, leave me now. Try and spare

me the task of climbing over the roofs, for I feel quite
unequal to it."

" Trust to me, I'll do the best I can," eaid the land-
lord, leaving the room.
With a wearied air, Dick threw himself upon the bed,

and pressed his hands over his temples. There was a
throbbing sensation in liis head which was distracting
and painful in tho extreme. His system had been aU
most drained of blood.
Time passed, andnearly half anh ur elapsed after old

Matthew left the room before Turpi.) l-->ard a^'fthinf;
to indicate the coming of his foes.
Thon, as ho lay in a half unconscious Btat" hob«?at^

'he sound of footsteps on the stairs.
A minute more, and the hum of many ^^oioeC mineled

with them.
He rose to a sitiing posture on the bed-
The different objects in tbe room seemti? chasinir ea^r

oi-.her round and round tiioi.



''ic was in a strange, dreamy state.

Sudd'5nl >", the familiar tonee of old Matthew's voice

struck vpon his ears.

He was speaking loudly.
" Of course, of course. Go w&ere you like ; » do»v*t

care. I only hope you'll find him, that's all."

"Tour conduct is very eugpicious, Mr. Gale; "^ry
suspicious indeed," said a gruff voice.

" As how, I should like to know ?" rejoined tbo laiK*.*

lord. "As how, I say? Have I interfered with you
in the least, or said a word to you about turning my

'

house upside down, and ruining my trade ? Just aij-

swer me that." •
" Why, I think your trade would take a good deal of

ruining, Mr. Gale. It's no good you putting on an air

of injured innocence, for your house is celebrated all

over the kingdom as being the resort of the worst of

characters."
" Be careful what you're saying, be careful what you're

Baying. Recollect you're in my house, Mr. Officer."

"I know that," wafl the reply, given in an irascible

voice. " But you just let me catch you out in harbour-
ing or abetting any one, and see if I don't make you
smart for it. I shall be sure to do so, sooner or later."

" Oh ! indeed, Mr. Clever ; oh ! indeed. Perhaps
,VOu'd like to find me out to-day ?"

" I shall, too, or it's very odd to me, so I wouldn't
advise you to crow so loud. What room does this door
open into, oh ?"

They had reached the threshold of the one in which
Dick stood.
While this little conversation was going on, and

which, from its rather artificial character, was doubt-
less got up by old Matthew with the intention of put-
ting Dick on his guard, the latter had, in a great mea-
sure, succeeded in shaking off the feeling of faintness
which had so weighed upon him.
He smoothed over the bed, and unlocked the door

silently, so that the suspicions of the officers should not
be aroused by finding it fastened on the inside ; and
then, rushing to the window, he pressed the spring, and
passed quickly out of it.

Taking hold, then, firmly of the bar, as the landlord
had directed, he closed the window with his left hand.
As he hung thus suspended, he felt himself seized

parapet, and rolled over into the gutter, which sur-
rounded it on the inner side.

It was not a very pleasant place to fall into, for it was
filled with black slimy mud, which had from time to time
accumulated there, and Dick rose up very much the
worse for the contact.

lie did not, however, rise immediately to his feet, but
lay 3till for a few moments, and then»»"<^i8inp >iia head,
looked carefully around him.
An angular roof of dark red tiles was on "his left hand,

and up this he began to climb.
The ascent was rather steep, and he slipped once or

twice before he reached the top, along which he crept a
few feet, until his farther progress was stayed by a huge
stack of chimneys.

" I must get round this," he said, " and on to the
roof of the next house, in case any of the officers should
make their appearance, then I shall be all right."

Very carefully now, for the attempt was full of peril,

Dick crawled round to the other side of the chimneys.
" Now I've caught you, Mr. Dick ; now I've caught

you," said an exulting voice at this moment; and, be-
fore he was aware of it, Dick felt himself clutched
tightly round the throat by some one.

It was a Bow-street runner, who had been left there
by his superiors to watch if the highwayman made his
appearance, and with instructions, in case he should do
so, to give an immediate alarm.

But this man did not want for courage, and he resolved,
should Dick get out on to the roof, to try his best to cap-
ture him single-handed, which would entitle him to the
very large reward offered for his apprehension.

He was sitting very composedly on the roof, but yet
keeping a sharp look-out around him, when his atten-
tion was arrested by hearing a slight sound.

It was the crumbling of the coping as Dick sought to
obtain a firm hold of it.

He withdrew instantly, and hid himself behind the
chimneys, for he was well aware how great an advan-
tage you have over your enemy if you can pounce upon
him unawares.
The officer, too, was also aware how difficult it was to

keep a foothold on the tiles, especially during a struggle,
AS ne nung tnus suspenaea, ne leit niraseit seize.i ^^ ^,g cunningly had got over the ridge of the roof

with a sudden fiddiness and it was by little short o-; I ^^ ^q ^^^^ opposite side, where he held himself in readi-
miracle he saved himself from falling into the yard bel; ^c j,ess to catch Dick by the throat.
He looked up, and saw the edge of the roof about ten 5

feet above him.
He sighed as he saw it

I can never do it," he said ;
" I never in my life felt

80 deadly faint. I must make the effort, though, or they
may see me from the window."
,He climbed up three or four steps, and 'paused ; he

felt that for the moment he was out of danger.
The cool night air blew refreshingly upon him, and

every second seemed to bring with it a fresh accession

of strength.

No sound reached him from the room below.

How they were getting on of course he could form no
^rt of idea.

" It will be best for me to ascend the rest of the dis-

tance. \ shall be able to rest much better on the roof,

and I shall no doubt be perfectly secure ; for, having
searched it once, they will not be likely to look for me
again ; and, unless I am mistaken, they will leave a man
On every staircase as they go on with their search to

prevent the possibility of any one making their escape
by ascending.

lie proceeded to the execution of his design. The re-

maining bars were ascended with but little difficulty,

lor he felt he had regained much of his wonted strength,
nnd he found himself in a^i-^'-her moment at thp edgp of

the parapet.
To climb ovev thia vvouia oe the most dangerous part

of the business. He would have to relitquish his hold

or the iron bais, and, grasping the stonework, drp,w him-
self over. But the stone had been there exposed to wind
end rain for many a long year, and was much decayed

;

and as he, with his left hand, strove to take a hold, he
&s often Ilound a fragment come away in his fingers.

They fell with a slight sound into the yard beneath.

Dick shuddered at the time they took to reach it.

riowevor, making a vigorous effort, h:^ scaled the

He knew, while he kept his hold Uj^on the highway-
man, he could not by any means fall dov^n.

But Dick was accustomed to sudden Sdrprises, and
he very quickly recovered from this one.

He was in a moment alive to the fact that unless he
speedily overcame this officer, and that before he gave
any alarm, his comrades from below would come to his

assistance, and then, in such a place, opposed to such
odds, escape would be hopeless.

All this flashed through his mind with the rapidity of

lightning.

Feeling, then, the necessity for instantaneous action,

he summoned to his aid all the strength which he pos-
sessed, and taking a firm grip of his opponent's throat,

he endeavoured, by main force, to drag him over the
ridge of the roof on to the side on which he was.

Now this officer, full of the hope of being able to cap-

ture the redoubtable highwayman single-handed, dis-

dained to call for help, as he might have done, and at
tacked him in a courageous manner.

It was a singular combat.
If there had been a spectator of it, though, he wcr.'.A

have noticed that Dick was by slow degrees drawing
the officer over in spite of the strenuous efforts which
he made to prevent it.

The wound in Dick's arm, which, now that his blood

was hot, he thought not of, was, nevertheless, a disad-

vantage ; but this was more than compensated by his

superior weight, for the officer, though muscular, was
slightly made.
Slowly and surely he felt he was beinf7diawn upwards

and over.

Neither spoke.
Their heavy breathiiy ; Wf>.^ iliQ only sonnd whiot'

issued from them.
With ^ight and main did the officer strive to maint«a^>
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TVBFHf'S STBUOOLB WITH THSl OFFICER ON THE BOOF-TOP.

bii position on the slope ; but in vain. He made frantic
attempts to insert the toes of his boots in the crevices
of the tiles and the brickwork of the chimneys ; but in
vain likewise.

Feeling, then, that it was imperatively necessary to
change his tactics, he ceased suddenly to oppose any
resistance to being dragged over, and gave himself an
impetus forward.
This had the natural effect of causing Dick to lose

his balance, and both, without relaxing their hold, rolled
over and over down the slanting roof.
Had it not been for the old stone parapet, which was

about eighteen inches high, and which had given Dick
80 much trouble to surmount, they must inevitably
have been precipitated into the yard below.

It stopped their further progress, though with more
force and suddenness than was pleasant.
A broad gutter, filled with the accumulated mud of

many years, surrounded the parapet, anilt i^as intr/
this delightful bed they feU.

Diok was undermost.
The police-officer placed his knee on Dick's breast,

and paused a moment to regain his breath ; then, in a
moment after, the struggle recommenced on both aidai

with redoubled fury.

They rose to their feet.

There was just room for them to stand in that narrow
gutter, but that was all.

Dick was an experienced wrestler, and a cold chiU
crept over the officer as he felt himself in the grasp of

one who was evidently a practised hand.

"Surrender!" said Dick, between his teeth—"Sur-
render, and I will spare you."

The only reply the officer made was to oling yet
tighter to his foe.

"Take your fate, then !" shonted Dick, and he threw
him violently down.
The unfortunate officer fell with a dull, eickehing

«cand upon the top of the parapet.

No. 3. Paiow Of»h HAiiFPisrwr.
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His body was half over, but ho still kepthia hold. He
/elt in that was his only ohanoe of preservation.

With a sudden wrench Dick freed himself from >.tj 4jut

at the expense of some portion of his apparel.

With a hideous rush the body of the officer fell «aok
^aiu, and plunged headlong down the abyss er« "Hiak

oonid put out his hand to save him.

He placed his hands to his ears so that he buuuxu sunt

otrt the Biokening orach of hi=< body falling on the stows
below.
He hea.d it th.. .gh plainly enoughm his imagination,

and he withdrew his hands with a horrified expresaioT'

upon his oounfcenance.

He stooped do'srn and peered over—0.II was dark calow

and profoundly still.

" Poor fellow !" said Dick, as he rose ;
" it'« »)1 over

with him. I'm sorry, for he was a brave man, but it was
his life or mine ! Where shall I make my way now ?"

He looked all round as he spoke. It was dusk, and
the gloom was momentarily increasing.

|

An apparently solid mass of roofs and chimneys of

every imaginable shape and description environed him.

From one or two of the queer-shaped attic-windows
came a faint gleam of light.

The moon had not yet risen, or if she had was not

sufficiently above the horison to shed her light upon
the roof-tops.

He crawled along the gutters until he oame to that

part overlooking Drury-lane.

An ever-moving throng filled the pavements, and then
in another moment Dick's eye fell upon the form of an
officer who was standing in a doorway on the opposite

side of the street and regarding the front of the inn
attentively.

Dick slunk down still lower in the gutter, though
when he peeped over he had not exposed enough of his

body to be visible in the darkness.
Along the gutter on to the next house, and then on

to the next, until he reached t&e corner of a street, he
slowly crept.

He halted.
" I must make my way down by one of these attic

windows," he said, "and through the house into the
street below."
He made his attempt upon the one nearest to him.

It was securely fastened.

Just at that moment his eye fell upon a trap-door in

the roof which was slightly displaced from its position.
" That will do it," he said. " All is easy now."
He advanced to the trap as he spoke and lifted it off

in a moment. It seemed to cover a square patch of

darkness.
Before be trusted himself to descend, he took a coin

from his pocket and let it fall through. For aught he
knew the trap might be immediately over a steep stair-

ease, or so great a distance from the floor as to prevent
his dropping down with safety.

Besides, were anyone about the sound would inevita-

bly attract their attention, but had he shown a light,

it would have called notice to him.
The coin fell on a floor a foot or two below him, with

a'ringing sound.
He listened to see if any notice was taken of it, but

all was silent as before.
Then he lowered himself carefully through the trap,

holding firmly by his hands. He stretched out his feet

and ifound they just grazed the floor, bo he reached it

without making the least noise.

CHAPTER Vni.
Dies, BT HIS TIMELY PEBSENCB, INTBBBUPTS THE
PSRPBTBATION OF A DEED OF CBUEIiTY.—THE
TOUNO CHIU.'S GEATITUDE.

For a minute or two Dick stood perfectly still, in order
that his eyes might become accustomed to the gloom.
He dared not exhibit a light, and besides if ha did it

would only have the effect of making the darkness eeom
greater by the Qontrast. for, of oowso, he could not
keep it burning.

Yery gradually toe IJgbt from the aperture lu tht,

ceiliag above appeared to increase in brightness, and as
it didt the objenta "iironnding him began to be dimly
visible.

It was oa MaioaU wooden laadiag wbiob he Btood, and

from which one door opened. It was well he had the
precaution to stand still, for the top staircase was only
a few inches from him.
He extended his hand and rested it ,pjn the baluster.

It was large and massive, and such as may be found in
London in old houses, at the present time.
With slow and careful steps, and walking ..ooo to

the wall so as to make the least possible noise, Dick
deseendgd the flight of stpi'-n, and found himRolf upon
another landing.
He could see with tolerable ease about him, roritwaa

lighted with a long window.
Hearing no sound, and seeing nothing Indicative of

the presence of a living creature, Dick did not pause,
but commenced the descent of the second flight.

His foot was on the sixth step from the top, and he
was feeling hia way round the tarn in the staircase, when
his ears were saluted with a succession of short shrieks
of BO shrill a nature that he almost lost his balance.

It was evidently from a female that they proceeded.
"Good heavens!" said Dick, "whatever can have

happened. I never heard such frightful screams before.
Some poor girl is in trouble, I take it

!"

As he uttered these words, he sprang hastily down
the remainder of the stairs, nor did he pause until he
found himself in the passage close to the frontdoor.
The horrible shrieks still sounded in his ears, but they

oame from some depth lower down.
Guided by the cries, he found his way to the head of

the stairs leading to the kitchen, and up these they
came in full force.

Without a moment's delay or hesitation, Dick ran
down them, and seeing a bright light iasuing from a
partially closed door, he pushed it open, and with the

hanger, which he wore by his side, in his grasp, burst
into the apartment.
A horrifying sight met his gaze.

Cowering on the floor, and divested of almost every
article of attire, was a young girl of about seventeen
years of age. She was dark, and had long glossy hair

hanging disorderedly about her. Her hands were
clasped together tightly, and her face, under happier
auspices, was doubtless beautiful, but now it was con-

vulsed with agony. Her lips were apart and bloodless,

and tears were streaming from her eyes.

Standing over her, and flourishing a broad, heavy belt

or strap, was a being in the shape of a woman. She was
old and gaunt, presenting indeed more the appearance
of an animated akeleton than aught else. Her eyes were
bright and reptile-looking, and a ghastly expression

of delight and fiend-like malice lighted up her counte-
nance as she struck the girl brutally with the strap.

Close by was a short, thin, insignificant-looking man,
but there was a world of pity and commiseration in his

looks. He held up his hands in a deprecating manner,
as though he would fain, if he had the power, interpose

and shield the young girl from the violent attack the

woman made upon her.

Dick saw all this at a glance.
" Help ! help ! Save me ! save me !" shrieked the

young girl, as her eyes fell upon the new-comer. " Oh

!

sir, whoever you may be, save and help me !"

She sprang up on her feet, and reaching Dick's side

with a bound, flung her arms round him and clung with

the intensity of one who feels she has found a saviour.

Unmitigated surprise at the sudden appearance of a
man in so hostile an attitude, deprived the old hag for

an instant of both speech and motion, and she glared

np'jn Dick as she held the strap in the air, as though
she had been suddenly confronted with a spectre.

Diok passed his arm round the slight form of the young
girl and drew her towards him, endeavouring by thia

means to reassure her and calm her terrible agitation.

"Oh! save me, sir! save me!" she sobbed, "take
me away from here ! Pray do, for Mrs. Brattle beata

me nearly to death every day. Oh ! do tat^ me away

!

Will you, sir ?"

She ckmg to him still more closely, as she asked this

question, and looked up into his face with so much
appealing earnestness, that Diok felt thp teara snring

uneontroUably into his eyes. •

" Save you, my poor girl !" ho said, in his deep, wanly
tones, which thrilled through every nerve of the girl'«

body with a feeling of exquisite delight wbioh she had
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befora experi'enoed ; "of cottirse I will, aad take

yoa where yoa please, but not till I havo Donishod this

ba;; for hor cruelty towards you." '

A happy smile lighted up her face line » aantJeam when
she heard his promise, but it was suddenly clouded

over, and a look of deep dejection usurped its place.

,
" Why do you look so sad all at once ?" asked Dick.
" I'll let you know, Mr. What's-your-name !" burst

(n the shrill tones of tho old woman's voice at this mo-
ment, and before the girl could frame a reply. " I'll

let you know, Mr. What's-your-name, whether you can

iome rumpagiug into a lone woman's house in this way.

And interfering between her and her apprentice aa be-

longs to her, leastways as she took out of the work-
house at St. Giles's ''•x weeks ago come Easter Monday.
I'll let you know.'* ,

'• Apprentice ?" said JJick.

"Yes; apprentice!" repeated the old woman. "I
should like to know whether there's a law in the land, or

whether there isn't ; and if a lone woman is to have her

house broken into because she chooses to give her parish

apprentice a lesson. That's what I want to know."
As for the miserable-looking man, he said never a

word, but stood looking from one to another aghast.
Disdaining to say anything further to this woman,

who, now that she had recovered the use of her tongue,

would doubtless be terribly abusive, Dick bent down
his head, and looking into the girl'a face with an air of

perfect ease and confidence, said

—

" Is it true, my dear, what this—woman, I suppose,
I must call her—says ? Are you her apprentice f

"

"Alas 1 sir; yes."
" What is she ? I mean, what trade were you ap-

prenticed to learn ?"
" Cap-making, sir."
" And—forgive me if what I ask hurts your feelings

—from what has been said I gather you are alone in

the world ?"

" Quite— quite alone, sir !" said the girl, sobbing and
weeping afresh. " I have no father, no mother, nor
have I friend in the world."
"Oh! yes, you have," replied Dick, cheerfully.

" Providence has sent me here just in time to be a
friend in need to you, and I will take care you are no
longer subjected to her brutality."
He pointed with his finger towards the woman whom

the girl had called Mrs. Brettel.
" Oh ! indeed ; oh ! indeed, Mr. What-d'ye-oall. How

much longer are you going on with your highty-tighty
nonsense ? I know what's law if you don't. That's my
apprentice, and if you don't give her up at once, and
leave my house, I will send for a constable, and pretty
soon make you. Things have come to a pretty pass,

indeed, when you can't do as you like in your own
house without some bully or

"

" Silence, hag !" shouted Dick. " Were it not for

your sex I would bestow such a summary chastisement
upon you as should serve for a lesson for the rest of

your life. There are too many like you, who fancy
when you take a poor orphan apprentice into your
clutches you can commit what outrage you choose upon
her. Why does she beat you ?" asked Dick, in kinder
tones, as he turned again to the young girl.

A vivid flush of crimson in a moment overspread her
face.

" Do not ask me that, sir ; do not ask me that," she
replied, bending her eyes downwards. " Indeed ^ ""i-
not tell you. It is something very wrong."

Dick's eyes blazed ominously as he heard this an-
swer, and when the old woman again saw his oounte-
nanoe, it wore ao terrible an expression that she invo-
luntarily fell upon her knees and yelled for mercy.
The girl sobbed as though her heart would break.
"Cheer up!" said Dick, " cheer up. You have nothing

to be ashamed of, and I will take cace yoa are no longer
loerced by her in any way. But who ia that man?" ho
added, indicating the man who was present-

" That, sir, ia Mr. Brettel."
" Her huphand ?"

"Yea."

I*
And does lie sanction such cruelty ?"
Oh ! no sir. He is kindneaa and gentleness itself.

He would not hurt a fly, but his wife treats him almost
«e bftdly as she does me, and ba ia quite powerlesa to

lielp me, and if he even said a word of remoustranoa she
would beat him almost to death with the strap'',"

Dick regarded Mr. Brettel with a look in wbioh sur.

prise, curiosity, and pity were strange)'' blond'"'.
" Is it possible ?" he said.

It is true, sir ; and I have t* bhauk 'bfm for man>
Httle kindnesses which he has done me."

" You have, have you ?" screamed the wiie, rising
suddenly from her abjeot position. '' So that'a how
you set me at defiance in my own house, you tyrant, is

it?" she continued, addressing her husband. "Take
that and that !"

i_
As these last words >f»sned from her lips she rushed

upon him like some wiid animal, and struck him over
the head and face with the strap.

" She's a delightful female, certainly," said Dick, ac
he released himself from the hold of the young girl

;

" but I must put a stop to this."
Suiting the action to the word, he seized the furious

woman by the neck, and, brandishing his hanger in her
face, compelled her to desist,

Mr. Brettel rose with difficulty to hia feet, and wiped
the blood from his neck and face.

Now, sir," said Dick, aa hia eye fell upon a clothes-
line that was stretched across the room, " I will render
you a service. Pull that rope down, ^nd give it to me."
Mr. Brettel tremblingly obeyed.
" On second thoughts," said Turpin, as he handed it

back to him, " you shall bind her yourself."
" I—I !" said the husband, with genuine terror in

hia tones.
" Yes, you," said Dick, laughing. " You needn't look

so frightened about it. You will have no danger. If

she makes the least resistance, I will have her head off

at a single blow."
He flourished hia weapon in a formidable manner.
Mr. Brettel's hands shook so much that no one would

have fancied for a moment that he would be able to do
such an act ; but after awhile hia wife's apathy en-
dowed him with courage, and he bound her strongly.
Dick sheathed his hanger.
" That's over ; and now, Mr. Brettel, if you'll take a

piece of friendly advice, you will keep her just as ahe is

until she's half dead with hunger. She will be sub-
missive enough then. Never heed her threats. So long
as you do not unloose her she can do nothing. It will

be your own fault if ahe ever ill-treats you again."
Mrs. Brettel ground her teeth with rage.
Her husband ventured to smile, and rubbed hishanda

over one another with feeble satisfaction.
I will do it !" he said ;

" I will do it 1"

Well done !" said Dick, patting him encouragingly
on the back. " Well done ! I shouldn't advise you—-^
Hullo !"

" What'a the matter ?"
" Why, Where's the young girl gone ?"
" Who, Ellen ?"

" If that is her name."
" I am here !" said a gentle voice, and the apprentioa

entered the room, but ao altered that Dick scarcely re-
cognised her.

She had taken the opportunity to slip out while they
were so busily engaged in binding her mistreaa, and
had put on a bonnet aud a shawl.
She walked quickly towards Dick, and placed her

hand in his.
" Take me with you, sir!" she said, pleadingly. " Do

take me away from here ! I don't care where I go, so
that I leave this hateful place ! You are brave aud
gentle, and I feel that I cau trust you, I have no on©
else that I can ask to assist me. Will you take me ?"

Dick hesitated.

He waa in a rather dangerous situation, and might
have aome difficulty in getting his mare and leaving
London were he by himself, but encumbered by thia
girl his hopes of escape were diminished tenfold.
Then, besides, he asked himself if he did escape with

her, what waa he to do with her eventnaJlj.
The girl noticed his hesitation.
She withdrew her hand, and hf > ^yea jiuironged -^th

tears.

"Don't think wrongly of me for asking yoa," oho
said. " I did not mean to offend yoa ; only I though*
yoa would be able to——"
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Tears and Boba oheoked her utterance.
" My dear girl," said he, drawing her towards him, " I

wish I could take you away from here, and I will, too.

But I Bhall only invoWe you in fresh perils, and perhaps
worse ones than those from which I have rescued you."

" No, no ; that cannot be
!"

" The curse of Cain is on mo ! uxy hand is against
every man's, and every man's is against mine !"

" What do you mean ?" asked the girl, aniioUoiy.
" I am amenable to the lawu— I am a. felon ! Even at

this moment the officers are no doubt on my track.

You are innocent, but I &m guilty !"

" I will not believe it," said Ellen, dashing the tears

from her eyes. " You are all that is good, all that is

noble !"

There was eviaent admiration in her gaze.

"My dear girl," said D:ck, again drawing her to-

wards him, for he felt that this joung girl's trusting
confidence had kindled a warm feeling in his heart.
" I would take you with mo, you do not know how
gladly, only I know so well I sliall but involve yon in

fresh difficulties and dangers."
" I shall not fear them if you are by, because 1 nave

Been that you are bold and strong enough to overcome
them all. Do let me share your perils. I would dare
everything to be taken away from here !"

" But if you go 1 can fetch you back again. Thank
poodneas! there is law for that!" screamed Mrs.
Brottel, who had all this time been tugging at her
bonds in a vain effort to free herself. " I tell you, you
are mine—mine, and the law will bring you back !"

The accents of her voice, although she was powerless
to do her harm, filled the apprentice with renewed
terror, and she again clung to Dick's arm.
"Don't be frightened, my dear," said he, "I see I

ehall never be able to leave you here exposed to her
tender mercies. I will take you where you will be in

safety, and where she will never find you, or perish in

the attempt," he added, mentally.
Ellen gave quite a scream of pleasure as these words

fell upon her ear.
" Come, come, you must learn not to be so excitable

as you are There, put your arm in mine, and we will

be off."

How gladly the peor apprentice complied with his

words

!

She looked up in his face with the same trusting
einile which he had twice before seen upon her coun-
tenance, and which became her so well.

As he gazed upon her, the bold highwayman forgot
all about his present dangerous position, and pressing
her hand to his side, left the kitchen.
A volley of abuse from Mrs. Brettel followed him.
" I Bay, Mr. B.," eaid Dick, returning, and popping

Jiis head in at the door. " Do not you forget my
advice. Treat her like they do a wild animal ! Tame
her with hunger. It will be all your own fault if ever
ehe ill-treats you again. Good-bye, old fellow !"

He shut the door as he spoke.
" Now, my dear," said Dick to the young girl who had

been so strangely thrown upon his protection, " as the
place is so confoundedly dark, perhaps you wouldn't
mind showing me the way to the upper regions f"

Ellen laughed lightly as she held his hand, and led

him up the staircase into the passage above. The poor
orphan was happier than she had been for many a year.
Her past sufferings were already forgotten.

" Hero we are," she said, pausing at the front door.
There was a fanlight over the top, and through this

an oil lamp shed a feeble light. It fell upon Ellen's
face, and tinged it with a rare beauty. Dick sighed,
and thonght he had never seen anything so lovely.

CHAPTER IX.

»ICK PINr)S A PLACE OF REFUGE FOR THE POO^
ORPHAN APPRENTICE.

" Stop !" said Dick, as the young girl put her hand on
tie lock o't the front door preparatory to opening it.

" What for f" •
*• Why, although you said you did not believe it, it is

nevertheless true that I have seriously transgressed the

la>v3, and it was to elude llio pursuit of the officers, who
vwre uiuc me, that 1 dropped through the door in your

roof, intending to make my way out at the front door.
But I heard your Boreams, and I forgot all about myself
in remembering that a female was in trouble."
"And so," said Ellen, in a grave voice, "you have

perhaps, by saving me, given your enemies an oppor-
tunity of ascertaining your whereabouts, and time to
take fresh measures for your capture."

" I hope not ; but I fear bo."
" Oh ! I understand now why you saia you oould not

take me with you. I should be an encumbrance to yon,
and you would have to look after me when you ought
to be looking after yourself. I did not know of this,

indeed I did not, or I would never have been so selfish

as to ask you to take me away with you. Farewell ! I
will remain, and leave you at least the prospect of
making your escape."
She held out her hand, and repeated the word " Fare-

well!"
" How you run on to be sure. Of course I am all that

you say, and a great deal more, perhaps. But I am
quite resolved now-to take you with mo and chance the
danger. It is probable enough the officers are thrown
quite off the scent, and have relinquished pursuit of
me. If so, we shall get off without any trouble."
Ellen shook her head.
"No—no," she said, "I canuof be so ungenerous.

" Fly, fly at once, and leave me to make my own escape."
" And where are you going to, my poor girl ? Do

not think of that, but render me a service."
" Render you a service ? Oh ! what can I do ? Tell

me, tell me."
" Well, you understand, of course, that these enemies

of mine are police-officers ?"

"Yes—yes."
" Do you know one when you see him ?"
" To be sure ; because of their large red waistcoats."
" Just so. It is very possible some of them may be

waiting outside the door here to pounce upon me as
soon as I get into the street."

" What can I do ?"

" Why, I want you to open the front door, and go
out as if upon some ordinary business, leaving me here
in the passage."

" Yes—yes."
" Well, when you are out, go a little way up Drury-

lane, looking carefully all about you, yet not seeming to
do so, and come back and tell me whether you see any
lurking about."
" Yes. I shall not be long."
" Be cautious, Ellen. If you see no one, then I can

regain my mare, which is close by, and take you to a
place of safety."
The young girl took his hand again, and, pressing it

affectionately, opened the door and went out.

Dick stood quite still in the passage, patiently await-
ing her return.

He took a couple of pistols from his coat-pocket and
examined the priming, so that they might be in readiness
for immediate use.

A hum of voices oame up from the kitchen where he
had left Mt. and Mrs. Brettel. The couple were, no
doubt, in high, disputation.

Several minutes passed, but Ellen did not return
Dick began to be uneasy.
He took a watch from his pocket, and, holding it close

to the fanlight, looked at the time. It was close upon
twelve.

His impavience rose to an unbearable extent. He did

not for a moment think the girl had played him false,

but dreaded she had fallen into some fresh trouble.

He was just about to open the door, and sally out for

confirmation or dispersion of his *'o«r8, when soma one
taj. ped lightly at it.

lie flung the door opeu"'in a mouicnt.
It was Ellen.
" Did you not think me a long time ?" she asked.

" I thought you would, but I have been all round and
cannot see an officer anywhere."

" That is well. Then we may get off iu perfect
safety. AVe will not delay another moment."
Dick, as he spoke, passed out of the house with his

companion, and closed the door after him.
All was still ia the street, or rather court, into wtuoh

he omgi'gedt
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A dozen or bo Bteps brought them into Drory-lane
Moat of the shops were shut, but here and there an

Ofea one oast a beam of light on the pavement.
The miserable oil lamps that were stuck here and laere

flickered feebly, and soarnel" dinoelled he darkness for

4 foot around them.
" I think," said Diofe, "yon had oetier go in at the

tont door of the ' Whito^^Horse,' while I go round into

the court by the stables. Walk straight up to the bar,

and ask for Matthew Gale, the landlord, and then tell

him I am round the corner waiting for the mare."

With the alacrity of genuine gratitude, the young girl

did hia bidding, f
The old inn was full of rude, noisy people, "fend she

shrank back a little. For herself, she would never have
dared to enter, but, for her preserver, she felt sho coald
do anything, so she walked up to the b&r iind asked fot

Matthew Gale.
" That's me, miss," said the person she addressea,

leaning over the window-sill, " what do you want ?'

A man was standing at the bar window drinkmg a
glass jf gin, and the hasty glance which Ellen flung ppon
him did not prepossess her in hia favour.
" I want to speak to you, sir, if you please. I have a

message to deliver."

The man with the gin assumed an indifferent air, and
raised hia glass to his lips ; but his sense of hearing the
while was stretched to its fullest extent.

" Come in ; come in here," said Matthew Gale, in those
jovial tonea which were really a pleasure to hear, and
opening the half.glass door that led into the bar. " Come
in here, and tell me what you have to say."
" It is a secret," she said, in a whisper. " A friend of

yours who has his mare here is waiting for it in the
court, and wanta you to bring it out to him."

Old Matthew looked at her distrustfully;for a moment,
but her ingenuous oountenanoe bore upon it no traces
of treachery or deceit.

" Very well," he said, in a whisper. " Go back and
tell him hia mare will be ready in a moment."
" Thank you, sir."

She rose from her seat and left the bar, and as she
passed the man at the window, she saw him empty his

glass, and after saying a word or two to the landlord,
follow her to the front door.
Her position was rather embarrassing.
The man might be, and probably was, a police officer

whose snspiciona were aroused and who had determined
to follow her.

She knew not how to act. If ahe heaitated she would
ooiivert the man's suspicions into certainties.

A confectioner's shop was just on the opposite aide of
the way , and the idea for a moment crossed her brain that
she would go in there and make some trifling purchase,
wlien she recollected with a pang that she had no money.
What waa to be done ?

She availed heraelf of the only resource that waa open
to her, and ahe turned back and went again to the bar-
window.
Old Matthew had vaniahed.
She looked up the passage. The man had evidently

gone into the street, but whether he had turned to the
left or the right of course she could form no sort of

conjecture.
Time was speeding on. The mare was doubtless ready,

and her preserver anxiously waiting for her to make her
appearance ; and every minute he stayed she knew to be
full of danger to him.
Without saying « word to a Boul, she made her way

again to the door.
A tipsy woman on the other side of the way, and who

was endeavouring to keep on her feet by clutching the
window-shutters, was the only person in sight.

She darted round the corner of the court in a moment.
"^iiSott : Ellen !" she heard a voice say, io »i»{»|?t?8sed

WiMu. "• i-rtien ! fifBen
«'

" 1' am here," she said, hastening forward.
At the corner of. Stanhope-street was a man on horse-

back. « '^

She recogniaea her preserver instantly.
" You must mount and ride before me," said Dick, as

she reached his side. "I have no other means of con-

She held out her hands to him. and he swung her into
the saddle before him.
Just at that moment a shrill whistle souuued throagh

the court, and the man whom Ellen had seen drinking
at the bar sprang out of the shadow of a ^teway and
grasped Bess by the bridle.

It waa no time for compunctious hasitatlon, for Diak
knew that the signal he had given would quickly bring
others to the spot ; so, seizing one of the holster-pistoU
by the barrel, he sisuoV the man a terrible blow on the
h^ad.
Down ne went like a shot.
" Off and away !" said Dick, giving hia mare the reux^

"on Bess, on.'"

With a loud ohout, a desultory throng of persons
came rushing down the court from the direction of
DruTy-lane.

" Siop aim ! stop him!" they cried, "A thousand
pounds reward ! Stop him ! stop him ! Dick Turpin the
highwayman ! A thousand pounds reward !"

A cry of terror came from Ellen's lipa as she heard the
sounds, and she clung yet tighter to him.
"All right, my girl," said Dick, "they are on foot.

We shall soon be safe. Don't be fiightened."

Bess went round the corner of Duke-street, and into
Lincoln's Inn-fields with a rush, and then the loud re-

port of several pistols rose upon the air.
" Are you hurt, Ellen ?" said Dick.
" No, no ; I am quite safe and unhurt. And yon ?"
" Without a scratch."
The young girl gave a sigh of relief.
" The danger is over now," said Dick, as he trotted

quietly across Holborn, and saw no signs of his

pursuers. " Your troubles will be over now, I hope. I
have just recollected an old friend of mine who keeps
an inn near Hornsey-w^od, and who will, I know, only
be too happy to find a shelter for a friend of mine."

" Oh ! thanks, thanks," said the girl. " How shall I

be able to repay you for all thai you have done to-night

on my behalf ?"

" Why, forget all about it, and n^ver mention the
subject. You will be wise if you banish all thoughts of

Mrs. Brettel and her cruelties from your recollection."

The poor girl shuddered.
" I will try to do 80," she said, "but I feel I shall

never be able to be sufficiently grateful to you."
" Pho ! pho ! nonsense ! say no more on that subject,

I beg you ; let us talk about something else. Look there

is a nice level piece of road before us. I will show yoa
what speed bonny Black Bess can make !"

CHAPTER X.

THE ARRIVAL AT THE " HAND AND KEYS," NEAR
HORNSET WOOD.—THE MURDER.

" And are you really," said the orphan apprentice, aa
Dick, after a hard gallop, slackened speed a little,

while traversing a narrow lane, " are you reaUy that
brave, true heart whose name is in every one's mouth,
and to whom such generous actions are ascribed ?"

" Well, I don't know about that," replied Dick, with
a smile; "but I am Dick Turpin, the highwayman,
whose delight is to cry, ' Stand and deliver !' to a pas-

senger on the road ; and this is Black Bess, without
whom he would be nothing, if that's what you mean."

" You underrate yourself, as generous natures always
do. I have heard so much of you, and so longed to see

you, but I never thought I should meet with you. I

am so happy."
Turpin whistled.
" I wish you would change the subject," he said.

" I never feel comfortable when anyone praisea me,
because I know very well I don't de-serve it."

"You do
;
you do mdeed."

" I am afraid you are prepoaso'sed in my favour. If

JOB vM insiSiiWS loa, it would roo^uire a vast amoacsd sai

good >t» nciiirTtiirrwimnrn the eni wBioh i do. i 'muu )Km
would tafk about something else, or, if you like, we will

take another gallop,"
- *' I am willing."

Once more, after this brief dialogue, the trees and
Ledges seemed to fly past them, ris Besa put forth her
marvellous speed, and very soon the old inn known as
the " Hand and Ivtis-s " waa ia. jt^~iis^
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" That," said Turpin, as he pointed it out to bis com-
panion, " ia the place I intend yoa to take ehelcer in,

Qatil some further arranf^aienta can be made for jfonr

future course of life.'

It was a very large, o^i-tashioned building. The walla

were of wood, and the iiomease roof, though tiled in

plaoea, was, for the most part, thatohei It stood some
few yards hack from the road, having a spacious yard in

front, which was used in summer as a bowling- greea
Somewhat to Turpin'a surprise—for it was past oao

o'clock, and the inn wa,3 noted for closing early—lights
were shining from almost all the latticed casements, and
when he halted cIosb to thehorse-trough he conald plainly

hear the strains of some musical instruments, and the

sound of jollity and merry-making within.
" Whatever can be the occasion of this ?" he asi^ed

himself. " I am quite sure it must be something extra-

ordinary to keep Tom Davia and his wife up eo late.

Hi! Jabes, Jabes!"
It was the ostler he canea, and who rejoiceu in the

name of Jabes, but, contrary to an hitherto unvarying
custom, no Jabes made his appearance.

After waiting a moment Dick sprang off his mare, and
assisted Ellen to alight.

" I suppose he is too busy indoora to pay any attention
to us to-night ; so come, I am sure you must be tired, and
we will make our way in at once. We may think our-
selves very lucky in having found them up. I should
think such a thing never happened before."

They reached the front door of the inn, which was
closed, and Turpin tapped at it io a peculiar manner.

It was opened in a moment by the stoutest man that
Ellen had ever in her life beheld.

" Well, Tom, my boy, how are you? What, in the
name of goodness, ia in the wind, that you are all up at
this hour ?"

" Bless my stars !" ejaculated the landlord, " if it ain't

Dick. Here, walk in—walk in. I didn't think I should
have the pleasure of seeing you to-night. I am more
pleased than if anybody had given me a hundred pounds."

" Whatever for, Davis ?"

" Why, you see, it's just a hundred years ago this very
night since the old place was built. A century, mind you.
So I have invited everybody that I could think of, intend-
ing to make a glorious night of it. Now, I would sooner
have you than anyone else, provided," he added, in a
more serious tone, " you have not been up to your tricks

in the neighbourhood, because, if you have, I should
advise you to be off."
" Oh ! that's all right enough. Don't let that trouble

you a bit ! I haven't been near here for months. But, I

say, first of all, how about my mare ? Where's Jabes ?"

'• Oh t he's indoors, and half-dmnk by this time, I'll

warrant. Never mind. I'll stable the mare myself."
" All right. I'll go too."
" Yes—yes. You always do that. But, I say Dick ?"

"What?"
" Who's that you've got standing behind you ? It's a

petticoat. Oh ! Dick, you're as bad as a soldier !"

The landlord chuckled gleefully at what he was nleased
to consider his own wit.

" Hold, your row, fatsidea, and let's stable the mare. I

do not want to stand on the doorstep talking all night

.

Make haste. I have something particular I want to say
to you."
" All right—all right. Here, come along. Yon know

the way. You had better lead Bess yourself."
The little party crossed the yard, sind made theur way

round to the back of the inn, where Bess was parefuUy
fed and lodged.

" Now, Dick," said'fom Davis, the landlord, as they
stood in the stable, " if you've got anytiiing prirate you
want to say to me, why you can't find a better plaoe '^
a better opportunity than the present."
" No, I was about to say the same thing."
" Well, then, let's hear it ; because the sooner 1 get(

back into th^ ronni agsan along with the compf«ny the
better I"
" Just txj, and I will out what I have to say as short

as posaibie. I met with a very singular series of adven-
tures last night, and was wounded in the shoulder, I
sought refuge at Mafctliow Qaie'a crib in White Horse-
yard^ Drury Lane. Yoa know jid Matthew ?"

" 0£ coiu'fid I d^ 1 Who dosttn't ? Ouu aiaau I"

'' He found me and my mare snug quarters, and I had
a comfortable nap for about twelve hours, when old

Matthew woke me up and told mo the grabs were dov»-ji.

stairs. I had stolon the golden cup from tho ex-lox-i

mayor, as he was on his way home, and he made, I sup
pose, a grsknd fuss about it, so the officer" were searoa-

iug everywhere for me."
" But -what in the world made you take such a tbing

as that ? Why, it's no good to you, and would, of coarse,
bring you into trouble !" ^

" Well, I should never have done it for the sane of the
cup itself, only I ought to have told you I made a bet of
fifty pounds that I would take it, and produce it within
three nights, which will bo to-morrow night, so I must
get back agaip t-» London."

" And b^i»^ l^u" the cup with you ?"

"Yes'-
" I sh'iUia uncommonly like to see it. Here, hold it

up while I hold tho lantern,"
" All serene," said Turpin, complying with his request.
" Very pretty ; very pretty, indeed. I should think

the old bloke is savage."
"No doubt he is."
" Did you have much trouble to get it

!"

" Scarcely any ; but just before I got away up oarne a
body of officers. Some one must have split on the job,

and set them on the watch. However, I got off all

right."
" I should not like to be the cove that did it

!"

" You may depend if I find him out I will make
him suffer for it."

" Serve him right!"
" However, I'm not telling you what I intended. It's

this. The Eedbreasts, as I said just now, were after me

;

so, by old Matthew's advice, I got out of the window of

the room I was in, and on to the roof."
" And then got off, I suppose ?"

" No, not altogether. They had stationed one of their

men on the roof to see that I did not escape that way,
and he pounced upon me. We had a desperate struggle,

in which he fell over the parapet, and into the yard
fifty feet below !"

" God bless me !'

" I felt sorry for hiC He was a brave fellow
!"

" Well, what happened next ?"

" I crawled over the roofs till I came to the corner of
Clare-court, and then I got into one of the houses
through a trap-door in the tiles,"

" Go on—go on!"
" I was hadfway down the second flight when I heard

such a sudden succession of shrill screams that I was
almost stunned. I rushed down stairs like a shot,"

" I suppose you forgot all about the officers ?"

"Quite. When I got to the kitchen-door, I did not
hesitate ; but still hearing the terrible screams, dashed
the door open, and sprang into the room I"

" What next ?"

" There, on the floor, I saw this poor girl, who is an
appreatioe, and her barbarous mistress was standing
over her, and flogging her with a strap

!"

" A strap ! Now, d "

"Now, don't be rash, Tom, and hear me out to the
end," interrupted Turpin, selling the landlord's hand,
which he had clenched as if about to inflict condign
chastisement on some one, " Don't be rash

!"

" Very well. Go on, then ; but if that wouldn't make
a man's blood boil, I don't know what would !"

" Nor I."
" And you saved her, Diok ?"

" I did. She was a poor orphan, without a single friend

to fly to for protection."
" Then God blesa you for such a good deed !"

" And this," said Dick, as he took Ellen by the hand,
and lad her a step or two forward, " tins is the boauti-

fol girl who was the victim of so mnoh oruel'^v."

"No!"
" She is, though ; and now, Tom Davia, tins ia wha»; I

want to say to you. No one knows my wsy of life better
than you dio, and how impossible it would be for me to
take charge of this poor girl. Now you, Tom, have
neither chick nor child, aa the-saying is ; so I waut yon
to find a home for her for a little while, until arrange<
ments can be made for getting her employment and
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•' That wants no deciding," aaid the warm-hearted
luntnord, with a tear in hia eye, " leastways, if she's

willing to accept what I propose. Now, my dear," he
aaid, turning to Ellen, " do you think you could make
yourself happy and contented at the old ' Hand and
Keys ' along with me ? If you do, why all I oaa say is,

there's a home for you as long as you like to have it, and
ril b© yonr father. Do you consent ? If yon do, I shall

be happy indeed, for yonr sweet face, and the troubles

yon have gone through, have quite won my heart.''

The tears thronged so tiiickly into Ellen's eyes astne
hmdlord made this generous offer with so much tender-

ness and kindness that she could not say a word in reply,

but, leaving Turpin's side, where she had stood during

the brief dialogue, place'' her arms around his neck, and
kissed his cheek.

"There, there, dou t tako on like that, don't taSo on
like that," said Tom Davis, his own voice husky with
emotion. " The idea of anyone, now Turpin, I tell

you plain, I can't believe it."
" Can't believe what P"
" Why, that there ever could be anyone baroarons

enongh to harm a poor, loving, beautiful child like this

is. It's altogether impossible, and quite against human
natur' !"

" One would think so," said Turpin ;
" but I am sorry,

for the sake of that same human natur', to say there are

plenty of people who are more cruel than wild beasts."
" So it seems, so it seems."
" But, Davis, when I had saved this young girl, I was

fairly puzzled to know what to do with her."
" You were ?"

" Yes, until, all at once, I thought of you, and then I

felt sure that I had found this poor girl a refuge."
" And so you had. Now, my dear," said Davis, " are

you willing to stay with me ? because, if you are, we will

get back to the house at once."
" Oh ! sir, how can you ask me such a thing ? You

must not think me foolish, but I have for so long heard
nothing but unkind words that your kind ones make me
weep in spite of myself."
She laid her hand again upon his shoulder. She

already felt for him tJ"* affection a daughter feels for a
father.

" Now may ——" began Davis, again, and no doubt, in

the height of his indignation, he was going to pronounce
some terrible anathema, but Turpin stayed him.

" Come," he said, " I think we understand each other
now, so the best thing we can do is to get under the roof-

tree of the old inn. Poor Ellen, here, after all she has
gone through, must, I am sure, be wearied to death. As
for myself, I feel I require no rest at present, I had such
a long, sound sleep at Matthew's ; so, while you find her
a bed-ohamber, I will, if you are willing, join the company
in the kitchen. There is no one there who knows me,
is there, Tom ?"

" No one that I am aware of. Bess is all safe until you
want her, so we will go in at once. They will wonder
what has become of us. Take hold of my arm, my dear,

and I hope now I have got charge of you, you have seen
all your troubles."
So saying, the trio made their way back to the inn,

and entered it by the back door. The landlord's wife
was called, and Ellen's story related to her. Her dispo-
sition was as open-hearted as her husband's, and, as they
were childless, she received the orphan with delight.

After a few minutes' more conversation Ellen, bidding
her preserver and protector an affectionate good night,
left the room in company with busom Mrs. Davio,

CHAPTER XI.

'fBB BZTBAOBDINABl' SEQUEL TO THE iaXJKS>ZiB, AT
THE BOAD-SIDE INN

" I SAT, Davis !" said Turpin, as he looked down at his

attire, which was most certainly none the better for the
many incidents he had gone through ; " I say, Davis, my
boy, it is quite impossible for me to go into company in
this plight. Suapioion would be immediately excited.

WhatshaflldoP"
"Why, change you? areas, to oe sure. Here, come up

stairs alonp with me. and I can show yon a well-stoeked (

wardrobe, from wHiou yqn cajx aeieot at pleaaui€." t

"That's the ticket. I sha'n't be long, for I am
anxious to join the fun that's going on."
And Turpin was as good as his word, for in a few

moments he came down apain, presenting a very
different appearance indeed to what he did before.

There were two large rooms on the ground-floor of
the " Hand and Keys ;" both of these tvere filled with
company. In the one, younar f'^'lks for the most part
asEembled, who amused themselves with the dance;
while in the other a good number of guests were seated
round the enormous fire, which reached half up the
chimney, telling tales, jokes, and remarkable adventures.

It was into this latter room that Turpin went. He
was hardly in a huiuour for dancing.
His appearance attracted immediate ati^atiou ; for

his manners, carriage, a.-^'\ attire were those of a most
refined gentleman.
Ho bowed lo^v to tlie assembled company as he en-

tered, and old Davis, the landlord, as soon as he saw
him, sprang from his seat with a deojree of alacrity very
unusual for him to exhibit, and, seizinar his hand, said

—

" Friends and neighbours all, I have the pleasure to
introduce you to a very old and particular friend of
mine, Mr. —a—a "

"Richards," said Turpin, seeing the landlord was
rather at a loss what name to call him by. " I am very
happy to see you all, gentlemen, and hope we shall very
soon be better acquainted

!"

He took a seat in the chimney-corner, which was
offered him by the landlord, as he spoke.

"Fill up another bumper!" cried Davis. "Don't
spare, but drink to the prosperity of the ' Hand and
Keys,' which is a hundred years old to-niglit

!"

AH rose, and the toast was, for about the twentieth
time, drank with loud applause.

" I say, Davis !" cried a tall, thin man, as he resumed
his chair in the front of the fire, " I have only just this

moment remembered that to-night is also the anniver-

sary of another event connected with the old inn. It

is the eighth, I think !"

" God bless me, so it is !" said Davis, with a slight

shudder. " I did not think of it before ; but just eight

years ago to-night a most horrible murder was com-
mitted upstairs !"

" In this house P"
" Yes, in No. 3, on the first-floor."
" I never heard anything about it before, landlord,"

said Turpin, as he poked the fire, and made the bright

flame shoot up four feet at least. " How did it happen P"
" It was a very sad affair, neighbour Groves, wasn't

it?" said Davis.
" It were ; it were, indeed !"

" Let us hear it, Davis ; let ns hear it!" cried several

voices, animated by that love of the horrible which
seems an almost natural instinct. " Let's hear it

!"

They drew nearer the fire as they spokn.
" Well, gentlemen," said Davis, settling himsplf in

his chair,'and pulling three or four tremendous wtiifls

from his pipe, " I shall be most happy to oblige you, of

course, though I can't help thinking it is rather out of

place to-night, when we met to be jolly."
" No—no !" cried a number of voices. " Go on !"

" All right. I dare say most of yon here know some-
thing of the occurrence "

" Very little."
" Then, perhaps," said Davis, inquiringly, " it will

be best for me to begin at the beginning, and tell the

tale. all through ?"

"Of course—of course. Now don't k^p us in sus-

pense any longer."
" I won't. You must know, then, it is just eight years

aigo to-night, and as one or two were sitting round the

fire hero, as we might be now, telling tales and talking

about the old house which had defied the wind and
weather for so long—it was almost as late ai it ia

now—when we were every one startled
"

" Yes—yes ; make haste !" they cried, impatiently.

"Now, gentlemen, if yon interrupt or bother me, I

sha'n't be able to get on at all, ajid it won't take ye^
long. As I was saying, it was almost as late as it i»

now, when we were all startled by hearing a T-emendoug

knock at the door.
" I didn't know how it was, but juat then we all hap-

pened to have left off Bp«ftkiag when this very load bjjo-



BBosion of knooks were given at the front door. There
.*aa something very peculiar about them, and I never
could make out what they were done with. I have
never heard any knocks like them either before or

.since ; and bl«s8 my heart alive ! what's that ?"

A rapid succespion of blows upon the door, of a x^y
peculiar nature indeed, reverberated through the old

building, and caused ^^he landlord to utter his involuu-

tary exclamation.
" It's some one Knocking !" said the thin mau in

front of the fire, " and knocking, too, just like '

A repetition of the omumona at the door drowr«d
the rest of his speech.

Turpin rose to his feet.
" You really don't mean to say you are all Si,«ilarmed

at such a simple cii:cumstanoe P Bun, some one, and
open the door
Nobody stirred.

Then, for the third time, came the terrific knocking
at the door.

Now the prominent idea in Dick's mind was that
this noisy summons was given by some body of police,

who, likely enough, had tracked him to his present
shelter, so, of course, he naturally hesitated to open the
door himself.

Then he remembered the change he had made in his

dress, and thought that the likeliest means of averting
suspicion from himself was to go in person to the door,
and see who was there.

No sooner had he made this resolve than he opened
the door of the kitchen, and passed out into the passage
beyond.

Before, however, he could reach the front door, it was
fiung open, and a tall man wearing a roquelaure cloak
strode in.

The occupants of both rooms in the inn had rushed in

a body to the doors, and stood still, gazing at the
stranger.

" Well ! what now ? what now ?" said the new comer,
with a strange mixture of assurance and nervous agita-

tion ;
" what kind of place do you call this P Are vou

all mad, or did you never have a visitor before ?" «
"I am very sorry, sir," said Tom Davis, forcing his

way into the passage, and making a bow to the traveller,
" I am very sorry we kept you waiting^ *»ut you happened
to arrive at a very curious time."

" I don't see that. It is not as though you were all

a-bed. However, it ain't worth making a bother about."
" Thank you, sir ; thank you. Be kind enough to step

into the kitchen, and we will make you as comfortable as

we can. You see the old inn has been built just a hun-
dred years to-day, and we are celebrating the event."

"Oh! indeed, landlord !" said the stranger, seating

himself in the chair which had been placed for him, and
looking around at the time-blackased walls with an un-

interested air ;
" I suppose you n-ere all too much occu-

pied to hear me, and yet I thought I knocked loud
enough too."

" It wasn't that," said Davis. " We heard you plain

enough ; but, as I said before, you happened to arrive

at a very curious time."
" How ? What time ?'

" Why, just before you arrived, neignbour Groves hap-
pened to remember that it was exactly eight years ago
to-night that a shocking murder was committed in

No. 3 bedroom upstairs !"

The stranger prave a sudden start, and paled slightly,
" What place is this, then ?"

" Why, the old ' Hand and Keys,' to be sure
!"

" The ' Hand and Keys !' " repeated the stranger, in a
trembling voice. " It is very cold," he added, drawing
his cloak still closer round him, and almost burying his

face in its folds, " I quite shiver with it
!"

" Yoa don't say so, sir ! Here, Jabes ! Jabes !'

" Here you are ! what do you want ?" said a surly

?©)ffle ; and the ostler, whom the knocking and the recent

to£yi> "^l had aroused frc** ^is slupjber, got slowly off his

ieat.
" Somb uiuro -..ood on *-^e fire, Jabes. Quick aow, the

gentleman is cold i"
" Oh ! never mind, nevov mind. Don't troubio, don't

trouble," said the traveller, who had a strange way of

repeating his words. " I shall do, I shall do !"

Wevorthelesa, jabea took his departure, and quickly

eturned with three or foor ohamps, which he threw o»
the fire.

By this time the guesta, wbo had been soa.ed by the
knocking, following so close on to Farmer Groves'a nar-
rative, had sat down in their respective places, one and
all bestowing the whole of their attention on the man
who had just arrived.

A rather embarrassing silence followed, which the
landlord broke by saying

—

'Have you travelled far, sir ?"
" Yes—yes ; a long way—a long way," replied tht

stranger. " I suppose I can have a bed here i"
" Oh ! yes."
" Then get it ready at once !"

" Should you like a fire lighted, air ?'•

" By all means."
"Very good, sir."
" And while you are doing that, just bring mo a glass

of brandy—a tumbler, you understand ; and let it be
strong—strong !"

Old Davis executed his orders ; and when the large
(quantity of raw spirit was placed before the stranger,
he drank half of it off at one gulp.

Then again followed a pause, which every moment
seemed to grow more and more intolerable. It wa«
remarkable that those who had been talking so freely

just before should now be at a loss what to say. There
was something about this stranger which attracted the
whole of their attention.

Turpin had taken care to seat himself in the shadow
on one side of the grate, and he leaned back against the
wall almost shrouded from observation. A continuity
of perilous adventures made himj suspicious of the
slightest circumstance that had anything unusual in it

The dead silence continued.
Tom Davis looked from one to another and coughed

vigorously.

It was no use, he could not break the stillness which
had fallen on the company like a spell.

Then he seized the poker and Btirred the fire reck-
lessly. If the truth mu^t be told, he felt quite as dis-

concerted as the others did. At last, in sheer despera-
tion, he said

:

"Now, Farmer Groves, why don't you go on with
your story ?"

Farmer Groves looked askance at the stranger ^^ he
said:

" If the gentleman has no objection ?"

" Oh ! no ; none in the least—none in the least. Go
on—go on !"

The words were jerked out rather than uttered, and
appeared to have a discomposing effect upon Farmer
Groves, from which he only recovered by swallowing a
huge draught of ale.

" Then the best way will be to begin again, for I

almost forget where I left off."
" Very well—very well !" they all cried, glad of an

opportunity of opening their mouths. " We are all

listening
!"

" Bight years ago this very night, as I and a few
others were sitting with Tom Davis, the landlord here,

as I might be with you now, chatting and laughing and
the like, when all at once there came a most terrific

knocking at the front door."
" You understand sir," interrupted Tom Davis, ad-

dressing the stranger, " that friend Groves had got jasc

this far into his tale, and the words about the knocking
were scarcely out of his mouth, before we heard some

I
one begin hammering away, so we were all of us rather

skeared like."

The stranger made no reply, but looked steadily at

the fire.

Tom Davis turned away with au c^ftonded «'>•, while
Groves continued his narrative.
" As it was nearly one o'clock in the morning and a,

most unusal time for any one to come, seeing that an
any other night the inn was closed at ten to a moment.-*
as it was bo late, I say, we wondered who it could b^,

and hesitated before we went to the door."

"Just as we did to-night," said the landlord.
' When we unbarred it, to our surprise, who should

we see on the threshold but Reuben Simms, the steward
to Sir Herbert Burrows, of tlio old Manor Houq?.

" 3e was a very disagreeable mun, and var^ iwia iiO
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[dick TURPIN cries " STAND AND DELIVER
! TO THE TRAVELLER ON THE HEATH.

J

deal with, as many of Sir Herbert's tenauts found. It
was a sad pity things were left so muoli under his con-
trol; however, he's dead and gone now, though when
he lived I question whether any one could have been
found who would have said * I like him !'

*' ' Didn't expect to see me here to-night, did you ?'

be said, in his sharp voice. ' Shouldn't have come, only
Sir Herbert kept me so long, and I did not like to go so
far by myself at night for fear 1 should be set on and
robbed. I s'pose you can let me have a bed ?'

"
i ?T^

' ^®^' °^ course
;
you will walk in and join us ?'

No, let me have a light,' he said, ' I want to go to
bed and not sit up sotting with you.'
"This was quite an uncalled-for remark for him co

make in reply to our civility,—at least we thought so ;but none said a word, because the old man was of a most
revengeful disposition, and because we knew he had the
power to spite any of us ; so he took a light and went
upstairs, down which he never came again alive."

i'-^ J *u
^^'^ ^'^^ ^''® ™® * candle, landlord," ex-

claimed the stranger, rising to his feet, and apparently

much agitated,—"if you will give me a light, I will go
upstairs, for I hate blood and murder stories, and I can
guess what's coming."

" Certainly, sir, certainly, sir
;
you can have a light in

a moment. If we had known you had any objection,
why, of conrse, we would have deferred the tale-tellin?
to another time."
"Oh ! never mind, never miud. Are you ready ?"
*' Quite ; be good enough to step this way."
Jom Davis showed the traveller into his room, and

lojoined the company in the kitchen.
All this time Turpin sat in perfect silence, judging it

was more prudent so to do.
''Now, Groves," said the landlord, "let's have the

tost of the tale."
" There's not much of it to tell now, except that wo

all went home aboVit daybreak, and the next morning,
about twelve o'clock, thinking it strange Simms, the
steward, did not come down, his bedroom was broken
open, and there ho was found weltering in his blood,
and the apartment in the greatest disorder,"

No. 4.
P.niCE O.VK Halfpenny.
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"And waa bis murderer never discovered ?" aaked

several. . . '

*' Never ; i\ uu/berless people were had up on suspicion,

but it could uot be brought home to any of them, and

from that day to tliis it has remained an inexplicable

mystery. Sir Herbert offered a very large reward for the

apprenhension of the murderer or murderess. It was five

hundred pounds, I think, but no '-no was found ou*-'
,

" How strange !" said one. '

"Yes; in moat cases the murderer leaves some trases

behind him ; but in this they had been too cautious."
^^

"And did auyous know the nntivo for the murder?"

"Not exactly ; old Simms had many enemies, but on

ihat particular night he had received a large sum of

money from Sir Herbert, for some purpose which we
aever learned ; but it as all stolen from him."
" it's my belief it was theft, not malice, that was the

motive," said Davis.
"And mine," said Groves. "Sir Herbert had him

buried, for the old man had no kindred. It was rumoured

however that he r.ud a Jou who had been guilty of some

crime, and who was always a ne'er-do-well sort of chap,

who had gone abroad, but that was a many years ago,

end no one knew for certain."
" Has the son over turned up since ?"

"Never, but
"

The remainder of the farmer's sentence was drowned
in the loud explosion of a pistol which seemingly had

been discharged just over their heads.

It was succeeded by one terrific, piercing shriek,

after which all was deathly still.

" God bless my life !" said Davis, turning very pale,

and staggering to his feet. " Surely another mnrder
has not been committed."
Turpin also rose much agitated, for he had recognised

ti'.e voice of the young girl whom he had befriended.

The remainder sat as if rooted to their seats.
" Follow me all!" said Dick, hastening to the door

;

and then, without waiting to see if he was obeyed,

sprang lightly and rapidly up the staircase.

'No sound of any description reached liis ear as he

paused for a moment on the landing and listened.

He was joined immediately by the landlord and about

lialf-a-dozen of the most courageous of the company.

"iQuick—quick, Davis !" cried Turpin. " Show mo the

room in which the young girl was placed."

The landlord pointed with his finger to a door nearly

opposite, and without ceremony or hesitation, Dick
flung it open, though his heart beat as he did so at a

painful rate.

A niglit-light was burning in the room, and by its aid

Dick saw a huddled-up mass of white upon the floor.

Instinctively he knew what it was; and whila the

others sto«d in a dense throng upon the threshold, he

stepped forward and raised the form of the p-^or ap-

prentice in his arms and placed her upon the bed.

She was either insensible or dead.

A glass of water stood upon a table close at hand, and
he lost not an instant in sprinkling some of its contents

upon her face.

Her eyes opened, and she looked around her with
alarm and dread.

" What is it, Ellen ? What has happened ?" asked
SHck, tenderly.

A smile played upon her lips as she heard his words,
&ld then her eyes slowly closed again.

" Ellen—Ellen !" cried Turpin, " what has happened ?

Why did you scream ?"

" I cannot tell," she replied, now perfectly aroused.
*' Yet stay ! I remember how ; I woke with the sound
of a pistol-shot in my ears."

"I thought as much !" said Dink. " I must lea,ve you
10-^.. There is no danorcr, and nothing to apprehend.
iJepose in pea.ce.

"The traveller's rc^m !" ^^ed Diok. liurryfnf;' out

again into the passage. " Let us go there at once !"

Davis led the way, and then they all paused in a body
in front of a door oo'^^irj from the opposite side ofc- the

passage.
Their numbers had been greatly Increased w'li'ilo iJick

waa speaking to the young girl, and several o2 those
wno h&A coma last carried lights in their hands.

^ iLl Qotioed that a figure of 8 waa painted on the

" Why," said one, in rather a shaky voio»" that Is tSs
very room old Simms was murdered in. i^in't it?"

" Yes."
A disposition to draw back manifestea itselt instantly.
Dick placed his hand upon the lock. The door was fast.
" Have you a key ?" he asked.
" No. The door fastens on the inside with a boit."
" I think we are justified ia bursting the door open ?"
" Certainly— certainly."
" I think," suggested Groves, " it would only be right

to knock first,"
" So it would."
Some heavy blows were struck upon the panel. There

was no response.
" We are wasting time when every moment may bf-

of the utmost value," said Dick.
" Right," replied the landlord ;

" force the door."
A simultaneous rush was made, and the door &e^

open in a moment.
" Lights—lights !"

Those who had hastily snatched up candles made their

way into the room. "The rest, who were somewhat
timid, remained outside.
It took a moment for the candles to dispel the darkness

in the room, and then they saw partly lying across the
bed the man who had at so late an hour sought shelter.

Blood was guhhing from his breast at a fearful rate,

and it fell with a sickening sound upon the floor, where
it collected into a huge pool.

" Good heavens !" exclaimed the landlord, while those
who were with him yet stood aghast with surprise. " Goo5
heavens ! what a frightful eight ! The idea of it occurring
at my house at all, let alone upon this particularnight

!"

" Does he live still r" asked one.

_ " I should scarcely think so," said Turpin, taking a
candle from a man who was standing near him, and
approaching the bed as he spoke. " I should scarcely
think so ; he appears to have shot himself through the
heart!"
A faint sound, half-moan, half-sigh, ca-me from the

traveller's lips, and gave the lie to Turpin's supposition, ,

"By heaven!" they cried. "He is not dead yeti
Eaise him up a little !"

As Turpin had all through taken the initiative in the
matter, he put the light down beside him, and, passing
his arm under the body of the stranger, slowly raised

him to a sitting posture.
The flow of blood was checked a little by this process,

but a look of intense and unutterable suffering over=
spread his features.
Then he opened his eyes and glared around him as he

muttered in a half-audible voice

—

" Horror—horror ! Why did they put me in this cham-
ber above all others ! Justice! justice! the old man ia

avenged at last 1 Off ! off ! You are blood ! blood

—

nothing but blood ! Father, father, I did not know you !

How should I ! how should I have done so ! Do uot look
at me so awfully! Keep away—keep away ! I was im.
polled by want to do the deed! Father, father, pity me,
forgive me ! Your form has haunted me sleeping and
waking ever since that frightful night, eight years ago,
when, in this room, I found on whom I had used my
knife. What guided me here P What horrid fascination

dragged me to this spot ? Fate, for—I "

A gasping kind of sob issued from the stranger's lipa,

and suddenly doubling together, his body, face down-
wards, reached the floor before Turpin could save him.

Horror—intense horror—was depicted upon the facea

of the guests as they looked at each other, deprived by
the fearful nature of the reveiati^n of the stranger of

the faculty of speech.
It was Turpin who broke the silence

:

" Friends all,' ' he said, in grave tones, " this is in itself

a terrible spectacle, and enough to overcome the most
callous heart. Let us leave this room, for we can do no
good by staying rn it, or we shall never be able to drive

the appearance of this sight from our brains."
" Yes," added Tom Davis, with blanched cheek and

lip, but yet in an authoritative voice. "Iietus goaway
at onoe, for I feel sick to death !"

"And I—and I," responded many voices, «u hashed
accents, as they left the scene of bloor" , and resumed
their places in the lower apartment.
The landlord w^ut himself to the b&r, s»bd oiav m,
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Mich of the company a small glass of neat brandy, which

was gratefully accepted by all.

There seemed to be a general disinclination to uom-
menoe a conversation, acd each seemed busy with Jiis

own thoughts,
"I say, neigdoonrs," said Groves, at last, shifting

about in his chair, " it appears to me that yeu ought to

send o£E to Sir William at once, '*ad let him know what

feai taken place." '

'" lYae," said Davis, wno seem**'^ anaerved by Avhat

had happened. " I am in suon i st&'eo that I am only

half conscious of what ia going on."
" It is truly awful."
" It would be if it had been a simple suicide, but how

horrible to think the murderer of Kalph the steward
should be thus discovered !"

" And that it should turn out to be his own son, for

such I take it was what the man meant."
" Frightful in the extreme. I remember him when he

was a boy, and then it was prophesied by all that he
would come to a bad end i"

" And so he has. I can imagine his terror and dis-

may when he found himself in the chambor in which he
had murdered his own father

!"

" Yes, and how the thought would drive him to suicide

and madness!"
" Ay, indeed ! It would be most strange if it did not.

What must he not have suffered during the past eight

years \"

" From what he has said though, I gather he had no
idea when he committed the murder, doubtless for the
sake of the money he had about him, that it was his

own father
!"

" Clearly not, or, at any rate, let us hope so."
" But," persisted Groves, " had not one or two of ns

better start at once for the halJ. It is close upon day-
break, and surely Sir Herbert will pardon us for arous-
ing him at so unreasonable an hour when he learns our
errand."

" By all means !" exclaimed several, rising. " Do you
go, and we will accompany you !"

"Agreed," said Groves, and in a few minutes after-
wards a little party of about a dozen persons was on its

way to the hall.

Turpin remained benind. He had many urgent reasons
for doing so, but he went to the front door of the inn
along with Davis to see them off, and there they stood
watching them until they were out of sight.

"Tom," said Turpin, in a whisper, as they both lin-

gered on the steps, " of course you know very well 1

don't wish to be mixed up with the proceedings at the
inquest which will have to be held, because of the danger
which would result from calling me so publicly forward

;

but still it would be equally dangerous for me to set out
for London at sunrise. Tlie officers just now are more
than usually on the alert after me."

" What do you propose to do ?"

" Just this. My evidence, as there are so many wit-

nesses who can depose to the same facts as I can, will be
of little or no service, so I need not be mentioned in the
matter at all. Find me some snug little place where I can
remain until nightfall, when I must be off to London."

" As you like, Dick, my boy. I see no obstacles what-
ever ; I will find yor a comfortable berth, and as you say
there ia no need—although you did take rather a pro-
minent part in the affair—for you to run the risk of

giving evidence. There can only be one verdict returned."

CHAPTER XII.

DICK BIDS FAEEWELIi TO ELLEN, AND SETS OUT
FOR LONDON TO SHOW THE LORD MAYOR'S CUP
TO THE "family" AT THE "THREE TUNS."

The shades of evening were just beginning to dusk all

objects, rrlien three persona stood at an old-fashioned
bow-window on the ground floor of the " Hand and
Keys."
These three pemona were Dick, Ellen, and the land-

iord.

DioK was speaking.

) EUen," he said, " yon will then stay here along with

my friend Davis so long as you may choose to do so. I

am certain you will find him as kind and affeotion'vte to

yoa as tboogb you were hia daughter."

The poor girl could not trust herself to speak, for so
much kindness touched her to the heart. Her eyes filled

with tears, and she took a hand of each, an ' pressed
them in token of her thanks,

^" There, there—it is all lis&z^it la all right," said
Tom Davis. " Don't take on so ciuoh. I oan only say,
BO long as the old roof is above my head you e;r^ very
welcome to share it with me."

" And mow," aaid Turpin, "
it- witi seoa fee ilme tos

me to set out for London." s

"London?" repeated EUea. "Ok! no ^ do not go.
Why run into so much damger ?"

" Danger !" replied Tmrpin, with a laugh. " 1 never
think of it. I must visit London to-night, in order to
receive the money I have won by taking the mayor''
cup."

" How much is it f" asked Davis.
"Fifty pounds!"
" Then it is hardly worth the risk.''

" Not for the amount of money certainly. But having
half won the bet it would be foolish to lose it by not
complying with the other part of it."

Davis shook his head.
" I know you are sure to go," he said ;

" but it strikos

me you have the most difficult part to perform."
" Why ?"

" Why ? Did not you tell me some one had split upon
it, and set the officers on the watch ?"

" Well, yes. That was my supposition frcm finding

them so close at hand."
" And you were right ; 30 rely upon it, now that at-

tempt failed, knowing you intended to carry the cup iu

person to the ' Three Tuns,' they will so surround you
with enemies that it will be impossible for you to make
your escape with your life."

" Oh ! how can you tliink of blindly rushing into so

much peril ! You cannot be in earnest."

Faiu would the young girl have persuaded herself so,

for she could not help feeling a deep interest in her pro-

tector; but the next words that came from Turpin's
lips dispersed her hopes.
" I will do it," he said, " and defy the danger ! The

more of it th«re is, tho greater will the achievement bo."
" I see yon are bent upon it, Dick," said the landlord,

" and I know before to-day that when you take a thing

into your head there is no turning you, so I sha'n't say
more."

" I am bent upon it," replied Turpin, " and I must
say I feel none of the apprehensions which you do."

"I suppose not."
"But I do," replied Ellen. "And now that I have

found a friend and protector, do not let me lose him 80

soon. Don't go, for my sake."
" I see you are even more timid than Davis is."
" I am always timid when there is much danger."
" And I am bold, and on this occasion I feel an

assurance that I shall come off all right."
" I hope you may," said Davis. " When do you want

your mare ?"

"Now," said Turpin, looking through the window,
and observing the aspect of the night. " It ia full early

yet, but a fog seems to be rising rapidly. I hope it will

be a denae one, forif it is I shall stand a much better

chance of success."
" Then," said Davis, " I will go round to tho stables,

saddle Black Bess, and bring her to the door myself."
" Do so, do so."
The landlord departed on hia errand.

"And now, my dear," said Turpin, drawing Ellen

towards him, " pray dismiss from your mind all foolish

feeling of alarm for my safety. I have returned unhoEfc

from many a more dangerous expedition. , Be happy,
Davis and his wife will try their best to make you so,

and do not let them fancy you ungrateful by showing
them they have not succeeded."

" I will try to be happy and content."
" And," added Turpin, if I should not i-etura, do not

be alarmed. " 1 1 is impossible for me to say at any
time where I may be in three honra afierwards. Let
me desire it ever so much, I maj be weeka before I pay
another visit here."
"Weeks?"

« " Yea ; and in the meantime yoo wiil fifiCi the© ''W*
pleasantiy enough here."
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Ellen shook her head.
" Not in your absence," she sa:d.
" Mare's waiting at the door," suld Daris, as he re-

entered the room ;
" so I should advise you to be off as

Boon as possible, for you are well aware Bess never stands
anywhere long together without attracting observation."

" And who can wonder at it ?" asked Dick, proudly.
" Her equal has never yet been found, and nev^r wJH be

I fancy !"

" Be off then ! N'o one suspects your presence in this

neighbourhood now, but they soon would if they sai" her
at the door."

'I am off. Gooa-bye, Ellen ! Don't be alarmed about
mt/. I shall be safe enough, don't fear. Expect me when
you see me ! Good-bye, good-bye

!"

Ho hurried out of the room as he spoke.

A moment sufficed to take him to the huge front door
of the " Hand and Keys," and there, just a few paces off,

he could distinguish Black Bess.
The fog however was getting denser each moment.
" You will have an ugly journey, Dick," said Davis, as

the highwayman mounted his mare. " I fancy it will

Boon be too thick for you to find your way."
" Not a bit. I could almost do it blindfold."
" I shouldn't wonder. You have been times enough."
" Kather ; and I trust more to my mare than I do

to myself," said Turpin, patting Bess's neck as he spoko.
" I am not surprised you are so fond of her."
" I should think not. And now, Davis, as it may ba

Bome time before I see you again, I should like to have
a serious parting word with you."

" Speak out, my boy !"

" I allude to the young girl, Ellen."
" I guessed as much."
"And"
" Now, don't let that trouble your mind at all. I will

take care of her, and mind, as well, that she cornea to no
harm through you."
"Ah! ah!"
" You needn't laugh. I can see thi^ongb a ladder before

the rounds are knocked out"
" I don't doubt it."
" She has taken a fancy to you—more'a the pity."
"Pho! pho!"
" There's no disguising the fact,"
"Then, to put an end to all jesting," said Turpin,

gathering the reins in his hand, " I will promise you she
Bhall never be wronged by me."

" I am glad of it, Dick, very glad ; for I already feel as
though she was my own daughter."
"Good-bye, then, Davis, old fellow, tre^t her as a

daughter, and I am sure you will find her all that you

As Turpin spoko these words he waved his hand, and,
gently pricking Bess upon the flank, was in a moment
out of sight in the thick fog.

"It's a sad pity," soliloquized the landlord, while he
stood for a uaoment on the door-step, " a sad pity, that
a man like him should have taken to tlie road. He is a
brave heart, and I don't believe he would do an un-
generous action for the world. If he had only had the
opportunity many have, what a great man he would have
become. Now what is he ? Perhaps going to is death.
It is a sad pity."

" It is indeed," said a gentle voice at his elbow, and,
turning round, Tom Davis saw the young girl whcm he
had so soon learned to love standing by his side.

CHAPTER XIII.

TUEPIN ROBS SIR THEODORE HOUGHTON OV HIS
'' WAT TO LONDON.

"Gently, Boss; gently, mare;" said 'lur'^.u, to his
steed. " i'here is no hurry, lasp. We have a good four
hours before us."

IBess subsided inco a geni/ie trot.

-"Well," thought our hero, as he carried his hand toliis
Rooket to make sure the cup was all right, " a few things
have happened, certainly, since I took this cup out of the
fat mayor's carriage ; but the strangest thing of all, and
*he one I cannot banish from my imagination, is the
/pentral shadowy form which I feel convinced 1 saw in
me hue. What could it be ? What can it portend ?

i*I was a fool not to have ridden forward." he mut-

tered, after a few moments' thought. ' I will not believe
it was anything supernatural. I was wounded. Mybrain
was confused and giddy, and I had not that ready com-
mand over my actions tha+, I generally have. Let me
catch sight of it again, and \ pfill chase the fisrura until
I discover what it is."

His ruminations and resolves were cf.uickly ^tut to flight,
for, indistinctly and mufl3ed by the (ipaque a^>mosphere,
came the tramp of a horse's hoofs upon hia curt,.

He paused to listen. '

He had reached a small open spac e, but across which
he could not see. He only knew that he was not in the
roadway by feeling that Bess was 1 reading upon turf.
The sound of the approaching footsteps came from

the rear.
" It is a single traveller," said Dick, " and ho cornea

most opportunely. My pockets are almost empty. It is

to be hoped he carries a good booty."
The traveller was approaching slowly and cautiously,

as though he was by no means sure of his footing.
Turpin wheeled round
Then he quietly waited until the unsuspecting rider

should be close to him.
At length, when he judged from the loudness of the

sound that the solitary horsema'? was at about fifty paces
distant, ho gave Bess the rein*, and swept swiftly down
the lane.

" Stand and deliver !" h^ cried in loud tones, and at

the same time holding a pistol to the astonished rider's

breast. " Your money or your life !"

" Neither, you villain !" said a voice ; and, before Dick
anticipated any such event, the rider fired a pistol point
plank at his face.

Turpin shook in his saddle.

The bullet had been well aimed.
It struck his hat from his head, and ploughed up hia

scalp in its passage.
Before, however, the traveller could follow up the ad-

vantage he had so undoubtedly gained, Dick recovered
himself, and, rapidly bringing his weapon to a level,

pulled the trigger.

There was a flash and a report

!

The shot was seemingly effective, for the traveller

uttered a loud cry of pain.

He did not, though, fall from hia seat, but preserved
an upright position.

" Quick !" said Dick, "your money, watch, and trin-

kets ! You have only yourself to thank for what you have
got!"
No reply.

"Come, come," added Dick, " hand them over, or I

shall be forced to take them, and, generally speaking, I

am not over gentle when I do 1"

" You have shattered my right arm," replied the
traveller, " and I am powerless ! Were it not for that,

and the excruciating pain it occasions me, I would
struggle with you to the last ! You can please yourself

how much you maltreat a wounded man who cannot
struggle with you l"

"Use your left hand !" said Turpin, leaning forward
towards him.

" I will, and do !" cried the traveller, in an excited

voice.

At the same moment Turpin heard the click of another
pistol. It simply flashed in the pan.

" You are a treacherous rascal !" shouted Turpin.
"Take that."
He doubled up his fist, and struck the traveller a

terrific blow in the face.

He swayed from one side of hia horse to thootuot-, and
then losing his balance, fell on the ground.

" I hope that's a settler !" said Turpin. " I do hate

treachery above all things. I wonder if ho has got much
in his pockets ?"

As he asked himself this question, he dismounted aH<J

stooped over his prostrate foe, who lay very still indeeii.

Turpin shook him rather rough]y, as he said

:

" Come, DOW, it's no good your shamming in that way.
I have had enougli of it."

An inarticulate sound, either a cuiots wr a groan, Dick
eould not toll which, was all that he got by way of re-
sponse, so he added :

"it's no good losing time. It's a troublesome affair,

very. 1 only hope he has got enough about him to make
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it worth my while I Let's see ! here's a nice watch

—

repeater, I think—with chain and seals. Nob so bad. A
pocket-book. Not very fat. A purse ! Ah ! heavy too.

Bravo ! Breast-pin. Gold of course. Two rings '.

Diamonds, doubtless. Anything else ? No."
While utterinw these disjointed sentences, Turpin

made a perquisition of his enemy, and having examined
the different articles which he took, transferred +hem
to his own pocket.

" I should very mucsfi liKo to know," said Turpju, as

he rose to his feet, " whether I did shatter hJ3 right arm
as he said I did ? It's so confounded dark. I can't

eeo. Stop a bit. Yes I can."
He produced a small bull's-eye lantern r:foin his

pocket, and as his antagonist gave no signs of motion,

very leisurely proceeded to light it.

In a moment or two, as the wick fairly caught light,

he was able to throw a tolerably broad ray of light

around him.
" Your face is damaged considerably, my friend," he

said, as he turned the light full upon the traveller's

features, which were covered with blood. " I never gave
such a fair blow in my life ! Never!"
Then he proceeded to make a more minute observation.
" What a deceitful fellow he must be, to be sure. He's

not wounded in the arm. He thought of having me, I

dare say, but he has found his match. That reminds me
to look after the wound I fancy he gave me in my head.
Oh { it's nothing—absolutely nothing ! Why, I don't
believe it has bled a dozen drops ! I shall be none the
worse for that, though it was a very narrow escape .'

" What shall I do with this fellow now ? Leave him
where he is, in the middle of the road ? It would serve
him right ! Ah 1 did yon speak ?"

The traveller certainly did not speak, but he raised

himself up off the ground a little, looking rueful and
woebegone in the extreme.
"Villain!" he said, as his eyes fell upon Turpin,

" you have conquered and robbed me. I made sure I

should put an end to your career !"

" How kind of you, to be sure !"

" And I should have done so if my infernal pistol had
not missed fire !" he continued, for he was recovering
rapidly.

" Well, why don't you wipe your face? .Can't you
feel it's all over blood ?"

" You shall pay dearly for this, my spark," said the
traveller, as he wiped his face with his handkerchief.
" You won't carry this game on always. I'm a magis-

trate, I'd let you know."
" Indeed !"

"Yes, and vagrants like yourself tremble when they
hear my name!"
"What is it?"
" Sir Theodore Houghton, sir

!"

Turpin shook his head.
" Never heard it before."
The magistrate opened his mouth to au unnatural

width in token of his astonishment.
"Never hoard it?"
" Never."
" Oh ! impossible. My name is well known every-

where!"
" Among the 'family,' I suppose."
" The family ?"
" Yes, the light-fingered profession. Easy-come-easy-

go sort. Yon understand ?"
" i do, and I can tell you it is woe to those who are

brought up bef^ore me."
" Oh !."

By this time tne magistrate had risen to his fset, and
was evidently getting better every moment.
" I am unarmed now," ho added, " or I would try

what I could do."
" I suppose you called it fair play to fire upon me as

you did ?"
" Moat assuredly ! Everything is fair to a felon like

you ?"

" That's your opinion !"

"And everyb"'^'" «lse's that's got any sotkJO .''

*" Of course.'
^' Well, now, your woismp," said Diok, with J. m jck-

jng air, " it appears by whai you have said, you have
«Qde47oared to make your name a terror to thoa» who

uiight be brought up before you; and, to do so, you
have, no doubt, unjustly punished many !"

" And what if I have ?" asked Sir Theod'"~o. r>repar-

ing to remount his steed.
" Why, we will just have a little bit of retributive or

poetical justice upon you Eemember. you <"-e wholly
in my power."

Tlie worthy magistrate glared around in some diV
may.
No living thing was either within siglit or hearing,

and he rather anxiously waited to hear what Turpin
said next.

He was not long kept in suLrpt4.!<e, for Dick said

—

" I am going to a large meeting of the family to-night,

and I am determined you shall go with me. I shall have
great pleasure in presenting you to their notice, and still

greater in handing you over to them to be dealt with
according as they think proper. Of course, letting them
know the cowardly and treacherous attempt you made
upon my life !"

" Help—-help '. Murder !" shouted Sir Theodore, as
Turpin announced this resolution. " Why, they woul^
tear me limb from limb if they once got me in their
clutches. You cannot mean that. Help—mercy!"
" I do mean it," said Turpin, " and consider I am doing

no more than right, and acting in a merciful way to-

wards you. As you have been so fond of administering
punishment to others, you shall try how you like to
have it administered to yourself."

During this short conversation Turpin had not once
let go the grasp he had fastened upon him.

" And look here," added our hero ;
" do yon see this ?"

It was a long, bright-barrelled pistol which he asked
him if he saw.
"I do."
" That's all right. Now listen to what I am going to

say, and take warning. Are you listening ?"

" Ye—es."
" This pistol is one by which I set great store, and I

never produce or use it except upon extraordinary occa-
sions. It is made with the utmost nicety ; carries a ball

to its mark as true as a hair, and never misses fire ! I

wish you to impress that strongly on your memory. It

never misses fire ! Now, if you wish to preserve your
life a little longer, obey my directions, or, if you do not,

why"
He cocked and levelled the pistol in a manner by far

more significant than pleasant.

The magistrate's teeth chattered when he heard th«
sound, and saw the weapon brought to bear upon his

person.
"Now, mount," said Turpin.
Sir Theodore obeyed.
" Now take off your cravat, and tie one end firmly

round your right wrist."
The pistol still covered him, so he perforce obeyed.
Turpin snatched up his lantern and caught hold of

the other extremity of the cravat, having first assured
himself that it was properly secured to his companion's
arm, and then mounted on the back of Black Bess.

" Quick march," he cried ; "and bear in mind that
at the very first attempt you make to get free, I fire

!"

CHAPTER XIV.

SIR THEODORE HOUGHTON TURNS OUT A VERT
BAD CHARACTER INDEED.

It was in this strange fashion, then, Turpin and his com-
panion made their way to London. Sir'rheodore quietly

resigned himself to his fate, and therein showed his

wisdom. He was fully impressed with the idea that

certain and immediate death would be the penalty for

trying to get away, while he thought, by peacefully sur-

rendering to his foe, he would be in a position to take

advantage of any unlocKed-for circumstance tb^^t might
occur.

'^

As, however, time passed, and they rapidiy neared
London without meeting a soul, he began to quake with

fear, for he knew pretty well what he had to expect at

•ihe hands of the " family."
The fog which had settled down soon after sunset got

no thinner as they neared the metropolib,
" And now there's one mora thing, Sir Msiglstraf^/*

said Turpin, breaking th* silence : " if you ory out for
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assistance in any way, it's a case with you. As sure as

you do, I fire."
" Oh ! let me go, pray let me go at once ! I promise to

forego all idea of punishing you in any way and taking

my revenge for what I have suffered to-night. Come,

you are only doing this to frighten me. Let me go !"

" Shouldn't you like it ? No, no ! "Wijen I let you
go, it will be into the hands of the ' family.'"

Sir Theodore relapsed into sileuoo.

They reached at last the corner of Broad-aireet, St.

Giles's. Turpin made his way down a dark-looking

archway, taking hia companion with him.

Several narrow turnings branched off from the bottom

of this gateway, and, after proceeding a short distance

down one, Turpin paused.

Then he blew a whistle which had a very peculiar

sound.
" Dismount !" said Turpin, at the same time alighting

from his steed, but taking care the magistrate should

not give him the slip.

He blew the whistle a second time.

A man bearing a lantern came rapidly towards thorn.

Turpin addressed some words to this man, but what
they meant Sir Theodore had no idea. It was in an un-

known language to him.

The man with the lantern, however, understood him,

evidently, for he said something in reply, and then, tak-

ing the two steeds by tlie bridle, he led them away.
" Forward !" said Turpin, seizing his companion's

bond, and dragging him quickly down another alley, at

the bottom of which he paused before a low door in the

wall.

This door swung silently open, without any person

making themselves visible.

A long, narrow passage, dimly lighted, appeared be-

yond.
Turpin led Sir Theodore down it.

At its extremity was a flight of steps, and then
another door, opening into a huge apartment, which
deserves a line of description.

It was not very widp, but of prodigious length. A
table, formed of one long plank, stretched almost from
one end to the other, and on both sides of this were
seated probably a hundred persons, variously engaged
emokiug, drinking, talking, singing,swearing, all at once.

The noise was perfectly deafening.

The magistrate shrunk back in alarm.

At the further end of the table a man was seated in a

chair much higher than the others.

As soon as ho saw the new comers appear upon the
threshold this man hammer^ violently upon the table

with the pewter pot from which he had been drinking.
" Silence ! si—lence !" he cried.

By slow degrees the tumult subsided into a low hum
of voices.

Turpin stepped boldly up to the table.
" Hurrah ! bravo ! bravo ! It's Turpin the bold !

Three cheers, friends, he's brought the lord mayor's cup."
" Order 1" yelled the chairman, at the top of his voice,

and banging the pewter pot more violently upon the
table than before—" order, pals! Who's the strange
tiy he's brought with him ?"

Immediate attention was directed to Sir Theodore
Houghton, who endeavoured to avoid the scrutiny as
much as possible.

" Who is he ? who is he ? Name—name !" they
shouted.
Turpin held up his hand for permission to address

them.
" This, my friends," ho said, "is a gentleman I have

great pleasure in introducing to your notice. His name is

Sir Theodore Houghton, and he i^^ a county magistrate."
As he spoke, Turpin pushed b.is companion forward.
A deep roar of execration cam 5 from the throats of

those assembled as they heard the aame pronounced, and
the greater part rose from their seats, while those who
were nearest clutched the unfortunate magistrate tightly
wherever they could obtain a hold.

He shook with fear.
" Death ! death ! Down with the unjust judge ! Kill

him—kill him !"

" Silence ! si—lence !" again shouted the chairman,
and making hia voice heard above all the din. " On to

the table with him ! We'll try him. I'll be judge
You shall be jury !"

" Hear, hear !" cried the thieves. " Bravo ! Up with
him !"

And, despite the resistance -which he made, he waa
lifted by twenty hands at least on to the table.

He was compelled by blows to assume an erect position.

"Mercy, gentlemen, mercy!" he said, in trembling
tones, and with shaking limbs. " Mercy, mercy !"

" All right ! We know what you mean by mercy, and
you shall have plenty of it

!"

"Order!" again exolaimed the chairman. "Take
your seats, mates. He shall be tried ! Let us manage
the affair in a decent manner."

It was a rule with that disorderly assembly that a
chairman should be appointed every night by the general
voice, and that he should, while he held that position,

hare the others under his command.
Slowly, therefore, and muttering threats against the

unhappy wretch who had fallen into their power, they
obeyed, and seated themselves in their respective places.

"Prisoner, advance!" said the chairman.
" Forrards !" exclaimed those who were nearest to him,

compelling him to walk to the middle of the long table.
" Who accuses the prisoner ?"

" I do !" said Turpin, stepping forward.
" Of what ?"

" A treacherous attempt upon my life
!"

" Now, prisoner, do you plead Guilty or Not Guilty ?"

Sir Theodore Houghton looked about him in a be-

wildered manner ; he could hardly believe in the reality

of the scene that was enacting before him.
The chairman repeated his question.
" Not Guilty !" replied the magistrate, nervously.
" State your charge !"

" I will, your lordship," said Turpin.
There was a laugh at this.
" Silence in the court !" shouted another voice.

The laugh grew louder still. There waa something so
uncommonly comic about this assumption of judicial

form.
" I was on the way from Hornsey to London," con-

tinued Turpin, " when all at once I heard the sound of

a horse's hoofs beating against the road. Thinking I

might be able to do a little business, I pulled up and
waited for the horseman to make his appearance."
" Quito right

!"

" Presently, when he was only a few yards off, I rode
forward, and requested him to pay the toll

!"

" Well ?"

" Then, your lordship, without saying a word, and be-

fore I was at all prepared for such an event, he fired a
pistol full in my face. It knocked off my hat, and
grazed my scalp, but did me no more damage."
"That's lucky !"

" It was, your lordship ! Of course, I wasn't long re-

covering myself, and then I fired at him in return."
"Quite right!"
" He gave a cry, and called out that he was hit, and

said he could not hand over himself. Not suspecting
anything, I leaned forward to clear his pockets myself,

when he put another pistol to my breast, and pulled
the trigger!"
" The miscreant !"

" Si—lence !" said the crier again, or rather one man
who had taken that ofSco upon himself.

"Very fortunately for me, your lordship," Turpin
continued, " the pistol only flashed in the pan, so I waa
unhurt. I did not stop to take out another pistol, but
doubled up my fist, and hit him such a fair smack in

the face, that down ho went off his horse into the road

at once !"

" Now, prisoner," said the pseudo judge, " what have
you to say in your defence ?"

" I defended my property," replied the baronet, who
had an idea that he might get on better if he put a bold
face on the matter.

" How came you to bring him here ?"

"He told me he was a magistrate, and boasted how
he served those who were unluckly enough to be brought
up before him."

" Indeed I"
" Yes, your lordship ; so I thought as I was coming
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here, I would bring him with me, and put him upon his

trial, and see how he liked it
!"

"A very proper idea."
" I thought so, and here he is !"

"Now," said the judge, "is theSJ any gentleman
present who has suffered any injustice at his hands ?"

" Yes, yes ! Mo ! me ! me !"

Twenty voices at least replied to his words.
" I can't hear you all, gentlemen ! Let the on9 who

has the strongest case against him step forsvard. 'f we
fiud him guilty, sentence shall be pronounced !"

" Agreed ! Who stands forward ?"

" I do !" said a voice.

A tall, respectable-looking man got up off his seat.
" Order for Gentleman George !" shouted the chairman.
Sir Theodore turned ghastly pale as soon as his eyes

fell upon this man, and he trembled so excessively that

he could scarcely keep his feet.

The man who had been called Gentleman George be-

gan to speak, and there was an immediate silence.
" My case is a very hard one," he said, " but I will

relate it in as few words as possible."

"Silence!" said the crier again, who, though there

was no noise, thought, as the speaker paused, he ought
to say something.

" It is nearly ten years ago now since I entered the

prisoner's service. He was a justice then, and I was
employed as his clerk. I lived in the same house with
him."

Sir Theodore's agitation rapidly increased, and he
glared wildly at the faces by which he was surrounded,
upon every one of which he saw an inimical expression.
He evidently dreaded what was coming next.
" I shall not go minutely into my story," continued

Gentleman George, " because it would take up too much
time, I will only say that Sir Theodore had a daughter."
His voice wavered slightly, but, recovering himself

with an effort, he went on ;

—

''"We were thrown much together, and, as she was
about my own ago, there was nothing wonderful in our
falling in love with each other. It was folly and wicked-
ness on my pert, but who can control his destiny ?

" We kept our attachment secret for some time, but
eventually it was discovered. With the exercise of that
ti'oachery and duplicity which seem native to him, he
called me into his library, remonstrated with me, yet
kindly and gently. I could say nothing, for I felt I was
in the wrong.

" ' After "what has occurred,' he said, for I can recol-

lect his words as well as I could if I had just heard
them—'after what has occurred, you must feel the
impossibility of remaining any longer in my service. I

do not wish to deal harshly with you so long as you
leave this place. If you absent yourself, there is a
probability of my daughter forgetting her unfortunate
passion, so I beg of you as a favour I tliink you ought
to grant, that you will place as great a distance as you
can between this heuse and yourself.'

" What could I do but consent ? Fool that I was, I

ought to have distrusted his kindness, and feared it

more than his anger.
"'I have no fault to find with you,' he said, 'in the

way you have executed your duties. There is half a year's
salary due to you ; I will write you a cheque for that
amount, and two hundred pounds in addition, upon the
sole condition that yon never return here. It will serve
to pay yonr travelling expenses, and to support you
until you find some fresh employment. Do not hesitate
to accept it. It is a sum of money I can well spare.'

" He wrote out a cheque for two hundred and fifty

pounds, placed it in an envelope, and gave it to me.
" This was acting magnanimously to all appearance,

au'l, like a fool I believed he was sincere. I ought to
have known from his behaviour on other occasions that
I ought to expect the worse.

" I took the cheque and bade him good-bye. I went
to my room, packed up all my things, and took them
down to the coach office, and secured a place for myself
in the mail, as I intended to go to Liverpool, where
many of my friends resided.

" The bank was at a town four c les distant frota Sir
Theodore's house, and I got there just as the bank was
closing, However, as they knew me, the man at the

counter just glanced at the cheque, and handed me over
the money.

" In an hour afterwards I was in the coach and on my
way to Liverpool.
"And now, " said Gentleman George, as he looked

around, " the black part of my story is yet to come. It

is so foul and monstrous, that you will never believe it

possible any man could act in so diabolical a manner."
He paused for a moment, and wiped his face, while

the rest of his story was waited for with a stillness that

was positively painful.
" I reached Liverpool on the fourth night. I will pass

over my own feelings and reflections, but you can guess

they were far from pleasant ; still, the sense of no
impending evil weighed upon me.

" I at first intended to see my friends, but I afterwards

altered my mind, and determined to leave England for

ever and go to America.
"A vessel of several hundred tons burden, was just

upon the point of sailing for New York, and I engaged
a berth on board.

" The following morning, just as they were about to

weigh anchor, a boat filled with many persons shot out

from the quay, and was rowed rapidly towards us.
" They made signals for the captain to pause.

"As the boat neared the ship's side, we all noticed

it was filled with police-officers.
" ' They are after some one who has absconded,' I

thought, and I looked round at those passengers who
were standing in a throng round me wondering which it

could be.
" Five minutes afterwards, the officers came on board,

and spoke to the captain. Then they came towards us.

" I looked on with some curiosity, but who can

imagine my surprise when the chief stepped up to mo
and put his hand on my shoulder ?

" 'You were almost off,' he said ;
' but we've caught

yon. Come along, and don't detain the vessel any longer.'
" I was thunderstruck.
" ' Am I to understand you have a charge against me ?*

" Ha, ha ! That's good—werry good !' said the

officer. ' Come along, and don't make a rumpus !'

" 'I don't understand you,' I said. 'I have dona
nothing to make me answerable to the laws.'

" ' Oh, no ! I don't suppose you have. However,
here is a warrant for forging a cheque for two hundred
and fifty pounds upon Sir Theodore Houghton, and
making off with it.'

" ' It is false,' I cried. ' Sir Theodore wrote the

cheque himself ?'

" That may be. I don't say it isn't, but you must
come along with me. It looks very strange, though,

for you to receive this money, leave without saying a

word to anyone, and then embark for New York.'
" It flashed upon my mind in a moment how bad a

construction could be placed upon my actions. I was
overwhelmed, but I was not conscious of the full extent

of my misfortune."
Gentleman George paused a moment for breath.

All still remained silent. They seemed spellbound.^

A cold sweat burst out at every pore of the magistrate's

body, and he sank upon his knees on the table.

He strove to speak, but his tongue clove to the roof of

his mouth.
"I have only a word or two more to say," resumed

Gentleman George, sadly, " I shall not detain you much
longer. I was brought back to Sir Theodore's, mana-
cled like a felon. I was had up, the charge made, and
committed to the assizes.

" A weary time to me elapsed, and then I was placed

upon my trial. My friends had heard of me, and had
engaged an eminent counsel for my defence. His elo-

quence, however, was of no avail. Sir Theodore hero

entered the witness- box, and perjured himself by swear-

ing that he had never had any such conversation with

me, as I said he had, and appealed to those who knew
hira, and asked if they thought he would be likely to

have acted in such a manner ? My whole statement, ho

said, was moat preposterous and absurd, for was it pro-

bable he would give a large sum of money to one who bad

done him such an injury ? The natural course for anyone

to take would be to turn mo ignominiously from the

house. He dwelt, also, upon my baseness in bringing hia
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daughter's name before the ooart as a screen for my bad

conduct. The trial lasted maP" hours, aiw? everything

lie said damaged me.
*' In his examination, Tie distinctly eworfeA,fiat he knew

nothing of my leaving him until the morning following

my departure, when the cashier from the bank came
over to ask him about a cheque which they had cashed

.Tust as the bank was closing on the previoao day. He
declared it to be a fors-orv. and asked by whom it had

been presented.
" He was told, of course, by me.
" I was sent fcr, but no one knew better than himself

tliat I was far away, and was not to be found. It was,

all said, a clear caae of forgery and absconding ; so a
warrant was obtained for my apprehension, and I

was arrested in the way I told you.
" My counsel could not shake the prosecutor's evi-

flonce in any wuy. There was no flaw in it. Th- judge

summed up, the jury returned a verdict of Guilty, and I

was sentenced to be eriocuted !

" And so, you see, by his diabolical ingenuity, was I,

an innocent man in thought and deed, convicted of a
capital offence

!

" But his vengeance was not sated as I have no doubt

he hoped it would be. By the assistance of my friends I

was enabled to escape, and so I eluded the dread penalty

of the law. But since then I have never dared to show
my face. I have been forced to become an outcast and
a thief !

"As for the wretch who brought ail this upon ma and
blighted my future hopes, I have never seen him since

lie stood in the witness-box until he was brought in to-

night, and then I recognised him instantly. If you have
tiny doubt of my statement, look at him now, and tell

me whether ho looks like an innocent man 1"

The man who had related this fearful tale of pros-

pects blighted, and who was known only to his

associates under the name of Gentleman George, raised

his hand as lie finished speaking and pointed to the

shrinking, cowardly wretch upon the table.
" Guilty—guilty !" they all cried, fiercely, as they rose

tumultuously to their feet, and stretched out their

hands towards him.
The chairman banged the table.
" Order ! gentlemen of the jury, order ! Do you for-

got that you are in a court of justice ? Be seated, and
let us hear what the prisoner has to say in his defence !

'

'

They obeyed.
" Prisoner on the table," said the judge, as soon as

silence was restored, " what h&ve you to urge in your
behalf ?"

White as ashes, his teeth chattering in his head. Sir

Theodore Houghton rose trembling to his feet.

He licked Ids parched lips.

"It's all false !" he said, in a hoarse, hollow whisper.
" False from first to last. He is guilty, and wao rightly
sentenced !"

Then he sank again, half fainting, upon the table.
The chairman, in his capacity of judge, then very

formally summed up.
" Gentlemen of the jury," he said, and his tones got

graver and more solemn as he proceeded, " youhave heard
the evidence which has been given against the prisoner,
and it remains for you to deliberately weigh it in your
minds. Do you consider the prisoner guilty or not
guilty?"
As if with one voice those who were assembled t..?ied,

the moment ttd words left his lips

—

"Guilty!"
Then there was a'u«ad silence.
" Prisoner on the t.able," said the chairman, " you

have heard the verdict which has been recorded against
you. Have you anything to 'y why sentence shotsld
not be passed upon you ?"

" It's all a mockeiy !" shrieked Sir Theodore, spung-
ing to iiis feetas if galvanized. " A hideous mockery ! 1
refuse to be tried, or submit to this farce any longer

!"

''You cannot lielp yourself ; the general voice has pro-
uonnced you guilty, and the court now proceeds to pass
scaiteuce upon you. The sentence is the same that you
ao an)usl,ly caused to be passed upon Gentleman George^
uawely, thcv' jou be hanged b^ the necjfe autii jou bo
toBj^d!"

CHAPTER XV.

THE OPFIOBBS CAPTURE DICK TUBMK AT 'i?aS

"THBEB TUNS."

No one spoke for some seconds after the wntence was
thus pronounced.

Sir Theodore strove hard to make some articulate

sound, but in vain.

Horror had possession of his soul.

He knew his guilt, and he felt that the hour of retrl

bution had at last arrived.

He clasped his hands together iu an agony of mute
supplication.

It waa the chairman who broke the silence.
" Who will be his executioner?" he said.

A man rose instantly.
" That will I," he said, " for I hava euffered muoa

injury from this most unjust judge. I will carry the
sentence into effect, and so give a warning to others.

Who has a rope?"
Several pieces fiva or six feet in length were handed

to him.
He tied them all securely together.
Half-a-dozen iron hooks were fixed lathe roof, and tu

the largest of these the man made fast one end of the
rope.
The other end he made into a noose.
The next operation was to pinion the miserable

prisoner, and, in spite of his desperate resistance and
frantic shrieks for mercy, this was quickly done.
A chair was placed immediately beneath the hooK, and

Sir Theodore forced to stand in it.

Then the rope was adjusted round his neck.
The expression on his face was awful to see.

The " family " sat looking on in grim silence.

"Help! help! Murder! murder!" screamed Sir
Theodore, iu a cracked voice—for the so-close presence
of death restored him his voice. " Help ! help ! Meil^ !

mercy !"

" Confess, then, whilo yet you have time."
" I do! I do ! 'i he charge was wholly false, and I got

it up to avenge the wrong he had done me. AVhat he
told you was true. Release me 1 Release me !"

" No, now you have confessed to the perpetration of

so horrible a crime, you shall die 1" said the chairman,
" We can feel no doubt as to your'guilt, and shall carry
out the sentence without compunction !"

"No—no! Save me! Sa"
Tlie chair was suddenly knocked from under him, and

the sentence checked upon his lips. He gave a desperate
plunge, and struggled slightly—then all was over.

Sir Theodore Hougliton had met with the reward ho
merited.
" I have him ! I have him I Surrender ! surrender !"

cried several loud voices at this moment, as a large party
of police-officers dashed headlong into the room, while
half-a-dozon at least,clung to Dick j and, before he was
conscious of what had occurred, he found himself over-
powered and a prisoner.

The attention of every one present had been so riveted
upon the fearful termination of Sir Theodore Houghton's
life, and so absorbed by the terrible narrative of Gentle-
man George, that the whole of them were, in a manner
of speaking, quite deaf and blind to any extraneous cir-

cumstances ; and so the police-officers, wliose measures
had been very carefully taken, were actually in full pos-

session of the entire premises before the lawless
company had any idea that they were menaced by
danger in the least.

Even Turpin, watchful as he usually was, had been
tuiable to resist the powe'rful interest which the exciting
tragedy produced in every breast ; indeed, so intense was
it, that his breath came short and thick. In fact, he, or
well a3 all the rest, was spell-bound.
The sudden irruption of the officers, however, and tho

loud shouts of their leader, in a moment aro"."'ed their
slumbering activity.

Instantly all were upon their iset, r.ud a despe-ate
struggle immediately commenced, and several of tho
"family," seeingourhero so surrounded, sprang forward
U> attempt his rescue.
^Sir Theodore Houghton was, of course, weilknowuto

all the offioere, toy hia oovere eentcKiga had made «:|'/
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everywhere notorions, and, as soon as they recognized
him, half a dozen rushed forward to cut him down.
They were too late though to save his life.

The fall was very sndden, and the magistrate no in-

considerable weight, the effect of which two circum-
stances was that his neck was dislocated.
The o£5cers were not long in discovering this, for

when they set him up so that he should have a chance of

reviving a little, his head lolled about in every direction.

So soon, then, as they ascertained that life was really

extinct, they left him, and turned towards those who
had sprung upon Turpin.
They had every neeid of their aid, for they found it a

most diflScult task to keep their hold upon their
prisoner, and defend themselves at the same time from
the violent assault that was made upon them.

Already had Turpin got one of his arms free, and
WM dealing heavy blows, which made his captors
shripk, when the other body of oflBoora reached the
excited, struggling mass.
The numbers were about equaL
No. 5.—Bi^cE BBSS.

The yelling, shouting, and swearing were tremendous.
" Give him up ! Give him up !" shrieked an officer,

mounting on to the table. " Give him up and you shall

all go free ! It's only him we want, and we're bound
to have him, so give him up at once !"

No notice whatever was taken of this speech.
Then this oflSoer, who was doubtless one of those in

command, grew furious when he found himself disre-

garded, and ran towards the end of the table near
which the struggle was now taking place.

We have before had occasion to remark that this

table in the thieves' kitchen was composed simply of

one plank. This was supported on three tressels.

When the officer rushed forward so suddenly to its

extremity his weight tilted it np, so down he w^t on
the floor in a moment, and was buried nearly uiider an
avalanche of pewter pots.

Blood was trickling from his head anfi fi-joe when he

again rose to his feet, but, heedless of tl;« hurts he had

sustained, he dashed like a maniae iato the thickest,

of the fight,

Paioa
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Torpm, too, ms^ injured in many places, but struggled
desperately, fc be resolved not to be taken alive without
an effort.

He got his cifaer arm free.

Upon seeing this, the offioera redoubled thei. endea-
vours. "

Turpin ,r<.o lui immense favourite with all the " family,

"

and there was soarcely one of them who would not wil-

lingly have laid down his life to render him a service.

Therefore ttiey fought most gallantly in his behalf.

They knew the motive which had brought him there.

Feeling that the issue of the conflict was very un.
certain, Turpin oommenced slowly to retreat backwards
to the door, intending, if once he oould get into the

passage, to make a bold rush for escape.

The " family" divined his intention immediately, and
BO, too, did the police officers ; but the former made such
a sudden attack upon the latter, that they had much ado
to defend themselves.
Two men only interposec^etween Turpin and the door

he was so anxious to reach. Turning round sharply upon
his heel, he, by a well-directed blow, laid one prostrate,

and sprang past the other, who, however, grasjwd him
tightly by the skirts of his coat.

Dick placed his hands behind him, and plunged for-

ward. Many rapid footsteps followed him.
" The door is guarded !" exclaimed Dick, involuntarily,

aa his eye fell upon four men standing near it.

" Surrender, or we fire !" they cried, upon seeing him
approach.
"Never!" eaid Dick; and aa he spoke he ran up a

narrow flight of stairs which were close at his left hand.
The next instant several of the officers who had dis-

engaged themselves from the fray which was still going
on in the kitchen, came along the passage, and sprung up
the stairs after Dick, who, however, had made good use
of the brief start which he had obtained.
He was already at the top.

He saw then several doors, all of which were closed.

Without pausing to choose, he placed his hand upon
the fastenings of one just opposite to him, and opened it.

All was profound darkness within.

Very dimly, though, and as if a curtain had been drawn
Qoroas it, Turpin saw the outline of a window.
He hastily secured the door.

He heard the officers stamping up the staircase.

Eejoiced at having successfully eluded them so far, he
orept forward on his hands and knees towards the
window, for he judged that to be the likeliest means of

avoiding a collision with whatever furniture there might
be in the room, which, for aught he knew to the con-

trary, might bea bed-chamber, and occupied by some one.

The room was limited in its dimensions, and he very
quickly reached the window, and drew the curtain from
before it.

"Bang ! bang ! bang ! bang!" came four heavy blows
upon the panel of the door.

Dick flung open the window.
It was one of those diamond-paned casements opening

like a door, and permitting easy egress.

Just below him Dick saw the roofs of some outbuild-

ings, and he dropped down upon them.
" I fancy," he said, " I shall be able to mak,, / y way

into some of the courts, and then very likely I snail get
free!"
While speaking he slid down the tiles, and, as he

expected, found himself only about ten or twelve feet

from the ground.
Grasping the gutter with his hands, he quickly, but

yet carefully, lowered himself, and then dropped to the
earth.

No sooner did he reac^ it than the window through
which he had j ust passed was dashed open, and several
persons scrambled out of it on to the roof.

Turpin found himself standing inanarrowallej-, but,
hearing his pursuers so close behind him, did not pause
for breath, but hastily wiped the perspiration from his

face and set off at full speed.

A half-shodt—half-yell—from the rew told him he was
already seen.

He quicl-euod ma speed.
The alley he was traversing he knew would take him

into Dudley-street, and he wa? io hopes, ooold he gain

it, that he would, by the intimate knowledge ot thfe

locality he possessed, succeed in baffling hia pursuers.
Oh ! how he wished for his bonny stued when he did

reach it, andf looked up and down to assure himself that
no enemy was in sight. How easy, then, would have been
escape ! But now thore was every prospect <^'f hia being
hunted through the streets on foot.

"Stop him! Stop him !" he heard his pursuers cry.
^Stop him! A highwayman! A thousand pounds
reward!"
The sounds came upon his ears'with greett distinctness.
He ran across the street and down another turning

iuto Soho, but the shouts of the officers had aroused the
neighbourhood, and there was quickly a crowd at his
heels which increased in numbers every moment.
In as direct a line as he could, Turpin made his way

towards the Oxford-road, as Oxford-street was then
called, the vague idea of reaching the country filling hia
mind.
He had trusted by doubling the corners of the streets

suddenly to get out of sight of his pursuers, and then seek
shelter and concealment in a house.
But they were too close upon his track for this hope to

hold possession of him long, and the whole of his energies
were bent on running at a swifter pace than they.

A considerable distance had been already passed over,
and Turpin began to show signs of exhaustion. Hia
breathing was painful, and he staggered more than ouco.

He felt quite sure that he could not much longer main-
tain his present speed, and unless succour of seme kind
presented itself, and that quickly, he must abandon all

idea of getting free from those who were hunting him.
He passed by many a turning on his route down which

he was afraid to turn lest it should be a yard and have
no outlet. If he once went down one of these he would b»
caught like a rat in a trap.

Presently he saw a street which he recognised with a

throb of delight. It was a very short one, and he plunged
down it, and round the corner to the right and then to

the left.

His pursuers were out of eight.

He redoubled his efforts.

Half-a-dozen turnings more, and he was in Oxford,
road.

It Cs a very difficult matter to imagine one of the
principal and most crowded thoroughfares in London a
quiet country road, bounded by trees and meadows, and
yet such was Oxford-street at the time of which we write.

Dick oould hear the voices and footsteps of the crowd,
but he could not see their forms.
On the other side of the way, and near a gate in a

garden wall, was a servant in livery, leading a horse by
the bridle, and apparently waiting for some one.

" A godsend !" said Dick. "1 shall be free now I"

He rushed across the road aa he spoke, and before the
servant knew at all what was going to happen, he found
himself sprawling on the ground.
Turpin was seated in the saddle in an instant.

He doubled up the reins, and struck the horse sharply
across the shoulders.

It was a thoroughbred animal, unused to blows, and it

reared and plunged voilently for several moments, tlien

set off at a tremendous gallop.

The foremost of his hunters, though, were fairly in the
Oxford-road before the horse started.

They set up a loud shout of anger and disappointment.
To their surprise, as well as Turpin's, who happened

just then to turn his head, ten or twelve officers who had
been chasing him on foot swept round the corner well

mounted.
They had passed some livery stables on their way, and

from thence obtained the cattle. Their stoppage was
what had caused Turpin to gain upon them aa he did.

They were in full sight of their prey.

Very fortunate, indeed, was it for Turpin that he had
been lucky enough to obtain possession of a horse. The
odds now were, if anything, in his favour.

The officers came along at a good rate.

It was a beautiful steed upon which Turpin v"**

mounted, though of course very inferior to hia own ny**"*.

and was, no doubt, highly priaed by its owner.
' He made his way due west.

At length, after a gallop of about four mllea, luspia
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rwned up his ate3d apon the brow of a hill, and looked
behind him.
The mounted polioo ^vere ju3t at ita base, and good'as

was the speed he had made, he had not apparently gained
a dozen yards upon them. (

,

"The fellows must have gdt hold of some first-rate

cattle ; this one seems already to show signs of distress.

Oh ! for my own mare, Black Beas ! Were she beneath
me, I would laugh at all their efforts."

While speaking he had urged his horse to fre^h exertion.

CHAPTER XVI.

DICK IS A WITNESS TO A VERT SINGULAR SCENE
IN THE OLD COUNTRY CHURCH

Thick black clouds had hitherto wholly hidden the

moon's face, but now through a large straggling rift

she looked down upon the earth.
" Confound it !" said Turpin, as the bright rays fell

upon his countenance. " I could have done very well

without any more light. Now they will be able to see

me a mile off."

The road was very straight ; indeed, it must have been
remarked by many, what a great distance it goes without
makingr a bend either to the right or the left, so there

was little or no exaggeration in Turpin's words, when he
said the officers would be able to see him a mile off.

" I must get out of this, that's certain," he added.
•* Let me see ; a httle further on I shall come to what I

call the Dark-lane, for want of a better name, and down
that I will take my way. Ah ! here it is '."

Even while he spoke, Turpin found he had amved
opposite the entrance of the lane, and he turned down
it like a shot, disappearing from the gaze of the officers

with a suddenness that must have appeared to thein

almost magical.
Turpin had very appropriately designated this lane by

the adjective dark, for the trees on both sides grew to

•uch a great height, and so very thickly together, that

oarcely a ray of light of any description penetrated
through them, and it seemed more like riding into a
cave than aught else.

Turpin dashed onwards without suffering his norse
to relax its speed in the least.

A few minutes when a horse is at full gallop willcarry
a rider over a great deal of ground, so in a very short
time Turpin emerged from this lane into the high road
again.
He could not see them, but he could hear the clatter

of his pursuers' footsteps.

"Now for it," said "Turpin. " I can't get clear by
riding, so I will give them the slip. Ah ! now that wiU
do first-rate ! Capital

!"

He flung himself off his horse as he spoke.
He took the reins and tucked them tightly under ifie

front of the saddle, then with the palm of his hand struck
the horse a smart blow on the flank, which caused the
high-mettled creature to gallop swiftly along the road.
Turpin passed over to the other side, and crawled

through a gap in the hedge.
He found himself in a meadow, on the west aide of

which, over another hedge, was an old country church.
A loud shout, and apparently of gratification, let him

know that the officers had reached the road.
".What can they be so pleased about, I wonder?"

asked Turpin. " I will take a peep, through the hedge."
He did so, and was so astonished at what he saw that

he almost betrayed hia place of Concealment by an ex-
clamation.' »

.

The officers were standing in a throng near the end of
the lane, looking attentively at something.
Turpin followed the direction of their eyes, and saw,

for the second time, that spectral resemblance of himself.
The officers saw it, too ; so it was clear there was

no delusion about the matter ; or rather, if there waa
j

they were subject to it as well as himself. "»

The figure was standing in the middlc^f the highway,
at about half a mile distant, looking back over his
shoulder at the officers, and seemingly in such an
attitude as to be able to start so soon as any sympiom
of motion showed itself upon their part.
Turpin was bewildered, and he looked first from .^he

officers and then to his second self.
" What, oh ! what can it be ?" kf ggteftgi •

*' What am

I

I to think of this strange assumption of my own form !

It would be perfect madu isa, or 1 would, as I resolved!
rush forward and solve thja mystery. Now I am com-
pelled to inanition !"

By mutual consent, both parties seemed lu nave come
to a halt for fne purpose of resting their steeds, and so
long as that distance was preserved between them
neither could obtain the advantage of the other.
Turpin was full of curiosity and wonder to know what

would happen next.
,Suddenly the chief of the ,>ohce uttered a few words to

his companions, and then the wholeof the troop, clapping
spurs to their horses' sides sped quickly down the lane.
The spectre horseman, and whom theyno doubt beheve'd

.vas Turpin himself, was not apparently at all discen-
certed at this proceeding on the part of the officers, for he
too, gave the reins to his horse, and set off at full speed!
The officers gave a loud shout, as they commenced an

immediate pursuit.
" 'I"his grows stranger, and more and more inoompie-

hensible, said Turpin, as he rose from his recumbent
position in the meadow. " Whocanthis mysterious being
be who so closely simulates my form and dress, for
that it is anything supernatural I resolutely disbelieve,
and will do, yet the whole affair is most perplexing and
mysterious. It is quite evident, though, that the officers
are labouring under the impression that it is me. So far it
13 very good, since I have an opportunity of escape wliich
I should not have had under other circumstances. Until,
however, I find it out, I am quite certain I shall know no
peace. I feel exceedingly desirous to know how the chase
is getting on, and whether they have caught my double.
Is there a tree anywhere I can climb ? No I"
He looked all round as he spoke, but no tree of any

magnitude, or from which anything like a view could
be obtained, was in sight.

" Stop now," he added, as his eye fell upon the old
church to which we have alluded. " Stop, now. That
church seems to have a tolerably high spire. Now if 1
could only get up that I should see for miles round,
first-rate."

No sooner did this thought enter his mind, than he
hastened across the meadow to put it into execution.
He soon reached the hedge, which he surmounted, and
then rolled down a grassy bank into a very narrow, but
picturesque-looking lane.
He was on his feet in a moment.
" Who'd have thought, now," he said, " that I was

going to miss my footing in that manner ? Never mind,
it's all right. I suppose this narrow path leads to the
ohurch ?"

Turpin was right enough in this supposition, and in a
few minutes he reached the entrance to the graveyard.
As is often the case in country places, there was a

right of road through the churchyard, so Turpm had
no other trouble in entering than that of pushing
through a turnstile.

He hurried up the broad, smooth, gravel path, and
ascending a short flight of stone steps, stood beneath
the porch.
A door was facing him, which he naturally enough

supposed led into the church, and there was another
on his right, which was, beyond a doubt, the one he
wanted, namely, that leading to the belfry.
The almost lull moon lent him sufficient light to u.^ke

an examination of the door. It was fastened, but that
was a circumstance of no importance, for it creaked open
in a moment under the application of Turpin's finge^^
The blackness and silence of the tomb were before him!
Dimly though hi could see by the faint light that

straggled into the place a circular flight of steps.
He pulled the door after him, and, as it dragged a little

en its hing"s, it remained close shjit, and '/Ti have looked
at it from the other side no one '"''ula b«va dreat. d it

had been forcibly broken open.
There were loopholes in the stonework oi the stair-

case at regular intervals, and ihrougk these the moon'a
rays shone with an exceedingly beautiful effect
Diok peeped tiirough one or two of these on his way

up the stairs, but the view through so narrow an
aperture was too circumscribed for hia purpose.
In less time than would liave been believed, considering

the strangeness and darkness of the place, Turpin reached
the top of the steps, and withdrawiiii; alarge ruat.x fe«^B.
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pushed open a trap- door just over his head, after pass-

ing through which he found himself standinp' "" '•'le

square^ leaden roof of the ohuroh tower._

The beautiful prospect of many a mile of iboon-iit

country would have been quite sufficient to recompense
anyone for the trouble of the ascent, and JOict looked

around him with deep pleasure. '

The perfect silence and repose that eveiys^bre pre-

vailed lent, too, a great charm to the scene.

Dick scanned the whole of +he horizon with his keen
eyes, but no traces either of oursuer or pursued were
visible.

'

>*'

The broad, nigh road could be defined with grc;:,t dis-

tinctness as it wound about as sinuously as a river,

and as the earth in it was of a whitish colour, it looked

like a band of silver winding among the bright green trees.

Turpin made a lengthened examination of all the land-

scape, but still being unable to see what he sought, pre-

pared to descend again.

Yet he lingered upon the roof-tower of the old ohurcL ;

lie knew not why he did so, unless it was the extreme
beauty of the scene, to which no words of ours could do
adequate justice.

Presently there came upon hia ears a faint muffled

Bound, and placing one hand upon the stone battlement,
he leaned forward in order to hear the sound better.

It gradually increased in loudness.
" Horsemen !" said Turpin, " that's certain, and

going at a tremendous pace, too. It must be the offi-

cers. Surely they will be in sight directly."

The faint, muffled sound grew plainer and plainer,

until the clatttering of horses' hoofs could be heard.
Just over the tall edgerows, but at a considerable dis-

tance, Dick could see a number of riders' hats gliding
rapidly along.

" There they are—there they are !" exclaimed Dick,
greatly excited ;

" wl^, they are coming back ! Have
they caught him, I wonder, and made him a prisoner P"
The horsemen had now, within a short distance,

reached a bead in the road, after turning which they
would be in full sight of Dick.

" It won't do to stand up like this." he said, " foi- some
officious personage is sure to see me. I must be quite a
conspicuous object up here !"

There was in reality no ground for apprehension, for

Dick, when he spoke, quite forgot the height to which he
had ascended. Still, he crouched low down on the roof,

and peeped over the stonework anxiously.
He found his view was not in the least impeded, and

hehad the gratification of seeing a horseman sweep round
the corner and come at a rapid pace along the road.
Although he was quite prepared, Dick could not help

feeling a little agitated whenthis horseman came in sight.

His resemblance to himself was perfect.

He came along the road at a rapid pace.
In another moment the officers came round the bend,

and catching sight of the flying horseman, with many
gesticulations urged forward by whip and spur their
almost exhausted cattle.

The interest with which Dick regarded them was
most intense.

" I can't understana," he muttered, " how they have
turned back and preserved the same positions, unlessmy
personator has ridden bodily through them, and I should
hardly think he would be foolhardy enough to do that. It
is a thing I should think about twice before I did

!"

He lost sight of them all at this juncture, as the road
took aaother sudden turn, but he knew in a moment or
two they must reach that part of it which passed by the
church, and which for a distance of half a mile or more
each way was in nearly a straigrht line, while from his
elevated position he would be able to see over the hedge-
rows on each side of the lane.

Dick's double, for so in his mind he oaiied him, very
quickly made his appearance.

" He is gaining on them !" said Turpm, a tone ta-'batis-
faotion in spite of himself tinging hia voice, " He will
Boon distance them completely.""
The officers now came in view.
Their horses seemed all but knoolted up.
It was a most exciting race to Turpin, and he watched

it with aa much interest as folks do the Derby when chey
Lave some very heavy bets depending on the issue of it.

He forgot all about the caution which had induced him

I

to crouch down behind the coping., but rose to hia fee*
and waved hia arms, almost uttering a shout in hia ex-

) citement.
He became conscious of the risk ha haa run by seeing

one of the officers in the road below turn round and point
I to the tower.
' Turpin dropped down like a shot.

Still he ventured to look over. The man was evidently
from his manner saying something ^ij earnestly to hlB
companions.

" Confound the fellow," said TurjJin, as he looked at
him. " I wonder now whether he saw me. What a
fool I must have been to have stood up in thwt absard
fashion!"

It would appear that what the officer said was simply
relative to the edifice itself, for the whole of them turned
round in their saddles and gazed at it, but they did not
slacken speed while doing so.

Five minutes more and they were out of sight.
Turpin turned away.
" I can't make it out," he said, as he felt his waydown

the steps ;
" can't make it out at all. Who can this man

be who bears bo remarkable a resemblance to myself, and
dresses so much the same. I must wait patiently, I

suppose. The mystery will be cleared up some day. It

must unquestionably have been he I saw when mounted
in the lane, only my excited fancy just then magnified
him into a spectre

!"

This was a very probable supposition, but whether it

was a correct one time only can determine.
Turpin groped is way down the belfry stairs, and

reached the bottom in what seemed to him to be an in-

credibly short time. However, there, by the faint light

of the moon through a loophole above, he oould see the
door plain enough.
He pushed it open.
Instead, however, of passing into the porch aa he

expected, he found this door opened into the gallery of

the church.
' The interior, in contrast with the dark belfry staircase,

was quite bathed in light, and a vague undefined feeling

of curiosity caused Turpin to pass through this door, and
after walking to the edge of the gallery he sat down upon
one of the front seats and looked below him.
He happened to be facing the large stained glass

window over the altar, and through this the moon's
rays streamed with full force, lighting up all the body
of the church, and leaving the remainder in deep shadow.

Scarcely even in the many scenes which he, in the
course of a long career, had met with, had he found one
so imposing as this. A rapt repose, such as can exist

only in a sacred edifice, everywhere prevailed ; and ua«

consciously and despite himself strange and solemn
feelings filled his breast—feelings of whose existence he
had hitherto been in ignorance.

It might be that he sat five minutes, or even ten,

leaning his head upon his hands, and his elbow on the

railing of the gallery, with his eyes fixed upon the beauti-

ful stained window, and his mind abstracted from all

things present, when a slight rattling sound made itself

heard, and immediately recalled his energies.

Ho started like one suddenly awakened.

The rattling noise continued, and he listened in a vain

endeavour to make out what it was.

In that old silent church it came upon the hearing

clearly, though probably elsewhere it would have been

unnoticed.
Although somewhat startled by the circumstance,

Dick retained sufficient presence of mind to remain per-

fectly still.

In another instant he heard a aharp click, which was
followed by a grating noise.

Then he heard a voice.
" Confound the old door !" said eome one. " What a

trouble I had to open it, to be sure ! I must have that

keyhole seen to to-morrow ; it kept jumping about in a

very improper manner ! It must be bewitched ! How-
ever, I knew it would have to yield to mo in the end ;.

me, Solomon Goggs, as has been beadle and sexton here

a matter of forty years ! That's why I had patience-

1

—I knew very weU, when it kept bobbing about so, that

if I took a careful aim the key would sure to go in, aad
so it did. Holdup!"
The s.j.:-iiker bhiiadcred iwaiiist something! in ni5 aatk.
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The words, howeTer, which he had uttered, ucnde

tbiiigs quite iiitelligible to Turpin.
It was the rattling of the key in the locic that nad

disturbed the highwayman's ruminations, and thethiolc

tones in which the old man had spoken, and who hail

named himself Solomon Goggs, proclaimed pretty
loudly that he was some distance gone in intoxication.

What was his motive for paying a visit to tho church!
at 80 unusual an hour he had yet to learn, so Turpin re-

mained quite quiet, and listened for him to speak agaic.

As he fully anticipated, he had aot long to wait, for

Mr. Solomon Goggs, beadle and sexton, had reached
that point in his potations %t which extreme loOnacious-

cess began.
" Oh ! I see aow ; It's om> of the bencnes oeiorfging

to the free seats. Confound the free seats '. There had
no business to be such things m the church, leastwise
of all, down stairs. To be sure, they're close to the
door ! I should like to know who it was pulled the bench
out. Some of the low-minded mobocracy sort of p^'Cple.

It's ]ust like their imperance, making me break my
shins agen it ! Come up, will you !"

The last words, apparently, ,were addressed to the
bench against which he had stumbled, and which might
be supposed to have been somewhat refractory, for the
words were followed by a rumbling, creaking sound,
which echoed and re-echoed through the building.

" That's right at last ! What a night of adventures,
to bo sure ! It's infernally disagreeable to have to

come here—infernally disagreeable. I am well paid
though, so I ought not to grumble ! Still I am always
aggravated when I have to leave pleasant company
at the ' Well of Content !' The sooner this job's over
the better, and then I shall stand a chance of getting
back again before they have all gone

!"

Thus speaking, the old man, in a deviiua, uncertain
kind of way, made his way along the aisle of the
church.

CHAPTER XVII.
THE MTSTEET OF THE SPECTKE HORSEMAN UNRA-
VELLED TO dick's unqualified satisfaction.

A PEELING of mingled curiosity and interest to know
what errand it was that at that unusual hour brought
Mr. Solomon Gogga to tlie church took possession of

Turpin's mind, and he waited very patiently to find out
what it was.
Judging, however, that if he occupied hia present

position in front of the organ he would run a gr it risk

of being discovered, he took the opportunity, while Mr.
Gogga was busily moving the bench, and talking to him-
self, to step round to the right-hand side of the gallery,

which happened to be shrouded in deep shadow, for the
moon was not shining quite straight into the church,
but rather obliquely ; consequently, one side of the
gallery was quite light, while the other was in dark-
ness that seemed all the greater by the contrast it pre-
sented to the other. Here Turpin felt he waa eeoure
from discovery by any chance observation.

" How uncommonly bright the moon shines," con-
tinued Mr. Goggs, who was now not far from the chancel

;

" uncommonly bright it shines. Ha ! ha ! that's a good
line—a musical line—ha ! ha ! Uncommonly bright,
uncommonly bright, uncommonly bright it shines !"

Mr. Goggs, the beadle, chaunted the words to the
tune of some pothouse ditty with which he was doubt-
lesa familiar. He ended with quite a loud " shines,"
which, in.ljhe stillness of the churoh, he considered came
with a capital effect.

" Bravo ! now, there's a stave ! \ -sfonder where any-
one else is to be found, of my time of life, who could
come that sort of thing. Uncom—uncom—uncommonly
brigV*; it shines ! I am decidedly in voice to-night, and

|

that' makes the shame all-the greater th^^j I should have
to leave my friends.'"
" He seems a nice sort oi article," said Tai-jrfm, to

himself. "I must certainly wait until I know what he
is going to do. I have a presentiment tl"** it will be
something worth hearing. Hark !"

Mr. Solomon Gogga was speaking again.
" What's the good, too, I should like to knovr, of send-

XOfT me here on such a bright night as this to light up
~-aA church ? No good at all. No one would be able to

see them, the moon shines so. I suppose, as it's no
sort of concern of mine, I may as well light them."
With a tremulous hand, Mr. Goggs began to light,

with a lamp which he carried with him, a number of

tall wax candles on the altar. As he said, it did seem
useless to light them, for the rays of the moon quenched
them utterly. I

^

It took Mr. Goggs some time to accompliBh his task,

and he kept muttering and grumbling all the while.
" I have no patience with such humbug, not I ; why

the deuce could not thaj" aome at a respectable hour,
and not when the church ought to be left entirely to

—

ahem ! those individuals who live underneath it
!"

" Hang it ! why don't he say wl>at it is that has
brought him here ?" said Turpin, impatieiitly, " and not
keep gabbling like that. I suppose if I «">Jit to

gratify my curiosity I must wait."
" There, now," said Mr. Goggs, with an air of satis-

faction, as the last candle took light,
—" there now,

that's all right, and I suppose they will be here directly^

and I shall just have the place ready when they come.'
Mr. Goggs now proceeded to dust and arrange some

cushions, and this job seemed to require all his breath,
for he did not utter a word while he was doing it.

"Ah!" he sighed, as he rose up and straightened
hia back, " that's done. It kill's me a'most to knock
them cushions about. I'll take a walk down to the
door and see if they are on their way."
"The deuce take it !" said Turpin, as the beadle tot»

tered down the aisle, " why don't he say who's coming ?

I almost fancy, from his preparations, it's only going
to be a marriage, and yet who can it be at this hour in

this out-of-the way place ? There's something mys-
terious in it, that's certain, and I will stay to see it out."
At this moment, Mr. Goggs opened the church-door

to have a look out, and, as soon as he did so, the grating
of carriage-wheels reached Turpin's ears.

He leaned over the balcony of the gallery and tried

to see who waa coming. He waa unable to account for

the intense curiosity he felt.

The grating of the wheels ceased.
Then there was a murmur of voices, and a party of

five immediately entered the church.
The firat who made hia way up the aisle waa attired in

clerical robea, and, by the pure light which streamed in,

Turpin could perceive he possessed a remarkable, oily-

looking countenance, and a portly body to correspond.
Next came two persons, and these, in a mom«n1«

riveted the whole of his attention.
They were male and female.
The former was a fair-haired, good-enough»iooking

young man, though many would have been displeased
with several traits in his physiognomy^ they had been
consideiad apart ; but in their entirety they would, by
any but a T«ry keea observer, have been passed o'ver

unnoticed*
He waa bareheaded, so Dick had a good opportunity of

studying hia features ; not, however, that he did so par-
ticularl;, foe he had recognised him at the first glance.

It was the afterwards Earl of Bristol, though at that
time the chancea of his succeeding to the title were
very remote, and he was known only as the Honourable
Mr. Hervey.
With an increasing interest, Turpin turned hia gaze

upon the fair companion at his side, but aka was
shrouded from head to foot in a rich white laoe x^Mf so
he was unable to see her countenance.
From her form and carriage there could noi kf 1^

slightest doubt that she was both young and be^^i^al.
Behind them, again, were two females, one of whom

walked a step or two in advance of the other, aa if to

show, even in God's temple, where all should surely be
alike, that she who followed v«»aB an inferios.

Neither of these where known to Turpin.
The rear was brought up by Mr. Solomon Goggs, the

beadle, who seemed to have shaken off a great deal of

his intoxication, for he walked along in a v^tj pompous
manner indeed.
The minister opened the little gate in x,ae iron rail-

ings in front of the communion-table* and stepped into

the enclosure.
The Hon. Mr. Hervey and hie com panion knelt down

on the cushions, which had r:ou.rly bcokeu the batiii oi

Mr. Gosas to duat and al.u<uti. .
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The two females stood* lit>l9 on one side, and spoke
together in a whisper.

Mr. Goggs, from some safe corner where he had placed
it, took a long black staif, with a formidable gilt affair

on the top, with the sight whereof on a Sunday morning
he was wont to strike terror to the souls of the Charity
children in the back seats in the gallery.

"It's going to be a marriage," thought x'urpin,
" that's eyideufe enough. But what in the world can be
Mr. Hervey's motive for coming here in the dead of

night to be married ? There's something wrong going
on, I know ! I wish I could see the bride's face !"

Never did a wish meet with a speedier gratification

than this did ; for no sooner were the words out of his

mouth than the prospective bride raised her hftods, and
threw the large white veil off her face.

A very beautiful countenance was then revealed.
Pull of gaiety and sparkling vivacity it doubtless, from
its configuration, generally was, but now the cheeks
were wet with tears.

But if Turpin's surprise was great upon seeing Mr.
Hervey, it was a thousand times increased when the
bright moonbeams fell upon this fair face. He recog-
nised it instantly, for he had seen it many times, and it

had never failed to call forth his greatest admiratioii.
Her name sprang involuntarily to his lips.

"Elizabeth Chudleigh!"
This extraordinary woman, who was afterwards so

notorious as the Duchess of Kingston, was at this
time occupying the position of maid of honour to the
Princess of Wales>—the mother of George III.—and had
already, by her levity and intrigues, created an unen-
viable reputation.
But that she should be thus about to pledge herself to

the gentleman by her side filled Turpin with astonish-
ment, for popular rumour said she was betrothed to the
Duke of Devonshire, who was then travelling on the
continent.
His speculations were interrupted by the minister

commencing the ceremony.
As it proceeded the maid of honour became violently

agitated, and she who stood behind her with the do-
mestic stepped forward, and, placing her hand upon
h«r shoulder, whispered a few words in her ear,

She shuddered, and became calm.
In thick, unctuous tones, the minister went on read-

ing the service.

At length he came to that portion where the bride-
groom has to place the wedding-ring upon the finger of

the bride. She refused to hold out her hand.
A look of the greatest conceivable vexation crossed

fii.r. Hervey's face, and, seizing her by the wrist, he
forced the ring upon her finger.

The clergyman pretended to take no notice of the
circumstance.
Again a few words were spoken to the bride by the

female, who possessed apparently much power over
iier, but this time in a louder tone.
Dick strained his sense of hearing to the utmost, but

ue could not catch their import.
They appeared, however, to have their due effect, for

..ue maid of honour—now in name only—ceased her
struggles, and resigned herself to her fate.
The ceremony was completed, and the bride and

bridegroom rose to thoir feet.

The former was very pale.
" What secret agency," asked Dick of himself, " can

be at work ? What power is it that woman possesses
to cause this girl to do that which I am certain her
heart does not approve ? She loathes this man ! I can
see it in her countenance ! However, I cannot inter-
fere, and, even if 1 could, it is now too late !"

Mr. Hervey took the hand of his young bride, 4nd,
having kissed it, placed it beneath his arm.
The whole party then proceeded, headed by tlie

beadle and his staff, to the vestry of the church, the
door of which, as soon as they had passed through it,

dosed after them with a bang.

CHAPTER XVIII.

DICK SETS OCT FOE LONDON IN SEARCH OP BLACK
BESS, AND HAS A ^^AREOW ESCAPE OF HIS LIFE.

i'jIaw ihi::," flaid Dick. as he rose from his seat and

gave himself a good shake ;
" now this is a little aftail

I which, although there does not seem to be an opportu-
nity at the present, I shall try my best to unrave^ It
has in it every element of the mystarious; besides
which, I feel a very warm interest in this young wife,
and it will go hard if we do not become better acquainted
than we are at present. Who knows my unsuspected
presence at this secret marriage? and my beinp a wit-
ness of it may be a circumstance that will, --nvhape,
some day turn out to my advantage ?"

By the time Turpin had finished these reflections th«
vestry door was opened, and the little party again made
their way into the church.
They did not pause, however. Got went straight to

the entrance and departed.
The clergyman and the beadle remained upon the

threshold.

Turpin heard the grating ot xhe wheels of the vehicles
along the gravelled avenue.

" They're gone." said Mr. Goggs.
"Sir?" said the parson, "did my hearing deceive

me, or were those wordaaddressed to me ?"

"I humbly begs your honour's worship's pardon,
sir," replied Mr. Goggs, in a cringing tone. " Very
humbly begs it."

The parson pat on an air of importance.
" You should bear in mind, Mr. Goggs," ne said,

pompously, " that there is a certain amount of proper
deference due from you to me."

" I humbly is aware of that, your worship. I merely
ventured to remark, or rather to make the observation,
that our late honoured and respected bridal party had
gone."

" It was a piece of unwarrantable presumption upon
your part, Mr. Goggs."

" Oh ! your worship 1"

" A man, Mr. Goggs, who has filled under me the
posts or duties of beadle and sexton for so many years
as you have ought to know better than make such a
disrespectful assertion 1"

"Yes, your worship."
" You should never assert anything to me as a fact,

Mr. Goggs, if you are ever so assured of it ; but you
may venture, in a proper sort of way, to mildly suggest
anything to me, but nothing more !"

" Very good, your worship."
" Now put out the candles, Mr. Goggs, and then lock

up the church."
"I will, your honour's most respectful worship.

Good-night, your worship !"

" Good-night, Goggs ! good-night !"

" Him be hanged !" growled the beadle, as he turned
and came up the aisle. "' Good-night, Goggs!' for-

sooth ! Why don't he set me the example of being so

d——d respectful i"
" That's just what I should like to know, old fellow

!"

said Turpin, as he leaned over the gallery, and looked
with a quizzical expression into the face of Mr. Goggs.
We really wish we could convey a proper idea of the

look of blank astonishment thatoverspread the beadle's

face as the unexpected sound of a human voice fell upon
his ean He glared all round with wide open mouth and
eyes.

" Don't be afraid : it's all right !" said Turpin.
As he spoke he got upon the edge of the gallery, and

jumped into the pulpit, which was but a foot or two
below him.
" The devil ! the devil !" screamed Mr. Goggs, in an

agony of fear. " Help ! help ! Murder ! murder !"

In some inexplicable way he seemed to roll down the

aisle, and out of the front door of the church in amoment.
Torpin roared with laughter as he descended the

pulpit stairs.

When he reached the door the beadle was quite out
of sight.

" I fancy I have disturbed his nervous system a little,

and given him a fright that he won't get over yet a bit,

I shouldn't wonder, though, if hedon't arouse someone
and come back, so I had better make myself scarce."

Turpin sauntered down the gravel path towards the

turnstile.

He paused for a moment with his hand upon one of

it;i oroasbars.

"How am I to get Bess?" he asked himself.
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could not help it, and yet I wish I had not left her
behind. I suppose the only thing I can do is to maka
my way back to London with the '^ast possible delay,

and in the best way I can."
No living moving thing wal^ ^ sight as he directedjj-s

steps down the green leafy lane into the high road.
" It surely must be near 'iaay break," said Turpin, as he

looked up at the sky, " and yet I see no light in the east.

I suppose it ia because the moon shines so brilliantly."

He walked rapidly along the highway in the direction

of London, and after proceeding rather more than a
mile saw something which filled him with pleasure.

It was a waggon, drawn by a team of horsgs, creep-

ing slowly up a hill.

" That's the ticket," said Turpin, as he cuangeif his

walk to a run. " I will try if I cannet ride the rest of

the way to town."
Turpin gained very rapidly upon the waggon, and

overtoo k it just as the driver came to a halt about half

way up the hill.

CHAPTER XIX.

THE OFFICERS SXTRKOUND THE MABKET T^TAaaON,
AND MAKE TUBPIN A PfilSONEB.

" Hot !" shouted Turpin.
" Well, what now ?" asked the driver, who seemed

only partially awake.
" You're on your way to London, ain't you ?"

"What if I be?"
" Don't be surly—I know you are. I want yon to

give me a lift."

The man roused up a little on hearing this, and from
his very high seat looked down curiously upon Turpin.

" I don't mind if I do give you a lift," he said, after

a few minutes' observation.
" AU right."
" That is," he added, " if you don't mind riding a-top

of the carrots and turnips, and standing some beer as
Boon as we reach the ' Red Cow ' at Acton,"

*' With all my heart. How far is it ?"

" Well, maybe it's a matter of four miles."
" No more ?"
" No. Climb up, I mon't wait."
With a little difficulty Turpin climbed up on >• the

top of the waggon. It was one of those huge, olumay
conveyances, drawn by five powerful horses, which, by
an early riser, are stiU to be seen crawling every morn-

. ing into Covent-garden market.
Turpin found himself on a not very soft place to sit

down upon, and about fourteen feet from the ground.
As soon as he had settled himself a little the driver

addressed some words to his horses in a language which
was quite unintelligible to Turpin, but apparently not

BO to the horses, for they shook their heads, causing

the bells on their harness to tinkle, and began to descend
the hill.

Tnrpir soon found his most comfortable poiition was
a ^ecumb©^t one, so he adopted it, resting his head on
his elbow.

" You are out uncommonly early," he said to the

countryman, foi Turpin was one who could never remain
in anybody's con.,pany long without beginning a conver-

sation of some sort • " have you come far ?"

" Just t'other side tFxbridge ; that's alL"
" Going to market, I suppose ?"

" I be."
" What time is it ?"

" Not much arter three. Kim up !"

" Three ! Is it possible you get to market so early ?

You must start overnight."
" I be very late this morning. I shall be one o' the

last in. Some'U have been there four hours.befc.re mo."
" Indeed !"

"Them as comes fast gets rid o' their load fust, and
sets the best price for it."

"Oh! that's it, ia it.
?"

" Yes, it be."
*'So you all try how soon you can get there P"
•^ We does."
" Thpn how is it you are so late this morning ?"
" Why you see, it was through a accident. There's a

"•firy narrow gate leading from our farm into the road,
le ia barely wide enough to let this waggon through."

Turpin could hardly help laughing at the idea of call-
ing it a narrow gate that would allow such a mons-trons
four-wheeled affair to pass through ; but the man was
right enough : he spoke comparatively, and all thiugs
are big or little, wide or narrow, by comDarison.

•" Well, what then ?" he asked. '

" Why there was a brick's end or summat lying in tlift

Way, and I was just guiding the team through the gate,,

when the darned thing turned the foi-e-wheel a bit aside,
and bump agahast the post it went, and off came th«
hind one."

" That was a misfortune."
" But that ain't the worst part of it."
" No ?" '

" No. In consekence of the wheel coming off the
waggon upset, and out came all the carrots and turnips.
Warn't old Gripps just savagerous."
" Who ?"

" Old Gripps ; that's my gaffer, and him as owns the
farm."
"Oh, I see!"
" He came down like a roaring bull, and didn't he set

on to I ? But 'twarn't my fault, I couldn't help it."
" Eut you put matters all right ?"

" Oh ! yea ; we put on a new wheel, and loaded the
waggon again; but it took above five hours altogether."

" And yon will lose the sale for a great deal of your
stuff?"
" Oh ! I don't know for that, but I sha'n't get such

a good price as I ought."
In such rude talk as this Dick whiled away the time

which otherwise would have passed very slowly, and he
was quite surprised when the driver said :

" We're at Acton now, and yonder by the roadside you
can see the truss of straw hanging outside the ' Eed
Cow."

"

" Oh ! is that it ? There seems a good many horses
and men about."

" Yes, sure to be. Some'll be going to market, but
more coming back, and we always stop for a little while
both going and coming, so on market days they do a
little trade."

" They must do."
As they approached the old inn, the bustle became

greater and greater, and the road was quite choked up
with vehicles.

The driver who had given Dick a lift was obliged to
draw up fifty yards or so from the inn dcor.

"Now, my friend," said Turpi*, as the man prepared
to alight, " I don't want to come down and enter the
inn with you, but here is half-a-crown, and you can get
what you like for yourself."

" Thank your honour," he said, holding out his hand.
Turpin placed the coin within it.

The driver looked very closely and earnestly into

Tnrpin's face as he did so, and then by the exercise of

great gymnastic skill got down off his seat.

Dick laid still closer down upon the vegetables, foi

he by no means wished to court observation.

No thought of the danger which menanced him
entered his mind, and as he laid down and looked up at
the sky, he fell into a deep reverie.

We will return to the driver.

As soon as he found his feet touch the earth, he cast
one anxious glance up at the top of his waggon, and
then made his way aa quickly as he could towards the
" Eed Cow."
His purpose he no doubt considered a vitally impor-

tant one.
He had recognised Turpin, for he had once before had a

good look at him as thehighwayman stood at an inn door.

The first glance which he gave when Turpin asked for

d, lift, was sufficient to assure him of his identity, for

the man possessed the by no means uncommon faculty

of immediately recognising anyone ^e had once seen.

When, however, Turpin placed the money in his hand,

their faces were close together, and he had an opportunity
of scrutinizing Dick's closely, which confirmed him in his

recognition. He was quite sure he was not mistaken.

There was a great number of people standing round
the front door of the " Red Cow," drinking and making
fvi early breakfast, and he waa rather at a loss liow to

proceed.
.

He knew what alarge amount was oitere^?i*or Turpi© a
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apprehension—a fortune for a man of his position ; and,

of course, he naturally enongh wished to obtain as

IsLVge a share of it himself as he possibly oould. ^

It was in this way the large rewards offered for the

simple apprehension of a criminal in those days defeated

their own oojoct, for it made people think just af the

driver of the market-waggon did.
_

, /

At length, after some moments' cogitation, finding

himself just as undecided as he was before, he resolved to

take the landlord of the " lied Cow" into his confidence,

and be guided by him as to what he ought to do.

He was impelled to this course by the conviction that

ho hadno time to lose, for if he was absent many moments
the highwayman's suspicions would be aroused, and then
the large sum'of money would slip through his fingers.

Like most of those persons who are slow to oome to a

decision, the driver was in a violent hurry to act upon it

as soon as it was made, and he hastened down the pas-

sage towards the bar with the dread at his heart that he
should be too late.

His spirits sank to zero when he saw the landlord

wholly intent upon serving his customers, whom, how-
ever, he could not supply fast enough, for many were
clamouring loudly for refreshment.

It did not require a second gi»nce to show him the

hoplessness of being able to ask the landlord's advice, so

he was again thrown upon his own resources.

He was beginning to despair, when he noticed for the

first time that among those who were sttsnding at the
bar were four or five London police-officers.

He considered their presence as something providential.

With the manner of a perfect maniac, he made a rush
at the police-officer who was nearest to him, and, seizing

him by the cc^Uar, began to drag him along the passage
of the inn.

The driver was a tall, robust fellow, strong enough
to pick up £fn ox and carry it in his arms ; so he had the
police-officer, who happened to be the smallest of tha

lot, out into the yard in front of the inn in a twinkling.

The others set down their glasses, and followed them
with wonder in their looks.

The driver was a little out of breath—not with exer.

tion, but excitement ; and when he had got the offloor

outside, he could not speak, but kept opening and shut-

ting his mouth in a most extraordinary manner.
The officer felt convinced he was in the clutches of a

madman, and he shouted for help.

The others sprang forward to his rescue,
" Reward !" gasped the driver.

The officers pricked up their ears, and thought they

had, perhaps, got hold of a good thing.

The one in command, and who was a purple-faced,

apoplectic-looking man, with a temper as short as hia

neck, no sooner heard the driver pronounce the word
" reward," than he seized him by the neck, and, in the

strength wlaioh passion for a moment gave him, shook
him to and fro,

" Speak out, yoa dolt !" he cried. " Make haste !

What have you got to say ?"

It was a fatal oourse to pursue, if he wished to elicit

any information.
" Reward !" was all th* countryman could utter, but

he pointed in the direction of the waggon. As, how*
ever, there were at least a dosen standing about, the
officers were not much wiser.

"Reward for whatP" they cried, while the pu'ple-
faced mevn looked as though he meditated a bocond
attack.

" Thousand pounds !" said the driver.

"Dick Turpin it is!" they exclaimed. "He has
flBught him, and wants the reward !"

The driver nodded his head rapidly.
He did not see the sly wink the officers gave their

•ompanions, or he would have sunk k> the ground in

dismay. It was so dreadfully expressive.
" Where is h& P Show him to us, and yon ebail have

the reward !"
»,

"He's lying down on the top ot my waggon o'

turnips. Come along ; I'll show him to you."
They obeyed with alacrity, and the officer witn the

purple face, as he passed the front door of the inn,

shouted, as loud as he could

—

" Iiet those who wish to earn five pouuda in the next
five miuutas follow m& i'

It was ludicrous to see with what haste those who
were drinking put down their glasses and made a '•uah
^'out of the door of the inn.

The bar was vacant in an instant.
Then, seeing the officers a few yards oK runuliig with

all their tnight, they hurried after them as fast as tUeJt
legs would carry them over the ground.

CHAPTER XX.

DICK TUBPIH' HAS A VERT UNCOMFORTABLE JOURNKY
TO LONDON IN COMPANY WITH THE POLIGB.

In the meantime, Turpin lay placidly enough on hia
rather hard bed of vegetables.
Strange to say, he felt perfectly secure, and no

thought of danger entered his head for a moment.
His mind was filled with the image of the fair Elizabeth

Chudleigh, whose marriage he had seen solemniaed under
such peculiar circumstances, and so much did the sub-
jeot engross his attention, that the hubbub which had
taken place in the inn-yard had failed to rouse him, and
it was not until the officers actually reached the waggon
that he was aware of the peril in which he was placed.
He recovered, though, in a moment the use of hia

thoughts and limbs, and he sprang to his feet instantly.

He saw at a glance be was taken, and that, unless
something most miraculous occurred, there was not the
slightest possibility of his making his escape.

" Give in, give in at once, Dick !" shouted the officer

with the purple face. " It's all up with you ! You're
done as brown as a hammer ! We mean to take you

;

alive, if we oan~if not, why dead, of course !"

He very cooUy cocked a pistol as he spoke, and pre-
sented it full at Turpin.
The highwayman's position oould eoaroely, by any

possibility, have been worse than it was. Perched up
fourteen feet from the ground, and on top of objects
that would impede his descent, and surrounded on every
side by foes—for those who had left their drink at the
bar in obedience to the police-officer's summons had
placed themselves all round in a circle—aU retreat was
absolutely cut off ; for, though these men were not armed,
yet, as soon as he began to descend by the waggon, their

numbers were so great, that they would have closed
round him and overpowered him immediately.

Situated, too, as he was, he had no means of making
an effective attack upon his foes.

" Come down, Turpin !" said the purple-faced officer

again. " Come down, my boy, and give in handsomely !

It's no good you getting up a row ! You have led me
a nice dance to-night, and how you came to be on top
of this waggon I can't conceive, for I chased you as far

as this in the direction of London."
Turpin smiled. It was, doubtless, hia double to

whom he alluded.

Still he showed no eigns of complying withthe officer's

very polite request, who began, therefore, to grow mort,

purple than usual in the face as his impatience increased.
" Up with you !" he shouted to his men. " Climb up

on the waggon and make him your prisoner, since he's

fool enough not to oome down I"

With a readiness and courage which certainly did

them credit, the officers sprang forward at the word,
and began to climb up the ropes by which the vegetables

were secured to the waggon, in a very reckless manner.
Turpin' s position was getting critical.

He looked about among the turnips in the hope of

finding a pitchfork, which, of oourse, in the hands of a
desperate man, would be a most dangerous weapon, but

there was not one.
In fact, there was nothing whatever on the top, with

the exception of two beams of wood, the use of which
he could not conjecture, bat these were too heavy for

him to wield.

The heads of the officers just appeareu above the
bunches of turnips.

" This will never do," said Dick. " Ah ! why -^dn't I

think of that before ?"

The waggon was a trifle nearer ono side of the road
than the other, and over the hedgerow Dick could see
4i)«xtensive meadow.

If it had been soil, it wouia nave Deen risking life and
Vmb to have jumped it, but he noticed that just on the

otbec side of the hedge a quantity of loose rubbish h^
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been heaped up, doubtless for the purpose of burnin?,

Iind when he saw this the idea occurred to him of jump-

ing from the top of the waggon upon it and then trust

ing to his luok.
. .r. i. c i.i.«

Just as the first officer crawled on to the top ot the

waggon, Dick gave a sprine. a.nd in an instant ahghted

on the heap of rubbish.
. - ,, .« ,1 i.. „

The shock was very great, and Turpinfelt as if all the

breath had been suddenly knocked out of his body, and

he was a moment or so before he could rise.

That brief interval of time was fatal to him.

The officer was, of course, much surprised to see

fnrpin make such a flying leap, but with praiseworthy

bravery he followed his example. ^ t ^
Turpin was just getting up, when he was prostrated

again with great violence by this officer falling upon him.

The concussion almost deprived him of consciousuesa,

but he still retained sufficient of his senses to feel him-

aalf clntoh-jd round the throat by no gentle hand
tben a aesperate fitmggle ensuedi.

No.

The odds were fearfully against Tnrpin, but ha fought
bravely.

In a moment or two, and before he could free himseJt

from his foe, the other officers and the market-waggoners
had run a little way down the road, and climbed over a
gate, and were making towards him at full speed.

They cast themselves bodily upon the combatants.
The officer with the remarkable purple visage was

overjoyed, and he danced about in a most extraordinary.

manner in token of his satisfaction.
" Hurrah ! Bravo ! Nabbed at last ! I knew 1 should

have him ! A thousand pounds, too ! What a glorious

sum ! Pity it's got to be shared amongst so many !"

/ A cloud obscured the sunshine of his joy as this reflec-

tion crossed him, and he ceased his triumphal dance
abruptly.
He began to rack his brain to devise some scheme for.

appropriating to himself the greateflfc part oi' the mosey.
Bleeding, brni="'^, and exhausted, Turpiu w^^ :-i.:s8<S

to ft Biaudixig puatuso.

Pbice On a RAi.i-i'KNNr.
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A dozen hands grasped eaoh of bis arms, and a pair

of handcuffs were locked upon his wrists.

The redoubtable highwayman was a prisoner.

fle was judged, however, to be not sufficiently aeoure,

BO a piece of strong cord was passed through his

IbowB, and then drawn tight behind him.

The position of his arms thus pinioned gave nitn in-

tolerable pain, but he scorned either hy word or ges-

ture to make hia captors aware of the f^.ct.

The probability is, if he had, that any remonstrance

from him on suo*" a subject would a-'-^t with nothing

but derision.

He was deprived of all means of effectual resistance,

so, instead of further exhausting himself, and furnish-

ing his foes with a pretext for additional ill-usage, he

to all appearance quietly resigned himself to his fats.

We have said to all appearance, for though he was
outwardly calm, his heart was burning against the

waggoner who had so treacherously betrayed him.

Those who had succeeded in capturing him stood

round in a dense crowd.
"Bring him along!" said the chief officer. "Bring

him along ! He shall be found in lodgings for a few
days !"

Aa he spoke he led the way across the field, through
the gate along the:road, and to the " Red Cow " inn.

He was followed by his well-escorted prisoner.

All halted when they reached the inn yard.
" Fetch out the horseSjPerkins," cried the chief officer.

" They are already saddled and bridled, so look sharp !"

" All right, sir," said Perkins, as he disappeared into

the stables.

The treacherous waggoner kept close to Dick. In his

eyes he was the representative of so many guineas, and
he was unwilling to trust him out of hia sight.

One of the officers drew near to his chief, and spoke
to him in a whisper.
"Mr. Wriggles," he said. "Mr. Wriggles."
" Well, Instone, what is it P Speak low."

This was said in quite a condescending way, so the

officer who had been named Instone felt emboldened in

what he was going to say.
" I hope you'll exoaae me, Mr. Wriggles, but I don't

like the idea of having to share the reward with all these

country bumpkins"—
" Especially after the trouble we had in the kitchen

at St. Giles's, and riding for hours all over the country."
" The idea is outrageous in the extreme, in my humble

opinion, Mr. Wriggles."
"And mine, too, Instone."
" Well, sir, I wanted to ask you if we couldn't get out

of it in aome way ?"

" I should like, but I don't see how it'a to be done."
"Nor I! And yet"
" Can't you suggest anything ?"
" Well, no, without we fobbed them off with a promise,

and then crept out of performing it in the best way we
could."
"If nothing better can be thought of, we must do that.

The greater part of them, if not all, have been up to

London, and are on their way home, so we shall not
have very much trouble with them ; but, as for this

waggoner who pat us down on the job, why he appears
to be going to London with his load, and if so we shall

have a bother to do him."
" So I think, Mr. Wriggles. Just look how he watches

Dick. Talk of a cat watching a mouse, why it's noth-
ing to it."

" Nothing, as you say. Oh ! here comes Perkins."
As he spoke Perkins and the ostler came out of the

stable with five horses ready equipped for the road.
The poor animals, though, looked dreadfully fatigued,

and it was quite evident the officers' journey to London
would not be a very rapid one.
"Now, Perkins!" shouted Mr, Wriggles. "Make

haste, you've bean a long while fetching t'r^pi."
" I know that, but I couldn't help it. The poor 'oases

IB so tired, I could not persuade them to get up nohow."
"Never mind! Mount! You, Instone, take the

prisoner behind yoa. Your horse must carry double for
a bit, and then we will obange, and take it in turns s U
v/-; way."
" Very good, sir."

Diok Tarpiu wae raised and seated in the saddie.

Already had a plan of escape matured itself In hia
mind, and any resistance just then wouW only nave
had the effect of destroying it, so he 8uff«re-' «-hom to
f^^ with him as they pleased.

Tlie men, however, were evidently prepacoa- for a
desperate struggle, and were somewhat surprised at
the tameness with which he submitcod to his fate.

Mr. Wriggles was well pleased to observe it, for he
had rather an exaggerated idea of Dick's powers of
mischief, but he did not attribute the highwayman's
quiet behaviour to its real cause.

" My friends," he said to the people in the inn-yard,
as he got on the back of his own steed and took hia
place at the head of the little cavalcade, " 1 promise 1

those who assisted me five pounds a-piece for doing so."

"You did—you did!" they cried, crowding eagerly
around him.

" Well, I spoke on behalf of the Secretary of State.

Of course, I have not the hundred pounds or so that
would be required to satisfy you iu my possession
now, but if you will call on the Secretary of State any
morning at ten o'clock the money will be paid."

There was a look of blank disappointment upon the

faces of those who, for purely mercenary motives, were
so ready to lend their aid to capture Tarpin. None of

them seemed to like the idea of waiting upon the Secre-

tary of State.

Murmurs of dissatisfaction arose.
" It's no good grumbling at me, my friends," said Mr.

Wriggles. " You were in duty bound, without the offer

of money, to lend your assistance towards making this

man a prisoner, and all I have got to say is, that those
who do not like to go to the Secretary of State for their

five pounds must go without having them."
Turpin had scarcely anticipated this, and it, to some

extent, disturbed the plans he had already made ; but of

course he could not let so favourable an opportunity go
by without making an effort to turn it to his advantage.
He turned towards the people, and spoke rapidly :

" It's all humbug what he has been telling you. Don'^
believe it. He has no authority to make such a state-

ment respecting the Secretary of State, and you would
oidy get laughed at by the officials if you went there on
such an errand. The officers here want to do you out of

your share of the reward and pocket it all themselves.

Set upon them; they deserve it for their duplicity. Free
me from them, and I will give you every one not five

pounds each, but ten, and that upon the spot. Now
then, what do you say ? Dick Turpin was never yet
known to break his word. Set me free

!"

Absolute passion prevented Mr. Wriggles from inter-

rupting Dick in making this speech. He tried to give

some orders to his men, but his mouth only opened,
while his countenance changed from red to purple, and
then from purple to black.

He was in imminent danger of strangulation when
Dick finished, but then he recovered his voice.

" Gag him ! knock him down ! kill him !" he shrieked.
" Don't let him utter another word !"

Dick just had time to say

—

" Set me free, friends all, and I will keep my word,"
when a twisted handkerchief was thrown across his
mouth and tied tightly at the back of his head.

" Hear, hear !" shouted several of the throng. " Set
him free ! set him free ! We can trust, to hia word, but
we can't to the officers'. They have deceived us already.
Down with them !"

The whole of the crowd seemed to be unanimous
upon this point, for, while these words were yet upon
their lips, they made a rush upon the officers, who were
scarcely prepared to resist them.
The numbers of their opponents w«re four to one,

and, though they were armed and mounted, they stood
but a poor chance.
Dick felt himself seized and dragged off hia horse in

a moment, and the gag removed from his mouth.
" Cut the cord behind me !" he cried, as he found biv

feet touch the st^ und, " j^ud then I will assist =-ou."

It was done infe^autly.

Then there were the handcuffs, whicii n? naa for-

gotten : but bv this time the whole of tlie officers Iiad

been pulled off their horses, and were held 3rmly apou
the ground.

I
The victory was complete.
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It was an easy-enough matter to take a key out of

one of their pockets and unlock the handcuffs.

Dick "^Z once more a free man. - '

' Thanks for your service, my friends !" he sllou'^eu ;

" 1 will keep my word
; yon shall have the money I i ave

promised, and as much over as I have got ; but firs , let

ns punish these cowardly redbreasts."
"Bravo! bravo! We wiU ! we will !"

" Then fetch as much rope as you can."

Two or three set off, and returned with a quantity of

thick rope, which they had got out of their waggons.
" Now," said Turpin, naturally assuming the Com-

mand, " tie them in twos, back to back."
This manoeuvre was quickly executed, and thea they

found, of course, they had one officer over, for there

were five in all.

" Tie him to tV-e waggonSi' who betrayed me," said

Turpin.
In spite of his protestations and desperate resistance,

this was done.
They were all quite harmless and helpless.

"Now, I further propose," said Dick, " that we lift

them up just as they are, and put them on their horses'

backs, and start them off to London."
This was a proposition which rather tickled the fancy

of the countrymen ; so laughing heartily, they pro-

ceeded to put it into execution.

The officers cursed, swore, and threatened.
No heed was paid to them whatever, and they were

tied on their horses' backs.
"Good-bye, Mr. Wriggles," said Dick, as he struck

the horse upon which that functionary was placed a sharp
blow on the flank, causing the jaded creature to set off

at a trot ;
" good-bye—a pleasant journey to you."

The men sent the others off also, and away they went
along the high road towards London, screaming out
oaths and volleys of abuse the while.

CHAPTEE XXI.

TtJBPrN FINDS HTS PURSE EXHATTSTED, AND RE-
SOLVES TO REPLENISH IT BY STOPPING THE WES-
TERN COACH, IN WHICH ENTERPRISE TOM KING
BENDERS HIM ESSENTIAL ASSISTANCE

The countrymen and Dick watched the officers until

they were out of sight, and then the latter turned round
to address them.
They gave a cheer as he did so, but he held up hia

hands for silence.
" I cannot," he said, " say enough to you in token of

my thanks for the great service you have rendered me.
Believe me, I am most grateful. Yon have acted wisely,

so far as your own interests are concerned, by freeing
me, tor the officers never intended to give you anything
for your trouble, but merely use you as tools for their

own ends. However, I will keep my word."
As he spoke, Dick put his hand into his pocket, and

produced the purse he had taken from Sir Theodore
Houghton.

" I offered you ten pounds a-piece," he said, " and I

did not say fifteen for the sole reason that I did not
know exactly how much money I had about me, and I

did not like to promise more than I couid perform,"
" Hurrah !"

" However, here is my purse, and I intend to share it

equally among you. I know there will be nothing under
ten pounds a-piece. How many of you are there ?"

There was a rapid counting of heads, and then a
Toioe said :

" Twenty-two."
" Twenty-two ; that will be two hundred and twenty

pounds altogether. Stand forward one at a time."
The men readily came forward, for such a sum seemed

a wonderful amount to them, for their week's earnings
probably did not amount to as many shillings.

Turpin counted out ten guineas into the hand of every
one, and then he found he liad a considerable sum left.

" Stand forward again," he said ;
" I am never liberal

by halves, a*" <1 I will share my purse with you to the
last guinea.'-

He eavo *hp,ra each Sttp guineas, and then founct a lew
remaining,-.

These he wois in nis hautl, and fiuntr thera up in the
uc to be scrambled for when they came down-

"That will do to drink my health with," he i<fcid.

" We mun look sharp," <iaid one, " for we shall be
mun late this morning."

" Never mind that for nn^ ," said Turpin,caLchmg one
of the officer's horses by the bridle, and vaulting intc the
saddle. " I shall insist on yoar all drinking my good
health fe)r the sake of the landlord here. Farewell !"

Without then uttering another word himself, or
giving those to whom he had behaved so liberally aa
opportunity of so doing, he clapped his spurs to the
horse's flanks, which made him set forward as quickly
as his tired limbs would allow.
Day was beginning to dawn, and he looked warily

around him.
No one, liowever, was in sight, but ere he had pro-

ceeded a couple of miles, the faint sound of a horn
came upon hia ears.

He reined up at once.
"That is the western coach, or I am very much mis-

taken," he said, "and it comes most opportunely. I

have cleared out my pockets, and I must fill them again
somehow. I don't think my freedom very dear at the
price I have paid for it, and congratulate myself for
having got out of so awkward a scrape so well. Black
Bess now is all I want."
A shade of anxiety came ever hia face as he reflected

upon the great difficulty there must, inevitably be in

regaining possession of her, yet vdthoat her he felt he
could do nothing.
He almost forgot the coach that was approaching, until

another blast of the horn warned him that it would
soon reach the spot on which he was standing.
"Oh ! the coach. Now I'll warrant it's well loaded,

and carries a good booty. It is rather daring to stop so
many people at day-dawn, but Dick Turpin is just the
man to do it!"

"This, though," he added, "is not at all a suitable

place for the job. I am on too high ground. Now,
there is a hollow a little further on, with tall trees

growing thickly on both sides of the way, and which is

always in shadow, even in broad daylight, so that will

be the place. I will make the best of my way there."

The winding notes of the horn reached his ears for

the third time aa he urged his horse forward to the spot
he had mentioned, and which was known on the country-
side by the name of Deadman's Hollow.
At the rate Dick went he rery soon reached this

place.

As he had fully anticipated, he found it quite dark,
and it became more and more so as he advanced.
Near the centre Deadman's Hollow was intersected by

a narrow cross-country lane, and Dick considered if he
backed his horse a little way into the entrance of it, he
should be able to dart out and take the guard and driver

by surprise.

With this intent, then, he increased his speed, and, on
reaching the corner, was about to turn round, when, to

his unutterable surprise, a mounted man suddenly
darted out from it, and placed a pistol to bis breant.

" Stand !" he cried, in just such sharp, sudden tones

as Turpin himself made use of. " Tour money or your
life!"

For the space of abnut half a minute these two men
locked at each othe/ lu silence.

The eyes of both had become accustomed to the deep
gloom in the place, and they could see each other with

perfect distinctness.

Dick saw before him his double, the spectre horseman.
There was, however, nothing spectre-like about him

now. There he stood palpable enough, and the pistol

that was pressed against Dick's breast had a most
material feel.

Still he was not intne least alarmed, but only curious

to know what should happen next, and who this person

really was who resembled him so closely.

All this happened with great rapidity, and before the

half-minute had expired Dick had drawn from his

holsters a short-barrelled pistol, and with a speed and
dexterity acquired only by long practice, clapped it to

his opponent's breast, at the same time that he sliouted i

" Stand yourself ! Hand over all you -- ""ss, and
that quickly, or you are a dead man I"

it was now the other's turn to be eurpi ised, but be
•jiaiokly reoevered himself "' '^"^ repli"''
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" This is a poor j<">t. as you will find to job-: coz.i.

0and over !"

" Ha ! ha ! ha \

Dick laughed loudly—it oeemoii to him 30 excessively

droil to be stopped on the highway by another.
The other made a gesture of impatience.
" I am a temperiileman, aud never shed blood if loan

by any means avoid it, so to prevent ray spilling yonrs,

aa I might have done over and over again, I say onoa more,
hand over what valuables you may have about you !"

" I shall do no such thing," replied Diok. " Tell me,
first, who you are."

,
" When I mention my name," said the other, "you

will know bettor than trifle with me. It is Tom King."
"What?
" Tom King ! Deliver—deliver at once, for I cannot

Btay parleying like this ; even now I can hear the coach
entering the hollow. Hand me your purse, I say, before

I am compelled to take it by force."
" I will give you my hand."
" You are a maniac, I think. I have borne with you

Bo far, but I should advise you not to tempt your fate

further!"
Dick replaced his pistol in the holster, and held ont his

hand.
" Tip ns your mawley and let's have a grip. I can

prophecy we shall be great friends."
The highwayman seemed rather surprised at Dick's

eoolness, and looked at him in a bewildered sort of way.
He evidently knew not what to think.
But now Dick could hear that the coach was not many

hundred yards distant, and as he by no means intended
it should pass without paying toll, he said quickly to the
highwayman

:

" Give me your hand, Tommy, and don't be a fool.

You know as well as I do there's no time to lose, for the
coach will be here directly. I am known to you by name,
I'll warrant, as you wore to me, although we have never
met before. I am he who is called Dick Turpin."

" I fancied as much," said Tom Kipg, grasping Dick's
hand, and pressing it warmly. "But I scarcely dared
hope it to be true. This is what I have wished for

many and many a time !"

" And so have I. Something seems to tell me we
shall be great friends now we have met, and I hope we
shall go through many an adventure with each other."

" So do I, with all my heart. We shall, at all events,

have one, for here comes the coach."
" Tell me, Tom," said Dick, "did you really take up

a position here to stop the coach ?"

" I did ; but when I heard you coming, of course I

thought I would do a little business with you first."
" It is rather a remarkable circumstance, but I made

my way hither for the very same purpose as yourself,

and 1 was just about to take up a position, when you
pounced out upon me."

" It is strange, indeed, but we must talk further upon
the subject after the coach has passed, for here it is !"

"Agreed."
" You, then," said Tom King, " had hotter place your-

self on the other side of the road, while I remain where
I am, and we can then both ride forward and attack
the eoach on both sides at once."

" Bravo ! that is a capital scheme. Take oai'O of
yourself."

" All right. Don't fear for me ; we have stopped
coaches before now single-banded, and I am sure we
can do the thing well togotlier."'

" We ought to do. Hush ! tliey are here 1"

Dick, as he gave this caution to his new friend,

backed his horse a little way down the lane, on the
other aide.

He had sciirceiy i,.-„e to look to the priming of his

pistols before the heads of the first horses appeared.
Then he darted out swiftly from his place of conceal-

ment, and catching the one nearest to him by *he
bridle, turned him completely round.
The other hcraes, of course, turned with him, so one

cumbrous vehicle was brought to a standstill instantly.

At the same moment Tom King rodeoutfrom his Bide
of the road, an'^ Qried, iv " •' "^ voice—
"Halt!"
"Then, beiore anyone iiuU tima to r«floTet from

their surpiiae, he diaobarfieJ a pistol in the ais

The i;atural effect of these summary proceedings oa
the pai* if the two highwaymen was that all the pas-
sengers were filled with dread^ and expected their last
hour had come.

" If you attempt to ouve on before the tou m paid you
will have a buiiet through your head for your trouble;
but if you remain still you will come to no harm."

" In the meanwhile, Dick left the off leader's head, and
repeated the same warning to the guard as Tom King
had given to the driver.

The rapidity of their manoeuvres, and the siernness of
their tones, made all conscious that they had fallen into
the hands of men who would not be trifled with ; so th«
guard very prudently replaced his blunderbuss in the
case from which he had taken it.

There then remained only the passengers to grapple
with, and from none of these was any resistance worth
mentioning to be anticipated.
Tom King let down the coach window at his aide

while he shouted to Dick

—

" Keep a sharp look-out, and if anyone makes the
least movement, fire ! I will attend to the insides!"
When he looked in he found the coach tolerably full

of passengers,
" Quick, ladies and gentlemen !" he said ;

" hand me
your money, watches, rings, and trinkets, and don't be
foolish enough to resist, for it can only have the effect of
making things much worse for you in the end."
He played with a very elegantly-finished pistol while

he spoke in such a careless manner that a nervous old
lady in the coach gave a scream, and then went off into

a fit at once.
" I would advise you to make haste, my friends, for

this pistol has a strange knack of going off and shoot-
ing anyone who dallies, so I give you warning in time."
A young, and so far as Tom King could tell by the

faint, uncertain light in the interior of the coach, an ex-

tremely pretty girl was seated next to the door ; and
when he had finished speaking, she put into hia hand
a very slender purse and a small locket.

" Take those, Mr. Highwayman, for I suppose you
must have them," she said, in a trembling, agitated
voice. " Heaven knows how ill I can afford them ! Take
them. I have nothing more !"

" If I do, may 1 be ! Never mind, my dear, keep
them. I would not take anything from you but a kind
word and glance for all the world. But you, sir," he
added, turning to a portly man, who was seated oppo-
site to her, " but you, sir, I can see car ^fford to lose a
little without much inconvenience. So shell out I"

The man thus adjured, and who looked like a country
gentleman, took a handful of guineas and put them into
Tom's hand, as he said

—

" There, take those, you vagabond, and be off, and
think yourself lucky. It is not worth while, as you are
arme 1 and I am not, for me to throw away my life for

the sake of a little money."
" You are a very sensible man, but I must trouble you

to hand over a little more before I have done with you."
" No, let me be able to pay you the same compliment

as you did me, and be satisified with what you have got
from me, and levy your contributions on some of the
others."

" You are a jolly good-humoured fellow," said King,
" and I will follow your advice Come, sir," he added,
addressing a thin, sharp-featured man, " let me trouble

you next, if you please. I daresay you all know my name.
It's Tom King. I never yet made a practice of ill-using

those I have eased of their superfluous cash, but have
simply taken what was offered me, provided it was any
way reasonable."
With a groan, this man placed a guinea in Tom's

hand, who turned it over and over with so comical an
air that the other passengers laughed outright.

" That is all I can spare," said the thin-faced man,
"Take it. I hope some day to uave uhe pleasure 0?

hearing you are hung !"

'• Thank you."
Tom still turned the guinea over and over in ms pP'^'U.
" I am getting rather impatient, so make haste!'
" I have given you all I oat afford, indeed I have. I

am a poor man, and money is of great value to me."
" Now that man is a humbug," said the stout gentle'

a an, who b»'' behaved so liberally. " I happen to know
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bioi very well. He is a maker of Brummagem buttons,

and is better c with respect to monev than anyone iv

the ooach."
" Oh ! indeed, ' eaiO iom King, 'then I shall have to

deal rather harshly with him for his deception. Now,
Mr. Brummagem Buttons, I shall count three slowly,

and if by that time you do not hand over every farthing

you have about you, the pistol ia sure to go off."

" No, no ! mercy, Mr. Highwayman ! Don't believe

him—don't believe him ! I am a poor man—a very poor

man, indeed. However, I will give you a guinea more."

"One !" said Tom.
" Yes, yes ! here it is. 1 said one, good sir—here it is."

"Two!"
" Don't go on, Mr. Eob—Hi^^wayman, or I ain a

ruined man."
" Three !" said Tom ;

" now give me all you have, or

I fire."
" Here it is ; take it—take all I have and beggar me ;

I would rather part with my money than my life."

" You are wise to do so ;" said Tom, pocketing a bag
containing at least a hundred guineas ;

" the one you do
stand a chance of replacing, but not so the other. Now,
ladies and gentlemen, I have nearly enough, but it

wouM be wrong to show any favour, so the remainder
will please put their contributions in here."

He took off his hat as he spoke, and held it crown
downwards in the coach.

It grew heavy in a very few momenta, for all the

travellers in the carriage could not but be conscious that

Tom was, under the circumstances, acting in what he
doubtlesB considered was a handsome manner.
As for Turpin, he had made good use of the time that

his companion took to attend to the insidea, for he bad
managed to collect, without much difficulty, a very re-

spectable sum from those who rode on the top of the
ooach.
By the time he had finished, Tom had emptied the con-

tents of his hat into his pocket, and, making a very
graceful bow to the travellers, withdrew.
"Now, coachy," he said, "hoWyourhat; you have

behaved very decently indeed, so here is something to

drink my health with; and now drive on."
So saying, he tossed a guinea into the coachman's hat.

"Thankee, your honour," ho said. "Good night.

Don't forget Charley. What's sauce for the goose is

Bauce for the gander !"

He turned round, and saw the guard holding his hat
in a most eloquent manner.

" Oh ! you're Charley, are you. All right. You're a
trump, so here's a guinea for you."
The coachman gathered up his reins, and, turning his

horses' heads in the proper direction, drove oS towards
London.

CHAPTER XXII.
DICK TUBMN FINDS IT MORE DIFFICULT TO REGAIN
POSSESSION OF BLACK BESS THAN HE ANTICIPATED.
"Well, Tom," said Dick Turpin, to his new com-
panion, as he watched the coach disappear, " I conBider
we have had a very easy job."
"And so do I," replied Tom Kii^g. "Uncommon

easy, and very profitable. The insides shelled outllike
bricks."

" Well, I didn't do amiss with the outsiderfl, but I
vote we divide the swag when we have a better oppor-
tunity."

" We will. Ton see, in a very short tiv^ now it will
be broad daylight, so I think it imperative we should
look for some kind of shelter."

" It is imperative, Let ua get on as fast as possible."
They both spurred their horses, and Deadman's

Hollow was soon left behind.
" Where do you propose to go, Dick ?" asked Tom

King, " I know of no shelter hereabouts."
" I suppose not, for this is scarcely your locality. You

are most heard of on the north road, I, think."
"Yes, but I got down here a day or two ago, uuv.

something has been happening ever since to prevent my
getting back,"
"I have had b mort ^aasi ordinary share of adven-

tures during th» last four days; but you will laugh
whan I tell aron tb« oircumstanoe."

" Indeed ! What is it P"
" Well, you must first answer me a question."
•'Very good ; I have no objection,"
" Were you anywhere near Wimbledon CommoU

rour nights ago ?"

"Yes."
" Were you in a lane that goes by a oro?: -country

cut to London ?"
" I was ; and while there a singular thing happened

to me."
" So there did to me ; but now I fancy it will not be

strange much longer."
" You are making me very curious. Do not keep me

any longer in suspense, I beg."
" It would tire you to tell you what happened during

that eventful night ; let it suffice to say T was wounded
in the shoulder."

" Yes, yes."
" It was little more than a scratch, and I received it

during great excitement ; so I forgot all about it,"
" I suppose it bled a great deal, and so prevented you

feeling any pain."
" That was just it. I went riding on and on, never

thinking; but all this while the blood waa escaping

from my shoulder at a prodigious rate
;
presently I

began to get very weak, and shook in my saddle, while

once or twice the clear, moonlit atmosphere, seemed
changed to blood !"

" You must have lost a great deal of vital fluid for

that symptom to show itself."

" Well, bo that as it may, I felt something was the

iuatter with my shoulder, and I put ray hand to it, and
found my coat was sopping wet. Upon this I took off

my cravat, and bandaged up the wound, stanching the

blood as well as I was able ; but when I had finished I

almost fell off my horse."
It waa a fortunate thing for you the officers did not

show themselves just then, or it would have been all up
with you."

" It would, that's certain. However, this is the strange
occurrence of which I spoke."

" You have made plenty of prefatory remarks about
it, so I should like to know what it was without further

circumlocution."
"You shall; but I have said no more than waa

necessary forthe comprehension of the incident ; indeed,
hardly enough."
" I will dispense with the remainder."
" Very well. As I lifted up my head from binding my

shoulder my brain swam round and round, and I had
the greatest difficulty conceivable in keeping my seat at
all.''

"You said that before."
" Oh ! did IP I had forgotten ; you shouldn't inter-

rupt me—you put me out."
"Go on, then, your own way ; but it seema to me aa

though you never meant to tell me what the incident

really was."
" Oh ! you be hanged. Don't be so impatient, we shall

have plenty of time to talk."
" Will you tell me what the incident was ?" asked

Tom King, quite out of patience, " for I want to know
where we are going to shelter."
" Don't trouble about that, but just leave it to me.

I will find you a place where you will be as right aa

ninepence. Just listen to this mysterious incident."
" I've been doing that for the last quarter of an hour."
" Well, I didn't fall out of the saddle, but when I

looked along the road, although my eyes were dim and
my head spinning like a top, I saw something misty and
shadowy approaching."

" Yon fancy it looked misty, but I fanov the mist waa
nowhere but in your own eyes."
"Very likely; but I tell you I saw something

shadowy-like, and in a moment or so it took the form oi

a horse and rider." ^.

" Yes ; what was there wonderful in that ?"

" I'll tell you. The moon waa shining with unusaaJ
brightness, and when I looked closer I saw tfaia ridet

was attired and mounted exactly like myoelf. Thfi

features, too, were just the same.'
" Nonsense !"

" I fancied ao, at any rate, and I believe tliAj were. li

was not a delneiou. I am confidentl"
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" What beoame of it, then ?"
" Why, it jumped over a hedge in a manner none but

Black Besa could have done, and then both horse and
rider galloped over the meadows and disappearA'^

!"

There was a amile on Tom King's face, as he listened

to his friend's narratiou
" It's very strange—veiy strauge indeed I And jrou

thought it something supernatural?"
" I confess I did until )o-night, when something oc-

curred to change my opinion."
" What was that, pray ?"

" I was very closely pursued by the officers, Dnt I had
a chance of putting into execution a rather old ruse,

but yet a generally successful one—that of dismount-
ing and hiding behind the hedgerow, while I gave the

horse a sharp cut, that made him fly along the road at

a slashing pace."
" It's a very good dodge, and I have found J*^' succeed

more than once. However, go on."
" Well, then I got through a gap in the heage, and

then laid close down on the grass, while I peeped
through to see what the officers would be after

"

"Yes."
" They were quickly down the lane, and then they all

halted, and appeared to be looking very intently at
something. I followed the direction of their eyes, and
there I saw the same figure as I had seen in the lane
at Wimbledon three nights before."
"Didn't you think you saw your fetch?" asked King,

with the same smile playing about his lips.
" I thought I saw my double, but the closer and

better look I was able to have showed me '.t was only
someone generally resembling me in appearance."
" Yes ; as I might."
"Just so. I have hardly a doubt about the matter;

but, quite for my own satisfaction, tell me whether you
were in the lane I described, and whether y^u took a
flying leap over the hedge into the meadows ?"

" I was, my boy, and I did ; and it was also me that
you saw standing in the high road. Confound it ! it

appears I have you to thank for the chase the officers

ifave me, and the narrow escape I had, since they doubt-
less fell into the same mistake as you did, and took me
to be you. It's a nice thing, upon my word ! However,
it don't matter, as they did not nab me."

" Well, Tom, my friend, whether you believe me or
not, I can assure you it has taken a great weight off

qiy mind. It is so much better to have a matter of that
sort cleared up. It appears, however, that no slight

thanks are due to you for the assistance you so un-
knowingly rendered me in making my escape."
" Don't mention that, I beg. Odd things do drop out,

and one of the odd ones is that we have never met each
other before to-night."

" It is rather singular, but we have always kept sepa-
rate beats. As, though, we got on so well to-night to-

gether, I propose we enter into an alliance offensive
and defensive. What do you say ?"

" Why, you have just anticipated the proposition I

was going to make to you myself in almost the very
words you have used !"

*' That's rather singular, and so it is that I should
be stopped on the highway by anyone, and be told to
fork over."

" Very singular, as you say."
" However," said Turpin, " I hope that a friendship

so strangely began may long continue."
" And so do I, but I hope it won't end as it began."
" How do you mean ?"

" At the point of a pistol
!"

'* No fear. What a strange idea that was ! Dear
me, everything seems to be strange to-night

!"

'' It does."
" Give me your hand again, my friend, and let ul

pledge ourselves to an eternal friendship."
" Agreed '" -^oid Tom King, holding his out to his

companion.
Dick ahooK it warmiy, and holding his hand up to

the sky, which wa.s just beginning to be tinged by the
rays of the rising sun, said—

" I swear, Tcm, that through thick and thin I will

stand by you, and prove myself your staunch friend
!"

" And I also swear the same thing towards you 1"

aaid Tom King, returning the friendly preaaureo

CHAPTER 'inaih

TOdl DAVIS VOLUNTEERS TO GO TO LONDON FOE iilOg

TO TRY TO GET BLACK BESS BACK AGAIN.

A BRIE5 silence followed these words, durinp whiob th©
two friends pressed their horses forward.

It was Tom King who spoke first.

" I am trusting altogether to you, Dick, to find a
place of shelter, for, comparatively speaking, I am a
stranger hereabouts."
" We shall be right enough."
" I only hope it isn't far off. Just look feew fast the

snn is mounting in the sky. We shall have everybody
abroad diroctly."

" I should fancy five minutes will take us to it."
" Where is it, then, that you intend to go ?"

" To the ' Hand and Keys,' close to Hornaey Wood.
Do you know it ?"

" I can't say that I do."
" Nor Tom Davis, the landlord ?"

"No."
" Oh ! he is a first-rate fellow, and will be overjoyed

at seeing you."
" Is he safe ?"

" Yes ; I have trusted him with my life a hundred
times, and would do a hundred times more. We have
been firm friends for years. Look," he added, " can yon
see that large, rambling, old-fashioned building yonder,
standing a good way back from the road, and vrith a
signpost on the footpath ?"

" Yes."
" Well, that is the ' Hand and Keys,' so we have not

far to go to get housed."
" I am glad of it. Our exploit to-night will sure to

'

cause a great deal of commotion, and the search after

us will be a warm one."
" I don't doubt that. I must say it was a most impu-

dent thing for two men to atop a coach full of people
by daylight."

" Rather I" said Tom, as he trotted, with Turpin, into

the yard in front of the inn.

No one appeared to be about. The blinds were all

down, and the inmates apparently one and all in deep
repose.

" Get off your horse, Tom," said Dick. "I'll show
you where the stable is. We'll give the cattle a ;feed

ourselves, and by that time I daresay some of them will

be up, and then we shall be able to get something to
eat, for this keen morning air has made me as hnngry
as a hunter."

" And me. That reminds me I have been going to

ask you ever so many times what has become of your
famoui mare, Black Bess. Is she laid up lame some-
where, that you are riding another ?"

" No ; but I was set on in London, and obliged to run
through the streets on foot. I could not get at Black
Bess, who, I hope, is safe in a stable somewhere. This
is the second horse I have had to-night, or rather last

night, and they are neither wortl'. a rush. I must occupy
myself to-day in devising 8om« means of getting her
back again."
By this time they reached the stable-door, but they

found it fast.
" That's no consequence," said Dick. " I didn't

expect to find it unlocked. Jabez sleeps up in the loft,

and we shall soon wake him up."
Turpin kicked against the stable-door with the heel

of his heavy jack boot.

He made a prodigious clatter.

"Cuaa you all!" said a surly voice, "what do yon
want?"
The owner of the voice projected his head through a

narrow window,
"Make haste down, Jabez!" said Turpin, as ho

caught sight of him. *

" Make haste be hanged !" replied the ostler, av.d he
shut the window with a bang.
Almost directly afterwards Jabez opened the Qoor,and

the two highwaymen led their horses into the stable.
" Who'd a'thought of seeing you here agin bo soon,

squire ?" said Jabez to Turpin.

^ " No one, I fancy, for I didn't myself tiii au hour
afo, I am sovry to fetch you up, but It's past sunrisa*'*
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Then, observing that Jabez looked rather curiously

at Tom, Turpin hastened to add

—

"This, Jabez, is a particular friend of mine, and a gen-
tleman you will be proud to make the acquaintance of.

He's aregularout-and-outer,and)iis name IS I'oui King."
"Yon don't say so ?" replied Jabez. " I'va heard of

him many's the time lately, "''hv, they do say, squire,

he's only second to you !"

" VV^ell, Jabez," said Tom King, " you and Dick-flere

seem to be very good friends, and I don't see why we
shouldn't be, eh ?"

"Certainly not, sir."
" Well, I'm particularly careful about my nag here, so

pray use her well. Here's a guinea to drink my health

with."
" Tour honour's a perfect gentleman," said Jabez, as

he consigned the coin to his breeches pocket, " and I

only hopes as how ^ve shall often have the pleasure of

seeing you at the ' JEand and Keys.'
"

" I have no objection to your having such a wish.

However, first of all let me see how well you can fettle

my nag. As for that one the squire's got, it's good for

nothing, and is one he took off a police-officer.

"

" He ! he ! Off a hofficer ! What a good joke ! He !

he ! he !"

Jabez chuckled enormously as he went about his work.
" No one knows," said Turpin, " how overjoyed I shall

be when I get Black Bess. I am certain no lover was
ever so fond of his mistress as I am of my bonny mare.
She is, beyond all question, the finest piece of horseflesh

that ever existed. She is, to use a common expression,
worth her weight in gold !"

" I can readily believe you are anxious to get posses-
sion of her again ; I should think it went very much
against the grain to leave her behind you."

" You are quite right, it did. But I could not help
myself. It was an utter impossibility for me to reach
her. The officers were too close after me for that."

" Well, let us hope you will soon have her back."
" I shall not be fit to undertake another adventure

until I do."
" Then, if that's the case, I shall almost feel tempted

to make a journey to London myself and fetch her."
" I am afraid you would stand but little chance of

success, and besides which, yon would be running your
neck into unnecessary danger."

'' Well, there would be some little risk, of course."
" My friend, do not think of it for a moment. I would

never permit it, so say no more upon the subject."
" I will not, but, in the event of your getting her soon,

will you allow me to give you a little advice ?"

"Certainly ; I hope you will never hesitate to speak
to me with perfect frankness and candour."

" It is this, then. London and its vicinity is by far too
hot to hold us, so I propose that we take a trip into some
of the south-western counties, as being a portion of
England we have neither of us visited professionally."

" The advice is good, and I will follow it the moment
I have the opportunity. I am beginning to long for a
change, and I fancy such a trip as you mention would be
just the very thing. Why, we should have lots of first-

rate adventures on the road there, and also during our
stay

!"

" We should, and they wom<f have all the charm of
novelty. I am glad you approve of the scheme."

" I do, most entirely. If I had my mare I wonld be off

to-night. But come, Jabez has groomed and fed your
horse, so we will try if we cannot get into the inn and
have something to eat."

" I am awfully hungry," said Tom.
Arm in arm the two friends made their way to the

back door of the inn.
It opened to thei- touch, and they found when they

entered that Tom Davis was up and dressed and bnsy
taking down the shutters.

" Good morning, Tom !" shouted Dick, as the landlord
appeared with a co"r>;e of shutters on his sb'^nlders.
" How are you "f

" God bless me !" he said, almost letting fall <he
shutters in his surprise, "if it is not the squire back
again. Come into the kitchen. I have got agood fire

;

you know you are always welcome."
" 1 know I am. «nd that's why I sought shelter here

The landlord hastily put down the shuttorq, and
bustled into the kitchen.

" Now, Tom," said Dick, " before we ga an;f _arther,
just allow me to introduce you to a new but very par-
ticular friend of mind, Tom King."

" Toaj King!" exclaimed Davis, "is it possible ?

Here, give us your >iand, my boy, I am heartily glad to
see you !"

King bowed, anu held out his hand in repij to this
very cordial welcome.
"We are both tired and faint," said Dick, "for we

have worked very hard, and have had nothing to eat, so
we shall be glad of a little breakfast as soon as you can
get it."

"It's as good as done, for I'll set about it myself at
once. No, I won't, though, for here comes my wife,
and, gadzooks i Ellen, too !"

" Ellen !" exclaimed Dick, in a tone of pleasure. " I

had forgotten her for the moment. I shall be glad to
look into her face again."

" It's a main pretty one, and no mistake, and the best
thing is, too, that her goodness equals her beauty, I
would not have her go away on any account, short as
is the time she has been with us. I love her as much
as I should if she was my own daughter. Ay, even
more, for aught I know, for I question whether a
daughter of mine would ever be so good as she is."

The words had scarcely left the landlord's lips, when
Mrs. Davis and Ellen entered the room.
There was a wonderful difference already visible in

the countenance of the young girl. Her cheeks had
filled out, and her face had lost its ordinary paleness.
The greeting between her and Dick was warm indeed,

and Tom King observed, with an expressive shrug

—

"Oh ! that's how the wind blows, is it ? Well, all I

can say is, I admire his taste."

His surprise was very much augmented when Dick
introduced her to him, and .afterwards, in a few whis-
pered words told him what he knew of her history.

The huge table in the kitchen was quickly covered
with a profusion of generous fare, and while this was
in progress, Davis finished taking down the shutters.

'Ten minutes more saw them all doing justice to the

really excellent and tempting breakfast laid before them,
to which their keen hunger imparted a pleasant relish.

CHAPTER XXVI.
CITBIOSITT INDtrCES TURPIN AND TOM KING TO WIT-
NESS A CEREMONY WHICH, ALTHOtIGH OBSOLETE
AT THE PRESENT DAT, IS YET COUNTENANCED BY
THE LAW.

" I NEVER dreamt," said Dick, as he helped himself to

a huge slice of fried ham and a couple of eggs, "I never

dreamt for a moment, Davis, when I parted with you
on the door-step the night before last, that I should be

back again so quickly. By-the-bye, bow did you get on
at the inquest ?"

" Why, not at all."

"Not at all?"
" How should we ? Why, it doeia't take place till

to-day !"

" The deuce it don't ! That's very awkward. I've

half a mind to be off again !"

" Oh ! nonsense, don't talk such rubbish. No one need
know you are here unless you wish it."

" Then, that makes all the difference. I don't want to

be dragged forward, I can assure you !"

" You must keep out of sight, then, or they are bound
to call upon you if they have any idea you are in the
neighbourhood."

" What inquest is it, Dick ?" asked Tom King.
" On the body of a man who committed suicide in the

bedroom upstairs."
" Good gracious ! What un unpleasant thing to have

happen in a house !"

" You're right enough there," said the landlord; "but
it's one of those casualties you can't possibly avoid. I

shall be very glad now when it's all over."
"Yes. Was there anything at all peculiar ''n the

case ?"

" There was ; very peculiar indeed. In fact, it was
about as tragic as anything well could be."
Dick then briefly gave an account of Ue oiroaniB
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Btanoes attending the suioide of Simms, the stewar'?'')

eon, with whioh the reader is already familiar,

Tool king listened to the end with rapt attention,
" Wonderful !" he said. " The ends of justice are

sometimes strangely worked out ! I suppose there is

very little doubt as to whatirordict will be returned by
the jury?"

" Nona ' r an, C tancy. Mx,va bB clear a case of felo-de-

se as ev6i' I heard of."

"Yes," added Davis; "'the cross roads will be hia

grave, sure enough."
"Do you think they will carry oiit the law to the

letter ?" asked I'om King.
" I am certain. The matter, of course, has been well

balked over in the kitchen here."
" I don't doubt that," said Dick. " The whole affair

must have been a godsend in the way of gossip and
speculation to the people in the village."

" I can assure you," said Tom King, " I cannot resist

feeling deeply interested in it, and, for my own part,

should like to be present while the inquest takes place."
" Well, there's nothing to prevent that," said the

landlord. " I hardly think you are well known enough
about here for you to fear recognition."
" I think not, and even if I was I would run a little

risk to gratify my curiosity."
" Now the worst of it is," said Dick, " with respect

to myself, that some of them would be sure to recog-
nise me as Mr. Richards, and I should be called upon to
give evidence—a thing I particularly wish to avoid, for,

in coming so prominently forward, I should be sure to
be detected."
" Perhaps not," said Tom King, " However, don't lert

me draw you into it. You make yourself snug her*
somewhere all day, but I shall watch the proceedings.
Where is the inquest to be held, landlord ?"
" In the clubroom upstairs. It has all been put

ready, and I expect the ooromer and jury here at eleven
o'clock."

" Well, now it is only just six," said Tom King, as he
glanced at the face of the old family clock which stood
in a recess near the door, " so, if you like, I'll just take
a few hours' rest, and if I shouldn't wake up in time
for the performance, just give me a call."

All rose from the table as King uttered these words,
and Turpin, taking Ellen by the hand, led her to the
window, where they could converse together without
being overheard.

" Well, my dear girl," said Dick, tenderly, " I know
it is hardly necessary to ask yon, but are you quite
happy in your new home ?"

" Oh ! quite—quite happy ; happier than I have ever
in my life been before. Indeed, until I came here, I

did not properly understand the meaning of the word.
Davis and his wife overwhelm me with kindness."

" Then, believe me, Ellen," said Dick, " it causes me
great happiness to hear you say you are so comfortable.

I feel that my rescue of you from a fate worse than death
itself is a good action in my life that will outweigh
many of the bad ones I have done."

" Now, Dick," said Tom King, " are you coming to
have an hour or two's rest, as well as myself ?"

" Yes, my friend, I am weary. But I want to say a
word or two to Davis here."
" All right ! you can tell me as we go upstairs."
" Very good," said Dick. "It was concerning Blaok

Bess I wished to speak."
" Black Bess ! has anything happened to her ?"
" Well, no hurt, I hope ; but last night the officers

purrounded the ' Three Tuns,' and made an attack upon
ic, trying very hard to make me a prisoner."

" I told you they would before you started."
" They did. However, there was a bit of a tussel,

and I managed to make my escape through a window
into a court, but the sfrabs were close behind and I ad
4<i run for my I'lfo

^'Then, of course, under such ciroum^tancea, you
oould not get Bess out of the stable in the alley ?**

" No, I could not, and there i have no doubt she is

now, at least such is my hope. Now I want to get her
back afrain, for without her I can do nothing."

" I fancy now," said Davis, " you have applied to just

libe right person in the scrape you have fallen into. If it

Wasn't for that confounded inquest, I'd start off now and I

fetch her ; but, aa it is, w« must, both b« oontent t«
\ wait till it's over."
' " I knew you would help me out of this diffioulty,"
said Dick ;

" for of course you must know it would be
utter madness for me to go and fetch her myself. The
nlace is sure to be well watched by the officers."

' You may take your 'davy of that ! Bat don't let
the matter trouble you a moment longer. Rely upon
it, I'll bring her here safe and sound 1"

" Thanks ! and now whioh is our bedjuc^i r"
"Why, this attic. It has two beds in it, and is a

tolerable size. You may make ycmrsslf safe here as
long as you like."

" I can believe you, Tom Davis, for you have never
deceived me yet."

" And never will," said the landlord, closing the door.
" Good morning, friends !"

" Good morning, Davis," replied the two highway-
men, throwing themselves wearily on each of the beds.
In less than five minutes tbey were both sound

asleep, for they had undergone no slight amount of
exertion during the preceding night, and were proper-
tionably fatigued.

CHAPTEB XXV.
THE Bt7BIAI> OF THE SUICIDE IN THE OBOSS BOADS

AT HORNSEY.
It wanted only a few minutes of eleven when Tom
King opened his eyes again.

Dick was still sleeping heavily, so King rose and
made a few alterations in his to?Iette in silence.

This was an operation that did not take him many
moments to perform, and he was soon making his way
downstairs.
He met the landlord upon the landing.
" I was just coming up to call you," he said.
" Oh ! were you ? Then you are a day after the fair."
" So it seems. The jury haye beffon to arrive."

"Have they?"
" Yes. Soon, is it not f"
"Very soon."
" The fact is, they are as impatiently carious «s yon

are."
" The inquest, then, will begin punotually-at eleven ?"
" I'll warrant you, not a minute later."
" So much the better. I shan't get tired of waiting."
The speakers rapidly descended the stairs, and then

Davis, pushing open a door, ushered Tom into the club-

room.
It was quite full of people, and al least ten of the

jury were seated at the table, so/Tom King's entrance
caused no particular notice.

Scarcely, however, had he time to note the general
aspect of the room, when the coroner and the remain-
ing jurymen arrived.

Then followed the awearing-in ceremony, after which
they all adjourned to view the body.
But, however full of interest the proceedings might

be to "Tom King, we think it hardly worth while to de-

scribe them in detail, especially when the purpose can
be answered in a few words.
The coroner and the jury, then, were about as obsti-

nate and thickheaded—the beadle as pompous—the
medical officer as elaborate as they generally are under
such circumstances.
On returning to their seats, the i^^uiry was com-

menced ; but there was so little evidence, and that so

much to the point, that when it was given, the jury re-

quired, or at all events took veiv few minutes to decide,

and a verdict of Felo-de-se vrsiS returned, which was just

what everyone had made up their minds to all alonu'

The poor wretch, who certainly might have been qw.-

signed to the tomb without such an indigo iy being
wreaked upon his mangled remains, was, in pursuance
of a Oarfaarous law, which is still in forcu, though
rarely if ever put into execution at the present time,

sentenced to be buried in the centre where four rends
meet, and a stake to be driven through his breast.

Even at that time the sentence began to excite ebhor-
rence, but as it was not often a case occurred, the feel-

ing most generally elicited was that morbid curiusitj fc-

the horrible which is to a certain extent inherent '.a

every breast.
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[the TOUNQ pretender has a SWOBD combat with TOM KINO.]

The inquoat was over shortly after midday, and the
burial was ordered to take plaoe at nidnight.

It was a good day for Davis, so far as the oonsump-
tion of eatables and drinkables was concerned.
Tom found he was as busy as possible in the bar ; so,

'without showing himself, he went upstairs to his attic.
" I wonder how long Turpin is going to sleep," he

said. " One would think, to look at and hear him, that
he had not been to bed for a month !"

Dick was, indeed, sleeping soundly; but that was a
Qiroumstance little to be wondered at, oonsideJ'ingr all
that ho had gone through.
"Well," continued King, as he threw himse,, again

upon the other bed, " I suppose it is best, for he will
wake up fresh and vigorous, and ready for anything."

Jhree hours afterwards the landlord entered the >oom,
u-ad finding both his guests asleep, awoke them.

" I am off now," he said to Turpin ;
" but I thought

I would speak to you first. You say yon left Bess in the
ptable belonging- to tke ' Three Tuns ?' "

Ko. 7.

" Yes, the one in the alley."
" I know."
" The plaoe will sure, I fancy, be well guarded by the

police. Have you any plan forgetting posBesaioU of the

mare ?"

" Well, I can't say I have at present, but on my way
there I daresay I shall think of something !"

" I only hope you will, and that your effort will be

successful. AVithout Black BesSe I am like a ship with-

out a rudder."
" I'll tell you what it is, Turpin," interrupted Tom

King ; "as soon as there is an opportunity, you must
tell me how it was you came to possess such a magnifi-

cent creature as your mare is ; and there are many other

passages in your history to which, in the short time I

have been with you, you have alluded- ard which I ffiel

a deep curiosity to hear."

"You shall be satisfied, Tom. Now, I'i* tell yon what

I'll do."

Price Owh Ealfpbnwt.
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"What?"
" Oue of these rery nozi days, when we Have the time

to spare, and I feel in the hamour, I will relate to you
•aooinctly the whole stpry of my life, from the com-
menoement of my career until I met you iu the lace, but
upon one sole condition,"
"And what is that?"
•• That your reoiprooate the favour, and in return for

my history give me yours, which I am full of anxiety to

hear."
" Ag^reed ; and now finish your arrangements with

Davis here, for I can see he is impatient to be off."
" Well, Davis, my friend, I don't know there is any

more I can say. You, of coarse, will be known as coming
from me, and Johnson will deliver her to you. I shall

leave you to devise a means of baulking the officers, if

any should happen to interfere with you, and remember,
wh»n you are once on the back of Black Bess you are

mife, for the horse that can run swifter than she has

yet to be foaled." )

" I know you have a great, idea of her speed, Dick ; and
justly, too, I should imagine, considering the number of

times that her fleetnesa must have been so vital to you."
" Just 80. Let us see. It is close upon four now,"

said Turpin, looking at his watch, " and it will take you
rather better than half-an-hour to get to Seven Dials. I

wouldn't hurry there, though. I think it will be better

if it is dusk when you arrive."
" I shall certainly stand abetter chance of getting off

if it is, so I will delay my departure half-an-hour."
" Do so, my friend ; and, if you are not aware of it

already, let me tell you it is the worst of all policy to

ruin anything by precipitation."

"I am well aware of it, and fully believe in its truth.

I may be back with comparative quickness, and I may
not return till morning. It is all according as oircum>
stances turn out."

" I can trust you, I am well aware, so I leave you to

do your best. By-the-bye, was the verdict you antici-

pated retttrned P"
" Tea, Felo-de-se ! and they will bury him at the cross

roads, with a s^ake through his heart, at midnight."
" Oh ! indeed. Then the probability is, Davis, you

will be absent from that interesting ceremony."
" And glad I shall be, for, what with one thing and

another, I have had rather more of old Simms's son than
I eare about, though if I happened to be at home it

would be a bit of satisfaotion to know he was thoroughly
disposed of."

" I daresay it would," said Tom King ;
" but it strikes

me you feel just as much interest and curiosity in the

matter as I do. I always make it a point of seeing all 1

can, and I have never had a chance of seeing one of these
midnight funerals before, so intend to see this one."

" Well, I have not the least objection," said Tom
Davis ;

" I daresay you will find it a dismal speotade."
" What do you say, Turpin P" asked King. " I am

going ; will you bear me company ?"

" Willingly. Not that I nave much relish for sooh
aoenes ; for my taste lies in quite a different direotion. I

shall, however, if Davis does not oome back before ^e
caremoHy tekas place, be very glad to aooompany you,
for, being anxious, the time will hang heavily upon my
hands, if I have nothing to oooapy my thoughts."

" That's right !" said Tom ;
" I didn't half like the

idea of going by myself."
" And I," said the landlord, as lie moved towards the

door, " will go downstairs and get a cup of tea, after
which I will be off. As for you, gentlemen, I shouldn't
advise you to show yourselves at all till night ; so I

think the best thing you (xtn do is to lie down and rest
while you have the ohance."

" AU right, my boy," said Dick, " and I hope with the
darkness I aball see you return with Black Bess."

OHAPTEE XXVI.

THE BOW - 8TEHBT RUNNBBS ABB VERT WBATH
AOAINST DICK, AND BHSOLTB TO CAPTUBB HIM
AT ALL HAZARDS, WHICH MAKES HIS PKOJBCTaD
JOUBHHT INTO THK SOUTH-WBOTBRW (JOUWTIK8
ALL THB HOBB IMPEBATIVB.

NiaHT (Hisne.

Dark, drear, and wintry, with a Postering wind blow-

ing up from the north-east, bringing oooaaionaily with
it a dash of heavy rain-drops, which came against all

objects with as much force and suddenness as sea-spray.

From the horizon to the zenith the heavens were
covered with one huge black cloud, which ^aa in no
place lighter or thinner than in others—it was like one
vadt funeral pall.

It was a night on which few people would move frond
their firesides, unless some very powerful motive culled
them abroad ; it was, in fine, a nif?ht which fitly hariiio-

uizad with the ghastly ceremony about t-o be perfi-mied.

It would, indeed, have seemed a profanation—

a

hideous mockery—if the moon had shed her fair, pure
light upon so horrible a scene.

Three-quarters past eleven was just pealing out from
Hornsey church when the front door of the " Hand and
Keys " inn was flung open, and the burial train appeared
upon its threshold.

Slowly, and with solemn steps, the little party, to the
number of five-and-twenty, made their way across the
inn yard into the high-road.

Six persons bore the coffin containing the suicide's

remains, and which was to be rudely oast into a hole dug
in the stony road, without the performance of those
sacred rites the Christian church ordains.

And as if this were in all conscience not enough, the
inanimate clay was to be legally mutilated.

Truly was it a deed more suited to the sensibilities of
savages at some early period of the world's history than
civilized men, and that, too, in the middle of the last

century, when science, art, and good breeding were sup-
posed to have reached the highest point of perfection.

It seems incredible that such could be the opinion of

those living at the time when so sickening a custom was
not only tolerated but enforced.

Tet, stranger still to say, this barbaric and inhuman
law has never been repealed ; and it is to avoid its con-
summation that juries, now-a-days, almost invariably re-

turn in a case of suicide a verdict of temporary insanity.

By this means only can they ensure the burial of the
corpse in consecrated ground.
But would it not, we ask, be better for this most dis-

graceful law to be erased from the statute book of
England, than for juries to be forced to give in a false

verdict ?

There can be but one reply to such a question.
The nearest cross roads to the " Hand and Keys "

—

or four lanes end, as they expressively termed it—was
where the narrow country lane, in which Tom King had
taken up his position to rob the western coach, crossed
the highway.
At some remote period it had doubtless been the scene

of a similar occurrence, from which its unpleasant desig-
nation of Deadman's Hollow was derived.
Those persons who had been selected to accompany

the ooffin and to relieve those who bore it from its

weight, carried in their hands huge pinewood torches,
which, baffled and blown about by the wind, cast but a
flickering and uncertain light upon surrounding ob-
jects.

Davis, the landlord, had not returned from hia dan-
gerous mission when the procession started, so, as they
had agreed, the two highwaymen descended from the
at/u and followed slowly after them.
They hung back, though, oonsiderably in the rear,

taking care not to expose themselves too much to the
gase of the curious villagers.

llieir oaution was scarcely necessary, for the coffin of
the suicide absorbed all their faculties. They had eyes
and ears for nothing else.

Both Turpin and King were silent. The solemnity of
the scene had its due effect upon them. They felt, with-
out knowing why, that speech would be out of place.
At their slow ;>aoe twenty minutes brought them to

the cross roads in Deadman's Hollow.
Here they found a lai-ge ooneourse of people assembled,

ivho were anxiously awaiting the arrival of the cortege.
The grave waa alrea<iy dug. The stones and yellow

sticky olay, that had been turned up from it, were piled
in a lai-ge mound upon the margin of the grave.
Across this mound was laid a newly-cut hodge-siake,

some seven or eight feet in length, one end of which
was sharpened to a point.
A few momenta' bustle and confusion ensued upon ths
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lurrival of Ks botv, but it subsided almost as suddenly
j

as it arose^ > T^
" This ia a very solemn scene, Diok," said Tom Eing,

drawing his oloak closer round him to protect himself
from the bleak wind. " What with the weather, and
what with this v^raDgo faneral, I am chilled to ^he very

bone !"

" And I, too P' said Dick. " I think, hcwerer, we
may safely venture to draw closer. Aa we are here, we
may as well see all, for it is not probable we shall have
another opportunity."

" I hope and trust not," said Tom King. " I could
hardly credit such things were done, and that is why I

felt so curioos. It ia to be hoped so loathsome a spec-

tacle will, in the course of a few years, be wholly un-
known except by name."
The bearers of the coffin paused for a moment on the

brink of the grave, and then, letting go the handles,
dropped it in.

It reached the bottom with a strange, dull, rattling

sound.
" Stand aside, there, yon folks," said a man at this

moment, pnshipg his way into the centre of the ring the
bystanders had formed around the grave ;

" stand back,
there, will you !"

This man, who was rather short and very fat, and
having apparently much of the animal in his composi-
tion, drew himself up as he uttered these words with
what he thought was a dignified air,

" I suppose that's the parish beadle," said Dick to a
man who was standing near him.

" Yea ; and pariah constable too. But who are you,"
asked the man, curiously, " as doesn't know him ? Why,
everybody knows Tobias Primp !"

" We are travellers from London," said Dick, readily,
" and I daresay the same motive that brought you here
brought us too."

" What is that ?"

" Curiosity, to be sure !"

The man turned away, and was siJent.

In the meantime, Mr. Tobias Primp had taken up the
hedge-stake and held it in a vertical position.

" Now, then, one or two of you lend a hand here,"
he said, with as much authority as if he had been /ord
of the manor. " Lend a hand here, and assist me in

the execution of the law '."

Several peraons sprang with alacrity into the ring.
" No ! no !" shrieked a voice, which, from the tone, was

evidently a female one. " No ! no ! You cannot—shall
not do the deed ! Fall back, and fill up the grave, but
do not mangle his poor remains ! You will not read the
prayers for the dead over him, I know ; but surely his

mother's prayers will prove equally as efficacious !"

A strange and universal impulse prompted those who
were thronging round to draw back, and as they did so,

a woman dashed with wild gestures into the circle.

Then she fell upon her knees by the grave.
The light of the torches which the bearers carried

burned much better now they were not in motion, and
their light revealed with great distinctness this woman's
face and figure.

She was very old. Her skin was wrinkled, and looked
yellower than it really was in the dull red glare of the
torches. A quantity of thin gray hairs streamed behind
her in the wind, and she clasped her wasted, bony
hands together with an agonising earnestness.
"Get up, low woman," said Tobias Primp, recovering

from his surprise, and advancing towards her. " Get
np, and don't interfere with the majesty of the law, or
I'll have yon locked up, I will."
" No ! no ! you could not keep a mother from witness-

ing the interment of her son ! I tell you he was my
son!" she shrieked. "My son! my own flesh and
blood, you understand."

" This is horror upon horror," said Diok ;
" let us

draw back and leave them."
" Never, never," said Tom King. "I win a<..ind by

to the last. I cannot prevent them from carrying the
sentence of the law into effect, but if thoy offer that
poor creature any ill-usage, they shall rue it."

" You are right. Tom. I forgot the poor mother
when I spoke. I will stay."
King pressed his hand in silence.
" Stand %«ak. I say !" again cried Mr. Pr'mp. " Can't

jou hear wl&t I said, or did the wind blow, aft it were,

et ?"
^ i

" My boy—my ion—my only one !" soreuined the old
woman, springing suddenly to her feet. " Have mercy !

spare him—spare him ! Friends, neighbours I help me !

help! Do not let them do BO frightful a deed ! Save my
poor boy from that, at least ! Save him ! Oh ! save him !"

No one stirred, though, probably enough, many felt an
inclination to do eo ; but the dread of the consequences
of interfering with the carrying out of a judicial sentence
kept them back.
"You do not move to help me !" she cried, iB anguished,

despairing tones. " Must a mother pray to you in vain
to save her son's remains from a ruthless law ! Oh ! you
who are fathers and have sons of your own, listen to my
prayer, save and help him Ah !"

This last ejaculation was forced from her lips in con-
sequence of finding herself in the grasp of two men who
had been directed to seize her.

With as much gentleness as possible these two men led
her away from her son's grave.
But her voice, as she shouted for her son to be saved

from his terrible doom, for a long time echoed and re-

echoed along the highway, but it grew each moment
fainter and fainter, until it could be heard no longer.
Then the ponderoas hedge-stake was raised in several

hands, and swung up and down twice or thrice, so that
it should descend with greater force.

It went through the thin elm coffin with a terrible,

sickening crash.
At that very moment there deaoended from the sky a

perfect deluge of rain.

It seemed as though an enormous cloud had been sud-
denly reft open, and its contents allowed to fall bodily
upon the earth.

The torches were extinguished instantly.
Then a general movement among those assembled

took place.

Those who had been engaged to fill up the grave per-
formed their task with great rapidity.

" Stop a minute, Dick !" said Tom King, as he observed
his companion about to withdraw, " Stop a minute

!

We are drenched to the skin now, and cannot get any
wetter, so let us stay and see it all out !"

Turpin uttered a growl of impatience and dissatisfac-

tion, but remained.
In the meantime the grave had been filled up, and the

men were now busily engaged in heaping a quantity of

pebbly atones round the hedge-stake, which proje*cted

some three feet above the level of the road,
"Now I hope you are content !" said Turpin, as ho

saw the last stone put in its place.
" Yes, I'm ready now," said Tom ;

" only I made up
my mind to see it all out, as being one of the most
singular customs in existence."

" Come along, then !" said Dick, setting off at a trot.
" Why, I believe the rain gets heavier every moment.
It's positively coming down in one sheet."

" Oh ! never mind, I daresay you have had*your skin
wetted before to-day, and when you were not bo close
to a place of shelter as you are at the present moment."
"That's very true. I wonder how Davis is getting

on. I thought he would have got back before this. I
am very uneasy and impatient, I can assure you."

" I have no doubt of that, for if you should be un-
fortunate enough to lose your mare, you will ba a long
time before you find one to match her."

" I should never find one. It would be an impossi-
bility. When Turpin loses his mare it will be all over
with him,"

" Well, we sliall soon know the result of the landlord's
errand, for the inn is not a hundred yards off now.
Look, yon can see the lights at the front window quite
plainly." j

" Yes, I a;j, "iough, under the impression Davis has
nci returned, or we should have seen something of him.
My heart misgives me very much about it."

" So J suppose, for you speak in quite a desponding
way. You may depend it will be all right sooner or

later."
" I hope so, indeed !" said Dick, as he pushed open

the front door of the " Hand and K )ys," and entered,

closely followed by his comrade.
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OHAPTER XXVII.

THE TWf> HIGHWAYMEN DEPART POE LONDON ON
THEIE PERILOUS ERRAND.

From the noise which greeted the ears of the two high-

waymen aa they made their way alonpr the passage, it

was pretty clear that the old iun was tolerably full of

cuBtomors. Avoiding, however, the kitchen in which the

guesta were, both ascended the broad oaken staircase.

Turpin was first, and he halted as soon as he reached
the landing.

" Tom," he said, " I needn't tell you how anxious I

am about Davis. I wish you would go down again and
ascertain whether he has returned. Not that I think

he has for a moment, only it would be more satisfactory

to be sure he had not."
" I'll go," replied Tom. " None will know me. Stand

here till I come back."
" Who shall you ask ?"
" Your flame!"
"My flame?"
" Yes, Ellen !"

" Oh !

" I think she will be the best to make my inquiries of."
" Or Mrs. Davis. It doesn't matter which."
Tom King descended the stairs and went into the bar.

It was empty at first, but Mr?. Davis and Ellen en-

tered immediately after him, each carrying several jugs.

The young girl smiled when she saw King.
" You seem busy," he said. " It's an ill wind blows

nobody good. Has Davis returned ?"

" He has not," said Mrs. Davis, as she wiped her

face with her apron. " I wish he was safe back! Did
you ever know such a wet night ? When he oomes he
will be drenched to the skin !"

" I was in hopes he had arrived. My friend is very
uneasy about him and his mare, so he sent me to inquire

while he waited for me on the stairs. Let aa know &s
soon as he returns."

" Very well, good night !"

" Good night !"

*' Not come ?" interrogated Turpin, as soon as he
saw King.
" No ! They will send us word the moment he does."
Dick sighed.
" I don't like this," he said. " There is danger abroad,

or Davis would have been back before this. If he does
not come quickly I shall risk all and start myself. Fool
that I was to leave Bess behind me. I'll warrant I never
do the same thing again."

" You couldn't help yourself, could you ? However,
I don't wonder at your impatience and anxiety."
" I confess they inowase fearfully every moment.

There ia, however, one thing certain, Bess must be got
back somehow or other."

" I suppose so. And the best thing we can do ia to

go up to our attic and wait a while, and occupy
ourselves in devising some scheme to be carried out by
ourselves in case Davis should fail."

" You are right, my friend. I wish we had a light

though, for this staircase is most confoundedly dark. I

oan't see where I am going."
"Never mind, feel your way. Wo shall be right

enough when you reach the attic."
" So we shall. Let me lead the way, my friend."
"It will be a case of the blind leading the blind, I

fancy, though, of course, you have been offcener up the
etairs than I have."
"Rather!"
The highwaymen felt theii: way slowly up the stair-

oase, and after a little blundering reached the attic.

Both went to the window.
" Throw it open, Dick," said King. " We shall be

able to tell, then, what the weather ia like, and wbethet
there ia anyone on the road."
Turpin ot«yed.
A sudden gust of vrind, bearing with it a quantity of

rain, entered the chamber.
" The weather doesn't seem to have imtwroved, T»m.

The Bky is as Waok as ink."
" It ia. I fvaay, though, the rain has abated a great

ieal.^
"Oh I it naai Hfrnf is ik> qaeetiou about that. It

couldn't come down at that rate long. I never kneT.
anything like it, and I have seen a few showers. Can
you see or hear anyone on the road ?"

" No ; both are out of the question. It is ao dark you
can't see your hand before you, and just hark how the
wind howls !"

A terrific gust swept round the old inn as he spoke,
and moaned and whistled as it careered round the
corners that obstructed its onward passage.

" Shut the window," said Dick, "and let us come
away."

" No : stop I silence !"

" What do you hear ?"
" I fancied just then that I heard the tramp of horses'

hoofs OH the roadway."
Both strained their sense of hearing to the utmost.
" I hear nothing," said Turpin, after a brief pause.
" Nor I, now. And yet I fancied I heard a horse

approaching. It must have been fancy merely."
They remained listening a little longer, but as they

could hear no repetition of the sound, closed the window.
"I am in a terrible fidget," said Dick, "and I get

worse and worse every moment."
" I can scarcely wonder at it, for you see Davit has

been gone seven or eight hours now,"
" Yea ; that is the circumstance that fills me with

alarm. I fear Davis has been seized by the police."
" Or," said King, " he may not have left London

when the rain began, and is waiting there until the
weather is better."

Dick shook his head at the supposition of his friend.
" It is just possible that may be the reason, but I

doubt it."
" Well, then, let us suppose Davis has failed. What

steps shall you take to get Bess into your possession ?"

" I have no idea ; but doubtless some mode of action

will suggest itself to me at the proper time."
" Well, it's always my system to mature a plan before

I start, and then you set about what you have to do
with greater ease and confidence."

" That is only true to a certain extent, my friend. So
many things occur to alter the aspect of events, that

your plan requires perpetual modification, and by the
time you have to put it into execution it is quite different

to what it originally was."
" I have known such to be the case."
" You must have done. Now I always think it best

to set out having only your ultimate purpose in view,

and then let circcunstanoes form and suggest yonr plan

of operation."
" Perhaps it is beet. But I asked yon what yon in-

tended to do, simply beoause I look upon the attempt
as an impossibility."

"Do you?"
" I do."
" It ia difficult and dangerous, I know, but it does not

follow from that it is impossible."
" Well, so far as my own convictions go, I feel qnite

assured Davis has failed in his errand, and has likely

enough been made prisoner as an accomplice. Now if

he, a stranger, could not succeed, I don't see what chance
you yourself have of doing so."

" I admit all that, but I don't see that it is impossible,

nevertheless."
" Well, then, I suppose by that, you have resolved to

make the attempt yourself?"
" 1 have."
" Then I have a request to make of yon which you

must promise beforehand."
" I can guess what it is before you speak."
" I daresay you can. It ia that yon will lot me ac- ^

company yon, and share the dangers and diffioultiea of
the enterprise."
" I cannot say no to your request, Tom, beoanae I

would rather you went with me. As for the danger, I

know you value that no more than I do."
" You are not far off the mark there ; bat if auoh is

the decision you have made, jast aHow me to (rive yo«
a piece of advice."
"What is it?"
" To lose no time in carrying out your project."
" I have no intention."
" Then let us start at once. If we do not, *« sb&U

have it daylight before we know where wo sta."
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"We shall. Come with me. It will talce but a ft v

minntes to get the horses ready for the roarl."

As he spoke, Turpin left the attic, dosoly followed^y

Tom King.
On reaching tne bar they paused for a moment, and

again inquired whether Davis had returned, and again

received a negative reply. Briefly announcing, then

their intention to go in quest of him, they hurried out

of the inn, across the yard, and into the stables.

Five minutes afterwards the two highwaynj^n were

mounted and on their way to London.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

TOM KING FIGHTS A SINGLE COMBAT WITH CHARLES
BTUAKT, CALLED IN HISTORY THE YOUNG PKETEJJDER

That this was about the most dangerous expedition

Turpin had ever ventured upon there can be little doubt,

and though this fact was quite patent to him, it did not

osuse him to hesitate in the least.

There was some little improvement in the state of tli(

weather perceptible. The rain had almost ceased, and

the wind had lost much of its violence.

The roads, though, were in a fearful state, and were

very heavy to the horses, for their hoofs sank deeplj

into the soft clayey soil at every step they took.

The two friendsdid not speak for some minntes after

leaving the yard of the " Hand and Keys." They were

too much occupied in picking their way to have leisure

to do so.

The night was profoundly dark, so they did not venture

to put their horses to a gallop, but they went over the

ground at a trot that soon decreased the distance they
had to travel.

At length they reached a firmer piece of road, and
then Turpin, turning to his companion, said

—

" This oool air clears one's faculties. While we have
been plodding along, I have been thinking over Tom
Davis' non-appearance, and trying to^form some hypo-
thesis to account for it."
" Indeed P"
"Tea !"

" Have yon succeeded ?"

" I fancy so. I seem as though J could tell just

what had taken place."
" How do you account for that ?"

"I cannot tell, but I have made it out bit by bit, and
feel confident I have arrived at the correct solution of

the affair."
" It will be a good thing if yon have, for, of course, it

would lend us most material aid in forming a plan of

attack, and determine to a great extent whether we
should use stratagem or force."

" I think we shall want a little of both."
** Very good. Let us hear your account of what ha?

happened !"

" Well, you must know first that just before I met
yon I was betrayed by a waggoner and taken prisonei

by Bome ofiScers."
" Oh ! I have heard nothing of this before."
" Dear me, no more you have. Then I shall be obliged

to go back to that incident in order to make you under-
stand."

" Well, tell it in as few words as you can, for I am
rather impatient by nature, and can't bear to have to

wait when I want to hear anything."
" I oan assure you it is quite as disagreeable to me as

to you. The fact is, as I said before, we must, as soon
as we get a chance, relate our histories to each other,
aad then we shall be able to talk in comfort."

" We shall. You say you were made a prisoner.
Never mind the particulars. What next !"

" They were the same officers that pursued you so
hotly. There were five of them, and they got about
twenty farm labourers to help them, so I did not sta-ad

much of a chance with so many.",
" I should think not."
' However, when tney hail notinci me, and put xD'S on

hofMhack behind one of the oflicers, the thought oo-
oorred to them how dreadful a thing it wonld be to have
t» divjd« €he reward amongst so many."
"Yea, that is only human nature. That over-grasp-

ing feeling on the part of tbs officers has assisted many
a one to ©eoape."

" It has ; but we will not go into that subject now.

The officers then tried to diddle these men, without wtiom

they would never have captured me ; so I took advui-

tage of the circumstances to turn tho tables upon them."
" How did you do that ?"

" In the simplest manner possib/e. I oU^fsd those men
who had captured me ten pounds a-piece to set me free

;

so they paid into the officers, and did it at once."

"Ha! ha! Capital! That's the best joke I have

heard for some time ! And how about the officers ?"

" 1 did not let them off scot-free, you may depend, but

had them tied back to back, and mc anted on their

horses."
" Ha ! ha ! ha ! Bravo ! Better and better <. I shall

burst, I know I shall ! Ha ! ha ! How droU they must
have looked, one with his face to his horse's head, and
the other with his face to his tail ! Ha ! ha !"

" It would have pleased you most to have heard how
they swore when we touched up the cattle, and made
them gallop along the road !"

"I should have died, I know I should."
" I did, and so we did all ! I kept my word with the

men, and gave them not ten pounds but fifteen."

'"Then they were in ccstaoies with you ?"

" They were. I have made a friend of every one of

them. But what I was going to say is this : the officer

in command was Wriggles. Do you know him ? An
apoplectic-looking man !"

" I have seen him."
" Well, he is very sweet on catching me ; but he wants

to do it with as few persons as possible, so as to get the

larger share of the reward. Now, in spite of his defeat,

I feel convinced it will not be a lesson to him, but he

will still try to capture me with his four men. It was he

who was put up to my being at the ' Three Tuns,' and,

of course, knows Black Bess is stabled somewhere close

at hand. Now, his plan of operations will be this. He
will look upon that stable as a kind of mousetrap."

"A mousetrap?"
" Yes. He and hie officers will take up their stations

in the stable, and very patiently lay in wait, and make
a prisoner of everyone who enters."

'• Dick, my boy, you've hit the right nail on the head

this time. You may depend they have caught Davis, and

are keeping him there, most likely trusting that those

who have sent him will shortly make their appearance."
" That's the conclusion I told you I came to, and you

think that is the real state of affairs ?"

" I £eel certain of it. Somehow it seems to carry con-

viction with it."
" I am glad you think so. Of course, I could not tell

what effect it would have upon your mind. Now, don't

you think I was right when I said we should require to

use stratagem and force P"
" Quite right. Though, under the oircumatances, I

should prefer using rather more of the latter than the

former."
" It wonld be beat, perhaps. Now, what course should

you propose ?"

" Well, I hardly know. If it is just as you have sup-

posed, I should be for dashing into the stable, and

bringing the mare off by main force."
" So should I, Tom, I like a bold plan of operations,

I think we should be a match for Wriggles and his four

men."
" Oh ! yes. We ought first, if possible, to asoertam

whether they are there, and then bounce in suddenly

upon them !"
, . ,,

" That will be it ; and, being taken by surprise, the

battie will bo half won !"

" Let us push on a litUe faster, then, for the aooner

wo get there the better,"
" Yes ; but hark !"

"Hark? At what?"
" Can't you hear someone approaching ?

Tom King bent forward in his saddle and listened.

"Halt, Dick!" he said. "A horseman is coming

from the direction of London !"

As he spoke the sound of the horse's footsteps

splashing into the mud and little pools on the roadway

came quite plainly te their ears.
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CHAPTEE XXIX.

THE TWO HIOHWATMBN BROVE MOBE THAW A MATCH
FOB MB. WBISaLES.

"I SAT, Tom!"
" Tee, Diok,"
" This is a traveller."

"Or Tom Davis!"
" Oh ! ah ! or Tom Davis."
" What were you going to say P*
" Why—a-hem ! The business we are on requires

despatch."
" Unquestionably."
" But if this should be a traveller, my friend"——
"Yes."

g" Do you think we ought to lose the opportunity of

doing a little business P"
" Just aa you like. Abstractedly I should say no."
" He might carry a rich booty."
" He might."
" And it would be a shame to let it slip through our

fingers, wouldn't it ?"

" Especially when it wouldn't delay us much one way
or the other."

" I think we must stop him, Tom."
" Very well. Look after your priming. Remember it

has been raining, and the chances are ten to one the
charges have got wet."
King examined his own pisto.ls as he spoke, and Turpin

followed his example.
The horseman, be he whom he might, was not now

many yards distant. His horse's footsteps could be
plainly enough heard, but neither the form of horse nor
rider could be distinguished owing to the unusual dark-
ness of the night.

The two highwaymen had halted just in the middle of

the road.

Both now were silent, for they did not wish their

voices to reach the horseman, and be a means of putting
him on his guard.
In another moment he was face to face with King and

Turpin,
"Stand!" said the latter, "and deliver what valu-

ables you carry with you peaceably. If you resist, your
death be on your own head."
The only reply the traveller made was to draw a sword

with lightning rapidity from its scabbard.
It gleamed through the air like a flash of light as it

descended, for this traveller aimed a desperate blow at

Dick's head with the weapon.
By something little short of a miracle, Dick drew

back quick enough to escape the stroke ; but the sword,
in its descent, sliced a small piece of skin off the neck
of his horse.
The pain, doubtless, was excessive, for the animal

reared and pranced, and became perfectly unmanage-
able.

Diok maintained his position in his saddle, though any-
one less accustomed to horse-riding than himself would,
oo doubt, have found it impossible to do so, and he
strove to soothe the creature in the best way he could.
The man who had been attacked did not fail to per-

ceive the advantage be had gained, and spurring for-

ward, would doubtless have made short work of Dick
had not Tom at that moment interposed his person.
He had drawn the hanger which he habitually carrJ'^d

by his side, and stood still and quietly on guard.
His opponent, he fancied, was in some way connected

with the army, both on account of the promptitude with
which he made his attack upon Dick, and because occa-
sionally King could see something glittering about his

apparel, as though he was attired in an oflBcer's uniform.
On finding himself confronted by King, the traveller

did not appear to abate his martial and valorous bearing
a jot, but instantly commenced a furious attack upon
Tom, who, though an expert swordsman, found himself
fully occupied in warding: off the heavy blows which
were aimed at him,
The conflict continueu for many minutes without

either party gaining advantage.
The idea that he was fighting with a soldier wag

strengthened in King's mind by observing what perfect
mastery he had ovftr hia et«ed, and, indeed, the manner

in which he made it whe«l about was well o«loala%ed to
call forth surprise and admiration.
And now Turpin, who had sncceeded in calming hi;

horse, also drew his hanger, and rode forward ^o the
assistanoe of his friend.

" Stand b?iOk, Dick !" shouted King, uiaking his voice

heard above the din of the clashing steel. " Stand back,
and let us have fair play! It would be cowardly for

both of us to attack a really brave man who is defend-

ing what he carries about him."
Without a word, Turpin drew back as requested.
" A rest ! a rest !" cried the soldier, if soldier he were,

for the firsttime breaking the silence. " Hold a moment !"

King lowered his weapon.
"You are a brave - hearted man," continued the

stranger, restoring his sword to its sheath, and holding
out his right hand, " and true courage and bravery are

the things I admire moat on earth. I know not who you
are, except that you are a highwayman, yet, strange as

it may seem to you, I should be proud and glad to

reckon you my friend. Shake hands !"

Nothing loath, King grasped the hand so friendly

held out to him ; and said, while Dick looked on in

wondering amazement

—

"You have behaved yourself most gallantly, and I

accept your cordial invitation with the utmost pleasure.

Still, you will excuse me if I say that I fancy you have
overrated me. Fair play is always my maxim."

" And mine too, And I must say on this occasion
you have acted up to it. Here is my purse

!"

" No, no," said Tom King. " Keep it ! I would not
take it from you for worlds !"

" I insist upon it," said the stranger, endeavouring to

force a well-filled purse into his hands. " You might, if

you liked, have set upon me with your companion, and
deprived me of ray life ; for if your friend is as accom-
plished a swordsman as yourself, I should not have
stood the ghost of a chance with you. I had much ado
to defend myself as it was."
" You are very frank, sir," said King, still avoiding the

proffered gift, " and I admire you for it. I must, how-
ever, refuse to accept anything from you."

" Well, then, if you will not, probably your comrade
will. Here, you Sir Highwayman No. 2, here is a purse
of guineas which I wish you to accept as a present for the
forbearance you have exercised. Take, andbe welcome !"

Turpin made a deprecating gesture.
" The case is entirely in the hands of my friend," he

said, " and I must decline to interfere with it. So you
must excuse me if I refuse."

The stranger returned the purse to his pocket with
rather an offended air.

" Then, gentlemen—for by your manners and bearing
such you are—since you will not allow me to do any-
thing to show my gratitude for your forbearance, per-

haps you will allow me to proceed on my journey."
He gathered the reins in his hands as he spoke, and

touched his steed with his spur.
" One moment !" said King, placing hiaaself directly

in his way.
" What is your wish ?'

" We have already passed sufficient compliments, I

think," replied King ;
" yet, still for my own part, I have

said no more than your gallant behaviour prompted me
to say. I would scorn to take anything from you but
your name, and that, I confess, I have the greatest
desire to know. Will you give it me ?"

The stranger hesitated a few momenta before he spoke.
" My name," he said, " is a secret. I am hunted and

proscribed, and many are thirsting for my life ! I do
not like to refuse you anything, and yet "

" It appears to me," said Tom King, " that your posi-
tion in that respect is very much like our own."
"It is; but most unjustly," replied the stranger, a

tone of sadness tinging his words. " My position should
be among the highest in the land."
A deep sigh came from his lips as he finished speakincr.
Both Tunpin and King were perfectly absorbed ir

their strange adventure.
The latter broke the silence.
" We will not press you," he said ;

" but still I think
vou may safely trust us with your name."

" Perhaps so, and if I do, a day may come when I

shall be glad to avail myself of your assistance. Tha
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iteipie tact of yoitr being fi^^tiTea like I am, emboldens
me to confide in you. Ton will be sarprised when I

declare myself ! But before I do, tell me yonr names."
" Mine,'' said Tom, " ie tolerably well known. It is

Tom King: I"
" Tom King, the h'uthwayman ?"

"Even so."
" Yoa surprise me, lor 1 expected to Snd tbe person

who bore that name an unmitigated ruffian, capable of

every atrocity."
" Thank you !" said Tom, lUily.
" Excuse me," remarked the gentleman. " I only said

what sort of obaraoter had been represented to me under
yonr name."

" Oh 1 no offence—no offence !"

"And yonr companion," continued the stranger.
" He must answer for himself."

Dick drew a little closer to the speakers.
" My name," he said, as he raised his hat and made a

most elaborate bow, "is Eiohard—commonly called

Dick—Tnrpin !"

" Indeed ! I little expected I was in the company of

two such celebrated characters, and, after receiving

your confidence, I cannot withhold mine ; besides, I am
quite sure now I shall have nothing to fear from you."
"We will give you our assurance," said Turpin and

"King, both speaking at once. " We will give you our
assurance that your name shall never be revealed by us
unless with your consent."

" Agreed, then. Listen I I have two names by which
I am equally well known. One is Charles Stuart, and
tbe other is "

" Thb Young Pretender !"

CHAPTER XXX.
THB TOUNO PRETENDER FINDS TWO STAUNCH

ADHERENTS.
The two highwaymen drew back a few paces when this

name fell upon their ears, and though, generally speak-

ing, they were disposed to show but scant reverence for

royalty, yet, when this announcement was made, they
involuntarily backed their horses a few yards, and
raised their hats respectfully.

The name of the unfortunate young man was, of

course, well known to both, and they were also familiar

with the many reverses he had suffered. It is, therefore,

to be presumed that his chivalry and gallantry, and the

fact of his being hunted by almost all the world, con-

spired chiefly to cause a feeling of friendship for him to

arise in their breasts which they would not otherwise

have felt.

" My friends," said the Young Pretender in his calm,

rich voice ;
" do not draw back, I beg. Think in how

many ways you resemble he who is rightfully your
king, but who is now no more than yon in station. Like
you, I am compelled to travel in disguise i»ad when^the
Bun has withdrawn his face. I am surrounded on every

side by enemies who are thirsting for my life, I am
compelled to be ever watchful—ever in dread of

tMaehery. In all these respects must I—a king by
birth and right—resemble you !"

These words were uttered in a tone of deep, inexpres-

sible Qathos, tinged with a soul-absorbing sadness

;

and aa lie gave utterance to his reflections, he became
eonqnered by his emotion, and his head drooped upon
hie breast.

His words, manner, bearing, &11 combined to raise a
feeling of sympathy in his behalf on the part of our
two friends. j
Tbey were silent for a moment or so, and then Tom

Eing broke the silenoe.
" Your highness," he said, " among all those whwmost

profess themselves your adherents, there is not one so

true, so faithful, so devoted, as myself. I consider your
tight to the throne of England as most indisjMitable,

and only too gladly will 1 do all I can to advance your
cause. You will aJlow, sire, that the position in whion
I am placed will prevent my doing much."

•Pardon me," said Stuart. " Ton have addressed me
by a title which, at present, is not my own : though I

hope some day it will be. Still, there is an old Scottish
superstition which says, ' It is unlucky to give anyone
» tiUe before it actually belongs to bira.'

"

" I am sorry, my prince," replied King, " that I hayg
been led into an indiaoretion. Let me hope that jou TSfll

receive my promise of allegiance to yon."
" I do ! I do ! And yet to-night"
He paused abruptly.
Neither King nor Turpin liked to speak, al '.: a siieaoe

ensued, which they could see much embarvtiesM the
young prince.

He got out of his diflBcnlty by finishing the sentence
he had checked himself iu uttering.

" To-night," he said, " secretly and in disguise, I made
a visit to the metropolis. 1 was induced thereto by those
who had professed by oaths and protestations that they
were devoted solely to my cause. Base hearts ! It was
a deeply-laid scheme for my capture and destruction,

but by great good fortune I succeeded in eluding them,
and have so far escaped in safety."

" I trust, my prince," said King, gravely, " that yon
will never do me the injustice to think of me in the same
breath with them. You must see that it is no interest of

mine, that I have no motive for siding with yon save
the true one, and that is, I consider, if monarchy must
be a national institution, you, as the descendant of the
Stuarts, possess a far better right to the throne than
any German family."

" That's just exactly it," said Turpin, speaking for the
first time, for hitherto he felt that respect for young
Charles Stuart prevented the interruption of the con-
versation ho was holding with Tom King. " Excuse me,
my prince, but King, my comrade here, expressed so well

my own convictions, that 1 could not forbear saying so."
" There is nothing to excuse," said the Pretender,

gently. " Heaven knows every friend now is a friend

indeed, and you must accept such thanks as I can offer.

Believe me, I am most grateful to you both."

This was said with so much sweetness of tone, and
such charming grace, that it was impossible for anyone
not to be charmed with it.

" We will endeavour to merit your thanks," said Tnrpin,
" and hope that the day is not far distant when we shall

have the satisfaction of hailing you King of England !"

The eyes of the Young Pretender brightened.
" When I am," ho ««id, "I will take care you quit a

mode of life which is not worthy of you
;
you shall both

have a position in my establishment."
" We are well enough content with our lot," said

Dick, " and having once commenced warring with so-

ciety, as we have, the struggle must be continued until

one of us is vanquished !"

" You reject my offer. But I forget. I am not yet in

a position to make it to you ! I have been betrayed into

'

a weakness. Farewel. !"

As he spoke, Charles Stuart again took the reina in

his hand, and rode forward.

The two highwaymen drew aside to enable him k
pass.

"I am going now to Scotland," he said, "where I

hope soon to raise my standard. Will yon join me when
IdoP"

" With all the pleasure in life. We would accompany
you now to preserve you from danger, but business of

the most urgent nature, and which will admit of no
delay, calls us to London."

" Farewell, then," said Charlea Stuart. " We part

with the understanding that, aa soon as you hear 1 am
raising an army, you will place yourselvea under my
bann^P"

" That is it," Kiid Tom ;
** and rest assured we will

render you all the aecvioe in oar power."
" Since, then, you will not accept the purse, and which

now I am sorry I ever offered you, permit me to place

upon each of your right hands a ring, which will enable

me to recognise you upon a future occa*ion."
" Willingly, my prince."

The highwaymen held ont their banAs, and tm»,.€>aDg

Pretender placed upon each a ring of considerable value,
" I shall recognise you now," he said, " and, for the

tkuDd time, let me say farewell ! Day-dawn is now close

at hand, and I must hasten my journey, or I may even

yet be overtaken by my foes. Farewell
!"

" Farewell, my prince, and may the time soon come
when we can hail you King of England !"

Charles Stuart lifted his hat, a id striking his spun)

into his horse's sides, galloped swiftly along the ro&d.
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CHAPTER XXXI.

THE FIOHT rU THK SIABLB BETWEHM THH OFFICERS
AHD TfltK H1GHWATM8K.

Th« two friends for soma moments pursued in nlenoe

their interrupted journey.

The adventure tfaey had msX had was provooAtiTe of

thought.
, ,j

But Diok, as we know, was a person whooould never

go far in anyone's company without indulging ii> oon-

Tersation.
" How silent you are, Tom ! Has this young enthusiaat

made so deep an imprassiou on yonr mind P"
" He has, I must oonfeas. I was thinking what a sin-

gular thing it WIS that wa should hare mat eaoii other

as we did."
" A strauife ohanoe. I like him maoh, for wo nave had

proof to-night that, if he is gentle in his
_

manners, he

oan be, when he wishes, as brave as a lion."

" Yes ; I do not think that I ever had so muoh diffi-

culty to defend myself from anyone before. You know I

pride myself very muoh upon my skill with the sword."

"He was almost a mitoh for yoa. But oome, Tom,
my friend, qoioken your speed. Hj.Teyou forgotten our

errand ?"
" For the moment I had. Tbere is no time to lose,

for look, already in the east is a faint line of light."

" There is. I oan sea it plainly, ao daybreak must be

close at hand ; but, let the peril be what it will, I am
determined not to pass another day separated from my
bonny mare." ...

" One thing, we are not far from our deatmatiou. A.

quarter of an hour, I fanoy, will be enough to oarry us

there."
" If wa make good speed, it will. But is it not singu-

lar we should have both met, and joined the Pretender's

side?"
"Tea. I am rather surprised at you, Diok, for I

always thought you were a staunoh opposer of sove-

reignty and suoh like."
. , , .

" So I am, Tom, so I am. I only sided with him

because it always oomes natural for me to side with the

weak against the strong."
" Oh ! that was it, was it ?"

" It was ; but still, as you yourself said, so far aa title

to the throne goes, I do oonsider he has a muoh better

right to it than any German by any possibility oaix

have."
" You are right there. That's just what I think ; and

if I oan do anything towards making him king, I shall

do it."

"And I will help yon," said Turpin, "for the short

time I was with him sufficed for him to win my heart."
" I am rather puzzled, though, at his behaviour. One

would hardly have thought he would have made friends

with us aa he did. You may depend he has met with

some great grief to-night that has chastened and sub-

dued his heart."
" Without a doubt. Did he not say as muoh to yoii m

the course of the conversation he had with you ?"

" He did. He said those who had professed themselves

sworn friends to his cause and party had lured him into

a snare for hia destruotion. Bat uoiae, h«:e we are in

Loudon at last."
" I think. Torn it will only be jM^dent to slacken

iipeed a little as wa go through the streets, or we shall

create suspicion."
"*Toa are right And now, have yon matured your

plan,?"
" No : that I have not. Too many things have ocourred.

Stop, and let me have five minutes' thought, and do you
try if yoa can arrange soma plan of operations."
Both relapsed into silence.

They were now threading their way through the
densely-populated district lying north of Holborn. Al-
though it was so early in .the morning, many people
were walking through the streets.

At length, withont uti<?ring another word, the two
highwaymen drew up close by Montague House, which
has been transforoMd into that haud9om« boilding, the
British Museum.
•WeU, Tom, what is it?"
** X was ioat ooasidariog whioh would b« best : to leave

the cattle somewhere aboat krve, or ride up to tiM
Three Tuns.'

"

" The latter, I think, and 11 tell yon why. If I had
not separated from Bess, I should not have had to niB
through the streets for my life as I did."

" That's true. Thau yott say ride forward ?"
" Yes."
The horses were once more put in motion, and when

they again halted it was opposite the mouth of the alley

in €even Dials leading to the stable iu which Black Bess
had been placed.

A poor shivering, ragged urchin was shuflBing along the
street, and Dick beokoued him to come towards him.

" Do you think you oonld take care of these two
horses for a few minutes if I gave you a shilling for

doing so ?"

" A shilling. Oh ! could I not rather. Why, holding
'oBses is how I gets my livinp. I only wishes I could
get a shilling off everybody !"

" Well, you shall off me if you mind t)ie horses well,

and so yoa will off my friend hero, I know,"
" Two shillings !" smd the boy, as he made a dart at

the bridles. " Oh ! won't I have a breakfast, uMthet I"

The two friends alighted from their horses.
" Walk them gently up and down," said Dick to the

boy ;
" but don't lead them far away. When we oome

back, we shall want them in a hurry very likely."
" All right, your honour," said the boy, touching his

cap.
" Now, Dick," said Tom King, " as yon know the ins

and outs of this place, and I don't, perhaps yon will take
the lead."

" I will. Follow me. I have made up my mind to a

bold course of action."
" That's right. I like a bold plan beet ; it always hab

a better chance of succeeding !

"

" Well, my plan is very simple. I assume, in the first

place, that Bess is in this stable, and that the officers are

there waiting for anyone who may ccme to fetch her."
"Well?"
" I intend, with your oo-operatiim, to make a bold rush

into the stable, overcome all reaistaneo, lead out Black
Bess, mount her, and be off, laughing at all pursuit."

" "The plan is, I must say, bold enough in all con-

science. Still, I like it, and there is every chanoeof its

being successful."
" I am glad yon think so. Now, halt a minute ! Just

round the corner to the right is the stable."

"Oh!"
" Now, quietly ! Hark !"

" What's that ?"

" A footstep. Cannot you hear it."
" Yes, now quite plainly. Who can it be, I wonder ?"
" I have no idea. Draw back a little, and we will see.

If it is an officer we must pounce upon him, and make
him a prisoner at once."
The two friends got as close to the wall of the alley

as they oonld, and waited.

The footstep approached.
It was a lounging, careless one, as though the walker

was iu no particular hurry, but merely idling about to

pass away the time.

In another moment, now, a strange compound between
a man and a boy came round the corner from tlM direc-

tion of the stable.
" Oh ! it's aU right," said Diok. " It's only Alf I"

"Alf? Who's Alf P"
" Why, the man who looks after the horses. How

fortunate we have met him."
'Why?"
'We can get all the informat^.d we require that n

necessary to make our plan perfect."
" Is he faithful ?"

" Aa a dog. I would trust him to any extent."
" I'hen, if that is the case, it is indeed fortunate we

have met him."
" Hi ! Alf ! Here !" said Dick, in a suppressed voioe,

and putting half-a-crown into hie eye as our fope now-
a-days fiz their eye-glaases. " Hi I Alf ! Come this

way."
'ihe ostler looked up aa he heard these words, and iu^

face Ughtad up with i^eaanre when he saw '' -rpii.

^ fie threw off bis lomgi&g, shafiing gait, a. . advanced
quickly towards hisa.
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[TURPIN and kino attack the OFFICKE8 IN THK STABLE,]

" Good momingr, Alf," said Tarpin, dropping tha
half-orown into his hand. " I weuit a little imforma-
tion from you this raorniu»."

" All right, your honour. I oan gaesa what it is."
" Oh, you can ?"

"Yes. It's about your mare that you left here the
night before last."

" It is. Quick! tell me. la she safe and unharmed
in the stable where I left her ?"

" She be as right as a trivet ; but "

" Thank fate, so far. But what ?"
" Well, I'm glad 1 found you, for, do you know, I have

been thinkin? about you all iiii^ht, and just as 1 was
deepest in thought about you, I heard you call me."
" Yes, that's rif?ht enough. But what were you gfoing

to say ?"

" Why, Bess is in the stable safe enough. There's
old Wri«s;le8 and four oeSoers with him taking oare
that no one fetofies her away."

•• Tost at I told you, Tom,"

Ho. 8.

" Eh ?" said Alf.
" Oh ! nothing. I merely remarked to my friend here,

that things had fallen out just as I supposed they
would. By-the-bye, how and when did Mr Wriggles
and his men arrive ?"

" Ha ! ha ! ha ! ha ! ha I" laughed the ostler heartily,

and yet in so subdued a way that at a few yards' dis-

tance it would have been unheard. "Ha! ha! ha I

The werry best joke as ever I heard on. Oh ! SquirOj

you is a mm 'un, yon is."
" How did they come ?"

" You know how they oome. Ha ! ha !"

" I know how I started them."
" They come here on horseback, tied back to

bank."
" Oh ! they did ?"

" Yes, and when I seed them they looked so ontragiona
comical that I laid down and rolled in the yard, and
fairly cried."

" With laughter ?"

Peic* 0»a Halfpennt.



" Yes. Oh ! yoa ahoold have jtist seen what a rage

Mr. Wriggles was in. Hia face was black
"

"Good heavens I"

"As a nigger's."
" Was there a oountryniaii with them?'

"A market waggoner?"
"Yes,"
" There was."
" And what about hlna P"
" Oh ! poor fellow, he was in a dreadful way, 1 really

felt quiie sorry for him."
" Why ?"

" Oh ! he said you had ruined him. He should lose

hia plaoe, his vegetables would spoil, and he should get

iooked up for the damage done. If you had not got off,

he said, it would not have mattered, beeaase he would
have had the reward."
" Beally , I am quite sorry I didnot give in at once,

for his sake."
" I dessay you is."

" Is he in the stable with Wriggles t"
" Bless you, no sir ! Old Wriggles is a hartful card.

If he was in a towering passion, he did not lose his wits.

The waggoner knew nothing about Black B ess being in

the stable here, thoug i Mr. Wriggles did, so he went
off to look after his waggon and team.'

'

" I should think ho will stick to it infut ure. It will

be a les son to him. Fool that he was, he might have
had a handsome sum for giving me a ride to London. I

should not have begrudged it him."
" 1 knows as how you wouldn't, sqnive. Ton never

begrudges nothink."
" Well, then, this waggoner has gone?"
" Oh ! yes. Like the boy's eye."
"And you have not seen him since ?"
" No, squire. We haven't seen nothink ofehim."
" That's all right, then. He would hav been an

awkward customer at close quarters. And tnow, Alf,

we may as well know all about it. Wha did Mr.
Wriggles do after the waggoner had gone?"

" Swore above six, and then drank four glassea of
brandy!"
" What then ?"

" Why, he said as how the stable would prove a first-

rate trap, and that he should nab you as sure as eggs
ain't bacon, for you would be certain to come after
Black Bess !"

" Just how I told you he would reasoo," aaid Dick,
turning to Tom King.
"Exactly. Go on, Alf !"

" Well, all five of them Wec'c into the stable along
with the mare, and there thej have been ever since."

" How do they employ their time?"
"Oh ! they're all right. What with eating, drinking,

and telling tales, the time passes pleasantly enough."
" And now, one thing more. Did anyone oome here

after Black Bess ?"

"Yes, a fat man !"

" How did he get on f"
" Why, they nabbed him."
" Have they got him in the stable now?"
" Yes, tied hand and foot

!"

"Poor Tom!"
" I was not about when he came, or else I should have

given him the ofiBoe ; but he walked into the stable half
soaked, and so nabbed he was !"

" How very odd, Tom. It tarns otrt precisely as I
said it would."
" It does

!"

"Now, Alf, look here!"
" I is looking."
" This gentleman and myself are going to fetch the

mare out of the stable, and give the officers a thrashing."
•' That's the ticket ! And you want me to help," said

Alf, turning up his sleeves, and squaring with his fists.
" No, not exactly. That would only get you into

trouble. I have got a boy ontMde with two other horses.
Now, you would render me a service, and a great one, if

vou would keep an eye upon him, for it may, perhaps,
be important that they should be oloae at band."
" I'll see to it. souire ; so that's one troubU less on

yonr mind."
** I am glad to bear yen say so, for yon are fk faithfal

fellow, and will, I know, keep yonr word."

" Yon a» right there, aquire; bat ahooldn't I like to

help you slip into the officers. Oh ! stockings !"

Dick and Tom could not help laughing at Alf as he
jumped about the alley, as though engaged with some
formidable antagonist.

^ Mind the horses Alf, my boy, ana >ou shall have a
guinea for your trouble,"

" iiight ! Stand here a minute, and I'll just have a
peep."
Alf ran to the mouth of the alley, and then returned.
" Eight he is ! That boy'll mind 'em all right. I

knows him. Now, squire, look here, I can pat yoa up
to a dodge!"

CHAPTER XXXII.

TURPIN AGAIN MOUNTS HIS BONNT MABB.—HUBBAH
FOR A LIFE ON THE EOAD !

" Well, Alf," asked Dick, as the ostler approached him
with a mysterious yet triumphant air, " what ia it?"

" A scheme !"

" To get the mare out ?"

" Yes."
" And Tom Davia ?"

"Who?"
" The fat man they made prisoner."
" Oh ! ah ! yes ! Him as well."
" That's the style, Alf. Let us hear what it iss"

" No, never mind telling you. Just follow me, and I'll

show you what it is."

Alf made his way along the alley, and round the cor-

ner leading to the stables.

He was closely followed by the two highwaymen.
" Hush !" he said, and he held np hia finger for

silence.

They trod on tip-toe.

The sound of a voice singing a song in stentonan
tones came upon their ears.

"They're making themselves jolly, ain't they?"
whispered Alf.
" It seems like it."
" Now, squire, look here. Do you see that ronnd hole

there?"
" In the wall, over the atable ?"

" Yes."
" I can just see it ; but it's bo dark."
" All the better. Well that round hole looks out of

the hay-loft over Bess's stables."
" I know it does,"
" Werry good ! Now, do yon see this ladder ?"

" I understand," said Dick. " You want me to put
the ladder up to the hole, and make my way into the
stable that road ?"

" Egzactly, squire. When you gets up in the hay-
loft, creep along carefully to the left, and then you'll

come to the stairs leading to the stable. Down' em you
go like a shot. The officers is taken by surprise, and in

oonsekence licked— you mount Black Bess, and off you
go like a bird !"

" It ain't half a bad scheme, Alf, and I shall put it

into execution."

Alf looked pleased.
" As, however," continued Dick, " absolute silence ia

indispen sable, and yon are used to moving ladders and
I ain't, I will just get you to put that one up to the hole
in the loft, and then we will manage the rest. What
do you think of the scheme, Tom ?"

" Why. I think it is a very good one. They won't
dream of our making an entrance through the loft, and
so the whole of their attention will be given to the door.

What a voice that fellow has, to be sure."

Just as he spoke, the end of a verse had been reached,

and then the whole joined in chorus, apparently with
great gusto.
Alf took this opportunity to place the ladder against

the wall, and the highwaymen mounted it, and were
standing in the hay-loft before the chorus was concluded.

According to arrangement, Alf went to the street, so

as to look after the boy with the horses.

Comparative silence prevailed after the song waa
finished, so "Turpin and King stood profoundly still. It

was no part of their plan to let the officers know they
were there before they actually stood before them.

A great qaantity of straw waa soatt»red »boat the floor
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of the loft, 80 thoy were afraid to make the leaat move-
ment lest the rustling should betray their presence.

" Now, Instone," they heard a voice say, in thick,

guttural aooents, " it's your +um now, so tip us a good
one

!"

"Tea, Mr. Wriggles," they heard a voice respond,

which they reasonably enough supposed belonged to

Instone. " I'll try tay best, sir, if you please."
" Order for Instone ! Silence, gentlemen, silence."

Mr. Instone now begap to troll forth a song, which,

however first-rate it may have appeared to his colq-

panione. does not, in our eyes, merit reproduction here.

The highwaymen waited again for the chorus, and at

last their patience was rewarded.
Quick as thought, for the dawn of the new day was

stealing into the sky, and their eyes had become accus-

tomed to the gloom, Dick and Tom made their way to

the staircase Alf the ostler had described.

It did not deserve the name of staircase, for it was
simply a rude kind of ladder, nailed against the wall.

"Now, Dick," whispered Tom, "look to your pistols!"

"All right!"
" Mine are in good order and fit for instant service.

Are you ready P"
" Yes."
" Come on then, at once."
As he spoke these words he descended the ladder with

the agility of a monkey.
He reached the ground a second or so before Turpin,

but that was all.

Tiiey did not pause a moment, but yet they had time
to see they were in a long stable divided into several
boxes, and that the officers were seated in one opposite
the front door.
Ucteriugaloud shout, which, coming so unexpectedly

is it did, struck a panic into the hearts of the officers,

Turpin and King crossed the stable.

A table had, by the order of Mr. Wriggles, been car-

ried into it, and around this tha officers were seated.
They rose in confusion.
The two highwaymen were among them in a moment.
Then commenced the most desperate struggle that

can be well conceived.
The officers had, in point of numbers, the advantage

;

but our friends, by their determination and energy, soon
made the chances equal.
" Give it them, Tom, my boy ! On to them ! Make

them remember this to tixe last day of their lives. That'

s

it! Down you go !"

The deep potations in which the officers had been in-

dulging diminished the resistance they would have made,
though the heavy, straightforward blows which King
administered appeared to have a sobering effect.

Mr. Wriggles fought, screamed, yelled, and danced
like a madman.

" Take them !" he said. " Capture them ! The one
ia Dick Turpin and the other is Tom King ! Take them
both, and then what a glorious reward will fall into our
hands ! Now, Instone, quick to the door ! Don't let

them escape !"

Inatone made a ruah to the door, which Turpin was
trying to unfasten and fling open, but a terrific blow
in the face from Dick's fist laid him prostrate on the
ground.
The next minute the door was open.
A gentle light was now diffused through the stable,

which enabled Dick ^o see the state of affairs much
better.

Tom David ne saw was bound hand and foot, but look-
ing upon the highwaymen's proceedings wi''^ consider-
able satisfaction.

While Tom was busily oombaung those .^ificers who
could stand upon their feet, Dick made his way towards
Davis, and, taking a clasp-knife from his pocket, cut
the bonds by which he was secured.
The landlord's limbs were terribly cramped Irom being

BO long in one position, and he was some minutes before
he properly regained the use of them.
"Get hold of Bess, Davis, my boy, and lead her ^.^t

into the yard," whispered Dick, " while I give these
fellows here a little more physio. I can see Tom will

be' glad of my assistance."
So saying, Turpin plonged int© the ihiokeet of ^be

fight, iaavuig Davis to execute his crdars.

The officers certainly tried very hard to conquer their
assailants, but in vain. No doubt the desperate resis-
tance they made was owing to the exasperation they felt

at being so often defeated.
But they were doomed to be defeated oncb more, for,

just as Turpin heard Davis lead his mare out into the
yard, he found there were only two officers in a state to
show fight.

Dick took one and xving the other.
They made short work of them, and they were quickly

lying by the side of their companions.
The victory was complete; and, though knives had

been drawn and pistols fired, yet none of the combatants
had received any injury save that derived from their
fists. They found them the most convenient weapons
at close quarters.
Turpin and King had, of course, made themselves pro-

ficient in every means of defence ; so, as they were both
excellent boxers and wrestlers, as well as being sober
and determined, they could scarcely fail to gain the
victory they did, although their foes were so superior to
them in numbers.

All five of the officers, Mr. Wriggles included, lay
upon the floor of the stable more or less in a state of
insensibility.

"Whew, Tom !" cried Turpin, as he wiped the per-

spiration from his face and went into the yard. " It
was warm work, but we have succeeded in our object.
Are you hurt ?"

" Bruised and battered a little, that's all ; but I am
unwounded, if that's what you mean."

" I say, though, we ought not to leave them like this.

Let's lock them in the stable."
" Good ! It shall be done."
King turned the key in the lock.
" I suppose Davis has led Bess into the street along

with the other horses. Come on at once ; I shall feel

another man when I am once more upon her back."
" The change will soon take place," said King, as both

hurried along the yard, and round the corner of the alley;

"for look, there is Davis just under the archway !"

"And holding Black Bess by the bridle," exclaimed
Turpin. " Hurrah ! I am a man once more !"

So saying, he ran down the alley, and flinging his arm
round his mare's neck, stroked her head and face with
his hand.
The noble creature evidently recognized him again,

for she uttered a short, low neigh of satisfaction, and
returned her master's caress by rubbing her nose into
his hand, and on to the sleeve of his coat.

" Now 1 hope you're happy, Dick," said Tom Davis,
after watching the greeting between the highwayman
and his steed. " Is your heart at rest ?"

" It is, Davis. I don't care a straw now for anything
or anybody ! One! 'iwo! three!"
As he uttered the word " three," Turpin placed his

hands on the back of Black Bess, and vaulted lightly
into the saddle.
The magnificent animal, so soon as she felt her rider

on her back, pranced and reared in the narrow street.

She bad been so long cooped up that she longed for a
gallop into the country.

" Gently, mare, gently !" said Dick. " I will give you
the rein presently, and then off you shall go as fast and
as far as you like ! I shall be better able to appreciate
your value now, Bess !"

In the meantime King had taken his seat on the baok
of his own steed.

" Here, Davis," cried Turpin, " I should advise you to
get back to Hornsoy as soon as you can. You can take
the horse that brought me hither. It ia one belouf^ing
to Mr. Wriggles's troop, so mount it, and be off !"

"I will, lad, for I can't walk baok again. Woa ! easy
now !"

" With a great deal of exertion. Mi' JJavis inanaged
to get into the saddle.

" I think it will be best for us to separate, Davis ; so

take my thanks with you for the service you have dona
me."

" Oh, don't menti<Mi it. I have done nothing."
" Remember me to Ellen and your missus. Good*

bye!"
" Good-bye."
Mr, Davis trotted oS down St, Auurew'3-str««t,
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" Now, Alf , look alive, my boy, (or I want to be going.

Here's a guinea for yonr trouble and asBistsnoe."
" Thanks, your honour." said Alf, touching the peak

of his cap.
" And give this half-crown to the boy for minding

the horses."
" 1 will. Here, David, here's half-a-crown for you !

The boy, who had probably never before had so large

a sum in his possession at one time, looked at the coin

with quite an incredulous air.

" lis a good one," said Dick, " try it."

The boy put it between his teeth,and then, apparently

Batisfied that it was not oouuterteit, vanished rouna the

corner of the street.

Turpiu and Km^ laughed heartily.

" Off .vitti you, nquire, at oiico," cried Alf, who was

Btan.iiuu' j ist lu the alKn ; "off with you. I'm bleat if

old vVrlJ;!<lo^4 iiasn't broke dovsru tue door of tho stable.

Here lie oorues."

With a perfect rush, Mr. Wri?tjl«8, followed by one of

his men, shot out of the all«y into the roadway.

Hrt ha i recovered to 8om« extent from the effects of

the iiijuiios he hud sustained m the encouuter, but his

face was considerably damaged.
Two or three streaks of very dark-coloured blood

crossed his empurpled visaije, which detracted greatly

from his personal appearance,

"Help 1 help 1" he cried, in gasping, gurgling tones.
" Dick Turpiu and Tom King, the highwaymen ! Two
thousand pounds reward !

'

The two friends ea.^ily got out of his way, but halted

a few yards off.

" Two thousand pounds !" said Mr. Wriifglea, " two
thousand pounds. Perkins, you fool, why don't you

run and catch hold of their bridles ?"

Mr. Perkins shooli his head ruefully, and with the

air of a man who has had quito enough of hard knocks

and to spare.
" We had better bo off, Dick," said Tom King, " or

we shall have all the neigiibourhood about our ears."

"It will be quite as prudent."

He gathered the reins in his hand, but before he

started he turned round and said, in a loud voice
" Good-bye, Wriggles, my friend. Good-bye ! You

may as well give up, for you will never nab me. Take

a lesson from experience, and don't be a fool any more.

Good-bye !"
, , . /.

Seeing how his prey was slipping through his fingers

restored to Mr. Wriirsjles the power of h s voice.

" Seize him ! Seize him ! A highwayman ! Two
thousand pounds reward !"

" My eye !" sai<i Alf, the ostler, as ho saw the high-

wayman gallop off towards Charing Cross. "Aiu't

you c >ming it strong?"
Muttering a volley of oi^tha of the most frightful de-

Boriptiou, and tearing the nair from hia head by hand-

fnls, Mr. Wriggles made his way back to the stable of

the " Three Tuus."

CHAPTE'l XXXIII

THE TWO HIGHWAYMEN MEET WITH AN ADVENTURE

ON THEIB WAY 1 THE NEW POllKST.

It was broad davliu'ht, and the suh'h ravs were tinting

the eastern aky when the two highwaymen trotted down
Cranbourue-street into Pic«adilly.

They <ieoiued it advisable, as there were no signs of

pursuit, not to so at a greater speed.

The chances were, if they did, tliat they would imme-

diately attr lot attention, and this was a thing they

nev T wished to do.
" Well, now. Dick, we have takon the right road.

Hnve you determined upon setting out on our country

fXCursion at otusm ?"

'•
i tliink it wid he quite as well, eh ! Tom ?"

" Most assuredly.'
" Oh ! I kn<> w y )ii are von-y anxious about it. I expect

you have some partioular motive, as you a<"b so o iger."

"
i have not, in leed, except tliat 1 am quite tired of

London, and feel as though I should like an entire change

—go somewhere, in fact, where 1 had never been before."
" It will be pi lasaut enough, no doubt. And, another

thing, I have had quite enough of Mr. Wriggles to last

me for Bem« time > and as, in his vexation, he will doabt-

leas do something desperate, I think, for peaoe and
safety sake, we ought to go."

" So do I, too. You may depend it will be first-rate,

and perhaps I shall get a ohanoe of hearing your his-

tory ?"
" Oh ! yes. I promised to relate my early career. I

will, too. It's rather a sad story, so 1 tell you bofora-

hand."
" So is mine."
" D^ar me, Tom, was that yon ?"
" What mo?"
" Tliat spoke in that dreadful tone."
" It was. I was unconscious of the ohange in my

voice, but I suppose it was caused by the thoughts that
were passing turough my mind at the moment."
" They were not very pleasant ones, then, I should

think."
" You are right there ; they were not, indeed. How-

ever, it i^ quite certain we cannot tell our stories on
horseback."

" Not exictly. I shall be glad when we get free of
the-houses, and then we will iiave a trallip."
" Wuicli will put an end to all conversation."
" It certainly will. Tom, my friend, i feel lighter-

hearted than I have done for many and many a day. I

have got my priceless Bess back again, and you may
rest assured it will be a long time before I part with
her. I am lontring for the moment to come when I can
let the reins fall upon her neck, and allow her to go at

what speed she pleases."
" Is it not a lovely morning ?" said King, as the snn

rose above the houses, and cast his warm beams upon
the roadway. Think how bright and green the fields

an 1 hedgerows will look."
" They will. To me there is something very beautiful

about the appearance of the country at early morn, when
there has been some rain the ni.'ht before."

" Well, we are close to Kiiiifhtsbri'ige now. What
do you say to sweeping along a little ?"

" With all my heart. Off and away !"

The speed the two highwaymen made during the next

few minutes was something prodigious, and they got

over the ground at a great rate.

But King's horse, although a most magnificent animal,

could not keep pace with Black Bess, who, taking

immensely long leaps, sped along with astonishing

swiftness.
" Pull iu a bit, Dick—pull in !" Tom said. " I can't

possibly keep pace with you, and- in a minute or two
more I shall be half a mile behind,"

Upon hearing these words from his friend, Dick reined

Bess in, and adowed King to come up with him.
'• It's no good your going at that rate," cried Tom.

" I should never have believed, though famous for speed

as your mare is, that she could have outstripped my
horse in such a snort distance as this."
" I am convinced, Tom, that there is not a steed in

Enirland that coul i match her either in a long or a short

gallop. You have not yet seen what speed she can

really go at.'

'

"
1 can form a tolerable idea. But, come, what

course do you propose to take ?"

" Well, to tell you the trnth, I don't know. Tou
mentioned a rather wide district, and I am making my
way towards it."

" Just 80 ! Suppose, now, we were to take the South-

ampton road !"

"
I have no obj-intion to make. I should fancy it

would be a very profitable jdaiie."

" And so should I. Nothing would delieht me mor«

than to ease some fire-eating old admiral of liis cash."

"Then we are almost sure to meet witii cie. You
have decided upon S'>uthainpton ?"

" Y'^s. I don t know aiiv town that would suit BO

well. What is v,ho state of tlie ex-h.-qaer ?"

"Oh ! toler<<ble. There's all tiie booty, except a feW
guineas, that we took out of the western eoaoh."

" We are not in immediate want, then ?'

" By no means ; but still wo ought not to 1st anytning

go by ua in the shape of business."
" Oh 1 no. I am getting very hollow thoogh, so I

propose we stop at some house of entertainment here-

abonts. Do yon know of any P"

Turpin reflected for a minute.
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* About five milea further on there is a house I have
o»n«d at once or twice ?"

" What is the sifrn ?"

•' The ' Samson and Lioe.'

"

" Do you know the landlord P"
" Slightly. He is a very superior kind of person to

country innkeepers penerally, and has eTidently at some
previous time occupied a very different position to what
he does now. I have never trusted him with my name.
He knows me only as a chance traveller."

" So much the better. There is the greater ohanoe of

our being unmolested."
" There is. Shall yon «..ke a stay there?"
" I think not ! Why should we ?"

" Oh ! I see no reason why, only I did not know what
your intentions were."

" Why, to push along as fast as possible. We have
not seen any signs of pursuit, and really il is anch an
unusual thin;; for us to travel by daylight, that I quite

enjoy the luxury."
•' So do I, and we will indnlee in it for some time to

oome. How long do yon think it will take us to reach

our destination ?"

" It all depends how much we are delayed. I should
think some time to-morrow."

" That will suit ; and there, just look, a little in ad.

VBQoe on the right>hand aide ef the road there is the
'Samson and Lion.'"

"That large thatched baildiag so Burronnded by
trees ?"

"Yes."
" What a beantifnl place ! Do yon know, Dick, I

oould make myself very oomfoitable as landlord of a
place like that. Could you ?"

" Well, I can't say I could, for it would be too inactive

a life to suit me."
" It would have that against it. I suppose you will

be better pleased when we place ourselves under the

pretender's standard."
"Are yon really in earnest about tha* ?"
" 1 was never m<ire so in my life. Have I not pro-

mised? and 1 never break my word."
" Then, if you go, I am quite willing to accompany

you."
" It will be a stirring life for a time, and a good thing

for us if he ascends the throne."
" No doubt of that, but the chances of his doing so

are^ I am afraid, rather slight."
" We must do oar best, ' said King, as they both

alighted from their horses, and gave the reina into the
hands of a man who was lounging about, and, from his

general appearance, connected with the stables.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

dick's DE8CBIPTIOK OF THE CHARACTEB OF THE
LANDLORD OF THE "SAMSON AND LION" TURNS
OUT TO BK VERT EBBONKOUS.

"Now, ostler," said Dick, " we are going to stay here a
little time, and want these cattle taken care of the w hile."

The ostler turned the piece of straw he held between
his lips over and over several times, during which ope-
ration he closely scrutinized our two friends and their

Bteeds.
"Look sh^rp !" said Tom, impatiently. "^ '77e don't

want to wait an hour."
" Who wants you '(" said the ostler, gruffly. " I never

axed you to wait ! There's the front door, and if

Jou want anything you'll find Mr. Waghorn in the
ar."
" You'd best not be impudent, Mr. Ostler," said Tur-

pin. "I'm waiting to see these horses taken into the
table and properly ft^d."

" Oh ! you is, ia you ? Don't you wish you may get
it ! We never allows no strangers in our stables."
Turpin was about to make some ang''^ rejoinder,

when King stayed him.
" My friend, vou don't seem ^^^er civil, buc just ii»ten

tome!" W
The ostler turbed the stxmw io bis mouth, but said

nothing.
"^Yon'll find it tojowfidvaata^, I fancy," aaifl Kine-.

" W« axe a eoa»I« of ««otlemen nho think Terr highlit

of our cattle, and, therefore, make it a practice of reeing

they are properly attended to, which is never anythmg
out of the ostler's way."
King drew a crown-piece from his pocket as he spoke,

and placed it in the ostler's hand.
The tonoh of the silver upon his palm produced a

magical effect upon his behaviour, for he said, with great

deference

—

" I see, now, you is gentlemen, though at first sight

you don't look it, either of you !"

Turpin and King both regarded each other, and then
noticed the disordered state of their apparel, after which
they ceased to wonder at the ostler's suspicions.

''The fact is, my fiiend," said Kirp, " we got into a
little bit of a scrape, last night. That's a thing, you
know, which often happens to gentlemen."
The surly ostler deigned to smile.

"Follow me, geiitletrieii," he said. "You shall see

your horses fed, and I'll warrant i do it to your satis-

faction."
" You will, if you comply with our directions. We

have our own idea about feeding them, and I dare say

it differs from yours."
" All right, sir. Come along 1"

Turpin and Tom followed the ostler round a corner of

the building, and then at the further end of a large yard

they saw the stables, which appeared, for the size of the

inn itself, to be unusually l«rge and commodious.
It WHS always a practice with our two friends to as-

certain precisely where their horses oould be found, in

case anything should occur to make such a knowledge
all-important to them.
They were also very careful to learn exactly in what

manner the stable door was fastened.
" Put them here, just opposite the door,'' said King, as

they entered. " Don't take the bridles off, but j^ive them
a small quantity of cm."
The ostler, who was sagacions enough to know that

he wonld earn most by doing their bi'ding, obeyed.
" And now," paid i nrpin, taking some money out of

his fock^t, and (jiving it to the csller, "go up to th©

bar and fetch haif-a-pint of rum."
" Half-a-pint of rum ?"

" Yes. What is there extraordinary in that ?"

" Oh ! nothing—nothing," said the ostler, leaving th«

stable.

He returned in about five minutes with the measure
of spirits in his hand.
Turpin took it from him, as he said

—

" And now I want a pail about half full of clean water

;

take particular care that it is clean."

The ostler obeyed these orders with considerable

curiosity as to what Turpin was going to do.

His surprise was very great when he saw Turpin
empty half the quantity of the rum into the bucket, and
give it to Bess, who drank it eagerly.

"There's a wrinkle for yon," said Dick, to the ostler,

observing his look of astonishment. " That mare's like

a Christian, and now she has drank that will travel fifty

— nay, I would not be afraid to say a hundred miles

without pausing for breath or refreshment."
" Gammon !" said the ostler.
" It is a fact, and I would back her to do it for a hun-

dred pounds !"

" Be cautious, Dick," whispered Tom, "or you will

raise the man's suspicions."
" True," returned Dick, in the same tone, " I forgot

myself, but I am always carried away when I begin to

praise her

"

. ^^

"There's only one horse that could do such a thing,

said the ostler, "and that is Turpiu's famous mare.

Black Bess!"
" Pho ! pho ! my man ; I would back my mare against

the highwayman's any day !"
,,

" Ah ! it's very strange, but yours seems quite black !

" It is, but there is nothing extraordinary in that, I

imagine. But come, never mind, get another bucket of

water for my friend's horse, and make haste, foi I am
badly in want of my breakfast, and the business, too,

which I am upon is very urgent, and wijl admit of no

delay."
The water was brought, the remainder of VUa nuB

emptied into it, and then given to King's horse, who
1 seemed to like it auite as w#H a« Blaok Be«»
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it
^.9f^ ^ongh, now; said Turpin, aa ho set down

«iS^ ^ *^® "^y *° ''^^ hoase."
Tbi8 way, if^oa pJeawe. Yoa can see the doot tnst

opposite. '^

« Comp ak,^ with na, and you siiall hara somp^^Wnff
to drink at the bar."

1 "_J'^*?,^^'
sir—muoH obliged," repUed the ostler,

learrtffl^ the way.
Tni-pm whispered to his friend.

u^^f t^
°^* locked the door," ht safd, "bat merely

&« toWfi " *" ^^ '^*^^* '^ oooasion we oaa easily get at

. rty^^s raWi<w" T.afhnoA Tear he mMpeda who
foolish of you to say what you did."

" Very foohsh, indeed. I am now folly sensible ot my
roily. However, it cannot be helped, so we must make
die best we can of a bad bargain."
"There's nothing else left for us to do. Bu., iiish!

here we are."

They entered the inn as they spoke.
It was a curious building, only one storey high, and

seemed to have been converted into, and not built for, its

present purpose. The door, through which they passed,
'opened into a kitchen of very great extent, in wHch were
two or three people only, and they apparently belonging
to the house.
The landlord, who was a very gentlemanly-looking

nan, came forward as soon as he perceived his guests,
and bade them welcome.

" We shall not stay long!" said Tom King, "beoauao
our business is important and wiU admit of no delay."
" Still," said the landlord, with a smile, " you cannot

travel without taking something substantial now and
then in the shape of refreshment."

" That's true enough," said Turpin. " So bring us
something that will suit us for breakfast. What have
you got cooked in the house, for I can't stay while you
prepare anything ?

"

' I have a nice round of beef, cold, that waa boiled
yesterday, if that will suit?"
" The very thing. Bring it at once, with a good hagon

of vour October ale to wash it down."
Very good, gentlemen," said the landlord.

" A.hera\ Dick !

"

"What is it, Tom?"
" Didn't you tell me you knew the landlord here
" Well, only as seeing him occasionally. It is some

"

time since I was here last, and he appears to have for-

gotten me."
" What do you thuik of him ? I mean, what is your

opinion of his character ?"
" Oh ! I hardly know. I have not noticed much, ex-

cept that he seems a superior man to what people of his

class generally are."
" Ah ! yes. Have you looked no further ?

"

" No. What in the world are you driving at ? Why
don't you speak out ? Do you see anything to cause

suspicion P
"

" WeU, yes."
" What ia it. my friend ? Tell me at once. Do not

longer ^ suspense !

"

^'il'^h*' «oji » ^^^ closer to me, and do not ^i^eak

so loud, i am a bit ^ * physiogn «miet. aaid I invariably

make a study «t t?ie couuieu^,.- o* evesy one 1 coiii* >«

eontaet with. r<ow, I have atndied the Janfflord'a eonti-

1

As he spoke, Mr. Waghorn entered, carrying » tray,
(Ml which waa plooed a large pieoa of oold beaf and s
tankard of ale.

" I am afraid," he said, as hirvut the oomestibies o&
the table—" I am afraid, gentlemen, you will oonsidwr I
have been a long time ^one ; but as I can see you ar«
gentlemen, and expressed a wish to have some of my
old October, I took tho trouble to go down ii' the cellar

and tap a fresh barrel on purpose for you.
'

" We are obliged by your attention," said xnrpig,
fixing his keen eyes upon the iaiidiord'a tee*. " Hen't
a health to all

"

'«
tt'*"

'"''''
^''""Bome of the afe.Upon my ^^j.^^ ^;^^^y^ . »

j^^ ^^^ « Capital 1

And y^," he added, wetting his lips with his tongue, "it
has left a strange taste behind it.

King started.

"A strange taste!" repeated the landlord, •'impos-
sible. You must have had something in your mouth.
Why, that is the very best ale in my cellar. You taste it,

sir."

These last words were addressed by Mr. Waghorn to
Tom King, who raised the drink in his hands, and swal-
lowed a small quantity.
" What do you think of it, sir ?

"

" It certainly has a peculiar smatch with it which I
cannot say I like. You had better bring us some more."
Mr. Waghorn, with a look of deep vexation on his face,

which might arise from two causes, left the room.
" Dick, my friend," said Tom, as soon as the landlord

was out of earshot, " I was right. He is a rascal, and we
have fallen into the lion's den. That ale was drugged. I
recognised the peculiar flavour instantly."

" Drugged !
" said Turpin, springing to his feet.

" Sit down, Dick, we will see it all right. I have not
the smallest doubt left on my mind but that Lo suspects

who we are. Either he has come to the conclusion him-
self, or the ostler has communicated it to him. If the
latter, you have only yourself to blame, and perhaps it

will be a lesson not to talk so incautiously as you did to

the ostler in the stable about your mare Black Bess. The
landlord here, knowing we should be likely to make a
desperate resistance, conceived the plan of drugging the

ale, which would render us helpless. In the meantime,
he has sent c ff for some assistance."

This was spoken in a suppressed, emphatic whisper.
** If this is so," said Turpin, " he shall rue the day.

J"
" Sit down, my friend, and be silent. Let us assure

ourselves that we are right before we proceed to action.

Don't look so excited, for, hark ! here comes Mr. Wag-
horn."

Dick assumed as great an appearance of calmness as

he could, and then said

—

" But this second lot of ale, Tom ?"

" I shall drink it without scruple. He knows now we
are on the watch, and should notice any little peculiarity

in the flavour. You may rely upon it there will be no
danger in drinking this. I will taste it first.'

" Do so ! do so !

"

Mr. Waghorn reached the table at which our friend*

were sitting-, and jolacing down another tankard ei sia,

"There, gentlenjfea, i »« tried ttat cayBeff, a-aa
eontaet with, rtow, I have atndied the YamUava's eann- - mere, g«u««u.«»,j. "TV." j

--"
^ for the life ol

tenanoe here, aud though at the first glance it seems think you ^'» fi^-^^^^ *" 7^*1J.^^Uh he other. I
open and candid.enough, yet a little oloaer, observation ^^^^^--j.^^^ °-J^-
showed me that he was not all he professed to be-'

"*V6ry likely,* said Dick. " Few are !''

"You miaunderatand me. That man, DicK, m-irk my
words, ia a rascal, and we hate everything to fear from

him in case he should suspect who we are ! Beneath

the superficial aspect of his eountenance is writ,ten

eainly treachery and deceit ! Do yoo notice what a

ag while it has taken him to execute our order ?'

" You are etrangely suspioioua, Ton^
, , ..

" It ia because I soeoit dagger in the ^..jc in which it

is moat to be feared—treachery^" '

" We can but be on our guard, then, ana preparwS for

anything that may happen. He is certainly a long time

gone, but still that may, perhaps, arise from some very

«at«™a,oa««a. T will look cloeer at him when
!»«

| -—^—^7^-^ „-„-y friend

^

«^^oanuo««.tuo«."aaidTom.«forb«^heoome«.M -Pra/makeyour^Uee^mfortable.iratlemon. I

""
" Oh Tthia ia better," said Toiu, as ne ^^anded the ale

to hia friend. " Try it." - , . . » t. ^c ^.„«,.
Turpin had a wholesome dread of the effect of drags,

so having had so narrow an eaoape, he this time aoarcely

swallowed a mouthful. lu - t «o„'t
" Yes ; that's an improvement on the other. 1 can «

get the taste of it out of my mouth. Come, Tom, make

haste with wb«»* you are eating. It la quite time w«

^^"
You' are making a short stay ac tuei.' Samaon an^

Lion.' Are you going far, gentlemen P'

" Yes, landlord, we are on rather a long Journey, ana

have no time to spare. For myself, 1 have done, and
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io hopes we should have had you here aa guesic. " little

longer." ''

Mr. Waghora "0*0 left the room and closed the door

after him. Then the two highwaymen noticed something

that had before escaped their observation, namely, that

those persons who were in the apartment when they

entered had now one and all left it. It was in itself a

simple enough circumstance, but after what had oc-

curred, Turpin was disposed to eye it with suspicion.
" I have started you off," said King, " and you are

just as suspicions now as yon were blindly confiding a

little while ago. I suppose you would say, * Let us go at

once ?'

"

" Certainly
!'

" Then I don't. Too may depend we can't much
increase the danger by remaining a little longer, so make
a good meal in peace, as I intend to do. We have, per-

haps, been alarming ourselves with a shadow."
" Not so, my friend—not so ; I feel quite convinced of

that. I can feel something at my heart which tells me I

am in greater peril than ever I have been in before."
" Fancy, Dick, fancy ! though generally speaking I am

not disposed to disregard those inward monitors. I

believe that our more subtle nature is able to apprehend
danger before the grosser part, but with you it arises

from having drank some liquid which you believe to have
been drugged."
Turpin rose to his feet, and walked impatiently about

the room.
'• You take it very coolly, Tom," said Dick. " Take

my advice, and let us leave this place at once. It is im-
possible to tell what extra peril we incur each moment
we remain ! Look, Tom, there is that surly-looking
ostler, with a most villanous expression on his face,

just prowling across the yard. Tom, I tell you, I will

stay here no longer
!"

Turpin was in a greater state of alarm and agitation
than ever his companion had seen him in.

" Why, Dick, positively I don't know you. You who,
in the hour of danger, are generally so calm and self-

possessed, to show so much—terror shall I call it—as
this ? Eeally, I cannot understand it

!"

Dick was annoyed.
" I do not feel inclined to risk my liberty by staying

here any longer. The danger, Tom, is, I am confident,
much greater than you imagine, so let me persuade yon
to leave at onco !"

"I will, Dick," replied Tom King, "leave at once.
It is not worth while for us to disagree about such a
trifle. Come on, I am ready !"

" I am glad of that," said Turpin ;
*' and now let us

get to our cattle as quickly as possible. But it strikes me
most forcibly we shall be prevented in some way !"

" You magnify the danger. I can't make you out. You
seemed quite unnerved. Surely, the small quantity of
drugged ale that you drank has not had that effect upon
you !"

" I cannot tell, Tom, I am sure ; but I do feel very
strangely. Ha ! We are caught ! Done for

!"

•' What do you mean ? What is it ?"

" Turn round, Tom," was the reply, " and look !"

King had his back to the window, and in obedience
to his companion's words, he turned round and looked
through it.

"Good heavens, Dick!" he said, "there is danger
indeed. The yard is full of officers

!"

CHAPTER XXXV.
MR. WAQHORN COMES OTTT IN BATHER STRONG

COLOURS, AND SO DOSS JACK THE OSTLSK,
This was a sight which would not fail to fill the breasts
of the two highwaymen with consternation, but before
we relate what they did upon making such a discovery,
it is necessary we should inform the reader how it was
the officers in such foroe oaEie to be in the yard of the
" Samaon and Lion."
The incautious words which Turpin had uttered in

praise of his mare Black Bess raised a suspicion in the
mmd of the ostler which every moment increased.

Jt Trill be remembered that Dick tried aa well as he
oomd to allay the man's suspicions, and had taken him
mth buu to the bar, whwe he bad told the landlord to

give him what he Uked to have to drink, and thenleavine
tliem made his way with his companion into the kitchen.
The ostler chose three-pennyworth of gin neat, and

when Mr. Waghorn came back to the bar to execute
the orders given to him by his guests, the ostler said

—

"Mr. Waghorn! Mr, Waghorn!"
"Yes, you villain."
" No hard words, now. Did yon look at the ooves in

the kitchen P"
" Confound your impudence, what's that to you ? Be

off."
•' Mr. W., don't be a fool. This will be a good day for

us."

"Oh! bother."
" It will. Those men represent a anm of somewhere

about fifteen hundred pounds !"

" Fif—fifteen"—
" Hundred pounds !" iterated the ostler.

The landlord stared aghast.
"What do you meanp" he said; "speak out, you

fool, do."
" Oh ! go and be hanged," said the ostler, who did not

seem to be over particular as to how he addressed his
master.
Mr. Waghorn shook his fist.

" Listen !" said the ostler, catching him by the arm,
and dragging him towards him, and whispering in his

" Dick Turpin !"

"The devil?"
"Tom King!"
" Why don't you say what you have to say at once,"

said Mr. Waghorn. " Do you mean to tell me that our
guests are those two notorious highwaymen — Dick
Turpin and Tom King?"

" I does, governor. There's not no sort of mistake
about it."

" And what do you say the reward is ?"
" Fifteen hundred pounds !"

" What a sum, Jack !"

" It is, that's certain. Why, it's more nor we oould
make if we worked hard for a year,"

" Silence ! Have I not told you a thousand times
never to allude to what we do ?"

" All right, guv'ner. No harm done. I didn't say
uothink, only a guilty conscience needs no accuser. I
'spose you intend to nab these highflyers ?"

" Oh ! yes, I should like ; but how are we to do it ?

They are desperate fellows, and won't give in without
a hard struggle, you may depend."

" Lor, guv'ner, do you mean to say you don't know
how to make them 'ere as harmless as two blessed
babbies ?"

"No!"
" What have they ordered ?"
" Some cold beef and ale. I must make haste, or my

long absence will perhaps rouse their suspicion."
" Cut along, then, and just put some of this in tha

ale
!"

The ostler, as he spoke, handed the landlord a small
packet containing a white powder.

" What is this, Jack ?"

" Oh ! a soother, that's all. Just put it in the ale and
stir it up, and if they drink it they will be all right in
half-an-hour."

" But suppose they should not drink it ; what then,
Jack, eh?"

' " Don't you think they will ?"
" Oh ! I don't know, they are very suspicious fellows,

and they might fancy they tasted something."
" So they might."
Jack, the ostler, scratched his head.
" That's no obstacle," he said, after a pause. " I'll tell

you how to manage it. Get them to drink the ale if you
can, and I will mount a horse and ride to Guildford and
fetch some officers. I can be back in half-an-hooT-"

" But the reward, Jaok ?"
" That'll be right. Can't you see that is th* uniy way

to make sure of it ?"

" Not at all. The officers will want hf "^are it, and
then it won't be worth our while."
"You don't see the thing right yet *S>et them to

drink the ale if yoa can. Should they do bu, they wiU in
ten minutes afterwards be dead drnak, and iooapable of
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moTiug ill the least. When tbia happena, all you will

n«Te to do will be to get some ropoa and bind them
securely. Do you nndorstand ?"

The landlord nodded.
" When the oflScera come, then, snppoainf the high-

waymen to drink tlie ale, they N/ill not huve to capture
them, for they will be nlreaiiy captured, and, therefore,
will not be able to claim any part of the rt-ward."

" You're a shamerchap, Jack, than J gave you credit
for beinir."

*' Oh I I knows a thine or two. Aiid now, look at thp
ease in another lis;ht. Suppose hs they don't drink tX^e

ale and pet suspi'^ions like. What must you uo ?"

" I loi)k to von, Jack, to know."
" Why, you uiust smooth thintrsoffas well as possihlt'.

and when you gooutii'ck the door aftpr yon. Before
they can escape, I shall be back n-iMi the officers, ami
then they can nab them, we going shares iu the reward.
So, you see, guv'ner, we makes sure of suaimut, let

things turn out as they will."

•'Unless, after all, thny should make their escape. I

tell you, Jick, thfy are daring f. Hows."
" May be—mav bt-. But tiif-y won't be daring enough

to get off this Time I washer. Now, guv'ner, take in the
grub, and I'll be off for the officers. 1 shall be back in

half-an-h ur."

"Very good, Jack."
We have seen how the landlord took in the drugged

ale, and how, in consequence of their putting too large

a dose in it, the highwaymen had found it out, and were
npon their guard, ready to defend their liberties witli

their lives and how they looked through the window
and saw ti.o yard full of officers.

The ostler's plan was a very good one, and he certainly
deserves credit for his ineennitv in devising it; but we
have yet to explain how it was he got back with the
officers so much before the time he had mentioned.
The fact was that, as be was on his road to Guildford,

he saw a largeish body of men approaching him and
when he got nearer he found they were police-officers

conveying a prisoner fron. Guildfcrd to London.
A few words BuffioHd to make th-m aware of the pos-

tnre of affairs, and they pushed forward as rapidly as
they could.

They reached the " Samson and Lion " in less than
ten minutes, and eight of theui alighted from their
horses, leaving the remainder to keep guard over the
prisoner.

By the ost'er's directione they came round to the back
and into the inn-yar<l, and they were advancing in a body
to the door wlien Turpiii called Tom's attention to them.

CHAPTER XXXVr.
TURPIK AND KING MKEPWITH NOTHING BUT DANGER
ON LVEKT SIDE, AND BEGIN TO LOSE ALL HOPE.

The position of our two friends was certainly very
oritical, and really we do not see how they possibly can
make tiieir escape this time from the toil-^ that have
been spread around them by the cunning ostler and the
landlord of the " Samson and Lion," of whom Turpin
had had such a good opinion.

But he was destined before long to make one or two
very startling and nnexpected discoveries in connexion
with Mr. Waphorn and his mode of life.

We must not anticipate.

On perceiving the officers in such numbers, the two
highwaymen stood for a moment irresolute. They knew
not how Jp act.

Tom Kinjj made a dSeh t the door.
" Fast !" he sai'l- as be tound he was nnable to move

it in the least,

We must beg our reafters to remember that in the good
old times, as some eccentric people call them, things were
made in a very much more substantial manner than they

|

are at present. Now-a-daye a thing is not thought good
unless it is light and fragile, but our foiefathers thought
nothing was good unless it was oambereomoand heavy.
So with this door at the " Samson and Lion." Had

it been such a one as we see in our mo.lern dwellin.'S,

it would scarcely have opposed Tom in the least ; but,

as it was, he was unahle to shake it even, for it was
Unade of stout oak, huO weighty and strong enough to
^vo served for the door of a priaoa.

" What is to be done, Dick T' uked King. •< I•
sorry I disregarded yonr foreboding as I did. It WM
foolish of me, and if yon get into any trouble onmy ao'

count through my obstinacy, I shall never 'T*' J m^
self. Silence

!"

A Bubdue-d murmuring sound came from xa» s,'Ji9T

siile of the kitchen door.
It WHS the officers in oossoltatic i as to what they

shoul I do.

Tlie two highwaymen listened intently, but all they
could h> ar was now and then a word spoken in a louder
tone than the others ^ but, of course, from this they
could elean no sort of intormation.

" What course shall we pursue, Dick?" asked King.
" WliJit plan will be the bes*. to adopt ?"

" That is very har<i to determine," replied Turpin, as
he gljinced round the room.
"It is. You are right enou'jh there, and I look to

you to devise some mode of opuratious."
"You must iissist."

" We must be quick, too, or we shan't have a ohanoe,"
said Tom. as he heard three heavy knocks given on the
panel of the kitchen door.

" What is to be done ? I am quite at a loss to think.

We may as well, though, come away from the door, for

it is quite evident we cannot make our escape that way."
"Not exactly; though, if nothing better turns up,

I What's that?"
A key rattled in the lock.
" 1 forgot, Dick," said King. " Of course the door is

locked on the outside, and the> can come in when they
think proper."
"No, they cannot," replied Turpin.
As he spoke, he sprang suddenly to the door, and, be-

fore the person who held the key could turn it in the
lock, he clipped a couple of strong iron bolts into their

sockets.
" They'll have to undo them before they get in," he

said, after executing this feat.

The man, whoever it was, turned the key in the look
and shot back the bolt.

Then he paused.
He evidently hesitated to lift the latch and enter, for

he by repute well knew the dangerous characters he had
to deal with.

At last he summoned oonrage, and lifted thelatoh, ex-

pecting, of course, that the door would awing open to

iiis hand.
To his surprise it was fast.
" They have bolted it on the inside," shouted avoioe,

in loud enousjh tones to penetrate through the thick
oak, for the two friends heard them distinctly.

Then there was a murmuring sound.
" Batter it down ! batter it down ! Take them alire

or dead !"

" Alive, if you please," said another Toice ;
" and then

we gets our blood money !"

The next moment a violent assault waa made upon th«
door.

But while this was taking place, Turpin and King
had not been idle. They had together made a very oar«>
ful examination of the room, but the result of it was by
no means to their advantage.
The thonght of escape by the window of oonrae oe-

curred to them, but they found it was one that did not
open, such being the fashion of making them at a time
when the necessity of ventilation and fresh pure air was
not so well understood as at present.
The window was, besides, protected with a number of

iron bars, which effectually put an end to all hope of

their making their exit that way.
The wily ostler had, doubtless, taken care to make the

officers acquainted with that fact, or they would have
endeavoured to mske their way through it into the room.
The two highwaymen looked around them in despair.

Nowhere could they see the slightent probability of
making their escape.

" 1 am afraid it is all up with us, i'om," .aid Dick,
"and that we shall be nabbed at la»4t. The only tiling

that remains for us to do is to fiiiht it out when the
grubs enter. But what possible cltauoe can we stand
against so many P"

" None at all I"
" You sbouid have takena^ advioe. 1 knew we *•>•
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ITURPIN AND KINO ESCAPE FROM THE " SAMSON AND LION."]

,.^e.t, da„.,,, iU... .b, I was »o anxiou. -^
I
^he;., n™ t^PU^-^J^e-^"^^^^^^^^^^^

agitated. j _u„„n-i,„(- n;^v T Irnnw it's all wall." _. . „ . ...... r" Don't say a word about tbat, Dick. I know it a all

my fault, and that if anything happens to you I ahall

have to answer for it. How they are banging at the

door ! They will have it down in a few minutes.

The din was something terrific.

The officers had evidently been supplied with some

heavy battering instrument, for the blows came upon

the door with great force, and the thick panels were

beginning to crack in many places.

Then it started a little from its hinges.

The officers gave loud shouts as they perceived this

Bvmptom of yielding, and increased their efforts.

" Well, Dick," said Tom, "it's no good our standing

here Uke this. It appears to me that, since we can t

get out, the best thing we can do is to delay aa long as

''^' That will be the ticket. We shall stop them for a

little while, that's certain ; and now let us resolve what

^
The'polfeemust have had some idea that a barrier

had been put before the door, for some one cried in a

loud, authoriiative voice— . • i. „„^„
" Resiataiicc^H worse than useless, so give m at once.

We are boiXnd to take you, for you cannot possibly

escape. Yield, therefore, with a good grace, to superior

numbers, and prevent the i^eedless spilling of blood

The officer waited a minute or two for a reply, Due

^^'^iren'S' he cried again; "it
T'^'o^t^tt

policy.^ We wiU give you three minutes to op n. th

reroZthT^srtKTe can do ia to delay aa long as policy We ^wiU .ive you ^^^^^ ^^^^^^

No. 9.
. „ ^ 4.^^ fiPtENDID COLOURED PICTURE: Ci-MIDE
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The three minutes elapsed, but no sound of anv kind

came ftoir, the kitchen.
" Curse you both, then ! " yelled the officer, in a ^^r^at

rage. " I will not be played with any longer. Draw
your pistols ! Make ready ! Present them to the '^-or !

Fire !

"

There was a stunning report arising from th'^ discharge

of about six or seven pistols.

The bullets crashed; through the door and lodged ih the

wall opposite.

The officers waited until the smoke had cleared away,

and then as all was stiU silent as before, they began again

to hammer at the door.

Neither Turpin nor King were in the way of the shots

that came into the kitchen, for they had resorted to the

only outlet there was to the room, and that was the door
at the top of the cellar steps.

It was simply the iastinct of wishing to get as far as

possible away from their foes, and placing an additional

baiTier between them, tliat made Turpin and King take

refuge behind this door.
To be sure, doing so did not better their condition in

the least ; but still, as Tom remarked, while securing the

cellar door on the inner side, it could not possibly make
it any worse.
A crashing sound, now mingled with the blows upon

the kitchen door, which plainly enough told our friends

that it was giving way before the vigorous assault that

was made upon it.

They were surrounded by utter darkness.
Unfortunately the door at the top of tbfe cellar steps,

behind which were the two highwaymen, was rather a
slight one, and there was certainly no hope that it would
withstand for any length of time a resolute attack upon
it.

" Come away from the door, Tom," said Dick to Vw
friend. " You are in danger of receiving a chance shot."

" I am almost afraid to move in this strange place. I

can hear your voice plain enough, and tell to a trifle

whereabouts you are standing, but as for seeing you it is 1

quite out of the question.
" Will it be safe, think you, to show a light ?"
" Oh ! yes ; I should think so. But have you the

means about you for procuring one ?
"

" Certainly. I am never \vithout. Stop a moment

;

we will soon see what kind of a place we are in."

Turpin took from his pocket a small lantern, which,
considering the state of the manufacturing arts at the
period, was certainly a wonderful object. It carried a
small was taper, which Dick ignited by means of a phos-
phorous* match, then, and for many years afterwards,

called thieves' matches, because when they were first

invented they were almost exclusively used by members
of that fraternity, who found them exceedingly useful.

The flame from the taper which Dick lighted was only

a tiny one, and by itself would scarcely have dispei'sed

the gloom for a foot around it, but placed in the lantern,

which was fitted with a reflector of highly polished silver,

and a lens of peculiar construction, Dick was enabled by
its means to east a broad, bright beam of light iu any
direction he thought proper.
Holding it by the handle, the highwayman moved the

lantern rapidly about, and flashed the light upon all the
objects by which he was surrounded.

In this way, then, the two friends were enabled to

form a tolerably connect idea of the kind of place they
were in.

They found they were standing at the head of a flight

of steep brick steps, leading down apparently into the
cellars of the " Samson and Lion."

It must be remembered that though it has talien as
some time to relate what occurred after the two highway-
men passef through this door, yet a few moments elapsed
in reality u? itil Dick lighted his lantern.
A terrifin; crash at this moment announced tliat the

officers hail succeeded in entirely demolishing the dooi
Then arose a loud shout of triumph and gratification,

which was quickly changed into one of surprise and dis-

appointment at finding the room empty and the:/ prey
nowhere to be seen.

CHAPTER XXXVII.
turpin and king discover thk secret of mr. wag

horn's occupation.

"Tkead carefullj^, Tom," said Dick to his companion,
not, howfevev, raising his voice above a whisper. " The
stairs are wet and slippery, and if you lose your footing
you will bring the officers upon us at once. Follow me

;

we may perhaps succeed in placing another door between
ourselves and our foes !

"

Dick commenced the descent of the steps.
" Hold !

" said King, in a whisper. " Listen !

"

Some kind of altercation seemed to be going on in the
kitchen, and both listecsd intently, for they might hear
something that would bo of service to them.

Suddenly they heard a rapid rush of footsteps across
the kitchen, and something plumo against the door.
" I tell you, you shan't ! Not one of you ! You should

have broken down the door sooner before they escaped .'

You must not—shall not pass through this door unless it

is over my dead body !

"

The friends recognised the voice.

It was Mr. Waghorn, the landlord's.

They looked at each other, as well as they could, in that
dim place, with astonishment depicted upon their features.

Before, however, they could communicate with each
other by words, they heard a harsh voice reply to Mr.
Waghorn, and all their faculties were bent to hear what
this voice said.

" Stand away from the door, Mr. Waghorn ! Your
conduct is singularly suspicious, and almost sufficient to

warrant my taking you into custody ; besides which, you
are interrupting officers in the discharge of their duty.
Let us pass at once, for every minute that we delay only
gives them a better chance of ultimate escape ! If you
do not stand aside at once, my men shall force you away,
and you will besides have to account for your extraordinary
behaviour !

"

" What can be the meaning of this ? " asked King, still

speaking below his breath. " I am fairly puzzled ! What
do you think, Dick ?

"

" Simply this. There is something here which Mr.
Waghorn does not wish found out."

" It must be that. I wonder what it can be ?
"

" Ah ! that I cannot tell. However, one thing I think
is certain ; and that is, that it will turn out to our advan-
tage if we immediately act upon what we have heard."

" I think it very likely. Lead on, my friend ! How
fast they are talking, to be sure ! How is this adventure
to terminate ?

"

Vei-y carefully the highwaymen descended the greasy
steps, holding by the dank walls as they went.
They reached in a moment or two the bottom of the

steps, and found themselves in a vault or cellar of con-
siderable extent.

There was no light in this place, with the exception of
that which proceeded from Tnrpin's lantern; this, how-
ever, was amply sufficient to light up, one after another,
every nook and corner in the vault.

From the landlord's manner, both Turpin and King
had expected to find something of a very extraordi-

nary nature in this place, and no words can possibly

express how much surprised they felt when they found it

was absolutely empty.
Scarcely crediting that their eyes had not deceived them,

they made again a rapid examination of the cellar.

But no ; nothing was there. Not so much even as a
barrel or a jar.

" Well, this beats all," said Dick. " Wby, the landlord

must be a perfect maniac. What earthh vgason could he
have had for wishing to prevent the office*.^ ooming here ?

This is a mystery, indeed !

"
,

" You are right there, mystery is the word ! Recollec

we have only made a most cursory examination of the

place. I^end me the light, and I will examine it more
closely. I only hope Mr. Waghorn will keep the officers

long enough at bay to eunble me to have a good look about
/ne. They seem to be going it now !

"

T;ae subdued murmuring sound of many voices reached
ttsii eazs in one indeterminate hum.
Tom King took the little lantern from Turpin's hand,

and, casting its light downwards, made a careful explore.

tion of the floor.

There was nothing to recompense him for big troablt/
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the floorinR was|umformly composed of very-much abraded
bricks, but there was nothing in any part of vi that indi-

cated a secret outlet, which was what King * as lookinjy
for, and what he fully expected to find.

He rose from hia stooping posture with a teeling oi

annoyance.
i

" 1 can find nothing, Dick. Surely it must be a secret
entrance into some other place that Mr. Waghorn -s afraid
the officers will discover.
" Very likely that is it," said Turpin, turning away

from the foot of the stairs where he had been standing
while King made his search ;

" very likely. Look round
the walls, and see if you can find anything."
"That is our last hope," said Tom, as he bit by bit

examined the walls of the vault with the lantern.
" Mr. Waghom is still speaking," said Dick. " I feel

curious beyond measure to know what he can possibly
have said to delay the officers so long as he has. I "

A sudden exclamation from his comrade's Ups arrested
the remainder of his speech.
" This way, Dick," cried Tom ; " I have discovered it at

last."

Turpin hastened towards his friend, and found him
standing in a little recess, almost cupboard-like in shape,
from the right-hand side of which opened a small door.

Dick's astonishment was very great.
" How could we possibly have missed seeing this door ?

Why I, when we first examined the place, cast the light of
the lantern into it."
" I know you did ; but are you not aware the light fell

only upon the wall opposite to you, leaving the sides of
the recess in deep shadow ? Now, as you see, it is from
the side of the recess that the small door opens."
" I see."
" There does not appear to be the least attempt at con-

cealment, and that, very likely, is one reason why wo did
not see it."

Dick laughed.
*' We must not stay now to go into that subject," he

said. " Quick, pass through the door, for, hark ! the
sounds of contention up above grow louder every mo-
ment."

" Come on, then," said Tom, as he passed through the
mysterious poi-tal ;

" I am ready."

Dick pressed through close behind him, and secu»ed the
door as well as he could.

Just as he did so, he heard the officers descend the steps
with a rush.

He turned to his friend, who was a foot or two in

advance of him, for the door they had so providentially

found was at the commencement of an arched passage.
" The officers are in the cellar," he said, in a low voice,

for he did not know how plainly sounds from the place he
was in could be heard in the outer cellar. " Mr. Waghom
has not succeeded in his attempt to prevent them doing
80, as I most devoutly wish he had."

King made no reply to this speech, but, looking care-

fully around on all sides of him, made his way as quickly
as he could alon^ the passage.

It was quite impossible to see its extremity, so they
were forced to the conclusion that it was of considerable
length.

There was nothing remarkable in its appearance. The
walls and roof were composed of old red bricks, but the
floor of nothing but hard earth.

At last, after proceeding about twenty yards, they
came to another door, which was the termination of the

6?^

situation to be in, to be sure, but we must make the best
01 it.

on the

Rough bands of iron crossed this door in many direc-

tions, and were fastened at short distances by large nails,

the heads of which projected at least three-quarters of a-n

inch from the woodwork.
The two friends both looked at this door, and mentally

-aalculated its- strength .^ They raised their eve^ at th«
same momeii..

" This is a harrier ! " said King. " It strikes mc we
have done for ourselves at last, for here we are like rats in
a trap—and hark ! the officers have discovered the door
through which we have just passed."

Some heavy blows, and the shaking of the dooi in its *

frame, reverberated with unpleasant plainness along the
passage.
" We muBtn't give up, Tom, for all that. It's a ticklish

Bang
! bang » bang ! bang ! came the blows

door.
" We must get through, and that quickly," added King,
if we wish to preserve ourselves skin-whole. If they

were to tak3 it into their heads to fire through that door
as they did through the other, we should stand but a poor
chance of escaping the bullets."
" We should, indeed," said Turpin, feeliug in a moment

the full danger of their situation. " This door must be
forced."

" But how are we to do it ? It's all very well to say the
door must bo forced, but such a job as that would require
both tools and time, neither of which we have just at
present. ,
" That's true enough. Have you tried the door, though ?

If you recollect, the one at the top was not fastened, and
perhaps this is not."

" Perhaps not," said King, seizing upon the supp»sition
with a feeling of hope springing up in his breast. " It's
no go," he added, almost immediately ; " the door is a?
firm as a rock."
A silence of a minute or two followed this announce-

ment, aud then both the highwaymen felt how very tightly
they had laid hold of this faint hope.
A look of desperation quickly succeeded upon their faces

the one of disappointment they had worn, and both began
to examine their weapons.
The altercation between the landlord and the officers

seemed to be by uo means over. The blows had ceased,
and therefore the voices could be heard plainly enough,
though not the words that were uttered.
This cessation of attack on the part of the officers the

friends felt boded no good to them ; and in that strange
place, into which they had so imprudently ventured, they
waited with great anxiety to know what would happen
next.

The peculiar accents of Mr. Waghorn's voice'rose above
all the others.

Dick had placed the lantern on the floor, and with its

lens turned towards the door they were so anxious to pene-
trate, so that the greater part of it was lighted up with
great distinctness.

As, however, Turpin raised his eyes from the priming
of his pistols, and looked towards this iron-bound door, ha
uttered a slight exclamation.
Tom King was standing with his back to him, and ha

turned round instantly.

"What is it?" he said.

Dick placed his hand upon the door.
"We are a couple of fools," he replied. "We have

been troubling ourselves all this while to break open this
door, and the key in the lock all the time."
" Impossible."
"One would think so. But look, here it is; my eye

lighted upon it by the greatest wonder in the world.
" Your sight must be very keen, my friend. Of course,

now I can see it ; but it is a very small key for so large
and so heavy a door."
" It is. I am quite surprised. And yet key it must be ;

still I can see no signs of a lock."
"Nor I. Turn it, my friend, quickly, and try. The

officers have renewed their attack upon the door."
"Aud as if they meant to break it down, too. What-

ever can they be striking it with ?"
" Axes, I should say, by the peculiar sound. If it is so,

they will soon have it down. Does the door yield ?
"

"Yes."
"HuiTah!"
It was in quite a faint way that King said " Hurrah !

"

but he gave a sigh of rehef as he did so. Then, catching
up the lantern, he followed his friend, and closed the door
quickly after him.
Dick had taken the key out of the look, and so ft was

s^ on inserted in the.keyhole, and the door locked on the
other side.

Both then became sensible that they were in a much
warmer atmosphere than they had been previously.
There was, too, a strange, sickly smell pervading it.

But although they felt this, neither alluded to it by
speech at present, but turned their attention to makiuc;
the door as capable of repisting an attack as their means
would permit.
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They were in hopes of finding some bolts on the inner

Bide, but they saw none. Apparently the only fastening

the door ordinarily had was the lock.
" 1 remember once, Tom, being in a place nnflernfeath a

woodman's but, and I thought that about the 8trai>gest

subterraneous place there well could be, but this beate it

altogether!''
'' It is a strange place," said King, as he glaucea around

him ;
'* but before we examine it at all let us iry il we

cannot find some means of barricading the door."
" There ought to be two bars somewhere ; for look,

Tom, here are the staples on each post."
_ _

•

" And here is one of the bars," said King, raising a

large piece of iron from the ground.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.
DICK AND TOM RA,THER PREMATUHELY CONGRATULATE

THEMSELVES UPON HAVING MADE THEIR ESCAPE.

It was with a sensation of much greater security and
satisfaction than he had hitherto felt, that Turpin took

the iron bar from the hands of his friend, and placed it in

the staples.

It crossed the door in a slanting direction.
" Now, if we can only find the other," he said, " and get

that fixed in, the officers wiU be some little time forcing

an entrance, I fancy."
" So should I. The other bar, I should think, is sure

not to be far from where we found that one."
" I should think not. Just show a light. Ah ! here

it is
!

" ' _

.

:

-
•

Turpin picked up the other bar, and having fixed it,

turned his attention to the place they had entered.

> The blows on the door at the other end of the passage
could still be heard, though but faintly, in consequence of

the second one fitting so closely in its frame.

) For a moment or two, as Tom King turned the light of

the lamp in different directions, the two highwaymen
looked around them in silence.

I They were at one side of an almost circular-shaped
vault, which they roughly estimated could not be more
than eight feet high, nor more than thirty in diameter.
I

" WTiatever place is this ? " asked Turpin. " Dear me

!

who would have thought, to have looked at Mr. Waghorn,
that he was such a mysterious character !

"

I
" Not many, perhaps ; and yet, as you know, I noticed

something peculiar about him the moment we met for the
first time." -,

" You did. But do you feel how tremendously hot this

place is ? It is quite like an oven !

"

" It is, and what kind of business the landlord carries

on down here I am quite at a loss to conceive !

"

" But we shall quickly find out," said Turpin, stepping
forward. " I only hope we shall be fortunate enough to

find some other mode of egress from the place than the
door by which we have just entered."
" And so do I, for I shall be glad enough to exchange

this close, stifling atmosphere for the fresh air and day-
light above. What part of the inn are we under now, I

wonder ?">

" I can't imagine. Yet stop ! Yes, I can ! We were
at the back of the house, weren't we ?

"

"Yes."
I " Then we went down the cellar steps, and the passage
we found runs at right angles to them."
" That is right."
" We must, then, I take it, be somewhere under the

fjard."^

,

" I think so, now I come to call to mind the bearings
of the different places."
" Then," said Dick, looking up at the black roof, " we

may console ourseh;C** Nvith the idea that the blu^ ^" is

/i/ver our heads !

"

In a more earnest manner they commenced looking fc-**

eome means of leaving this circular vault, but they
could not help pausing v.'ith deep curiosity to examine
several things in the centre of this place, which in a
moment explained Mr. Waghorn's motivo for not wishirg
the police to descend into the cellar.

In the first place they found a strangely-coastrncted
furnace, in which a tew etubers still smouldered.

It was from this Bouree that the sickly and oppre3ids,e
beat proceeded. i

Close by was a n'jjaher ot oc'",-iooking instruments, and

Turpin took one in his hand in order to look at it inMe
closely. '

-r —
King pressea forward with the light, and as soon as be

perceived the object his friend had taken up, he ex-
claimed

—

" I see it all now. Everything becomes comprehen-
sible in a moment ! Do you know what you are holding
in your hand ?

"

" Yes, a ;riiould, though I have never Been oue just this
shape before."

" I have. A chap showed me one just like it once. He
said that it would make better counterfeit money than
could be made by other means."
" I should think it very likely," said Turpin, who had

been turning the mould over and over in his hands, and
carefully examining it, "This one appears to be for

half-a-crown."
"And here is one of the casts from it," said Tom,

taking up a bright-looking coin, from a heap of others
that were partially covered with sand.

" It is really very good, and though this one is, I sup-
pose, scarcely finished, yet it has a very genuine ap-
pearance. And so it turns out mine host of the ' Samson
and Lion ' is a coiner on a very extensive scale."
" And you may depend he has made the subject his

study. Now, one would scarcely have thought he would
have ventured to have called in the officers, as he appears
to have done."

" The thought that his secret would be discovered did

not, perhaps, occm- to him. I dare say from the look of

the pla/;e he has been cai-rying on this trade for a good
many years, and so, having escaped so long unsuspected,
has become reckless."
" That is just it. Now, I'll tell you what I think we

are reaUy compelled to do."
" What is that ?

"

" Why, find some means of getting out of here as

quickly ;,s possible, and when we find we can leave in-

stantly, \«'e will unbar and imlock the door we have care-

fully fastened, and let the officers come in without their

having to force an entrance. I think that is the best way
we can be revenged on Mr. Waghorn."
" And I ! It shall be done, too, if possible. I expect,

though, to hear the officers make an attack on this

door every second."
" Come on, then, at once. I feel certain somehow that

there is another meaus of exit."
" Well, I only hope there is, Do you carry the lantern,

my friend, and I will go a little in advance o.f you."
Tom King took up the lantern, and Turpin crossed over

to the other side of the vault. j>-

But though they subjected all sides of it to the most
rigid scrutinj', no signs of an opemng could be seen.

They were soon convinced there was no door except
the one by which they had entered, and they once more
advanced to the fui-nace.
" It strikes me very forcibly," said Dick, " that we shall

be found aloag with Mr. Waghorn's coining apparatus.
Ha ! did you hear that ?

"

" Well, rather, I should think. That officer must have
some muscle to give a door a whack like that."

" No, no, Tom. I did not mean the blow on the door,
though the sound followed close upon my exclamation.
I think we're saved, my friend, for I heard as plainly as
ever I heard it in my life, the peculiar neigh Bess often
gives when she is anxious to be off."

" You did ?
"

" Yes. The sound came from just over my head. We
thought we were under the yard, but it seems, instead, we
are under the stable."

" If such should really prove to bo the case, I shall have
strong hopes indeed of our making our escape. You are
sure your ears did not deceive you i"*

" Quite sure."
" Then if the stable is just over our heads we will

quickly make our way into it. The roof, fortunately, is

not a high one. What can we get to stand upon ?"
" This mound of turf, I should think, *? we move it

whMie it will be of sei-vice."
" That wiU do capital. Make haste, for if our fi-iends

have any idea we are making our escape they will fire at
onco»aud it is not worth while to risk \>e.mg put out of the
world, or even injured, hy a eKot of iha>. -x)rt."

"It ipnoi"
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Both now set about removing to the centre of the vault

the turf, of which there was a tolerable quantity close to

the furnace, where it had doulUless been placed t^«fc?ve

as fuel.

They piled it up as high as they could, and wheu they
carried the last, had the satisfaction of tindinp th,at U was
just high enough for the purpose.

Dick mounted upon it instantly, and, taking tlie lantern

again into his own bands, made an examination of the
ceiling. He knew not as yet how much difficulty there

mipht be in making a way through it.

But, to his unbounded joy, his eyes fell wpon a small
trap-door. '

" We're saved, Tom ! we're saved 1 " he cried, yet not
loudly. " Were saved ! There is a trap-door in the
ceiling here, which opens into the stables. Hun-ah ! old

fellow, we shall do Mr. Waghorq yet. When once we get
to our cattle and mount, 1 will give them leave *o catch
us."

The discovery of this trap-door was so unexpected that
Tom could hardly believe it was real. He feared the news
was too good to be true.

He mounted therefore in a moment upon the mound of
turf, and, as Dick turned the bright ray of light from the
lantern upward, there he saw the trap-door plain enough.

It was small in size, yet large enough for a slim man to
pass through easily. It did not appear, though, to have
been used for many a day, for the two bolts that fastened
it were completely rusted in their sockets.

The woodwork of it, too, was covered with that fine,

disagreeable-looking moss which grows so plentifully in
dark, damp places.

Dick made several efforts to draw back these bolts, but
it was some time before he succeeded.
The second bolt was even more obstinate than the first,

but it went back at last with a kind of sl'.rieking creak.

CHAPTER XXXIX.
THE TWO HIGHWAYMEN REGAIN THEIR JTEEDS, MOUNT,

AND MAKE ANOTHER ESCAPE.

While our friends were thus occupied, the blows were
still rained upon the door.
There was a little circumstance connected with them

which they entirely overlooked.
This was, that, though the door was struck, stiU so

violent an attack as might have been expected was not

made upon it. -<

Had our friends noticed this, they probably enough
would bave set it down to its real cause.

But they did not notice it. They were too busy with
the trap-door.

Still, we feel that it is with the highwaymen, and not

with the officers, that we have to do j so we wiU not, by
any allusion, anticipate events.

When the second bolt was withdrawn, it became rather

a serious question whether they should boldly open the

i^oor and emerge into the stable—supposing Dick was
right in coming to the conclusion that it was the stable

—

or should they first endeavour to ascertain what was on the

other side.

The latter was the most prudent course, so they resolved

to adopt it. .*

Dick accordingly raised his arm to push open tb-Q trap-

door a little way and then peep through.
It was as firm as a rock.

Upon making this discovery, he could not restrain_a

groan of disappointment.
" It's no good," he said. " We must remain. The

door is either fastened on the other side, or vise it^^e

is something so heavy upon it that it cannot be laised!
" Or," said Tom King, taking up the poker from the i

furnace, " it has been closed for so long^ that it has
|

etuok in its fr>.">e as the bolts had. Stana aside! JpVs
have a try !

"

"Hold a momentV saici' Turpin. "Make nc f iCiess

noise. We may give the alarm to some one in-tlie

stable, if it should happen to be tenanted." '

" You taie the poker, then, and try if yeo anntJt

fojoc the door open." s
Dick did so, and soou had the caiisfaction of seeing

xhe door give most unequivocal symptoms of yielding.
" There ! I told you so

!

" said Kmg, as it was loosened

all round, and Dick gave the tool back into his hands.
" I thought the wood had only swelled and stuck."
"And you thought right! Silence though! I am

going to lift the trap a little way."
Very carefully, then, Turpin raised the trap about a

"ouple^f inches.

His first supposition was confirmed at once. The door
opened into the stable.

It did not take long for his nose to make him cogui-
zant of that.

He listened, but he heard nothing save the restk-os

movements of the horses in the stalls.

He spoke in a whisper to his companion.
j '

/ " Come on," he said. " All's right ! But pray be
quiet

!

"

As he uttered these words he took hold of the frame of

the door, and, by the muscles in his arms, drew himself
slowly and carefully upwards.

All was still, and in another instant he was standing in

the stable.

He caught hold of Tom's hands and assisted him up.
Then they closed the trap-door, and crept stealthily to

the end of the stall they were in, and looked round to see
if any one was in sight.

No, the coast, apparently, was quite clear ; so they ven-
tured to walk towards the door, which was just pushed to,

but not latched.

Black Bess and Tom's steed were in the same boxes
they had been placed, and all ready for immediate
service. >• '•taw*
But just as they mounted—which they lost no time in

doing—they heard a loud shout in the yard.

At the same moment, too, there came up through the
trap-door, which Dick had been unable to fasten, some of

the officers who had been battering at the door.

To have hesitated would have been to be lost; so,

uttering a hasty hurrah, Turpin and King, stooping low
down in their saddles, dashed at full speed into the inn-

yard.

The officers, who had been standing in a dense throne;

near the threshold, were rather disconcerted 3*^ t!.lj sa'iy,

which was as sudden as it was unex';-c;Lja, and they gave
way on all sides.

As no violer:co had as yet been done to them, both
hicrhwaymen disdained to draw their hangers, as they

might have done, but simply swung theii- riding-whips
around them.
These were loaded at the handle with lead, and, in a

vigorous grasp, were very dangerous weapons.
The officers did not take long to recover from their

panic, and they rushed forward to seize the horses in a

body, but they might as well have attempted to stay a

whirlwind.
Without suffering the least injury whatever, Turpin and

King were fortunate enough to reach the highroad.

They did not pause in the least, but dashed along in the

direction they intended to tisavel, but the hasty glance

they gave at the front of the inn showed them that both

Mr. Waghorn and Jack the ostler were there as prisoners.

The reader will remember that a man had been left in

charge of the horses and prisoner, and the officers, before

the highwaymen could reach a bend in the road, had
mounted them, and were in full pursuit.
" Forward ! forward !

" shouted Dick, as he turned

back and saw his foes behind him. " We shall^ have

some sport now, Tom. The chase gets interesting."

" Rein in a little, then," said King, who was already

tailing in the rear, for the words of lier master, spoken,

as they were, in exhilarating tones, caused Black Bess

to almost double her speed. " Pull iu 1

"

" You must urge your nag forward, Tom. The officers

appear well mounted and their horses fresh."

"They do," said Tom, and he struck his spurs into

the flanks of his horse

The officers, who, in their anxiety to take Turpin alive,

had acted so considerately towards him, now that they saw

he was in a fair way of making his escape, fired volley

after volley from their pistols.

But too great a distance had been placed between the
:

fugitives and the police for these shots to have any eflect

beyond that of startUng every living creature that made
j

the lane and the adjoining meadows its home. 1

StiU they fired as fast as they could load, and by meana
j
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of goading their cattle to the utmost, contrived to keep

Turpin and King in view.

It was only by a long gallop that our friends could hope

to escape, for the country was flat, and there was no cover
[ ^through'thk new'^orkst, and make T'profitable

CHAPTER XL.

THE TWO FRIENDS FOLLOW THE MYSTERIOUS LIGHT

visible for many a mile around
They were careful, though, not to distress their hcrees,

and so only put them to just suiEcient speed to maintain

a safe distance between them and the officers. They
trusted by this means to tire out their pursuers, and when
this was" the case, by putting their steeds upon their

mettle, to get quite clear of them.
The officers, however, pushed on in a most determined

manner, so that, although Bess easily enough performed

the feat, Tom's horse had occasionally a little difficulty in

keeping pace.

At last, after a two hours' ride, the highwaymen felt it

to bo imperatively necessary to breathe their horses for a

few moments.
They had just crossed a common of considerable exteat,

and they could see uninterruptedly behind them for a
r;freat distance.

But though they gazed long and anxiously in the direc-

tion they had come, and shaded their eyes with their

))ands, they could not see the smallest signs of the

officers.
" We have escaped them for a time, Dick, I really

think," said Tom King. " They have held out well, I

consider."
" They have, indeed ; but I am in hopes, now they have

relinquished the chase, they must have felt tho utter hope-
lessness of capturing us."

" Yes. We have, nevertheless, had a naiTow escape, as

narrow as ever either had, I fancy. Very fortunate,

indeed, was it for us that Mr. Waghorn was a coiner, and
carried on his business underground !

"

" Yes, or I scarcely fancy we should have been hare
now. However, who knows ?

"

" It is some consolation to think the officers have made
the rascally landlord and his ostler prisoners. They will

have some difficulty in getting off at the assizes."
" Oh ! none at all ! The judge will very soon dispose of

them. They may safely consider they have seen the
' Samson and Lion ' for the last time."

" No doubt, no doubt !

"

We must beg our readers to call to mind that at the
time of which we are now writing, and, indeed, for long
afterwards, many offences which are now visited with a
comparatively slight penalty, were then capital ones, and
persons who were convicted of making bad money were
hanged without mercy. It was an offence which neither
the first, second, nor third George forgave.

The»cfore it was that Turpin spoke so positively about
their fate.

Tom and Dick now gathered the reins once more in

their hands, but before they started, they turned round,
and again looked keenly and scrutinizingly in their rear.

The police-officers were not in sight.
" They have turned back, depend upon it," said Turpin,

" and we can now pursue our journey in peace, and more
at leisure. Your horse, Tom, seems quite blown."
" He does ; and, although Bess shov;s no signs of dis-

tress, you must bear in mind we have c>)me a long distance
and at a great speed before we halted."

" So we did. However, it has carried us a long \vay on
our journey, for I took care to shape my course as well as
I could. I don't suppose we have gone far out."

^
" Oh ! no ; I have taken notice how the land lies."
" Well, then, can you form any idea of whereabouts we

are ?"
" I should think about twenty miles from the Ner?

Forest."
" Then," said Dick, " we will try if we cannot perform

the rest of our journey at a moderate rate. I Ohall want
a good rest after this.'

" Still, I think we have got out of Mr. Wriggl'es's way.
It will now be a feeling of revenge against us that vn\l<

actuate him, and he will spare nothing t<* have u» cap-
tured."

' " I fancy not."
" But if we stay here a time, and I tdresay it wil[ he

even more profitable to tis than in London, w,'' ehall give

his auger time to cool." (

" Oh ! I don't care a fig for him nor his ang«» •itheTn | of his form.''

Pneh |t^nr)sr." ^
" Well, I don't knOTV.

OlSCOVERY.

When Dick Tu?pin and Tom King, three hours after-

wards, reached the borders of the New Forest, it was
quite dark.
They were holding a rather animated conversation as to

whether they should proceed still further.
" What's the good ?" said Turpin. " We may as well

hare a rest somewhere as not. Remember, we have been
a long time upon the road, and a merciful man is merciful
to his beast."
" That's right enough ; but I don't see where we are to

put up, and I don't much relish the idea of spending the
night in a tree."

"Nor I."

"Very well, then, let us proceed. As it is, I see no
signs of human habitation, but we must do so ijf we keep
on."
" I don't know that. We are in a very sparsely-

populated district, and, instead of going in the direction of

dwellings, we may only be plunging deeper and deeper in

the wood."
" I admit there is the fear of doin^ that, yet I think if

we take care to keep where the trees are thin, we shall

soon find a place—a cottage, or something of that sort-
where we can rest."
" Forward, then ! I don't see what else is to be done."
They started their horses afresh, and though Black

Bess presented no very palpable signs of flagging, she
must have been suffering from fatigue.

In this way they went on, at scarcely more than a walk-
ing pace.

The darkness increased every moment.
In spite, too, of their efforts to keep amongst the trees

at the margin of the forest, they found they were gradually

getting farther and farther in.

At last, Turpin pulled up.
" It is folly going farther like this. We shall be

benigbted here, that's clear enough; so let us stop at

once. We may find a less comfortable place."
" I should not give in yet," said King. " It's con-

foundedly dark, but it appears to me if we bear a httle

more to the left we shall get clearer of the trees."
" They don't grow so closely together there, I really

think. Come on, we may as well make the attempt."
" Of course we may. And look, I am right, there is a

light among the trees there."
"Where?"
" It has gone now. Stop ; there it is again !

"

^:.
Oh ! I see it. Is it a cottage, think you ?

'

I hope so."
" It can't be that," said Dick, a moment or two after-

wards ;
" the light is not stationary."

" Halt a moment and let us see ; I fancied the light

shifted, but we may have been deceived by our own
motion."

" No, that cannot be, for look ! it is almost out now,
and "

—

" Now it has gone altogether."
" No ; there it is, a httle farther along. Do you see

it?" (

" Yes, plainly enough. It is either the will-o'-the-wisp
or else some one carrying a lantern."
" If it is the former, the less attention we pay to it the

better, for you know well enough a will-o'-the-wisp will

only flicker before us, and lead us into some morass."
" We shall soon know whether it is that, my friend, if

we foUow it a little while."
'^*' So we shall. Come along, then."

•' Be careful where you tread ; the ground may be
treacherous." ^

"* I am not afraid. Bess is sure-footed, and I can
safely trust myself to her. You can follow close to me."
' The mysterious light still flitted before them, but in a
firiarably direct line.

What in the world can it be, Dick ?" asked Tom, after

regarding it for some moments attentively. " I fancy if

it is a man with a hght ; we ought to see some indications

I should sa; seeinit is anits oat
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of the question. I never knew it so dark before as it now
is."
" I can near nothinp," said Tom • " I think i*- some-

thing' rather sin^ar. ^
"Then we will soon find out what It is.^ l^iisTi your

horse on a bit faster."

King did so, yet they could not perqeive that ckey ap-

proached the light in the least. ,»

And now every moment saw them still deeper intoived

amongst tho trees ; but the intense curiosity they felt to

know the meaning of the strange light made them quite

heedless of this circumstance.

That it was not what they first fancied it—fiiTmoly, a
will-o'-the-wisp—they were quite certain. Its course was
too direct, and the flame too constant, for it to be that

strange emanation from the earth.

In fact, they found now that it was only invisible for a
moment, as though a person in carrying it had passed
behind some opaque object. "^

But in a short time the trees grew so thickly together,

and the underwood got so dense, that it became almost an
impossibility to proceed, and so Dick and Tom drew up.

There was the provoking light, flitting before them in

just the same fashion.
" I feel very tired," saidTurpin, 'but I am determined

to prosecute this adventure to the end. I should never
feel satisfied if I left without finding it out."

" Nor I," said Tom.
"Alight then, my friend ; we can fasten the horses to

the trunk of this tree, and creep forward on foot."
" That will be it."

" You must lose no time, though. Look how fast the
light travels."

" It does, indeed. We must make them secure. We
shall soon o\'ertake the light, I make no doubt ; but there
is another thing to be taken into consideration.

"What is it?"
" Why, if we go wandering into the forest, how are we

to find our way back to the horses ? Recollect, it is pitch

dark."
" You need not remind me of that. Confound it, I

havejust stepped into a hole full of mud."
" We must both be careful ; but, seriously speaking, if

we tether the horses here, how are we to find our way
back to them ?"

" Oh ! I can get out of that difliculty with very little

trouble. Take hold of this."
" Take hold of what ?"
" This ball of fine twine. It is of considerable length.

Tie one end of it to the tree and unwind the ball as you
proceed, letting the string fall on the ground ; you will

easily enough find your way back then."
" So we shall, unless the s^nng should not happen to

be long enough."
" There is no fear of that. V have two more just such

balls in my pocket."
" Oh ! then, of course we shall ha right. Now then,

are you ready ?
"

" Quite."
"Come alonp, then, it is high time, for the light is

almost out of sight."
" It is. I can see it though. Ha ! it stops."
"Does it?"
" Yes, I am sure. Hurry on, we shall find all out now."
Taking care to pay out the string as they went, which,

in the event of their return, would most certainly prove
an excellent clue, the two highwaymen struggled through
the furze and gorse bushes m the direction of the light,

which now seemed to be quite stationary.

A s they drew still nearer to it they advanced with more
caution.

But just when they were within, as they fancied, a
dozen yards or so of it, it danced away again.
Turpin and King stopped at once.
" This is a regular wild-goose chase," said Dick'; "you

may depend it is nothing more than some mar^h light,
and it will lead ua about all night." ^ ^ '

"It cannot be that," replied Tom. '"Listen i iWn
plainly distinguish a crashing among the bushes, as though
some one waa paaiing through them !

"

Turpin bent his ear towards the ground.
" Your hearing has not deceived yon," he Batd. " The

sound is very fauit, but I can certainly distinguish iust

such a noise as would be produced by some one forcing
their way through thick vegetation."

" Then it can't be a will-o'-the-wisp, that's certain. At
least, I have never heard that it makes such a sound in
its progress."
"Oh! it is not that. Be as careful as you can, and

make no more noise than you can help, for I do not want
our presence to be suspected."
" Certainly not, but I don't see how you are to help a

dry twig snapping under your feet."
" Oh! no ; and such a sound would pass unnoticed. Be

quick ! Why, hang it all, it's gone !

"

" Gone ? So it has. Dear me, how sudden !

"

" Hush ! don't speak loud. Voices travel a long way in
these silent places. I dare say we shall see it reappeai-
directly."

They were mistaken.
One, two, three—five minutes elapsed, but no signs of

the light could be seen.
" This is very odd," said Tom King. " However, don't

let us hang back. I can see just where the Hght vanished
from. I have had my eyes fixed on the spot and have
never moved them once."

" Lead on, then, as straight as you can !

"

'

Tom King, taking hold of his companion's coat, walked
on carefully. Their progress was not rapid, for the ground

,

rose rather suddenly. ';

Without speaking another word, for fear their voices
should travel before them, they breasted this little hill

and looked around.
They did not see" the light at first, but a more careful

observation brought to view a very faint light far down
beneath them.

It was quite stationary.

Turpin and King both saw it simultaneously, and with
greater caution than ever made their way towards it.

Rather more than a dozen steps brought them to the
brink of a dingle, afc-

As well as they could make out it was about fourteen
feet in depth, and the sides were literally covered with
»ank vegetation, such as is common to such spots.

The light seemed to be just at the very bottom.
And now, as they listened at the top of this dell, there

came up to their ears a sound which they immediately
recognised.

Some one was digging. __
The sound of a foot striking upon a spade, and of earth

being thrown up, could be plainly enough heard.
There was something' mysterious and provocative of

curiosity in the fact of any one penetrating so far into
the forest at so late an hour, and then, in that lone-
some spot, making an excavation, that the highwaymen
both found their interest in what was going on increase
tenfold, and they bent over the ridge anxiously.

Presently King felt his companion's hand upon his

shoulder.
" What now ? " he asked, in a scarcely audible whisper.
" The sides of this dingle," replied Turpin, " are so

thickly wooded that it would be impossible for us to

descend without causing sufficient noise to attract obser-

vation towards us."
" I am aware of that."
" But I have found what seems to be a narrow, beaten

path, leading circuitously to the bottom. Now, I think
if we exercise proper caution, we can make our way down
without our footsteps being heard."

"Y'es, yes! Where is the path?" ^-^
" Here it is, Tom. Let me go first, and then you will

see
!

"

,f r
" Agreed ! Go on !

"

Treading on his toes, and taking long, silent strides,

Turpin preceded King down a path not more than eight

inches wide, that seemed to run corkscrew-like to the

bottom.
The shrubs with which the sides of the dingle were

lined rose up almost to their waists on each side of

them, but still, as none grew on the path itself, they

were able to descend without making sufficient noise to

be the means of attracting notice to them. ^
As they went lower and lower, the sound of tfee man

digging—for that was what they concluded it to be—got

louder and louder.

if any one had asked our friends what they expected

to find on reaching the bottom of the dingle, they woul4
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Lave unhesitatingly replied, some ruffian who, in that

deserted spot, was endeavouring to hide the evidences of

his crime.

In fact, that some one was digging a grave.

Ho\/ great, therefore, was their surprise, vhen they
saw through the bushes the form of au old gaunt man,

I the very reverse of what they had expected to see. *

i But it was he evidently who had so puzzled Imrpin

I

and King with the light, for on a mound of the eaj^h

I

he had turned up was a common stable lantern, t

I

Under most circumstances it was, no doubt, considered

to give forth a very insufficient amount of illuminating

power, but in tliat intensely dark dell it seemed enough
to reveal everything.

Its rays fell with full force upon the face and form of

the old man who was digging, and r«r friends oxamined
him attentively.

From his thin, white locks, sunken eyes, and attenuated

frame, one would have judged his age to be something
remarkable, and yet there was none of that sti6fness i»

his limbs which k apparent in men who are far dowa in

the vale of life.

On the contrary, his arms, which were bare to th.9

shoulders—for he appeared to have taken off his coat and
rolled up his shirt-sleeves in order to better execute his

task—although httle more than skin and bone, were yet

sinewy and strong, and he seemed to stand firmly and
erectly upon his legs.

^ But upon his shrunken and emaciated countenance was
written plainly the word Avarice.
Mingled with that expression now, though, w?.3 one of

apprehensive terror.

His spade was clutched tightly in his hands.
His head bent forward as if to listen.

Then in a strange, piping voice, he spoke

—

" I thought I heard some one," he said ;
" but all is

still now, quite still. I can hear the rustUng of the

branches, but that is all. I fancied, too, on my way
here I heard strange sounds behind me, but I did not
look back, I did not look back !

"

He shook his head tremulously to and fro as he repeated
the words.
" They say there are strange sounds to be heard, and

horrible sights to be seen, in the forest after dark, but I

don't fear them. I don't—ha ! ha!—believe in such non-

sense. There is only one thing I believe in, and that is

gold, bright gold—ha! ha!—and I only fear those who
are strong enough to deprive me of it. I thought I heard
some one creeping after me, but I suppose that was only
my fancy. It is very hard to think a man cannot get a
few pounds together without having everybody after him.
It's very hard, too, to think that I should be obUged to

bring my money to this place at night to hide it. If I

had it at home, I should not be able to sleep in my bed

;

but it is safe here, quite safe."

The wretched old miser—for such he was—recommenced
his toil.

So close as the two highwaymen were to him, neither

could have spoken a syllable without running the risk of

being overheard, and they did not want just then to make
themselves apparent.
But it strikes us that if the thought that two such noto-

rious characters as Dick Turpin and Tom King knew of

the exact locaUty of his hidden treasure he would, to

use his own expression, have never been able to sleep in

bed.-'

Presently the old man found it necessary to rest'agai^
from his labour.

" It is terrible tiring work," he said, half-aloud and balf
to himself,—" terrible tiring work. I should think now I

cannot be many inches otf the iron casket which contains
my riches. It is not much, but there are plenty who
•would not scruple to rob a poor man of his hard-earned
gains."

" I shall be rich some day," he added, after a moment'a
silence, " and I shan't want to save up then as I do new.
Very soon I shall have enough to live on, and th^n thjse
hard, fatiguing niglit-excursions to the recesseu of the
forest will be at au end. I shall be glad of that, very
glad. Five minutes more, and I shall reach the box, and
then, when I have added what I have brought with me
to-night, I can feast my eyes with its contents. Oh ! it is

a brave sight—a brave sight
!

"

" The poer vrretca—for, thcugh he possessed doubtleea a

larger sum of money than many a rich man, he was a{

poor wretch—the poor wretch, we say, once more bent his
back to his task.

Shov«»Iful after shovelful were thrown out on to the
mound. .

^

Suddenly the miser stopped, and pressed both hij
hands to the side of his head.
An idea—so horrible that it almost destroyed hia

reason—flashed upon his brain.
The agony he endured was something awful, and surely

a foretaste^f that,punishment to which he was ao justly
decreed.
But it vvas only for a brief instant that he stood thus.

Uttering a wild, yelling sliriek, which echoed and echoed
through the trees, startling many a bird from its perch, the
miser snatched up the spade and threw up the earth at
a furious rate, until he had made another mound of the
same height as the former one.

And all this while he never gave vent to a sound.
The whol^ of the faculties he possessed seemed to be

centred in turning up the earth.

The rate he worked at would have been surprising in

a young man, but what was it in a feeble, emaciated frame
like his ?

Simply astounding.
" My gold !

" he shrieked, with terrible agony in his

tonej. " My gold—my treasure—the fruits of a long life

of punury and grasping ! . Who has been here ? Am I

mad, or dreaming, or what am I ? No—no, I am here, in

the dingle where 2 hid my gold, but it has been stolen

from me ! It is gone—gone. Some one has dogged my
feet and deprived me of my all—of all that I cared to live

for. No—no, it cannot be true ! It would be too, too horri-

ble I I must have missed the spot, and yet I marked it

well. No—no, I did not miss the spot, but, he ! he I how
funny I I have not dug deep enough ! Ha ! ha ! not dug
deep enough. What an old fool I must have been to

make such a mistake and frighten myself so much !—he

!

he ! I should never have beheved I could have done such
a foolish thing ! I must dig deeper and I shall find it

then, of course !

"

There was something so horribly dissonant and un-
natm-al about the miser s laugh that Turpin and King
shuddered involuntarily.

It was wonderful to see with what breathless rapidity

e old man threw out the soil.

At last he stopped.
The delusion Tvith which he had endeavoured to cheat

his mind could now no longer be maintained. He knew
he had dug many feet below the spot where he had con-
cealed his treasure. He knew that he had made no mistake
in its whereabouts ; he knew, too, worst of all, that some
one had been there before him—that his precious gold was
gone.
For a moment or two he stood incapable of speech or

motion, but his thoughts were busy, and his brain dizzy

and whirling.
Then he found his voice.

It was choked with sobs.

His anguish, no doubt, was great indeed—greater than
many can perhaps imagine.

Ijarge tears of agony started from his eyes, and streamed
down his sunken cheeks.
" My gold ! my gold !

" he said ;
" who is it that has

stolen what I prized more than life itself? May my
withering curse cling to him through all eternity ! May
he be bereft of all he holds dear in this world, even as he
has bereaved me ! Oh ! I am old now ; old, old ! My
strength is gone, and I cannot live long enough to save

any money now. I shall die as I knew I should—as I

always said I should—a pauper, a pauper !

"

\Ie sat down upon the edge of the excavation he had
made, and looked down into it.

''The long, long years of toil it cost me! The priva-

tions I endmed iu order to add to its amount, if it was
ever so little, for I knew those little sums would tell up
some day, and now it is gone, all gone ;

gone at once. 1

have only now left to me that little I have about me.
Oh ! what shall I do ? What will become of me ?

"

Then his voice became suffocated in his sobs.

Presently, however, he recovered himself, and sprang
suddenly to his feet.

The soft night breeze blew his !ong hair from Lis face,

and mada it stream in a sfo-ange fashion behind him.
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[TOM KING AND DICK WATCH THE MISER DIG FOB HIS TREASURE.]

BiB hands were clenched tightly.

The fire of insanity was in his eyes. „ , . . ...

" I know what I will do now !" he yelled, m atartlmg

tones. " I know what I will do ! I wiU seek him who has

robbed me of my treasure, seek him by day and by night

TUiceasingly ! I shall find him, for my wrongs will urge

me on. I shall fin^ him, and then let him beware 1 I am

a poor ,weak old man, but yet I have power left to rob him

of a treasure which he can never regain, and which, per-

kaps, he values almost as much as I did my dailmg gold .

I will find him, and then I will take his life !
Not all at

onoe. aa he deprived me of my treasure, but bit by bit,

drop by drop ! I will find him ! I— ah '•—lieJp '•

.

The loud report of a pistol rung on the night air,

The miser pressed his hands upon bis breast.

His body swayed to and fro.

He made frantic efforts to stand.

He tried to shriek, but his lungs were filling tapidJy

->«th blood.

No. 10.

A siekeninff Burgling sound alone came from his lipt.

fherhe tufnedVowly%ound upon hi^^^

and, -attering a strange, gasping sob
f«"i««;J^°^^***'"

wards into the hole he had dug with so much toil,

CHAPTER XLT.

THE HIGHWAYMEN PEAL RETRIBUTION TO THB

MURDBBBB OF THE OM) MISEE.

OUR two friends were so much absorbed by the stmig*

scene in the deU, that, had their lives depended upon ifc,

they could not have stirred a B*ep. ,

When, however, the report of the pistol came so utt

expectedly upon their ears, both gave a sudden star aw

almost Lat their footing.
-ninV cnrftW

By an impulse which he conld not control Dioksprwr

forward, brf Tom King held him back as he wbwpsT

impreflsively"

Price One Halfpenny.
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"Sfleace! Do not stir! We shall a&e ^h» cnaa who
fired tliat cowardly shot, or I am mistake''

"

.Dick obeyed.
,

*At the same uioment a ^;reat ruafliag' araoogr the trew

took place, but, of course, in the profo'ind rlavkueas they

conld see nothing.

* He ifl dead, sure enough, and I—I am a murderer

!

I have shot many a bird and many an animal before to-
day, bat ijorer a human being ! But why did he tempt
his fateP My life would have been one continual dread
a he had Uvea after he swore to haunt me ! It was his
awn feult/—his own fctult ! Surely, what I did was bat

Then they hea'xJ a heavy footst^^ <Trunclnui? on the acting in my own defence !

'

gravelly soiL I ^ *^. ^^7' ^ ^^ stooped over the stark and prostrate

With their' eyes wide -ftpen and their baads .stretched
|

corpse, did the murderer endeavour to deceive kis con-

forward, the highwaymen waited with indescribiible im- scianoe.

patience for this individual to make his appearance.

They were not long kept in suspense.

The lantern which the miser had placed upon thb dttle

mound of earth still shed its faint glimmoring Ij.wht unon
the scene.

But it was on *^^he bleeding corpse of the old man mat
its rays fell with the most force and intensity.

To the excited fancy of the highwaymen it seemed as

though the light had concentrated itself thwe specially.

But this was only fency, for something, at first dim
and undefined, came within the sphere of the lantern's

beams, and at a considerable distance from the body.

Presently this something came more fully into the

influence of the light.

And then they saw a man.
He was advancing in a strange, creeping, stooping

{ftshion.

But as he came from the opposite side of the dingle to

that upon which our friends were standing, they of course

saw his face with great distinctness.

It seemed terribly repulsive—most likely more so than

it really was. It was seen under peculiar circumstances,

and such as ware by no means to his advantage.

When within about six paces of the old miser'3 body
this man paused.
He put up lus hand to shade the beams of the lantern

from his eyes while he took a long look at his victim.

Then ho spoke in a deep, hoarse whisper.
" Is—is he dead ? " he asked. " Is he quit* dead ?

He seems still enough ! He—he must be dead ! I have

lised a pistol too often to miss a mark like that ! He must
be dead—dead I Ha! Mercy—mercy! Help! help!"
He uttered loud screams and flung himself upon his

"I will bory him nere—here, wnere he buried his
treasure ! He cannot grumble at that, surely. Then I
will flee far, far from this spot, which to me will be always
full of horrors ! With his riches I shall be able to live
like the great ones of the land. Ha ! that were indeed
worth something ! I shall soon forget, in the pleasure of
possessing it, the manner in which I obtained the wealth
—very soon. And then all will be well."
" No, villain

!

" cried Dick, in his loud, clear voice,
which struck terror to the soul of the guilty man ; " no,
all wiU not be well. Murder will out ! ^ith the death
of a human body there arises an invisible avenger which
pursues the murderer until the ends of justice are ap-
peased !

"

"Ha!" yeHe'a the man, as he turned to fly; "dis-
covered ! A thousand curses ! All is lost now !

"

But he was not suffered to escape. Bang sprang for-

ward, and grasped him tightly by the throat.

And then this man, who in more than one respect
resembled one of those ferocious animals which will fight

only when placed at bay, faced about and commenced a
desperate struggle with his captor.

He was a tall, powerful man, and now despair seemed
to have redoubled his strength ; and King felt that if he
wished to secure him he would have V) call his friend to

his assistance.

Turpin sprang forward.
Between them the murderer stood not \he ghost of a

chance, and he was overpowered almost immediately.
King placed his foot upon his breast, and, drawing his

hanger, held it at his throat.

Its sharp point just penetrated the skin.

"Move hand or foot," said King, "and you are a d«ad
lan. Now answer me, and truly : who is it you have so

And yet there was, to all appearance, nothing to cause treacherously murdered ?
"

ibis sudden outbneak of terror and alarm. The man remained doggedly silent.

Our friends could not fail to be much startled by it, and " Answer," said King, agam :
" who is it you have shot

they looked round with something like dismay, wondering ,
in so cowardly a manner ?

"

irhat was going to happen next. Still no reply. ,.,.,.,,.,
But all remained just as it was before. Tom pressed shghtly upon the hilt of his hanger, and.

Quite bewildered, the highwaymen kept their isyes apon as the murderer felt it entering the flesh, he cried—

the man who, after making several unsuccessful efforts, at
j

" Curse you both ! would you murder me by mches ? It

last rose to his feet. 1
was my master." ^,

, . . ^ ,^,

With an intensity and anxiety which cannot be described, I
Your master ! Then the crime 13 doubly enormous !

our friends listened for this man to speak. 1
What was his name ? Who was he ?

It was from his lips alone that they could hope to learn " OUnthus Furze, the miser."

the i-eason of his mysterious fear. " It was you, then, that came here and dug up the old

He soon spoke. man's treasure-box. To what place have you removed it?"
•' What a fool I must' be!" he said, nervously, "to « i wiU not tell you," said the man, fiercely. "You

frighten myself in that way. It was n—nothing after all.
, shall kill me first !

"

Nothing ! I thought I felt some one clutch me by the
|

« -^^^^ i^^^ l^ere, Tom," said Dick, who had been very
throat ! Could it have been all fancy ! No—no ! It was I b^giiy engaged about something during the past few
—it was something ! I felt something touch me, surely

. minutes. " Look here, Tom, I will show you how to deal
What was it ? What was ^t ?

„ ,
• out retribution to this fellr>w."

He looked upon the ground near his feet, as well aa his ^^^ ^^^^ .^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ hjg comrade holding a
tremblmg brabs would allow him.

piece of rope with a large noose at the end of it towards
" Of coarse ; why this must be it, and so 1 have Uarmed

j
g.^ ,

^ *

myself with nothing ! This little branch it was that fell

from one of the trees above, and struck me on t\w back,

r suppose. Curse it !

"

He threw the branca upon the gtvund as he spoke.

The '-.*"-;e of the poor wretch's terror was now juiffi-

oetiS.y expwined.

6\ some means, a little branch from one of the tresi

Are you going to hang him ?
"

"Yes, but not by the neck, though. You keep liim iu

his place, and I will slip it ever him !

"

And, althoug-d he experienced considerable difficulty,

Turpin slipped '.he noose over the man's ^^.ad, and drew

it tight under the armpits.

bad become disengaged from its hold upon the parent The other end of the rope had been ca^ over the scjuc

stem, and falling down, had struck the murderer upon j limb cf a tree a few feet overhead.

ih" back, filling his very seul wif -vraoi-tal te'"-)r, such aM
\

Dick began to hnu! liim up.
^ _

ht" 'jad never before felt. i
The man shrieked, and kicked, and stnigglea, cut 3.L in

How true it is a guilty conscienc? needs no x-u-ser. | vain !

Oonsjiderablv •eheved, our friends continuuJ to watch ; Cp Ue vf-mt

hjm attentivelj I
They drew him up until

It would seem as though ne ha.I gathered courage from from the ground.

the discovery he had just mad-}, for he waiked now oiaite (
Then the highwaymen secured the rope to tb'^ rrrjnb -^

tip Ut bis YuAim ,

ti*e crp ».

tt^et were abou'; four feet
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The mr~'<?rer swung ronnd and round, an^^ s'l'^yed to

and ho.
Tb/ expreesjon of hia fiace was so awful ttusx -vrhxHi

they saw it 'be highwaymen shudderingly withdrew th(Ar

gaze.

The rays of the lantern sim playeu upon tiie form of
the old miser, and upon fiiis object the eyes of the moT'
Jerer were fixed as if with some terrible fascination.
" Here you will remain," said Dick, " in the company

•f he whom you have deprived of life until some one
shall find you here, and convey you to the nearest prison."

"Curses on you!" howled the man; " curses on you
both ! What was it I did to you ? Why did you interfere

with me ? Curses on you !

"

^
" You can cry out as loudly as you please," said Tom

King, " some one will doubtless hear your shouts. May
the terrible spectacle before you prove some slight punish-
ment for the deed you have done."
As he spoke, Tom and Turpin picked up the hall of

string, and began to thread tlieir way back to the place

where they had left their horses.

It was well they took the precaution, for, vdthont some
ench guide, it would have Deen impossible on that dark
aight to have foimd their way through the mases of the
forest.

The loud shouts and frantic screams of the murderer
of the old miser echoed and re-echoed along the glades,

rousing from their night's repose many a wud denizen of
the forest.

At last they ceased with a suddenness and abruptness
that was startling in the extreme.

CHAPTER XLII.
OUH FBIENDS AEE OVERWHELMED WITH ADVENTURES OF

THE jrOST EXTRAORDIXAEY DESCRIPTION.

"What is the meaning of that?" asked Tom, of his

companion.
" I hardly know, but I was thinking just as yoa spoke

about the miser's casket of gold !

"

"Well?"
" Oh ! nothing, only I cannot help thinking that it is-

not far from where we stood."
" What makes you think that ?

"

" I'll tell you. But while I do so let ua retrace ovir

steps to the dingle and ascertain the meaning of the ces-

sation of the man's shouts."
" Is it worth whUe, think you ?

"

" I do. I am sure of it. Listen !

"

" I am all attention."
" In the first place, then, let us set about to a43C(nmt for

the presence of the murderer at the spot where the rob-
bery was committed, and at so late an hour."

" That, I presume," said Tom, " can be acoounted for

in two ways. Either he had only just removed the casket
and had not time to get away before his master came, or
I think, most likely, lie had, after taking it from his

hiding-place, merely secreted it somewhere in the bushes,
and had visited the place to-night to carry it off com-
pletely."

" Exactly. Now, under either of these circumstances,
the casket of gold must be somewhere close to the dingle."

" Of course."
" Very well, then, don't yo i oAsiaer it would be very

wrong on our parts to leave such a treasure to the chance
finding of anyone ?"

" H—m ! perhaps it would ! But what could we do
with it, and, to tell you the truth, Dick, I dcn't like the
idea of bavmg anything more to do with it. The miner's
curse will cling to it, and it will I fancy prove anything
but a blessing to its possessor."

" Pho—piio ! Tom. Shake off such fooiisn uotions as
those I beg. Reallv now, I did not think you were eo
enperatitious.'

'

" Don't laugh ot ii my friend. You will find it turn out
]

and screams suddenly cease, we'did retrace our steps to
a serious matter.^' i learn the cause, and found him dead and bleeding from

" Oh stuff! Now looK nere, I'll teU you what I'll do." the mouth, having apcarent^y broken a bkind-vesasd m hia
They reached the brim of the dingle as he spokt;, *nd frantic tareasas.

tiey paused thej** to continue the eonversaiion, ...o- a\ "Richakd Tukpin.
"Well?" (Signed) " Thomas King."
" Let uc look aoout the del! in every part until we find' ** That wiU do capital/ said Dick, aa Tom fimshoo

the caoket. We will 'hen bury it in .some pla«<} that we ' reading ii to him,—" capital .' Asii now put it into one o<

'his pockets."
Tbifi was doue.

our profession, and who knows, if we bury this treasure,

that we may rot some day be very glad of it, and find it

ol the utmost service."

"Who, indeed?"
" You consent, then ?

"
'

' That we shall look about m the endeavour to find the
casket ? Yes."

" Aad if we do find it, to bmry it ?
"

"Yes."
" Come on, then ? Be careful of yoor footing ! What

can have caused the man to be silent so suddenly, I
wonder ?

"

" We shall soon know that. I can just see him now.
How very still he hangs ! Is he dead?"

" I should think it woiJd be scarcely probable. And
yet I don't know, either. He might be !

'

" He might!"
" I hope not, however, for I am greatly in hopes of being

able to extort from him some particulars respecting the
whereabouts of the <"asket."

While speaking, they had reached the bottom of the
dingle.

The lantern still burned clearly, and Tom King went
towards it and took it up.
Then, carefully avoiding the bleeding body of the miser,

he made a detour, and reached the tree to which he had
suspended the servant.

He cast the light upwards.
" Your hopes of learning anything are at an end, Dick.

Seq, he is quite dead ! He must have shouted imtil he
broke a blood-vessel ; for see, it has streamedmll do^vn his

clothing, and is even now bubbling from his mouth !

"

" Turn the light away, Tom, I cannot bear to look upon
him. Well, he has met with no more thyii his deserts

!

"

" True, and yet when these signs of the tragedy are
discoveied, as they are sure to be sooner or later, how
inexplicable it will all appear !

"

" I think myself they will have some difficulty in ar-

riving at a correct solution of the affair."
" If they are left to draw their own conclusions from

what they see they certainly will ; but I think we shall be
only doing our duty by leaving them some clue."
" What do you propose ?

"

" Oh ! it can be done simply enough. Gret your lead
pencil, and \vrite a few words upon the leaf of a po«ket-
book, and place it somewhere about his person."
" A good thought ; it shall be done. I have, though,

one little amendment to propose."
"What is that?"
" Why that you write the document."
*' Oh, very well ; just as you like."
" Why the fact is, where I went to sehool we did not

pay much attention to writing and such Hke. Now I know
you are a good scholar."

" Middhng, as to that. Still I can manage a job of that
sort."

" Very good, then ; suppose you begin at once, because
the sooner we get back to the horses the better."
" Just so," said Tom, as he took out an elaborate pocket-

book, and prepared to write ;
" what shall I say ?

"

" I shall leave that to you."
Tom sucked the end of the pencil very deliberately, in

order to collect his thoughts.
Then he wrote, bearing very hard upon the paper, so

that thfi writing should be as black as possible, ihe follow-
ing words

:

"We, Bichard Turpin and Thomas King, do hereby
certify that, having witnessed this man, whose name we
do not know, conunit a deliberate murder upon the person
of one whom we beUeve to be known as Olinthus Furze,
the miser, did pass a rope under his arm pits and suspend
him to this tree in order th^t he might be discoverea and
punished for his crime, which we cordially detest.

" And we hereby further certify that, hearing his shouta

ball easily recognist <it a future time. 01 co*vstj, I

needn't tv\\ you auythinjf al-out the ijrecariow nature of
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" Thank goodness !
" said King, " he's done with. Ar.d

now about this treasure. If you'll take saj? iidvice, nriy

friend, you will not meddle with it."
' Pho ! pho ! I am ashamed of you. vum» Aoug.*'
Bather unwillingly, King again took up the JMotcra aui

followed Dick, who commenced a very eysteraafeJc exami-
nation of the dingle. )

,'
'

At last, and just as he was beginning to cseapair, he
truck against something which was partly on the brink
of the deK.
He made an B»irainatn»a of the objecu instantly.

It was a large oak box, crossed and recrossed in Gvery
direction with stout bands of iron.
" Here you are, Tom," he cried, in an exulting voice.

Bravo ! it's close to the top, so we shan't have the job of
pulling it up, and there are handles on each side, I

declare. Why, if you take hold of one handle and I taJke

hold of the other, we shall carry it off first rate."
" Ah ! yes, I dare say. We shall want the spade though,

and as you are so anxious about the job you had better go
down and fetch it, and take hold of the string at the
same time ! You had forgotten that, had'nt you ?

"

" I had, for the moment ! but, however, if you have any
objection to eoing, stay here for a moment, and I will

quickly fetch the spade."
Without waiting for a reply, Dick plunged quickly into

the dell, and in a few moments i "^turned with the articles

of which he went in quest.

Then, together, the two highwaymc'^ carried the bo*' ^or
some distance into the recesses of the foit,.r*

It was very hard work, for the box was a great weight.
About fifty yards from the dell was a tree, with a mon-

strous hollow trunk, from the summit of which there
grew out a young tree.

This could not fail to be an unusual object, and therefore
was well qualified, on that account, to point out where
the treasure was hidden.

" You could'ut find a better place if you searched the
whole forest over," said Dick, as he reached it, " and so
here goes

!

"

There was a piece of level ground near the trunk of the
tree, and Dick with the spade very carefully cut away the
turf in long strips, about a foot in width, which he placed
on one side, so that when the hole was filled up, the turf
could be replaced, and so the ground show no symptoms
of having been disturbed.

Dick set to work with a will, and soon had a tolerable
sized hole dug.
Tom King sat down upon the edge of the mJser's box.
It was not necessary to dig to any great depth, so the

pit was uot long before it was in readiness to receive its

precious contents.

As they lowered it into the hole, Dick felt a very strong
incUuation to open the box, but the fastenings were of so
complicated a character, that, after making one abortive
effort, he gave up the attempt in despair.

" You must bury your riches unseen, my friend," said
Tom King, " and if you will be guided by me, you will let

them always I'emain whei'e they are."
" How absurd ! Do you think any luck, good or bad,

attaches itself to the treasiu-e ? Nonsense ! Now, I con-
tend it will be vastly pleasant, when we are distressed for

money, to know just where to put our hands upon a large
sum."

" Perhaps so, perhaps so ! Come, do not linger over
your work ! I thint it's quite time we got back to look
after our cattle."

" It is, Tom," sal>. Dick, as he patted the ti\rf aowu m
its p^ace. " I don't like the idea of leaving tham at all

;

but I hav:- done now. I will just take one more look round
at the pla ^e, and then we will be off."

They di i so, and Turpin caught hold of the string wmcb
thej; had }_rovided as a clue, and once more tbFfladed the
intricacies of the old forest.

CHAPTER XLIII.

THE GiPSIES APJORD SHELTER TO THE HIGHWAFMIN.

Without any accident, save that of stumbhn^ occas.M)nally

over swue projecting root, our friends reache«i tb* place

where they had left their steeds.

Both a nimals were stretched upon the grass,

could not be other than much fatigued.

They

Uoon, however, hearing thsir owners approach- both
started to their feet.

*' And now, Tom," said Turpin, as he settJftd hiwoelf in
his saddle, " what are we to do next ?

"
;

" I don't know, I'm sure, but one thing is 'jertain : wo
nrast etop somewhere, not so much on account of 'Mirselves
aa our horses."
" True. And yet they ought, I think, to faoH out, if w«

travel gently, until daybreak."
^" They will have to do so if we cannot find a halting-

place. And now, which way do we go—to the right, or
the left, or straight on ?"
" To the right, I fancy. We will keep as mnoh as pos-

sible upon the edge of the trees."

They did so, and for hours and hours they continued on
their route without meeting with a single person or seeing
a sign of a human habitation.

Horses and riders were completely tired down by th»
time the first flush of dawn appeared in the easten*
sky.

They were glad when they saw this token of the comine
day. It seemed to promise tepose for a short time, and
also served to indicate their course.

They fo"^d they were but little out of their way, and
soon af*.;r leaped over a low hedge into the highroad.

" '^^orely, now," cried King, " we cannot go far without
D^'^eting with some place where we can shelter for a littl*

ame."
" One would think not. It is a high dawn this momiag,

Tom ; we shall have a glorious day.

'

" I think so, myself. Ah ! already I can see the edge
of the sun's disc ; and look ! is not that a wreath of smoke
curhng up yonder ?"

" It is. From some farmhouse or cottage, probably.
Let us hasten."
King urged his horse to make a little better speed, and

a word from her rider caused Bess to make a sudden dash
forwards.

The smoke which the highwayman's keen glance had
detected was some distance ahead of them, and consider-

ably west of the highroad they were travelling.

They found it necessary, therefore, in a short space of

time, to forsake the highway and strike across the fields.

The soft turf was peculiarly grateful to the tired horses'

hoofs.

After crossing several meadows, they reached the brow
of a hill—if hill it could be called, for in reahty it was
little more than a piece of rising ground—and, looking-

down, saw at their feet a gipsies' camp.
There were two or three of their houses upon wheel*

grouped round, and an equal number of canvas tents.

In the centre of the circle which these objects formed,,

was a fire, made chiefly of green twigs, and which sent up
the dark blue vapour which had arrested King's atten-

tion.

About a dozen persons—men, women, and children

—

wei-e crouching around this fire, and watching anxiously

a large iron pot, which was suspended in the usual fashion
over the flames.
" This will be the very thing for us," said Dick. " I

have more than once had occasion to seek shelter from.

these strange, wandering people, and always found them
faithful. Come on, Tom, we shall be almost suse of meet-
ing with a welcome."
King needed no pressing to do this, and, alighting frons

his steed, he made his way down the hill on foot.

Dick followed his pxample.
At the sound of tl eir tread upon the grass, the gipsies-

tui-ned round, and then rose one and all to their feet.

A man who might perhaps be considered handsome,
were it not for his beetling brows, stood forward from the
rest.

" What want }'0u, strangers, with the Zic^ari ? Speak,
let us know your wiU."
"Wt! are tovellers, and, as you say, stia-iigers—that is,

to this part of the country. Our horses have been for

many hours upon the road, and we seek food and shelter

for them, and for ouiselves who need it scareeK less chaa
they do."
" You are welcome to the tents of the Zingari,-- said the

man. " Fear nothing ! Truth is syiruped upon both your
countenances. Hi * Sebei ! Sebel

!

"

A lad of about sixteen came forward, to -niitut. r^

addressed some words in the gipsy tongue.
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Of oourse, neither of oiit friends knew what had been
said, but they had no difficulty in guessing the import of
the words, for the N)y advanced t» their .«teeds. taking
each by the bridle,

Tuipin made a step lurward as if to follo^^ itan. but
King detained him, as he whispered

—

" These are strange people, and you muse ue oareful in

your behaviour. Just watch whereabouts he bestows the
cattle, but do no more. They will be safe beyond a doubt.

Let us hasten to eat with them, for when we have, no
temptation on earth would be powerful enough to make
them betray us ; nay, if we are attacked, they will even
defend ua with their Hush ! say nothing ! If we
whisper thus, we -"-ill perhaps make them suspicious of

us!"
This reasoning was so cogent that Dick saiu uoo anotner

word, but turned towards the man who had greeted them.
He was looking at them attentively.
" The fare of the poor Zingari is hard," he said, " but

the weary stranger is welcome to a share. We cannot
lon^ afford them shelter, for we are about to depart."

The deuce you are," muttered Dick, and then he
added

—

" It is not so much food as rest that we require, though
we are sadly in want of both. If you will allow us to join
you in the consumption of the meal you are preparing, and
then let us rest somewhere, we shall not only thank you,
but leave some substantial token of our gratitude behind."
" You are welcome," said the gipay, who seemed by no

means displeased at this promise of payment for services

rendered. " Sebel will tend your steeds ! Advance, and
we will break bread with you."
Five minutes more saw Turpin and King seated with

the ;npsies round the fire, and apparently quite at home.
They jested, laughed, and talked to each other as though
they had been acquaintances of many years standing.
As the gipsy had said, the fare was by no means

gixnptuous. it consisted of a stew, which both our friends

pronounced as being most delicious, and only needed the
accompaniment of something stronger than water to
quake it a first-rate meal.
The production of a couple of guineas proved sufficient

to induce the wanderers to postpone their intended
journey, so a tent was provided for the two highwaymen,
into which they soon afterwards passed, and, as they felt

in no way apprehensive of danger, either from attack or
treachery, they stretched themselves upon th*^ rude pal-

lets prepared for them, and in a few minutes were sound
asleep.

The sun had passed the meridian when they awok*
aod looked out of the tent.

All was calm around them. The sky was without a
cloud, and birds were chirping merrily from every bowgh.
The gipsy who seemed to be in some sort of command

over the others, upon seeing the friends at the opening of
their tent, walked rapidly towards them.

" The strangers have slept long and soundly in the
gipsy's tent," he said. " The sun has already begdn his

downward course, and the people are impatient **» begin
their march."

" And we are quite ready to go," said Dick, as he
stepped outside. " Fetch us our horses, and ">e will be
off-

" It shall be done," said the gipsy, moving rapidly away.
" i feel now," said King, " as though J nhould.Jike a

good swill. That would be a refresher."
" You can have it then," said Dick, " 1 ain eertam, for

I can hear a stream bubbling somewhere close at hand."
*' And so c^n I now. It seems to bb ^ust beyond those

shrubs there.'
" It does," replied Kix)"-, as he Surried fp^l'^Jard h? *^e

direction indicated.

On the other side of the shrubs Dick had i^utiuued
was a scene of rare pictures'ijue L_ 'J^y-

Before liitiia was a little hollow, uown otie side of which
flowed a pleasant little brook, which, as it danced over the
mimic obstructions in its course, created the pleasant
gurgling sound which l^ad been the means of dire'iting

Dick's attention to it.

The water was clear and cold, and the TuefiWav— ^-

dashed it plentifully over their faces.

Considerably refreshed by this primitive aDlution, . - ;
ixme to their feet and made their way back.
Thev saw the gipsy and the boy Sebel standing near the

tent with the horses, which had been caTOfuUy groomed
down, so that they looked quite fresh and vigorous.

Turoin's eye brightened as his glanoe lighted on hia

mare.
As he sprang upon her back, she uttered a low nMgh of

pleasure.

King also mounted.
Them, giving the gipsies a liberal grstoity, and

especially the boy for the care ha had taken of the

horses, the two highwaymen, at a gentle trot, regained
the highroad, and oontinuad their journey.

CHAi'TEE T^LiV.

TURPIN AND KTNG ACHIEVS A RATHER LUDICROUS AD-
VENTURE WITH CAPTAIN SALEM NIDGET OP H.M. SHIP
" PLOVER."

" It is a lovely morning, i)icK, is it not ? I do enjoy it

!

Let us go at a more easy rate ; there is no occasion now
for hurry."

" It is Bess. When she has had a good rest, there is no
such thing as holding her in."

" So it api)ears. And now, do you know, I fancy w«
have come quite far enough to commence operations.

'

" I was thinking so a few moments ago, and was going
to ask you how much longer you intended to keep on like

this, when you spoke."
" Then, my opinion is, the sooner we begin business the

better. It will be, I take it, a very profitable place ; still,

we must be careful not to decrease our distance from
London, but approach rather to.the sea-shore."

" Very good. I advise, then, that we look to our
pistols, so that, shovdd anything occur, we may be pre-

pared."
They drew up for a moment, while they re-primed and

loaded their weapons, and then proceeded on their way.
Those who ^ave visited this portion of the country'will

not need to ue told of its exceeding beauty; and our
friends, who had a keen appreciation of the beauties of

nature, but not mneb fo» ihose of art, enjoyed the prospect
amazingly.
At four o'clock' It iy had only passed a few houses, and

had r''t met wita anything of importance on the road.

Thib .ras rather surprising and quite at variance with
their anticipations.

But presently, at the very extremity of a long line of
road, they saw a faint cloud of dust arise.

"Here is something at last!" cried Dick, "really I

had begun to despair of meeting with an adventure before
night.'^

" So had I."

They walked on very gently.

The cloud of dust, as it camp nearer and nearer,

increased rapidly in size.

Now our readers will doubtless think to themselves,
Dick Turpin and Tom King wore daring men, but surely

the writer does not wish to mike us believe that he con-
templated stopping a carriage on the highroad at daylight.

But we do, and a few moments' reflection will show
that there is nothing so '7ery improbable or impossible
about it.

A reference to the ne'vspapers of the period will show
that it was by no means a rarity for people to be stopped
on the highroad in the daytime, and even within sight

of tt'^'T own dwellings.
lu a uttle while tho highwaymen were able to distinguia'ji

through the dust the outline of a carriage.

It was a very showy affair apparently, and was dra*ru

by four horses, attended by two postilions.

"This is a wedding set out, you may depend," said

Dick; " I can see very plain we are going to have some
fun." J/

"I have uo objection/' said King, "orovidod.a little

profit attaches to it."
" Get out ! you are always looking atler tnw loaves and

fishes. Now I should be content if there was only a

little pleasure to be derived from this adventure."
" We shall see. However, Tom, you take one side ol

the road and manage the postilions, while I go on the

other and peep at those inside."
^^

"As you like," said Tom ; " they wiU be here directly.

" Yes ; now then. Trot forward, not fast enough, hoish

ever, to excite suspicion."
" All riifht."
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The carriage was now only about fifty yards from
them, and the distance was, of course, diminishing

every moment.
Tliat their first conjecture that it was a wedding

carriage was a correct one there could be little doubt.

The postilions seemed to take no particular notice

of the two advancing horsemen, afiis f.heir astonish-

ment was most unbounded when Tom King rode close

to them and shouted

—

'• Pull up, or I fire!"

The rays of the declining' sun glistened dazzlingly

upon the long barrel of the pistol which Tom King
held out at arm's length.

The postilions, as the reflection flashed into their

eyes, stopped the carriage at once.
Before, though, Dick could reach the carriage door,

the window was let down violently, and a head pro-

jected out of it.

Is was a remarkable looking head.

The face was very full, and of a deep crimson hue,

to which a very white powdered wig formed a peculiar

contrast.
His first words betokened his profession, even if his

attire did not.
" Avast, there, you awabs !" he shouted. " Avast

!

What do you mean by overhauling us ? If it wasn't
that I have just got married, and don't want to frighten

my wife, I would pretty aoon settle you, you piratical

rasoals
!"

" Easy does it !" said Dick, who saw at a glance the

speaker was unharmed. " Easy does it ! We want
your purse and watch, and so forth."

" And you call that easy, you loblolly, doyou ? You
want a good rope's-ending at the grating, and if I'd got
you aboard my little ship Pluvver yon'd very noon have
it."
" Oh ! indeed ! Then I presume you are the captain

of the Plaver, or Pluvver as you o^ it ; eh ?"

"'Yes, you son of a gun ! I
"

*' Then just hand over a good booty."
" Never 1" said the captain, in a towering passion,

&B he sank back into his seat.

Then Turpin caught sight of a female with a very
graceful figure, and pleasing countenance.
Dick took off his hat and made a very deep bow.
The lady returned the salute.

The captain uttered a suppressed growl, but as he
had no weapons he did not relish attacking our hero,
who held a pistol negligently in his hand.

" Surely, madam," said Dick, with his head stiU on-
covered, " surely yon will not object to myself and
friend drinking your very good health and happiness
in the married state ?"

The bride made no reply.
" Then I shall consider silence gives consent. Come,

captain, hand over your purse like a sensible man, for

heaven knows I wish there to be no bloodshed or vio-

lenoe. Let me request you to advise him to do as I

require," added Turpin, turning again to the bride.

"Now, Salem, give him your purse, there's a good
man, and let us go on our way in comfort !"

" Never !" said the captain. " I have never struck to

the enemy, yet, and, damme ! I never will. I can't defend
myself, yon land pirate, and you'll have to take all you
get."
"Very good," said Dick, "if you prefer it, I don't

mind."
So saying, he -««ry skilfolly took the captain's watch

eot of his fob.

It was a chronometer set in a gold case, and attached
to a massive gold chain, at the other extremity cf which
dangled some very large seals.

The captain of the Plooer could not retforain a groan
when he saw it disappear in the profundities of the
highwayman's pocket.
"And now your purse," said Dick. "Remember,

discretion is the better part of valour."
"For heaven's sake take it and be off," said the

«aptain.
" All right ! And now, madam," said Tnrpin, in his

most insinuating tones, " let me exact a tribute from
you. I will not take anything from you in the shape of

j-' Tela or trinkets.but simply a kiss from your ruby lips."
" By God !" said i'.'a captain, springing to his feet,

" this is too much. Damme ! I have given in quietly,

and now you want to kiss my wife before I have kissed
her myself ! No, I'm d d if you shall

!"

But the lady blushed, and looked anything but dis*

pleased or reluctant to comply with the bold highway
man's demand.

In fact, Dick was a very good-looking fellow, and of
a style and colour that is always pleasing to the ladies.

Dick shook his hair back fro^v, his face and smiled.
The lady bent forward.
But the captain interposed.
" Draw back your smirking figure-head, you piratical

swab, or I'll spoil the colour of it, damme ! And you,
madam, draw back. You are my wife, recollect, and
I'll make you suffer for your conduct !"

Bnt Turpin was not so easily to be baulked out of
his kiss, when he saw that the lady was evidently not
disinclined, so he held bis pistol at the captain's hesid

significantly.
" Seat yourself," he said. " Rememb«f, I have your

life in my hands, and I can deprive yon of it in an in-

stant. If you value it, sit down."
Now, Captain Nidget—for such was his name—was a

bold enough man in his way, but just then he did not
feel desirous of leaving the world and a widow.
So he sank back in bis seat, and glared at his wife

and the highwayman like some wild animal.
Not heeding him, however, Dick put his arm in the

carriage, and taking the lady round the waist, drew her
towards him.
She made a show of resistance, but when her face was

close to the highwayman's, she suddenly ceased her
struggles, and Dick pressed not one, bnt a dozen kisses

on her lips.

They were not only received, bnt returned.
The husband was foriona.

But Dick was aroused from his blissful occupation,
by hearing Tom King shout in a loud voice

:

" Look oat, Dick, look out ! Be off at once ! Here
come the of^cers again! They are straining every
nerve !"

The words were followed by the report of a pistol and
the trampling of horses' feet.

CHAPTER XLV.
TURPIN AND KING TAKE REFUGE IN THE OLD MANSION
AT DUBLEY CHINE, AND MEET WITH A SERIES OP
UNPARALLELED ADVENTURES DURING THEIR STAY
THERE.

Our friends make a slight mistake when they came to
the conclusion that the Guildford police-officers had
abandoned the chase.
The fact was, they found their horses completely

knocked ap, so were obliged to come to a standstill, but
they sent off one of their band, mounted on the best
horse in the troop, to fetch freah cattle and also a rein-

forcement. This necessarily delayed them for some
time, but they calculated upon the highwaymen relaxing
their speed, and perhaps even halting when they found
they were no longer pursued, and, therefore, had great
hopes that if they could follow they would soon over-

take them.
By dint of numerous inquiries on their route, they

succeeded in tracing Tnrpin and King to the gipsies'

camp, which they reached only a few hours after they
had left it. They spurred on their horses, and saw at

last, to their great satisfaction, the persons whom
they sought actually robbing a carriage by daylight.

They increased their speed, and it was not until the
postilion waved his arm that King knew of their ap-
proach. It was then he gave the alarm to Diok in the
manner recorded at the end of the last chapter.
At the same time, he himself turned his horse's bead

( round, and set off at full speed, leaving r^ck to follow

his example as quickly as he could.
Turpin pressed one more kiss upon the bnde's lips,

and then giving Bess the rein, sped off like the wind.
He overtook Tom King in a few moments. •

In the meantime, Captain Nidget learned v^tth great
satisfaction that a body of police were close at hand.
He opened the door of the carriaf^e, and stepped out

into the roadway a second or so tefore the oflSoera

reached him.
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Be ptiUed off hia white-powAB^ca wig, an<J wavcJ jt

aloft in the air.

" After the pirate I" ha cried. " Board si?/n:. ana
string 'em up to the yard-arm ! They have ke^l-hanl^d
me, damme, and issed my wife !

"

The officers c? nH not contain their laughter .

Tbey did not nevertheless, lelax their speed, bot pli i

whip SJi^ sp«i' most rigorously.

The orses tiiey bad beneath them were of capitd
qoal^, and were, besides, quite fresh ; so that the higl»-

wuymen had everything to fear, and the offica*- ^yerything
to hope, from the parsuit.

King and Turpin, however, had an escell«u%, start, and
tht?y took care that the distance between them and the
officers »hould not diminish ad.

The road, too, beneath "^eir feet was smooth and even.
Now, bad Turpin been by bimeelf, there is no question

k« would have been easily enough able to distance hia

foea in a very short space of time. But then King was
not so well mounted as he was, so he had to keep Bess
back.
As the officers pressed very hardly upon them, Tom

Kng noticed this fact, and he said, as well as he could,

for galloping at such a rate as they were made conversa-

tion difficult

—

" Leave me to shift for myself, Dick, my boy. I won't
consent to allow you to lose your own chance of escaping
beeauae my steed is not so good as your own. Shoot
ahead as fast as you can, and leave me to my own
luck !

"

" Nonsense ! I shall do nothing of the kind ; you know
that well enough. Keep your horse as well up as you
ean. I will stick by you to the last I Eemember what
they say at sea

—
' A stem chase is a long chase.'

"

As he spoke these words, he leaned forward in the
saddle and grasped Tom's horse by the bridle.

In this way, he compelled him to gallop faster.

Fortunately they were out of range of the pistols, so
they had nothing to fear on that account, so long as they
k«j^ up the distance.

They found, by the inoreasing number of vehicles in the
distance, that they were approaching a town, so they
tamed off to the right across the country.

la some places the cross lanes were very miry, and the
Uorses with difficulty struggled onward.
When dusk came, the relative positions of pursuer and

pursued were unchanged.
The officers had determined to hunt them down.
It was something to be wondered at that King's horse

had kept up so long and so well as he had, but now he
ga.re evident signs of utter exhaustion.
" I eannot keep up many minutes longer, Dick. Let

me advise you, while you have the chance, to clear off

and leave me ; it is no good for one to destroy the othei."
" It seems evident we cannot outrun them, so we must

have resource to a little stratagem. Look, yonder is a
dense clump of trees. Now if that should turn out to be
a wood of any extent, and we ean make our way into its

intricacies, I think we may set them at defiance."

Tom King looked in the direction to which his friend
poiatad, and saw, as he said, something that looked like a
wood of considerable size. It doubtless was a |XH'tion of

the New Forest which had been cut off from the remainder.
" It -5 our Mily eiiauGC, he said, " and but. a feint ooe,

'I yeu make we best of it. Still, tiet-e v-e sliould be
able to hold owrselves at bay."

" It will be a diffiealt matter to fignt so many vn^ix idj-

hope s{ proving victorious."
" How many are tlvere ?

"

" Kght ©r nine ; I can't teU which."
"That is long odds. We must make tfee h^M 9( ife"

And now a new difficulty pre.'iicnted fteelf.

Tba w©od they were now, of eoar.^e, ansioiia to rea<*a 1

as B^edily a< poisible, wna on the othtt side of a iiedge,
whi«h, though not so high aato be inaurmenritaola uuo^r /

•rdiaary circainstanees, lyas yet t<-- high for the tired
|

Iwrsea now to venture.
;

ine only resource that was lef* to theia -ras to ride
j«a a3 swiftly as po3.8ible until thoy eadtie to a gate.

Ai»out a quarter of a mik lower d<»wti they found one.
I

1/iek dismounted and tried to opan it, but f-ound it fasi, (

it was aeeured by a huge padi«)Gk and chain.
JA large, round pebble of several pounds' weitrhf waa
'

j
lying in the lane, and Dick took it up in both hands

I
aiul dashed it against tht lock.

It gave wa / at once.
He hfild A, open while Tom and Bess passed throaftHn

He then closed it and remounted.

I_

8u' a"'i-.ough this had been done quickly, it consume*
time, and the officers eonsequently gai-'Ml upon thew
considerably.

' The field was a ploughed one.
!_" Everything^ seems against us," said Dick. "Hera,
this field, for instance. We shall have to make our war
lound the edge of it, along the beaten path. To attempt

I

to cross such heavy ground would be utter madness."
" It would, so we must do the best we can."
At little more than a walking pace they crept along the

narrow path, with a deep fetid ditch on one side ot
them, and the soft ploughed land on the other.
Meanwhile, flie officers came galloping down the lane.
They passed the gat« though.
Then, evidently, they had not seen our friends pass

through it.

A little farther on, however, as they heard nething of
their prey in front, they drew up, and, having listened,
consulted with each other as to what they had better do.
They little thought it ; but at that very moment all

that separated them from the highwaymen was the
hedgerow.

(Au- friends had taken the precaution to draw up so that
no sound should reach the ears of their foes ; but their
care was of no avail, for King's horse suddenly lowered
his head, and gave vent to that strange, gasping cough, so
often uttered by horses when much distressed.

A curse came from the lips of Tom King, and a shoct
of gratification from the officers.

"They prepared to leap the hedge.
" No, no," they heari* •». voice say. *' Go through the

gate !

"

" What gate ?
"

"The one we passed a minute or two a<fo. Come
on !

"

The officers retraced their steps.

There was nothing left for our friends but to make as
much speed as they possibly could.

The ploughed field led into a meadow.
Across this and another, and then another, with the

officers close upon their track they went.
And now the officers found themselves near enough to

make use of their firearms, and the report of a pistol
suddenly arose.

It was simply a trial shot.

The spent ball struck Dick upon the back.
" That was well aimed," he said, " and if the distance

had only been a little less, I should have been done for

!

Whip your horse ! 8pur him to the utmost ! Do not
spare him !

"

The officers appeared to be well satisfied with the shot,
for it was followed by an irregular volley, which did no
harm, save inflicting a few trifling wounds upon the
fujfitivee.

Tom King's horse, although at the last gasp, kept ut
bravely.

" Now, Tom," exdairaed Dick, as they crossed the last

hedge that intervened between them and the wood they
were so anxious to reach. "New, Tom, one mo»^ effort,

and then all will be well."
Tom King siade oae more desperate effe«rt. - '

He pluHged .still deeper his spu-Fs iote his h®»se's sides.

TIi« eshaustod creatttre staggered «owards.
Lead voiees, mingled with the disefearge of maev

pi»t<jJ«, caDed upon them to swrreader.
But the yghwayia«a par bo lieed io tfeeew Ivecy

necre is atr:uned to gain tke eoafines of ihe wooi3
'•^ is but a few hucdrr-J :

-Ss disteat freia tttewk*

Th*y ijere»,9e thwr efforts.
It would seem ^« though slio horaua „ae offiseua bestride

were alm&^t as mu«h knocked up as the lii-hwayiaen's
wore, for despite -.« orselty with whie.li tiisir ridor-
goaded tJ=.ena on, thoy wuld 8ca*«elj gain upon th«ir p«-e...

Ihe offieor.s well en«ugh knew that their «l*,iBoe3 &
capturiug our friends, should tiiey auflweed in roaehing
the wood, would be materially »ki«iin.ished, but still thsiv
tired cattle eould u«t be made to pi«»eed f-aster.
They reloaded their f/i.stals and fired another volley
I hen Dusk heard Tom Kiag- uttec a sadden eaeiama«r?i
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" What is it, Tom ?" he asked. " Are yon bit ?"

" It is nothing, A bullet haa struck me on the left

arm."
" It is not a serious hurt, then ?"

"Oh! no. I cannot tell exactly what it is, bu. it

appears to have furrowed the skin from mv shoulder to

my elbow."
" If that is all, it will nov prove serious. Strive again

to make your horse keep pace with Bess ; a minute or

two more will take us into the wood."
In obedience to the application of both whip and

spur, the poor animal seemed to concentrate in its

limbs the whole of its remaining strength.

The speed it made for the next few seconds was
something wonderful, it even shot ahead of Bess her-

Belf.
, ,

But when the borders of the wood were just reached,

it reared suddenly, staggered, and then fell heavily to

the ground.
Tom had anticipated this oataatrophe, and had there-

fore prepared himself for it.

When his horse fell, his feet were already freed from

the stirrups, and he stood upright, when the horse

with a dull heavy thud, reached the ground.
There was no time for regrets, or even for speech.

The ofScera shouted with gratification when they

saw the horse fall. Surely, they thought, we shall

have one of them in our power.
But Tom, without pausing a moment, had set off on

foot at full speed.

He was an excellent runner.
It was not long before he had the pleasure of finding

himself beneath the shadow of the trees.

Then Dick dismounted.
Bess, now, would be an encumbrance, but still they

were obliged to put up with that as best they could.

Dick caught her by the bridle, and led her into the

mazes of the forest.

The trees in it were very old, and in size, gigantic.

They grew closely together, too, and they found many
places where it was impossible to force a passage be-

tween their trunks.
The soil was covered with gorse and brake in great

profusion.
Ere, however, they had advanced many yards, they

could hear the officers crushing through the trees.

Fortunately for our friends, the undergrowth and
trees, as well as the darkness, prevented the police

from keeping them in view.

The gloom in the forest increased at every step they
took.
And now it would have been an easy enough matter

to have eluded their pursuers if they had not been so

close upon their track as they were, but, as it was, the

noise they made in their progress sufficed to enable

them to keep accurately upon their track.

Still they were in hopes, by pushing vigorously for-

ward, of increasing the distance between them.
In this they appeared to partially succeed, for the

sounds of the pursuing footsteps came by no means bo

distinctly upon their ears as they did.

Then Tom King broke the silence which had been
preserved between them since they entered the wood.
He spoke in a low voice.

It might have been that he was faint, or that he did
not wish his voice to reach the officers.

" Dick," he said, " Dick."
" What is it, my friend ?"

" I am sorry to say it, my friend, but we must come
to a halt at once."

" Come to a halt ?"
" Yes. I bore up as long aa I could, and aa well as I

could, but I am done up now."
" Good heavens, Tom !" exclaimed Torpin, " what is

the matter?"
" My wound is, I fear, more Berioua than either you

or I at first imagined."
" Stop a moment, then, and let me ezamioe it. Is it

painful ?"
" Not in the least."
" Why did you not speak before? You must have

been losing blood at a great rate. However, it is only
loss of blood yoi' are suffering from, and I will soon
remedy that."

So saying, Dick tore oft nis scarf hastily, and bounce
it tightly round Tom's arm.

" That will be better," he said, as he completed his
task. '' I am sorry you did not mention it earlier.

However, take a draught of this."

Dick produced a good-sized flask p£ ue spoke, and
handed it to his friend, who took a good draught at it,

" That's real genuine brandy as imported," said Tar-
pin, as he placed the flask to his own lips.

But, short as was the time they had consumed, yet it

sufficed for the officers to gain upon them surprisingly.

When the highwaymen looked behind them, they saw,
to their great astonishment, a number of lighta flash-

ing through the trees.

It was therefore evident that the officero had in some
way possessed themselves of either torches or lanterns,
which would greatly aid them in their search.

Their having kept so well upon our friends' track
can be easily accounted for.

The wound which King had received in his shoulder
bled plentifully, and all the way he came he left behind
him such a track of blood, that they followed it with
the greatest ease.

But now, as the effusion of blood had been stopped,
the officers would no longer have this guide.

Tom felt much better after the draught of brandy

;

he followed Dick through a dense thicket.

The officers must have caught some glimpse at hia

retreating form, for several pistols were discharged in

that direction.

By great good luck, though, neither of them were
sufficiently well-aimed to have effect.

The highwaymen struggled on^ now sinking ankle
deep in some slough, and then forcing a passage through
the dense vegetation.
The officers were close behind them. Indeed, they

seemed to be making much better speed than our friends

were.
They were inspired to do this because the only guide

they had for their track now was the sound of their

footsteps, and they knew when once they lost the sound
the highwaymen would easily escape, and so all the
trouble they had had would result in nothing.
Hence,they pressed onwards with incredible* eagernesa.
More than once they fancied they oould distinguish

the dark forms of those they sought creeping in

advance of them, and then pistols would be imme-
diately levelled and discharged.
But although this manoeuvre had been several times

repeated, it had not yet produced any results.

Dick felt that Tom drew his breath slowly and labo-
riously.

His heart grew heavy with anxiety.
" Tom, my boy," he said, " hold up ! Don't give in

yet, if yon can possibly help it. Cheer up, old fellow,

we shall do them yet. Take another pull at the brandy !"

" Thanks !"

Tom's voice was very faint.

Without pausing in their speed, Dick again took osA
his flask, and passed it to his comrade, who took a
deep draught in silence.

The spirit had the effect of infusing a fictitiouB

vigour into the muscles of the highwayman, and be
strode forward twice as rapidly as he had done before.

But now they made a discovery which much discon-

certed them.
The undergrowth was getting more scanty.
The trees grew at a greater distance from each other.

A faint, soft light stole over the scene.

In fine, there was every appearance of their having
reached the other side of the wood.

" We are done for, after all, I am afraid," said Tnrpin,
as he one by one noticed these things. " We must bear

to the right, Tom ; perhaps we shall do better there."
" Impossible ! Look ! The officers have spread out

on each side of us. We should have to fight our w.ty

through them."
It was as Tom had said. The officers had separated

themselves, and formed into a line, the extent of whiah
the flashing of the lanterns which th«v carried plainly

indicated.
At the ends this lino now begun to curve slightly.
"We are being surrounded,"8aid Turpin,a8 he observed

this change in the position of the lighta. " They wiU
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fcrm ro\ui<J r^ ,& a circle. There ia no h«lp for it. We
must push ' Award !

"

In a S-- wioutes. after this they amergsd into a small
open spao^,

It was not the extremity of the wood which they had
reached, as they at first fancied, but one of thoas small
open spaces covered with soft turf which are not unfrequent
in forests of considerable ertent.
" We must fight it out, Tom," said Dick. " I wisTi we

had known, we would have begun before. Still, never
mind ! Cheer up !

"
(

" I fee-l very weak and cold, my M^end," said 'lom,
" though I think I am not quite so bad as I was a little

while ago. Let me have another ('rink at the i)»aady. It

IB tho real stuff."
" With all the pleasure' in life. Finish it olTr Its no

good disemsinjj the fact, we have hot and dangt.jus work
before us.''

" Look,"" 5*.J Tom, as he returned the flask, - tnere is

% tne whkh hM been mi dow» heti as .olajco oor*

selves behind its branches. We shall be hatter prepared
for resistance then,"
" We shall. Quick ! or we shall be intercepted !

"

The two highwaymen made a sudden dash across the'

open space to where a large +"36 had been felled, and cu«

sconced theraselves among its branches.
It had not evidently been long in its present position,

for the leaves were plentifal upon it, and green and fresh.

They took up this position only just in time, for seven
or eight officers, uttering loud shouts to each other and
cries to our friends to surrender, rushed into the enclosure.

If they had sought for hours in the forest, they could

scarcely have found a better place for defending themselves
from attack than the one they now occupied. The stout,

straggling branches of the tree would be very puzzling

obstacles to overcome, and very difficult ones when two
desperate men were behind them, who had ^nnlyresolved
to die rather than vield.

Tnrpin and King drew their hangers, ana plaoed 1

adlves oa |

NO. ILJ Pmax Ows HALmpmcKT,
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CHAPTER XLVI.

TITBPTN AWt> KTWr DISCOVEK THE MTSTBETT OF DUUtiFT

CHINK.

dlLACK bB"<y had followed with noiseless step and rarfj

Jgacity in the footsteps of her master and his comrade.

Her fine perceptions seemed to make her conscious that

>ileDce was absolutely required, and she trod as stealthily

js cat after its prey.

The posturb ^f affairs in that little open space in tie

forest was rathe" f^ingular in itselt and most periloas for

•ur friends.

At some not very distant period it would seem that one

of those gigantic oaks, for the growth of whioh England
is so famous, had

—

" Beared its tall branches to the sky
"

from the centre of this clearing, but now it had been
felled preparatory to removal.

Its branches were many, vide spt ^ading, and stout, ani
covered a large piece of ground as it th»s lay upon ©ne
side, which, of course, had the natural effect of causingt

them to spread out laterally to a great distance, whila in

many places they rose vertically to a considerable height.

In all the forest it is questionable whether there could

have been found a place more suitable for intrenchment,

or a position where two men could better defend them-

selves against a host.

The capacity of this place was, sf course, immediately

perceived by Turpin, an«l he at once turned it to its

greatest possible advantage.

The branehes interlaced each other in a very puzaling

manner, but the two friends penetrated them for some
distance, leading BlacTc Bess by the bridle.

Then, having reached a part sufficiently free from

obstructions to alio*? of soch a fea#. they Ibroed Bess to

he down v.-ioa her side.

But our friends ,,^g fe^y ^Hve to «he vital import-

ance ***» rftude of action, and all this was dofie with

great rapidity, and before the officers could reach the

tree.

In a moment afterwards, however, and before Turpin
and King could look to the priming of their p:sfcols, they

were upon them.
" Stand firm !

" said Dick to his comrade. ' Stand

firm ! Eemember this will be no child's play ! We are

fighting for our liberty and life agaiast four times our

force—men who have determined to deprive us of one of

them ! Now, Tom ! Here tliey are ! Upon them !

"

As he spoke, Turpin advanced a few paces.

He waited, though, for the police to commence the

attack, who had completely surrounded the fellen tree

and were crying in loud tones for the highwaymen to

surrender.

But, finding not the slightest notice taken of their

words, they fired an irregular volley into fhe tree.

ThiiS was done, of course, at random, for they had no

idea whereabouts among the foUage their prey had con-

cealed themselves, but they trusted on 'of the shots would
find them out.

Not the faintest sound, however, camtfrom the branches

of the tree, so they fired again.

This volley was succeeded by a shot fVom the tree, and

one of the officers placed his hands upon his breast and
fell backwards.
There was one foe less for our friends to coatend

The others, hv.,rever, marked the ^pot from wheaee the

flash and the graoke of the discharged pistol proceeded,

and half-a-dozen shots were fired ia that direetioQ.

Our friends, though, had tabee the precaution te erooch

as low down on the ground as they eoald, so the ballets'

passed harxBlesaly a foot or two ftbore their heads.

Another and anether shot was fired by the highway-

men, both of which took effect apon the ^lice, whose

numbers were thus racidly and unexpectedlj peduced one-

third.
' This will never do :

" King and Turpin tht,.;. heara a

voice 3ay. " Wa shall be picked off like sparrows ob a

fen"', rjliarge at once, and root them from their oovei-

But the officers were but men, and had a wboleeome

•read of death, besides wiiich, the fate of their e«B».

^H zona was nsit without ita effect upon them, and t*«B

,hnng back a litfcla from executing the order." of theftr

i o^ief

.

I They huddled together in a denser throng.

They were quickly made aware of the imprudence of
this, for two more shots were fired from the tvet.

" Charge ! my men ! charge !
" again cned the officer

in command. " The danger in doing so will be less than
it is now. Upcm them, then ! Charge !

"

As he spoke—for he was a brave man—he drew his own
cutlass from its sheath and sprang forward.

The others could not do otherwise than follow his
example.

In their progress, though, they were greeted with two
otiier shots, with equally good effect as the preceding
ones.

But they did not draw back a nioment, or hesitate in
the least.

The number o* oScers waa now reduced to four, and all

this while neither of the highwaynaen had received any
injury worth speaking of.

There is a htstle mystery in connexion with the pistol-

shots which we have yet to reveal.

Croucldng down low upon the ground, Tom King
loaded the pistols, and handed them to Turpin; who,
resting the barrels upon a Umb of the old oak, was thus
eaabled to take a most careful and deadly aim.

The lanterns which the officers carried assisted him
greatly in doing this.

He had reduced the number of his opponents to less

than one -half.

It was very repugnant to Dick to pick the men off in
this wa.y, but he felt that unless he chose to allow himself
and his companion to be taken prisoners, there was no
help for it.

But the officers nor^ as we have said, charged boldly at
the highwaymen.
% would have been much wiser on their parts if they

^i \dopted this plan at first, but the peculiar plaoe ia

which ^^i* f»eads had taken ahtikar baflM them.

Bat Diclv aiid Tom f^lt trtsrm toe <go?^r with which
the oflcers now pressed forwards to attui>k tl>em, that
they would yet have to struggle desperately for their
lives and liberty.

Therefore, af'ter <»e more discharge, they both took up
their hangers.
Dick felt a desire to whisper to King, and tell him to

try his best, but he was afraid his voice would reach the

ears of the police-ofSoers, and mate ttem aware of their

exact hiding-place.

Instead of speaking, he simply pressed his comrade's
arm.
And then the officers were upon them.
But oar friends had securely intrenched themselves

behind some oi' the interlacHug boughs of the tree, which
formed a kind of barrier almost breast-high.

The officers had drawn their catlasses.

They did not wait now to load axid tire their pistols, but
each wielded his weapon with an itape+uosity which he
hoped would qaickly orereome the resistance offered to

to them.

But they were i«istalie«.

Turpin and King were both exceUeot swordsmen— it

haa been imperatively necessary that they should become
proflcients in every meaas of defence— aad in a few
moments imo of the foremost ofiscers fell beneath their

stroke*, whik they themselves had neceived no f^orther

injury.

There was aaot'Ler eii-caawtance, toe, which we forgot

to mention, lutd which gave the two friends no iu«on-

siderable advantage.
It was this.

The ground upon which tlw tree had fallen, rose f^to f

little hillock, and it was upon the summit of this eloTation

f^t Dick and Tom stood.

They were, eooeequeotJy, at least two feet higher filian

tae police, whioh eoabled <^bp*n to ^eaeh over the barrier

of branehes.

But tfee two lemMBing ofiioea^—one of wh«m was the

jslief—were very bold, detieradned men, aadt hey veaolved

by their own efforfa either to capture the hip-bwaymen OS

die in tke attempt.

"^ey were woriieil up k> a pwr^ert pitch cd itoai/.

Xkek Mtd Tim iwneivetf their ouiauf^bt with ooo^nestu
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anil c&^IMif defended themselves while V^-^ing thfh I

cpportunity t« deal them a slashing cut.

urpin was the first to disable his antagonist, whom He
wounded so severely in the shoulder that he was f'aiii to

ink upon the ground, and proclaim himself vanquished.

Then he turned towards Tom King, whom he knew,
from the wounds he had received, must be nearly, if not
quite, exhausted,
Dick found him cu&agod with the »^uici of the police,

who had already forced his way through the umbrageous
oarricade, and was pressing hardly upon him.

In fact, it was well for Tom that Turpin turned his

attention to him when he did, for his foot slipped, an^ he
fell heavily upon the ground.
He was so faint he could not rise, for he had, since the

wound he received iust before entering the forest, J'^'t an
enormous quantity of blood.

*'

Before, however, the chief officer could follow up the
advantage he had gained, he found himself suddenly con-
fronted by Dick Turpin, who at once attacked him.
The chances between the two combatants were nearly

equal—if anything, the chief of the police w«i the taller

and more powerful man of the two.
Dick could not but admire the bravery of this officer,

who, although he knew aU hope of victory and capture
was at an end, yet did not in the least abate the strength
of his blows, or indicate the least idea of surrender.
On the contrary, he fought, if possible, with greater

fury than before, and for once Turpin found some one
who was fairly entitled t' be called his match.

Still our hero did not like the idea of slaying this man,
foe though he was, and he, therefore, sought to disarm
him.

In this he was for a long time unsuccessful, for the
officer, with loud cries for him to yield, attacked him with
great resolution.

There was very little light, too, for them to fight by

.

The lanterns had become one by one extinct, and it was
©nly because their eyes had got thoroughly accustomed to
the darkness that they could see each other at aU.

At length Dick, who was fairly weary of the fray, dealt
one terrific sweeping blew with his hanger, which, striking
through all guard, reached the Lea'l of the ferave officer,

who fell to the ground suddealy aod heavily £8 though '

ht) had beea kuoSted down with a p»le-axe.

The highwaymen were masters e^ t4ic field.

It was beating regularly but very feebiy.
•' Oh ! i*- is not so bad, after all, as I thought it was,**

he said, wldle he gave vent '.o a sigh of relief. " Not so
bad aa I ohouglt, but if something is not done, and that
quickly, it sooa will be worse. Let me get my 1 intern
or t of his pocket, and thei> I shall be able to see vviiat I

aiu doing !

'

The reader will recollect the lantern of which uiek
now spoke. It was that one which had rendered them
such signal service while escaping from the " Samson
and Lion."
Turpin was not long finding and lighting it.

He first cast the broad, bright .beam of light upon hi«
friend's countenance.

It was very paJe, and streaked with blood in many
places.

Tom's eyes were closed, and he looked for all the
world as though Death had written Finis to his career.

But such was not the case, nor was it to be until he had
seen stranger and more perilous adventures than any with
which he had yet met.
King opened his eyes.

It is most likely the bright rays of the lantern falling
upon his eyelids aroused him.
But he could not see his friend, who held the lamp

before him, and whose form was consequently shrouded
in darkness.
He heard his voice, though, for Dick, as soon as he saw

Tom's eyes open, spoke to him cheeringly.
Then the administration of some more brandy from the

flask greatly aided his recovery ; in fact, in a few momenta
he was able to sit up.
With all imaginable tenderness Turpin made an exami^

nation of the wounds which Tom King had received.
He was overjoyed to find them all of a superficial

the first one he had received looked the worst.

CHAPTER XLYII.

OUE TW© FRIENDS KNTEK TJPOW ^ * "^ ^*^^ "^^ ©^

BUSINESS.

At the moraeiit tlie officer fell to the gremad, Toai Ki^g

but that was owing in a great measure to the coagulated
blood about it, which had forced itself through the bandage
he had so hastily tied on.

" Y'ou will be right enough in a very short time," he
said, as King looked inquiringly at him. " Absolute rest
for a time will be indispensable, and then y©u will be as
sound as ever you were."

' " I am glad of that assurance, my friend, fer I do
\ assure you I feel about as bad as I well could just at

f
present."
" Ko doubt—no doub'. ! Coagratulate yourself that

you have got off so well as you have."
'

" I do—aad sou ?
**

« I aai.ae I may say, perfectly ufihurt, ^lough I expect

t« fiiaa a scratch here and there. However^ stay wh^«e

^ you are fcH- a moment, I would lie down if I were yon

—

raised himself a little upon one hand and look«d eon. j
it will rest you more, and you will recevcr your strength

fusedly about him. i better. In the meantime I will try if I cannot find some
In fact, durifig Dick's contest with the ehiei Oi the water that will do to wash your hurts with. You will

police, he had lain in something that closely resembled a
•woon.
For a minute or two he remained rather in doubt as to

what had happened, and he passed his other hand over
his eyes repeatedly.

But just as memory vvas flooding back upon him, the
familiar tones of Dick s voice reaoh^ his ears.

"Tom—Tom," he heard him say, " the day is ours.
Get up ! get up at once ! All is overnow ! I mean there
is DO danger ! Our foes are all slain or wounded, and I
myself am unhurt. Come, get up—get up !

"

" All right," replied King, in what he intended to be a
cheerful voice, but he found to his surprise that the words
were almost inaudible.
He made a stronger effort.
" I am afraid I am badly hurt,-'no said, and he raised

himself still further from the ground. " Help me up, Dick.
I fancy when once I reach my feet I s>'all be able tr stand
•1! right enough.''
But even as he uttered this assurance, so judden ..._

accession of weakness came over him, that he sank back
upon tihe sward.

.
',

^i^***
•

" saia i urpin, in some uurprise, for uncil then
he had no idea of the condition of his friend. " HUloa,
lom ! are you so bad as that ? Eh ?

"

Bat no Bound responded io his words, save a strange
half8i!,^-,:alf groan,
^^jnoo^! - alemned, Dicur ic ^elt down hastily by the eide,

.

V **«* "JXJ olsoe*? hifi ''ioq' aooB his heart.

d a plentiful application of cdd water will make a
wonderful difference to you."

" I should be glad of some water, indeed ! " replied
Kinff, " for the wounds smart and burn unbearably."

" That is inflamation—a thing to be especially eschewed
—and you may make up your mind that if the hurts are
not well cooled with water, they will take a dangerous
turn. I shall not be long ^oue to fetch some, so be
patient. I will just put Bess upon her legs a-f^ain."

So saying, Tunin made a few steps further among the
branches and h-_iped his mare to her feet, for he had at

the commencement of the contest commanded her to lio

down, and so she had remained.
It was one of the things ho had been most careful in

teaching her, for he was well aware r f the value it would
be to him. In the present instance she had by lying

down been entirely out of the range of the pistol shots.

When she reached her feet she rubbed her nose affec-

tionately against "Dick's breast, who in return patted hoi

upon the neck.
Then, after a -.vor'^ more to King, Turpm left the troft

which had been of suc'i essential serv'oe to him ^»d

crossed the little open space.

Bess followed him v.ith j'-. docility or a dop-

He Hstened fcr a long time for the soun<x of flovring

water without result, but presently there came to hm
ear"

—

" the bubbling music of some Uttk Strsaw
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He quiokened hia steps, and soon fottnd himself upon

the margin of one of those little brooks, which some-

times divide estates and counties from each other. He
noted the spot carefully, and then retraced his steps.

King he found was already wonderfully better.

With hia assistance Tom rose to his feet.

" Lay hold of my arm," said Dick. " Don't be afraid

of leaning on me. I can bear your weight well enough

Or would your prefer mounting Bess ?"

" I would rather walk," replied Tom. " I find I am
gaining strength momentarily, and we have not far to

go, have we ?"

" Not a hundred and fifty yards."
" I can manage that then,especially if we walk slowly."
" To be sure you can. Come along, Bess !"

It took them some minutes to reach the little brook,

and, when they did, Tom was fain to sit down upon the

bank, which happened to be rather precipitous. The
exertion of walking even that short distance completely

exhausted him.
When he had rested a little, he, by Turpin'a directions,

got still closer to the, water's edge, and put his arm so

that the water actually flowed over it.

Dick then, by filling his hat with the pure fluid,

poured a considerable quantity upon the upper part

of his arm, near the shoulder.

The beneficial results of this treatment were soon

apparent, and when the clotted blood was completely

washed away from the wound, it did not look half so

ghastly and formidable as it did before.

When this operation was completed, and the arm had
been thoroughly drenched with the cold water—which,

of course, had the very natural effect of staunching the

blood to some degree—Turpin formed a portion of his

clothing into a long bandage, which he first soaked

thoroughly in the stream, and then bound tightly around

Tom's arm.
•' I think the worst part of the job is over," he said,

as he rose from the crouching posture he had assumed.
" How do you feel now ?"

" Quite well
!"

" I suppose you mean quite well to what you did a

little while ago ?"

" That's it ! And I fancy now if you will only bathe

my head and neck in the same way, I shall be as right

as right can be,"
" Very good ! Hold your head over carefully."

Tom did so, and the copious stream which Dick poured

upon it allayed instantly the smarting of one or two
slight wounds which were in themselves nothing.

After the application of the cold water had been con-

tinned for about five minutes, Tom King felt himself

well and strong enough to rise and walk without

asais tance.
Turpin observed this with pleasure, but he said:
" You must not tax your newly-gained strength too

much, or you will suffer in the long run. I consider it

imperatively necessary that we should seek a shelter

somewhere. I mean a place where we can, if we choose,

remain for a day or two without molestation."
" I do not know where such a place is to be found,"

said King, " though I should be glad enough were it

discovered. If I could rest for a day or so, it would be

a good thing for me, for in that time I should quite

get over the effects of this night's work."
" We must try, though of course just now it will be

more difficult than usual, for oar fight with the officers

will rouse all the county."
" It will, indeed ! I did not think of that when I

spoke. Why, the difficulty is ten times increased."
" It is ! We left London because we made it too hot

to hold us, but I fancy what we have dojie will make
this place hotter still."

" You may depend upon it it wiU ! It is unlucky for

me—very. Still we can only make the best of it. Is

it, though, really possible that we have overcome so

large and well-armed a body of officers ? I can scarcely

credit it." '

" Unfortunately for ns, and for them alao, it is too

trne! However, I did but defend myself."
" And your wounded comrade."
" I think you did a fair share towards defending

yourself. More than most men would have been able

to do with Bucb borts aa yon liad reomved."

" Bat now," said Tom, ai they both reaohad the little

clearing again, " let ua go back to our original oonsidera-

tion. What is to be done ?"

" I have no idea farther than that we push on aa fast

as possible."
" Yes, I am quite sure the greater distance we pat

between ourselves and this place the safer it will be for

us. Have you any idea of the time ?"

" The night must be young yet. However, we will

consult the captain's watch."
" Oh ! he was a captain, was h« ? Did yon get any-

thing like a booty ?"

" Pretty fair," said Turpin.
He smiled aa he took the lantern from hia capacious

pocket, and directed its light upon the face of the
chronometer. It was just half-past ten.

" There is plenty of time for a great deal to be done
before daybreak," remarked King.

" True !" said Turpin, returning the articles to his

pocket ;
" and now the next thing you will have to do

will be to mount."
" On Black Bess ?"
«' Yes."
" And what shall you do ?"

" Walk, of course ! Both of us cannot be on her baek
at once very well, and surely you would not have me ride,

while you, wounded, walk on foot ? Come, get up with-

out any nonsense ! You will find yon will not be able
to go on at any great rate for two or three reasons, ao I

shall be easily enough able to keep up with you."
" But "

" I tell you, Tom, I will have no buta in the case, so
mount at once. Yon must be aware that every moment
may be of the utmost importance to ns."

Finding it utterly useless to remonstrate, King suf-

fered Dick to assist him on to Bess's back, who, in her
way, seemed rather at a loss to account for the obaage
which was made.
Tom seated himself in the saddle. He was beginning

to find he was not so strong as he fancied he was.
" There is one thing more to be considered before we

start," he said, as Dick took hold of Bess's bridle to lead
her away.

" What is that ?"

" Simply this. If you have not lost all count of our
course, I have, and I should just like to know which is

north, east, south, and west. We ought to be going
south."
" I confess," said Tnrpin, " I had lost my reckoning,

and was about to lead you off without considering the
way. However, I am very glad you mentioned it, be-

cause we shall easily settle the point."

"How?"
" With the captain's watch."
" The captain's watch ?"

" Yes ; I have noticed that many watches made for

seafaring people have a compass fitted in the back, and
I daresay this one has."
" It will be capital if it has."
" We shall soon know," said Dick, as he once more

produced his invaluable lantern, and looked at the watch
by means of its rays. " Here you are, just aa I expected."
The highwayman then placed the watch in a horizontal

position, and found that the aouth was just before them,
BO that Dick had by chance hit upon the right direction.

But now, feeling themselves quite sure upon the point,

Turpin took hold of Bess's bridle again, and pushed
onwards at a good speed.

Just then the clouds parted a little, and allowed the
moon to take a peep at their proceedings.

CHAPTER XLVIII.

A. STJCCESerON OF STRANGE EVENTS—DICKTUBPIN BB-

LATES HIS EAKLT HISTORY TO HIS FRIEND, TOM KINO.

Down many a glade—through many a thicket—over

many a stream and treacherous morass—sometimes
lighted by the straggling moonbeams, and sometimes
in the profonndest darkness—our two friends made their

way. Dick Turpin had hold of his mare's bridjp, pro-

fessing to lead her, but although he did shape her

course, he trusted entirely to her finer instinct to keep
ont of any dangeroos place.

As for Tom, be tat T«ry quietly npon the baok ofBkok



Oir tat£ BOMIk

Bmg, be wai moea vitwaw«d from thfl eOMt sf Ua v>oviBds

tboalsd oared to aebMwle«l^, evoa to bimself.
Frem tkne to^tane, as tkey pr»«eeded oq tlieii Tar,

Kck haa reeoui-se to the ewnpass ia tipe oa^tftain's watck,
m order to soafeff B«?e tiiey wer« mr< teayelliBg k the
wrong directiao.

^
It was cbrio* rfy tij^ir best poliey to rat as fe-r from

ijoodoa—or
, ^i feet, aay toira—as p«ssibre, and i^en lie

concealed for a littlp ti«ie until tke Ewise tbeir lost exploits

'..'•tdd be SHrc i«> ake sbould, ir 2««m saeasure, have

died away.
Botk were v^eM aware tliat if they perseT<*red iu the

course tkey were takiag, they mast reaeh the sea opast ai

ome poii>t betweea Southampton and Poistsmoutii, >
Tbey oootuiiied, thereto, to £d oe a passage ia ikAa

direction, for theif arg^tMd tbcst if k oboald beeonae

Hn)»erat>v«, they weuid bo doubt be abie to slip over to

Francs for a time.

It was set until they had gooe maay a mile, apparentiy

where bo man had gone for a huadred years at leaflt, that

Tmm spoke.
" Diak—Dick," he said.

His voice was low but firKU
" What is it, my fricad ? Are yo» beHec ?

"

" Much ! But when you again look at the compass to

nake eertaia of our route, turu the wateh over on the
eiher side ajid tell me wha> the time is."

*' I will do that new, for I was about to leok whea you
spoke. It wants a kttla vtore than half an hour of

midnight."
" Indeed, so lato ! Sarely, bow, in half an hour we shall

ewerge from this place, of which I am most heartily

tired, and we shall be able to tell whereabouts we are."
" I suppose the necessity of rest grows upon you."
" No, I cannot say that is altogeUier it ; but I feel im-

patient, and long to place myself where I shall be more
secure than I am now, for I can assure you I could now
do very little in the fighting way."

" 1 should think not ; so, for your sake, I hope we shall

meet with no '^cerruption."
It was Vofging closely upon midnight when the two

friends emerged from the forest.

A scene of surpassing beauty met their gaze.

Before them, glistening in the moonbeams like polished
ilver, was the English Channel. It stretched to the right,

to the left, and straight on before them, as far as the eye
could reach.

The landscape, too, was very rich, and very thickly
wooded.
There was but one habitation in sight, and that was a

very fine old Gothic hall, or mansion, which was built

upon the summit of a rock, and overlooking the sea.

It was surrounded by a park of vast extent, which had
rather a sewnbre appearance, attributable, however, to the
great number of chestnut-trees that grev/ in it.

The moon was barely half way between the horizon and
the zenith, but she had risen above the thick bank of
clouds, and her bnght rays fell upon the roofs and chimneys
and one side of this mansion with an exceedingly beautiful
etfect.

For some time the two highwaymen remained quite
motionless, gazing upon the magnifieent panorama spread
out before them, in which, at that still hour, the longer
they ga«ed the more beauties they found.
Diek was the first to break the siloaoe.
" This is splendid !

" he said ;
" I never saw anythiBg

one half so lovely. Did yoH, Tom ?
"

" I must confess I never have," said King, " and vet
this plaee is aioat dseeitfiil."

" Deceitful, To»n ? Y^y, what do you mean r Dc ^^a
mean to tell me it will fade away—vanish—like tfeat, what-
do-yoH-«all-it the travellers *»y they see in the desert ?

"

" The wit-ate f No, that » not what I oeatA. Do
yoM see the mansion un tbere ?

"

^es."'
" I have he*ra o< it moiay tisies, and rceogaiBe it from

(be descripfeioBS I baiv« at vario«e times bed of it, and
eketjii-^s I feave seee. Yo«i, doubtless, when I laeotioo

it, wiit konw its tfvis. sr, ai aU events, have heard it

before."
" Wbrtt IS it, ( b©n 'f fou Ml me with eunoeitj.'*

Be drew eloeer to King as he spoke.
" It is knowi*," sart Tom, " hv rMv mHn^ 3in-guiar oano

«f Burler Cbicw.''

I
"DwieyOMM?-

;

'' Tes. Is it passible yoa hme aeA, hi^rto heard the
Bame ?

"

" I have no reoaembraAoe of >t."
'' Toa surprise me ! A few ye'<ii'e ago i^re wa« •

great talk aboat it. Howeva'' it turns' i>o' »«: ezceQeztt

tiiifig for us."
" You talk vather eBigmaticaHy, iom, and jrou ,}Timp

froa «ia thing to another sta^ngely. What is it yon
raean ? You spoke at first about £bi« beaatiful prospeot

b^Bg deeoitfte. ^<^w* ^ should Uke to kitow fint wfa«t

yoo meast bv that.
" I wiil feefi you."
Diek look<«d vtiik ioereasing ^aimestness into lib eoin>

panion's fitee.

He anticipated some remarkable and interesting revela-
tion.
" When I spoke of its being deceitful," continued King,

" I alluded ehiefly to the air of peaceful serenity thore is

about this place, and thought of the strange occurrences
that happened some twelve or fourteen years ago, when I

was a boy."
" Indeed ! What were they ?

"

" It will be scarcely worth while to tell yon now," said

Tom, " nor would it be wise. We shall soon have a more
fitting opportunity. I intend we shall take up our abode
in that mansion for a time ! No one will think of looking

for us there." ,
" And how about the residents ?

"

" The place is uninhabited, and has been for the period
of time I mentioned.*'

" Fourteen or fifteen years ?
"

"Yes."
" How extraordinary ! Whatever can be the reason

that snch a magnificent property as this is deserted ?
"

" That forms the sequel to the account I have to give
you of the things that happened ctiere. It was one of
tbose domestic tragedies, the remembrance of which
endures for a generation, and is then forgotten."

" You have filled me with curiosity and interest."
" I do not doubt that ; but come, do not stay here like

this ; let us push forward. In a very short time now we
shall be secure from all search ; and I shall, besides, be
able to have that rest which I feel is so vitally importan/
to me."
" I am glad to hear that. But the place of conceau

ment had need to be a good one, if we are to escape dis-

covery. There will be a hot search made."
" You are right there, but I am not much afraid now.

Take the bridle again, and keep on in as straight a line as
you can."

Once more then the little party set themselves in

motion.
The road they took, which was nothing more than a

footpath through some fields, was somewhat declivous,

so that in a little while they lost sight of the sea, but the
gabled roofs of Durley Chine, owing to their elevation

above the surrounding scenery, were still visible.

A little more than a quarter of an hour's walk brought
them to a broad cross-country lane.

Turpin unfastened the gate, and passed out of the field

into it.

The opposite side of the lane was formed of wooden
palings, some six feet in height.

They were nailed eloee together—one strip of wood
overlapping the other.

A green, moesy parasite had overgrown this palisade,

ajad imparted to it a neglected appearance, while here

aad there some trailing plant had twined itself fantas

tieaQy aboat it.

Abwe this paling, and eSfectually preventing any one
from aarmounting it or even seeing what was on the

othi3r side, g^ew a large quickset hedge, which was in the

\tiili {rfory of anrestrictod growth.

^^iiKwt 1«t «>«l<i ^ >««« the tops of mi *erowS large

ebeetawt-sreee.
** This, I take it," said Kiag, after Isu-pin had re-

fasleood the gate, "is the boundary pab-v; of Durley

) Park. How rfoomy it looks."
" And hoHf wnpregnable. How Kte jon fvug to efiiect

{ Ti entrance?"
*' Why, act by di«biBg ever that hod^, jon taaj M

mx. if we fctlow the paliadde w& mmt amve st iuo

) cutroaee «ftte»"
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* Yes ? bat do you tlmik of getting through thairv?"

"VThynot?"
•* Oh I I see no leason why not."
" Of course, if we find a gap in the palinga we may

as well pass through it. But I do not suppose we shall.

'

" Not see a gap 'n the palinps, and the place been so

long deserted r * should think we shall be sure to

do so."
" You will know more presently."
" You are very mysterious about it."

" Do you think so ?
"

" I am sure."
" Well, I will tell you how it is. I said just now I was

acqijainted with some particulars of certain events that

liappened here and led to its being closed up. I want to

give you those particulars in the form of a narrative, un-

spoilt by my telling you anything you might conjitiMd into

a solution of the mystery !

'

" Then I only hope it will prove interestin'j enough to

compensate me for my patience in waiting for it.

" I can promise that it will beforehand ; and look, do
you see the top of some white object just in advance P

"

" Quite plainly. I was just going to ask you if you
knew what it was. It looks Uke some monument or other,

but i' cannot be that, surely ?"
" i have never seen it, but only heard that it is here to

be seen by anyone who takes the trouble to look."
" What is there to be seen P

"

Tom laughed as he replied

—

" You must wait and see."

The lane curved round a good deal to the left, so that,

although the moon's rays, which became every moment
more brilliant, showed the top of some monument, the

lower pai-t was not to be seen.

That part which was visible resembled the apex of an
obelisk.

Dic'r's curiosity, v/hich was now i-aised to the highest

pitch of endurance, was soon gratified, for in a few
moments they went round the bend in the lane, which
then for a mile at least stretched out in a straight line

before them.
Near the middle of this straight piece of roadway—

that is to say, rather less than half a mile distant was
that which the highwayman had seen the top of over the

trees.

It was clearly a monument of some kind, though it

seemed a very strange place for such a thing to be

erected.

In a very few minutes Turpin and King reached it,

and by mutual consent both stopped to examine it atten-

tively.

The strange and startling events that are about to be

related in connection with the old mansion a,t Uurley

Chine, make it imperative that we should be a httle more
precise than usual in describing it.

Its height from the ground to the point at the top was
not much under twenty feet, so that, placed as it was in

the centre of the lane, it formed a very conspicuous object.

It was built entirely of white marble, very highly

polished, and the moonbeams fell upon it with rare beauty

and effect.

The base of this monument consisted of a square pedestal

about five feet in height by three across.

Upon the top of this pedestal (one at each corner and
the other in the centre) were placed five stone balls, re-

eembhng cannon balls in every respect save colour.

These formed a support for the upper part of the monu-
ment, which was composed of a pyramidally-shaped
block of marble, at least ten feet in height.

Such was the peculiar object before which the two
friends paused
The singularity of its ah&pe was sufficient in itself to

attract, under any circumstances, something wore than a.

passing observation, but its strange situation iwfl.de it still

aiore remarkable.
The highwaymep looi-ed anon it for 3«me tjomeots in

silence.

"And is th9t« nothing more—no lines undwr itv
'

" No."
" You must be makins a mistake, or else I ha"-* hPioh

informed wrongly.*'
" Oh ! I see, ' said Dick, who had made a re-oxamina-

tion of the piUar, " I see how it is ! There is a coat of

arms on two sides of the pedestal, and an inscri^tjnn on

[ the others."
" I thought so. I had always been told there was. Can

" you read what it is ?
"

" On this side 1 can, for the letters ure large and deeply

cut."
" That will do, then. T' o inscription on tHe other aide

is merely a dupHcate of t"' '.s one."
" Listen."

Dick then read as follows.

We give the inscription just as xt appeared upon the
stone.

In obedierxie to the instructions

Contained in th'* last Will and Testament of

SIR KRNEST DANE, Kt.,

This Marble Monument has been iu this place erected

by hia Executors,

In order to make known to all persona that the Will of tht

deceased Baronet strictly injoins

that,

Dating from the time of hia funeral.

The 25th July, MDCCXVII.,
Ko foot be placed

Either within the mansion of Durley Chine
or the park surrounding it

For the period of One Hundi-ed Years;

But all things left

Untouched as they were at his death.

And
Should any one be found suflBciently abandoned to

disregard the last injunctions of the dead
(which should always be held sacred).

They will in the eyes of the law be guilty of a trespass,

for which
They will be prosecuted with the utmost rigour.

Sir Ernest having caused to be set aside

A sum of money
For that especial purpose.

" What do you think of that, Dick ? " asked Tom King,
when his companion had finished reading the above in

scription.

"What do I think of it ? Why, that altogether it is

the most extiuordinary thing I have ever met with."
" I (ion't doubt that."
" What in the world could be his motive for abandoning

such a beautiful residence to decay ?
"

" You may depend it was an all-powerful one.

"

" Do you know what it was ?
"

" Rumour has given several reasons," replied Tom,
evasively. " When this monument was first put up it

called forth a great deal of remark."
" It would be sure to dj that. And these armorial

bearings on the other side re, I presume, those belonging
to the family of the baronet ?

"

"Yes."
" How strange, to be sure ! And I see now, as yoq

pass down the lauo either way, the inscription is before
you."

" Just so. That was in order every one should see it."
" I ^vonder if his wishes have beon scrupulously

observed."
' I cannot tell, my friend. I can onl> say this, if they

l\ive hitherto they won't be much longer !

"

" Then, do you think of taking refuge in the mansion ?
"

I do. I resolved upci, it the moment I saw the

building."

"Now, I should Lave thought," said Diclr, hsM
seriously, "that fvom whai you said about the miser's

box, you would have had too great a reverence lor the

wishes of the dead to disobey them."
" So I should, if they had been at all reasonaole. But

Tom Kmg wus determined not to be the first to bu e^Jt, > when they are ridiculously absurd, like these? 1 consider

He had not to wait loug, for Turpin asked— I a-n quite justified."
, , .^ .

" Has any one been buried here ? -j what is it r"' " And so do I. For I tell you plainly it is not b«v— 39

" Look a little closer at the pedestal, my friend, 3 .>••,
|
this place will afford us such complete conceRlm ut that I

will see that there is upon it an inscription."
I
am anxious to enter it, but I have made up my mind to

" No, there isn't ; it is a coat (rf arms, or somethujjB of ! see if I cannot find out the v.^.^^ ^Jw gjr Wmest mad»
Asktcoft." « »«>uii»r » wiU
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" With all my heart, do it," said Tom.
" I think I nerer had my carioaity bo maoh excited

about anything as it has been about this."
*' It looks like it. However, I have heard an account

of the mystery of Durley Chine, but how far it is truth,

and how far fiction, I cannot tell until we have actually

seen the inside of the place."
" Come along, then, at once ! But yon speak a great

deal better than you did."
" Oh ! yes, I am much stronger now than I was.

Tours was very judicious treatment, Dick."
" It was simple, and it appears to have been effective."
" It has. I shall soon bo all right again, thanks to

yon. And now we ought not to lose any more time

than we have already. Let us see about making an

entrance into Durley Chine."

CHAPTER XLIX.

THE SBC RET OF DURLEY GHINE.

Ottb friends now, having given one more glance at the

obelisk, turned round.
Then, and not till then, did they notice that they had

reached the termination of the park paling, and that

there was in its place the entrance gates to the park.

They were flanked by very large solid stone buttresses.

The hinges of the gates, which were of wrought-iron,

were scoured in two high stone pillars, which had upon
their tops the crest of the family sculptured in stone.

This was a lion seated, with one of his fore-paws
resting upon a vertical shield.

" I don't think we shall have much diflBculty over this

job," said Turpiu, who carefully examined the lock.
" It is large and formidable-looking, but it will be all

the easier picked for that 1"

•' It will ; but are there no other fastenings ?"

"None that I can see, with the exception of two
bolts."

" Oh ! they are nothing. But, Dick."
"What?"
" You must be careful how you open the gate. You

mast do it so as to be able to fasten it again, and leave

it without the appearance of its having been tampered
with. If you do not, you will destroy our safe hiding-

place at once."
" I'll take care of that. You watch for anyone coming."
" All right ! There is not much to fear, though, I

fancy, in the way of an interruption. Still it is best to

be prepared."
In the meantime, Tnrpin had produced a pick-lock

from his pocket, with which he immediately commenced
operations.
The gate lock bafBed him for some time.

At last, however, its bolt shot back with a sharp click.

It was then an easy matter to withdraw the bolts, and
Bwinging one half of the gate open, Turpin entered,

closely followed by Tom King, who was mounted on
Black Bess.
As soon as they had passed through, Dick shut the

gate, bolted it, and then, by the aid of the little instru-

ment which had already been so useful, relocked it.

They were now standing in the main avenue of Dur-
ley Chine, or rather in what once was the main avenue.
Now it presented no claim for such a designation, for

the fine gravel was completely overgrown by a mass of

luxuriant undergrowth, through which they had some
trouble in forcing a way.

It grew darker and darker at every step they took.
The huge horse-chestnut trees with which the park

was literally filled, stretched out their massive branches,
loaded with dark leaves, in every possible direction, and
making too dense a canopy overhead for the moon's
rays to penetrate.
A row of these sombre-looking trees had been planted

at each side of the avenue, and doubtless, when properly
trimmed, looked handsome enough ; but now, for more
than fifteen years, they had been allowed to grow unre-
strainedly, so that they had put forth branches here and
there, until the whole were inextricably interwoven
with each other.
Our friends' progress was necessarily slow, for they

lelt it incumbent upon them to proceed with caution.
It wa« one comfort, though, to &ad th« ground be*

iMath their feet firm and etan.

The avenue was serpentine in shape, so that they
could not obtain a glimpse even of its termination, nor
of the mansion they were so anxious to reach.

Dick's thoughts were running upon the mysterious
monument.

" Did this Sir Ernest Dane," he said, after a few
minutes silence, " have no heirs ?" •

" None very closely allied to him, but several distant ^

relatives."
" And did they not contest this will ?"

" I believe they did all that could be done to set it

aside, but their attempts failed utterly. The baronet
was one too many for them."

" How very strange ! But stop ! What is to be-

come of the place at the end of the hundred years ?"

" It is to go into the possession of his nearest heir

then living. Yon must understand that this estate is,

or was, but a portion of his property. The remainder
he divided pretty equally among hia deecendaBta."

"Then they ought to have been satisfied, and have
left him to the quiet indulgence of his whim."

" I don't know that. It was argued that no man had
a right to do as he had done, and I think it was argued
very justly."
" Perhaps so, for a multitude of evils might spring

from such a state of things."
" You are right enough there, but you see here the

place remains as he ordered it, though whether it will

remain until 1817 is more than I can tell."

" Or care to know. Thank goodness ["exclaimed Tur-
pin ;

" we have reached the end of this avenue at

last."

It was as Turpin had said ; they had reached the end
of the avenue, but before they gained the mansion they

would have to cross a lawn of unusual size, on which
the grass had grown to a height of three or four feet.

Before them, however, was the picturesque residence

called Durley Chine.

They were facing, of course, the front of the house.

It was in deep shadow, for the moon was hidden be-

hind ; still her rays served to outline it with great dis-

tinctness.

Our friends made a strange, rustling sound, as they

crossed this neglected lawn.
" What a very pretty place this is, Tom," said Tnr-

pin. " Really, the more one sees of it the greater seems
the shame that it should be left to rot away."

" And yet, Dick, you ought to recollect that our recent

adventures will be the means of bringing ns into great

peril ; so you see Sir Ernest's whim has done some ser-

vice to us, at least, for you may depend, if we only act

with moderate caution, we shall be able to stay here

unmolested as long as we think proper."
" Perhaps so."
" There is no perhaps in the matter ; for, unless they

had conclusive evidence that we were hiding here, I am
certain neither officers nor anyone else would be per-

mitted to search here. I very much question even if

they would be allowed were they quite certain."
" This, then, we may say, is a sanctuary ?"

" Exactly."
" And that all they could do, if they found we were

here, would be to starve us out."
" "They could do that, certainly."
" But come, never mind that now. Here we are."
" Yes, my friend ; but, before we try to make an en-

trance, had we not better house Bess somewhere ?"

"I don't know ; I fancy it will be the best to take

her round either to the side or the rear, and tether her

to a tree, so that she can feed upon the grass, for we
have no other food to offer her."

" Be it BO, then. But you must take care not to place

her where she can He seen by any one overlooking the

place."
" Oh ! yes, that will be managed easily enough."
Bess, accordingly, was led round to the back of the

mansion ; and our friends having found a kind of shrub-

bery, they tied her by the reins to one of the tree* near

it, leaving her sufficient length to crop the rather rank

herbage about her feet.

Dick was also careful not to actually secure her to the

tree, for he knew his mare was sagacious enough to

understand ahe was not to stray from where she had been

plaoed; »tthe ume ttme, honld anything ooonr to make
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aob a 'anng nsoessary, she ooold release herself trcrr nei

bondage. I

This having been done, King and Turpin once more

made their way round to the front of the mansioii-

The hall-door was reached by two flights of stone stecfl,

eacn of which had a massive balustrade.

Two lions, chiselled in stone, similar to those upon the

park-gates, but much smaller in size, were upon the end

of the balmstrades. . .

Decay, however, dua already begun to exert its influence

upon both balustrade and steps; for the former were

ci-umbling at the edges, and moss-grown, while the ]"+<-er

Wf^re broken in many places. j • ••

Day by day, year by year, had durft accumulated m the

cn^rices of the stonework, and then the seeds of many

cm-ious wild plants had drifted there, and grown up, but,

from want, of space to take proper root, dwarfed m their

proportions. , •, . , n- i.
In fact, when the two highwaymen ascended the flight

of >;tep8, and stood upon the huge slab in front of the

hal'l-door, the traces of desolation and neglect became

more and more apparent.

The massive doorway itself was a perfect marvel in the

shajie of grotesque carving, but the finer portions of it

had long since crumbled into powder.

The door was large, and of solid oak. Its colour now,

however, was difficult to determine.

It was gracefully ornamented, and, at the same time,

strengthened bj a quantity of filagree ironwork running

over it.
. , t^ , ii

There we-re shutters to all the windows, but they were

dosed. They were of a kind very rarely to be imtt with

BOW. In shape they more than anything else resembled

the modern Venetian blind, except that they were large

and strong, and were hung oh the outside with perpeudi-

eular hinges.
, ,,

It was quite clear that to wnomsoever the eccentnc

baroaet had delegated the carrying out of his instruc-

tions had done their duty, for the place was strongly

barricadei.

Tnrpin took hold of the large knob upon the Qocr, mn
tried to shake it.

. . . ^ i-

He might as well have tried to shako Hie/greax. aoor ot

Newgate itself.

It was as firm as a roek.
_

" It strikes me, Tom," he said, "that thts place ini?v

be, after all, just a little Int too secure."
" How do you mean ?

"

" Wliy, that we shall not be able to get in.

" Do you think not ?"
" 1 fancy we shall have considerable trouble. Just put

your shoulder against this door, and try to shake it
!

"

" Not I ! It is quite immovable, no doubt."
" What are you going to do, then P

"

" We must seek some weak part ot the defences to make

an entrance."
-n ^ j to t*

"And where do you imagine you will find iti' It

appears to me the place has been fastened up with the

greatest possible care."
" It has, unquestioHably, but ihev have left one point

OBruarded.
" Where ?

"

" These little windows !

'

n i ^i- j

Tem King, as he spoke, pointed to two smaU latticed

casements. , ., , ^i j ^a
'Fkey were plaeed upon each side of the doo^, u'^d

prokibly f»r the purpose of illuminating the haU

They were tall, and comparatively narrow.
^ ^ . ,

TBtey were filled with a great number of minute stained

gJaw, diamond -shaped ^nee.
. , ^^

'

Bui they were unprovnded witn shutteM.

The httle Bide windows had, evifleiitly, either C -en

entirely overlooked, or else, finding there was no means

of fastening them, they had been left to toke their chance.

When Tom King called Turpin's attention to them,

both became aware that a soft light had stolen over the

Scene and that they oould see now with much greater

(Kstin'ctness what they were about than they could beiore.

Thev turned round to see from whence this sudden

..cessiM of light had come, and found that the moon

wd 'us^made her way round to the front of the mansion,

uju as shining Boaiy upon them.
^u^^\^^A

Dick took ftom the pocket in his coat, whichU had

^e erprtwly for it. a naalU -U«l orowbar.

This will facilitate opoKitio?:*, I ^vther think. i'T m
a /eaatiful little weapon, \s it not ? ''

He held it out to Tom as he spoke.

King took it in his hands, and, just glancing atu lor A
moment, said

—

" It will be of most essential servicfe. Jut ^a aavB
wa-sted sadly too much time already. So, here goes !

"

He mada a step forward to the little ^vindow.
" Na.y, nay," said Dick, "you are wounded, my friend,

although you must be getting much better, or you would
not have needed me to remind you of it. Still, I fancy

I can do it better than you."
" I had forgotten it for the moment, I confess. But

take the jemmy, and start at once !

"

" All right !
" said Dick. " It will be easy enouga v>

get in now."
But he found much more difBculty in effecting an

entrance than he at all expected.

CHAPTER L.

RELATES THE STRANGE SIGHTS AND SOUNDS WHICH THB
HIGHWAYMEN SAW AND HEARD IN THE DESERTEU
MANSION AT DURLEY CHINE.

Holding the little crowbar firmly in his hand, and
mounting upon a portion of the stonework, Dick Turpin
made an examination of the fastenings of the tall, narrow
windows.
He quickly touad they were very simple, so he broke

one of the Kttle panes and introduced his hand.

Simply turning round a button handle undid the case-

ment, and he flung it open at ©hgc.

Then he, for the first time, beeame eogniaaot of tha

fact that the nail window was protected oa ttie inner side

by some ornamental iron-work.

He communicated bis discovery to Tom King, wh»
remai^ad-*-
" Th t is very awkward, but we ought to hare fo*s8ea

It. You must break it down, but be earefiu to do so, if

in such a manner aa not to excite nokie©—

1

the ereat of any see tomrag here k> look for

1

"•-•"
r

•' I shall have some trouble in doing that. However, i

I

v\ill do my best."

I
A grating, crackling sound now ensued, which showec

' that Turpin had already done some execution.

1
" Does is yield easily P " asked Tom.

!
" Oh ! yes. I suppose the damp has got to it in sothb

way, for it hardk holds a bit in the setting. That's fco

last one ! There it goes !

"

The iron screen which Turpin had displaced bodily feir

with a ' ")ud elang upon the flooring of the hall, raising

a thousand and a thousand echoes in the dismal building.

All within was as dark as the very tomb.

Turpin leaped down again on to the stone slab.

"Now, Tom, my friend," he said, "enter! The way
is clear before you ! I will follow !

"

So saying, he caught hold of his comrade and assisted

him on to the piece of stone coping from whence he could

without difficulty make his way through the window into

the hall.

Tom King got quite through the window, but did not

irmp down.
He seated himself t^on the inner sill, and, turning

round, said—
"Light that lantern of yours, Dick, and hand it uj

here. It is positively so dark that I could not see any.

thing within an inch of ra» nose. And before I shift

from where I am I should like to see where I am goin?

to-"
" Tou are wise. Stop a moment. ,. t»- t.

Once again, on that memorable night, did Dick proonae

ms lantern, which had been of such good ervice to them,

and, having ignited it, gave it to his friend who stretched

out'his hand to receive it. ,.,,,„ j.,

Tom King then cast the broad i-ay ot fight full into the

interior of the hall.
, . ,. j,

Its vastness, both in respect to length, height, ana

vridth, was something wonderful. A carriage and pair

oould have been turned round in it with ease.

But Tom K'ng did not attempt to make any particu.^

examination of the hall while in his presenf position : !?«

merely noticed the distance to the aoor, and, fiD«ii::::ii

(i«rtigni6oaat, dropped it at ono©.
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fDICK TUEPIK BBLATUfG HIS EABLT HtSTORT TO TOM KINO.]

In ftnotfeer moment Turpin had ecrambled througrk

the window and was standing at his side.

Kin? 9*ooped down and ^okod up the iron 8ore«B

from the floor of the hall.

" Take this, IMck," he said, " and b«f<»e we do any-

thing further, or look at anything, let i; ?««tore the wm-
dow to the same atet* asit was when we *r8* 8»^'*-

'' It is a good advice, and I will follow it.^ First, how.

ever, I will close and refasten the window."
" ^nod ; bat you mast see to do it by iiie aid of 'neb

liffhs as comes to yon from without."

"Why not turn the lantern this way f
"

" It would be moat unwise to do so. WedoBotfcnow
oat e^en at tliia mo«ent some person may have 'i**' «y«*

fixed upon tiis bnildin?, and whoH« suspicions w&nld be

immediately ex«ited if be aaw a light flash from one at

the windows-' ,,
" Yon arflqniteriffht,Tom,andIadmiTey<mreanfami,

said Tnrpim, a« b^ fwosd the fanienin? of the window

into its plae«». •' ^nd me the piece of iroB, and I wi.l

ftx it np agftia."

This was the most troublesome job of all; bnt at

length, after repeated efforts, Turpin succeeded in re-

^
To bf sure, the lea»t touch would have knocked it down

aeaia, b«t they did not expect any one woald be there

to tonoh it, so they eeneidered they bad done pretty well.

The pane of glaaa which Dick had broken would, of

oonrse, bare to remain as it was ; bu*, even in the event

•f wy otM eomrag to that door, such a litUa thing as

that rnigh* elude thMT obsOTvation. l^v ih^
When Diok stood on the hall-floor apain, he took the

Untern ff~n Tom's hand, and looked all about him by its

Prom tee very firsi ke had felt a deep curionsity about

this BO strangely deserted mansion.

He tnmed the beam of light first upon me walls

For abent half-way they were composed cf blacE

oaken panelling, very richly and grotesqnely carved.

The figures upon them seemed to be m «ome way eon-

n«>cted with each other, as though the who]^ fnrK-.pd an

allegoriori or embiematioal devio* wh)<'*' Pick fanciea

No. 12. Price One Halfpenny.
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pertained to the chase, but be did sot paase t« exanume

It with sufficieDt attention to say wbether it waa or n«t

Between the top of the panttUing and i"he ceiUbi? were

some large painting*—at least, such, firom the frawsg,

they imagined them to be ; bnfc they were so t'.ickly in-

eni»(pd with dest it W.-18 quite inipoesiible to make anTtbdog^

out respecting tbem.

Several largo doors opened irom this entranoe'hall in

i>oth sides of the wall, and in its centre almost was a

»paeiou8 staircase, with a balustrade harmonizing wRh tb«

panels.

On the first landing of the staircase tbcj could dimly
see a handsome window ef stained glass.

F.oHi the roof of the hall depended a chandelier, in

which were many pieces of wax candle.

Pieces of sculpture of various kinds were placed in the

tiall, as well aa a huge ornamental flower or tree- pot, in

which a withered, gtioatJy-lookiiig stem still remained to

show what had once been there.

But upon every object lay dust in surprising quantities.

The floor of tl;e hall was so thickly covered with i'c that

the highwaymen's feet sunk into it like snow.

Such was the general appearance of the place into which
our two friends intruded.

Can we wander that, finding some fresh wonder at

every turn, they stood for some time motionless and
speechless.

At last when they had, bit by bit. seen the whole of the

hall, Dick spoke.

He could not tell how it was, buv somehow he involun-

tarily spoke in a subdued voice to his companion.
" What do you think of all this, Tom, my friend ? " he

said. " Is it not strangely and wonderfully solemn ?

What a pity, too, to see a place, like this must have been
at one time, in such a state. It is shameful

!

"

" You are right there ! But we have not, I fancy, seen

one half of the wonders of Durley Chine, and, doubtless,

the remainder will well pay us for our trouble."

" If it is at all like this it will. But come, where shall

we go first ?
"

" I should advis6,«'»said Tom, " that we make our way
into some one of the apartments, and there make our-

selves as comfortable as circumstances will allow."

" But the peep at the rest of the building, which I am
so anxious to have .''

"

" It will, 1 fancy, be wisest to postpone that until to-

morrow when we have daylight to aid us."
" Oh ! we can do without daylight," said Dick. " This

lantern will answer the purpose. Come along !

"

" I can make every allowance for your curiosity and
impatience, but 1 must really remind you .i two things."
" What are they ?"
" Why, firstly, that though I have held up very well

considering, yet it has cost me an effort, for my wound is

still painful, and 1 am yet v^eak."
" Pardon me, my friend, but I had forgotten that.

We will find some place where we can rest at once."
" And not only that," coutinu.'d King. " Y< t n.ust not

forget that we shall only be safe here so long as we raise

no suspicions of th? place being inhabited. Now, it

appears to me an impossibility for you to walk bout the

bovvje with a light without its being seen at some of the

frindows, and then, of course, we should be done for at

once."
" You are thoughtful and prudent," said Turpin. " It

would be almost, if not auite, impossible not to show
some light at the windows. '

" Very- well ! Then I propose, as 1 said, that we make
ourselves as comfortable as we can in one cf the rooms.
What do you say to this one ?

"

While 'ae was speaking, Tom stepped across the hall,

and put his hand upon tl^ handle of one of the doora we
have mentioned as opening out of it.

" Oh ! let :' be tb»t o-»e by all means," eaic Dkk

;

" does it open ?
"

Tom turned *ha kn^^*, and tried the door.

It was isLSo.

*' If wo get in oere, ' he said, " we snail have to undo
the lock. Can you manage that, Dick ?"

'
1 dare sav 1 can," said^Tur^in ;

" juat hoW *;b9 light

TOi. !i minute ot two, whiJw I *«ry
'

Tom King took the light, an he was requeatoa, w'niia

"Turpin prodaced a smtM biui«k of skeletcn keys.

Ailer trying sareral, h« foaad one that would unlock
the** IOC.

It was very hard to tura, but it all at ooce shot ba«k with

a suddea snap that in that deathly, sileut plaee, was posi-

tively startJing.

Dick threw op«« the door, and paused tor a moment i>u

the thpeskald, so that whatercr feu.' air tkat had aecu-

mulated there should be displaced.

Then both entered.

" Shield the lantern a little, Dick," sidd Tom, who had
returned it to Turpia while they paused at the deor.
" Darken it for a tcoiaent, while I see wha-tker there
are shutters to this vrlad-jw, and whether they are
closed."

The slide of the lantem was turned, so that &nly a
fine pencil of light was allowed to pass through the
lens.

The room was pitchy dark.

In a little while, though, they could distinguish from
tbe rest of the gloom a few faint lines of light.

" We were right to take the precautiou of dousing the
light, Tom. Do you see ? The night light is lust visible

there."
" It is. Do you recollect the peculiar shutters ?

"

" Yes."
" Well, it is through them that the light comes."
" That's it."
" We must stop them somehow from the inside, for, of

course, if we can see the light from without, it is only
fair to infer that our light will be seen from within."

*' Of course. But how shall you stop up the window ?"

" That remains to be seen. Throw the light just before

our feet, so that ».e can see wl^ere we are going."

The room was of tolerable dimensions, for they were
some time in reaching the window.

The floor of it was, if anythinc. more thickly covered

with dust than the hall was, ai seemed to be different

and of a lighter character, for ,..„„ds of it arose at every

step tliey took.

" Now," said King, as they paused beibre the window,
" If there are only some inside shutters we shall be able

to shut out the light without difficulty. Are there any ?
"

"No, none," said Turpin, after a minute's examina-

tion ;
" but there are apparently some very thick curtains,

and I should think, if we draw them closely and care-

fully, they would answer the purpose quite as well."

" Almost ; but not quite. However, draw them, and
let us see."

But when Dicx oaught hold of the curtain and gave it

a jerk, there fell down such a quantity of duat that he

was fain to retreat.

He waited until it subsided a little, and then mode a

second attempt—this time with greater care.

But, nevertheless, the dust continued to fall, though
not in such large quantities.

It was very fine, pungent, disagreeable dust, too, and

made our friends' eyes smart intolerably, while they kept

on sneeziu'g, as if for a wager.

At length, after frequently relinquishing the +*. k, they

succeeded in drawing both curtains completely across the

window.
They then turned away.

To their great vexation, however, they saw there waa
another window in the room.

However, there was no help for it, so they were forced

to go through theii disagreeable task once more.
" I think tha' will do," said Turpin, as he carefully

lapped one curtain over the other. " I think that will

do."
" No aouut, and now let us have the full benefit of the

light from your lantern."
" With pleasure," saic? Dick, as he withdrew thu slide

and allowed the full light to stream into the roooi

The first thing they did waa to turn it in every diree-

iiou, so <i6 to see what kind ot place it waa in which they
stood.

l''rom ita dimensiona, and the appearance of tne furm-
ti.re, wbr<b, although antique, was very beautiful, despite

tiue ouMtiug of dust upon it, tbey concluUea ll ivati tU^
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dining-room of tne mansion into whict thev Had nj^i,^

Uiair way.
Ererfthing t'aey saw was fall of interest to thy m, and

iBnr frieads spent a good ten minutes in looking at the
different objects.

A large, substantial-looking table ran down 'be centre

df this room, with a doaen or so chairs placed around it.

But what was most singular was, that npon this table

were a number of smell articles, which a closer examination
showed oar friendo were the remains of a repast
They were astonished beyond measare.
" It aeems to me," said Di<^ " that the old bort>nef8

will was carried out to tue very letter."
" Most singular," said King. " But Dick, my friend,

I am very cold !

"

" So am I. This place strikes as cold and damp as a
charnel-house."

" It is very natnral it should when we consider how lonji

it has been shut up. We must remedy it."
" By lighting a fire, I suppose you mean ? Do yon

think it would be safla to do so r
"

" Oh ! yes ! Look, there is the fire-plaoa."
" I see it, but I don't perceive any fuel."
" That won't be a difficulty. Just lend me that little

jemmy of yours, and I'U soon have some fuel."

Dick gave King the crowbar which he carried with

kkn.
As soon as he had it, Tom «ommenced a very ferocious

attaek upon one ©f the chairs, and soon had it lying in

fragments on the floor.

Another shared its fate.

Then he carefully placed a portion of the wood upon
the hearthstone.

It was one of those old fashioned grates, provided with

dogs, as they were called, which were pieces of iron for

wood to rest upon horixontally.

Tom King laid the remains of the chairs in the sbape
of a pyramid, and then set light to them.

It was some time before he could get them to ignite

properly, but when they fairly burst into a flame they
burned away first-rate.

In a short time, now, quite a brilliant light filled the
apartment, and revealed its most hidden recesses.

Very picturesque it looked in the ruddy and incontinent
firelight, which made strange, oddly-shaped shadows flicker

on the wall.
" We must look out for seats of some kind now," said

Tom King, " and then we shall be quite cosy and com-
fortable."
" We cannot have anything better than a couple of these

old arm chairs."
" But the dust

!

"

" Oh ! we can easily get rid of that."

So saying, Tom Kirg set about freeing hia chair from
the heaps of dust upon it.

Turpin took another, and followed his example.
And now, as the dust was removed, the richness and

beauty of the chairs became at once apparent.
In particular the one which Turpin had taken for bis

own use.

It was the one that stood always at the top of the
«ab!e.

The back was very high, and cushioned with crimson
velvet, upon which the coat of arms belonging to the
Duriey family had been embroidered in gold.

The velvet had faded slightly in places, but the device
itself was as bright as new.
The arms and legs of this chair were also very beauti-

fully carved, while the upper part of the back had been
wrought into the shape of a coronet.

Dick was pleased with the grandeur of this ^.lece of
furniture, and he was very careftil to cleanse it from every
particle of dirt.

Then he lookeu at it witk admiration, and called his
comrade's attention to it.

The firelight fell fully upon i*; and imparted to it an
appearance of erreat magnificenoe.

" Beautiful !
' was Tom's involuntary exclamation when

he gazed upod it.

He had bee-x 1 1'siiy wcgaged iii austing his c m ehair,
and had not

, aid any attention to Dick, so h' aaaty of
this chair bura upon nim all at once.
The one which King had was a 'ery handsome one, but

U would Dot bear oomjyarison with "Turpin't. I

" I suppose," said the latter, when they had both lookftd
at it sufliciently, and as he seated himself m it, " I sup-
p>ie this is the chair in wb'-'h Sir Ernest 3pd his fore-
fiUhers were went to sit."

" There can be no doubt of that," saw Tom Kinir, as ho
1 also seated himself. " I wonder if he ever thought it

would ba I'loeupied by Dick Turpin, the highwayman ?
"

CHAPTER LI.

DmAIIiS HOW IT Wis DICK TURPIN TOOK TO TUE EOAD
AMD HOW HE OBTAINED POSSBS8ION OF BLACK BBSS.

"Not exactly, you may depend," replied Diok, as he
settled himself more comfortably in the family chair, aa<]
stretched out his legs towards the glowing embers.
" Heap on a little more wood, and then, while we an
taking our ease, just tell us what you know about Durlej
Chine."
" Certainly," said Tom, casting the remainder of the

chairs upon the hearth.
' "11118 had the effect of dulling the light for a few minutes,
whUe the smoke arose in quite a thick mass.

" Tom," said Dick, suddenly. " You've done it
!

"

« What ?
"

" You know how careful you were about not showing a
light, and dravring the curtains over the windows ?

"

"Well, well?"
" Well ! You have just put on all that wood, and wher«

do you think the smoke's going to ?
"

" Out of the top of the chimney, of course ! It was an
oversight on my part, certainly. Still, as it is night, and
the chimneys are very high, I don't suppose it can possibly
be seen, for it will be Uttle more than vapour by the time
it reaches the top."
" 1 suppose not. However, if it comes out in a cloud,

it cannot oe hel ed now."
" No, but I shall certainly be more careful tke next

time I put any on."
"Do so. Ah! that's better !

"

A broad flame shot up the chimney as Dick spoke, and
so put an end to the smoke by consuming it."

" We are very snug here," said Tom, taking off his hat,
and hanging it on one of the projections of the carving on
his chair back, and throwing his pistols carelessly on the
floor ;

" quite snug and cosy.
" We are that ; and after knocking about as we have

been lately this is quite a grateful change."
" I only hope we shall be left undisturbed for a day ot

two, and then I shall be able to get my strength up."
" And I."
" In the morning, though, and when we can have day,

light to aid us, we will make a thorough exploration of

the place, and, if we can, visit every nook and comer
in it.^'

" Agreed ! I should like that vastly. But come, in the
meantime, just be kind enorgh to pr', me in possessior
of the facts you know concerumg thf 3sertion of Duriey
Chine."
"The facta.?"
" Yos."
" Those simply ?

"

" Of coarse.

'

" Oh ! I meant to have thrown aU that I have heard,
without reference to being facta or not, into the form of a
narrative."
" H-m ! ah ! perhaps it will be as well."

"It will not take very many words, or a very kmg
time. The story is, in itself, simple, yet most terrible."

Tom paused a moment or so.

Dick kicked the fire together with his foot.
" You must u1 derstand, first of all," resumed Tom

King, " that when Sir Ernest Dane died, that is to say
in 1717, he was vei sring closely upon sixty years of age.

" In all the accounts that I have ever heard of him he
has been represented as a dark-souled, evil man, whose
youth was spent in riotous living and ^h^uch, and his

eld M^e in sorrow and in shame." <»
" lam afraid, Tom," interrupted Dick, ' ^nat tue de-

scription would apply to very many baronets ; and not

only baronete, but thoee who rank amon^ *he hisrhest in

the land."
" Yee ; but thank heaven ; if there be mauy like nun, yel

there are eome who show ue what human nature ontCA '/f
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De when the accident of birth raises it above the majoritjr

of mankind.'
" I doc't deny that ; but never mind, get on \iath y^wc

•^. but, bear in mind, I cannot vouch for the ti uth

of (Miy of these aseertions, for not only was 1 never in

this part of the country befwe, but I have never seen Sir

Ernest Dane."
" Then yon speak by heat say ?

"

" Quite. I have been toW, that at the age of fifty, he

was remarkable for his shrivdled diminutive person, and

his vindictivo mafioe, which peeped c ,»t on the ' oet trivial

oooasioDs.'*
" What a delightful ol naan !

"

" Despite his numberiees extravagancies, which would

iiave been sufficient to ruin most men, he, at the time of

which I am speaking, namely, ten years before his de-

cease, was possessed of consaderaHe ridties, as well as

many estates, which were aD, however, «trictly entailed."

" That accounts for it, perhaps."
" Very Hkely. Now this dd, hoary-headed sinner, had

not at all improved since the days of his youth. To be

sure, his body failed him, for ^cesses such ud he had

indulged in always leave their traces behind them. Yet

the salaciousness of his disposition was in fr'\ vigour, and

the old lecher professed to fall iu love with the daughter

ci a Mr. Enderby, a gentleman of means, who resided

not far from Durley Chine."

When King reached this part of hio narrative, Turpin

removed his eyes from the fire upon which they had been

resting, and fixed them upon hJG comrade's countenance.

He already anticipate the catastrophe, and he listened

with intense interest for the oontinuatiou of the etory.

" It was said that if you had searched the counties of

Dorset, Devon, and Hants, you would never have fcund a

maiden who could compare with Kate Enderby, cither for

personal Ix auty or those manifold attractions which are

most endearing in woman.
" Such, thon, was the being whom Sir Emeo*, Dane

polluted with his thoughts. She—fresh, rosy, and seven-

teen—he jejuned, decrepit, and fifty, with one foot already

in the grave.
" But Sidney Enderby, the father of Kate, was a man in

whom no generous emotions could be found. His disposi-

tion was more sordid than it is easily possible to conceive

any gne's to be.
" He and Sir Ernest Dane formed a pair well suited to

each other.'"

Then Turpiu re-seated himself, and King weal on.

" For two years all went quietly, and, to all appeai-aace,

well. Poor ivate's face, whenever it was seen, had always

thf. hraoes ol a heart's sorrow upon it ; but, for all thrt,

she lo<*ed beautiful, as she fiitted like " spectre abou'

the ghostly mansion.
" As for Sir Ernest, be grew more hateful »^o more

hideous every day.
" At length, a change came over Kate.
" She no longer looked sorrowful, as she did, though her

face wore anything but a cheerful expression. The colour

began to retiu-n to her cheeks, and her wasted form to fill

out to its proper proportions.
' How was this F ' asked those who caw her, ' Has r he at

length resigned herself to her lot, and resolved to be as

happy as circumstanceg would allow. ' Alas, no ! It was
neither of these causes that induced the ihange iu Kate's

appearance.
" No one marvelled at it more than her husband.
" He revolved the matter continually in nis miud, but

he was unable to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion.
" The surprise which he first fdit very quickly merged

into undefined alarm.
" Among the servants belonging to the mansion of

course this matter was freely canvassed, and they soon felt

sure they had penetrated to the core of the mystery.
" More than one while out at a late hour during the

night, or while ga? ag from their chamber windows, haC
observed a shadow form flitting from tree to tree.

" They immedi ,tely—rightly or wrongly—connected
this circumstance with the alteration in their mistress,

and many sly hints were dropped about it.

" Shortly afterwards, however. Sir Ernest's wife was
observed to lapse into her old tristful state.

" For nearly four years, then, did this state of things

continue ; but at the expiration of that time, one of the
keepers in the park, while out late one winter's night, saw
the mysterious shadowy figure.
" Naturally enough they looked towards tUeir mistress

for some visible manifestation of thia, for they still per-

sisted in the connection they had formed between her and
the figure ; but they were disappointed. Lyas-eyed though
they were, they failed to iierceive any diflFerence in her
countenance. It still wore the same air of deep dqeotion
that it had during the last four years.

"

Tom paused for a moment to regain his breath, but
Turpiu, who was bre-thlessly inteiosted in the story,

waved his hand impatiently for him to go on. He wa« too

" You have drawn a nice portrait of them at di events, inwrapt to speak.

Upon my wor^,_.Tom, I should never have believed you ^ H^^^if^^^^^^,
'?°^'' ^^A*?".^^" °°^- ^" ** ^""""^

were so graphic.'"
° ^ "*" r^^" "

Now, stop that, Dick, or not another word do you get

out of me."
" Oh ! aever mind ! I only said what I thought ! Get

along
!

"

" No sooner, then, did Sir Ernest a,pply to Mr. Enderby

for his daughter's hand, than the latter, with many extra-

vagant protestations of delight, assured him that his

dearest wish was to see Kate united to his friend and

neighbour.
"And so, without having a whisper, let alone a voice,

in the matter, Kate Enderby was disposed of to Sir

Ernest Dane.
" It was in vain she prayed and wept not to be forced

into 30 hateftn an alliance—in vain she urged that she had

pEghted her troth to another who was then upon the

bright, blue waters—her father was deaf to aJl—and,

terrified by his violence, and more dead than aJive, the

beautiful young Kate Enderby, who, ooe would have

thought, certainly deserved a happier and more congenial

fiiite, was wedded by that outrage upon bnmanity, the

owner and resident of this mansion."
Dick looked around him, by the aid of tue bright fire-"

light, with a strange feeling in his breast. He could
almost fancy—although Tom had given him no description

of her personal appearance—that he could see ':he nn-
happy bride, pale and sad, seated in one of the gioomy,
funereal-looking chairs.

Indeed, so strong did thi ielusion grow upon him, thtt

he was obliged to riae and walk across the room to where
he fancied he could see her, before he felt quite certain

that it was a trick of his imagination.
His comrade watched him with sojje surprise, but he

»aid nothing.

a report was circulated that filled the mansion and the

country surrounding it with blank astonishment.
" It was some time before it was believed, but every

day some new fact turned up to stamp the rumour with
the indelible impress of truth.

" Sir Ernest Dane's j'oung wife had eloped!
" But with whom ?

" That was the question.
" Then the story of the shadowy figure which had been

seen, got talked about and known.
" Sir Ernest had the counti-y scoured in search of his

lost bride, but all in vain. Not the slightest trace of her

was found.
" In prosecuting their search, it also became known that

Ralph Anderdon the young Milor, to whom Kate was
betrothed, had returned in aaiety in his ship to Plymouth,
that hn Imd left her on leave ot absence, aad then never

re-appeared.
" 'This seemed to point strongly to the supposition that

it was with Ralph that Sir Ernest's wiiie had eloped.
" Of this, bowers* , there was no proof ; but young An-

derdou never rejoined his ship, and Kate wajs never "ound .'

"

CHAPTER LII.

THE HIGHWAYMKN BIBCOVBil THE SAD FATE THAT BEPBf

RALPH ANDERDON AND KATE.

Dick Tuepik waited in silence for Tom King to continue

his mysterious narrate.
To iiis surprise he remdJned ^nlent.

" Surely," Dick said, at length, and it was in a tone of

disappointment and vexation that he spoke, "surely,

you do not mean to saw that tiiis is all yon can tell me
about flie desertion of Durley Chine ?

"



iiifc x^ifeMT Or lat, tuiA^ 's^%

*' Tkea it k most raBsa*^;»^act©r-
"

"H*w etmp sai kitcFCBt; yes bave iakoa io i^ Bb«
what m«M iM jMi eopaot to hear ?

"

"All t^ pavtMoJsaw »bo«it iltH^^ti*^ tap tbe pt'ace in «itk

taskisD, md Ik* metiTe for 8ir Stms^ i»«,le!a«^ fSa« ««mim^

" T1»«B, my trlead, ycm wski. t« kB»w mere ttm* mtT
Jirwg porsoa kiiOWB, I fancf

."

" B«t, •avetf, ©«« aeeowrt w«« giren wf it."

" Ob ! Twy BKbHy ; bwt wfeet^er tanM w B«t, wV aaa

M?"
^ ^" Aiid wfeai haproeoed here after tiie Glopcni3»t CVm

von Ml me that ?
'*

" I mn gire you some p»Tt4cw.}ars of it."
" Do e®, tiien, I b*^, by all me*B«."
" For acHM nacwtii* after the ereet Sir Ernewt poonaed

ab««»t tbe old HMMMJoo like an aneeitfied fboet. Ha gre'w

ewseeeively frigt^teoed, and would not Tcoture aaywliore
alose ! His eyoe got bloodshot asd de«piy sonltMa in tb«ir

orbi*s. He refaoed to eat, and became the Itriag per-

aonifioa^ion of a c<!m9cienoe-8t««ken man.
" There were some who west so far ae to bay that ^ilt

of tiie deepest blackneas could alone wreak swoh an effect

upon anyone ; while others, who were more charitably

djspoeed towards him, aaa^ined it to the remow^ he
mrat bare feft for having blighted tbe fair ftrtwre of

the girl who had been foreed into a union with him, and
whose life he had made a miserable burden.
" I oaght to hare told you that immediately after the

elopement of his wife, Sir Ernest caused the room which
ehe habitoally occupied to be shut up, and forbade any of

his dependents to ever enter it."

"That is a rery ateiDge circumstance," said Tnrpin,
-' is it not ?

"

" Well, I don't know. It is only natu»xl, I think, that

he should wish her to be forgotten, and, if possible, to

forget her himeelf."
" Then he took the step that was, above all others, cal-

culated to caose her to be kept in remembrance, that's all

I can say."
" Like enough—like enough

!

"

" But go on, my friend. Just let ns hear of the closing

ap (^ the place."
" In a bttle while, then. Sir BmeeFt took to hii, bed, and

he never rose from it again.

"About three hours before his decease he had bis will

made, which, after having stated in what manner his

property was to be distributed, stipulated that immediately
after his funeral the mansion of Durley Chine sbcTuld be

vacated ; tkat all things which it contained should be left

in the precise positions they then occupied ; that every

door waa to be locked ; every window fastened ; the park
palings to be thoroughly repaired in every part; that

the entrance gates should be firmly locked ; and then
the whole left unvisited by a human being for tlie space

of one hundred years, dating from the day of his demise."
" What a singular will ! Surely, such a one was never

fesbioned diR'-.ig-.tat..;3, and, lt9«ktnjr King fall in th ; *rit. -
replied, in a taae of deep aad ©ara»«t fion-viction

—

" The ooHclssioB t« which I have eome 1 make no

doubt will surprise ywu b^ond measavc, i-'.nless your

th®oghts have happened to take the same turn as my
own.

It was now King'* jrn t© feel aitiriouslj intereatC J, and

he aaked—
"T^ me wV' it is."
•' I (xm firmly of l>€hef," said Dick, " ifitet Sit Ernest'i

wife «.«>>er elo^d at aM !"

The de^aerate i«>a»Der idt „4vieii T»^wi enuBciated tbis
eptoioD fj«ite &teaggw*«>d "'roBi King.

^
'* Re*Sy, Diek," h« said, " tJ«t is an eitraordinsu^ iden

;

/ but, now you bajve started it, I begia to be quite of your
way ©f tWfflkJBg."

"Aad is it possibl©, Tswa, that it bag oerer occurred
to jtm befe««e ? Why, a th»u«aud things indicate such a

tiing."
" I mnsk eonfes*," said Tom, " I nerver thought of it. 1

somehow or o*h»r quite took it fw- granted that Sir

El-nest's wife eloped."
" And many more did beside, and so thought no more

about the nw^ter ; but, take my wT>rd for it, Tom, there i,-

9ometh'r>g more ia this than tlie world, perhaps, will evei

know."
" Very like—very like. Now yon have given me the

start, or clue, as I may eall it, things innumerable come
thronging into my mind."

" I^ ufl wait until the morning, Tom. We will ther
together spend tbe whole of the day in searching over the
place, and it will be odd to me indeed if whatTsuspect is

not in some way or other confirmed. I wish I kne^^

which was the room Sir Ernest's wife occupied."
" I cannot guide you in that, for I have no mwe iden

than yourself. Still, I should think, in going over the
house, we shall find it."

" No doubt of that. The difficulty will be to know
when we do find it."

" That's it, but don't let us ve^c our brains by thinkint:

any more about it to-night. We cannot elieit anything
more. Consent to let tbe subject drop until the morning,
when I hope we shall be able to renew it, and arrive at

some satisfactory result."

" With all my heart. I say drop the snbject, if yon
hav» grown tired of it. But what shall we talk about
or do instead, for I can assure you I do not feel sleepy
in tbe least."

" Nor do I. I feel that it would be quite out of the
question."

" Well, then, I ask what are we to do. Start another
subject, Tom, or else let us go back to Sir Ernest Dane."
" No—no, don't let us do that. 1 have, believe mc,

heard quite enough about him for one night."
" Very well. What shall be the new subject ?

"

" What should yon like ?
"

" Oh ! anything, I am not in the least particular.*'

known before.'
"Very well. Do yon recollect that you made me a

Scarcely, I should think, and yet some strange things P"*^^?*' *°^, ''P:^<S.il"Ta^^*n T!l „.^""'71'h
. u i . • i-u t- \. A A^ i,n„„o ;ii K., ^^ aa qmet and comfortable, 1 am sure, as anyone could
B been done m that way. and doubtless will be. To

I ^^g ^ ^^^ ^^^ j ^ ^^;^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ b^^^^,

opportunity, and it will be some hours to daybreak..

and "

—

" There, stop—stop ! that will do !
"

" You guess, then, wlmt I am about to say ?
"

" Of course I do !

"

have been done in that way, and
finish—he bequeathed a sum of money for building the

monument in the lane, about which he gave the most
minute instructions, and also sunk a further sum which
was to defray the expense of keeping the palings and
the monument in repair ; and also to prosecute any one
who was found trespassing either in th«> house or on , 'le

a«^o»ning kwids."

Tom paused, and then, observing Lxok was silent, he
iidd«d

—

" Sorely you do not wish me to t«ll you that the

>)Aronet'8 instructions were carried out to the vory letter.
|

I should think you have already seen sufficient to tell you
tbat."

Dick raised his head.
*' I was not thinking of that exactly."
"What then?"
*'I was runninjr f^io wnois story over in my Tnind, and

•dearouricg to oct^ to some conclusion."

^i.M have yon succeede^^ ?"

''To a certain extent I havf;."

" To wbat conclusion, then, have you come ."
"

Dick plac«d his haod upon the comer of the old-

" You want me to relate some of my bauK I idlory to

yon P
"

" That's it."
" Before I made your acquaintanwi ?

"

' Exactly; before I had the honour of your acquaint-

asoe."
" Weil, then, if you are incKned to listen, I will tell

you all, from my birth upwards."
" You need not go quite so for back as that."
" Very well. But there ia a condition. Can you guess

it?"
" I Ccin."

"If we are here, thwj, to-morrow night, as we are to-

night, that you will relate your life, for I am very anxious

to hear it. 1 know it must be full of interest."

A slight shade overspread Tom's coonteoance, as Dicb
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•poke, but it disappeared almost immediately, as he
replied :

" I do not know what your opinion will be as to its

interest, but I can tell you beforehand that it will be
rather a sad affair."
" Oh, never mind that. Mine is not altogether cheer-

ful, but you must promise to returu the compliment be-

fore I begin."
" I will ; and now start at once."
" Don't be too impatient ! I must have time to think

it over a little. But don't you see how low the fire is ?"
*' I do now, but I didn't when you spoke."
" It must be replenished. Why, I do believe it wo

had left it a quarter of an hour longer it would have
gone out altogether."

" Yes ; a fire soon dies out when it once takes the
turn. Stop a minute, and I'll soon have some more fuel."

" But it seems a great shame to destroy such hand-
some furniture."

" It does, I quite agree with you ; but it cannot be
helped. Can it ?"

" I don't see how it can."
"Lend rae the jemmy, then, and I'll soon have this

one to pieces."
So saying, Tom dragged one of the chairs towards

the fire, and, having received the crowbar from Dick, he
very quickly broke it up into fragments.
He placed a good half upon the fire.

" Now, Dick," he said, as he reseated himself, and
leaned back in his chair, "I'm all attention, so just

make a start."

"Very good," said Turpin, who, after a premonitory
ahom ! commenced the story of his life without further
preface or hesitation.

CHAPTER LIU.
DESCRIBES HOW TURFIN COMMITTED HIS FIRST

BOBRERY ON THE HIGHWAY.
' Ton must know, Tom," said Dick, " that I cannot
boast of anything grand with respect to my parentage.

My father was a butcher "

" And so was Wolsey's," interrupted Tom.
" He was generally considered a well-to-do man by

hia neighbours ; but, in the course of time, one or two
things dropped out that had rather a damaging effect

upon his character.
" It was always their intention to bring me up to the

same trade, but somehow I did not like it. In fact, I

Was ambitious to be a gentleman.
" However, not far from where I was born, namely,

at Thaxted, in Essex, there was a very large estate and
a park that was quite overstocked with deer, belonging
to a magistrate named Sir Thomas Deane.

" Well, in spite of the strictness with which he endea-
voured to keep up the the game laws, and the heavy
punishments he visited upon offenders, somehow or

other, the keepers were always reporting the loss of

his deer.
" There was about a dozen harum soaram fellows like

myself, always hanging about, and having apparently
nothing to do, and we were everyone of ua looked upon
with the greatest suspicion by Sir Thomas Deane and
his keepers, though, for a long time, nothing could bo
brought against us.
" One fine night, though, as the whole party of us

were standing over a tine buck that had just been
brought down, we heard a loud ehoui, and before we
could as much as look round, we found ourselves
hemmed in by keepers and various other people belong-

ing to the estate.
" Resistance was almost usefess, but we showed fight,

and one or two managed to get off, but the remainder,
myself included, were captured, handcufife'1, and lodged
in the village cage, round which guard was kept until

the morning, when we were marshalled into the presence
of the magistrate, Sir Tliomas Deane.

" lie Boowlod upon us when we entered, and took his

seat upon the benoli. You may depend he treated the

case in a very summary manner. He found us all

guilty, and committed us to the assizes.
" As it so happened, we had not long to wait, for on

the Monday morning the assizes commenced, and our

oase came on for bearing on Wednesday.

" The evidence against us was very conclusive, so tho
jury brought us in guilty, and the judge sentenced them
all very heavily, with the exception of myself, who h«
let off lightly, so he said, because I was the youngest
of them all, and the only evidence against me was that
I was standing with the others. I ought to have told
you that my father got a counsel to defend, and tho
line he adopted was that I was passing through the
park at the time and stopped to see what was going on,
and so came to bo apprehended. I therefore got oflf

with six months' imprisonment in the county jail with
hard labour. But I found it terribly irksome and dis-

agreeable, and before I had been in prison a fortnight
I made up my mind to escape.

" An opportunity soon afterwards occurred, and I
availed myself of it, and, after some trouble, did get free.

" Thaxted was very quickly left behind me, and I
shaped my way directly for London. Of oourae, I had
no money in my pocket, the jailors took good care of
that. I was, besides, clothed in the prison dress, and
this it was imperative I should get rid of, or I should
be detected and apprehended immediately.
" I was walking along the London road, turning these

things over in my mind, when I heard some one coming
towards me at a sharp trot. It was just getting day-
break.

"
' Now, what shall I do ?' I thought to myself. ' Here

is come one eoming who doubtless possesses the very
articles so necessary for me to have. Shall I strain a
point for once, and take them from him ?'

"The traveller I could hear coming nearer and nearer.
" * It must be so,' I said. ' Such a chance will perhaps

never happen again, and, now I have gone so far, I am
determined not to be caught and taken back to jail.'

" So, having come to this resolution, I drew aside into
the shadow of the hedgerow, and waited for the traveller

to pass me.
" In a minute or two I saw his horse's head on a level

with me, and shouting, ' Stand !' in as loud and as gruff

a voice as I could assume, I darted out from my place
of concealment, and caught the horse by the bridle.

" ' Stand !' I said again. ' I am a desperate man !

Your money or your life 1'

"
' Yon shall have neither, you villain !' said a Toioe

which I recognised instantly. ' Take that
!'

" It was the voice of Sir Thomas Deane.
" Chance, then, had thus strangely brought about a

meeting between us.
" I was rather startled, you may guess, and almost

frightened, for this was the first affair of the kind in

which I had ever been engaged.
" When Sir Thomaa said, ' Take that!' I saw a faint

flash, and heard a click.
" He had aimed a pistol at me, but it had missed fire.

" He uttered a curse as he found this was the oase,

but before it was well out of his mouth I had sprung
upon him, wrested the pistol from his grasp, and dealt
liim a iieavy blow on the head with the butt end of it.

" He fell off his horae at once.
" I was rather scared, I can tell you, when I saw the

effects of my blow, but I felt I had gone too far to re-

treat, so I stooped down and began to rifle his pockets.
" I found in them a considerable sum of money, for

he had been up to London to draw some money out of

the bank. I also took a handsome gold watch, of which
I knew he was excessively proud, and several other
articles of less value.

" I had done all this without finding him give the
least signa of life, but he now began to be aroused.
" Thinking it best to be prepared, I went up to his

horse, which was standing still enough in the middle
of the road, and took the other pistol from the holster.

" When I got back to Sir Thomas, he was sitting up
in the road and rubbing his head in a very lugubrious
fashion.

" I had not done with him yet
" ' Come, Sir Thomas, arouse yourself. Sii-ip off your

clothes immediately ; or if you don't like to do that, I

will put a bullet through your skull, and take them off

after you are dead, which will save you the trouble.'
" 1 could see Sir Thomas shook a little at this, and

like a prudent man he began to divest himself of bis

clothes.
" He pulled off hia ooat.
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" Then hia Test.
" He would have stopped, but a menace caused him

to proceed.
" He took off his oravpt uiad ruffles, and then his

shirt.
" He paused again.
" ' Be quick, • said I ;

' off With your breeches and
boots '.'

" He looked at me in amazement ; but finding I was
terribly in earnest, complied."

" He took it very quietly, I think," said Tom

;

"didn't he?"
"He did! The fact is, he was only half conscious

of what he was »bout. A good crack with a pistol is

apt to have a confusing effect,"
" I believe you. However, go on. What did you do

when he had stripped himself ?"

" Why, I stripped off my own clothes in a twinkling,
and attired myself in his.

" ' There,' said I, when I had done. ' You needn't
look so down. You can put on the clothes I have just

taken off,'

" He glared at me for a moment, and then began
scrambling them on.

" ' If you hadn't been so particular after your deer,

one or two of which you could very well afford to spare,

this would not have happened. Do you recollect me ?'

I said ;
' I am Jack Palmer, whom you sentenced a

little while back at the assizes.'
"

"Jack who ?" said Tom King.
" Jack Palmer. I forgot to tell you that is my right

name."
" Oh ! indeed !"

" Yes, I assumed the name of Bichard Turpin some
time afterwards."
" The deuce you did ! However, go on with your

story."
" He recollected my name, of course.
"•Curse you, yon villain!' he said. 'Curse you, I

wish you had been hanged !'

" I daresay you do ! Good morning. Sir Thomas I a
pleasant journey ! This seems to be a nice little bit of

horseflesh, I'll borrow that, too.'
" So saying, I jumped on the horse's back, and

turned his head towards London.
"To my surprise, as I rode off, I actually heard Sir

Thomas give vent to a chuckling laugh, which sounded
mors like a gander in the last agonies of strangulatiou
than anything else.

"A aharp canter, though, soon left him far behind."

CHAPTER LIV.

BSLA.TZ3 HOW TURPIN STOLE ^13 CELEBRATED MARE
BLACK BESS.

" AwD lo that was your first little adventure on the
toad, was it, Dick?"
" It was."
" Well, all I can say, you did things in a very bold

and creditable manner."
" Bather ! but you have not heard the best of the joke."
" What is it, then ?"

" This. I wae just entering London when I found what
it was Sir Thomas was so spasmodically laughing about.

'

'

"Oh! what was it ?"

" When I took off my prison clothes, and gave them
to him to put on, I forgot to

"

"Ha! ha! ha! Ha! ha! ha!" roared Tom King,
heartily. " I see ! You forgot to transfer the booty
out of the pockets."

" Just so."
" Ha ! ha ! ha ! Beally now. No wonder the magis-

trate laughed!"
" None, indeed ! But you must make some allowance

for me, Tom."
" Oh ! certainly, certainly."
" I was rather flustered, you know. It was quite

strange to me."
"Oh! don't make any excuses, I beg:. I can quite

understand it. I think it served the old magistrate
jolly well right !"

" So do I, for he was a selfish, hard-hearted rascal.
Howsver, I can tell yon one thing, and that is, I never
UMde saoh » Bust»k« •fr»>B>"

" No, I should hardly think you would. But come !

What did you do when you found you had no money ?"
" Oh ! I was not altogether penniless. I found some

loose silver in the pockets, which I had disdained to
take before."

" But which yon were glad enough of now. Proceed !"

" Well, I rode into London, and put up at the ' Sara-
cen's Head,' in Skinner-street, Snow-hill."

" I know it well."
" I had a very good breakfast, but I noticed that the

landlord eyed me rather suspiciously. My clothes did
not altogether look as though they had been made for
me.
" Still he did not venture to make any remark, so I

paid him his bill, and went to look after my horse.
" It was brought out to me very nicely fettled, and,

take it alto- ether, it was a very creditable lookiug piece
of horseflesh.

" Indeed, the ostler made a remark to me to that effect,
and added, that if I wished to part with it, he knew some-
one who would be very glad to becouie a purchaser.

" Here was an excellent chance of getting a little

money, so I at once told the ostler that though I had
not thought of selling, yet I was open to receive a reason-
able offer, adding, as well, that 1 should stand something
worth his while if hia customer behaved handsomely.
" I waited in the stable a little while, while the ostler

went into the house to fetch the wouM-be purchaser,
who, I found, was staying there.
" After a little badgering, he agreed to give, and I

agreed to take, fifty guineas for Sir Thomas's nag.
" The money was paid, so I slipped a guinea into the

ostler's palm and made myself scarce, for I was sharp
enough to know the sooner I was off the better.

" Indeed, just as I passed out of ihe archway, I saw a
body of police coming from the direction of St. Martin's-
le-Grand, sol hastened down Snow-hill, and soon found
myself at the back of Field-lane.
" I had often heard of this place, though I had never

seen it.

" As I perceived no signs of a pursuit, I did not go
down it, but found my way into Hatton Garden, and
thence to Holborn, where I entered a costumier's and
purchased some clothing that suited me better than
those I had taken from Sir Thomas Deane."
"And what did you do next?" asked Tom.
" You will hardly expect it, but I set out, and for

days and days tried to obtain some kind of honourabU
employment."

" You succeeded, of course ?" said Tom, with a tinge
of irony in his words.
"I did not. My efforts were entirely useless. Every-

one to whom I applied wanted some account of my past
life, which, of course, I could not give them; though
towards the last, the philanthropic appearance of many
of the persons to whom I made application, induced me
to tell them of my misfortunes, but I was met with such
looks of indignant horror for having entertained the
idea of asking them for employment, after having been
in jail, that I very quickly gave that up."

" It is always the way, my friend," said Tom King.
" I have found it so to my cost. When once a man is

down, his fellow-men turn upon him like wild beasts,
and keep him down. Woe to the unhappy wi-etch who
first loses caste, for let him try afterwards, as he will,

he will never be able to regain his position."
" That is unfortunately too true, my friend. Heaven

knows it was from no wish or predilection on my part
that I became a highwayman. I was forced into that
career in spite of myself."

" Well, well ; do not begin to reflect upon it in that
way. It is a subject that will not bear much reflection.
It is a short life and a merry one, checkered by many
a strange episode, that does not fall to the lot of com-
mon humanity."

" It is. And BO, of course, Tom, it is nothing sur-
prising that when my money was all spent 1 went upon
the highway seeking more."

'' Not at all—not at all. You had your choice of two
evils—to starve or go upon the road—and you chose the
less."

" Many and many a strange adventure have I had,
Tom, during my career, but still such as w» may meet
with af^ia."
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" Just ko. I will, however, give you credit for having
made yoarself notorious in a very abort spaos of time."
" Pretty well. Not more so than yourself." .

" YoM have created for yourself audi a. reputation at, no
h;gbwayn:«,n since the days of Robin Hood has, and auch
as no highwayman ever will again. Your nar«*> Uaie
tlaat will never be forgotten."
" Pho ! pho ! step that. I have only one more poiD*

upon w^ich to satjefy your curiosity, and I am don*.
" And that is"—
"To teH you hois bonny B'*>ek Bess cs,me in^^o my

bands."
"Ah ! yes. 1 want to hear tiuu; above all things."
" Very well, then. It was some little time after I took

the road that I stopped the Dover coach.
" Indeed, I remember that httle oiream(.tance arsr

tinctJy, my friend. It caused quite a eonetemation
" A Iktle. You doubtless remember the rewards offered

for me ?
"

" I do. They represented a large amoiaat. The govern-
ment gave so much—two hundred pcuuds, I thiak—and
the travellers in the coach mad© up a like sum."
" They did, and the ehaae was very hot anJ close after

me. I had many narrow escape*, but the narrowest of all

was one fine summer's afternoon, whie ridiag on tito high
road between Kilbum and Edgware.
" I was going at a very easy pa«e, for I »Sd not antici-

pate pursuit, when all of a sudden I was startled by some-
thing whistling past my face, and tiken there was tha
immediate report of a pistol.

" I confess to bang startled greatly, but 1 had sufficient

presence of mind to elap spurs to my steed a*id then gave
a haaty glance behind me.

" Five well-mounted officers were coming along after

me at full speed, and as soon as they saw I perceived
them they set up a loud shout, which they doubtless
intended should have an intimidating effect upon me.
" I waa not without a certain misgiring as to the result

of the chase, for the horse I waa on, though well com-
petent to run a short distance at an amazing speed, yet
had not enough bottom in him to keep up for any great
length of time. Now, a horse to be reaily serviceable
should combine fleetness with enduraiice."
" He should," said Tom. " But such horses are very

tarely to be met with, even let aJone purchased."
" Well, to go on with my story. I bad, in a veiy short

time, the satisfaction of seeing tbat the distance between
myself and my pursuers were considerably increaaed.

'• As soon as I obsei-ved this, I determined to take all

the advantage of it that I could, for I knew my horse
would soon slacken speed so ranch as to allow the officers

to ovei-take me if I kept him upon the highroad.
" I, therefore, sought about on both sides of me for one

of those narrow sinuous lanes which are so plentiful in that
part of the country, and sure enough before I had gone a
hundred yards further, I saw one, and turned down it like

a shot.
" From the loud cry to which I beard the officers give

xnouth, I could tell this manceuvre had been seen.
" I gathered the reins in my hands, and struck 'he

horse several sharp blows with them about the neck, and
at the same time bur>'ing my spurs in his sides.

'' And now another misfortune happened.
" By some perversity or other, this lane, which was at

first rather too serpentine, suddenly straightened, and
continued so for as far as 1 could see.
"I had not bettered my position in the least. The

officers would be round the bend in a few moments, and
then they would be able to keep me in view.

" Just then, on looking in advance, I saw, nearly a mile
off, a man on horseback, attended by a groom.
" Here was a new aowrce of vexation, for, of courst^, due

gentleman, as I took him to be, se^ag me flying from the
police, would try to impede my progress—perhaps even
attempt my capture ; and, although he might not suceeed,
yet a collision between us would infallible give the olBceri}
time to puanee upon me.

** All these circumstances and tneir vesoHs p.vsseu 'Wn.a
hill force upon me, and I goaded still more i.iy ahu, st

knoeked-up steed.
" He bad sonttj ot the true blood in him, for, when ne

felt the sharp point* of the spurs, he uttered a loud
snort, end pet forward at a rate that ab»c4otely amazed
lae.

" The gentleman in advance came at a trot, looking
curiously upon me.

" His groom had fallen back considerably is the rew.
" In another moment we met.
" I had noticed, as I neared him, that the animal which

he rode was of the moat faultless shape, and exquisite
symmetry.

" But when his horse's head was on a level with mine,
hepuUod up abruptly, and, by a dexterous movement,
caught hold of mine by the bridle.

" The officers were thundering along the lane.
" ' Hands off,' I cried, ' or it will be the worse for you

!

1 am a desperate man, and flyi'^g for my life !

,

" ' Oh ! you are, are you ? he said ;
" then I will see

if I cannot put a stop to your gallop ! Hi ! Jame»'.

James!

'

" James, I made no doubt, was the footman I hau seen."
" I just glanced before me, and saw him coming along

at a good speed.
Matters were growing desperate.
" ' Let go my horse ! I cried again, and the loud ori««

of the offioers, and the din of their horses' hoofs almost
drowned my voice. ' Let go my horse, I say, or take th«

oousequences.''
" 1 could tell he tightened his hold.
" rhen there darted into my mind a wild idea of <

" I did noi wait to calculate its probabihties of s

If I had, the clianoes were that I should have abandoned
the scheme as absurd, but 1 did not pauce, bat instantly

put it into execution.
" Before the gentleman on horseback had the least

notion of what I was going to do, I clenched my left fist

tightly, and struck him a terrific blow on the head.
" The blow alighted somewhere near his ear.
" He fell off his horse as though he had been shot.

"This was what I hoped, and I had prepared myself
for what I was next about to do.

" Tbat was to spring upon the back of the gentleman's
matchless steed.

" I accomplished the feat, difficult in the extreme a« it

was, but I was saluted with a volley from the pistols of

the officers, who had now got into alarmingly close

quarters.
" By good fortune one only wounded me, and that was

only iJightly.
" I turned the horse's head th*c I had become 8«

stxangely and unexpectedly in possession of, and just

touched her side with the spur.
" The bound forward that she gave was so terrific that

1 was almost thrown.
"I, however, succeeded in keeping my seat.
" Away we went, like the very wind itself.

" James made one abortive effort to stop us, but he got
rolled in the dust for his pains.
" Yells and screams of disappointed rage came from the

throats of the officers.

" But away went the gallant steed, with a rapidity which
more and more astonished me, and in a short time the

officers were loft far behind.
" That bonny mare I have never parted with since, or

trusted out of my sight for many hours together. She
saved my life then, but it is by no means the only time. I

named her Bess in remembrance of some one whom I

knew, and black, because that was her colour."
" And it was by such a chanoe circumstance as this,

then, that you became possessed of the finest piece of

horseflesh in the kingdom ?
"

" It was, my friend. Such was the way in which Dick
Turpin became the owner of Black Bess.*'

CHAPTER LV.

THE 8AAHCH THROUGH THE IhD M\]r««>ir AND KS
RESULTS.

As Turpln ottered these words, he rose iirom his seat, aad
' walkir^ up to tlie windows, drew b»ck the thick heavy
' curtiiins.

The pale golden bearaa of the riBing son found tiiAir way
' into the apartment through the iQany diinka in t^M
I curiously-fosliioned shutters.

]

" By Jove ! " said Tom King, in acoeota ot urpnse,
" it is morning ! I had no id«a of it !

"

' " Time soon slips away in conversation, »nd now let ".-

'< (jace comme»c« tlttj explonition of tlus ^-nldjag."
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TXTBPIN AND KIMG DISCOVJSl LOVERS RKMrAINS AT DaRLET CHIK*.^

•' T«u are Tery eager abont it, DTck."
" I am, aad cannot help feeling sa. Of this I feel

•ertain, that we shall find something that YiiW amply
oempoBsate as for our troable."

" I wish I cooM feel as certain that we shoold find

BMnething that would amply compensate us for a break-

fast, but I'm afraid we shan't."
|

•* So am I. But come along, who knows what we may
joi &Bd C Tou had better shut the dow after yoo,

^om!"
Tliey stood now >n the spaeio«s hall beloogiag to the >

maasion. The sunshine entered freely through the win-
dows on each side of the door, or at least as freely as the I

Iftiiok coating r-' dir*- wiAh which they were eBor-raeAed

would aHow.
|

The numerous vujects around them looked str-angely
j

spectral and ghostlike in the morning light.

"Ehe dust, whiok had looked black, now seemed of a
whitish colour, and it lay upon the floor of the hall like

No. 13.

Our friends' footsteps were perfectly noiseless.

Turpin led the way up the staircase, and Tom followed

him in silence.

On the first landing they paused.

Doors they c»ald see in abundance, but wuere they

led to they eeuld not tell. They tried the handles of

several, but, aa they had been led to expect, found them

fast.

"Not here, I fancy," said Tom, " shall we find the

wife's ehamber, but on the floor above. Good heavens !

Dick, what's that ?"

Turpin turned round with an ezpressien of alarm upon

his face.
'

A sttange noise, Kke the shrieking of ten thoQflCMia

fiends, seemed to fill the air around them.

But only for a moment.

It died away then, not with the same suddennfiM at

itar-ose, but in a faint, hoarse, hellow murmut.

Then all became as silent as the grave.

Peice Onb Halfpenny.
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yo abmptly had this sound oome upon them tka*. oar

friends were quite unnerred.

By an efifort, Diok Tarpin found his voice.
" The mysteries of Durley CThino are beorinn'risr ^ ^•

teiop themselves," he said.
" It would seem so," replied Tom, um-asily. " But

what was it ? Prom whence did it proceed ?
"

" I can form no idea," said Dick. " It seemed to eumo
from all sides, and whether from above or lielo^ I can

form no manner of oonjeotore."
" Nor I. Let us hope that wo may never hear mxA a

sound again
!

"

" Nay ! On toe contrary, lot us hope to do 6o, and let

us be upon our suard, and not b<* taken by surprise when
we do.'

Scarcely ha<i • wo ds left h^ lips, and before Tom
King- could utter a rej: y, than thero arose, with twice its

former intensity, the sume fearful sound.

Our friends fastonwil their eyes upon each other to note

the eflfect this aid hafd.
Both were pale.

Both felt the same question surge up in their minds.
Was what they had so often heard about the super-

natuial, and what their mioda had never hitherto given

credence to, real and true ?

In that foot-deserted place, so long closed against

human beings, it is no wonder such a question and many
another of a kindred nature should be engendered.

Despite the control which he habitually had over him-
pcM, Dick felt his limbs tremble under him.
Tom King spoke.
His voice was quavering and itnsteady.
" This is horrible, Dick," he said, " most horrible."
" It is," said Turpin, " most horrible. I am convinced

^o living human being could have given utterance to ibooe

unearthly sounds."
" Do you know what you imply ?

"

" I do ! And, though as free from superstitious influences

as a man can safely assert himself to be, yet I cannot
close my eyes to the fact that what we have just heard,

and which we are certain can be no delusion of'^the senses,

is sufficient and has indeed sufficed to make me wav» in

my belief."

• V if enough to do so, and I must confess to the same
thing mysk*' ^i>o*ii»U I am ver , Joath to d» itj fcw I have

ever, until i.c" • ach tDiings in scorn."

Attain arose . a tul shrielang cry.

But Die j: bad been waiting for it—expecting it—and
was prepared.

" That came from somewhere above, Tom," he said, " I

am certain of it ! Follow me !

"

He turned and would have sprang up the next flight of

stairs, but King caught him by the arm.
" What would you do ? " he asked.

"Do?" repeated Turpin. " Why this ! Feeling con-

fident that the horrible sound came from the upper portion

of the mansion, I will ascend and not pause until I have
pried into every nook and corner ! Why do you hold me
back ?

"

" I know not," said King, confusedly, for he was ai>»amed

of the weakness he had shown. " Come on."
" That's right, my friend ! Let us use our best endea-

vours to discover the source of those dreadful cries !

Think how great a satisfaction it will be if we can succeed
in discovering from whence they proceed, and trace them
to some natural causes !

"

" It will—it will !

"

" Quick, then, Tom ! .^ark, there it is again !

"

The unearthly cry once more sounded in their ears.

"How much more this would have scared us in the

night time !
" said King. " Darkness would i>ave «n-

dowed it with threefold terror."
" It would. That is only natural. But wliat aarpriii&s

me is, that it is so continuou'
"

By this time our friends had reachefl, as they thought,
the topmost story in tue house, but they found there was
yet another flight of stairs to be ascended.

Ere, however, they could cross the landing ^o them,
<iey were ^gain startled by the mysterious ory.

Tt wa-j pretty certain that it came from above, for the
Bouad reached ?;heir ears much more intensely than it did,
and they could distinguish in it a strange howHng not*
which they had not preTJously noticeiL

W itboat the loM of a moment, and before the eenoai
had entirely died away, Dick sprang up the flight of steps,

which were narrower and steeper t^an the preoediu^- onea.

Tom King followed closely.

At the top o£ the stairs' they emerged into a lurjre room
or attic.

There were in it two windows, bu-. as they nad nof beea
provided with shutters, were boarded over.

The planks, however, did not fit closely enough together
to exelude the light, which entered freely in long peocila

through the joins.

It 18 promble enough that Wh^i first put up these
boards were joined to a nicety, but in the lapse of years
they had shrunk, as wood is apt to do.

Our friends could see around them without difficulty.

The attie appeared to have been used merely as a
lumber room, lor many odds and ends were scattered

aJbout the floor.

15— ked over every part of it with the utmost

attention
'^'^ ^^^ nothing that in any way tendeil t»

explain the cry. . v.-»
" We must give ft np, I am afraid," said Tom King. I

can see nothing here to cause it."

And no human being can have been in.the plaee, for
look, except where we have ourselves trod, the dust is

undisturbed; and no one ascended the stairs before us,

for I was careful to lode «pon them for the imprint of a
foot, which would have been as plainly visible as in snow."

' Rig^t !

" said Tom. " We must then consider this to

be one of the mysteries of Durley Chine which we cannot
solve."
" For the present," said Dick, " only for the present.

Ahhongh we have failed ia oar fiisst attempt, we may ba
more fortunate in a second !

"

" Perhaps so ; but I am afraid not. There is only ona
tiling. Did the sound actually come to us from above
when we etood at the foot of the last flight of stairs ?

"

" So far as my sense of hearing serves me, it did. But
I may have been mistaken, for it is always a matter of
extreme difficulty to trace such noises to their true source,

unless you have something more to guide you than your
ears."

" Just go. But is it worth while to stay here any
Jo :;ffer P We have 8e«i aH there is to see, I fancy."

I would rather we did not go until we heard the cry
a^^uu I have noticed that it has occurred at something
like regular intervals.*'

" So have I."

"Do yon then, my friend, stand with yow back to
mine, so that your eyes command the opposite half of
the room to what mine do. Let nothing escape your
observation, but have all your senses on the alert

!

"

" I understand," said Tom King, as he placed himself
in the required position. " You think, then, that if we
both do this, we shall not only be able to tell beyond a
doubt whether the sound actually proceeds from this

place, but if it does, be also able to t^ from what preciae
portion of it !

"

" Exactly ! That, I fancy, is the only means by which
we can do it. I'm only impatient now for the cry to
come. Fail not to have every sense awake, but do not
keep yourself too much o^ ^Va stretch, or you will defeat
jOTxrueU that way !

"

I am aware of it. J/et us be sileui, now in order that
our speech even may not be the means of confusing us."

With an anxiety, greater than our readers can conceiv.;

,

the two highwaymen stood back to back in the attic of

the deserted mansion, and waited for the repetition oi

the strange cry, which had naturally so scared them when
I
they first heard it.

Turpin certainly deserves great credit for the manner
' in which he managed this affhir, for surely no bettor

I mode ot determining from whence the noise came cooU

' b** -levised.

I

The windows we have mentioned at ")eiEg Ib thia

i
attie were placed at each extremity.
The ceiling was low, and sloped fro_ the oentr*.
It would appear that tliia attic run from the front to

it.« back of the maaKiiou. f^^r the windosvs were both ia
5J!!.-i»o of the building.

As our fnaado *hus stood, of oourse Haon htid a ?«ffi'^i>w

1 befriri h'la.

i». wwtftitr for tfee ntraage soaiMl to acsia naxf rm^
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beard, Tom King, whose e^ bad Msted witii the keenest

wmihiy apou every obfeot witiiin tiieir sphere, no-

tieed that in the boarding: of the window opposite to

him there was a small round bole.

Three fingers >'"id close together would have about
filled it up.

It was a very trifling thing to notioe, but Tom' a eyes

were just then required to notioe trifles.

" There's been a knot there, I suppose," be tiiongbt,
" and as the wood has shrunk away from it, it has tum-
bled out. That must be it 1"

At any rate it was a probable enough supposition.

At length, and just as their patience wets getting ex-

hausted, the terrible ory again resounded in their ears.

That it oame from the pUoe in which they stood there

«ocild not be a doubt.

Tom King echoed it with a shout of gratifieatioa.
" Hurrah V ' he said, " I see it all now I We have been

frightening ourselves about nothing !"

" What is it ?—what is it f" asked Tarpin, anxiously.
•• Tell me at onoe !"

King led him to the window.
" There is the secret," he said. " Do yon see that

flound hole in the board ?"

" I do,"
" Look a little closer, and yon will see that the pane

beyond is broken !"

" So it is, Tom !" said Tnrpin, after a momentary ob-

servation. "But do yon mean to say that the noise

eame from there, and that the wind blowing through
caused it ?"
" Most certainly I do ! I noticed the hole in the board

and fixed my eye upon it, and presently the noise oame,
and I was confident, through that hole. I take it that

when a gust of wind comes in one particular direction, it

rushes through that little hole with extraordinary vio-

leiioe, and makes the horrible sound which so alarmed
ns!"

CHAPTER LVI.

THE TWO HIOHWAYMBN UAKB A FOKCIBLB BNTBT
INTO SIR ERNEST'S CHAMBER, AND DISCOVER THE
TRACES or A PBiaHTKUL DOMESTIC TRAGEDY.

That this was the real solution of the mysterious cries

there could be little or no doubt.
Just the least tinge of vexation was apparent in Dick's

Toice and countenance when he spoke.
" What fools we both were to allow onrselves to be

terrified by a sound that admits of so easy explanation !"

" Do not chafe, Dick !" said Tom King. " I regard
it as being extremely fortunate

!"

" How so ?"
" Thus. In our exploration of the mansion, which

we cannot say we have fairly commenced, if we hear
any sound for which we may not be able to account, the
simple means by which this horrible howling is produced
will teach us cot to be alarmed at it in the least, and
induce the belief that it is produced by natural causes
only !"

" Looking at it in that light it certainly is fortunate,"
replied Turpin ;

" but what annoys me is that I should
have allowed it to onman me as it did. I ought to have
known that an old deserted place like this would be full

of strange noises."
" I can find every excuse for you, Diok. The cry was

certainly a most fearful and unearthly one, and suffi-

cient, coming unexpectedly as it did upon us, to strike
terror into the bravest heart. Hark ! there it is again !"

With a prolonged, wailing howl, the wind again
nsbed through the circular hole in the board.
"Come away, Tom! Come away!" said Turpin.

" It is useless to stay here any longer. Let us try to
find out something more about Balph Anderdon and
Sir Ernest's wife

""

" Agreed ! But is iz possible, think yoo, to pot a stop
to this noise ? Although we know what it is, it is none
the less unpleasant f
" A good thought, Tom. It shall be done. A large

pieoe of paper screwed up and pmhod tightly in, will
»top it up as well as anytbinr "

- It will."

Ikok rummaged his poc'wti.and ntlM*ioiMd»pseoem ft

This he folded and rolled up tightly in the form of a
plug, and stuffed into the hole.

That will do it, I think," he said. "Now, Tom,
come along !"

The highwaymen then, without farther delay, left tha
attic
They paused upon the landing beneatu, from whiok

two long corridors ran right and left, having doors open-
ing from them.

What do you think of doing with these rooms, Dick f

Surely you do not intend to open them every one ? If

you du it will take ns some time, for they are sure to be
all locked. I should imagine these were the servante'

dormitories."
Very likely 1 I think, however, just to satisfy our-

selves, we will open one of the doors. Should your sup-
position tnrn out oorrect, we will leave the others a«
they sure."

To this Tom at once agreed ; and Turpin, producing
a bunch of skeleton keys, very soon had the door open.
They entered with great curiosity.

It was plainly furnished, and evidently, from ita

appearance generally, a servant's bedroom.
Our friends merely glanced round this apartment and

then retired. There was nothing there at all extraordi-

nary.
Dick was earefnl to lock the door again after him, •

that at a future time no suspicion might be aroused
that they had entered there.

' I think we may safely jump to the oondusion that

all these numerous doors open only into such chambers
the one we have just seen the interior of.

" Very well ; we will try the floor below."
Accordingly another flight of stairs was descended,

and they found themselves standing upon a lauding pre-

cisely similar to the one they had just left.

Here the doors were wider and higher and not so dose
together.
Turpin again had recourse to his skeleton keys, and

one after another opened these doors.

IThey were all bed-chambers.
At last, after having well nigh lost all patience, and

hope of &iding Sir Ernest's bed-chamber, our friends

came to a door where some substance had been placed
over the keyhole.
Diok wiped away the dust which lay very thickly

upon it, and found it was sealing-wax, or some similar

substance which had been placed over it.

A closer examination showed him that Sir Ernest's
coat of arms was impressed upon this seal.

He called Tom's attention to it.

" If we had known," he said, " that the lock had been
sealed, we should liave been spared a great deal of trou-

ble, for I make no doubt that as we have found none of

the other doors with a seal upon them, that this is the
one opening into Sir Ernest's own room."
"Nor 1, either. Break the seal, Diok, and open it at

once."
With his knife, Diok chipped away the sealing-wax

which had become almost as hard as iron.

To his mortification, however, he found, when he had
taken the trouble to do this, that the keyhole itself vras

filled up with some hard substance, which clung so

tightly that he g»ve up all hope of getting it out, after

making several efforts, and breaking the point of his

knife in the attempt.
" What is to be done ?" he said. " Confound him for

fastening up the door in this fashion !"

" So say 1. There is but one course left, my friend,

and that is to cut out one of the panels with our hangers^

and enter the room in that fashion."
" I do not see in what other way we are to accom-

plish our object, and yet I am reluctant to destroy the

door. However, it cannot be helped, for I have set my
mind npon finding out something more about the nlti*

mate fate of poor Kate."
" Here goes, then," said King, who )aa,d drawn hie

hanger ; "leave this job to me."
"Not so, my friend. You forget yam .ound. It is

evidently getting better, but take my advice, do not OW
it any more than you ean help just at presMit."

' Tery weO," aaid King, drawing hook, '' dio y9» 4*
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^•e oTOSMd to <4>e side ©f tike room oppositB to wfeew b»
had b«eD siaodiDg, and a'^Tteai^d to aeratifiue sotoething'
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^niesfa fair young bride—the secret of Durley Cbioe
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hie pebdioB, and said

—

" hocAi ke«e, Tom ! Unless I am quite aut in nay cal-

oukiffaioaa, it is here we most look to find the solution af

and S&r

tha back, he cut ««>m|^.etely dbwn one side >f

He repeated the same process with the ' ther side.

There then remained the most diflEifi dt part to do,

namely, to cut the top and bottom of ' tie ^uvel, which
would be, of course, against the grain of -he wood.

A little perseverance, howcTer, will d( wonders, and our

ftiends soon had the inexpressible satiy Action of seeing a

hole in the door large enough for tha n to pass through

one at a time.

This room was in the front of the mansion, and the sun,

which was shining upon it, found its way in through the

bars of the shutters, the peculiar shape of which we have
already described.

Turpin's impatience to enter this room was so great,

that scarcely had the panel fallen bodily inward, than he
crept through the hole he had made, leaving Tom to follow

his example as best he could.

King was soon in also, and the highwaymen looked

about them with the greatest curiosity and interest.

The subdued light which filled the room seemed more
congenial than if the broad daylight had revealed its every

nook and angle.

The apartment was a spacious and a lofty one.

The furniture was massive and gorgeous.

In one recess was a huge funereal-looking tent bedstead,

of that kind in which our ancestors used particularly to

delight. ,

The curtains were drawn closely around it.

They looked heavy and sombre.
The four posts of the bedstead were surmounted with a

iarge plume of feathers, resembUng those which are seen
on hearses at the present day.

It was full five minutes before either of the highwaymen
spoke.
The whole of their faculties were bent upon an' attentive

and minute examination of the chamber they had entered,

and which they were firmly of opinion was the one that

used to be tenanted by Sir Ernest and his wife.

Tom King was the one who spoke first.

The intense stillness of that gloomy room oppressed

him.
" I think we have entered the right place, Dick, don't

you ? An apartment like this would surely be the one set

aside for the occupation of the owner of the mansion."
" Yes—yes. In this room, Tom, beyond a doabt, the

baronet's fair wife, in whose mysterious fate I feel so deep

an interest, pined away her young life, like a wild bird in

a cage."
" You seem strangeJy moved, Dick."
" I am. I feel the profoundest pity for the unhappy

girl, and there is also some prescient feeling within me
which makes me conscious that this long shut-up room
has been the scene of a terrible tragedy."

" How strange
!

" said Tom, and his voice grew hushed
and solemn. " The words you have just uttered seem to

have given consistency and method to the vague and
undefined ideas which were floating about in my mind."

" The simple circumstance of being in a deserted cham-
ber, and being surrounded by a silence so intense as we
are, is sufiicient of itself to people the brain with thiek-

coming fancies, but, apart from them, I feel that we
stand upon the threshold of a discovery that will caus« thai

current of our blood to stagnate in our veins."
" How seriously and earnestly you speak, Dick, said

Tom King, who remained for a moment or two quite
motionl3ss and silent after his companion spoke. " i ouj

JBfect me with your own gloomy forebodings !

"

Turpin made no reply.

His eyes were roaming over ever'" nortion of tiie apai-t-

ment.
To hiui all cuiflgs in it were distinctly visible, though if

any one had suddenly come in out of the sunlight they
would not have been able to see at all.

But Dick's eyes had become perfectly acoostouied to the
dSmliftht.

CHAPTBft LVII.

^yreK titbpin sbts out upon a. eatheb VHUhmia
SXPBDRIOM.

Thbbk was something so ery solemn and impressive ia

Dick's manner that Tom King was cwnpletely overawed,
and it was witti a strange beating at his hfert that h«
made his way towards the spot where his friend stood.
" What have you found, Dick ? " he said. " What is

it?"
" This," replied Turpin, placing his hand upon a door

in the wall. " This door is of iron, and can only lead to
one place, and that is a small strong room wherein jewels
and such like things are kept."
" I am aware," said Tom, in a tone of disappointment,

" I am aware there are usually such places in the chambers
of the great. But what has that to do with the secret of
Dui-ley Chine ?

"

" Everything !

" said Dick, who in this instance seemed
to be gifted with a strange kind of foresight. " The secret
of Durley Chine will I fancy turn out no secret to me ! I
seem somehow to have divined it from the first, and as
soon as I saw that door I was convinced that I was
right !

"

" I confess 1 am fairly puzzled to understand you.
However, if that door is all that hides the sesret from
our view, I say open it at once !

"

" I intend to do so, my friend. It will, though, I think
take some time."
As he spoke, Turpin produced from his pocket several

small implements, with which he at once made an attack
upon the lock.

Not rudely, but gently. He knew well it was a door
built for strength, and that it would be hopeless to think
of forcing it, and that if it was to be got open it would be
by coaxing.
His patience was put to a severe trial.

Originally no doubt the lock was made as unpickable as
possible, but now, having been left to itself so long, it had
got thoroughly rusteJ into its setting, so that, even if he
had had the proper key, it would have been a matter of

some difficulty to turn it in the wards.
But this opposition to his wishes only served to make

him more determined.
He had to pause more than once.

At last the bolt of the lock was bit by bit forced back
But the door did not open.

It seemed to be fastened into its frame.

There was, however, near the centre of it, a large octa.

gon-shaped knob, and this Dick caught hold of and palled
with all his might.
The door shook slightly.

He tried again.

Tom Kin^ lent his aid by clasping him round the waist.

Slowly, with a harsh grating sound, the door opened.
But only while they pulled with their utmost strength.

When it was open about eighteen inches, something,
which must have been leaning against the door, fell

fluttering and rattling into the apartment.
It lay on the floor in an unshapely hud-^'ed-up mass.

The dust rose up in clcuds.

Instinctively, the two highwaymen spi.^g back and
retreated until tixey were brought to a stop by the huge
bedstead.
Tom King was startled, and so was Turpin, but not to

anything like the same extent as his companion.

Neither, however, moved or spoke until the dust had to

some extent subsided.
" What—what is it ? " gasped Tom. " Vhat is it r

'

We must approach to know that, tbousrh I more thsin

suspect what it is. Stay, the light in the room seems to-

be fading. Can it be possible that ihe day has gone ?"
" It would seem so ; but do not dally ! Quick P Lijrht

S01B lantern, wa shall then be able to see bettar/'
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** I waa thinking of doing so," said Turpin, producing always to be alone P In this gloomy place, and with the

it from his pocket, and igniting the small wick within it weight of his fearfol crime pressing upon him, it is m
by means of a phosphorous match. wonder he became ' the living personification of conscienoB-

In another moment now a clear beam of li^ht etreawed ' stricken man !
*
"

through the crystalline lens. ( " My very words !

"

Our friends then made their way towards th« stroug' Dick smiled.

iron door, directing the ray of light upon the object which
had fallen forth.

A cry of horror uune irom Tom King's tps.

What had fallen were the mouldering, festering remiuuica/

of a human body.

The bones, which could be seen hero and there, were
bleaehed and bare, and the clothing that lay about and
aroimd them seemed to be of no greater consistency than
tinder.

But their first natural shock of terror and disgust at

meeting with such an < bject over, the curiosity of the
two highwaymen resumed its sway.
By Dick's acvice. the strong door was pulled as far

open as it would come.
They then stood on one side, so that the chamel-like

odour which filled the closet might mingle with the
purer atmosphere in the large apartment.
Then, with slow steps, they walked to the spot where

the human remains were lying.
" See," said Dick, " here is that which explains all."
" It does ; but look, do you perceive, my friend, there is

more than one body here.'
" I am aware of it ; I felt sure there
" 1 ean distinguish several portions of a woman's dress,

and here and there the bright brass buttons belonging to

a naval nnitorm."
" It is even so. You see how I was right when I said

Sir Ernest's wife never eloped. Here is the proof, for

that this IS all that remains of the unhappy Kata there
Ciui scarcely exist a doubt."
" And of her old lover, B^lph Anderdon."
" And of her old lover, Ralph Anderdon, as you say.

The VOTigeance of Sir Ernest was complete. Here is the
key to the desertion of the mansion. He calcidated that
in a hundred years all traces of his crime would have dis-

appeared, and so the name would remain untarnished. I

somehow saw through it all at a glance. I can tell what
occurred almost as weU as if I mid been here to witpnss
it."

^' It is nou viifi5cult to do so now."

" No, nor was it to me from the first. You may depend
Sir Ernest Dane surprised his wife and Ralph Anderdon
hero together. He then, by some means, contrived to put
an end to their existence, probably by poison, and then
locked them in this strong room."
"That, 1 think, with all due deference to you, can

hardly have been the actual c*>/e of affairs."

"YiThynot?"
" You seem to overlook the cL-Cv>'Tstance that they were

both leaning against the door ; t>v, could not else have
fallen out as they did."

"True."
'* That, then, I take it, clearly indicate" that they were

put in there alive, and that they died leaning against the
door, perhaps in the hope of '^eleasing themselves from
their place of confinement."
" Yes, you must be right io that respect, but it makes

Sir Ernest's crime ten times more horrible. They must
have starved to death !

"

" Or, which is more likely, perished for want of air."

*'0r the two causes combined. Sir Ernest, however,
fisplayed some ingenuity. There was no bungling in his

work.''
" None. At least, to all appearance."
" So probable a story that his wife had elopeJ with her

fotmer lover would of course, be easily believed by those
who were acquainted with the history of her lue and
young affections."

•

" It was believed imrl.citly, and I think^yon are t^e
ery first that ever expressed a doubt upon the subject ; at
least, Lhat I have ever heard of."

" Some intuitive feeling caused me to do so."
" The circumstances altogetb"- are mo«t strange.'
" Most -strange, indeed

!

'

^ ^ , ,
" It is a sad sight. Beautiful as I have V^ard. Kate I " I don't dispute that in the least, but in the meanwhue

was, there are no traces of her beauty now." ) just let me ask you what we are to do fbr food durici,thW
" But can you wonder that Sir Ernest should wander time ?"

«prctre-Iike about the house, and that he should dread \ " It is some time since we had aoT last I

' Never," he said, " to the longest day o my ibh^^^^^,

will be obliterated &om my mind all that I have seen and

heard respecting Durley Chine '

"

" I can readily believe that."

"Poor girl!' said Turpin, looking down at the grisly

bones lying at his feet. She is greatly to be pitied—-far

more to be pitied than blamed—though that she was
guUty I think there is conclusive evidence."

" Her punishment was great."
" You are right there. No one, unless those who have

actually experienced it can tell how horrible it is to die
from want of food."

" And this young sailoF. His career was a short one,
and its termination inglorious. He is more guilty than
Kate, but it is very, very easy to forgive him !

'

" He had a consolation, and he may perhaps have c<mi-

sidered it a great one, that of dying with her he loved,

for it is probable that one did not long survive the other."

The more our friends pondered upon the lovers' unhappy
fate, the more deeply they felt moved.
Both were for some minutes silent.

All that had happened in that old mansion was perfectly

apparent, and the thoughts of each were busy in runniag
over the several details.

" Come, Dick," said Tom King, first breaking the
silence. "We shall do no good now by staying longer in

this place. Come !

"

With an effort, Txirpin roused himself from the reverid

into which he had fallen.

A deep, long-drawn sigh came from his lips.
" Yes, Tom, my friend, v?o will go, but I fancy that

what we have just seen will furnish us with the material

for many an hour's conversation."
" Yes, unquestionably it will ; bat, come, do not let

us stay here any longer !

"

" I vfill but take one more glance around me," said

Turpin. " Here is the place behind the door which we
have barely looked at."

Turpin accordingly raised his lantern and cast its beams
into the strong room.

Walls, roof, and floor presented one uniform smooth
level surface, and were apparentiy ef iron.

It was perfectly empty, and not more than four feet

square.
" That is all," said Turpin. " But what are we to do ?

Leave the place just as it is ?
"

" There is no help for it. Come along ! I am already

sick and faint beyond endurance ! Come !

"

Slowly and reluctantly Dick left the apartment, but
some strange fascination made him gaze about him until

the last moment.

CHAPTER LVIII.

IT TURNS OUT THAT OUR FRIENDS ABE NOT THE SOLE
INHABITANTS OF DURLEY CHINE.

The air in the corridor seemed by comparison a thousand
times purer and sweeter than it was, and Tom drew
several long breaths, so as to expel all the miasma his

lungs bad absorbed while gazing on the frightful spectacle

in Sir Ernest's room.
It was quite dark now, and the lantern which Turpin

had was of great service.
" What is to be done next, Dick ? I can scarcely believe

that time has slipped away so fast, but positively night

seems to be closing in."
" It does," said Turpin, consulting the cKouometer,

which he had taken from Captain Nidget, " and it is, too!

Why, would you credit it ? it is close upon seven ?
"

" Well, what are we to do, Dick ? "rhere is little more,

^
Z f<<ncy, to be seen worth seeing in the mansion."

)
" No, perhaps not. I think, however, that considering

1 all things, it will be much more to our safetv if we remain

j
hidden here for twenty-four hours longer.'
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" I am painfully aware of that. I have before now
more than once had to fast for a lengthened period, but

I never went bo long before, and never felt so faunnTy as

I do now I"
" Nor I ; and it is quite certain, Tom, that if we are

to staj here we must have something to live on ; but
how to get it is the question !"

" I think, considering the length of time the place has

been shut up, there is very little likelihood of oar finding

anything in it at all comestible."
" None at all, I should say. The only t\i»ug is, if we

chose to go groping about in the cellars, we might find

a bottle or two of choioe wine."
" We must have something to eat first. However, let

as go first to the room where we passed the night."

"Agreed!" said Tom, and they both descended the

stairs, and in a minute or two more were standing at

the door of the room.
It will be recollected they faeteoed it when they

qaitted it in the morninj;.

Dick unlocked it, and they entered.
" Look here, Tom, I'll tell yon what I will do. Just

clear my clothes from dust as well aa yon can, so that

my appearance will not excite saspioion, and I will, as

it is now quite dark, go out and see if I cannot get sowa-
thing at the nearest village."

" Bat with me, of course ?"
'* No, I think it will be better if yoa stay heae. Alone

I Bball not be so likely to excite suspicion. Do not let

ns waste time by parleying about the matter. I want
to go at once."
" Then I hope, since you have made up your mind to

that effect, that you will not be any longer gone than
you can possibly help."

" You may rest quite easy on that score. I shan't.

While I am gone, however, do you light a fire, and so

forth, BO that there may be no time lost when I arrive

with the provisions."
" Trust to me for that. But shall you not disguise

yourself at all?"
" How can I P" Besides, I think it hardly necessary.

It ia not likely there is any one here who knows me, or,

at all events, who would be able to recognise me, in the

dark ; so that I run little or no risk."
" Still, be most careful."
" I wUl."
" Above all, take the greatest care that no one sees

you leave the grounds, for if they do so the country will

be roused immediately."
" Don't let that trouble yon. Now, shall I do ?"

While they had been speaking, Tom had been busily

engaged in cleansing the dust and cobwebs from his

friend's apparel.
" Yes. Be off with you, and don't be long, ana above

all, do not excite suspicion by either word or action !"

" All right. Jliud you have the fire alight when I

come back. Qooii bye !"

"Grood bye, Diok," said Tom, aa he assisted him
through the small hall window.
Turpiu sprang upon the doorstep, and then ran lightly

down the crumbling perron on to the lawn.

Tom King followed him with his eyes as long as ke

could, but Diok was soon lost in the gloom of the even-

ing.
" I only hope he will come safe back," said Tom, as he

returned to their room and prepared to make a fire. " I

wish now I had insisted upon going with him, and yet,

perhaps, it is best as it is. I will try to think so, at all

events
!"

That was very good philosophy upon Tom's part, and
leaving him to follow it, we will turn our attention to

Dick "Turpin.

No sooner had he plunged among the treea on the

lawn, than be h'^avl a faint whinnying sound, and the

rush of horse's lootateps.

"That is Bess," he said, and in another minute the

sagacioas creatur» was rubbing her head against his

shonlder.
Dick caressed her gently.

He knew that was the best way to soothe her.

Then taking the bridle in his hand, he again led her

to the shrubbery, and tethered her to a tree.

This done, he hurried rapidly away.
His mare cast after him that melancholy gaae so often

to be observed in a horse or a dog who i_ more ihaa
usually devoted to his master.
Making as little noise as possible, Dick recrossed the

lawn, aud made hia way down the carriage-drive to the
entrance gate.

Here he paused, and listened with intentnesa that
soon became painful.

But all was still.

No approaching or receding footstep disturbed the
solitude of that place.

Dim, ghastly, gaunt, and half-confused with the dark
shadows of the trees, stood Sir Ernest's monument.
Dick waited full five minutes before he ventured to stir.

Then feeling confident there was no one at hand, he
picked the lock in the gate and passed through, taking
care to lock it again after him.
He crouched down in the shadow of the buttresses,

and again waited.
His caution was scarcely necessary.
So evil a name had Durley Chine got among the

inhabitants of that district, tnat not one of them would
have ventured anywhere in its vicinity after dark, even
if they were offered untold wealth fordoing so.

Feeling certain that he was the only living hamaa
being near that spot, Dick stepped out boldly into the
road or lane, whichever it might be called.

Then a very interesting question arose in his mind.
To reach some place where he could purchase the

things be required, should he turn to the right or the left ?

He paused and considered, and then, remembering
that he had come with his companion some distance
along the road to the right, and that they had not seen
anything like a human habitation, he made up hismiud
to turn to the left.

It was a lucky thing that he chose the way he did. I n
less than a quarter of an hour he reached a small ham-
let.

What was the name ef it he had not the remotest idea.
The inhabitants seemed all to be indoors.

Dick passed as quietly and stealthily as he could along
the little straggling village street.

Presently he came to an alehouse.

He hesitated a moment, and thought of attempting
to get there what he required, but, fearful of raising

suspicion, he turned away.
He was looking for one of those miscellaneous shops

which are to be found in most villages, where every
description of goods oan be purchased.

" Surely," he thought, " this village will not be an
exception to all others, and be without one P"

He began to think so, for he had passed completely
through it when he saw a light shining from a window
a little in advance.
Hoping it would prove to be the plaoe he wanted, be

quickened his steps.

He reached it in two minutes.
Yea ; there was the small latticed window crammed

with goods of every description, chalky-looking sweet-

meats in blue bottles preponderating, which invariably

distinguish the village hucksters.
Dick drew close to the window and tried to peep in,

but the things were stacked so closely together that be
found it impossible to obtain a glimpse even of the
interior.

Then a fresh difficulty arose in hia mind.
Would it not seem strunge for a person of Dick's

appearance to walk into a shop and purchase bread and
8uoh like necessaries ?

Of course it would.
Curiosity would be at once aroused.
Dick hesitated.

He pulled the ends of his moustachios.
" It's lucky," he muttered, " that I happened to think

of it before I went in. If I hadn't I should have made
a mess of it ! Something must be done I Let me see:

Oh ! ah ! that will do !"

Dick had hit upon a scheme.
He lifted the latch of the shop door.

As he opened it a bell rang furiously.

In obedience to the summons, a tall, thin, shrivelled

old woman entered the shop.
" What is it ?" she asked, in an nnoeremonious voice.

Dick put on an air of immense importance, and apok"
in a pompous sort of way.
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The woman ^ocame obaeqnions instantly. She
thought Dick was a lord at the very least.

"My good lady !" he said, " I want you to asaiat me.

I was walking homewards when I heard cries of distress,

and in a little shed that had only three sides to keep oat

the cold, I found a poor family actually starving."
" Yes, sir—my lord. ^ mean !" said the woman, con-

fusedly.
"Address me by the first title, if you please, ' said

Dick, in a manner that made the woman more and more
convinced the seoond was the one belonging to him. " I

foand this family, ten of them in all, actually dying of

hanger—dying of hunger !"

" Lor' a musaey, sir ! You don't Bay bo 1"

" It is true ! For the shame of England, it is true.

They were all bo far gone that not one was strong enough
to come here and get some food, so I determined to oome
myself, and take it myself. I never do good actions by
lialves. So just put what articles you think proper
into a basket ao that I may carry them conveniently.

Mid I will pay you liberally for the whole I"

CHAPTEE LIX.

TOX KINO IS MUCH ALABUKD BT HSABIMa A MTS-
TKBI0U8 VOICE IK THB OLD MAKSIOH.

•* Ybs, sir, I am sure your lordship is very good. It ia

not many that would do as you've done ! I a'pose,

though, you are a stranger in these parts. Excuse, me,

my lord, for venturing to aay so much."
The woman bustled about and procured a wicker bas-

ket as ahe spoke, into which she stowed some bread,

batter, tea, eggs, and such like.
*' Yea, I am a visitor here."
" I though t so, air. At Lord Wingfield's, _ suppose ? '

'

" Yea," said Dick, who no more knew who Lord Wing-
field was, than the man in the moon, but conjectured he
was some nobleman who had a residential eatate in the
neighbourhood. " I have come down to my oousin'a for

a short visit."
" Oh ! indeed, my lord. I didn't know Lord Wing-

field had a cousin, but of course now he must hare"
" How much will they all oome to, my good woman ?

/am anxious to get back. They will wonder what haa
beoome of me, for I only went out for a stroU after
dinner

!"

" Well, sir, your lordship, I mean," said the old woman,
who was rather at a loss how to appraise her gooda, but
thooght ahe ought to avail heraelf of this opportunity to

e:et profit. " .^together, baaket and all, they oomes to
seven—yea, eight-and-aixponoe."
She would have sold the aame artioles to one of her

ordinary customers for half-a-crown.
" Very good," said Dick, " here's half-o-goisea. You

need not trouble about the change."
If the old woman had had any doubts about Dick

being a lord, they were completely dissipated after that
one politic speech.
"Your lordship's very good—very good," she said,

regretting that she had not asked more. " I am sorry,

but I am a lone woman, and there is no one I can send
to carry the basket for you."

" And a deuced good job, too," muttered Dick to him-
self, " for such a thing would have been very embar-
rassing."

"There's my neighbour's little boy, Josiah, would
liave been glad to carry the basket for your lordship.
It seems ridiculous for you to have to do it."
" Not at all, not at all," said Dick, placing the handle

of the baaket. " There's no false pride about me, and
I am never ashamed of being seen doing a good action."
" Ah 1 my lord, them's the sentiments I should like all

lords to have. Old England would be very different to
what it is." '

" It would—it would I"

"Allow me to open the door for your lordship," said
the woman, rushing hastily round the counter, and brin;?-

ing down an avalanche of bottles in her course. " AUc w
me."
Dick atooil aside, and permitted the old woman to

open the door.
" Good night, my good woman, good night."
"Goo.l nisrht, your lordship!" repeated the woman,

OUrtfleyiug to the ^
" **«S>»*. «— r «v.o„i,i h. va

lived to see the day that I should have waited on »\ real
lord, and Lord Wingfield'a cousin, too, and then to see
him carry the things away on hia own noble arm ! Oh !

it clean bangs all, that it do !"

Dick Turpin hurried off along the village street; and
was ao fortunate as not to meet a aoul.
His ruse tickled his fancy mightily.
But it had taken more time to obbaia the provisions

than he had calculated upon, and he knew that Tom
would be losing all patience, if not getting positively
uneaay about his safety.
So when Dick reached ths laae leading to the gates of

Durley Chine, he set off at a trot, whioh, though
apparently not calling forth any particular exertion
enabled him to get over a good deal of ground in a short
time.
Very soon he had the eatisfaotion of seeing the iron

gates before him.
He unlocked them and entered, carefully relooking

them behind him.
Then, notieing that the long grass had the appearanagf

of having been trampled upon, he spent a few momenta
in restoring it to a perpendicular position.

In this he succeeded very well.

Sunning along the carriage drive he aoon emerged
upon the lawn, which be crossed without relaxing his
speed, and then bounded up the steps.

Tom be found was standing at the window watching
for him.
" Success !" aaid Dick, handing him the basket;

" there's enough there to keep us nearly a week."
But Tom took the baaket in perfect silence, and

then, holding up hia hand, he said impreosivelv—
"Hush!"
Dick was astonished.
" What ia the matter ?"
" Hush !" aaid Tom, more earnestly than before.
" Oh ! I see how it ia," said Dick to himself. " He has

gone too long without food, and his wound has made
him slightly delirious I"

This was a natural enough supposition, and certainly
Tom's behaviour was sufficient to induce it, for what
earthly motive could he have for saying, ** Hush I" in so
mysterious a manner ?

Dick put his foot on the balustrade, and crawled
through the window.
As soon as he stood in the hall, he (elt Tom olatoh

him tightly by the arm, and whisper

—

" Hush !"

Dick began to feel alarmed.
" Hang it all, Tom, what the deuce is the matter P"

he said. " Speak out, what ia it ?"

Tom did not reply, but drew him into the room whioh
they had occupied on the previous night, and dosed the
door cantioualy behind him.

In obedience to his promise, Tom had made a fire.

It waa burning brightly, and diffused a pleasant light.
Dick looked anxiously at his companion's oountenanoe
Tom was pale.

There waa, too, something like a scared look about
hia eyes.

Dick was more and more bewildered.
"For heaven's sake, Tom. my friend," he said,

" speak ! put ma out of my suspense by telling me what
has happened to cause this great change in your beha>
viour

!"

Tom came forward.
" Keep your distance !" said his companion, retreat-

ing as he advanced. " Yon look just a little mad !"

" I do feel strangely !" said Tom ;
" but, Dick, so sure

as you and I are present here in this apartment, ao
surely are there other inhabitants of Durloy Chine be-
side ourselves !"

" Pho—pho!" said Dick, drawing a long breath, "and
is that all? Here help me with the supper, and let's

have something to eat !"

" Do not disregard or disbelieve what I tell you. I
am convinced that what I say is true !"

"Very well. I don't say it isn't," said Dick, who
thought it would be best to humour him. " But before
I listen to what you have to say further, I must havf
something to eat

!'

'

Accordingly Dick commenced transferring the eoD»
tents of the basket to the table.
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'live craving of hunger was strong in Tom's breast, and
tte sight of ihe pM yet tempting vianda ra»'l« hiiD

flsTffet all else.

For the nest ^ga i,,«iiutes botu wei ..b.fectij ilent.^ ^'^ end of that time, however, their appetite having

l»8e«i appeased, Dick spoke

—

" it was quite time jiou did have something eata"tole,

^oaa,** he said, " for I do believe if you had gone much
long;er without, you would have clean lost your senses. I

am sure you were a little mad when you stood at the

window and said ' Hush !
' in the fashion you did !

"

" Perhaps so—perhaps so ! My wound—fasting for oo

long—and the day of excitement we have ' " i, may haTe

caused my senses to play me false."
" I should tbiuk such a result was very probable."
" And yet," said Tom, " surely I cannot have made so

great a mistake. Listen !

"

" He got up as he spoke and ©pened the door a little.

Then he assumed an attitude of intense listening.
" 1 can hear nothing," said Dick, " except the sighing

and murmuring of the wind in the deserted corridors. Do
you ?

"

" Not now," said Tom. " But let the door remain as it

is, just a little way ajar."
" Very well. You are on the side to feel the draught,

not I
!

"

" I do not care for it," said Tom, resuming his seat

;

" and now I will try to tell you what I heard alter you left

me."
" Do so."
" I stood at the hall window watching you until I

could see you no longer. Then I returned to this room,
broke up a couple more chairs, and hghted the fire."

" Yes, what then ?
"

" This, of course, took up some little time, but still I

thought it almost time you were back. I felt dreadfully

sick and faint for want of tood. My wound smarted
horribly, and I continually saw bright moving figures,

sometimes like stars and sometimes like faces, flitting

before my eyes."
" Those symptoms are easily accounted for."
" I am aware of it ! WeU, I sat here in the chair for

what seemed to me to be an endless time, and then 1 got

up and staggered to the little window in the hall. I say

staggered, because I found my legs had scarcely strength

enough to support the weight of my body !

"

" Well— well, go on ! What next ? " said Dick ;
" for

goodness sake don't be so prolix
!

"

" So what ?
"

" Oh ! hang it all, don't beat about the busa so much.
Come to the point."
" I was at it, and should have told you by now if you

hadn't interrupted me. Don't be so impatient !

"

** Go on ! Go on !

"

" You may laugh at what I say as much as you like, but

I'm confident it's true for all that, and that if I was
exhausted from want of food, that my senses played me
no trick. While I was standing at the hail window wait-

ing and watching for you to make your af^)eaiance, I dis-

tinctly heard a voice."

"A voice?"
" Yes, a veice."
" What w«rds did it \»ttcr ?

"

" I eosld not distisguisk Wie words. I>t was a voiee alone

I heard."
" NoBsesse, Tom, y®u must have beea nHstaken. Wh©

is there here besi^s ourselves possessing the faculty ©f

Bpe«ch ?
"

" That I ca»Bot say," s^d Tom, " bat I am as coafi^eat
[

as I am of ray own eaisteocc at the preseat moment, tiia*
,

while I was at tiue wiodew in tha ball I beari the 80«nd
{

of a v«ice, if Bot voiees, aad that is wky I said ' Hash !
'

|u 8O0a as you appeaa^d, ier I though it 06% natural that,
,

Sf I h«ard soiBSjeee 8Z>eak, that MnMOoe wwM. hmx us
|

*p«»*»lso!" •

I

GfiAPTER LX.

«BB TWO FBiEUmS^'faOBE KET »EB*«E WW WL HUS-

nSRIES OF DUW^T «l^t<'K, AN© ^^ TA^fiif Pfi«(»«««S
^

?oR TOSSB. rkatts.

Df£K TtTi»>iw lodtM. «flrr»wly ^^ 'io" King's ^
Bf ne spoke, and saw at ooc« that ais comrade was ftUly

wmwncea of tba tnK& of what he had uttered.

That there was anything supernatural about it, Dkit
would not for one moment beUeve.
He could not yet divaet himself of the id«wv that it was

Tom's fancy.

. Yet it might not bf^ md it most cei-tainly oehoved him
for his own safety's sake to act with as muoh precaution
as possible.

" You do not credit me," said Tom, " but it is true for

alf that ! Now what voice could it have been r
"

" How should I be able to tell any more than yourself ?

Now pray, Tom, recollect how startled— I might say
) frightened—we both were this morning at hearing thai
awful shrieking sound, and yet how simple was the Cause
that produced it

!

"

" i know it was," said Tom King; "but I coula credit

the wind making such a sound as that, but not imitating
a human voice. There is something about that, I take it,

that makes it impossible for anything to imitate it."
" True !

" said Dick, uneasily. " True ! We ought not
to dismiss such a thing as this without further considera-
tion, even if we could.

'

" And that I very much doubt," said Tom. " But cowe^
my friend, I am refreshed- My brain is clear. What an
we to do ?

"

" That is very hard indeed to say
!

"

" It is."
" If we could only hear the sound again, we sbouM

have something like a foundation to go upon !

"

" I am aware of that, and that is why I put the door open
just now, in order that we might hear what was taking
place outside with greater plainness."
" Exactly ! We wiU listen ! And now, Tom, assuming

that your hearing did not deceive you—and setting asidie

all thoughts of supernatural agency—from whose lips,

think you, was it likely the sound came ?
"

" There you puzzle me, I cannot form the least idea.

The place has been so long closed up, and when we came
we found no traces of any one having made an entrance
before us."

" That we certainly did not
!

"

" And I think we may say, with greater safety stiU,

that no one has entered during the time we have been
here."

" We have not heard any one, and surely no one could
have got in without our doing so."
" Certainly not."
" Who can it be then ?

"

" Not a friend !

"

" No—more likely an enemy ! Yet stay, Tom. Do you
think there is a probability of our being tracked hither

by the police, and that they have found some means of

entering the place so distant from this as for us not to

hear it r
"

" 1 am bewildered, and know not what to think !
" said

Tom, springing from his seat, and pacing up and down
the room.
" So am I ; but it will never do to remain so. We mu^jt

make up our minds to a certain course of action, and that

at once.
" What do you advise ?

"

" I must think what will be best. You know, in nearly

all cases, I am in favour of a bold course of action !

"

" It is generally best."
" ShaU we adopt it in the present case ? Say the

word. I consent !

"

" I think it will be best," said Turpin, " Come along,

Tom ! Look to your weapons carefully, and we will soon
aee. from whence this mysterious voice came !

"

Am he egoke, Dick, with an air of great resolution, now
&at he haa made up nis mind what he was going to do, rose

from hk seat, re primed hfi pistols, took up his lantern

aad crow-bar, ai»d elosely followed by Tom King, left the

room, asd entered the halL

Turpin k^d taken the precaution to turn the dark slide

of his laatern, so that» not the faintest ray of light pro-

ceeded from it.

Tom King gently dosea the door.

TWey stood t]»«n surrounded by^ dorlmese and a silepce

tfaat were positively dreadful.

Without leaking the least sound our friends crept aloug
tt>e haU.
As soon as tbe-y reached the extremity both paus'>d *

listened.

Wkea Tom heard the voice he was too much sU.
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[dick TURPIN and TOM KING ARE BROUGHT BEFORE THE SMUGGLER CHIEF.]

to take particular heed of the exact direction from
whence it came. It was aomewhere in the mansion, he
felt confident.

Therefore, unless they should hear it again, they
would have nothing to gnide them.
Not half a yard from where they stood was a flight of

stops leading to the lower portion of the buiWing.
Diok touched Tom lightly on the arm and whispered :

" Shall we go down here and see if there is anything
to rouse suspicion ?"

*' Yes, by all means ; I feel it would be impossible to
rest until this affair is thoroughly sifted."

^
" I should not exactly be at ease. I fancy there is

little likelihood of anyone being above, considering we
explored that part of the place

!"

" Ynn may depend the voiee ascended these steps,"
Baid Tom, " for although everything has been so silent
ever sinee, I ym still firmly convinced that I did hnar a
Toiee!" >

" Very well, my friend, follow me, and we Bhall Boon
kBOw whether yoa were right or sot."

So saying, Turpin fearlessly descended the stairs.

Still he did not go rashly, for he knew not how sure

his footing might be ; but the bright rays of the lamp
showed him that all was well.

On reaching the bottom of the stairs they saw before

and on each side of them several doors. These were
tried one after another, and found fast locked.

Dick turned round to his companion with a smile

upon his lips.
" There is nothing here, yon see, or, at all events,

everything has the appearance of not having been dis-

turbed. I am sure it was your fancy, Tom ! Do
you feel inclined to prosecute your search any fur-

ther?"
, T^• ," I do,** said Tom, who was vexed to think Dick

should be so sure he was mistaken. " Here are some
more steps. Let us go down them !"

" With all pleasure imaginable. These lead to the

cellars, I should think. Perhaps we may be Inoky

enough to fall across some wine, which would be very

ac«eptable jaat now !"

No. ^4. Prick 0»b HAi.ppiaM.'^y.
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The stairs certainly did have the appearascs of lead-

in cr to the cellars.

They were of roufrh bricks, and so were the walls.

Both were covered with humid exhalations.
1 1 became now absolutely necessary for oar friends

to tread with the utmost caution, and feel one foot

secure before they moved the other, for the slime on
the steps was treacherous in the extreme, and there was
nothing on eithev side that permitted a hand hold.

At length, to their great satisfaction, the bottom of

the steps was reached.
The descent had occupied many minutes, for the

steps were numerous. They were now on a level with

the foundations of the buil'iiug.

The atmosphere that entered their lungs was most
impure and chill, and they breathed with difficulty.

The lantern seemtd to have diminished the brilliancy

of its light, or else the air itself was of a greater density

than that above.
They could not s«e to any great distance aroond them,

but they appeared to be standing in vaults of great extent.

The flooring was quite wet.

Our friends kept on in as direct a line as they could,

expecting in a short time to come to some obstacle
that would prevent their further progress.

In this anticipation they walked on for a hundred
yards or more.

Still there was no appearance of a termination.
Black empty space was on all sides of them.
There was another circumstance that had made itaelf

manifest for some little time.
The ground gradually sloped lower and lower.
Dick came to a halt and flashed the lantern about him.
" I'll be hanged if I half like this place," he said. " I

am cold to the bone, and we seem on the highroad to the
infernal regions. What's the good of going any further ?

I think it is pretty clear now you made a mistake !"

" I don't see it," said Tom, obstinately. "Let us go
on further. This place must have an end somewhere."

" One would think so ; but I can see neither beginning
nor end. However, if you are resolved, come on !"

They, therefore, once more resumed their course.
The descent became more rapid at every step.

But there were no signs either of roof, sides, or end
;

the only thing they could see was the ground, which
was running with moisture everywhere.
Their footsteps echoed hollowly in that gloomy and

sepulchral-looking place.
" I am puzzled beyond measure to think what kind

of place this is."
" Are you ? Well, I cannot say that I am !"

"Indeed?"
" Yee ; the mansion above na is built upon a rock

which overhangs the sea, and I fancy these are natural
cavities in this rock which were used for cellars ; and
very good ones they would make !"

"Ah ! just so ! I don't doubt it. They are extensive
enough, goodness knows !"

" They are ! How far, think yon, are we from the
end of this place ?"

" That's just what I should like to know. It seems
pretty clear there is no one here but ourselves !"

" Have you anything small and hoavy in your pocket—a stone, or something of that sort P"
" No, I haven't. What do you want it for P"
" Why, if one of us took a stone, or something of the

kind, and threw it straight before us, we should have
some idea of how far we have to go, for I have quite
made up my mind not to turn back until I have seen
where this leads to !"

" The deuce you have ! However, I haven't a stone,
but here is a bullet. I daresay that will Answer the
purpose just as well

!"

CHAPTER LXI,

THE TWO HIGHWAYMEN HAVE SOME SINGULAR AD-
VENTUKES IN THE VAULTS, AND A»E RATHER TAKEN
BY SUBPKISK.

" It will be the very thing !" replied Tom King. " Hand
i*^^ here !"

Dick accordingly gave to his oomrad« a bnllet of
tatber large sise.

" Stand aside," said Tom, preparing to throw it.
" One—two—three I"

As he uttered the word three Tom threw the bnllet
straight before him in the darkness with all the powei-
he had in his arm.
They waited anxiously to hear it strike.

In the intense stillness that was around them they
expected the slight sound it would make would reach
their ears, even supposing the bullet fell at a consider-
able distance.
But they waited in vain.
Not the faintest sound arose.
"This is incomprehensible !" said Dick.
" It appears to be ; but let ns push forward. W«

must find out something very soon !"

They now resumed their course.
In a few minutes the nature of the ground changed.
Up to now it had been wet, but tolerably hard. Now

it was very soft and their feet sank deeply in.

By the reflection of the lantern too they could seo
that here and there the water had accumulated into
small pools.

Foul and noisome insects, such as damp and darkness
combined never fail to generate, ei awled lazily from be-
fore their feet, or plunged with a dull plash into the pools,

" This solves the mystery of our not hearing the fall

of the bullet at once," said Tom King. " It would sink
into this soft ooze without a sound !"

" It would. But hark ! Cannot yod hear faintly a
strange rumbling noise ! Wliat can it be ?"

" There is only one thing that can cause such a sound !"

" What is it ?"

"The washing of the sea against a rocky coast."
" You are right—that is it ! Come, it is possible we

may find some mode of exit from Durley Chine which
is either unknown or forgotten !"

And despite the disagreeable nature of the ground
they pushed forward with fresh spirit.

As they advanced, the rumbling sound became plainer
and plainer, until at length they could distinguish the
dashing of the very waves themselves.
The path descended very rapidly.
" Hilloa!" said Dick suddenly, as looking before him

he saw the beams of the lantern rested on something.
" Hilloa, Tom ! what have we here ? Thi§ is a discovery,
indeed

!"

" That it certainly is ! Why, they are casks without
number piled up!"

" They are
!"

" Shift the light a little ! There, that will do ! Why,
they stretch out on both sides as far as we can see !

Well, I never ! Are they full, I wonder ?"

Full of surprise at coming so unexpectedly upon a
larger number of casks than they had ever seen at one
time in their lives before, the two friends hurried for-

ward to obtain a nearer view.
Yes, there was no mistake, there the casks were. They

were small ones, and of tlie kind generally called kegs.
Dick knocked several with his knuckles.
From the dullness of the sound it was quite certain

they were full of liquid of some kind or other.
" I say, Dick," eaid King, rather triumphantly. " Do

you think I was wrong when I said I heard a voice ?"
" It would be premature to say yet ! There seems

some degree of probability about it now !"

" Bather ! Just look at the ground !"

Dick did so, and was astonished to find the impres-
sion of namberless footsteps on the soft floor of the
vault.

This was confirmation indeed.
Our friends got anxious and excited.

They could feel their hearts knocking against their

ribs, and their breathing became short and laboured,
as is often the case when people are under more than
UBaal circnmstances of excitation.

"Some one has been hero, that's very certain!"
" No one can dispute the evidence brfore us, I should

think," said Tom King. " If my stomach was empty
I was certain I heard a voice!"

" Well, it seems as if yon did. Still they most have
been nearer the stairs than we are now or you conld
never have heard them !"

" I don't doubt that for a moment !"

" I wish we had thought of looking for the traotc oi
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foocdUJi^s before, but the truth is, I placed no credence iu

FOUTgtory!" )

•• I know you did not, and therefore said nothing ; but

if you were not looking out I was, and 1 saw the foot-

1

prints quite close to the bottom of tbr steps !

"
]

" Then why didn't you speak ?
"

|

" Why didn't I speak ?
'^

I

"Yes" 1

" Becauae I thought I would serve you out if I could,

thoiigh of course if you had stoutly refused to go any '

farther I should have told you !

"
<

" Well—well ! It appears to me we have by no means
«»ine to the end of the remarkable eights at Durley
Chine !

"

" No ! On the contrary. I think we shall find we are

on the threshold of some new discoveries !

"

" No doubt of it ! Bat I should uncommonly like to

know what there is in those casks! Have you anything

yon can tap one with ?
"

" I have not."
" Nothing that would answer the purpose ?

"

"No. I left an auger which I had with me on the

table in the room above."
" That's a pity ! However it is not worth while to go

and fetch it. Let us see what more there is to be seen."
" It will be best to follow these foot-marks. Thoy

will surely lead us somewhere."
" Yes, it seems almost like a path. Come along !

"

They made better progress now, for they had firmer

ground to walk upon.
About two minutes brought them to a place where the

I^th led right through the casks, which were piled up on
either side like a wall.

The murmuring of the sea grew plainer and plainer.

But now another sound begun to mingle with it.

The hum of many human voices.
" Look to your pistols, Tom," said Dick, as soon as his

ear detected the new sound. " Look to the priming.
There must be many people here, and they are more likely

to be enemies than friends
!

"

" Unfortunately, yes !
"

" Still I fancy as we are, should any one take the
aggressive, we should be a pretty good match for more
than half-a-dozen

!

"

But scarcely had this assertion left his lips than the high-
waymen emerged troB* fhe ^th between the o^fks into

an open space, and before either tnew wbat nad happi*«d
the lantern was dashed violently from Dick's hand on to

the ground, and both our friends felt themselves seized

upon from behind by numberless hands.
They were strong hands too, and each one gripped as

though he never nieant to loose his hold.

Resistance was impossible.

They were completely overpowered.
At least half-a-dozen hands held them firmly by the

arms.
Dick Turpin and Tom King were prisoners.

CHAPTER LXII.

rUKTHER PERILOUS ADVENTURES IN THE CAVERNS.

So utterly unexpected was this attack, and so suddenly
ended, that it was a minute or so before either of our
friends had any clear idea of what had taken place.

They were soon aroused to the fact that they were cap-
tives.

But who were their captors ?

That they would have given no inconsiderable trifle to

know.
But all was darkness the most intense and profound.
Both could hear the heavy breathing of those who heid

them prisoners, and could tell to a little whereabouts they
stood in consequence, but not the lea'it bit could tbey spe.

It was Dick who spoke first.

" Who are you that have dared to lay your I'^'nas upon
as ? Speak. Speak at once .'

"

•'Hafha!"
That was the wnly reply he „ot to his speech.
iJu! almost immediately a grufi' voice said

—

" Bnng them along ! Quick ! I will await them 'n the
jower cave."

" ^^> iJi<ieed ' " tVioupbt Dick, " now I vjcnder wiio
fou are ? Not a police officer certainly, so there'a Forae
'wnaolatiOD in that !

"

There might be, but it waa no great one, «•»• ^OiiL^
think.

^

Obeying the orders they had received the men, who
field our friends set forward.
Tom began, in spite of the wound in his '^onldfer, to

etruggle most desperately.
' Easy does it, Tom !

" cried Turpin as he Heard the
scuffling behind him. " Give in quietly. It will soon be
all right provided you don't say who we are."
The men took no notice of this. At all events they

made no remark about it.

Porn ceased his efforts, and allowed himself to be hurried
along in the intense darkness without the least resistance.

Their captors must have been very familiar with the
place, for seeing vvas quiho out of the question. Yet they
did not make one false step.

Those who held Dick walked first.

About half-a-dozen steps behind them camo the others.
Presently a voice said hoarsely in Dick's ear

—

" Descend the steps ! They are thirteen in number and
steep

!

"

The same caution was given to Tom King.
The whole then passed down the steps.

Still in deep darkness.
They were hurried along another passage, at the

extremity of which they could see a faint ray of light.

So faint that in any less darkness it ^ould have been
imperceptible.

Dick hailed it with pleasure.
In a few moments now would his curiosity be gratified,

and he would surely know by whom he had been taken
prisoner.

The ray of light increased in brightness.
The muttering of voices reached their ears.

The passage seemed a most interminable length.
But, as tDe longest lane must have a turning, so must

the longest passage have an end, and in a few minutes, to
Dick's great satisfaction, a kind of curtain was drawn
aside, and he was hurried forward into what ha supposed
was the lower oavem.
One hasty glance around was sufficient to enable him

to have a clear idea of what kind of place he was in.

But it will take us some few minutes to describe it.

Contrary to the place they had just left, this one was
well lighted—at least, the contrast made it appear to be.

It waa a vew lofts cavern, with long graceful-looking
stalactite" depending from tne .

* In shape it was irregular, but very spomoua.
The floor was hard and calcareous.

At in-egidar intervals round the walls, long pinewood
torches were stuck in the crevices, and these difiused a

ruddy light over the place, as well as marked out its

extent.

Near the centre a group of about a dozen men were con-
gregated.

Several of these held torches above their heads.
Our fryands saw at once into whose hands they ha.i

fallen.

Smugglers.
There could be no question of it.

No doubt there was some little unknown creek which
led from the sea into that cavern.
The vaults under Durley Chine were made the recep-

tacle of the smuggled goods, where they were housed for

whatevc* time they thought proper.
Many things lying about showed that they had only just

completed a large and valuable run.
The casks which our friends had seen had not been

there above twenty-four hours.
The semi-nautical garb which the men wore, and the

circumstances by which they were surrounded, betrayed at

once their occupation.

{
These things were noted by ou:- friends as they were led

I across the cavern to where the grc/up we have been speak-
I ing of were standing.

i

Among these was one whose gigantic athletic form and
authoritative air pomted uiai out as the chief of the law-
Ijss gang.

I As our friends approached, the httle group dispersed to

the right and left, so that they stood face to face with the

captain.

By his command the torches were so held as to cast

I their full light upon the prisoners, who were still heli

i
tig' "S by the ai-ms by those who had secured thezo.
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7ne smuggler chief—or king, as he delighted to be

ealled—surveyed the highwaymen with undisguised sur-

prise.

"Capsixe me ii a squall J" he ejaculated, '^Whut

strange fish have we here ? They don't belonir q the
,

coast-guard, I'll be sworn !

"
j

We have before had occasion to stale tha' tne i-^e.-^s

worn by Dick Turpin and Tom Kins: was a kind of undress

military uniform, and such as was worn by cavalry officers i

when off duty.

But this attire was by no means confined to persons in

the army. Many of the 3-oung lords and beaus about

town clothed themselves in a similar manner.

A hundred years ago or so, the difference of rank,

station, and occupation was more easily distinguished by

the dress than they are at the present day.

Now it is difficult, with respect to dress merely, to tell

a peer of the realm from a clerk in a lawyer's office

Then it was quite different.

The smuggler chief therefore saw immediately that the

persons he had taken prisoners were not revenue officers,

as he had no doubt fancied they were, but perhaps gentle-

men of birth, fortune, and position.

His bearing and manners, therefore, were comparatively

civil.

While this scrutiny was going on, both the highwaymen
were occupied with the same thought.

Should they make themselves known ?

Dick looked at his comrade.

He saw at once that he was considering the same

thought as himself.

Dick shook his head slightly, with a motion that no one

would have noticed.

But Tom saw and understood it.

They were to keep their identity a secret.

This took place just as the smuggler chief finished

speaking.
Dick considered it a favourable moment for him to make

some remark.
He therefore fixed his eyes boldly upon the smuggler's

countenance, and said, with an siir of most perfect calmness

and hauteur

—

" My friend and myself are ^/aiting for some explana-

tion, which I suppose must come from you, as you appear

to be in command. Why are we made prisoners, thus ?
"

Dick's tone and bearing produced upon the smugglers

just the effect he desired and intended it should.

Tom King sustained the acter of an injured gentle-

man to perfection !

" Yes," he said, as soon as the words were out of

Turpin's mouth. " I wish to have an explanation ot your

conduct in dragging me here like this."

The smuggler chief felt convinced they were of the

blood royal itself.

" We are sorry you should havo been found spying

about our warehouse. You know our secret. Our secret

is our Hves. Therefore you must die !

"

" Nonsense," said Dick. " Not till our time comes

!

Let us be released, we wish to speak a word or two to

you in private."

The smuggler reflected a minute, but then feeling sure

he had his prisoners quite safe beyond all hope of escape,

he made a sign with his hand to th« met w'b^ "^leased

the highwaymen at once.
" Follow me," said the chief.

With an assumption of great dignity, opr friends marched
oehind him.
The remaining smugglers, who had every confidence

in their o'lief, troubled themselves no more about the

strangers.

At the i&r side of the cavern the chief paused, and
drawing aside a curtain, motioned the two friends to

outer.

They, seeing that Tn«v t'iood upon tbe threshold of an

apartment luxuriously furnished vnth articles of foreign

manufacture, did not hesitate to obey.

This room was hghted with three large lamps, aua a

Viright fire was burning on the hearth.

The chief entered, and, with the maimer of one who
foels he is at home, sauntered across the Joom, and flung

iiiii\SL'lf upon a large silken ottoman.

Que wcui'' have +hou«ht, by their oianner. the=- had

lived there all their lives, and so far from bcin^ strangers
and prisoners, intimate friends cf the chief, for both
Turpm and King swaggered up to two chairs, which they
very coolly carried to the vicinity of the fire, and where
they could see what expression the smuggle'-'s face wore.

Then they seated themselves.

Turpin crossed one leg over the other, ana leaned back
in the chair in a negligent posture, while he twirled the
ends of his fine mtistaches with a grace that was quite
perfect.

A~ for Tom King, he was determined not to be b«hind-
hana with his comrade.

Observing an iron bar upon the hearth, he took it up
and arranged the tire with it to his satisfaction.

Tben he took" hold of his chair and sat down in it, with
his legs astride the seat, and hia hands leaning upon the
back.

On these he rested his chin.

The smuggler king neither moved nor spoke, but sat

gazing at the highwaymen vnth the most unbounded sur-

prise.

The coolness of their behaviour, when so environed with
peril as they were, quite staggered him.

But he was a brave man, and, like almost any one who
is truly brave, admired and appreciated bravery in others.

He admired their slim and well-knit figures, and made
a mental estimate of the amount of strength possessed by
each.

And now, to his surprise, the smuggler king felt him-
self embarrassed.

The time had come for him to speak, and he knew not

what to say.

Dick and Tom waited quietly.

The smuggler settled himself in an attitude upon tne
ottoman.

" A-hem !
" he said.

Our friends took no notice.

They enjoyed the scene mightily.

They were amused to think what a difference their

putting on the calm resolute bearing they did made.
But the smuggler felt Lis embarrassment, so far from

diminishing, increased.

The longer he waited the worse he was.

He resolved to make a bold plunge.
'• Gentlemen

!

"

He spoke in quite a deferential and subdued tone of

voice.
" Gentlemen," he said, " 1 can see, without looking

twice, that you are persons of higb birth ; I can also see,

which gratifies me much more, that you are a couple of

singularly brave men. Your behaviour here sufficiently

proves that."

The chief paused.

Our friends waved their hands depreoatingly as he
uttered his comphments on their prowess, and at the

same time in a manner which meant " Go on."
" But," said the smuggler, seriously, " you were found

under very suspicious circumstances—excuse me for saying

as much. Never mind ; I saw you were gentlemen, and
I treated you as such !

"

It was pretty clear the chief expected that thi« «neeoh
would call forth some sort of reply.

He was disappointed.

His guests contented themselves with simply Dowing
carelessly, as if in assent to his proposition.

" I say, gentlemen, you were both found under very

suspicious wrcumstances. You were prying about our

storehouse. You discovered our seciet, and that the

vaults below the deserted mansion of Durley Chine were

.

made the receptacle of smuggled goods. 1 say you have

found out all this. Now a code of laws has been framed

by which we all act, and from whicli we never deviate.

In that code of rules it is expressly stated that, should

any person discover the secret, they should have the

choice of two alternatives—it being at my option whether

the alternatives are given—to submit to be pnt to death,

or <^lse become members of the band."

Tue smuggler chiet, as be finished this very long speecli,

mped tho perspiration from his face with a French silk

pocket-handkerchief, and waited with great eagerness aud
anxiety for our friends to make some r'^plg-
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CHAPTER LXIII.

PEBILS AND DANOKBS THICKEN ABOUT OUR FRIENDS.

To the surprise, then, no loss of the smuggler chief

than Tom King, Dick Turpin put on an appearance of

great camiour as he spoke to the following effect.
" I have nothing to complain of in the way of treat-

ment, and I am sure I can answer for my friend ; but
if you will listen I will give you some explanation of

our presence among your goods."
" I shall only be too glad to pay the greatest atten-

tion to what you have to say, gentlemen. But first

help yourself to a glass or two of wine."

The highwaymen accepted his invitation.
" You must know, in the first place," said Dick, re-

seating himself, while Tom looked wonderingly at him
to know what he was going to say, " yon must know,
in the first place, although we do not want it mentioned,
we are of very high rank, indeed. That is to say, onr
fathers are, which is much the same thing."

" Exactly !" said the smuggler, with a gratified smile
at his own perspicacity. " 1 could see at once that you
were gentlemen—real gentlemen !"

Both highwaymen perpetrated two very deep bows.
Dick re«umed.
" At present I cannot inform you of onr precise rank

and station, for obvious reasons !"

"Ahem!" coughed Tom, but Dick went on without
taking the least notice of the interruption.

" But you, as a man of discernmant, must be well aware
that not one young man in a thousand manages to lire in

London upon the allowance which is made him."
"That's very true," said the smuggler, sententiously.

"Dice, wine, and women is the very devil
!"

" Well, a day or two back—mind I am telling you
this in confidence '."

"Yes—yes!"
" Well, a day or two back we fwind ourselveB literally

penniless, and what to do we knew not. We had ex-
hausted every resource, and were driven to our wits' end-
At length my companion mentioned Durley Chine to
me." .

"Ah!"
" Yes. He told me the strange story about it being

shnt up and so forth, which I daresay you know very
well

!"

"I do!"
"Well, he suggested that we should makecar waydown

here secretly, enter the mansion by stealth, and then
see if we could not find some valuables to take away with
us. My friend here said there was every reason to be-
lieve there was a large sum in gold, jewels, plate, and
such like scattered about the mansion."
"Ha! ha!"
"Yon laugh?"
"Excuse me, I beg I Go on, sir, if you please."
" Well, I thought the suggestion good, and down we

came. We got in unperceived, and began our search
for the valuables."

" Ha ! ha ! ha ! What did you find ?"

Dick stroked his moustache.
" Why," he said, " we had a great deal of trouble,

but found nothing !"

" I thought not!"
" You—you thought not ?"

"Yes!"
" May I ask why ?"
" Oh ! certainly. I paid the place a visit myself about

—let me see—twelve years ago, and carried off every-
thing that was of value I"

" Ha ! I see I That's why you laughed ?"

"It is."
" But, since you yourself thought well of it, yon must

give us credit for having hit upon a good idea I"

A complacent smile stole over the smuggler's face.
His vanity was tickled.
"Yes," he said. "But finish, pray, though it is

scarcely necessary."
" It is not ! However, after searching every room, we

<»me to the stairs leading to the vaults, and the idea
then very naturally occurred to us of descending and
searching them also as a kind of forlorn hope !"

"Just so! ^nd while you were thus occupied my
•nen, thinking you spies, made you prisoners."

" That's it ! So now you are in possession of all tiie

facts, what do you intend to do ?"

The smuggler reflected.

Dick's story was so natural and circumstantial, that
he never for one moment thought it fictitious in the
least particular.

Tom King was exceedingly pleased with his com-
panion's inventive genius, which so far had helped them
out of what at first appeared an insuperable difficnlty.

But, although they did not suffer the ghost of sneli a
thing to appear upon their countenances, we, asfaitliful
historians, must inform the reader that they waited
with great anxiety for the smuggler chief to speak.

" Well, gentlemen !" he said, at last, " it appears to
me now that your being taken prisoners by my crew
will turn out a very lucky thing for yon !"

" I shall be very glad if it does," said Dick.
" It is quite clear your expedition to Durley Chine

would have been a futile one, for I give you my wo>d
that there is nothing in the vaults that was worth your
carrying away. But, as you seem to have the right
spirit in you—brave, and all that sort of thing—in want
of money, and not over particular how you get it, why
the very best thing you can do is to join our band for
a time ! What do you say ?"

This was what Dick had hoped for.

But be pretended the proposition came quite unex-
pectedly upon him, and he asked for a few minutes to
consider upon it.

"Oh, certainly!" replied the smuggler, rising from
his seat. " Take as long as you like. Talk it over be-
tween yourselves, for it is necessary 1 should run down
to the beach for hulf-an-hour. I will leave yon here as
you are, if you will give me your words of honour not
to attempt to escape !"

"Willingly," said both our friends in one breath, as
they, too, rose. " We give you our words that we will
make no attempt at escape."

" Very well, gentlemen ! That is all I require," said
the chief. " You may depend the best thing you can
do will be to accept my offer !"

So saying, the chief pushed aside the curtain, and
passing into the outer cavern, left our friends alone.
Neither, however, uttered a syllable for some moments.
They were on their guard.
Dick drew Tom into the centre of the room, and spoke

to him in a whisper so faint that it was almost in-

audible.
" We are safest from eaves-droppers here," said Dick.

" No one can be very close to us. It is my belief that
the smuggler has only made a feint of going away,
and that he has made his way to some place where he
can both see and overhear what happens I"

" Like enough," said Tom. " Like enough !"

" I may be wrong, but it can be no harm to be on the
safe side. What did you think of my narrative ? Was
it plausible P"

" First-rate ; and as for the chief, I look upon him as
a jolly old file."

" What I want to say is this. By no means let slip

a hint which will serve to make him aware who we
really are."

" 1 will take care of that !"

" So will I ! And now most unquestionably the best
thing we can do is to join his band I"

" Very well, my friend. If you are willing I am I"
" One of my principal motives for wishing to join is

that we shall be quite lost sight of, and shall be able
to return to the road with spirit

!"

" Ah ! the road !" said Tom King. " Hurrah for the
road—hnr—

"

Dick put his hand over his mouth.
" You have forgotten your caution."
" I did for the minute."
" Be careful, or you will spoil all. Now for my own

part, to return to the subject, I see no great harm in
smuggling !"

"Certainly not !"

"Very well, then. The oonsoientions part of the
business is settled !"

Tom laughed.
" I daresay we shall like the change very well for a

time, and when we are tired of it we will give them the
slip. We shall be sore to bare plenty of ehances I"
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" Oh, yes, that will be no trouble
Bess P"

"Ah!"
" You had forgott<»n her

'"

"I had."
'' What shall yon do?"
" What can I P The only thin? will be to let her re-

n»am where she is and take care of herself. I'll warrant i

She does not stray far. Perhaps she is safer tb«ra than '

10 any plaoe we could find."
|" If she is not seen."

"Tiiafis th© only thinff.
y^"" about joining ?

"

" Quite."
" Very well, be eircuinepi

we have assumed."
" Do not fear ! We .vill take our seats now, and wait

fee the arriral of- ^q (.f.

fn ie<3 minutes afterwards he entered.

Fr»m the appearance of his clothes, which were muddy
fad wet, they considered be was quite in earnest when he
«id he was going down to tbe beach.
Our friends were pleased.
" It will be a rough night and no mistake !

" be said.
" I never saw tbe ocean such a colour but ouce before, and
that was a matter of twenty year.-i ago, when a hurricane
swept over all England, and destroyed nearly all tbe
shipping off the coast ! That was an awful night indeed !"

"And you say the sea looks tbe same colour t©-night !

"

" It does ! Thank goodness, our cargo is safe on shore.

But come," he added, " have you made up your minds ?

Do you accept mv offer F
"

" We have tailed tbe matter over."

"Yes."
" And, under the circumstances, have come to the con-

clusion, we had better join."
" Bravo! " said the chief, his eye sparkling with gratifi.

cation. " I shall be proud of having two such brave
hearts under my command."
To conceal a smile, as much as anything else, tbe two

highwaymen bowed deeply.
" Are vou ready to join now."
" Yes, ' said Dick and Tom, in one voice, " at once .'

"

" And your names ?
"

" Those we shall be obliged to keep secret, ._- KeW as

our rank, as we said before.

It was at a late hour when they separated.
Three days passed thus, during which time Turpia

and King took their turns with the rest in keeping guard.
One of the smugglers, who was well skilled in wounds,

had attended to Tom's shoulder, whiiih was now quite
well.

Bat however grateful this rest at first was, oui- friends
quickly wf"<ried of it, and longed for the excitement of
action.

'rheBriiusrglerkingatiilmaintaiiiedUisfrieiidly lii la uu.
'•7r- trivvaHs tVipm. H" was dnlinht^jd beyomi ini^.sura

JC /Q^Cte linl v '^

*^l that chance had iarowa t-wo su«b peop4e in hk way.

\ But on tbe eveoing of the third day, tbe^ observed aa

CHAPTER LXIV.
DOINaS IN THE SMUGGLERS' CAVE.—OITR FRIENDS BEGrN

TO HAVE SOME MISGIVINGS.

" Veei; good," said the smuggler chief, " you can keep
that a secret as long as you like, but you will have to

choose two names by whicl you may be known."
" Just so," said Turpin. You can call me Richard."
" And me, Thomas," said Tom King.
" Let us go, then, into the outer cavern. It will be

necessary for you to take the oath of fidelity in the presence

of all .he crew."
To this proposition our friends were obliged to consent.

It seemed strange, having been so long accustomed to

command themselves, to be under the orders of another.

And yet the thing pleased them, from its perfect strange-

ness.

On reaching tbe large cave, they found assembled there

ft goodly number of men.
On a future occasion Dick counted them, and fouud

they were twenty-three in number. Including the chief

and themselves, twentj'-six, in all.

Rather a formidable eang.
It would seem from their manner that they already were

|

particular crevice among the rocks, drew forth a cutter,

ftware that two ruore members were about to be added to l Slight judges of nautical mutters as our two highway-
tlie band.

j

men were, they could not help noticing the beautiful make
As soon as the two made thei^ appearance, the wnole

i of these vessels, which were about the size of these wnk
0t the sr'ugglHrg formea jtuemselves into a circle round which men of war are provided.
them. The two boats were pui'bed into the watei

.

The oatfl was then administered- The smuggler chief tock bis seat in tbe larger one oi the

^om King and Dick Turpin were thenceiorwaru sworn two and motioned our friends to sit near bins

smugglers, and ir duty bound t© obey tbe chief, or, as he "rhey obeyed, and were followed b? eight ovher mtsn,

was styled, king. I who seated themselves -.it the oars.

In a very short time our friends contrivea to mase All were fully armed,
chemseives at home.

^
• The other boat was manned by ten more of tiw JWWr

Tbey became imme4iatel; ixau.iua» f»?ovurit«8 with the
|
Their directions were to follow the firsr cutter.

wc«fr. 1 Th» l9«>at« were aboved off.

uiMsual amount of hiiSild and activity.

Of this, however, they feigned to talce no notice, but
waited for some explanation to be given them. They
would nat seek it.

Their curiosity was soon gratified, for tbe smuggler
king approached them and said

—

"To-night, you will have an opportunity of showing
the crew what you are made of."

" Indeed !

"

" Yes ; we hope to land safely a very valuable cargo of
French silks, in doing which, we shall want you to lend
us a hf.nd."
" We shall only be too glad to do that," said Dick, " for

we were both growing tired of our inactivity. When
shall you want our services?"

" In two hours," said the chief, "and during that time
I should advise you to lay aside the clothes you have on,
and attire yourselves like the rest. You will find them more
suitable.''

To this both consented, and when they, at me expiration
of the time specified, made their appearance, the smuggler
king scarcely knew them.

" Come on," be said. " Do nothing but follow aie, and
obey tbe instructions which I give."

We should have stated that during the three days
neither of our friends had been permitted to approach the
outlet of tbe caverns.

Now they were going to do so they looked about them
observantly.

The large cave communicated, by means of a long
winding passage, with a large natural hollow in tbe rocks.

At short aud regular distances along this passage senti-

nels were always posted.

At the end of the passage nearest tbe beach was a door
so artfully formed of stone that, when closed, it could not
be distinguished from the remainder of the rocks, even by
the keenest eye.

The door was thrown wide open, to allow the crew to

pass out.

The cold night air, for it was long past sunset, came
most refreshingly upon our friends.

They were the last to pass through the door and then it

was clo.sed quickly behind them.

Both looked back at the sound, but no trace of the out-

let through which they had passed could they see.

The black shiny rocks rose up on all sides of them iu

huge gloomy masses.
The hollow in which they stood was almost in the shape

of a horseshoe.
At low t'de, which it then was. the sea left it firm and

dry.

At high tide the water rose to a level with the Uttle

door in the rocks itself.

Tbe waves beat with a sullen dash upon the sand.

.\t a word from the smuggler king tbe men divide.

themselves into two companies, and each one going to a
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Veiy gt^d wern Dick and Tom that they '-.ad not be.n
•emrated.
The men at the oars bent to their task with right good

will, and they made great speed through the water.

As soon, however, as they ^ot far enough out at sea to

feel the breeze, which was quite fresh, the am igglers laid

aeide their oars and hoisted a sail.

Those in the second boat did likevviisa.

Their speed was now much increased, and despite the

shrewdness of the wind, our friends could not conceal a

feeling of exultation as they went bounding over the waves.

Their pleasurable emotious were also still further in-

creased from the fact that they were quit« in the dark as

to what they were about to do, or where they were about

to go. The extent of their knowledge lay in the few
words the smuggler kine had spoken to the*.^ in the

cavern.

As they looked bacK they could see the gable roofs

of the deserted mansion at Durley Chine clearly defined

against the lighter colour of the sky.

But their attention was quickly distracted frr^rn fhis

object by the captain's motions.

A packet of some kind which he had taken from the

pocket of his overall, lay upon the prow of the cutter.

It was conical in shape, and about six inches high.

The top was a sharp point.

To the surprise, then, of our friends, the smuggler king
produced a match, with which he lighted the point of the

conical pi ckage.
It flamed up suddenly for a moment, and then burst

into a beautiful green flame.

For a space of time during which a person might, with

moderate speed, have counted a hundred, the bright light

continued.
The dark surging billows which rushed past the boat,

had their crests tinged with a rare beauty as the light fell

upon them, but its etfect upon the faces of the crew was
to make them look ghastly in the extreme.
At the expiration of the time mentioned, the bright and

beautiful light faded away, leaving so black a darkness
behind it that the nearest objects became for a few
moments invisible.

That this was a signal was pretty evident, and our
friends looked for its result with very great interest.

The smuggler king, who, in accordance with his in-

variable practice, had never spoken a word during the
expedition, except when giving brief directions to his

men, scanned the horizon with a keen and searching glance.

He was clearly expecting some reply.

But none came.
Dick, who was sentof' nearest to him, noticed that he

sat down with a vexed and disappointed air.

In the meantime, the little vessels scudded at a pro-

digious rate through the water.
Our friends looked round.
The darkness had rapidly increased.
The moon would not rise for nearly five hours, and the

heavens were besides covered with a huge slate-coloured
cloud.

It required an effort for them to see the second cutter,

which still kept precisely in their wake.
After a little time, however, the smuggler king pro-

duced another conical package which he placed upon the
same spot as he did the former one.

Ere he lighted it, however, he placed a powerful night-
jflass to his eye, and carefully examined the whole of the
horizon with it.

When he was looking in a direction in a line with the
course the cutters were taking, Dick fancied he heard him
(five vent to an ejaculation, but- of its signification he hsd
no idea.

The smuggler king put down his glass.
He applied a light to the second package.
This time the light was yellow, or amber-coloured.
Afi soon as it had become quite extinct, Dick sav.

another light of precisely the same tint, but apparantly at
4 Sp"eat distance.

it looked like a torch, for the flame was not any larger,
*nd, unless it had bean looked for, would scarce have beeai
t?erceived.

* <ie smuggler chief, ae he resumed hia seat laid bishand
UiA«i 0ick's shoulder, and said

—

" Ail'a weU !

"

CHA J'TBR LXV.
HIS MA,Tj:STr^S REVENUE CUTTER " OSPREr' MAKES »4D
HAVOC AMONG THE CttEW OF THE SMUGGLER RING.

IT was Eomething cjaite unprecedented for the smuggler
king to make the remark he did, for one of the laws he
was most stringent about laaving observed was, that no
one compc-sing the crew should utter a syllable while out
upon one of their excursions, and himself to do no more
than give orders which were absolutely necessary.

But he made an exception in favour of our friends.

Never was a man more confident upon anything than he
v.'as that the new members of his band were really part
and parcel of the sristocracy of England.

It is a misfortune that it should be an element in the
mental composition of most people to have too lofty an
idea of the excellence of birth, and too poor a one of
genuine merit when displayed in any of its numerous
forms.

But it is probable enough the smuggler would not have
been so much in favour of our friends had it not been for

the calm contempt of danger which they both displayed.
Bravery in a man was a sure and ready passport to the

smuggler's rugged heart ; but stiU we cannot help think-
ing that on this occasioL 't. passage was facilitated by the
belief that those who h^i. displayed the quality he most
admired in such a remarkabl' manner were g 'ntlemsn of
rank.
When the captain said" All's well!" Dick naturally

enough turned his eyes in the direction wheme he had
seen the responsive light proceed.
The smuggler king observed it, and continued- -

" Yi5u ^viil understand all soon," he said. " T lat li^ht

which you saw just now over yonder in answer to mine
came from the prow of the Snake, the namt, of the
vesiel which brings the articles half way across the
channel !

"

" I guessed as much !

"

" They will make all sail now, for seeing the light was
yellow they will know it is the second signal we have
given."

" But look," said Dick, whose eyes were still directed
towards the approaching sail. " Look, tbey are making
signals to you now, are they not ?

"

The smuggler sprung to his feet, and again applied the
telescope to his eye.

" They appear to me to have hung three lanterns in the
s'-'ape of a triangle," said Dick, who also rose and stood
at the smuggler s side. " Is is not so ?

"

" It is," said the chief, shutting up his glass with a
sudden snap.
" I presume," said Turpin, "they mean that aU is not

well?"
" You are right ! That is exactly what they do mean !

"

" Danger ?

'

Yes,
" Do they point out the precise form the danger is to

take ?
"

"Yes!"
" Then it does not much matter, for, knowing that, you

can take your steps accordingly !

"

The smuggler Bng turned round and regarded Dick
with a look of admiration.

" You are a brave man, apparently," he said, " and seem
not to value peril in the least ! We shall see presently
whether you are really what you seem !

"

Dick smiled.
" You have not told me the meaning of those signals."
" No, b'l' I will do so ! Three lights in that position

signify iti-a i the coast-guard have some inkling that a run
is about to oe attempted to-night, and are on the look oat
for us !

"

" Is that aU ?"

All ?" repeated thi. '..luggler, ..jd enca"^ too, as

will find
!

"

H—m ! Perhaps so," said Dick, jareiessly. " I a.m

free to confess that I know very little about tighiin? on
the sea

!

"

" It is by no means certain," said the smuggler king,
' that we shall actually come in contact with them .'

"

" Oh !

"

" I shall not court an encounter, for they are aJway*
ui a position to do qb mooh ianMge mih tjaeir heairj

SBoaml"

you
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" i suppose so."
" But stay ! I will tiie a sweep round &g,\tD with mj

prlass, and see if any other craft is in sipht."

As he spoke, the smuggler chief took up his teles.cope

and examined the whole of the horizon attentively.
" I can see nothing suspicious," he said. " It may

tnrn eut to be a filse alarm. A man on. the look-out is

posted on the Snake, and should a vessel howe in sight a
red lantern will be shown."

" Your arrangements seem very goou.
'

" They arc as perfect as we can make them."
Nothing further was now said, for the interval between

the two cutters and the Snake lessened rapidly.

The smuggler king now had his mind fiiUy occupied in

giving directions to his men.
In ten minutes more the Snake reached them
Things were ordered with great skill.

Everything and everybody was in readiness.

One cutter was on one side of the Snake, and the other
on the other.

A number sr ratner small packages were rapidly trans-
ferred from one to the other, and stowed away.
Our friends performed their part by receiving the pack-

ages from the deck of the Snake, and handing them to
the crew of the cutter.

The 3 mount of work got through in a short space of
time w is astounding.
The packages being made so small, enabled them to bo

handled with the greatest dexterity.

As for the smuggler king, so soon as his cutter came in

contact with the Snake, he climbed with great agility on
boarl, doubtless for the purpose of settling matters with
the captain.

The Snake was a small vessel not much larger than a
yacht, and in that dim light our friends could see that her
sailing eapabilities must be something extraordinary.
But suddenly there arose a report that was absolutely

deafening.

A blinding sheet of flame shot before their eyes.

Groans—shrieks—ejaculations of rage arose from the
smuggler's vessels, and mingled with the crashing of tim-
ber and the din of falling masts.
So utterly unexpected was this event, that our friends

were completely overcome, and for a moment knew not
whether they were alive or dead.
A dark bulky form dropped from the Snake into the

cutter.
" Confusion !

" he cried. " The revenue ship Osprey
has stolen upon us, unawares ! Quick ! quick ! To your
oars like men ! Row—row for your lives ! Haste ! baste !

We shall escape them yet! Bend your backs, and strain

your arms if ever you want to see dry land again! Tie
goods are all landed ! and, if we try, all may yet be well

!

Row, my men ! Row ! Row for yeur lives, or the coast-

guard will overtake us !
"

CHAPTER LXVI.
THE " OSPREY " KEEPS UP THE CHACE, AND DESIROTS THE

CUTTE*.

Again at this moment did another broadside burst from
the portholes of the revenue ship, aud^the bright glaring
light revealed for a fleeting instant^er ilnrk hull, her
decks, her i-ordage, all thronged with well-armed men.
That brief flash sufliced also to show the Snake, feaiiully

crippled about her spars and rigging, endeavouring, like

some -ounded animaJ, to crawl away.
It showed, also, the cutter in which oui' friends were,

and revealed the form of the smuggler ting aa he stood
up in the bows quivering with excitement.
The other ctter, too, was seen in the rear, endeavouring

to reach its companion.
Then all became lost to sight.

A darkness that seemed ten times greater than it really
was, seemed to enshroud all things.
The speed with which the foremost cmier clashed

through the water was something fearful.

But the greater danger always submerges the lesser
one, and so this wae not heeded.
The anxiety of the smuggler king was extreme.
He shouted out his orders until his voice grew harsh

and inarticulate.

Then again did the porthole* of the Osprey open and
vomit forth flame and death.

Once n. Dre was the scene momentarily illuminated.
But thi ; time the guns appeared to have been specially

aimed at the two retreating boats, for a perfect showsr
of missiles whistled through the 'Inrkness over the crew'a
heads.
The sail which they had put up suffered severely.
Indeed, it was thought they wsuld have to cut it down.
But, so long as it preserved its perpendicularity, thi«

they determined not to do.
The oarsmen worked nobly, and urged the little vessel

through the waves with greater swiftness than it had ever
gone before.

Three spare oars had been taken from the bottom of the
Doat.

LOne was handed to Turpin, with injunctions to malK
se of it.

One to Tom King.
The otber the smuggler chief himself took.
The addition of the three oars made a perceptible dif-

ference in the rate of their progression.
They had, too, the ti'^e in their favour, which wan a

very great matter indee>.(.

Our frienJs looked aromd.
No single object met their view.
Even the waves that were displaced by the boat were

scarcely visible.

But it was towards the land that Dick and Tom
looked.

They had no clear idea of how far th<^y might be from it.

How they would have rejoiced could they have seen the
roof tops of Durley Chine.
The second cutter was also hid from sight.

Their assailant, too, was not to be seen, nor would s">e

be until another of those dreadful discharges took place.

But to some extent this darkness favoured our Iriends,

for, of course, it prevented the crew of the Osprey taking
such careful and deUberate aim at them as they would
otherwise have done.
All was very silent now. Since the smuggler chief had

taken an oar he had ceased to shout to his men, for he
thought that perhaps was a means of directing the atten-

tion of the enemy towards them.
And now as the briefmoments sUpped away,and no token

I

of aggression came from their foe, fhey began to indulge in

I

the hope that she had lost them.
Fain would the crew of the first cutter, in which our

friends were, have shouted out to their companions in the
second to know whether they were all safe, but they felt

they dared not.

It was too hazardous.
The frieudly cry might reach the ears of their enemy,

and ^o draw her down upon them.
Therefore tuey were silent, and bent all their energies

to the task of propelling their vessel through the water.

But when those who had been less sanguine than the
others about having eluded their autagouist, began in-

[
deed to think that such was the case, another volley came
to show them the erroneousness of their supposition.

Nearer and deadlier—much deadlier—was this broad-

side than the preceding ones.
The report of the guns seemed to shake earth and

ocean.

The sheet of flame that issued from the vessel's side re-

vealed everything plainly.

The Osprey, with her crowded decks of well-armed
men, and who, as yet, had not received a single shot in

return, was rather less than a mile to the leeward.

They saw, for a period of time so short, that we have
no word that expresses it, the outUnes of the second cutter,

which was quite half-a-mile in their wake.
They had not made such good speed as their comrades.

Then it was gone.

Utterly.

rhey saw it no more.
That broadside had eaught the seeond cutter fairly bo-

tween wind and water, and swamped aer ic a iDOinent.

Never was there annihilation so sudden
—

'so complete.

A deep and bitter curse came from the lips of iiti

smuggler chief.

Then all again was umn-ness.

Of all the perUons and critical position* in which COT
friends had ever been placed, this was surflv "•>« uin**

perilous and most critical.

What chance was there of escape f
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[the conflict between dick TUEPIN and the SMUGGIiEB KING.]

None, nnleBS they should be fortanafce enough to reach

the shore within the space of a few minutes.
With an ever-increasing anxiety our friends looked

behind them, but so dark was it that they oould scarce

eee a dozen yards.
Both were uneasy because they could not correctly

estimate their true position ; if they had been able to do
BO they would have had no trepidation whatever.
The smuggler king, however, they could not but regard

with admiration. As each new danger and difficulty

arose he showed himself superior to it.

Without ceasing to use the oar, he gave, in a suppressed
voice, orders to his crew, who obeyed them instantly, for

they had implicit confidence in his ability to save them.
At a word from the smuggler king, Dick took up the

ship's telescope, and applying it to hie eye scannod
closely the whole of the horizon.
For some time he conld see nothingr. Presbutly,

ttawever, some dark object made itself apparent.

It was small.

It was in motion.
" I can see the ship !" he said ;

" but it appears to be
at some considerable distance."

" Is she keeping in our course, think you ?"

" I cannot tell that," replied Turpin. " I am not yet

used to it. I would advise you to take the glass your-

self. I can point in the right direction."
" I will do so," said the smuggler king, throwing down

his oar. " Ha !" he added, as he saw the chase. " She
has lost us, I believe. She is tacking about, first here,

then there. Hurrah ! No, she sees us, by Jove, and is

coming dead in our wake !"

" Never mind that," he continued, addressing his men.
" We are close to the land now, and they are in the rear

considerably. Pull again, as you have pulled before. It

will be high tide then, and we shall escape tliem without

difficulty.

Upon hearing the assurance that the distance to the

No. 15.J PSICB OnK HAI.PPBNNI.
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shore wa8 insignificant, the men plied their oars with
(

right good will.
*

Then came another discharge from the revenue ehip.
f

Assuredly this was for no other purpose than to show .

them the po8iti<^n of th'^ vessel oi which they wei-e in
chase.

But it sei-ved much "better to show the smugjflera the
exact position of their enemy.
She was fearfully close.

The smugglers still rowed on. It would uave '^^n the
height of impolicy for them to have made any demonstra-
tion in reply to this discharge, which certainly harmed*
them not in the least.

Five minutes of the most intense anxiety elapsed.

Then the smuggler chief spoke to bia men in a tone of

relief.
" Down with the sail, lads ! We are ashore. Row

slowly. Take care, helmsman, keep her clear."

Then the highwaymen became conscious that the little

vessel drifted into a cavern.

Its sides grated against the rocks.

Then a shrill whistle came from the captain's lips, and
the door in the rocks which we have before mentioned
swung open.
When the smugglers took their departure it was low

tide.

Then the door was diy, and they had to walk some
little distance along the sand before they reached the

sea.

Now it was high tide, and the water had risen until it

was on a level with this curiously-contrived door.

To Dick and Tom's great surprise, the water was in the

passage beyond also, and the boat shot through the

opening of the rocks into it.

Then the door was closed.

Of course the darkness was most profound.

The voice of the smuggler king arose.

" Lights ! lights here ! " he said. " Be quick some of

you. A torch here !
"

In a minute or so haK-a-dozen torches were lighted,

and as they fairly burst into a flame, revealed all objects

in the rocky passage.

The scene was picturesque in the extreme.

Our friends observed that the floor of the passage rose

rapidly, so that the water did not reach more than twelve

or fifteen feet into the passage.

The depth of the water in the last two or three feet was
"onseqnently insignificant, and the men at once leaped

out of the boat.

Our friends did so likewise.

The water only rose just above their ankles, and in two
or three steps they reached dry ground.

They would not have been human if they had not felt

rejoiced at this miraculous escape, for if the smuggler's

^aunt had been less cleverly contrived than it was, they

would, beyond a doubt, have been destroyed by the coast-

guard.
As it was, they were quit* safe.

To the crew on board the revenue ship their disappear-

ance must have borne the appearance of magic.

As they all stood in the passage in a dense throng they

heard distinctly the boom—boom of the guns, while, at

frequent intervals, a loud report reached their ears.

But the smugglers were quite out of their reach now.
Slowly and silently—the smuggler king himself taking

the lead, the little party made their way along the passage
into the large cavern.

Here a huge fire was blazing.

It was most welcome, for the men were, one and ail,

cold, hungry, tired, and wet.
They hastened their steps.

Then reaching the fire, which was burning in the centre

of tb"^ cavern, they threw themselves wearily upon the

ground around it, their chief setting the examplQ,
Turpin and King were glad enough to do the same.

They felt what they had gone through much more severely

than tbeir 'inmpanions, because they were so unused
to it.

In fact they, aa well aa every one there present, were
ilrea^fiillv fatigued.

CHAPTER LXVIl.
THE HISTORY OF TOM KING, THE HIGHWAYMAN.

No one spoke.
A deep gloom seemed to overshadow the hearts and

countenances of all present.
On the face of the smuggler chief this feeling was

plainly perceptible, but there was mingled with it one of
rage.

More than one-half of the men who had looked up
to him as their master were now at the bottom of the sea.

One of his beautiful fast-sailing cutters, tx)o, was de-
stroyed.

Truly had that been a bad night's work for him. Never
before in all their career had they met with such a ten-ible

reverse, but jet they ought to have anticipated such a
thing occurring.

In the morning that portion of the silk which was in
the boat in the rocky passage was unloaded and stored
away in a place designed for its reception until such time
as it could be safely disposed of.

Turpin and King took their share of this work along
with the crew.
When it was over they both repaired to a small cham-

ber in the cavern side which had been fitted up for their

The apartment, if it could be dignified by such a :

was not much more than eight feet square.

It was, however, made very comfortable.

The rugged walls were covered with cloth, and on the
floor was a thick matting.
Two large lamps illumined it.

In one comer was a rude bed.
Our friends threw themselves wearily upon it.

For a moment or so there was a silence, but then Tom
King spoke.

His voice showed that he was in anything but an
amiable frame of mind.
His face as well bore testimony to the same thing,
" I tell you what it is, Dick. This sort of thing may bo

all very well, but hang me if I like it."

" Why, what's the matter, Tom ?
"

" Matter—enouglis the matter, I rather think. Who
would fancy the idea of living here in this style without
seeing dayught ? I can tell you I don't."

" Well, you needn't be so ill-tempered about it."
" But I am."
"So I see. Now, what is it you have got on yonr

mind ? Out with it, my friend !

"

" Oh ! nothing but what I say. I don't like the idea

of being shut up here in this manner, and only going out

at night in a boat to stand a chance of having your boat

sunk without being able to do anything in your owii

defence."
" Nor I," said Dick ;

" but I have made no remark
about it, because I didn't exactly set how it was to be
helped."

" Surely, my friend, you don't think of staying; here for

ever," said Tom King, starting up.
" Lie down again, do, and don't excite yourself. I only

intend to stay here until I see a chapce of getting away.'

I am glad you have had enough of the smuggling

" I have, I can assure you. There is nothing daring

about it."
" Daring, indeed, I should think not. It's quite con

temptible
!

"

"And yet you must, I thinK, admit that the chief dis-

played both skill and courage in the managment of afF&ira

mst night. Our escape is entirely owing 1o him."
" It is, I admit, but still for all that 1 don't like the

notion of being here or under the command of any one."
" Ha ! ha ! Tom. You've let the cat out of the bajj I

That's where the shoe pinches, is it ?
"

" What do you mean ?
"

" Why, that the chief reason you don't like being uere

is because you do not believe in having any other master

than yourself."
' That has a great deal to do with it, I eoiii^ss. I like

my liberty, and oe free to go where I like and do what 1

like."
'• So does every one. But seriouMy speaking^, Tom, I

do assure you that if you had not broacned thiB a&ir I

should h»ve done lo."
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••Should you?"
•• Yea, and I have arranged at the first opportunity we

cool'd find to give onr friends the smugglers the ehp."
" You kno'v T am willing now. then. But how '' it -o

be done P
"

" Ah ! that's what puzzles me. To get back through

the vaults into Durley Chine is out of the question, for I

know part of the band are always there on the watch."
" I know that, but then the same thing applies to the

oAer outlet—I mean the passage leading to the sea-

hore ; men are always stationed there on guard."
" "riat's true enough ; but now you must recollect the

snragg^lers hav6 lost half their number, so they will not be

able to post so man> sentinels as they did."
" To oe sure not.*'

" It remains then for us to find which is the weakest
fniarded, the passage or the vaults."

' " Exactly."
" I have thought the matter over, and I came to the

oonclusion that it was only in one way we could hope with
any reason to achieve our object."

"' And how is that ?
"

"Wait until the smugglers set out on another expe-
dition, and manage so as to be left behind. We will

ttien contrive to overcome what sentries there are, and be
off!"
"Just 80," said Tom King, somewhat appeaaf-d ; "just

0o; or it might happen that we were left sencries our-
selves !

"

"It mig[ht, but I think it scarcely likely. However, I

think, having said what we have, we have said all we can,

and nothing now remains for us to do but wait for the
ooorse of events."
" Evidently that will be the best, and the sooner we can

get off the better I shall be pleased."

"And so shall I. What a delightful thing a gallop
along a nice country lane would be, would it not ?

"

*' Oh ! hold your noise. Don't talk about such things
without you want to drive a fellow wild."
" But after all, Tom, I am sure there can be no life to

equal a life on the road."
" No, none. Hurrah for the road ! a fine night, a good

oaf, and plenty of money !

"

" Yes. Now, look here ; while we are in this cavern it

is quite evident we cannot enjoy the pleasure of being on
the road; but I'll tell you what will be a good sub-
titute."
• "What?"

*'Why, just tell me your adventures. Recollect, you
are under a promise to do so, and we shan't have a much
better chance than we have now."
" No, perhaps not."
" Begin then ; I am all attention, I assure you.
" I have given my word," said Tom King, and his voice

(frew bitter and melancholy as be spoke, as though the
past called up anything but pleasing thoughts in his

mind ;
" I have ^iven my word, but I do assure you I

shrink from fulfilling it."

" No, no ! Hang it all, you must not do that. Now,
Tom, don't be so downhearted as you seem, but lead off

in good spirits."

•'That would be a sheer impossibility, Dick; I could
not do it. The events of the past are too sad for me
ever to be in good spirits when I think of or relate

them."
" You interest me, Tom, very much. There is a tuue

of pathos in your words which moves me exceedingly. I
am ten times more anxious to hear your atory than before,
BO really you must not disappoint me. There is another
thing that makes me very curious also."

" What is that ?
"

"Why, you ore not, like me, a rough sort ot chap.
Your hands and feet and ears are small—sure sigue, either
ir men or horses, of high breeding. Your skin, too, is
soft and delicate. There is the air of a gentleman about
you, though I give you credit for, in a general way, dis-
guising it pretty well, but it is so, nevertheless."
" Oh ! stop, stop."
But, r- heeding the interruption, Dick went on

—

"You^ jesides, are a capital scholar. You can read
and write, and you often have, when you speak, a mode of
expressing yourself which can only have been acquired by
long interoomrse with people of highly-cultivated intel
lect and careful study of the works of our best writers." j

Tom smiled when his comrade ceased, but it was in a
sickly fashion.
" Really, Dick," he said, " you will make me out pre-

sently, 1 shouldn't wonder, to be what our friend the
smuggler king thinks I am—nam'^v, a noblernar in dis-

guise. Ha ! ha !

"

" Now, it's no good your trying to get up a laugh
with such a face as that on, so give v^p tha attempt at

once."
" But it is moat amusing. I did not think, though,

that you had studied me so closely as yo\ appear to have
done."
" Nor have I studied you, but it would be scarcely pos-

Kble tor anyone with powers of observation to be with
you so constantly as I have without perceiving just what-
I have perceived."

" Indeed !
" said Tom, " then I must have been \ery

clumsy."
" Clumsy P What do you mean ?" '

" Well, Dick, my friend, I have promised to tell you
the story of my Ufe, and I will not go back from my word.
Therefore, I may as well confess that I have acted a
part, so your surmises are conect ; but I have acted my
part clumsily, or else you would not have seen what you
have."
There was some chagrin in the tones in which Tom

King pronounced these words, as though he was scarcely
pleased to find his companion had observed so much.
Turpin noticed it, but made no remark.
He was too anxious to hear what might fall from Tom'a

lips, in the shape of a narrative, to jeopardize its relation
by anything he might say or do.

Therefore he remained BUent, and waited for his com-
rade to commence.
But King seemed to have fallen into a deep reverie.
The past, with all its joys, disappointed hopes, darJt

sorrows and regrets, was flooding back upon his soul.
His face grew pale and then assumed an expression of

such pain and moumfulness, that Turpin, as he perceived it,

half repented that he had touched a chord which had pro-
duced so powerful an effect upon his friend.
He said as much to him, and then added—
" But, Tom, do you not think that the mere narration

of your troubles to me will ease your mind."
" It might do so. I cannot teU."
" You will be sure of meeting with true sympathy."
"I am aware of that, and therefore, if you will listen,

I will commence, and when I have done I will ask you
whether I have not been 'more sinned against than
sinning ?'

"

Turpin changed his position to one that commanded a
view of his friend's countenance.
Then, after a few moments' silent reflection, as though

he were considering which was the best point at which to
begin, Tom King began in a voice that was unsteady with
emotion, to relate that which he had never before breathed
to a human being—the story of his life.

As he proceeded, the tristful expuessiou of his face
communicated itself to his friend's, andTurjii listened
to one of the most extraordinary narratives tliat he had
ever heard.

It was full of interest.

In the succeeding chapter it is given in Tom King's
own words.

CHAPTER LXVIII.
OUR FRIENDrf ABE FAR PROM SATISFIED WITH THIB
PROCEEDINGS OF THE SMUGGLERS—THE STORM.

" You will in a moment understand the reluctance which
I feel to begin this history, when I tell you that it will
invfIve the exposure of my own deep, great, and eve»'
lasting shame.
" The story shall be told in as few words as possible.
^' Over many and many an acre of fertile English soil

stretch the domains of the Marquis of Belgard. Large
tracts in the counties of York, Durham, Cumberland, and
•Somerset are owned by him.

" It is not, however, of the pi-et dut marquis fha<; I an*
about to speak, but his father and mother.

" The latter was a woman who was loved by ak who
saw her. All those qualities which are precious in the
female sex were hers in eiuass Gentleness, devotioa
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unselfishness, virtue and beauty are the names of p '^w

of them.
" Her husband, the marquis, I do not remember save

in a dreamy way, which is perhaps more owing to talking

and thinking much about him than actual recollection.

" However, from my earliest years I can remember the I

marchioness. She was my mother !

"

The voice of the highw^vmen failed him. fie tried to

go on, but could not.

Turpin's astonishment was intense.
"' The marchioness your mother ? " he exciwimed.

" Good heavens, is it possible ? By what strange muta-

tion of fortune did you become a highwayman ? You, the

eon of a nobleman of one of the highest ranks ?
"

I

"You may well ask those questions," saidTom King, suo-
]

duing his emotion. "It seems impossible, does it not? but
|

it is true, and in the tale 1 have to tell you the whole will
j

be explained. I

" I was barely two years old when my father, the Mar- i

quis of Belgard, died. It is, therefore, not to be wondered
|

at that I retain only an indistinct and confused impression
j

of what he was like. But my mother—my dear mother—
]

whom I loved a thousand times more than mothers i

usually are loved, I can recollect always. It is not three
|

years since she died. Sorrow and shame broke her gentle
j

heart."

King again found it necessary to clear his throat.

" From my infancy until I reached my eighteenth year.

I lived with her a most retired lite at a mansion on the

marquis's estates in Cumberland. We saw scarcely any

visitors ; the only ones, in fact, were the family of the

IJarl of Standon, who had some estates adjoining ours.

"But one thing occurred that at all disturbed th.

monotony of my life.

" I loved.
" It seems strange, no doubt, to you, Dick, to hear me

say that I loved, as a young and ardent spirit deprived of

all society can love, earnestly, fondly, truly.

" The t)bject of this adoration was the eldest daughter

of the Earl of Standon. Her name was Charlotte.

" You will not have patience to hear me describe her

;

nor have I the mind to do it. To a lover, his mistress is

perfection. Such v/as Charlotte in my eyes.
" The love I had for her was returned. It was sanc-

tioned, too, by our parents, who looked forward to our

union with undissembled pleasure.
" She was little more than one year my junior—that is

to say, eighteen—the age when the personal attractions of

a woman are at their full.

" We had many and many times repeated those lines of

Shakspere, to the effect that the 'course of true love

never did run smooth ;' and never did so without referring

to our own case, which seemed to prove the falsity ot the

assertion.
" But soon a time came for us to feel its triith.

"And now I have to tell you that about my father

which will brand him with infamy.
" My mother was not his wife.
" Do not misunderstand me. She was no leman. The

ceremonies of the church united them ; but he had ano-

ther wife alive.
" She was far, far below him in station. A poor girl,

in fact, with whom, when a young man, he had fallen

desperately in love, and whom he secretly married.

" A son was born.
" Hia eldest son.
" You are beginning to see now what is coming.

"However, to return. In a little time my father

tired of this first wife. He had seen my mother. She

was lovely—she was rich. He loved her.
" Of his marriage with the village girl no one knew a

syllable. He had kept it a profound secret.

" Now he thought he would put an end to it altogeiuer.

" It would seem he laid a plot for her destruction, and

actu£."i\ lured her into the snare, but «he with her rfiild

manged to escape. '

" She disappeareu.
" No one heard anything of her ; no trace could be dis-

covered.
" Then tud marquis, jarried my mother.
" I am the fruit of that union.
" At length, just as 1 was about to attain my twentieth

year, the news came to :s that m.v fattiei u-jm been .u:i>--

ried before, and that he had a son, the issue of that msr-
riage, who was the heir to the whole of the estates.

"^This tale at first my mother resolutely disbelieved, but
it came out in evidence—for, of course the matter went to

trial—that a woman who had for years lived among all the
poverty and crime of London, had sworn upon her dying
bed that she was Marchioness of Belgard.

' This story was at first not listened to, but she pro-

udced a marriage register, the authenticity c^f which was
beyond dispute.
" In her last moments she swore that the love she had

for her unworthy husband was the sole reason that she
had not divulged the secret before, and that now she felt

compelled to do it in justice to her son.
" Her son was found.
" He, so far as could be learned, was a most disreputable

character, but that mattered nothing—he was the heir.

"Of course I need not tell you that the verdict was
pronounced in his favour.

"The shock broke my mother's heart. She died as

soon as the intelligence was brought to her.

"Thus suddenly—unexpectedly—I became an orphan
and an outcast

!

" Naturally enough I sped to pour out my troubles upon
the breast of her I loved, and who had by the most solemn
vows swore an undying love for me. I sought her ; I

found her.
" Fool ! insensate fool I was ! But I was young then,

and believed woman what she seemed. I ought to have
known that now she would find her affection for me sud-

denly cooled down, but I did not for a moment entertain

the thought that she would prove false. I should have
as soon believed the sun's rays were cold !

" It is not needful for me to relate the particulars of the

interview I had with her. Let it suffice to say she found

she loved me no longer ; her friends would never consent

to her union with me, she said.
" False, hollow-hearted woman ! true type oT her de-

ceitful sex. It was the position I should have given hei

that she loved and longed to have—not me.
" I was foolish enough to upbraid her ; I knew no

better then.
" Already was I guilty of the greatest crime of which

the titled and the rich are cognizant

—

I was poor !

" Completely crashed at thus beholding my dearest

hopes foredone, 1 fled, fled I knew not, cared not whither.

All I sought was oblivion from thought.
" Vain search— I found it not.

"But, as time elapsed, the violence of my anguish

became less, and 1 was able to think a little of my
position.

" I hated—hated with a fierce, bitter, burning hatred-
all mankind

!

" I ought to mention that the true heir to the es-

tates offered to me a sum of money and a small estate,

but my pride would not sufier me to come forward and be
known. I fled—disappeared.

" The place to which I directed my steps was London.
" Day after day, in that mighty wilderness, did I wander

about, having no aim, no object.
" By great good luck, I had a considerable sum in my

possession, as well as valuables in the shape of jewelry,

which represented as much more.
" On this I lived.
" It was in a dark, old-fashioned inn in Coldbath Fields

that I took up my temporary abode. I lighted upon the

place by accident.
" One wintry afternoon, as I was sitting in the dreary

taproom, there came in two persons.
" Having nothing else to occupy me, I Hfted up my eyes

as they entered, and there was something so peculiar, oi,

more properly speaking, remarkable about them that I

regarded them with the greatest intei-est.

" The one who entered first was in height, shape, fea-

ture, everything a man could be. He united, without in-

congruity, the grace and beauty of Apollo with the

strength and frame of Hercules.
" His costume well befitted him. It had a oash about

it that harmonized well with his bearing.
" Uiz companion was very different.

, ,

" The style, too, in which they were dressed was suni-

h.T, but there all likeness ceased between thein.
" This second man waa rather short, ond very sJightl}
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" Both sat down. / ** ell, well, let us say no more about fbat"
" The fi'st comer drew a chair tip to the fire, and ) " Ai,d there is one question I would faLu ask on the

threw bWself into it with a grace Iboth rare and admi- score of curiosity."

raWe. ' " What is it P "'

__

'The other, in a quiet way, sat dow. upon the "May I ask it?"
soreen. \

"The landlord seemed to know both well. They
j

chatted and laughed together for some moments.
" Suddenly, however, I heard the rapid trampling c' i

horses' feet in the street,

" Certainly;
" It is, what became of Lady Charlotte i"'

"Lady Charlotte?"
" Yes."
•Did'l not tell you?"
•'No."
" Ha ! ha ! I thought I did ! I said it was the name

and title that she loved, and, ha ! ha ! ha ! she won them,
too!"
"Now, pray, Tom, for the sake of my nerves, don't

laugh in that horrible, discordant fashicx^ again. You
have positively set all my teeth on'edge. Don't disguise
your mind from me now you have told me so much. Be
yourself, I beg ; you were never bom with the capabilities

of acting that which you do not feel."

" I have long felt that, Dick. But, however, to answer
your question. Lady Charlotte, who professed so much
affection for me, cast me off, as I said, and married the
true heir."

" Then, Tom, the thought that you have escaped from
the clutches of such a heartless beiag ought to make you
rejoice ; for, depend upon it, she is one of those girls who
will never make any man happy."

" I have struggled with all my might against my pas-
sion for her, and, unworthy as she has proved, believe me,
Dick, so firm a hold has she taken of my affections, that I

love her even now."

" It is infatuation."
" You may call it what you choose, the fact remainB

unaltered. I love her still.'

" Then yours must, indeed, be strong affection."

" And yet I feel I hate her—hate her, and the whole
of her accursed sex."
" Ah, then, there you are wrong. I will never consent

to beheve that all women have dispositions like her, and
would act as she has done. Rather would I cHng to the
conviction that she is aU that is pure, all that is good in

human nature."

"Then is human nature most impure and bad if it is

so ? There is not one who knows of love and virtue, save
by name, and who would not barter everything they

possess for lucre."
" I see very plain," said Dick, " it is quite folly for us

to speak upon that subject, so I say by aU means let it

drop. I have faith in woman's goodness, you have not.

Time will show which of us is in the right."
" It will. But Dick, mark my words, and I speak in

all solemn seriousness, so sure as ever you are fond enough
of a woman to tinist her, she will betray you. Mark me
if she does not."

"Pho, pho, Tom. You are in a gloomy humour. I

can see it will be best not to touch upon that portion of

yeur history. How did you know who the two persons

were who came into the public-house at Coldbath-fields ?"
" The landlord."

"Oh!"
" And he it was who, after gathering some inkling ol

my history, persuaded me ts try my fortune on the road."
" And the best thing for you, since it is the only thing

you could have done and continued a gentleman."
"Well Dick, to go on, Claude Duval, as I told you,

escaped ; and not only that, he contrived to rescue his pal

You have been hardly used by fate, and it is a thousand '. Jack before the officers were halfway to Newgate."
pities tor a generous, noble nature like yours to be turned " Bravo, Claude ! Well, go on, I like to heaif about

to gall
!

"

I
him. ^ha 'adies' highwayman, as they always called

" When I retteo. upon the past and chink of wual 1 1
him.'

might have been—what there appeared to be every human " Weil, to my great surprise, in less than half-an-hour

probability of my becoming, one of the proudest of ling- } both highwaymen came into the public-house again,

land's peers, and then think what I am—a highwayman, I looking just as though nothing at all had happened."
a breaker of the public peace, and destined for an igno-

j

' Capital ! Of course the officers would not think of

ininious eud—I feel as though I was going mad, and for coming straight back to where thej started."

that reason I strive, as much as possible,to banish thought I "They didn't. The landlord ii; voduced me, and thf

and the remembrance of past, present, and future.*' ) result of it was that I joined them in tl^fjir very next
•'.*'•' only natural that you should do so. I have not ) expedition."

utjard the seqnol to your story, but I can easily enough i " Did you though, by Jove ! Ah ! lom, I would give

imagine it. You found no other course open to you, bo ]
something if I could only call Claude and Jack pais, but

you took to the ro»d, as many another galWt heart ha« I
there's no ehnnoe of that now, is there ?

"

itsaa Ufoze you."
I

" Very littJa."

" The next moment at least a dozen men rushed into

the room.
" ' Hurrah !

' they shouted. ' Here they are ! On then?,

my men !

'

"A most deadly struggle now ensued.
" The new comers, I saw, were poUce officers.

" But it was not possible for such an unequal contest to

continue long.
" The first comer had drawn a sword, which he used

with terrible effect.

"But, knowing victoi^ was out of the question, he
turned to fly, and called to his comrade to follow his

example.
" Then was performed the most daring feat I ever saw

or heard of.

" This man, hemmed in, surrounded as he was by foes,

took one terriJSc leap, and, to my unutterable amazement,
went clear through the window into the street.

" There was a struggle o^-'^ide for a second, and then
ail was still. i

" He had escaped.
" But his companion was not so fortunate.
" He was caught and securely handcuffed, and then led

off
" Those two men were Claude Duval and Sixteen-

Btringed Jack ! ,

CHAPTER LXIX.
THE STOKM—THE NIGHT EXCURSION—THE MINUTE Gl.N

—THE WRECK OF THE MERCHANTMAN.

Claude DuvAL and Srxteen-stringed Jack ? " repeated

Dick Turpin, in the utmost surprise. " Can it be really

possible? And egad! Yes,it must be, for jumping through
the wind»w in that fashion was just like Claude. Jack,

von say, was captured. ^
''

" He ^^s."
" Now look here, Tom, I have let you tell your history

BO far without attempting to interrupt you. One sur-

prise, in fact, follows so close upon another, that you
fairly take away my breath; but when you mentioned
two such celebrated individuals, I could not help break-

ing in."

King smiled.
" I did not notice it at the time, but now I do re-

member, you did not utter a word either in the way of

question or comment."
" That 1 certainly did'nt, but it has all got to borne."
" Do not let us recur to it ! You know enough to make

you aware that it cannot be a pleasant topic for me to

discuss. I have been led away by my feelings to say,

perhaps, more than I ought to have said, and my narra-

tive is doubtless somewhat incoherent. Still, for aU that,

my friend, I think I have been sufficiently explicit to

make you understand it, and, such being the case, say no
more, for when I speak of it it always unmans me."

" Tom, my friend, I have a greater respect for yow
since 1 have heard your story than ever I had before
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" What snrprisea me is that yoo should have known
them and not me."
" It is rather singular, but I was only with them a

short time. So many were on the look-out for them
that they were oompelled to run over on to the continent
to avoid being taken, and since then I have not heard

of them."
"Nor I."
*' I lent them all the assistance in my power, and saw

them safely aboard the vessel. They wanted me to go
too, but somehow I have a most insurmountable dislike

of leaving England, so I remained."
" And so have I," said Diok ;

" I waa born in it, and
I hope I shall die in it."

" Oh, don't talk about dying, I beg."
" I won't if it don't please you ; but go ou and finish

my life."
" Ah ! do."
" When I saw them safely off I waa entirely thrown

upon my own resources, but they had let me into the

aeoreta of the profession, so I made no doubt about get-

ting on all right. I was most prosperous, and had not
long been acting for myself when I met you."

" Nor had I, as you know. I think we must have
begun somewhere about the same time. If anything,

you were first."

" Very likely."
" But in one respect I do envy you exceedingly."
" And what is that ?"
" Why, having been a companion of Claude Duval's.

I have the highest opinion of his gallantry and courage,

and I only hope that I shall some day meet with him."
" It is likely enough you will have your wish. I should

never be surprised to hear he had come back to England,
for it is not in his nature, any more than it is in mine,

to lead an inactive life, and one devoid of excitement."
" I only hope I may see them both, and, what is more,

that all four of us may have many a startling and wild

adventure be'Treen as."
" Well now, Diok, I do think you ought to confess

yourself satisfied. You know my former history ; you
oau account for what little peculiarities you may have
observed. You see, too, to what I am reduced by a
father's villainy."
" I do ; but it is an unfortunate thing that in this

world the innocent party in an affair of that sort gets

the greatest share of the misfortunes and disagreeables

to put up with, and in that case yours ia only a case of

many."
" You are right enough there."
" Then it ought to be some consolation for you to be

aware that you are not singled out to be different to

your fellowa. The consolation ia a poor one, I daresay.'

'

" It is ; and no one but those who have indulged in

uch hopes for future happiness with the one they love

can form any idea how hard it is to be bereft of all."

" Yes, I can, Tom. I can easily imagine it."

"But, even if you do, imagination must fall far

short of reality. But come, let us, before we separate,

make up our minds what we are to do."
" You mean with respect to the smugglers ?"
" Exactly."
" Then I do not think we can do better than to make

the attempt to get left behind, under some pretext or

other, when the rest go out on an excursion, and then
do our best towards making an escape."

" I think that would be the best. As for this life, I

am thoroughly sick of it, and the sooner a change
ocoura the better I shall be pleased."
"It will not do, however, to be too precipitate. They

are much stronger in point of numbers than we are, and
it would be the height of folly for us to throw away our
lives unnecessarily."

" Of course it would, and I should not counsel sach a
thing for a moment : but what I mean to say, do not let

a chance slip by." ^" Oh, there is no .ear of my doing that, for I can
tell you I am most anxious to rejoin my mare Black
Seas."

" Ah, yea, she ia in the grounds above."
" She is, and, while there, is perfectly safe, for she

will be able to find plenty in the ahape of green-moat
to live upon ; but wiiat I am afraid of is^ that ahe may
•tray away, be ar^ii, and captured."

" That would be a loss indeed."
" It would—a most irreparable loss ; but still, I d<

not much fear this, only it might occur, and when 1
think of it I always get uneasy."

" Just so. I am glad there is something to tempt you
to get away."

" You think I shall find an opportunity all the
sooner ?"
" I do. The first one will, I hope, be seized upon and

made use of by you."
" Never fear but it will. No long time can elapse

without our accomplishing our aim."
" Yes, after all, aa Claude Duval used to eay, ' there's

no life like a life on the road.'
"

" And he was quite right. How glad I should be if

at this moment I could take him by the h&nd, as I dp
you, and call him friend."

" I should wonder if yon don't one of these days.
Many unlikelier thinga have happened."

CHAPTER LXX.
DICK TUBPIN DEFEATS THE DESIGNS OF THE StfUQh

GLEES, AND TOM KING SAVES A LIFE.

A WEEK elapsed.
Seven entire days ; and during that time nothing bad

occurred to at all disturb the monotony of our friends'

existence, nor had a chance offered itself of pptting
their design into execution.

Tom King was vexed and impatient.
But it was no good for him to chafe. There he was,

and there he waa obliged to be.

And in this interval scarce one of the amugglera had
left the cave, and no other ran of gooda had been at-

tempted.
The Snake, the smuggler chief, by some inexplicable

means, had learned, had with much difficulty managed
to get back to port.

The week had been chiefly spent by our friends in

taking their share of the work.
In groping about the cavern, Tom King had come

across several articles which greatly called forth his

surprise ; so he pocketed them, and showed them to
Diok, who was as much surprised as he.

From these articles but one inference could be drawn,
and that was, the smuggler king was not a smuggler
only, but something worse.
Our friends became much more cironmapeot.
And so a whole week glided away.
Towards midnight on the eighth day, a fearful atorm

aroae which increased in fury and violenoe every mo-
ment.
The howling of the wind, the rumbling of the thunder,

the hoarse dash of the waves against the coast, could be
heard with great distinctness in the cavern.
Nearly all, Turpin and King included, were seated

round the fire, chatting and laughing with each other.

While thus engaged, there came upon their ears a
prolonged wailing cry.

All started to their feet.

The highwaymen, becauae they wondered what auoh
a sound meant.
The smugglers, because they recognised it as a signal.

The chief drew one or two of his crew aaide, and
spoke to them in a whisper.
Their eyes turned towards our friends.

Evidently, then, they were the subject of that mya-
terioua whispered converaation.
The remainder of the smugglers, however, moved

quickly about the cavern, and began encasing them-
selvea in the tarpaulins.

Tom King was overjoyed when he perceived this, and
catching Turpin by the arm, he whispered :

|||
" Hurrah ! "They are going out on an excursion to-night,

and W6.8ball have a chance of bidding them good-bye !"

" They are preparing to go certainly," replied Turpin ;

" but whether we shall have a chance of getting off is

more than I can tell. Look, the chief has got a uoupleot

men with him, and they are talking about us I am con-

fident, for their eyes every moment turn this way."
" Is it likely, I wonder, that he auspeota us of our

deaign ?"
" I cannot tell ! If he does we abaU hare to look

after onraelTea*"
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"Can you hear the storm, Dick? It is most fearful !!

Does not their leaving the cavern on snch a night a^^ this

seem confinnatory of our spspicions ?
"

" It does—it does, indeed; and yet I hope Tv*are mis-
taken. I have always admired the chief as a brave man,
but if what you bint at is true, I shall be unable to think
TO any longer."
" Yon would. Tc is the most abhorrent of all crimes."
At this moment the omuggler kwsr called for ou. two

friends to apfrroach him.
They did so.

)
" We are going out on an excursion to-night m .j-bich

none but old salts will be of service. We shall, there-

fore, be compelled to leave you here in charge of the

caverns."
At this unexpected slice of good luck, our friends had to

conceal their exultation.

Turpin spoke.
" That is just as you think fit," he said. '^ Of course

you knew in what way we shall be of the greatest service

to you, and we will obey your instructions.

'

Good," said the smuggler king. " We leave you in

trust of the place, and you will be responsible for it and
all that it contains."
" You won't have to cxnplain of us," said Dick ;

" but
shall we be left the sola ^ard of the place ?

"

" Yes, with the e^^wptiow of Willis, who is in the cavern
above with the tasks, and y»l^«rs, who keeps guard at the
door in the rock."
" Very good, then. Wljat time do you leave ?

"

" Immediately. My men are nearly all ready. As
soon as they are we are ofiF."

The smuggler chief left our friends as he spoke.

Tom King with difficulty restrained himself from mak-
ing some extravagant manifestations of delight.

Had they had the arranging of things themselves they
could scarcely have made fchem better.

The smugglers, who were now reduced to eight men,
exclusive of the two on guard and our friends, placed

themselves in >.i>nk and followed their chief across th

cavern.

Tramp, tramp, they could hear their feet along the
rocky passage.
At last all was still.

The two highwaymen were alone.
" I think," said Tom King, " that the first thing we

do shall be to take ofiF these clothes we have on and don
our own. What say you ?

"

" Oh, do so, by all means. If we are to go on the road
again it won't do to have such things as these on."

" Certainly not. Come, then, I know where they are.

Eve^hing is ready—pistols and all."
" Bravo, Tom ; I don't wonder at your anxiety to be

off. ReaUy this being shut up in the dark is quite dreadful.
" It is to me. But let us change our dresses without

any more delay."

In a few minutes afterwards our friends returned to the
outer cavern, and looking like themselves.

Still they paused and hesitated as to what they should
do. They were, besides, desirous of not losing any chance
they might have by precipitation.

They waited, therefore, for a considerable time, so that
the smugglers would have time to get fairly off.

From his vest pocket Dick produced Captain Nidget's
gold chronometer, and, looking at tho dial, found the fin-

gers pointed to twenty cxinutes to two.
" I think we may ventiire now, Tom," said Turpin

;

" but I have for the last few aai3#«i*»it8 beon thinking over
the manner in which we are to iet"^ thii place, whether
by the passage or the vaults abov*.""

^«WelI—:"
" I think, taking all things into consiueration, it will be

best fer us to make our way out by the oassage."
" Why ?

"

' Not only is it nearest, but I confess 1 am most
carious to know whether those suspicion* we have against
the smuggler chief are well grounded."
" I should like to know, too, so we will go by the pas-

nger At any rate, we shall be able to see wnat he is

after. It is aothine very good, or he wpidd not kaye left

OP here." '

' Bomethiug, doubtless, of whicu ^e guessed we sfiould
|

>.ot approve. Now, lay friend, are you ready ?
"prove.

ready, and more than willing."

" Follow me then !

"

So saying, Dick strode across the cave in the direction
of the entrance f» tLo passage, and, drawing a^'rh the
thick curtain which was hung aver the oneniuv 'coth
entered it.

"Tread cautiously, Dick," whispered Tom King; "re-
collect there is the man Peters on guard at ^'le door, and
he might be able to raise an alarm.'

" Fear nothing ! Let your hand slide over the wall at
you go on ; we shall be all right then."

The passage was in the profoundest darkness, at least

that portion of it in which they now were. The guard
would, of course, be likely to have a light, but the place
was so serpentine that they could see nothing of it.

With the greatest of care the highwaymen crept for-

ward, but, in spite of all their efforts, they could not avoid
making an occasional slight noise.

Presently Turpin stopped, and, turning round to Tom
King, said

—

" This man on guard ! What shall we do with him ?
"

" Knock him on the head !

"

" I hardly like doing that. I should prefer, if possible,

taking him prisoner and not doing hipri any further in-

jury, unless he should make so desperate a resistance as
to make it unavoidable."
" Well—well, as you like. Only take care he do'^'i; give

an alarm."
" I'll look out for that. Peters is a very decent fellow,

and I daresay when he knows we are resolved, he will

submit to being bound without making any resistance."
" Then, if such is the case, I say walk boldly forward

and tell him so."
" We will, but I should like to make my appearance as

suddenly as possible, so as not to give him time either for

action or reflection."
" Then you must be silent, for I fancy we must be close

to him. Cannot you hear his voice ?
"

" Yes, he is singing a song, poor fellow, I daresay he
finds it very lonely sitting there by himself!

"

Tom King made no reply, and both, with the utmost
caution and silence, crept forward.

The horrible din of the tempest could be heard much
plainer in the passage than in the cavern, and at every
step they took the sound became more audible.

Buthark ! another sound mingles with the tempest's roar,

It is one which causes the two highwaymen to suddenly
come to a halt.

Boom! boom! boom!
That was the soxmd.
DuU—muffled.

Coming at short but regular inteivals.

Boom ! boom ! boom

!

" It's the minute gun !
" said Dick ;

" some vessel in

distress is off the coast."
" Yes ; hark ! there it comes again."
In the intervals of the storm they again heard the

sullen report of the signal gim.
" God help them," said Turpin, " if the wind has blown

them on the rocks ! When we were out that night I

thought, as I looked around, what a fearfully dangerous
place it must be for vessels, and how little chance of es-

cape they would have if a storm should overtake them in

that spot."
" Quick, my friend, forward ! Let us dispose of Peters,

and make our way on to the beach. Who knows what
service we may be to the crew and passengers ?

"

" Who, indeed ? Certainly we shall be able to rendei'

them some assistance."

After taking about a dozen more steps, they pausb'^ again.

It was where the passage took an abript turn to the
right.

Turpin being first, leaned forward, and peeped round
the corner.

By the light of a torch which was stuck in the wall, he
saw Peters, sitting upon a fragment of '•ck. and chaunt-
ing some snatches of an old sea ditty.

He nad evidently not heard their approach.
Uttering a loud and fearful yell, which sounded with

great effect in the vaulted passage, Dick Turpin sprang
forward, and grasping Peters by the throat, bore him ia

the earth, and made him a prisoner before he could re.

icovei' %om his surprise at the sudden attack made vmo^
him.
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CHAPTER LXXI '

sharp granite rocks that (jpiard the shores of England

"ir-WATMEN ENPOiiNTFR ORFAT hanomr IV THEIR i
}^ ^^T^ Scarcely credible that human beings ever couia.ac.-WATMEN ENCOUNTER GREAT DANGER IN THEIR ^ct so base a part ; but that 't is SO unfortiinately there-"BaANVURnp-c ANn RETRIBUTIVE EXPEDITION. exists abundant proof.

union,u,a eiy tner«

" Don't struggle, Peters," said Turpin. " You Lave
nothing to fear, only we pi-e determined not to stay here
any longer ; so off we go. ,ud to do that we must over-
power you, my friend. If you don't resist, you will come
to ro harm. If von do, you will get a crack (>•" *-he

head."
Thcle\ is sufficient prudence in Peters's disposition to

make him see the force of this reasoning, so he gave in at
onc3, and suffered Tom E'Ing to bind him securoly with a
rope.
" There can be no blame laid to you, because all will

know two men are a match for one, especially ivhen taken
at unawares. Your comrades will release you when they
come ba«k."
Not waiting to listen to what Peters had to say, our

friends hastened to the door in the rocks, a?;d removing
the iron bar that was across it, pulled it open-
When they did so, they were for a moment or two per-

fectly blinded and deafened by the tremendous violence
of the storm, which now burst upon them in full fury.

They stepped from the door on to the beach, which was
quite dry, it then being only just about half tide.

Fain, however, were they to shelter themselves behind
the rocks. They could not staad against the wind.

In this way they crept along for a considerable distance.

By screening themselves thus, and shading their eyes,
our friends were able to look around thetn.

In front the sea was hissing, boiling, dashing, against
the rocks.

Above the sky was covered with a dense black cloud
Behind was the mass of rocks, which rose upiri'egularly

to a height of more than two hundred feet.

But as they happened to look back, both were astouishfd
to see a bright light burning on the summit of the highest
piece of rock.

It looked like the lantern of a lighthouse.
A broad beam of light streamed forth, and which must,

have been visible at an enormous distance.
Boom ! boom

!

The vessel in the offing still continued her siguaii of

distress.

Dick placed his mouth close to Tom's ear, and spoke

—

" Our suspicions are certainties. Look at that light

!

It is a false beacon, placed there by fiends in human shape
to lure an unsuspecting vessel on the treacherous rocks.

The smugglers are wreckers also, and this is their accursed
work."
There was a terrible energy in the way these words

were uttered.

Turpin's excitement knew no bounds.
(Jpen, daring, bold, doing what he did do in the face of

all, he detested treachery as such a nature only can detest

it, and the proceedings of the wreckers, of whom he had i

often heard, filled him with abhorrence.
As we have hinted at, some days before Tom King had

found in the cavern numerous little objects which had
evidently come from a wreck.

This raised the suspicion in their minds that the band
which they had joined were not smugglers merely, but
wreckers also.

Some words which had been incautiously dropped by
the ' rew strengthened them in the idea.

"Si'^hen Dick, therefore, saw from the upper crags a
bright light streaming forth, he knew in a moment that

it was a false beacon, put there co entice ships to their

destructiou.

He had lieard enough about the proceedings of the
wreckers to know that such a thing formed a chief part
of their plan.

I" a storm, those on board a vessel, seeing a ligut

burning steadily ahead, would, of course, come to the!

conclusion that it had been placed there in order to guide
them to a safe anchorage, or else mistake it for some
other beacon v.'bich wat well known to , be in the
vicinity.

By th'ii, /neans, then, the labouring vessel, struggling
manfully aerainst the storm, is urged on by the crew to he*'

own ruin.

Then, too late, it is found that, so fai .»om reacUit-g a

The vessel, thus drawn close to the beacn, strikes.
Then goes to pieces.

Jler crew and cargo are at the mero^ " the wrwcKers.
Boom ! boom ! boom !

Horribly distinct, horribly mournful, camy m our
friends' ears the dull roar of the minute gun.

Alas ! for that brave ship, help there was none.
She had dashed in between two rocks, about half a mile

from the shore, that were shaped like the protuberances
upon a camel's back, and there struck.

T« move her in the least was impossible.
Crash ! crash I With a terrible grating sound the sides

of the vessel at each rise and fall of the sea chafed agaiiist
the rugged sides of the two rocks, whose jagged points
ground her woodwork to powder.

Thrice had the hapless crew endeavoured to launch a
boat, but each time failed.

Then they resigned themselves to their fate.

Weary and wet they thronged upon the forcastle of the
ship, which happened to be highest out of the water, and
there, chnging together, as though that would protect
them, they waited for their doom.

In the meantime our friends crawled slowly onward,
compelled in their course to clutch tightly the slippery
rocks.

Both rejoiced in their hearts, though neither spoke,
that they htid made their escape as they had, and resolved
to do their utmost to save any of the crew of the un-
fortunate vessel.

But ignorant of the ground as they were, and on a
night so pitchy dark, they ran the gauntlet of a thousand
dangers.
On no side, however, could they see or hear aught of the

wreckers.
Further, further along the line of rock, which seemed to

stretch right out in the channel, went the highwaymen.
Presently, however, they found they could not go any

further without actually waF ing into the sea, and that, of

course, was out of the question.
As far as they could see, the rock stretched seaward

apparently for miles.

But where they stood there was a part much lower than
the rest, not tea feet high in fact, and where it was not

quite so precipitous.

It was quite evident tliat, if they wished to be of any
assistance to the crew of the sinking vessel, they must in

some way or other surmount the barrier, for it was from
the other side of it that the signals came.
So close as they now were to the tumbling ocean- speech

was almost out of the question, so it was by signs that

Dick made Tom aware he was about to make the attempt,
full of peril as it was, to scale the wall.

The place though, they found upon a closer examina-
tion, favoured them exceedingly.

Several fragments were so disposed as to be almost like

steps.

But they were wet with spray, and more shppery than

ice.

Undismayed, however, by the seemingly insuperable

obstacles which presented themsolves, they resolutely

struggled to obtain a footing upon the first of these frag-

ments. After many and many a fall and futile effort they

succeeded.
To get from this on to the next was a much easier task,

and so on to the next, until at length they drew themselves

up on to the wall of rocks.

But at the very moment they did so there came such a

furious blast of wind from seaward that nothing could

withstand, and Turpin and King suddenly felt themselves

dashed from their feet and hold.

They gave themselves up for lost.

x*^ortunately, however, ^or them they were close tj .

ledge of rock, and it was against this thcj were throwr.
instead of being swept off on to the beach.

But such was the force and suddenness of the Bhocf
that they were for some few minutes in a state of utU«
insensibihty. %
The sea spray very soon reoovered them, thougn.
"heir heads had gone with a dreadful thump agauirt

h&rDoor of r«fage, the; have got entangled among the \ the rock, so their ideas were at fimt somewhat coidiued
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[tom king is captured by the dragoons.]

Boom ! boom ! boom

!

Those were the sounds that next oame to their ears,
and restored them to perfect consciousness.
Taking each other by the hand they crept forwaidon

their hands and knees to the other side of the rocks,
and having reached it, lay flat down npon their etc-
maoha and peered over.

CHAPTER LXXII.
DICK TURPIN AND TOM KINO FIND THAT MOST EFFi^C-
TIVE MBASURBS HAVE BEEN TAKEN FOR THEIR
CAPTURE.

A LOUD and fearfully startling cry of mortal agony
greeted the ears of oar two friends at this moment.
Above all the din of the contending elements it rose

^learly, aiatinctly, and there was mingled with it a crash-
lag souna of some strong body being torn asunder.ibo vessel had goue to pieces on the rooks.

No. 16.

I It was her parting timbora that made th* sicken-
ing, crashing sound.
The highwaymen drew their breath short and thick.
Then they endeavoured to pierce the gloom before

and below them.
Faintly—very faintly, they could see the sane.

_
But they were astonished to find that, though on the

side upon which they had ascended the part of the rocky
wall was not more than ten feet high, the other side
where they so much wanted to be was as inaccessible
to them as ever. i

A sheer descent, not much under thirty feet in aepth,
was between them.
How they were to get down they knew not.
Suddenly, however, a bright light illumines the strand,

and by its aid they can see things distinctly.
But fearing to be themselves seen, they croueh still

closer to the rooks.
They saw the wreckers gliding about like speoiree.

Pbigb One Halfpen-WT.
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Compelled as they now were to remain simply spec-
tators of what was about to take place, Turpin and
King looked down with all-absorbing interest.

High and dry, beyond reach of the waves, was piled

a heap of miscellaneous articles, which had been washed
ashore already from the wreck.
Every time the waves broke upon the sands they

brought with tliem some object, which was immediately
seized and i)laoed with the rest.

But to their unutterable horror they saw the smug-
gler chief himself with his drawn sword in his hand deli-

berately lying in wait for such of the crew as were washed
ashore, and then dispatching them with his weapon.
Thus those who succeeded in escaping from the deep

did so only to perish by the murderers' steel.

Then the body was dragged ashore.
Rifled of everything of the slightest value.
Afterwards consigned again to the deep.
It was a horrid sight, and the two highwaymen felt

themselves grow fairly sick at heart and the blood stag-
nate in their veins.

The butchery continued.
Women, too, were served in the same ruthless manner.
But it was only while the first stunning sensation

of horror was upon them that our friends could remain
inactive while such deeds were perpetrated before
their faces.

They raised themselves a little.

There was now a slight lull in the storm, which
foretokened either a total cessation of its violence or
a renewal of it.

Dick took the opportunity to speak.
" Tom—Tom !" he said, " I cannot stand this. Would

you ever have believed the men with whom we have con-
sorted were such fiends ? Look, there is the chief. His
sword is dripping with blood. By heavens, look again ;

there is a beautiful girl ; •see, he has struck her once, and
the waves carry her away. Now they bring her back, and
he strikes her a second blow. He drags her ashore.
Monster, he shall rue this night and its unholy work."
"He shall, if we can but reach him," replied Tom

King ;
" but I do not see how we are to do it. To jump

down would be madness."
" It would ; but if no other mode of reaching pre-

sents itself I shall risk it. I am determined to put
an end to this butchery, and take such a vengeance
on the actors in it as will be remembered long after we
have both ceased to be."

" I think," said Tom, " now that the wind has gone
down so much, we may manage to crawl along this
wall, and find a place nearly inland, where we can drop
with greater safety."
"Let us make the attempt, my friend ; anything is

preferable to remaining here. Would that I had been
able to save the ship."

" It would have been a glorious deed, but it is no good
thinking of what has taken place ; let us see what good
it now lies in our power to do !"

As he uttered this practical remark, Tom, who was
nearest to the shore, began to creep slowly along the
rocks.

It was an attempt full of danger.
Every part was wet with the sea-spray, and made it

almost an impossibility to take a hold either by the
hands or feet.

But, in a ease of this sort, caution and perseve-
rance will do wonders ; and so, by slow degrees, our
friends got further and further along the rock, without
meeting with any other accident than bruising their
flesh against the more rugged portions of it.

Ten minutes only served to carry them what, under
ordinary circumstances, would be considered an insig-
nificant distance.
To their joy, however, they reached a place where they

thought they could with safety reach the beach.
Holding tight with their hands, they gradually

lowered their bodies into the abyss, and then, letting
go, dropped upon a flat place a few feet below them.
They repeated this process again, and reached a lower

portion still.

From thence their descent to the sands was easy, and
they made it in safety.
The storm had evidently reached ita height, and was

now rapidly Bubsiding. The wind can»e only in way-

ward gusts, and the waves became more tranquil. The
clouds, too, dispersed, and a gentle, subdued light

spread itself over the scene.

Drawing their swords, Turpin and King rushed for-

ward.
The wreckers were still, engaged in their frightful

work.
But some portion, our friends found, had gone—most

probably, they thought, back to the cavern, for they
could see, besides the smuggler king himself, two of his

men—that is, three in all.

The highwaymen, as our readers know, had fought
against longer odds than these.

So, not attempting the least concealment, they called

out to them to desist.

The smuggler recognized the voice, and he turned
round with great suddenness.

Dick, who was thoroughly disgusted at his brutality,
made a rush at him.
" Dastardly villain !" he cried, " I have discovered the

full extent of your iniquity. Defend yourself, or, so sure
as there is a heaven above us, I will cut you down !"

The smuggler king uttered a cry of rage, and his sword
clashed against Dick Turpin's-
Tom, in the meantime, had attacked with great reso-

lution the two men.
A most perfect master of the art of fence was Tom

King. In happier times, when his position in life was
far different to what it was now, he had made it a
favourite study, and many a time since had he found it i

serve him in the hour of need.
On this occasion he was able to perform that most

difiicult of all feats with the sword—that is, to parry
the cuts and thrusts of two antagonists, as well as deal
them slashing cuts in return.

But still this was most dangerous, and he had great
difiBculty to prevent one getting behind him.
The feet of the fierce combatants sank deeply in the

sand.
Backward and forward, round and round, now with

their feet actually in the water, and anon far up the
shore, they went, until at last, a favourable opportu-
nity occurring, Tom caught one of his assailants such a
blow upon the head that he fell down at once like a log
of wood.
The other, furious at the fall of his comrade, fought

with increased desperation, all the time crying loudly
for his chief to come and aid.

But Turpin found that individual quite enough to do
to defend himself without helping other people.
Single-handed, the other smuggler stood but a poor

chance with Tom, who, in less than five minutes,
stretched him on the ground, bleeding profusely from
at least twenty wounds, every one of which looked suf-

ficient to cause death.
Having done this, he turned his attention to his friend,

who was still desperately combating with the chief.

Neither appeared to have gained any advantage over
the other, or to have received a wound.
In fact, in point of skill they were well matched,

though not in other respects, for the chief was taller,

heavier, and stronger than Dick Turpin.
Tom King hastened to assist him, but Dick, perceiv-

ing his intention, cried—
" No—no, Tom ! Hold off ! It is a fair fight, and

shall continue so ! Sheathe your sword, my friend, and
leave us to it."

Thus commanded, Tom withdrew and watched the
progress of the fight.

That Turpin would eventually prove the victor he felt

certain, for he noticed that there was upon his face

an expression of stern determination, which he. had
never observed there before.

Then day dawned.
The cold, gray light stole softly over the scene, and

almost seemed to have the effect of calming the rough-
ness of the water.
As Tom gazed towards the ocean, his eye lighted on

some object which was left by a retiring wave upon the
sand.
Ere, however, he could reach it, another wave carried

it away again.
But he perceived that it was the form of a child, ap-

parently not mora than ten or twelve years of age.
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The waves once more carried it towards the beach, and
Tom, stooping doW ''fted it out of the water, and laid

it on the sand.
It was either inseaaible or dead.

It was a beautiful and lovely girl, and lying there in

that motionless attitude, with her golden hair streaming
disorderly about her, and with fragments of sea-weed
hanging to it, she looked perhaps more beauteous than
under other circumstances she would appear.
Tom was charmed.
But hearing the clashing of the steel which had

hitherto made the air ring again suddenly cease, he
turned to see the issue of the conflict.

The smuggler chief was down, and Turpin was in the

act of returning his sword to its scabbard.

Upon seeing Tom bending over something not far

from the water's edge, Dick hastened towards him.
" The smuggler king," he said, anticipating his friend's

question, " has gone to his last account. He had some
courage in him, after all, and he would not yield until

death positively compelled him. It is a sad pity he was
such a villain. But what is that, Tom ?"

" Cannot you see ? A little girl which I picked out of

the water while you were engaged in combat. Has she
not a lovely face?"

" She has indeed, and it would have been a thousand
pities if one so fair and angel-like had been swallowed
up by waters. Is she dead ?"

" I fear so !" said Tom. " She is as cold as ice, and I

cannot detect the least flutter in her pulse."
" Well, well, poor thing—your assistance came, after

all, too late ! But is this the only creature we can find

belonging to the unfortunate vessel's complement ?"

" I fear so," was the reply, as Tom looked searchingly
along the beach ;

" we have come too late to save any one."
It was as he had said. A few splinters from the

wreck were floating idly about, and several human forms,
which had been gashed by the smuggler chief's mur-
derous blade ! but that was all.

A silence, which was most impressive remained for a
few moments between the two friends, bji^ken only by
the plash, plash of the waves.
Then the sun rose.

The first beams from
" The god of day,"

gilded with a marvellous beauty the crests of the still

apnmoua waves, and shot up in long beams of ruddy
light among the clouds.

One ray, that seemed almost brighter than the rest,

fell upon the child Tom had taken from the water.
It is needless to say that it added fresh beauty to her

lovely features.

Tom stooped down suddenly.
" By heavens ! Dick," he said, " she is alive ! I saw

her eyelids move slightly as the brighter light fell upon
them. She lives, and we have not had our labour in

vain. I will take her in my arms and carry her, and do
yon, my friend, lead me to the nearest habitation."

Suiting the action to the word, he picked the child up
in his arms.
An exclamation came from Dick's lips.

It was echoed by a shout of anger, and Tom King,
looking up, saw the remainder of the smuggler crew,
armed with weapons of every description, hurrying to-
wards them, yelling and gesticulating with rage.

" We shall have another fight, I can see," he said, as
be laid the oiuld down on the sands, and drew his sword.

CHAPTER LXXTII.
A TEEACHEROUS CALM—THE DAWNING OF DESPAIR.
There was every reason to suppose that these men, who
now ran so eagerly forward to attack our friends, had been
sent back to the cavern for some purpose, and having
from the distance seen what was going on, had made as
much haste as possible, but arrived too late to save their
rascally leader from the fate he so richly deserved.

" Come on, you cowardly villains !" shouted Dick.
" Come on ! we are ready to serve you as we served the
rest. Come on, I say !"

As he spoke he brandished his weapon, and, without
waiting for them to oome, he sped forward to meet them.
Tom King followed his example.
It 'WW five or six men that they thus defied.

The dauntless bearing of our friends was not without
its due effects.

The men slackened their speed, halted, and then, with-
out waiting for a blow to be struck, turned and fled.

But Turpin and King were not disposed to let them off

thus easily, and they pursued them as fast as the nature
of the ground would allow.

The smugglers, though, knew the road much better
than the highwaymen, and running among the rocks,
disappeared.
Turpin came to a halt.
" What do you say, Tom ? It is pretty clear those

vermin have sought refuge in one of the many caves
hereabout ; shall we follow them ?"

" I should like to make them feel the weight of my
arm, I confess, but still I do not think it would be pru-
dent to chase them any further. They might lure us
into some place where we could not escape with life."

" That is very true. I think we may content ourselves
with what we have done."

" So do I. You may depend we have put a stop to
any more wrecking business being carried on in this
quarter just yet a bit.

" The smuggler's band, large as it ^as, is now, you
see, virtually destroyed, since those cowardly wretches
are all that remain."

" Yes, the revenue vessel and us together have been
the means of putting a few rascals out of the world."

" I cannot feel the slightest commisseratiou for their
fate."

"Nor I. If anyone deserved to be punished with
death, they did. To entice a vessel freighted with their
fellow-countrymen to destruction by means of a false

beacon, is diabolical in the extreme."
" No fate could expiate such an enormous crime, but

I am afraid such things as we have witnessed to-night
are not so uncommon as is supposed. I had frequently
heard of such things, but until they were avouched by
my own eyes, I never gave them credence.

" There is a point we ought to consider of at once, and
that is, what we are to do in the next place. There is

the little girl that I took out of the water, and who lies

yonder on the beach. I cannot find it in my heart to
leave her, especially as I am sure she is alive."

" Ton can only do as you said you should, namely,
take her to some homestead close at hand, and give her
in charge of the inmates,"

" That must be it. A few sovereigns, which we can
easily spare, will soon banish any scruples that may be
felt about taking her in?'

" Oh ! rely upon that. Make haste across the beach,
my friend, and fetch her. I will wait here for you in

case any of the smugglers should show their noses."
" I think there is little fear of that," said Tom, as he

set off at a run.

It did not take him long to reach the spot where he
had deposited the young girl, and as he took her up in

his arms he was overjoyed to find that she was growing
warm, as well as evincing other signs of returning ani-

mation.
Suoh a light weight as she was was nothing to Tom

King, so he made his way with great swiftness to where
he had left Turpin.

" Is all well ?" the latter asked, as he got within
speaking distance.

" Yes, she lives, and I do not doubt, if we can only
succeed in reaching a place of shelter, that she will quite

recover herself."
" I am glad to hear that—very ! It appears to me we

shall be likeliest to attain our object by keeping along
the coast, since it is hardly possible for us to proceed
far without finding a fisherman's hut."

" Very well, then. Come on at once, though I must
say I had thought of finding hor a more comfortable
abiding place—a farmhouse, for instance."

" That would undoubtedly be better, but the nearest

one may be several miles from here, and I think it most
imperatively necessary that you should take her to the

first place we find."
" It is—it is. These wet clothes ought to be removed

with as little delay as possible."
With such talk as this, which seemed to cheat the

distance, our friends walked rapidly along the sands in

the hope of finding a place for the child—the only
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living thing that remained to tell what ship it was that

wac wrecked, and to what port she was bound.

It was quite half-an-hour, though, before tlioy came
in sight of a habitafciou.

And then it could scarcely be called such, though it

indicated the proximity of a dwelling.

It was a windmill, and at least a mile distant.
" That will be the place," said Turpin ;

" give me the

child, and you can restjour arms a bit. That's it. Now
on we go."

The little girl was hauued into Dick's arms, and then

the highwaymen, leaving the course they were taking

for one at right angles on the left of it, continued their

way with unabated speed.

Every moment they knew might be precious to the

young thing's life.

The road was toilsome, for it rose very rapidly ; in

fact the windmill was upon the ridge of a hill.

By changing their burden frequently, howo»er, they

managed to got on pretty well.

As they fully expected, they found as they drew nearer

that there was a neat little cottage adjoining the mill.

It was surrounded by a large and well-cultivated garden.

From the exterior appearance of the place generally,

the two highwaymen formed a favourable opinion of the

inhabitants.
Numberless flowers, of every imaginable hue, were

blooming everywhere.
Order and neatness were observable in all things.

Such signs as these would enable anyone to come to

a pretty correct conclusion that the occupants were
what the outside of the house showed they were.

It was a relief when they reached the pretty green

palisade with which the garden was environed,

, Tom King was carrying the child.

Dick pushed open the little gate.

It made a slight sound as it turned upon its hinges,

upon hearing which, some one, who was within, came to

the doorstep.
The door itself was wide open, and Dick, as he strode

along the neatly kept gravel path, caught a glimpse of

one of the cleanest and prettiest little rooms that ever

he remembered meeting with.

It was a woman who came to the door.

The morning sun was now shining brightly, and she

bad to shade her eyes with her hands before she could

precisely toll who was coming.
She was young and graceful-looking, with a counte-

nance pleasing in the extreme.

Upon, however, perceiving our friends, she gave a
shriek of alarm, and retreated hastily into the house.

Their appearance terrified her.

And well it might, for the proceedings of the night

had made them look rather ferocious individuals.

Her cry, however.brought another person on the scene.

This was the miller, who emerged suddenly from a
little door in the mill itself.

He, too, was young, with a frank-looking, good-

tempered countenance.
Evidently he was the husband of the woman who had

made such a brief appearance at the cottage door.
" Hilloa, there ! Dang it all, who be ye, what do ye

want, frightening my Fanny in that way, eh ? Who
be ye, I say ? What dost thee want ?"

" Your assistance," said Turpin, in a gentle voice.
" Your assistance, to restore this little girl to life. We
picked her up insensible on the beach."

"Eh? what?" said the miller, hastening towards
them. " God bless my life ! What a pretty little thing

!

How nation pale and death-like too she be ! Here
Fanny—Fanny, come hither ! thee be'est wanted."
Reassured by her husband's voice, the woman again

appeared.
Onr friends were standing just inside the porcK.
" Look here, Fanny, lass, these gemmenhere were on

the coast during the storm last night—and an awful
storm it were—and thoy a' picked up this little girl here.

They do say she's alive, but she looks more like death
than life, a sight

!"

" Nevertheless," said Tom King, • she is alive, or, at

all events, was a little while back, and if you will only
take off her wet clothes, and put her in a warm bath, I

daresay she will come round. Will you do this ? I will

pay yoa well for your trouble."

The womanly sympathies of the honest miller's wife
were immediately enlisted in favour of the little girl,

but when Tom spoke of paying her for what she did,

she drew back with an offended air.
" We don't want to be paid for aotiug like Christians

;

but if it is in our power, we will do what we can towards
reviving the dear little thing."

" I am very glad to hear you make suc"h a remark,"
said Tom, handing his burden to her, " very glad. It
confirms me in the good opinion I had formed of you,"
A pleased look came over the good woman's face as

she heard these words, and so there did over her hus-
band's too.

But, having once taken the child, she did not linger,

but hurried into the house with her,

"Dang it !" said the miller, grasping Tom and Dick
alternately by the hand, " you're the right sort. Come
in, come in, and try a bit of breakfast."
Our friends determined to accept this offer, and

entered and soon had a most substantial and app< lisinj

fare sat before them.
When the meal was over, the miller's wife entered the

room in which they were sitting:, and gave them the
glad intelligence that the little girl had come back to
life, and was then in bed fast asleep.

Upon hearing this, our friends gave the miller and
his wife some further particulars about the storm and
the wreck, and then begged the favour of abed, so that
they could rest themselves for an hoar or two, whioh
request was readily granted to them.

CHAPTER LXXIV.
TURPIN AND KING ONCE MORE UPON THE ROAD—

THE SEARCH FOR BLACK BESS.

The sun was but a few degrees above the horiaon when
Turpin and King descended to the kitchen of the mill

cottage.

Very weary and very much exhausted were they when
they threw themselves upon the bed, in the room to

which they had been shown, and the delicious silence,

as well as, perhaps, some somniferous quality of the
air, made them sleep long and heavily.

But they got up feeling wonderfully refreshed.

After plentifully swilling themselves in cold water
they, as we have said, shortly before sunset made their

way downstairs into the back room on the ground floor

of the cottage.

They found upon the table a light and frugal repast,

for the miller and his wife were just then about to par-

take of supper.
In tones of unfeigned welcome did the miller greet onr

friends, and request them to seat themselves at the table.

This they were nothing loth to do, besides which they
did not want to leave until they had learned some addi-

tional particulars respecting the child King had saved,

and this would give them an opportunity of doing so.

They were saved the trouble of asking the question,

for the miller said

—

" Dang it ! but she be all right, tho' she did look so
corpus like! Missus ha' spoken to her. Tell the gem-
men what she said, Fanny."

" It were not much, sirs," said the miller's wife, "ex-
cept she told me her name was Susan, and orisd very
much for her uncle and her brother."

" Did you ask her the name of the ship ?"

" I did, sir."
" And what did she say it was ?"

" A very curious name, but she took the trouble to

spell it to I."
" What was it ?"

" I recollect quite well. She said K-a-n-e-d-e-e-r,

Ranedeer."
" The Ranedeer," said Tom, " then we shall be able

to find out all about her ; for, though it is not an un-
common name for a ship, yet the mode of spelling it is

peculiar, though I believe, correct. However, it will, I

doubt not, enable us to identify the vessel."
" And did she say no more ?"

" No ; I would not let her, for even that little exer-

tion quite knocked her over ; so I told her to go to

sleep, which she did, and is sleeping now."
" Thanks," said Tom, rismg from the table. " It ia

neoeasary that myself and friend should leave hereuow at
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aooe, as important business oal]s us away ; but rest as-

sured no long time will elapse before you see us here

agaiu. In the meantime do not be offended with me for

offering you this purse of sovereigns. To me they are no
object. I can spare them easily, and without b«m/ sen-

sible of their loss."

The miller opened hw mouth to remonstrate, u.c King-
waved his hand and went on.

" If will be impossible for you to have this Irttfe girl

here without incuning numberless expenses, which, I

am sui-e, I can better afford than you. Do not look upon
it as being paid f'^r your charitable conduct, but rather

consider it is I ' ho wish to have this chance of being
charitable."

Nine sentences out of every ten the miller uttered com-
menced with two words, and the one in reply to Tom
King's observations was no exception to the habit he had
fallen into.
" Dang it !

"

Those were the two words.
" Dang it

! " he said. " What you say sounds fair

enough, and may be if I was in your place I should
want to do the same ; so we'll say no more about it. The
little thing shall want for nothing while she is under my
roof, bless her pretty face and beautiful golden hair. I'U

take good care of that. We've got no children of our
own, though ^aany's the time we've grieved over it.

Ho\73ver, here we are with one, and, so long as she
chooses, here she will find a home."

" You are a downright honest, good-hearted fellow,"

said Tom King, warmly pressing the miUer's huge rough
hand with undisguised admiration. " I wish there were
more such in the world. However, no matter. It strikes

rae you will have a chance of keeping your word ; for, to

the best of my belief, every one else on board the ill-fated

vessel perished."

Tom could not repress a shudder as he thought upon
Ac Jieau".

,lnd, now," said Turpin, breaking the rather awkward
pau53 which 9Hsued, " we must be going. Look, the

eun u-rs quite fiet now, and soon darkness will close

around as."
" It is ev3n so," ta-'' Tom King. " Farewell for the

present, my liiithful fiue.''ds. Rely upon it we shall not

be long ere we return, for } am amdous to speak to the

child I have saved, and look aT:ain at her beautiful face.

VVhile I am gone I shall miiL.:? every inquiiy about the

vessel, the name of which I am nt- likely to fo'rget. Fare-

well."

He wrung the hands of the miUer a"v3 his wife as he

spoke, and passed out of the door into tiis .farden.

"Farewell," said Turpin, shaking haEk.-3 ,jyith them
likewise, " and accept our thanks fcr all JO" Have this

night done for us."

So saj-ing, he rejoined his friend.

They passed together out of the little wooaen gate, and
turaed towards Durley Chine, which was still distinctly

visible.

Several times did they look back, and each time saw
the miller and his wife wave their hands after them.

" There," said King, as they came to a bend in the

road which hid the mifl-cottage from their sight ;
" under

that roof are two of the best natures that ever drew the

breath of life."

" I firmly believe it, and we ought to think ourselves

fortunate in the extreme in finding such an asylum for

the girl, in whom I feel as warm an interest as you do
yourself."

" I am not afraid to leave her in their care ; and now,
knowing sh^'s safe what shall be our nest pls»" of 07>"ra-

tions ?

'

"Before ^e can think of that, we must re-enter tne
deserted grounds surrounding Durley Chine, and find

the mare Black Bess ! You, too, wiU require !* steed.
You must look about for one."
" I must, ar.d 1 '^"ly hope that I shaU chance upon a

good one."
A-t this ;noiueiiL tuey reachea the summit of a little

fjill, and, ere they descended rL, ttey paused a moment to
leeain thwir breath and look around them.
. 'i.UC twilight was only deep enough to leTider indistinct

V* more distant objects in the land3ca.;>^-j ioi roan? a
t:::.o S.11 thtnga vare plainly visible.

Their gaze linj^wed lonp«rt on the
the mill.

ittage "djwHUig

The worthy couple wet guH outside th*, pon-u, and ik
seemed ey could jfl our friends were lookine in tha<-

'
direct* ij for they again waved thfir hands.

^ "Torward!" said Turpin, "do not let us was^te any
more lime. I am most anxious to reach P->>rley Cliirfl

beforo night closes in."
" .Ve shall easily be able to do that, for twenty minutes

wal ag will take us there. But, above all, let us be
cautious that no one sees us enter."
" I do not think we need fear that. Really, the place

seems almost uninhabited. With the exception of the
miller and his wife, we have not met a creature."

" I am aware of it, but we have not come far. As for

our not seeing anyone on our way to the mill, I think
nothing of it. It was an hour when but few people are
abroad. Even London would be deserted."

" But look, we are destined to see somebody, at all

events. What a cloud of dust there is at the end of the
road yonder to be sure. Whatever can it be coming ^ "

" I have no idea !

"

" Nor I ; what puzzles me though, is that the ground
should have dried so soon after the storm !

"

" Then there is nothing at all wonderful in that, if you
take into consideration the nature of the soil ; you see it

is of a calcareous or chalky nature, like the caverns, and
wet is greedily absorbed by it, so that when the rain has
ceased the surface soon gets dry."
" Oh ! that is it, Well, I always look to you for ex-

planations of things of that sort. I am not such a scholar
as you."
Tom laughed at this remark, and said

—

" My pretensions to the title of scholar are very slight

I am, though, puzzled beyond measure to know
what can be approaching to raise such a cloud of dust."
The elevated position in which our friends were, enabled

them to see for a long distance ahead.
Considerably more than a mile off was a dense cloud

of dust, and what caused it they would have given no
trifle to know.
That it approached them was evident.

Some minutes were spent in fruitless speculation, and
then Turpin, stnick with a sudden idea, flung himseli
down on the roadway, placing his ear to the earth.

It was a wonder he had not thought of this beforo.
He did not remain in this position a moment, but sprang

again to his feet.
" What do you make of it now ? " asked Tom King.
" I am almost as much puzzled as I was before," was

the reply. " A large number of horses are approaching."
" I daresay, now," said Tom, with a laugh, " it is a

drove of horses going to market."
"That's it! Yet no! Stop! It isn't!"
" Why not ? " .

" It's the wrong time in the day ; people wouldn't be
taking their horses to market at thia hour in the evening."

" No more they would. That is a little circumstance
which did not occur to me when I spoke."
Turpin again placed his ear to the ground.
" You are altogether wrong," he said, when he rose.

" They are horsemen, and coming along at a sharp trot."
" Horsemen ! I am more puzzled than before. Wliat

can they be doing ?
"

" Goodness knows ! But anyhow I think the moat
prudent course for us to pursue would be to leave the
road, and take •to the meadows. We shall then be able to
see without being seen."
" So we shall ; and here, as if it waa made on purpose,

is a gap in the hedge, which will answer our purpose
most admirably.
The two friends immediately crossed the ditch whia

interposed between them and the bank of sloping eart

upon which the hedge was planted, and '•Vo.n got fliroug.,

the gap into a field beyond. ,

The grass in this field had been sufteicJ to grow a pro
digious height, and as they fotmd they made a loud rustlin

noise in their progress, they stopped, and lying down
fUl length, peeped through t^-^intersticflaof thf bedg
row.

Nearer, nearer—plainer, plainer—tr^ng, maap—com
-dof '- f 1-— ^-the soun

Who can they .be that are coming ?

At last, and juat aa our friends found their i»atie«
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•»hausted, thp foremost of the band of horsemen camp iu ? -fhis was a glorious thing tor the pehce, sinae it em*

«ght. abled them to have the appearance of doing a great deai.

He was quickly followed by the remainder, who dog]»ed
j

But it was appearance only ; for though on the average

past our ftiends at a shn.rp trot. about fifty persons were had up daily on sr "^icion, yet it

" Why, bloss ray heart ahve !
" ejaculated Turpin, when I was in all cases satisfactorily proved that ti-.^v b'^d vel vt

the last horseman had passed them, " I be hanged if it is
|

get hold of the right men.
not a troop of dragoons ! What on earth can they want Still, for all that, it looked as though ths pohce were in

here, and trotting along at such a rate as that ? Some- i earnest, so, as usual, the people v^eie oleased vitb, and
thing's up somewhere beyond a doubt."

j
deceived by, tbem.
From the fact of their having been traced to tb-9 vicinity

CHAPTEK LXXV.
rURPIN AND KING Ei^UDE THE GUARD, AND ENTER

DURLEY PARK.

Situated as our friends were, that is to say, at war with
eveiybody, it became a necessity to take cognizance of

everything that' occurred, and it had grown into a habit
with them to consider that when anything of an unusual
character happen ?d, it had a special reference to them.

So, on this occasion, the circumstance of a troop of

dragoons passinp along the highway filled them with
speculation.

But not for one moment did they di-eam of the imminent
danger in which they were.

Little did they think what a fortunate thing it was that
they had been prompted by caution to hide behind the
hedge while the cavalcade passed.
The fact of the matter was, that the body of soldiers

whiph they had seen, was but one of sevei-al other com-
panies who h.d been sent out with strict injunctions to
seour the country \a dt; dh-ections for ttie notorious and
audacious highwaymen, Kichard Turpin and Thomas
King.

Great, indeed, was their peril, but they knew it not,

of the deserted mansion, it naturally occurred to many
that it must be there where they had taken refuge, and
they asserted as much to the executors of Sir Ernest Dane,
who were, however, inflexible, and would not permit any
intrusion to be made, and the wiU ^^the deceased baronet
disobeyed.
A close watch, however, was kept round the premises,

and with this the executors could not interfere, nor indeed
did they wish to do so.

This guard consisted of police-officers, all well armed,
who were posted at short intervals all round the part
palings.

But this, of course, produced no effect, or, at all events,

had not done so as yet.

Still they did not suffer their vigilance to relax.

Thus, our friends were, in a manner of speakiug,hemraed
in in every direction, and let them turn whichever way
they would, capture stared them in the face.

Of all this the highwaymen were completely ignorant.

The only thing that called forth remark was the presence
of the dragoons.
The thought was uppermost in the minds of all that it

was just possible that troop had been sent ottt to appre-
hend them, and each waited for the other to make th«

Couid it but have been whispered to them what alarm= 1 supp sition, neither liking to be the first to broach the
i^r* n-^A ^iV^^i: !.„.! 1 ±^^ /• -. AT .

•
L ^__l.?--k __ A1- _ li. A 1ing and effective measures had been taken for their appre

hension, how they would have hastened to the sea-shore,
from which they were at so short a distance, and, hiring a
vessel of some kind, have crossed over to France.
But alas ! there was nothing to warn them but their

own perceptions.

The reader \vill remember what a series of daring deeds
they had committed before taking refuge at Durley Cbine,
which certainly liad the eftect of baftling their foes,

though not throwing them off the hunt.
Firstly, there was the robbery of the lord mayor's

cap.
Secondly, the execution of Sir Theodore Houghton.
Thirdly, stopping the western coach.
Fourthly, the robbeiy of Captain Nidget, and
Finally, the defeat of the officers in the New Forest,
This was a deed which, as Dick had rightly conjectured,

weuld make the country too hot to hold them.

_
But when he made this reflection, he little thought such

vigorous steps would be taken to bring him and his com-
rade to justice.

The rewards were doubled.
Police-officers without number made inquiries in every

possible direction.

They had been traced to the borders of the New Forest,
but beyond that place there was nothing to serve them for
a guide.

But what was looked upon as being quite certain to
entail their capture was, that from sunset to sunrise, all

the highroads were pati'olled by companies of cavalry
soldiers, whose orders were to keep a sharp look-out, and
if they saw the highwaymen to make them prisoners

—

alive if possible, in order that they might suffer judicially
for the crimes of which they had been guilty. But rather
than allow them to escape on these grounds, they were to
take their hves without hesitation.

i

For a full week had these measures been actively in
operation, but without achieving the desired effect, for, as
the reader knows full well, they were, during that period,
either in_ the mansion at Durley Chine oi' the caverns

|

beneath it, where it w^uld have been well if they had r^.

mained.

subjedt so the consequence was it was not spoken
at all.

Besides, were such the case, they had passed them, anJ
the distance was every moment increasing.

What is easier than for them to continue their course
aJong the road ?

Nothing apparently.
Tlaey were not, however, aware of the extent to whic',

the officers had carried their machinations.
If the thought did occur to them that this one trujp

was in search of them, they certainly did not ibr ^
moment dream that it was one of many who had all the
same object in view.
There is something teri'ible in the idea of two persons

being environed with such deeply-laid schemes for tljeir

destruction.

But so it was.
Then, as the reader is wall aware, that when he knew

the full extent of his danger, Turpin's mind rose equal to
it ; but here, in the present case, he was utterly imcon-
scious that he was in any peril at all—certainly no more
than he was every day accustomed to.

What is his errand now ?

To enter Durley Park, and lead out Black Bess.

Such a thing would be utter madness did he know that
people were on the watch, and adopted cautious and
strat.^gic measures accordingly ; but set out with such an
object, not dreaming that it was necessary to take any
particular precaution, would be nothing short of sheer
suicide.

It is very strange, but it nevertheless often happens,
when we are most happy then are we nearest to soitow,
and when most confident of being safe to be in the greatest
danger.
Such was the case with both our friends.

Tht^y left the aieadow, and returned to the high-road.

Not a soul, or even a living creature oi any kind, was in

sight.

The dragoons were completely out of sight and bear,
ing.

The pace they were going at was one that, withoufc

But it was tne opinion of both that they bad secluded ,

appearing so to do, got over a great deal of ground in a
themselves quite long enough to allow the noise their ex- ^^2^^ time

ploits would occasion to blow over.

But in this they made a grand mistake
A very particular account of them had '6den given to all '

^he men, who were told not to scruple to take any one
'

'^ who at all answered the descripfcioa.

Then the sun sank suddenly behind the blaci "las? Ot
clouds that was piled up on the horizon.

A sudden obscurity overspread the scene. ,
*

A cool wind arose, and whistWi moanfally aittOiig«t **^

foliage.
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Bnt, unheeding tfais,onr friends walked rapidly along
the road in the direction of Durley Chine.

It was Tom King who spoke, after a rather long in-

terral of silence, during which both had been occupying
their thoughts with tiding to account for the presence
of the dragoons.
But although this subject was topmost in his thoughts,

yet Tom did not allude to it in any way.
" I very much regret," he said, " tJat we did not serve

the remainder of the smugglers, or rather wreckers, as

we did the chief and the other bwo. Such wretches
ought not to be allowed to exist."

" I think we may rest satisfied with what we have
done. They will be some time, I think, before they
renew their frightful business ; if, indeed, they ever do."

" Pho ! pho ! We have not dealt them a severe

enough blow for that. I, for my part, feel pretty sure

that before many days are over, they will begin again."
" Well, well, perhaps so, I shall, however, most cer-

tainly in a day or two revisit the mill cottage. Not
only shall I be glad to see again its worthy inmates,

but I am anxiously impatient to speak to the little girl.

What did they say her name was ?"

" Snsan."
" Ay, Susan. She will be able, I hope, to give me

Bome particulars about the vessel that was wrecked.

Poor thing ! she is the only one saved. What is to be-

come of her ? What will be her future fate ?"

" You won't know that if you puzzle your brains for

an hour. The best thing thab can happen to her will be
for the miller to adopt her as his own daughter."

" It will, if he will adopt her."
" You may depend he will be only too glad. Both have

loving hearts. It seems strange that such people should

be denied children of their own, as they appear to be."

By this time the glorious twilight had deepened into

night, which was at once dark and moonless.

The greatest part of the distance to Durley Chine had
now been passed over. The mansion was certainly not
a quarter of a mile off.

More picturesque than ever did it look in the dark-

ness, for it was outlined with great distinctness upon
the lighter coloured sky behind it.

But all between the two highwaymen and the house
itself was very dark indeed. No object at a distance of

more than a few yards could be discerned.

Suddenly Turpin caught Tom King by the arm, ar-

resting his footsteps.

At the same instant he pointed with his arm down
the lane.

" Lights I" exclaimed Tom King, as he saw the object

to which his companion directed his attention. " Mov-
ing lights. What can they mean ?"

" That is it
!"

" I can count five of them. They are moving along
in a straight line towards the coast."

" They are. I cannot tell what the meaning of it is,"

said Dick to his companion, " but I can tell what it is."
" I think I can, too."
" It appears to me quite clear that some half-dozen

men carrying lanterns are making their way either

along the hedgerow or else along the palings of the

park at Durley Chine."

CHAPTER LXXIV.
TURPIN AND KING ARE CHASED BY THE TROOP OP

DRAGOONS.
" Along the park palings," iterated Tom King ;

" that's

where they are, that's clear. Who can they be, eh ?"

" I am as much at a loss to know that as I am to

know their object."
" For my own part, I cannot help connecting those

lights with the troop of dragoons we saw gallop past us
a little while ago."

" The deuce, you can't ; but look, they have stopped,
and now there is as many again of them."

It was with increasing interest that our friends now
strained forward to watch what was taking place.

The light of at least a dozen laiiVirua could now be
seen flashing through the darkness -. i»Jit the lights no
longer moved ; they were stationary,

_
Presently, however, they formed out into a straight

line, and then divided in the ooutre, half going one way
and half the other.

Then they observed, further, that as they went on ona
light was left behind ; so that in a few minutes the line

extended in an irregular line for a considerable distance,

each light being an equal distance from the other—that

distance being thirty or forty yards.

No sooner was this done than, as if by magic, every
light became extinct.

Not the faintest gleam remained to show where they

had been.
It is needless to say that all this filled our two frien('"\

with the most intense surprise.

Turpin drew a long breath.
" This is something very extraordinary," he said ;

" I

can't make it out at all ; can you, Tom ?"
" No further than this, that I think it pretty evident

those men who carry the lanterns have been placed as
sentinels somewhere, and, from what I can see, appa-
rently along the park palings."

" That is it, of course. I have it now, sure enough.
You may depend, Tom, that in some way or other we
have been tracked to Durley Chine, and that those men
have been placed there to nab us as we leave it."

" Of course," said Tom King ;
" however was it that

it did not occur to us before I Now I can see all plainly

enough?"
"All what?"
" Why, those dragoons we saw trot down this lane are

on the look out for us, in case we should not be in the

mansion ; and the others are either soldiers or police-

officers, who have surrounded the park, for the execu-

tors of Sir Ernest would not, I am certain, listen either

to their entering the grounds or search the house."
" Just so ! Thoue lights, then, we may safely conclude,

were carried by the relief guard, as I may call it."

" There can be little doubt of it ; and now, euch being
the case—the roads watched by dragoons and the park
surrounded by men—I think it pretty clear you must
give up all idea of getting Black Bess in safety out of

the grounds."
Turpin was silent for a few moments.
" The risk wiU be great, Tom," he said ;

" very great

indeed, and yet"
" Yet you would say you do not like the idea of lea,v-

iug your mare where she is."
" I do not. Without her I can do nothing. But, my

friend, I do not want to draw you into this extra trouble

on my account, so let me beg of you to secrete yourself

somewhere close at hand."
" While you make the attempt alone ? Never ! I am

your friend, and it is not in my disposition to desert

you because there happens to be a little danger."
" Bnt, Tom, listen. You could do no good by accom-

panying me. Two persons would not be required for

the job, so let me again ask you as a favour to let me
carry out this little affair single-handed."

" I shall allow you to do nothing of the sort. I know
I can be of use to you. Two heads are always better

than one. I shall be deeply offended with you if you
do not let me have my own way in this."

" Yon are a true friend, Tom, ' said Dick Turpin,
pressing his hand. " Believe me, 1 shall indeed be most
glad to have you with me. I die* Tot wish to appear
selfish in the matter, and that wat^ ^vhy I pressed you
to let me go alone ; but, if you mean <vhat you say"

" I always say what 1 mean."
" I know you do, and therefore it is settled that you

accompany me."
" It is."
" Very well, then, I would ask your advice."
" Upon how we are to proceed ?"

" Yes."
" Well, there you puzzle me, for, to tell the truth, I

hardly know what to advise. I think the first and best

thing we can do is to creep forward with all possible

caution, and then, I doubt not, circumstances will

arise which will materially assist us."

"Come on, then."
" Does the plan meet with your approbation ?"

" Perfectly."
" Then let us make our way towards the palings ad

stealthily as we oan."
Nothing further was now said, but both the highway,

men proceeded to put their determination into exeoa-

tiOB.
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<After going cf/out a couple of hundred yards they

^jcmed it advisable to leave the highway, and take to

the fiplds- 'o happonine to see a gate they clambered

over it.

They cnen found themselves in a meadow of ver> large

oize. In ''^.ct, in the darkness, they could see no bounds

to it.

Still keeping in sight the angular roofs and picturesque-

looking chimney-tops of the mansion, they struck across

*;he grass, upon which, of course, their tread was al' but

joiseless.

Yet, so intensely silent was the whole of the place, that

9ven h<?re they were obliged to tread carefully, lest the

creaking of their boots, or the jingling of their spurs,

should attract attention towards them.

They at length came to a hedge which was so dense

and high, that it formed an effectual barrier against their

proceeding further ; so, after assuring themselves that this

was the fact, they were compelled to o-o along it until they

found either a gap or a gate.

At the further extremity of the field they came to a

3tile, which they got over at once.
" 1 tbiuk it will be the msest plan net to stray far from

the path in future. We shall lose less ground by doing

BO, I'll warrant."
*' Very liV<^ly. But come, one more field v take it, and

then we sna'\ reach the palisades ; so I think the less we
say now the better."

There was so much wisdom in this, that Turpln at once

acquiesced in it.

In a few more minutes they could see the boundary of

thepark.
We have in a former chapter described it.

It was in a stooping posture that our friends advanced.

The least sound would be fatal to them.

Dimly, very dimly, they could se<; the figure of ii man.

He was standing quite motionless, and, as they fancied,

»n an attitude of listening.

What was to be done ?

Both wished to speak, bui -^u-ed not.

Turpin caught hold of hit/ companion by the coa';, and

motioned to him to lie flat upon the earth.

As it was out of hi;) pov/er to remonstrate or ask a

questioD even as to his motive, Tom King complied.

Then Dick slowly and cautiously drew his sword from

its sheath.

Its bright blade glistened slightly, but in drawing it

Dick made no sound.

He placed the blade in his mouth, and held ii- firmly

with his teeth.

Sinking then upon the earth, he, in a tortuous, snake-

like manner, crept forward.

Tom King begun to follow him, but Turpin made such

an imperative gosbuo for him to remain, that he, perforce,

obeyed.
Repugnant as it was to his mind, Dick had resolved

upon the assassination of this man who stood so stiil at

Qis post.

Unless he did he felt sure he must abpndon all hope of

regaining possession of his mare.

He considered that the end justified tL: means.

And yet, let us do him the justice to observe that, cou'd

be have hit upon any mode of accomplishing his purpose

without taking this man's life, he would with the greatest

alacrity have adopted it.

But there was none.

Therefore he, with all the subtlety of an Indiai. caaw?e^

forward.

The officer was doomed.
But, as he stood there on guard, no thought of his

imminent danger crossed his mind. Little did he dreawi

that ho was so near the end of his career—that the sands

of his life were all but run out.

Then r)ick adopted an expedient which completi?fy

answered his purpose.

He wished to distract the attention of the sentry nom
himself.

but, cJ. H3e sam«. time, ue did not wish to afdwe" tue

attention oi another.

Oick took a small peboie in his hand.
Taking a careful aim, he threw it so as to fall about a

'merx yards from the officer.

Tbe sli(;ht uoiee it made as it rea«lie£ the eartb «^ag6t

Had he not been iiatening intently he woulc* never amm
heard it, but the fact was he already fajicied he could hear
something.
He turned immediately in the direction where the

stone fell, and earned his rifle to his shoulder.
In another moment he would have cried in a loud voice,

" Who goes there ? " but ere the words could reach his
lips, Turpin had glided forward as swiftly and noiselessly
as a spectre.

He drew himself up to his full height behind the sen-
tinel.

Then, with a strange sickening sensation about his
heart, he plunged his sword into the body of Hke officer.

He fell without a groan.

CHAPTER LXXV.
THE DRAGOONS CAPTURE TOM KING, AND CONVEY HIM

TO NEWGATE.

So far, then, our friends' perilous undertaking was
crowned with success.

It was an anxious moment, wh'^le they waited, t.o learn
whether the fall of the officer vaa heard by the next
sentry.

But it did not appear that such was tbs case.

All was still.

Using the greatest caution, Tom King crept up to and
rejoined his comrade.
Turpin held up his hand for him not to speak.
Then, turning round, he proceeded to examine tha

fence.

He was agreeably surprised to find that a huge chest'

nut tree, growing just inside the inclosure, projected a

massive branch right over their heads.
It was some distance from the ground, it is true, but

still not so high as to make it a sheer impossibility foj

them to reach it.

In fact, by the assistance of his comrade, Dick was en^

abled to grasp it with both hands.
After tbat the remainder was easy.

He drew himself up.

He found then that his ,veight so far bent the braneb
as to make it within reach of Tom's grasp.

Ln another moment he was beside him.
All this had been done with great celerity, and without

the least alarm being given to the other sentries.

The highwaymen passed along the branch of the tree,

and then dropped into the park.

They looked about them curiously.

Bess was nowhere in sight.

A peculiar whistle from Dick's lips would, however,

be sufficient to bring her to his side ; but this he did not

dare give because of the dread of its reaching the officeis'

ears also.

They threaded their way through the park in silence,

until at last they reached the shrubbery, where, it will

be iiemembered, Dick tethered his mare.

When he did so he nad taken pains to minutely observe

the places, so he made his way to the particular trep

without hesitation.

Bess was gone

!

But as he was about to make some obssrvation to his

friend respecting her disappearance, there was a slight

rustling among the trees.

He tuiT.ed round suddenly, placing his hand trpon hia

sword.
There was, however, no ground for alarm.

It was his mare, Black Bess.

She recognized Dick instantly, and exhibited her intense

deligbt by caressing him much in the manner that a cat

will do.
. It would have been difficult to tell which was the mos'i

delighted of the two.
" Ililloa," said Tom King at Ih's moment, but in a low

tore of voice, " Hilloa, why. here i^ another !

'

'
' Another what ?

"

"Another horse. Whose can it be ? It k .. U?V

saddled and bridled."
" I am astonished. However came it here ?

'

" I don't know at all," replied Tom, who had tieaa

attentively looking at the strange horse's trappings, " Ont

it evidently belongs to a police-officer. I can tell thai "i^

the harness."
" This, theoa <8 a suspicious oireamBtanca,'"
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[THE DRAGOONS ESCORTING TOM KING INTO NEWGATE].
*'t^ iS, for it certainly sesras to point to the fact thatofficers are actually, in defiance of Sir Ernl9?a w 11prowhn? about the grounds " "0=0 a «ju,

Tom looked anxiously ar«und him as he spoke.
iiut no living thing was in sight

King^wZ Lr?if '

^°" '^^'^ ^'* '^ *'"^ ^'"'e'" sai^^ Tom
inLtfncrs anlT *°'"^t,on. "Horses have strange

lowedBe'srhltheT
'"^^ "'^'"^ "^ ^'^^ *^'« °°« ^"^^ ^^l"

«gSl^&\rt"beTcttt3-^"°"' -' ^°*^
,

while Turpm mounted his mare, " and there is anot^ier
littie circumstance in connection with it, and that is
supposing our conjecture about this horse to b'j right'
there must be, somewhere in the palings, a place which
a horse can leap."

" P.'gad ! yes, I was thinking how we Were to ove^-eome that difficulty, and it has disappeared. Let us
ride forward, and try if we cannot find this place."

feo saying, they made their way to the palisades, and
continued along them, taking care not to make a sound.
iTesently they came upon a spot where the vegeta-

tion was more scanty, and where it was possible for &norse to leap.

Dick placed himself in a line with this place':He seated himself firmly in the saddle, and gathered
the reins m his hand.
"Now, Boss," he said, as he patted l-.er gently i,ndencouragingly upon the neck. " Over, mare-over."
With a sudden rusn, Black Bess dashed onwarda.and cleared the palinga at a bound, *

^'o. 17.

Nn /M «,;/! *.^ r» ... .
i'mcE One Halfpenny.^o. 18 will be Published next Thursday.
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'Tom King foUovv.A-? closely after him.

His horse", whic' ,«as really cm excellent one, i:-.=,|)ired,

doubtless, by tbo example '^f its companion, leaped nver

the fence in first-rate style

But no sooner had they alighted than both /nghwaymen
heard a loud shout, which was immediately succeeded by
the discharge of a musket.
They had been seen p^d heard bj oae of tfie many

tentinels posted round the park, who lost no time in

giving the alarm to his comrades.
The gun was fired without any particular aim being

taken, so neither of our friends were injured by it in t,he

least.

Finding that tney had alighted safely in the lane wnich
skirted the V'l-k they turned their 'jovsgs' heads, and by
every means in their power urged the a-uimuls onward.
The speed they made was prodigious.

But, nevertheless, they could tell by the Mashing of

lights here and there, and the sounds of many voices, that

the alarm was spreading.

li was a lucky thing for Tom King, not only that he
should have found a horse so opportunely, but that it

should have turned out of so good a quality.

In fact, he succeeded in keeping up with Dick without
having to use much exertion, and without the latter hav-

ing to check the speed of his own mare.
And now, as they swept on at that fearful pace, the

.-entinels dashed forward to attempt to stay them, but they

were only hurled to the earth for their pains.

We have said that one side of the laue was bordered by
the park palisades. The other side was bounded by a
]iedge of holly-trees of most luxuriant frowth.

A Httle further on the laue wound round to the right.

In a few moments both highwaymen reached this bend.

Tbey galloped round it without slackening their pace,

and then drew up with great a,bruptne3s.

Completely blocking up the lane and for.iiing a most
effectual barrier to their progress was the troop of dra-

goons they had seen about an hour before.

CHAPTER LXXVIII.
THE DRAGOONS K.WE A GKEAT DEAL OF TROUBLE AVITH

THEIU PRISONER. •

So very suddenly and unexpectedly did this sight come

upon them that,'beyond having presence of mind safficicnt

to pull up their horses, they lost all self-possession.

They were, however, quickly restored to their senses by

hearing a loud voice say

—

" Here they are. Upon them ! Charge ! Take them
prisoners—alive if possible, if not, dead."

These words were immediately followed bythe trampling

of horses' hoofs and the clashing of vveapons and accoutvp-

ments, as the dragoons prepared to obey their oiKeer's

commands.
Dick Turpin was the first to recover himself, and, turn-

ing his mare round, he shouted

—

" Fly, Tom," he said, " we must run for it. To attempt

for a moment to make a stand against a troop of soldiers

woidd be the extreme of madness. Spur your steed, my
friend, your life depends upon his ileetness."

As he uttered these words, Turpin just grazed the flank

of Black Bess with his spur, and she sped along with a

swiftness which no other horse could hope to equal.
" Make ready ! Present !" cried the officer in command

©f the dragoons, as he saw his prey turn round and set oflf

at such a headlong speed. "Present! Fire !"

The rattling discharg'- of about twenty muskets -suc-

oeoded his command.
But our friends, luckily, had just Sumed the bend in the

\9ne, so t.hf'buUets ex/>ended themselves fruitlessly among
the trees

Had '.i. uot l)ceii foit&is circumstance the highwaymen
must have been swept from the face of the earth.

As it was they were not injured in the least.

Perceiving that this volley had been without resv^-, the

:;iiicer gave the order to follow in pursuit.

The regular beat of their hoofs reached the ft^.rs oi Dick
Turpin and Tom King with greater plajni"."!'? *'\aii was
either pleasant or desirable. -•;

Despite the efforts which Tom's steed made to feep up
wiih Black Bess, he every moment fell forther ami fur-

ther into tL'o rear. As yet, howeverj the distance between
tiiij two v.-as lucoafiiderabie.

They did not look behind them, hat they could veil bv a
wild disorderly sort of shout, that th"^ dragoons had them
once more in view.

t?o prompt had been their pur.>ul''; anu so great L:c;*ate

at which they came, that Turpin -ud King were scarcely

out of the range of thr'ir guns.
Again they beard the word given to fire.

Upon the impulse of 'r.he moment Dick nlunged both
his spurs into the sides of his mare. .

Unused altogether to such treatment, she gave a snort
of mingled rage ant' pain, and then set .'"crward at a speed
so tremendous, tha'^ Turpin had the greatest p-^ssible diffi-

culty in keeping b-.s seat.

Then came the loud report of the fire-arms.

So soon as he heard the sound, Dick felt sure he was
unhurt, and he turned round to look to the safety of his
comrade.
Then for the first time he noticed that he was not near

him.
Unheeding the result he slackened speed, and, turning

round in his saddle, took a brief but searching glance
behind him.
A pang shot through his heart as he saw what had

tali'ii place.

Tom King's horse had been wo'yMded by the last dis-

charge, and had become maddened and ungovernable
with pain.

Like some tortured insect he spun round for a moment
or two, and then galloped forward in the opposite direc-

tion, so that a minute or two must inevitably hring Tom
into collision with his foes.

He saw his frightful danger, and sought to avoid it, but
in vain.

The dragoons were for a ooment thrown into confusion

at thus seeing one of the men they were chasing tm'u

round and gallop recklessly towards them.
But it was only for a second.

They halted and formed in a line three deep across the
lane.

On came Tom's horse, blind to all before it.

King set his teeth and drew his sword, determined not
to sunender without making an effort for his libei'ty.

But it was quite useless.

His horse was suddenly brought to a stand still, and he

himself, surrounded by the troop, was, by numerous

liands, dragged from his saddle, and, with great rapidity

and dexterity, securely bound.

Tom King was a prisoner.

Beyond all hope or prospect of escape or rescue.

This v.as what sent a pang through Dick's heart when
he turned and looked behind him.

Naturally enough, his first impulse was to ride to the

rescue of his friend.

But before he could put his resolve into execution, ho

saw in a moment the utter uselessness of such an attempt.

How could he hope, shigle-handed, to cope successfully

with so large a body of well-armed men ?

The idea was absurd.

Clearly, all that remained for him to do was to seek h's

own safety by instantaneous flight.

This course, however, he was most loath to adopt, for

would it not look like deserting his friend ?

But then again there shot across his mind the thought

that, were he free, he could do much towards aiding his

comrade to escape ; but if he, too, out of a false feeling of

generosity, was to suffer himself to be captured, what

hope was their for either ?

None.
With the rapidity of lightning did these thoughts ^^rwa

through Turpin's mind, and without apparentlv having

had time to reflect and decide upon the course he ciiirl,*

to take, he again urged Bes'^ forward at the top of her

Euannbercd with their prisoner, Dick reasonably

enough indulged in the hope that he should before long

distance them.
He was startled at this moment by ii-ulher discharge

from the carbines of the dragoons, and he hoard severfil

bullets whistio by in most unpleasant proximity +o his

head.
\ Then a namb sensation in his left arm tolu him tnat ou«

I
of the shots had taken efiTect.

! " You shall have one in return for ttiui." he s.-uO-j Otisw

I uig a pistol from bis belt-
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Without drawing rein he again looked behind him,
and holding out the pistui at arm's length, took as

good an aim as under the circumstances ho possibly

could, and fired.

Whether the shot was or was not effective he did not
stay to see, but changing the reins from his left to his

right hand, occupied himself entirely in seeking hi?

escape.

On, on, like th6 very ^.^d he went, but still the

dragoons kept most perseveringly in the rear.

And now, to Dick's chagrin, he saw, as he looked

befoi-o lum, that night was going, and day about to

dawn, for a faint, f^lato-colourod light began to fall

upon the various objects around hiin, impaiting in

many instances a ghostly look to the tall trees.

This, howevei-, was a thing over which he could have
no possible control.

Most devoutly though did he wish that darkness
would have continued an hour or so longer, it would
have been of such material aid to him.

Very soon was the park of Durley Chine loft behind

him, and now, on both sides of tlie lane, were nothing

but hedgerows, so high and so thick that ho could soe

neither over or through them.
In this way another mile was passed over.

On— on, as far as he could see, the lane had precisely

the same ai^poarance.

. Just within sight and hearing was the troop of dra-

goons.
•' Confound them and the placo, too," said Dick, in a

tone of great vexation. " Thoy are most excellently

mounted, and como along at a surprising rate, and this

road is like a tunnel, there is no moans of leaving it."

Regrets could avail nothin:;.

To add to the iticonveuienco of the place, he found
the ground rose rapidly, causing a great diminution in

the speed, which, up to this moment, his mare had
boen making.

CHAPTEll LXXIX.

?QUIKF, EDELTOSr AND HIS D4.UGHTEK ANNIE MAKE
A SLIGHT MIoTAKE.

FiiOH the look of the sky, Dick could tell that he was
proceeding iu as nearly as possible an easterly direc-

tion.

His Ignorance of the topography of the place de-

stroyed his confidence, for ho knew not how soon he
might reach some large town.
But if tho ascent he was now making did hteder him,

it had the effect of hindering his pursuers iu an equal

degree, so that after all matters remained much about
the same.

A. little more than five minutes brought Dick in view

of the top of the hill.

From tho clearness with which it was defined, he

came to the conclusion that on the othor side tho de-

scent must be very abrupt indeed, much more so than
the side he was upon.
But what is amiss ?

Dick suddenly brings Black Bess to a stand.

He looks eagerly about him.

Can it be possible that the dragoons have relinquished
the cha=?e ?

Or is it that ho has distanced them ?

In neither case would lie have pulled up with so mucli

abruptness.
Lower down the hill, too, can bo seen tho troop of

dragoons pushing along with \iuc<lttvi)od speed.
What on earth, then, could bo Dick's motive for be-

having as though it was his desire to be taken pri-

soner ?

It was this.

As he had looked before him at the top of the hill lie

saw suddenly arise as though from the ground another
troop of dragoons, .similar in appearance to those by
%.'aom he was chased, but in greater force.

They saw 1dm, evidently, for thoy had been travelling
"

.. )wfh
gallop
only at a walking wace ; but nov.- they came on at a full

And so when he saw this Dick did the only thing he
:;ould do, and that was to coaie to a standstill.

i'o have kept in motion would only bring hia enemies
.,«\f <^r upon Hrs.

Turpin gave himself up to anxious thought.
Fr" Ihe first time he became cognizant of the fait

that there had been more than one troop sent out to
capture liim.

Ho glanced around him despairingly;
Escape there seemed to bo none.
A troop of soldiers before him.
A troop of soldiers belaud him.
On either side tlie tallest hedgerows he ev3r remcni'

bered to liave seen.
He might just as well have been in a tube.
There was little or no time for deliberation, however.

The officers neared him with great rapidity, and in a
minute or so would be within musket range.
Truly was Turpin's position most desperate.
" I shall be taken now, that's quite certain," he said

;

" and then farewell to all hopes of rescuing Tom. We
shall swing together next Monday, witliout a doubt. The
only way there is of leaving the lane is by jumping the
hedge, and that I am sure is too high, even for Bess.
The jangling of the weapons and ornaments which

the soldiers carried, now mingled with the horses' mea-
sured tread.

" I won't give up unresistingly," said Dick. "I will

try the hedge. If I miss it, I can't possibly be any
worse off than I am now, while there is every chance

I
of my being better."

As ho uttered these words Dick backed his mare as
far as ho could to one side of tiie lane, and faced tho
hedge on the other.

It was apparent in a moment that tho sagacious crea-

ture compreliended fully wiiat was required of her, but
she seemed by her way to show that she considered tho
hedge too high, even for her to leap.

But Turpin was rendered desperate at so immediate
a prospect of capture and death, and, unheeding tho
remonstrance, as one might call it, of liis mare, ho
took a firm hold, and thon patting her encouragingly
upon the back, made her essay the, to every appearance,
impossible leap.

For the first time since he had had her in his posses,

sion did IJlack Buss refuse to obey him.
She went hrdf way across the lane, and then swerved.
Dick forced her back to her former position. Every

second thus lost was of the most inestimable impor-
tance to him.
Finding her master determined. Black Boss once

more turned towards tho edge.

Then, with a rush and a bound, she was over.

But not clearly.

Her hind legs caught in t!.o hedge, and both horso

and rider rolled over and over into a field.

For a minute or so, Turpin was entirely deprived of

consciousness, so that he did not hear the cry that the

dragoons set up.

It was one compounded of rage, mortification, disap-

pointment, and admiration.

Happily for the safety of Dick's bones, the meadow
into which he alighted was composed of soft and stone-

less earth.

Ho recovered the uso of las faculties very quickly,

and sprang to his feet.

Bess was standing close behind lara.

He sprang without delay into tiiu saddle, and shaping

his course across the field at right angles to tho lane,

was soon beyond the danger of immediate capture.

The dragoons, wiio. had made up their minds that tho

capture of Turpin was inevitable, wore enragad beyond
measure at hia unanticipated escape.

The hedge over which Black Bess had just managed
to leap was of so extraordinary a height, and there was

so little room for a ruu before leaping it, that not one

of tliem made tho smallest attempt at following him.

The other dragoons who had been pursuing Dick no'.?

made their appearance on the scp'>e, looking tired end

I

anxious. . .

From the bottom of his heart aid Tom King rejoice

that his old couaade had been so lucky as to get off,

I
though ho himself had not been similarly fortunate.

Some very earnest conversation now took placo be«

I

tween the officers in command of the two troops. ^

At length it was determined that the one which aad

Tom King prisoner; was, without further delay, »t>

I make its way to London.
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The others would retrace their steps to the top of tlie

hill, at wliich place they thought they should be able to
?et into the meadows.
But bofore they could do this Dick had got sacli a

start that it was quite futile to liiink of overtaking him.
His progress, however, across the fields was not Quite

BO swift as he could have wished, for the ground was
soppy from the recent rain.

Bess, too, could not but be exhausted after the efforts

elie had made, and the iieaviness of the ground affected
her more than it ordinarily would have done.

After crossing a couple of meadows ho came to a
large plot of ploughed land.

His first thought was to cross this, but on further
consideration he concluded it would be better to take to
the firm beaten path which skirted it.

It would, besides, be less fatiguing to his mare, and
he knew that upon her depended his chance of safety.

It is very probable,, too, that this, although much
further, would not take near so long.

At the other side of the field Dick found agate which
led into oue of the most charming and beautiful lanes
he had ever, in the course of his varied experience, seen.

Perhaps, too, the fresh pure air of the early morn-
ing made it appear more beautiful than at other times.
The sky was cloudless, and the sun had got sufficiently

high up in the heavens to shed upon all things a mellow,
yet rosy li^'ht.

Numberless birds were singing sweetly in the tall trees
on either side of the lane, while a lark that had just
risen was mounting rapidly upwards, his clear and musi-
cal notes making themselves audible above all others.
Not the least charm about this place was the air of

entire repose which pervaded it. To have been there
one would have thought that no such things as rrar and
strife could have existence.

So much charmed was Dick with the anperjaace of
this lane, the melody of the birds, and the delicious
silence, that he sat still on his mare for a minute or
two, lost in admiration, without making tho least
attempt to open the gate.

CHAPTER LXXX.
DICK TURPIN FOR A TIME GET.S INTO VERY COM-

FORTABLE QUARTERS.
Dick dismounted.
No sooner, however, did his feet touch the earth than

such a sudden feeling of faintness came over him that he
reeled, staggered, and would have fallen had it not been
for tho fact that he clutched tight hold of the top bar
of the gate.

He was at a loss for a little while to account for this,

when, on moving his arm, he recollected the wound he
had received, but which in the whirl of exciting events
which had since succeeded he had forgotten.
By a great effort he shook off the weakness he felt,

and then bandaged his arm.
This now, however, was scarcely requisite, for the

hemorrhage had ceased in consequence of the blood
having coagulated ever the orifice of the wound. Still

it could do it no harm.
Before leaving the smuggler's cave he had taken the

precaution to stow into the pocket of his coat a small
bottle of brandy.

Recollecting having done this he produced it, and
pulling out the cork wiih his teeth took a long draught.
The fiery, unadulterated spirit seemed to fill him with

new life so soon as the first uncomfortable sensation of
having drank so much at one time had passed away.
Then he bethought himself of tho objiict for which he

had dismounted, which was to try if he could open the
gate.

He was well pleased to find it was only secured by a
piece of wood being stuck through the staple instead of
alock, 80 withdrawing this tlie gate swung open at once.
Taking Bess by the bridle he led her through it, and

fastened it ir the way ho had found it, for ho did not
wish so glaring an in'^'>x as an open gate to show the
route he had taken.
He listened then very intently for nearly two minutes,

hut ho could hear nothing whatever of his pursuers the
Qragoons.
Hor was he likely to Qo so, fr^r ihey would han^^ to make

a considerable circuit to reach the very pretty ^srdanfc
lane in which ho now stood.
But of this fact Turpin was ignorant. '

Apparently the lane was one but little travelled, for
there were net ruts in it, and except in the very middle
it was completely overgrown with short crisp grass.
Dick looked both up and down tliis lane, but it was

so sinuous that he could see onlj- a little way.
"I must mount and be off," he said, "though thia

place is charming enough to make anyone linger in it.

My foes are too close at hand for it to be at all safe.

In fact, how it is I hear nothing of them I can't very
well make out."
As he pronounced these words, Dick, with a good

deal of trouble mounted his mare, for his left arm being
quite useless, rendered such a thing rather difficult.

At length he succeedod.
Again he paused to listen, but still he could hear no

sounds indicative of the proximity of his foes.

It then became rather a nice question with him as to
which direction ho should take.
" I must find shelter somewhere," he said. " I cannot

tell how much my arm may be injured, and neglect may
make what would otherwise be but a trifling wound a
dangerous one. Bess, too, I can tell will be the better
for a rest.

" And yet," he added, " I hardly know whether, under
the circumstances, it will be safe. Hoivever, I will try
this way, let it be how it may."
So saying he turned to the right.

At a gentle trot, Bess made her way along this lane,

her footsteps being all but inaudible upon the short
grass in the road.

He turned the corner of the lane, and as he did so he
happened to get into such a position that the sun's rays
fell upon him.
They were warm and refreshing, and he felt grateful

for them.
Nevertheless, he did not halt, but turned round

another bend in the lane, which then for more than half-

a-mile stretched out before him in a straight line.

Then he noticed that over the palings on the left hand
side of the lane were some very tastefully and beauti-
fully laid out grounds evidently belonging to a gentle-

mau's mansion.
Then some little distance furtlier on he saw what he

took to be the entrance gates, and ja^t over the tree-tops

peeped th^roofs and chimneys of a lodge.

The mansion itself however was not visible.

Dick rode on rather leisurely, for where he now stood
he could see for a long way in the direction from whence
his pursuers would have to come
None of them were in sight.

Just then Dick, having nearly reached the lodge gates,

turned his gaze from the meadows on his right to the
road before him.
Then he noticed that which he had certainly not

seen before.

This was a young and beautiful girl.

Her age could not certainly have been more than
eighteen, yet her form had arrived at full maturity. She
was very fair, with eyes of a grayish blue, transparent,
rosy cheeks, full lips, and a profusion of bright golden
hair, which hung in tiny rippling curls over her shoulders.

She wore no covering upon her head, and had only a
thin shawl to shield her from the keen morning air.

For full half a minute did Dick continue, like one
spell-bouud, gazing upon this vision of beauty.
Unconsciously he checked the speed of his mare, who

now proceeded at a walking pace only. .

The young girl was standing with her head bent
towards him, and there was upou her pretty counte-
nance such a lovely expression of mingled hope and
fear, that Dick was completely charmed.
No one would have needed a second glance at her

amiable countenance, and thoughtful, earnest-looking

eyes to have been assured that none but the kindest
sentiments had a home in her bosom.

It was evident she was looking narrowly at Dick,
though why he should be the special object of her at-

tention ho could form no idea.

He determined, however, so prepossessed was he by
her appearance, to implore her to grant him a fetv hours'

shelter, in order that his wound should be attended to
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" She is not the one to refuse me, I am sure," lie mus-

tered, "and so here goes to try."

So saying he dismounted from his mfire, and taking
iitr hy the bridle, led her over the few j'ards that inter-

vened between him and the fair young girl.

But, to his intense astonishmtnt, before he had werl

made one step towards her she uttered a fain'; cry, which
admit*/ed of br*^ one interpretation.

Joy.

Then, with this cry upon her Hps, she sprang forward,

and, extending bet arms, clasped Dick round the neck

;

then ki.«!sing him lightly on the cheek, laid her head upon
his shoulder.

To say Dick was astounded would be to convey to the

mind of the reader a very faint and imperfect idea of his

feelings just at that moment.
It was most mysterious.
Most incomprehensible.
But in the event of such an occurrence as the one we

have just described, it would not have been in human
nature not to in some way respond to such a welcome.

It certainly was not in Dick's.

In the most natural manner imaginable he encircled the
form of the young girl with one arm, and, bending down
his head, kissed the sweet, ripe lips which were turned
quite lovingly towards him.
And as he did this, Turpin noticed what perfect happi-

ni^ss overspread her countenance.
Decidedly there was a mystery here.

But the first words the girl uttered dissipated it.

Gently disengaging herself from Dick's embrace, she
looked up with a smile of ineffable sweetness into his

face.
" Oh ! Percy, dear," she said, " I am so glad you have

come. We received your letter to say that you should
reach home last night, and when ni^ht came without
bringing you with it we grew so anxious and alarmed.
Father has not been to bed all night, nor has mother,
iior have I. It was some sti-ange feeling or other which
prompted me to run down to the lodge gates, and then to
fny joy I saw you in the distance. Oh ! Perc)', I am so-
so happy."
The young girl again let her hand fall upon Dick's

breast, but this time she burst into a flood of tears.
" Oh ! the deuce !

" thought Turpin, as he at once
divined the mystery of the whole affair. " The deuce

!

She takes me for somebody else, that's quite clear. How
in the world am I to get out of this scrape, I should like

to know ?
"

CHAPTER LXXXI.
THE TROOP OF DRAGOONS BY NO MEANS RELAX IN THEIR

ENDEAVOURS TO CAI'TURE DICK TURPIN.

The tears which the young girl now so freely shed were
clearly tears of joy, so Dick suffered them to flow on un-
checked, while he took the opportunity to make up his
mind to some particular plan of action.

Although what the girl had paid was rather vague as

concerned detailsj yet Dick saw plainly enough that he
had been mistaken for some one, but whether that some
one was a lover or a brother he could not for the life of
him determine.
That it was one or the other there was not much room

to doubt
Then the young girl brushed away her tears, and said,

with a laugh

—

" How foolish of me to cry, to be sure ! But don't be
angry with me and^chide me, as you used to before you
went to India ! But what makes you so strange, Percy ?

You don't seem at all glad to see me. I judged you by
nyself, and thought you would be overjoyed."
Dick was sorely puzzled what to say or do.

Should he at once dispel the girl's illusion, or should he
endeavour to continue it.

He had scarcely any inie to aecide, for the girl was
looking closely at him an? wondering at his silence.

Dick felt somehow that it would be most conducive to
b' s own safety to en,-;ourago the girl in her mistake.

I But then he thought again what many difficulties he
would have toconkead with when he reached the mansion,
and might there not be some one there with keen enough
eves to discover the cheat, and then would not h'", posit-'on
be a dano:erons atm^

But his thoughts and speculations were instantly put to
flight by the next words which came from his comparion's
lips.

' How very much yon have altered, Percy. Not only
in your manners and voice, but in your very featuresi
Why if I did not know it was you I should bs.rdly recog-
nize you."

" That's not very remarkable," said Dick, who telt it

imperative to make a remark of some kind. " In fact it'a

not remarkable at all."

In this remark Dick was quite right, as he said to him.
self—
" It would have been very remarkable if she had."
" I suppose not," said the young girl ;

" a seven years'
absence makes a great difference in any one, doesn't it,

Percy ? and especially when that seven years has been
spent in the army in India."

" Why yes, as you say," said Dick, who, as the reader
wiU perceive, had made up his mind to keep up the delu-
sion as long and as well as he could, " why yes, there is a
great change in yourself even^from what there was when
I went away. You were quite a child then, and now you
are a woman."

" Ah ! yes, so I am. But you, Percj', have grown so
much older."

" All I want to know," thought Dick, to himself, " is

what relation I stand in to her, or supposed to stand in,

rather. I can't be her brother, she is a great deal too
affectionate for that. I can't be her lover, I think, or
else she would be more reserved. How puzzling, to be
sure. No ! 1 have it ; I ought to have thought of that,

before— I must be her cousin !

"

The moment this thought found" a place in Dick's mind,
everything that had passed tended to confirm it, and he
felt quite sure that he was right. All could be explained
by supposing that the person whose arrival was so
anxiously expected was her cousin.

In fact, Dick felt so certain that he ventured to assert
as much.
He would have been glad to have learned her name, but

that there was at present no means of knowing.
" And have you thought much about your cousin ? " he

inquired.
" What made you ask that question ? " she said, in

great surprise.
" I felt anxious to know," said Dick.
" My cousin ! Who do you mean ? Walter ?

"

" Walter, no !
" said Dick, with the feeling that he had

committed some blunder strong upon him. " Walter, no !

I mean me !

"

"You?" caid the girl, with a bewildered look. "You?"
" Yes, me ! Your cousin Percy, you know !

"

The young girl's astonishment visibly increased, and
she stared at Dick with the greatest possible amazement.

" Oh ! lor,'' said Dick, mentally, " I'll be hanged if I

havn't made a mistake and spoilt the whole affair. How
uncommonly awkward ! What in the world shall I do ?

''

AVhile these thoughts swept through his mind, the
young girl recovered herself.

She clapped her hands together, and she burst into z
meiTy laugh.

Dick's perplexity increased, but in spite of himself ti

smile stole over his face.

The girl hit him playfully upon the cheek.
" Oil ! Percy," she said, " that is like you, indeed. You

were always fond of playing jokes, and I see you have not
altered in the least. If anything, you have got worse.
The l.^ea, now, of your thinking of trying to persuade me
you were my cousin ! Whatever'? put such an idea into

j-our head ?
"

" I am sure I don't know," said Dick, who, with great

presence of mind availed himself of this loophole o\

escape. " Strange things do come into your head some-
times."

" So they do, Percy."
Bit although Dick had so narrowly escaped discovery

this time, yet he was more at a loss than before to know
what he was taken to be. Another mistake o" th^ jut-
ject would be fatal.

He^ hastened to turn the conversation.
' You don't ask me how i<^ is I am so much behind nv

] time."
I " Nor more I did ! How neglectful of ^cxi ! Oh i ail

j the night before last dunna the storm we were in sucii ^
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friglit, and when we fouad j'ou didu'i come to time we
j

wtve dreadfully alarmet . If j'ou bad not come as you
have, father would have sent Thompson this morning to I

Southampton tc know whether the rianede(yr hsiA\

arrived." ... '

When he heaiu this speech, Dick was in such a scaw ^£]

mental distress that, without exaggeration, he might
literally have ^^een knocked down witb. a feather, as the

saying is.

It conveyed so uiucU intelligence, and that of such a

very startling character.

In the first place, it was clear the young gir^ had taken
him for her brother, v.'ho had been in India during the past

teven years.

That she shoald fall into such a mistake was nothing
but natural.

Dick's costume wa», as wo have more than once stated,

a half-military one, in addition to which he had -^il the

comportment of a soldier in his attitude and bearing.

Some resemblance, too, might exist between the high-
wayman and the anxiously-expected brother.

The fact of his coming along the lane had not a little to

do \vith it, for it was rarely travelled by any save visitors

to the mansion.
Dick's heart smote him for the deception he had prac-

tised as soon as he knew it was her brother who was
expected by the Ranedeer. Too well he knew the cause of

his delay. The ship he had seen go to pieces, and the
wreckers had dispatched the gallant soldier without a
doubt.

The strong feeling of indignation that arose iu his

mind was, however, somewhat appeased by the reflec-

tion that their misdeeds had not gone altogether un-
(.iinished.

"Come, Percy," said the young girl again, "how
•ireaJfully gloomy you are ! What has happened ? Is

•.mything amiss?"
" No, no—nothing. But I have been set upon by

robbers, who have wounded but not plundered me."
Dick pointed to his left arm as he spoke.

The girl gave a little scream of terror, as she said

—

" How thoughtless of me, to be sure ! No wonder you
are different if you are iu pain. And I actually to keep
\ ou standing here in the lane ! Come in, come in at

once."

So saying, she took hold of Dick's arm, and led him
towards the lodge-gates.

Dick had now gone so far that he did not know how to
retract ; but the thought of the grief of the girl and her
r>areuts when they learned the cheat he had played upon
them fairly made them tremble.
" You are badly hurt, I am sure. I can feel you

Irembling hke a leaf. Oh! do make haste—do make
haste."

For the last minute or two, Dick had felt his arm burn
and ache dreadfully, and unquestionably if it did not
receive immediate care it would turn out an ugly affair for

!iim.

Thio, and the wish to elude the dragoons, made Dick
hesitate to speak those words which he felt sure would
fill her with affliction, and he determined to postpone doing
GO as long as possible.

According to her wont, Bess followed her master with
t he greatest docility to the lodge-gate, one half of which
v/as open.
At the aoor of 'dit, lodge itself Dick saw an old man.

His bald pate glistened iu the sunlight as, with a pleased
smile upon his fa:;e, he bent low iu respectful obeisance.

" lie has fallen into the same mistake as the girl has,"
muttered Dick. " Never mind ; so much the better."
" 1 be very glad to isee you Master Perf^y, said the old

man at the lodge. " Verv elad indeedi ^-'^e sot sadly
frightened about you."
"I daresay yon did," said 'i'uipin, with as careiess an

air as he could assume. "But nevermind all that now.
Here I am, you see, safe and sound with the exception cf
a scratch I got from some rascals who attacked me."
"Oh, master Percy," said the old d'^mestia^ in tones '^f (

genuine alarm, "are you indeed hurt ?

"

|

"^ Only a littk It will be r hing if it .s attended tc.^
" 1 will run ott at once for Doctor Congrevc. Intake

haste up to the tall wiK'- him. Miss Annie, 1 shao't be
j

Song gone.
I

dc savina. vuj oiO maii donned his hat and set off >s-ith

greater alacrity than could have been exnocted from one of
h's years.

* Thanks," muttered 'i arpin. " Not only for the haste

^ ,ith ivhich you have set off to fetch the aurgeoQa but fov

tei'ing me the name of my companion here.*'
" Come, Percy," said Auaio, as wc may as well at once

call her, since sucli was hnr name, " we have already was'od
too much time. Think how anxious fath'^r and mother are,

for of course as yet they know nothing of your arrival."
" Of course not, Annie, as you say," said Turpin." Take

hold of my arm again, and we will soon set the'" hearts at

rest."
" Oh yes. But do you know, Percy, 1 don't feel half so

glad as I did a little while ago. You wiU laugh at me, I

am sure, but I feel a presentiment of coming misfortune,
though what shape it is going to take I know not. Mv
heart is so heavy, Percy."
A gasping kind of sob came from her lips, and she leaned

with increasing he:.', mess upon her supposititious brother's

arm.

CHAPTER LXXXII.
TOM KING MAKES A DESPKRATE ATfEMPT TO GET FREE

FROM THE DRAGOONS.

The certainty that the worst foreboding of the fair

Annie would be confirmed pressed heavily upon Turpiu's

heart when he reflected that it was almost certain every

one on board the ill-fated ship Ranedce'r, with the ex-

ception of the child, had perished.

In silence then the strangely-assorted couple made
their way along the well-kept carriage-drive. Neither
had suflicient command over their emotions to speak a

word.
But, nevertheless, Turpin could not help looking about

him with the greatest delight. Never before had he seen

a place one-half so beautiful, and when he emerged on to

a spacious lawn and saw, about a hundred yards oh, a fine

stone mansion his pleasure almost vented itself in words
ofadmiration, but he had sufficient self-control not to betray

the fact that it was the first time he had seen the house.

Long before they could reach the front door it wa£
thrown open, and a venerable couple descended the stone

steps leading from it to the lawn.

They then, as well as their aged limbs would permit
them, hurried across it towards Annie and Dick.

" Surely, thought the latter, there must be some strong

likeness existing between myself and this lost son of

theirs, or they would not all fall into the same mistake."

But the fact of his identity did not for a moment enter

their minds.
The welcome he received at the hands of the old coupk

was of the warmest description, and they both were guilty

of some very extraordinary manifestations of delight.

But they were interrupted by the gentle voice of Annie.
'' Father—mother !

" she said, " you do not notice poor
Percy is wounded."
" Wounded ? " they iterated, with a sudden sensation of

dread.
" Oh ! believe me," said Dick, " it is nothing. Besides—

besides— "

Turpin wanted to say the old man at the gate had gone
for a surgeon, but he could not think of his name.

_

Suddenly, however, he remembered that something had
been said about Thompson going to Southampton to see

if the Ranedeer had arrived, and he jumped to the conclu-

sion that it was that individual he saw at the gate; so ho
added, hastily

—

" Besides, Thompson has gone to fetch Doctor Con-
greve."

" Thompson ! " exclaimed Annie, in a manner that

mr.de Dick instantly cognizant he had made another blun-

der. " Thompson ! why that was not Thompson we saw
at the gate.'

'

" Oh, wasn't it ? " said Dick, 3cai^,ciy able to conceal

his confusion. " I thought it was ; but v.-heu you come to

lose much blood it generally has a bewildp.iiug effect."

' To be sure it does, my boy," said the old man, kindly.
'" ijet me assist you to the house. I hope, as you say, the

v;ound is not a dangerous one; but x koow yon often

speak hghtly of a serious wound."
The old man took hold of Dick by tas ^^a, Tvliilo Acui?

held the other; so 'oetween them he got on pretty well.

And. to tell the truth, the wound was more oainfv.atS
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be was more feeble than lie caced to admit even ir. ''^imselt',
j

will bind it up for you, and then ail that you will re

which reads their assistance very acceptable.

And thus, after a series of extraordinary events, did

Dick Tnrpin, the highr/ayman, find himself the recipici.'

of more penuina kindceis than he had ©fer received

before.

If Dick's "lieart-ws roaprli ^.- "vaa a very tenJv? one-j

and che attention h. was so unworthily havin*; -^.t their

hands almost overcan»"> him

will be a dij cr two's rest. 1 think I can safalv say tiiat,

; at present tuere a'-e no alarming symptoms.'
To no one there present wi« this asFXcx.nrce mora vrcU

I

como than iC was to Dick himself.

I

" Scarcely, however, had the doctoi Inishsd tying his.

> bandage than the old man who had s^.od at the gute
; can: e "ruanmg, breathless with excitem.^nt, ir.to the
I
room.

Squire-tfdelton—sir ! " he gasped, "• Luere's a troop of

mounted dragoons nt tha gate !

"

Thi.-5 intelligence caused .Dick to bound to his feet.

"Dragoons?" said the squire, "what do they waut
here ?"

" They have a warrant to search ail nlaces they think
proper."

" Yes—yes !

"

" t'cr Dick Tukpin, the highwayman !

"

CHAPTER LXXXIIl,
FOLLOWS THE FORTUNES OF TOM KING.

We feel it to be a duty incumbent upon us to relate to
thft reader, without further delay, how Tom King fared at

the hand.s of the dragoons.
It will be remembered that when we saw hirn la^l, he,

as well as the soldiers with him, had just witnessed Bess
take the teiTific leap over the hedge.
His heart, vvhich before was heavily oppre.^sed, now

grew light, for hi.s companion had every chance of itlti-

mate escape, and he felt assured that he would leave no
stone unturned to effect his rescue.

Si:ch being hi.s convictions, he very complacently suf^
fer,-d hi.'uself to he led along by his captors.

Still, the anticipation of being rescued by his friend did
not prevent him from keeping a sharp look out to bo
ready to seize upon any cliance accident which might bo
favourable to his freeing himself.

There was, as the reader has not failed to perceive, i

certain independency of disposition about Tom King.
v;hich would make him much prefer owing his freedom
to his own individual exertions than to those of another
person, how great soever a friend he might be.

But surrounded by so many armed men as he was, tho
hopes of his beinj.^ able to effect his own release were few
indeed.
His hands were tightly tied in front of him.
The troopers on his left hand had hold of his hcrso'a

bridle.

And just as .the little cavalcade put itself in motion, the
officer in command cried out in a loud voice—

•

" Guard your prjsouer well, my boys, li he makes the
least attempt to escape bring him down with your guns,

without waiting for me to give you the v.ord to fire. \Vi'

will lodge him in Newgate in less than t»'enty-four hour.s,

alive or dead !

"

There was something so vindictive and cold-blooded
about this speech that Tom fairly shuddered as he heard
it.

The horses were to some extent knocked up by tbc loutf

chase they had liad after Dick, so that their lute of pro-

gi'essioa for the next few miles was rather slow.

As they wex-e so close to Southampton faev detsrmined
th th<5 privileged fi'C'edom "«" a

'|

co pusu on there auTi get a freb'n supply of horses, when
k they would be able to reach London easily enough.

The warrant for the apprehension of the tv.'o highway-
men, a ti-ue copy of which had been given to the com-
manding officer of each troop of dragoons, although giving
them ample authority to lodge Turpin and K ing m any of

his majesty's prisons, yet expressly stipulated they should
be taken as soon as possible to Newgate.

In pursuance of this Tom King, whe;: Southamptoii
was reached, which was a few minutes before eight, wa.*
put in the prison there, while the dragoons proceeded to

the town authorities to give a report of their proceedinEt-
and also to receive a fresh relay of horses.

Altogether not an hour was spent in the iowa, w'bicU
then was far from being tho imy.'ortp.st place it i? 'lo"^.', anJ
duriog that hour Tom was so closely and cons! '>.:itiy watch'" '

that he h d n^+ the sn^"llest '^noortunitv afforded lAm. cv

achieving his uesires.

„,,, .

J
The intelligence oi tSie captivation oi tne uoicnoua

•'h^JI^ S^""<jr"'ess, t--?c< the doctor, examiciniy tbs highwayman, whose deeds had produced tbroughou: li'iipr-

'S Tud. ' ',.hevi: zie no Oones b;x>keD or veins severed; 1 1 land what is now ter;;]cd i " sensatioj/' pf-raai wiui scr^fi

He could not help making with seme b.ctcmess t&e

reflection that, under his true character, there was not

one person who would succour him, and those very people

by whom he was surrounded would have turned from him
in loathing and contempt could they but have been made
awaro of who he v.-as, and the cniel imposition he had

j

practised upon them.
As for Dick's behavi'our on this occasion, wo cannot

sufficiently condemn its disingenuousness, though, to be

sure, there was every allowance to be made for him.

In the first place there was his wound.
This not only disabled him, but clouded bia n<^rceptions

of what was exactly right and wTong.
Then there was the immediate danger ^ which he

stood of being captured by the dragoons.

So, after all, some excuse is to be made for his conduct.

But that he would be long able to maintain the decep-
tion he had so successfully commenced, was a matter that

admitted of the gravest doubt.

That the real brother would tuni up there was, un-
fortunately, but Utile prospect. We say unfortunatelv,

because we allude to the worthy family at the Haii, and
not to Turpin.
To him such an occurrence would be fortunate.

With many cautions as to his footirif, Dick was assisted

up to the stone steps in front of the mansion.
Blacif Bess, who had followed him so far, much after

the fashion of a dog, gave now the most unequivocal
symptoms of mounting the steps after him.

" Why, God bless my life," said the squire, for sucu was
the title by which the father of the fair Annie was desig-

nated, " what an extraordinary horse you have got. Why
he is actually following you up the steps."

Dick smiled faintly as he said

—

" 1 am much attached to the creature, and I believe she
is to me. Let some one take her to the stables and look
after her."

" It shall be done. It is a splendid animal, surely. Here,
William—William, look after Percy's horse."
In answer to this call a neatly-dressed groom made his

appearance from that portion of the hall devoted to the
use of the servants, and taking Black Bess by the bridle

led her off towards the stables.

On entering the hall Dick was ushered into a well but
plainly-furnished room.
Between them the highwayman was gently forced into

a seat.

The beautiful repose that pervaded this room had a lan-

guid effect upon Dick, and as he lcu,ned back in the arm
diair his eyes half closed.

At this moment there came the sound of wheels grating
upon the hae gravel of which the carriage-drive was com-
posed.

It was Doctor Congreve.
Entering hastily, and

medical man, he walked straight up to Dick, and taook
him warmly by the hand.
" Glad to see you, Percy, my boy, after so Icng an ab-

sence, very glad. Sorrv ^"ou hare met with a hurt. Soon
put that all right, though."

^
As he spoke he quickly but skilfully removed tiie ban-

dage which Dick nad tied on, and then, with a pair of small-
sized scissorc. %,implctp'v cut away th« sleeve of his
coat.

With a fc ^tnougYi, wuich elicited uom the old docvot
luc waiT.::'3(;_eaconiums, Annie had left the room, and
•uow returnet', i arryiug a basin of warm water, with a
'Ipjece of sponge in it, and two or three linen cloths-

Of these the doctor made immediate use.
Before liie congealed blood was washed Iwav, Dick s

.vound certainly did 'aave a ghastly and terrifyinr!- appear-
anc«, but the pqrionnance of that operation made o world
oi difference
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»flpi<3)ty thvou.^h the town, and waen Tom King was 1

out oi prison aud mounted, a dense crowd had collected

led Surely yes, aud even then be was by ro meaus certaj:'

that he had escaped his foes. There was an oxirerue pro-

bability that he was at that vei'y moment i ^. a predicameni
closely resembliug his.

They halted uot all night, and ju^i, as a lamt light in ihe
east showed that another day was coniiDg, they crotted up
Whitehall to the Horse-guards, where they dismounted.
The remainder of the distance to Newf^^ ^e th^y passew

on foot.

out .

Tom s pale and thougb*^tul fa«e, as well as his youthiul-

n8ss and aristocratic beai>g, elicited a feeling of com-

aaiseration from the mob. w^>, while looking at ^'im forgot

the deeds of violence of which he had been guilty.

Indeed, so far did this feeliu,^ ''xtend that the dragoonb

began to entertain serior.s feai. that a rescue would be

attempteu.
And, indeed, had there been some one to direct them, or

j

6ad anything occurred to turn their thougats in that direc- CHAPTER LXXXIV.
tion, there would have been serious grounds for entertainin'j

such a fear THE DRAGOONS give TOM king into the CUSTODl OF

As it was, however, the .I'owd contented themselves with I the goveknok of Newgate.

the exhibition simply of their good feeling towarus the I Just as the gi:.n had risen to a sufficient heigl.t to gild

prisoner. I with his first beams the cross r,pon the summit of the

Tom King was too acute an observer of human nature dome of St. Paul's Cathedral, a procession, which arrested

not to be well aware that a mob is about the least depend- the immediate attention of all who were abroad at that

able thing in the world.

Therefore, he did not seek to incite them to do aught
on his account.

early hour, came down Fleet-street, and, crossing Fleet-
market, ascended Ludgate-hill.

This procession consisted of the twenty dragoons who
As the little troop, with their prisoner, passed at a trot bad taken Tom King prisoner, which individual walked in

through the bar they shouted and huzzaed with that ve

hemency characteristic of English mobs.
It w.xs by no means a pleasant journey which Tom

King h.ad in prospective, yet he would not suffer his spirit

to be cast down, though he did not affect an exuberancy
of feeling which he did not possess.

On the contrary, he occupied his mind with but one
thought, and that was, how should he escape ?

He could find no sitisfactory answer to the question.

Midday came before they came to another halt, and
then it was more in consideration of the cattle than the
soldiers or their prisoner.

It was at a very retired road- side public-bouse at which
they stopped.

The clatter of the horses' feet upon the road-way had
the effect of bringing the landlord and all his domestics
to the front door, and they looked at the approaching
troop with the greatest curiosity and interest.

Probably such a sight had not greeted their eyes for

many a year.

In a gruff voice, the officer called out to the landlord

to prepare a meal for his men without delay, and also

groom and feed their horses.

The landlord, who had never before had so many
visitors at once at the " Crown and Cushion," was in so

great a flustration tnat he hardly knew which way to turn.

Then, for the first time, he noticed that they had a
prisoner amongst them.
The military appearance of Tom's costume made him

think it was a deserter they had captured.

At any rate, it was easy to see that Tom had the sym-
pathy of the landlord and the landlady as well.

So closely hemmed in as he \. aS by foes, and with so

many keen eyes fixed upon b'ui. ."nade their sympathy of

not the least avail.

But Tom King did not Cespau. Although a consider-

able portion of the distanto which intervened between
London and Southampton had been passed over without

his having done anything, yet he had the sanguine hope
that something would happen to his advantage >*efore he
actually reached the metropolis.

In this, however, he was doomea to .e most bitterly

disappointed. The meal at the " Crown and Cushion '

was finished, the horses were led out, they again mounted,
and Tom was further from his object than ever.

The night set in dismal and dark, but this circumstance,

far from favouring Tom, only caused the soldiers to take

additional precautions A long rope was provided with a

noose at one end of it, which was passed over Tom's head
and shoulders, and then drawn tight, while one of the

soldiers held the end of it in his hand, and to make still

more secure, he twisted it many times round his arm.
Che soldiers had evidently determined to keep him

safely until they reached a prison, when the onus of koep-
jng him in security would devolve upon some one else.

King ground his teeth with rage, but seeing ho\r im-

possible it was to hold any longer to the hope of making
his escape, ne resigned himself sullenly to his fate.

He felt now that his life and hberty depended soiely

upon the exertions of his comrade, Dick Turpin,and might
not he find it as impossible to aid him as it had been for

turn to attempt his own escape i

their midst, looking by no means cheerful under the cir-

cumstances.
As at the present time, so at the period of our tale, it

was an iinposibility for anything at all out of the common
way to pass along the street without its attracting a large
number of people.
On the present occasion they thronged before, they

thronged behind, they thronged all round—pushing, shout-
ing, swearing, laughing.

Every moment, too, added to their number, so that by
the time the procession reached the corner of the Old
liailey, the street was almost blocked up with people,

and the dragoons were put to some trouble to force a
passage.

In a very short time, however, the gate leading into

one of the lobbies where prisoners were received, was
reached.

The soldiers ranked themselves on either side of it,

after the fashion of a guard of honour.
Then the officer him.=elf seized the ponderous knocker,

and banged away at the door at a furious rate, which
would, he judged, have the effect of informing the autho-
rities within that a prisoner of unusual distinction was
brought to the gates.

It would seem, by the way the man who opened the
little wicket in the door rubbed his eyes and yawned,
that he had only just been aroused from a comfortable

steep.

This man, too, was evidently about to make some pas-

sionate remark, but when he saw the stern countenance
of the commanding officer, he, with great suddenness,

altered his mind.
" Open the door, and send for the governor at once,

fellow, and don't stand there like that, or I'll have you
dismissed for neglect of duty !

"

" Cuss you !

" said the turnkey, for such he was.
" Eh ?

"

" I said, noble sir," replied the man, in a fawning tone,
" I hoped }'ou would not be too hard upon a poor fellow.

You see, what with one thing and what with another"
" There, there. Never mind all that, but open the

door."
" Yes, sir. The door is open, if you please. Walk

in
!

"

This man, who was one of the most ruffianly bullies in

all Newgate, was submission himself to this officv who
had buDied him first.

It may be safely taken as a rule that all bullies are

cowards, and the easiest way to manage them is to put on

aud maintain a more blustering air than they thems&lve:

assume.
It cowes them at once.

This janitor then flung open the door to its full esieu'ij

to allow the troop to enter.

Now it so happened that the governor and ordinary'

the prison had been very early that morning engaged in

little private business on their own account, and as t'

soldiers entered the yard at one door, these worthie!

entered it at another.

"Mr. Tapner! Mr. Tapner!" saiu the man who hat',

charge of the gate, " here is a prisoner, escorted by a trooi
of dragoons 1

'

ie^^
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[dick turpin disguised as a

''What prisoner, Btnpid!" growled Mr. Tapner, who
was not possessed of the mildest of natures-

" I don't know, Mr. Tapner ; leastways for certain

it's either Dick Turpin or Tom King."
" Ha !" said Tapner, the governor, looking interested.

Then, stepping forward, he said, to the officer :

" Which of these notorious depredators have you

.jrought me, sir ?"

" Tom King, I believe. Take charge of him at once,

and let me have your rec^'^t. I don't want him any

longer on my hands." '

" No, sir, of course not," Rs.id Mr. Tapner, rubbing one

hand over the other in a disagreeable fashion peculiar

hO him, while a hideous grin distorted his countenance.

•'Yea," said the ordinary, whose name was Colley, " he

isan ungodly flesh pot, and the devil strong within him."

Having uttered this speech, Mr. Colley—we beg his

pardon, we should have said the EeverendMr. Colley—
ottered a groan, drew down the corners of his month,

and turned the whites of hia eyes piously upward.

HIS CELL.]FARMER VISITS TOM KING

While this was going forward Tom had been brought

safely into the yard, and the great gate closed behind

him As he heard it shut with a clanging sound a

shudder crept over him, despite the effort which he

made to subdue it, and at the same moment he invo-

Inntarily found himself wondering whether -oe should

ever again pass out in freedom.

His face had a very dojected look, for his mind was

filled with a presentiment of coming evil.

But the black and frowning walls of Newgate are

sufficient to appal the stoutest breast.

The governor left the yard for a moment o. two, ana

when he returned he carried in his hand a slip')" paper,

which he handed to the officer, ^

It was a receipt for the body of the highwayman, ana

for -whose Jafe keeping he was thenceforth responsible.

"Thank the fates, that job's over," said the officer,

in tones that admitted no doubts of their smcerity. It

goes against the grain, I can tell you, to have TO ao

the work of police-offioera."
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Mr, Tapner grmiied aa^ vphhti his hands, ^"t otherwise

iruado no reply to this speecL._
The intelligence tliat Tom s<.iu^ uadbeon capturecf very

:5aickly spread among the prison officials, and there was
soon a i^oodly collection of turj'ceys and other pe'"x)le em-
ployed in I^ewgfate.

No sooner did the omcer iv^eive the paper irom the

pov-ernor than he hastily consigned it to his pocket,^and

thcD) seeing that two turnkeys had taken Tom in hanc-, he

gave his men tho order to form into rank, and as soon as

this was done tho gates were o-nened to allow them egi'ess>

and off they went.

The governor ana ordinary watched the soldiers march
down the street.

Then turning back, the former walked up to where
King was standing, and said in his coarsest tones

—

" Well, villain !

"

Ilo evidently had indulged in tho hope that Tom would
utter some angry remonstrance, but he was disappointed.

The prisoner said nothing—in fact, ho took not the

slightest notice whatever.

Now this aggravated Mr. Tapnor exceedingly. He
wanted to have some opportunity of veuting his natural

spite upon him, but of course while Tom choose to be
indifferent, he could not.

But he made one more attempt.
" What do you mean, you unhung villain?" he as^ed,

thmsting his face close to Tom's. " Where's your
manners ?

"

" There," said Tom, who was greatly incensed ;
" there,

and I hope you like it !

"

As he spoke, Tom lifted up his feet, and, with tho very

heavy riding boots which he wore, gave the maliguaut
governor two or three such terrific kicks upon the shins

that he (the governor) fairly danced about with pain,

while he hollowed like a bull.

The turnkeys who had hold of Tom drew back a little

at this exhibition of spirit which, from the previous de-

meanour of the prisoner, they did not expect.

They had, too, to screw up their faces dreadfully, in

order to control the impulse which they felt to indulge in

a hearty laugh.
" In a general way," said Tom, " I'm not mueh given

to kicking, but when a chap's hands are tied and his feet

ain't, what else is he to do ?
"

•' Curse you ! " said Mr. Tapner, recovering so far as to

oe able to stoop and rub his shins. " You shall pay
dearly for this. I'll make you repent it !

"

"It's your own doings," replied Tom. "If you had
been content with simply doing your duty, you would have
escaped it."

" Young man," said the chaplain, with a hypocritical

whine, " j'oung man, the evil one is strong within thee,

and yet the Lord willing I will cast him out."
" Am I to understand," said Tom, " that you uphold

him in insulting defenceless prisoners ? and he has in-

sulted me."
"Oh! young man—youn^ man. Banish, I beseech

you, the evil spirit from your heart, and repentant enter

the paths of grace."
" Dixon !

" roared the governor.
_

" Dixon !

"

" Yes, Mr. Tapner, I am hero, sir, at j'our commanda.''
A brutal and repulsive-looking man puslied Lis way

forward.
" Get ready the heaviest ironc in tho jail, and rivet them

on that scoundrel youder. Clarke !
" he added, turning

to one of the men who held King by the collar. " OIF

with him to No. 2*^ "

"No. 26?"
" Yes ; do you want to palter with me? 1 said No. 2<>."

" But "
" I will have no buts nor barrels in the case !

'

Now this, it should be said, was one of the govemor'.T

standing jokes ; so all his subordinates laughed, as some
one has it, " consumedly."
But only for a moment did the rascally governor give

way to his mirth. The pain in his shins was rather too

acute.
" Come aionf^, • said the man t/Iio had been called

Clarke. " Take my advice and don' t make a rumpus. It

will be all the better for you."
" Away with him," said Mr. Tapner. " And mind you

make all secure. I shall visit the cell in an hour to see if

»iv instructions are properly carried out."

With this tiie tuvnbe-7C! harried Tom King aown a
passage, who, however, resisted not in the least. In fact,

the feeling of apathy from which the ^'^overnor'a iusnleace
had roused him was quickly returning

" You should not be quite so violent, m;; dear friend,'"

said the chaplain to the governor, to which piece of advice
Mr. Tapner responded by telling the reverend gentleman
to betake himself to a place which in these refined days is

never mentioned to ears polite. Certainly it w.is not to

heaver that he consi^ed him.

CHAPTER LXXXV.
TOM KING FINDS NEWGATE A MOST UNCOJIPORTABLH

ABIDING-PLACF.

The cell in Newgate which was known as ho. 2G was,
wthout exception, the dirtiest, dampest, darkest, and
worst-ventilated one in all the building, and very rarely

indeed was it made use of for any but refractory pri-

soners.

To well-balanced minds it seems an impossibility for

anyone to behave towards a helpless p.-isoner in the way
that Mr. Tapner did, but, for the discredit of humanity,
there are many men who would have acted as badly, or

even worse.
We do not mean to imply that the governors of all

])risons are ruffians, because—and especially at the pn'scnt

day—such is not the case, but we do say that Mr. Tapner
was a i-uffian, and that he was governor of a prison.

The reader will have the pleasure or the pain—whichever
of the two it may happen to be—of hearing a groat deal

more about the governor and his friend the Rev. Mr.
Colley, but it will be nothing to their credit.

In fact, we are not afraid to go tho length of saying

that scarcely ever have existed two such infernal villains

as they -were, and as succeeding events will prove them to

be.

Tom King grew fairly weary before he reached the

door of tlie cell in which he was to be placed, so many
passages did they have to traveT"-- ;.,;•; flights of steps to

descend.
At last one of the turnkeys, v.uo walked in adv.auce

carrying a light, came to a stand and said—

•

" Here vou are !

"

^Then followed the grating of rusty bolts, as they were
withdrawn from their rusty sockets, and tho rattle of a

key in the lock.

Then the door swung open.
Tho man with the light entered first.

Then Clarke and Tom King followed.

Dixon, who was the smith, and whose duty it was to

rivet and unrivet the prisoners' fetters, brought up the

rear.

A minute or two's delay then took place in consequence

of the non-arrival of the man with the fetters.

Tom King, with an air of utter weariness, seated him-
sell upon the stone settle, which was all there was to serve

him for bed, chair, and table.

He roused himself a little upon hearing a heavy foot-

step in the passage outside, and then a man, carrying a

mass of iron upon his back, entered.

With professional dexterity the smith secured the fetters

lo Tom King.
" Now then, you'll do !

" he said. " You wont get out

of that, I take it."
" Oh ! he's sulky, Dixon," said one of the others, ob-

serving that Tom King made no reply. " Come away,

and Lt him alone, he will be glad enough to have some
one say a word to him when he's been here a litf'f "'hile.

Come on. It's time we were off."

" All right. Good bye, old boy. Wo shall fina ^ou here

when we want you."
And with a "laugh at, as he conceived his own wit, tho

smith took up his bag of tools, and, along with the turn-

keys, left the dungeon.
The hideous noise which was made IQ fastening the

door jarred sadly upon Tom's nei-ves.

He was in darkness.

At least he thought so for some minutes, and tnen he
became aware that a very faint kind of twiliglit was dif-

fivsed around him.
By its aid, as he grew accustomed to it, he cculdcoa the

dimensions of his dungeoD,_

It wa'i betw "en six and eight foot squara.
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The walls were smooth, and all but black.

The door appeared to be cased with iron.

It was listloasness and more want of occupation that
made Tom notice these tilings. lu fact, ha was scarcely
conscious that he had doi:o so.

AVhen the door had been fastened, and the echo of

the men's footsteps had died away, Tom found himself
in the deepest silence.

He threw liimselE at full length upon the seat and
gave himself up to thouglit.

It was, we fancy, want of proper food and rest that
had reduced Tom to such a state of prostration, al-

thoutjh chagrin at the precautions taken by the ofl^cors,

and which had prevented his making even an attempt
to escape, had undoubtedly a great deal to do with it.

As ho laid there and thought, lie naturally reverted
to his comrade, and wondered wliether ho had been
successful in escapiug, and if he had, what_chanoes he
had of assisting him.
Of course Tom had not the advantage which the

reader has, since he knew nothing of Dick's very ticklish

position at the residence of Squire Edolton.
The last ho saw of him was when Bess leaped over

the hedgerow into the meadow.
Tom's ruminations ended by his falling into an un-

easy slumber. How long he slept he know not, but he
was suddenly awakened by feeling a heavy hand on his

arm, and when he opened his eyes lie was obliged to close

them again because of the light wliich filled the place.

The disagreeable tones of the governor's voice were
the first sounds that fell upon Tom's ear.

But he no longer spoke in tlie way he did.
" Yes, Mr. Blandy, as you say, sir, it is a gloomy sort

of place ; but it's safe, sir, and so I tliought I had better
put him in, so as to make sure, you see, sir. I have
accommodated him witli a little jowellry as well."

Tom opened his eyes again, while Mr, Tapner was
making this very facetious 8p(?ech,and ho saw him, with
a smile upon his lips, rub hio greasy hands one over the
other.

At first our old friend was rather surprised to account
for this visit, and at a loss to know who Mr. Blandy
was, but in another minute he remembered he was one
of the shcrififa.

Now this gentleman was about as different to the
Governor of Newgate as any two human beings well could
be, so of course they did not agree at all.

Mr. Blandy had a tolerably correct idea of what Mr.
Governor really was, and so, being a retired city trades-
man and having nothing to do, he occupied his time in

paying frequent visits to the prison, and correcting any
of Mr. Tapner's abuses.
This was a very laudable plan of his, though it made

the governor and the ordinary bitter enemies. Bat Mr.
BLiudy did not care for that, and took no pains to con-
ceal iiis contempt for his malignity. ,

Of course the governor was polite enough not to come
to any open rupture with the sheriff, but hugged the
liojio that when his year of office had expired he would
be troubled with him no longer.
Hence it was that ho spoke in the deferential, gnathon-

ical way he did.

To toll the truth, although he did not show it, ho was
very ill at ease about this visit, and if there had been
time he most unquestionably would have had Tom re-

moved to some other cell, for ho exceeded his duty in
putting him in the horrible place he did.

But Mr. Blandy had heard that Tom King had been
lodged in Newgate ; so ho made all speed there, and
insisted upon being taken to his cell at once.
The governor felt that to hesitate in any way would

bo to imply that he was aware he had acted wrongly, so
he determined to put a good face on the matter.
The sheriff had expressed his surprise at his having

consigned Tom to No. 2G before he had been even taken
before a magistrate, and hence the words which Tom
King had heard uttered when the gov6j;nor and the
sheriff entered his cell.

It did not need a second f^lance to Bhow that Mr.
Blandy had that rare possession—a feeling heart, and
Tom felt sure he had found a friend, and one who not
only had the will but also tlio power to be of service to
him and a check upon the ill usage of the governor.
On the other hand, Tom's youth, personal appearance,

and inoffensivo, gentlemanly demeanour made a deep
impression upon the sheriff, who became prepossessed iu
his favcur instantly.
Foor Tom. His was no enviable lot, doomed to bo the

bone of contention between two of tlie civic authorities.
He was like the man in the fable who had two wives,
one old like himself and one young. '...':e former liked
to see his gray hairs and pulled out tho black ones ; the
latter was of a contrary opinion, so ere Lug tho poor
man found hipjsolf without a hair at all.

CHAPTER LXXXVI.
DICK TURPa'N HAS A NARKOW ESCAPE :!?nOM THE

I UAGOONS, BUT lo SA.VED BY THE tQUIEB^S DAUGK-
TE14, FAIlt ANNIE.

Mr. Blandy turned round, and looked the governor
sternly iu the face.

"Mr. Tapner," ho said, "I am sorry to have tp say
it iu the presence of tho prisoner and your subordinates,
but nevertheless I shan't shrink from it on that account.
The manner in whicli you have treated your prisoner
is perfectly ujijustifiablo. Have him removed at once
to another cell."

" Thank you, eir," said Tom King, rising and bowing
as well as his heavy fetters would allow him. " I shall
always be beholden to you, for no one is so susceptible
of kindness as myself; I suppose, because I receive so
little of it."

Tiio slieriff was fairly taken aback when he heard this
speech from the lips of a highwayman, and still more
was he surjirised at the gentlemanly air with which Tom
spoke.

" You amaze me," ho said, " Who are you ?"
" What you sec !" replied Tom, gloomily, for at that

moment ho reflected what he was.
"He—he!" laughed the governor. "Well done!

Very well done, indeed."
" What do you mean ?" said ]Mr. Blandy. " Give mo

your reason for treating this man, wlio in the eyes of the
law is innocent, since he has not been convicted. I ask
what is your reason for treating him with such rigour ?"
" I— 1 told you, sir," stammered the governor. " He

was violent, sir—very violent, so I had him put hero for
safety."

" He doesn't look much like a violent man. What
did ho do ?"

"Assaulted me."*'
"Assaulted you ! and ho a prisoner. Impossible !"

"It is true for all that—he "

" But what was his motive—what provoked him ?"
" N-notliiiig !" stammered the governor, who disco.

vered too late thatit would have been best policy to have
kept silent, and have said nothing in his extenuation.

" Will you excuse mo ?" said Tom King, interrupting
the governor. " I should like you to be made acquainted
with the facts of the case."

" Oh ! cortainly. Speak freely, my young friend."
" I liave notiiing to say," responded 'I'om King, " than

that I was brought hero strongly bound, and wliile in-

capable of lifting up my hand iu my own defence, was
grossly insulted by the governor here iu the presence
of his men.

•' Indeed," said tho sheriff, "is this so?"
"It is indeed, and can you wonder that I resented

the insult in the only way that was left for me r"
"Certainly not- Mr. Tapner, I shall report this to

the Secretary of State. It is not tho first of these kind
of offences that I have been made cognizant of. Call
your man, and have these fetters taken off. He must
then proceed at once to Bow Street, in order that tho
magistrate may duly commit him for trial."

" Very well, Mr, Blandy," said the governor, in a
humble tone, " I am sorry I have displeased you, but all

I sought was to make the prisoner quite secure. If you
think I have overstepped my duty I cannot help it.

Everybody, however, will do me the justice to say it

was a mistake on the right side."
" That depends upon what you call the right side."
" Of his behaviour to mo," said tlie governor, assum-

ing a magnanimous air, " I shall say nothing."
"Very well, very well," said Mr. Blandy; "come

along. It strikes me, after all, it is a case of six of ona
and half-a-dozen of tho other."
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Dixon, tlie smith, then came forward, and very soon freed

Tom from the irons.

Short as was the tiiiie he had worn them, y dt it v-'na

sutRciently long for ihera to cramp his limbs, and _:e

stretched himself with a sensation of great relief.

A pair of handcuffs were placed upon his wrists, and^

then, escorted by the turnkeys, the governor, and Mr.^
Blaudy, he was led out into the lobby of Newgate.

'ihe man at *he door opene<f: it to aUow them to pass

out.

A hackney-coach, which happened to be passing, was

called, and -be sheriff, Tom King, and two oflicsrs,

entered.

The goveiTJOr they left standing on the threshold of the

prison muttering inaudible curses on the head of Mr.
Blandy.

It took the crazy vehicle a good quaiter-of-an-hour to

reach Bow-street, and when they drew up at the door of

the court the day's business had already commenced.
Had Tom been an ordinary offender he would have had

to have waited until the last, but as he was an extraordi-

nary one, he was allowed the precedence.

The examination before the magistrates was iilore a

matter of form than an3i;hing else, still it had to bo g'one

through.
The justice on the occasion was one whose name was

well known then, and is even at the present day.

It was Justice Fielding.

The daring depredations in which Tom had been mixed
up had reached his ears, and after hearing a short state-

ment of the capture from the officer of dragoons who was
in attendance, he made out a warrant committing him to

the sessions.

These would come off in exactly ten days from that time,

so that Tom had at least an opportunity of doing some-
thing in his own behaK.
On the subject of the fetters and the dark cell at No.

26, not a word was said until the sheriff spoke to the

officers as they were about to drive back to Newgate.
" Tell Mr. To-pner," he said, " that I shall look in again

in fhe course of the day."
" Very well, Mr. Blandy. All right, sir."

The coach was driven off again to Newgate.
" And werry much obliged Mr. Tapner will be to you

for your trouble," added the officer, as soon as they were
out of the sheriff's hearing,—" werry much obliged to

you indeed."
As the hackney-coach turned the comer of Bow-street

into Long-acre a hope of escape sprang up in Tom's
mind.
He was in a coach, and had two men only to contend

against.

Yet, in that circumscribed space one man, let his courage

and resolution be what the^' might, would be scarcely a

match for two, and so after a minute or two's considera-

tion, Tom thought himself, especiallj' when he reflected,

that a cry from one of his foes would bring scores of

people to their assistance.

It was eWdent if anything was done in the way of

escape it would be by stratagem, not force.

These thoughts quickly passed through Tom's mind,
and befoi-e the coach got half-a-dozen yards further he
had made up his mind what he was going to do.

The officers were sitting on the back seat with Tom
between them.
King noticed that the one on his left hand had a rather

more prepossessing physiognomy than the other, and
therefore to him Tom addressed himself.

" I say, my friend," he said, "just listen to me."

" But I tell you it will. You won't get the reward yi

you do take me back, but on the contrary, if yon let mo
go, you shall have a hundred pounds a piece."
The offer of this sum of monev staggered the officers a

little, and they hesitated.
""

Tom saw his advantage and hastenea to follow it up.
'^'' Take my advice and my offer. You must not hesitate

much longer, or we shall get to Newgate, and thet it will
be too late."

" Well, then," said the officer named Jacks, " juat iancl
OS OYP" *iie blunt."

CHAPTER LXXXVIL
A.N]>TOM GETS UP AN ELABORATE PLAN OF ESCAPE,

MEETS AVITH A MISHAP.
" A.FEM !"

" Eh ?"

" Well, you see, dear Mr. Jacks -"

" Oh, stow that. Hand over the blunt."
" I would with all the pleasure in life, only you iec

there's a little obstacle in the way."
" Ha, ha!" said Jacks.
" He, he !" echoed his companion.
" Knowed how the case stood, didn't you ?"
" In course."

Whereupon the two officers indulged in some more
laughter.

" You're a bit too fast," said Tom. " Why don't you
wait and hear what the obstacle is, when you know how
precious time is."

" Oh ! we knowed what the obstacle was afore you
spoke."

" Oh ! did you ? Come now, what was it .'^

"

" You ain't got the money."
" Not about me, I haven't."
" Well, what did I teU you ?

"

"But-'
" Oh ! hold your row."
" Very well. It will be as good a thing for you aa ^o\

ms. I haven't got the money, as you say, but if you
like you can order the man to drive where it is."

" bo you mean what you say ?
"

" Of coui-se I do."
" Well, then, where is the money ?

"

" I'll tell you as soon as I have your consent. Do you
agree ?"

" Yes, provided it ain't far off."
" It isn't. You can understand, I daresay, without

much trouble, that one way or another a good bit of money
must come into my hands."

" Yes, I knows that."
" Well, I don't spend it all, and in various places f have

hidden, in small portions, a very large sum of money.
Now, not very far from here, I can take you to a place

where yorf will find exactly the amount named."
" Two hundred pounds ?

"

" Just so."
" Go on then."
" But you must take your oath beforehand to keep your

word with me."
" Oh ! we takes the oath, that's understood."
" Then tell the man to drive to Theobald's-road, the end

nearest Red Liou-
" Theobald's-road ?

'

" Yes, the end nearest Red Lion-square."
" You ain't up to no gammon ?

"

'^' Certainly not."
"'
We'll try you then. And I tell you for your own good,

" Well,' what's the row now ?
""

you had best not play us false

be at " Nor you me," said Tom." I suppose it's pretty certain what my fate will

the Old Bailey next week ?"
" Rather, I should say. Should you. Jacks ?

"

The officer who had ^^een called Jacks gave a grunt
by way of assent.

" Now, look hp'-e. my iriends, you wiJl excuse my calling

you such?"
" Oh ! stow your gammon.
" If you only feel inclined, I can make it well .vorth

your while to look out at one side of the carriage while 1

get out at the other."
Both the officers shook fhcir heads.
" No. no " they said " "1 wr^^'t do. Oh ! no, not at

8l]
•?

"

Mr. Jacks, who happened to be behind Tom, wiiked his

eye at his comrade, who at once ur'^erc+oci what was
meant.

This was simply to take the money from Tom and then,

so far from letting him free, keep him a prisoner,

But in this instance they were destined to ovei reach

the>:iselves in their cunning treachery, for Tom had no
intention of gi^nn^ them money at all, nor had, ''^ th»
reader is aware, any money hidden anywhere.
The truth was, Tom was in such a desperate position

that he could not by any means make things worse than
they were, while there was just the b-^ra nro^s'je'jt la

making them bettor»
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Bui it was a bare prospect.
The coachman, however, agreeable to fhe instructions

of the ofi&cers, directed his vehicle to Theobald's-rcr.d-

Jkow Tom had fixed upon this place as being abov.c the
nearest solitary' spot there was ; for at the period of Q'\r

:tory there were but few buildings in that direction.

The officers tried to get out of Tom whereabouts the
treasure was, but he turned a deaf ear to the sub'«ct.

In a little while, however, the coach stopped.
Mr. Jacks alighted first.

Then he assisted out his prisv^^er, who was closely fol-

lowed by the other ofiicor.
" Tell the man to drive round the corner," said King.

" I don't want him to know where it is."

There was nothing unreasonable in this, so the order

was given at once.
" Now. Tom, no humbug," said Mr. Jacks, " Where is

it?"
Tom assumed au Jr of great secresy and mystery.

His wrists were still confined by the handcuffs, but ue
did not think it would be over-wise to ask to have them
taken off just at present.

On reaching a grating that was over a drain he stooped
and tried to lift it from its position.

The officers looked at him with surprise, but Tom
seemed so in earnest that their suspicions were allayed.

The iron grating or trap resisted, however, Tom's utmost
efforts to lift it, so he was obliged to give up the attempt.

" You don't mean to tell us yoa have hidden your
treasure in the sewer, do you ?

"

" I do."
" Nonsense !

"

" It is all sense. A capital hiding-place, is 1l _ot ?
"

" I should never have thought of looking t'aere."

"Nor any one else, thac _ the best of it. You must
know that in the wall there is a brick out, and in the

space is a httle packet. That packet contains two hundred
and fifty sovereigns.
" The deuce it does ! but you said two hundredjust now."
" Oh ! did I ? Then that was a mistake."
" And so you mean to say if we lift the trap, that we

shall find the money in a hole in the side of the wall ?
"

" Exactly."
" Very well. Now, Jacks."
"But stop," said Tom, "take off my handcuffs, and

Irhen I will get it up for yOu. I have tried, but I cin't

with them on."

Mr. Jacks put his finger by the side of his nose.
" Oh ! wouldn't you Uke it ? " he said. " No, no, we'll

hft the trap, and not trouble you about it."

" Oh ! thank you for nothing ; but it strikes me you
have all the advantage on your side. I have trusted i-cvi,

and you ought to trust me."
" Ha ! ha ! Now then, up with it."

By their joint exertions, the two officers strove to raise

the grating.

They had, of course, to bend down to their task.

This was the opportunity for which Tom was watohing,
only be hoped that when it occurred his hands would be
at libeiiy.

'

This was not the case, but he did the best he could

under the circumstances.
That was, with great rapidity to push the two officers

over into the roadway, and then dart off at fuU speed.

The position the officers were compelled to assume in

order to lift up the grating favoured tbe execution of this

feat to an enormous extent, and there is no question that

if Tom's hands had been unfettered he would have got

away entirely, but as it was it made ultimate escape a very
doubtful affair.

Neverthele'-" tie offiroi.. measured their fiill length in

the road.

But they were rath?:; usea to surpn.ses, so ftiej were
upon their feet again, and yelling at the tops of their

voices, before Tom was fairly round the comer.
" Stop him !" they cried. " An escape ! Stop him f

A highwayman ! A highwajTnan !"

But our friend, now that he knew speed was all that
was required of him. sot over the grcmd with extraor-
dinary fleetness.

His foes, though, were very close upon his tracn, uud
i>eing as it was middle day he v.-as almost certain to mee*:

3 great many people, though then it was a neighbourhoc^
l;Hle freauented.

CHAPTER LXXXVIII.
DICB- TUBPIN PAYS A VISIT TO THE COSTXTMIER'S IN

BOW-STKEET, COVENT-GAEDEN.

The cries of the officers in a very few minutes attracted
those who were at a distance.
No one can have walked much in ijoudon and not

been sui-prised at the rapidity with which a dense crowd
collects. A few minutes is all that is required.
The wonder is where they all come from so quickly.
On this occasion, therefore, the officers were not long in

getting a crowd about them, which increased every
moment.
Tern King had taken, that direction of the open country,

and had every hope, could he but reach the green lanes
and meaJons which then lay north of King's-cross, that
he should be able to baffle them completely.
The rage of Mr. Jacks and his brother officer can very

easily be imagined. They had made sure ©f securing the
money and retaining their prisoner all the same.
As it turned out, however, they got neither.
Tom certainly deserves a good deal of credit for evading

them as he did. It is no easy thing to get up a plan on
the spur of the moment.

Certainly the fiction about the money under the sewer
grating was a good one.

lie ran on unheeding his pur3uer3.
Ran as a mar. only can run when he is running for hia

life.

He made in his progress many a desperate tug at his
handcuffs, but all to no purpose. He bruised his hands
and rubbed the skin off, but he accomplished nothing
more.
A very few attempts showed him the futility of trying

to get free by such means, and so he turned the whole of
his attention to running as quickly as his legs would
carry him.
His pursuers kept up a terrible noise.

Tom turned his head over his shoulder and looked back.
He had certainly gained very little upon them.
But some yards in advance of aU the rest he could see

the two officers.

They were almost frantic.

In the first place they were wrong to have listened tc

the offer that was made to them, and then consenting tc

turn out of the way was a serious dereUction of duty, and
for which they would be hable to a heavy and severe
punishment.
Their exertions were something terrific, and they incited

on the crowd who followed them by the most extravagant
offers of reward.

StiU tliey could do no more than keep the highway-
man in sight, and they had considerable difficulty in doing
that.

On went Tom with the speed of a hunted hare.-

But, alas ! his efforts to escape were destined to be of

no avail.

At a sharp trot round a bend in the lane he is pursuing
comes a troop of dragoons.
Tom could not control a cry of despair.

Those in the rear uttered a triumphant shout.

Of course Tom pulled up. Every step he took now
would only have the effect of bringing him nearer to his

foes.

We stated in a former number that aU the roads about
London were patrolled by different bodies of dragoon
guards.
This was one of them.
From the elevated position they occupied on the backs

of their horses, they were able to see at a glance the trus
state of affairs.

Tom was at bay.
He glared panting and breathless about him.
There was no escape.

I

Vrith the instinct of despair, he made a dash at the
hedge, and strove t© scramble through, but the effort wa3
a vain one.

He found it too closely planted for a cat even to have
squeezed through.

Then in another moment his lotjs were upon iiim:

\
those ""ho were in advance—those who were in the

1 rear

j

Reii&tance was impossible, fie was borne tc ti;.*

I around, and ovcronwered instmiliH.
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Mauy ropes were cast about him, and ho was pinioned

most securely.

By some stran<re fatality, the troop of soldiers who
had intercepted him were the' self-same ones that had

before captured him and biouirht him to Newgate.
The surprise of the commanding oiEocr was excessive,

but from neither of the two oliicers could he get tlie

least information as to the manner in fvhich Tom had

got at liberty.

Poor Tom! surely his evil star is iu the ascendant,

and the good fortune which has hitherto so unvaryingly

boon his deserted him.
This time he was tied safely behind one of the dra-

goons, and so marahallod to Newgate.
At the prison the long absence of the highwayman

and the officers had produced the utmost consternation,

which, when the sheriff came to make some inquiries

about him, rose to its full height.

Immediate search was made, but no urace could be

found.
At last they encountered tlio troop having him a

prisoner.

And so once again on that eventful day. was Tom King
escorted by the soldiers into the vestibule of Newgate.
The joy that the governor felt at his having been

captured was somewhat kept in check by Mr. Blandy.

To this gentleman Tom King was indebted for com-
pelling tiro governor to put him in a clean and whole-

some cell.

He did not, however, say a word against liis beiag

fettered. Perhaps he thought that only a measure of

common prudence, considering the desperate and almost
tuocessful attempt at escape he had made
The cell door was cloj;ed, and Tom was left to his own

reflections.

And gloomy enough they were, goodness knows.
_

There was, however, one comfort : he was not deprived

of daylight. There was a barred window near the roof of

the cell, and this admitted a tolerable quantity of light.

Tom was very much exhausted by the efforts ho had
made, and by all the varied incidents whicii had hap-

pened on that eventful day, and this seemed to have a
corresponding depressing influence on bis mind.

Such is very often the case.

The haurs seemed to pass away very, very elowly.

Ho was visited twice by a turnkey, who came for the

double purpose of seeing that all was right, and bring-

ing food to the prisoner.

Of the latter, though very coarse, Tom partook plen-

tifully. He knew the importance of properly sustaining

himself in case there should be a necessity for his

making use of his bodily powers.
No further incident occurred during the remainder of

the day ; and when night and darkness came, Tom
threw himself upon the miserable bed, and fell into a

slumber, disturbed by extraordinary visions of dragoons,

police-officers, and governors.
As for Jacks and his companion they wero called upon

to give an account of what had taken place after they

left Bow-street, but this was done in such a rambling,
contradictory, impossible way, that Mr. Tapner had
them confined at oiicOj in order to be taken before a
magistrate to answer the charge of aiding and abetting

the escape of a notorious criminal.

In vain they protested that suoh was not the case

—

that they had acted for the public good. Mr. Tapner
was furious, and would listen to nothing, so Jacks and
his friend wore locked up in a ceil until morning.

CHAPTER LXXXIX.
DICK TURPIN ASSUMES QUITE A NEV/ CHARAGTEE, AND

SUSTAINS HIS PART TO ADMIRATION.
Squire Edelton, tiiefair Annie, and Doctor Congrevo
lookeil at Dick with the utmost surprise. His conster-

nation was apparent to everyone.
" But," said the squire to the lodge-keeper, " why did

you refuse them admittance P"

"I—I didn't exactly refuse them, sir; but I didn't

like to let them in without getting your sanction."
" Very well, then, let thom in at once. They are quite

•welcome to search my hou-^o for the rascal. I only hope
they'll catch him, that's all. But, Percy, my dear bey,

what iu the world is it tliat alarms you so ?"

In good truth Turpin was in a state of terrible agita-

tion.

He tried to move, but he was so weak, ho found it to
be an impossibility, and ho sank back into his chair
wilii a groan.
"Come—come," said the doctor, "it will never do

for you to excite yourself in this way. You will make
your wound positively dangerous."
The lodge-keeper was so anxious about liia young

master that he did not move to obey tho orders which
had been given him.
Dick raised his hand, and beckoning for tho squire

to approach him, with a great effort spoko.

The arm of fair Annie was thrown supportingly round
his neck.

" My dear, kind sir," he said, " auv. you, my beauti-
ful girl, 1 have that to say wliich will fill you with pain
and sorrow, and turn your kindness into detestation."

Both looked as bewildered as they felt when they
heard this speech, and anxiously waited to hear what
more wasto follow.

" Let me be alone with you both," continued Dick,
" and I will explain all. I dare not hope that you will

forgive me."
Tho squire made a sign for the doctor to retire, and

perceiving that tho lodge-keeper still stood upon tho
threshold of the door, ho said :

"Admit the dragoons! Quick, why do you koop
them at the gate ?"

"Stay," cried Turpin, excitedly. "Do not, I pray
you, send to them until you have heard what 1 liave got to

say. I will promise not to detain you many minutes."
"As you wish, my dear boy; but I do hope you

willoxolain this extraordinary behaviour of yours."
" 1 will."

The greatest curiosity was now depicted upon the
countenances of the squire and his daughter, and they
bent eagerly forward to hear tho next words which
should fall from his lips.

It will be seen that they both si ill clung to tho

idea that Turpin was really what they had at first

taken him to be.

But the first words Dick uttered dispelled the illusion.
" I am now," he said, in a solemn voice," going to placo

my life in your hands. I have come h.ere under false pre-

tences. I am not your son, though I have passed myself
off as such. I am Dick Turpin, the highwayman, of

whom the soldiers at your gates are in chase."

At this revelation the squire fairly staggered back,
while Annie withdrew her arm and clasped her hands
together.

But Dick not giving them time to sufficiently re-

cover from their surprise to speak, went on rapidly,

though the effort was almost beyond him,
" Do not blame me too much for my impositions. I

have boon hunted and wouuded by my foes for many
hours. I eluded them, and, coming along the lane, was
greeted by your daughter, who accosted me as her bro-

ther, whose arrival she tad been all night expecting."

"Good heavens ! Then my son
"

"One moment, sir, if you please," said Dick. "At
first I was amazed, but, quickly recovering myself, can
you wonder that under the circumstances I was prompt-
ed to do all in my power to favour the deception, since I

know that it was tho best chance I should have of escap-

ing from my foes. The rest you know already. The offi-

cers are at your gates thirsting for my blood. It rests

with you whether you choose to surrender mo wouuded
and helpless into their hands, or save me."
"No—no!" said Annie, " no—no ! We cannot do

that ! It would be base indeed."

A faint smile came to Dick's lip?* aa ho heard tho
assurance of his safety.

" I knew you would save rao I I was sure of it."
" But," said the squire, nervously, "I don't see!"
" You have nothing more to do," said Dick, "than to

assure the dragoons, when they search the place, that i

am your son. There is time to remove me to a bod-
chamber, and then suspicion will not be excited."

It is hard to say in what way tho squire would
have acted had ho been left to himself. But his daugh-
ter spoke, and with him her will was law.

" Oh, yes, father ! We must save him, indeed we
mast ! Quick— quick ! Kuu down to the gate and tell
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the dragoons tliey are free to scavcli tlio place ; ami you,
sir," she added, addressino^ Diolc, " come with me !"

Slie took him by the arm a3 she spo^^o. and raised
him to liis feet.

Tlien, by her aid, he manag^od t^^ stagrgor ajross its
room.

Tiie braia of the equire himself was in a perfect wliirl.

He was a simple-minded man, uuased to excitement of

any kind, and the startling character of the events which
had j'lst occurred was suiHcieut to utterly bewilder him.

" Heaven bless you!" said Dick, as with g-reat diffi-

culty he ascended the staircase. " Your dispoaition must
be a'frentle cue indeed, or you would have reacuted the

cruel cheat which I put upon you. But the love of life

and liberty is a dominant feelin» in tlie breasts of all, and
to pro':'erve those treasures a man will do what he would
not think of doing under ordinary circumstances."
" I can understand that," said Annie, quietly. " But

it grieves me to the soul to think that one so capable
of better tilings, as I am sure you are, should have
adopted such a course of life."

" Don't reproaoh me now," said Tarpin. " Wait uatil

yon know all. "When I am better, and this present danger
lias passed away, I will tell you everything, and I have,

I fear, some intelligence to give you respecting Percy."
" My brother. Oh 1 speak—speak!"
" Not now—not now. And, hark ! I can hoar even

now my pursuers are close at iiand."
" In here—in here," said Annie, opening a door.

" This is Percy's own room. I must leave you to shift

for yourself."

"A thousand, tliousand thanks for your kindness to

me," said Dick, kissing the hand that had supported
liim. " Never shp.U I forget this day, or cease to feel

grateful for the service you have done mo."
Dick's words were uttered in such a plain tive and

grateful tone of voice that the tears rose up into the oyes
of the beautiful and generous girl who wo see could feel

pity for an outcast like Dick was.
Ashamed of her emotion she turned away, and Dick

closed the door of the room in wliich ho had been ushered.
It is wonderful what a power ths mind has over the

body. Although so vvoak that he could scarcely crawl,
yet Dick was able, by an exertion of his will, to call up
enough strength to undress himself, secrete his clothes
under the mattress of the bed, and then get into bed
liimself.

When ho laid down, such a sensation of deadly sick-

ness came over him, that it seemed as though the world
was slipping away from him.
The truth was he was upon tho point of swooning,

and so soon as this thought occurred to iiim, ho was
able to recall his scattered energies, and successfully
repel the feeling.

He knew that should they enter and find liira insen-

Eible, they would imagine him to be dead, and under
that impression do or say something that would lead
to his apprehension.
And 80, although only semi-conscious, ho lay there

straining his sense of hearing to the utmost to know
what was going on.

CHAPTER XO.
DICK TURPIN DISGUISES HIMSELF AS A FARMER,
AND VISITS TOM KINO IN HIS CELL AT NEWGATE.

As may naturally be supposed, the suspicions of tho
dragoons were excited by the long absence of the lodge-
keeper, who had simply requested them to wait there,

and not enter until he had informed his master.
But when they saw the old gentleman himself walk-

ing down to meet them with a face of sorrow, those
suspicions were almost dissipated.
At his approach tho officer dismounted from his steed,

and, bowing respectfully to the squire, said

—

"I regret the errand we have come upon, but tl'.e

notorious highwaymau, Dick Turpin, has been traced
to the immediate vicinity of your mansion, and there
the traces end. We are empowered by law to search
whatever places we may think proper, and it will be our
duty to search your house and grounds."
" You are perfectly at liberty to do so,' ' said the squire

,

"and I am sure from your behaviour hitherto that you
will act with all possible consideration, especially when

I tell you that uiy only son, just returned after a mili-
tary service in India, is lying dangerously ill in the
house, and any bustle or excitement might be produc-
tive of fatal results."

" You shall have nothing to fear on that head. We
will take your word that the highwayman is not secreted
in your house, and merely search through the grounds."

" Do so ; 1 shall bo obliged. And you, sir, can ac-
company nie to tho house yourself, while your men do
the duty. It will be, 1 suppose, more satisfactory for
you to go all over tho house ?"

"It would certainly, since then I should be able to
speak with confidence; but, however, I cannot under
the circumstances think of doing so."

*' But you must, as a particular favour to myself, como
witli me, I beg. The pair of us can walk over the whole
of the building without creating the least disturbance."
"I cannot refuse you," said the officer, and then turn-

ing to his men, ho gave them instructions relative to
searching the grounds.
The squire then put his hand on the officer's arm.
"You will excuse me," he said, " but my son's pro-

fession is the same as youi:3, and so you see I look
upon you as a friend."

" You are very good," said tho officer. " I can quit?
understand the feeling."

In this way, as though they had been friends from
boyhood, they made their way along the avenue, across
the lawn, and up the steps in front of the mansion.
On tho threshold they met the squire's daughter,

Anuie.
It was evident that her groat beauty made a deep im-

pression upou the heart of the officer.

On her side, Anuie could not fail to be struck witli

the handsome appearance of the soldier.

As may be expected, tho officer did not walk over tho
house. He could not think of disturbing thorn so much,
he said, and- so ho sat down iu the drawing-room to
drink a glass of wine.
He remained contentedly enough until one of his men

presented himself with the report that, though they ha<?

searched the whole of tho grounds, they could find nv
traces of the man tliey sought.
Upon receipt of this intelligence, the ofhcer was

obliged to take his leave, which he did with manifest
reluctance.

And so the danger which had so menaced our hero
passed away.
As the day advanced he got much better, and just at

nightfall, to the surprise of the squire and his family,
their strange guest came downstairs.

It was in vain they rtjinonstrated with liira, and en-
treated him to return to his bed. Dick would listen to
nothing of the sort.

In fact, as he suffered only from loss of blood, his

vigorous constitution quickly recovered, and though
still weak, yet lie was able to walk with firmness.
He insisted, then, upon tho squire and his wife and

daughter accompanying him into the drawing-room, and
while there, he made the worthy family acquainted with
those facts of which the reader is already cognizant.
Tho intelligence which Turpin gave them concerning

the wreck of the Ranedeer hlled tlieir breasts with grief.

"And now," said Dick, " while heartily thanking you
for the inestimable service you have couferred upon me,
I am not without a liope, as you are iu possession of tho
facts of the case, that you will forgive mo for the im-
position I have practised."

" We do," said Annie ; "but oh! makenowa pr'^miso

to cease to be obnoxious to the laws,"'
" I cannot," said Dick. " Do not think me uiitrrate-

ful. Through mo my old comrade has been made a

prisoner, and I conceivo it to be my duty, as I caused
Ilia arrest, to sot him free again, and I will do it."

There was so much firmness iu tho way Dick pro-

nounced these words that they forebore to urge him
furtlier.

" To-night," he continued, " I set out for London. If

you will direct me to the stable, I will saddle my mare
and depart. May you forget there is in existence such

a one as 1 am."
The warm sympathies of Annie's nature were all on

the side of the highwayman, iu whom she felt tha

greatest interest, and, therefore, she said—
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" V/e shall never do that, but always bs on the look-out

to hear that you have done better."

''Fprewell," said Dick, as he walked cow avis the door
ot the room, " farewell. Beneath this roof { Uave met
with more kindness than ' V:*^o done in the \i b. >le oi my
previous career"
Then hastily lea.ihg tne apartment, and noi allowing

the squire or his daughter to make any further remark,
he directed his steps towards the servant's oihces.

In a few minutes afterwards the squire hearc the
clatter of horse's hoofs, and he knew the famous high-
wayman had gene.
Then, being left alone, all three gave way to their grief

5or the untimely fate of the much-loved Percj

CHAPTER XCI.
DICK TURPIN MAKES EVERY EFFOKT TO RESCUE HIS

FRIEND TOM KING.

Twenty-four hours after the event we have j."st related

a man, whose clothes were dragged with muci, walked
with a slow and unsteady footstep along that part of

Kussell- street, Covent- garden, Avhieh leads from Drurj'-

lane to Bow-street.
Upon reaching Crown-court he turned up it, and then

passing iuto Martlett's- court emerged into Bow-street,
just opposite where the Floral-hall now stands.

He leaned for a moment against the corner of the court

and looked up and down the street.

At that hour few people were abroad, and the street

itself was almost in utter darkness.
A little lower down on the left of where he stood -was

the Bow-street police-station.

It could be recognized by the lamp which was burning
over the door.

This man, who thus stood at the corner, was Our old
friend Turpin.
He had accomplished in safety the journey between

Squire Edelton's and London.
He had taken up his quarters with Matthew Gale, the

landlord of the " White Horse," in Drury-lane,
His present errand was to a costumier's at the corner of

Hart-street, from whom he wished to purchase a disguise,

and he had chosen that silent hour of the night to steal

out of White Horse-yard and reach it unobserved.
Feehng satisfied that no enemies were lurking about,

Dick crossed the road, and in another instant was stand-
ing at the door of the shop he sought.

it was closed, but of that circumstance Turpin took no
notice. Old Matthew had given him full instructions,
and he rang a bell, the handle of v/hich was placed almost
out of sight in the carving of the door-post.
After a minute or so's delay the door was opened, and

a little decrepit old man appeared upon the threshold.
He carried in his hand a candle, which he shielded from

the draught with his hand.
A few words sufficed to let him tnow what Dick wanted

and with many obeisances he ushered him into his shop.
" I can suit you exactly, sir," he said, " and I am very

glad to have the opportunity of doing a favour for my
friend, Mr. Gale. Anvone that he seads here must be
welcome."

" I want," said Dick, " a first-rate disguise. Do not
trouble about payment, I cau assure you that it will be
enough to satisfy you." '

" Just so,sir. What kind ofcostume would you like,sir ?
'

" That is a matter I have scarcely consiilered. I shall
leave it to you to make me look as difierent as you can.
That is the chief object."

" You mean, sir, 1 take it, disguise you so eflFec-iiaily

that your most intimate friend would fail to recognize
you ?

"

" Just so. Do thar and you shall have such a reward
as you have never hoped for."
" Come into my room, if you please, sir. 7ov f!2e I am

a lonely man, with neither kith nor kin. co the place is

not so tidy as it might be."
The room into which the oia cosLumier ushered Dick

certainly was not so tidy as it might be, as the old man
had it. In fact, it was littered with articles of evei7
description.

The costume which this singular being chos" toi- DicK,
was one such as was worn by north-country farmers at the
perir4.

A''hen Dick simply put on the clothes it made a won-
derful difference to him, but the costumier did not stop
there. He cut Dick's hair close to his head, and fitted on
a wig of long silvery-looking hair.

" 1 have done a great deal in this way, su . When 1
was younger I used to dress the characters before they
went on the stage, and there was no one could make up
like me. .Tust holil no vour face to the hght, sir, if you
please."

Dick did so, and then the old man proueeuea to cover
it with a very thin solution of some kind which in a
minute gave his skin the appearance of extreme old age.
Next he very skilfully with a fine brush drew some

lines and then shaded them, and with so much art that
no one would have thought they were other than actual
wrinkles unless by means of his touch he had satisfied

himself upon the point.

The old man seemed to take the greatest possible delight
in his work, and he paused every now and then to admire
his own skill.

Nearly three hours were consumed before be pronounced
Dick ready.

He then led him into the shop, and made him stand
before a large mirror that was there.

When Turpin saw his reflected image he uttered a
ci-y of disbelief, so utterly changed was he.

It was a strange feehng that, but there was nothing
about him to assure him of his identity.

When, however, after rummaging in a comer the cos-

tumier found an old cross-handled walking-stick and Dick
by his instructions bent his back and leaned totteringly

upon it, the disguise was indeed perfect.
" I shall fear nothing now," he muttered. " I shall

run not the slightest risk ! Thanks, old man !
" he added

aloud, " this will be a good night's work for you."
As he spoke, he pressed into his skinny hands twenty

guineas.
" I am glad you are satisfied, munificent sir," said the

costumier. " 1 shall bo glad always, for the sake ray old

friend, to do what I can for you."
" Say no more ! What time is it ?

"

" Close upon four, sir."
" No later ?

"
«

" No earlier, sir," said the oid man, with a 'jmile. It

will be dayhght soon. All j'ou will have to do will ba
to recollect you are an-aged man, and walk accordingly."

" Fear nothing ! and now, if you will allow me, i will

go ! Good night !

"

" Good morning ! noble sir !
" said the old man, as he

held open the door of the shop. " Good morning !

"

Taking care, as the old man had directed him, to keep
up the appearance of the character he had assumed, Dick
walked slowly in the direction of the " White Horse."

" It will be a good test of the efficacy of this disguise

if old Matthew is unable to penetrate it," he muttered.

"I wUltry."
The " White Horse " was one of those public-houses

where the greatest business is done during the night, so

that when Dick arrived, he found it much the same as ho

had left it."

He tottered up to the bar, and said, in a capitally

assumed voice

—

" Can you let me have a bed to-night, guv'ner ?
"

" Matthew was as usual standing at the counter, and
though he looked curiously at Dick, yet he did notie.

cognize him.
" No," he said, " we don't let beds."
" Oh! gammon !

" said Turpin, in his natural voice,

" open the door and let me in !

"

" Good gracious !
" gasped Matthew. " It's actually

the Squire. Well, I will say this, my old fi-iend hasn't

forgotten his art, that's quite clear !

"

" Be cautious," said Turpin, looking -warily auout him.
" Oh ! it's all right. Come in."

Matthew held open the little halt-giasa door leading

into the bar and Dick entered.

The worthy landlord's admiration at the excelienco c;i

Dick's disguise knew no boundj.

"Oh! it's first-rate," he said. "Yon run nai-dly aii','

risk if you'll only be careful."

" Risk or no risk," said Turpin, " J. mean to pay Ti;:,7

King a visit, and if I don't get him out of thrt piison U.'!'

very odd to me. It's my du*y, ant" I U do i*.

"
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" Then, if that's the case, he's safe enough,"
•' I hope so."
" Dick, niy boy, I like you more than erer. Itis no.

often wo find anyone as will star.d by a friend at a
pinch."

" Perhaps not, but there are few, I think, who can
boaot of having such a friend as Tom King."
"Oh ! he's one of the right sort, I know," said old

Matthew, " though I haven't seen much of him myself."
"That plea.=<ure has yet to come."
" But, now, tell me this. I haven't mentioned it be-

fore, but wliat is the plan of operations you have
ketched out?"

•' To tell you the truth I don't know. I was going to
consult with you upon the suhjoct."

" Very good. I think it will be in my power to be of
more assistance to you than you think for."

" I am glad to hear it. And nor/ tell me what you
should advise ?

*

The worthy landlord reflected for a moment.
-^o. 19.—Black Bess.

" Just come in this back-room a little while in case
anyone should happen to come in."

" It will only be prudent."
" That's true enough, and I never know when a robin

might pop in. But as for this little room, it's quite
private, and we can talk there without fear of beiug in-

terrupted or overheard."
While speaking, old Matthew ushered Dick into a

small parlour, which was consecrated to the use of him.
self and his very ppecial friends.

" Charlotte ! Charlotte !" he said, " look to the bar."
Then he closed thedror of communication, and going

to the sideboard, took from it two decanters of wine ana
some glasses, which he placed on the table near hia

friend.

This done, he took a seat nearly opposite to him.
"Pour out a glass, Dick, lad," ho said. "It ain't pos-

sible to talk business with a dry mouth."
Turpin poured out a glass for himself, and one also

for the landlord, and then he said

—

Pbick One Halfpenny.
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'• Kow, Matthew, my friend, there is no time to 'ose.

Let us begin."
" With all my ueart. The first thiu^ 1 want to ascer-

tain is your motive for going to Newgate ?
"

" My moLi,-e ?
''

" Yes, is it simpiy a visit of condolence, or do you

intend to give him some assistance to\.ard3 making his

escape ?
'

" Why tke latter, most cei'tainly."
" Veiy well, then. Now do you suppose vou will be

eble to walk off with him under your am ?
'

Dick laughed.
" Not exactly ; bu!; I know very well what you mean."
" Of course you do. It is i.o good your running such a

frightful risk as venturing into Newgate without you
accomplish some good by it."

" True. Now, Matthew, pray speak out. I know,
from your way, as well as if you told me, that you have
so'ue capital plan in your head."

" No. I can't exactly say I have ; but I think, if we
put our heads together, we shall easily enough be able to

coaccrt one."
\

" That's sense."
" Now, the first thing is the going into Newgate. Have

you justly calculated the amount of danger you will be

likely to encounter ?
"

" Not I," said Dick, carelessly. " It is time enough to

think about danger when danger comes."
Old Matthew shook his head.
" You are too reckless by half."
" And all the better," replied Dick, for I do believe if I

fiad stopped to be cautious, and such like, I should have
been nabbed long ago."

'' Perhaps you are right. However, let us confine our-

reives to the subject we have in hand. In the first

place, are you known by any of the ofticials at Newgate ?"
" Not that I am aware of."
" That is a point in your favour, then. You may rest

assured that every visitor Tom King h s will be very

closely scrutinized indeed, and you mu-i; take care that

they do not penetrate your disguise."
" Trust me for that."
" You will observe, Dick, that all al:>ng I have avoided

saying anything to dissuade you from going on your
perilous errand, because I believe it lo be useless. Your
mind seemed to be (juite made up."
" And not only that," said Turrin, " I consider it a

point of honour to visit him, and run every risk iu the

endeavour to accomplish his esca'-^e. It was through me
he got into the hands of the grabs, and it shall be thi-ough

me that he gets out of them."
" That's a proper enough feeling, I do not pretend to

deny," said the landlord, " bu:. it's carrying it to an ex-

cess, I rather think."
" Pho! ptio !

"

" Ah ! you may pho ! pho ! as much as you like ; but

]ook here."

"\yell."
" You said just now I had some plan in my head."
" I know I did."
" Well, I hadn't, but, what was pretty much the same

thing, I had something to propose."
" What was it ? Quick ! tell me !

"

" Oh ! don't be impatient. All I wanted to do was to

suggest a little improvement in your plan."
" I shall be thankful to you for it."

" Shall you. That's all right then. Now look here,

I am an older man than you."
" I don't dispute that for a moment."
" I could play the part of Tom's father first-ra'..3, belter

than you could, I conceit myself."
" No, no, Matthew, that wo^'^ do."
" What won't ?

"

" Why, you want to persuade me into letting you go
instead of me, but it won't do, I tell you."

" But I tell ycu it will. They won't suspect me *^or a
- 'oment, for I should go in my natural character."

* You won't go at ai
'^ "in quite resolved upon this

tjoint, Matthew, so let ub waste no more words about it.

My determination is, despite the per-il, to see Tom King
myself, and to tell him that I will free him if I have to

pull Newgate down, stone by Ftone, to do it."
" ^ suppose you will have your own way," said Maf-

toaWj, as ne coolly poured out another glass of v/u-m.

" You are right. I have everj confidence in my dis.

guise, and in my own capabilities to sustain the action of

the part I have asb^umod. You now kuow my iiTCVocable

determination. There is yet some time before the prLwn

gates will be open, and let us occupy that interval iu

reducing to shape and method some plan for Tom's
escape.'

CHAPTER XCIl.
OLD MATTHEW, THK LANDLORD, DISPLAYS INVENTIVE

I'OWERS OF NO .MEAN OUDER.
" Nothing A\all please me better," replied Matthew Gale.
" Let us try to think of_ something good."
" My rude idea was,"' ^aid Turpin, " to convey to Tom

some tools that would enable him to free liiniself from his

fetters, for that they will ii'ou him heavily I have not the

smallest doubt."
" You may depend they will."
" A file or two would at any rate be useful to him ; but

I must confess I was rather puzzled to know how to convey

them to him. I suppose when 1 enter the lobby I shall

be searched."
" You will, and not only that, a turnkey will be present

during your interview with him, whose special duty it will

be to see that nothing passes from you to the prisoner."
" Ah ! that makes it awkward, does it not ?

'

" It does."
" Now, I'll tell yoa how I thought of managing to over-

come the difiiculty. Let me hear whether you tliink it

feasible."
" I am all attention."
" I thouglit of secreting a couple of spring files in the

lining of my hat. You see it is stiffened with wire, and
so they would be most likely passed over unnoticed. What
do you think ?

"

" 1 think so, too, but there is a chance they might be

discovered. They are sharp chapa there, and do^vn to

every move."
" I suppose so."
" And then, supposing you got in with the files all

right, how should you manage to convey them to Tom ?
"

" Well that would entirely depend upon circumstances.

I should contrive to let him know what I had brought,

and where they were, and drop my hat carelessly some-
where : then he might either abstract them while I waa
talking or pick my hat up and give it me, and take them
out at the same time, as opportunity offered."

" It's a very good scheme, but "i^^^--

" Ah ! is there a but iu it ?
"

"There is."

" What is it ?
"

" I think a better could be found."
'' Do you P then that's as good as saying you have

thought of one. What is it ?
"

" You have divined the fact, Dick, I confess ; I have
thought of a plan, but whether you will think the same
about it as I do is more than I can tell you. However,
you shall hear it."

"I'd wager my head it's something uncommonly
good."

" Dou't be too sanguine about it, for fear it should fall

short of your expectations."
" Pray tell it me, and do not keep me in suspense any

longer."
" You know the Old Bailey, of course ?

"

" You mean the street ?
"

" Yes."
" 1 kuow it very well."

j
" Then did you ever notice on the side opposite to the

/Jrison a shop where they sell meat pics ?
"

" I can't say 1 did."
" Well never mind, that don't matter. There is a meat

pie shop \here, and it is kept by a man named Eliaha

Coles."
" But I don't see "

—

" What that has got ta io vvith it, you were going io

I " I was."

[

" Stop a moment, and you shall hear. Mr. Coles ia a
I jG ry old and very particular friend o^ "^ine."

'•^ Oh !

"

1 " His shop is vary mu-h frequented by the prison

\ oi&cials. In fact, lus principal! cae^mers.
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" So I suppose."
J

'* And not only do a grea^" many come in there and eai

a email pie while they stand at the counter, but those who I

ate on duty are in the habit of sending over for one of

the large pies that he makes, and which is enough for
|

dinner for three men."
_

" But what on earth"

—

" Hold youv uoise, and don't interrupt. Now, Mr.
Coles, as I said before, is a v?'*? great friend of mine."
" Hang it, I know you did ; make haste."
" And what is more, I am a great friend of Mr.

Coles."

The landlord was amusing himself a Uttie at the ex-

peuse of Dick's impatience.
" Now what are }'ou trying to say ?

"

" Simply this ; when you go to visit Tom, stay some
time, and then send over for one of my friend Coles's

pies."
" And how ou earth would that benefit me ?

"

"Can't you see ?"
" No, I'll be shot if I can."
" Then you're not so discerning as I took j'ou to be,

that's all. 1 shall take advantage of my friend Coles's

friendship."
" In what manner?"
" I'll tell you. I'll go to him, and get him to fc'de a

couple of tiles in the crust of one of his pies."
" Ha ! I see novr,"
" You do ?

"

" Yes."
" What do you think of the scheme ?

"

" Oh ! it's capital ; but "

—

" Is there a but in my plan as well as in yours r
''

" There is, and a good-sized but, too."
" Tell me what it is."
" V/hy, supposing your friend put the saws in the pie-

crust, how is he to know v/hich one to give ?
"

•'Oh! you leave that to him; he'll manage that with-
out any trouble nt a!l. You have only got to send out for

a pie, and when it come.<i, you maj rely upon there boi;:g

a couple of the besfc steel caws iu London in the crust of

it."
•' Then, of course," said Turpin, as the e::cellenc3 of

the stratagem became more and more patent to hi."j, " it

will be easy to sit down to eat this pie, but how shall I

know iu what part of the crust the saws are ?
"

" You will easily be able to tell that ; I will get him to

put some little ornament on it—you know what I mean

—

and just above where the saws are there shall be two of

these dough ornaments stuck together."
" Very good, Matthew," said Turpin, in a tone of exul-

tation, " it is really wonderful how you get over the diffi-

culties. I don't know whether it's an original idea, but
whether it iz or not it is the best I ever heard of. Wiy
tliere will be no trouble in the affair at all now, if j'ou can
only insure tlie right pie being sent to the right persons."

" You let Coles alone for that."

"I will."

"Then jou think it bettor than taking them in the
bat?"

" A thousand timps better, Matthew, a hundred thou-
sand times ! It is the cleverest thipj^ I ever heard of."

Old Matthew's' eyes sparkled, for he was no exception
to human nature generally, and it is always sweet to be

commended.
" And yet it is so simple."
" That, in my opinion, is the best part of it. And now

to make your mind quite easy upon the whole affair, I will

tell 3'ou how Coles will arrange about the pie."
" Ah ! do tell me that. As you say, it will be an addi-

tional satisfaction."
" Besides which I have thought of a means by whicU

you can assist him.

'

" Let us hear, then, by all means."
" You must remember the part you are ^;o personate is

that of a north country farmer. Now they Mave a pecu-
liar way of speaking which I daresay yon can imitate
pretty well."

"Pretty we'l;.

" As you must be asvave, too, they have peculiar ways
:»f expressing themselves."
" I know t'h'^v ''avj."
*' 'Tery vi-el' ^k-t you order the pie, tell the rasji .o

-•" K-vi- -.n- <.,. ,. K'lk'ul."

'"§ lack baked?"
* Yes. Don't forget. Pt means one that is only
ightly or partially baked. Not brov/ned, you under-
tand ?

"

-' Oh ! I see."

The c.-?pression is not al'.ogether uncommon in London
aere, owing to the many country people that are con-
stantly visiting it. Now, when the turnkey asks for a pio
slack baked. Coles vnU at once comprehend it is for

you." •»

" Just so."
" You won't forget, or make any mistake ?"
" Oh ! no, it is a common enough expression where I

come from."
" Where is that ?

"

" Essex."
" Oh ! indeed. Then so much the better. Then to

make quite certain. Coles will make some remark to the
turnkey as to who wants a slack baked pie, and then ten to

one if the man don't toll him it is for 'Tom King's father,
who has come to visit him."
"And tlien, of course, Ccles will have no hesitation

in handing him the pie that has the sav.-s concealed in the
crust."

"None, as you say."
" Matthew, I should never have given you credit for

managing an affair with so much skill. Il's really fiiSL-

rate, and does you intinite credit."
" Oh ! don't say any moi-e about it. Fill up your glass,

and let us drink success to the scheme."
" With a.11 the pleasure in life. And now, having ar-

ranged all this so very satisfactorily, what had we better

do?"
" Lie down and get an hour or tv>'o's rest. It is only a

little after six now, and they won't admit you to ih-:.

prison uatil ten."

"Be it so, then. My mind n-'w is quite at rest, and I

shall b 3 none the worse for throo hours sleep, and I know
I can '.i.ke it in safety under 3-our roof"

" Yoa can. j?'0pci:/l upon it, I will give you timely
notice of the approach of any danger."

" I do not anticipate any," said Turpin.
" No, nor I ; but stiil it is best to bo prepared."
" It is, for when it does come it comes most uncs.

pectedly."
" You will be able to find your way to your old chamber,

I suppose ?
"

" You mean the one I slept in last eight."
" Yes, and that night when you came here half scared

and badly wounded."
" Oh ! I can find my way there easily enough. Good

morning, and many thanks."
" Don't mention it, I beg."
" I can trust to you to see about the pie."
" Y^ou can. Depend upon me."
" I know I can with safety do so. Good morning."
Turpin made his way ujistairs, and entering the room

which had been set a:ide for his own use, he threw him-
selfupon the bed, dressed as he was, and in five minutes v/aa

sound asleep.

CHAPTER XCIII.
INFORMS THE READER TO WHAT EXTENT OLD MATTHEW'S

SCHEME WAS SUCCESSFUL,

Few are there, we imagine, v/ho have not noticed how
great an influence the mind has over sleep. To go to bed
with a resolution to rise at a certain hour is sufficient la

cause one to wake about that time. How this is it is im-
possible to say, but it is a fact nevertheless.

Such was the case v.'ith Dick iu the present instance-

When he laid down on the bed the last thing about whick
he thought was that ho must wake up at nine in oi'f'f r to

pay his promised visit to Newgate.
iEsactly to the minute ho opened his eyes, tut he could

tell he had not had a sufficient quantity of sl^ep to tho-

roughly refresh him. Nevertheless, l.ii intention wa3
uppermost in his niino, and he sprang to Vii.s feot

It took him but a few minnt.es to adjust 'ni atti x, and
ti^en, haviijfj every appearauco of a venerable jountry

farmer, he d^bcended the stairs, and ..-ntered th? '/ar.

As he fully expected, he found Matthew haJ already

-•one oat. His errand would, of cource, be t(? his irip.n^
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Dick Tnrpin'B heart was ligVit when he turned away

fcfom <be " White Horse."
Ah-eady he sa.v in bis mind s ^ ^e Tom King once more '

Jn freedom, for that he would manage to make aa eacape
]

he did not entertain the smallest doubt.

But. notwithstanding bis elation of spirits, he was not

oblivious of the fact that be was to personate a feeble old

man, and he walked along with a slow and staggering gaiu

accordingly, supporting himself upon the strong cross-

handled stick witb "-hich the costumier in Covent-garden

had supplied him.
' We thaD one peiaou curned a curious and inquisitive

,ance upon him, which made Dick apprehensive tn a

degree.
And yet his fears were groundless.

It was not any inconsistency or imperfection of his dis-

guise that caused the people to look. It was his old-

fashioned attire.

But these gazers had the na ural eflfect of making Dick
less reliant upon his disguisj than he was, which was a

pity, as his over-cautiou iright be provocative of sus-

picion.

Just as be passed under Temple Bar a thought struck

him, and he immediately proceeded to act vipon it.

At the very next public-bouse be came to, which was
at the corner of Chancery-lane, he stopped.

He walked slowly up to the bar, and called for gin.

As he was served witb it be put down the money, and
at the same time inquired whether they would put half-a-

pint m a bottle for bim.
He said this in such a mysterious way that a smile

came over the face of the young woman at the bar,

besides which, she was tickled at the idea of anyone
asking such a question, and she set him down for a
jokel at once.

The ball-pint bottle of spirit was produced, and Dick
Vaid for it, and left the bouse.
"Ha! ha! This will throw those stupid Newgate

fellows off the scent, I rather think."

What Dick meant will be quickly enough seen.

He walked gently down Fleet-street, and up Ludga,^o-
hill.

Then round the corner into the Old Bailey.

As he reached the door at which prisoners wc:-
admitted, he glanced at St. Sepulchre's clock, and sa..

that it was nearly twenty minutes past ten.

Ht tapped timorously at the wicket.

LiUle did Dick ever thmk that he should voluntarily

seek an entrance into Newgate ; and if anyone had told

him the day would come when be would walk up to the

very portal, and knock at it with the broad light of day
looking at him he would have ridiculed the idea as

most improbably absurd.

And yet there be was.
Strange things do come to pass.

The surly door-keeper dashed n.side the Httle sliding
panel that covered a small aperture in the door defended
by twisted iron bars,
" What's the row now, eh ? " he growled.
Dick set up a capital imitation of an old man's voice. I

" Alas! alas!" I

He shook his head tromulouslv, and forced some mois- dungeon
ture into bis eyes."

Bang went the little panel.

Turpin repeated the summons.
7t was disregarded.
He knocked again, but somewhat loudev.
The janitor appeared again.
"Be off with you," be said, "or I will give you in

charge. There's no vagrants allowed about this place."
" Kind, good sir," said Dick, submissively. "Thomas,

Thomas ! my son Thomas !

"

II

Eh.?"
"My son Thomas—my poor weak, misguided son, good

Eb, what ? Do you mean to say To:^ King; the high

toDyman is your son .-'

" Alas ! yes," rephed Dick, in a still more lachrymose

voice.
" And you want to see him ?

"

" Evea so. That is with yom- permission, kind sir."
" Oh ! bother. Come in."

The ponderous door was opened to the extent of a few
inches, and Dick, witb many sighs and groans and shakes
of the head, made bis way into the lobby.

" Here, Winch," cried the jailer to one of his com-
panions, who was sitting on a bench at a few yards'

distance. " Here's tins o;d fogy come to see Tom King."
The man who bad been named Wiucli, and who, for a

woirxler, possessed what few Newgate othcials did, an un-

forbidding countenance, gave a gnmt and rose to his feet.

" This way," he said. " But stop a minute, what have
you got about you ?

"

"About me ?"
" Yes. Have you got anything hidden in your clothes ?

I must search you."
"No—no—good sir—very good sir—no—no—don't, I

beg."
" Ah ! you're frightened, are you ? That shows you ve

got something hidden about you."
" No—indeed, no."

Dick acted being in a state of ner\-ous trepidation to

perfection.

Winch, however, with a look of great sagacity on hie

face, walked up to the supposititious old man, and in a

very experienced way felt all over bis clothing.

At last be came to a pocket that was in the breast of the

coat, and where Dick bad placed the bottle of gin.

The feel at once told him what it was.
"Ha! ha!" h» said, as be drew it forth despite the

feeble resistance Dick made to his doing so. " Gin, eh ?

W^e never allows no spirits to be taken in."
" Oh ! think of my poor son, good sir, in his cold cell,

and let his wretched father take him a little comfort. Do,
good, kind sir—do !

"

" No, its against the rules. I'll put it here, and you can
have it when you go away."

" Thanks, good sir. But is it against the rules for you
,

. " ^veit?"
Well, I don't know as it is," said Winch.

" Then," replied Dick, " if my poor boy can't have it

do you. I could not bear the idea of no one having it.

Its the very best old Hollands."
" Schiedam ?

"

" That's it. I always drink it myself, and 1 know my
poor boy likes it. Alack ! alack ! that ever I should hv3
to see this day. Alack ! alack !

"

" Come, come, old cbnp, don't take on so," said

Winch, wlio was considerably mollified by the present of

the half-pint of gin. " He may get off all right. This
way, sir. You can take hold of my arm, if you like."

j

"Many thanks, sir, many thanks; I am getting old

I

no\-', very old."

I
" You'll outlive many of the young ones yet," said

Winch, with a peculiar smile, as he, witb Dick leaning on
his arni, entered those gloomy corridors leading to Tom's

8ir.

" Oh ! you want to see some one, ch ? Why didn't y^n
Bay so at first. I thought you came begging.'*

" That was a little mistake, noble sir."
" Bah ! Who do you want ?

"

"Thomas!"
" Go to the aeu« . VTho'tj Thomas ?

"

" My poor son."
" Thomas whr>, idiot ? " reared the jailer.

f-i"^> §ood sir. ThcT^ij King."

CH.iPTER XCIV.
DICK FIXDS THE VEEV ATMOSPHERE OF NEWGATE 19

FILL OF PERIL TO HIM.

Could but some unseen power have whispered to W^inch,
the turnkey, that it was no other than the famous high-
wayman, Dick Turpin, who was leaning on his arm, how
utterly astounded he would have been, and what an entire
change would have taken place in bis demeanour.
But it so happened that not the faintest breath of sus-

picion dimmed his mind, which may bo attributed not only
to the excellency of the disguise, but to the admirable
manner in which Dick bad played bis part.

His imitation of a timid, humbk decrepit old ro«Ti was
really wonderful.
A few minutes brought them to toe door of the cell in

which Tom King was confined, and Winch "•'did ^he con*
plicated fastenings, and pushed it open.
One keen glance was sufficient to enable Dick i.. lake ia

I a distinct i lea of the position of the locks and toitfc
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Then he stepped into the cell.

Winch followed close at his heels, but still stood only

on the threshold.

He amused himself by swinging his monster bunch'"?

keys to and fro.

The coll, of which Tom was so unwilling an o<v»-ipanf,

though not what coull with iuopriety be "-.lied com-

fortable, yet was so when compared w-ith some of the

others in the prison.

The floor, which was cciaposcd of large flag stones,

was dry and clean "ad so, too, were the walls, while a

grated window iiear the roof permitted entrance to a
moderate <».mount of light.

Bot-slthou^h Dick noted all these things, the principal

portion of his attention was riveted upon his comrade.

Tom was sitting in a dejected-looking attitude upon
/lis bed. Hia head was bent, and his eyes rested on the

floor beneath his feet.

Heavy irons hampered his limbs, and made motion of

any kind a matter of great diffi ^ulty.

And now Dick ran the pi-iuuipal danger.

It was in the highest degree probable that Tom, from
his intimate acquaintance witli Turpin, would penetrate

his disguise, and, under the impulse of the moment,
either say or do something that would rouse the sas-

piciona of the turnkey.
The risk had to be run.

So immersed was Tom King in his meditations, that

he did not appear cognizant of the fact that any one
had entered his dungeon, nor did ho lift his head '-.atil

Winch said, in loud cones—
"A visitor !"

Tom looked up.
He gave a sudden start as hia glance loil upon

Turpin.
He knew him instantly.

His very lips turned pale.

But ere *~ oould any further commit himself, Dick
spoke—

" Tom ! Tbw ! Alas ! alas ! my poor son—that over
I should have lived to see you like this. My poor, poor
boy."

Brief as was the time it took for Turpin to utter
these words, yet it was long enough to allow Tom to
recover from the first shock of his surprise, and make
him aware under what title it was that Turpin had paid
him this visit.

He did not trust himself to rise and speak though,
but merely assumed his former cast-iiown attitude.

Dick seated himself by his side on the rude pallet, and,
taking his hand in hia own, he said, in the same well-

assumed tones

—

" Ah ! Thomas, Thomas ! I knowed this would be the
end ; I was sure of it. I shall die a miserable old man
and it will be all your fault. But I won't reproach thee,

lad. I see you're down-hearted now, so I won't say
another word. I won't, Thomas, I won't."
Winch was pretty well used to this kind of thing in

reality, and yet he did not perceive in this instance that
it was spurious.
He lingered a minute just inside the door of the cell,

and then went out into the passage, where he solaced
himself with an instalment of the bottle of gin.

The strict letter of his duty was to remain present
during the interviews between prisoners and their
visitors. But this was merely to see that nothing was
handed to them in the shape of tools or spirits.

Winch in this instance felt sure he had nothing to
fear on either of these grounds, his search had been so
very systematic ; and as he was quite tired of hearing
reproaches and sorrowful replies, he gladly enough be-
took himself to the corridor.

No sooner had he gone than Tom opened his mouth
to speak, but Turpiu, by an expressive gesture, stopped
him.

" I know That you are going to say," he whispered,
" but never mind it. Listen to me, there ia no time to
lose."

1^
The risk"

"I know all that. Silence! I ha'ie oome here in
order that yon may effect your escape."

" How—how !"

" Be patient
epring sawa i

What could you do if you had two steel

" Two steel spiiiig saws ? Anything. With a crow-
bar get out of Newgate."
"Speak lower, the turnkey may be listening. As jet

he has no suspicions."
" Your disguise i^ certainly an excellent one."
' But it did not deceive you."
"Uhl no,"
" You knew mo at the ISrst glance."
•' 1 did."

"But that is nothing. Listen to my plan."
" I am all attention."
" I shall send out for a pie."
"A pie ?"

" Yes, a meat pie. In the crust of which will be hid-
den the two saws of which I spoke."
" I see."
" 1 will cut the pie, and manage to give yon the right

portion. I must leave it to your own legerity to take
them out, and secrete them somewhere."

" You may safely do so. Oh ! Dick, my friend, I was
beginning to despair, but now you have filled me with
new hoje."
"That is well."
" With two such tools much I am certain can bo done,

and it will go hard if 1 do not work my way to freedom."
" That is the way to speak. Eesolve upon accomplish-

ing your aim. and you have more than half succeeded."
" I knov it."
" And now for the pie."
" Be careful, Dick."
" You can trust me."
" Yes, but recollect for the last few minutes you have

been speaking to me with your own voice—in a whisper,
it is true, but still with your own voice. 1 merely asked
you to be careful lest you should forget yourself."

" Thanks, my friend ; your caution is welcome. Now
I am on ray guard."
"That is well."

Dick rose from his sea ,

He made his way towards the door.
The turnkey was leaning with his back against the

wall of the corridor at a fjw paces from the door of the
cell.

He was taking another sip at the bottle of gin,

Dick Turpin walked close up to him, and then said in
the humble clinging tones he had at first adopted

—

" My kind, good sir
"

Winch was so intent upon what he was about that ho
did not notice Dick's approach, and when he heard a
voice at his elbow he gave a great start, and, as a natu-
ral consequence, spilt ever so much of the gin.

" Coufoun(? you," he said, in a great rage. "What
do you want iio>.? ?"

"A thousand pardons, good, kind sir, a thousand
pardons. I made sure yoK heard my footstep. Oh ! how
sorry I am to see such good liquor wasted !"

" Not half so sorry as I am."
" But sir—good sir. My poor son is hungry."
"Oh! he be d-d!"
" If you please, good sir. But when he said he waa

hungry, he put two or three things in my head."
"Yes, curse it, and one of them was to come out ia

the passage, and speak to me and make me lose half the
bottle of gin,"

" Believe me, kind sir, I am very sorry. But there
are worse losses in the world than that, because'itis one
that can be repaired."
" Well, yes, I suppose it can," said Winch. "But

will you repair it, that's the point ?"

CHAPTER XCV,

IN WHICH TWO NEW AND VERY IMPORTANT CHARAC-

TERS ARE INTRODUCED TO THE READER OF THIS

HISTORY.
"Kind sir."

" Oh ! don't be so infernally polite, but aay at once."
"I will."
" You will ?"

" I certainly will."
" Replace the bottle of gin."
" With pleasure, good sir,"
" No, vj>*. T'th pleastu'e, but with another bottle."
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" That's what I uiean."
"Then it dnu't so much sisrnify, does it?"
" It does uot, as yoii say, kind sir. But to go back

. to the remark I was about to make."
" Yes, yos."
" AVhcn you interrupted me."
"Confound it, yes !"

" My poor son Tom said he was hungry."
'' You said that before."
" I know I did ; but what a dreadful thiu^' it 13 to bo

hungry and have nothinjr to eat
!"

"
[ don't doubt it, but he can have plenty of bread and

water at dinner-time, ?o that isu't his case."
" True, kind air, but that is as good as uothin^^*, Bs-

BJdos, it is a long time to wait."
" Well, what do you want ?"

" I am telling you, my very good sir."
" Then why don't you make haste '("

"I am, good sir, but I am getting old, yoa see, and
infirm, and if"

" I tell you what it is, old cock, if you dou't say what
you want at once, I'm"

" When he said—that is, my poor unhappy, deluded
son Tom—said he was hungry, it brought to mind that,

as I passed down the street on the opposite side of the

way, I saw there a shop where they sold the most lus-

cious-looking pies."

"Coles'
P"

" That may be hia name, kind sir. I don't say it

isn't."
" Then you know the shop I moan?"
" In course I do ; everybody in the prison knows it.

"Why, we have a matter of thirty or forty pies from
there every day."
"Indeed. How singular. Why you must be first-rate

customers of hi;^."

" I rather believe it, we are ; but have you gone all

this long way round to say you wanted one of his

pies ?"

" That is what T wanted to say, kind sir ; but I wished
to make so bold as to make a suggestion or two."

" Out with them, then."
" Why, I thought, that though my poor boy was hun-

gry, yet you mi-ght not be. and still
"

"Still what?"
"That if I send for a large pie you would not mind

helping us eat it."
" I should have no objection in the world ; and if so

bo you want a pie fetched, why just fork over the chink,
and you shall have one in five minutes."

" The ehiuk ? What do you mean by chink, good
sir?"

" Why, how jolly green you must be. Chink means
money, and money means chink."

" Oh I see," said L'iok, with that vacant kind of smile,

which one often notices upon the faces of the aged.
As he spoke ho took from liis pockat a small leather

bag.
He undid the string with which it was fastened, and

pulled out half-a-guinea.
" Take this, kind sir, and buy a pie. A large one,

and you can buy yourself another drop of gin with the
change, if you will be good enough to do so, kind sir,"

" Oh, won't I, that's a.\]-,"

" Y'ou will f"
" Kather. Do you kno^j I looks upon you as one of

the right John Bull sort."
" I am glad," said Dick, in hiahumbbst to2C3, " that

I have found favour with you, srood sir."
" All right. Here, Hilton ! Hilton !"'

" Who's Hilton, excellent sir ?"
" A man that runa of errands. Oh, here he comes."
An old, white-haired man, in a threadbare suit of rusty

black, came at a shuffling trot aloi>g the passasres.
" Here, Hilton," said Winch, as he approached. " Go

over to Coles, and fetch a large meat pie. Would you
like mutton or pork ?" he added, turning to Dick,
This was an unlooked for chance of saying what he

wJ^ihed, 80 Dick availed liim?elf of it instantly.
" I should, if it is agreeable to you, like to have a

mutton pie, and slack baked."
" Slack what ?"

" "^h ! I know what ho means," said Hilton.
" What?"

" Not baked too brown."
" That's just it."

"Very wt-ll, then, you shall have jiist what you like,

old file. A large mutton pie and slack baked from
Coles, and a pint of the best Old Tom from Allen's, at
the corner."

" All right," said Hilton. " I'll be back in a jiffy."

Eejoiced beyond measure at tho success of his strata-

gem, and not doubting for a moment that Coles would
send the pio with the saws in it, Dick entered his old
friend's call.

By the expression on Tom's face, ho could toll he had
overheard every word of tho dialogue between himself
and W^ir.ch, as lie contented liimself with simply smiling
and nodding his head.

^
As before, he took his seat at Tom's side.

In a few moments Winch came into tho cell, carrying
a monstrous pie, sufficient for half-a-dozeu people to
dine off.

The turnkey little thought how anxious a glance tho
seeming old farmer bestowed upon tho pie, nor tho dc
light which tumulted in his breast when lie saw tho top
was quite pale, and that two of tiio little spiral orna-
ments on the top were placed so as to touch each other.

AVinch deposited the gigantic nic upon the bed, since

lliat was the only thing in the place that would at all

serve for a table.

Then he ran back to the door and returned witli three

plates, knives and forks, and tho pint bottle of giu.
" How very good of you, sir," said Dick " to have so

much consideration for my misguided son. Surely you
will have some rocouipenso for your frcnerous action."

As he spoke, Dick took up his knife and fork,
" Will you allow me to cut the pie, or will you, my

dear sir ?"

" Please yourself."
" Then I think T will," said Dick "with the same silly

smile. " They always expect me to do so at home."
" I daresay."
Dick cut a large piece out of the pio and placed il on

the turnkey's plate.

His liaud shook a little when he made tho next cat,

and handed Tom the piece of crust on which was the
two ornaments.
Then lie placed some on his own plate, and all three

fell to eating as though they had fasted for a month.
Winch managed to get through his lot first, and while

ho was holding up for a second supply, lie noticed Tom
upset his plate.

Winch just noticed the circumstanco, but all he did
was to ]auL,'h.

He did not notice that Tom had left a tidy-size piece
of crust on the bed, and that ho immediately covered
it up with tho skirt of his coat.

Their aim was at last safely and successfully accom-
plished.

The hearty meal they made was washed down with
gin, and all three were on the best of terms with them-
selves and each other.

At last Dick rose to go.

"Good-bye, my poor boy," he said. "I hope if you
are spared you will see the error of your ways."

" And so do I," eaid Winch, " for you are both jolly

good sorts."

Dick shook hands warmly with Tom King, and then
followed Winch out of the dungeon.
Tho ponderous door was closed and locked.

Then, talking together like old friends, Turpin still pre-

serving hia deferential manner, they reached the lobby.

Here a rather unexpected sight met Dick's gaze.

There were four persons present.

One was the man " on tho lock."

Mr. Tapner, the governor.
The Eeverend Mr. Colley, the ordinary.

The fourth was a shrewd, sliarp featured man, who
was a perfect stranger to Dick, though rather a cele-

brated character.

Somehow, as Dick's glance fell upon these persona, a
conviction sprang up in hia mind that something was
wrong—that the assemblage boded no good to him.
The eager, earnes-t gaze which all four fixed upon hira

Served to confirm him in this idea.

He had much ado to maintain his composure,
But he did so with a great effort.
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ABSuming as unconcornod au air a3 he possibly conld,
|

Dick, still contiuuiug hia conversatiou willi Winch;
mado his way towards the gate.

But when he was about iu the centre of the lobby the

man with the shrewd fuce stepped forward.
'• One moment, sir, if you please ; I have a word to

Bay to you."
Dick had no resou'-ce but to eome to a stand, which

ho did with a kiiowlea},'e that he was discovered.

"Sorry to trouble you," said Tapner, the governor,

advancing a step or two, " but as we heard it rumoured
t!iat it was very probable that Dick Turpin would seek

to obtain an interview with his accomplice, I sent for

Mr. Townshend, the Bow-street runner, to examine auy-

ouo who visited the prisoner, with a view to ascertaining

whether tliey were really what they seemed.
There was so much meaning in the way this speech

was uttered that Turpin felt sare his identity was more
than half suspected.
The name of the celebrated police-ofiScer was well-

known to Turpin, though his person was not, and he
was conlident that anything like an obacrvatio'" would
show that he was disguised.

As for Winch, he positively stared aghast.
" Come, sir," said Townshend, as he put his hand

upon Dick's shoulder, " you have heard what Mr. Tapner
has said, and of course you cannot make any objection
to our a jcertaining that you are really the father of the
notorious highwayman, Tom King !"

CHAPTER XCVI.
;::XrEEN-STRING jack A.ND CLAUDE DUVAL H.WE A
COWAKDLT ATTACK MADE UPON THEM BY THE
boat's CKEW.

Most reluctantly indeed do we leave Dick Tuipiu in a
situation of so much peril, but it becomes absolutely
necessary to the proper development of our story that
wo shoula do so, and introduce to the reader two fresh
characters, in whom we hope they will feel as great au
interest as they do in those with whom they are already
acquainted.
The names of these two characters are well known,

and familiar to the eyes and ears of all.

Jack Kann, otherwise known as Sixteen-String Jack.
Claude Duval.
These are the two characters.
Tlie Claude Duval of whom we are about to speak

was not the one who came to an ignominious end in the
reign of the second Charles, but his nephew.
The two have often been ignorantly confounded.
It will be recollected that when Tom King related his

history he, towards the latter portion of it, imformed Dick
Turpin of the very singular way iu which he made the
acquaintance of Sixteen-String Jack and Claude Duval,
and how, after committing several depredations in their

society, ho had assisted theiu both to leave England.
They had managed to carry off with them a rather

largo amount of money, so that when they got over to
Paris they were able to live iu the first of style.

For a considerable period the total change in their
modo of life had a pleasant and delightful effect, but
after the; lapse of a few months they began to long to
revisit England.

This feeling, when it once took root in their breasts,
prow rapidly, and the desire increased until they could

' go no longer without gratifying it.

f^
_
Accordingly, on the evening of the Tery day on which

Tom King was taken to Newgate, the two ex-highway-
men, having converted everything valuable which they
possessed into money, set out from Paris to Bonlogne-
Bur-Mer.
This place they reached in safety, and without the

occurrence of any incident worthy of recordation.
It was, however, close upou sunset when they arrived,

for in those days the rapid mode of transit we now en-
joy did not exist.

Had it not been for their treasure, which amounted
to several thousands of pounds in gold, and which they
had bestowed in a shabby-looking leather portmanteau,
they would have performed the journey on horseback.
Aa it was it necessitated the hiring of some kind of
wheeled conveyance.

Tliey selected a post-chaise.

In a vehicle of this description, for all the world knows
what post-stages were in France a hundred and fifty

years ago, they traversed the terribly dull, barren, and
uninteresting piece of ground between Paris and Bou-
logne.
" Thank goodness." said Jack, as ho opened the door

and stepped out, " that that's over, and I sincerely hope
that I may never have to sit inside anothor infernal

machine like this."
" And ao say I," said Claude, " Here, take hold of

the portmantle."
As he spoke, he handed the article named to Sixteen-

. String Jack, and then alighod.
" I suppose," said Jack, " that the best thing we can do

will be to stop here a little while, and make a good meal."
" Oh ! by all means."
" We shall then be ready to cross over about dark, as

we had arranged."
•'Just so. The only thing is shall we be ab.'-0 to hire

a boat?"
" That is just the question."
" I should think we ought."
"Oh I decidedly."
" It would never do for us to go by the ordinary

packet."
" It would not be over safe, for while on board we

might bo recognised by somebody or other, which would
be exceedingly disagreeable."

" You're right, it would. No, it won't do to go by the
packet. Jack."

" That's ray opinion. Now I think for money we
shall be easily enough able to hire a boat that will take
us over in double quick time."
By this time the waiters from the hotel before which

they had drawn up, came swarming round them, and
made desperate efforts to carry off, not only the port-

mantle, but themselves as well.
" Hands off ! Hands off I" said Claude and Jack to-

gether. " Hands off ! We will carry it ourselves."
" Non—non—non," they replied,
" Lead the way, and we will follow," cried Jack, and

he saluted one of the waiters with his foot in the hinder
portion of his anatomy.
This had the desired effect, and in a minute or two

more our friends were seated at table with the port-

mantle between them,
A wretched repast, to their English notions, was set

before them, and then Claude took an opportunity to

speak to the waiter who placed it on the table relative to

the possibility of their obtaining a vessel that evening
that would take them across the Channel to Dover."

" Impossible, messieurs," replied the waiter. " You
have here the very best of accommodation."

" I know that," said Jack, " but go we must ; and if

you can find a boat you shall have five francs for your
pains."

" Five francs! Oh, milord, I am your very humble
servitor."

" Then it is no longer impossible r"
" Non, milord. This is the grand nation where every-

thing is possible."
" If you pay for it."

" Precisely, milord. I go away to make the enquiries,

messieurs."
"That's the style," said Claude. "I'll warrant he

finds a boat for five francs, I'll be hanged, though, if I

care about this fare, 'Thank goodness, this is the last

time we shall have to put up with it,"
" Acd the wine," said Sixteen-String Jack, as he put

down the glass which he had just carried to hia lips, and
making a wry face as he did so, "is most damnable."

" Then I won't try it," said Claude, laughing.

In a few moments more the waiter returned.
" Have you found a boat ?" queried Sixteen-String

Jack, eagerly.

"I have, milord."
" That will take us across ?"

'Oh ! yes,"
"What sort of a craft is it?" asked Claude Duval,

dubiously.
" Oh ! magnifique. When you are ready, milords, wo

will go down to the beach."
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** Wears quite Tfla% and waiting " oxclaimedthe two

rriends in one voice. " L^id on."
" The bill, milo'-'l." _ ....
** CHi ! yss ; I bad Ibrgox-i "n. How mucb is it r

"

** Ten francs, milord."
.

" The devil it is, never mina ! bero is a Louis, you can
|

keep the change for finding a boat." i

" A million tbanks, milord. This is tbe way. Shall 1

1

carry your portmanteau ?"
|

"No, thank you," said Claude, who liftecT it onto his

shoulders without difficulty, " We prefer carrying it our-

selves."
jj" As you will, messieurs. Follow me.

This they were not long in doing.

As they expected, it vas quite dark.

The distance between the hotel and the sea beacn was

inconsiderable, so it was soon passed over.

Short as it was, however, it enabled the two friends

<?t accustomed to the obscurity, and when they reached

J'ne shore they saw in the distauce a fair-sized lugger,

while just at their feet was a boat to carry them on

board.
" This is the captain of the ship," said the waiter,

as a man stepped out of the boat and came towards

them.
" Servant, sir," he said. " You want to cross the

channel, I believe ?
"

" We do," said Jack, " what shall you charge to take

U3 across ?

"

, i»
" It is a rough nig it, messieurs, and will be rougher.

CHAPTER XCVII.

SIXTEEN-SrUIXG JACK AND CLAUDF. OUVAL HAVE K GRKAT

DEAL OF niFFlCLLTV IN GETTING TO ENGLAND.

At this intimation from the captain of the lugger the

two friends instantly gave a keen look about tliem.

A large number of small dark clouds dotti/1 the sky.

A fresh breeze came every now and then in short and

fitful gusts, which caused the clouds to scud across the

heavens at a prodigious rate.
" I am afraid so," said Sixteen-String Jack, as he ob-

served these signs of squally weather, " but nevertheless

we must cross over to-night."
" 1 am ready, messieurs. My boat is strong, and the

men good sailors."

"Then there is not much to fear. What shall you

charge ?

"

" Icannot do it tor less than one hundred franco (£4),

messieurs."
" I suppose not," said Jack ;

" take us over safely, and

you shall have a huDdred and fifty."

"It shall be done, messieurs. Will it please you to

step on board ?"
• ., •

" Yes, for we want as li.,tle delay as possible."

As tliey spoke the two highwaymen walked quite down
to the water's edge, and stepped iuto the boat.

Jack entered first, and then held ou his hands to

Claude for the portraantle.
" Allow me, messieurs," said the captain, quickly.
" Don't trouble, thank you," replied Claude, drawing

back, " I will give it him."
The captain looked rather surprised, and well he might,

but he came to a tolerably correct conclusion on the sub-

ject.
.

And that was, that the old leather concern earned

some very valuable article indeed ; something too valu-

able to be trusted out of the owners' hinds.

However, he made no remark, but entered the boat

after them- and then gave the word for the men to push

oflf.

The oraer was obeyed with true nautical alacnty, and

the little skifi—for it was nothing more—was soon along

fiide the lugger.

The two friends observed the same caution with their

precious burden, and reached the deck of the vessel with

xt in perfect safety.

For a few moments a ecene of great bustle ^no apparent

confusion ensued, consequent upon getting the vessel under

Vfcigh, but when this was <^one all appearance of disorder

'Xiui bigUwaymen declLed to go below, but, observing a

pile of cordage and canvas on the dei.k. "at dowr T:\i*» Hi
with the portmautle behind them.
Some ship's lanterns, which vver? hung to ditteie t por»

tions of the rigging, shed a dim a:,d crenuscular kiud of

light upon the deck.

By their aid Jack and Claude saw for tlni nrst time tho

uv^antc nance of the captain, and it did not prepossess them
m his favour.

Both were, in consequence of their wide ejcperienee^

capital physiognomists, and in all probability, had tlief

seen the captain's face before they came on board, the"

would have declined his services, so sinister and treacbe;.

0U3 was it.

A family likeness could be traced in the feature": of ' hft

rest of the crew.
It wcs in rather an anxious tone of voice tluit Slxi-'reu--

String Jack addressed bis comrade Claude Duval.
" Claude," he said, in a whisper, for he was fearful o4

beiug overheard, "Claude."
" Yes, Jack."
" Speak low. Did you notice the captain's face ? '"

"I did."
" And what do you think of him ?

"

" Well, I may be mistaken, but 1 think he looks cioiO
like a wolf than a lamb."

" You may dopend he is no good."
" Was that your idea when you looked at him ?

"
" It was."
" So it was mine."
" That is rather strange, but still it only serves to 'lOC

firm me in the idea that I am right."
" What do you suspect ?

"

"Oh! not anything: in particular. But have you noticed

•he rest of the crew ?
"

' No, they appear like shadows in this faint light."
" Well, don't seem to do so, but just take a good look it

that chap there standing near the bulwarks."
" I see him."
" And what do you think ?

"

" Why, that he' looks one of the greatest villains un-
hung."

" And you may depend he is, too. Such a muu a* that
weuld be capable of any atrocity."

[

" Look, Jack, there is another of them about half a-

dozen steps further aft. The lantern is shining on his

face. I'll be hanged if he don't look a more diabolical

character than the other."
" He does. You may make up your mind W3 have go£

into nice company."
" That's pretty clear."
" And the sooner we get out of it the better."
" So say I, but unfortunately it can't be don^ until wO

reach our journey's end."
" Unfortunatelj', yes."
" All we can 'do is to keep a sharp look out about

us."
" That's it. But I say, Clau^ie."
" What, Jack."
" It strikes me very forcibly that if they had any idea

of what we carry in that portmantle behind us, they

would ti7 their best to get possession of it."

" Oh ! don't suggest such u thing. 7Ve nboulJ be i."" a
nice fix if they were."
" We just should."
" Why, how many of them are there ?

"

" I can hardly tell. I have seen half-a-dozen at leas^w"
" Have you, by Jove."
" I have indeed, and the probability is that there nrq

half-a-dozeu more in difierent parts of the ship that »'e

have not seen."
"Likely enough."
" So that twelve to two would be rather long odds."
" A little too long, 1 should think, but let us hope that

our suspicions are groundless."
" I sincerely trust they are. Confound tue sea. and .J'

in it, I say. Give me the road."
" And ma. Do you rimember that young jiiap t'lat

was with us, and helped us off ?
"

" What, Tom King ?
"

" Yes."
•' ^Vhat made you think of him ?"
" I can hardly tell. Hapnening t<^ epe&i about ?? 9 roafl^

I suppose."
"What about him P**
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" Oh I I was just wondering whether he was still at

the business, and how he got on, and such like."

"We shall know pretty soon , I hope. He was a brave

" Ton are ripht enongh there. It will be a sad pity if

ever he comes to prief."

"It will indeed."
"Perhaps we shall meet him when we land."
" Likely enoneh."
Poor Tom ! The speakers little thought that at that

Tery honr he was an inmate of the prison of Newgate.

CHAPTER XCfVlII.

THE TWO HIGHWAYMEN ACHIEVE A BABBEN VICTOBT.

The state of affairs on board the little vessel was rather

peculiar, and especially dangerous to our friends.

As the last words passed their lips, a dark.lithesome

figure crawled away from the bulk of cordage on which

they vers littiag, and in a itnuxKe.^ gliding, oghidioaa

TOM KING IS A PRISONER IN NEWGATE.]

sort of fashion, made its way to where the captain waa
standing.
This dark and half-defined figure now rose to its full

height, and showed that it was a boy of about fifteen

years of age.
An aspect of low, ferocious cunning was on his face.

"Well, Jacob," said the captain, in a low voice, a«
oon as he approached, " have you heard anything P"
" Lots, but not much ©f any importance."
" Ha ! they are cautious."
'•' They are, and something more."
"What?"

" Indeed. We mnst be cautions."
•' You must indeed, for, from what I have hear(i, Hbof

are not men to be easily overcome or taken by surpriBe.",
*" But the portmantle P"
" It is behind them as they sit, and so placed that it

would be impossible to remove it without their know*
ledge."

No. 20. Paica Okb Halfpbnnt.
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" Confoxind them ! But the oont«nt«, Jaoob—th« con-

tents !

"

" Tbey are of great v?iae. But whether gold » ieweLi
fe more than I can toll."

The captain's eyea glistei'sd with cuoidity.
" Gold or jewels ?

"

'' Yes, Ian almost sure it oontains either one or the
jther."
" Very ^ooa, then tbey stiaU be ourp. Jacob !

"

"Yes, sir."
" Go round to every one of the crew, and tell them to

be armed in readiness for the signal."
" Ay, ay, sir !

"

" And when it is given, to pounoe on the two men and
either slay them or mak<> them pidsoners »ooOTding a«

things turn out."

The boy Jacob, in the same snake-like fashion which
had foVmerly characterised him, glided away, and one
after another made the crew acquainted with the captain's

orders.

It was well for our friends that they were ao far pre-

pared as they were.
They still continued their conversatioxi, which turned

chiefly upon old eiploita.

They were eomewhere about mid-channel.
As the reader suspects, the crew of this vessel were

pirates : not bold, hardy men who contested bravely stad

fearlessly for what they got, but mean, sneaking hounds,
who were ever ready to take an advantage of those who
happened to fall into their hands.

Little did Claude Duval and Sixteen- String Jack think

that they owed their lives so far to the position which
they had taken up.
But so it was.
As they sat it was % matter of impossibility for any

•ne to get behind them.
Had not such been the case, the assassin's dagger would

long before have drank their hearts' blood.

But presently something came under Jack's notice that

made him stop short in what he was saying.

"Be on your guard." he said, in a low tone. 'Look
before you.'

In obedience to his friend's hurried command, Claude
carried his hands to the butts of his pistols, so that they
could be brought into immediate requisition, and looked
before him.

Just separable from the rigging and the shadows which
it cast be could see several dark K)rms.
They were the crew of the boat crawling stealthily to

attack them.
Claude in a moment compreheni^^d the danger, and

cried, in startling tones

—

"Up, and defend yourself, JacK, or you are a dead
man !

'

As he spoke, he himself sprang to hiii feet, and holding

a pistol in his left hand, drew his heavy sword from its

scabbard, and waved it with great swiftness around him.
"Confusion!" cried a voice, which the hiphwaymen

immediately recogniied as the captain's. " Confusion !

Wo arc discovered. Upon them, my brave hearts !

"

A gutteral kind of yell burst from the throat* of the men,
and they precipitated themselves upon Jack and Claude.
But tbey quickly found they had got no children to con-

tend with, and after the first onslaught they drew back
from the terrific sweeps Claude made with his sword with
something like panic and dismay stamped upon their

faces.

Two of their number already lay bleeding on the deck,
while several were severely wounded.

In repelling the attack, Claude and Jack placed them-
selves in a positio'' ^^est suitod to the purpose.
Back to back.

That was the position.

Only for a space oi time of a second's duration did the
ship's crew retreat j then, animated by the words of the
eaptain, they njajsed forward with redoubled fury.

It was almost more than our friends could do to kef>p

ofi 30 many foes, but t-*^ *'"'» managed with infinite Aill
to do 8^.

The sharp reports of the pistols, the clashing of swoids,
the cnes of the combatants, and the groans of the
wounded aud dying, made up a ohoms St sounds *h»t
would hpre befitted Pandemonium.

41 was with % feelmff of the great«flt rage that both

the highwaymen fought, but yet they were careful not t»

let it blind their caution.

^rom the first they bad gained a siighi advanti^^e,
aud both knew to the full the importance of maintain,
ing it, and that, if once lost, it could never be regained.
A combat, such as the one we describe, mast of neces-

sity endure but a few moments.
More than one-half of the crew lay hefploos or dead

upon the deck, and then the remainder cast away their
weapons, fell upon their knees, and suod for quarter.

This was granted them on the condition that they
moved not an inch from where they then were, until it

was decided what should be done with them.
This they, with one voice, promised to do, hut our

friends nevertheless kept a sharp eye upon them.
Jack and Claude had both received several severe

wounds during the contest, and to these they gave their

first and immediate attention.
" It was a close touch for both of us," said the former,

as he tied a bandage round his comrade's arm, " but we
havegot out of it pretty well."
" les, but what are we to do with these prisoners ?

"

" There, I confess, you pussle me."
" Are they to be trusted, think you ?

"

" Not so far as you can see them."
" That is decisive, then."
" What are you going to do ?

"

" 1 propose that we make them all get into the boat
that brought us on board, and then cut it adrift."
" Agreed ; it shall be done."
" Then, raising his voice, Sixteen-String Jack said

—

" Your lives are spared on condition that you at once
betake yourselves to the boat, and cast off."

" Mercy, mercy ! good sirs, we shall be lost."
" And a good loss, too. Which will you do

;
you can

take your choice. Get into the boat, or stay here and be
shot?"
" The boat—the boat," they cried.
" Be still. Rise one of you at a time and do so."

Muttering inaudible maledictions, the fellows rose and
did their biddifig.

They were rank cowards, or they would have made
another attempt to conquer their foes.

It was, perhaps, as well that they got into the boat at

quietly as tbey did.

As soon as the last had entered the frail bark, Claude
cut the rope, and they drifted away in the darkness in

a moment.
The sea, our friends found, and very much to their con.

sternation, was in a state of great agitation, as though a
storm was at hand.
The crests of the billows were quite white, and »

thick foam floated on the surface of the water.

They strained their eyes after the boat, but it waa
invisible.

" We have done a foolish thing," said Jack.
" That was precisely my thought when we spoke.
" We are going to have a storm, and we should have

kept some of those men on board to manage the boat.

As for myself I am, as I may say, quite a novice ia

nautical matters."
" Never mind, we must do the best we can, and trunt

to providence for the result."
" Ha ! ha !

" said a voice.

The laugh waa screeching and unearthly.

/he suddenness with which it came, and the abrupt-

ness with which it ceased, made the blood rush with a
sickening sensation round their hearts.

" Ha ! ha !" said the voice again.

Quick as hghtning Jack turned in the direction whence
the hideous sound proceeded, and there saw, standing im
the bulwarks, the fi^re of a man.

" Ha ! ha !

" said the mac, on perceiving he WM
observed. " Ha ! ha !

"

^ Who can it be ? " asked Dural, anxiously-

"The captain,"

CHAPTER XCIX.
tRS CAr¥4IK COMES TO A BAD END AND SC DOES HIS

BOAT.
ShctkEM-Steiko • ack's assertiot. was perfectly correct.

It was the capt^i.. who stood upon the bulwark*.
It was the captain who had articulated that diomcdatM
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Bot wh'yt wM bis object for behAyiuR thoa they eoald

^t conoeJ'e.

Almost at tuo oommenoement of the enooaiiter Jack had
jfiven him a friKhtful wound with his aword^wMloh he ftiUy

believed was a mortal one.
Bat in thia, it would sesm, ne had made a mistake.
" Come down," said Jack, " and on condition of your

steering the vessel safely, we will not only spare your lifie,

bat give yon a reward as well.**

"Ha! ha!"
" What in the world does he find to lawrh at.

"Thaf 8 just what I should like to know," replied Claude.
" Perhaps this will aid us a little."

As he spoke, he stooped and picked off the deck one of

tho ship's lanterns, which during the aSr&j had been dia-

engaged from its position.

It was, however, uninjured, and the light within burning
steadily, so that when Claude held it above his head he
was able to difiiise a tolerable amount of illumination about
him.
The figure of the captain became more plainly revealed.
« Ha ! ha !

" he said.
" Look, look

!

" cried Claude, " what is it he holds in his

arms ?
"

Jack strained his vision to the utmost.

"It is the treasure," he said. "He has got the

treasure."
" Ha ! ha !

" screamed the captain, in a yet louder tone
of voice, " I am even with you now, and shall die re-

venged."
As he uttered the word revenged he, in spite of its grea

weight, swuDfif the portmanteau in the air.

It was evident he had so far recovered from the blow
he had received as to be able to make his way to where
the portmaateau containing the whole worldly wealth of

tlie two friends was deposited, and then feeling that his

hours, nay, minutes, were numbered, had determined to

die revenged.
" Drop that," said Jack, sharply, and running torward.

But he only precipitated matters.

Uttering a loud and fearful yell, which sounded dismally
above the moaning of the wind, the captain clutched the
portmanteau to his breast, and sprang over the ship's side

mto the sea.

Claude and Jack rushed to the bulwark and peered
over, but though the former waved the lantern in every
direction, not a trace of the captain could be seen, and of
necessity of their treasure also.

They looked rather blankly at each other.
" Gone," said Jack, at length.

" Clean," added his comrade.

Then they looked once more over the ship's side.

" Curse the captain and ship, crew and all ! Ttiat
rascally waiter to put us into such hands. But I'll be
even with him, if i have to make a journey to France on
purpose."

" What's done can't be helped," said Claude, who was
of a rfore philosophic turn of mind. " Altogether I think
we have made a nice mess of it. Just look at the waves
and the ship—wbj<,t do you call it—yaws about every-
where. It's very odd to me if we don't rejoin our treasure
now."
These words recalled Jack to a contemplation of the

state of things around him, and of a surety what he saw
was anything but assuring.
"We're in for it this time, that's certain. There'll be a

terrific storm, and—good heavens! what's that ?
"

A tremendous report like the discharge of a v^iinon
saluted their ears, and forced this ejaculation from his
lips, and then the next moment a mass of something fell

bodily upon the deck and partly into the water, causing
the vessel to lean frightfully on one side, so much that od0
part of the deck was quite under water.
By a gre»*effort the two friends managed to keep *hmi

feet.

"The topmast," cried Ckude. "Tho fcpm^^ hna
gone. We must cut the ship clear, or she >»iU ^oiak at
onoe."
He sprang forward as he spoke, and with Ida eword

commenced cutting through th«» oor»wnlioated mass of sails
aa»d roper _^ „„„„.,

It was a tedious job, but jack assisted him, and, »b 1 rot a-varo of these vagaries in ^er oours''
jfiini weapons were keen, they soon juaatigei to wU H ! An anxious hour passed.

through, and then with a great splash tha whole Hell into

the 8«f> .

Fhs ship, as a natural result, quickly rightea herself,

bat by this time the threatening tempest fairly com-
wenoed.
The wind howled and shrieked, and every now and then

the waves would splash on to the deck.

The darkness rapidly increased, so that in a few minutee
our friends were unable to see each other, and as for

hearing that was quite out of the question, unless he hap-

pened to have his mouth in his ear.

Their position was about as penlioos •* one as could

wen be imagined.
Totally ignorant of nautical matters.

Totally ignorant of their wheroabouts.
What hope of sorv'ving the fary o.' tlu; elements coolA

they have ?

Very little, if any at all.

It so happened that the vessel belonging to the rascally

captain was well and strongly built, and no doubt, under

proper management, would have come out of such a storm

unscathed, but left entirely to t\e mercy of the winds and
waves, it seemed little short of an ir';po88ibihty that she

would escape.

On the contrary, there was every reason to think that

she would drift upon some rock and then go to pieces.

A sudden lull came.
It is by no means an unusual thing for such to be the

case, but when it does it is a sure prognostic that it ia

only the tempest collecting its scattered energies for a
stronger and more furious efibrt.

But it gave Jack an opportunity to speak.
" Claude, Claude

!

" he said. " Are you safe ?
"

" Quite. And you ?
"

" All right at present. Surely this is our last escape.

The tempest will burst forth again with ten-fold ftury,

and then, I fear, down we shall go,"
" How far are we from land ?

" 1 have not the remotest idea. But, Claude !

"

f

" Yes, Jack."

I
*• Find a piece of rope and lash yourself tightly to a

epar now you have a chance."
" I will. You, of course, will do the same ?

"

" Assuredly."
" Have you a rope, my friend ?

"

" Yes."
" So have I."
" Make haste, then, and lash yourself, ftyou will ^M

too late. I expect the return every instant."
" Leave me to myself. There, all is right now."
" You are sure you are secure ?

"

" Yes."
" Then we have done all that is in our power to do to

save our lives. The rest we must leave in the hands of

Providence."
" I fear there is no help for it ?

"

" There is not."
" Confound the captain, then, and all the whole lot."
" I cry amen, with all my heart."
" It certainly is not Just the death I should have

chosen, but I suppose we must put up with it. Ha

!

here it comes again. Good bye, old fellow."
" Oh, don't despair. I shan't say good bye. We—"
A gust of wind, of most tremendous force, came at

this moment, and cut him short in what he was about
to say.

Well was it they had taken the precaution they had, or
without a doubt they would have been swept into the
boiling sea, the froth upon the surface of which, glis-

tened faintly through the darkness.
And then to add to their discomfiture a gigantic wave

broke over the vessel, drenching them in a momen* *TOm
head to foot.

CHAPTER C.

T«« IWO HIGHWAYMEN SEACH THE LAN1> IN SAFETT.

ThX ruddsrless ship plunged madly onwards.
Sofl»otimes on one side, sometimes on the other, scal-

ding swiftly along, sometimes in a straight line -^ometimee
tc the east, sometimes to the west. *

But so pitch dark was it that the two highvTftymeii wwe
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Sixty minutes, every one of which they fully expected to

be their last in life.

And ail this time the Biorm continued with unabntiag

Tiolenoe.

The two inends had secured themselves to a Targe baHi

of wood, which they kSj^w, in the event of the vessel going

down under their feet, would float easily.

About six feet apart, one being at one end and one at

the other, so *hat they p»^ould not, come what would, be

separated.
They felt a consciousness that they had done all in tne^j

power for their own preservation, and calmly awaited the

result.

Although the space between them was so inconsiderable,

yet they were unable, even by shouting at the top of their

voices, to make themselves heard.

But when that hour had passed the hurricane began to

diminish.

A faint gray light appeared in the sky to the right or

them.
It was the dawn of the coming day.

Right glad were they to see this sign, not only because

it foretold the cessation of the stown, but because it en-

abled them to form some idea of their precise position.

The spume upon the seething waves gradually disap-

peared.

They no longer tossed and tumbled as they did.

In iact, it seemed that as the light in the eastern sky

increased in brightness so did the storm decrease.

At last land came in sight.

Dim, shadowy, and indistinct it looked, but still^land it

was.
It was dead ahead.
" Can you swim, Claude ? " asked Sixteen-btiiug Jack,

at length, when he found his voice could be heard.
" A little."
" I can swim well, though I have not practised lately.

1 think the best thing we can do now there is no fear of

our being washed overboard will be to cut ourselves loose

again, and so be prepared for any emergency that may
arise."
" I think so too, and I shall be very glad to do as you

suggest, for my Umbs are so cramped with the cold and

wet, and being so long in the same position, that 1 have

scarcely any use left."
" That you will soon get the better of my friend," said

Jack, as mtli his sword he severed his bonds ;
" you will

only hiive to move about a little."

Claude quickly followed his example, and though at

first he kept his feet with difficulty, yet in a Uttle while he

found himself all right.

Their first and most natural impulse was to go forward,

and endeavour to make out their position.
" Have you any idea whereabouts we are ? " asked

Claude of Jack, who had taken a long and careful look

around him.
" Not the least, and yet "

—

" Yet .what ?
"

" It seems impossible that we can have come so

far; but still that place yonder looks like the North

Foreland."
" It does," said Claude, looking in the direction Jack

indicated. "And it is the North Foreland too," he

added, after a few minutes observation.
" If it is, then all will be well."
*' It is very fortunate the storm abated when it did, or

otherwise wo sLuuld have been dashed to pieces upon

those rocks,"

"It was what I expected every momemt. Still, I do

not think we are in any great danger now. Plenty of

fiflhei-men live upon the beach, and as soon as they see a

vessel so dismantled as this is, and going entirely at the

discretion of the winds and waves, they wiU put off in

their boats and take us ashore."

" Let us hope go."

" I think we may reasonably indulge in such 5. hope,
%aCi then a day's rest, ani we are ready for the road."
" Not quite," sa?-^ Claude.

I'haf8 true," said Jack, as he stroked his chin^ " an*

monV true."

We can't go upon tue road without equipments."
" No."
« ViThat shaJ . we do then ?

"

" rU teU yoa."
" What ?

"

" fad it
!

"

" No. That won't dc. I don't like U^ id&x."
" How vexatious it is, though probably we ourselvM

are most to blame."
" How so ?

"

" By being over-solicitious about the portmantle. You
may depend it was that circumstance alone that raised

the captain's suspicions."
" Like enough. But then it is only natural one shonld

be careful in such a case."

"True! But, however, its no good grumbling ubout
what's doue and can't be helped. I only hope we shall

soon see some of the fishermen's boats you spoke of."
" Then you have your wisb, for look, I can see no less

than three putting off."
" So they are. Wave your hat or your handkerchief,

or something of that sort, to let them know we are in

distress."

The fishermen quickly perceived these signals of our
friends, and rowed forward with still greater speed.

The distance to the shore seemed insignificant, but it

took the boats a long time to reach them.
At last, however, they came alongside.

A few words served to make them aware of the state

of affairs, and they resolved to tow the lugger into the

har'->oar.

In pursuance of this determination, a rope was at-

tached and the vessel drawn as far towards the land as it

would come.
By the time this was done it was broad daylight, and

the sun shed his warm beams upon the now placid sea,

which gave not the slightest token of the storm.

The whole of the crew of the boat who had been left

upon the deck had been washed overboard, except one, who
only escaped his companions' fate by having been jammed
into a corner.

He was quite dead, of course.

Still this was sufficient confirmation of the truth of

their story.

The fishermen all offered to find the two highwaymea
with a shelter, and they gladly enough accepted the offer

of one of them.
Our friends were not entirely penniless, in fact, be-

tween them they had somewhere about twelve pounds,

and with some of this money they were able to get a

tolerable meal.
After this they resolved to seek that repose of which

they stood so much in need.

The bed upon which they were to rest was a hard one,

but, despite of that, it was inviting enough to them, and

it was not long after they threw themselves upon it before

they were sound and fast asleep. *

It was not possible for human beings to undergo what
they had undergone without being thoroughly exhausted j

indeed, it is questionable whether many could have been

found who would have held out so long as they did.

But they were rather exceptional beings. The pecuhar

kind of hfe they had for so long led hardened their con-

stitutions, and made them almost insensible of fatigue.

CHAPTER CI.

SIXTEEM-STEING JACK AND CLAL'DB DUVAL HAVK A
KATHEE EXTRAORDINAKY ADVENTURE ON THE HIGH-
WAY.

The day was almost gone when Sixteen- String Jack,

after sevei-al uneasy movements, awoke.

He started up at once, and hastening to the Uttlp'Tindow

in the apartment, looked out.

Remote objects—for the window look; 4 lanaward—
were indistinct, and those, at even a shori iistaace «nly.Why not

.

" Don't you fc.rget that the confounded captair carried I

imperfectly defined

off our wealth. How are we to buy horses and new I Night was coming rapidly,

ilothes too, for when these have been dried whioh we have l>e quite dark.

pa they wiU not be geod for muife.'
'

l CWude ww stiU gievpmg eoondl/, tiat Jack, thiukiat

La half »ui-houi V. vyooW
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thai th« time for jkotion had arriTed, plMed hu hand npon

him, and awoke him.
" Up, Claude," he said. " Up, and be atimng. It

will soon be night."

"What shall we do?"
" That, when you are thoroughly aronsed, is a queetum

we must carefully discuss."
" Begin at once said Claudo, springing up, tho-'

loughly awake, " begin at onoe."
" About these fishermen."
" Well, what about them ?"
" You see, people are so oorsedly officious. Now this

boat too, you'll see, they won't let rest as they might, but

Bake no eni of inquiries and bother about it.

'

*' They will, you may rest assured of that."
" Very well, I don't want any more than you do to be

mixed up in anything of that sort directly we set our feet

*a the shore. It wouldn't be at all pleasant."
" And certainly not at all safe. I tell you what it is, we

most give them the slip."
" So I think."
" This window is not far from the ground ; now I think

we might easily be able to drop it."

" Oh ! of course ; and then off we go, and they can

Mttle their afe,irs in the best way they can."
" Zxactly."
" Let us set about it at once, for who knows how soon

they may be coming upstairs after us ?
"

" It is plenty dark enough, I think, to make our depar-

ture unobserved."
" Plenty ; and besides, they are likely enough busy

about their daily avocations, and would not notice us."
" They would not expect we were going to elope, and

they will be rather astonished when they find the place

empty."
"Ha! ha! They will. Now, how are we to get

down P
"

As he spoke, Jack unfastened the little latticed case-

ment, and opened it.

" The place is little better than a hut," replied Claude.

We ought only to require our hands and arms to aid us in

our descent."
'•You are right, that is all we shall require," said

Sixteen- String Jack, who had estimated tb-^ depth to the

ground with his eye.
" Come on, then. Let me drop first."

But Jack had already lowered himself from the
window.
He hung for a moment by his hands, in order to steady

himself, and then let go.

He alighted upon the little patch of garden at the

back of the cottage, so that he made no sound that would
be sufficient to give an alarm.
He was very quickly joined by Claude, who said

—

" Now, Jack, I think the best thing we can do is to

push on towards London, as we at first arranged."
" Hang it, yes. We thought of having cash enough

to lead a merry life there for some time to come, but
that confounded captain baulked us out of that intention."

" Ah ! well ! it is never worth while to grieve over

joilt milk. We must set to work and get some more."
" I suppose we must ; but come, climb over these

palings, and let us betake ourselves t'~ *he high road, or

we shall be discovered."

"Right!" was the reply, and then they scrambled
hastily over the palisades that bounded the httle garden,

audi ifter crossing a field «> two, they came to the high
road,

T< all appearance nothing was in sight or hearing,

•o they opened a gate, ^and passed through it witltont

hesitation.
j

"Now, Claude," said Sixteen-String Jack. "These
•9 clearly no resource but to begin business afresh."
" So I think ; but we Jtc rerj ill provided with the

(leoessawes."
" We are ; Sat we n*«st ds tfci '••est we oem. Our

iiafeat course just at present wiD be to place as gr^t ^ ',

dietanoe as we ean awtweea Ikus plaoe we We Jast wi

*'I'>*f«tebly.'
i

Forward, then.

for uU) lergth of time without resting in order to recover
breath,

They were a good two miles on their road, though,
before they did come to a halt.
" Hark, * said Jack, suddenly, as a faint sound reached

his ears. " Hark !

"

" Horses," said Claude.
" Yef:, I can hear two. They are coming along at an

easy rate, are they not ?
"

'^Theyare."
"ShaUwe"—
" Try our bands ?

"

« Yes."
" With all my heart ; it's a long time since we had any

practice."
" It is. But what have you in the shape of weapons ?

"
" My sword."
" No pistols .''

"

"No."
" I have two, but they are discnaged and I have no

means of reloading them."
" We must get the horses," said Jack ; " those are what

we stand in the greatest need of."
" I am afraid we shall have some trouble if they are

determined men."
" Pho—pho ! the more danger the better ! Stand on

one side here in the shadow of the hedge along with me,
and when they cjme up let us jump suddemly upon
them."

" Agreed."
The two highwaymen now took up their position, and

waited with somo impatience the coming of their prey.
The two approaching horsemen came along with great

deliberation.

They were evidently in no great hurry.
As they drew nearer the sound of voices rose upon the

air.

In the silence there was round about that place any little

noise could be heard at a great distance.
" Don't mention such a thing, brother Zebedee," they

heard a voice say, in oleaginous accents, " pray don't men-
tion such a thing

;
you put me quite in a shiver."

" I am in a shiver myself," said a voice in reply, " and
have been ever since I mounted."

" You are not accustomed to horseback riding, brother,
I know, but then the steed only proceeds at a walk."

" Yes, but he don't walk steady, and he goes from side
to side as though he was drunk, I never knew such a
stupid beast."

" We haven't much much further to go, brother."
" Thank goodness for that, then, for I was afraid to ask

the question."
" Not three miles, certainly."
" But when I think of the chapel-money we carry with

us, and remember that there are ungodly meo called
highwaymen roaming about at night, seeking whom they
may devour— I mean plunder, my blood flows chill in my
veins, for we, the chosen of the people, are men of peace

;

and besides, we are not able to defend ourselves."
" Don't talk oi such things, brother Zebedee, I say.

The Lord be praised I heard to-day that one of fhe men
of Belial, of whom you spoke, has even been captured
and lodged in jail."
" Then let us rejoice. Is it that roaming Koo, Turr^n,

they 'lave taken in the U ils ?
"

"1 «; but it is comrade, as he calls himself, Tli' •. t

King, by name."
" Stand 1" said Ja^j^

j^ ^^ jj^^ment, iu authojitative

tones, and <»tehing f^' speaker's bo^se bv the hri^^aa
bespoke. "Staaii Toor money or your iile."

CHAPTKB Clf.

'^'^URNS TO ME. TOWNSHEND AND DICK TURPIN ty wu
XOBBY OP NFiVGATlC.

" Oh, Lord ! " * «»aned Brother Zebedee, as CiaoHe
,<dk)w&d the acotms of Sixti««i-String Jaik, "we are

' Quick," eried Jack. " Haad over eveiything viiKiabld

For SO102 £ime rotUiiig girther was said, bat l<otli
, «at y^ possess, and your Hves are roared. Rerose, and I akt

tarward aJt a. walk t4iat was almost a trot

it wM • paoe. however, wkieh th^ could net ke^ iyour
head off at a single blow.'

« Motor r
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I meretiiil. "Hi e nmner, yoo•"There is no occesinn to
ijious rognrs."
The threat or uiincg away khci*- uv" or ercaiuo the re-

tactance they felt to di&gorfjing the mobey, and a tolerable-
sued bag was placed in Jack's harvls.

It .va.s very weighty.
_^e cwo clergymen—fcr such tney were, dissenting

Oiergyrrsn, evidently—esptx;ted that haring given ur the
monry Ihey would be suflered to depart iii peace, ^/ut m
this e-.pectation they were mentablv deceivsd.
"Alight!" cried Claude and Jack at. the same mo-

ment. " Dismount at once."
" But "
" Do you hesitate ? We -.uall be obliged to send you

to fill vour destined place with the blessed."
" No, no !

" they both cried, as they roUe-^ '^ thei-
horses with the greatest precipitation.

" Why ? " said Claude, with a laugh, " you ought, ac-
cording to what you preach, to be moat anxious to quit
this wicked world."
" That's never tae case with a parson, though," said

Jack, as he sprang upon the back of one of the horse.s.
"But what are we to do?" said Zebedee, ruefully,

" what are we to do ?
"

" Go to the devil," said CJaude, who had also mounted.
Then digging their spur.s into the horses' sides, they

sped away with great swiftness in the direction of London,
leaving the two men—the chosen of the people—discon-
solate in the middle of the road.
"These are capital horses," cried Claude, a few minutes

afterwards, as they slackened speed to ascend a rather
Bteep hiU, " capital horses."

" I think, altogether, the adventure was most oppor-
tune; certain^ one never gave us less trouble to carry
out."
" But there was a bag," said Claude ;

" what does it

eontain ?
"

" Money, of course."
"I suppose it does from what we overheard them say.

But what kind of mocey is it ? How much is there ?
"

_
" It's a deuce of a weight," replied Jack, as he took

it from his pocket.
" So much the better."

II
They must be half-crowns, I think."

" I wish they were sovereigns."

II
Never mind, we ought to be content."

" But suppose you just open the bag to see what kind
of coin it really does contain."
" With all the pleasure in life."

The mouth of the bag was very securely fastened with
a thin slip of leather, and Jack was sometime before he
tfould undo it.

By the time he had done so they had reached the sum-
mit of the hill.

The country before them was visible for many miles,
aad just a few degrees above the horizon was the rising
moon.
The light it shed was small, yet still it was a hght and

served to illuminate objects.
Claude looked rather anxiously towards his friend as he

OiTed his hand into the mout*h of the bag.
" What are they ? " he asked.
" Half-crowns, I think."
" Guineas, I hope."
"Coppers, by jmgo !

" exclaimed Sixteen-String Jack,M he pulled out his hand, and looked at the coins he had
brought forth.

II
Never ! That would be too bad."

ij ^^°^' ^'^"^6, those smooth-tongued rascals have
sold us—sold us dead as hammers."
Both looked rather blank.

ifj'*"^*
ray, of hope sprang up in Jadfs mind.

Perhaps," he said, and he threw the handful of coppers
into the road a« he spoke, " perhaps they are mixed silVfer
and copper together.

"

There was just a poasiiDiiity tha. .As might be the case,
ao he set about verifying it at once.
But no, " the chosen " ^ad heft me too many )Rir

tnem. '

The Dag contained nothing but coppers.
Confound them !

" said Jack, as soon as he had as-
sured himself beyond all possibihty of doubt that this
j^^the case. "They have bUJted us. What shall we

" Bide back, of course. They can't have poud fiw. an^
you may depend they have two other bags somo-?h«»re id

their possession."
" What makes you ti^^nk that ?

"

" Why, it is evidently the proceeds of a subscription, or
someLhirg of that sort."

" Yea—yes."

The golid would be sorted into one bag, the silver into

another, the copper into another."
" Of course it would," said Jack, turning his horse's

head round. "> ome or, I'll serve them out for cheating
me in that way. I thoujrht they gave up monstroiw
qiaiet."

" So did I, but I attributed i.hat to their cowardit ^."

" Especially from what they had said just before."
" Yes."
" But you may depend. Jack, .^e reason they gave in

as they did was to get off, and so make sure of the
large sum which I feel convinced they carry about with
them."
" I give them credit for their cunning. It was hearing

them talk that misled me."
" How so .''

"

" Why, when they spoke of the chapel money, I made
sure when he out that heavy bag in my hand that I

had got it, and so did not think it worth while to
search further."

" I fell into just the same mistake."
"We oufht not to grumble altogether. We have got

hold of two first-rate horses."
" That's true enough. But come, after them ! They

are only on foot, so we shall be sure to overtake them."
" The quicker we are after them the better, then ; but

just reflect, we are going back to the very place we were
so anxious to leave."

" Reflection be hanged ! Come on. I should never
know what it was to rest again if I was bilked by two
parsons in this way. Come on."

The highwaymen put spurs to their steeds, and descend-
ing the hill with great rapiditv, reached the spot in a few
inoments where they had left" the chosen."

But now not a trace <rf them was to be seen anywhere
about tho sj>ot.

On this side the hiU all was darkness, so that they
could see only imperfect.^ ibout them.
Yet they were quite certain they were not where they

had been left.

" Go on gently, Claude. Perhaps they have walked
along the road. If so, we shall very soon overtake
them."
At a more moderate speed they now continued their

course, but nothing of the reverend gentlemen oould
they see.

This circumstance had the natural effect of whettin^f
their desire to find then. out.

" They are more cunning than I could have believed,"
said Jack. " Doubtless, expecting we should discover we
have been put off with coppers, and that we should ride

back after them they have taken the opportunity, of hiding
themselves somewhere."

" I wish I could find them," he replied; "but I am
afraid we shall be compelled to give up the attempt. We
have no idea where to look."

"No, that's the worst of it. Likely enough, they are
hiding close at hand, and listening to every word we
say."

"I am very loath to confess myself beaten, but thia

time I am afraid I must. Hark ! what is that ?
"

"The highwaymen bent forward in their saddles in an
attitude of intense listening.

A strange sound came to their ear^

CHAPTER CIII.

DICK HAS A KARROW ESCAPE FROM A MAD bUL« V»
SMITHFIEL"^.

The expression upon the face of Mr. Townshend when
he put his hand upon Dick's shoulder, and spoke in

the manner we have recorded, was really something to

see.

The governor was scarcely , if any, less pleased, and
he rubbed his huge hands together with the bfiskn-tss vt
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The ordiBary looked on with elevated hands.

Dick Turpin well enough knew that the moment
Mr. Townflhend, the expciienced Bow-street runnei

be^n to o; imine him, hia disguise would be detected,

»nd feeling this w" ' -^vitabl*^, he adopted a bold course

o*" action.

He wa« abb to ta^e in at a glance all the fearurea of

his position. ^
Mr. Townahend would be his most form*' ble op»

ponent.
Him therefore disposed of he might stand « ci.ance.

He acted upon this idea instantaneously.

Doubling his fist, he struck the officer full m th© fiace

with it, who certainly was quite unprepared for such an

assault.

He meaaured his full length upon the stones in the

lobby.
No one could have withstood "mch a crushing blow

as that was.
Dick did not wait for the surprise which this sudden

attack had elicited to dissipate, but, plunging his hands

into the skirts of his coat, drew out a pair of pistols

He pointed one at the governor and the chaplain.

The other to the man on the lock, who stood looking on

in something hke bewUdermeut, for he had not been told

of the suspicions which his superiors entertained.
" Move, and you are dead men ! " said Turpin. " I

cover you both with this pistol. It is loaded with two
bullets. Siand where you are, and be silent if you wish

to preserve your lives.'

This was said m a tone that admitted of no doubt as to

its earnestness.

Then pointing the other pistol at the man on the lock,

he cried

—

" Open the door, or as surely as I am a hving maji I

will blow out your brains, and open it myself,"

When the man on the lock heard these words he did not

hesitaie a moment, but began with a haste th^t defeated

itself to undo the fastenings of the gate.
" Quick ! " roared Dick, who did not know how soon

some more officials of the prison might arrive upon the

scene, and renaer his escape impossible, " quick, I say !

"

When he spoke there was only a chain to unhook from
the staple, but the man was in such a state of fright that

he cculd not do it.

Dick saw this was the case, and he sprung forward, and
flung the door open himself.

Then, without taking any particular aim, or even look-

ing behind him, he fired lus pistol and dashed into the
street.

It was then just one o'clock in the day, and the Old
Bailey was unusually full of people—workers, for the most
part, who were hastening to their mid-day meal.
When those who were nearest the prison saw a man

rush out so suddenly they at once concluded it must be an
eeoape, and uttering a loud shout they ran forward and
attempted to hold him.
But one sweep of the arm that held the discharged

pistol sent the foremost sprawling to the ground.
The governor appeared at the doorway, and was imme-

diately joined by Townshend, who had sufficiently reco-

vered from his blow to rise, though his face presented a
terribly crushed and bruised appearance.

" Dick Turpin !

" they yelled. " Stop him ! stop him !

A hundred pounds reward ! Stop him ! An escape ! An
escape ! The man there in the farmer's dress ! A hundred
pounds reward ! Dick Turpin ! Stop him ! stop him !

"

Such cries as these of course quickly brought a crowd
about Dick's heels, whcst'-rted off ::t a run that T"me were
able to keep up with. .^
Along the Old Bailey and up ftito Newgate-street he

flp^d, the mob of people yelling behind him, and training

every instant a fresh accession to their numbers.
Dick looked up Newgate-street and down Snow-hill, but

both thoroughfares were so crowded with vehicles and
pedestrians that he »«<>wit would be madness to take either
of those routes.

Giltspur-street was toetore hi;a.
It was pretty clear from obstmotioo*.
Without havinfr slackened his pace a moment iw 6i/><ihei

Mongit.
^e was not long In reaching Snithfield Marked
laen he fiooad it w»^^»rket-ia.j, ani the plan cnmiiad

jiad he only had a few minutes' start of his pursuers,

this circumstance would have advantaged him escee^-

ingly, but they were too close behina hira to make it

possible to mingle with the crowd, and so elude their

observation.

Besides, the drovers and buyers wno were there neard

the shouts of the people who were chasing Turpiii, and

they turned round and saw the flying man running

towards them.

They immediately formed into line, and the drovers

took up their goads just as they would have stood to stop

some run-away animal.

Dick's heart sunk when he perceived himself thus

hemmed in by his foes.

He decreased his speed, uncertain how to act.

By chance, on his right hand, he saw a narrow winding

turning.

He rushed down it at once.

Where it led or whether it had any outlet he knew not,

but it was the only hope of escape there was for him, and

that was faint enough, goodness knows.

Should it prove, like many narrow London streets, to

have an entrance but no outlet, he would be caught like

a rat in a trap.

He heard the people in chase give a roar ae he vanished

down the opening.

But they were after him instantly.

The street down which he was now running wound
round about in a most tortuous and perplexing manner.

At occasional intervals in his headlong course he saw
other narrow turnings leading from it.

But into neither ot these would he venture.

And now a greater peril than any that had yet menaced
him presented itself.

He was besides getting exhausted and winded by the

violent exertion he had been compelled to make.
The street took a turn to the right, and then after that

for some two or three hundred yards went quite straight,

until it terminated in the mai-ket again.

Yes, there were the old stalls, the cattle, and the throngs

of people.

'The lane or street, whichever it was called, for Dick had
no time to look and see, led from old SmithtieH Market,

and after all its turnings brought you out on the opposite

side.

But it was not this circumstance particularly that

filled Dick's breast with dismay and despair.

Coming along the street at headlong speed was a mad
bull.

Such a thing as chasing one of these infuriated animals

through London streets was at that time far from an

unusual occurrence, to the great danger of those pas-

sengers who might be abroad at the time.

On came this bull, which was of extraordinary size.

His head was held down close to the earth.

Fire flashed from his eyes.

Clouds of vapour from his nostrils.

He uttered a low, fierce bellowing sound, and laehed

his sides furiously with his tail.

On he came at a frightful rate.

Well might Dick's heart stand still when he found

himself face to face with so ferocious an animal, behind

whom came just such a rabble i.3 there did after him.

What to do Dick knew not.

But he had no time for deliberation.

The frantic animal came thundering on.

He had evidently seen Dick, and blinded by fury,

looked upon him as one of his enemies.

The bellowing sound increased in lo dness.

Didi's pursuers came round the comer, but when thej

saw the state of affairs stood still.

\tne ptreet had two openings.

Both of these were now filled up by an excited crowd.

Ne«>» the centre were the two creatr-€. chased-

One K Intli.

The other a man.
Dial looked despairingly at both sides ot him, but no

friendly hirning presented itself.

How was he to escape.

To turn and flee would but take him into thn arms
of his pursuers.

! Was he fated to be gored to death by the mad buU t
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CHAPTER CIV.

mCK FINDS A TEMPORARY REFUGE FROM HIS aaSAILANTS.

TsE reader must bear in mind that from the time Dick
came in sight of the bull scarce thirty seconds had
elapsed, and the difiFerent things that had happened oc-

mrred simultaneously.

It is wonderful how many things can take place in
"

few seconds, but it requires time to relate them.

The reflections that passed through Dick^b mind,
though seemingly many and complex, were present jd to

his mind almost at the samt, time.

Sudden peril seems to have the effect of enaowmg cue

mind with greater powers, enabling it to trace the ope-
rations of many events at the same instantj and quite in-

dependently of each other.

There was but one way in which Dick could escape,

and that presented so faint a prospect that it was scarcely

deserving of the name. ^
The houses in this street were old-fashioned «Des, with

deep projecting doorways and overhanging stories.

By springing into one of these doorways, and pressing
himself closely against the door itself, tliere was just a
faint hope that he would escape the bull.

But if he succeeded in this, he would be captured by
the men.
However, with the instinct of preservation from imme-

diate danger, Dick made a dash at the nearest of these

doorways, and squeezed himself in in the manner we havr
described.

He turned aside only just m time.

The maddened bull was bearing full down upon him.
The rapid movement which Dick made was an event

for which the creature did not look, and it continued to

run some yards past where he stood before it could re-

cover tLe impetus it had given to itself, and came to a
stand.

This it did about half-a-dozen houses off, and then,

giving vent to a terrible roar of rage, he turned back
again.

Upon this, the people who had been chasing Turpin
advanced.
Those at the other end of the street who had b«en

«hasing the bull retreated.
Some kind of instinct seemed to tell the creature

whereabouts Dick was, by whom its whole attention ap-
peared to be occupied.
He galloped direct to the doorway.
But Dick Turpin had taken advantage of the brief

space of time which it took the bull to stop himself aud
turn round.
He observed on the old door a massive knocker.
He used it vigorously.

The door was almost immediately opened, and panting
and exhausted Dick stepped in and closed the door
behind him.

[t was the maid-of-all-work, apparently, who had an-

swered the knock, and she was not a Utile astonished
at Dick's behaviour.

But her astonishment merged into terror when she
saw him, with great rapidity, turn the key in the lock,

and shoot the bolts at the top and bottom of the door
into their sockets.

So quickly was ihis done, that she had not time to cry

out, run away, or "ive any alarm, before- Dick cauglit

her by the arm.
" Make but the least sounc!, mise but the least alarm,

and you are a corpse !

"

There was a fanlight over tue door which served to

light up the passage, and by its ^id Turpin saw the girl

open and shut her mouth, very much in the way some
great fish might be supposed to do on being suddenly
transported from its native element into the air.

" Silence," whispered Dick, in resolute tones. " Strive

not to recover your voice, or"
A dull thump at this moment came against tne aoor.
" The bull !

" said Turpin.

The tl ump was followed by the trampling oi many
footsteps, and then a hoarse cry arose

Something of an unusual character was going ott in
Uie street.

" Wha-af s iha av ? " gasped the servant, faintly,

** Satau and his imp° after a sinning sooL"

"Ou.' -heaven have mercy or 'ne," said the se"~"»-~t,

faintly.
" Show me the way to the top of the uouse,' o ied

Tui'pin, as he heard a imious hammering at the rto<».

Quick—quick for your life !

"

But the events which had just occuired were w.hj

startling for the servant's mind to hear, and she fell

backwards in a fainting fit.

' Confound her !
" said Turpin, rusniug along the pas-

cage.

A flight of stairs, leading to vae upper part of the house,
was before him.
He heard a \roice crying out trom the lower regions.

It was a feminine one.
" Sally! Sally ! What is it ? Shut tho door, and eome

down stairs. Sally ! Sally ! I say !

"

But Sally was deaf to all such calls.

Dick sprang up the staircase.

It was a very dark one, and he more than unoe in hit
headlong ascent missed his footing.

" Wb-it's the matter ? " cried another voice, which pro-
ceeded froip the front )-oom on the second floor.

The door of this room was opened a little way, and a
head projected from it.

It was a man's head.
" Who is it, I say ? Is it thieves, or fire, or murder ?

Who is it, I say ?'\
" The devil

!

" said Turpin, and darting forward he
caught hold of the knob of the door before the man could
withdraw his head, and pulled it towards him.
The man made two or three inarticulate sounds.
Then Turpin let go of the handle of the door.

Down fell the man like a log of wood.
" I've done for him, that's pretty clear," said Dick, at

Lie hurried up a third flight of stairs.

This storey appeared to be untenanted.
He opened one of the doors, of which there were two

before him.
It led into a garret.

A glance told him no one was there, and he shut the

door behind him at once, lust as he heard -a. tremendous
disturbance in the lower part of the house.

" They have found their way in," he gasped, as he fasten-

ed the frail door behind him. " What shall I do now ?
"

In fact, Turpin had ascended the stairs without a

thought as to what he was to do when he reached the top.

He had merely acted upon the impulse which prompted
him to place as great a distance as he could between him-
self and his foes.

He looked round the attic in which he stood.

It was scantily furnished.

Two chairs.

A table.

In one comer a stump bedstead.

Against the wall a hlliputian looking-glass.

These were all the room contained.

The fastening upon the door, which was very old and
frail, were merely a couple of bolts.

This, he felt, would be no obstacle to his foes, whom he
could now hear rushing up the staircase.

He cast his eyes upon the bed.

He might, perhaps, he thought, by dragging that from

its present position, and placing it against the door,

hinder for a little while their entrance.

This he determined to do, and caught hold of the foot

of the bed for that purpose.

But, alas ! for the insecurity of things in this world.

No sooner did he attempt to drag it forward than the

lower part came away in his hands, and the whole reached

the floor in one grand smash.
This was vexatious in the extreme.

Not only had he wasted moments when ever; men*

was of inestimable value, but he had raised su<A ound
as could not fail to indicate his exact position

He ran to the window, and flung it open.

It looked on to the roof, in which, indeed, it wat

made ^
About SIX feet off was a gutter filled with black, oozy

mud, and on the other side of that gutter a crumblimi

stone parapet, some eighteen inches in height.

' I must make my way over the roofs, I suppose," said

Dick, " and trust to fete for the result."

As he spoke he clambered through **»• wi»W(> <i4

lowered himself into the gutter.
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He did not stay to close it after him ; he was well

aware his foes already knew his exact location, and
that when they entered and found the room empty they
would, of course, run to the window.
Dick scratched his hands and broke his nails in his

progress down the slanting roof, but otherwise he sus-
tained no injury.

His feet sank deeplj into the mud in the gutter.

It was not without 8<.me misgiving that he stood
^here ho did. He could not tell how secure it was, or
how Boon hemi<jhtbeprecipitateuinto the street below.

CHAPTEE CV.

DICK "UEPIN's POSITION DOES NOT GET ANT BETTER;
IN FACT PERILS INCREASE.

SVEKT moment now, however, only served to giV9 him
confidence, and with the feeling pressing upon him that
there was no time for delay, he crawled as quickly as
tee oouid alongJjhe gutter.

No. 21.

After proceeding about a dozen yards, howeyer, ha
came to a house that waa some three feet higher than
its neighbours.

Hitherto he had been careful not to let his head bo
seen over the top of the parapet by those who were
doubtless watching for him below, but now he would
be obliged to run the risk of being seen unless he chose

to remain where he was, and that would be to ensure

his capture.
He hesitated a little.

The accomplishment merely of the feat of climbing
from one roof to the other was full of peril.

But if he was to escape it must be tried, and although
he was almost powerless from the fatigue he had
hitherto experienced, he summoned all his for'Htude to

his aid, and reeolved to make the attempt.
_

He stood up in the gutter, and placed hia lianas oa
the roof of the adjoining house, in order to draw him-
self up.
The moment he did !^o b. loud ehoat arose.

> PmoE One Halfpenny.
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jfi mla not resist turning hi head aad looking in the

direction whence it proceeded.

This was from the street bel«w.
Dick looked down.
It was crowded witff a^i excited mass of persoBS.

Upon observing that h ' fric was turned toward', them
Ihey set up another shout.

Dick only ^^ave i^-^ glancj, and then he turtfed bin

whole attention to the task he had set himseb'.

Slowly and carefully he drew himself up.

And all t'lr time he was in full sight of t^ie people

A woman who was amonyst them, ziid who carrie "; on
her head a basket of suspicions-looking fish, exclaimed

A shrill, shrewish tones,

—

"Fetch him down—fetch him down, or he will

Hurl a stone at him, and ^eteh him d wn."
There -s something sc enchanting to the minds of the

persons nposing the erowd in fetching a man off the

roof of a house Kith throwing stones, that, uttering a cry

of delight, they at once set about putting her suggestion

into execution.

A shower of mitjsiles of all descriptions were aimed at

Turpin.
But, luckily for him, when the first were thrown he had

just succeeded in reaching (lie roof of the house, and he
crouched down close to the parapet, which on that one
happened to be a good two feet in height.

^y this means he escaned the greater part of them.
Then Dick heard a loud hurrah in his rear, and he

turned round, although he knew well enough frorc whence
it proceeded.
Those who had violently broken into the house had

reached the attic window.
" Surrender, Did Turpin," cried a voice, ** surrender,

or you are a dead man !

"

The only notice Dick took of this speech was to crawl

still further, and with increased speed, alon the parapet.

It is wonderful what danger people vfili run for money.
Under ordinary circumstances there was not one of the

men who were chasing Turpin that would have attempted

that which th' f now performed.

They scrambled recklessly out of <ihe window, and , oiled

down the roof until their further progress was stayed by

the parapet, which vibrated bef'^re the shocks that were

ifiven to it.

But regaining their feet in an incredibly short space

of time, they crept along '"i.e gutter in the direction if

their prey.

As soon as Dick Turpin saw this movement on the part

of his foes, he felt more than ever the necessity there

was for him to uae all his endeavours to escape them.

His position waa a most perplexiag one.

So far from having bettered his condition, he, as he
glanced about him, felt pretty well convinced that he had
made it wo: .

He had cra\.led for some distance along the housetops,

when a very serious obstacle presented itself.

He had reached a point where a narrow street diverged

.rom the main one.
" Too wide," muttered Dick, as he peered over

cautiously, and saw that, r.arrow as the street was, the

space between the houses wi»s too great to make a jump
3)r8cticable. " Too wide. Which way shall I turn ?

"

That, however, was most essentially a moment for action

—not hesitation.

There was but one resource, and that was to crawi along

..ne roofs of the houses abutting upon the narrow street

even as he had done the others.

Bick was agil*, and h^. got along at a much swifter rate

V.'iian his pursuers, besides which he had a good start, and

the detance between them, instead of diminishing, in-

creased.

The mua cvhi ' choked up the front street, as we may
call it, did not o' serve the highwayman turn the comer.
The stone nomnc efiivtually shrouded him from their ob-

eervatioR. *
Thair whore attention was absorbed in watching the

wogresa of the officers who were full in view, for not

DATing tLe motive for conceaung themstlvej that Dick

kiid, thev made their way in an erect posture, which t^'^y

ftmad was easiest for them.
Of course Dick was no v, owing to havinnr tufned the

n:ii*i.T. out of sight of his pursuers

ThJs waij ai. fkvesi wmcn mi^fht not occoi again^ ajad.

i

after having with some difficulty got round a nass of
chimneys, which in themselves would serve in no small
degree to shield him, Dick began to look about him tor a

' hiding place.

To have continued along the housetops woula nave been
madnessj for the officers would have nothing to do bat
take up SRoh positions as would make his interception cer-
tain.

His i,aly cnance, and thai was a faint oce inde*^ was
thiB.

To enter unperceived one of the ootises in tht ^u-eet
and find some place of concealment there until such time
as he could emerge with safety.

Eut the difficulty ofdoing this was, ono would think, ipsu-
perable or nearly so.

The whole iieignbourhood appeared to be arou8e4.
The inhabitants of the houses would not fail to be or

the alert.

Besides, ii he did enter, although the officers might
not know the exact spot, yet they would be able to tell

where he had diiC^'wred to a trifle, and then all they
would have to do would be to post sentinels, and make a
perquisition of the suspected houses.
Imminency of danger has the effect of enhancing the

power of the mind, and all these deUberations presented
themselves simultaneously to Turpin.
To remain where he was, however, was but to entail

inevitable capture, so, as he knew he could not make his
position much worse than it was, he resolved to make an
entrance into one of the houses, and chance it.

One which seemed likely to answer his purpose was
about half-a-dozen yards oS", and he made his way towanis
it at full speed.

" Thank heaven !
" he said, as he reached a small att''*

window in the tiles, one-half of which swung invitingly

open. " Thank heaven, they have not seen me yet. Let
me hope there is no one in the place to 'uterfere with
me."
As he spoke Dick raised his head, so that bis eyes were

just above the level of the vdndow-sill.
" Emptv !

" he said, wdth a giish of grateful feeling at
his heart. " Empty ! There is hope yet— all may be
well."

With the greatest eagerness, now, he drew himself np,
and, taking care not to raise his body any higher than be
could help, crawled head-foremost into the room.

Scarcely, however, had his feet touched the floor, than
he heard a shout, and a mighty rush of many footsteps.

He closed the window with great rapidity. It was less

likely to excite suspicion than if he had allowed it to
remain open.

" They have turned the comer," he said. " Heaveo
help me! This street is now choked up with people,

tv aking escap<> •" .matter of impossibility."

A loud hurrah from the mol) reached his ears at thia

juncture, but what it signified he could form no notion.
" They think it fine fun," I daresay, be said, " to hunt

a fellow -creature, Hke some wild animal, to death. But
they have not caught me yet."

Having fasteuf^ the window, he turned round to examine
the room.
But nowhere is li could he see an at all practicable

hiding-place.

The do)r was just opposite the window, and he hastened
towards it.

He placed his hand upon the latch, and lifted it stealthily

then, holding the door open about a -quarter of an inch, ha
listeaei.

jL]1 was stih.

-saving in this way assured himself that there was cc

one on the other side, he opened the door and stepped oi*
upon the landl^o.
Thi3 place was profoundly dark; indeed, the only il.

luinination it ever had was what reached it when the attic

door wiia open.
Now it was close shut.

The fastenings of this attic door were all on the inue»

side, or Dick v;-ou]d have secured the door in some way.
He bad, however, noticed the position of the stairs, and

placing his hand upon the baluttrade, he began to desoen?
them cautiously.

As he proceeded be found he was ahie to see a litdt

about him, which showed some rays of hght foun;?. tl**^

waA' thei-9, thongl) he could not perceive their souro*
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At lenefh h« reanb«d the landing on the floor heneath

Here he paoaed.
There was no Bound in liis rear indicative that the

officers had traced him, but how long that woijld- be. the
aase wa« more than he could tell.

" What kind of house is this, I wonder ? " ho asted
fcimaelf. " If I knew, it would be of material aid to me,
sxnce then I should know better what to do ; now ^ im aU
abroad. Ha ! what is that ?

"

A lumbering noise, whiclt. clearlj^came from >.^ attic

above, reached his ears.

At the same moment a aoor, within a few inches of

which he had been standing, was flung open.
A flood of light, for such, by the contrast, it seemp-' to

be, lighted up the landing.
" What is it ? " said a voicey Li accents of alafm.

** What is it ?
"

CHAPTER C/1.

TH« CUPBOABD PROVES A DANGKE0U3 HIDIWG-PLACE
you DICK.

Dick saw that it was a young woman, carrying a child

in her arms, who had asked the question.

Before she had time to give any alarm or notice thafhe
was there even, Turpin rushed into the joom, and closing

the door, put his back against it.

"Silence!" he said, in a low, but fierce whisper.
"Silence! If you so much as raise your voice above
a whisper, even to pronounce one word, that moment is

your last."
" Oh, heaven have mercy upon me, and save me," said

the woman, sinking upon her knees in an agony of fright.
" Spare me and my little one."
" Rise," said Dick. "I intend no harm against you or

yonr child either, so long as yon do not, by making an
outcry, provoke me to it. Will you be silent ?

"

" Oh, yes. Have m:rcy, good sir. I will be very
nlent indeed. What is it you want ?

"

Dick looked earnestly into the w man's face in order to

.indge, bj- its expression, how far he might trust hpr.

The day was fading fast, and evening creeping on,

but still there came into that room sufficient light to

«erve his purpose.
She was young—not t*. enty at the most, but already

kad care and want ai.d grief marred the beauty of her
countenance. H r eyes and cheeks were sunken and
hollow, her lips thin a d bloodless, and her whole body
as much emaciated as one in tbe last stage of marasmus.
Ent despite of this, Dick saw at a glance that in her

girlhood she must have been veiy beautiful. Her hair

was dark and fine in texture, and there v/as about her
that nameless something, which, under all circumstances,

clings to those who are gently bom ant. ^''^li^ately :vv.--

tured.

The child which she held in her arms, and clasped to

her bosom with maternal tenderness, was a "'ijcinutive,

puny thing, devoid, apparently, of all animation sav that
which existed in ^ts pretematurally large eyes.

Famine and misery had already set their stamp «pon
the poor little creature, and Dick felt p, gtrange feeUn_g at

his heart as he gazed upon it.

All around, U , could be seen tracts of poverty the most
abject. The bare walls—the bare floor—the fireless grate
—the miserable "eap of rags in one comci' which served as

a bed—the broken window—tie absence of all the neces-
saries of life, bespoke the fact that gaunt and hungry
want there held dominion.

All this Dick saw at one brief glance.
There was something in this woman's countenance, not-

Arithfltanding the havoc which misery and scvr ,w had made
open it, th9« told Dick she poss-^: :jd a kindly ' ,art. He
did not the^^fore hesitate to infonn her who and what ^^
was.
" Agam," fee 6«ud, again I tell "ou, you have nought

to fear I All I ask is that you will conceal me somewhere,
and should my enemies, who are now thirsting foir njy
blood, inquire whether you have seen me, that J^

'\ will

iell them no, and by that means save my life."
" I cannot— I cannot."
*' Too cannot?"
** No. There is no plaoe here where ycsti could hide.

And I am so terrified and nervous that they would %© 8tjr«

to suspect your presence here from mv manner."

"Madam," said Dick, "let me not appeal to yon tn
iraLa. My life is wholly in your hands. You can save me
or you can destroy me. Surely you would not w Vingly
be the means of bringing anyone to death, even ilto^h
he wiia your enemy, which heaven knows I am not.'
" Fo—no ! Oh ! what is that ? what is that f

"

*' My enemies ! " said Dick. ** I am unarmed, ani
c-annot defend myself. Will you deliver me into ihoii
handa, or will you hide me from them ?

"

The poor woman, who was almost distraught with feat.
Legan to weep.

Turpin got desperate.
" Hark ! " he said, " they ii ") on the stairs ; can you

hear them ? Others are trampling overhead. In another
moment they will be here. Hide me somewhere, and I
will reward you well."

"Look round," said the woman. "Where can you
secrete yourself ?

"

"Here," said Dick, as with a bound he reached a cup-
board door. " In here."
" But they will find you there."
" Not if you tell them you have not seen me."
" Be it so, then. I will try."

The cupboard towards which Dick had hastened was in
a kind of recess.

It was divided into two portions.

He chose the lower, because there was but one shelf
in it.

With great speed he crawled in, and then he said

—

" Bring some ot those bed-things and stuff them in.

Then, if they should be suspicious enough to look in, they
will not see me."
With trembling limbs the poor woman did his bidding,

and scarcely had she crammed the last article in, and
turned the little button which served as a fastening to tha
cupboard, than a loud authoritative knock was given to
the door.

Truly was Dick Turpin in an unenviable predicament.
He was a prisoner, without the least power to release
himself, and not only had he to trust to the woman keep-
ing good faith with him, but to her having sufficient

comm.and over her words and actions not to generate
suspicion in the minds of the officers that he was there.

There was only this one circumstance in Dick's favour,
and that was that he had left no clue by which the officers

could trace him to the house in which he was, which
made a vast difference indeed ; for, of course, they could
not tell precisely in which one he had taken refuge.

The poor woman, who all this time had never put the
chi'.d out of her arms, opened the door in answer to the
summons.
Her surprise at seeing there several police-officers was

real, fo'. Dick had merely told her that his enemies were
seeking him, and the idea that he was a criminal never
once entered her imagination.

The officers rushed at once into the room and glared
about them.

' What is it you want, gentlemen ? What is it you
wt-nt ? We have done nothing wrong, I can assure you."
" We don't say as how you have, but we're aft some

one we suspects has got into this 'ere house. He )ona
have you been here ?

'

" Six months, next quarter-day, sir !

"

" Pho- pho ! I don't mean that. How long have voi
been in this room to-day ? When were you out last ?

" At dinner-time, sir."
" Oh ! very good ! That will do. Nov?, while you have

been here have you seen a stranger in the liouse ? A
man dressed like a farmer ?"

" No, sir."
" Are ycu sure he has not been hero ?

"

" Quite sure, sir j for how could he come in without my
knowing?"

" Ti-ue ; but have you heard no one ?
"

" Oh ! yes. This house, you see, is let out to poor
folks, and some one or other is continually go'ig up and
down stairs."

" Oh ! and I .t is so often the case that, it yu>\ neard
anyone on the stairs, you would not otw>a 'die door t-v sefi

who it V as?'
" Not nnl-ss I thoujrht it was my hueband. afr."
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*'** Ah ! you have a husband, have you ? And where is

iae, pray?" ,

" Here !
" said a voicd ; and a young mnu, y,a,iv, thin,

and wretched-looking as his wifi, sprang into the room/'
" Seize him," roared the officer in comniaxid. " Seii,e

him !

"

" No, no. Have mercy : Why do you seeK bim ?

'

" Let him go," said the officer. " That is not him."
*• What is all this, Mary ? " said the young man, with a

bewildered air. " What does it mean ?
"

" We are officers," said the one who had orderec? him
to be seized, taking a constable's staff of authority from
his pockefc ;

" we are officers in search of a notorious

crimmal, who we suspects is hid somewheres in this

house."
" But why did you seize me ?

"

" Just to make sure you wasn't him, to be sure."
" But he is not here, Mary, is he .'' Why don't you tell

them so ?
"

It was the first time Mary had over deceived her hus-

band, and she hesitated a moment before she replied :

" I have told them," she said, " but they dqn't seem to

believe me." -'

" Why, sir, you see," said the officer, who had previously

spoken, " he is so full of all sorts of tricks, that a fox is

quite a fool to him, and not no mistake, and so you see we
is a kind of doubtful like."

" Just so. But who is he ?
"

" Well, we don't mind telling you, because you don't

seem very well off."
" God help us ! ITo. We—we are stai-ving

!

"

" Just so, and that makes us think you vdll be glad of a

chance of earning a part of the reward which i offered for

the apprehension of Dick Turpin, the highwayican."
" Dick Turpin ?

"

"Yes."
" And do you mean to say he is in mis house ?

"

" Why, not exactly that, but we have traced him to

somewhere close at hand. Help us, and if we catch him
you shall have ten pounds for j'our share."

" Ten pounds ! " said the young man, who made a

rapid mentpl calcub-tion of how much food such a sum
would buy for his wifJ and children. " Ten pounds ?

"

" Yes, an .'^. now perhaps you wouldn't mind us mailing

a search here ?
"

" By no means," said the young man. " It can't take

you long."
The ^vife sank dovra in an agony of tears.

" There seems to be but one place in the room where he
could hide," continued the officer, " and that is the cup-

board yonder. If he's there we'll soon have him out."

The poor woman gave a shrink as she saw the officer

draw his cutlass, and walk up to the cupboard door

Whik thus 6pep.king he turned the button^ ai>'l opened
*he door of the lower cupboard.

" Hallo !
" he said, ' why here's a lot of rags here.**

rlie husband looked rather surprised to see the bed-
clothes bundled up into the cupboard in that fashion.
"Oh! he ain't there, that's very clear) However, just

to make certain."

And he plunged his cutlass three times into the mass of
rags.

It is re-.iy certain Dick 'i urpin owed his life, or at all

events hi. escape, on that occasion, to t^'^meres*' chance
circumsta jce in the world.
On entering the cupboard he had laid himself down as

flat as he could ; but when he did so it was without having
any motive for so doing.
The consequence of this apparently simple action was,

that he escaped contact with the cutlass when the officer

made the three fierce and random stabs at it.

" No ! he isn't there," said the officer, " and now for
the rest of the house. I've got some one at the door
below, and on the roof above, and so they have over all

the other houses on this side of the street, so he can't
scape

Wit

CHAPTER CVII.

IN HI Mil ABOUTOtD MATTHEW IS RATHER UNEASY
TOM KING.

*' Don't be afraid, mum," he said, on hearing the cry, and
attributing it to a widely different cause to that which in

reality called it into existence ;
" don't be afraid, mum, we

won't hu you. We would not search at all, only it will

be a .-^ort of satisfaction ;
you see he is ao oncommon

cunning."
Poor Dick !

We have seen him in many perilous situations in the

course of t^ s eventful narrative, but never in so perilous a

one as the present.

Discovery, one would think, upon the officer opening the

door, would immediately ensue.

The woman who had befriended him made sure that all

was over, and hid her face in her hands.

The top portion of the cupboard was first thrown" open.

There were five 8he)-°s, but every one of them was
quite bare.

" He isn't there, at all events," said the officer j
— *say,

my friend, you haven't much of a larder."

The others laughed.
" I have already told you," said the young rr^na. '" tnat

\'e are starving."

"Come on, then, and I only hope we capture him, and

you will have enough to live on for I don't know how
long. Now what shall we find here F"

ith this sentence, the officer and the men he had witli

him, hastened from the room.
The poor woman's husband accompanied them.
As soon as she was sure she was quite alont', for Mary

—we may as well call her by that name, since her hus-
band did—Maiy, we say, went to the room-door, and
watched thsm descend the flight of stairs.

To accompany them in what the reader knows was such
a perfectly useless search, would be anything but inter-

esting. It is with Turpin and the wife that we have
now to do.

Having watched them enter the room on the floor below,
she very carefully closed her own door, and going up to
the cupboard, she said,

—

" Oh, sir—speak—speak. Speak at once, and relieve

my heart by telling me you are not much hurt. Speak.
Oh, speak at once.

'

She waited a moment, and then finding no reply came,
she said,

—

" Oh, he is dead—dead. What shall I do now ? Oi^
what shall I do ?

"

Tears streamed fi-om her eyes.

Of a truth was Turpin right when he divined she had A
tender heart.

To her, guilty though he was, there seemed something
terrible and unnatural in thus seeking to drag a fellow-

creature to death.

But Dick was very far indeed from dead, and he hesi-

tated to reply solely because he was in doubt whether it

would be safe for him to do so.

Her evident distress made him resolve to run the risk of
being heard by his foes.

" Fear nothing, Mary," he said. " I'm safe and un-
hurt. I will, however, stay here until I am assured that

my pursuers have left the place. As for your husband,
you must let him know 1 am here. They have promised
him ten pounds to aid in my capture or my death. I will

give him thrice ten if he will aid me to escape."
" Oh ! sir, do not think us so mercenary as that, or sus-

pect my husband of such a fault. We are starving, sir,

or he would not have done as he has."
" Say no more about that. Be silent, I pray. Your

words may be overheard. Suffer me to remain here whew
I am until the officers have left the house."
" I will, sir— I will. But are you sure you are unhurt?"
" Quite, quite."

Mary withdrew, and seated herself near the emptj
grate.

She shivered, out it was more frori fright than cold.

Night was coming on now with rapid strides.

The gloom in that miserable chamber deepened.

But the poor woman made no attempt to dissipate it.

Their last candle had been burned, and she had not a
fpaction -wherewith to buy another.

The preceding day the pawnbroker in the next street

had taken the last article they had that wu« of the slightest

value, and with the few nence thus provided they pur-

chased a loaf of bread. ^
It grew darker and darker.

And as th'' obscurity it^iiraased, so did the rambtudip'Mil

noises wb*.-«i are »'',•<•': <iard in a great city subiude.
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Cramped np in thnt narrow cupboard, breathing with
difficulty, md not afeleto stir hand or foot, Turpin listened

with an intensity which can only be conceived foi ioiae

•ounds which wonld ir -^/^jste the position of his fos*
*^ut none came
^it length, when positive oilence had prevailed for a

long period, and when he felt almost certain that Vae
officers had left the house, he tapped gcTkly with his

fingers against the panel of the cupboard.
Mary rose instantly and went towards it.

" What is it ? " she asked. "Oh ! wh3.t '.s it I"*
" Find out, if you can do so without exciting suspicion,

whether the officers havb left the hojse. 1 trust to you
not to betray me."

" Oh ! sir. Do not think of that. I would not be guilty

of such a thing for worlds ! Besides, you ought to trust

me. If I had wished to do so, what would have presented
me disclosing your hiding-place when the officers were
here in the room ?

"

" Nothing," said Turpin. " I can trust you, I am sure.

But above all things, excite no suspicion."

Without another word the poor woman made her way
across the dark room, and down the still darker stairs.

It was an anxious time for Dick while she was absent,
not that he had any doubts of her good faith, but what he
feared most was that, if the officers should still be lurking
about, they would suspect her.

But this dread had no foundation. In a very few
minutes he heard her footsteps on the stair^-
" All is well

!

" she said.
" The officers have left the house ?

"

" Yes, some time ago."
"Very good!" said Turpin. "Then just o^jen the

door, and I'll come out."

The little button which fastened the cupboard waa
turned, and Dick scrambled out.

He was glad enough to stretch his legs.
" How confoundedly dark the place is !

" he saiCi.

" Yes ; but you are not afraid of the darkness surely
;

and besides, it will be much safer for you to be in the
dark."

"You are right!"
** I am sorry 1 have no better accommodation to offer

you, but you see here all that we have."
" Thank goodness !

" said Dick, " I am in a position to
recompense you amply for having saved my life, and I

will take care to do so.
" But I should be very much hurt indeed, sir, although

we are so bad off, if you thought that I have only acted
as I have in the hopes of getting money."

" I would not do you that injustice f«r a moment, and
there is no reason why I should not display my gratitude
lor the service you have rendered me in the best way I

can."
" Alas ! sir. You cannot think how such a life as we

are leading now grieves me. It is so different to the
future I pictured for myself on my wedding-day ! I am
ahnost heart-broken."

" Do not weep," said Turpin, as the poor woman burst
into a flood of tears. " Do not weep ! Hope for better
times!"

" I have hoped on many a weary month. doped
against hope! an'' every succeeding day only served tc

show our position * ") be worse than it was on the pre-
ceding ov".'

"It is so."
" Those who have not experienced it cannot know what

it •'. Tfy^iat we are to do, I know not."
" We ^nst talk abont that. When do you expect your

h«sV -dback?"
" Every mome*>t. Hark ! I can hear him nuw cciiling

^sxp the staivo.
" Indeed ! Are you sure ?

"

" Yes !

"

" Tlwa I shall leswe you to tell huu vrke, 1 am."'
i

OHAPTEfi CVm.
»IOK TtJBPIN, HOT K>E THB PIRST TIMK lU HW

U7S, UOB8 A OOOD ACTIOM.
*• Stand back into the darkness yonder near tho onp-

board," said the woman ;
" he will not see you there. I

«XD liToing to open the door"
Tji-ok felt hi« w»y a« oaatiuaxly and «ileotijf aoroBS the

^room as he could, until he reached the cupboard, wnet©
t he jvaased.

Mary opened the door or the room, and stepped oat upon
the la] .ding.
" Hobert," she said, " Robert, is that yo" ?"
" Yes, Mary, I am here."

_ The voice was one saddened with disappointment.
""I am so glad yon have come back, Robert."
" Glad ! You ought instead to curse the hour when

first you saw me, for it is I alone that have brought all

this want and misery upon you."
" No, dv. not sa^that, Robert," said Mary ; and Dick,

whose eyes were accustomed to the darkness of the room,
could see that she had laid her head upon her hnsband's
shoulder. " Don't say that, Robert, because it is not true.

You could not avoid misfortume."
" No, dearest. Heaven knows if I could have avoided

all the evils that have come upon us I would have done so
gladly I But it has been through no fault of mine."

" I know that, Robert, and therefore you were wrong
to blame yourself as yon did. I could not bear to hear
that."
" Heaven bless you !

" said Robert, in a husky voice.
" You are an angel, Mary. How wretched I should have
been without you !"

There was a silence of some few minutes' duration.
Dick, whose heart was full of kindly sympathies, was

deeply affected at this scene, and he rejoiced at the chance
which had put him in the way of affording them at any
rate a temporary respite from their misery-

Still he held back. He felt how impoUtic it would have
been to have disclosed hia presence before Mary haa warned
her husband of it.

Mary was sobbing.
"Cheer up, Mary, dariimg!** said Robert, with an

effort. " Cheer up, dear one J Surely we have now known
the worst that can befall us, and such being the case, things
must take a turn for the better."
" I hope so, Robert. But you went out with those

officers. Did they capture the man they sought ?
"

" No, Mary, or I should have let you know it before
this. We searched everywhere, but we could find no trace
of him."

" But, Robert, suppose you had found him, and that
you had received the money, do you think it would ever
have done us any good ? No, Robert, I am sure it would
not, because it would have been the price of blood."
" Well, well, it is not worth while to talk about that

now. He has escaped, and so I did not get the money."
" You speak angrily—regretfa'ly."
" Do I ? Then forgive me fo?it."
" I know you have had enough to try your temper and

make you repine. Let us still hope that better times are
coming."

" I begin to fear that is a hope which will never be
realized, and I am sure to-night it seems further off than
ever."

" No."
" No, do you say, Mary ? What has happened, then 7

Tell me, oh! tell me."
" You promise you will not act rashly, but wait until

you have heard all ?
"

"All what?"
" You shall know in g jd time. Do you promise,

:;obert ?
"

" I do, I do."
" I take you at your word. Now, sir, come forward and

speak for yourself !

"

The room was too dark for the expression of wonder-
ment upon Robert's face to 'oe seen, but he gave a great
start when he heard some one walk across the room to-

wards him,
" Who—what is this, Mary " Speak, tell me !

''

' Make no alarm," said Dick, in those peculiar quiet

t©Bee which are wore effective in arresting anyone's at-

ieii^i«>« thsn loud ones, " make no alarm *11 will be ex-

pkiwod."
" Hot who is this, Mary ? what aoes he here Y

"

" Tkat you shall learn in good time. I am here oe-
p^---'"«« I soucrbt shelter from my enemies, and beca-.>.w your
w/fe, wh«*n heaven bless for being a irue anf noblt*

ket.rtsd wMnan, succoured acd shielded ma traoi c^<eat''
" Theo, then "

" What, roy friend?"
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Tou are the man of whou they came in oearch ?
"

-• I am. I feax not to disclose myself to you. I am
Ot-b Tnrpin, 'He ^'.'^•"wayaian

!

"

Robert was so overcome by this revelation that he was
fall a minute before he could recover hvraself sufficiently

k) fipoaki
" Do r.oc olfflne :ae, Jtobert, for what I have done," said

bis wife ;
" I corld not have borne the thought of banding

him over to his foec."
" But he ifl a oritoiinal ?

"

" I have no proof of that. He has done me no hann

;

nor you either, to my kno ledge."
" 1 am here," caid Dick again. " You can betray me

If yon choose !

"

me you are one that can sympathize ith ns, and under-
stc-r. how dear such conduct must make ^ er tn cO^. Sua
has been a true wife indeed."

Closer—yet closer Mary clung to ''er husDand. Every
word of eulogy he uttered was a reward to her, for she
loved him as few women have the power of loving.

It seems hard that t o -ond hearta should ev^r know M
inuch suffering, and yet it is only too frequently the case.

Still, when they have weathered through the storm, they
are happier for the conti-ast ; but in London how many
there are who perish for every one that is saved.
The silence that ensued was an embarrassing one for

Dick. He could teU both Mary and Robert were much
Amoved, and with a natural dehcacy, he shrunk fromyo

" No, no. That would be base." [
intmdingany remark upon them.

" I am gla^i to hear you say as much. As you must " Oh ! Robert," whispered Mary, " I am so very—very
knew, you ve no special feeling against me, for to the

best Of my belief we have never met until this moment."
" I cannot see your face, Mr.—a—a—

"

" Turpin."
" I cannot see your face, but there is nothing in your

oice familiar to me. Its tones, too, are those of one who
would not deceive."
" I am glad you have so good an opinion of me. Had

it not lx.en for your wife, of whom, indeed, you should be
proud, for she has an angel's spirit"

" God hi: SB her ! Yes," interrupted the husband, aa he
kissed her on the c'aeek.

" ._ad it not been 'or her, I say, I should have been in

the hands Oi' my enemies and a prisoner, but I appealed to

her to savo me, rod she did so."
" I know she would. But where did yon hide ? I

Myself c marched this place thoroughly."
" The cupboard."
" But you were not thr.: ?

"

" I was, in t'l low r half of it."
" Then you are wounded ?

"

« No."
" By what means, then, did you escape the officer's

sword ? He plunged it three times through the clothes."
" Fortunately 1 lay in such a position that they did not

reach me. He would liav^ Mt in a moment if ho had, and
then I should have been dragged forth."

" Good grticious !
" said Robert, drawing a long breath,

" what a narrow escape !

"

" Narrow indeed ! But do not let ns talk about that.

? escaped, r \d am free."

Dick paused a mom t. He hardly knew in what way
to mould his speech.

" Do not be offended with me if I make a remark, but
you are poor ?

"

The husband and the wife were silent.
" The evidences of it are too palpable to be overlooked.

But from the words aad manner of bo.,h of you 1 can tell

it is not your natural state. I ain tell you have occupied

a very different position. Do not think, however, that I

wish to pry into your ost life. You have been un-

fortunate."
" We have, indeed," said Robert, in a b.okcn voice,

" most unfortunate. But we could not h^lp it. The
ciifuinstaiices were entirely beyond our own controL"

" I can readily enoigh believe that."
" I have borne -' against them as well as could

—

tried every means to keep l^e wclf from the door, but in

\ lin—always in vain. I have walked on'i-a £om end to

en-d in "search of employment, but found none, exo:
_ ,

indeed, wuen I ha- bad some casual job."

"Labour s .bundant in London, and over will b>.

To the end thire will •^jviivs be more hax.ds than there is

work ." -r them > do,"
" I knew all that, sir , hni still I came, hoping t,T. do

better. It is that wliich grieve.« me to the soul."

Mary crept yet clw ;• to bin*
' Were it not lor my wire liere, I know not wha^ I,

should have done. But she has proved an angel. 1 je
home from which 1 took her was, if not a luxurious, y«t

a comfortable one—and now—now look at this."

Turpin was deeply moved ai this scene ; and Le
rejoiced within himself to think he had the power "if

alleviatiiig some portion of their distress.
" But Mary, hea>en bless her," continued Robert,

speaking from his heart, " haa never uttered one word of

complaint, but borne all m silence. I speak to you thus,

-cjthough I cannot see your face, bat 'yet yo:ir voice tells

happy.'

Axid then Dick ooola tell a gush of tears had come to
her relief.

CHAPTER CIX.
DICK TUBPIN PAiS A FLYING VISIT TO THE "WHITE

horse" inn in DKURT-LANE.
" Pardon mo, my friends," said Dick, after allowing:

time for the pent-up feelings of the wife to have full vent.
" Pardon me, but '

" Nay, sir," repUed Robert, with an effort to speak
cheerfully. " It is we who ought to ask pardon of you for

having been so selfish as to forget you, and the danger
you are in."

" Will you listen to me, and promise not be offended at
what I say ?

"

" I think I can safely do that, for, unless I am indeed
very much mistaken, you are not one who would say any-
thing unpleasant."

" I am glad you think so ! And, in the first place, you
—or your wife rather, has rendered me the greatest ser-

vice which you possibly could—you saved my Ufe ! Now,
I am not one who expresses his gratitude by words alone,

and therefore I desire that you will accept at my hands-

some more substantial tokon of it. Let no false pride-

be suffered to intervene between us. It so happens that
I am in a situation to render you a service, though not
commensurate with the one you rendered me ; and, be-
heve me, I shall be more hurt than words can express, if

you refuse to allow nie this opportunity of testifying my
gratitude."
" Say on, sir—say on!

"

" Then what 1 wish to offer you is a sum of monej
sufiiciently large to give you a fresh start in life."

" Oh ! sir, you are too good ! Ought we, Mary, to-

accept of this?"
" Let nie answer for her," said Dick. " Just now yon

were willing, for the sake of the reward, t.) assist those

who came to canture me ! In the event, I presume, of

their having done so, you would not have scrupled t^
accept the money ! If this is so, surely it ought to be
more satisfactory to receive it for having saved a life

!"

" I have listened to you," said obert, " and have not

been offended at what you have said. Now it is my turn
to ask the same of you."

" I cannot do otherwise than assor';, but "

" Na;,-, hear me ! You know our position, or at all

events sufficient to comprehend it. 'Ve are starving—yes,

starvin;- is the ,/o- 1—but, for all that, we are happy.
Every article of ' > slightest value which we posseesed,

with the exception of wl .t you see, has been made away
with. I knew :!ie end must come at last, and so i, has.

We have reachea ' to-day. Now, sir, you will understand
whfJi I am .''bout to i \y. For the service I have rendered
you i -ic.' ',h;

'^ cannot -nd ought not to receive money
as co'-upensation, ba^ as I need il.

'

But this is carrying it too f 'r," interrupted Dick.
' Nay, do not speak, sir, uatil you have henrd me out.

With a s'/nali sum of money my wife and myself could

take som e business. We are willing, we should work—we
should succeed ; I feel convinced of that."
" And so do I," said Dick ;

" you are a worthy fellow,

and if you don't succp'' no one ought to j therefore I beg
you will ac "

" I have not yet fimsned, sir, buc i shaU in a fpw i- >i

raents. It would be against and contrary to my natJOi*

to accept such a sum from any one—as n gift."
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** **«t it ;s not n. ffift," replied Turpin ;
" it in payment

mterety for service rendered or wo ': done."
" I cannot look upon it in that ligtt, bat I feel that u I

refused all help at your hands ," should not only be unjust

tc my wife and children, but imr/rateful to you. There-
fore ijf you will lend me for the tpcce of twelve "aonths the

sum of twenty pounds you will be rendering a service the

«xtent of which we can neither of us estimate."
" And is that all ? " said Dick, " then you shall have

your wish. Not twenty, however, but forty, «"4i I shall

tie you to no lime for renayment."
" Forty pounds !

" said Rober': ;
" that is « faree si*>b to

anyone, and I have no security to offer you.

"

" No security ? yoi' have the best—an ]> ^3st miAiCtion

to repay mr "

" If that is security, I have it."

" Here, Mary," said Diok," as he slipped some money
In her hand ; go and buy a light, and we will settle this

little business.

'

Maiy was ~one but a moment. In fact, the basement
of the house was a huckster's shop, where such things vs

Andles were sold.

The light which it gave when it was placed upon the
«himney-piece, for thtre was no table in the room, was
but ghastly and feeble; but yet ->. sufficed to light up three

faappy (aces.

19 ever iu his life probably had Dick had such a sensation

of satisfaction at his heart. He was conscious of having
done a good action.

The forty pounds were counted out, which was, in truth,

nearly all the money Dick possessed, and Robert would
insist upon writing out a proper acknowledgment of the
debt.

" And now that is settled," said Dick, " let us turn to

ether subjects."
" Excuse me a moment."
" Willingly, my friend."
" But where shall we find you a twelveniontb hence ?"
" Do you think you will be able to repay me then ?

"

" I hope the whole of it^ but at all events a portion

of it."

Dick mused for a moment, and then he said

—

" It is very hard indeed to say where I may be a
welvemonth hence, but if you will take it to the " White
r lorse " pubhc-house in Drury-lane, and give it to the
iaadlord, 01^ Matthew, as he is called, it will be all

right."
" I shall not forget, sir, and in twelve months' time

from this very day 1 will be there."
" I will endeavour to be there, too, for I shall be

anxious to know how far you have been successful. It is

likely enough we may meet before that time."

"And now, sir, you were going to say something
else."

" I was, and that is, I wish to leave here as quickly now
as possible. It is getting late. The oSicers doubtless have
given up all hopes of my capture ; still I do not wish to risk

anything by being foolishly incautious."
" Of course not."
" I wish you, then, as a favour, to go to some second-

hand clothes shop in the neighbourhood and buy a large

horseman's cloak, v?ith which I can disguise myself, as my
dress, doubtless, has been accurately described."

" I will do it, sir."
" Here is the money. Be as quick as you can, yet above

all things do not excite suspicion. You will also be able
to tell whether there are ajy officers lurking about."

Robert was only too glid to be of assistance to his bene-
factor, and ke started c& ai once.
At this moment there wfiA a faint, wailing cry.

The child, which during ie preceding scene had been
sleeping in its little apolog>- for a bed, awoke.
The mother's tones were verj- different now from what

they had been. Her heart was light. At the last hour,
when fate seemed most unpropitious, fortune Itad smiled
open her.

She neid the child up to the light, which the iittle

ereatnre contemplated with evident dehght.
• A»d now, Mary,'' said Dick, " for I hope you wiJ! look

npon me quite as «.u old friend, and allow me to oblA you
vy that title, you will not refuse me permission, I am
eertttin, to make your child soma little present in repiem-
^caroe of me."
^ '^'^'<m\ sve too goou, ar."^

" Nay."
'fou have already done enough—and mora fitaM

enrrugh."
" Here is a guinea. Take it, aad nnderstand it ia ft>?

the child. Use it to no other purpose. It wi" enable
you to buy it varm and comfortable apparel."

Poor Mary. Sh .d borne up through all the time of
trouble, but now that f<c:-" fortune had come upon her «he
was weak and wept like n child.
" Your heart is a good one, sir, 1 am »»ure," sHe said.
" I can appreciate a kindness," said Dick, deprocatin^fly,

" but that probably is becau e it is a thing I so ramy
meet with, and I feel a pleasure in conferring happiness
when ''

can. There is so little of it in the world, that no
one, if ' e has it in his power, ought to hesitate to bestow
it to the full extent of his ability.

*

At this moiiicnl I obert returned.
" Here is, I fancy, just the thing you want, sir," h«

said, holding opn a horseman's cloak of thick blue

cloth, and exaggerated size. It will cover you up corn*

pletely."
" And was the coast clear ?

"

" Quite."
" Farewell, then, my kind friends, and accept of my

best wishes. May you prosper in the world as you
deserve to do ; and when you hear anything in disfavour ol

Dick Turpin, the highwayman, put the good action h«
has d ne tMs niprht in the opposite scale, and weigh it

agafnst i..

"

" fou will be always remembered by us as a saviour,

said Mary, taking Dick's hand between both hers. " Had
it not been for your chance presence here what would
have become of us ?

"

" Good-bye, Mary, do not think of that. You have only
your own kind heart to thank. Had you not extended a
helping hand to me, I should not have had this oppor-
tunity of saving you."

" Good-bye, sir," said Mary, tearfully. " I—I— "

She would have said, she hoped to hear he had ceased
to become amenable to the laws, but as she thought it

would sound like a reproach, she checked herself, and
said instead,

—

" I wish I could find words to thank you."
" And now, sir, will you permit me to go a little way

with you. I am known, and it v/ould, perhaps, be ths
means (d warding off suspicion from you."

CHAPTER ex.
DICK TURPIN STOPS A BAGMAN OK HI6HGATE-EISE.

" Thanks, my; friend, I accept your offer gladly. I have
no very clear idea of my locality, except that I am near
Smitbfield Market."

" Come then, sir, let us start at once."

And after one more farewell to Mary, who stood at the
top of the stairs wi^h the candle in her hand, Dick fol-

lowed his new friend into the street.

Tui-pin cast an anxious glance about him.
The street was dark, narrow, and winding, but so feir as

he could see there was no one in view.
" 1 really think they have left the spot, ' said Robert.
" Hush ! do not speak. We may be overheard."
" In which direction did you wish to go, sir ?

"

*' To Drury-lane."
" Shall you walk ?

"

" No ; not only would it be tiring, but haiardons. 1

will take a hackney-coach."
" Very good, sir, then come this way ; the second turn-

ing to the right will take us out on to Snow-hill, and on
the other side of Holborn-bridge you will be s>Uuost sure

to get one."
The distance to this place was short.

They halted fear a minute a' t' e comer, and then they
li'^ard one come lumbering along leet Market.
Robert hailed it, and the driver drew up lo the curb-

atone.
" Wh>. !« to, your honour," said the jarvey, for the cloai

Dick had on gave him quite an aristocratic look.
^^

" To the corner of Princes-street in Drury-lane.'

The driver toucheo up his catt:*e, a*^ Dick shook hands

with Robert for the last time.
" Well," said Dick to rdmself, as Lo ^ttled mniaeb ig

the cfurnase, " this has beesi a day of adventures, taii •»•

t mistake. Howsvar. *!>' •tnf 1 ahaT. Q<»ver »ixv^ ^' ^"ai««
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oaoK to with regret. I sboald Lie to know whether it

wiia really all genuine. I shall know, thougli, if they

return the money »>*• the twelve raooths' end ; but I'll not

take it, not 1."

He was silent lor a ijiintite, ror the thought of where
he was likely to be at the end of the time specifis ' v
ti-uded itself rather unpleasantly upon his mind.

Naturally enough, this brought him to think of the
condition of his friend.

•' Poor Tom !
" he said, " 1 wonder now how he is gee-

ting on ? working away at his fetters, I know, ^a ? Mr.
Townshend, despite your cleverness, I will free Jsia yet 1

1 have said it, and I will do it !

"

At this moment the vehicle stopped, and lootwjj .^t,

he saw he had reached his destination.

He alighted, and having given the man a little moro
than double his fare, that worthy thought fit to say "''ink

you in a dissatisfied tone of voice.

Diek stood by the post, and watched Taim drx.o along
Russell-street.

Then turning to the left, he directed his steps to the
" White Horse."
Dick did not enter by the front door, because if he had

he would have been obliged to run the gauntlet of many
prying eyes, so he turned down White Horse-yard, and
stopped before the same side-door as he did when he
reached the old inn, wounded and faint, on the night he
stopped the Lord Mayor's carriage.

As upon that occasion, he pressed his thumb upon the

doorpost, and waited.
The door was opened almost immediately by old

Matthew.
His delignt <tc seeing Dick back safe and sound was very

visibly depicted upon his countenance.
" Come in, Dick, and let me shut the door," he said.

*' I am right down glad to see thee back, and no mistake.
I saw yoa chased up the Old Bailey into Smithfield, for I

was in Coles's shop at the time, and I have been in a
terrible fidget ever since."

" Well, here I am, you see, safe and sound. Let me
come and sit down a minute, and then I'm off."

Old Matthew introduced Dick into the secret room, and
then he related all those particulars with which the reader
has already been made familiar.

But above all was old Matthew interested in the episode
of Robert and his wife Mary.

" And now, Matthew, my friend, it is time I was oflF. I

have business I want to do to-night, but if Tom is brought
to trial I shall want to provide a counsel for him."
^Oh ! I'll see to all that."

iio, you won't, and no disrespect to yoa either. I told

yoa before I was going to get Tom King out of Newgate
myself, and I'll do it !

"

"Oh ! very well, very well, have your own wa'-.'*

" Don't be offended, Matthew."
" Are you off, then ?

"

" At once."
** Ain't you going to change yom- cjothes ?"
" Oh ! hang it, yes. 1 forgot I was dressea in this

Btyle."
" Take this candle, then. You know the way. Your

clolhes are just on the foot of the bed. I sent over to

the oostumier's for them."
" All right ; and while I am gone, do you saddle Black

Bens, and have her ready for me.

Dick sprang up the stairs, a ad into what may be called

bis room.
It did not take him very long to resrme his ordinary

appearance, and then he went down again, and left the

little private parlour by a door that led into the yard.

He found Bess there waiting 'or him.
" Are there any suspicious characters abouv, wfatthew '?

"

be asked, as be sprang into (he saddle.
" I haven't seen none, Dick ; but I should advise

jroa to be careful; and let me tell you, besides that

kU the roads leadin*^ oat of London a»e guarded by a

Iroopof dragoons."
"That, for the troop of dragoons," said Dick, a« b«

Boapped hia fingers contemptuously.
" Ah, it's all very fine to carry things off with a High

hand like that, Dick, old boy, but if you'll take a piece of

tnendly advice you'll be careful."
" Don't be afraid of me. I ehah l.e i^wak again '"ife

fjirl soiind."

' I ho.e so.
' And what is more, the nest time I nome tie a t p iSM»

to brinft- Tom with me."
As be thus spoke, I>ick trotted Bess oa'i :n'f i&»

COirt ncfir its junction wit^ Stanhop -street

When he reached this pk.e his t; ughts invofiJiicniv
turned to th j last time he f^tood there, and when he canued
off the young girl Ellen.

" Ah, th' '- reminds me," be said, as he changed Bess's
trot ) ito a canter, " I hav aot seen either her or TTom
Davii for a h -g time, but I will try if I cannot do so to-

night, ifow I come to think of it, ^-o vould be just the
very per&on I want to assist m« "'

Having these thoughts in his mind, he, as soon as ho
got clear of the houses, gave Be.-jr the rein.

She had had a long rest, and wr.s therefore quite fresh,
and the speed with which she sho^ past the different

objects in her route was really prodigious.
There are few things more invigorating than a few

miles' gallop on horseback, and Dick became particularly
conscious of it on this occasion.

He, however, reined her in to a walk upon reaching the
rather steep ascent known as Highgate-rise.
The night had up to this moment been rather dark, in

conswquence of the heavy masses of clouds which *illed

the sky, but now, through a long stragglinr; rift About
half-way between the horizon and the zenith, an almi^st

full moon peeped forth.

Her brilliancy was, however, dimmed by tne vapours
which floated before her disk, and the hght which sht*

sent forth was misty and uncertain.

Dick paused altogether on the top of the hill and lis-

tened.

Now, that identical spot is pretty well surr unded by
buildings, and indeed forms a portion , London, but
then it was quite a rustic place, with only a cottage her©
and there.

An intense stillness prevailed about this place at that
hour, which was most delicious to the senses, but Dick,
ere he had occupied this place tw minutes, heard f^'utly

th« grinding of carriage wheels. '^

" Come !

' he said ;
" it is a long time since I cried

' Stand, and deliver !
' on the highway, and if I go much

longer, I shall quite get out of practice ! This, too, is a
chance I cannot let go by."
So saying, he carefully examined the pistols in hia

holsters, which he found in excellent order.
" Who comes along the road so late, I wonder ? " he

said. " I shall be disappointed if it does not turn out
a good booty, and one well worth the trouble. Whoev©x
it is though, he is a long way off."

This was true, for none but the most attenti. e ear could
have distinguished the slight noise which the r volving

wheels produced.
Dick took Bess at a brisk walk down the hill, and

having reached its base, where the trees grew thickly and
cast a deep shadow ou the roadway, he drew up as close
to the hedgerow as he could, and waited.
The sound now rapidly increased.
" It is some light two-wheeled vehicle drawn by one

horse," said Dick, and, just as he uttered the words, he
saw two little star-like lights approaching him

" They have the lanterns lighted ! Well, never raind."^

Dick suffered the gig, for such it was, to get just on a
level with him, and then he darted out with the sudden-
ness of an apparition.

A man, who was driving, was the sole occupant of the
gig, and Turpin piitting one of his pistols just before his
face, cried—

" Pnll up ! Year money, or your life
!

"

CHAPTER CXI.

TOM DAVIS AND ELLEN GIVE TURPIN A HEAETY WEI.»
COi<E AT THE "HAND Ai-D KEYS."

Nine uot of every ten persons would have done tinder the
eircums^auces just what the man in the gig did, and uhat

wafi to pah up at once.
" A—a highwayman !

" he gasped.
••Yes," cried Turpin: "hand over whatewryOC OOSt

have of any value about yeu."
" What if I refuse ? " _

Dick held the pistoS siKpificantiy,
•' Y'-u would shoot me ?

"
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" Precisely. Be quick."
" Then take that.='

Bang went a pistol, and Dick felt Bomething inflict a

stinging sensation on his cheek.

For a moment, so sudden was the attack, he was
OTercome with surprise, but quickly recovering him-
wlf, he said

—

"Ha! yon have had your fire, so now you can't

ramble if I have mfe^j."

"No, no ! Mercy, mercy ! have mercy ! Spare my life,

and take all I have got. Mercy, mercy !"

The man in the gig was in an agony of fright, for he

fully expected "'^^ina but ileath as the result of his

rash action.
" Your carcass is quite safe," said Dick, " provided

yon hand over all that you have about you in the shape
of cash. Quick ! and don't abuse my clemency, for if

yon make another attemot, I will certainly blow out
yonr orains

!"

" In a aiiaufcfc, sir, jn a minuta. It's lu a s Miao

No. 22.

under the seat along with my samples,
"lagman, sir."

You see I'm

"A what ? Make haste."
" A bagman."
" And what on earth io a bagraan r"
" A commercial traveller, sir. I represent the highly«

respectable firm of Slink and Friar, No. 42, Abchurch«
lane, in the City, sir."

" Oh ! confound you. If you don't make haste I'll

take valise and all."

"No—no, sir. Here is the bag, sir. .'It's not my
money—not one penny of it

!"

" Then you ought not fcyfe-rievo so much about losing
it."

" Bat I do. I shall lose my place."
"Oh ! nonsense," said Dick, as he poclisted alappish

leather bag, which the " bagman," as he called himself,
handed to him, "You must tell your employers yea
were robbed of it by Dick Tnrpin."

(
" Diok Tnrpin ?"

Price One Halfpennt.
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"Yea. Now for once I will take your word, only I

caution you beforeliaad against deceiving me."
" What ia it this bag <«""<-*vkifl ?

"

"Money."
" I can tell that,\>Qt to hem much does it amount

.

" Seventy-three pounda odd," was the reply- ita 1

lose my place, I know I shall.

'

" Pho—^pho ! I know better Good night.'

Dick rode oflf.

Tho commercial traveller evidently thought it was his

best policy to succumb to the force of circumstances, and

he let Dick go without any aggressive act, which was more
than the highwayman expected.

" Not so bad," he said, as he took bis way down a

narrow lane that would bring him out som-where near his

destination. " It will do to fee the counsel with in case

Tom is brought to trial ; but it is very odd to me if I don't

lyet him out before the sessions come on."

Whether he did so or not remains to be seen.

The sessions came on on the Wednesday following, so at

any rate he had not much time to lose.

He reaahed the " Cross Keys " without having encoun-

tered a soul.

Jabez, as usual, came to the front of the inn on hearing

a horse's footsteps.

His joy when he saw who it was may be imagined.

Dick followed him into the stable before he attempted

to enter the house.
" How are they all ? " he asked ;

" quite well, I suppose,

Jabez, eh ?
"

" Quite well, squire."
" 1 will go in and see them directly."
" You will have to Jook sharp, for he always closes the

old crib at ten o'clock, and it's close upon that now, I'm
thinking."
" It is. I can trust you to see that my mare is safe ?

"

" Never fear, squire ; I'll fettle her as vre2 as though
you stood by and watched me."

" It won t be anything out of your way, Jabez," said

J)ick, as he walked towards the door of the inn.

He lifted the latch and entered.

The first person he met was fillen.

She knew him instantly, and uttered a faint cry of

reoognition.
" Hullo : " said a voice, which evidently belonged to

Tom ^avis. " Hullo there ! who is it ?"
*' .>on't you know me, Tom ? It's a long while since I

was here, but I hope you have not forgotten me."
"Forgotten you! The idea of such a thing. Come

in, come in, do. Why, whatever brings you here to-

Tiiffht ?"
" I will tell you presently,

EUen by the ham
iit chen.

There was a flush of pleasure upon the young girl's

face—indeed, she did not attempt to conceal her gratifica-

tion.
" The house is quite empty, Dick," said Tom Davis,

picking up his pipe oflf the table where he had deposited it,

*' so you needn t fear being overheard."
" Where's the missus ?

'

" Well, she's summut poorly, thankre, and has gone up
to bed. It ain't nothing serious, you know."

" That's all right then. And now, Tom, what have you
crotto drink ?"

•' Anything you lite."
" Then I'll take some bmndy.'
" Very good. So will I. Ellen, my dear, just go to the

bar." 1

" Yes, mther."
Father !

" repeated Dick, with some surprise. *' Eow
has sh^ given you that title ?

"

Why, you see, Dick, it wasn't her dointt* at all, but
mine, bless her heart '

"

"Oh! indeed.'*-
" Ah ! she's a pood girl, sbe is, and having no childlO&

of oar own, and sne being an orphan, and*'
"There, I don't want so many reasons. Yon Itonnd^it

more convenient, eb ?

" And a great deaSk -more pleasant. Ati i>idE,y!}u JOa't
taiiT/ wht»t a treasure she is."

*
'

•' And .'•he appreciates your kindness ?
"

"
'.'

-s (Soes. How anybody could be other than kind to
hKT fjav.sn me. Here sbe con>»."

replied Turpin, as, taking

he followed the landlord into the

long]

Alien at this moment entered.

Diek looked a*^ her with more attention, anl he felt nt
surprise that Tom Davis, vdth his huge heart cverflowiuft
with love as it was, should be fond of her. She waa
indeed a lovely creature. "\

Tom Davis bestowed upon her a loot o. prideful admira-
tion as she approached, and looked up into his face with a
glad smile.
" Upon my \7ora," said Dick, " I am glad to see yoA

looking so well and happy ! I wonder at it, too."

" Why ? " she asked, wonderingly,
" Why :^ " repeated Dick. " because I know T?hat a

domestic tyrant he is."

" Me ? " said Davis, aghast. " Me a domestic tyrant ?

Well, that is good."
" You are joking," said Ellen. " There is nothing of

the tyrart about him, I am sure."
" ITot a bit of it ! But come, Dick, what brings you

here ? This is something more than a chance call, I know."
" It is," said Dick. " I had a motive in coming here*

I confess."
" What is it ?

"

" You shall hear. My comrade Tom King is a prisoner.'*
" God bless me ! You don't say so ?

"

" Is it possible you have not heard of it ?
"

" This is the first news I havo had."
" You remember him, icVt you ?

"

" Oh ! yes !
" replied Ellen and Tom Davis, in a breatii.

" Well, it was chiefly my fault that he got takea
prisoner," said Dick, who thereupon related all that had
taken place from the time Tom was captured by tho
dragoons, to his own narrow escape of capture in the
vestibule of the old city prison.

"And is he still there r " asked Ellen.

Both listened with the utmost eagerness to the startUngr

narrative which Dick related in simple yet forcible

words.
" He is," said Dick, " but he won't be for lon^. I have

sworn to set him free, and 1 will keep my oath m spite ol

every obstacle
!

"

There was a silence for a moment, for Dick had spoken
in rather an emphatic tone of voice.

Tom Davis, who was st?.nding with his back leaning
against the mantelpiece smoking his pipe, poured oat
another glass.

"Well," he said, as ne held it to his lipa, "Fve
heard you say you'd do a good many things that I sheuld
have thought onpossible, but nevertheless you've done
'em, which makes me think you'll do ti»i«."

" I shaU !

"

" It won't be an easy job-"
" I know that," said Dick, " and I know as well that I

cannot do it unaided, so I have ridden over here to-night
to know whether you will give me your assistanoe ?

"

CHAPTER CXII.
DICK TURPIN IS ALAEUED BY THE ARRIVAL OF THE

HORSEMBN AT THE INN.

" Will I ? " asked Tom Davis, with a sudden animation
in his voice. " You know I will ! Only just say the word,
and it's done !

"

" Thanks, Tommy, my friend ! I knew I ooold rely

upon you."
" And now what is it yon want me to do ? We may as

well talk it ove^.- before we go to bed."
" Certainly. I will not keep you long. Do vou wish

to stay, Ellen ''
"

" May I ? " she asked, timidly.
" Nay, that is not it. Which would you Atber do ? ''

" Stay here, imless you have an objection."
" No, I have none. You may I. e able to assist us, and

I know you are to be trusted."
" Trusted ? " said Tom Davis. " Of coarse she is to be

trusted, and I should like to heai any<»>e say that sbe
wasn't

! ''

*' Really," said Dick, " L' y« go on ^ that way yoa
m spoil her altogether."
" Not a bit of it ! She's too good to spoil, sbe is.'"

Dies couiu not help smiling at the enthusiasn the wor4»y
old landlord displayed.
" Well, let us to business. You will see at ooce that

I latter the very narrow escape I had, it would be aovaethiom
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finn to nrndness for me to attempt to have another inter-

new 'T^th Tom."
" It woiild." ' ascwrtained."

"But there is a grf-.t necessity that we shcold be ia
|

'' Very good.'

oommunicption with each other, so that I should be able

to assist liim."
" Jast so."
" In fact, without i*^, ^ don - see bow it is to be done."
" Nor I. But I suppose the upshot of the affair is just

this, you want me to go and see him."
" Exactly, my friend, exactly. Mind you, I don't want

to compromise you in any way by asking you to attempt

to smuggle tools into him ; that has been done already.

All I want you to do is to visit him occasionally, and
carry riecsages between us.

'

" Then, if that's.all, Dick, I'll do it with all the pleasure

in life."
" Hurrab !

"

" You are pleased."
" I believe you ! I am glad indeed I have got your

consent '. More glad than I could easily express !

"

" Well, all 1 can say is, you are heartily welcome."
" I knew there would be no harm in asking you such a

thing."
" Not a bit

!

"

" There are so many advantages."
" As how ?

"

" I will explain."
" I am all attention. Fill up your glass, Dick ! You

don't drink
!

"

" No, I cm too much interested in the matter that is

lacing forward."
" I daresay."
" However, old Matthew—you know old Matthew ?

"

" Rather, I should think, seeing he is some kin to my
•rife !

"

" Oh ! indeed, I was not aware."
" Yes ; but go on. What were you going to •ay about old

Matthew ?
"

" Why, that he would only have been too glad of the
Aance to go, only, you see, he is so well known to the
prison authorities."

" I suppose he is."
" Some or other of them are sure to be at his house.

They suspect a great deal, but they can't fix nothing on
him."

" Nor never will, I think ! Old Matthew is one too
many for them."

" He has been hitherto."
" Why, the old place, which they say was once a gentle-

man's mansion, is full of odd nooks and comers that
no one knows anything about, except the landlord
himself."

" So I have heard. Well, as I say, he would go gUdly
enough to see Tom, but "

" But you'd rather someone elae."
" I would, and that's the truth."
" And so you asked me ?

"

" As being the only person I could rely upon. You are
known to few, if any, of the Newgate officials, and for

that reason you would be able to go in your own proper
character. You need not disguise yourself, I nrean."
" Just 80."

" That wiU be the great thing. After what has hap-
pened, I have no doubt someone will always be stationed
in the lobby to examine everyone that comes to see him,
bat if you go as ^oi are their search can result in
nothing."

" That's uncommonly true."
" And you stiU have no objection P

"
" None at all, Dick, if delivering messages is all you

.

want me to do, though I am fi-ee to confess that if you
had asked me to take him anything I spould not have
been quite so willing, though I don't know ';? .

' should
have refused.

" Still, yoa would Father icings be as they are.
" Most certainly ! -Now what do yor. want me to tic
" I will tell you."
" And when do you wa'it me to go i'"

""To-morrow momiiFy."
" Very good, go

" These, then, I hope he has be«n able to make goo<|

"^ of ere this. It is, bovyever, _ point I \wish to

Then I want you to learn wnat hopes he haa of
making his escape, and when he will be likely to aoeom*
plish it."

" "^es."
" -» I knew that, I would take care to be in waiting

close at ' and, with a good horse for him to mount."
" I see."
" If, however, things should go adversely, and his

escape cannot be effected before the sessions, tell hin.

that I will take care to engage first-rate coun^l in his

defence. If he is acquitted, which is rather doubtful."

—

'' Very douotful, I should say."
" Weil, very doubtful be it. Nevertheless, we will not

omit that chance in our calculations. A clever man before
now has got a prisoner acquitted when the case looked
very black against him indeed."

" That's true enough."
" And I see no reason why such a thing should not ba

done again."
" No—no-"
" If he IS acquitted, then, of course, aU trouble will bd

at an end."
" And if they release him P

"

" That would follow, as a matter of course."
" Oh ! dear, no. They might have several counts i\

the indictment, and they would be almost sure to get him
convicted on one of them."

" I did not think of that."
" Or, if they don't, the 'udge may refuse to set him at

liberty."
" Surely he wotild not have the power to do that ?

"

" I don t know. He might give orders for him to be
detained until another case could be brought against
him."

" Oh ! no ; surely, no."
" You had best take it into your calculations, I can tell

you."
" I will."

*'Cr they might manage things in another way."
"Howi-
" Set him at liberty, and then take his prisoner again.

But you may make up your mind that the judge and jury
will bring bim in guilty."

" Then he must be set free, that's all."
" Which is much easier said than done."
" Granted. But au xmflinching determination can ac-

complish a great deal."
" I don't dispute it. I have seen too many instances of

" I have never failed yet. And now I think I have told

you pretty nearly everything. Do you understand ?
"

" I think so. In the first place, you want me to set out
for Newgate to-morrow morning, and get an interview
with Tom ?

"

" Yes."
" Learn from him what hopes he has of making his

escape with the tools you hav given him ?
"

" Quito right. Go on."
" And if l\e does not get free before the trial, that you

will take care and employ a good counsel in his behalf ?
"

" Exactly. Be sure you tell 1 im of the narrow escape I

had, and what madness it would be on my part to attempt
to see him."

" He won't be so unreasonable as to expect you, I should
think."

" Tell him not to be down-hearted, but that all will go
well."

" I hope it will."

,
" So do I."

.^ " You have grown much attached to him."
" I have. He L a brave, noble-hearted fellow, auu sucb

j
- one as you very rarely meet."

I " Well, Dick, let me tell you this. You carry things dS
( very well, and make light of danger, and all that sort of

I

thing ; but, nevertheless, there is no disguising the i/^ot

\ that_ he is iii a very ticklish position, indeed. Tba aa*
thorSdes have been rather energetic lately, and you mcy

Hi
" You know I told you I man£;5ed, or rather old Mat1 hew .^epcrad they will do all in their power to hang him."
a, to convey Tom a couple of spring files." i " They shall be balked, Tom ; they shall be b
Vo«' tils rho is h«viB ?

'
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There was a suddea trampling of horses' hoofs outside " T know it, but it will be awkward. There seems b<l

the door, and then an imperious summons for admission safe place for a horse to alight, and, not only that, we_ do
giv "n at the door. not yet know what capabilities they may have for taHngf

^ such a leap."

I " You think the best course, then, will be to follow the
palisade until we reach either a gate or some place wh«rs

} it would be easier to effect an entrance ?
"

i " Exactly."

" Danger !
" said Tom Davij.

Dick coolly reloaded and primed his pistols.

CHAPTER CXIIx.

SISTEEN-STRING JACK AND CLAUDE DUVAL HAVE AN
UNPARALLELED ADVENTURE.

It is sorely against our inclination to interrupt the course

of events, but, as the old proverb, says, " Necessity knows
no law."
We then repair to that pleasant leafy lano where we

left Sixteen-String Jack and Claude Duval.

Their search for the persons who had played such a

trick upon them had been arrested.

A strange sound came to their ears.

What it was, neither of them could divine.

Naturally enough they connected it with the two persons

ftf whom they were in quest.

Whether they were right in doing this can only be dis-

covered by succeeding events.
" That is a very peculiar sound. Jack," said Claude.

•' What can it be, think you •"

"
,

" That is beyond my comprebiWBrlon. Hark ! there it

eoines again
!

"

The horses, too, evidently heard it, and moved uneasily.
" This is very extraordinary. What sound can it be ?

I can liken it to nothing."
" It is nothing human, I am confident," said Sixteen-

String Jack ;
" but let it bo what it may, I will not leave

this place without making the attempt at least to find out

what it is."
" That is a bold resolution after such an assertion as the

one you have just made."
" Do you think so ?"
** You say it is not human."
" That is my belief."

"Then do you insinuate that it is something super-

natural ?
"

" By no means, Claude—by no means. Good heavens !

how horrible !

"

It war the sudden repetition of the mysterious sound
which had caused this ejaoulation.

This time it came to their ears with greater loudness

and distinctness.
" That is a cry of some one in some mortal agony or

grief," said Claude, " though what lips could give utter-

ance to it, I am at a loss to conceive."
" There is but one way to resolve our doubts, and that

is to direct our steps in the directive whence it comes."
" But can you tell where that is ?

"

" Not precisely, but it comes from somewhere on our

right."
" So I fancy, and it is scarcely likely we should be both

mistaken in its locality."
" What is if over the hedge ?

"

" A wood or copse or something of thot sort, 1 take it.

The trees grow very thickly together."
" Stop, then. This makes it likely that we are right.

Now, Claude, my fiiend, just turn all your attention to

listening, and I will do the same. Being in expectation

of the sound we shall net be surprised when we hear it,

which will better enable us to fix on the precise spot from
whence it comes."

*" What would you do then ?
"

" Having ascertained it, go as straight in that direction

as we can."
" Agreed. I am quit" silent. Let us listen.''

They did so.

But for a long time without result.

Still, from the periodic manner in which the cry had
hitherto reached them, they felt almost certain if they
w;iited long enough they would hear it repeated.

In this expectation they were not deceived.

MoanfuUy—wailingly— it rose again on the night air.

"That is conclusivo," said Jack, as it completely died

»way. " Coipp* 1 tidnk I can take you direct to the

*1 think I could do the sar^o, ' said Duval; "so
oetween us I ^ope v.-e shall be successful in our search."

"Over the palingf then. w< must get in the first

'' The only misfortune is, tha' we shall not be so weU
able to go where we desire."
" Oh ! I don't know. Perhaps, too, we shall aeax tha

sound once more."
" That is extremely likely," said Sixteen-String Jack,

as he trotted gently forward. " Come along."
" W( ' .ght not to waste time, that is certain."

The boundary of the little wood was very closely sera-

tlnized by our friends, and, at a little more than a hundred
yards further down the lane, they found a gap which was
quite practicable.

They dismounted and led their horses over the obstmc
tion.

On the other side they found such a thick undergrowta
of brake and gorse, and the trees themselves with so little

space between them, that they were compelled to con-

tinue this mode of progression, for to have mounted would
have been to incur a thousand perils which on foot they
would escape.

The darkness was most intense, for the branches of tha
trees shut out aimost every ray of light.

They, however, continued for a considerable distance to

force their way.
At length they stopped.
" I don't like this place at aU," said Claude Duval.

" It might serve very well to elude one's foes, but "

He was silent, for the strange cry again arose.

This time it was evidently in their vicinity.
" That is what I wanted to hear," said Jack. " Now I

can shape my course to a certainty."

He plunged through the dense vegetation as he spoke.
" How very mournful it was," replied Claude. " I am

nacre than ever at a loss to think what it can be ? Can
you hazard any conjecture ?

"

" None ! Never in all my experience of the cries pro-

duced by different animals have I heard anything at all

approaching that."
" Do you think it comes from a living thing at all ?

"

" Well—yes. I can hardly conceive it emanating from
a thing devoid of life."

" I am completely puzzled."
" There is one thing, and that is, I think, before wears

many minutes older wo shall leara what it is."

In silence now they continued their route.

The further they advanced the more impervious tL«
wood became.

Bresently they came to a dead stop.

A barrier of some prickly kind of shrubs was befoi*

them.
In height it was nothing under six feet and how far it

extended laterally they had no means of judging.

But iustat this moment, and os Jack was about to make
some remark to Claude, the sound which had before so
much alarmed them again arose, and tMs tim it appeared
to be within a few paces of where they stood. v

Upon the impulse of the moment, they both drew
back.

Overcoming, however, almost instantaneously this verj

natural action, Jack said

—

" Fasten your horse to the branch of a tree, and let us
break through these bushes. I am certain it was from just

(^
on the other side ot them that the sound came."

J As he spoke, he securely fastened his own horse by th«»

bridle to the trunk ©f a young sapling.
" I am ready," said Claude. " Here goes !

"

They then made a sudden dash at the compact masa
of vegetation, but in vain. They could not force their

way through.
" Why, it's as bad as a orick wall.
" ^'

is a great dc'. worse, my friend. A brick wail wo
shoul ' ave very little difficulty in surmounting, bat tiiia,

I take it, will be a bar to our further progress."
" No/' said Jack, who had withdrawn himself from tfa#

hedge. " I think we shall be able to manage it vet."

"How?"
" Tou aea iLifl tnw> hara Z
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" Yes, yea."
" Its branches are wide spreading, and I think if we

climb up into it, we shall be able to let ourselves down
on the other side."

" Oil ! yes, of course we can."
The two highwaymen then set about in good earnest

to ascend the tree.

One of the horses was placed so as to stand just be-

neath its branches, close to the trunk.

Jack took the lead, and getting first in tha stirrup,

then stood upright on the saddle.

By this means ha attained sufficient elevation to

enable him to put his head among the foliage.

To seize one of the huge arms above him, and draw
himself fairly up into the tree, was the work of a moment
and a matter of the greatest ease.

Claude, of course, lost no time in following him ; and,

having crawled along one of the branches which stretched

out laterally for many feet in the direction wished for,

was about to drop to the ground, when Jack put his

hand apon his shoulder, and spoke in a whisper.

CHAPTER CXIV.
THK PROSECUTION OF THE ADVENTTTRE IN THE WOOD

BEINGS DANGER TO THE TWO HIGHWAYMEN.
"Stop!" he said.

"Why?"
"Before you descend it will only be prudent to recon-

noitre. If there be danger, you will fall headlong into

it."
" Good," said Claude, in the same tone in which his

comrade had spoken, and which could not possibly
have been heard half-a-dozen feet off.

There was, however, to all appearance, nothing to
call for caution.

All seemed as still as the grave.
Nevertheless, they both leaned down close to the

branch, and strove to pierce the gloom beneath them.
The short time that they had been in the wood had

sufficed to mak« them familiar with the aspect of the
various objects, and though when they first entered it

had seemed perfectly dark, yet now a faint sort of twi-
light was diffused around.
At least such there was apparently, but it arose

simply from the fact that their eyes had dilated.

They were.therefore,able to see that the hedge through
which they had vainly attempted to force a passage was
the kind of natural boundary to a large open space, the
full extent of which they could not see.

Beyond this, however, nothing met their gaze. Be-
neath them was some turf of a very smooth character,
and unbroken by the presence of a shrub.

" All seems very quiet," said Claude, at length, " and
I can see nothing unusual. Shall we drop it ?"

"Yes, I think we may do so safely."

Carefully lowering themselves until they hung quite
straight down from the tree, having hold of the branch
with their hands only, they waited a second to steady
themselves, and then lot go.

The space between their feet and the ground was only
about eighteen inches, so they alighted upon the soft
turf without making scarcely a sound.
But they were greeted with another repetition of the

sound which had excited their curiosity if not alarm.
Although in a measure prepared for such an event,

the cry this time was so horrible, so unearthly, and
apparently so close to them, that they could not prevent
a slight ejaculation escaping them.

" Forward," said Jack, who was the first to recover
himself. " Forward. Claude, and let as see what this
xeally is."^

" It is hideous."
" Speculations are of no avail. On—on."
" Be cautious—oh ! be cautious."
" I will."
" You know not what hidden danger to na may lurk

beneath all this."
" That is true, and oaution is by no means derogatory

to courage."
" On the contrary, it ia an attrib&te of it."
While uttering these words they had both crept for-

ward im a stooping posture.
Of coarse, the nearer to the centre of this singular open

space in the wood they got, the lighter it became, and
in a few minutes they had the inexpressible pleasure
of seeing the moon just rise above the tree-tops.
The few white, fleecy clouds that speckled the hea-

vens, in no appreciable degree diminished the brillianoy
of her light.

But it was only in a subdued fasL.^d that her beams
reached that spot in the recesses of the wood, for it

was almost covered with the huge shadows of the trees.
Suddenly, however, Claude, who happened to look to

his left, clutched his companion by the arm with ner-
vous eagerness.
He did not speak ; but when Jack turned ronnd,

simply pointed with his finger.

Lying upon a piece of ground, that rose almost into
a hillock, was a strange.shaped, misty form.

Its proportions appeared gigantic.
There was not, however, a sufficient amount of light

for them to trace its configuration with anything like
accuracy.
That there was something, was a point beyond dis-

pute.
Coupling this with the precise location from which

the startling cry had come, they assumed that what
they then only partially saw, was what had produced it.

Even while they gazed, a slight movement was visible
about the shapeless bulk, and then they once more
heard that sound which was so hideous and mournful,
that it caused a strange, cold sensation about their
hearts.
" Wh-at—wh-at—ia it ?" gasped Claude, whose eyes,

as well as those of his companion, were riveted upon
the object before them.

I'
I am no better able to form an idea than you are,"

said Sixteen-String Jack ; " but I'll very soon find out."
" Nay, pause ! Don't rush into unknown danger!"
But Jack, who was bold even to recklessness, did not

allow himself to be detained, but at once moved in the
direction of the object, whatever it might be, which had
already produced so much alarm.
As a precaution against sudden attack. Jack drew

his sword, and, grasping it firmly by the hilt, held it in
an attitude of defence. ;

Claude Duval was, as a rule, very cautious—in that
respect the very opposite to Jack, but this constitutional
difference fitted them all the more for being the asso«
ciates of each other.

Between them they preserved a balance which was
highly conducive to their safety.

Any hidden unknown danger was always looked upon
by Claude with distrust, but not so Jack, and in the
present instance he did what few men would have found
nerve enough to do, and that was to walk straight up
to the little hillock.

It was not more than fifty foft from where he stood,
80 he was quickly close to it.

Claude no longer hesitated or drew back, but accom-
panied him.
••I When, however, within about half-a-dozen paces the
dim shadowy-looking object began to take a distinct
and palpable outline.

With eyes strained to the utmost, and neck stretched
forward, the two highwaymen endeavoured to trace its

configuration in order to form some idea of what it wa&
But in this they were in a great measure baffled.

They could tell it was an animal of some kind, but
that was all.

Its size was gigantic.
Its colour one uniform dusky tint.

But the head of this extraordinary creature, the like
of which they had never before seen or heard, owing to

its being raised higher than the rest of the body, was
what they saw with most distinctness.

It was enough, and more than enough, to appal them.
Vulpine in shape, with large bright eyes, and glisten-

ing white teeth, or rather tusks, the head was terrible

in the extreme.
The mouth was half open.
Flakes of white foam speckled the shaggy hair upon

its breast and paws.
The tongue lolled forth.

Its glowing eyea were fixed upon our two friends,

whose position was now, beyond a doabt, one of the
greatest peril.
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Then, lifting up its head in the fashion a huge dog
does when be is about to bark, this strange animal
again gave vent to the hideous moaning ory, half-animal

and half-hnman, which had first reached the ears of

Jack and Claude.
But then they were at a distance.

Now, however, when the throat of the creature was
almost within reach of their hands, had they felt inclined

to stretch them out, its horror was a thousand times

increased.
For nearly a minute was the extraordinary sound pro-

longed, and then it died away in a faint whine.

CHAPTER CXV.
JACK A 1D CLAUDB ABE ALA.BMED AT THE APPBAB-

ANCK OF THE WILD ANIMAL.
" Back, Jack, back !" exclaimed Claude Duval. " Back,
for the love of heaven ! You cannot tell what powers of

mischief such a creature may have. Back. Oh ! back."
As he spoke he clutched his comrade by the arm, and

forcibly dragged him a few paces away.
But then Jack recovered himself.
" No," he said. " Let us stand and face the danger,

•whatever it may be ; besides, to retreat might only be
to hasten our own destruction, for I have ever heard
that few wild animals will venture to attack a man if

he stands and faces them.
" But this is England," said Claude, " where no fero-

cious creatures exist."
" All the better reason, than, for standing our ground.

Let us remain where we are a few minutes. Look to

your righ*;. In a few minutes the moon will be high
enough in the heavens to shed her beams upon the bit

of rising ground, and then we shall be better able to see

what is there."

It was as Jack had said.

They waited where they stood with great anxiety.

"Look," continued Jack; "it is, I think, pretty evi-

dent the creature, be it what it may, means us no harm,
for it has not moved in the least."

" It ia Tery stange."
" Of that there cannot be a doubt ; and then, besides,

the ory it has just uttered was certainly not one of rage,

or anger, but rather one of pain or grief."
" You make me feel ashamed of myself," said Claude,

Twho was instantly struck by the truth of his friend's

remarks.
" I should be sorry to do that. The case ia an excep-

tional one, that is certain."

The animal remained profoundly still, but yet they
could see its glittering eyes were turned full towards
them.

" I am at a loss to think what it can be," said Claude,

after a brief pause.
" Another minute and the moon's rays will fall upon it.

We shall be able then to form a more correct estimate."

An anxious minute passed, which seemed to those who
were waiting a good half-hour, and then the chastened
light trept over the little hillock.

Gradually all was revealed.

An exclamation of what he saw came from the lipa of

Sixteen-String Jack.
It was echoed by another of a similar character from

his companion.
And truly well they might.
Thev had supposed that the wild animal was the

toly thing there was upon the knolh
But in this they were deceived.

We will relate what thoy did see, and we feel sure

that then the reader will to the full participate in their

astonishment.
Motionless, and extended on its back, was a human

form.
B? the dress it would seem to be a man.
The upturned face was ghastly white.

One arm was stretched out upon the grass.

CSenohed tightly in the hand was a sword, upon Jha

lower part of which the mooab«ams glimmered, but the

upper part was of a dark colour, and reflected none of

her rays.

Crouching down over the form, with its paws placed

upon its breehst, was the strange ersatute whose cries

had first led them to the spot.

They wore now able to see this animal plainly.

In shape it resembled a wolf ; it had the Hame shaggy
hair—the same long fangs—the same strong, nirv legs.

But that it was not a wolf was quitu apparent, as if it

was, it was of a size and colour such as they had nevei
before heard of.

Well might such an extraordinary speoteole as thia
enohain the faculties of both our friends, and is it to
be wondered at that they stood gazing for some moments,
uncertain whether what they saw was real P

Then, and very naturally, the idea rushed into their
minds, that the man who lay so still upon the grass
had been worsted in an encounter with the ferocious
brute.
But only for a second did this hold a place in their

minds. There was nothing blood-thirsty or aggrtjssiva

in the animal's appearance. On tho contrary, it was
mournful, and it gazed upon our friends without mak-
ing the least movement either of fear or anger.
The attitude of the beast was such as might have been

assumed by some faithful dog who had found his mas-
ter grievously woundnd or dead.
Another howl came from its lips, and both the high-

waymen noted with astonishment, the melancholy tone
it bore.

It served to arouse them from their distraction.

Jack turned round towards Claude.
" What are we to make of this ?" he said. " I con-

fess I am fairly puzzled. Of all the extraordinary ad-

ventures I have had there has never been one in the
remotest degree resembling this."

" I, too, am bewildered beyond all expression. What
conclusion to come to I know not."

"The demeanour of the animal seems pfAceable
enough."

" It does. What can it be ?"

" I have no idea,"
" The resemblance to a dog is very strong."
" Yes ; and yet it is most unlike. Most of all, how-

ever, do I wonder who it is that lies bo stark beneath its

paws."
" What shall we do ? Would it be prudent, think yon^

to approach such a creature ?"

" Certai?ily not prudent ; for if it should take it into

its head to attack us, we should stand no more chance
than we should with a tiger."

" A tiger—a tiger
!"

" Why do you repeat the words ?"
" Because," said Claude, " of the resemblance it has

to a tiger. Until you said the word, I did not think of

it."
" Ha I" said Jack, " there is a wondrous likeness.

Look at the coat—the suppleness of the body—and the

taU!"
" Those are the points in which it resembles it, but

beyond that all likeness ceases. The head and legs, if

I saw them separately, I should declare to be those of a
wolf."

" It is no good to speculate upon it. We shall never

know what it is if we stay at once. My advice is to go

close up to it. It seems harmless and peaceful enough."
" Just now, but, like the tiger, it may be treacherous."
" We must be on our guard to resist it. Surely if we

are wary we can between us conquer it, if it comes to a

contest, and somehow I don't much think it will."
" Let ua go then. My curiosity urges me forward. I

could never leave the place until I knew something

further."
" Whether the man beneath its paws, and whom it

seems more inclined to defend than attack, is alive or

not, ia the point I am most anxious to ascertain."

With slow but firm steps the two highwaymen now
advanced.
They ©ould not but be fully sensible of the immense

risk they ran.
, . x, «

;

There waa a probability that one, coerhaps both, of

wham was marching to death.

Further than fixing his gaze steadfastly upon the

two approaching forms, the animal took no notice oi

them.
Then, when they got nearer, they found that, though

its fore-paws were resting on the breast of the maa,

yet they were plaoed in such a manner as to produce no
inconvenience from their weight.
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This circumstance pointed pretty clearly to tie feet that

;'; was friendly, and not inimical.

At this moment the man gave a faint groan.
" He is not dead," said Jack, " but how we are to serve

tim I cannot exactly see."

But the creature, with a sagacity that wao qaiie canine
^ its character, raised itself up, and, removing its fore-

feet, from their position, came submissively to where our
friends stood.

It wagged Its lhH slowly, and looked with a beseeching
glance into their features, and then, as if to still further

enlist their sympthies, uttered a faint whining ci-y. very
diflFerent in its character to the previous one.

It was impossible for anyone to be actually alarmed at the
creature, despite its looks. Its manner and attitude were
inoffensive and humble in the extreme.
Then, having done this, it turned away again, and

walked with a stealthy, cat-like motion towards the pros-

trate figure.

What it meant was clearly deducible from its actions

At least the interpretation Jack and Claude put upon
.

"
'

"
" ""

. "ill

render assistance to the man
them was that it required them to follow it, and if possibl

" There is some deep mystery here, Claude," said Jack.
^* And I should be very loath, indeed, to go away until I
had unravelled it."

So saying, he, having reached the wounded man, stooped
-down in order to ascertain the nature of the hurts he had
—''neived.

CHAFTSS CXVI.

Ai;aTEi3 AND YET MORE HORRIBLE DISCOYJiRY 13 MADE
IN THE WOOD BT CLAUDE DUTAL,

So much odd intelligence was observable in the manner in

which the creature regarded Jack's motions, tihat all idea

of danger Ticr?. it was completely dispersed.

It sat itself down upoz its hind legs, after the fashion of

s. dog, and watched everything vith the closest attention.
** Speak," said Jack, for he observed the ^o'lnded man t

give some signs of life. " Speak, if you have streu^Cli

'

enough to do so, and tell us who you are."

There was a convulsive twitching about the> lips in

response to this, but nothing more. Although partially

conscious, he was too far gone to use his voice.

"Water, Claude. I must have some water. He has
been wounded with a sword, or some such instrument."

" I have no idea where to find such a thing as water
"here, but, however, I will try."

" Do so, do so. It win be absomtely necessary to bathe
the coagulated blood away, and also, by sprinkling it upon
his face, restore him to consciousness.

'

" You are sure he is alive."

"Oh! quite."

"Then, if there is any water to be had, 1 will bring
«ome, and I do not expect I shall have to go far without
finding what I seek."

Claude crossed the open space, and disappeared among
ihe trees.

Then to the surprise of both, the animal, after casting

-a wistful glance at Jack, followed him.
" Look out, Claude ! He may mean mischief."

But nothing in the creature s manner warranted such
a supposition as this. It was as docile bb ever.

CUude Duval, however, took the precaution of standing
-on one side until it passed him.

" Who knows ? " he said, as he followed it among the
trees. " It may be possessed of some instinct that will

-enable it to go to where the nearest water is to be found."

This idea was probable enough.
Bat scarcely had it gone ten yards, than it paused and

ottered an angry snarl.

There could be no mistaking the signification of the
-sound.

Claude Irfew hack a step or two.
Then, on looking closely on the groimd, hew some

object upon wBibh the animal had pounced.
He heard the gnashing of teeth and the laceration of

^esh.
The shot, i he ^ve hnd the effect of very quickly bring-

iB§- Jack to aia side.
' What is amiss ? " he said, in great alarm. " Oh ! you

" Quite ! But look at this wild animal, here. It has
got something making a meal of."

But it had stopped that operation on the approach of
Jadk.
" Can you see what it is ?

"

*'No ! Do not go too close."
" I don't think, my friend, that it means us any harm.

If it did, it would have demonstrated itself before this."
" Well, I must say, throughout it has behaved more

like a dog than a wild animal." -

" Good heavens !
" said Jack, who had, while Claude

spoke, stooped down to see what it was. " This is "

"What?—oh! what?"
" Another man."
" Impossible."
" It is true, nevertheless. Look, Duval. He is shock-

ingly mangled, and, of course, quite dead."
In obedience to these words Claude looked down, and

there he saw what was clearly a man's body, but so
frightfully disfigured, that it presented little more than the
appearance of a mass of flesh.
" How horrible !

" he said.

"The mystery thickens," remarked Jack. " What wo
have seen to-night is the result of some strange events of
more than common interest."

" I would give the world to know them."
" I confess myself full of curiosity abou*'. it. You may,

however, rely upon one thing."
" What is it ?

"

" That the strange creature we have seen is the pre-
server of one, and the destroyer of the other."
" What I cannot understand is its behaviour toward*

us."
" It evidently is possessed of sufiScient intelligence to

be aware that we are friends—not enemies."
" It looks like it."
" Rely upon it, that is the correct solution of one part of

the affair. But come, we can do r'* eood here. Let us
return to the other."

" But the water."
"Oh, yes. I had forgotten. ListeJi. Can you hear

the sound of a water-course ? I fancy 1 did just then."
'i Dey listened intently, and then there came feintiy to

their ears, tnui rushing sound proc.uoed by running
water.
They had little difficulty i:i determining its locality, and

they made direct towards it.

The wolfish-looking animal growled, and than taming
away, retraced its steps towards the open space.
" He has gone ba<^ to his master, for I suppose snoh

he is. Indeed, the only reasonable eonclusion I can come
to is, that it is some foreign animal which has been par-

tially tamed."
On reaching the water, which was but a little stream,

the two higwaymen fiUed their hats with the pure fluid,

and then returned.

The dismal cr^ which they had first heard in the lane
again saluted their ears.

" That is his way of asking for assistance, I suppose.
Jack."
" No doubt ; and it has proved efifectual."
" So it has—so it has."
Two minutes afterwards they reached the open space.

The moon now fully lighted it up, and they were able to

see its extent, which probably was little more than a couple
of acres.

Simultaneously they directed their ga«e to the little

hillock, and there, occupying precisely the same position

as he had at first, was the animal for which our friends had
been unable to find a name.
On their approach it came towards them with every

manifestation of pleasure of which it seemed canable.
" He's uncommonly sensible. Jack, to be sure.

"

" He is. Now for his master."
Sixteen-String Jack dipped his hand into one of the

hata, and sprinUed a few drops of water npon the man's
face.

A gasping sob was the result.

A repetition of this treatment caused him to open hit

eyes and start con'^ileively, while a &int groan came from
hisUps.
The animal dia not seem to approve of this, and he

looked threateningly at Jack, who, nowever, was too »"»><*

occupied to notice it.
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" Spear " he said. " V"^»t has happened ? I am a ,

" Then it ia to Koolah that I owe your presence, auJI,
friend." consequently, my life ?

"

" Friend—iriend (*'• " Yea, if that is the name of the strange creatal>) you
" Give him a little more water," said Dnval. ! have with you. You may judge of our astonishment
The hat now was nearly empty, so Jack threw wttat 1

when we saw so formidable a looking animal crouoh^g
there was in it into his face. I over an insensible human form. Pray what i" it ? We
The effect was rather unlooked for. are quite at a loss upon the point.'"

Uttering a dreadful shriek, that echoed and re-echoed
among the trees, the wounded man sprang to a sitting

posture.
It was followed by a howl from the creature, but, as it

saw Jack evidently had no sinister designs, he made no
fiirther display of his dissatisfaction.

But it made Jack ahve to his danger.
Then the resuscitated man, after passing hia hand over

his face, spoke.
It was only one word, twice repeated.
" Koolah ! Koolah !

"

His voice was faint, but the words reached the animal's
ears, and it crouched down near him and licked his
hand.
From this it would appear, " Koolah " was the name of

the strange creature.
" Who are you ? " asked Jack again. " I tell you we

are friends, who have found you here desperately
wounded."

" Ah !
" said the owner of Koolah, as his memory sud-

denly came back to him. " I recollect all now."
He still retained his sword in his grasp, and using it as

a support, strove to raise himself to his feet.

Jack perceiving this, assisted him.
When he thus assumed an upright position, the two

highwaymen were better able to observe his general ap-
pearance.
He was a tall and well-proportioned man, with dark

brown curly hair.

His costume was that of a naval officer, and the epau-
lettes upon his shoulders shone faintly in the moonlight.
He had received a wound from some sharp instrument in

his back, and in consequence of the change of position

haemorrhage recommenced.
He leaned heavily upon his sword.
" I have bad an atrocious attempt made upon my life,"

he said, " but the villain who stabbed me did not escape
without a slight punishment at my hands."
He lifted his sword as though to examine its blade, but

as soon as he deprived himself of this support he staggered,
and would have fallen, had not Jack and Ckvude seized
him by his arms.

CHAPTER CXVII.
THE LIEUTENANT GIVES SOME EXI'LANATION OF WHAT

HAS TAKEN PLACE TO THOSE WHO HAVE SUCCOURED
HIM.

" Thanks—thanks !
" he gasped faintly. " It was a close

touch. 1 must have bled a great deal, which I suppose
lias caused this unaccustomed weakness. Let me sit a
little while."

" If you will allow me," said Sixteen-String Jack, " I
have a knowledge of surgery so far as it relates to wounds,
and I can dress and bind up your wounds, which will make
you feel much better."

" You will be doing ma a real service," he said, patting
Koolah's neck, " perhaps saving my life."

There still remained sufficient water in Claude's hat to
enable him to wash the blood from the wound, which was
a ghastly one ; and then he extemporized some bandages,
and bound it up.

" I can feel yon have done that skilfully," said the
«tranger. " You must have had long practice."

" I have had some experience, it is true ; but to return
to yourself."
" What wouiJ you say ?

"

" 1 am glad you speak so much better."
"I already feel the benefit of your treatment, ana am,

BO doubt, rapidly recovering. AU that ailed me was the
JOSs of blood, I think, and now that is stopped, I shall

90QD be better."

"Just so. Yoii must 6now that myself and my friend,

while passing along a lane, at some little distance from
Here, heard a most unearthly souna, Tivhich so escifed our
trjTiosity, that, in spite of all obstacles, we made our way i

bjt/.er."

" As you see by my dress, I am a heutenant in the
navy, and, during a stay which I made in the Persian
Gulf, I bought this creature, then a newly-born cub, from
one of the natives, who assured me it was the offspring of
one he had had for some time in his possession, and that
it would, when it grev resemble, in most respects.^ "P.
a dog of unusual size. In its wild state the animal is

a most ferocious brute, and as much dreaded as the
tiger."
" Indeed, but what is it ? It resembles the tiger in

some respects, and in others the dog or wolf."
" You are right. That is just what it is. I forget the

hideous name the Persians have for them, but I know the
corresponding words in English are tiger-wolf."
" Indeed. How singular."
" The name no doubt is derived from the circumstance

of its partaking of the nature of both those animals. I
call him Koolah, because that is the name of the man of
whom I bought him."
At the pronunciation of the word, the tiger-wolf again

caressed his master.
" You see he is quite tamed."
" I am astonished," said Jack.
" And I too," added Claude Duval.
" He is, indeed, an invaluable defender."
" How comes it, then, that you were wounded ? And it

seems strange for you to be in this place at all, so far

) removed as it is from all human habitations."
A troubled look crossed the features of the lieutenant.
" You are discomposed," said Jack ;

" but I naturally

feel curious to know this strange affair, more especially

as"
Jack was going to speak of the frightful sight he had

seen among the trees, but he checked himself.
" It is only natural that you should. I am strangely

perplexed. Help me to rise, sir, if you will ; I fancy I

shall be better when erect."

Sixteen-String Jack assisted him to his feet.
" I^ is only fitting that I should give you an account of

these peculiar circumstances ; besides which, you will per-

haps assist me in coming to a correct conclusion upon the
points which baffle me."

" We shall be glad," replied Jack " if we are able to

achieve such a result."
" I will then tell you briefly that I landed at Portsmouth

three days ago, and made my way here. I arrived a little

I

before sunset. You must also know that this is a tryst-

I ing place, where I had an assignation to meet one who
—who—no matter—no matter !

"

Jack bowed.
The young seaman was much agitated, but, recovering

himself, he resumed

—

" You will understand it was a lady I came to meet.
Anticipating no evil, and fearing to teriify her by the
appearance of my companion, I tied him to a tree close

by, and then repaired to the hillock. I stood there waiting
for her to make her appearance, when I suddenly became
conscious that there was some one behind me. It was not
that I heard or saw anything, but a strange, shuddering
sensation made me aware of the fact.

" Before, however, I had time to turn, I felt a cold sub-

stance penetrate my back. I knew I had been stabbed

—

assassinated—and 1 turned with the quickness of hght-
ning. I saw a man, and wHh my last strength I wounded
him with my sword, and had the satisfaction of seeing him
fall beside me. After that I remember nothing until you
restored me to life.''

It was with the most oreathless interesc that our
friends listened to this narrative.

'But there was no one beside you when we came
except Koolah."
"He must have broken from the coiu with which I

bound him to the tree, and my assassinator, who, perhaps,

after all, was only sUght'ty wounded, has crawled away.
" Not far, though !

"

" What do you mean ? Have you founa him ?
"

" That is more than I can precisely take upon tav
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[SIXTEEN-STMNG JACK, CLAUDE, AND THE LIEUTENANT VIEWING THE BODY OF STEPHEN MUREAT.]

Bay ; but guided by Koolab, as you call him, we found
amon^ the trees the horribly mutilated body of a man."

" It is he, then ; and I am avenged ! Lead me to where
he lies, in order that I may look at him, and, if possible,

recocrnise my assailant
!"

" Do you not know him, tben r'"'

" Alaa ! no. What am I to think of all this ? ^ Why
—oh ! why does she not come ?"

Those words were spoken to himself more than to our
friends, but they nevertheless heard them.

" If you are strong enough," said Jack, " follow m?,
and I will take you to where we found the horrible sight."

" L ad on, I will follow! My wound, although at
first I feared it was a fatal one, canivot be ?' I get
stronger and better every instant."

Koolah, when he saw they were about to movti, rose
from his crouching posture, and with a slow, c»*«like
^alk, preceded them.
They had oi;^ ^ to follow him to find the object which

they sought.

No. 23.

As before, he sprang upon the body with a growl of
anger, and commenced tearing it afresh.
But a word from his master was sufficient to with-

draw him from the object of hia hatred ; and then the
young sailor looked closely at it in orde*" to recognise,
if possible, his dastard foe.

From the exclamation he uttered he sfiemed to do so.

"Good heavens !" he cried," it is Katharine's guardian!
What am I to think of this ? My brain is in a whirl

!"

"And well it may be, sir. But you have not told us
all."

" But I will do so, and that at once. Perhaps you
will be able to assist me to arrive at some conclusion,
for I feel as if I was going mad !"

" You must curb your agitation as much as possible,

or in the state you are now in, it may be productive of

the worst results."
" You are right ! I will strive to do so."

'

"I confess I feel no ordinary amount of curiosity in this

matter.and therefore natural ly jook for it being gratified;

Pmos One Halppbnnt.
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but independently of myself; I think a calm recital of all

the circumstances vn]l do much to soothe your min,
" It may be. I do not know you to whom I am goin^-

fcO make this confidence ; but you have saved my life : that

is Bufficient. Besides which, I consider you entitled to an
expbnation—in which, though I say it, there ^s nr>tli-:og

of -which I have cauae to be ashan-'.d."
" You would not be the true suilor I take you to l3^ if

each proved the case."
" You flatter ! Howeve., i am a lieutenant on board

Hia Maiesty's ship Endeavotvr man-of-war, which vessel

now lies at anchor in Plymouth Sound. My name is

Bupert Thrustana
" On leaving the ohip, I made my way direct to this

place. I ought to have told you that this wood, or hurst,

as they always call it, forms a part of the possessions of a

foung girl—an orphan—to whom, in fine, as you surmise,

am betrothed. As she was a mere child when her
father died, he appointed an intimate and dear friend of

his as ^ardian. His name was Stephen Murray."

CHAPTER CXVIII.

LIEUTENANT THRUSTANS RELATES A STARTLING NAKBA-
TIVE TO OUR FRIENDS.

Decidedly the interest attaching itself to the narrative

of the young sailor, Lieutenant Thrustans, was on the
increase, and wben he spoke of the guardian, they both
involuntarily turned their gaze upon the mangled corpse

at their feet.
" Yes," continued the lieutenant, as he observed the

action, " he is there ; that is what puzzles me ! I will con-

tinue.
" From boyhood had the friendship between Stephen

Murray and the father of my betrothed subsisted, and the

feeiag appeared to intensify itself as years passed by ; so

when he died there was nothing sui-prising in the fact

that he should constitute him guardian of his daughter
and her estates."
" But," interrupted Jack, " have you and thia guardian

been enemies ?
"

" No ; on the contrary, friends."
" Then why did he make so cowardly an attempt upon

your life ?
"

" Heaven only knows ! 1 am unable to find a motive.

It is surely he, and yet I can scarcely credit the avouch of

my own eyes."
" Can he have mistaken you for some one else ?

"

" Hardly, I should think, for the hurst is but little

frequented, and avoided after dark. But stay! How
could he know I should be here, and why has Katharine
not come ?

"

"You are now asking questions to which we are
unable to reply."

"Pardon me, my friends, I am confused, dizzy, and
the more I think over this night's occurrences the more
does my bewilderment increase."

" I can easily understand that. But will you excuse me
if I ask you a question ?

"

" Certainly ! speak freely, and without reserve."
" Perhaps I shall be able to assist you in unravelling

the affair. Believe me, it is from no objectless curiosity

that I ask."
" I believe it. Pray speak."
"The question I was going- iiy ask waa this—What

means did you adopt to make Katharine—if such is her
name—aware of your intention to meet her to-night at

this place ?
"

The younfe J'.ucenant was silent.

"If," said Jack, " the question I have just asked in-

volves something which you would rather keep in your
own breast, think no more --f it, or, rathet«that it had
never been asked."

" No—no ! I have told you all so far, anu i will tell

you the rest. The hesitation which 1 displayed you wil]

find to be a natural enough feeling."

Jack merely bowed axsent.

"The eaaiest plan," said Lieut«nant Thrustans, "If
not the shortest, will be to begin with the beginning. I

am inchned to do so, because I think it probable you will

be able to show me out of my present horrible perplexity,

and for you to have a fair cb&nce of doin>c this I ^>>ould

Basuredly tell yon all."
** Yob are yet weak," said Jack j

" before you oegin

this narration, suppose we return to the little hillo*
where we found you ; there you will be able to find a seat
and rest yourself."
" I will. Come, Koolah.*

He turned as he spoke, accompanied by our two fnends,
who were positively burning with curiosity to get at the
termination of this strange adventure.

The fierce animal to which he undo'-'otedly on the
present occasion was indebted for his life, after giving
an angry glance at the bleeding body " ' Stephen Murray,
followed in his footsteps.

Upon reaching the httle grassy knoll, all three sat down.
In the pale moonlight they looked picturesque in the
extreme.

Lieutenant Thrustaub v"*s seated with our friends one
on either side of him.
He began his story rather abruptly.
" When her father died, Katharine had only juat paeeed

her sixteenth birthday. I was then nineteen.
" An attachment sprung up between us,—a fervent and

unchanging one on my part.
" Although not her equal in point of wealth, for her

father was the richest man in the county, yet I was so in
birth and position. The property we had once possessed
had dwindled down, and I, an only son, found it necessary
to seek some avocation.

" In doing this I followed the bent of my own inclina-

tion. I was always passionately fond of the sea, and th©
desire to visit other countries was one of the earliest I
can remember having.
" My father possessed sufficient interest to purchase

me a commission on board one of the best ships in the
service.
" It was just as these arrangements were completed that

Mr. Hayward died.
" I ought to tell you that he knew nothing of the at-

tachment existing between his daughter and myself, nor
did he in any way show that he had the least suspicion <^
it.

" As I said, Stephen Murray, Mr. Hayward's stanchest
and oldest friend, who has to-night met with so terrible &
fate, was appointed Katharine's guardian, who, by her
father's death, became the greatest heiress in the county,
though of course she would not come into actual posses-

sion of her wealth until the attainment of her majority.
" Griet lor her father's death, which was sudden and

unexpected, drove lor some time all other considerations
from her mind.

" Luckily there was yet a month before the Endeavour
sailed, or it is probable we should have separated without
having the explanation I intended.

" I deferred it until the night before my departure.
" We met here upon this very hillock, in tbe hurst upon

which we are now sitting. The interview was a long and
painful one for both.
" She had become to a great extent reconciled to her

loss, and so was able to speak with some degree of calm«
ness and dispassion.

" What I urged upon her was this.
" She was young— very young. There was a brilUant

future in prospective for her.
" My own was most uncertain, though, of course, 1

looked forward with every confidence to promotion.
" That she loved me then passionately, truly, with aU

the'fervour of a first devotion, I had no doubt ; but then,
as I have said, she was young. Circumstances might
arise v;hich would induce a change in her affections.

" I did not say that such would prove the case ; and
although she might not then beheve that a change in her
sentiments could take place, yet there was a probability

of it, judging from what had happened before toothers.
" The avowal of a reciprocation of the love I bore for

her tilled me with happiness ; and however much 1 might
have desired it in my heart, I would not suffer her to bind
herself to me by any vows, though that circumstance did
not prevent my pledging my love to her.

" I don't know whether I have succeeded ii, ^viclng
you comprehend me, but I did with her. I wished tm
leave her free, unfettered, and at liberty to use her own
discretion, but to believe that I should ever be faithful tm
her through all mutations of chance and change, and if,

when I returned from my first cruise, which would be a»

the very least tw" {-e«J>f, Ab« then found her kne rav
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altered, 1 would coosent to th*» formation of an eng?~e-
•Tient between us.
" In brief, it was with the following nnderatanding- that

we parted. On my return I was to forward a letter to

her, naming the day 1 should be here, .""nd that at n'ooii-

rise on that night or evening I should ho here and wait.

If she was true, she would come and meet me ; if she had
altered, I shoulr^ undpTst»«d Uer absence. la all this quite

clear to you ?"

" Perfectly," said Sixteen-Stnng Jack, " and I can only

say that your conduct in the afiair cannot be suflficiently

commended."
The young lieutenant bowed.

I " I merely acted in the manner m. onscience dictated i

and approved."
" Say, rather, in a manner which the high sense of

honour prompted. Is not that your opinion, Claude ?
"

"It is," said Duval ;
" few, I think, would have been

noble-minded enough to have carried out such a resolve,

and I rejoice at the strange and unparalleled succession

of events which has placed me in a position to render so

true a gentleman a service."

The lieutenant bowed again, and though his heart told

him that these encomiums were merited, yet with that

sensitiveness which is ever the accompaniment of a dis-

position such as his was, he shrank from hearing them.
" Enough ! enough !

" he said ;
" though I should be

guilty of a rudeness were I not to express my pleasure at

finding you entertain so good an opinion of me. And now
to conclude my story, for I have little more to tell. My
presence here is sufficient proof of my sincerity. Never
daring the three years I have been absent from England
have I ceased to think of her—to cherish her image in

my heart. The hope that I should find her constant, and
the portrayal of a happy future, has served to cheat many
A long watch on the lonely ocean of its tediousness. I

was full of impatienca from the moment we commenced
our return voyage, and though we were favoured to an
unprecedented extent with fair weather, and consequently
making great speed, yet to me our progress seemed snail-

like in the extreme.
" As soon as I landed, my first act was to write, ^.jd

then, with as little loss of time as possible, repair, hither.

The rest you know. I came hither at the appointed time
and waited. While bo doing, I was dast^jdly stabbed by
ome one who stole behind me unawares. That it was
Katharine's guardian, Stephen Murra.^ who has been
overtaken by a retribution, which I think just, who thus
acted the bravo's part, there cannot be a reasonable doubt.

The only thing tbat puzzles me is to find bis motive.
There I am quite at a loss."

Lieutenant Thruetans, as he thus concluded his strange
story, let his head fall between his hands, and appeared
to give himself up, either to thought or to grief, but
-which of the two it was, Sixteen-String J^ck acd Clanr'e
Duval were unable to determine.

CHAPTER CXIX.
THE BLOOD-STAINED LETTER BEARS WITS 5SS TK "^E

VILLAINY OF KATHARINE'S GUARDIAN.

BlsrECT for the young and noble-minded seaman kept
the two highwaymen silent, and, during the pause which
BOW ensued, they occupied themselves with the reflections

which such a narrative could not fail to call forth.

There was room enough for conjecture and surmise in

all that they had heard.

The silence continued for full ten minutes, and, pro-
bably, woTild have continued much longer, had not
Koolah, by uttering a faint whine, and licking his b"nds,
aroused Lieutenant Thrustans from his abstraction.

He had become quite unconscious of the presence of

our two friends.

"Pardon me,** he said. "I—I— was thinking' t«Q
see—or striving to think—and so "

" No apologies are needed, sir," replied Jack. • I can
understand your silence. There is much to perpJex, and
•«iuch matter for speculation in what you have told us."

" There is—there is. Surely she cannot have so,

changed as to^but no—I will not do her that injustice,

fiuch a thought ought Tievci to have entered my mmd. It
•ras unworthy of me."

" To me the afiair seems very simple/' said Claudo

Duval, who had listened to th« whole with the utmost
pUention.

'How so, BIT? "said the lientcnnnt. *' I? you hava
anything plausible, in the shape of an explanation, 1 pray
you let me hear it."
" 1 do not for a moment pretend I am nght ; bat I

have my own idea of the matter."
" Speak then, sir. If you can pilot me out of all the

doubts tbof, harass me, I shall be for ever r~'^teful to
you."

" Then tell me, did I understand you to say, mat you
had every reason to believe that Mr. Hayward was igno-

M.uut of the love existing between you and his daughter ?
"

" Yes. Such is my belief."
" Was Mr. Murray, the guardian, also ignorant of it ?

"

" That is more than I can answer. I can only say that
I never breathed a word to him upon the subject, nor do 1
think he ever saw anything to cause him to suspect it."

" Indeed. Then, sir, you -ire incliued to the opinion

that he knew nothing of it orevious to or at the time of

your departure ?
"

" I am."
" You may depend, then, this is the state of the case.

By some means or other he has become acquainted with
the fact. It may be, that the lady herself has avowed it

to him."
" It is quite |y)ssible. But then, why should he have

acted as he has Y
"

" That is quite another matter. One thing I think is

very evident, and that is, you have been very much mis-
taken in the character of Mr. Murray. Could you have
ever deemed him base enough to stoop to assassination ?

"

" Never."
" But there is every proof that he did."
" There is, and yet 1 can scarce believe it. No one

bore a better name than he did. All who knew hiai
looked up to and respected him."

" It is strange, but it is not the first time that a person
has succeeded in blinding others as to his real character."
" True, true."
" However, I think we may feel sure that if you are only

willing we can set at rest all doubts whether it really was
Mr. Murray who made the attack upon your life."

" I have already identified the mangled corpse axacag
the trees yonder as being his."

" I know you have, but that is not it. Yon said that
you were in time to turn round and wound your assailant ?
Now, if the assailant was Mr. Murray, we shall, despite
the rough treatment he has received from Koolah, find th»
marks of a wound upon him ?

"

" We shaU."
" This point, then, once set at rest," said Claude, " I

think the rest of the affair as plain as dayhght."
" Let us go," said the lieutenant, rising to his feet.

" Let us go. We can soon ascertain if it is so."
" We can, we can."
All three then again repaired to the spot where th»

corpse lay. Koolah, as before, closely following in hia
master's footsteps.

As before, too, he uttered the ominous growl, and waa
about to spring upon his victim; but a word from the
gallant sailor was sufiBeient to restrain him, and he shrank
submissively to the earth.

Claude Duval, as he had proposed the measure, now-
thought it his duty to carry it out. So, overcoming^
a natural repugnance, he stooped down to examine the
body.
The altitude wh.v-j the moon had by this time attained

permitted her beams to dissipate the d^'kness that hong
about that umbrageous spot.

Claude was able to see what he was about.
The sight was a sickening and revolting one.
The man's apparel was lorn in n-any pS'^es, and soaked

in blood.
As well as ne could he removed it, or rather sueti

portions of it as were rendered necessary by his purpose.
But even that was not enough, as Jack saw, so simply

saying he would be back in a moment, he ran to the Uttii'

stream and filled his hat with water.
By the time he returned, Claude had finished hi° dis-

"Bgreeable task of baring the body of the dead.
" Thanks," he said, as his comrade banded iiim tha

water ;
" the very thing of which I stood in need, for until

the clots of blood are washed away from tlie wonads. i)
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will be impossible to tell which have been inflicted by the

teeth of Kbolah."
Lieutenant Thrustuns 'ooked on with the greatest

Interest and curiosity.

By the pid of the water, Claude soon removed thb olood.
" Sir," be said, " there is no doubt now. Mr. Murray

who lies here was your would-be assassinator. Look,
here is the mart wh«re the sword entered hip right

tide."

Jack and the lieutenan'i stooped down to satisfy them-
selves of the truth of vrhat Claude said, and there they
saw what was palpably a sword, and not a tooth-wound,
jnst under the short ribs.
" It is enough," said the young officer. " i am satisfied.

All lingerings of doubt are now dispelled."
" They are unquestionably, I think," said Claude Duval.

" We need not have taken so much trouble, though, if we
had only given it a thought. He could not have reached
the place without leaving a trail of blood, and if we had
followed that from the hillock it would have been con-

clusive."
" It would, but yet afler all not so satisfactory. Doubt

is now impossible. It would, however, have saved you a
disagreeable job."
"That does not signify at all. The main thing was

to be perfectly satisfied, and I may say we are now.'
" Yes, yes. Let us leave this place."
" I am willing," said Claude, " but I have not yet done.

You say you wrote a letter to Miss Hayward ?
"

" I did."
•• Is this it?"
Claude held up a crumpled, blood-stained sheet of

paper.
" Oh, heavens

!

" said the lieutenant, as he snatched
the paper, and looked at it. The moon's light was suffi-

ciently powerful for him to assure himself that it was the
letter he had sent. " What cau be the meaning of this ?

Where did you find it ?
"

" I took it from the breast-pocket of the guardian. This
is more positive proof."

" I see it all now," said the officer ;
" I see it all."

" Yes. Your letter, you may depend, never reached
the bands for which it was intended. I know not what
his motives may have been, but that Mr. Murray inter-

cepted it is certain. Why he should not wish you to meet
his ward, or why he should make the attempt he did upon
your life, we have yet to learn ; but, having ascertained

this much, it will be easy to arrive at the remainder."
" There is a little circumstance," said Sixteen-String

Jack, " deserving, I think, of consideration."

"What is it?"
" Supposing that Miss Hayward had not kept her

appointment with you, what should you have done r
"

" I cannot say— I know not."
" You would have gone ?"
" Assuredly."
" Then, such being the case, why did Mr. Murray

attempt your life ? All he could want, one would think,

would be to ensure your absence. It appears to me this

tould have been done without stainiag his hands with

blood, and running the risk of being intimately chai-ged

with the murder."
There was a silence.

This little circumstance had the effect of destroying

Claude's hypothesis.

But it was only for a moment.
" No, stop," he said, " that all depends upon the amount

of information contained in the letter. Did you say

anytling of the term.s upon which you ha-^ agreed to

Meet."
" No. " would read you the letter, but it is not light

enough. However, 1 will tell you its contents. I merely
a»ked her, u her love was unchanged, to meet me to-night

at moonrise, according to a^eement, upon Goons*-hillock,

in the hurst."
" And that was all ?

"

" All."
" Then ne com'd have known nothing of your intention

Vo depart. Rely upon it, circumstances have so fallen out

as to tempt him tc commit the crime he so nearly suc-

ceeded in. The spot is a lone one, little frequented ?'

" Yes ; superstition baa cast her shadow upon t^he place,

and it is scarceiy if ever visited."
" Preciseiv •- an i so he thought you might remain there

undiscovered, until decay had made such progi«se aj t«
have obUterated not only your features, but the crime."
" It is awful. I can scarcely bring myself to credit tho

I existence of so much guilt."
" I confess it is hard to do so, nut there is no length to

which a man will not go w^hen under the domination of a
powerful passion. But from all these dreadful circum-
stances I think it will be easy for you to derive hope and
joy. I mean that she whwrn you love with so rare a devo-
tion is true to you, or her guardian would never have
attempted to put you out of the way."

CHAPTER CXX.
OLD STEVENS, THE STEWARD, MAKES A TERRIBLE ilEVE-

I.ATION TO LIEUTENANT THRUSTANS.

There was so much truth in this remark, that Lieutenant
Thrustans became at once impressed with the belief that
that was indeed the true solution of the events which had
taken place.
" Katharine," he said. " I will go to her at once. It

is from her that I shall learn more of this mysterious and
terrible affair."
" I should have proposed that as the next step for you

to take," said Claude Duval. " We may reasonably
presume that the letter now in 3-our hands was never seen
by her, and, therefore, she could know nothing of the
appointment."
" Certainly not. Gentlemen, you are perfect strangers

to me, as I am to you, but you have acted as friends only
could. My brain was confused. I could not separate
events. You having clearer minds have enabled me to
come to a correct conclusion. You have rekindled hope.
For all this 1 can never be sufficiently grateful. I feel

that I cannot further trespass upon your kindness."
"If there is anything further that we can do to servs

you," replied Sixteeu-String Jack, " I can assure you it

will be done with tbe greatest readiness. We are honoured
by your acquaintance—should be proud to be considered
your friends. Our time is our own, we have no partiaular

engagement ; and, therefore, 1 hope you will not be afraid

to speak freely to us."
" I was then," suid the young lieutenant, " about to

ask you if you would finish what you have begun by
accompanying me to ' The Home,' for that is the name of

the house in which Miss Ha^-ward dwells. It is but a
short distance from here."

" We shall only be too glad. You will excuse me for

saying, that all you have said, and all that has taken
place, has filled us with interest and curiosit)'. I should,
above all things, like to learn the sequel."

" Come with me, then. Your presence is the thing I
most desire. Your intellects are more logical than my
own. I confess I am about the worst in the world to

find my way out a difficulty. Your friend, there, seems
particularly gifted in that way."
He pointed to Claude as he spoke, who made a very

]^\v bow in reply.
" I ought before this to have told you our names,"

said Jack, with a glance at Claude, which be fully under-
stood, " but the fact is, the things that have happened
drove all ceremony out of my head. However, it is not
too late to repair the omission. My friend's name is

Engleheart—my own, Campbell. We have just returned
from France, and are on our way to London.'
The lieutenant bowed courteously in acknowledgment,

and then he said,

—

" They are two names which will be alway; remembered
by me with the greatest pleasure ; aud now, gentlemen,
are you ready to accompany me ?

"

" Quite. Yet stay. We have left our horses in thft

thicket yonder, for we could rot force a passage through
it. Doubtless you, by your knowledge of the spot, wiU
be able to show us a path by which wg oun lead them
hither."

"Certainly ^ can, if you will si.„a' me "'hera they
are."

Both our friends had been very careful to note the exact

place where they had left the horses, and they pointed it

out to their companion, who, turning to the left, led the

way by it rather circuitous route to the tree to whinh thej

had been tethered.

With their bridles over their arm„, .or they would nek

mount while the officer was on foot, they followed
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akefir a wirrow pathway, until at last they emerged from
the nar*i on the ^ida onnoeite to that on which our frien'^s

entered i~

'fc ««• (fWcanuo, andr upon the top of a slight

heart is racked with contending emotions, when one anti-
cinates the worst, it is not possibleto subdue the tbi«bbing9

J
01 the heart."

/ " But you can mabe tho attempt to subduu them.
^as one of those picturesque old Elizabethan mansions,^ Listen to what the old man ha« to say. Look, here ha

/ It was even so. In his anxiety, the stewaru nad hurried
"h V^auty to an English land-which always len<^

3cape. •.

It was surrounded i.y epaciou» ^luuuus, in the highest

state of cultivation, which were by the pale moosiight

eeen to the greatest periection.
" That, my friends," said Rupert 'iTiniBtans, " is * The

Home,' the residence of her whose life and happicfess I

value far more than ray o'.vn."

It was in tones of deer> and heartfelt emotion that the

young sailor spoke.

He led the way through the garden, ana across a well

trimmed lawn, with a slow footstep—at times an unsteady

one. The highwaymen attributed it to the blood he had
lost, and this, perhaps, was what made him feel so heavy-
hearted, and so oppressed with the shadow of coming
evil.

Not a single light beamed foi-th from any one win-
dow of the mansion. It seemed as though its inmates
had one and all given themselves up to slumber.

Lieutenant Thrustans noticed the circumstance ; as he
did so, the reflection crossed his mind that it was a most
unreasonable hour at which to pay a visit.

But Claude and Jack overruled his scruples, and urged
upon him the importance of seeing the young girl as soon

as possible.

A hint that she might even then be in danger, and
in leed of his succour, was enough to fix his determi-

nation.

He ascended the stone steps in front of the hall door,

at which he knocked loudly.

No notice was taken of the summons.
He knocked again, but without result. All within Jie

house was as still as though it was uninhabited.

A cold sensation was about the young sailor's hear^
It was a presage that there was ill in store.

But he endeavoured to shake off the feeling.
" They sleep soundly," he said ;

" but never mind. Come
with me to the servants' oflSces. I know where to find the
steward.'!

Our friends, whatever may have been their thoughts,
gave them no utterance, but silently followed the Ueutenant
round to the back of the premises.
The whole of the place was perfectli^ familiar to Rupert

Thrustans, and he was able to go without hesitation to

that portion of the building in which the steward's sleeping

chamber was situate.

"That is his wiudow," he said. " I shall be easily able

to wake him by throwing some of the gravel against it."

So saying, he stooped and picked up a handful of the
fine gravel of which Die pathway was composed, and
flung it against the window, not, however, with sufficient

lorce to break the glass.

The means succeeded ; for, after the lapse of a moment,
the one-half of the latticed casement was thrown open, and
a night-capped head appeared.
"Who's there? What do you want ? SpeaL."
" Stevens," said Lieutenant Thrustans, stepping for-

ward, so that the moon's rays fell full upon him. " Stevens,
dress yourself and come down, I want to speak to you."

" The lord be good to us," said the voice which had
before spoken, and which belonged to Stevens, the steward.
" It's Master Rupert come back at last. Wait a moment,
1 will soon slip my clothes on. I am glad you have come
back. I have watched for you for many a weary month
past, and now ^ou have come, I haTe sad'news to tell you
—Bad news."
" Good heavens ; ui ied Thrusiaus, lu a voice of anguish. '

"A dull foreboding has sat heavy at my heart ever since

I oame in sight of the house. I felt sure something was
amiss. Tell me, oh i tell me. Katharine "

" Wait till I come down. Master Rupert, wait till ] come
ifwu. I will tell you all then.'"

" Calm yourself," said Sixteen-Striog Jack, " teheve
me when things go wrong there is every necessity for it.

B«member, you may have much to do. Your wound may,
in oon«eqnence of undue excitement, turn to inflammation
and then you wouM be powerle
todbecabn."

Be guided by me. 6iX»

"I wilt I will. Thatifl, Iwintrytobe; bntwhertuti

on his clothing with grr^ter celerity than ho had thought
of for many a year.

He was rather surprised when he saw our two friends,

for, having stood in the shadow, he had not noticed then*
when he looked out of window.
" These are friends of mine, Stevens," said Thrustans,

hastily. " They know all, so do not hesitate to speak before
them. Do not either keep me in suspense."
" What a strange, ugly dog you have got with you.

Master Rupert," said the old man, doubtfuUy.
" Do not be afraid, Stevens. He will not harm you."
" That is well, then. Ah ! sir, while you have been

gone, and since poor dear master died, there's been sad
doings at ' The Home • * very sad indeed, sir. Miss
Katharine "

" What of her. Tell me—tell me. Is—is— She is

not dead, surely ?
"

" No—no," replied the old man, hurriedly. " She's
not dead, poor thing, though I don't know but what it

would be better if she was. Alas ! alas !

"

" Explain yourself. Do not torture me any longer."
" I will not. But you must compose yourself. Master

Rupert, and prepare to hear bad news. Alas ! that ever I
should have to tell it."

" Old man," said Thrustans, in a trembling voice, " do
you not see that this suspense only increases my agita-

tion ? Speak—speak at once—teU me all."
" Yes,' said Jack. " Tell him all that ha« befallen

her."
The old man was quite overcome with grief. He had

been all his life in the service of the HajTvards, and he
was attached to them with a rare devotion, so that he felt

1 irost keenly any sorrow that fell upon them.
Tears streamed down his cheeks.
His voice was choked and inarticulate with sobs.
" Miss Katharine," he said, " my dear young mistress,

the richest heiress and the most beautiful girl in the whole
county, IS—is

"

" Oh ! heavens ! what ?"
" Calm yourself, I pray. She is mad, and the inmate <rf

an asylum !

"

For some minutes after hearing this terrible announce-
ment. Lieutenant Thrustans was completely prostrated.

He was bereft both of speech and motion. He had con-
jectured many terrible things in connexion with his

betrothed—had, as he thought, schooled himself to hear
the worst, but the thought of madness had never once
entered his brain—it was too, too horrible.

The sobbing of the old steward was the only sound that
broke the silence.

At last the sailor found his voice.
" Mad !

" he shrieked. " No, no ! not mad ! not mad

!

Tell me that she is anything but mad, and I will bless

you. Speak, I say! Stevens—Stevens! Tell me that
she "

" God help us !
" ejaculated the old steward, as Lieu-

tenant Thrustans, having worked himself up to a pitch of

frenzy, suddenly staggered and fell like one dead upon
the earth, ere a hand could be outstretched to save
him.

CHAPTER CXXI.
LIEUTEa^^KT THRUSTANS SEES THE GLIMMER OP COUIMO

HOPE.

iSiXTEEN-STRiNG Jack and Claude Duval were so utterly

—to use a colloquial expressiou—taken aback by the

startling intelligence respecting the betrothed of Lieu-

tenant Thrustans, that the" lost, for some few moments,
their habitual self-commaud, or they would certainly have
saved the pallant sailor from i,he '^".a.vj fall he had upon
the gravelled path.

Koolab again uttered that horrible cry wiiou had before
" Startled the dnU ear of n?«ht."

and Stesens, the steward, was so alarmed at it, tba* V«

drew back with the utmost precipitation.

Our fiiiendsji however, who knew antncJen* « l
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animal to be aware tbat there was nothing to be drea<ied

from it in the shape of Tiolence, stooped down, and
raieed him to his feet.

The cry of the faith fnl oreatnre seemed to have had a i

T«f ivifyixtg power npon him, for his eyes opened, emd a
groan oame from his lips.

" Kate—Kate '. " be cried. " Speat to me, dear one.

Tell me tbat this is all some horrible freak of my imati-
Hation. ^te, davlinp, where are you ?

"

" Rouse yourself, sir—rouse yourself," said Clauae.

"There is a necessity for immediate action. Kate is not

here ; but we, }'our friends, are."

Lieutenant Tbrustans passed bis bacd .^ a bewildered
manner across bis eyes, as though be could, by tbat

process, dispel the mists tbat hong about bis brain, and
tlien replied—
"Stevens!"
" Yes, Master Rnpen, I am here," said the steward,

itenturing to approach.
" What were you telling me about a madhouse,

Stevens ?
"

" Ob ! my dear young sir, pray be calm—pray be ca' m."
" I am quite calm," he said, as be freed himself from

^he support of Claude's arm. " Quite calm. Quite col-

lected. Repeat what you said."

The steward trembled. There was something more
trrrible about the assumption of unnatural calmness than
111. -re was in the fiercest expressions of despair."

" I said," be replied nervously, " tbat poor Miss Katba-
xine bad gone iiiad."

" Who said so ?
"

" Mr. Muri-ay, who was the gentleman who was ap-
^inted to be her guardian, you know, sir."

'v friend," said Jack, "for such 1 hope you will

peniilt nie to call myself, " endeavour, if you can, to
retrain* something Hke a natural composure, and allow me
t>< question the steward. Cousidering the difference there
*5 ill our state of mind, 1 do not think 1 should be going
too far in sayin that 1 could do so much better than
joiirself."

Again Rupert Tbrustans passed his hand across bis
eyes.

" I believe I am going mad. I will try to be calm.
Ask him. I will bsten."
" You hear," said Jack, turning to Stevens. " Now tell

Mio. You say her guardian reported her mad ? Had
\i)U ever seen anything ia youi* mistress's conduct to make
jou think her insane H

"

" No, sir, I never did ; but it was after she went to live
in London tbat the fit came upon her. I did not see her,
you understand, because I was here."

" Enough. Mr. Hayward had, then, a town resi-
dence ?

"

" He bad, sir, in Woburn-square."
" And during her stay there she went mad ?

"
" Such, sir, was the report."
" And to what asylum was she conveyed ?

"
" I know not."
" Can yon form no conjecture ? Have you never heard

anything to assist your doing so P
"

Never; and yet"
*| Yet what ?

"

" Now I remember, some eight months ego a man came
here of a suspicious appearance, and demanded aj inter-
Tiew with Mr. Murray. I refused to allow him to enter,
upon which he took from bis pocket-book a card, and told
jne to give it to my nsaster, who would then see bim."

'' Aud did he ?
"

' Yes, and verj' much excited be seemed."
" But what was tnere in the fact of bis coming that

should make you recollect it ?
"

" For one thing, because he was the only stranger that
ever came, and his manner, coupled with Mr. Murray's
excitement, made an impression upon me."

Jack was silent for a moment.
He was baffled, and yet hp °«emed upon the verge of

making the discovery.
Claude, who as usual jaa said nothing, but listened

«^erly, now put a question.
'^ Did you look at the card you received ?

"
• Well, ysa, I did, sir, for my curiosity was roused."
^ And cuu you i-ecollect what it said upon it ?

"

"Oh! ye», I bare never fovgolten ; I seem a»*'"ragh
{1 oooUl mo iks (lari I

" Good ; tbat is inipo'-'^'uit. No** tell UB what were th»--

words upon it ?
"

" Dr. StotFel, Lowne House, Stamford-hill."
" Are you sure that was it."
' Quite. The name of Stoffel, in the first place, ia a.

peculiar one. Then the man himself looked «w little lik*

a doctor as be well could."
" Indeed. What sort of looVing man was be ?

"

" A short, coarse, vulgar-looking man."
" We are on tne right track. Jack," said Claude. " It

is astonishing bow one event seems to rise up out of

another."
While this conversation was taking placs the young

o*licer gradually recovered the command of his faculties^

>nd now quite calmly, but very dififerently to the way be
bad before spoken, he said

—

" What do you make of this, my friends ? You seem
as ;bougli you comprehended it."

" I should not like to say that," said Claude, for Jack
kept silent, " but I think I could, with every assurance^

say that the young lady is not mad."
" Oh ! sir, is that indeed your belief, or do you say it in.

the hope of affording me some consolation. If the latter,,

believe me it is a cruel mistake."
" It is not. I consider there is every reason to think,

she is as sane as either of us are at the present moment."
" Not mad !

" repeated Stevens. " How can tbat be ?
She is in the asylum."
" She may be, and yet not be mad for all that. Yoa

have seen but little of the world, my friend. Do you
believe all you hear ?

"

" Why, no, in a manner of speaking, I can't say I do ?
"

" Of course not, you have acquired tbat much expe-

rience ol men and the world. Answer me another ques-
: ion. What cause was assigned for Miss Kate's madness,
for there was one, surely ?

'

" Ob ! yes. They said she bad gone mad about a young
man, a sailor, whom she lored, and who had been lost at

sea."

' '»'Ha!"
ijieutenant Tbrustans pressed his bands to his temples.
" You see," said Claude, " tlie villainy is becoming mora

apparent now."
" I am borrilied." '

" Aud well you may be."
" What course should you advise ?

"
" A bold one."
" What would it be ? 1 have the most implicit faith io

your judgment."
" I should propose, then, subject to your approval, that

we make all the speed we can to Stamford-hill, the resi-

dence of this Doctor Stoffel, and, no doubt, keeper of s
private lunatic asylum, aud carry off the young girl by
main force- Does the plan meet with your approval.
Jack?"

" It does, unquestionably, There cannot be a doubt, I

think, about the correctness of all our premises, and if

she is to be saved from what must be a thousand times-
worse than death itself, it must be done by force and
stratagem, and not by any appeal to the legal powers."
Claude was pleased tbat Jack so fell in with bis views;-

and as for the lieutenant, not only had be made up his
mind to submit to their guidance, but the plan proposed
was quite in accordance with the sailor-like notions he-
bad imbibed.
The steward scarcely knew what to make of the pro.

ceedings of the night, and he looked first at one and thej

at another with an air of such perfect bewilderiieut thai

it was quite ludicrous to see him.
" And now," continued Jack, who naturally assume4

the leadership of the affair, " I know the place where thia-

doctor lives. It is a long way from here, but the night is

young yet. Let us start at once. Stevens, have you a-

a horse in the stable "
"

" Yes, sir."
" Saddle, it then, and bring it out for Mr. Tbrustans.

We are going away now ; when we return we shall brinj
your young mistress with us."
The old man hurried off to the stables.

Claude followed bim. He knew be was much more
competent to saddle the horse than the steward was.

In a few minutes be appeared with what St: ver>s assured
him was the best horse in the stable.

Sjr the wav in which tha lifiDifioant sttrana into tbt^
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r«id<Jl6 and bandied the reius, Ckude saw lie was an
ucconiplisbed horseman.

Jack and Duval both vaulted into fh' ov\m saddles, and
^11 three were quite ready for a start.

Stevens only half linderstood what was taking place,

and a rather anxious consultation took place as to whether
he should be told of the fate that had overtaken Mr.
Murray, but it was decided in the end that it would be

best not to do so."
" No," said Claude Duval, " let us go at once. We have

no time to lose. We must be there before the news of

Mr. Murray's death can reach the ears of the rascal who
keeps that most iniquitous of all places—" crivate mad-
.liouse."

CHAPTER CXXII.
BOPKRT THRUSTANS AND Ol!R FRIENDS STIi^l CLING TO
THE IDEA THAT IT IS AT LOWNB HOUSE THEY ,WlLL

TIND KATHARINE HAYWARD.

To trace step by step the progress of our friends from
" The Home " to Stamford-hill wouid only have the effect

of wearying the reader. Let it suffice to say that the
distance as far as the then thinly-inhabited village of

Stoke Newington was passed over without the occurrence
of any incident worthy of special record.

The reader will not fail to have noticed that all three

jumped, in a manner of speaking, to the conclusion that

Liowne House, the residence of Dr. Stoffel, was the
private lunatic asylum in which Katharine was confined,

without having anything like positive evidence that such
was the case.

But somehow or other the idea took a fii-m hold of their

imagination, as things sometimes will, and they felt a de-

gree of certainty upon the point amounting almost to

conviction.

Whether they were right we shall quickly see. At
present we think it quite possible that they have permitted
their feelings to mislead them.
However, as we have said, they reached the little village

of Stoke Newington.
Lieutenant Thrustans being amply provided with funds,

-they found no difficulty in getting fresh horses, so that

the distance, although great, was passed over in what
would be deemed an unprecedentedly short space of

time.
But being now in the immediate neighbourhood of the

plac^hey sought, they resolved to proceed at a slower
Tate and talk over the plan of action to be pursued.

Jack was speaking in reply to a question put to him by
the young officer, who had now recovered his ordinary

state of mind, which showed that the wound he had re-

ceived was quite a superficial one.
" We both know this part of the country uncommonly

well," Jack was saying, but still, for all that, our know-
ledge is not sufficiently extensive tOjenable us to say pre-

cisely where Lowne House is. I think 1 told you we had
been some time absP"t from England."
" You did, sir."

'Notwithstanding that, I still think I can fina the
place, and that with little trouble ; but before we reach
it, we must settle something like a definite course of

action. To wait and do this on our arrival at our desti-

-natioo will only be to lose time, so I propose that we go
the rest of the way quietly, and that will not only give

ourselves and our horses a rest, but alford us plenty of

time for deliberation."
" Whatever you may tumlc is for the best .1 'm qaite

.ready to agree to," replied Thrustans.
" I am afraid you place too much confidence in w, 1

would much rather explain things as we go on.'
" Such a course cannot but be satisfactory."

"In the first place, then," said Claude, "we mast
.assume we are so far correct in our suppositions at this.

Mr. Murray having been left guardian, has been tempted
-to try to get the whole of the estates and property into

luB own haiida During the persecution which Katharine
must have endured at hif hands, after his resolviujgf to carry
this project into execnUon, she p»obably told him of her
betrothmeot to you. Wliat other means he may have
tried to effect his purpose does not matter. It is enoueh
UuU one of them wa« to shut her up in a lunatic asylr
«nd propagate the report that she was mad. The story
Aar attachment to tt sailor, and her trrief a' hearing of his

loss, would form a plausible teasi* t» so aad an oocur-
rence."
The lieutenant was filled with aumiraUon at the very

skilful manner in which Claude had reduced the many and
complicated events to a substance tliat carried on the face

of it a strong impression of its actuality.

" Then," said Jack, " such being the state ot aflairs, nis

motive for acting as he did towards you, sir, follows as a
matter of course. Your letter, which you forwarded to
' The Home,' addressed to Miss Katharine, would fall into

his hands. He would read it and become aware of the
appointment, but not of the peculiar terms under which it

was to take place. In you he would see an enemy from
whose untiring energy he would have everything to fear.

To a man who had already perpetrated bo much villainy,

the assassination of a man—a stranger, too—upon a de-

serted, never-visited spot, would appear but an ordinai-y

affair, and one, too, that was absoluteljr necessary to his

retention of the property. He failed in his object, and
the retribution which overtook him is as just as it is

terrible." *
^

It was now the officers turn to look at Jack with sur-

prise, after hearing from him this lucid account of the
motives which led to the commitment of the frightful

deed.
" I see," he safd, "your minds are far more acute and

lojjical than mine. More skilful, too, in untangling cause
horn effect, and drawing deductions from them.

'

" You flatter us."
" No. I merely compliment you upon the possession

of an admirable power."
" Let us waive it, then. Does what we have together

said bear to you the appearance of reality ?"

" It does. Alas ! that it should be so, it seems to carry

conviction with it. Oh ! my friends, what may the poor
girl not have suffered ?

"

Our friends were silent.

Perhaps they were even better able to form an idea upon
the subject than he was.

" It is terrible to think of," continued the lieutenant.
" Let us hasten to set her free, for it would amount to

positive cruelty upon my part were I to allow her suffer-

ings to continue now I have been made cognizant o<

them."
" That brings me," resumed Claude, " to the point I

wished to reach. We have advised a forcible removal
from the asylum, when wo have law on our side. But it

is a very ticklish thing to have anything to do with ; and,

even if you are successful, some time must necessarily

elapse before she can be released. But you ought to know
that a person cannot be confined in a madhouse without
the signatures of two diplomated physicians. There art

men who will for a consideration sign a certificate

that a person is mad' whether or not such is really the
case."
" Good heavens !

" sai'd the lieutenant. " I knew no-
thing of this before. Why, no one is actually safe."
" No one, when he has an unscrupulous enemy to deal

with. And now, you will say, why not find out these

physicians who have signed the certificate for Katharine's
imprisonment—for that she is mad I do not for a moment
believe—and punish them ? But, beUeve me, such au
attempt would be quite futile. Feeling how much wa43 at

slake, and as the keeper of the asylum would be as much
implicated in the affair as themselves, they would manage,
fey the administration of drugs, or other means, to render

1K> mad, at least at the time the examination takes place,

and then she would be lost to you for ever."
" Oh ! let us fly—fly at once," said the officer, who was

horror-stricken at the recital of so much villainy. " Your
plan is indeed the best."

" I am glad you think bo. It is true Mr. Murray is

dead, and that they would have no interest in keeping
her— I mean so far as money goes ; yet, you see.- having
committed themselves, they dare npt release her'*
- " Come on—ccine on."

Lieutenant Thrustans would then and Ihere have set o0
»b a gallop, but Claude stayed him,

"Gently," he eaid; "we must aat with all caution.
> Craft can only properly be met bj <n*ll. We are now at

um^fStamford-hill. Our first act mnsi be tc ascertain th«

7 of I whereabouta of Lowna Hooae."
"Aim) then/' u^4^ Jaak. "v bad b«tier entw M. ali4
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hv tkrea^«mng his life, compel the a«ylam-keeper to give
Rutharine into our hands."

" Agreed."
The commoclious residences which now cluster so

thickly about this neighbourhood have all been built long
subsequent to the times of vrbich we write. Tlien it was
broad, open country, but thinly dotted with habitations.
As the lieutenant uttered the word agreed, there came

to the ears of all three a faint rumbling sound, accom
panied by the tinkling of a bell, and, looking in the
direction from which it proceeded, they saw in the
distance a covered waggon, creepiner slowlv alon^ the
road.
" Capital," cried Jack. " I daresay from him v?« shall

be able to gather the information we require, but, as he
will be a long time reaching this spot at the rate he is

progressing, 1 will, with your permission, gallop up to
him and make the inquirj'. It will be hardly worth while
for all to go, and besides, ceeing us in such force, might
have the effect of alarming him."

" Yes," said Claude, " it will be best for you to go
alone. We will wait here for you."
Of coui'se, the lieutenant made no objection.
Claude, however, had divined Jack's motive for wishing

to go alone, and what that motive was, will very quickly
be apparent.
The waggon was somewhere about half-a-mile 'lown

fhe road, and was going in the direction of London.
It took Jack only a few minutes to overtake it.

From their position on the hill, Claude and Thrustans
were able to watch his progress down the road, and see
the cumbei"some vehicle brought to a standstill.

Then something followed, which they could not very
well make out, for the distance was too great for them
<o see Jack's figure verj' distinctly, but that something of
a very unusual character was going on they were quite
certain.

What it was Claude more than half snspected, though
the seaman did not. However, we wiU just follow Jack
down the road, and make the reader acquainted with
exactly A-hat was going on.

CHAPTER CrXIII.

AN AGENT IN THE NEFARIOUS 9f HFjl'E AGA'N?T KATHA-
RINE FALLS KATHER UNEXPECfEDLY INTO TH HANDS
OF -JACK RANN.

" H.A.LT!" cried Sixteen-String Ja_ck, as he whc jled his

horse round suddenly to face tb ) dj iver. " Halt. ^ wish
to speak to you."
More upon the impulse of tLe incment than j ^flection,

the waggoner, hearing a voice call to him to stop, • .ightened

the reins, and the horses with the utmost willing aess came
to a stand-still.

" Anan, sir ? " asked the d-.'iver, who was on'y partially

awake, driving with their eye.'; shut being e, feat such
individuals are very fond of practising. " Anr fl, sir ?

"

" I want to go to Lowne IIov.se, Stamford-! all. Do you
know it ?

"

The waggonen- shook his taad to give vJicreased em-
phasis to his negative, and sai.i

—

" Noa, sir. I doant."
" Not know it ? Why, it is where Doctor fitoffel lives

!

"

"Anan?"
" Curse your anan ! 7 1's where Doctor fitoffel lives."
" Doan't know him, f r. The only docx)r as I knows

of about these parts is Doctor Oreen, an i it bain't him
;

leastways he's in the waggin."
"Villain!" roared a voice, "which proceeded from

beneath the canvas coveiing of the wa'fgon- " VUIiin

!

bow dare you say I was here ?
"

" Lank, sir, I didn't think it wor no farm, sii '

" Drive on at ones, and leave this r ian, who may be a
highwayman for ou^ht I know, to nake his inquiries

somewhere else. Drive on, I say."
" Oh ! r thought Jack. Then he sad, rapidly, in a lo^^,

fierce tone, " If you venture to go rn before I give vou
leave to do so, I will blow your brai'is out

!

"

" Mercy ! mercy ! It's a hierhwaA man, as I'm a sinner.

Spare my Hfe ! sf are my life ! '

"Sit still, the'i, a ad you are sa'e; but so surt as vnu
attempt to drive an. you are a dead man !

"

The waggone d; opped the rei is, and huddled himself
<tp on his ^at.

Jack now rapidlj made his way to the back of th»
waggon, and drew aside the canvas which covered it.

When he did so the moon shone full into the vehicle,
and he was able to see the interior with tolerable distinct*

ness,

To his surprise "toe lound it contained several people.
"He knew well enough that it was no unusual thing for

people to ride in the cross-country waggons when coming
to London, but such journeys were xsuallv ma<ie by day,
and not by night.

It was not those who could not afford to hire a better
conveyance who were the sole travellers in so cumbrous an
aifair. Many did it for the purpose of eluding observa-
tion, for all the roads about London were then particularly
dangerous to those who had anything to lose.

Added to this there did not exist that facility of com-
munication between places which now exists, and to which
we have become so familiar. There wers many out-of-
the way places near which the stage-coaches never came,
and frcm which the only way of reaching the metropolis
was by means of some such vehicle as this was.

Several women were in the waggon, and upon seeing
Jack they all set up a succession of screams, which made
it quite out of thf ifuestion for anything else to be heard
above the din.

There was no resource but to wait until it subsided, and
this soon happened, for they could not help seeing thete
was something aggressive in Jack's manner.

" Doctor Green," cried Jack, " I am sorry to trouble
you, but I have very important business with Dr. Stoffel,

whose address I am told is Lowne House, Stamford-hill.
Can you direct me to it ?

"

" What do you want ?
"

" That, sir, lies between us alone. Can you tell me
whereabouts it is ?

"

"Ye—no—no, I can't."
" Why you began to say yes. What do you mean ?

Now I have asked you quietly enough, but I don't put up
with nonsense from anybody, so mind what you are
at."

" Oh ! you need not think to bully me sir !
" said Doc-

tor Green, screwing himself as far into the corner as he
could ;

" I'm not to be bullied."
" Did you address those remarks to me ?

"

" Yes ; and I repeat, sir, I won't be bullied !

"

" Come out," said Jack, " come out like a man, and don't
hide behind the ladies. Come out, I say,"

" Don't you wish you may get it ? Drive on, I say,

drive on."
The driver knows better ; and if you don't choose to

come out I'll pull you out."
" Me, sir. I'd advise you to try it on."

There was something very ofFec-sive to Jack in the
manner of this Doctor Green, and he could not help
somehow connecting him in his mind with the keeper of

the private asylum.
Now the doctor spoke as he did because he thought ho

was tolerably safe, for he occupied the top part of the

waggon—that is to say, the part furthest from the end

—

so that all the other passengers were between him and
Jack.

" Ladies and gentlemen," said our friend, " I am really

sorry to trouble and delay you, but I cannot help myself.

I want to know the position of a certain house, and, from
his manner, it appears Mr. Green knows where that house
is, but will not tell me. Can any of you give me the

information ?
"

" No," replied a chorus ^t voices. " We are strangers,

and were never in this part before."
" That is enough. I must trouble you to alight, and

then when I drag the doctor out, I shan't hurt anybody."

Upon hearing these words there was a general move-
ment on the part of the occupants of the waggon.

" No—no. Don't get out," cried the doctor, " he only

want« to rob you, or murder you, perhaps."

Buv; they were deaf to his cries, aid they got ©ut as

quickly as they could.

"I'll tell you. I'll tell you. Stop! stop! It won't

matter, though, for he don't live there now."
"That won't do for me. I must have you out.

You and I won't part company just yet."

While he spoke Jack assisted the last person ti^ 'eava

the waggon.
_ ,

.

There waa now no one in it bat the doocor.
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[the smith knocks off TOM king's pettbbs.]

He screwed himself up into a yet emaller oompaas.
Jack drew forth a pistol.
" Now," he said, " I can see yon from here quite

plainly. I will count three, and if you are not out by
that time, I fire. It will be an impossibility for me to

miss you. One—two—

"

Doctor Green rolled out with the greatest celerity.

But just as he was about to disappear over the tail-

board, Jack clutched him firmly by the collar.
" Oh ! no !" he said, " yon won't get away from me

very easily, you'll find. Oh! no!"
He touched his horse as he spoke, and dragged the

doctor tftirly out of the cart, but he still retained his

hold. ^
"Now, ladies and gentlemen," said Jack, " I hope yon

will acoept my apologies, but what else could I do?
The bird Aat can sing, and won't sing, must be made
to sing. Good night. I hope you won't be interruptec.

during the rest of your journey."
As he spoke these words, without waiting toses what
No. 24.—Blaok Bsw,

the people said or did, he turned his horse's head to-

wards the spot where he had left hia companions, and

set off at a gallop. ,.,,,., ^ ,. u
If he had turned his head, which he did not, he would

have seen that the people saw with no small consterna-

tion the very unceremonious manner in which the doc-

tor was abducted. , , . ,, ,, , , .

Before he started. Jack had assured himself that his

hold was a good one, and, relying upon his strength,

he fairly dragged Mr. Green along.

To be sure it was not very comfortable for that gen-

tleman himself, but that was a thing that troubled

Jack slightly, for he considered ho had no one to blame

but himself. ,

.

. ,

Claude and the lieutenant hear^ him coming, and

rode forward to meet him.
.

They were astonished to see a man dinging, as tnej

thought, to his saddle.

"It's aU right," cried Jack ; "lay hold of him, Claude,

for my arm ia tired. Don't looae him. IthinkwoihaM

Pkic« Ojw HAirri«»T.
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find he Vnows a great deal that we are so anxioua to I

know."
\

Claude laid xidd of the doctor in a moment, but he dis-

mounted first

Then Jack haa a good look at bis captive.

Ae was a miserable little decrepit old man, and this

accounted for the ease with which Jack had been able to

hold him with one hand.

His demeanour was now abject in the extreme.

He was thoroughly terrified, and fully believed ihat his

last hour had come.
" Mercy !

" he shrieked. " Help ! help ! MuYder !

"

•* Silence," said Jack, " or murder it will be. Silence

him, Claude."
Claude Duval 1-ather roughly put bis hand over the old

man's mouth.
" We must settle this," said Jack, as ne dismounted.

" I will soon make him secure."

He took off the curb-rein as he spoke, and tightly

pinioned the old man with it.

Then going to Claude's horse, he possessed himself of

his curb-rein also, and forming one end of it into a noose, he
slipped it over his head, and drew it rather tightly round
his neck, but not so as to impede his breathing.
" You can let him go now," he said. " 1 think be is

pretty safe."

CHAPTER CXXn.
OUR FRIENDS ARE SUCCESSFUL IN FINDING LOWNE HOUSE,

AND MAKE A TOOL OF DOCTOR GKEEN.
" Spare me ! spare me ! Spare my miserable life !

" said

Doctor Green, and he sank upon his knees in the road as

he spoke. " Spare my wretched life, and 1 will t^ll you
aU!"

It was clear he did not at all relish the noose that fitted

him so closely, and his fear that this proceeding waii but a
preliminary towards hanging him was only natural.

" Upon those sole conditions," said Jack, " m ly you
presume to call your life your own."

" I will tell you all, good sir. All—all."

" Silence ! and do not venture to speak unless leave is

given you to do so."
" I—I am silent."

The doctor was in a perfect agony of fright.

Claude looked at Jack for some kind of explanation.

As for the lieutenant, no words could possibly express

the look of intense astonishment which was depicted upon
his face.

He was like one in a dream.
And, in fact, when we come to considei apon the ex-

traordinary nature of the events which had occurred during
the last few hours, we shaU scarcely feel surprised at the

confusion of his intellects.
" I found this man in the waggon going apparently

towards Loudon, but whether he really was, or what was
his motive lor being there at all, is more than I can say.

Certain it is, when 1 asked after Doctor Stoffel, his mannei
|

was so suspicious that I felt he must be in some way con- ,

neeted with that individual." I

" No—n— ! " began Doctor Green, but he was silenced

by Jack. ^
" I can't make anything out of it," replied ouval.

" But all I can say is this, that if all our suppositious

frove to be correct, and this man is mixed up in the affair,

should say there was something out of the common way
in such a coincidence of events."
" I hope you will get hold of no superstitious notions

about it. However, now for the doctor."

Jack, as he spoke, turned to the trembling captivCj and
said

—

This left that gentleman two modes ot

One was to stand still and be strangled
The other was to follow ..ubmissively.

The latter, as may be supposed, was the alternative

" Show us the way to Lowne HousC; ind that h7 the
most direct route. Do you hear ?

"

" Yes—yes. Up the hill, good sir. Spare my life, up
the hill, and then the first turning to the left."

He was not, however, put to any very great incon-
venience, for the three fi-iends, as they might fairly h»
called, proceeded at a walk up the hill.

They were now silent, for it was by no means nart of

their plan to let the doctor know much about them—at

any rate more than was unavoidable.

In a little more than ten minutes they reached the top
of the hill, and then Jack said

—

" How far on is the lane you spoke of ?
"

" Only a few yards uow. Do you see that group of

trees ?
"

" Yes—yes !

"

" They are at the entrance of it."
" Oh ! indeed. Come on."
Their pace was now accelerated a little, which was a

most inconvenient circumstance for Mr. Green, for he was
old and rather shaky about the legs.

Nothing but the most settled conviction that he was
in some way. mixed up with the iniquities of Lowne House
would have induced Jack to behave as he did to him.
For our own part we think ho might just as well have

waited until he was assured of that fact.

But the strange life he had led enabled him to arrive

very quickly at conclusions, and very rarely indeed was it

that he proved wrong.
The lane which they were informed led to Dr. Stoffel's

was a very dark one. On both sides of it grew some unusuallj'

large horse-chestnut trees, and so closely did the branches
interlace one another that it was only here and there the
moon could find her way through them.
Upon entering this place, the two highwaymen looked

with additional keenness after their prisoner, for they
thought it not unhkely he would take advantage of the
darkness and endeavour to escape.

Lilce most other country lanes, this one was narrow and
winding. In fact, in no part of it had they been able to see

'wenty yards before them.
Nor could they find the least evidences to show that

there were human habitations at all contiguous to it.

Jack grew impatient.
" I say, Dr. Green," he cried, "how much farther along

the lane is it ?
"

" Only a little way now. Oh, dear
!

"

" I should advise you to take care, if you value that

miserable life ot yours."
" You will find it right, good sir."
" Confound it ! the house is Lowne, and no mistake,"

continued Jack, " the trees get thicker every moment."
It may not be amiss to explain what Jack meant.
" Lowne" was a word much more in use then than it is at

the present day, though in many of the provinces it is con-

stantly employed.
Its meaning, as many of our readers doubtless are

aware, is " sheltered and screened from the wind," and
the term is generally restricted to that kind of shelter or

shade which is afforded by trees.

Hence, Lowne House signified " a house sheltered from
the wind by trees.

'

Now, it was the name which at first struck Jack. It

was just such a one as would be applied to a place of the

description that they supposed Doctor Stoffel to keep.
" There !

" cried Doctor Green. " Look ! you see I
am quite right. That brick wall surrounds the house."

All three upon hearing these words looked, and there

they saw, on the right-hand side of the lane, the corner

of an unusually high wall.
" Surround the house," said Claude. " Did I under-

stand you this wall GUirounded the house ?
"

" Yes—yes !

"

'

Then what is bLi motive for having such a high wall
" Your life is spared," replied Jack, " but if you attempt all round his house ? Why, it must quite shut out all tkd

to deceive ns, woe be to you." "— •

'

"

Claud* and Jack remounted,
I'hey had now only the suaflie reins with which to

guide their horses, but as they were tired there was lit-

tle trouble in maintaining command of them.
It was Jack who kept firm hold of the one end of the

rein, of which the other formed the noose about the
doctor's head.

view]
"He! he! he!"
" Did you laugh ?"

"No, good sir. No—no ! I didn't laugh! Indeed, I
didn't ! Only the thought of shutting out the view."
"Ha! you have betrayed yourself ! Now, answer me

truly. Is, or is not, Lowne House a private luoatio
asylum ?"
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" Oh ! dear ; I suppose you must know. Yes, H is."

By the time this Utile conversation was terminated,
they had t>as8ed aloag that portion of the brick wall which
abutted upcr" *he iiuie, until they came to some large en-

trance-gates.

They were of v»ood, painted some dark colour.

Here they paused.
" And this is the entrance to Lowne House ?

*'

" It is, gentlemen, it is."
" Enough ; say no more than you are obliged. You

ire, of course, well acquainted with ths premis&,
" ReaUy 1—a—raally "

" Any hesitation win be your death."
" I am."
It was wonderful what a love the doctor \iad ffot foi

nis life, but then it is a commodity that we all prize

tather highly.
" Then," said Jack, in tones that left behind no doubt

of his earnestness, " we are going to force our way in."
" Stop !

" said Claude, " I nave a thought."
He whispered something rapidly in Jack's ear, who

thereupon said

—

" To be sure, to be sure—much the best. Now, Doctor
Green, listen to me."
Jack dismounted as he spoke, and his example was im-

mediately followed by hia companions.
Then a fresh consideration presented itself to their

notice—what were they to do with their horses ?

They could not enter with them very well, and yet it was
important that they should be som«where close at hand
when wanted.
There was only one way to manage this, and that was to

tie the horses to some of the lower branches of the trees.

This done. Doctor Green, much to his gratification and
surprise, found himself freed from the thongs which had
held him in bondage.
But Jack took care to keep a tight hold of him, and then

Claude walked close behind him, and said

—

" Do you feel that, doctor ?"

"Yes, ves. Murder! You're running it into me.
Murder

'

'

" B« quiet. It is my sword. All you have got to do is

to obey. The moment you don't I shall run you through.
It will be the easiest thing in the world."

** Murder!

"

" Of course it will be murder if you force me to it, but I

hope you will have too much good sense."
" Oh ! dear."

"Now," said Jack, "you will answer questions just as I

tell you ; but, in the first place, how do you let the doctor

know when he has any visitors ?
"

Poor Doctor Green thought the best thing he could do
was to make a virtue of necessity, and he said, with an
appearance of great candour

—

" You will find the handle of a bell hanging agaast tibe

wall. Pull it, and they will come."
It was the lieutenant who now spoke.
He began to see what was going on.
" All nght," he said. " Here's the bell-handle. Sh-ll

I pull it
?^'

'• By all means."
A tremendous clanging followed, which attested art only

to the size of the bell itself, but the vigour with wliich the
wire had been pulled.

"And harkye, Doctor Brown," said Jack, "we have
made up our minds to get in here, but not by force as we
first intended. Yon shall take us in and say we are friends

of yours."
" I can't—I can't ! Indeed I caii'^"
" Oh ! very well then, you may as well die at once. We

are bound to get in, but the best way will be for you to
comply with our wishes."
The doctor groaned, bat consideration for his own life

triumphed over every other feeUng.
" Hullo ! " said Lieutenant Thrustans. " Here's some-

body coming. " Down, Koolah, down !

"

The tiger -wolf crouched submiesivrfy at his ieit.

CHAPTER CXXV.
COOIAB INDUCES DOCTOB STOFJEI, TO COUTht WBtat BIR

TlSTTOa'S WISHKS.

Thb sotuad fffoduced by some one walking wiih a heavy
tread upon ^ 6oft grayelled path could novi be h^rd.

"Who's there?" asked a voice, gruffly, and a faint

flash of light came through the ^jutersticos of the wood,
evork of which the gates were comnose'' " Whe'a
there ?

"

' " Say iJoctor Green, who wants to s€ J Doctor StofiFol

I immediately, upon important business," •whispered Jack
to his captive.

Claude seconded this command by a prick with his
sword, and so he said, with a faint groan

—

"Doctor Green. It's Doctor Green. T want to see
Doctor Stofiel immediately upon important business."
" All right, sir," said the Toice. " I'll open the gate in

a moment."
The withdrawal of heavy bolts, and the clangour of a

falling chain followed, and then a small door, constructed
in the large gates themselves, was flung open.
A very rough-looking man stood upon the threshold.
" Come in, Mr. Green, it's all right. Come in."

Jack had got the doctor's arm very tight beneath his

own, and they entered together, Claude and Lieutenant
Thrustans following closely in the rear.

The man who had opened the gate was quite surprised
to see four persons enter, when he thought the doctor
only was outside.

He, however, did not make any remark, but after very
carefully refastening the door, preceded them up a kind of
carriage drive.

1 n a few minutes they came in sight of a large, dark,
square building, from two windows in which issued a
faint light.

The remainder was in complete darkness.
Claude and Jack concentrated the whole of their atten-

tion upon the unfortunate doctor, in order to see that he
did not attempt to carry out any treachery against them.
Their fears, however, were quite groundless. He was

completely terrified into submission, and henceforth he
was but a puppet in their hands.
Two steps led up to the front door of Lowne House.
These were ascended.
The door itself was ajar, from which it might be

inferred that the man who had let them in had emerged
from it, and so left it.

He carried in his hand a rude stable-lantern, the sides

of which were formed of horn, of so opaque a quality,

that the rays of the candle within had the utmost difficulty

in struggling through it.

The man pushed open the door, and then turning round
upon the threshold, held it open to allow the visitors to

enter.

He then veiy carefuUy shut and fastened it.

Our intruders stood close to each other in the passage,
waiting for the keeper—for such they took him to be—to
guide them.

" Go on, doctor," he said ;
" go on into the little par»

lour. Mr. StofFel will be with you directly."
" Hemember," whispered Jack in his companion's ear,

-^ remember, your life is in your own hands."
Doctor Green evidently understood what was meant,

for he walked across the hall towards a massive-looking
old-fashioned door.

Jack opened it, and all entered with the exception of

the keeper, who, of course, went to inform his employer
of the lat« arrival.

A lamp on the table was burning brightly, and diffused

a cheerful light through the apartment. Just, in fact,

sufficient to disperse the darkness in the more distant

comers of it.

Claude was compelled to sheathe his sword. It would
have looked strange to have continued to hold it drawn
in his grasp. A premature alarm would have spoilt

everything.

Jack, though, still held his pistol, and took the oppor-

tunity of impressing again upon Green the policy of

lObeying them in everything.
" The least attempt at treLcheir, and you die ! It will

be impossible to elude my aim. Agree to everything we
say; thstis the only means by which you may hope to

escape a violent death."

/ With many protestations, Dr. Green preirnsed to do as

j
he was bid,

I The three friends then held a hun'«Mi wLispoied uor.

,
lerenoe, in which they finally agreed upon the narta tJwy

were each to play. ^

I To reUwe thk. however^ is needless. Wliai tMT
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agreed to do will be beat seen by the manner in which

tney acted

Doctor Green wr^ lorced to seat himself in a -^hair op-

posite to the door.
, n. ,

Jack sat next to him with the pistol in his left hand m
such a positic" that the doctor's body was quite covered

by it.

Claude sat uown near tbe door.

Lieutenant Thrustans, who, despite all the efforts which

be made to control himself, could scarcely control his agi-

tation. .

Koolah was near his feet,
_

'

With a rare sagacity, such as is Gisplayed by no animal

but the dog, it had followed him submissively and unob-

trusively into the parlour, so that the keeper beyond,

noticing that something in the shape of a dog aocou:-

panied the party, thought nothing of it.

These dispositions having been made, they waiteu im-

patiently the arrival of the private madhouse keeper.

In reahty, these arrangements were made very briefly

indeed, and there was scarcely time for Doctor Stoffel to

arrive.

About two minutes afterwards a shuffling footstep in

the hall reached the attentive ears of our friends.

" Beware, Doctor Green," said Jack, in an impressive

whisper.
A half-articulate groan was the reply.

Then the parl«ur-door opened.

A man, whose appearance tallied exactly with the de-

scription Stevens the steward gave of it, entered.

He rubbed his hands together, and made a general kind

©f bow to his visitors.

He said nothing, however, bat waited for them to

explain their presence.

Of this Jack immediately availed himself.
" Doctor Stoffel, 1 presume ?" he said.

" Yes," was the reply, accompanied with a bow.
" I have called—or" perhaps I ought more properly to

say we have called, and in the ' we ' 1 include our mutual

friend here, Doctor Green."
Upon thus hearing his name mentioned the unfortunate

wretch could not forbear a groan.
" Dear me, Green," said Jack. " what's the matter ?"
" Oh ! noth—nothing—nothing."
" But you groaned."
" A sHght pain."
" Oh ! I see ; boot pinched you, perhaps ?'

" Ye-es."
" Then, if that is all, my mind is at rest. I fearea it

might be something serious. Pardon me, Doctor Stoffel,

but, being a particular friend of your colleague's here, I

feel a little anxious about him."
Doctor Stoffel was aU abroad, as the saying is. A vague

suspicion that aU this meant something unpleasant crossed

his mind.
Jack, however, went on rapidly.
" I was about to say we have been commissioned by Mr.

Stephen Murray to see and have an interview with his

ward. That is correct. Green, is it not ?"

" Quite correct," said Green.
" But—but "
" Believe me, my dear sir, time is of the greatest pos-

sible importance to us, so I hope you vrill attend to our

wishes at once."

"Who are you P"
" A particular friend of Mr. Murray's, or he would not

have entrusted me with this affair. To convince you,

however, that all is quite right, we have brought your

friend Doctor Green with us.'
« Ahem !

"

''Sir?"
* You will excuse me, I am sare, but my astonishment

at what you have just said is so great that I waji unable to

say at once that 1 am quite at a loss to comprehend this

affair. I can assure v.->u I know nothing of what vou have

just spoken about." «
A look of great pleasure immediately appearou npou

tho fiwe of Doctor Green.
" Oh ! indeed," said Jack ;

" well, this ie just what we
sxpected, onJy we thought wP would try fair means first.

Claude ! guard tht» door !

"

Upon hearing these worfls, Mr. St«ffel tamed rounu un

hio heek with great snddennesa, and made a rush to get

nt of (he room. b<it he onlv xaa into Ciaade's arms.

" Help ! murder !
" he cried. " Jarvis ! Jarvis ! I say.**

Claude Duval caught him by the threat.

The amount of compression which he used was quite

sufficient to put a stop to further outcries.

Lieutenant Thrustans then, as agreed upon, in case

events should take the turn they had, caught Doctor
Stoffel from behind, and pulled him over oa to the floor

on his back. V

Then, upon a word from him, Koolah sprang upon tne

prostrate form.

But he did him no injury.

That is to say, no bodily injury.

The fearful aspect of this creature fiUed the rascally

inadhouse-keeper s soul with such a terror as he had never
hitherto known.
" Speak above a whisper, or seek to make the least

alarm," said Claude, " and you are left to the mercies ef

the tiger-wolf, above you."
Doctor Stoffel lay perfectly still.

The frightful aspect of the animal, whose jaws were
but a few inches from his throat, subdued him.

" I \vill do all you wish," he said, " so that you save me
from this terrible creature. What are your demands ?

"

" You are getting reasonable now," said Jack ;
" but do

not think to deceive us. We want Katharine Hayward.
We know she is here. To deny it would be useless."^
" Take away this monster, and I will obey you in all

things, I swear"
" I would not take your oath. You shall, however, be

released ; but the creature looks upon you as its lawful

prey, and it only needs a word or a sign from its master,

and it would tear you to pieces."

CHAPTER CXXVI.
KATHARINE HAVWARD IS SAVEB FROM LIVING DEATH.

Doctor Stoffel shuddered visibly.

The young lieutenant spoke to the tiger-wolf.

In obedience to his words, the terrible looking animal
removed its feet from the doctor's breast, but most
reluctantly.

" You can rise," said Jack ;
" but remember, this

creature has its eye upon you. If he sees you move
towards the door, that movement will be the signal for

him to spring upon you. Think twice, therefore, before

you attempt any treachery."
" What do you want, gentlemen ? 'What do you want ?

Tell me, and I will do it ?
"

*' We require Miss Katherine Hayward, whom you hold
here unlawfully under the pretext of being mad."

" I will go aud bring her to yon."
" I would advise you not to do so. No, Mr. Stoffel, we

don't like you well enough, and we don't know you well

enough to trust you so far. Call in one of your men, and
in our presence tell him to bring the young lady to this

apartment. Do you hesitate ?
"

" No—no. Oh ! I am ruined—ruined
!

"

" Call your man."
" I will. If you ring that bell he will come to see what

is wanted."
" Very good," said Jack, as he rung it. " Mind what

you tell him, or you will find the flesh torn from your
body !

"

The door was opened in another moment.
Doctor Stofiel again hesitated, and then he managed to

stammer out hia orders to the man, who was the same who
had permitted our friends ingress.

"Jarvis," said Doctor Stoffel, "go to No. 14, and
bring her here."

Jarvis looked rather surprised at this command, but
saying nothing he withdrew.
"The pause that now took plac«, was full of interest and

excitement.

Rupert Thrustans drew his breath with difficulty. His
whole body trembled. His heart palpitated.

He was upon the verge now of seeing her he loved

with so much constancy and devotion.

Doctor Green leaned back in the chair in which he
had been seated. -He recisined himself to ti"** oarrent of

event*.

A quarter of an hour, whica seemed to our three friend*
' like a quarter of a day, elapsed before they heard any
sound indicative of the return of the man JarVk.

At length hia heavj tnad was he-^.- the daor «a»
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opened, and he re-entered, accompanied by what the lieu- i go, what are we to do with these three rascals hero P One.
tenant's heart told him was his betrothed. I fancy, is qu"

We say his heart, for most eurel v by his eyes a fonfe oever
would he have rccopTiised her.

Claude, so soon as they were fairly in the room, su-. ^u©
door again, and stood with his back against it, thus pre-

senting the possibility of escape.

The situation of the different characters Id the n;om
deserves a few minutes description.

First, then, there was Claude s—'inst the door with his

drawn sword in his hand
i

Then there was Jack, a.jed with a pistol, standing I _^ _^ ^

near the chair in which the doctor sat, a huddled-up mass, about twelve feet of strong cord.
The keeper of the asylum clutching nervously st the

|

In a great measure, now, Lieutenant Tlirastans had
edge of the table, unable to remove his gaze from the

\
succeeded ia calming the young girl. He seated her gently

bright eyes of the tiger-wolf, whosuffere'^nottheshghtest
|

in a chair, and then turned to those whose assistance had
movement to escape him. , been so valuable to him.

Jarvis, too, stood just within the room, looking from one By their wishes, Koolah was withdrawn from Dr. Stof-

to the other in bewilderment and alarm. i
fel, and put on guard over the man Jarvis.

Shrinking behind him—her hair in disorder—her attire
|

In fact, the two doctors were past being able to lift a

uite as bad as the other."
I have been thiukiug about that," was the reply. " 1

think this will do it."

As he spoke, Jack stretcheu out his hand, and by a
sudden jerk pullcx down the bell-rope.

Claude knew wuar vf meant instantly, and hastened to
assist him. First of all, however, turning the key in the
lock of the door, and putting it into his pocket.

It would not then be possible for any one to leave the
room in a hurry. , ,

Duval then pulled down the other oell-ropb
By this means they found themselves in pussesedoo of

scanty and torn—her face pinched—her cheeks hollow
her arms wasted— that baleful-looking light in her beauti-

ful, but now unnaturally bright eyes, which is ever the

accompaniment of insanity, stood the heiress, the victim

of the villainy of the treacherous guardian and false friend,

Stephen Murray.
A cry, in which was concentrated a whole world of agony,

came from the lips of the young Heutenant, as his eyes

rested upon the fearful spectacle.

He sprang forward though as he uttered it, and clasped

the poor maniac in his arms.
" Kate ! Kate !

" he cried. " Can this indeed be you ?

Speak to me, dear one ! speak ! Your voice cannot have
changed ! Let me hear it ! Speak, speak, Kate ! It

is Eupert who speaks to you! Your own trae love,

Eupert ! Kate—Kate
'

"

in their own defence.
They were tied back to back.
So tightly, too, were the bonds drawn, in order to make

it more impossible to get free, that they fairly howled
from the pain.

But no one could pity them for enduring that mvLoix

We must find some means of stopping their noise,"
said Claude. " Stop a bit

;
perhaps I shall be able to find

a couple of wine corks."
" They will do capitally. Try the sideboard yonder."
Claude did so, and in it he found several bottles of what

appeared to be wine.
Frcmi two of those he extrar^ted the corks.
Despite, their opposition they were forced lengthwise

into the two doctors' mouths.
It was not the words themselves, but the iHipassione<i ! They were about as effective gags as could well be

tone in which they were jttered, that awakened the ^magi ^
slumbering intellect of the poor girl.

A gush of tears ^me to her eyes, and her head sank
upon his breast.

" Saved—saved ! " she said. " I am saved ! Oh !

Eupert, thev tell me I am mad, but I am not, indeed I

am not."

Doctor Stotle! clutched the table edge with a yet i2,wnter

grasp. Had he not done so, his trembling limbs would
nave allowed his body to reach the floor, and he had every-

thing to dread from such a movement.
Of a truth was he suffering some portion of the torment

he deserved.

The Keutenant's heart was too full to allow him to

speak. He could only kiss the tears from the face of her
he loved.

Their noise was stopped at once.
The question now arose as to what was to be done with

Jarvis.

Jack found, however, some cord, which served to loop up
j

the heavy curtains which bung before the windows.
There was not much of it, but still suflBcient to bind the

I

man's hands and ancles together.

i Another cork was found, and thrust into his mouth.
I

Having so far disposed of the three villains, our friends

i between them lifted them up on to the table.

There, if they attempted to move about much, they wouH
; sure to have a fall.

This was all done with inconceivable rapidity.

Poor Kate remained just where she had been placed,

but the extraordinary nature of the events taking place

It was some moments before either of the spectators of around did not tend to decrease her agitation

the affecting interview ventured to speak, and then it was i Wlien, however, her lover came to her again, and, sup
Jack, who said

—

"Pardon me, lieutenant; but, if you will take my ad-

vice, you will leave this place with as little delay as pos-

sible. You see the effect which residence here has already

had upon her, besides which, we may be incurring

danger."
Wha^ "r madness might have found a resting-place in

Katharine's brain, seemed to have flown away with her
tear.-i, for now in quite a calm voice she spoke

—

" Yes—yes, Eupert ! Take me away—take me away

!

Oh! I have dreamed of this—looked forward to it ! I

knew you would save me from the horrors of this place." 1

" And I will, Kate ! IwiU!" „ I

"I am glad" said Jack, to the young seaman, "that \

matters are nc worse."
" Mercy—mercy !

" cried Doctor Stoffel, as, finding it'

impossible to hold up any longer, he a<'~\ down upon the
j

floor.
'

Koolah sprang uipon him with an angry growl. I

, ^, .^, ,.,,-. ...
Fairly, indeed, KUfc-ht the heutenant have been excused

,

towards them with Katharine in his arms. ,

If he had suffered ib« tige>- wolf to destroy him, but that " It is only the effect of the night air tifter Laving been,

was a thing he could not think of for a moment, and so he ,

confined so long. It will be nothing. Follow us thn-ugh

stayed hiu, i
the gates, and we will make our way towards some ri*ce

Jarvis was a. strong, deterrojied-looWng man, but the ' where she can receive propei attention. Believe wh- 'tea

odds were too mtich against him for resistance to be
j

I say that all will yet be well."

cSionght of, so he stood exactly in the position he had These words, uttered as they -rere in a trnfl wior«H«ve

before occupied.
|
of conviction, had their full effect upon tho lie«4«nauL

porting her with his arm, led her out into the open air, a
great change took place.

She was as rational as either of them, but a deathly
weakness came over her, and it was only by lifting her is
his arms that he psevented her from falling.

UHAPTEE CXXVIl.

AK UNEXPECTED MEETING TAKES PLACE.

So iJght a burden as Katharine now was was nothing to
the lieutenant, and he hastened down the gravel path,
leading towards the gates, along which Jack and Claude
bad hurriedly preceded him, in order to afford him an
opportunity of saying a few words to his mistress.

" Help ! he!p
! " he cned. " Help ! She is dving.

EJp ! help !

"

Our friends turned round the moment these cries reached
heir oars, and then they saw the heutentint runnin;f

*• Tack." cri«d CWude. " make b-vite. " Bat befc. ^md, kissing again and sgain the face Kid
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treasure, he stoPT^ed ttirough the little door in the Bates

into the lane^

Probably five minutes elapsed before Claude aad Jack
eould get the horwes ready for service.

Then they mounted.

Lieutenant Thrustans seated his almost inanimate
burden upon the saddle before him, holding her tightly to

his breast, by me«ns of his right arm.

At a gentle canter they went along the umbragc-ous
lane, they deeming that to be the cace which wGaJd be
easiest for Katharine.

The young seaman spoke.

His voice was husky \vith a» emotion which fid f!<jnour

to his heart.
" My friends," he said, " for though our acquaintance

has b^ 80 short, and was so singularly brought about,

yet such fou have proved yourselves to be, no words or

acts could possibly express the extent of my obligation to

you. I am indebted to you for my life, and that, without
which, I should iiot care to live. Had it not been for the

assistance you have rendered me—the almost preterhuman
power yon have displayed in unravelling the thread of this

most intricate affair, I should nevei have succeeded as we
have."
There was a sensation of pleasure in the hearts of the

two highwaymen as these words fell upon their ears,

jfhey had the innate consciousness that they were deserved,

on this occasion, at least.
" You speak too highly of us," said Claude, " though I

cannot shut my eyes to the fact that we have been the
means of doing you a service. It has been done with the

utmost willingness, has entailed upon us no inconvenience,

and if you will believe us, we are rejoiced at the chance we
have hiad of doing good."
"But I must yet further trouble you—still further in-

crease the amount of obligation which I owe you. I am
quite in ignorance of this part of the country, so I must
get you to direct me to the nearest place where I can find

shelter for her."
"It was our intention," replied Jack, "if you would

have allowed it, to have taken you to an inn kept by a
friend of mine in times gone by. You can trust him. It

is, too, not far from here."
" I would not, could not have ventured to ask you to do

this, but now you have proposed it it is equally impossible

for me to refuse. Lead me there, I beg, and make me
etill more your debtor."
" I do not vrish you to look upon it in that light," said

Jack, " and you only embarrass me by doing so. I would
rather you took it as a matter of course."
" But I cann'^t- do that. It would be both unfair and

nnjust."
" Let us, then, say no more about it. Do not, howerer,

think us churlish or ungrateful."
" I can never do that."
" Come on, then. The inn I speak of is not very far

from here, and we shall not be long reaching it."

" I am glad of that. Kate—Kate, dearest. Look up.

You are saved !
"

Poor Katharine Hayward made no reply in words, but

by the way in which she clung to him, Rupert knew that

she fully comprehended what he said to her.

They emerged in a few more seconds into the high-

road.

As they did so, Jack and Claude heard the faint beat

©f a horse's hoofs.

The former spoke in a whisper to his comrade.
'* Claude," he said, " some one comes."
" I hear him."
" I cannot tell any more than tou can what emergencies

may arise. We have no money.
" Only those coppers."
" Curse the coppers !

'^

" So say I."
" We have no money. That is a. dtate of tilings which I

can aeyer tolerate. Make some ezcase to the lieutenant

here for my absence, and I will gallop do'wn the road^ and
%ee what travefier it is."

" Acseed."
" Th.ftre is but one man, so the risfe -sill not ^ very

treat."

"Oh! no."
"Very weU. Tk« •w»d seems to grow fainter and

fainter. He must be going towards *own. Perhaps if I
stay longer I shall not be aole to overtake him."
"Be off at once, I will make an excuse to the fifl«r>

tenant,"
" All right. Slacken your speed a Uttie, and 1 will aooh

be up with you again."
While this brief dialogue took place, our friends had

dropped slightly in the rear.

iteryine upon Claude's promise to invent an excuse to
the 3,- ung ofBcer, Jack turned his horse's head, and pro-
ceeded at a terrific gallop along the road in the direction
of London.
The faint tramp of the horse's hoofs had become quit«

inaudible when he started, but he soon beard it again.
Presently he came in sight of the horseman, and he

reined his horse in to a trot.

All around was made distinctly visible by the moon's
rays, and, about a quarter of a mile ahead, he saw a
mounted man.
Had such a thing been probable. Jack would have said

that the horse he saw was in the last stage of intoxication,

for he reeled about in the road in a most extraordinaiy
manner.
Jack became more cautious, but, as he drew yet nearer,

he saw that the man on the horse performed in his way
quite as curious evolutions.

Our friend hai^y knew what to make of so strange a
sight. If he wished to learn more, though, the only
means by which he could do so would be to ride forward
and see.

From what the reader knows of Sixteen-String Jack,
he may easily suppose this was just what he did do.

A dozen bounds and he was alongside.

•Before he had time to speak, the man on the horse
jerked out rather than said

—

" In the king's name ! Help ! I say, I call upon you
in the king's name for help ! But the reward is raine,

recollect. I've foimd him ! I, Aaron Coxhead ! Me !

I've found him, the reward is mine."
" Found who ? " asked Jack, stretching forth his hand

and catching the strange horse by the bridie. " Found
who?"
The man on horseback held up his hand.
" Do you see that, sir ? " he asked. " It's a constable *.^

staff. 1 call upon you for assistance in the king's name.
I am Aaion Coxhead, constable of the parish of Hornsey.
I have found Dick Turpin, the highwayman. A thousand
pounds reward ! He is at the ' Hand and Kej's.'

"

Jack comprehended all instantly.

The name of Dick Turpin was familiar enough to
him.
He was in danger. This fellow evidently, by some

means, had learned of his presence in the hou.ie of Tom
DaviS, and had, although quite ignorant of the art of

equitation, ventured upon horseback to ride to London for

Jack shifted his hold from the horse's bridle to the
constable's collar.

" Harkye !
" he said, " it's all over with you. I am a

friend of Dick Turpin's, and sworn foe to all constables

and police-officers.
" Mercy ! mercy !

**

" Not a bit of it. I have no mercy for such as yoa»
There you go

!

"

Jack fairly dragged him from his horse.

The animal, glad to get rid of so troublesome a rider,

galloped back towards Hornsey at full speed.
Now Jack had noticed he had passed over a bridge

beneath which flowed a sluggish stream.

Still holding the constable by the collar, much in the

same manner as he did Doctor Green, he made his way to

this pla<», and then dropped him over the parapet.

The water was only a few feet off, and he reached it witt

a tremendoDs splash.
" That's done," said Jack, " but there's no money.

Never iiiind, I have done Dick a service. At the ' Hand
and Keys,' is he ?

"

He made all speed to regain his companions.
"No luck," he said to Claude, and that was all, for just

at that moment they came in sight of a houee^ from which
pleBTTlorl a light.
" lueic IS the place," said Jac*. Ho* lackr it* 6nf

them up. Come on."

They rode towards th* ina door ab ht spokf.
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no^umnTj rtv-eTTTTT Jack had jost finished relating tie story of the Constable
«^K IfTJfiK UXXV 111. ^]jen Thrustans entered.

ttarmuva »o our old pbiends dick tuhpin ajib
1 Then, of course, the conversation dropped,

TOM DAvrs. Qlaude and Jack took the young seaman on one side.

The many complex and extraordinary incidents which I » Accident," said the latter, "has made you aware of
ensued after the hearing o the mysterious sounds in

j
-^ho we really are. If you will think a moment, you will

the lane by Sixteen-String Jack and Claude Duval, have pardon and understand ou» motives for not giving yon our
followed so thickly and closely upon one another, that no

: real names."
opportunity for breaking off the narration has occurred, I Thrustans bowed

We rnenn, of course, Dick Turpsn and Tom King.

The former, it will be recollected, was last seen carefully

loading his pistols after the imperious summons for admis-

sion to the inn.

That it could be visitors at that late hour was con-

sidered ouite out of the question, and therefore they

reasonably enough came to the conclusion that they were
Turpin's foesr

Tom Davis did not know what to do. Dick instructed

him.
" Open the door," he said.

" Open the door ? but suppose they are police ?
"

" I do suppose it, and consider it the best mode of

action."

Tom Davis shook his head, and Ellen, seizing ''urpii

by the arm, cried

—

"No, no, not that ; it would be too—^too dangerous.
Again came the knocking at the door. «
" Open it, Tom," said Dick again, " if they are officiiis

you may depend they have surrounded the house, and
made it impossible for me to leave it. Open it, open
it."

Thus commanded, and having better faith in Dick's
judgment than his own, he went to the front door, and
opened it.

"Hullo," said a voice, "is that you, Tom Davis?
What an infernal while you have been. Are you grown
deaf?"
These words at once let Dick know he had nothing to

fear. The tones were certainly not those r,i a poli^o

officer.

Tom Davis opened his mouth and shut it a<p t with an
effort.

" God bless me ! " he said ;
" I knows tha* ^^eikXi, though

I haven't heard it lately. Is it really t«*- Ja^k ?
"

" It is Tom."
" Dick," said Davis, " Dick ?'

" What is it ?
"

" Why, there's actually Sixteen-String jacK o" .tSlde the
door."
A cry of astonishment came from Turpin's lips, which

was echoed by some one from outside.

It will be seen from this that the inn Jack had spoken
was the " Hand and Keys."
The cry of astonishment which echoed Turpin's came

from the lips of Lieutenant Thrustans, who was thus
suddenly and unexpectedly made aware of the true cha-
racter of the man to whom he was so deeply indebted.
They bad all alighted ere the door was opened. Six-"

teen-String Jack, and the Ueutenant and his burden, en-
tered.

Claude stayed behind to follow Jabea to the stable with
the horses, for that worthy had also been aroused by the
furious knocking.
Tom Davis hurried tkem into the roor* be had just

left.

" Your siHVK^iae will keep," said Jack, in a low voice to
ThruBtans. Katharkie now requires all your care.
When she is safe, I will explain."

A few momenta served to pat Elkn ^^\ Davis ia pos-
session of the principal fact*.

Their sympathies were enlisted at once.
Rupert carried Kate upstairs, and laid her gently upon

a bed. This done, he left her to EUen's care.

On re-entering the parlour, he found that he who had
b«8D introduced to him as Mr. Engleheait had conse
Hi, aci that all were talking' rapidly apd eajwufc-stlv, ^o-

gethw.
The meetiDsr between the three hipbwaynaeB had

been a cordial one. Tom Davis, too, was qnite ae maoh
yleaaed as an; of them.

Could I be otherwise ?"
" That knowledge then proceeds from actual observa«

tion ; be good enough to remember that yon car only have
known the rest from hearsay."
The frank-hearted sailor felt this gentle rebuke, aii'l ha

took the highwaymen's hands in his, as he said—
" I have been unjust. As you say, I ought to ha\ 9

judged you by your actions."
" That is sufficient, and now henceforth we shall be

strangers. Do not say a word against it. You will excuse
me for speaking plaidy, and saying that your friendship,
or, at any rate, an outward demonstration of it, can never
do us any good, while, on the other hand, it cannot fail to
do you harm."

Never mind," said Thrustans, " I bitterly regret that
I should have behaved as I did ; but, hang it ! I detest
sailing under false colours. But you have proved your-
selves true friends to me, and, sink me, if I desert you."
The two highwaymen could not fail to be pleased with

the manly behaviour of the young sailor, but they were
firm in their wish that he should forget them.
He was not, howewer, to be persuaded.
EUen had sent Jabez off for a surgeon.
Two things induced Thrustans to quit the apartments.
One was his anxiety respecting Katharine's condition.

The other, the vei7 evident fact that the three high-
waymen wished to speak upon matters of their own.
Under the pretence, therefore, of retiring for the night,

he withdrew, accompanied by the landlord.

Dick Turpin, Sixteen-String Jack, and Claude Duval
were quickly at home with each other.

Davis had taken care to put before them plenty in the
shape of refreshment.
As might be anticipated, the conversation turned upon

Tom King's imprisonment. It will be remembered
Claude and Jack were already acquainted with the fact,

having overheard the parsons in the lane speaking
about it.

" I win free him," said Dick. " I have sworn it, and
I wiU do it. I care not for obstacles. If I have to

pull old Newgate down, stone by stone, he shall be
free."

" Well spoken," said Jack, " and if we can aid you in

any way command us. Tom was a good comrade of ours,

and has done us many a service. It is now our time to do
him one in return, and I am glad of it."

" What is your plan ?" asked Claude, in his usual quiet

way.
" I have none arranged. To tell the truth, that was the

very topic that occupied mine and Tom Davis's attention

at the moment you arrived."
" It is high time something was agreed upon. Let ua

see, to-day is Saturday."
" Nearer Sunday," replied Turpia ;

" it is past twelve."
" And when do the sessions conmience ?

"

" On Wedaesday."
" Yon have not much time for action, then."
" No ! That is true."
" However, there is time enough to accomplish a great

deal.''

Inck taen proceeded to relate to his two new friends

all those multifarious adventures which followed the cap-

ture of Tom King by the dragoons, up to the conversation

he had just had with Davis, and with which the reader

hfiB already been made acquainted.
To all did they listen with the most profoujjd attention.

Not a single circumstance, however minute, wae allowed

to pass without being fully canvassed.
"And you have seen nothing of him since tie naA th«

files?"
" No, nor have I heard aDjUaiag" replied Did^ " Davin

i was to go tO-BKKTOW."
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"'~1l-. •"«« nim do so. Until we receive Ms report

w« can do nothing definite. Our best plan will be to

wait."
** I think 80 too."

"Who knows?" said -Jack. "Tom King io a brave
follow."
" He i_. I'ew braver."
" Very well. He has tools. Who knows, I say, whether

he is or is not at this present moment in the act of

acuievln^ his escape ?
"

" It is possibit;."'
" It is more than possible, it JR probablo. Others

before his time.have broken out of the old siioa?-''is with-

out half such tools, and why should not he ?"

CHAPTER CXXIX.
•"*KBiS A i-t^r .IT TOM KING IN NEWGATls.

We think we may »a.rcl7 "''v that thciO is not one of onr
readers who does not feel equally anr^ous with Jack and
Claude and Dick, to know whether Tom King rc^Hy had
been able to avail himself of the -tools which had been
brought to him in so ingenious a manner, under the belief

that they would be instrumental in achieving his release.

It is so long since we saw anything of him that it will

be necessary to recollect under what circumstances it was
that we really did see him.

It was on the occasion of Dick's temerarious visit in the

disguise of a farmer.
As soon, then, as the door closed, Tom sprang to bis

feet, and sought eagerly in the piece of pie-crust, which 1 le

had slipped on to the bed so slyly, for the files which
Turpin told him were secreted there.

His heart gave quite a sudden bound when he felt in

his fingers the thin pieces of spring steel of which the saws

He did not just then venture to particularly examine
them, for fear some one should open the door suddenly,

and surprise him.
He looked about him for some place where he might

eonceal them.
N-Dw Tom was a firm believer in that philosophy which

eays, " if you want to hide anything securely put it into

some conspicuous place," and so he proceeded to act in

accordance ^vith it.

His eye rested in a moment upon the grated aperture

which admitted the light into the cell, and there he made
up his mind to hide them.

" The very thing," he said. " I will just lay them on
the stonework, and if they search all the dungeon over,

ten to one if they think of looking there."

By standing upon the bed he could not reach the
window with the tips of his fingers. However, that was
suflBcient, and he slipped them on.

Scarcel}', however, had he done this, than he heard the

sound of voices and footsteps in the comdor without.

He jumped quickly yet silently, ofi" the bed, and fioag

himself at full length upon it.

Then the door was opened.
Four persons, looking very hot, and veiy much excited,

rushed tumultuously into the cell.

The first was the governor.
The second the chaplain.

The third Wmch.
The fourth one of Townshend's men.
Mr. Tapner evidently expected to finci something ex-

traordinary, and upon seeing Tom lying down on the
bed as if nothing at all was the matter, a look of deep
disappointment and vexation appeared upon his face.

King raised himself upon his elbow, and then stood up
on his feet.

His surprise was in part real, in part afieoted.

The dread was at his heart that his conn ie had paid
dearly for his rashness.
At any rate he oould see something had occurred *o

»Ouse their suspicions and disturb their equanimity.

_
He did not trust himself to speak, but waited for his

visitors to commence the conversation.
It vsrill be recollected that Mr. Tapner had a bit of a

Sidge agaiiujt idm, and thi» animus w&s Bhared ia by the
mlain.

"^Villain.'" »oared the governor, "ia&noas vibaiu,
Weat it, Hm meaniag ot tttis r

"

" It strikes me," replied Tom, " that I oxxsthi to aalc yat
fhat question."

"You ask me ? What do yon mean Y But I'll be even
witli you. 1 11 let you knowyou don't make an eneujy
of the governor for nothing. You shall suffer for it."

"Suffer for what?" asked a voice 3 and then, to th«
great confusion of Mr. Tapner, and eqiml delight of Tom
King, who should walL in but Mr. Sherifi" Blandy.

The curses that rose from the heart of the governor to
his lips were of the most frightful nature imaginable, but
he had sufficient prudence to control the impulse to utter

them.
" Suffer for what, Mr. Tapner ?" asked the sheriff again,

^r,s he walked with a mincing step into the cell. " Suffer

{
ior what, did you say ?

"

We should not be overshooting the mark, we feel sure,

if we said that the greatest pleasure of Mr. Blandy's life

consisted in teasing the gorernoi. He enjoyed it ama-
zingly.

" Suffer for his crimes, of course," replied Mr. Tapner,
recovering a little from his confusion. " And that's what
be deserves."
" Oh ! indeed. T see. Yen all seem rather violent."
" Matter ! there's enougli th? matter.

_
Dic^ Tarpin has

been here, in this very cell, and had an intefoiew with ILa
prisoner yonder."

Mr. Blandy looked at the speaker incredulous.
" Nonsense !

" he said.
" Do you call me a liar, Mr. Blandy ?"

'Certainly I do not do so, and yet I might without
Qeparting from the truth so much as you do."
" What do you mean, sir ?

"

" Only this. If you have suffered Dick Turpin to come
into Newgate, and then allowed him to go out again, all

I can say is you cannot have much pretensions to being
the governor of a prison."

" But how did I know it ?
"

" My dear sir."

"Oh! d n your dear sir. I said, how did I kno^
..?"
" You told me."
" I told you ? What do you mean ? I said how did I

knwv Dick Turpin had come into Newgate."
" You told me he had done so, and that ia all I know

about it."

The governor fairly danced with rage.
" You must calm yourself, Mr. Tapner."
" Allow me, if you please," said the chaplain, stepping

forward ; " but first I must say that Mr. Tapner has had
quite enough to aggravate one of the holy saints."
" H—m ! I should not wonder."
" A person dressed as a farmer, and representing him-

self to be the father of this unrepentant young man, who
is, I grieve to say, deeply hardened in iniquity, sought
entrance to the prison, and had an interview. Oh ! the
hypocrisy and guilt of which some people will be guilty.

That farmer, Mr. Blandy, was the notorious highwayman,
Dick Turpin !

"

This was the first account the sheriff had had of tha
affair, and he was naturally amaaed.
" We had our suspicions, but in the most daring manner

this man of wickedness escaped."
" And what was his object ? " asked Mr. Tapner, who

thought, perhaps, asking questions was as satisfactory

as answering them ;
" I ask again, what was his motive

^•^r coming here ?
"

" To see his friend, of course," said Tom.
" And give him tools," cried Mr. Tapner ;

'* that's itj

jdirch the place. Winch, and you, What's-your-name.
The two officers set about ransacking the place from

top to bottom. It was not very large, nor were there

many ssrticles in it, so that the search did not occupy a
very great deal of time.

Tom was of course overjoyed to hear that Dick had
escaped, and he resigned himself with tolerable patienc*

to the result.

The bed and bedstead—although they scarcety ueservet'

the name—were pulled to pieces and thoroughly examined,
but of ceurse nothing was found.

Then, having in fiune eearehed eveiy portion or the oeli

it^lf, with the exception of the place in wMch they wer*

1
hidden, they oomm«noed to search Tom's person.
Tb«y woMd bav« dan* tbu at first if th*y bad had esr
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.WW ike ii)«s were concealed about him, but now they
resorted to it as a kind of forlorn hope.
Tom submitted to the search willingly enough.
rhey could not, of course, be positive that Tom nad

received any tools, and Winch, for his own credit's sake,
swore stoaUy that the thing was impossible, for not only
had be searched the seeming farmer before he entered
Mie cell, but was present during the whole of the inter-

»iew, and thev could not have _boen J>assed from od'^ *o

mother without his knowledge:
This of coarse was not true, jut Wmch was not afraid jt

to say it was The only person \^ ho was in a position to
contradict it r^3 Tom King, and it wsb not vc^ likelv -'le

•—^id do so.

Well, we're oaffled, it seems," sajfflthe governor, when
ijio men had thotoughly satisfied themselves that Tom had
the filee nowheire concealed about him. " We're baffled,

b^ we will make sure—of course with your permission,
Mr. Hh^riS Blandy." Here Mr. Tapner made a low bjsw

a»ooir i-espect. and tanung to Tom. addressed himseli to

No. 25.

him :
*'We know you have no tools about you, but we aie

not quite so sure that there are not some cunningly hidden

in the cell ; and as a measure of precaution—£a ! ha \—^

we'll remove you to another cell."

" I protest against this !
" cried x'om King ; "I protest

against it. Mr. Sheriff, I appeal to you. It is to your

interference that I owe my present comfort, and now he

seizes upon this pretext to deprive me of it. ^h ! it is

monstrous, and I hope, Mr. Blandy, that you will no* -"Jlow

him to set your authority at naught'
'

" He ! he !
" gasped the goverepr, i5 an n^stencai tone

of voice ; " That touches him. I declare my conviction

that the prisoner has tools secreted somewhere in this ^ell,

am" I declare it my duty to remove him to some o*^hei

place, ^3 a precautionary meaanre. He ! b*) ! Oppo.se -^e

at your peril, Mr. Blandy !

"

" I do liot fir a moment dream of doing any oucti tmng^
Mr. Tapner, and you know it. Having such an impif34=101

on your mind, you are unquestionably right vz oriieruii

the prisoner t'~> be T«'n>oved : and it will b« r .7 dutv tr> »*»

Prick One Halfpenny.
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yo», shimid circumstances make it necessary for me to

do 80.'

Mr. Tapner t^as i/crribly disappointed when b^ heard

ibis speech. He cherished the hope that the pragmatic

sheriff would oppose him, and then he would hare some-

thing like groimd to stand upon against him.

He was at a loss what to say, and Mr. Blanuy, wtio, m
his way, was a very good sort of fellow, and unquestionably

the means of preventing a great deal of ill asap«<ix)m

oeing visited upon the prisoners, continued

—

" Give your orders, Mr. Tapnei . You have my fud

eauction, sir ; but I shall make it ray business to see that

when you change his cell you put him into one wlijch is

Ht for a fellow-creature to remain in."
" Oh ! very good. Of course, Mr. Sherifl^ you are the

governor of the prison, and I am a fool !

"

" You are right there, if you are not in the first part of

vour sentence.'

"Sir?"
" Oh ! don't fume. You called yourself a fool—I didn't;

bear that in mind."
Mr. Tapner saw he had got the worst of it, so, turning

his back contemptuously upon his tormentor, he said

—

" Winch, bring the rascal this way ! Bring him along,

and keep a sharp eye upon him. He may think to es ape,

but he won't, no matter how much certadn rTrsons may
connive at such a thing !

"

CHAPTER CXXX.
THE GOVERNOR OP NEWGATE TAKES MOST EFFECTIVE

STEPS TO PREVENT TOM KINg'S ESCAPE.

Mr. Tapner placed a most withering emphasis upon the

words certain persons, and turned upon the sheriff a glance

which he intended should speak volumes.
But that gentleman, conscious how baseless the insinu-

ation was, disdained to take the slightest notice of it,

which mortified Mr. Tapner more than words could have
done.

Despite his rather ticklish situation, Tom King could

not fail to be diverted with the little scene that was enacted

before him.
His vexation that he should thus be deprived of the

means of escape was great in the extreme, but he could

not help himself, nor was he clever enough to invent

some plan by which he could defeat the intentions of the

governor.
Yet it is more than probable that he would have hit

upon some scheme if he had been able to concentrate his

ideas, but the interest and enjoyment he felt in what was
going forward prevented his doing so.

There was nothing for him to do but submit to being
placed in some other dungeon. Resistance he knew would
only have furnished an excuse to the governor for his ill-

treatment, without his obtaining the least advantage as

compensation for it.

Winch took hold of him by one arm, and Townshend's
man by another, and led him into the passage.

Mr. Blandy preceded them, and Mr. Tapner aad the

chaplain brought up the rear.
" Where shall I put him, sir ? " asked Winch.
But for the presence of the sheriff, the govenwr would

have replied, " the darkest and dampest dungeon in all

Newgate." As it was, he gave orders for him to be
placed in a similar cell to the one he had occupied, which
was situated on the opposite side of the passage.

The door was *iung open by Winch, and th<» whole
party entered.

Tom looked Keenly aoout him, in order to finu, if he
eould, some ground for complaint ; but he could not. It

was quite as comfortable as the one he had left.

Mr. Blandy, too, looked round the place; obseiWng
which, the governor sneeringly inquired whether he was
satisfied with the accommodation.
That was the only bit of revenge he could treat him-

self witht ai\d. oaltry as it was, Mr. Tapner chuckled over

it.

But iom stepped forward, and what he said ratber

turned the tables.
" Mr. Blandy," said Tom, addressing that gentleman,

" until I became an inmate of this prison we were perfect

strangers, io my knowledge, we hau never seen each
other before, and yet you, at the esnense o4 a great deal

of personal abuse, have been kind enough to take rov oart,

and as I firmly hehevr, save me from a great ieal of ill

treatment. For all this 1 can only tender you my rery

host and most sincere thanks ; and as I can offer yoB
nothing further, I beg you will accept them, prompted aa

they are by the feeling of deep gratitude which I experi-

ence for what you have been pleased to oonsidar it youf
duty to do in my behalf."

^ ^
This was a speech for which no one iuere present wa«

exactly prepared, and certainly none less so than the
sheriff himself, who^ in the confusion of the moment,
managed to stammer out s'^'J'S words of acknowledgment
to Tom.
Then Tom botced, and retired to the most distant corner

of the cell.

" Really," said the Sheriff', "there must be seme mis-
take ; the fellow is a perfect gentleman !

"

" Oh ! its very fine—very fine indeed !
" said Jlr. Tap-

ner, shrugging his shoulders. " Its quite affecting to

hear 3'ou. However, I'm going. Perhaps you would hke
to stay with the prisoner. Sir. B. ?

"

" No," said the Sheriff; " I shall at once proceed to the
Secretary of State, and lay before him a full account of

what I have witnessed here at various times, and ask him
candidly whether he considers you to be a proper person
to be left in charge of a prison."
" Ha ! ha !

" said Mr. Tapner. " Ha ! ha ! come along
Winch."
But though he strove to laugh it off, he did not at all suc-

ceed in doing so, and it required very little discernment to

perceive that it made him very ill at ease.

As for Tom, to tell the truth he was not a little pleased

when they all departed and left him to the solitude of his

dungeon.
He listened to the dull echo of their footsteps along

the corridor until he heard a door closed.

Then all was silent-=-so silent, that one would scarcely

credit Newgate was in the heart of the huge, bustling

City of London.
Evening was coming on.

The light that straggled through the grated, unglazed

window of the cell grew duller and duller every moment.
Folding his arms across his breast, Tom paced up and

down his cell.

At every step he took his fetters clanked dismally against

each other.

TLey had, too, the effect of making walking a difficult

and tiring exercise, but Tom King's mind was too restless

to allow him to sit still.

In that silent place the sound even of his own voice

was cheerful to him, and so he spoke his thoughts aloud.
" Confusion light on the officious governor," he said, " but

for him, I should now be making use of those tools my
friend ran such a fearful risk to convey to me. Thank
heaven, though, he has not paid the penalty due to his rash-

ness. He has escaped, or I should long ere this have

heard of his recapture."

There was some consolation in this thought, and Tom
grew calmer.
"Its no good grieving over shed milk," he said. "1

must bid good-bye to the files, and be on the alert to take

advantage of any little circumstance that may arise. I

shall not despair yet."

As he uttered these words, ine last ,y of light faued

from the dungeon, leaving him in profound darkness.

He made his way to the rude pallet which was to serve

for bis bed, and stretched himself at full length upon it.

" To-day," he said, after a brief interval of silence, " or

rather to-night, is Saturday. To-morrow will be Sun-

day. The sessions I suppose will begin on Wednesday, as

usual. I wonder whether I shall be put upon my trial, or

whether Dick will, between now and then, put me in the

way of making my escape. But why should I not make
the attempt, aud rely entirely upon 'oy own exertions

°

will do it !

"

But scarcely had ne come to this conclusion, and heiort*

he had time to rise from his rec.::rabent position, than he

heard the door at the end of the corridor unlocked.

It m.ght be the turnkeys about to vi^u some of tb*

o^^her prisoners.

He waited, Qud listened.

But such did not prove to be the case. Tho tool»te|t <

paused upon the threshold (rf his own dungeon.
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* Confound it," ho cried. "Can it be that rascally

>«(remor come to torment me ? If so "—;—

ae opening of the door put a stop to his speech.

i.'here was th fovo^-nor, sure enough, and Winoh as

ell.^

Behiad them e sa,* two other men.
" Oh ! there yoa are, prisoner," said Mr. 'rapner, as the

light O? the lantern Winch carried showed him Tom King
lyw-j,' .^mly on the bed, "there you are, and there I'll

tak*» ';iare you stop. You've got the idea into your head

that you will be able to Tiake your escape. But, ha ! ha !

I'll try if I can't b«» Qne too many for you, my fine feUow.

Ha ! ha !

"

" If it affords you pleasure to annoy me," said Tom
King, raising li-nself upon one arm, I have no resource

!

bat to submit. Let me warn you, however, to bj careful,

for I shall make Mr. Blandy acquainted with your nroceed-

ings."
" D n Mr. Blandy, and you and all

!

" cried \iie

governor, his rage getting the better of him, " D n
Sir. Blandy, and all the world !

"

Tom laughed at Mr. Tapner's impotent passion.
" Very good," he said, " Curse who you like, I don't

suppose it will maJce much difference."

By a great effort the governor controlled his temper.
" Harkye ! " he said, " you have yet to find what are the

consequences of making the governor of Newgate your
enemy."

" I don't value you a rush, nor your enmity either."
" Well, we shall see. You think of making your escape,

but you won't find it a very easy matter, I can tell you.

I'm not going to put you in a stronger cell, nor put more
jewellery on your person, but I shall just leave you where
you are."
" Thank you for nothing," said Tom. " I suppose that's

because you can't put me anywhere else."

The governor's choler began to rise again, but he ma-
naged in a strange fashion to turn it into a laugh.

But such a laugh

!

"You stay where you are, but not alone. Ha ! ha ! do
you near ? Not alone ! ha ! ha ! Wilson and Biggs wUl
ehare the cell with you. What do you think of that?
Ha ! ha !

"

CHAPTER CXXXI.
TOM KING MAKES RATHER A STARTLING PROPOSITION TO

MR. -WILSON AND MR. BIGGS.

Setting aside the offensive manner in which this announce-
ment was made, it was about as disagreeable a thing as

eould well come to Tom's ears.

All hope of making even the slightest attempt to escape
vanished in a moment.

It is not a part of our plan to withhold from any one
that which is their due, and therefore we cannot refrain

from complimenting Mr. Tapner for hitting upon this

means of making sure his prisoner should not slip through
his fingers.

The two men, vyho had been named respectively Biggs
and Wilson, upon being called by the governor, at once
entered the cell.

They each carri«»cl ?t ' > them a small three-legged stool

to sit upon
Satisfaction beamei!! from the countenance of Mr. Tapner

as he rubbed his hands briskly together.
" That's a stopper for you, I know. Ha ! ha ! You

carried on pretty well, but you see I dcn't intend for you
to have all your own way. Oh ! dear no ! quite the

reverse."
" If you think to aggiavate me int.*> assaulting you yor.

are very much mistaken. I am not going to commit
myself in any such way. As for your petty maUce, I treat

it with that contempt it so well deserves."

"Assault me! Look to your weapons, my men. He's
% desperate character, and there is no knowing what he
may not attempt to do. All you have got to do, however,
is to see that he does no': escape, and defend yourselves H
necessary."
" All right, 81T, daid Biggs ;

" leave him zo us ; we'll
take ca»e on him!'

" Do ao, and you'U nnd it won't be the worst night's

work you ever did. I would sooner have my right hand
shopped o& than he should escape !

"

"Don't jou be afeard of that, sir. When you re jjoue

I'll put my stool agin the door, and lean my back against

it. Then Jim, he'll look arter the cove as well."
" That will do. Ha! ha! Let Mr. Blandy say anything

against that, if he can ! I only hope he will Ea ! ha !

How do you like it, you villain ?
"

Tom King resolutely closed his lips, nnd turned over on
his bed, so that his face was towards the wall. No provo-
cation, he Qjtermined, should make him assault Mr. Tap-
ner, vhich was evidently what that iadivid"al .v'shed him
to do.

Mr. "Rapner waited a raument or two, and men finding

Tom still preserved silence, he waved his hand to Wiuch,
and stalked from the cell.

Acccrding to his expressed intention, Mr. Biggs, so soon
as the door was closed, put his stool against it and sat

down.
Wilson took up his position near the foot of the prisoner's

bed.

Both then drew from their coat pockets a brace ofdouble-

barrelled pistols, and carefully assured themselves that the
charges were in proper order, and the weapons ready for

immediate service.

They had also provided themselves with a piece of

lighted candle, which they stuck against a projection of

the wall.

It shed a dubious twilight over the cell.

Some minutes passed in silence, Tom still maintaining
the same position.

Messrs. Biggs and Wilson had lighted their pipes, and
were smoking away at a great rate.

It was not possible, however, for them to long con-
tinue silent. 'They had nothing whatever to occupy their

minds.
" I say. Biggs," said Wilson.
" Yes, mate."
"I takes it as being very hard lines we should be put

upon such duty as this 'ere without bein' allowed summut
to drink."

" So do I ; but its just like 'em ! I vronder they don't

deprive us of our blessed bakker !

"

" I couldn't nohow stand that. Its right awful to think

on ! I often wonders what a poor fellow would do without
his pipe."
A pause ensued, during which it might be inferred that

the two worthies were speculating upon the knotty point

mentioned.
Tom moved.
The men were on the alert instantly.
" My friends," said Tom, who raised himself slowly up

and sat on the edge of the laed, " it seems we are going to

pass the night together ?
"

" I rather s'poses we is !

"

" Then there's no reason why we shouldn't come to

an understanding and pass the time pleasantly, is there ?
"

said Tom.
" Not as I knows on," said Wilson ;

" what do you say,

Biggs ?
"

" Not if the gentleman's agi-eeable."
" Very well, then," said Tom, " that's settled, for if 1

had not been agreeable, I should not have asked you. But
do you really mean to say they don't allow you anything
to drink ?

"

" Not a blessed drop !
" said Biggs.

" Not a blessed drop !
" repeated Wilson, with additional

emphasis.
" Then I don't envy you your job," said King.
" I dare say not ; but then you see ju^ is juty."
" But not pleasure."

•"You're right enough there !

"

" Well, now, look here," said Tom, "just listen to me a
moment ; I've got something particular 1 want to say to

you."
" Go OB theii, we is all attention ; ain't we, Jim ?

"

•We is."
' Then come a little nearer."
" Why ? No one can't overhear us."
" I don't know that; but I want to mjike sure. Coma

close here, and then I shall not have to speak sc lanC oa

you."
" No tricks ?

'

"No! "

" Honour bright ?
"

" Honour bright !
" aaicl Tom, cmphaticaliy.
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oU" Very well, then, what have you pot to say ?
" and fifty pounds being hidden in the sewer. But w«

As they asked this question, the two men. rather diibi-^ (birds ain't caught with chaff."

<»usW be it said, neared the bed. y
" But look here," said Tom.

"Sit down," said Tom. " You can s'lt on one siac, av,^
f

" Save your breatu. Jacks and Bishop looked like a
you on the otter, ^""ou will be 9-ble to keep rae as safe

then as now." '

The two jailers were tuU or curiosity to know what Tom
had tc say, so they sat down ; besides which they thoupfht

it wou]d be their best policy to humour their prisoner as

much as possible, and so make matters as pleasant as they

eould.

To tell the truth, too, they felt rather flattered at Tom's
condescension ; for in those days a hightobyman, as high-

waymen were caUei were something more than ordijiary

mortals.

But from what the reader knows of Tom Kiig, he feels

Bure that he is doing all this with some ultimate object in

view.

What it was will be very quickly seen.
" As I said," he began, "

yyours is a veiy disagreable

job, now what do you get foB it ?
"

"Eh?"
" I mean how much are you paid ?"

" Do you mean extra ?
"

" Yes."
" Not a blessed mae !

"

" What ? is it possible that this night duty goes in along

with your ordinary work ?"
" There's not no mistake about it."

" And they won't let you have anything to drink ?
"

" Not a spot."
" Then adl I can say is, its scandalous. The idea of

putting you on dangerous duty like this, and giving ^^ou

nothing extra for it, is out of the bounds of all reaaon.'

" Old Tapner ain't a giving sort," said Biggs.
" But," said Wilson, " you didn't ask us to come and sit

close to you to ask us such a question as that."

"No, I didn't."
" What was it then ?
" You shall hear, only I was obliged to introduce my

subject, you know."
'* Oh, in course."
" Very well then. Now, I hope you will pay the most

particular attention to what I am going to say."
" Oh, go on," said Wilson, " don t keep us in suspense."
" I loses all pattence," said Biggs.
" But the question I am going to ask you is a very im-

portant one.'
" Let's hear it then."
" If you get nothing for seeping me a prisoner here,

beyond your regulars, how much should you say would

make it worth your while to let me free, or put me in the

way of making my escape? Don't be afraid to speak, I

can afford a good price.

'

CHAPTER CXXXII.

THE TWO MEN ON GUARD ARE DAZZLED BY THE OFFERS
OF THE PRISONER.

BieGS looked at Wilson.

WUson looked at Biggs.
" Don't decide hastily," said Tom. " Take your time to

consider. I'm in no hurry. What do you say P
"

Biggs slowly shook his head.

So did Wilson.
- Surely," cried Tom, with affected astooibument, " you

don't mean to say you decUne."
" We does," said the two jailers, with a sigh.
" Oh ! stuff. Name your price."
" It won't do," said Biggs.
" Not bat what its hard to see the chance of money go

by you, but it won't do."
" Not by no means. You've tried that dodge on atore,

Mr. King,"
"Eh?"
" I say you've tried that dod^ on afore. Do you recol-

lect Jacks and Bishop ?
"

Tom did recollect theui.

They were the men he hat? tempted to relerie him, by
promising them a hundred pounds apiece for their trouble.
" In course he recollects them. We knows all about

ttiat. and how you told 'em a lot of lies about two hundred

couple of fools, as they was, and what is the result ?

'

" Why, they are lagged," said Wilson, replying to hit
companion's question. ' and will be put on their trial this

very sessions.

'

Tom was rather nonplussed, but he recovered himself
and returned to the charge in a moment.
Although there was little prospect of success, yet it was

the only thing he had that looked at«all like a clmnce, and
so he was bound to try his best with it.

Curbing his impatience, he went on

—

"You have not heard the rights of the story," he said.
" That is what they told you. If they had not been

treacherous they would have received the money all fair

and square. ^Vhat they wanted to do, however, was to
get hold of the two hundred and fifty pounds and take me
back just the same."
" Is that a fact ?

"

" Of course it is !

"

" Well, then, all I can say, it serves them right. Don't
70n, Biggs?"
" I does."
" Treachery never fails to meet vrith its due reward.

Now, my friends, if you will listen to me, I will tell you
the tnith, vrithout any Ues, and if you Hke to say yes to
ray proposal, why, well and good."
" Shall we hear it, Biggs ? " asked Wilson, as usual, of

his companion.
" I think so."

"It can't do no harm, can it ? 'Cos you see we isn't

bound to accept it."

" Certingly not, Jim."
" Then, Mr. Tom King, we'll just listen to what

you've got to say, if you'll only act on the square."
" You must do so too."
" We shall be sure to do that, provided you don't tiy on

no tricks."
" And I shan't be foolish enough to tamper with my

safe^for the sake of doing so, I can tell you !

"

" Well, what are you gomg to say ?
"

" I'll tell you without any bother."

The two men got closer to Tom, being full of impatience
to know what he was going to say, for they could tell from
his manner that it was something serious, and important
at the same time.
" I am going to tell you something that I intended to

keep always locked in my own breast. In the first place,

you must know, then, that I was going through a wood
some distance from London. It was night, and very
dark."
" And who was your companion ?" asked Wilson.
" Well, it won't matter if I tell you, the fact is, it was

Dick Turpin."
« I thought bo!"
" But that doesn't matter to my story. I say we were

going through a wood at night, when, aU of a sudden, we
saw a light appear before us in the darkness."
"AUght?^'
"Yes; strange as it may seem, we saw a light, but

that was not all, this light kept moving about in a most
extraordinary manner. Sometimes we saw it, and some-
times we didn't, till at last it disappeared among tb«

trees."
" My eye! " said Biggs, " weren't you akeared."

"What?"
" Frightened like ?

"

" Oh I no, not at all, only curious."
" Ah I well, I should have been skeared. I never was ia

a wood but once in my Ufe, and, if I knows it, it is the la/t

time I ever shall be ; but never mind that, go on."

Tom was well pleased to see that the story he begu a

telling, and with the exact particulars of which the reader

is acquainted, awoke so much interest in their breasts, s i»

that they seemed to lose sight of his obiect in t^Uinp them
the adventure.
" Yes, go on," said Wilson. " I uoec above au thmgs

like to hear a downright good tale, 'specially if its tn-c."
" Well, then , this is true, every word of it, and so, to

go on with what I was saying, when the mysterious

light disappeared we consulted together for a moment,
and then resolved to find out what it was."
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" Did yoa really ?

"

" We aid, and went on an** on among tbe trees, wnich

grew closer and closer together at every step we took.

We thought at first that it must be a will o' the wisp."
" A will ^' the wisp ? " said Wilson, " What's that,

Biggs ?
"

"Don't Ktiow i"
"I will tell you, then," said i.om. " It is a cunor.j

kind of hght, which sometimes rises out of the earth in

damp places, and goes flitting about here, there, and
eyerywhere.'

" Why, be means a Jack a lantern! " cried Biggs. " I

knows what that is !

"

"So do I"
" It is only another name for the eame thing," •"eohed

Tom.
" Well, you thought it was a Jack * lantern. What

next ?"
" We found it wasn't that, for when v^ put our ears on

the ground to listen, we distinctly heard a footstep, and
the sound of some one forcing a way through the gorse

bushes."
" It was a man with a lantern, then."
" Just so. But no sooner had we made this discovery

than the light disappeared altogether."
" Did it, though ?
" We waited a good while for it to reappear, but with-

out result, so we crept forward again, and at last we
reached a kind of dell, and down at the bottom of this

dell there we saw the light again."
" What was it ?

"

"A lantern ! We crept as close as we could to the edge
of the dell, and then we heard some one digging. The
sound of a spade turning up earth came to us as plain as

could be."
" And couldn't you see nothing ?

"

" No ; but I found a sort of narrow winding path lead-

ing down into the dell, so as carefully and silently as we
were able, we made our way down it."

The two men got still closer to Tom, in their intense

eagerness to hear what was coming next. They were so

absorbed with the peculiar narrative that they could think

of n0t(llll;i else.
* When we got to the bottom," continued Tom, assum-

ing an awe-struck tone of voice. " When we got to the

bottom, we were able to see, by the light of the lantern,

a man, who appeared to be digging a grave !"

" A grave ?" gasped Biggs.
" That was what we thought it was."
" And what sort of a man was he P'
" Oh ! a very old man, with only some tattered rags

dinging about his person, to serve as clothes, and he was
BO thin and so bent, that you would never have beUeved
he had strength enough to walk, let alone dig a hole in

the ground. He went on with his work for some time,

and then stopped and spoke. From what he said, we
gathered that he had concealed a large box of gold, but

now he came to dig for it he could not find it. He fancied

he had not dug deep enough, and went to work ten times

harder than before. His curses were awful when he found
that his treasure had gone. He got out of the pit and
stood on the margin of it, and called down the vengeance
of heaven upon the head of the robber, and while the

words were upon his lips, Dick and myself were startled

by hearing the loud report of a gun, and then we saw the

old miser, for such he was, fall headlong and bleeding into

the hole!"

CHAPTER CXXin.
MB. TAPNEE MAKES A VEEY SUDDEN AND -JWBXPBCIED

APPEAEANCE UPON THE SCENE OF ACTION.

" Well, I'm blest
! " ejaculated Biggs. " It clean bangs

all I ''ver heard on !

"

" Tbat it do !

" said Wilson. " its the best of all ! i^et

us hear what happened next.''
" I wiU."
The two uien again assamed their eaeta* Usv^ning

attitude.

Tom fonld not help smiling slightly.

B'li in reality it was not at all to be wondered at that
t)u! :iieu felt the interest they did. Its startling charac-
ter was well qnalifirtd to elicit it.

" Our astonishment," continued Tom, " whsn we heard
the siiot, and saw the old man fall into the pit was, as
you may think, very great indeed, and it was the greatest
wonder in the world we did not do or say something to
betray our presence in that lonely spot, but we happened
to possess sufficient self command to keep perfectly still,

and we soon had cause to congratulate ourselves for having
done so, for in a moment or two we heard the ground
crush beneath the tread of a heavy footstep."

" Lor! "

" We watched and waitea, ana presently we saw a
rough-looking man, with a hideous countenance, come
close up to the pit. He looked closely into it, in order tl

find out, as I take it, whether the old man was really
dead, and then we heard him say something about the
miser's treasure, which made us Uiink he had stolen it."

" Oh ! do go on."
" We pounced upon him, and tied him up to the tree

;

and now," said Tom, tumiflg to the two men, and speak-
ing in a most impressive tone of voice, " now comes the
most interesting part of my story."
" What ?—what ?—oh ! what?"
" Let me get my breath ! When we had done that we

looked all round about the dell, to see if we could find ths
miser's box of gold."
" Ye-es—yes

!

"

" For a long time we were nnsucceesfiil, but at last, just
on the very brink of the dell, there we found a box care-
fully bound round with iron. It was about four feet long
by three in width and depth."
" And—and "

" That was the box containing the miser's treasure."
" You don't say so. Oh ! Jim, how many guineas would

a box of that size hold ?
"

" Oh ! heaps upon heaps upon heaps
!

"

" And it would sure to be all gold—no notes, youknow."
" Not a bit of it. Trust a miser for that."
" When we found it," said Tom.
" Yes, when you found it ?

"

" We carried it to some distance, and then dug a hole at

the foot of a tree, and buried it."
" You did ?

"

" Most certainly we did."
" And you never opened it to look inside ?"

" No, we could not, for the officers were after as, and
we had something to do to make our escape."

"And is the box there now ?"

" Yes, I could put my hand upon it ; and that brings

me to what I was going to propose. There is enough gold

in that box to make an immense fortune for both of yon.

Now if you like to let me out, or help me to get out, I wilj

give you my most solemn word of honour, and take any
oath you may think fit to impose, that I will lead you
direct to the spot where the treasure is hidden, and you
shall have it alL Come, what do you say ? Is it a bar-

gain ?
"

This was an offer of so brilliant a description that the

two men were quite dazaled with it.

Scarcely was it to be expected that they would for long

hold out from embracing so tempting a proposal.

And, to speak the truth, Tom King was fully in earnest

in what he said, and so the men felt sure he was, from his

very manner.
Nevertheless, they spent some few moments m lose

consultation.
" Come !

" cried Tom, impatiently, " if you are going to

say yes, say It, You woo't have such another chance for

making your fortunes if you live a thousand years."
" Well, we say agreeii^" cried Wilson ; " don't w«

Biggs ?
"

" We does
!

'

" Then ! " exclaimed Ti ja eiultingly, as he sprang to

his feet, " then I shall be ooce more free ! free to see "——
" A change in your guard," said a voice, and Mr. I'ap*

ner, the governor, put his head into the cell.

The surprise which this sudden appearance caused,

mide the three inmates of the cell for a moment aoite

Messrs. Biggs and Wilson at length found oreath enoug^h

to utter a dismal yell, and l^en they sank t^ the floor la

an agony of apprehension.
Mr. Tapner, his whole face beaming with the most in-

tense delight, came quite into the cell, closely followed

by Winch and two other men.
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for

treasures
might be listening through tbe teynole to all yoa
Yea emitted that in your calculations. Dear me ! i iw
funny that the governor of Newgate should be elf /er

enough to outwit Tom King, the notoriouB highwavn an.

Sounds quite ridiculous. Ha! ha!"'
Winch and the twiJ "I'^'n loudly echoed tue govo«t yva

disagreeable laugh.
As for Tom King, r.Us vexation knew no bounds^ or t he

would not suffer it t/O become visible, and so aflforc the

gorernor that additional satisfaction.

But the two men rose to their feet, and fawning' / ap-

proached Mr. Tapner.
" Take those men prisoners !

" he cried.
" Lor' bless you, Mr. Tapner, I hope as how you won't

do no such thing, sir," said Wilson. " Don't you hope so,

fii^gs ?
"

"In course I does

!

" Why, you see, sir, we only portended to listen to his

artfulness ; and the moment we seed you, sir, we should

have told you all about it. We should, sir. Shouldn't we.
Biggs?"

" I knows I should.
" Its all very well, but that lame tale won't do," said

the governor. "Oh! dear no! Why you actually con-

sented. Don't deny it, because I heard it with my own
ears."

" We don't intend to deny it, Mr. Tapner."
" Then you consented ?

"

" No, no ! we only pertended to consent. I'll take my
solemn oath we only pertended to consent. Won't you,

Biggs ?
"

" To be sure ! So help my Davy, and no gammon ! we
only pertended to consent, in order to find out mere abont

" You hear Biggs, Mr. Tapner ?
"

** I do hear him."
" Aad you beUeve us, sir ?

"

" I believe you to be a couple of infamous scoundrels,

and I'll have you locked up on the charge of assisting the

prisoner to escape."
" No, no, Mr. Tapner ; indeed we only pertended."

But the governor turned a deaf ear to their protesta-

tions, and turning to Winch, said

—

" Go to the lobby, and bring a couple of meu «« ,~^0

them prisoners and lock them up."
Then when Winch returned, which he did in a few

minutes, for the distance he had to go was short, he had
Messrs. Biggs and Wilson walked oflf, and he left two
other men in the dungeon in their places,
" DoD't listen to the rubbish he will try to pour into

your eart^- Its moonshine, every bit of it ! But I'll have

you so fc«jsely watched that it wUl be impossible for you
to escape

!

"

" Tru.«t to us, Mr. Tapner. We won't listen."
" That's best. What do you think now, Mr. Tom King

I would tell the sheriff if I was you. Ha ! ha !

"

But Tom turned away, disdaining to reply to the taunts

levelled at him either by word or gesture.

Finding this to be the case, the governor, after a few of

what, as he afterwards called them when speaking to the

chaplain about them, cutting remarks, he left the cell, and
the door was closed after him.
Torn King had no heart to say anything to his new

guards, so he threw himself upon the hard Sed a''U strove

to sleep.

So passed the ^igttt.

OHAPTER CXXXlV,
rOM DAVIS AND EI.LEN FIND OUT THE CONSBQtTE JCES

OP DISREGARDING THE ADVICE CONTjilNED* iV 4"
OLD PKOYEKB.

Abowt ten o'clock on the following—that is to eay,

Sunday morning—two persons well known to the readers

of this history <—ned out of Skinner-street into tha ')ld

Bailey.

One was a maa ot iovtal appearance and extraordinary

proportions.

Tis« oliier was a being so dissimilar to him id e^ery

might
Her hand rested on the arm of this big man, and as

they were so close totrether it made +h9 difference in theu
relative sizes the more apparent.

Of course our readei-s recognise them.

One was Tom Davis, the worthy landlord o. the " Hand
and Keys."

The other Ellen, once the poor orphs'" apprentice, now
his adopted dacghter.

His errand was to visit Tom King, and deliver the mes-
sage he had been charged with for him.

As for Ellen, her presence may be easily accounted
for.

She had asked to come, and Tom never thought of doing
otherwise than granting her slightest wish.
And so on this Sunday morning, just as the clock in th»

belfry of St. Sepulchre's church was striking ten, they
came in sight of the gloomy old prison of Newgate.
They crossed over the Old Bailey, and Tom, ascending

the little flight of steps, rapped rather imperiously upon
the wicket.

The consequence was it was openea at once.

But the man on the lock, when he saw they were only
visitors, had half a mind to bang the door shut in their

faces, and likely enough would have had a whole mind,
had not Davis taken care to make an entrance as soc^ as
it was open.

" Well, I'm blest ! what is things a coming to next, I

wonder ?
"

" Let me have none of your insolence," said Davis, "or
you will find yourself in trouble. Where's the governor ?

I want to see him, immediately."
" Jinks," growled the man on the lock, " go and tell

Mr. Tapner he's wanted."
Now, to the reader it may seem rather strange thaV

Davis should ask to see the governor, instead of asking to

see Tom King ; but the fact was, he knew that without
he adopted some very clever stratagem, he would not>

after what had occurred, be able to see the prisoner at all.

He had a scheme already, and the reader will see what
it is as things go on.

In a short time the governor came into the lobb^,

through a door that led to his own private apartments in

the prison.

He was curious to know who it was that wanted him.
He looked rather surprised upon seeing Davis and

Ellen, both of whom were strangers to hira, but the
former hastened to say, in the politest manner he was.

master of

—

" The governor of the prison, I presume ?

"Yes,' said Mr. Tapner ; "and as I am rather busy
j^

perhaps you will be good enough to let me know what it

is you want with me in as few words as possible."
" Certainly, certainly, oh ! certainly. The fact is I have-

made a rather long journey up from the country solely

upon the business I have with you."

J

" Indeed."
" Yes. About two months ago, I ought to tell you, I

was driving along the Southampton-road with my daughter
here, when we were stopped and robbed by a highwayman^
who I have reason to believe was Tom King."

" Dear me, yes ; and you have come up to London, I

suppose, to bring forward your case against him. Just so.

Be good enough to walk this way."
So saying, he condvxjted Davis and Ellen to a com-

fortably-furnished parlour, the window of which looked
into the Old Bailey.

In the strong fetling he had against Tom he was-

rejoiced to find some real bond fide evidence against him,

such as this appeared to be. It saved him a great deal of

trouble, for it had been his intention to go to *^e lenf*^ ^'f

getting up a case against him.
" Getting up a case," in the way the gove""or ased tne

words, Tjieant suborning evidence.

He was sa^ed the trouble—and, \,'bn.t was moi-©, che

risk—but he v^s so exasperated with Tom, tha^ he made-
up his mhod t« .'»^?e sao meaii'' ""txtried to r>'v, >xi-o ajg crm«
viction.

Mr. T^apnt^r placed seats for Ellen ana Davis, and then
sat do^»^ iimself at a deak covered with papers, an^-
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taxing up a pen, prepared to ta-V* notes q> *he statrtDent

about to be made to hitr
" Now, sir," he said.
" Yoii must understand," said Davis, " that one of my

chief objects in coming up and bringing my daughter

with me was to see the prisoner, for on the occasion we
both had a good look in the face of the man who robbed

us, and we should be able to tell directly whether Tom
King was really that man."
"Oh! r' course, of course, ^oo shall sea him at

once."
" Perhaps'- suggested Davis, " I had better, to save all

trouble, see the prisoner before I make the statement, for

if he should not turn out to be the man, why, of course,

the matter will rest there."
" Just as you like, sir—just as 'you like. I am glad to

find some ope else besides myself anxious to further the

ends of justice. I have no doubt the prisoner is the man
who robbed you—no doubt in the world."
" One glance will be sufficient to assure us of that, will

it not, Ellen ?
"

" Yes, father."
" Come with me, then," said the governor. " As you

wish it, you shall see the prisoner first, and if you recog-

nise him, make the statement afterwards."
" Just so."

The two now rose, and the governor, ha\ing called

Winch, they proceeded in a body to Tom's cell.

Davis, whde the turnkey was unlocking and opening
the door, put his hand into his coat-pocket, where he had
a letter folded up into a very small compass.
He had another difficult task to perform, and that was

to place the letter in Tom King's hands unseen.

He took his hand out of his pocket, and held it between
his fingers. So small was it that it could not be seen.

Then, as soon as the door was opened, he saw Tom, and
managed, by the expression of his countenance, that he
did not wish to be recognised.

King took the hint, and assumed a surprise at the
visit.

" Now," said Mr. Tapner, " take a good look, and tell

me whether you think that is him."
Davis walked into the cell, and looked at Tom. Then

he shook his head.
" Look again," said Mr. Tapner.
"In the most natural manner, Davis put up his hand

and touched Tom King on the shoulder, as though to turn
his face more fully to the hght.

Then, with the quickness of thought, he slipped the
tiny piece of paper down Tom's neck, and said, suddenly,
in a whisper

—

" A letter."
" Is this the man ?" asked the governor.
" No," said Davis, " I shouldn't hke to swear it was,

'

but my daughter will look, if you please."

"Oh! ah! Look at him, my dear. Is that the man
who robbed you on the Southai.'>pton road ?

"

" No, I am quite sure it isn't."
" It isn't."
" No, the man that robbed us bad large sandy whiskers,

and his eyes wer? different, and he was taller and stouter.

Oh ! I am sure it isn't the same."
At this moment one of the men who had been watching

in the cell touched Mr. Tapner on his arm and whispered
something in his ear which made the governor's face

assumed quite a blue tinge.
" Is it possible ?" he cried, " Arrest those people, aiid

confine them in ceparate dungeons at once. Away with
them. 1 'barge thom with being aceompL"c8B of the
priscmerr"

OEAPTER CXXXV.
TBI MAGISTBATE AT BOW-STREET GIVES Iwjll DAVIS A

CAUTION.

Davis had seen tne man whisper, and guessed in a
moment that he was known.

Still he resolved to put a bold front on the matter.
" What do you mean, sir," he said, " by accusing my

daughter and myself with being the accomplices of high-
waymen ? Take care what you are doing, sir, and mind
tt'ar.t yoB say, for you shall prove your words."

I am q,uite ready, Mr. Thomas Davis, quite ready.

You see I kt.tw your name. Powell, here, is ready to
swear you are the landlord of a public-house well known
as the resort of desperate characters."

" You are dreaming, sir; I am no public-house keever,
but a farmer, and I live at Lymingtou."
The confident tone in which this assertion wab uttered

staggered the governor a great deal so h" tu»-ned tc
Powell and said

—

" Will j'ou swear that man is Davis, tne landlord of th«
' Hand and Keys ?

'

"

" Will I ? Ox course I will. You might just as well
ask me to swear whether I was ever in N'^wgate ?

"

" You are quite certain, then ?
"

" Quite."
" That is sufficient, then. It is my duty to take both

into custody."
" This is monstrous."
" You will have every opportunity afforded y()u of prov-

ing your identity before the magistrate to-morrow morn-
ing at Bow-street. Off with them."

It was useless to resist, so Davis suffered them to lead
him to a cell.

Tr~r Ellen was terribly frightened, uut her adopted
fath. r soon reassured her, and told her she had nothing
whatever to fear.

"Search your prisoner," cried Mr. Tapner, as soon
as they had left the cell. " Although I had my eye
upon them all the while, yet it is possible something may
have been given to him. Search the prisoner at once."
The two men sprang forward, and in a very rapid and

dexterous manner searched him from head to foot.

But they found nothing.

How was it, then, that the letter escaped their practised

observation ?

We will explain.

As soon as Tom heard the governor proclaim who
Davis really was, he judged that a seiiich would be the
result.

Therefore, while the attention of the governor and tho
men was chiefly centred in the landlord and Ellen, Tom
managed slyly, and without attracting notice, to put hia

hand up to his neck and take out the letter.

It rested just between the neckband of his shirt and his

skin.

Having it now in his grasj^ the next thing was to find

some safe place in which to secrete it.

He was at a loss for a moment, and then feeling how
small it was, for he did not venture to look, he slipped it

into his mouth.
The letter had been written on a long slip of paper

about an inch and a half wide, and was roUed up tightly,

and secured at the edge with some adhesive substance.

Consequently it was only about a quarter of an inch in

diameter, and all know a much larger article than that
could be easily concealed in the mouth.
Very fortunately it happened that neither of these

manoeuvres were observed, and when he was searched
they never dreamed of looking into his mouth.

The case would have been rather different had they
known actually as a fact that something had been given,

but they had only a strong suspicion of it-

However, nothing was found.

Mr. Tapner was far from being satisfied, and yet he was
immensely pleased to think he had secured one if not two
of the highwayman's accomplices.

The day passed slowly away. Tom had removed the

paper from his mouth, for he was fearful that the moisture
would injure it.

There is no knowing what he might not have been
tempted to give for the chance of reading this letter from
his friend, for that it was from Dick ? • felt assurerL

At last the men who were on guard over him were
replaced by two more, and shortly after that Tom fou! d

an opportunity of perusing the epi' >.

It ran thus :

—

"Dear Tom,—I have some nei to tell you that will

astonish you not a Uttle. Your old friends C. D. and 16

S. J. have come back to England. They are wath me new
while I write this. We have learned that your cell ha«
been changed, so I suppose you ha-ve lost the files. Neve*
mind, perhaps it is all tor the best. We have decided t*

let you go to a-ial. We will engage a fir&i-rate coutiwL
who will, I darcfiay, be able to get you off. If so, you *t iW
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find ns all there at tbe door oi the court. It you lose the ' young sailor, Liieutenant iHrustans, ana tus betrotnea, wna
day, don't despair ; we shall get you out of the old jug,

|

had been so cruelly persecuted by her treacherous guardian.

ao make your mind quite easy. We should try it on before
|

We wish to take the present opportunity of following

you took your trial, but there is not time. Besides, C. and Wieir fortunes and disposing of them finally, in order that

J. think it best to give you the chance of getting off we may not have to interrupt the succession of the strange

acquitted, because, if so, we shall be spared the risk and events which so immediately followed, events which, in

danger of getting you out; not that we mind it, only C.
[

the intensity of their interest, will be found sunerior to

ays it is courage sometimes to avoid danger. Between any of those which have preceded them.

the three of us we are sure to carry the affair out success-
]

But it is not our wish to keep the reader Da^-k irota the

fully. I don't know whether you will be able to send us ;
perusal of the strange adventures which occurred imme-

any message back. If not, we understand that you quite diately after the three friends left the pubUc-house, so we
agree with what we art doing for you. Yo-r sincere will put Lntf> as few woHs as possible that which we have

friend, "Dick." to say.

Tom read this letter over two or three times, and then (
^° ^'^^^' *^®?' *^ %

gave himself up to reflection

He was indeed surprised to learn thai, nis two old

friends had returned, and still more that they had fallen

in with Dick.

However, the circumstance of all three having jJeter-

mined to get him off, made him much more at ease in his

mind ; so, after having perused the letter for the last time,

he tore it up into smafi fragments, and dropped them upon

the floor of the cell.

Of course, he made no attempt to escape, so Mr. Tapner
expended all his wonderful cleverness unnecessarily.

Tom came to the conclusion that it would be best to

take his trial. His chance of acquittal was, however,

small. Still his position could not be made worse than it

just then was.
He knew, too, the fearful peril his friends would incur

ia doing anything to forward his escape, and he was not

selfish enough to wish them to run into danger on '"is

account unnecessarily.

On the following morning Tom Davis and Ellen were

placed at the bar in Bow-street, and charged with being

accomplices of Tom King, then a prisoner in Newgate.

Mr. Tapner stated the case against them, and dwelt

upon it in every conceivable way.
Then the men were called who swore to his identity.

But there was not sufficient evidence to support, the

charge ; in fact it rested upon suspicion merely.

The magistrate, however, when he dismissed the case,

thought fit to administer a rather severe caution, coupled

with a threat of what ha should do if he was again

brought before him under similar circumstances.

To the mortification of Mr. Tapner, Mr. Davis and
Ellen left the dock in triumph.

Their first act was to make all speed towards the
" Hand and Keys," at which place they arrived in the early

part of the afternoon.

Bight glad was Mrs. Davis and the three highwaymen
to see them return in safety. They had been in a state of

great alarm.
Tom Davis at once gave an account of all that had

taken place.

As soon as he finished, the three highwaymen called for

their steeds, and were for riding off to London, but Davis

adrised them to remain till after dark.

To this prudent advice they were wise enough to listen,

and at a little after eight they mounted and rode off to

London.
" Don't let me see you again," said Davis, " until you

bring Tom back ; and it strikes me, after what has hap-

pened to-day, this w\i be anything but a safe plaoe for

joo."

CHAPTER CXXXVI.

DICK. TURPIN POINTS OUT TO CLAUDE AND JACB JONA-
THAN wild's GIBBET ON CLAPTON COMMON. •

This was right enough ; indeed it is greatly to be wondered
at that officers were not immediately sent off to search the

place to see -.whether any of Tom's friends were hiding

there.

But they consiaerea it so improbable a thing that they
»L..>n!d ran the risk ofsheltering themselves in so dangfij'osa

ft pliiite, that they deemed it unworthy of their ti«aoi6.

Before, however, we follow the three highwaynaea nn

their journey to London, we will take a glance at two sab-

8iiii»rv characters in our narrative, in whose fate it maj be

IjvosniriKd tbe reader feels a certam degree of interest.

We jiUnde. of course, to that gallant and frj^nk-fvearted

ea*: joy of Rupert, after careful

memcal attendance, Katharine recovered her health, and
what was of even more importance still, her reason.
The two rascally doctors were taken into custody, and

Lowne House establishment broken up. They were
anxious to confess, in the hope that by so doing they would
receive more lenient pimishment, and what they said was
quite sufficient to make the villaioy of Stephen Murray
apparent.
The lieutenant then made his deposition upon oath of

all that had taken place between himself and the guardian,
omitting, by their particular request, aU mention oi tb»
two highwaymen who had befriended him.
Among the papers belonging to Stephen Murray waa

found a documeift purporting to be a deed of gift of the
whole of the estates from Katharine to him.
But this was declared a forgery, and the young beiresa

put into possession of her rights.

It will require no great amount of prescience to see
that one of tl e first things she did was to bestow her
hand upon Rupert Thrustans, whom she had loved so well

before, but whose conduct had thoroughly endeared him
to her heart.

At her request he gave up the nautical profession,

although he was on the high road to advancement, and
settled down to the quiet, happy life of an English gentle-

man.
In after years, when he had assembled about him a few

warm-hearted fiiends, it was his delight to relate his

strange adventures with the notorious highwaymen, Six-

teen-String Jack and Claude Duval.
As for Koolah, the tiger-wolf, he became more domesti.,

cated every day he lived, and suffered himself to be mad*
the playmate of his master's children.

Having, then, brought things in connection with the
young couple to so satisfactory a termination, we will

follow our three friends.

They proceeded at a very easy pace.
" Sometime ago," said Claude, " a very clever lawyer

lived at No. 8, in the Old-square, Lincoln's-inn. I don't

know whether you have heard of him, but in my opinion,

the best thing we can do is to put the case entirely into

his hands."
" What is his name ? " asked Dick.
" Well, that," Claude rephed, with a laugh, " is mora

than I can tell you, but he calls himself Mr. Tbeophilus
Lazenby."
" I have never heard of him," said Jack-
" Nor I," said Turpin.
" So much the better. He keeps his things very snug, I

can tell you ; but he is a clever rascal."
" And you think he will suit us ?

"

" Oh ! yes. He will cany the affair through from be-

ginning to end. I mean he will find the coimsel, witnesses,

and all that, but you must understand he never appears

in the affair himself."
" How is that ?

"

" He can carry on his trade vritb all the more safety

;

but there is one thing I expect he will require—rather a
heavy fee."

" The deuce ! How much ?
"

" I can't say exactly."

^
" But what should you estimate ?"

' " Five hundred pounds !

"

•' Five hundred pounds ?
"

" Yes ; and you may think yourself lucky it yon pet n
t«t that."

" Then we must get some money from somewhere."
** I suppose so. How much have you got ?

"

" Something less than seventy pounds, v/hich J h-nt ifi»

Other niffht."
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[tom king is brought to trial.]

" Then we shall want Bomethiut? like ten times that

amount altogether." ,. , ,. . i. -i.
• ».

" That's a great deal, and very little time to get it m.

"There ia not mach time, but we must set about it

ot oncp. Tiiere are three of us, and surely we ought to

manage something extraordinary."
" It ia 80 uncertain," said Turpin.
" You're right, it ia ; now, if you'll believe me, both

Jack and myself have had Eeveral adventures since we

landed, andnot one has brought us any money."

"Except coppers," said Jack.
'• Oh ! d—n the coppers," cried Claude, who, wnen-

ever the adventure with the parsons was mentioned,

always got into a rage, " d—n '^he coppers."

Jack laughed as he said—
" With all my heart ; but not only have we bad no-

thing but bad luck ever since we landed, but the rascally

eaptain jumped overboard with our portmantle. which

•ontained more than the sum we require."
" How vexatioui." ',

that we si all have a rutt" It is to be hoped, thoug
of better luck."

" The best plan will bp," said Turpin, " to stop every-

body we meet, and not leave off until we have got the

sum we want."
"That will be our best plan. We have ffot the hpsfc

part of the night before us, and it will do if we see the

lawyer in the morning."
" Poor Tom," said Claude, " ho must be miserable

enough where he is, but anyhow it won't be for long."
" If," said Jack, " we can only get him acquitted, all

will be well. We will form ourselves into a band of four,

and do something to make onrselvea remembered."
" Just so—but steady, there is the turnpike yonder."
• All right."

, ^" I propose," said Turpin, " that we take the turn to

the left as soon as we get throu^'h the pike : that will

take us out on to the Great North-road, by Clapton

Common."
" It will be beat, you think f"

No. 26. Puios One' Halfpenny.
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" I do. On the high-road, we cannot fail to meet with
a good booty. Trot gently through the pike."

The toll-man, hearing the travellers approach, hastened
to open the j«>*^« ard Dick threw him half-a-crown for his

pains.

They were not long traversing the 1)11 o\ cross-conntry

road, especially as they gave their horses the rein, and
they soon emerged upon the spot Turpin had mentioned
—at that time rather a wild bit of country, and quite away
from London.

Clapton Common, of which a vestige still remains, was
then on both sides of the rood—the high-road, in feet,

intersecting it.

The moon now broke forth,

"Look," said Dick, as he raised his right arm and
pointed out some object iu the distance, " on yonder
gibbet hang the remains of Jonathan Wild, the thief-

taker, who was put there just fourteen years ago."
" I know it well," cried Claude Duval ;

" but I should
think there is not much left of him now."

" Very little indeed," said Dick Turpin ;
" only the

thing is pointed out as a curiosity, that's all."

CHAPTER CXXXVIi.
The thrke highwaymen ease the tax-gatherbb of

wis burden.

Br common consent all three pulled up before the gibbet
and its ghastly burden.
There was sufficient moonlight for them to distinguish

its outlines.

Thirteen years and a few months had elapsed since the
gibbet was erected on that lonsome piece of ground.
During that time, the stout oak timber of which it was

composed had bravely withstood the attacks of both wind
and weather, though it was decidedly all the worse for its

struggles against the power ot time.
It had sunk some two feet into the soil, and had lost

that perpendicular position it once had.
From the cross-beam of the gibbet hung the aark mass

said to be the mortal remains of Jonathan Wild, though at
the present time, without some such assertion, thev would
never have been taken as such.
How it was the body held together as it did seemed a

mystery, until, upon a close examination, it was seen that
the suspending irons formed a kind of cage in which it

was contained.
As it swung gently to and fro in the night air, the rusty

fastenings made a horrible creaking noise.
" And so that is all that remains of Jonathan Wild,"

said Sixteen- String Jack, aft«r he and his companions had
contemplated it some moments in silence. " It is an
awful fate !

"

He shuddered as he spoke.
" But surely," said Claude Duval, " if ever any one

merited such a doom he did. He was a villain—a deeply-
dyed villain, delighting in cruelty for cruelty's sake ; a sworn
foe to right and innocence ; the willing accomplice in all

kinds of villainy and guilt ; a man dead to .-.ll [generous
•motions ; ruthless, vindictive, and a very demon in his
revenge !

" *

" He little thought," replied Turpin, " wtieu bringing
so many to the scaffold as he did, that such would be his
«wn fate; but there is retribution, even in this world."

" Come on," said CL le Duval. " 1 have seen eoough
of him. For my part I can only say, he deserv'es all he
has got for his conduct to Jack Sheppard and Blueskiu
;alone.'

" I never heaw» , ^e particulars of that affair, "^ou see,
I was but a child whe-j it happened."
" I suppose not. Some day I will tell you,>jnt thfifre is

BO time now, for I can hear the sound of wheels along the
road. Hark !

"

" Yes," said Turpin. " Some one le coming, mve
-«aOdgh, though they are at a pood distance yet."

• In thuo Bp^airing of Jonathan Wild, the thief-taker, Claude
Duval was no more than just; but for a full and faithful
account of the life of this unparalleled miscreant, the rea«ler
is referred tj a work entitled " Blueskiu," now publishing in
penuy «nmbers, uniform with " Blacl' Bess," and by the same
author. The details there given are from authentic 80u'~cs,
and may be relied upon aa corrirrt. Noe. I and 2, in a wrapper,
ijncp one Dcnav.

" Yonder are some trees," cried Sixteen-Stnng «ack.
" Let us back our horses into the shadow of them.

This was done instantly, and then, silent and motionle£^
as statues, they awaited the coming of their prey.

Every moment now brought the sounds more plainly t»
their ears.

" It is a light vehicle," said Jack, " and drawn by am
horse—a dog-trap, I take it."

" It is coming from London !

"

" Oh ! yes, and will be in sight directly ; are ym all

ready ?
"

"Quite."
'•' Then as soon as he gets opposite here we will all three

dart out up^.a him."
Good ! I only hope he carries 2 good booty to make it

wcra cur trouble."
" 3ilence, now, all of you ! voices travel a long way on

the niifht air. It is never policy to j-ut one on his guard

!

Silence
!

"

Not another word was spoken.

The peculiar grating noise of the wheels upon the road
grew louder and louder.

Whoever it was, he was coming along at a pretty gooJ
speed.
The road was quite straight for some distance, so the

three highwaymen, as they looked down it in the direction
of Loudon caught sight of the approaching vehicle.

Five minutes afterwards it was on a level with them.
" Surrender !

" cried all three of the highwaymen, with
one voice, springing out upon the unfortunate and startled

traveller. " Pull up, or we fire, and it is scarcely possible
for all three of us to miss you."
" Mercy—gentlemen—mercy !

" said the traveller, who
they saw was a fat man, with a rather bulldog-looking
countenance. " Spare my money, gentlemen ; but, oh !

take my life ! No—no, I didn't mean that. Take my
life, and—no—I mean "

" Silence
!

" said Dick. " Another word, and it is your
last ! I always keep my word. I am Dick Turpin, th»
highwayman !

"

" And I am Claude Duval !

"

The traveller turned a horrified glance at the speaker,
as he heard him pronounce the well-known and much-
dreaded-name.
" And I am Jack Rann, otherwise known as Sixteen-

String Jack !

"

The fat man slipped down off the seat of the gig in an
agonj' of fear, and made a ludicrous attempt to hide him-
self under the thick woollen mat at the bottom of it.

Your money !
" cried Dick. " Your money, and be

quick about i' . Hand it over, and your miserable life will

be spared."
As Turpin spoke, he made a snatch at the mat, and

threw it into the road.
Some diurnal groans now came fr m the traveller's lips.

"He did not dare to ?'-eak after the threats that had been
held out to him.

It was quite evident they would have t what they
wanted, for he was quite incapable of giving i. lothem.

Claude performed that part - the business, but though
he searched him thoroughly from head to foot, yet all he
could find was about a pouud in silver, and & monster
pinchbeck watch.
He was about to turn away disappointed, when happen-

ing to touch one of the cushions on the seat, it moved,
and disclosed beneath it a large leather bag, carefully tied

round with a thong of the same material.

To snatch at it, hud feel its contents, was the work of »
moment.

" Money," ue cned, " bv all thav. ., good !

"

The traveller looked up, and when J -^w +he bag In

Claude's hands, the groan he was about to utter chanjreJ

itto a sL-iek

"No, n.," he cried, "mercy, mercy. If yoa take it 1

aii. /uined. Surely you will not ruin me good • ir. Th«
money in that bag does not belong to me, L I am
re«wMisible for it. Mercy, mercy ! Do not take it. Ohf
do not."

Dick put the muzzle of - pistol to his ear.
" Be silent," he said, ' eforo you are compelled mf •

bullet."
" But it is the king's m y. Five bunarea poticds <

stoldl All taies that I *, ve oollected. M«»
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Toa anaerstaud now that 1 shall be a ruined man if Jon ^

nKe that." /

" What !

' oiiouted Claude, " are you a tax-ffatherer ? " {

" Ye-es, good sir, I—I am, if you please," was the
(

stammered reply, for Duval's manner was rather alarming,

)

" Then you will get small mercy from us," he said, aa

he slipped the bag, which he had been told contained so

large an amount, into his pocket, " To almost any one else

we would have listened, but not to you. Shoot him
through the head, Dick, if he says another word ; and

you. Jack, bear a hand here. We'll tie the va/rmmt to a

tree. Come on."
Somehow or other our friends shared in that general

dislike which is felt for tax-collectors. Very few, indeed,

like them. We knew one once who actually set up in busi-

nese, but of course it turned out a bad speculation.

More dead than alive, this fat man (who looked us

though he throve on the blood of others) was lifted out of

his gig, and by means of the reins lashed firmly to one of

the trees on the wayside.

Had the unfortunate wretch ever so wished it, he could

not have found breath enough to cry for help, but he could

not control his groans.

A sharp cut with the whip was now given to the horse,

and away it started at a most alarming rate.

As for our three friends, they put spurs to their steeds,

and did not venture to draw rein until they were some dis-

tance from the spot where they had committed this most
daring robbery.

OHAPTBR CXXXVIII.

SIXTBEN-STRIN6 JACK PROPOSES A STRANGK CURK
?OR JEALOUSY.

" I TiciNK," said Dick, some few minutes afterwards,

changing his mare's speed from a gallop to an easy canter,
" 1 think, Claude, if the tax-gatherer told us the truth

couceming the contents of the bag, we shall have money
enough for our purpose."

" Pretty nearly," said Claude. " I will just take the

liberty though of convincing myself that all is well, not,

however, that I am much in doubt about the matter."

Duval cut the pieces of leather that was used t« tie up
the mouth of the bag, and looked into it.

"All right," he said, as he drew forth several guineas.
** He has net deceived us. His fright was too genuine for

that, and from the size and weight of the bag I am in-

clined to think he has told us the truth about the amount
ai»o."

"Hurrah!" cried Dick; "this, then, is luck indeea.

Surely, with what I already have, we possess suflBcient

for our purpose."
"It may be, and yet none too much," said Jack ;

" let

OS stick to our original intent."
" Agreed."
" It will never do for xxa to run short of tunds, and

jeop>ardize the affair in that way."
" So I think," said Claude ;

" this is certainly an extra-

ordinary slice of luck, but still it's time we had one, I

rather think, and "

Duval broke off suddenly, for a fearful shriek came
from somewhere close to the spot upon which they now
atood.

" Good heavens!" cried Turpin, "what a fearful scream
—there it is again, and again ! Come or there is a female
somewhere in distress .'|

A succession of shrieks, that were really awful from
their intensity, continued uninterruptedly.

"This way," exclaimed Sixteen-String Jack; "this is

the way ! Over the fence to that house yonder ! Ouick

!

<|uick
!

"

Before he had well finished speaking they had all ' hr^e
leapt over a low fence that was on the Ight hrd aide of

the road.

It surrounded a small garden in which xraec t)retty

Bttle cottage.

It was evidently from this habitation thai the screatmJ
waued.
Dismounting troiu their steeds, and leaving them nyose,

•he tliree friends dashed open the door of the cottage and
sned in.

T'le scena that m*** their c^aie was one of the utmost

The various articles of furniture the room contained
were strewed about in the greatest confusion.
Those that were at all breakable lay in fragmen;s.
JJefa.f the fire-place, shrinking down to the floor as ciose

as she c'^u'd. and endeavouring to crawl along it, was a
woman.
Over her stood a man with rather a tormidable black-

thorn stick in his hjind, with which he belaboured her in-

cessantly, notwithstanding her shrieks an-^ firantic cries for

mercy.
So intent, too, was he upon v/hat he was about that he

did not notice the intrusion of the three highwaymen,
until Dick Turpia sprang forward and caught him from
behind, round the middle, taking away the use of his arms
entirely.

Sixteen-String Jack wrenched the stick from hia
grasp.

Claude Duval assisted the victim of his brutality to
rise, and would have placed her in a chair had there been
a whole one in the place.

As it was, he was very glad to find her able to keep her
feet, because it showed the injuries she had received were
not so severe as he expected.
This done, they looked about them for an explanation.
The man who had been using the stick so dastardly

struggled and fought to free himself from Turpin's grasp,
but he might just as well have tried to have got out of
the hug of a grizzly bear.
Jack pulled out a pistol, and cocking it, held it in his

face, at the same moment a.l.aonishing him in a signifi-

cant tone of voice to be quu-t.

As might be expected, the man was an arrant coward

—

for no one but a coward would think of striking a woman
—ceased his struggles instintly, and when his own life

was in danger became submission itself.

" Speak !
" said Claude to the woman, assuming as kind

and as assuring a tone of voice as he cauld. " Speak ! tell

us the meaning of all this."
" Do not harm him, gentlemen. Pray do not."
" Can it be possible you ask for mercy for him who has

treated you so unmanly ?
"

" Yes—yes ! Oh ! yes ! He is my husband !

"

"Then is his conduct the more inexcusable. What
is his motive for thus ill-using you ?

"

The woman was silent, but Claude was by no means
displeased with her for that.

He turned threateningly towards her husband.
"WTiat is your motive for thus abusing your wife.

Tell me, or so sure as I am a living man, I'll make you."
The man was silent.

Claude made a couple of paces towards him, but th©

woman, springing forward, held him back.
" Spare him, sir. Spare him !

"

'• Tell me his motive, then ?
"

" He—he—is
"

"What?"
" Jealous

!

"

" Yes," exclaimed the masi, noi / ':be secret was out»
" and cause enough she gives me. I should like to know
who wouldn't be jealous."

"That is no excuse for ill-using her," said Sixteen-

Sinng Jack.
" Not a bit," said Claude. Then, turning to the wife,

he asked,

—

" Have you ever given him just grounds for jealousy ?
"

" Never, sir, as I hope I have a soal to be saved."
" That is sufficient."
" Its false ! " cried the man. " I saw her talking and

laughing ./ith the milkman this afternoon."

'^And what of that ?
"

" What of that ? Do you think I want to see a couple

of horns growing out of my head ?
"

" No, but you deserve them. And let me tell you

you are going the right way to get them. As for your

suspicions, I believe them to be groundless, especially if

they have no better grounds than the instance you brought

forwawi. And now, is it for that you "'erp base-hearted

enough to strike her ?
"

" What's that to you, I shouKi like •^'> Know ?
_
asked

the man, plucking up a spirit. " If it was, what it it to

you ? She's my wife, isn't she ? and can'> * n^m do ao ho

Ukes with his own ?"
" You will quickly find ut what it Is to ao with us'

You are a miserable hound, unworthy of the name of man*
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and it is a thonsand pities that aay woman should be% Then, by every aseeveration hs could call to mino, bm
enrsed with such a brute for a husband. Down on your

|

promised never apain to be absurdly iealona or to iU-treat

knees tJiis inetant, and ask her pardon, and promise to be 1 his wife

BO longer jealous, if jou wish to preserve your wretched
j

He was assisted to his feetthoroujjlJy cowec ; Hr "as

life." I qnite^couquered
' Never !

"

" Kneel !
" thundered Jaek, and he thrust the muzzle of

the pistol into his ear. " Kueel, or yon are a dead man !

"

The wife would have mshed ftwward ^iad interposed,

had not Claude held her back.

The man fell upon his kuees.
" Dare not to move ! and now I will try if vou cannot

be made sensible of what retribution is. Die)', 'hi* ?.dded,

turning to bis comrade, " shoot him thro':.*''^ Ihe head if

be attempts to move."
" Spare him, gentlemen, do spare him !

" entreated the

woman. " He is my husband, and I love him, although

be does ill-treat me ! Spare him ! spare him !

"

" Do you hear that, you wretch ? " cried Claude. " If

you have got any shame in you that ought to bring it

out."
"Here," cried Jack Rann, addressing the wife, as

stooping down he picked up the stick ;
" take hold of that,

and if you value your husband's life do as I bid you."

Thus adjured, the poor woman took hold of the stick.

" Now," he continued, " stand there, and if he does not

instantly beg your pardon, and promise better behaviour

for tl e future, lay it about him, even as he did about

you."
" No—no—no," cried the woman, full of terror at the

very idea.
'' If you wish to save his life you will. Stand there ! It

is his own fault if he suflFers you to strike him, though he
richly deserves it. Still, he has a chance if he chooses to

beg your pardon."
"Oh! William," sobbed the poor woman, "you hear

what they say. Do as they wish you, pray do, and do not

force me to obey them."

CHAPTER CXXXIX.
mS THREE nlGHWAYMEK MAKE ANOl'HEB PUIZE ON

THEIR WAY TO TOWN.

Now this man, who, by the way, raost certainly d^rved
the soandest thrashing tliat could be given him—this man
we say, if he had been possessed of only a small quantity

of that very valuable commodity, common-sense, would
assuredly have then and there end-^d the matter by ask-

ing pardon of his wife, and promising amendment for the

future.

But no, there was too much pig-headed obstinacy in his

disposition to permit him to do this.

So he made no answer to his wife's appeal, but fixed

bis eyes doggedly upon the ground.
" He will have it," said Jack. " Now, ma'am, don't

be aft-aid to hit him. Come down with the whole strengiti

of your arm. Doti't be afraid. If he ventures to move,

I will blow his brains out. Now then, bej^."
Now this woman, who was so unlucky as to have a

jealous husband and a brute besides, by her own con-

fession, loved him ; so, of course, at first she had shrunk

from tlie idea of inflicting pain upon him, although be had
not scrupled to use her so badly.

But when she saw that he would not avoid the |>unish-

ment, as he easily might have done, she be|*an to see tho

justice of what she was about to do.

Still ehe resolved to give him one more trill -, but alas

!

be remained as sullen as before.
" Siace you are determined to have it, then, you shall,"

she ci-ied, and as she spoke she brouglit the stick down
upon her recreaut husband's back with such Jnsty and
rapid strokes, that he howled fearfully \^7ith the pain.

" Bravo !
" cried Jack, " keep it up till he ask? vour

Pardon. I'll take care he don't move or do you a mischief

ay into him."
Thus encouraged, tne wonua, whwoe fui-y wiia now

thoroughly aroused, continued her beating with right good
will, tl.ojgh her arm ached so badly she oould J»a«ily lift

it up.

Thv otk ! thwacK ! thwack ! went tiiv. blows, till the
husband could Dear it no longer, and he dropped flat upon
the flonr apd iniplored herMbrgivenesa in the most abiect

Forgive me, Wiliiaii.,' ' cried the wife, wc* — pti^sion

was now over, and bursting into tears, she flung herself
into his arms. " Forgive me ; but what else could I do ?

"

" That's right," cried Turpiu. " You ought both of you
to be grateful to us to the longest day of your lives. 1
hope the lesson, as it was a sliarp one, will last you your
lives. The beet thing you can do now is to forgive each
other—forget the past—and make a new beginning.
So saying, Dick left the cottage, followed by his com-

rades, partly assured that the pair were on better terms
with each other than they bad been for some time past.

They quickly mounted their liorses, and, leaping the
fence, were once again on the high road.

" There was not much profit in that adventure, at any
rate," said Claude; "though I by no means regret the
time it has consumed. It is to be hoped that he will b«-
have better in future."

" I dou't know whether it will be a permanent cure."
" That will depend chiefly upon the wife," returned

Claude ;
" but 1 daresay that she, finding her husband

was jealous, did all she could to teaze him. Its a very
common, but very silly practice, and provocative of no end
of mamage-life mischief."

" Stop your sermonizing," exclaimed Dick. " Look
there!"

In obedience to his words, Claude and JaJi looked dow»
the road, and saw a man on horseback.
" What, more game ?

"

" It looks like it. Let us ride on as though we were
ordinary travellers. If upon getting nearer we think b«
looks likely, we will stop him.

" Agreed."
On drawing nearer they found the man on the horse wa»

a sturdy-looking fellow, wearing a quaker-shaped bat OD
his head.
The horse he was mounted upon was by no mcaiiB s

handsome one to look at, though he might nevertheless b«
a good one to go.

" We must try it on with him," said Turpin. " Keep
in a line across the road. I shall be nearest, so I will

stop him."
'They were now silent, for they were close enough for

the traveller to overhear what was said.
" Halt '

" cried Dick, as soon as be was on a level with
bim, and levelling a pistol with the rapidity of thought.
" Halt, I say !

"

" Oh ! Lord," groaned the man ;
" they're highway-

men."
" We are Three to one is rather long odds, you know,

so just hand over what you have got without any bother.

If you do so at once, no violence will be offered you."
" Aladc—alack !

" replied the man :
" this will be but

a sorry journey for me. But still 1 count my life of more
value than the money I luippen to have about me."
"Spoken like a sensible man," cried Ddval. "Ju«t

hand it over to me."
In compliance with this request the man, with many

sigls, put a heavy purse in Duval's hands.
" That's all, gentlemen, upon ray soul it is, except a few

shillings to pay my expenses on the road."
" Be off, then

;
you are welcome to that, and thank your

lucky stars that you have get off so easily as y-ju have."

The man did not need to be told this twice, b'.t, striking

his heels against his horse's flanks, he set off at
^
a pace

that soon took him both out of sitrlit afj heiiring"
•" Capital," said Claude. " We v.ally are in luck's way

to-night. Why this purse must contain a hundred and

fifty or two hundred guineas at least."

" Bravo ! then we shall have enoueh
*' We won't neglect business, thoorb. o-nipht'e wort

shiJl be talked about, and no mistake."
" We are going the right wa-, but we «iust be mov,

cautious now ; we shall reach the city verv shortly."

"So many important events call upon us for immediate
notice, that we feel we cannot spare the time to relate in

detail the other adventures they had that night, csi-vecially

aa none of them were of very peculiai or novel in then
character. More travellers wero -itoiiped. but r»r;>in ooo*
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of tuoia wM taken snfficient booty to recompense their

for their time and trouble.

It was rather late and very dark when they tarned '^/le

oomer of the Bank of Enpla^d ioto the Poultryj and the

streets were quite deserted
" There will be a devil ^v a row," remarked Clauae,

" about the money we have taken from the tax-^therer,

«o I think the best thiufr we can do now is to see the

la^vj'er to-night. He used to sleep in his chambers in

Lincoln's-Inn when ^ knew him, and I daresay he doej

now."
" I have no objection to such a course," replied Tnrpin.

" We shall have the matter off our minds, and, besides,

we can easily make our way to old Matthew's, in Drury-

lane, whose crib is, I take it, about the safest refuge we
can find in all London."
" You know best about that, Dick."

"Then, if you will be guided by me, that is where
you will take up your quarters. If there is any danger
old Matthew is sure to get us out of it."

" Take it easy, then, and we shall not rouee suspicion."

CHAPTER CXL.

HR. THEOPHItUS LAZKVBY HOLDS C UT BUT FAINl "X)PES

OF PROCURING TOM KINg'S ACQUITTAL.

Our readers must all be of opinion that it was a very
bold thing for our three friends to think of journeying
through some of the widest and most populous thorough-
fares in the metropolis, but they did it ; and likely enough
avoided that suspicion which they would have been almost
«ure to have raised had they taken for their route some
«f the bye streets.

As it was, no notice was taken of them whatever.
Down Cheapside, across St Martin'8-le-Gn.nd, along

Newgate-street, past the dark, frowning walls of the old

prison, down Skinner-street and Snow-hiU,and up Holborn
they shaped their way.
At the corner of Chancery-lane they paused to allow a

backney-coach to emerge, and then they trotted down
<t to the gateway of Lincoln's- Inn.

It was arranged that Claude Du\ al and Dick Tuspin
«lone should enter, and that Sixtcen-String Ja(jc should
«tay outside to look after the horses.

The intricacies of the old inn were quite familiar to Duval,
and he led his companion by the most direct route to

No. 8, Old Square.
Late as it wa«, lights streamed trom many of the case-

ments. For one thing the sessions were near at hand, and
a good many clerks were employed to rather late hours,

in making out briefs for the counsel.

The door of No. 8 was standing open, eo the pair

entered, and commenced the ascent of the stairs without
let or hindrance.

" Its on the fourth floor," said Claude. " Come along."
Several oil lamps were hung at intervals upon the stair-

case, so they were tolerably well able to see where they
were going.

The topmost story was at length pained, and then on a
door facing them they saw painted the words,

—

Mr. Thkophilus Lazenby.
Clande Duval tapped sharply upon the panei, and

waited silent! .

Then tie do )V was opened by a man who looked for all

the world like some musty old parchment deed.
He looked keenly and suspiciously at his visitors.
" What do you want ?" he asked.
•' It's all right. The." repUed Clande.
The old man recognised the voice, though he did noi

the person of his visitant. If his eyes failed him. his

memory and hearing did not.
" Come in, come in," he said. " Why, it's years and

years since I saw youl Come in, come in."

The old lawyer led them into an inner room, wtiich was
fitted up with tolerable comfort ae an oflBice or. deception
coom.
The two hignwaymen unfolded their bnsinoss to him.
" Ah !

" he replied, after having heaid them to the eod
without uttering a sy'lable, " ah

!

" What do you sav Mr. Lazenbv r
'"

"Awkward job r"
"IndoedV

'Yes. I have heard somethfeg of it from CTJvate
channels, and "

" What ?
"

*' Without actually being <i-» tre of the specif.c charge
against him, yet I can say frov=i "iretty good authority that
the case is as clear against b a as a case could be, and
that conviction is inevitable,''

" What would you advise 13 to do ? We are willing to
pay well so long as we see a prtspect of attaining our de-
sires."
" Let me thiak, le* me think."
A few moments' silence now ensued.
" t suppose there would be uo chance of disputing ais

identity ?
"

" I fear none ; his countenance lis well known to many ;

as well known even as ray own."
" That's bad ! If it hadn't happened so, we might have

got some one to swear he was tlie wrong man j but now
that's all up."

" An alibi ? " suggested Turpin.
" My dear sir, the thing is not to be thought of for a

moment. The dodge is too stale and old, and in this case
would be seen through directly. The only thing 1 cii«

advise is the employment of some sharp counsel to watch
the case, and attempt to overthrow the evidence."
" Let that be done, then. We leave you to choose the

man best suited for the purpose."
" There is not mach to be hoped for even then, if what

1 have been told about the case is correct. It is so simple,
and yet so complete, that it will be impossible to find »
flaw in it."

" Still it must be tried," cried Dick Turpin. "Look!
here is a bag containing five hundred guineas, all in gold.
Take it, and employ it to the best advantage."

Mr. Lazenby's eyes sparkled with avarice when he saw
this large sum.
" All shall be done that can be done," he said, as be

clutched it eagerly; " you may depend upon that. The
sharpest man in practice shall be tnese to wateh the evi-

dence for the prosecution. But let me tell you further
that robberies round about and in the metropolis have in-

creased to Bucb an extent that the legislature have deter-

mined to make an example of someone, and that someone
is Tom King."
" They shall be cheated," said Turpin, "or I will my-

self perish in the attempt. My two staunch friends her«
have promised to aid me to the utmost of their power,
and we are certain to succeed."

" I hope you may," said Mr. Lazenby, as he rose, t©
intimate the conference was over. " On my part, you may
depend nothing will be left urdone."
With this assurance the two highwaymen took their

leave.

They tbund Jack Rann rather impatient at having been
kept so long.

The rpsult of the interview was communicated to him.
By the time they bad finished the narration, they

reached Wliite Horso-ynrd.
ick gave (he pi-culiar signal, and the little side door

wa.<, as uijual, opened by old M.atthew himself.

He was rather alarmed when he saw three persons, bnt
Dick Turpin soon let him know who they were.

The horses were plaeed safely in the stable, and then
all four adjourned to the httle private room behind the
bar.
" I'm rather surprised at jour venturing here, captain,

when the officers are so keen on the scent ; but ite just

like you—just like you. And now nbout Tom King."
" Very bad," he said, when Dick finished telling Lim.

" Very bad ! One thing, however, they didn't find the

files ; but they changed Tom's dungeoii; 3S I suppose yoa
know."
"Yes!"
" It's a sad pity ; he might have worked his way to free-

dom by this time ; but there he is, you see, and it i-i^pears-

to me worse ofT than ever."
" Not worse, that I see," said Duval ;

" I have faith in

the old lawyer. He never buoys anyono up with false

hopes, but he is generally successful for all that.*'

" Well," said Jack, " from what I can hear of i-h?

affair, my opinion is that he don't stand the least ghost

of a chance of being acquitted, and I am sorry to sav *'"'»

when the authorities once make np ni.-ir minds to hang s
man thev nearly a2<rf»?s ttrssr^i."
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" Tbat may >>e, but I still cling to the belief that I "hell

baulk them.
" You know _ dhoulJ only be too glad for you to suoowcd,

for I would myself go thrniKrh no small amount of danger

to do him a service."
" Well, you had better rest irw," said <Ad Matthew,

"while you have the chance. I suppose yo« will be

present at the trial ?
"

" Certainly, all three of us."
" Then the service of my old friend, the oostumier, at cbe

corner of Hart-street will be called into requisition, and

I'll wager my life he disguises you so well that jou may
defy detection."

" I believe that," said Inrpin, " from what I have

already seen of his capaoilities in that way. But oome, if

we are to roost, show us the way at once."

Half-an-hour afterwards all three, notwithstanding their

anxiety and danger, were sound asleep, but old Matthew
was awake and keeping guard.

CHAPTER CXLI.

TOM KING 7S PRKEJ) FROM HIS FKTTEKS, AND DULTt PUT

ON HIS TRIAL AT THE OLD BAILBY.

Very, very wearily did the time pass for Tom King in his

gloomy dungeon, but at length Wednesday morning came.

He had learned that Tom Davis and Ellen had been
discharged by the magistrate, but that was all. the news
«f the outer world that reached him.

What his friends were exactly doing for him of course

be knew not, but still he felt convinced they were doing

the best and all that lay in ^hem, and the intelligence that

his two old comrades, Claucfe and Jack, bad returned, and
were exerting themselves to the utmost in his behalf, was
A source of great additional hope and satisfaction.

He passed rather a bad night on Tuesday, and awoke
tired and unrefreshed. He, however, rose, and having

plentifully sluiced his face with cold water, felt wonder-

fully better.

He had yet some hours to wait, for the court did not

©pen till ten, and he knew his, although the most impor-

tant, was not the first case on the list.

He breakfasted, and that served to pass away some of

the time.

At eleven o'clock he heard a great bustle outside the

cell, and then the door was thrown open.

He sprang to his feet, and saw several persons whose
faces he was familiar with.

There was the chaplain and the governor, and Winch,
the turnkey, and behind them all was the smith who had
riveted his irons on.

"Ha? ha! Tom," cried Mr. Tapner, in what he
intended to be a highly facetious manner. " Ha ! ha

!

Tom, not got away yet, you see. Managed to keep you
safely so far. Ha ! ha !

"

" Haa my time come," asked Tom ;
" because if it has,

I am ready."
" Yours is the next case, my friend. The on© that is

«n now won't take long. Its only a caae of assault.

Yours wont take long, I fancy, either. Dear me, its as

<lear as the sun at noon-day."
" You don't say so !

"

" Oh ! you'll find it out soon enough, never fear. Judge/ Very little attention appeared to be paid to it

Sykes wiU try the case. What do you think ef that r* The jury conversed in whispers

Judge Sykes. Do yo^i remember him, eh? You robbed
liim of his gold repeater and diamond snufF-box on Ealing-

common about twelve months ago. If you've forgotten

him, he recollects you. Ha ! ha ! I can fancy how
pleased he will be with the evidence against you, and how
impartially he will sum up i">d leave the case in the hands
of the jury. Ha! ha!"
By no outward sign did Tom show that he was in the

(east moved by what Mr. Tapner said to him, but he did

recollect Justice Sykes and the robbery spoken of, ^nd he
saw his hopes of an acquittal vanish into thin air.

" We are going to remove those ornaments," cont^^aed
^he governor, alluding to the prisoner's fetters, " and bv
that time you will be wanted in the court."

At a word from Mr. Tapner, the smith came forward , _ . - .

and knocked the rivets out of the fetters, which fell with' any precise idea upon the subject.

ft clane into the floor of the «eU,*nd then Tom KijiR was Th* clerk of the atP"<?n3 wiped bis face and r

free?^ 5WBb%€aU.

CompaimtiTely free.

• To be sure he was as muc'n a prisoner as eva.", out atill

he was free from the irons which had so long galled hiA
Umbs, and he felt a sensation of relief and freedom imme-
diately.

Scarcely, however, had he time to sti-otch his limbs thar
the tiakle of a bell reached his ears.

" Come on !
" cried the governor, '• its your turn !

Guard the prisoner, and don't keep the people waiting."

Two men preceded Tom along the corridor, and two
followed, while two more walked on either side of him,
having a firm hold of his hands, and the collar of his
coat.

In this way the court was reached, and Tom King sud-
denly found himself in the presence of what seemed to
him at the first glance an innumerable "Multitude—

a

boundless sea of human heads and faces.

It was only natural for him to shrink a liu.e when he
found so many eager eyes fastened upon him, but this was
a feeling that he soon subdued, and he looked about him
calmly.
The hum of many voices filled the court, which was

crowded with persons all eager to obtain a sight of the
celebrated highwayman.
At first Tom had been able to distinguish nothing ; all

had seemed one perfect mass, but now he was able to

note distinctly the difiierent objects around him.

Firstly, and most conspicuously, was the judge, whose
countenance he immediately recognised.

That was Judge Sykes.

By his side sat one of his brethren.

His eyes next rested upon the clerk of the arraigns, in

his seat immediately below the judges, and from him to

the barristers who were seated at the table.

To the right were the boxes appropriated to reporters,

witnesaee, and privileged spectators.

To his left the jury-box and jurors, and further on tha
witness-box.
^ Above and behind him was the gallery, as usual crowded
to suffocation.

All these different things he noticed in the space of

sfcout three seconds, a3 he glanced around him, and while
the derk of the arraigns was fumbling with the paper*
before him.
At length that individual rose with some rather formid-

able-looking parchment* in his hands, attached near the
upper left-hand corner with a piece of narrow coloured
silk ribbon, and gave a prefatory cough.

" Si—lence !
" cried the usher of the court, carefully

dividing the syllables of the word by making a long pause
between them, and laying particular stress upon the i.

" Silence."

All become suddenly profoundly still.

The clerk of the arraigns, then, in a rapid, jangling tone
of voice, for which such functionaries are noted, com-
menced reading the indictment against Tom King.
The document itself, with all its needless and ridiculous

circumlocution, was sufficiently difficult to comprehend,
but it seemed to be his particular object to make so

desirable a thing as understanding it quite out of the

question.

He gabbled awav- until at last he paused quite out of

breath.

The barristers at the table either looked over their

briefs, or busied themselves in mending the quill pens.

The judges leaned back 'i their seats with their eyes

closed. '

But if all these were indifferent tu the reading of the

indictment, Tom King was not. He leaned forward over

the dock, and listened with the greatest eagerness.

But, alas ! the mass of legal jargon in which the simple

facts were contained was far above his comprehension, and
beyond a sort of conciousness that he was charged \\ith

robbing some one of something, hs eould make out nothiug,

and ti.at was a piece of inforrwtion h^ was oJready in

posse.Tsion of.

From this it appeared pretty ciear that ne must wait foi

the r«pening speech of the prosecution before he wiild fona

!^K.im«J
'
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" PneoDer at the bar, you have heard the indictment
Igainst you read, do you plead guilty or not guilty ?

"

A dead silence followed this question, and then Tom
King, in a clear, musical voice, which was heard with
distinctness in the reni'itest comer of the court, said—
" Not guilty !

"

The faint buzz, which generally succeeds thoie wr-rcis,

now rose.

Tom looked eagerly at the diffcent countemuces ot the
Bpectatore.

He had a dim sort of consdonsnees in his mind that his

friends were somewhere present in the crowded court, S^^d

a. natural instinct made him wish to ascertain their whej
abouts.
But he was disappointed.
They were there, however, and his eye had actually

rested upon them, but he knew them not, so carefully
were they disguised ; and though they noticed his
inquiring, wandering glance, they felt how very unwise it

would be to acknowledge it in any way, since such an act
would have had the inevitable result of attracting atten-
tion to them, the thing of all things which they ha^ »JiC3t

seed to fear.

CHAPTER CXLII.

THE COUNSKL FOR THE PROSECUTION STATES THE CASE
AGAINST TOM KING, AND THE EVIDENCE OP MR.
JOSEPH POWIS IS OP A VERY CONCLUSIVE CHARACTER
INDEED.

*' Si—LENCE !
" said the crier again.

Then the counsel for the prosecution rose, and, glaxicing
Around him, adjusted his robes about him.

Everybody was instantly on the alert.

But no one listened with an interest equal to Tom
King, if we may except his friends, who were then in

court.

Amid, then, a iaost profound silence, the counsel began
his address.

He* assumed his favourite attitude—that is, he hooked
bis left thumb in the armhole of his waistcoat, while in

^lis right hand he held his brief.

" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury :

—

" The prisoner at the bar, I am sorry to say, is already
only too well known by you, for although he is young, and
his career of villainy as yet has necessarily been but short,

-yet he has managed to create for himself a most unenvi-
able notoriety throughout the length and breadth of the
land.
" As is well known, he has by various artifices, managed

for a considerable time to elude the grasp of justice ; but
a day came—as he well knew it must come—when a ter-

mination was put to his depredations, and now he stands
before you at the bar to answer the chaises which will be
brought against him.

" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury, I feel it is hardly
necessary to state that the penalty which the law of the
land awards for such offences as those he has been guilty

of is death at the hands jf the common executioner ; but
a repetition of that fact by me at the present moment can
only have the effect of heightening the sclemnity of these
proceedings, as well as reminding you of *he painf"^ duty
which you will have to perform.
" The prisoner, taen, stands at the bar of this court to

answer with his life the charges made against him ; and
although I hope you will not, while so much is at stake,

draw a too hasty conclusion, yet, on the other hand, 1 hope,
should he be proved by evidence to je guilty, that you will

not shrink, through any false feeling of humanity or sen-
timent, from performing that duty which you ewe to so-

ciety at large for the protection of lives and property,

however painfi I you may find it to be.

'

The counsel paused, it is presumed, to giv* <*adi<ionaI

importance, to what he said, and then resumed :

—

" Mv lord, and gentlemen of the jury, it now beCv,jes
my province to state as briefly and clea'^ly as possible ihe
(acts that will be brought before you in evidence. -

" Firstly, then, it appears that on the twelfth cf N-.>vem-

ber last past Mr. Joseph Powis, a respectable tradesman,
carrving on business as a maker of hardware goods, and
resiaing at iiirmingham, having business in London, did
jet out from that place ic i ooacb, duly koensed for the
'Conveyance of posseoftera

' On reaching the neighbourhood of London, at which
place the coach is due at six o'clock in the morning, and
being still quite dark, the inmates of the coach were
alarmed by the trampUng of horses' feet, which was im-
mediately followed by a voice calline to the coachman k»
halt, and the report of a pistol.
" The d-iver of the coach, gentlemen oi tfie jury, finding

his Ufe in danger, brought the vehicle to a standstill, ana
was then compelled, under pain of death, to sit motionless
upon the box.
"The driver, who will appear before yon, and the guard

also, wiU swear that the coach was attacked by two high-
waymen, both well armed and mounted on steeds of a
superior description, and that while one of the villaiB*

plundered those passengers on the roof of the coach,
the other, letting down the window, plundered thoee
within it.

" Mr. Joseph Powis, the chief witness in the case, was on*
of the inside passengers, and is prepared to swear that the
prisoner at the bar, presenting a loaded pistol at his head,
compelled him to hand over a considerable sum of money,
at the same time declaring himself to be Tom King, the
highwayman, and apparently glorying in his villainy.

" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury, it will be furthcf
shown that, having robbed the passengers of all their
valuables, the scoundrels decamped. Upon informatioD
of the robbery being given, warrants were made out for
their apprehension, and officers of pohce despatched in
pursuit. For a long time they were unsuccessful, and
many more deeds of violence were committed, so that at
length it was deemed expedient to call in the aid of the
military, and eventually the prisoner at the bar was cap-
tured by a troop of dragoons at a place not far froBQ

Southampton, but bis accomplice as yet remains at large,
a terror to all those who are necessitated to travel with
articles of value about their person. .

" From all this, gentlemen of the jury, it will be seen
that the case against the prisoner at the bar is fearfully

clear, distinct, and complete ; and having stated the dif-

ferent events, it will now become my duty to call before
you certain witnesses who will depose to the truth of the
facts I have laid before you."
The coimsel threw has brief upon the table, and sat

down.
Tom understood all now.
He saw how impossible it was to say anything in defence

of what was alleged against him.
The statement which had been made by the counsel for

the prosecution was a perfectly true narration of what liad

taken place on the occasion of Turpin and King robbing
the Warwick mail, as described in the twenty-first chapter
of this history.

The two judges whispered to each other.

The " gentlemen of the jury "* tried to look sagely at
each other, and then sliook their heads.
The counsel for the prosecution having arranged his

papers, cried

—

" The first witness called is Mr. Joseph Powis !

"

" Mr. Joseph Powis !
" repeated the usher.

In obedi-pcc to the summons, the sharp-featured man|
who had been rather strangely denominated as a maker ol

Brummagem buttons, made his way to the witness-box,
and was duly sworn.

" Now, Mr. Powis, be good enough to state what took
place on the twelfth of last November."

" I received a letter from a house I do business vrjth in

London, which made it necessary for me to set out cij %
journey to that place."

" Tou were then in Birmingham ?
'*

' I was."
" Well, what next ?

"

I'
I took an inside sea', in the Warwick mail, and all

went well till we reached a village on the outskirts ot

London."
" When was that ?

"

" About half-past four on the morning oi the fifteenth,

or rather the sixteenth of November."
• *• What took place then ?

"

" We got to a very dark and lonely bit of road, and the*
I heard the trampling of horses' feet, and a ioud voio«

cr/ing to the coachman to pull up. on pain of death, and
then I heard the report of a pistol.

"What next?"
" Before I had time io ret^vt^t ih« aurjtnse tUs
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window waa let down, and a man appeared at it, ani?

demanded our money, watches, rings, and whatever else of

Talue we possessed. The man was armed with pistols,

and declared hii jitention to shoot those who ATered th^

least resistance"
" Go on."
" To same theiusjelves from personal violence, the ether

paasengers gave him what they had, and I offered him a
guinea, but he sw:>»e he would count three, and if then I

did not hand over all the money I possessed, he would
shoot me dead. So, to save my life, I gave him a b
eontaining a hundred guineas, and then he rode away."

" Very good," said the counsel ; "you have given jonr
evidence in a very satisfactory manner indeed."

" I have forgotten one thing."
" I^et U3 hear it."

" The man who robbed as said, ' I daresay yon kno
my name—its Tom King,' or words to that effect."

" Exactly—and I presume you had a good look ct the
highwayman's face .''

"

" I did, sir."
" Then look round the court, and tell me whether you

can see the man."
" That's him, air, standing at the dock. I should knew

him from a thousand, and I'm ready to swear to him at

any minute."

CHAPTER CXLIII.

rf'JDGE SYK.es passes SENTENCE Of DEATH ON Tu»i KING.

The evidence which had just been given by Mr. Joseph
Powis, and, above all, his unhesitating willingness to swear
to the identity of the prisoner was so conclusive that all in

court looked upon the case as settled.

The tale he told was too straightforward and circum-
stantial to allow of a flaw being found in it, and the
counsel that Lawyer Lazenby had employed, who was an
uncommonly sharp fellow, threw down his pen, and leaned
back in his chair without a word to say on behalf of the
prisoner.

" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury," said the counsel
for the prosecution, " will it now he necessary to call the
otlier witnesses I have spoken of, or do you feel yourself

eatislied with the testimony given by Mr. Joseph Powis ? ''

" Who appears on behalf of the prisoner ? " asked the
ijadge.
" I do, my lord."

It was the sharp practitioner who spoke.

Tom looked at him and shook his head, as moch as to
Jay it was no good liis saying anything.

"Then," said t)ie judge, '^ have you any questions to

ask of this last witness ?
"

" I have, my lord."

" Very well," replied the judge, and he leaned back in

fcis cliair in a manner which showed how little interest he
felt iu what was going to be said, or how much importance
he attached to it.

" Now, Mr. Powis, the night, or rather the morning, in

question was rather a dark one, was it not ?
"

" It was."
" I thought so. I understood you to say snch was the

case, and, furtlier, that the coach at the time it was
stopped had just reached a very dark part of the road."

" That is quite correct, sir."
" Then let me advise you to be careful. If it was a

dittk night, and the coach was in a dark part of the road,

Jiow in the world could you see the fiice of ^•he wan who
robbed you well enough to swear to his identity t

"

Mr. Powis was silent.
" Mind, you're on your oath," said Tora'.=i coonsei

;

*' think before you speak. Are you quite sure that it was
the prisoner at tb'^ bar -vho ccminittsd tfa'> 'xjbbery upon
^siu ?

"

" Yes, I am."
" You saw his face, then J

'

" Yea, sir, I did, quite plainly,"
" But how ?

"

" The lamp thut was burning id. the rooi enaoleu ms to

60 so."

"The lamp?'
" Yes : and not oniy tluc : he said his name waa Tom

Siti«, slo^ that is the name of the man at the bar."

" Yes, yes, that is all very fine, but it is not evidence.
Are you still prepared to swear to the identitv of the
prisoner at the bar ?

"

" I am, sir ; I saw him quite plain, and 1 hearu him
speak, and I am prepared to swear ^r his voice a*
well."

" Really," said the judge, opening bis eyes and leaning
lorward, " really, it appears to me our learned friend is>

merely trifling with the time of the court. The evidenca-

of this man Powis is, in my opinion, quite clear, complete^

1 and unshaken."
" Then, of course, my lord," said Tom's counsel, sitting;

down, " it is no use for me to speak any further, aad I
bow to your decision."

" Have you any witnesses for the defence ?
"

"None, my lord."
" Then I opine the ^,.-5e is ended. There can be no

need to call further witnesses for the prosecution, and I

shall at once proceed to sum up, and leave the case in th»
hands of the jury."
There was a momentary pause, during which the judg»

pretended to read over his notes.
" Silence !

" cried the ushers.
Then the judge, in a mumbling tone of voice, com-

menced summing up.
" Gentlemen of the jury,

—

" The case now about to be laid before you for your
consideration is so clear and perfect, that it will be no-

trouble for you to come to a decision.
" The prisoner at the bar, who appears to be allowed

on 'all sides to be Thomas King, the highwayman, has,,

upon the evidence of a highly respectable tradesman, beei*

shown to have committed a daring robbery.
" In the most positive manner he swears he was in th*

Warwick coach, that Tom King, the highwayman, rode up
the coach-door, robbed the passengers, and took from hin»
a bag containing a large sum in gold.
" To corroborate this, there are the coachman and th«»

guard of the coach.
"I leave the case, gentlemen, in your hands. So

straightforward a one has never before been brought
before me, and it is impossible for you to come to any-

other conclusion than that the prisoner at the bar i»

guilty of *he offence with which he is charged, ts also of
many more of a similar character."
The judge concluded his brief summing up with these

words.
It must be confessed he put the case rather strong

before the jury, but then, thmk of the circumstances oi

the case.

Besides which, a hundred years ago justice was mucb
more loosely admiaistered than it is now.
Of course the jury wont through the form of consulting^

together upon the verdict, and then the foreman turned-

round, and they took their seats.

An intense silence now prevailed in the crowded court.

The clerk of the arraigns rose and said

—

" Gentlemen of the jury, do 3'ou find the prisoner at the?

bar guilty or not guiity of the charge btooght against
him ?

"

The foreman replied, in a clear voice—
" Guilty !

"

A murmur arose from the crowd. The resalt was just
what the^ expected.
Tom King assumed as much firmness of demeanour as-

he could under the circumstances, and looked the judge
firmly iu the face.

I'lie clerk of the arraigns spoke

—

" Prisoner at the bar, have you anything to say why
sentence should not be passed upon you ?

"

The judge stooped and produced the black cap, which
he carefully adjusted upon his head, and then, addressing
Tcm King, he spoke iu the foUomng manner :

—

" Prisoner at the bar, you have this day been tound
guilty by a jury of your countrymen for an offence which
you undoubtedly committed. It is to be deplored that

there are others like 3-ourself engaged in making war upon.

*> \aty, but I trust they will take warning by your tate, 01

tu*y will assuredly meet with the same termination tc

tl\eir careers.

"The cnme of robberj' in the highway, ^s latoiy m^-

c*eaj%d t^j nn alarming and insufferable extent, inscm'^'-h

that i. '^ uow unsafe and dar^^njui: /-->r anv i>»e t<- »<*-

.ibroad aicjja-
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" Now, this is a state of tliin»8 wnich cannot be per-

mitted to con tin ae. The most effe '.tive steps will be
taken therefore to suppress it, and in all cases where the
charge is fully proved, and the prisoner found guilty, the
fall penalty of the law will be rigorously enforced.

" Prisoner at the bar, you, in oommon with every other
person now present in this court, must be a^vare that
the penultf -".13 to Buoh crimes as you have committed
is death.

"You caurtot iia,<i Vue plea that you were in igno-
rance of the consequences which would ensue upon your
capture. What you did you must have done with the
oertaiaty of at one time suffering an ignominious de&th
•taring you in the face.

" But, in defiance of this, you still persevered in the
evil course yon had commer ced. It may indeed be said
that you, as an individual, made war against society as
a body. There could be but one termination of suf'to- a
«truggle, and that wcrild result in your defeat.'

the judge paoaod a aeo. 'Qd oi bo, a&d then eontinnea^

" However much sympathy and commiseration may
be felt by those who are now present for your unhappy
position and awful impending death, yet there is an-

other whose feelings must be almost, if not quite, as
painful as your own.

" I allude, of course, to myself. Sitting here as 1 do
in the capacity of judge and representative of the laws
of the land, it is my duty to pass sentence of death upon
you. In some oases this dreadful duty is somewhat
lightened by the thought that some reprieve or pardon
miiiht be obtained, but in the present in stance I have no
such consolation. Your deeds of violence have been
too many and too great for there to be a probability

that any mitigation of your sentence will take place,
" Therefore I must adjure you to cast as much as pt._

sible all thoughts of this world from your mind, and pre-

pare for the one you are about so soon to enter. 1 shall

summon what courage I can to pass the dread sentence of

death upon you ; doyouin like manner strive your utmost
to receive it with composure, for it is my duty to aAsuc*
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you tnat tber'i is not the sligb^est room for you to hope for

any mercy.
'Prigoner at tlae bar, the j«jntence of this csourt, theq,

npoD you is, that you be taken from hence to the place
frofls whence you oame, and from thence to the place of'

public execution, which is appointed to be Tybui-n ; that
yon be there hang«d until you be dead, and your body
afterwards taken down and hung in chains as a teiTor to
all evildoers and a warning to those who may think of

embracing your mode of life. Let me most earnestly and
solemnly entreat you to spend the short space of time
which is allotted you to live in listening to praytrs and
religious conversations of the ordinary appointed to the
prison, that you may look for that mercy from your
Crealor which you cannot hope to receive from your
fellow-men ; therefore, may the Lord have mercy ca your
eouJ!"

CHAPTER CXLIV.

kB. SHERirr BLANDY AND THE GOVERNOR SETTLE OFP

OLD SCORES.

Perfect silence prevailed for at least a minute after the
judge had finished uttering those awful words, which
doomed an erring fellow-creature like hinaself to death.

All ejres were bent upon the prisoner.

Notwithstanding the hopes he had of escape, and the

confidence he felt in the power and will of his companions
to save him, yet it was not possible for him to be other-

wise than deeply moved at his present situation.

Only a portion of the judge's words reached his under-
standing. The remainder was one uncertain bum, though
he vras all the time conscious of its import.
And during this period there rushed upon his mind all

the more important occurrences of his past life. Above
all, stood out the faithlessness of the girl he had loved so

well, and to whom his present situation might be fairly

enough attributed, for had she remained constant to him
he would have been an ornament to society, for which he
possessed every necessary qualification.

The last words of the judge's speech, and which to him
seemed naught but a hideous mockery, aroused him from
the state of absti-action into which he had fallen.

Then, when the last syllable was fairly articulated, he
looked anxiously into the faces of the different spectators,

in a vain attempt to find whether his friends were actually

there present, and to judge by the expression of their

countenances what effect the termination of the trial had
upon them.
But as on the former occasion, although his gaze more

than once rested upon them, yet he knew them not,

owing to the eare with which they had been disguised.
A jailer now tapped him upon the shoulder, and, turn-

ing round at the touch, he saw they were waiting to re-

move him from the bar.

Seeing this, he looked no more at the countenances of
the spectators, looked no longer upon the stern features
of the judge, but at once turned round and accompanied
them.

Despite hie efforts to compose himself, he was much
dejected. It was indeed scarcely possible for a human
being to pass through such an ordeal as he had, without
feeling some emotion.

Indeed, had he have appeared callous, we should have
ceased to retain the good opinion we have of him, for,

although he sinned and set himself up in opposition to
the laws, yet it was only under great pixivoeation.
The short passage which led from the dock was vei'y

quickly traversed, and then Tom found himself in a small
apartment, face to face with his ol 1 enemy, the governor,
wriose aniisal-looking face beamed with a diabolical satis

faction.
" Ila! ua,. You'll alter your tune'^cow, I'll be bound.

I told you how it would be. We've made up oui* rainds to
bang you, and we'll do it. Try as you will, you cannot
avert your doom. It won't be long, too, before your vil-

lainous companion shares your fate, and tjhen the gallows
will have had its cue."

'You recko» Qtw>u cneating it, then, do jou?" t

T«an, quietly.
^ Don't insult me, you eooundrel," cned the governor,

?*«« with passion, for, just as Tom finished has drp reraarl4

Vc tiMuf^ it ibllow«d by a kugh, and, tijrninj' '" *4w direc-

tion whenoe it came, lie eaw Mr. Blanay sidle into iSk.

room.
"What do you mean, sir?" roarea the govenw*
What do you mean ?"
" Mean by what ? " asked the sheriff, with a ocfotoea

that provoked the governor to the last degree.
" Your conduct, sir !

"

" My conduct ?
"

'' Yes. I should like to know whs»t you meaa by
encouraging the prisoners to set my authority at defiance-,

and insult me to my face. I ask you again, what do you
mean by it ?

"

" My dear sir, pray don't be so violent, but just answer
me aquestion. Why did you speak so unbecomingly to a
man in the situation of the prisoner here ? Did it look
as if you had one spark of manliness in you ? None but
a craven-hearted man would have behaved thus to a
defenceless man. It shows a mean, malicious spirit, and
you richly deserve what you have got, and a great deal
more beside !

"

" Quit this rooi^, sir
!

" shrieked the governor, whosa
rage now got completely master of him. " Quit this loom,
or I'll have you turned out of it! Quit the room, I

say
!

"

" I shall do nothing of the sort," said the sheriff; " ana
if you will condescend to take a word of advice from me,
you will be very cautious as to what you are about

!

"

" You be d—d, and your caution too ! " replied tha
governor, clenching his fists, and walking in a buUying
manner up to him. " Will you leave the room ?

"

Most certainly not
!

" said the sheriff, thrusting ths
governor from him, for he had thrust his face into his.
' I have an equal right here with yourself !

"

" What do you mean by striking me, sir ? " said th«
governor. " Perhaps you think you have a right to do
that, but I'm d—d if I don't convince you to the contrary

!

Take that !—aad that !

"

As he spoke these words, the governor gave the sheriff

a couple of heavy blows in the face, which made that
gentleman stagger back a few paces.

Nevertheless, he maintained his composure, and said,

calmly

—

" I call upon all here to witness that 1 was struck first,

and now, Mr. Tanner, we'll settle off ©ur old scores !

"

At these words, then, he made a rush at the governor,
and laid about him with right good will.

Tom King, ia spite of his dejection, enjoyed this scene
mightily, and he was delighted beyond measure to find

that the good-natured sheriffwas considerably more than a

match for the i-ascally governor.
As for the turnkeys who were present, their gratification

was unbounded,, though they concealed it as much as they
could.

Nor could they very well interfere, for their duty was t<;

keep firm hold of their prisoner.

The sheriff danced round and round in a manner that

not only exhibited uncommon agility, but also quite baffled

Mr. Tapner, who, blinded by rage and the blows he bar}

received, knew not where to expect his adversary's ailack,

and as for returning his blows, that was quite out of the

question.

The contest was not of very long duration, and just as

Mr. Blandy gave the governor the blow which deciaed the

batvle, the door was opened, and the Lord Mayor, foUoweci

by several of the other city dignitaries (?) entered.

They looked at each other, speechless and aghast, at th?

extraordinary scene before them.
Mr. Blandy wiped his face with his handkerchief.

He had sustained but little injury from his opponent, whe
was stretched at full length upon the floor.

" What's the meaning of this ? " asked the LcM-d Mayor
A-ll were silent.

'Will no one answer me ? " asked the mayor.
' Will you permit me to speak, sir ? " »«^id Tom King

quietlv.
" Who are you ?

"

" Never mind. A prisoner, if you .iks, bstf- a mUsma a»

what has just taken place."
" And csn you explain it ?

"
•• I can."

, * Do so, then."
" Mr. Tapner, the gtwemcf, insulted Mr. BlanSv *

such a degree tiki it was impossible not tc resent it G«
did, however, control himself, and then th« uovaroMS
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witbout farther proTocation, slraok him two heavy blows
in the face. Staggering hac'l, but still Tnatotaimng his

eomposure, Mr. Blandy caDed upon us to bear a ittiess that

Jie had been strxck first, and then gave Mr Tapner a
sound thrashinj.^ as he deserved."
" It's a lot of d— J ues !

" yelled the governor, stmg-
gling to a stiting posture ; " it's a lot of d—(1 lies, I tell

yon
!

"

"Mr. Governor," gaia the Lord Major, sternly, "be
oarefol, or I shall have to fine you five shillings ^r
•weariag."
" D—n you all I

" replied Mr. Tapner. " You can fine

Vf what th« devil you hke !

"

•chapter CXLV.
9IXTEEN.STEING J\CK AND CLAUDE DUVAL PBCPOSB A
SCHEME OF FV..UBE OPERATIONS, AND ELECT DICK
fURPlN CAPTAIN.

Whatever amount of pradence the governor may have
possessed, it was pretty clear by this last defiant speech
of bis that the whole of it had departed.

The Lord Mayor looked all the surprise he felt.

" Mr. Tapner," he said, " I shall report this to the
Secretary of State, and insist upon an investigation of
your conduct being made."

" Do that, sir," said Tom ; "and the result will be that
he will lose his office, and it is a disgrace to the city so
long as he retains it."

" Villain
!

" yelled the governor, whose rage burst forth

a^in upon hearing the tones of Tom King's voice.
'* Villain! you are the cause of all this, but you shall

luiTer for it."

So saying, he made a wild kind of rush at Tom.
Now, the reader must bear in mind that King was not

fettered in any way, although two men had hold of him
by the shoulder.

Accordingly, when the governor came towards him, he,

in the most natui-al manner possible, lifted his left hand
and gave him such a crack between the eyes, that the
governor fell flat down on the floor, as though he had been
shot.

'Take that as a receipt in full of the little account

they would not be likelv to omit anything in the shape of
precaution.

Ws may as well say here that Mr. Tapner was sob-
pended, and a deputy appointed in his stead, who was to
act as gorflrncr until the charges brought against his j»re.

decessor wwre disposed of.

This deputy was a man who had long been on the loiict

out for the situation of governor of Newgate, and as he
had influence, had bee;^ promised it so soop as it should
become vacant. ,

It was pretty clear that Mr. Tapner would be dis-

charged, so this deputy determined upon using the utmost
vigilance,.*) that he might be appointed to the vacant
place.

J
Knowing, then, the fears that were entertained that

che prisoner, Thomas King, -would make an escape, and
that his accomplices might be expected to taie some
energetic, daring steps to set him free, he resolved to try
if he could not keep him secure.

The determination to hang the notorious highwayman
was well known to him, so immediately upon being
invested with authority he had Tom heavily ironed, and,
moreover, secured to the wall, while four men, instead of

two, were placed in the cell to guard him.

They were regularly i-elieved at intervals of two hours.

When Tom saw this he indeed gave himself up to

despair, and trembled with the dread that his friends

might make a fruitless effort to save him, which would
result in their capture.

And so the day wearily passed away.
It was at that time the custom for a condemned man

to receive as many visitors as often as he liked in his cell,

and to be indulged with whatever things he thought
proper.

On the day after the trial old Matthew came to sea
Tom.
The interview took place in the presence of the four

men, so that little could be said.

Tom managed, however, to convey in a whisper the hope
that Dick and his comrades would not risk their lives by
attempting to take him out of Newgate, for sentinels

were posted at every available spot, and an alarm could be
instantly communicated.
To this old Matthew bid him to be of good cheer, that

between us," said Tom. " I hope you saw, gentlemen, I

ihe highwaymen had sworn to save him fi-om death, and
^i._i •/ T 1 _ J „..^ j.i-._ j-.T ij- 1 ij 1 j_ ' they would do it, let what obstacles would arise.

But all this was conveyed with great difficulty, owing to

the presence of the four men.
When Matthew had departed, however, Tom felt him*

self much easier in his mind than he had before his visit

;

he had reliance upon the power of his friends to save

him.
But Tom's life, during the four days that preceded the

one fixed for his execution, was monotonous enough, and
too devoid of interest for it to be entertaining to our
readers to describe it in detail.

Let it suffice to say that during the time Mr. Colley,

the ordinary, was very attentive to him. Indeed, since

the downfall of his coadjutor, he had very much altered

his behaviour.
At length Sunday came.
The execution was to take place at Tyburn at twelv«

o'clock on Monday.
'^Qm maintained his composure.
m the afternoon Matthew paid him anottiar visit, during

which he managed to let Tom know that active exertions

were being made to save him, and that he was to hope up
to the last moment, and by no means to l«t ^lis couraga
fail him.

. This he promisea to do.

And now we feel that wo c«a leave him, and devote our
attention exclusively to the prtaoeedings of his friends.

It will be remembered that the last time they wera

that if I had not defended myself, he would have done me
a mischief."

" Upon my word this transcends all I ever saw or heard
of," exclaimed the Lord Mayor. " Officers, remove the
prisoner to his cell at once, and in the meantime we will

have the affair between Mr. Tapner and Mr. Blandy gone
into."

Tom sufiisred himself to be led away unresistingly, but
he felt much better now that he had really paid back to

the governor some of the harsh usage he had received at

his hands.
" I'rii bfest," said one of the turnkeys, as they led their

prisoner to the condemned cell. " I'm blest if this isn't

the rummest start that ever I heard on. I knew old

Tapner would drop into it some day, he is so werry
wiolent."
" Serves him right," said the other. " Tom, that was

a first-rate blow you gave h'un. Right in between his

eyes."

Tom King lunde co reply to these remarics from his

janitors, and they put him in the condemned cell.

It was the du'y of these men not upon any account to
lose sight of their prisoner, so they sat down with him
much in the manner Biggs and Wilson had done.
Tom was still without his irons, nor would they, without

orders from the governor, be put upon him ; but for all

that he was quite without a hope of making his escape.
After all that had occurred on that, to him, eventful

day, he felt it no Kttle relief to lie down upon his rude byou^ht particularly under tLs notice of the reader wa«
couch, and try to think. when, having amved at the " White Horse," they had,

As he did so, and weighed over all the circumstanc-as by the advice of old Matthew, made thaisr way \xp stairs

car<>fully Ia his mind, he wa/" r%dy to give himself lyj tc to a sleeping apartment, ia order tc "^^tain a few hours'

despair. > "'"et and sleep

There was no -fr^y mat he <—>tild see in wnicb his friend" H Scarcely had the sun rose, then, on we loiio\vm>> jaom.
eould rescue him. 'The authorities had, as Mr. 'Tapnei ^, than the three highwaymen awoke, and hastily at-

said, one and all made up their minds that he should tiring themselves, went down stairs to the hU'3 parloui

hang, and having come to such a determination, and
|

behind the bar, where they found old Matthew waiting foi

kuowins the character of the priAoaer and hii< friends. | them.
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A substantial breakfast was placed upon the t«*;ls, to
whi'h they did ample iustice.

"And now," said old JV^itthew, as he loo)*'d up ai the
dingy-faced eight-day clock in the comer, '*

it is just

% quarter to seven. The judges will tak<> their seats at

ten, so we mu£* be at fkz Old Bailey at least an hour
before that time."
" Well," said Chude, - wiiat of that ?

"

" It will never do for you to walk up to the Sessions
House dressed as you now are. You would be suspected,
if not recognised at once. Dick knows the way to an old
costumier s at the corner of Hart-strest, Covent-gardeUj
who disguised him once." .^
" And well he did it," replied Turpin. •• X shall never

forget my astonishment when he led me to a looking-
class and showed me, not myself, but an old, wrinkl^,
bowed-dowu farmer."
" He is second to none in his skill in disguising people.

He first learred the art by dressing actors for the stage,

and hs has made it a kind of study. I dare venture to say

ohampiona of innocence against wrong, as the knigbt
errants did of old, and om chief business shall bd to -^o-

dress grievances and succour the unfortunate."
" It is a grand and noble purpose." said Turpm ;

" and
I shall feel proud to be at the head of such a confedera-
tion. I am firmly of opinion thai we shall be the meana
of foiling the machinations of many evil ones against
the good; and let us hope that the perlbrmance of every
one '^f thtce deeds will weigh in our favour agaii:,''t tbos*
e?\mee we iiave from time t« time eommitted.

that whe \ you go to him he will disguise vou so well that
you shall neither of yoiuknow each other.
" If he does that," said Sixteen-String Jack, " he is a

clever : tifieer indeed, but you will excuse me for saying
that I dcibt it."

" I can easily understand your doing that," rejoined the
landlord, " but you will nevertheless find that I am no
more than right. If you will take my advice, you will

start off and see him at once, before many people get in the
streets. It would be dangerous if vou were to be seen
to go in by some prying^ meddling fellow, and then not to

come out again."
" Leave that to me," said Turpin ;

" I know the way, and
I know the old man. He won't be soi-ry to have me again
for a customer, for I paid, him liberally the last time for

his trouble. Come, my friends, are you ready ?
"

" Quite," said Claude and Jack. " Lead on, captain."
" Ishall object to you applying that title to me."
" And wherefore ?

"

" Because I do not desei've it any more than you do."

"Pho! pho ! Dick, listen to me," said Claude Duval.
" Jack and myself have talked the matter over between
UB. We have agreed to rescue Tom, have we not ?

"

" We have," replied Dick, " and we vrill do it."

" Of course. We need not be uneasy about that, and
when we have done it we a^eed to form ourselves into a

band of four, and perform such exploits as should make
our names remembered for ever, even as Kobin Pood's i%

to this day."
" We did—we did !

"

"Very well, then. Four men cannot act in concert

without a leader. That is true, is it not ?
"

" Perfectly true," replied Dick Turoin. " No army
could gain a victory -without a general.'
" That is just the remark Claude made when I spoke

to him upon the subject," said Sixteen-String Jack

;

" and, such being the case, we must look upon ourselves

as an army, and choose a general. We have resolved that

It shall be you."
" Of course I feel flattered at your preference," said

Dick ; " but we need Tom's consent first."

" Not so ; the majority of votes will decide the ques-

tion, though I know well enough he will agree to it at

once."
.

" Well, if you will have it so, said Turpin, it is not

for me to say not."
" Of course not," said Claude.
" We have determined, as ' said, tc form ourselves into

a band of four," continued Sixteep-^'liig Jack. " You
shall be our leade?- V. « will then Sxct only under your

commands."
"Well—well," said lurpin, "let us talk further ubont

that when Tom King is amongst us."
" Certainly ; but do you not see the advantages that

woold ensue from such an arrangement ? We should be

able to defy all efforts at capture, for, together, we should

be a match for more than twice our number, and what
traveller would be in a position to resist us ?"

"No onei" laui^hed Dick; "that would be a merry
time

"

*' We wiJi taKt uuiy from those who can afford to lose
said Sixteen-String Jack ;

" and, whenever we have ad
cftportonity, hold cut a helping hand to those in distress.

CHAPTER CXLVI.
THE I'HREE HIGHWAYMBN PIKD THE COS'CUMIBB'S

HOUSE FULL 0* DANQEB. '

It's al v<^ry fine for you three to stand chattering ther»,

laying your plans for the future," said old Matthew Gale,
in a good-tempered voice, as soon as Dick Turpin had
finished speaking. " I say, it's all very fine, but in my
bumble opinion it would look far better if you would
proceed to action."
" You are right," they cried, " it is quite time for action

now, or we shall not be in time to get in."
" Follow Dick," said Matthew, " he knows the way to

the old crib ; he has been there before."
" Yes—yes !

" said Turpin. " I will go out first, and
you two can follow me at a little distance. We shall not
be so likely to excite suspicion then !

"

" Do you think there is any danger ? " asked Clande.
" No more than usual. It is best to be cautious, and

at this hour the streets begin to fill with people."
" They do—they do ! and so the sooner you start the

better."
" Look after Black Bess, Matthew," said Turpin, to the

landlord, as he left the little parlour.
" Don't be afraid of that, she will be all right !

"

" I knew I can trust her to your care."
" You can, Dick, with every safety. I would not have

anything happen to her while she was under my charge
for all the world. When you leave Hart-street, you had
better make your way direct to the Old Bailey. I shall

be there among the other spectatora, and it vvill be the
best plan, if you should happen to see me, not to recog-

nise me."
" Of course ! I'm off! Now, my friends, follow me ! I

shall cross Drury-lane and go down Russell-street, by the
side of the theatre."

"Right!"
Turpin, assuming the air of a casual visitor t« the inn,

sauntered quietly along the passage, and stood calmly for

a minute at the door.
He looked up and down the street.

To have seen him, one would have set him down as an
idler, who had nowhere particular to go, and was de«
bating which direction he should take.

It was a finished piece of acting.

It,was done with an important motive in view.

Listlessly as his eyes appeared to wander about, yet in

reality his glance was nerer more keen.
His object was to ascertain that there was no foe of his

in sight.

The coast appeared quite clear. A good many ]jeople,

of course, were m the street, considering the time in the
morning, but that they were all ordinary pedestrians

intent upon their own business, he was pretty certain.

Having assured himself of this, still keeping up the

character of an idler, which he had assumed, he stepped

off the doorstep and strolled up Drury-lane.

He went nearly as far as the comer of Princes-street,

and then he crossed over to the comer of the theatre.

As he did so, he cast a hasty glance in the direction

whence he had come, and saw, to his creat satislaction,

his two friends walking along arm in arm.
They crossed over a little lower down.

^

. Now that he knew they must have him in s^ht, B^i-ck

/did not venture to look behind him again, but 0''<!e more
crossing over near the stag* door of the theatre, iidtm'aed

down Crown-court, which place is well known to many of

our readers beeaus? it is there that thv> '"•'^brated Dr.

Cummine's Chapel is situated.

It is scarcely necessary to observe tnat it bt, aeea

^ fiae^ we wiUi if you like it, ooDatHnte oun^ves tbe built aooe IH» Torpin's time, and that the court ttwir
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was not then the smooth, deem, w^~«paTed, respeoteble

thoroughfare that it is now.
On the contrary, it was rather m iorious as the resi-

ienoe of several desperate chara<Qtei.Bf whose ooonpation

was, for the most pact, nocturnai.

Along this court, then, to its juaotion with Martlett's

court, Diok Turpin went at a steady pace.

Turning round to his left, about fifty more steps took
him into Bow-street, a few yards only aboTe where the
well-known police-office is situated.

Before he emerged into this last-named thoroughfare,

be thought his most prudent plan would be to recon-

noitre.

Acoordingly placing bis hand agamst the wall, he
leaned forward, so that he could take a good look down
the street.

While thus engaged, Claude and Ja<^ ooiud np
with him.
" Is it all right ?" asked the latter.

" I think 80," replied Diok. " 1 see nothing suspicious.
" Then we will venture."
" In a minute, I will show yon the booae first."

" Do so—do BO !"

" You see that large building, there, nearly opposite f"
"Ton mean Covent Garden Theatre ?"

" I do."
"Of course

!"

"Then perhaps you also know that that very narrow
street running down by the side of it furthest from here
is Hart-street."

" No I did not know that."
" Well, it is, and that shop at the corner, where the

shutters are all up, is the residence of the costumier."
"Oh!"
" I will go over first," continued Dick, "and do you

wait here, 1 know the secret of asking for admission.
As soon as you see me enter, cross over, but not before.

I will leave the door ajar, so that you can push it open
and enter without delay."

" Agreed ; that will be the best plan to adopt, and
the safest as well, I should think. Before you start,

thoQgh, I should recommend you to take another look
down the street."

To those who are familiar with the place, the follow-

ing description will be unnecessary, but it will be inte-

resting to those who are not.

Martlett's-court, then, is a narrow court on the east
side of Bow-street, and nearly opposite the glass build-

ing attached to the Eoyal Italian Opera House, known
as the Floral Hall.

The Bow-street police-station is about half a dozen
houses lower down on the same side of the road, and
nearly opposite which is the court, where the magistrate
sits every morning.

In this narrow passage, which is more like the
eutrance to a house than anything else, our three friends
could stand very well concealed.
Diok was able, therefore, by peeping round the comer,

and only permitting just the top of hia.head to be visi-

ble, to see right down the street, past the police-station,
for the street in that part curves round a little.

As upon the former occasion all seemed quite well.

Even the one police officer, who was nearly always to
be seen standing at the door of the station, was just at
that time absent from his post.

Dick Turpin, perceiving all was well, made a sign
with his hands to his frienHa to remain where they
were, and crossed over.

Claude and Jack Eann watched him with the greatest
attention go up the two steps before the door of the
costumier's abode, and then almost disappear in the
depths of the old-fashioned dcr.*way.

It was now more than ever uscessary for them to be
upon the alert to watch for the door opening.

It was full five minutes though before it did, and their
patience was by that time well nigh exhausted. ,

They then crossed over.

The door was ajar, as Dick had told them it would
be, and they were inside in a trice.

The old costumier, looking older, dirtier, and un tidier
than before, stood just inside the shop with an_nnnatu-
rally thin candle in his trembling grasp.
And now, if either of the three highwaymen oonld have

»oaa iato the 8 trwt,. th«M wouid havo«M:eeiv«d sometbias ,

which would have oonYinoed them that their situation
in the old oostnmier's shop was one of extreme danger.
Prom the shadow of a doorway adjoining Martlett's.

court there emerged a bulky figure.

As he oame fully out into the faint morning ligl
his costume could be seen to be that of a police-officer.
He put his finger to the side of his nose, while a

look of intense cunning overspread his face.
" Werry suspicions circumstance, indeed," he saidj

"and werry suspicious-looking characters, too. If I
didn't know he was out of the country, I should say one
of the two that crossed over last was Claude Duval

!

Who knows, he may have come back, and, if it should
turn ont to be him, what a capital thing it will be for me

!

I will just cross over after them and put my ear to the
keyhole of the door. Likely enough I shall hear some-
thing that will repay me for my trouble.'

In pursuance of this determination, the "active and
enterprising officer," as the newspaper reporter would
call him, crossed the street and put his ear against the
panel of the door.
But, although he strained his sense of hearing to the

utmost, he could hear nothing but the murmuring of
voices, without being able to distinguish what was said.
Finding this to be the case, he gave np the hope of

learning anything by that means, and he bethought
himself of another.
He put his eye to the keyhole.
And here arose one advantage from the feeble light

the old man carried. The officer could just see into the
shop, but none of the objects were distinctly defined.
The circumstance of his not being able to hear what

was said can only be attributed to the fact that our
friends were very careful to speak only just above a
whisper, and, as for the old man himself, bis voice was
weak and tremulous from age and weakness.
These little obstacles had the very natural effect of

inflaming the officer's curiosity, but he could see no
way in which he could satisfy it.

After trying to peep through the chinks in the window-
shutters, and finding it impossible, he gave up the
attempt in despair.

" Now what will be the best thing I can do P" he said
to himself, reflectively. " Oh ! there goes Tom Price ;

I'll ask him."
Hereupon the officer beckoned to one of his brethren,

who was coming slowly from the direction of Long-acre-
" Tom," he whispered, making a kind of tube with

his hand to convey the sound. " Tom I"
" Wot'a the row, now ?"
" Hush ! Come here."
The officer, who had been named by his companion Tom

Price, was so impressed with the mysterious manner of
his friend, that he surmised something very particular
was up, and he approached him with stealthy steps.
" Tom Price," said the first officer, as he caught the

person he addressed by the collar, and pulled him to-
wards him, " Tom Price !"

" What is it ? Speak, and don't be a fool
!"

" I've seen three suspicious-looking individuals come
out of Martlott's-court."
"Did you? Whea ?"
" Just a minute ortwo ago, and they went into this shop

in a very mysterious way.and they haven't come ont yet."
The two officers endeavoured to look profoundly wise.

ChAPTEE CXLVIL
MB, WBIOeLBS IS DETBBMINED NOT TO BS THIS

TIME BAULKED OP HIS PEET.
" What sort of looking ooves was they, Gibbs ?" asked
Price, after a pause.

" Ah ! there's the most important thing. Unless I
make a great mistake, they are all three bigb tobymen,
for that's just what they look like !"

" The devil
!"

" You may well say that !"

"But didn't you recognise themP"
" Well, I can't say I did ; but if it had not been that

he's out of the country "—

—

"Who?"
" Why, Claude Duval ! If I didn't know he was oat

of England, I should say one was Claade Dttvalt"
" Be Bia^ bate eeae back."
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" That's what I think. Suppose it ghouid be hinn,'

'

"What;8 the reward P"
"1 dc-jt't know. Something handsome, you ima^ de^

pend.
" And tney all three went into that shop, j7ou say ?

"

"They did. " I seed 'em with my own eyes."
" Why, its the old theatrical property-shop."
" I knows that."
" Then I shouldn't wonder if they haven't gone in to

disgnibd themselves."
This was so probable a supposition that they both

lumped to the conclusion that it must be correct.
" Its a lucky thing for us, Tom. Let's go to the station,

and lay the information."
" Very good."
" Yet, stop ! There's no occasion for us both to go.

You stay here, and keep watch while I run across my-
self."

"Agreed ; but don't be no longer nor you can help."

_" Trust me for that," said Gibbs, as he ran off. " Yon
mind and keep a sharp eye on the premises."
At the rate the officer went at, it did not take him abovn

half-a-minute to reach the police-station.

''Where's Mr. Wriggles ? " he cried. " Where's Mr.
Wriggles ?

"

" He's out."

At this moment there was a clatter of horses' hoofs,

and a party of mounted officers rode up to the door.

There was a few minutes' confusion, and theu the whole
troop alighted.

Foremost amongst them was our old acquaintance,

Wriggles, the chief police officer, and who we have lost

sight of for such a long time.

Gibbs stepped forward.
" Mr. Wriggles," he said, " Mr. Wriggles."
"Well, what is it?"
" If you please, sir, as I was on my beat I saw some-

body's head peeping out of Martlett's-court !

"

" Make haste with your story."
" Yes, Mr. Wriggles, I won't detain you above a mmute.

" Thinks I, ' That s suspicious,' so I hid in a doorway close

by, and presently I saw a man come out of the court, and
cross the street. Where do you think he wont, sir ?

"

"How the devil should I know! Go on with your
•tory."

"He went into the old theatrical prooerty-shop at the

comer of Hart-atreet."
" Well

!

"

" He looked a very suspicious chaiucter, and I said to

myself, ' That's a lughwayman ! '

"

" A highwayman ?
"

" Just so, Mr. Wriggles, acd then, having heard some
talking going on in the coui-t, though I could not hear

what was said, I waited wbere I was expecting to see

taore ; and sm-e enough I was reoaid for my trouble, for

in sbout five minutes two suspioous characters came out

of the court, crossed over the sfveet, and went into the

property-shop."
" Two, do you say ?

"

" Ye^, and they looked as much like highwaymen as we
do like police officers."
" I'm iigger'd!" ejaculated Mr. Wriggles, "if it ain't

them, sure enough."
" Who, sir?"
"Never mind— go on."
Gibbs now perceived there was something peculiar in

the manner of the officere who had just returned with

Mr. Wriggles, and he wondered what it meant.
" Go on," said Mr. Wrig^^ ;

" did you recognise either

of them."
" No, sir, I didn't ; but, ' said before, if I didn't

know he was out of the covmtry*
" Yes, yes."
" I should sa^ one on 'em was Claude Duval, foJ I

never saw such a remarkable likeness in my life."

No sooner did he hear these words, than Mr. Wrigeles
behaved in the most extraordinary manner.
Gibhe thought he had clea^ gone mad.
And well he might.

He seized hcli-<jf him (Gibbs) by the hand, and alm»>8t

m-ung it off.

Then, uttering a cry wnich sounded more liie a wild

Indian's wai *vhoop than anything else, he took c^hia hat

iDd threw it up in the air.

" 'jribbs stood perfectly aghast.
The other officers, too, evidently shared m their cuierg

gratification, though they werR not quite so demonstrative.
"Nabbed," cried Mr. W:iggles. "nabbed! I've

nabbed them at last. Hurra'j "

" Who, sir, who ? " asked Gibbs, tim:dly.
" Who ? Why, Dick Turpin, Claude Duval, and Sixteen.

String Jack ! They have all three been upon the north
road, and have robbed one of his majesty's tax coUactors
of a bag contain rg upwards of five hundred guineas."

This was -. nece of information that completely took
Gibbs' brestn away.
" Then Claude has returned ? " ne g-asped.
" He has, and he is in company with Turpin and Six'

teen-Striug Jack."
" Then I claim the reward," cried Gibbs, " for they are

all there in the costumier's shop at this blessed minute,
and Tom Price is on the watch so that they don't
leave it."

" Capital. Come on, my men. This will be the best
morning's work we have done for a long time. Come on."

In a desultory throng the officers, to the number of seven
or eight, followed Mr. Wriggles and Gibbs to the cos-
tumier's shop.
There they foimd Tom Price on the watch, who quickly

assured them that no living creature had left the place.
" Then they are still inside a disguising of themselves,

you may depend," said Gibbs.
" They are as good as nabbed then," said Mr. Wriggles,

who, as the reader ^\ill know by the words he had uttered,

had found the tax gatherer the three friends had plundered.
It now became necessary to dispose of his force to the

best advantage, and with as much rapidity as possible,
and in this Mr. Wriggles showed himself an able general.
A man was taking down the shutters of the shop in

Bow-street, next door to the costumier's, and so he en-
tered without difficulty, and quickly made the inmates
aware of what was going on, at the same time calling

upon them in the king's name to aid and assist him to tha
utmost of their power.

All the aid and assistance he then happened to want
was merely for them to allow his men to go up to the top
of the house.
He selected six for this duty, and instructed them to

make an entrance into the next house as quietly as they
could, and descend until *hey found those of whom they
were in search.

This the six men set aboat readily enough. To reach
the roof of the costumier's house was to them a matter
of very small difficulty indeed, and there they found, as is

usual in London houses, a trap-door in the roof, to enable
the inmates to escape in case of fire.

This trap-door they found was secured on the inner
side, but the fastenings were old and rusty, and gave way
beneath the pressure they applied.

Having done so much, they left one of their number on
guard at the trap, while the remainder slunk quietly down
stairs.

In order that the highwaymen should be completely
taken by surprise, Mr. Wriggles sent across to the station

for a reinforcement, while he disposed the four other men,
including Gibbs and Price, in such positions ac to -^ake it

utterly impossible for them to leave the premises without
being seen by one or other of them.
By the time he had done this, some dozen more men

arrived, and placing himself at the head of the largest

half of these, the others being employed as sentinels, h(

advanced to the front door of the shop, and knocked
loudly at it, commanding them to open in the king's

name.
Of course no notice was taken of this, so " was repeated

three times, after which it would be lawlal for them to

break down the door.

By this it will be seen -ebat Mr. Wr- les' calculations

were by no means badly made. He reckoned by the time

he had broken down the door the men whom he had sent

to make the surreptitious entry would be ready to st}»T)rise

them in the rear.

Of Jjourse these energetic proceeding., accompamed, as

they were, with a great deal of noise, had the effect ol

attracting a large body of people, and the crowd kep*

increa.t^ing every moment.
From all possible directions tuey came, onoking *;

completely all the contiguous thorouAhfaMs.
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This, ao far as the ofiRoers wera oonoemed, was a for-

tunate enough oiroamstOce, sinoe it made it quite a
matter of im possibility for either of the fugitives to

leave the house they had so incautiously entered.

Success seemed to wait this time upou Mr. Wriggles,

and he was in a state of the greatest gratification imagin-

able. Not only would a good share of the joint reward,

which was offered for the apprehension of the three

criminals, fall to his share, but he had as well a feeling

of personal revenge against one of them at least.

It might therefore be expected that he would not be
behindhand in doing his utmost to capture and lodge

them in Newgate.
For the third time the command to open the door in

the king's name was given by Mr. Wriggles himself, in

his loudest tones, and then, as soon as the words were
ont of his month, he gave his men the signal to make
their attack upon the door.

This they immediately did, and being provided with
the tools necessary for the purpose, they, in a few
moments, beat the door down from its hinges.

Calling, then, upon the highwaymen to surrender,

they all made a terrific rush into the shop, followed by
the foremost of the crowd.
But before we relate what next took place, and how

the men fared who had made their way in by the roof,

we will turn back to that point in our narrative when
we left our three friends face to face with the old cos.

tumier, and relate what ensued thereupon.

CHAPTER CXLVIII.
THE CAPTUEE OF THE THREE HIGHWATMEN SEEMS
INEVITABLE, BUT THE OLD COSTUMaSR PROVES A
FRIEND IN NEED.

" I BEMEMBSB you now, monificent sir," said the old
man, as he held up the light in such a way that its

beams fell upon Dick's countenance. " I have before
had the pleasure of being of service to you."

" You are right," replied Turpin, "you have ; and I

require your aid again. These are friends of mine, and
we have all been sent here by Matthew Gale."
"That is enough, gentlemen—quite enough. I re-

quire no other reference or recommendation. I am ready
to do your bidding. Let me know your commands."

" We all three want a tolerably good disguise a-piece,

for which we are willing to pay liberally."
" I have before had a sample of your bounty, good

sir."
" You shall be equally well treated if ywu do the joh

this time as well, and with expedition."
"It is a work of time, gentlemen."
'• I am aware of that. Still, these disguises need not

be so elaborate as the former one was. If you will
select three suitable suits of clothes, we will soon have
them on, and you can finish us off,"

" Just so, gentlemen. Look here ! You oau take
choice of these ; they are all of the proper size."

Neither of the highwaymen spent much time in
making their selection.

They chose three suits of a plain description, sfuch as
any commonplace person might wear.
This done, they proceeded to put the clot'nes on,

which they did over those they were then weari ng.
While they were thus occupied, the old man. looked

about among some wigs and hats.
These he handed to our friends, and then the ly one by

one came in for a share of his attention.
Dick and Claude had already passed his hands and

were in readiness, and Jack was all but done, w hen they
all heard the unusual bustle in the street co asequent
npon the arrival of the police.

" Hark !" said Dick. " These is danger ! I am sure
of it. Someone has traoi^ qm here, and mad© the
officers aware of it."

,

" Nonsense."
"Silence, if you please," interropted-tha- old man.

" If you will allow me I will go away and i return with
an account of what is going on outside."
"Do so," said Turpin. " I know I can ^reust you, or

Gale would not have sent ub here. Bring back the in-
formation we require, and you shall be re .warded suffi-
•iaatly to satisfy you."
"I make no doubt of that,"uid the ol 4 m«n, with an

avaricious grin. " I will not be long, good sirs. 5 will

take the oandle with me ; you won't mind being in tho

dark. It will be safer, too, as well. There are curious

old places in the house which no one knows of except

myself, and I can easily get the information you desire."

So saying, the old man took ur *he miserable candle

and left the shop.

He was not away above three minutes, but to onr

three friends they seemed like three hours.

"^/Tell?" they asked, eagerly, as soon as he re-

appeared.
He placed b«8 fingers on his lips for them to oe silent,

and then drawing close to them, he spoke in a whisper.
*' The house is surrounded by police ofiicera. Some

are at this moment in the upper portion of this house,

and which they will have some trouble in leaving, I

rather think. At the front door of the shop is a body of

men, who are armed with hammers and bars which looks

as though they intended to force an entrance."
" This is startling and alarming news, indeed," said

Dick Turpin. " What is to be done ?"

At this moment it was that they heard Mr. Wriggles

for the first time call out and command them to open

in the king's name.
" Cannot you help us ?" continued Turpin, turning to

the trembling old man. " You tell us there are curious

places in the house which are known to you alone. la

there one which will be of service to us in the present

emergency, because if there is, name your own price,

and yon shall have it."

"It is in my power," said the costumier, " to take

you to a place of perfect safety."
" And you will do it ?"

" I will."
" That is well, but there is no time to lose, for, hark r

there is the second command to open."
" All right. They must repeat the words a third time

before they dare venture to break in, and before then
you will be in a place of safety."

This was a most welcome piece of intelligence to our
friends, who at first had felt something very like despair
creep over them.
And now they heard quite plainly a hammering noise

from somewhere overhead.
" That is the other party of officers. They will have

a door or two to break down before they can reach us.
This way, gentlemen—this way."
The costumier led the three highwaymen from tho

shop into the little parlour behind it as he spoke.
He carefully closed the door after him and secured it.

By the time this was done Mr. Wriggles had, for the
third time, repeated the command, and then he shouted
in loud enough tone for them to hear

—

" I call upon you all to surrender ! We are here in full

force, and to hope to escape is sheer folly ! We are
bound to take you, dead or alive, so give yourselves up at
once, and do not force us to use unnecessary violence

!

Surrender, I say, or the door will be broken down."
Mr. Wriggles waited a minute or so, to see whether

any heed would be paid to it, and then he gave the sig-

nal to his men to attack and break open the door as we
have already described.
"Now, gentlemen," said the costumier, "place faith

in me, and act according to my instructions, and all

will be well. Do you promise this ?"
" Willingly, because it is the only chance we see of

being able to effect our escape."
" Look here, then."
With some surprise, mixed with curiosity, they fol-

lowed the old man to a Gupbor.ri on one side of the
fire-place, on the other side of which was » ,i precisely
similar in appearance.
The door of the one to ^sioh he .U)d ihem, iln old man

opened.
They saw that i'«' reached nearly from the floor to the

ceiling.

It was not fitted inside with shelves as they expected,
but round the three sides of it a great many pegs had
been placed, upon which hung clothing in both plentf
and variety, and, in fact, it seemed quite full.

But though bulk-y, the things were yielding, and tb«f
easily pushed them aside.

" Walk in there, gentlemen, if yon please."
Torpin and Claude Duval did no, bat Jack held baok
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" Yaa don't mean to say this is tte hidinp[-plaoe yon
BDoke of. If it is, I would rather be out of it than in it.

Y'Ou a*''is+ ''^ mad ^e officers wiU find ue th^^e imme-
diately.

'

" X ou pt^,^tseS to place yourself under my directions."
" I did," said Jack, " and I will do so."

A.6 he spoke, he stepped into the cupboard, clopely tal-

lowed by the old man, who shut the door carefuUv behind
him.
They were not a moment too soon, foi „ grana crash

reached their ears, which showed that the front door had
been broken down.

" Stand still and upright all of you," said the old man,
in a faint whisper. " You haa oetter take hold of each
other. I am going to touch a spring, which will let the
bottom of the cupboard down.''
The place was profoundly dark, but they obeyed the old

man's words.
They could not see what he was about, but they heard a

faint cHcking noise, like the cocking of a pistol, and then
they felt the floor of the cupboard slowly and silently

descend with them.
The descent lasted nearly two minutes, although the

distance was not above ten feet, but, as we have said, the
floor of the cupboard sank with siowness.
A slight shock made th-^m aware they had reached the

bottom, but all was as dark as before, so they could not
form an idea of what kind of place thsj wGte in."

" Step forward without fear. I shall have a light in a
moment."
"Itwillbesafe?"
" Quite."
The old man produced some phosphorous matches, hv

the aid of which he lighted a piece of candle, and when
it fairly burnt up, our friends were able to see dimly
about them.
They were standing at the extremity of a vaulted passage.
"This way, gentlemen, if you please," said the cos-

tumier, who stepped into it. " This way."
Our friends followed.
" And now I will show you the excellence of this con-

trivance, and, at the same time, convince you that you are
perfectly safe. Watch me. My actisns will be suflacient
to explain to you, without words."
Hearing this, the three highwaymen looked keenly at

what the old man was about to do.
The reader must please bear in mind, too, that though

it has taken some time for us to describe all the particulars,
yet, in reality, all took place in an incredible short space
of time.

As our friends stood just within the vaulted passage,
they could see the grooves into which the floor of the
cupboard fitted.

The old man touched a spring, and then the square
piece of wood, which formed the bottom of the cupboard,
began to rise again.
They watched it go up and up until it was lost to sight,

and presently they heard a snap.
" There," said the old man, " all's safe now. They will

open the cupboard, no doubt, but they will find nothing
suspicious in it, and the floor will be as solid as that of
any cupboard, and unless they know the secret of the
spring, I defy them to reach it."
" Whereabouts are we now ?" asked Turpin.
" Underneath the pavement of Hart-street," was the

reply. " Follow me. We have nothing to fear now from
the officers, and you will see something which will sur-
prise you not a little."
" But we have no time to spare," said the highwaymen.

" Every moment is of importance to us."
" Tiiat I do not for a moment doubt, but, for all that,

you vrill have to remain quiet somewhere until the -mob
disperse. Look here !

"

The old man opened a door at the extremity of the
passage as he spoke, and what they «aw beyond it did
xadeea fill our friends with surprise.

CHAPTER CXLIX.
«!E. WBJOGLBS IS ASA.IN DISAPPOINTED, A»D THE HT©H»
WATMEN PAT A VISIT TO THE FAUILY AT THE " B-V^Elt

TUNf
"

No words of ors, BOiW»er apt or well cho&M *hey ..jigU
'*«, 'yisiwi r>o»w9f te tbe reader a muk ;'l«i. of iho iataRKe

disappointment experienced by Mr. Wriggles ana iaa
officers when, upon i-ushing into the shop, they found it
perfectly vacant, and eshibiting'no signs what^^vpr of dis-
order or recent occupation.
The hammering above, which was caused uy bia first

detatchment of men trying to break down a strong door
which barred their further progress, stiU continued.
There was a miscellaneous enough assortment (^.r goods

in the shop, and it was pretty full, still it did not take
them two minutes to assure themselves that there was no
one in it.

The Uttle door leading out of it into «,fae parlour next
attracted their notice. It was fastened, but they soon had
it open.
By the order of Mr. Wriggies—who began to have a dis-

agreeable conviction creep over him that he had expended
all his wonderful ingenuity and taken all his troulale for
nothing—b^ his orders, we say, some of the men were
sent up stairs to see whether they could not unfasten the
door the others were endeavouring to batter dowL.
The little back parlour underwent a most rigid examina-

tion. There was not a single article in it which was not
turned over and examined. The cupboard was opened
and ransacked, all its contents one by one taken out,
until it was quite empty, but all in vain.

Still Mr. Wriggles had an idea that there might be
some secret connected with the cupboard, and he sounded
the sides and the back with the stock of a pistol, but the
dull sounc produced was pretty good evidence that all was
solid behind.

Then, as for the floor, the suspicion of its being moveable
never once entered his mind. Besides, had he not stood
on it and found it secure.

The conviction that his prey had escaped him im-
pressed itself still more strongly and strongly upon him.
Some curses of a very awful and diabolical description

came from his lips, which it is by no means our intention

to repeat.

Evei7 moment, now, that elapsed saw his hopes grow
fainter and fainter.

There was not a comer in the house that was left

unsearched.
But, of course, there was no result.

The officers, one and all, leaked very blankly At each
other, and especially Gibbs and Price—they were actually

aghast.

But leaving the officers to get over their surprise and
rage in the best manner they are able, and leaving them
to their vain search in the costumier's abode, we will

return to the vaulted passage in which we left Dick
Turpin, Claude Duval, and Sixteen- String Jack, and the
curious old man.
The place into which they had emerged was under-

neath the stage of Covent-garden Theatre.

One glance was sufficient to show them that.
" You scarcely expected this, did you P But the fact is,

I told you I was once connected with, this place, and the

passage you have seen was contrived for the convenience
of a certain manager."

" Oh ! indeed
!

"

"And then when I took to that house, and used to

prepare the actors for the stage, I often used to avail my-
self of this mode of getting here^"
" I suppose so."
" I had an idea, somehow or other, that one of thesa

odd days it would prove useful, and so it has."
" Without something of the kind," said Turpin, " w«

should certainly by this time have been in the hands e/

the Philistines.'"
" Lead on," said Jack, "cannot you show us a way cat

of this place ?
"

•' I dare say I can, but you must be careful that no OM
sees you emerge."
" To be sure."
" Up these steps, th»n."
The trio foljowed the efld man ap a Ci^ ot amtmm

(steps, and then stood upon the stage itself.

The interior of the theatre looked like sotne va«t eavaru
in the intense darkness, for what windows there wejse ka
the building, had been carefully blocked up

ft was quite evident the old man was wen ac<}Tiaiiit«8
with tie labyrinthine intricacies of the thaatre, for ha
thi-eadeJ his way through a forMt ef ropm aod «x-Jir«p
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At length he stopped near a small door in the wall.

" There ! " he said, " is the place at which the actors

•nter and emerge. It opens into Covent -garden Market.

As I said, all you have got to do is to take care that no

•ua observes you leave, for if they do, the circumstance

vn\{ be sure to give birth to suspicion, for this happens to

Ije an hour when the theatre is never visited."

*' I understand."
" Have you the means of opening tUP •'oor ? ' asked

Jack Bann.
have

ND RANN RESCUING TOM KING.]

" Nothing much," was the reply. " There is a pohce-

officer standing there, and apparently vith his attention

wholly fixed upon this door."

" The deuce there is !

"

" There is, indeed
!

"

" But it will never do to be kept prisoners here by one

officer," said Dick Turpin ;
" we must take some decisive

steps at once.'

I

" What shall we do ?
"

1

« I hardly know ; and yet I think the be' . thing to fl*

will be to take another peep; and if he is st'»* there,

' Then o'pen it just the least oit in the world, so that we i endeavour to decoy him in here by some means

can take a pee- and see whether there is anyone outside

or not."
" I am at your commands, noble sir," said tne old ninn,

«j be proceeded to unfasten the door.

Having done bo, he just opened it about "naif an j-'ck,

and closed it again with great rapidity.
** What is it r " aeked the highwaymen.

No. 28.

" Let that be it, then," said Claudi. " 1 can i Tbwr '••

anvthing better, can you, Jack ?
"

" No.'^'
" Let us set about it at once.
" You will do it, Dick ?"

" Yes, as I proposed the scheme. You tnrec stand ,,sioMi

a little, and I will open the door again, and peep on.." •

Prick One Halii-enkt.
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Agreeably to these instructions, tbe old costumier drew

back, and Claude and Jack took up their positions close

to the door.

Dick Turpin next proceeded, with all the caution

possible, to draw the door the least bit open. He wanted

to get it wide enough tt .re able to see outside witllout the

oflScer being aware of it.

Fortunately the inside of the theatre was not only

dark, but the doorway itself, owing to its position '•" the

large building, was in deep shadow.

Sure enough, there was a police officer, with, apparently,

his eyes fixed npon the little doo».

Whether this really was so, or whether it was the result

of accident, Dick could not tell.

And now how to proceed, so as to effectually prevent

the man from giving the alarm, was rather a difficult

question.

Dick looked out, but there appeared to be no other

living creature, besides the police-officer, anywhere in

sight.

Dick opened the door a little wider.
" Hist !

" he said, at the same time beckoning to the

officer to advance. '' Hist !

"

The officer saw the door open, and an ordinary-looking

man appear at it, and heard him ci-y, " Hist !

"

Now it will be as well here to state that this man was
quite in ignorance of Mr. Wriggles's movements. He
was, in fact, merely upon night duty, and happened to be

standing where he was by the merest chance in the world.

Surmising that something unusual was going on, and

not for a moment anticipating that he should run into any

particular danger, he unsuspectingly advanced towards

the door.

This was precisely the result which Turpin hoped
for and expected, so opening the door a little farther,

taking care to stand as much as possible behind it, he
again mysteriously beckoned the officer to approach.

On he came.
" Now !

" whispered Dick to Claude, who happened to

be nearest to him. " While I keep his attention wholly

occupied, you spring out and drag hir>^ in."

By the time he had concluded V^iis hurried speech the.

officer reached the door.
" What is it ? " he said. What do "

What more he was going to say is unknown, for Claude
just at that moment sprang forward, and putting one arm
round his middle, and the other hand over his mouth,
dragged him inside.

He was too much astonished to resist, until it was too

late.

Dick shut the door instantly.

Claude shifted his grasp to the man's throat.

He struggled desperately, but it was of no avail.

"Arope!" cried Sixteen-String Jack ; "findusarope,
an4 then all will be secure."

" Yes, noble sir," said the old costumier ;
" bring him

this way, and I will show you plenty of the article you
require.

'

" Lead on, then."
Between our three powerful friends, the officer had not

the smallest chance.

The old costumier still held the light, and they followed

him to a good-sized room, which was piled with miscel-

laneous lumber of all kinds, and especially old scenes, with
the necessary rope tackle for moving it.

With some of this they very quickly tied the unfortunate

officer hand and foot.

Then they closed the door, and repaira^ once mor^ to

the entrance.
" I believe," said the old costumier, " that you are now

free to leave this place. You are disguised, but still I

should recommend you to be cautious in yuur movements."
" Do not fear," said Dick. " Before we go, however,

take this purse. I do not know how much it contains,

but it is a heavy one. We are grateful for the service you
have rendered us to-night, for had it not been for you we
should, by this time, have been in the hands of the officer.^.

You will see ya again before long ! Good morning !

"

" Good morning, noble sirs !
" said the old c®stumier,

with a low bow, as the three highwa3nnen, one after the

other, cantioualy emerged into Covent-garden Market,
^nd were quickly lost to sight.

CHAPTER CL,
"^LD MATTHKW suggests TO HICK TURPIH A MEANS OF

GETTING OUT OF HIS DIFFICULTY.

The moment they felt sure they wera secure nroai obser-
vation, the three highwaymen came to a halt.

" It is quite time we were at the Old Bailey," eaid Dick
Turpin. " I am afraid, now, ws shall have some trouble
in gaining admittance."

" So do I," said Jack.
"And after what has lust occurred, it will be treOlj

perilous for us to go there."
" I have no doubt of that," said Dick, " but I, for one,

have no intention of staying away. Listen, this will be
our best plan."

"What?"
" You shall hear. Disguised as we are now, we snaR

be almost certain to pass unsuspected, but to add to our
safety, let us separate. I will go first, then you. Jack,
can follow at some distance, and' laude bring up the rear.

All v;e shall have to do will be to take care that we do not
lose sight of each other."

" That will be best."
" I am glad you think so !

"

" I will cross over to the opposite side of the street,*"

said Jack, " and Claude can follow you ; we shall then still

further remove suspicion."
" Just so ! And, as we are agreed, let us start at once."
After these words, the three highwaymen disposed

themselves in the manner they had arranged, and avoiding
the more populous thoroughfares, took their course in ae
direct a line as possible to the Old Bailey.

St. Sepulchre's clock chimed half-past nine as they
reached their destination.

As usual, there was a crowd of persons about the
entrance to the Sessions-house, and this was a circumstance
very much in the favour of the highwaymen, i'or it diverted
attention from them.
They were particularly careful to keep Dick in sight.

And now Turpin, for one whose person was so well-
known to the police as he was, performed a veiy daring
action, and one that made his two companions fairly hold
their breath.

Walking straight up to one of the police-officers, who
was standing at the foot of the staircase, he said in a
feigned voice

—

" We have heard there is to be a remarkable trial to-

day. It is so, is it not ?
"

" Well, yes," said the officer, completely deceived by the
appearance of the person who addressed him. " Tom Kin|;
is going to be tried to day."

" Ah !

"

" What do you mean ?
"

" Do you think," asked Dick, sinking his voice to a
whisper, " that you could find us a place for a guinea,
where we could see what takes place ?

"

" This way, please," said the police-officer. " This way,
if you please."

The offer of a guinea was too much for him to withstand.
And so our three friends were comfortably installed in a

front seat in the gallery, from whence a capital view of
the court could be obtained.

The result of the trial has been already made known to
the reader.

With an interest, which can be scarcely understood,
they listened to all the proceedings.

As the counsel for the prosecution stated the case, Di^
knew it was trae in every particular.

Then when he heard it whispered that some months
ago Tom King had robbed the jadge himself of a veiy
valuable snuff-box, he looked upon his condemnation aa
certain.

But, above all, he was incensed against the covmseJ
employed by Mr. Lazenby, and for which he had naid so
hirfi a price.

This, however, was unjusfi. The evidence was too com-
plete, and the conviction too determined upon, for him to

stand the slightest chance.

The jurymen themselves had individually felt the iiic(»-

venience and danger of travelling with money or valnabk*
of any kind in their possession, and they looked upon it a*
a duty to themselves to bring this man in gniFcy.

^ ' -30 Dick and his friends waited there until the cm*
wa<? over and the prisoner ren^oved.
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minds to work we shall soon think of sometLiup T >,,.

no doubt."
Then they left the court.

J

ITiere eeemed to be no suspicion as to who they leally
|

were. ) " Will you allow me to make a suggestion ?'•

By prt-coneerted :::r::ngenieDt they all three separatediff it ^^as old Matthew who asked the questifm.
»nd ii..ide their way to old Matthew's cri'« in Drury-ian?^ Of course we will. What is it ? You have been ot
by different and circuitous routes.

_ i%^°^ service to us in this way before, my friend, and we
Sixteen-Strmg Jack was the first to arrire. ' -haU listen to what you have got to eay with tJ^e'greatest
A word from old Matthew let him know that, at present

j
attention. What is it ?

"

all was well, and that there was no new danger to appre-
I

" Really," said old Matthew, as a eatisfiea smile irra-
bend. diated his rubicund countenance, " really, what I have to
He seated himself in the little private parlour behind

the bar, already so well-known to our readers.
*' I can see the result of the trial," said old Matthew,

" without asking you any questions. However, it is no
more than I expected."
" Nor I," said Sixteen-String Jack.
" Still, we won't give up."
" Not at all. I think we have as good a cHianct) ^ow as

ever."
" Better."
"Well, I don't know exactly for that. Bat ^icre's

Dick."
Turpin entered the parlour as he spoke.
" Where's Claude ? " he asked.
" Not arrived yet."
" He ought to have been here first. 1 have come the

longest way. I hope nothing has happened to him."
" Oh ! you can safely let him alone for getting out of a

crape. Ah ! here he is."

Claude Duval, looking rather flushed and excited,

walked into the parlour, and closed the door.
" What is the matter ? " asked Dick. " How is it you

are so late ?
"

" Confound it
!

" was the reply. '' Just as I got to the
corner of Drury-lane I met an officer who declared he
kaew me."
" Indeed."
" I think he mistook me for some one else."
" Not that he thought you Claude Duval ?

"

" No. He would have raised a greater outcry than he
did. However, I was obliged to dispose of him."
" How was that ?

"

" Why, just where we stood I saw a cellar under a shop,
where a cobbler was sitting at work, and very attentively'

observing us, so I caught hold of the officer by the back
of the neck and the seat of his breeches, and threw him
right in."

" Ha ! ha !
" laughed Matthew Gale. " Capital. Ha

!

ha!"
'* He went in with a tremendous crash, I can tell you

;

but I did not wait to see the result, but made my way
here as fast as possible, and I believe without being
observed."

" That's all right, then, and even if they do come peeping
and prying, I can stow you where they wiU never find

you."
" Thanks, Matthew. You are a real friend to us. And

now about Tom. What are we to do ?
"

"That is a serious matter, Dick," said Claude, "and
we must reflect before we decide how we are to act."

"Exactly."
" What is your advice, Jack ? Do you think we lould

do any good by breaking into Newgate ?
"

'' I am afraid not. Rely upon it, every possible precau-
tion will be taken to prevent his escape. They Lave made
ap their minds to hang him, and without we are very
careful they will do it."

" They shall not," said Dick, " while I Kve. The diffi-

culties which 1 have already met with, and those which I

can see, so far from daunting me or turning me from my
purpose, only confirm me in it. The time, now, is drawing
verv short, but it is yet long enough to do wonders."

That is true enough,' said Claude Duval, "but it

appears to be the most difficult and dangerous affair we
have ever been engaged in. I was going to say hope-
leas. But we are resolved to Stick to you, Dick, and help
70a, and we'll do it."

" We will," repeated Sixteen-StrJHg Jack.
" fhanks," said Dick Turpin, as ne took a hand o! each

propose IS so simple, that I am almost a.shamed to say it
after the way you have spoken, for T. can tell you expect it
to be something extra."
" We do ! we do

!

'

'

" Then you will be oisiuppoinwd, for it isn't."
" Let us hear it, and then we can judge."
" Very well, gentlemen ; then what I was going to pro-

pose was, that you all three go to-night to the meeting of
the family at the ' I'hree Tuus,' and lay the particulars of
the case before them, and rely upon it they will hit upon
some means of getting him free."

" Capital !
" exclaimed the three friends.

Matthew looked pleased.
" That is as good a suggestion as could well be made,"

said Dick Turpin. " I have not ventured there since the
night when Sir Theodore Houghton met with the reward
he so richly deserved. That is a long time ago now, so I
should think there would not be much danger in going
there again."

" None at all, I should say, for no one could nossibly
expect you. It falls on a lucky night, too."

" What do you mean ?
"

" Why, this is Wednesday, and on Wednesday evening,
as you know, there is always a full gathering."

" There is, but I had forgotten it. We will lay by for
a few hours, and then we will go. I will put the case
plainly before them."
And in pursuance of this determination, Dick Turpin,

Claude Duval, and Sixteen-String Jack, set out from the
" White Horse " in Drury-'ane, to visit the thieves' ken in
Seven Dials,

CHAPTER CLI.

DICK TURPIN RECEIVES AN OVATION FR05I THE " FAMILY "

AT THE "three TUNS."

A LONG, low, smoke-b'^crimed, underground apartment,
dimly Hghted by taUow lips stuck in sconces, and placed
at irregular distances along the walls.

In the centre a table, many feet in length, but dispro-
portionately narrow.

Seated round it upon clumsy benches, inverted casks",
and such like articles, were some forty or fifty desperate-
looking men.
They were composed of one branch of the persons who

in London get their living in defiance of the laws, or, as
they called themselves, in their own vernacular, "the
family."
The reader will remember that in the earlier portion of

this story he was introduced tc this apartment—iJF the
term may be applied to such a piace—as well as to some
of the company in it.

It was, as we then stated, situated beneath the ground-
floor of the " Three Tuns '' public-house.
On this particular night—it being one upon which the

whole of the "family" who possibly could do so assem-
bled—the noise was prodigious.

The chairman, who, in accordance with custom, was
installed in a wooden arm-chair, placed upon the end of
the table, made vain and ineffectual attempts to restore
order.

Every moment witnessed the arrival of some othei
member.

It wa*. not until all assembled that the ordinary pro-
ceedings of the evening commenced.
Then the appeab of the chairman would -le listened to,

and tolerable silence obtained.

It was during all this wild uproar that our three friends
in h> own. " Do not think the enterprise a honeles' one.

j

eiitered

1 iiare a presentiment that w» shall carry it out s'^viess- I They were far from wishing to attract attention just
folly.

But bow stkall we act P
"

There T airi at present at a loss, but if

I

then, so they sat down ur, oserved upon the .seat nearest
to the door by which they entered,

all set our It was the first time Claude Duval and Jack Hann
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nad eeen the place, and they looked about t)-«u« in-

t^uiringly, •

But in its general features the scene presented to >hem
aothing new.

It was not long, however, before the room f^ot co'ti-

pletely full, and tbeu the chairman succeeded, after maay
efforta, in procuring a temporary and partial silence.

" Silence, pals," he cried. " Silence. A very in

portant piece of information has been given to nie, and i.

you will -all hold your rows a minute 1 will tell yo'" what
it is."

Cries tor order now arose on all sides, ana wnen they

had subsided the place became tolerably quiet.
" Gentlemen," said thecbairmau, " I have the piv..-sui*e

to announce to you the fact that there is to-night amongst
us one who is a member of our glorious profession, an^
the most glorious member of it, too. Gentlemen, 1 pro-

pose that he takes the chair on this here occasion." ,

" Name—name !
" cried the rude assemblage. " Name

—name ! Who is it ? Who is it ?
"

" Order, pals, and you shall hear. The member alluded

to as being present is Dick Turpin, the hightobyman !

"

The uproar that followed this announcement is far

beyond all description.
'* Hurrah ! hurrah ! Bravo for Dick Turpin ! Where

is he ? Let him come this way ! Put him in the chair !

Let's urink his health ! Hurrah, pals ! We'll have a
jolly night of it ! Bravo ! bravo !

"

Such were a few of the more vociferous cries which
could be distinguished above the Babel of other sounds.

In obedience to this call, the unanimity of which was so
evident, Dick Turpin rose from where he had been sitting,

and forced his way through the throng towards the chair-

man.
He was quickly perceived, and then seized by a dr>~<m

arms, aud lifted bodily on to the table.

In this positiou he was a very prominent object.

His appearance was saluted with an applause that was,
without exaggeration, absolutely deafening.

He bowed low and gracefully in acknowledgmeut.
" Take the chair ! Take the chair !

" was the universal
cry.

The man who ordinarily fulfilled the duty of president

over the rude throng had risen from his chair, aud stood
by the side of it, holding one of the arms.
Dick seated himself in an attitude that was at once

imposing and theatrical, and fresh bursts of welcome and
applause succeeded it.

The ex-chairman raised his hand, and as the eyes of all

the company were turned in that direction the gesture
was seen, and imagining he had something important to

eay, they prepared to listen to it.

" Gentlemen," he cried, " listen tome for one moment."
" Hear ! hear ! Silence !

"

" I feel a great deal of pleasure on the present occasion

in making room for one who is far worthier to eit here as

chairman than I am."
" Hear ! he>"- ! That'll do ! that'll do !

"

But the chairman, unheeding, went on.
" I have to propose, gentlemen, that you every cue fill

up your glasses, and drink to the health of cur honoured
chairman, the celebrated Dick Turpin, the hightobyman !

"

" Hurrah ! Bravo !

"

Dick rose.

Instantly all, as soon as they saw the movement, were
silent.

He took a tolerable-sized purse from his pocket.

He held it aloft in the air, as high as the ceiling would
allow him, and then let it fall upon the table.

The coins jingled musically as they descended.
" There," said Dick, " that will pay for something ali

round. Call the landlord, and let every one order juct

what they like
"

~ The 3oise which had formerly prevailed vvae silenoe ia

comparison w-^H the uproar that succeeded this speech
nd action.

Dick's popularity ..as in the ascendant.

It was some time before all were served.

From the elevated situation he occupied, Dick had an
excellent view of the room and its inmates.

So soon, then, as he perceived that every one had his

glaea filled before him, he rose.

The iignal waa obeyed by all present, and rising to

r feoi, they raised 'the brimming glasses in the air.

while the health of Dick Turpin was drank witli everf
possible manifestation of delight.

Then the tumult having somewhat subsided, he pro*
ceeded to respond ; and, amid n perfect silence, <iurinff

v?hich the eyes and atteutioa of all were fixed upo» him,
he spoke as follows

—

'

'•'Gentlemen," he said, lowing, "of course you uan
> iiderstand how proud and p eased I am to find I stand ao
«ell as I do in your estimation, and how grateful I feel

for the manner in which you have drank my health. But,
gentlemen, I came here to-night with a particular object

in view, and tLe way in which I have been received

encourages me to make known to you what it is without
fuHher preface or delay."

Hear ! hear !
" interrupted a chorus of voices.

" Silence all ! Let's hear what he has to say ! Hurrab
for Dick Turpin ! Speak ! speak !

"

As soon as he saw a chance of making himself heard,

Dick spoke, but as soon as he baijan there was an imme-
diate silence.

" It must be weV. kuowis to ail t« you," he said, " that

my comrade, Tom King, has been captured, lodged in

Newgate, brought to trial, and condemned to die at
Tyburn on Monday morning. Gentlemen, Tom King is nay

friend, and, as a brave man, I honour him. It was
through me that he was taken prisoner, and I have sworn
to set him free. But hitherto all my endeavours ha>f
been foiled. The authorities have determined to bring
him to death, and they have taken precautions such as
never were taken before to prevent all possibility o*

escape and rescue. I engaged a clever lawyer to try to

bring him off, but he failed. He still languishes in his

cell, where four men keep guard over him, and watch his

every movement. Gentlemen, I appeal to you, and call

upon you to assist me to keep the oath I made, that I

would set him free if I had to pull Newgate down stone
by stone to do it."

" We will ! we will ! Hurrah for brave Dick Turpin
and his friend, Tom King ! Three cheers, mate ! We will

get him out ! Hun-ah ! down with the old prison ! Let's

set light to it, and burn it down ! That'll be the plan

!

Br.'ivo!"

Turpin began to speak, and once more all were stiD.
" I cannot express my joy at finding you so unanimooa

in your wish to aid me. Gentlemen, I beg yon will

think over the whole of the case, and decide in what way
his escape is to be achieved. There is plenty of time for

deliberation, but before we go any further I have some
intelligence to communicate to you which will, I hope,
afford you the greatest satisfaction. I ought to have
mentioned it before, but it is not too late to repair the
omission. Gentlemen, I have the pleasure to inform you
that there are two other friends of mine to-night here
present. They are well known to you by name, and I

hope you will give them a hearty welcome. One is the
celebrated world-famed Claude Duval! the other"

—

But Dick's voice was drowned by the confusion which
this announcement caused, and the other name could not

be heard.

Claude Duval rose, and was instantly recognised by the

majority of " the family," who crowded around him with
every manifestation of delight.

He was lifted on to the table as Dick had been.

And then, after the ceremony of drinking his health

was gone through, and he had briefly responded to it,

Dick spoke.
" The other friend who is here present is Jack Bann,

better known as Sixteen- String Jack !

"

It was now Jack's turn to be placed upon the table, and
he stood there in a confused, shrinking ' inner, habitual

to him under such circumstances.

The delight of " the family " at having among them at

one time three such very notorious characters was un-

fcounded, and for a moment Tom King was forgotten.

Bat Dick took care to remind them of it.

Be bad anticipated a heaity welcome, but scarcely the

ovation he had received.

Two chairs, in addition to the one upon wL.oh he sat,

were placed upcm the table, and Claude Duv al avd Pii-

teen-String Jack seated in them.
Then all gave themselves up to an atter^ivt- oi!iih.,.<»ra-

tion of the best means to be emploj'ed to effec . Toiu Kiny'fl

release.
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Many ifc»eans were proposed • in fact, every one ha»

jcheme of his own.
The meeting was prolonged until a late, or ratbe

,

€arly hour, and then they separated, having agreed cpot ones
the course to be pursued.

AiVhat it was it is unnecessary here to say. It wili

develop itself.

The three friends reached the White Heuse again \n
safety, and there we will leave them while we devote some
space to an account of what took place in the meanwhile
at Newgate.

CHAPTER CLII.

THE HANGMAf' JRIVES TOM KING TO TYBURN, AND MEETS
WITH A. SLIGHT SURPRISE.

Thk time passed wretchedly and wearily enough to Tom
Xing while in the condemned cell.

On the morning following the occurrences just related,

old Matthew Grale paid him a visit, and communicated to

him the results of the meeting with *' the family " at the
" Three Tuns."

This intelligence was sufficient to rekindle hope in his

t)«om, for, if the truth must be told, he had begun to

despair.

A remarkable change took place in his manner after the
interview with the worthy landlord, which the men on
guard over him did not fail to notice, and were extra
vigilant accordingly.

But nothing took place to reward them for their trouble.

And so the days crept on until Sunday morning came.

This was the time that Tom most dreaded, and he
would have given anything to escape the ordeal of appear-
ing in the condemned pew in the chapel, and hearing the
ordinary preach the condemned sermon over him, while
he would be the cynosure of a thousand unfeeling eyes."

It was a needless aggravation of the last few hours he
had to spend on earth.

But, finding it inevitable, he nerved himself to bear it as

well as he was able.

The gallery devoted to the reception of those whose
curiosity brought them to the chapel was crowded with
fashionably-dressed people, for it was only those who had
the means of paying handsomely who were privileged to

see the show.
Tom tried his best not to do so, but he could not help

shrinking a little when he was marshalled into the chapel,

and led to the seat appropriated to those in his position.

It was rather singular that during the past week he
was the only one who .received sentence of death. At
that time, when so many crimes were visited with the

extreme penalty of the law, it was very rarely that such a
thing as this occurred. The criminal annals of the period

show that on most hanging mornings five to sftven or ten

perished.
How different it is now

!

Only a week or two back the writer saw in the public

prints the account of the trial of a man for highway rob-

bery. The case was fully proved, and the prisoner found
guilty. In the time of which we are writing the sen-

tence would have been death upon the scaffold ; as it was,
the Common Serjeant committed him for two months with
hard labour.

This, we think, is going to the opposite extremt.

The punishment is manifestly inadequate.

But to return.

Tom King was, as we have said, the sole inmate of the
condemned pew.
The eyes of all were therefore directed eucn-ely upon

him. There was n-^ one near h'-^ to distract any portion

of their attention.

Assuredly, never did his cell appear so pleasant ? pl*c«
as it did when he was led back to it.

The remainder of the day passed like the preeedinji

In the afternoon, however, old Matthew paid In.a
another visit, when he again assured him that all wo'..(>

go well, and despite whatever precautions might be takew
by the authorities, they would be of no avail, and in no
way prevent his rescue, which might be looked upon as %
certainty.

And then, after old Matthew had departed, the last

rays of daylight faded from the dungeon, and night
.^pidly came on—that night which it was »*etermined

I should be the last he should pass on earth.

He threw himself upon his rude, hard couch.
But he slept not.

That was out of the question.
Each hour seemed an age.
The men who were on guard over him smoked their

pipes in silence, for it was only occasionally that they
spoke to each other, and then only when necessary.
And so the nigibt wore away, and morning came.
There was an unusual stir in Newgate at a very early

hour.
Outside, although many hours would elapse before the

procession started, a dense crowd had collected.

From the corner of the Old Bailey nearest Fleet-street,

it reached to Giltspur-street, and then far away down
Skinner-street and Snowhill.

Its bulk continually increased, and there was every indi-

cation that it would before long form one unbroken line

to Tyburn, at which place another and as large a crowd
had collected.

The news that the celebrated highwayman, whose deeds
had caused so great a commotion in the land, was about to
pay the full penalty of his crimes, had been diffiised over the
whole metropolis, then by no means the gigantic place
which it is now.
The greatest excitement prevailed.

As for Tom himself, although he had every confidence
in his friends, yet he could not help feeling the full peril

of his situation.

As, however, the day came, he grew much calmer, and
was able to, iu 'a great measure, shake off the nervous
apprehensiveness which had possession of him during the
darkness ; but that was only natural.

The plan, too, which had been agreed upon by his

friends for his rescue, was so good a one that, provided no
unforeseen accident occurred, it had every chance of

Under the influence of these feelings, he was able to

partake heartily of the rich breakfast placed before him

;

for, as we have had already occasion to remark, prisoners
were at that time allowed to be indulged with whatevei
they liked in the shape of eating and drinking, and it is a
disgraceful, but well-known, fact, that many malefactors
were taken to the place of execution in a state of bestial

intoxication.

Tom, however, drank only sparingly of some excellent

wine, for Matthew had furnished him with ample funds.

When the breakfast was over, several persons came inte

his cell.

Ope was the new deputy-goveruor, who had taken the
utmost pains to perform all his duties with scrupulous
exactness, and he used every artifice he could think of to

let the civic authorities perceive it. •

Ho was followed by the ordinary, whose behaviour was
now about as unlike what it had been as it was possible

for it to be.

.Then came two of the sheriffs, who had the disagree-

able duty to perform of accompanying the prisoner to

Tyburn.
One was unknown to Tom, but the other was Mr.

The position he occupieu was about as uncomfortable
[

Blanc*", whose usually smiling countenance we° now grave
and unenviable a one as could well be imagined, so it will

,

and sombre.
not be thought wonderful that his embarratsment was « •-,

; Somt iurnkeys closed the procession,

great as to make him only partially conscious of vrtiat « ,us •' Now, prisoner," said Mr. Cawthorn, for such was^ the
taking place. He seemed to see all things through a i aame of the deputy-governor, " your time has come, and
dense mist ; and as for the words of Mr. CoUey, the or.

i i hope, for all our sakes, that you will make nc annecss.

dinary, if they reached his ears, they most certainly did
I sary bother, but submit to your fate with a pood graxje,

not penetrate to his understanding. I Unlock the chain."
It is questionable whether he ever experienced so great 1 bree of the turnkeys now came forward,

a ieeling of relief as he did when he found, by the universal ' Two of them took up their positions on either side o^

movement made by all, that the service was at an end. ! Tom and placed their hands on his collar, while the oHitM
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took a bunch of keys from bis pocket, with wtiicb he/ The duty of these police-officers was, by forming Lhem-
undid the massive padlock which secured him ty a cham*- '•""- -"'•" " •• ^-^- *^" *" ""-" '' ^ ^'-~

to a staple firmly imbedded in the sohd masonry.
Tom was perfecl. / well aware that he would gain

nothing by any attempt at violence, so he remalo^d ouite
till and tractabU

Mr. Cawthorn was vastly pleased, ''or, ot cc .t"se, he
attributed this peaceful demeanour to the circumstance of

the prisoner having been deeply impressed with the woi Js

he had uttered by way of caution and advice.

It was easy to be seen that the good-hearted Mr. Blabdy
was deeply affected by Tom's position. His behaviour
on several occasions had greatly pleased him ; he could

see that there was about him that unmistakable impress
of a gentleman which can never be assumed, and very

rarely disgui: c'd, and he much regretted that one so gifted

and well-educated as he appeared to be, should suffer so

ignominious a doom.
Having been freed from the chain which confined him

to the wall, Tom was led by his jailers into the yard of

the prison, in which stood the horse and cart which was
to convey him to Tyburn.
Here the smith was in waiting to knock the rivets out

of his fetters, for prisoners were never taken to the scaffold

in chains.

This ceremony was quickly performed. Long practice

bad conferred a great degree of dexterity upon him.
It would seem that the authorities had some idea s,

rescue would be attempted, for a large body of mounted,
well-armed police-officers were in attendance, as well as a

whole detachment of dragoons, who were to form a com-
plete circle round the cart.

Tom's heart sank a little when, from a gloomy gateway,
be saw these make their way into the yard.
They completely filled it.

Well he knew it would be no easy task to overcome
men so well trained to the use of wai-like weapons as they
were.
They had, too, been evidently selected as large, power-

ful men, and such as would be best able to repel an
assault.

A great deal of bustle and e d sion took place, for

tnany of the horses were very ret v< .

A coffin was placed across the front of the cart.
^

It was a frightfully common affair, the wood jf which
it was composed was deal, painted black, while it was
ronghly fastened together with white-headed nails, which
pave it a ghastly and horrible look.

CHAPTER CLIIl.

PARTICULAKLY KEL.\TES THE MANNER IN WHICH TOM
KING WAS TAKEN TO TYBURN.

A VLAiNLY perceptible shudder swept over Tom King
from head to foot as this ominous object met his gaze.

But that was only natural.

It was a horrible idea to make a man sit down beside
the coffin which was to contain in a short time his own
remains.
One of the officials now tapped Tom on the shoulder,

and bade him take his seat in the cart.

He obeyed.
Resistance would have been futile, and, worse than that,

would have provoked ill-usage.

He was followed by the ordinary, who, on this occasion,

was attired in full canonicals.

The hangman now crawled forward, and, taking t.he

reins in his hand, sat down on the front of the cart.

And so the whole procession was formed before it begsn
to defile through the low arched door into the Old Bailey.

By the usual time the whole of the preparations were
complete.

It was no sligMt consolation to Tom to think that he

SI Ives into a compact body, to force a passage through the
crowd
They walked six abreast, jnd there wp'» probably fifty

or sixty of them.
Immediately after them came the cumbrous cavnaK-es ia

which the sheriffs were convej'ed.

After them came another body of police-officers, but
they were on foot. There was, certainly, not less than a
hundred of them.

In the centre, and completely hemmed in by them, was
the cart containing the hangman, the coffin, the condemnej^
prisoner, and the ordinary.

Then an outer circle was formed by the detachment ot

dragoons, whose heavy horses caused the people to retreat

to a respectful distance.

Tom looked upon the mass of well-armed men by which
he was surrounded with something like dismay.
How could his friends hope to break through such a

force, and rescue him.
The idea seemed absurd.
Truly were those in power determined that on this

occasion, at least, their victim should not escape.

And thus, amid the shouts, screams, yells, groans, and
hisses of the excited populace, the dismal procession

started.

Tom looked eagerly around him, as soon as they turned
the comer of the Old Bailey into Skinner-street.

But no faces which he could recognise met his eye.

It was, however, easy to see that the majority of the
people, of whom the crowd was composed, sympathized
with and were in favour of Tom King.
This was a circumstance iiat quickly forced itself upon

the officers, though they hai been previously led to antici-

pate that such would prove to be the case.

The appearance of "Tom King alone was well calculated

to enlist the good feeling of the people, and in addition to

this, they had no great dislike for what he had done.

They hadi none of them suffered any individual loss, for

it was a rather notorious fact that neither he nor his

comrade Turpin ever robbed those who could not afford

to lose.

As it happened, none of those who had turned out to

witness his execution were in that enviable predicament,
nor was it likely that they ever would be.

Therefore, to them a highwayman was something more
than an ordinarj' felon.

It is ever the case that, with the uneducated, courage is

the attribute to be admired above all others, and is the
one held in most esteem. We suppose it will always be
so.

It was plain enough to be seen that, in the event of a

rescue being attempted, they would befriend the prisoner

and oppose the authorities.

This is a weakness common to all mobs.
The denbe mass parted right and left before the advance

of the sohd body of mounted officers, who headed the
procession.

As the cart reached the top of Suowhill, Tom turned a
little and looked before.

Stretched up Holboru, as far as ever his eye could

reach, was still the same mass of closely-packed human
beings.

The shops were one and all closed, but the upper
windows were crowded with eager and excited spectators,

while in many places the very roof-tops were thronged.

Those persons who happened to be in Fleet-street or

the Strand upon the day when the Princess Alexandra
entered London, and saw the crowd that was there assem-
bled, will be able to form a very good idea of what
Holborn and the Oxford-road were like upon this eventful

moniiug.
On reaching the foot of Holbom-hill, wliich then waa

a far more difficult ascent than it is at the present time,
' he cftvalcade came to a halt.

was spared the indignities and exultation which Mr. Tep'* The bell of St. Andrew's church was tolling dismally,

ner would have displayed on the occasion. iv '"Now," thought Tom, " will be the opportunity
A troop of mounted uolice- well armed with cii.'"-='**3,

headed the procession.

Then, when they were in perfect readiness to start, ehe

gates were thrown open.
As this vyas done, Tom caught a transient glimpse of a

countless mass of human beings, swaying to and Iro like

waves upon the ocean.

Kpon by my friends to achieve my rescue.'

But as the three minutes, during which v._.»y stayed,

passed away without the slightest manifestations being
made, his heart turr"'' cold, and a deadly sensation of

sickness came over hii^.

The word was given, and once more the cavalcade W3*
set in motion.
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On—on they went without meeting with anything in

the shape of opposition ^. jrthy of the name.
The crowd, which grew denser at every step, still

shouted, groaned, and fought, as the humour took them.
Of course that wide and noble street which now connects

Oxford-street with Holborn was not then in existence. It

is, in fact, quite a modem improvement, having been
executed i^it^'n the remembrance of the me^orty of our
readers.
• I ts site Ts die then occupied by a thickly-populated district,

a rookery, in fact, where crime and violence of every kind
found a lurking-place.

The route to the Oxford-road then lay throu^;n the

heart of St. Giles's. Indeed, that route can be taken ev ?n

now.
There was a publii>-hous£ in the High-street where

hanging processions always halted, and where from time
immemorial a bowl of wine was handed to the prisoner,

who was supposed to drink the health of all the crowd.
But Tom was in no humour to comply with this custom,

but still he deemed it advisable to do so, lest he should
give offence to the assembled concourse.

The officers, too, and soldiers were given some refresh-

ment, it being, in fact, a kind of half-way house.
The landlord himself came out with the huge bowl of

punch in his hands, and gave it to Tom, who received it

with a bow.
A loud hurrah arose from the crowd.
The guard were infltantly on the alert, but there was

nothing to apprehend.
Tom stood up in the cart, and, turning to the spectators,

made another and a lower bow, and then drank some of

the punch.
While he did so, he took the opportunity to cast an

anxious glance over the crowd.
But no signs of his friends could he see.

Tom's hopes sank lower still, and when he sat down
again and the procession moved on, he began in good
earnest to prepare himself for death.

And yet, he asked himself, could it be possible that his

friends would allow him to be taken to death without
making at least an effort to save him ? He thought not.

They had doubtless some good reason for not making their

appearance.
And thus, alternately flushed by hope and chilled with

the cold breath of despair, he continued on his unwilling
journey.
The broad country road, now called Oxford-street, was

slowly traversed.

As they drew yet nearer and nearer to the fatal tree, so
did their progress become slower and slower.

The body of police found their duty of forcing a passage
increase in difficulty every moment.
But it was from no positive unwillingness on the part

of those who were nearest to them that this arose.

It was because the people were already so closely packed
that it was next to an impossibility to compress them into

a smaller compass.
Very gradually, however, they gave way.
Then the triple-tree appeared in sight.

Tom knew it, not because he himself saw the ill-omened
ol ect, but because of tne hoarse cry which arose from the
p*(t>ple.

And still, as Tom's eyes roamed over the sea of faces,

not one familiar countenance could he see.

But let it be said, that he did not perceive one that
bore an expression altogether inimical to him.
But where was Dick, and Claude, and Jack ? What ha 3

occurred to prevent them from carrying out their inten-

tions as to a rescue ?

Were the authorities to prevail ? Was he to be a hang-

,

man's prey ? i

One would ha.v« thought so from a contemplation '>f the
state of affairs.

'

But yet, let the cn&^ce be ever so small, his three com-
panions were not the sort of men to give up without at
least making an effort to save him.

It was in vain that Mr. Colley, the ordinary, endea-
voured to arrest his attention. All that he said was
wholly unheeded, for Tom understood him not.

Ihe cart now reached the fatal upot, and here a bAef
oaus'" 'rpjs made while some necftiJsary forms were eub-
•*nbM»i to.

CHAPTER CLIV.
TOM KING IS RESCUED AT A CRITICAL JIOMENt BY HIS

FRIENDS.

It will be neither out of place nor unintevesting for oa to
take advantage of this interval in the proceedings of this

terrible drama, and make the reader exactly aware of the
manner in which persons were executed at Tybnrn, inas-

much as the mode now adopted differs widely from it,

which makes an explanation necessary for the due com-
prehension of the unlooked-eveuts which so closely fol-

lowed.
The method now practised must be p.ecty well known.
A firm wooden stage is erected, having at its opposite

sides two upright beams of wood.
Resting upon the tops of these is a horizontal beam,

from the centre of which the rope is suspended.
In the middle of the platform is a trap-door, secured on

the under-side by a strong steel bolt.

Upon this trap-door the prisoner stands, the cord ia

scientifically adjusted about his neck, the white cap drawn
over his face to conceal the convulsion of the countenance.
All being so far accomplished, the ceremony is terminated
by the hangman making his way beneath the scaffold and
withdrawing the bolt.

The instant this is done, the trap-door swings back upon
its well-oiled hinges, and the body, falling with great

swiftness, is stopped by a sudden jerk, which in most
cases is sufficient to extinguish animation.
But in the good old times they were by no means so

humane ; the simple fact of the procession to Tyburn
being enough to bear out that assertion. That is all done
away with now. The execution takes place in front of

the prison, and the needless exposure to a gaping crowd
avoided.

That, however, is not all. The contrivance of a scaffold

with a trap-door in it was unthought of.

The gallows at Tyburn was composed of three large

beams of timber, driven equidistantly into the earth in

such a manner as to form a triangle.

Across these three horizontal beams were fixed, and it

was from these the rope was hung.
But there was nothing resembling a scaffold. The earth

about the place was smooth and grass grown.
This is how the execution was performed.
The cart containing the condemned was driven under

the beams.
Then the prisoner was made to stand up in the cart

while the rope was placed about his neck.

This done, the ordinary would finish his exhortations,

the white cap put on, the ordinary and hangman would
leave the cart, and the latter, seizing the horse by the
bridle, would strike him with a whip, and draw the cart

from under the fatal beam, leaving the body swinging in

the air.

This was a mode at once barbarous and inhuman.
The fall was gradual, not sudden, consequently there

was no dislocation of the vertebrae, and the poor wretch
died slowly, in aU the convulsive agonies of strangulation.

And now, after this long description, which was, how-
ever, unavoidable, we will resume the thread of our
narrative.

The cart, then, containing Tom King, was drawn under
the gallows in such a manner that one of the beams was
directly over it.

As the horse stopped, the crowd became profoundly
silent.

Close to the gallows were the carriages in which the
sheriffs ^^ad been conveyed.

In a circle round these objects, that is to say, Tyburn
free and the carriages, were first the officers on foot.

Then those on horseback.
The outermost ring was composed of the detatchment

of dragoon guards, who anything but liked their duty.

Mr. Colley touched T»m on the arm, and asked hina

to stand up.

He obeyed.
Once more, and as he almost thought for the last time»

be looked up at the sky, and then at the crowd beforw

Lira.

In sach a dense, enormous mass, and from his position,

it was next to an impossibility for him to particulariz*

individual objects.

He could see nothing of his friends.
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But if he had, he asked himself, and they had been With desperate energy they strove to Bght their V9.y t»
waiting till the present moment to make their desperate the triple tree.

Atterart, what chance would they have in breaking th'-ugh
j

But upon the first intimation of the attack, the 'iieriffn.

the triple line around him? I had aoted with the greatest presence of mind.
Nt^ne, ho thought.

_ |

Even if the crowd proved the victors thev determined
" Is it .y>ur wish, misguidea young man," said the or-

j

the victory should he a bootless one.
'liiiary, " is it your wish to address those who have to-dayj There was yet time to hang the crinnnfff.

4PSfmbled in order to see you die ?
"

^ They might do with his dead body what they tliought fit,

" No," replied Tom. , But Turpin saw this, and so did Claude and Jack, and
" Do you confess, young man ? Oh ! let me besoe«^h I they determined, at all hazards, to d^'-feat it.

vou so to do, and ask pardon of your offended Deity for I Tom King was unable to help hin-;3eh' in the leaat.

your heinous guilt." i "^

" Peace," said Tom. " What I do I do, but never i >r
j

one moment will I believe that your interposition can t>o

of the slightest benefit to me. So you need say no J

more."
(

The ordinary made a sign to the hangman that he had
finished, and he immediately proceeded to pinion Tom, as

a preliminary to placing the noose around his neck.

And now it would seem that the whole of the persons

there present as spectators of the fearful scene had fixed

their eyes upon the chief actoi's in it, and allowed the
whole of their attention to be absorbed.
The officers and soldiers on guard were no exceptions.

They had ceased to believe that a rescue would be
attempted.

This, as will bo seen, was exactly what our three friends

calculated upon.
While the authorities were ontheir guard and on the

look-out for an attack, they stood but a poor chance of

achieving their design.

When, however, they were lulled into a false feeling of

security, and unprepared, would be the time, since they
would be taken completely by surprise.

Seizing, then, upon the moment when universal atten-

tion seemed to be riveted in one direction, the signal was
giveu to attack the soldiers and police.

It was shortly after dusk on the preceding evening that

nearly the whole of the " family " repaired to Tyburn, and
took up their positions around it.

They were divided into three bodies.

One was headed by Dick Turpin.
The other two by Sixteen-String Jack aud Claude

Duval.
For the reasons we have before given, it was at length

decided that Tyburn should be the place where the rescue
should be attempted, they believing that the chances
there were much more in their favour.

So careful, too, were they to maintain a peaceable
demeanour, tliat not the least suspicion was excited by
tlieir presence. At first sight they seemed mere ordinary
{)eople brought there by curiosity alone.

But their eyes were all the time fixed upon their leaders,

and the moment the signal was given they were in readi-

ness to obey it.

They drew their weapons, and made a vigorous and
tremendous attack upon tlie guard.

It was irresistible, not only on account of their numbers,
bin because each man felt his heart was in his work, and
the object for which they fought concerned him nearly.

Simultaneously they made their attack upon the guard.

At the same moment they cried, in stentorian tones

—

"Hurrah for Tom King! Down with the sherifis

!

Set him free! Set him free! A rescue! a rescue! On|
to them, boys ! Don't flinch, and we are sure to win the
day !

"

But if the soldiers were for a moment taken by sur-

prise, they quickly recovered themselves, and rene'led

their assailants.

And now the remainder of the mob, who were not
actually of the " family," but yet who were prepossessed
in favour of Tom, no sooner saw this energetic movement
^o overthrow the authorities, than chey at once ler* their

aid

In tact, it. is probable they would have done thia earlier,

but they wanted a leader to give them the wo'd of
command.

[n compai-ison witn the number of the people, the

Je was standing up in the cart.

The fatal noose was about his n^ck.
The white cap drawn down over hia coi'it^'^-ance.

His arms and legs were pinioned.
He was, therefore, not in a position to so much aa

struggle to avert his doom.
Tbe soldiers and police closed round the gallows, as the

crowd pressed onwards : closer and closer to it they drew.
The " family " fought like demons, and with a fury that

nothing could withstand.
The hangman stepped out of the cart. But as he did so,

his foot slipped, and he fell to the ground.
Quickly scrambling to his feet, and uttering some most

awful curses, he ran to his horse's h-^aa, and catchiag him
by the bridle, made him start.

The cart moved.

CHAPTER CLV.

THE AUTHORITIES ARE EXASPERATED AT .JE DEFEAT
OF THEIR SCHEME, BUT T\KE MOST EFFECTUAL STEPS
TO CAPTURE THE FOUR HIGHWAVMEN.—DICK TURPIN
IS DULV MADE CAPTAIN OF THE BAND.

Tom King heard the wheels revolve, and felt the cart

going from under his feet.

Another moment and he would be suspended.
But that moment was not destined to arrive, for just as

the hangman set the cart in motion, and before it had
moved more than a few inches, Claude Duval broke
through the ranks, and, with one well-directed blow, laid

the hangman prostrate, and stopped the cart.

Then, with an agility which no one would have givem
him credit for possessing, he climbed into it.

It was just at this moment that Dick Turpin reached
the other side of the cart, and, leaning forward in hi.'-

saddle, he took Tom in his arms.
" Quick, Claude !

" he cried. " Quick, for your life

!

Get on to the coffin, and cut him down! I have him.

safe !

"

How grateful those words were to Tom King.
He had heard all the confusion that had taken place, baf

seen nothing.
Claude Duval lost not a second in obeying Dick's-

instructions, and, taking a large sharp knife fi-oni his

pocket, he mounted upon the coffin, and severed the repe-

at a stroke.

Dick caught Tom as he fell, and, exerting his utmost
strength, placed him on the saddle before him.
Then he took a hasty glance at what might, with every

propriety, be called the field of battle.

Th<
"

" much

•oldiers and police were but a handful, and though well-
disciplined and fully armed, they gave way before the
pressure.

Foremost in the throng, and inciting the people on to the
•rmost, wBra the three friends.

he conflict continued, but its violence

ibated.
The scene was one of inextricable confusion.

By the dead weight he held he could tell that Tom had
fainted.

He undid the rope that had become drawn rather
tightlj' about his neck, and tose the cap from off his face,

so that his breathing should not be obstructed.
" Get clear, if you can," shouted a voice from some-

V7here above, " and do so as quickly as possible. There
is a reinforcement coming."
Dick Turpin raised his eyes the moment these words

Wached his ears, and then he caw, very much to his sur-

-/prise, one of the men he had brought with him, on tb&
horizontal beams of the gallows.

From his elevated position he -was (>• course able to

oommand a very extensive view.
" Gat clear, Dick !

" he said again, " 1 can see ihe glit-

ter of soldiers on the Oxford-road, and there is a tremen-

dous cloud of dust ! It will take them some few minutes

to get here, but you must be off before they ootne. oi it

will be all over with you."
" We must fight our w?iy thinugli the «old'er«
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[dick TURPIN and his miSNDS BEAEIN& OFF TOM KING.]

"We must not stop to inquire," said Claude DuvaL

The coast is clear now. I will get my horse.

As he spoke, Duval took from his pocket a large steel

histle, and blew upon it a blast of exceeding shrillness.

This signal was thrice repeated.

The clear, shrill sotmds rose high above all the surround-

p„„v.-, said Claude Daval, as he jumped off the cofian.

*« Once among the crowd all will be well. They will open

a way for ua, and cover our escape. Where is J ack i*

" Here," said a voice, and Sixteen-String Jack, looking

very much the worse for the encounter, presented himself

before them.
" Are you hurt ?" asked x'urpin, anxiously.

"Not to speak of. We have gained our purpose; the

battle is won. Is Tom all right ?
'

"He ha« fainted," said Dick, "but that was from the

sadden revulsion of feeling, no doubt."

" Be off with you," said the man on the top of the gal-

lows ;
" be off, or you will all be captured. There ie a

large body of soldier, coming. In a few minutes th«y wUl

be upon the spot."
" Soldiers ? " repeated Jade, m aeoents of wsrprije, fer

he had not heard the man's former oommunioafaon

mg din. ,

Ere the last notes had become extinct, two men, mountea

Km magnificent horses, rode into the little clear space

_at was immediately around old Tyburn-tree, for the

express instructions the family had received were to Keep

as clear a space round it as they could, and to use their

effort* to drive the soldiers and poUce steadiiy m one

direction away from it.
• j *. u,

Thetw instruotieas were most admirably carried out oy

the fsaaif.

Gland, and Jack sprang into their saddles a^ soon m
he had not heard the man's former oonmmmoafaon. SMom ^V'r"^"*^ who had broueht the horses had Taoate4
eoald they have sent for and ©btaiaed t» remfbrceraent m the two »en wbp haa orougni v«e t.M r

Vk> short a time ?
"

No. 2d.

%«im.

Pbiob One Halfpbsny.
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" We are re( 4r«" '"icl Sixteen-String Jack. " Captain,

four ordera."
" Forward, IT. en," edd Dick, " since yoa will have it so,

you, Claude, lead the way, and Jack Veep at my side."

" Right ! " was the immediate reply, and Claude Duval

rode a few steps in advance.

He wae closely followed by Turpin and Jack Ra a.

Black Bess ha^ enjoyed a long interval of rest, and was

therefore stronp and able to bear, without ineonveni<»Df>^ •>

double burden.

Tom King was placed in front of Dick, anc was re-

tained in hie position on the saddle bv Dick's arm.

With his other hand he held the reins, so that it nsa'

necessary for some one to be at his side to defend hinv

No signs of returning animation showed tl cmeelves in

•ither Tom's face or form.

As soon as they saw the three highwaymen bearing off

his body, they uttered a stentorian cheer, and, as Claude

had predicted, opened a lane to allow them to pass

through.
" Thanks, my friends," cried Turpin. " Many thanks

for the assistance you have rendered me to-day. I shan't

forget it, you may depend."

And so, with similar speeches, he greeted the people as

he passed onwards.

But the lane which had been made closed up after,

even as the water closes around the rudder of a ship,

leaving no trace whatever of its progress.

Our friends had »eached somewhere about the centre of

the crowd, when a loud blast upon a bugle reached their

ears.

Jack turned, and looked bade.

The cavalry, of whose approach they had been fortu-

nately apprised, had reached the outskirts of the crowd,

where a scene of the utmost confusion was taking place.

~ The bugle blast which Jack had heard was a signal for

the soldiers to charge.

This was about as ill-advised a step as they could well

have taken, for it brought them into immediate collision

with the populace.

Their best policy would hava been to conciliate them.

But the officer in command was one of thotrS obstinate,

pig-headed fellows, who always attempt to do everything

by force, and so he gave the order to charge.

fie had experienced a great deal of difficulty in getting

80 far.

Some explanation of their presence on this occasion is

due, and we may as well give it here at once.

It must, then, be understood that on that very morning
a communication was forwarded to the Secretary of State,

whose contents were of rather a startling character.

The sum and substance of it was, that the writer had

good grounds for believing that a desperate and well-

organized attempt would be made to rescue Tom King
upon the arrivaJ of the procession at Tyburn, and that

the attack would be headed by three daring and notorious

highwaymen, to wit : Dick Turpin, Claude Duval, and Six-

teen-String Jack.

Now, as a general rule, the Secretary of State, as all

sensible persons would, took no heed of anonymous letters,

and, therefore, having perused this one, he threw it into

the fire.

xn apite of himself, however, its contents would obtrude
upon his mind, and he felt very uncomfortable indeed.

He did not like to break through his rule, and notice an
anonymous letter.

Nor did he like the idea of allowug tbk opportuniH- ^f

CMpturing the three highwaymen to pass by.

So, after wasting a great deal of time in fruitlesb

Jetwitfe, he resolved (so ser'^ a troop of Light Deacootis to

I'lfburu.

As, we have aee«, this was done.
Bat tha Se«retary was so longr makinff up hia it.ind,

tba' tlie opportunity waa lost, fur, instead of arvivintr

at the time thev did, they ougk^ to have ao9oini>ai.i d

the proeessioQ.

A properly dra,.vn-up and legal documput was given to

rbe eomm-inding officer, empowering hira to oa;itn''' ll.e

'ju!',^" hi.'hwaviiipn, and lodge them in any one at his

Kirticsty's -!r,l^,
'-J' good ma»^ aad true loyal suij.'ots

were called upon to rendei' the soldiers all th« aesietanoe

in their power, to enabl* them to accompliid< the en^
desired.

Thus armed, the officer set out.

> He was in a very bad temper at the duty whii.n haj
Deen assigned to him, and so, too, were all his men, for

the milito.r\' never like Derforming the duty o* nt'-^cc-

What litti'o patience the hot-headea officer possesses'.

was quite exhausted with Iflie time and trouble he had to

force his passage through the mob to Tyburn.
On arriving, I'e saw »>. once that the rescue had already

taken place.

Then he ordered the bugJp to be blown, and gave the
signal for a charge.

Thus attacked, the mob at once turned round and de.

fended themselves, and a regular riot va* the consequence.

The forms of the three highwaymen,being on horseback,

were plainly visible to the officers and his men, and they

endeavoured to out a passage direct to them, through the

living mass.

And however well the crowd of unarmed men stood the
charge, they were compelled to give way before the sabres

of the soldiers, who used them without mercy.

And so they struggled through the mob.

Yet, in spite of all their exertions, they could not gain

upon their prey. In fact, the distance between them did,

if anything, increase ; for our friends, having reached the

outskirts of the mob, were able to make better progress.

Still, their perils were very far indeed from being over.

CHAPTER CLVI.

THE TBOOP OF LIGHT DRAGOONS CHASE THE FOUR
HIGHWAYMEN ALONG THE EDGWARE-ROAD, BUT LOSE
SIGHT OF THEM AT BKOCKLEY HILL.

Too late the commanding officer perceived that he had
made a false move, and that it would have been better not

to charge the mob at all, but waited on the outside of it,

and^then made the attempt to capture the highwaymen.

But although he felt the full force of this conviction, he

would not allow it to appear in any way whatever.

The people, however, seeing the desperate manner in

which they had acted, rather shrunk from them. Still,

they were only able to go at a walking pace.

In the nieantime our friends had got clear of those who
had been of such important assistance to them, and reached

the Edgware-road.

Then the people, as soon as they saw them break into a

gallop, conceived they had done enough, and no longer

offered even the semblance of resistance, but opened to allow

the soldiers to pass through them, even as the highwaymen
had done.

But these were neither members of the family, nor were
they those who had suffered from the charge of the

dragoons.

Away went Claude and Jack, urging the beautiful horses

which they bestrode to the utmost, but, despite of her

double burden, bonnie Black Bess kept ahead with ease.

Ere long, however, the numerous band of dragoons

came thundering along the road after them.

The troop was gne that had been long distinguished for

the beauty and fleetness of its horses, and that was the

reason it was selected, in case they should L-ave to chase

the highwaymen.
The road was broad and level. It was, moreovev, firm

Deneath ihrj horses' feet, and the speed they made realty

,' as aina^jjig.

] Niitbcr of the higiiwaymeu spoke, W c©nve(>..;'JoB

I

weald have been next to au impossibiiity.

Tb& vho)« of their attention, too, was ttom^i'^ ^ '''^^

I
ing to the safuty of t'lieir horses, for a false sfep or a sfip

would have been fatal,

Tom showed im pIltiis of recovery, and ihis wa.sacir-

numatauce that filled Dick Turpin with uma-ine.'^s. Hs
began to fear tbat the rope had already pressed with
sufficient tightness round his neck to straujila him.
Or lie knew that it not uufreqnently liappeued tha*"

suudeu and unexpected delireranee from any gt

peril result'-:d iu d(;rtth.
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An instance of this was given to the writer some three

years back. The narrator was an eye-witness. At the

tim« spoken of h^ was a resident in Dublin, and business

took him frequenfly to the barracks there. On one occa-

sion a soldier was sentenced to be shot, though the offence of

which he was found guilty would be deemed by most a
trivial one. Some hopes that the sentence would be miti-

gated were entertained, but the mormng for the execution

arrived without bringing with it anything oflBcial. The
man was led out to die.

An order was made that all civilians should be excluded
from the barracks, but the narrator contrived to evade
this order, and was present in the courtyard. A small

body of soldiers, destined to perform the disagreeable

duty of executioners, were marshalled forward, and
the guns loaded. The condemned man, who was calm
and composed, was led out and blindfolded. A hand-
kerchief was placed in his band, the letting fall of

which was to signify that he was ready. An intense

silence prevailed, but it was presently broken by the loud

tones of an officer, who cned, "Make ready!" The
rattling of muskets immediately followed. "Present!"
cried the officer again. 1 he guns were pointed at the

doomed man, who at that moment let fall the handkerchief.

Then followed a moment's awful stillness. The soldiers,

with their fingers on the triggers of their guns, awaited
the command of their officer to fire. But the word never
came. The feelings of all present were wrought mp to

the highest pitch. None could imagine the cause of the
delay, until it was announced that the condemned man
was reprieved. The poor fellow rose to his feet as soon
as the words reached his ears, but he almost immediately
fell backwards. It was thought that he had swooned
from excess of emotion, but, upon examination, it was
found that he was quite dead. Joy and the sudden
delivery from death had killed him.

Such is the substance of the narrative related to the
writer. Some of the minor details may not be quite

correct, but still the story is told as near as he rememoers
it. For the truth of it he cannot, of course, vouch, though,
as before stated, the gentleman who related the incident

stated that he was present, and well acquainted with the
whole of the particulars.

Of the humanity of the military authorities nothing
need be said.

Let us resume.

Turpin, then, finding the insensibility of his friend

continue, was afraid that joy had killed him.

He had no opportunity, however, ofascertaining whether
this was actually the case, for their pursuers were hard
upon tboir track.

They would have, too, a very difficult job to escape, even
if they were so fortunate as not to be captured, which
was, of the two, by far the most probable event.

But when men feel that life and liberty depend upon
their exertions, it is wonderful what deeds they can per-
form—such as under less dominant influences they would
not dream of attempting.
The soldiers, too, were indefatigable, and tore along in

pursuit of the highwaymen at a tremendous speed. They,
however, were not actuated by such a powerful one, but
almost. They felt they had a disagreeable duty to per-
form, and, therefore, the sooner they performed it the
better.

Besides, the little fracas with the mob had warmed
their blood, and they began to have a personal feeling in
the matter, which increased every moment.
Then, again, there are few to whom hunting is not a

most delightful sport, and they were huntsmen in every
sense of the term, only theirs was of the most exciting
character, for the game they hunted was human beings
TheT spared neither whip nor spur.
Still, in spite of all their exertions, they could not get

on 80 well as they wished. Do what they would, the high-
waymen maintained the same distance bitweem them, and
that distance was just out of gunshot.
They came on, too, in a straggling throng, for those

who rode the fleetest horses were foremost. Had they
have kept in rank, and all moved at one regular pace, they
would have stood no chance whatever of capturing their

^ When making their arrangements for Tom's rescue, our
,Hieud» had not calculated upon such an energetic pursuit.

nor did they anticipate that, Tom would by incapable o?
helping himself, in fact, a horse had been ptovided for
him to mount upon, but which, under the circumstances,
fchey de«med it best not to encumber themselves with.

All pur readers may not be aware that the Edgware-
road is a broad turnpike-road, running in a north-westerly
direction from London. For exactly ten miles its course
is a straight line, deviating not in the slightest perceptible
degree, having not an appreciable cr.Tvc lurincr the whole
of that long distance.

Many people have, no doubt, been iilkd wlni r.dmiration
when they saw it, and Tjemarked what a beautiful road it

was, but our three frieJOs were quite of a contrary opinion,
at all events, just then.

It gave them no opportunity of evading those in pursuit,
for they were all the time in sight.

Had there been a bend in the road, the case would have
been diSerent. Once free from the observation of their
foes, they might have a chance of finding some place of
refuge.

There was no help, therefore, but to keep straight on.

The road yvaa familiar to all three of them, and they
knew that a bend in the read would not occur until they
reached Brockley Hill, at which place it curves round
rather suddenly to the right.

In a little more than a mile, however, it resumes its

former direction, and continues in a straight line to St.
Alban's.

This bend in the road, then, was the only chance they
had of being out of sight of the dragoons, and it was there
that they calculated upon being able to strike across the
country.

Such being the case, it was obviously their best policy
to strain every nerve to place as great a distance as they
could between them.

At the rate they were going at, the ten miles wat
Tery soon accomplished, and the bend in the road reached.

As they swept round it—which they did with great
swiftness—Sixteen-String Jack turned in his saddle, and
looked back.

The foremost of the soldiers was rather more than three
quarters of a mile distant.

The large or principal body about a mile off.

The cloud of dust which their horses threw up made
their position apparent.

Our friends kept on for half a mile further, and then
came to a halt.

Their pursuers were neither within sight or heaiing.

An anxious consultation now took place as to what ws."?

best to be done ; but scarcely had they commenced, than
Turpin perceived Tom King evince some signs of return-
ing consciousness.

This was au event which filled him with joy.
" You must not heed him now," said Sixteen- String

Jack ;
" in something less than five minutes the dragoons

will reach this spot. That, then, is all the time we can
hope to have to reach some place of concealment, for to

continue the race would be nothing but folly ! What are
we to do ?

"

" I know not what will be best," said Turpin.

"We must do something, without you intend to fall

into their hands."
" This will serve us in place of nothing better," exclaimed

Claude Duval. " Look here."

He pointed to a board, which was fixed on the top of

some wooden palisadings, on the left hand side of he road.
" What is it ?

"

" Draw nearer, and you will see."

"'This house and grounds to let '"said Jack,
reading the words upon the board. "Capital! That will

do it. We shall find safe refuge there for a little while,
beyond all doubt. Do you not think so, Dick ?

"

" Yes—yes."
" Then leap over the palings without loss ef time, or

the dragoons will be upon us."

Indeed, at this moment the beat of the horses' hoofs
upon the hard road came quite plainly to their ears, and
impressed upon them the imperative necessity there wa»
for them to be expeditious in their movements, if they ia*

tended to elude capture.
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CHAPTER CLVII.

telCK TURPIN DECIDES UPON TAKING SHELTER FOR A

TIME IN MINERVA VILI.4, BUT SOON FINDS IT TOO HOT
TO HOLD HIM.

" Keep still, for heaven's sake
!

" said Dick Turpin to

Tom King, as he backed Bess to the opposite side of the

road. " Keep still until we are over. It will be taxing

the mare's powers in the utmost to put her to such a leap

as that."

This was unquescionably true.

Very few horses could be found who would have faced

such an obstacle as that palisading.

It was between four and five feet in height, and on the

other side grew a quick-set hedge, which made it at least a

foot higher in the lowest part, and, of course, considerably

wider.

No slight achievement would it be for a horse to leap

such an obstruction, and for any one to do so that carried

a double burden seemed quite beyond the bounds of pos-

sibility.

But Black Bess was a creature of no ordinary stamp,

as the extraordinary deeds which she performed will tes-

tify.

But, as Dick said, he was now taxing her to the utmost.

He patted her neck encouragingly, taking the reins in

his teeth while he did so, and then gave her the impulse

forward.
She obeyed it with the utmost willingness, and, making

a tremendous rush, cleared the palings gallantly, alighting

on her feet on the soft turf on the other side with a barely

perceptible shock.

All who have had anything to do with horses must have
noticed how great an influence example exerts upon them.

So it was with the two horses upon which Claude Duval
and Sixteen-String Jack were seated.

Without the example of Black Bess before them, the

probability is they would never have accomplished the leap;

as it was, they perl'ormed it with apparent ease.

Claude's horse, liowever, missed his footing upon reach-

ing the earth, and fell on to his knees.

He struggled to his feet again.

Then all three highwaymen dismounted.
The trampling of the dragoons sounded nearer.

The place into which they had so unceremoniously
leaped appeared to be a park or shrubbery, but, whichever
it might be, it was in a very neglected condition.

The ground was covered to a depth of several inches

with decayed leaves, and this explained at once how it

was Black Bess had descended so lightly.

Dick Tui-piii laid his comrade Tom upon the bed of

3, and gave him the strictest injunctions to neither

move or speak.

Then he took Bess by the bridle, and led her close to

the palings.

Claude and Jack immediately followed his example.
All now awaited with extreme impatience and anxiety

the approach of the dragoons.
In the positions they then occupied, it was quite impos-

sible for anyone passing along the road to see the least

vestige of them.
Nor would the hard impacted roadway receive any im-

pressions of the horses' hoofs, to show at what part the
leap was made.
The only risk they ran was that, at a critical moment,

the horses might, by some slight sound or movement,
betray their whereabouts.

This, however, they considered a remote contingency.

^
Another circumstance in their favour was that, at the

time they halted, they were out of hearing of the soldiers

;

consequently, the officers would be out of hearing of them.
There would be no sudden cessation of the horses' foot-

steps to generate the suspicion that they had sought a
hiding-place on the roadside.

For all that, their position was a tickiiefe one. There
•was a chance of their being discovered, ia the event of
which, all reeiatance would be futile : captivity or death
inevitable.

The clanking of the soldiers' accoutrements could now be
heard, mingled with the rapid hoof-beats.

Another moment and they would reach the gpot where
ot* friends were concealed.

Placing their arms round their horses' necks, and keep-
ing a firm hold upon their bridles with the other hand,

the three highwaymen sought, by gentle oaresses, to keep
the creatures quiet.

Of Black Bess Dick had little fear, but the other two
were strange horses, and the worst was to be looked for.

Then the soldiers swept by with undiminished speed.

It was evident they had no suspicions as yet.

The noise they made, and the cloud of dust wi;i( u

enveloped them, were something prodigious.

But the highwaymen did not venture to make the least

movement until the last of the throng was almost out of

hearing.

Then, animated by one impulse, all threo directed their

steps to where Tom King had been laid.

Upon their approach, however, he rose.

A glance told them that he had not only quite recovered,

but that he fully comprehended their situation.

" Waste no more time with me !
" he said ;

" You have
for my sake already run too many risks. Let us proceed
to action !

"

" Spoken like yourself
!

" said Claude and Jack, both
grasping him by the hands. " Wo have met under
strange circumstances, but let us hope it will be a long
period before we separate."

" Thanks !
" said Tom King ; "but we must defer such

speeches to a better opportunity. Those who are in pur-

suit of us, and who, I take it, from the clatter they made,
to be soldiers"

" They are. A ti'oop of light dragoons."
" I thought as much. They have passed us ; but you

cannot tell how soon they may meet some one on the road

who will tell them no one answering to our description

has gone by."
" We cannot," said Turpin, who was beyond measure

pleased to find his comrade's mind so clear ;
" and in the

event of such a thing, they will immediately guess we
have sought shelter somewhere, and will turn back, and
make a vigorous search."

" There can be no doubt of that," said Claude Duval

;

" so the sooner we see about making our position more
secure, the better. You lead the way, Dick."
Turpin led Bess forward, taking pains to keep as much

in the shelter of the trees as possible.
" What place is this P " asked Tom.
" I do not know the name of it," replied Tui-pin ;

" but
while we were in the road deliberating as to what course

we should pursue, Claude saw a board stuck up with
words painted upon it to the effect that there was a house
and grounds to let. These are the grounds, and there,

look, is the house."
Dick Turpin, as he spoke, raised his arm, and pointed

to a gap in the trees, through which a view of a large and
substantial-looking stone mansion could be obtained.

Claude and Jack, who were in the rear, pushed forward
when Turpin pointed, to see what it was.

It was the front of the house which they saw.
Before it was a vei"y spacious lawn, skirted by a broad

carriage drive.

This, however, was in many places scarcely distinguish-

able from the lawn. Both were completely overrun with
weeds.
The house, too, had an appearance of neglect about it,

or, more properly speaking, it was in that state of dilapi-

dation into which houses so soon fall when they are left

unoccupied.
With buildings the natural order of things is rerersecl.

They wear out quickest when they ai-e not used.
" It looks a cheerless place, does it not ? " said Turpin.
" It does, indeed."
"Would it be safe, think you, to venture upon the

lawn ?
"

.

"In my opinion it would be wisest not to do so. You
stand a chance of being seen."
" I know that, but I was wondering which would be the

best plan to adopt, to push forward and get out into some
of the cross-country lanes, of which there are so many
hereabouts, or to take shelter for a tjiae within the house
itself."

" That will, I expect, be rather a difficult point to

settle," said Claude. " My first idea was that the place

would afford us capital means of concealment."
" But yet," said Jack, " it looks to me more reasonablo

to endeavour to place a great as distance as we «»•

between ourselves and the dragoons."
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"So it does," said Tom, "I quite ajjree with Jack
there."
" Then pert .ps yon will agree wifh me in this as well,

that the safest roa^ for us to take to escape the dragoons
would be the road back to London, provided, of course,

that we can do so without their knowledge, for if they

chased us back to London we should be irrevocably lost."

" ^* is a bold idea," said Tom, " to think of running
into toe jaws of danger in that manner, and yet I should

not be surprised if the daring nature of the act did not
carry safety along with it."

"That is just the view I take of the case," snid Jack.
" But," exclaimed Duval, " it will never do for us to

remain consulting here. If we do, all the nhii'ices will be
lost."
" There are three courses open," said Turpin. " One is

to take refuge in the house— another to seek an entrance

into some of the cross country lanes—and the other to

ride back towards London. Now, which shall it be ? You
must decide at once !

"

"We will leave it to you, Dick," was the unanimous
reply. " What yon think the best to do shall be done.
Speak."
" I will," replied Turpin, " because T think by so doing

that valuable time may be saved. The soldiers seem to

have gone on, and in my opinion the safest thing we can
do will be to lie snug in yonder house until a bit of the
bother is blown over, and the vigilance of the authorities

relaxes."

"Agreed," cried the three highwaymen. "Lead the
way, Dick. We will follow."

Having thus decided, they proceeded, without further

loss of time, to seek an entrance.

In order to do this, Dick, after a rapid survey of the

exterior of the mansion, did not go upon the lawn, but
continued to force a passage through the trees roiind to

the back part of the house.

This they found very secluded. Indeed, there was no
dread of their being overlooked from any quarter.

But the neglect which they noticed in the front, was
much more apparent in the back part of the premises.

Crossing a garden, which alone was the very personifi-

cation of desolation, our friends came to one of those
French windows, as they are called, which reach from the
ceiling to the floor, and open in the manner of folding-

doors.

This they instantly fixed upon as the place where an
entrance would be most easily effected, and this proved
quite right, for they got the window open without a very
great deal of difficulty.
" The best plan," said Turpin, " will be to bring all the

horses into the house with us. They can easUy come
through the window, and then we know they will be quite

safe."

CHAPTER CLVIII.

THB SOLDIERS, DIRECTED BY MR. GROVES, APPROACH
THK EMPTY VILLA AND SURROUND IT, WHICH FILLS
OUR HIGHWAYMEN WITH CONSTERNATION.

Whbther or not the empty house would prove a safe

place of refuge depended entirely upon one condition.

That condition was an obvious one.

It was that the officers should not learn in any way that

they had taken shelter there. If they did, their predica-

ment would be an awkward one indeed, for to be besieged
in a place of that sort by so many well-armed men would
be no joke.

But what Turpin thought was, there was no mode thnt

he could think of by which the soldiers could be made
aware that they had taken shelter there at all, and con-

jequently that being a never-visited place they would be
safer there than they could possibly be elsewhere.

Passing through the room into which they had come by
means of the French window, they emerged into a hall of

very tolerable dimensions.

This was the lightest place in the house, for ia the
rooms the shutters had been closed, so that, except where
• few rays of daylight made their way through the chinks,

they were in utter darkness.

But in the hall there was a very good supply of light.

Ik cune in through a fan-light over the door, and also

through a large and beautiful stained-glass landing, which
could be seen just at the bend in the stairs.

They had no trouble in tying the horses to the balusters,
and then th<»y felt themselves quite free t'" go where they
chose.

" Let us ascend," said Dick ;
" not only shall we be in

lighter rooms, but also from our elevation able to command
a view of the surrounding country, which may prove an
advantage to us."

" Most decidedly," said Sixteen-String Jade. " I only
hope they don't come here to look for us, for p^ sure as
they do we shall be in a fix."

" I do not anticipate such a thing, myself, even for a
moment, though there is no harm in being prepared."

" None at all, and now that brings me round to the
subject I spoke of once before. Tom, my boy, I want
you to give me your attention for half a minute."
"What is it, Claude?"
" I will tell you in a very few words. The other day,

while we were all three talking about your escape, Jack
and myself came to the determination to form ourselves
into a band of four, as soon as you were free, and place
ourselves under the command of Dick, who should be our
leader, or captain, or whatever you like to call him. All
we want is for you to consent to the proposal."

_" Then you have it, and, if you will believe me, I never
said yes to anything more willingly in my life. It is the
best plan of action that could possibly be adopted."
" Hurrah !

" said Sixteen-String Jack and Claude Duval,
In the same breath. " Hurrah .' I thought you would
agree to it."

" I do. Together, I believe we may do much, and bo
safe, but separated we could do nothing, and should, in n

short time, take a ride to Tyburn, as I did to-day. Indeed
my own case is about as good an instance of what I say

as could very well be found. Had I been alone I should
have perished, but through having you for my allies, 1

have been saved, and, to the end of my life, I shall always
feel grateful to all three of you for what you have in done
in my behalf."

" Come on, " said Dick, " we have only done by you
what you would have done by us ; I am impatient to see

the upper part of the house."
" Lead the way, then, and we will quickly follow you,"

answered Sixteen-String Jack j
" I am quite as impatient

as you are."

Turpin sprang up the stairs, with his comrades at his

heels.

Upon reaching the landing they saw before them a
number of doors.

Dick choose one which he imagined, from its position,

would have its window situated in front of the house.
" Hold back," he said, " we must not show ourselves,

for, as you know, this is a safe place for us only so long as

no one suspects us to be in it.

It was well indeed for all that Turpin had the presence
of mind to check, on the part of his companions, the very

natural impulse which they felt to go direct to the casement
and look out.

All four crossed the room cautiously, and then crawling

to the vrindow, peeped out of it,

It was next to an impossibility for them to have been
seen by any one outside, for they only raised the upper part

of their heads above the sill.

The first thing that attracted their notice was the
entrance gate leading into the grounds surrounding the

house.
It was some distance from it, and opened iuto the

Edgware-road.
Before they had time to see anything more. Jack uttered

an exclamation.
"Done!" he said. "We have brought our pigs to a

nice market. Look, here come the dragoons back aguiu."

The other three saw them before Jack finished speaking,

for they followed the direction of his eyes.

About a quarter of a mile off down the road, and coming
at a walk, was the troop of soldiers who had been so

specially sent out by the Secretary of State to capture

them.
They were looking about from side to side with great

eagerness, as though each moment they expected to

catch sight of something for which they were on the look

out.

Turpin drew a long breatb.
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" It's all right," he said. " I expected they would come
bact, seeing and hearing nothing of us in advance. They
must have oeen right on to St. Alban's."
" They needn't know we are here," said Claude ;

" and
I don't think there is anything that would serve to put
them on the scent. I wish night would come."
" Your wish will soon be gratified, then. The sun

must be about setting, by the colour of his beams."
" Under cover of the night we should be able to st«al

away from here first-rate, and betake ourselves to a place

of greater safety."

"Good heavens," exclaimed Jack Rann, whose eyes had
never been off the soldiers for a moment. " Good heavens,

they have already discovered us ! They are pointing to

the house
!

"

A glance confiimed this startling intelligence. At the

short distance from the house which the dragoons were,

it was easy enough to see that they were all attentively

regarding the empty house.

But whether this had any connexion with our friends

was more than they could say.

It would, however, be quickly seen.

Our readers can oue and all imagine with w'oat intense

eagerness the highwaymen watched the progress of the
soldiers along the road.

All depended whether they made a halt before the
entrance-gates. If they did, all would be over with them.
Nearer and nearer they came, and at the same gentle

speed.

Had they given up the hope of capturing them ?

It looked like it.

And now, when the foremost in the troop were within
about a dozen yards of the gates, the eager anxiety of our
friends increased to au intolerable extent.

Their doubts and fears were quickly set at rest.

The troop stopped before the gates.

And now the interest they felt in what was going to

happen next absorbed the whole of their faculties. They
could neither move nor speak.

That the empty house was their destination was evident

enough, for gradually the whole troop formed in a dense
cluster round the entrance-gates, which were at length,

after a good deal of trouble, thrown open.

Then they filed in, making in a direct line for the front

door of the house, without paying the least regard to the
path.

To reach the lawn took them but a few moments.
Then, as they came more fully to view, they noticed

something which had until then escaped their observation.

And that was that the soldiers were accompanied with
a stout bulldog-looking man, who was attired as a country
farmer.

This man evidently was on rather friendly terms with
the officer, for he walked near the neck of his horse in

an important aud imposing way.
It so happened that several of the panes of glass in the

window out of which the highwaymen were looking had
been broken out—indeed, demolished is the more appro-
priate word.

This happened luckily, for it enabled our friends to hear
with tolerable ease what was being said outside.

They listened, stretching their ears to the utmost. A
few words would decide them how to act.

The commanding cfiicer was speaking.
" And so, Mr. Groves, this is Minerva Villa, is it ?

"

*• It is, sir."

'And you think most likely the gentlemen we seek
jave taken shelter there ?

"

" I do."
" Then, if I speaV the truth, I must say I don't.''
" You're wrong."
"Not so! You do not know our men. They have

cleverly enough managed to give us the double, and, by
this time, are many a mile off. You may make your mind
easy about that ; though, of course, I shall search the
villa just for the sake of feeling satisfied."
" Do so ! and you will be rewarded."
" What makes you so positive, Mr. Groves ?

"

" Well, I don't mind telling you. Some fifteen years

ago, Jonathan Wild was pursued by the police along
this road, when all of a sudden he disappeared : and
where do you think he went to ?

"

" That is more than I can tell—without this house was
ftmjpt;y then, as it is now, and that he took shelter in it."

" Such is precisely the state of the case ! Tb« JUooM
was empty, and he did take refuge in it."

'The devil he did?"
" Yes ; and what is more, he was caught : and now ^oa

know what makes m« think they are hidden tnere,
because they appear to have disappeared about the lame
spot ; and they are quite as likely to think it a likely place
of concealment as Jonathan Wild."

" To be sure ! I am much obliged to you, Mr. Groves,
and w« will soon set the matter at rest."

Bythe time this little dialogue was at an end—every
word of which had reached the highwaymen's ears—the
whole of the soldiers had reached the lawn, for severatof
the horses having fallen lame, they came in stragglers.

Turning round, and seeing all there, he, in quick mili-

tary tones, gave them the order to dismount, and form
themselves into a circle round the building.

This manoeuvre was quickly executed.
Some of the men proceeded to picket the horses.

The commanding officer and Mr. Groves walked about
together.

As soon as the men had formed themselves into a circle

round the villa, he turned to his companion, as he said

—

" There ; if they are in the house I shall very soon
have them. I hope and trust they are there, and then
this disagreeable duty, which I feel it a disgrace to be
set to perform, will be over."

CHAPTER CLIX.

RELATES THE MANNER IN WHICH MINERVA TILLA WAS
ATTACKED BY THE DRAGOONS, AND THEN BURNED TO
THE GROUND.

To say that the four highwaymen viewed these energetic

proceedings with something akin to dismay, would be to

tell no more than the truth.

What hope could they have to cope with so many, with
the least chance of success ?

None at all.

They looked upon their capture or death as certain, and
so resigned themselves to either the one or the other.

The place itself was in the worst possible conceivable

state for them to stand a siege.

They had found no difficulty in making £in entrance,

nor waa it likely the soldiers would.
They were at their wits end.

Dick Turpin was vexed, and took all the blame upon
himself for what had occurred, though, of course, he had
acted, as he thought, for the best. Too late he saw that

the plan proposed by Sixteen- String Jack would have
been the best one to follow.

Such regrets as these were now worse than useless

;

still he could not help cursing the officious Mr. Groves
from the bottom of his heart, for it was clear enough, had
it not been for him, they would not have been molested.

Dick resolved to pay him out, if ever he was blessed

with an opportunity.

What is the best thing to be done ? was the question
uppermost in the minds of all of them.
But they could think of nothing.

Their reflections were disturbed by three teriffio bangtf

upon the knocker of the front door.

Then a voice called upon those within to open in thd
king's name, and to fail not at their peril.

Of course, no notice whatever was taken of this appeal.

It was thrice repeated.

TLey were now permitted by the law to break into the

" I can see but one plan that offers ns the least chance
of success, and that chance is so very remote, that we
might almost as well stay where we are and be captured !

"

Let us hear it, nevertheless," cried Claude.
" It is this. Let us mount our horses, and then taking

advantage of a time when the attention of all is occupied,

let us make a sudden dash out—cut our way through the

soldiers—and then fly for our lives !

"

Claude shook his head.
"It is a desperate plan," he replied, " and, from the

very boldness of it, deserves success. One thing would be
greatly in our favour."

" The soldiers are not mounted, and if we succeeded m
getting through their ranks we should have the start 4
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lABm, for it would take them some little time to get into

ibeir saddles."
" So it would—so it would. I did not think of that."
" Moreover, night is coming on apace."
" Another very favourable occurrence. I am beginning

io get a better heart."

I have an amendment to propose," said Tom King,
' and one to which I have no doubt you will agree."

" Quick, then. Speak it
!

"

" Let us barricade the place below as well as we are

able, so as to keep them for a short time at bay."
" Well, what then ?

"

"In the meantime let us set fire to the house in »• many
places as we can."

" Set fire to the hou8« ?
"

" ¥e8, why not ?
"

"What is the good?"
" Cannot you see ?

"

" No, that I am sure we cannot."
" I am surprised. When the house is fairly alight we

will mount, as Dick said, and wait as long as we possibly

can."
" Yes—yes !

"

" And then, when the flames are at their height, and
when they are least in anticipation of such a thing, we will

fling the door open, and make a rush for our lives in the
way Dick proposed."

" That is an amendment, with a vengeance !
" said Six-

teen-String Jack, " but yet I like the plan. If you can
manage to carry it out, you will have a much better chance
of making your escape."

" You think so ?
"

" I do."

"And you, Claude?"
" Yes, if the barricading can be done, and the soldiers

kept out long enough."
" That I own is the worst part of it. But still, are you

willing to make the attempt r
"

" Perfectly, since it cannot, by any possibility, make our
condition worse than it is, while there is just a faint hope
of making it befeter."
" Exactly ; and you, Dick ?

"

" I consent, of course, and let us carry it out at once.
Who has the means of setting light to the pla«e ?

"

" I have," said Jack.
" Then do you perform that part of the business, while

we three will do our best at barricading the doors and
windows. You had better begin to set light to the top of
the house."

" All right. You perform your part of the business,
and I will perform mine."
Aa he spoke. Sixteen- String Jack darted up the stairs,

and, with great rapidity, made his way to the top of the
house.
The top floor consisted of two large attics, which had

clearly been, at some former time, used as lumber rooms,
fca: a considerable quantity of rubbish yet remained on the
floor.

This was just what he wanted, so, taking a piece of
paper from his pocket, he disposed it to the best advan-
tage ; then took out his phosphorous bottle and matches.
By the aid of these the paper was soon set fire to, and

he had the satisfaction of seeing it blaze up bravely.

Then he turned to the front room, and went through a
similar performance.

This done, he returned to the other room, and found
there waa quite a fierce fire burning, so he scattered the
fragment* about in such places where they would most
readily take hold of the woodwork.
Only those who have seen a fire break out, can form a

correct estimate of the speed with which the flames spread.
When seen it almost seems incredible.

V^ith such pains as Jack took, the uppsr part of the
house was quickly in flames.

Then he descended to the next floor.

Here the materials were not so plentiful, but the walk
were all lined with wood, so he tore down one or two
of the panels and lighted them, placing them afterwards in
such a manner as to easily catch the remnant.
And so on he performed his task, and without being

long about it, too, and when he descended into the hall,

were the others were, the upper part of the mansion was
roonoi; like a furnace.

And now we must go back and relate what happened to

the other three.

As Sixteen-String Jack dashed up the stairs, thej ran
down them into the hall.

Just when they reached it, the soldiers commenced a
violent attack upon the front door.

They were not used to their work, or they would have
looked for a place where a breach ooold have been more
easily effected.

They did not, however, calculate that the door would
prove much of an obstacle, nor would it have done so, had
not our friends fitted a couple of stout bars into their

staples, and then piled against the wood>work all the
heavy articles they could find.

Then they took a hasty survey of the proceedings of the
besiegers outside, but they did not seem to be making an
attack at any other point.

In fact, what the officer intended to do was to keep his

men well surrounding the building, and then to batter

down the door, and enter with a good body, and take the
inmates prisoners ; or, if they attempted to fly, they would
only fall into the hands of those stationed outride.

So far all was good, but the plan which the highway-
men had hit upon was just calculated to upset it.

Finding the barricading done, Dick Turpin produced a

tinder-box, and so did Claude, and the pair, in a few
moments, set fire to the ground floor in more than fifty

places.

The fire caught surprisingly, but the house was old, and
full of dry wood-work.

It blazed bonnily.

When they perceived the fire from the outside, it had
obtained a firm hold of every part of the house.

The violence of their blows redoubled.
When Jack, therefore, descended the stairs, he found

the lower part enveloped in flames.

The horses got frightened and restive.

As a last stroke, they set fire to the barricade, which
they had erected against the front door.

The heavy, cum w-ous articles, of which it was composed,
were as dry as tinder.

The soldiers continued their attack with increased fury,

and presently a crackling sound announced that the door
was giving way.
When they saw this was the case, the highwaymen ied

the horses into the room which they had entered.

This one they had been careful not to set fire to.

Nevertheless, the woodwork was burning in many
places, aud the apartment was filled with pungent, suffo-

cating smoke.
This being the case, Jack ran no risk by going to the

window and opening the shutters.

It became evident, then, immediately, that the flames
and the smoke were diiven from the front to the back of

the house.
Outside the window, when the shutter was thrown

back, our friends could see nothing but a dense mass of

black smoke.
But how far it extended, or whether it merely himg

there as a curtain, was more than they could tell.

They trusted, however, to its being the former.
They mounted.
But the moment they seated themselves in the saddles,

a terrific crash aimounced the demolition of the front

door.

But when they beat it down, such a furious body of

flame and snloke rushed forth, that they were, one and all,

compelled to retreat.

From every window, too, and from the roof as well,

the flames and smoke came pouring forth, and it was
clear that in a few minutes very little would be lefi of

Minerva Villa but a heap of blazing ruins.

The officer in command hardly knew what to make of

the affair.

All he could do, however, was to order his men to be
extra vigilant, and fire upon any one they saw attempt to

make their escape under the cover of the smoke.
A minute elapsed, dui-ing which the smoke grew thicker

and thicker.

Then the loud report of a volley of fire-arms was heavd,

and at the same moment the roof of the old villa Wi 5^

with a tremendoua crash, burying all beneath l^,
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CHAPTER OLX.

e0B FEISNDS GET CLSA.S FBOM THK BURNIKO VILLA,

BUT BY NO MBANS OUT OP DANQEE.

A COLUMN of white dust shot up high into the night sky
as the roof fell.

In its downward oouise it caused the walla to collapse,
and all fell together to the ground in one immense
smoking, smouldering heap, which was all that remained
of ilinerra Villa.

We now return to the proceedings of the highwaymen,
whom we left as they seated themselves in their saddles.
The smoke, hanging as it did in a dense mass in front

of the window, favoured them greatly in what they had
to do.

If this had not been the case, they could not have made
the charge in a body as they intended, and therefore they
would have stood a much fainter chance of achieving their
purpose.
Tom King, the reader will remember, had no horse, so

Dick insisted upon his mounting behind him.
The horses now began to show signs of distress, so they

guided them as silently as they could through the
window.
The sagacious creatures seemed to recollect having en-

tered it, and also to be aware that silence was desirable,

and they put their feet to the ground with the greatest
steaJthinese.

The smoke completely hid them when they emerged.
All three of the horses were now made to stand close

to each other.

E»e they made the charge, they listened in the hope
that, by so doing, they might make themselves acquainted
with the position of their foes.

They also strove to recollect what they should have to
encounter in the shape of obstacles.

But in both instances the effort was a vain one ; they
could neither form any definite idea of the position which
the soldiers occupied, nor could they distinctly call to

mind, having only once seen it, the general aspect of the
garden.

Their charge, therefore, would be obliged to be made
headlong, and at random.

Providence must be trusted for the result.

And now, to look at the general aspect of aflfairs, there
really did seem to be a probability that the highwaymen
would escape unscathed from one of the most perilous
straits in which it had ever been their lot to be placed.

There is no doubt, however, but that for Tom's lucky
thought about setting fire to the house, they would at that
moment have been in a far less enviable position.

Yet they were far—very far from being safe. The rank
of the dragoons would have to be broken through. They
would have to run the risk of the shots that would be
fired at them.
The smoke which had so far been such a friend to them

was now a foe.

It was just at this minute, and when they had deter-

mined upon the charge, that the roof of the villa fell in, as
related at the end of the last chapter.

_ The crashing sound frightened the horses, and made
them increase their speed.
Then, dimly and jfaintly through the smoke, they saw

a fash of fire, and heard the loud report of the guns.
The soldiers who discharged them had not, of course,

caught sight of the fugitives, for that was simply impos-
sible, but they had heard the tramp of the horses' hoofs,
and they aimed their pieces in the direction of the
sound.

Instantly all were on the alert, and prepared to with-
stand a charge.

But the highwaymen were upon them Defore they were
aware of it.

So impetuous was the charge, that the soldiers, who
were only a single line on foot, gave way.
"The prisoners have escaped!" they cried, as loud as

they could bawl. " This way ! this way ! An escape !

Bring the horses round! Mount, and ride in pursuit!
Oniflk ! or you will be too late ! Fly ! There they go !

Orer the fence ! They're off, by Jove I

"

The«e were a few of the ejaculations that came from
* e '(f<a of those who had witnessed the highwaymen's
Sfftnn^fci^aige and flight.

One half-second after the encounter with the dnf^ooos,
and they were clear of the bewildering smoke.
And just in time it wa«, too, or a moet lerious accident

would have occurred, which would have possibly rcanhed
in their captme.

Just before them was a rather high wooden fence.
They saw it, and the horses saw it only just in time.
The obstacle in itself was nothing, and they went over

it without the least trouble.

Beyond this was a paddock, and then a meadow ; after-
wards a hedgerow, and then they emerged into a narrow,
winding country lane.

They turned their horses heads towards London.
Black Bess carried her double burden bravely, though

nothing but the most urgent necessity would have tempted
Dick to place her powers to so severe a test.

The sounds of pursuit reached them.
The di-agoons themselves began to feel quite a personal

interest in the affair, and they all acted as though it was
of the utmost importance to themselves to succeed with
the design they had in hand.

Therefore they ran to the lawn where the horses had
been picketed, and scrambling into their saddles, set off at
a belter skelter pace, without thinking of, or waiting for,

the word of command.
But in spite of all they could do, the highwaymen had

got a good start, and in a long chase a start is every-
thing.

The road they had now chosen was very imlike the
Edgware-road. Not only was it tortuous, but miry, and
very heavy and tiring for the horses.
They resolved to leave it at the first opportunity.
The pursuing dragoons used whip and spur unmer-

cifully, and goaded on their poor and jaded animals at a
furious rate.

This persistence in keeping upon their track made all

four of the highwaymen uneasy. It showed how deter-

mined was the effort made to hunt them down.
And when we take a careful and comprehensive view of

the whole matter, we shall not fail to see that they had
ample room for apprehensive dread, and that they might
dread the worst.

If they survived this attempt at annihilation, they
thought they could bid defiance to all others which might
afterwards be attempted.

This was such a systematic and well-organized pursuit,

that its termination appeared to point to running the high-
waymen to earth.

Tom King, having no horse, was quickly felt to be a
very serious inconvenience, inasmuch as it prevented
Black Bess making full use of her powers, and, besides,

fatigued her in no ordinary degree.
She had now been on the road for a long time, and had

received neither rest nor refreshment, except such as she
received for the few minutes she was in the hall of the

empty mansion.
But there was one thing that was very much in their

favour, and that was darkness.
This increased every moment as night deepened, and aa

the clouds piled themselves up in tiie sky, shutting out
all gUmpses of the blue vault.

A blustering wind, too, came every now and then in

violent gusts from the south-west, juid there was every
indication of coming rain.

This the highwaymen did not care for, so that the roads
were not made too heavy by it.

In spite, however, of their utmost efforts, they were a
long time before they could get out of earshot of tlieir

: pursuers, who came thundering on with untiring per-

severance, but at last they began to grow fainter and

J

fainter.

The imperative necessity of adopting some strategic

measure now pressed itself upon the minds of all four of

the highwaymen. To continue their flight under existing

; circumstances would be nothing short of utter madness.

I

Presently they came to a place where the river I'reut

crossed the lane. It was spanned by a huge wooden
structure, for it so happened that jiist there the mimic
river was of more than its ordinary width.

, The horses hoofs raised many a strange echo as they

j
clattered over the bridge, but scarcely had they reaclu u

I

the opposite side than Claude Duval cried out, in a loio-d

' voice, " Halt !
" at the same time arr^.'stiti^ the progfrcs?

!

p*" bis own steed.
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•omrades, who were filled with surprise, in which alarm

WM also mingled, for they dreaded that some accident

had befallen him.
The next words, though, that he uttered dispelled their

fears, and infused a momentaiy gleam of hope that they

would yet succeed in baffling their enemies.
" Halt

!

" Claude cried ;
" I hare an idea which I think

can be snccessfolly carried out. The river here appears

to be both broad and deep. What is to prevent us from
walking our horse* into it, and then swimming down the

stream?'
" Nothing,** said Dick Turpin. "It is a good thought,

but it must be acted upon at onoe, or we shall be either

eeen or heard by our foee. Into the strecun at once."
" We cannot make our position worse, be it how it

may," said Sixteen-String Jaci, as he followed Claude

and hold on by the bridles. If they are not encumbered
with a rider's weight, the cold water wUI <i'\ them with

new life."

Before Didr Turpin had finished this speech, all had
taken to the water and were ready for a start ; nor were

they any too soon, for the approach of the Light Dragoons
was now plainly distinguishable.

To their unspeakable reliei, they found the river, near

the centre, was quite deep enough to allow the horses to

swim down it with ease, and not only that, there was a

etrong current tending in a southerly direction.

Certainly it was rather a straage mode of p .xigression,

but though it was slow it was silent, and they built their

hopes on the supposition that the route they had takeu

would be unsuspected, and their pursuers accordingly

thrown completely off the «cent—for a time, at any i-ate.

In accordance with Dick's commands, as soon as the

down the ratier precipitous bank of the river, and then
|
horses found themselves out of their depths, all four

fairly walked his horee into the stream. slipped from their saddles, and committed theniselrea m
" It will be a rest for oor steeds. Slip off the eadoiee I

the water.
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ilttvinqr a firm graap upon the reins, they found ^

small amount of exertion sufficient to keep them afloat-

The horser ieemed to be much refreshed by their im-
mersion, at-a they struck out more vigorously every
luonient.
But thongh tTieir course seemed slow, it was not so

actually. Pro'^ress in water is always deceptive, and,

as they had the current in their favour, they drifted on-

warda almost without being aware of it.

CHAPTER CLXI.

FOB A SHORT TIME OUR FRIENDS SUCCEED IN ELUD-
ING THE DBAQOONS.

From time to time they caat anxious glances behind

them, in anticipation of seeing something of the troop

of dragoons.
But the outlines of the bridge beoame oonfuaed, and

at last faded altogether from their sight.

This happened before they heard the dragoons arrive.

Still they thought it not exactly prudent to leave the

river yet, for fear they should not be far enough off to

prevent the sound of their horses' hoofs being heard.

The river wound about very much, and they were not

able in the darkness to take notice suflSoient for them

to tell how much they had doubled on their course.

There was the danger that it might wind them round

again to the high road which they had left, but upon
Turpin being applied to for information upon the subject,

he replied that there was no danger of any such thing.
" I know the course of the little river well," he said.

" If we continue to follow it we shall come out upon

the tJxbridge Road at a point called Stonebridge, «»^bout

half-way between Wilsdon and Twy ford. Do you kii .-^

the place ?"

" Qaite well," replied his comrades.

"That is enough, then. When we get there it will

b« time enough for us to consider which will be the next

thing we had better do."
" You are right," said Tom King, "and one of the first

things necessary will be to provide me with a horse

Black BesB won' t be able to carry your weight and mine.

'

" That is true, and it is a shame to tax the poor ani-

mal so. Nothing but dire necessity would have induced

me. Bat never mind, she has not sustained much
damage yet."

The river, after a little while, grew shallow again,

which caused them to make another change. •
"They resolved, however, not to leave the course of the

river, but walk their horses along the banks.

This time Claude Duval would insist upon Tom King
riding behind him.
Without meeting with any adventure worthy of nar-

ration, they reached the stone bridge which spanned the

river, and were glad to get up upon the broad highway.

From having been so long in the water, their clothing

had got completely soaked through, and it now hung
about them in a most disagreeable ap<^ uncomfortable

To a spectator, at any rate, they would have appeared

but very sorry objects.

The chill night air struck through to their very bones,

and made their teeth chatter like castanets.

They clustered together, and a rather anxious consul-

tation took place as to what step was to be taken next.

No sounds indicative of the vicinity of their pursuers

reached their ears. They felt pretty certain, in fact,

that they had completely succeeded in throwing them
off ibeir track.

Such being the case, the comforts which wouIq accrue

from a pleasant Are and a glass of something hot and
strong, came vividly across their imaginations.

But their appearance, all dragged with mud and water

as they were, was quite Bufficient to rouse suspicion.

"Our position won't be improved by waiting," said

Sixteen-String Jack, " and so the sooner we naake up
oar minds what we are going to do the better."

"So say I," said Claude; " lam about as uncomfort-

able as a liumau being well could be."

"I only know of one thing that we can do," said Tur-
piuj "and that is running rather more risk than I think
avisable."

" Let us hear it."

— ** i »m your captain, you say?"

Exactly."
"Then you are under my -.lommands?"
" I suppose we ought to consider ourselves bc
" Then I will tell you what I had thought of, and what

to me seems about the only course left open to us,"
"Well?"
" You can decline if you like. About a mile further

on from here is a public-house known as the 'Fox and
Grapes,' kept by a man named Pilbeam "

" I just know the house," said Tom King- "and that
is about all."

" I know the landlord, and the landlord knows me,"
continued Turpin ;

'• I have stayed at his house when ]
have been hard pressed by the runners."

" And he never betrayed you ?"

" No ; and yet there is something about the man'g
face and manner which makes me mistrust him."

" Perhaps that is your fancy."
" It may be."
" Why did he not betray you before ?"
" It may not have been worth while to oo so, and,

more than that, at the time I speak of, I had not don»
anything particularly notorious."
"I see."
" But now you may depend there will beagreatoulory

made against us. The fact of a troop of dragoons having
been despatched purposely to effect our capture will beat
out that assertion. A large reward will be offered for

the four of us ; enough, in fact, to tempt any man."
" Yoa are right ; it will be running a great risk."

"Precisely; and yet, after all.he may be well disposed to.

wards us, and have no thoughts of acting treacherously.'

'

"You arewilling,then, that we should try our luck?"
" I am

;
good fortune has always hitherto invariably

attended us, and I do not see why she should desert us
now. The thing is, the house is not far from London,
and they may have heard of what has taken place at
Tyburn to-day."

" Most likely, I should say."
" Still, if you are willing, I think we cannot do better

than take shelter there for an hour or two at least—not
solely on account of ourselves, but our cattle."

" And it must not be forgotten," said Claude Duval,
" that we are now four strong, and that it would be no
ordinary foe that we should have to dread."

" True ; when we look more closely at it, the danger
is not so great, only it would be awkward if the dra-
goons chased us here,"

" It would, and no mistake ; but I do not think W»
need be afraid."

" But, come, are you ready, all ?"

"All!"
"Forward, then!" exclaimed Dick Turpin; " it s ^aa

first house you will come to on the left-hand side 3f ihe
way."
Once more putting their steeds to rapid mo'ion, ihey

sped along the road.

The " Fox and Grapes " was very quickly in sight»

As soon as it waa they drew rein a little.

To have made too much clatter vrou.o iot haVft

served their purpose at all.

Lights were beaming from nearly ai.'. ;.ie rrindowson
the ground floorof the inn, thus showing that its inhabi"
tants had not yet thought of retiring to rest.

There was an opening at the side of the public-iiou-s

leading to the stables, and down this they turned.
The hoofs of tne horses made a slight eonnd, and im

appeared to be heard by the individual who performed
the duties of ostler, for there came from the further
end of the yard a flash of light, as though some one was
carrying a lantern.

Our four friends dismounted, and then, taking the
horses by the bridle, advanced to meet the man carry-
ing the light.

Upon approaching him they found him w T)e a youth
of about twenty years of age, with dark, curling hair,

and a good-humoured expression of countenance.
" Well, Joe," said Turpin, with the air of an old ac-

quaintance ;
" well, Joe, do you recollect me ?"

Joe turned the lantern so that its principal bGamf^
should fall upon Dick's couutonance.
"I thought it was your voice," he salt. "Why, you

are the noble gent that gave uio a guinea the last time
you were here, for groomijig that black mare of yours."
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* Joat so. These are friends of mine, and they i|B well

H nrpelf, want their steeds wed taken care of."
" rU do it, sir. I'll do it."
" I knew jon would : and now, Joe, do you knocr who I

« I think I ao."
" How did yon come «o know P

"

" The guard of tlie coach told me."
"Ah!^
" Yea, bi;t don't be a&aid of trnsting me .

'1! nerer

betwy you as long as the world stands
!"

" I wUl trust you, Joe, and if you will believe me, so lar

as your own money interest goes, you will get more by
befriending me than ever you will by giving me up to

jostioe."
" I wouldn't do no such thing ! No, not wa« it ever so!

said Joe, with great emphasis. " Let me hare the cattle,

and I'll take care they are all right. Yon say those with

mn are friends ofyoum ?
"

' "Yes."
" May be some of them that Helped you at Tyburn thi*

mwrning ?
"

" Ah ! How did yon learn anything about that P_"
" Why, Lor bless you, I was there m,*Belf, and didn't I

^y into the officers downright well."
" I am much obliged to you, and here'a some on* v ho

will feel even more so than I do."
" Then that's Tom King ?

"

" It is; but you ought to know it is not at ill prud-nt
for you to mention hia name in that sort of W'l,?. Y .u

don't know who might be listening."
" Mum's tlie word with me in future."
" Will it be safe for us to enter the house f

"

" WeU, I don't know. You see it might b» ajod it

might noi."
" I suppose so," said Dick, with a slight smile.
" Has any one belonging-to the place seea you oome in?

"

" No one but your*lf, I think.
" Very good ; then if you will be content to oome up

into the loft with me, and make yourselves as comfortable
a bed as you can amongst the hay, I think it will be the
best thing for you."

" Can you conceal us, there ?
"

" Without any trouble, if no one has seen or heard you
arrive besides myself."

" I am much obliged to you for your offer," saidTurpin.
" You won't lose anything by it. I will consult with my
friends a moment."
" AU right. You'd better come inside the stable, and

then you won't be so likely to be seen. Come up."
Joe, the ostler, led the horses into the stable, and was

followed by the four highwaymen.
Then pulling the door shut, Joe hung the lantern on

a hook in such a way that its light was pretty equally

diffused over the stable, and our friends drawing close

together, considered over the proposal the ostler had
made to them.

In the end, after arguing the matter _pro and aon for

some time, they determined to accept his offer, and fol-

lowed him up into a spacious hayloft, which extended over
the whole lunge of stabling.

CH^TER CLXIL

THK TiOOP OF DRAGOONS STILL rOLLOW IN Tfck T»AC

OP THE POUE H>GHWATMEW.

The fresh hay with which the loft waa lit^raDy cntamei
sent out an odour peculiarly grateful and pleacing «r t4e

senses.

At least, it was so t6 our friends.

They were really surprised to find what a com table

bed the ostler managed to make for them.

Then, when tb^ laid down, he covered "-^fftt a.

tiiaily with it.

Fain would they have taken off their ww clothes sad

dried them, but that was not to be thought of, an J t iey

found the dry hay quickly absorbed the moisture frnm

them.
All four were dreadfully fetiguad, &»d VAj bady m

want of rest.
''

A.re you all right, gentlemen ? " ft«»ed Joa.

"Yes; and wxild aieep, if you would only keep rt».ru

met us, and warn ne of the approach of a ny danger.
" Sleep, then, for rest aesurod I will do »•>."

" Many thanks."

"Do not thir% said Claude Duval, "that we ekali

aBow tLa great service to go unrewarded."
" Well, I won't say 1 shall be angry with you if yo«i

oflfer me something for my trouble."
" That's right. We shall look upon it aa work done,

and pay for it accordingly."
" Good night, then, gentlemen. Sleep in security, for

upon the least sign of anything going amiss, you may
depend I shall wake you."
" We can depend upon that ?"
" You can."
Joe, the ostler, descended from the hayloft into the

stable, where he proceeded to give his every a,ttention to

the horses, for the state they were in required it.

But he was well master of his business, and in a very

short space of time indeed he had thoroughly cleansed

and fed them.
Continually looking danger in the face as they did,

made the highwaymen indifferent to it in a very great

degree, and though they were on this occasion surrounded,
as one might say, by an atmosphere of danger, and with
their liberty depending solely upon the fidelity of a man
they scarcely knew, but who bad professed good faith

towards them, they allowed themselves to sink mto a pro-

found slumber.
It was placing a great temptation in the ostler's way.

The aggregate rewards that were offered for the appre-

hension of the four would amount to a considerable sum,
and be enough almost to tempt any one when they found
it all but within their grasp.

We sliould not be doing that strict justice which it is

always oiir wish to do if w. said that some thoughts <^

*tho wealth he would obtain \fy acting *^reacherou8ly did

not flit across Joe's mind: and when the operation of

grooming the steeds was over, he sat down upon the lid

of the corn-bin, and putting his head between his hands,
gave himself up to thought.
A severe struggle took place in his breast.

By giviag up the highwaymen to justice, he would be
merely doing his duty to society, and at the same time he
would be placing in his hands what to him would be
competency for the remainder of his life.

More than once he started to his feet, walked to the
stable door, having all but determined to deliver them to

their foes.

But as often he returned, and resumed his seat.

And so the night wore on.

Little did the slumbering highwaymen think that they
were in such peril as they were. Peacefully, quietiy, and
deeply they slept;

But Sixteen-String Jack, who was lying nearest to the
circular window in the loft, suddenly grew restless.

He rolled over and over, and tosswl h's arms up and
down.
The rustling sound which the hay made as he displaced

it tended still further to disturb him.
Presently he awoke.
Accustomed as he was to waking up and finding him-

self in strange places, for he very rarely was twice ai the

same place—accustomed as he was, we say, this time h«
felt baffled and confused.

But the feeling lasted only for a moment.
Quickly shaffing it off, he rose to a sittmg posture, and

en<'^eavoured to pierce the darkness which surrouuderl

him.
In this attempt he was unsuccessful, Imt he could tell by

tiie deep and regular breathing that his companions sle^r/t,.

The circular window, of which we spoke, was close to

him. The wooden shutter, with which it waa provided to

exclude ihe wet when necessary, was drawn orer it ; bat
as it only fitbsd rudely, he could see the night sky through
many a chink and erevice in and round about it.

In contrast with the interior it looked quite light.

Before he laid down again and composed himself
to sleep, Jack thought it would be no harm to draw
asiHe this shutter, and have a look at the appearance
of things outside.

Accordingly, he crept towards it as quietly as ha
' could, for he by no means wished to disturb tha
repose of his companions.
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The woodwork waa swelled or damp, for the shutter
stack firmly ia its frame.
A little patience, however, enabled him to push it on

one side silently, so that a spaoe was left large enough
for him to put his head through and look oat.

Before him was the inn.

The sky was cloudy, the wind blowing occasionally
with great violence, and then subsiding almost to a
calm.

i'hrou^h the rifts in the clouds, which were
oontiunally opening and closing up, came a faint,

grayish-white light, by the aid of which he could see

for a considerable distance arc^nd him.
The stable was built at the rear of the "Pox and

Grapes," but the stable window was so situated as to

command a view of the high road in the direction of

London.
Along this he gazed, until it could no longer be dis-

tiaguiahed from the surrounding meadows.
A solemn atillneas was everywhere about. Not even

the hooting of an owl, or the whirring sound of the bats,

as they winged their nocturnal flight, could be heard.

But suddenly a faint sound smote upon Jack's ear.

He listened, but this time in vain.

He could not hear it.

A sudden furious gnat of wind swept by, which made
aoise enough to drown all other sounds.
When it subsided again, however, he listened even

more intently and eagerly than before.
" Horsemen !" he mattered, after a few moments'

pause ; " they are well mounted, too, and coming at

irreat speed. Who are they, I wonder ? The dragoons,
perhaps^ who may have got upon our track. Now I

hear them. Why, there must be a score of horses, at
least, to raise a sound like that."

He projected his head yet further out of the circular

window, and bent all his faculties to listening.

This time there could be no possible mistake. The
•latter of the horses' hoofs could be plainly enough dis-

tinguished. They were, however,^at a great distance.
Only the stillness that prevailed could have enabled
him to hear them at all.

"I will wake them up," he said, alluding to his com-
rades ;

" it may bode no special harm to us, aud we
may not be in any special danger ; still it ia beat to be
prepared."

^
Acting upon this conviction, he drew in his head.
The breathing was quite sufficient to guide him to

the exact spots where his companions lay.

He was well aware that the soundest sleep may gene-
rally be broken by a touch. He came to Dick Turpin
first, for he happened to be nearest to him.
He placed his hand upon his face, and said

:

" Hist ! Wake up, Dick, and be prepared for action.
There may be danger !"

Turpin was awake instantly.
" Crawl to the window yonder," said Jack, " while 1

wake the others. You will not need me to tell you
what is the matter."
Dreading the worst, Turpin crawled to the window.
While he did so, Jack hastily roused up Claude Duval

and Tom King.
There are some who, for the first few minutes after

they are awakened, are scarcely conscious of what is

going forward, but our friends were not of these.
Danger was a word sufficient at once to put them

into full possession of all their mental faculties.
Eagerly and excitedly they all crawled to the window.
" What is it ? What is amiss ?" asked Claude and

Tom King, anxiously.
"Hark!" replied Sixteen - String Jack. "Cannot

yon hear the tramp of horses' hoofs P"
" Yea."
" And what ia more," added Tarpin, "I can see

them L I should think twenty, at least
!"

" They are coming from London ?"

" Apparently."
" Then they are our foes ?"

" There is little doubt of that."
" Look, DicW, again. Can you make out what they

are? '

"No ; thoy a.e at too great a distance. All I can
•ee is a dark moving mass,"

" How Bhall we act ?"

" That is hard to say."
"There is but one course open to us," siiid C!i......
" And what is that?"
" To stay here where we are, and conceal ourselves

as beat we can. We stand no chance of leaving Ijere
unperceived."

" But little, I am afraid," said Turpin.
" It cannot be done."
" We may, after all, be alarming ourselves witboat a

cause," said Jack. " They surely cannot have any
special knowledge of our whereabouts. Perhaps they
have only a suspicion that we are on this road, and if

so, they will be almost sure to ride past."
" We shall have our doubts set at end soon," said

Tom King. " They must be very close now. Can yoa
make them out yet ?"

" Yea ; 1 think I can."
" A-ud are they the dragoons ?"
" That I cannot say for certain, but they are

mounted soldiers of some sort, and well armed, for I

can see the glitter of their weapons."
" It is them, then, safe enough."
" How far should you take them to be ofif ?"

"About half a mile."
" Draw in your head, then, for fear you should be

seen. It is never worth while to run unnecessary
risks."

" You are right," said Dick Turpin, drawing in his
head, for during the foregoing conversation he alone
had been looking out, while the others oroached down
close behind him.

CHAPTER CLXIII.

RELATES WHAT TOOK PLACE UPON THE ARBITAL OF
DRAGOONS AT THE " FOX AND GBAPBS."

The approaching soldiers came on at a gallop, which
seemed to shake the very earth.

It was Tom King who drew back the shatter to its

full extent as he said :

" That will be much better. If we lie down all of as
we shall be able to see, without running much risk of
being seen."
This was so obvious that all followed his suggestion,

and then looked with straining eyes and slightly

quickened pulses at the approaching cloud, for such it

Suddenly, however, the clouds opened overhead, and
a brighter light was shed upon the scene. The forms of

the approaching horsemen were now plainly visible.

They were either the same troop of light dragoons,
which had previously chased them, or another detach-
ment from the same regiment, for their accoutrements
were juat the same.
The closer they came, and the more plainly they saw

them, the further our frienda drew back.
It should be (distinctly understood that the window

we have so often mentioned was situated in the gable
end of the stable, and a view straight up the road could

be obtained from it.

On came the soldiers, showing no signs of liiminishing

their speed.

Our friends' hearts beat high with the hopes that

they would sweep by, and leave them unmolested.
Neither ventured to speak. All their attention was

absorbed in watching and liateuiu^.

The voices of the riders, and ti-e linging sound occa-

sionally produced as their weapdiis olashed against each
other, could now be distinctly heard.

Two more minutes would carry ihem past the front

of the inn.

The question was, would they go past, or would they

draw up ?

They could only ascertaii: D.v mastering their im-

patience for yet a little longer.

Little did they think of the danger they were actually

in.

The state of the ostler's mind was quite unknown to

them.
They did not entertain the slightest doubts as to his

good faith.

If they had they^wonld not have taken things so

quietly as they did.
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"A» the soldiers going to stopP" was the Question

lk»t oocapi^x^ 'heir aunia to the exeioaioa of all oth$r

ttKwghta.

Thej almost neld their breaths as they came etill nearer.

.And now Dick'a eyes caneht sight of a humac Agore

tending at the gateway leading to the highway from the

•teble-yard.

A aeoond glance ahowed him it was the ostler.

fle did not vpeak, but raised his arm and pointed.

The other three turned their eyes in that direction.

A saspicaoB that all was not well ccrased their minda,

snd then deepened into conviction.

Before, however, they had time to adopt any particular

mode of action, the troop of dragoons, with a sadden das' ,

polled up in front of the inn.

They gave themselves up for lost.

While the trampling was subsiding thoj- Dear<i s load

voice say—
" HuUo I there ; who are yon ?

"

The qaestion lifted a load off their minds.
It showed them tiiskt the snspicioas they had entertained

were baseless.

The ostler was not in collusion /rith the dragoons.

He had not connived to bring them tb«ie.

Chance alone had done it.

Bat why his presence at the gates at that late hoar,

when one woold have thought all persons were asleep ?

That looked suspicious.

These tiionghts flashed simultaneously through their

•ninds in the brief interval which elapsed between the

officer asking the question and the ostler replying to it.

"" Tm the ostler," he replied ; " Who are you r
"

* Pon't be insolent, fellow."
** 1 ain't insolent."
•* I tell you you are."
I iei! joQ i ain't-

The oflBcer seemed upon the point of breaking oat into

• rage, but by a great effort he controlled himself.

Probably he thought he would be demeaning himself
tiK) for to fall into a passion with an ostler.

Choking with rage, he cried

—

* Let me advise you to be careful."
" Thank you all the same, I am. How are you P

"
" In the king's name ! " cned the oflScer, who was the

same hot-headed individual who had ordered the charge to
be made upon the mob, and who was now more than ever
disgusted w«th nis task of hunting highwaymen, " In the
king's name I call upon you to answer my questions truth-
fully and without prevarication !

"

" Fire away," said Joe, " I'm a-li

want to know ?
"

" We are armed with a warrant for the apprehension of
tliree notorious villains, known respectively by the names
of Bichard Turpin, Clauds Duval, and Jack Bann, alias

Sirteen-String Jack. They have with them one Thomas
King, who is under sentence of death. I call upon you in
the king's name to say whether you have seen them.
" I don't know as ever I seed 'em," said Joe.
" How long have you been standing here ?

"

** That's my business."
**Be careful, or it will be my duty to arrest ywn on

jnispicion."
" Suspicion of what ?

"

** Being an accomplice."

"Yee, you. Do not dally with vm aey loc^r. J^v«
yon been standing here long ?

"

** What do you want to know for ?
"

"Have you seen four men go by, mouatod «a tluee
horses, during the last two or three boors P

"
" No, I ha%n't," said Joe.
This was p*fectly true.

He had not seen them go by,
" You haven't ?

"

"Certainly not, thougb I haven't been staivJtosr hew *y
ttie while, but I should nave heard th«B(.

'

" But your conduct is suspicious."
"Is it?"

^

* Yee. You seem to be waitiug tiof totaeiuiuir
"

80 I am."
"What is it?"
" i don't see as I onr^, to tell you You've got a

&«(», and look very J^^ ^ut you're an twiul troa

-listening: what do yoa

some fellow. However, if it will *) you any isoo< I wiii

tell yon what I am waiting for."

"What is it?"
*»The Uxbridge coach."
" The Uxbridge coach ?

"

•* Yes. I have been expecting it ever so long, etiA hem
it aomes at last."

At this moment, in confirmation of Joe the ostler'a

words, the loud blast of a horn rung shrilly on the night

air.

"There she ia. The Dreadnought; but she's behind

her time."
" Curse the Dreadnought !

"

** Oh ! as you please."
" And you haven't heard any one pass P

"

« No."^
" Nor seen them either P

"

"No."
The officer turned round, and spoke m & low tone to

those who were nearest to him.
The reader can conceive what pleasure the highwaymen

felt when they found the ostler so determined to stand

their friend, and throw the soldiers off the scent.

In breathless eagerness they waited for what was going

to happen next.

The gaatd on the coach blew his horn again, and the

rambling of the wheels began to be heard as the unwieldy
vehicle came bowling along the highway.
The officer of dragoons could make nothing of Joe.

Nor was there any suspicion attaching to his conduct,

for, for all that he knew, it mip^i^-be part of his duties tc

await the arrival of the cop j."*

But, if he W3^ Qot euspioioos, he was not satisfied.
" ^ tcetg have you been here ? TeU me," he said.

f
"About Leii mMaa*«!»."

"No longer?"
" Well, I won't swear it hasn't been a quarter ot an

hour, for the coach is late to-night."
' We have the most positive information that the

persons of whom we are in search are somewhere on this

road."
" Well, I don't say they ain't, because it's likely enough

they are, but I haven't heard them. Lor bless yer ! they'd

be cunning enoKgh not to make much noise in passing a

house."
" There's something in that."
" If you'll take my advice, you'll wait till the coach

comes, and then ask if tbey have met any suspicious look-

ing characters on the road."
" A good thought ! I will."
" Here it comes, then ! You won't be kept long a-wait-

ing."
From where the highwaymen were concealed, it was nijt

possible to obtain a view of the road leading to Uxbridge,
bat they could tell by the grinding of the wheels that the

ooach was not very far off.

The xroop of dragoons placed themselves in a straggling

sort of line across the road.

In a few minutes afterwards the coach pulled up.
" In the king's name," cried the officer, " I call upon

you in the king's name. Have you passed aey horsemor
on the road ?

'

" No, ne'er a one," replisd the driver.
" You are quite sure !

"

" In ooorse I am !

"

" Let me tell you there are lour highwaymen on th<»

road to-night."

A chorus of screams from the pase^ngers followed upon
this announcement.
" Four highwaymen ?

"

" Yee ; and four as desperate villains as ever Breathed.

I am charged with a special wanant from the Secretary

of State to apprehend them and lodge them in jail, and
empowered to call upon anyone to assist me in 00 doing."

"I only hopes you'll catch them, that's all ! But yooonly bopes you'

may take your oath
Uxbridge, or else I should have seed 'em I

"

•'That is enough!"
The soldiers drew oe ot:<» »ide, anrt aUow«»d tE»« ooecb

to mss.
The coach tr.an cracked h'w whip, and off the hoT»oa

started on their way to Lo'ddcn at a capital pac«.

The officer of dragoo»i« looked half a uy.ini to S-.-i-o^t

em, whec he asked »u<',j}(^'dv—
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" How long does the coach take to reach here from
Uxbridge ?"

" About half an hour, I should think."
" Then it's likely enough they passed before the

coaoh started. Forward, my men, they are somewhere
on this road, I am confident, and to :

dnt«rmined. Forwsjd !"

JHAPTER CLXIV.

them I am

JOB, THE 08TLEE, MAKES ALL THE BEPARATION
FOR HIS FAULT THAT HE 18 ABLE, AND THEN
ADVISES THE HIGHWAYMEN AS TO THE BEST
COURSE FOR THEM TO TAKE.

In obedience to the command given to them by their
superior officer, the troop set itself in motion and were
soon at a considerable distance from the " Fox and
Grapes."
And so the great danger which had threatened our

friends, thanks to Joe, the ostler, had passed away,
leaving them unhurt.
They could scarcely believe in the reality of their

narrow escape.
Joe watched the retreating horsemen down the road

to see that none of them lingered behind, and then
turned towards the stable.

Uick looked out.
'Joe," he said ;

" Joe, come here."
Now Joe had no idea the highwaymen were awake.

He thought, somehow, that they were asleep all this

time, and he felt confused.
That was because his conscience smote him for what

he had meditated doing.
' Gome up here, Joe, I want to speak to yon."

•' All right, Captain, I'll be with you in a moment."
And he was as good as his word, for in less than the

time mentioned he stood beside them.
"Joe!" they all four cried, "you have saved our

lives ! What can we do to show our gratitude ?"
'• Don't say a word about that, I don't deserve it."
" Not deserve it ?"

" No, I do not, and I may as well be candid with you
as not."

" But you deceived the soldiers."
" I know I did."
" You put them off the scent when they had us -q

their power."
" I know that, too."
" Has not that course saved our lives ? To be sure

it has, and how can we be otherwise than grateful P"
" I tell you I don't deserve that you should think so

well of me."
"Why not?"
" What do you think is the reason I wa>, up and

dressed and standing at the gate when the soldiers
arrived ?"

" We have no idea. Tou told them you were waiting
for the coach."
"Just so."
" And wasn't that the reason ?"
" No; I wish it was."
" Can you tell it us ? We are curious."
" I will tell you, though it will cause me to lose your

good opinion, but better do that than hold it wrong-
fully."

" Speak on. Tou need not fear."
" But you do not know what I have to say."
" N'T do I want to know, if you would rather nou

tell it."

Poor Joe wo3 silent. His emotions mastered him.
He was full of remorse for the deed he had contem-

plated.

But yet, witfi a candour which cannot be sufficiently
admired, he made up his mind to tell them.
He little thought it, but by resolving upon such a

course, ids fault was more than half atoned for.

The highwaymen noticed his agitation, and were very
much surprised at it. They knew not what to think.

' Have patience a minute," said Joe, " and I will tell
you."

" Tou need not, if it is something so painful to you."
" But I will. 1 went to the gateway because I had

made up my mind to go to London."

"To London?"
" Tes."
" For what ?"

" To betray yoK."
It is impossible to describe the tone in whiofa

three words were uttered. Equally vain wonid it be (o
paint the astonishment of our four friends.
They were incredulons.
"Betray as?"
Joe did not reply.
" Ton cannot be in earnest, Joe," said Dick Tnrpin,

kindly, for he felt deeply touched by the manner in which
the lad had behaved, " Ton cannot be in earnest ?"

"I was," said Joe, in a choking voice; "and yon
never ought to trust me any more."

" But," asked Claude Duval, "if yon had made np
your mind to betray us, why did you behave in the
manner yon did to the dragoons ?"
" I repented then, though when I first saw them

coming, I made np my mind to tell them you were here.
It was the reward that did it."

" The reward ?"

" Tes. How much do yon think the rewards that
are offered for all four of you would amount to if they
were added up together ?"

" A very large amount, and enough to tempt anyone."
" Do you think so ?"

" Assuredly."
" Bear with me, then, and think no worse of me than

you can possibly help. When I left you, and had
groomed the horses, tlie thought came into my head to
add up the rewards."

" And how much did they come to ?"

" Two thousand pounds !"

"Why, that's five hundred a-piece !" said Turpin.
" There is more offered for you than any of the

others."
" And when you added it up, you thought how desir-

able it would be for you to possess such a sum."
" I did ; but I didn't think of getting all of it ; now do

you know the reason why I so wished to obtain a por-

tion?"
" What is it ? Tou have told us all so far pretty

freely, and if, as I suspect, this is something in your
favour, by all means let us hear it."

" I don't know for it being in my favour, but, you
must know, I have a mother."
"Alive?"
" Tes, and very poorly off. She depends wholly

upon me for all she has, but, as this is not much of a
place, it is but little I am a'ole to take her."

" I begin to understand."
" That is not all," said Joe. " There is—there is

"

"What?"
" Some one I am fond of."
" Oh !"

" But she will not have me until I have saved money
enough to take a public-house myself."

" And very prudent of her."
" Do you think so ?"

" Certainly."
" Well, you see now what I thought.

'

" Pretty clearly, I think," said Turpin. "Tou have
a mother and a sweetheart, of both of whom you are
fond. The one you would like to see much better off,

the other you want to see your wife. Is that it ?"

"Itie."
" And with the reward you would have been able to

do all this, and which, without some such slice of luck,

you would have to wait a long time for."
" That is just what I thought." *
" Then I do not for a moment wonder;(^hat you con-

templated giving us up to justice. Do you, my friends ?"

" Not at all
!"

" In fact, I wonder yon held back. Ton have not
told us what caused you to alter your mind when the
dragoons came up. Did you think there would be too

many to share the reward with to make your portion
worth having P"
" No ; that was not it

!"

" What then ?"

" I hardly know, but I think it was more the manner
in which the officer spoke to me than anything else."

" Now, Joe," said 'Turpin, "listen to me."
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•* Can it be possible that you wish to be friends with

me after this P" •
" Certainly ; I ttiink very highly indeed of you !"

" And you are willing to forgive me for my baseness ?"

" Every excuse possible can be made for you. Will

yon listen to me ?"

"You know I shall."
" Now do not be offet jed at what I am going to aay.

nor refuse what I am going to offer. Will you meet me
»t Stonebridge, about half a mile from here, at twelve

o'clock to-morrow night ?"

"For what?"
" I will then reward you for what you have done."
" I deserve no reward."
" Do not say that, because I think otherwise. Will

yoa meet me?"
" If you wish it."
*' I do wish it."
" And may I ask the reward you intend to offer me ?"

" Yea ; I have no reason for concealing it from you. I

will give you the means of accomplishing your desires."

••You will?"
" I certainly will."
" After the manner in which I have behaved P"
" It is just that which determines me to act as I have

said. What do you say, my friends ? Do you approve ?"

" Most certainly, and we will do all we can to assist

you."
" Thanks. I knew such would be the case. Now,

Joe, we have wasted rather more time perhaps in talk-

ing than we ought to have done, but never mind, so
that we understand each other. The dragoons are
far enough off by this time."

" They are ; and, if you will take my advice, you will

have your horses saddled without delay, and set off in

an opposite direction."
" We will ; but now, Tom, that reminds me of your

difficulty. How are yon to manage tor a horse ?"
" I know not," replied Tom King, " without Joe here

oau provide us with one. Can you ?"

" I can, if you will pay me for it."
" Very well ; Claude, I fancy, can manage to do that.

Let us have them at once."
"Come down, then. They only want the saddles

clapped on their backs, and you can assist and save
time."
The highwaymen followed Joe down the ladder, and

the saddles were quickly put on.
The horse that was brought out for Tom to buy, was

one that had been left with the ostler to sell.

The price was forty guineas. Claude had en ough, so
the horse was bought, and Tom mounted it.

" Now, Joe," said Dick Turpin, as they quietly walked
their horses out of the stable-yard, " don't forg et to be
at Stonebridge at twelve o'clock to-morrow night, and
I will place in your hands a sufficient sum of money to
enable you to gratify your wishes."

" I don't deserve it," blubbered Joe, as the highway-
men rode away.

CHAPTER CLXV.
THE FOUR HIGHWAYMEN LEAVE THE " FOX AND
aKAPES," AND LAY IN WAIT FOB THE OXFORD COACH.
"I FAIBLY tremble," said Sirteen-String Jack, " when
I think whatia frightfully narrow escape we have had,
though no one could blame the lad for acting in the
manner he did."

" I cannot, for one. LUtle did the officer think that
his hot temper was the means of losing us."

" Which way shall we take ?" inquired Claude Duval.
You are our captain, Dick, and we are under your

" Then let ua push on to the Oxford-road. If we keep
on for about half a mile, and take the first turning to
the left, it will bring us out at Harlington-oorner. Do
you know it ?"

" Quite well."
" Forward, then, because the sooner we are off the

Uxbridge-road the better."
Brief as was the rest the horses had had, yet it was

long enough to enable them to reomit their strength,
sad not only that, they had been well-fed and groomed.

They, therefore, willingly responded to the impulse
forward which their riders gave them, and swept at a
swinging gallop along the turnpike road.

Tom King was pleased to find that the horse he had
purchased bore every indication of being a good one,
and of a kind well suited to his requirements.
Upon turning into the lane, however, they were com'

polled to go at a slower pace, for it was very narrow,
and had two deep ruts on either side, where the cart-

wheels had been.

Dick took advantage of this opportunity to speak to

his friends, and unfold his views.

Accordingly, when they were all close enough to-

gether for conversation to be easy, he spoke.

"We have succeeded so far," he said, "in eluding

our foes, and making their plans of no avaii. That they

have tried what they could do is tolerably certain, and
now, just for a change, I propose that we try what we
can do in return."

"Agreed, captain— agreed !" cried the three others,
" What is it you propose ?"

" A bold and daring deed at any time, but now un-
usually so."

" What is it ?"

" Cannot you guess ?"

"No—no. Tell us, do not keep us in suspense."
" I will not. I propose, my friendp, that when we get

into the Oxford-road, which we shall do in about half

an hour "

"Yes—yes."
' When we get there, I propose we look for some dark

and t^heltered piece of roadway, and there lay in wait."
" But for what ?"

" The Oxford Mail Coach 1"

" Are yon in earnest, Dick ?" asked Claude,
" Never more so in my life."

" It is a daring deed, then."
" ^o much the better. I like to achieve exploits that

will bear talking about."
" But it will sure to be crowded with pasbengers, and

the guard and the driver, it is well known, have been
chosen as being brave men, and well able to make use
of the weapons with which they are provided."

" I know all thiit," said Dick, " but I do not see any-
thing in it to cause me to alter my determination."

" Let us do it," said Tom King and Sixteen-Striug

Jack ;
" the bolder the deed the better it pleases me.

As for Claude "

" 1 s^hall give way to the majority," said Duval ;
" but

while 1 do so I think we are running into much un-
necessary peril."

"We have been in greater many a time. Come,
Claude, shake off your fears."

"I have none."
"Here we are, then," cried Dick Turpin, as tliey

emetged into the Oxford-road, " let us try our luck."

He proceeded to make an oxamiuation of the priming
of his pistols as he spoke, iu doing which he was imme-
diately imitated by his companions.

All being made secure, they trotted on at a gentle

pace, expecting every moment to hear some sound in-

dicative of the coming of the coach.

The place, however, where they now found themselves
was scarcely so well suited to their purpose as they
could have wished.

Tlie country for miles around was open, and the
hedgerows more than ordinarily low.

It was getting much lighter, too, every moment, and
in the east a faint misty radiance foretold that btfore
long it would be daybreak.
Of course, had the mail-coach come along while they

were in this part, Dick would not have clianged his

determination of stopping it, but, as it was, he deemed
it good policy to move on and meet it.

A gallop of about ten minutes, though, brought him
to a place which seemed expressly made for his design.

The ground rose up to a slight elevation.

Instead, however, of the road passing over it, .iS is

generally the case, a path had been cut through it, thus
doing away with the steep ascent that there would have
been on one side.

But doing thi» had its disadvantages as well as its ad-

vantages, though probably the latter more than balanced
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the former, as it made the road for a few yards very

dismal and dark indeed.

In the highest part, the emban^menton either side was

about fifteen feet in heitjht.

The aides were as perpendicular as a wall almost,

and were profusely overgrown with rank vegetation.

The top of the embankment was fringed by a quick-

set hedge.
From the foregoing description, it will bo seen that,

although the road was of a good width, yet the sides

were more than snflBcient to oast a dark shadow over it.

In the day time even, except when the snn was at bis

greateat elevation, it was a dark-lookiug place, and at

night it was all but impossible to see your hand before

you.
Well suitea therefore was it in all respects for the

successful accomplishment of the daring adventure

upon which the highwaymen were bent.

The only thing now necessary was for the eoach to

oome.
All their preparations being made, our friends did

not speak, but sat like statues on their horses in

various picturesque, listening attitudes.

Dick Turpin and Tom King had taken np their sta-

tions close to each other on the south side of the road.

Claude Duval and Sixteen- String Jack, in a similar

manner on the opposite side, only lower down towards

London,
They were to attack the fore-part of the coach.

The others the rear.

Minute after minute passed by, but still they could

hear nothing like the grinding of wheels.

They began to be fearful that they were too late—

that the coach had passed.

So dark as it was, seeing the time was quite out of

the question.
Nor had they any clear idea of what the time was,

only from the appearance of the sky they judged that

dawn could not be far off.

In fact, they could find it growing lighter and lighter

each instant.

If the coach did not come soon, they would have it

daylight, and that would have by no means suited them.

At last, however, and just as their impatience had
increased to an unbearable extent, the long-wished for

sound arrived.

Very faint it was at fifst, like the rustling of the wind
among the trees, and such by an unexperienced listener

it would be taken to be, but long practice had enabled

our friends to discriminate between the two.

The state of expectation in which they had been kept

had put them in a proper mood to execute their daring

feat.

The road was straight, and presently, as they looked

along it, the bright carriage-lamps on either side be-

came visible.

On—on they came, with a motion that appeared per-

petually incressive.

The rumbling of the wheels sounded like the mutter-

ing of far-off thunder.
With their bridles tightly in their grasp, a loaded

pistol in each of their left hands, our friends held them-
selves in readiness to attack the coach.

The guard blew a loud blast upon his horn as they
entered the hollow, in order to warn anyone who might
be there to get out of the way of the horses, for in the

darkness that there prevailed it would be impossible

for them to be seen.

The driver of the coach had just confessed to the pas-

senger, who sat on his off-side, that he never felt very
comfortable when driving throughthis dark bit of road-

way, when a bright red flash appeared, followed almost
instantaneously by the loud ringing report of a pistol.

A voice cried out, " Halt !" ei'O the reverberations

had fairly died away.
The horses were terrified.

Claude Duval, who was nearest to them, by a sadden
and dexterous movement of his hand, succeeded in

throwing the leaders down.
Those behind could not avoid falling likewise.

They kicked and plunged fearfully.

But keeping out of the reach of their hoofs, Clavde
drew his sword, and watching hia opportamty, in two
strokes severed the tra»«fl.

While he was doing this his companions had not, beoa
idle.

We must describe their actions separately and in de>
dail, though of course, they all happened simultaneonsly.
According to the arrangements made, Sixteen-Stringf

Jack spurred his steed as close as lie could to the ooaci^
man's box, and holding a pistol pointed at his hp"d, com-
manded him not to move at hi , peril.

But the coachman, who was not a man to give in
lightly or easily, immediately drew a double-barrelled
pistol from a little pocket in the seat, made purposely
for its reception, and taking a hasty aim at the dusky
figure, he pulled both triggers in rapid succession.

Jack managed to move aside in time to avoid the
first bullet, but he was not equally fortunate with the
second, for he felt something inflict a stinging sensation
upon his cheek, as though he had been struck by a
thin switch. He knew by this that the bullet had
ploughed up the skin.

" Shot for shot !" he cried, as he pulled the trigger of
his pistol and fired.

CHAPTER CLXVI.

THE TIDE OF FORTUNE, WHICH HAS BEEN FOB SO
LONG IN FAVOUU OF THE HIGHWAYMEN, NOW
TUENS AGAINST THEM.

A LOUD yell of a most awful and startling charac*^er

followed the discharge of Sixteen-String Jack's pistol,

and the coachman, after swaying to one side, fell head-
long off the box.
The cry was echoed by the passengers on the roof,

who were now in a state of the greatest possible alarm,

and almost dead with fright.
" Move not, at your peril !" cried Sixteen-String Jack,

drawing another pistol and pointing it at them, for his

blood was now thoroughly heated, and he did not much
care what he did.

The passengers on the roof could tell he was a despe-

rate character, and so obeyed his imperious demand,
being fearful that their lives would not stand in hia

way, if they angered him.
And in this they were perfectly right, for the pain of

the wound he had received in his cheek grew worse and
worse every moment.
And now for Tom King.
He, as we said, was on the other side of the road.

When the coach was level with him, he sprang out,

and held his pistol to the guard, and cried out to him
not to move upon peril of his life.

But the guard had his hand upon the stock of the

blunderbuss, which hung at the back of his seat.

Slowly and imperceptibly he raised it in his hand,
until at length he got it so that its broad, bell-shaped

mouth was pointing to Tom Kin?.
His finger was on the trigger when Jack fired hia

pistol.

The flash dispelled the darkness, and Toin saw the
bright barrel of the blunderbuss, with its muzzle turned
towards him.
Comprehending what had taken place, in a moment

he struck his horse sharply with the spur, which caused
the animal to utter a snort of pain, and bound forward.

That saved his life.

The guard had his finger on the trigger, and he
pulled it.

The blunderbuss exploded with a sound like that of

some mimic cannon.
A perfect storm of bullets flew forth, but they did no

execution.
They sank into the earth of which the embankment

was composed, but that was all.

Turning hia horse back, Tom held his pis*^ol to the
guard.
But fully believing that his last hour hao oome, he

shrank down in his seat, and hid himself from sight.

The other passengers, with Jack at one end and Tom
at the other, were cowed into perfect submission.
And now for the last, we proceed to describe the

actions of Dick Turpin
At the same moment that his companions sprang for-

ward to do as we have described, Dick Turpin, byapar-
tioolar touch upon hor flank, which the gallant oreatarft
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[the farmer 61VB,S the 80UB HIGHWAYMEN A HOSPITABLE BECEPTIOK.]

fafly nnderstood, made Black Bess take one leap, and then I flutter of dresses, as weU as several sereams whict M-
alight just at the door of the coach. lowed hm appeso-ance, he could teU some of them were

There she stood, as though carved in stone, except she females. .,,,,., a- ^„j « ««
tossed her head proudly, as if in satisfaction at what she His principal -attention, however, was directed to an

had d«»e.
^ " | individual who sav with his back to the horses, next to the

Long practice had taught Dick Turpin the knack of ( door,

letting down a coach window rapidly aad dexterously
|

He was tall and well-built.
, ^, _. u^\.^a «-.

from the outside. 1
His attire was of sooer black, and the coat he had 00

It made a terrible clattoring noise. wa« one of nnusuaUy large dimeEOOTS. .... ^
•Year money or your life !

" said Turpin, assuming as Round his neck was an enormous fnlled neckdotb, U
ferocious a tone and manner as he possibly could. "Do which, whenever he bent his head, his chin wae ooia.

not dally with me. The coach is surrounded by my men, pletely buried.

BO that resistance will be futile. Hand over your valuables He had taken his hat off.
.^ . u ;.

at once—to those who refuse their death will be «n tiieii Upon his head he wore a large whitfl wig, every hau

own head." and curl of which was scnipu'oush' '..imiged so a« to oe

As he spoke L.iese words, he projected the ttanei of in perfect order. ,„..,. • a.^ _*
-he pistol which he carried into the coach. ' His face was large, full, and florid, having, in ^;-*;*
By stooping slightiy in the saddle, he was able to ob- bloated appearance so conspicuous in the co^ntemncee M

ier>e the actions of thos. within,
|

those who are too much addicted to tt.e good thmga ol

Tfa6 inside was qaite full of passenj^ers, and bj the this life.

f^Q^ 3]L.
Pmcw On« Ha-lwf«mt.
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His mouth was large and aensuouB, his eyes Bmall,
deeply set and sleepy-looking.

All this Dick Turpin was able to take in at a glance.
But it was not that there was anything very peculiar

in this person's appearance or costume that made him
regard him with so much attention. It was because he
felt a vague oonsoiousnesa uteal over him that he had
seen that face before.

It was not a friend's, ne was confident, nor was it

under favourable circumstances that he had seen it.

All of a sudden, like a flash of light, Dick recollected

notcW where and when he had seen him, but also who
be was.

It was the counsel who had prosecuted Tom King at
the Old Bailey.
Consequently, Dick looked upon him as a foe, though

of course the man had done nothing more than his duty.
It did not take an instant for all these thoughts to

pass through Turpin's mind.
No attack, however, was attempted to be made upon

him by any of those who occupied the interior of the
coach.
Probably the reason of this was none of them carried

arms.
In fact, the Oxford mail coach was looked upon as

being about the safest conveyance that could possibly
be imagined, and the idea of any highwaymen having
the audacity to stop it and rob it was not dreamt of.

To those who were spectators of the scene, no interval
was appreciable between the time Dick reached the
coach-door and took off his hat.
The lifht in the inside fell with full force upon his

countenance.
It was far, very far indeed from being an unpleasing

one. There was upon it an expression of dauntless
courage, which no one would fail to adurire.
He had dropped the reins upon the neck of Black Bess,

for he knew that he could safely trust her not to move,
and this allowed him to have both hands at liberty.
In one, then, he held his hat, and in the other a

pistol.

He repeated his demand.
" Ladies and gentlemen," he said, " I must trouble you

for all you have of any value. If you are wise, you will
give it up at once. You cannot possibly escape, for the
coach is well surrounded by the men who acknowledge
me as their captain. If I cannot obtain what I want by
gentle means, I shall be compelled to have you dragged
out. one by one and searched. But this I shall not do if

you will satisfy my wants. Come, my hat is before you."
This was said with an air of the greatest apparent

ease, but all the time Dick took good care to keep a
sharp eye upon every one, and was quite prepared for
any sudden movement that boded danger to him.
But the passengers, finding the hopeless predicament

they were in, like sensible people, preferred to lose their
money rather than risk their lives, ao they began slowly
one after another, to drop different articles into the hat.

Watches, brooches, seals, bracelets, purses, and loose
cash all made their appearance.
But there was nothing like so much in the hat as

Turpin considered there ought to be.
Another demand produced a trifle more.
" Eeally," said Dick, at length, " if you go on in this

way I shall lose what small amount of patience I am
blessed with, and then when Idol will not be answerable
for the consequences. Come be generous. I have been
temperate where many would have been violent. I should
be sorry to subject any one of you to the least ill-usage,
and you ought to give me full credit for my considera-
tion, when you find you are so entirely in my power."
The obviousness of this at once struck home to the

hearts of all, and they gave up their things freely, being
satisfied that, under the circumstances, it was the best
••urse they could possibly pursue.
They had two disaprreeable alternatives.
One was, to give up what they had.
The other, to have it taken from them.
The result of both was just the same, and so the first

was clearly the lesser evil of the two,
^n a few minutes it was heavy enough to satisfy him,

aud 80 drawmg back his arm and replacing the pistol
jn I he holster, he quickly transferred the booty to the
capacious pocket of his coat.

While he did so, his ears caught the sound of some one
weeping, while every now and then utterance was given
to a deep and heart-breaking sob.
One of the inmates of the coach was in trouble about

something.
What that something was, Dick determined at all

risks to find out.
Of course it was no other than a female who thus

manifested her grief.

And was it not his duty, as he emulated the doings of
the knights-errant of old, to succour, protect, and com*
fort all females in distress ?

CHAPTER CLXVII.

A VIRION OF GENTLENESS, BEAUTY, AND OBIEF
APPEARS TO DICK, WHICH AROUSES THE DORMANT
FEELINGS OF HIS BETTER NATURE.

Leaning forward, then, in his saddle, Dick put bis
head inside the window of the coach.

Its inmates observed it with surprise, and began to
fear that the highwayman was not satisfied with what
he had extorted from them already.
But this alarm was soon dissipated.
In a kindly tone of voice, and which he could always

assume without an effort, Dick spoke :

"I can hear some one weeping." he said, "which is

sufiBcient to show me that one of you is in trouble. Who-
ever it may be, I conjure them to speak, and if it lies

in my power to do anything to assuage their grief,

believe me I shall only be too glad to do it."

A profound silence followed these words.
No one replied to him in any way, but he still heard

the sobs, as though a violent effort was being made to
stifle them.

" Speak," said Dick again, after a brief pause, and
in a more earnest tone of voice than before. " Fear
nothing. Who is in sorrow P"

" You speak kindly," said a woman's voice, " and so
I do not mind telling you that it is this young girl who
is sitting next to me who is crying so, but whether you
can do her any good is more than I can tell."

As she spoke, the woman drew on one side and allowed
Turpin to catch a glimpse of a young girl who wua
sitting next to her, and leaning as far back as she could,

as if in the endeavour to escape observation.
She was dressed entirely in black.
Her face he could not see, for she had concealed it in

a white cambric handkerchief, which she held up to her
eyes.

What her age might be he could not, therefore, guess,
except from a contemplation of her form, and as its con-
tours were only partially developed, he came to the con-
clusion that she must be young—fifteen or sixteen at

most.
The hand that held the handkerchief before her face

was as tiny as a child's. But the fingers were long and
wasted, looking as though her priei had been great and
incessant, and as if she had suffered much.
The moment Dick's eyes rested upon this young

creature, he felt an immediate and deep interest in her.

He longed to see her face.

That it was a very beautiful one he did not doubt.
With a still greater depth of pathos than had tinged

his words before, he addressed her.
" Fair girl," he said, "answer me, as a great, and in-

estimable favour, the question I am about to ask you.

You are in deep—very deep grief. lama rude, violent

man, but I am willing, nay, anxious to stand your friend.

Tell me then, without fear, whether it lies in my power
to alleviate your sorrow."
The counsel who had prosecuted Tom King, and who

resolutely disbelieved that there was anything like dis-

interested kindness in human nature, moved impatient-

ly round in his seat, and uttered an indignant "Pish !"

Dick just glanced at him, but took no further notice

just then.
As for the other passengers, they were v^ne anl all

deeply moved at the manner in which the highwayman
was acting.

There was something about his whole air and manner
that was sufficient to convince them that ho was play,

ing a part, but that he was quite in earnest in what he

said, and anquestionably would, if the opportunity was
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•ffsred him, try his ntmoat and do his best to ease that

young heart of its anguish.
The woman who had before spoken, and moved to

allow Diok Turpin to see the girl, now bent over her,

and by her manner it was evident that she was endea-

vouring to persuade the young girl to spoak, and, if she

did no more, at least to thank the highwayman for the

interest he had manifested in her weltare.

Her arguments had their effect, for the young girl re-

moved the handkerchief from her face.

The light fell upon it.

In all his experience, and, as the reader may imagine,

it had been tolerably extensive—never, Dick thought,

had he seen a human face so nearly like what an angel's

might be supposed to be as that one was.

Not even the painter's art, wondrous though it be,

eoald do justice to its singular and rare beauty.

How insufficient, then, must words be to convey an
impression of it.

We shall not attempt the task, but simply say that

it was a reflex of the holiest and best feelings in human
nature.

But the whole was chastened, overspread, and softened

by the traces of grief—deep, permanent, inconsolable.

There was a strange feeling about Dick's heart—

a

feeling which he had never until that moment felt—as

he gazed upon this heavenly face, and felt her dark eyes

fixed in earnest gaze upon him.

How great the contrast

!

The one the personification of gentleness, purity, and
holiness.

The other of plunder, violence, and sin.

And yet Dick Turpin, as many of his actions have
testified, was far from being all that is bad in humanity.
There were many who, in his day, were looked up to

with respect, and whose names even now are held in

reverence, who were far worse than he.

But, nevertheless, he felt a strange aching in his

breast, and a choking sensation in his throat, as he

thought how great a gulf there was between them.
Even as her eyes met his for a brief instant in that

mournful gaze, they filled with tears, and she again

carried the handkerchief to her face.

But feeling that gratefulness alone ought to compel

her to command her feelings sufficiently to express her

thanks, she made a strong and successful effort to sub-

due her grief.

And then, when she would fain have spoken a few
words, utterance was denied her, and the words passed

i^way in an inaudible murmur.
In the deep and absorbing interest which Dick felt

in this little episode, all other things faded from his

mind. He no longer thought of the perils and difficul-

ties of his situation, nor remembered that his life at

that moment hung upon a thread,
" Speak," he said, still more gently. "Let me have

the satisfaction of hearing you say that it is in my
power to relieve yon of at least some portion of your
distress. Speak to me frankly."

"I will try," replied the young girl, who found her

Toioe at last. " You speak kindly to me, and so—so—you
see you spoke so kindly that—that—I could not bear it."

The tones in which she spoke, though very, very sad,

were low, sweet, and silvery.

Diok was still more entranced.
Those other passengers, too, who had up to then

looked on this scene with indifference and coldness,

began, in spite of themselves, to feel an interest in it.

So modest and retiring had this young girl been
during the whole of their long journey, that they were
scarcely sensible of her presence and existence.
Now thoy began to wonder how it was they had not

noticed her.

All but the prosecuting counsel had an expression on
their faces significant of sympathy, but he looked on
contemptuously.

" I have nothing to tell you, sir," continued the young
girl, whose voice grew firmer as she proceeded, "at
least nothing that will interest you. Believe me, I am
ery, very grateful to you for your kind expressions of

good feeling towards me, and I shall always pray that you
may quit this kind of life, for which you are so uusuited."

A. shade passed over Dick Turpin's face.

It WM on* of TexAtioa,

Bnt he chased it away quickly ; but when he spoke
igain there was a perceptible alteration in his voice.

Tiie young girl sank back again into her old position,

and replaced the handkerchief over her face.
" Is that all you have to say to me i" asked Tnrnin.
There was no reply.

He was almost choked, but ha continued.
" Can I do nothing to assist yon ? If I can, pray lot

me know it. It will enable me to in part atone for that
which I have done to-night."

The girl again looked up.
" There is only one thing," she sajrl ,

" and that I oagrht
not to as^."
"Why not?"
•' I ought not."
"Will you let me hear it, and allow me to jadga

whether you ought to ask it ?"

Again silence.
" Speak ! Let me hear it ! Cannot you grant me

that favour?"
A flush mounted to her face, and spread over her neck

and forehead, as she replied

—

" I am an orphan, and the clothes I wear will show
that my bereavement has been recent. It has been sud-
den, too. Both my parents died within a week of each
other, and not ten days ago ! I am on my way to Lon-
don, where my relatives reside, and where I trust I shall

soon find employment. I am poor, and now destitute,

for when you held your hat inside the coach, and com-
manded us with threats to put into it what valuables we
each possessed—threatening us ifwe refused—I placed in
it a small, beaded purse, which contains every farthing
I possess in the world ; I have not even enough to pay
the expenses of my journey, and what I shall do I know
not. Your last behaviour has been so different to the
former, that I have overcome the repugnance I felt in
speaking to you ; butnow that I have done as you wished,
I trust you will withdraw, and allow us to proceed with-

out offering further violence."

It would be hard to say what were Dick's sensations
wliile the girl addressed this long speech to him. The
griefful manner in which she spoke, and the utter deso-

lation of her position, cut him to the heart.

How much additional sorrow, too, had he caused her ?

His hand stole to the pocket of his coat, and he sought
among its miscellaneous contents for something that
felt like a beaded purse.
He drew it forth.
" You would have asked me to restore it to you ?" he

said. " I do it gladly. If this is it, tske it freely. It

will ever be a reproach to me when I think of to-night'flf

doings."
So saying, Dick held the purse towards her.

It was of blue silk, elaborately worked with steel

beads. It was of a kind now grown obsolete, with slid-

ing rings, and a receptacle for money at both ends.

But as he thus held it in his hand he could not help
noticing how slender and how light it was, and what a
little money ittcontained.

" That is it," said the girl, beginning to weep again
" my mother worked that purse, and gave it to me on
my last birthday."

" Take it back, then," said Turpin. as he placed it in

her hand, "and with it my best wishes, though I sup«

pose they will not do you any good. I take shame to

myself, however, that I
"

" Off with you, Dick ! off with you !" cried a voice

;

" fly at once ! The Philistines are upon ns !"

CHAPTER CLXVIII.

THE OFFICERS THINK THAT THET HAVE AT LAST GOT
THE HIGHWAYMEN SECUBK IN THEia GEABP.

Dick Tukpin gave a great start at this sudden inter-

ruption to his apolofjetio speech.

He recognized the voice,

It was Claude Duval's.

If we were to say that he had completely, for the

time being, forgotten the existence of his companions,

we should scarcely be going beyond the truth.

In a moment, however, he recollected all, and he was

once more ealm and self-possessed, as he always was m
the hour of extreme danger.

Bowing deeply, therefore, to thoinmates of theoarriftgf
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generally, and the yonng orphan particularly, he, with
great deliberation, left the ooach door.
He oould hear the sounds of many voices, and the clat-

tering of horses' hoofs.
" Halt, all of you," he cried. " Halt !"

He wheeled his horse round as he spoke.
But before we proceed to relate what happened next,

it will be necessary for us to describe the events which
had transpired during the time Dick had t "<tn at .he
ooach door.

Tom King, thefi, still remained in vhe posii.on he had
occupied, that is to say, he was at t'.e back part of the
ooach, keeping the guard and the passengers near him
in subjection.

Sixteen-String Jack was near the box. Not one of

the passengers, after the summary manner in which he
had dealt with the coachman, ventured to stir or make
the least resistance.

Claude Duval, who had had the diflacult duty of
stopping the horses by throwing the leaders down, had
been chosen for the execution of this duty because he
was the tallest and by far the strongest of the four.

This, as we have seen, he had successfully performed.
The leaders had been dexterously thrown down, and as
they fell, brought the others to the ground with them.
By a few strokes of his sword, then, he severed the

traces, and entirely freed the animals from all contact
with the vehicle.

They plunged about madly for some moments, making
it extremely dangerous for anyone to be near them.
Then they one after another struggled to their feet,

and with a snort and a bound set off at a furious and
frantic gallop along the road.

Their first ft-itrht over, they proceeded to their des-
tination more steadily, being

right glad to miss
The lumbering of the wheels.

All fear of the coach moving being now at an end,
Claude rode up to the side and very coolly made those
who sat outside hand him everything they had about
them of the slightest value.

Menaced in the front and the rear, they could do no-
thing but submit.

Claude's pockets soon grew heavy.
His character had already been pourtrayed.
Cautious ever in running into danger, and willing to

avoid running the slightest risk, yet, once in, no one
could be more recklessly brave and daring.
He began to think, however, that to stop the Oxford

mail was by no means so difficult and dangerous as it

But just as he had finished taking from the last per-
son on the roof, he happened to look across the fields in

the direction of London.
The dawn had sufficiently advanced to make objects

even at a considerable distance dimly visible.

Cominer along at a rapid pace, and with their arms
extended towards him, was a large troop of mounted
police-officers.

That they were aware of what was taking place, and
making direct towards the ooach, was quite certain

;

and it was when he had this conviction that he called
out to Dick in the startling manner he did, as related
at the end of tte last chapter.
Not even the awe in which they were held by the pis-

tols of Jack and Tom King could prevent those on the
roof from giving utterance to a shout of gratification
at the sight of this unexpected succour.
Although our highwaymen were not awai of the

means by which the officers had learned what they were
about—being, in fact, quite in the dark upon the subject
—that is no reason, we opine, why we should not put
the reader in possession of the facts of the case, for in
this narrative it has been our special aim, even at the ex-
pense of interest, to avoid all inexplicable appearanca.
We may briefly state, then, tliat this party of officers

was one of many who had been despatched by the au-
thorities upon the sole mission of watching -jhe roads
round the metronolis, and endeavouring to capture the
highwaymen.

la fact, never betore had such energetic steps been
taken for the apprehension of any criminals, and no
expense and no paina wer« sparad to auhieve their
obj«ot.

Already have we seen how near they have more than
once been in capturing our friends, but chance, fortune,
or whatever it may be, had every time been in their
favour.
But now they were menaced with a danger of nocom-

mon kind.

The officers who now came over the fields were, with,
out ex(!epiion, experienoed, well-tried men, and well up
in the duties of their profession.
They liad been set to patrol the Oxford-road, and be

on the look-out for any event that miglit be of a bub*
picious character.
They were, moreover, not the only ones who had been

sent out with similar instructions. Every road, in-

deed, leading from the metropolis was thus guarded,
and the more important ones were furnished with as
many as three or four detachments.

This, cf course, necessitated the employment of a vast
number of new hands, but none of these were sent upon
this dangeious errand, but set to do the work which the
others in an ordinary way performed.
The one body that had patrolled one portion of the

Oxford-road during the whole of the nigiit without the
occurrence of anything unusual, and, as day was coming
fast, they began to think that for that night at least

they had had their trouble for nothing.
Chilly and miserable—for remaining on horseback the

whole of a winter's night is no joke—they were thinking
of turning in somewhere, when the sound of several
steeds coming along the road at a headlong, break-neck
gallop, reached their ears.

Fully impressed that something was going to happen
at last, they became instantly on the alert.

There was about a score of them, so they formed in a
double line across the road, determined to oppose the
further progress of whoever might be coming.
Naturally enough, the idea they had had upon the sub-

ject was that those who were coming along at such a
furious rate were the very individuals of whom they were
in search, and the reason of their rapid speed, that the
other detachment that was stationed nearer Oxford was
chasing them.
Having formed this hypothesis, they began, as one may

say, to count their chickens before they were hatched.
An old proverb particularly impresses the utter folly

of doing this, and on the present occasion the wisdom
of the advice was made powerfully apparent.

For, behold, instead of seeing the four redoubtable
highwaymen approach, they beheld nothing but four
riderless horses.

Their disappointment may be imagined, and it was
jnore from the influence of this fe-ling than any other
that they stopped where they then were.

The horses, whicli were those who had been out loose
from the ooach, seeing the obstruction in their path,
came to a dead stop.

They were close enough, however, to enable the
officers to perceive, by the assistance of the early morn-
ing li!,'ht, that they had been cut a^vay from some con-
veyance or other.

Then one of their number expressed his conviction
that the horses were none other than those of the Ox-
ford mail ooach.
The number—four—served to confirm this assertion,

and to bring his companions to the same belief.

"Then you may depend," said one, " that the villains

have actually had the audacity to stop the mail, and
that under our very noses."

•'Pho, pho," said another, " I can hardly think it.

They are daring, I admit, yet scarcely foolhardy enough
to do such a trick as that

!"

" Well, we don't know. Anyhow, we must go and
see, and if it turns out as I expect, we must not let

them escape, or if we do, we shall be laughed at all the

rest of our lives."
" Be off at once, then," cried one, who was in com-

mand of the rest. " We shall lose our opportunity
while we stand chattering here."

There was a sudden movement forward after the
utterance of these words, and then the officer who had
first spoken, said :

" Let us take to the fields, and by keeping under the

shelter of the hedgerows, we shall l»e able to steal upon
them unawares."
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" A grood idea th»t of yonra, Nutkins," said the com-
manding oflloer, " and it shall be acted upon. Bide
alonHTf my men, gently and quietly, until we come either
to a gap in the heige that we can convenietly leap, or
else a gate which we can open and pass through,"
They did not have to go far along the road before

they foun i a gate leading into the fields on the left-hand
Bide of the road, and one of them dismounted to open it.

It was locked, but that proved a circumstance of
little moment, for the oflBcer took from his pocket a
bunch of picklocks, and had it open in a trice.

In those days the line of distinction between officers

and criminals was less clearly defined than it is now,
and there were positively times when all traces of it

were lost, and the one merged completely into the other.
Here was an instance.
The gate was held open while the rest passed through,

and then secured again.
Their road was then plain before them.
Meadows stretched around in all directions.
Over these they were able to pass at a good speed,

without making any noticeable noise.
They took care to keep as close to the highway as

possible. But presently the appearance of the place
altered. Instead of smooth, firm meadows, they came
to a succession of ploughed fields.

Rapid progress over these was quite impossible, so
they preferred to make a detour, believing that to be
the quickest in the end.

It was after this, that turning round to get nearer
the high-road, they saw the coach standing stilU and
aorrounded by mounted men.

CHAPTER CLXIX.
A WOOD UPON THE OXFOEDROAD AFFORDS A TEMPO-
RARY PLACE OF SHELTER FOR THE HIGHWAYMEN.

This was a sight for which, despite their anticipations,

the officers were scarce prepared.
But there was no doubt whatever as to what was

going on.

They had arrived in time to see the highwaymen in

the very act of plundering the coach.
Confident in the power which, in point of numbers,

they had over them, and stimulated by the reward and
credit they would gain if they secured them, they, with
a boldness most remarkable, dashed their spurs into
their horses' flanks, and urged them forward at the top
of their speed.

It was a lucky thing for our friends that Claude was
fortunate enough to see them as soon as he did, or the
consequences might have been even more disastrous
than they were.
The manner in which he called out we have already

described.
Dick Turpin comprehended in an instant the full ex-

tent of his peril.

To have all four galloped off at random, and possibly
in different directions, would, he felt sure, be fatal, and
80 he gave the loud command to halt.

His comrades obeyed instinctively. Already they
began in good earnest to look up to him as their leader.

It was at this moment that the officers reached the
hedgerow just before the cutting or hollow commenced.

Excited by the prospect of capturing the highway-
men, they leaped over into the roadway, and came on
at a prodigious rate, and making a terrible clatter.

" Form together !" cried Turpin, as he saw them
coming' ;

" all together ! Are you ready ?"
" Quite," cried his three followers, as they ranged

themselves close to him.
" Forward, then !" he exclaimed ; " it is » case of the

devil take the hindmost." f

He himself set the example of retreating at fall speed,
for he spoke in a peculiar manner to his mare, and al-
lowed her to feel the reins fall slackly on her neck.
She gave one terrific bound, and then flen over the

ground with a long sweeping gallop.
Indeed, so great was the speed she attained, that

Dick was compelled to rein her in, in order not to leave
his companions.
Do what they would they could not make their cattle

go even for a short distasM at a speed that would matoh
Blaok Bess.

And yet they were all animals of first-rate quality.
The officers, aa soon as they perceived this sudden

movement on the part of our friends, uttered a loud
shout, and, as they dashed into the hollow, presented
their pistols, and fired an irregular volley after their
retreating forms.
The passengers in the coach implored the police to

stay and render them some assistance, but they were
quite deaf to their cries.
Their object was to catch the highwaymen, and,

either dead or alive, lodge them in Newgate.
The horses upon which they were mounled could not

be said to be exactly fresh, for they had been out all
night with them patrolling the road, but they were not
tired, as the progress they made testified.
Our friends.ho we ver, had got the start of them, though

it was so slight as to be scarcely worth mentioning.
Away—away they went, the hoofs of their horses

striking sparks of fire from the flint stones of the road.
It was towards Oxford, and away from Loudon, that

they went.
The officers kept well behind them.
They made sure they had their prey safe, if they could

only manage for a little longer to keep them in sight, for
they knew if they did so while the chase continued, they
mus' eventually come up with the other troop, who
wera fitroUing another portion of the same road.
Then, hemmed in before and behind by forty well-

armed men, what hope could there be that our friends
would escape.
They would be literally surrounded.
The odds ten to one.
But there was one condition upon which this de-

pended, and that was that they should continue to fly
along the highway.

If they left it the case would be quite altered.
Most eagerly did the officers look out ahead for soma

indications of the coming of the other troop.
The morning was a beautiful one.
The dense and heavy clouds which had during the

night overspread the entire firmament seemed to be
driven back by the first flush of dawn, as the pale gray
light struggled into the sky.
But when the sun's beams rose above the horizon,

they completed their dispersion.
And so, by the time the whole of his bright, rosy

disc was fairly visible, there was not a cloud or speck
of vapour to be seen.
His rays had in them but little warmth, still, for all

that, they were not deficient in illuminative power, and
where the ground rose up to a slight elevation, a very
extensive prospect could be obtained.

It was after breasting the highest of these hills that
they had yet come to that Dick Turpin pulled up his
mare, and called out to his comrades to halt.
Then, turning round in his saddle, he took a long and

careful look behind him.
His pursuers were hard upon their track, though the

distance which intervened between them had perceptibly
increased.
Having satisfied himself upon this point, Dick ex-

amined the road before him.
He could see for many miles, but nowhere anything

suspicious in the shape of an obstruction.
Then he went down the hill at a walking pace, but

descended only so far as to be in such a position as not
to be within the range of their pur^Muera' vision.
He stopped.
" It will not do to keep up this sore of thing," he

aaid, •' or we shall assuredly be ran to earth. Besides, I
question whether your horses would maintain it."

" Mine would not," said Tom King ;
" I have noticed

that during the last mile she has given palpable signs of
flagging, and I believe she would have given up ere this
had it not been that the example of the others encour-
aged her to make greater exertion. Look ! now we
have stopped, her distress becomes more apparent."
And, indeed, the appearance of Tom's steed was

such as to fill our friends with the utmost concern.
That it would be able much longer to keep its legs

was clearly impossible.
" What is the best thing to be done, captain ?" asked

Claude Duval. " It will not d« for ni to wait. Every
eoond bring oox porsMra nmtw to oa."
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" Trae," eaid Turpin, " I stopped because I felt it

would be madness to continue the chase any longer."
" But you do not dream, surely, of making a stand

against so many P" said Sixteen-String Jack.
" We must either do that, or manage so as '",0 get out

of tlieir way. What is to be done ?" •

" That is for you to decide."
" Well then," said Dick Turpin, as he cast a rapid look

around him, taking in at a glance all the varied features
«f the landscape. " If you will take my advice "

" We are bound to do tliat," cried his comrades.
" You are our captain. It is for you to command, and
for us to obey."

" Since you will have it so," said Dick, with a, sligkt

laugh, " agreed."
" What are your orders ?"

"Follow me to yonder wood," said Turpin, pointing
to a dense mass of trees oii their left, a little further on.
" If we can plunge into its intricacies unperceived, I

think we may manage to elude them."
"It is the only chance we have," said Tom King,

" and a poor one at best. We have no time to lose.

Let us set off at once."
"Stay," said Dici, " we wiU borrow a hint from our

pursuers. Over the hedge with you. Not only shall

we be less likely to be heard, but we shall be able to

gain the wood with less chance of detection."
There was common-sense in this, so watching for a

spot where the hedge was a little lower than it was else-

where, Dick put Black Bess to the leap.

The gallant animal cleared the obstruction, apparently
without an effort, and alighted in a meadow.
Example is a great thing with many animals, but es-

pecially witu horses, and the present proved a remark-
able instani-e of it. Singly, neither of the other three
horses wou'.d have cleared the hedge at the first attempt

;

as it was, they went over beautifully.

The meadow into which they leaped, although of great
extent, was quickly crossed.

Beyond it was a ploughed field.

They were separated by a low wooden fence, which
could scarcely be called an impediment to their progress.

" Keep to the path," cried Dick, taking the lead, and
alluding to a well- beaten foot-road which ran along by
the side of the hedge.
Along this they could only proceed in Indian file, and

at a comparatively slow pace.

By bending their heads down to a level with the horses'

necks, they found the hedge was both high and thick

enough to screen them from the observation of any one
who might be on the high-road.

This ploughed field was succeeded by another and
another.
Then the wood was gained.

As soon as they found themselves fairly among the trees,

they felt they were for a moment comparatively safe.

Without pausing, they pushed on in an oblique direc-

tion, for now that they were so silent thoy could hear
the oflScers coming along the road at a furious rate.

Whether they had actually made their way into the
wood unseen was, of course, more than they could take
upon themselves to say, but they believed, or at any
rate hoped, such was the case.

Brave, bold, and daring, as we know the four to bo,

those qualities would not be enough to enable them to

oope with a force so much in point of members *nperior

to theirs.

A fair fight between them might be protracted for a
great length of time, but it would inevitably result in

their defeat or death.
Even now they stood upon very dangerous ground, and

we confess we feel no slight amount of anxiety in look-

ing forward to the events which must now immediately
ensue.

CHAPTER CLXX.
DICK TURPIN IS MINDFUL OF THE PROMISE HE MADE
TO JOE, THF. OSTLKB. AND DETERMINES TO PJ&E-

FORM IT.

The reader should beav la mind that our friends Viad

been upon the road for very many hours without resting,

for their biief sojourn in the stable at the " Fox and
Ghrapes

'

' was scarcely worthy of the name, since the whole
•C their stay there woa something less than two hours.

No men oould bear eo much fatigue without feelinf
ivs effects, and highwaymen, in that respect at least.
Wire in no way different to ordinary mortals.

It is no wonder, then, that they and their horsei
should exhibit very perceptible signs of exhaustion.
As they penetrated still deeper and deeper into the

wood, the sounds of pursuit came still more faintly to
tlieir ears.

At length they altogether died away, and then they
began in good earnest to entertain the hope that they
had succeeded in throwing the oflScers off the scent.
Had it been night instead of day their chances of ulti-

mate escape would have been much greater, but many
hours would have to elapse before darkness again
covered the earth.

Presently they reached a large open space, perhaps
rather more than an acre in extent, and, when near the
centre, Dick suddenly wheeled round.
The others drew in immediately.
" Let us halt here a moment," he said, "and listen.

It may be that the officers have, like ourselves, taken to
the wood."

" All four listened eagerly, but, save the rustling of
the trees and the chirping of the birds, they could hear
nothing.
Not satisfied with this, however, Sixteen-String Jack

slipped off his horse, and, without letting go of the reins,

laid himself down at full length upon the turf.

In this way, with his ear pressing upon the ground,
distant sounds would become more audible.
For full two minutes did he continue in this position,

his companions during the whole of the time remaining
profoundly still.

Then he rose to his feet.
" I can hear nothing," he said. " If they are in the

wood at all, they must be a long way from here."
"That is a great relief, then," replied Turpin. "It

would be out of the question for us to go much further."
" I am almost ready to fall from the saddle," said Tom

King, "and no on:; rtuoknew what I have gone through
during the last forty-eight hours would wonder at it."

" You are quite right there. It is to me a matter of

wonder that you have kept up so well as you have,*' said
Claude Duval. "It is what few men could have done,
and to look at you no one would give yon credit for so

much power of endurance."
And an inspection of Tom's personal appearance would

have fnlly borne out what his companion said.

His frame was slight, his skin soft and fair, his fea-

tures delicate, yet not feminine in their character.
"A rest is imperative," cried Turpin; "our cattle

require it quite as much, or even more, than ourselves.
Our best course, I take it, will be to push straight on.

In doing so we must inevitably emerge upon the opposite
side of the wood, and, judging from the extent of it, we
are not likely to run much risk in being seen by our
enemies."

" It is to be hoped," said Jack, "that when we do
reach the other side we shall not be long in finding some
place where we can rest for a few hours."

" Forward, then," exclaimed Turpiu. " Keep on in the
same direction as we have done hitherto. But let me tell

you it will be necessary for us to exercise the utmost care
in seeking out a roof to shelter us. The deeds we have
recently performed, added to the preceding ones, will

create no slight commotion in the land. All will be made
aware of them, and such a reward offered as will tempt
people to go to any length to capture or betray us."

" Very true," said Claude Duval, " but we must have
a rest somewhere. I can hold out as long as most, and
I must confess I am all but overcome."
Nothing further was now said.

At an easy, gentle rate, agreeable to their Horses and
themselves, for now they had little fear of being pur-

sued, they pushed through the trees.

But the wood was even greater in extent than they
had at first imagined it to be, and if they had not known
they had paid the greatest attention to the route they

took, they would have feared that tliey were only wan-
dering round and round.

In a short time, however, to their no small gratifica-

tion, they began to perceive things which indics'^^d that

the confines of the wood were close at hand.

The dense nndorgrowtb of fern and brake begau to dia<
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appear, and the trees were thinner in the stem, and at

a (rreater distance from eaoh other.

Before they quite left the protection of the wood they
were very careful to reconnoitre.
Bnf no traces of their enemies were anywhere to be

seen.
It was with a feeling of great relief that they assared

themselves such was really the fact.

Cautiously, then, they emerged on to a common of

considerable size.

Oorse bushes were growing npon it in abundance, as
well as many other dwarfish shrnbs indigenous to such
places.

Bat none of these grew high enough from the ground
to in any way obstruct their view, which was unusually
extonsire.
What common it was they had no idea, for, to the

best of their knowledge, they had never been in that
part of the country before.

They skirted it for some distance, in the hope of find-

ing some beaten path that would take them acrosa it,

nor were they disappointed in their search.
Before long they arrived at a broad track, which

stretched before them in a straight line aa far as ever
they ooald see.

With little or no hesitation they took this path.
The morning was now beginning to get advanced, for

their passage through the wood had taken some time.
When they entered it, it will be remembered, the sun

was only a few degrees above the horizon.

Now he had attained a considerable altitade, and, for

the time of year, his beams were nnusnally warm.
Nowhere in the sky was the thinnest cloud or mass

of white vapour perceptible. All was one pure, beau-
tiful, azure blue.

In their progress across the common the highway-
men, from time to time, took care to cast around them
anxious glances to see that their foes were not ap-
proaching them.

It was but at a walk that they went, for every step

they took only served to show how much exhausted they
were, and how badly prepared they wonld have been to

defend their liberties and their lives.

They were right glad when the other side of the
common was reached, for their situation, while they
were npon it, was by far too much exposed to please

them, or make them feel exactly comfortable.
They found the path they had been pursuing made a

junction with a high-road which ran through a little

village, the thatched roofs and red tiles of which could
be distinguished through the trees, as well as the

slender spire of the church and the time-stained sails

of the windmill.
It was decided not to pass through the village, as their

appearance could not fail to excite a great deal of com-
ment. It would be better, they thought, to find some
isolated dwelling—a road-side public-house for instance
—where they could remain for a little while.

Acting upon this belief, they left the village to their

right, taking their way down a narrow, shady lane.

Where it led to they knew not, but, from its direc-

tion, they imagined it would lead them clear of the
village. They entered it.

Tlie walking pace was still continued.
Before they had proceeded many yards they heard a

clattering sound by far too familiar to their ears for
them to mistake it. A horseman at rather a fast trot
was approaching them.
" Who is it, I wonder ?" ^sked Diok.
" A traveller."
" Shall we stop him ?"

" By no means."
"Are you in earnest?"
" Certainly. We appear to be unknown here ; let us

endeavoar to remain so. If we were to plunder this

man there would be an end of our resting anywhere
about here."

" So there would, Diok, so there would. We'll just
walk on quietly as we are, and allow him to pass as."
So said, so done.
The space of little more than two minutes brought

the approaching horsenAn in sight
He was evidently gfmg in the same direction m

themeelfr*

As his pace was something considerably more than
double that of our friends, he soon reached them.
"Good morning!" lie cried, in that cheerful, good'

tempered way so noticeable in the country. " Goor
morning !"

" Good morning !" cried our friends.
" It's a lovely morning for the time of year !" cried

the traveller, slackening his pace, "is it not?"
" Very, indeed !"

He was a sturdy, healthy-looking, middle-aged man,
and would have done well to have sat for the portrait
of that familiar character, John Bull.
By the way in which he accommodated his speed to

theirs, and attempted to enter into a conversation, it

was plain he was of a talkative, sociable disposition,
and delighted in making himself friendly with all he
happened to meet.
Thinking it would best serve their purpose to humour

him, our friends did so.

Englishmen, a hundred and thirty years ago, had
then, as now, a favourite subject for conversation, and
that is the weather.
As soon as the topic was exhausted, the burly man,

who, by his dress and manner, appeared to be a farmer,
said :

" You will excuse me, gentlemen, for saying so, but
I be main curious to know where yon are going, and I'll

tell you why, because this here lane ain't no public
road, but a private way as goes direct to my farm, and
nowhere's else, as I knows on.

"

He turned an inquiring glance npon our friends as he
spoke.
Turpin took upon himself to reply, as the others con-

tinued silent.
" You are asking what we don't know ourselves, for,

to speak the plain truth, we came out this morning for
a ride, and have lost our way."

" Oh, that's it, be it ?" said the farmer. " Danged if

I could make it out ! Now, look here, you seem tired
and hungry, and civil sort of gents, would you like to
come to my house and have an hour's rest ?"

CHAPTER CLXXI.
AFTER A BRIEF REST DICK TURPIN SETS OUT ON HIS

PERII.OUS EXPEDITION TO STONEBRIDGE.
" You make no mistake," replied Dick Turpin, " in

saying we are hungry and tired, foi we are both, and I

trust you will accept our thanks for your kind offer,

which we shall have very great pleasure to embrace."
Dick took off his hat as he thus spoke, and made a

very low bow, in doing which he was immediately
imitated by his companions.
The farmer, thinking not to be out of the fashion,

took off his broad-briiumed beaver, and bowed as well.
" I'm much obliged," he said. " You see we are but

plain, simple, country folks, like, and not used to
Lunnun ways, and all you'll find to eat and drink is

simple country fare, and "

" There's nothing we so much admire as country fare,

is there, Fitz-John ?" said Turpin, addressing Siiteen-
String Jack, who happened to be nearest to him.
" Nothing in the world, Clarence, nothing in the

world," replied Jack.

The worthy farmer, when he heard the highwaymen
address each other by such aristocratic names, at once
became impressed with the idea that those whom he
had so casually encountered must be persons of dis-

tinction. To be sure their appearance was not exactly

the sort of thing to strengthen hkn in such an opinion,

bnt he knew young bloods delighted in getting them-
selves into scrapes, and showing the contempt they had
for the rich clothes they wore.
His desire for them to visit his house amounted to

absolute frenzy, for this farmer in no way differed

from most of the English agricnltnral classes in the

reverential feeling they had for the nobility.

"This is my farm, gentlemen," he said, as they

reached the end of the lane, "and, though 1 say it my-
self, a pretty one it is, and if you will only be good
enough to oondeaoend to sit down and take a meal with

me, I shall feel much honoured."
" But," said Turpin, not wishing to make it appear how

anxious he was to avail himself of the invitation, " we
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are none of us, owing to some rather rough Bport, in a
condition to go anywhere."
"Oh! yes, yes," said the farmer; "don't let that

stand in your way on no account."
" We are much obliged, for if we are to tell you the

truth, we are sadly in want of food and rest. I don't

know how it is you are willing to allow such suspicious-

looking characters as we must be to enter your house,

without it is owing to your superior discernment, which
has enabled you to see what we actually are !"

"Gentlemen," said the farmer, who was no more in-

sensible to skilful flattery than the rest of mankind.
" Gentlemen, 1 hope you'll excuse me saying so much
for myself, and making so bold as I do. But I flatter

myself that if I can do nothing else, I can tell a real

gentleman from a false one. Now, it doesn't need for

me to give a second glance in order for me to see that

you are real gentlemen, every one of you, and that is

the reason I ventured to ask you to step in."

The farmer took out a spotted blue pocket-handker-

chief aa he finished this speech, and wiped his face with

it ; then pushing open a gate, he led the way into his

own farmyard.
Our friends merely bowed in reply to his speech, and

followed him.

The glance which they gave at their surroundings fully

justified what the farmer had said. Neatness, order,

and fruitfulnesa were everywhere apparent.

The bright golden autumn sun, which shed his beams
upon the scene, contributed not a little to its appearance.

Half buried by an orchard, the trees in which our

friends could see were literally loaded with fruit, was
the farmer's homestead.

It appeared to be a long straggling building, one

story high, looking very much as though some six or

eight thatched cottages had been built, and then all

knocked into one.

Upon a closer approach this became all the more ob-

servable, though the probability is that such was not

the course adopted in builiing it.

The farmer observed the look of gratification which
was upon the faces of his guests, and his heart warmed
still more towards them.
Subduing his propensity to talk, lest by so doing he

should distract their attention from some of the beauties

of the place, he walked on in perfect silence.

Hia farm was his hobby, and he did not begrudge
either time or money in improving it, and the result of

his labours must have been highly satisfactory and
pleasing to him.
The door of the farmhouse was soon reached.

There was a pretty old-fashioned porch over the door,

and in this, although the season was so far advanced,

three persona were seated, two of whom, upon hearing

the farmer approach, rose and ran out to meet him.

They were two pretty, fresh-coloured country girls,

and looked to be sixteen and eighteen respectively.

Upon perceiving the four strangers they drew back
in confusion.

" My daughters," said the farmer, proudly, alighting

from his horse as he spoke.
Our friends again bowed, and with such a courtly

grace, that the hearts of the two maidens were quite

won by the action.

They then proceeded to follow the farmer's example,
and dismount.
The steeds were all given into the charge of a clown-

ish-looking lad, who led them off to the stables.

Fiiin would our friends have accompanied hitp, and
seeu where their cattle were bestowed, but they felt

they could not well do so without exciting suspicion—
a thing they by no means wished to do. ,'

So they allowed them to go, but it was with the flSu-

tual mental resolution that they would, before long, find

some pretence for looking at them, and seeing exactly
where they were placed.

The third person who had been sitting in the porch
was the farmer's wife—a buxom dame, well worthy to

be the mistress of such a spot.

The highwaymen followed the farmer into the large
kitchen, where, with that cordial heartiness which is

now so rarely seen, they were invited to sit down and
make themselves at home.
The oonveraation which passed between those as-

sembled is scarcely interesting enough for ua to give it

in full, but we should be tempted to do so, however, if

merely for the sake of character, but so many exciting
and thrilling incidents press upon us f"r speedy recital,

that we shall refrain from dointf so.

Let it suffice to say, that the welcome and hospi-
tality our friends received was of the warmest kind, and
when, after the dinner had been served, the whole party
sat down to the table to enjoy themselves, the happiness
of the whole party was complete.
Never before had tlie old roof echoed to such shoute

of hearty laughter as it did that day. Giving no though'
of their imminent danger, and tlie immediate vicinity C-
the officers, our four friends entered fully into the spirit

of the scene.
Spying his first opportunity, Dick rose from the table,

and went outside.

His comrades knew his object.
Dick found the stables only a few yards distant from

the house.
Well pleased was he to find that all the horses had

been well fed and rubbed down.
Caressing Black Bess, as one would a favourite dog,

he left the place again, for he was fearful of calling

notice upon himself by remaining too long.
The stable door he found, upon examination, to have

no other fastening than a latch.

Then, before entering the house again, he looked
about him carefully, so as to impress the position of the

different objects upon his mind, for he calculated that
in all probability he would want to find his way there
in the dark.
He had not forgotten the promise he had made to Joe,

the ostlar.

The reader must know, in fact, that Dick Turpin was
not the man to make a promise and hold back from it

on account of the extra danger he might, by so doing,

bring upon himself.

On re-entering the kitchen, he found things looking
much about the same as they did when he left.

Another tankard of the famous old October ale waa
brought in, and while they quaffed it they amused them-
selves with relating many an incident well calculated

to excite both interest and laughter.
And so hours passed.
Noi the slightest suspicion that they were the famous

highwaymen, about whom the farmer had a great deal

to say, was entertained.

At length, pleading their fatigue, they were allowed
to retire.

It was then just about sunset.

As good luck would have it, the rooms in the farm-
house were so arranged that our friends were obliged to

take a double-bedded room.
Nothing could have suited them better.

When they were all four within the chamber, they
threw off the heavier part of their apparel, and flung
themselves upon the beds, heartily grateful for the
chance which had procured them such a luxury.

Their fatigue was great indeed, and in leas than ten
minutes they were all sound asleep, so sound that it

would require no ordinary noise to awaken them.
Truly are they in a dangerous and helpless situation

now.
Those ofiBcers who had pursued them would not be rery

long before they found they had in some way missed them.
Then they would return, and perseveringly search for

the spot where they would most likoly disappear.

Suppose they should get upon their track and find

them—slumbering, helpless ?

Then indeed would the officers have an easy prey.

Let us hope, however, that the extraordinary run of

good fortune which they have at present had, may con-

tinue for yet a little longer, in order that we may follow

them in their aoul-stirring exploits.

Nothing, perhaps, which they have ever done, will

serve so well to show the bravery of their dispositions

than the readiness and ease with which they laid down
and surrendered themselves to sleep at a time when
they knew they were, in the strictest sense of the word,

environed by danger.
May no unfriendly hand disturb them.
So far there is no indication of coming danger. With.

I oat the house all is strangely calm and still.
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Is it th&t deceptive lull which so often precedes a storm ?

We mu«t wait and see.

The night wears on.
, „ ^ v

The darkness gradually increases, and the sta'S, oi Dy

one, peep ut of the blue sky.

[dick TURPIN and CLAUDE DUVAL BINDING THE BILL STICKER TO THE GATE.]

lution to rise at least two hours before midnight fixeJ

firmly in his mind.

And he had awoke.
_ ., i. . i. i? u «»«**-

He did not know the time exactly, but he felt pretty

sure he had not overslept himself.

Watches he had in plenty, but there was no hght, and

no means of getting one to enable him to see the hour by

any one of them. ^
The operation of dressing occupied but a tew nwmeBti.

When he was quite ready he paused and listened.

All was still.
, , , i_ -i.!

He was mther in doubt whether he should wake either

of his comrades. As the reader suspects, it was his wieb

*°Khe Twoke them, he feared they would try to persuade

him out of his resolution.
,, . , i j „ »«,i

i

But, then, if he left them without their knowledge, and

1 they should awake before he returned, the most disastrsos

CHAPTER CLXXII.

f«M KING VAINLY ENDEAVOURS TO PERSUADE DICK

TURPin TO ABANDON HIS PERILOUS PROJECT.

Between four and five hours after the highwaymen had

entered the bed-chamber, Dick Turpin awoke.

Hastily rising from the bed, he proceeded to attire him-

self with those portions of his apparel of which he had

divested himself

He took the gi,-.x;8t care not to make any more noise

than he could possibly help

Hia three companiooa still slumbered. i eonfleqaeocea might ensue.

When he had laid down to sleep, it was with the r«so-
;

He resolved to wake lorn Km?.

No. 32. Pbici Onb Hai-ppbnnt.
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Tliis he did by shaking him slightly.
" Hist! Tom, he said. " Be silent.*"

" Is it lanzor ? '' asked Tom, in a voice almost fcelow a

whisper.
" No ; caim jfoursclf. There m no danger at proscnt

•hat I am aware of." , i

"Then why are yon up and dressed?" asked dufcl
littuig up on the bed.
" Be quiet, and I wrlil tell yon. I do not want to wiike

Claude and Jack."
" Why not ? Wha* is the matter ?

"

" You shall hear."
" I am all impatience."
" Do you recollect last night that I made a promise to

Joe, the ostler ?
"

" Yos, now I do."
" Had you forgotten itP"
" For the moment."
" Do you remember what tbe promise exactly was ?

"

" Yes ; that you would meet him at midnight at S*/One-

bridge, and place in his hands a sufficient sum of money to

enable him to set up in business."
" Just so."
" But, Dick, my friflnd, surely, under all the circum-

stinces you do not think of attempting to fulfil your pro-

mise ?
"

" No, I do not."
^ I am glad of that ; I was atraid vou were."
" You misunderstand me, I think.'
* How ?

"

•• You said I did not think of attempting to fulfil the

promise."
« I did."
" And I do not mean to attempt, but to do it !

"

" But the danger ?
"

" It has never yet mt-ie me turn aside from my purpose,

and never will."
" It is madness to thvnk of such a project."
" Nay, I am inclined to think it less difficult than you

»ppear to do.'*

" And did you think of going alone ?
"

" I did."
" Worse and worse."
"Why?"
" It is utter madness— I might say, suicide !

''

" Pho—pho ! I am sure you magnify the peril. Liatea

to me, Tom."
" I cannot."
" But you must."
" Am I to understand that you have fully resolved upon
oing
" I have."

' Then I give in, for I know when once you make up

^oing?
I^nave."

B yo
your mind to do a thing, no arguments in the world will

turn you."
" It is 80, and more especially upon the present occa-

won."
"Then, Dick, such being the case, yon will at least

grant me one favour."
" No."
" But yon will."
" No. Before you speak I know well enough what the

faTOur is. You wish to accompany me."
" That is it."

" I knew it. Tom, my friend, for the sake of my own
safety, no less than your own, I must refuse."

"Why?"
" For many reasons. In the first place, the oiScers will

he looking for us in twos or four,% By going alone- 1 mn
less risk of detection."
" There is something in that."
" There is a great deal in it. Beliove me, I have not

decided upon tliis course of action without due and suffi-

?.iout thongbt, and 1 ara firmly convinced that it will &i
bust in every respect to .jr. aloue."

Toil; was filent.

" Do aot be dispii-a..<Td. my friend. I awoke jtm in

order that mydJsappeararce should create no alarm, since

you would be able t« account for it."

" But how long shall you be away ?
"

" That is a question I cannot well answei- I hope no
bhifer than it will take Bess to gallop from here to Stone»

*'
|j>u^ »< iviti « iQUK ii>' from thai pLtce, are «?« not?'*

"We ape, and yet perhaps not so tar as you woara
imagine. L have taken accurate notice of our route, and 1

feel oonfident of being able to push across tJsp coautry to

T'ij destination in a tolerably straight line."

" I am very uneasy about it, Dick," said Tohi, after »

brief pause. " Take my advice for onee, and do not go.*

" I air very sorry I cannot, but my mind is made up.

jiothing evrr yet held me back fhjm keeping ray word,
and notnmg >h/ill."

" Th&i is all very well on principle"—^
" Now, Tom, don't say any more. It u quite needless,

and I cannot stay to hear you. I shall try my utmost to

go and come back without the people here knowi-jg any-
thing of it. Bess is tired, it is true, but yet I fear not she
will doit."
" I shall see you go very unwillingly."
" That may be, but, Tom, as vou value my friendsliip,

do not let anything tempt you to follow me. Promise that

you will not.

" I cannot refuse you, Dick, because "

" There, never mind. You promise, do you not f
"

" I do."
But Tom spoke the words very reluctantly.
" That is enough. Now let me go. I shall return all

safe, do not fear. If Claude and Jack wake up before I

come back, tell them whero I have goue."
" I will. I know what they will say, however."
" So do I, and you need not tell me. I have been to

the stable, as you know. The house, being all npoE the

ground floor, will be left easily, and I can make my way to

the stable without any difficulty. Then I shall saddle

Bess, and be off."
" It sounds very tine, Dick, but you do not think enough

about the awful risk you run."
" And you think too much about it."
" Not so."
" It resolves itself into a matter of opinion, and I can-

not stay to argue the matter with you. Lie down, and, if

possible, sleep until I come back, for I am sure you are

more in want of sleep than either of us."
" I am very weary."
" Of course you are. How could you be otherwise f

As for myself, the sleep I have had has quite refreshed

me, and I am ready for anything. GuoJ-bye! I shall

goon be back."
Dick cautiously and quietly openod the window as he

spoke.
It was one of those old-fashioned lutticed casements

opening like a door, and composed of a number of tiny

diamond-shaped panes of glass.

The opening made was just large enoui;!! for Dick to

pass through, and no more.
The ground was about three feet below iiim, and he

alighted without a sound.

Tom stood at the open cusemeut.
" Shut the window, Tom," whispered Dick, " and go

and lie down again, and leave me to myself. F shall come
back safe, I know."
Tom did not reply, but be shook his head ^I'ently and

significantly.

He did not close the window.
Dick did not stay to argue with him, Ijgt directe<J hit

steps to the stable.

The night was clear and fine, and Tom, as he b'.ocA e*.

the window, was able to see to a considerable distance.

All presented the calmest imaginable aspect, and as he

gazed out isto the stillness, and saw the stars twiukliug
faintly overhead, he could not help asking himself wheiher
all that had happened was not a dream, and wliether there

really were such persons as police-officers.

It was a strange semi-somnoleut slute ipto whicii he had
fallen.

How long it continued he knew not, but Ltj was aroueed

, by hearing a slight noise.

(
He looked np.

In a moment he recollect»»d all.

Then immediately aftei he hea.rd a faint sound, *)uol!

was to him perfectly intelligible.

A horse was trying to walk noiselessly.
• I hat is Bess, ' he said. " 1 trust neither site nor h«

rider will come to harm to-night."

Even as he uttered this a«pir^cB l\;'*e h* hvi «*^t
tinned appeared m tagki.
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SIowIt and aaretiillv B1a«b bess wa« pickiiis *^ *»
Chrongb the larm-veni
There wmi do mo^H' ^nt yet such was tht> >>UiLu«;ai' ucid

kranspareDov ot the it'<-< sphere, that he could watcb k:sa

to a ^eat (fistance

At hsi his form, aoU tha< ,>f his steed, became so iU-

defined tliat it was only by a great eflfort that he was able

to keep his eye upon it.

He felt assured that if he once removed his glaiiM he
fhouKI never be able to 6x his gaze again upon it.

Fainter and fainter they grew.
He strained his eyeballs vainly.

They disappeared.
WitJi a heavy heart Tom closed the window, and a^au>

laid down upon the bed.

Bat this time, do what he could, sleep fled &om him.
His mind was too busily occupied in thinking of hifl firiend,

and the perils he would probably encounter.
" May he achieve his errand, which is a good one," he

•aid, " and return in safety, but I doubt very much
whether it • wish will meet with a fulfilment."

CHAPTER CLXXIII.
EBLATES THE MANNEB IN WHICH DICK TURPIN MET JOE,

THE OSTLER, AT STONEBRIDGE.

Whether the forebodings which haunted Tom King'a
mind are doomed to be realised we shall quickly see, for

leaving him to hie uneasy slumbers, we will follow Uick
upon what it is only just to term—his temerarious expedi-

tion.

The bearings he had taken enabled him to go direct tc

the stable.

He poshed open the door, and a word spoken to the
sagacious creature was enough to make her at once come
forth.

The saddles and bridles were hanging near the door.

His own he knew by the touch, for the stirrups were of a

peculiar pattern.

Hastily placing it upon her back, and making all

secure, be leaped into the saddle.

Then, as Tom had seen, he had walked her as genriy

and quietly as he could acioss the faim.

But no sooner was he beyond its precincts, than, utterini?

a cheering shout, he patted his mare upon the neck, ? iJ

letting the reins fall loosely, allowed her to proceed at

her own speed.
Thoroughly refre-ohed by her four hours' rest, Black

Bess put forth that astonishing speed for wljich she has
always been fan-.ed.

Endeavouring as much possible to go in a straight line

to his destination, he paid no heed to the beaten roads.

Like some wild huntsman, he scoured over the fields,

leaping hedges and brooks, and not turning aside £ar any
object.

It was a long time since Dick had enjoyed such a gallop

as he then had upon the back of his bonny mare, and its

exhilarating influence soon exerted itself upon him.
In the whole of his wild ride he met not a single living

creature. Without any stretch of the imagination, he
might have fancied himself upon an uninhabited island.

But he soon discovered that the distance from the farm-

house to Stonebridge was greater than he thought it was,
and he began to grow apprehensive that he would not b«
in time to keep his appointment.
Although her speed was even then greater than any

other horse would ba»e made, yet he did not scruple to

nrge her to still greater exertion, for he knew that the full

extent of her powers had not yet been reached.

On, on, over hill and dale, hedge and stream, lli^y

flew, crossing lanes and high-roads, and plunging into

and swimming acre ss those brook? which were too wido
to leap.

In the darkness tiie two rapidiv -movinj, 'i^mt--. could

scarcely be distinguished j o» "aad any one cauglit r twi-
•ient glimpse, they woo) have looked like 8ora« scec^i
horse and rider.

And now, at last, ne oroad, smooth UTbridge-rot.cl, a
httle above Stonebr dpe, was reached.
Dick paused <n a field that was on one side of the Dud,

and, ere he leaped into it, listened to assure himself t ha.i

there wqg ??) •;l-,:;2e pns.-i t,^:,r or eneu-.y of Lia iiiibis

beRnng.
Vo signs of either reached him, and feeling secure

i
frr>ia imuiediaVe langer, he touched Bess lightly oa th»

' fiank.

It wa« all she needed to make her ^ve one iv>and. and
then alight upon the hard roadway.

Lightly a')d gracefully she did it, arid <.heii ev-c>od firm

as a rock, in readiness to turn in any direction,
Hijjk turned her, of course, towards the y)l«v»«« Ap-

-' i don't KiH/W," be said, " whetner I am over my tune,
but for all chat I ehail trot the remainder of the dista-jce

Joe would not expect me to be punctual tr; s minute, I

have no doubt. Gently, Bess, gently."

At a t.'ot which, though it seemed an ea-sy one, yet got
over the ground in a surjirising niiiuner, the remain ler of

the journey was performed.
As soon as Dick saw the dini aS-tdnw J tho briOtre

before him, he slackened his pace still more, and kept n

sharp look out on both sides of him.
For a moment he turned sick at heart when he thought

of the horrible position he would be in should Joe, the
ostler, have after all proved treacherous, and caused an
ambuscade to be laid for him somewhere about that place,

but he combated this feeling as much as possible, for he
thought he was doing the young man an Injustice V>y har-
bouring such a thought against him.
The bridge was reached.
On arriving in the centre of it, he pulled up aid waited.

As he thus stood, he wa.s even in the darkness a con-

spicuous object.
" If 1 pass this danger," he sjiid, " 1 shall consider

myself safe."

It was a hazardous mode ol obtaining the sntisfaction.

But all remained stUl as before.
" I am here either too soon or too late," said Dick. " 1

will draw aside a little while and watch."
He was rather at a loss wliere to conceal himself, so as

vo be able to see any one approach without being seen

himself; but at last the thought occurred to him tliat ii

he descended by the side of the bridge to the margin of

the river, he might stand there in the shadow without his

presence being suspected.
No sooner did the thought occur to him, than he

resolved if possible to carry it out, and accordingly he
walked Bess to the end of the wall of the bridge, and
made her go down the slope.

At the bottom he found a place where she oould stand

comfortably.

As the level of the river was only a tew feet below that

of the road, the archway was a very low one, and as Dick

sal upon his mare, he was able to look just over th?

parapet.
He took care to place himself as close to the stonework

as possible ; then he waited.

A few minutes passed.
" No one is here," he muttered, " am I behind my time ?

I have a wateh or two, 1 will try if I cannot find out what
the hour is."

As he spoke, he drew from his pocket a very massive

silver watch, the face of which certainly was not more than
four inches Ji diameter.

This he held so that the greatest possible amount of

light should fall upon it, but evm that was not enough lor

his purpose,

j
Finding he could not see, he determined not to be

baulked if he could help it, so he opened the glass, and
feH the position of the fingers.

'n this way he wns able to tell to a trifle, out not

accurately ; he made out the tiu-e to be soMit'tLing less than

a quarter to twelve.
' Hurrsii) !

" he said , as he made this discovery, " then
I am here first, at'.cr all. That's just what I hke ! Bravo,
flesB, lass J There's no other steed in Eugland, or in the

«<'oriG either for that matter, who could have peribrmed

the distance you have in the same space of time.

Ic would seem by the way in which B'ack Bess pawed the

I

ground, tossed her head, and uttered a low, whinnying,

neighing sound, that she was fully aware her master wa«

speaking in her praise.

I Deeming it best, however, to subside i£,U, 6 il'uce, lest

the tokens of his presence should reach oiifrienJly ears,

I DJek spoke to her to be silent and still.

U"e was ininiedifttely ohow'l.
' Then, •viiuming his toniicr aUitode, he fccrec ;v«» llfea

I
. ow gto<ie uarapet of the bridsfs.
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It was somewhere about ten miirates after this that

Dick htard af>uie one approaching at a rapid walk, and

hooking in 'he direction of the " Fox and GrapeH," he

almost imr lediately saw the outUnes of a human farm.

There -vas every pixabability that this was Joe, the

ostler, > at as a tueaiw of precaution, Dick determined not

to dis'xjver hiiu.scnf tiil he had quite satisfied hims^'f npm
the ^„lnt.

And now whoever it was that was coming, bejfan W
whistle in a very loud tone one of the popular melodi/^s of

the day.

Presently the figure reached the bridge.

Even as Dick had done, it walked to the centre, and

there stopped.
Still Turpin did not move.

Then the figure spoke.
" I am afraid he won't come," he said, and 1 don t

wonder at it. He's far enough off by this time, I'll warrant.

How glad 1 am I did not tell mother aad Susan what I

expected. ', They won't be disappointed now, as they would

Wave been if they had knowu all about it, and then him

not keep his word. However, it's only just twelve, and I

ought not to expect him to be punctual. I'll wait an

hour before I give him up."

Thus resigned, the ostler walked to the side of the

bridge and tsat down, determined to keep his disappoint-

ment down.
" Joe !

" said Turpin.

The ootier heard the voice, and glared around him m
alarm.
"Joe!" said Dick again, and this time 'v uttle

louder.
" Who is it ? " asked Joe, recovering himself a uttle j

" is it khe captain ?
"

" Yes ; silence ! I will be with you directly."

Joe could tell by the sound whereabouts the high-

wayman was, and he crossed over to that side of the

bridge.

Turpin, in the meantime, turned Bess round, and re-

gained the high-road.
" It really is the captain !

" said Joe ;
" ah ! I never

thought you would come."
" But here I am, you see."
" Yes, you are hei-e, but do you know your danger P

" Never mind that, Joe j I made you a promise."
" I know you did."
" And I am here to perform it."

" It's a great deal more than I dosr-rve."

" Not a bit of it ! Now, Joe, how much do you

want ?
"

" I don't know."
" But surely you have fixed upon some *ttin that would

be just about enough for your purpose."
" Yes I have."
" And how much is it ? Come, tell me."

"Two hundj-ed pounds."
« Is that all ?

"

" All ! I thiuk it is a very great deal, thougn it may
not seem much to you."
" But, Joe, don't be afraid to speak. Do jon really think

the sum you mention would be sufficient ?

"Ido.^
" Very well, I don't ; and so to make sure, you ehall

have just double."
" Double ?

"

" Yes, double."

"Four"
" Hundred pounds !

"

Joe gasped for br<?nth. The bare idea of posscissiDg

go much money was more than he could bear with any-

thing like composure.
In the meantime, Dick very coolly begswa to t»ke the

money oat of his pocket and count it.

CHAPTER CLXXIV.

DICK IB ALARMED UY THE APPROACH OP THE PA'PBOL,

BUI JOB, THg OSTLER, SUGGESTS A CAPITAL HIDIN9.

PLi.CE.

" Hold yo'ir cap, Joe," he said, " and I will put the money
» ft."

Joe Arf5d his hat in a ro-nroent.

Thea Turpin, as fast as he had ten guineas oounted^

The hat soon grew hea/y.

Many and many n purse contributed the money, bo*

Diek took care to give nothing bat guineas, for h« b^ no
means desired to give the poor fellow notes, which mighl
be recognised as having been atoli'n.

Upwards of three handr«cl and titty guiiicis had he
thus counted, and transferred from hia po^'rat tiO Joe'*

hut, mwxt a faint, mulHed aooud «»P,.«.e.

Both stopped and listened.

Louder, louder, and louder it g^'ew

" It is at-i patrol," said Joe.

"The puitisi?"

"Yea, thoy are out to-night in double strength, eo I

am told, upi^o all the roads leadiu^'-om the metropolia."
" That ia awkward,"
" Very."
" I am glad you told me this."
" Why ?

"

" Because 1 shall know how to act."'

" I thought you were in ignorance of it."

" And why ?
"

" If you had known, I thought yon vould zterwet bare
run the risk of coming here."

" I should. It is a part of my principle always to keep
a promise. What I say I mean."

" But hark
!

" said Joe, " they are coming at a good
raite. Can you hear the horses ?

'

"Quite plainly. Are tbej dragoons ?"
" I do not know. I have seen three or four different

parties upon the road to-uight. Some were dragoons-
some police-officers."

It seems as though they had made up their minds to

mpture us."
" They have, and unless you are very, very c.reful, tbe^

will do it.''

"Pho,pho!"
Although the advance of the patrol coold be plainly

heard, owing to the silence of the night, yet they were at a
great distance, and completely out of sight.
" You must be careful," said Joe, earnestly. " Until

you are all captured the authorities have resolved that

every road leading from London shall be thoroughly weU
watched, so that for you to commit a robbery will be
impossible."
" But we stopped the Oxford mail last night," said Dick,

with a smile.
" And a foolish thing it was, too," said Joe, " though I

hope you will excuse me for making so bold as to say so."
" Why ? We had » capital booty !

"

" Like'j ciicnglx. i have heard that every passenger
was strippsJ of all he possessed. But you were in quite

difficulty enough, I think, without making matters worse."
" Never mind that now," said Dick. " All's well that

ends well. Will the patrol pass over the brid-e F
"

" Assuredly."
" How shall I get out of their way then ?

"

" I hardly know. They wco't pass you without stopping

and questioning you, and then, ten to one, you will be
recognised."
" Perhaps not,"
" There is the risk."
" Yes, of course, there is the risk."
" Then do not run it."
" But have you any idea which will be the best for me

to do ?
"

" If you attempt to fly, you will, ten to one, be beard
and pursued."

" That 1 should not mind in a general way, only Besa
hae had her powers very much taxed lately, and 1 do not

wish to strain her by putting her to a gallop, though if I

did so I shou'-l get out of the way easily enough."
" She is a wonderful animal."
" She is. Now, Joe, can you think of anything ? I

don't want the patrol to see me, and I do not want to put
Besp *o a long and fatiguing gallop. What shall I daf"

J ,^ scratched his head.
" That's a hard question to answexJ' be sairf.

" There is not much time to spare,
" I can only think of one thing."
'* What is it ?

"

" I hardly like to tell yoa,"
" Why not P*
" Becavioe it is sc hazardioBijij,'*
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•* >> aot bold back for that reason. Generally epesking,

d^<< greater the hamrd the more I like it."
" Do you indeed P

"

" I do."
" You are a Btrange fellow, I can hardly make y«>u oat."
" Never mind. Quick ! What is your sch«ae P

"

" You see this bridge ?
"

"Of course."
" Well, I think it just possible that if you were m go

Jcwn by the bank, and then walk your mare nad^r
It"
" I understand. You think, then, the patrol wou(il pass

over our heads without knowing anything of ua being so

near ?
"

" It is just likely."
" It is very likely."
" Do not be too sanguine."
" Joe, my lad, it is the best idea I have neanl for some

time."
" Do you really think so ?

"

" I do ! And how it is I have never thought of it before

I can't conceive. It is eo simple, and yet 90 certain to

iucceed."
" You will try it, then ?

"

" Most certainly."
" Then come at once, or if we stay longer where we are

we shall stand a chance of being seen."
" You are right ; and as you must know the way

about here better than myself, just be my guide for

once."
" I will."
" Take hold of Bess's bridle, and lead her where she is

With a gratified feeling swelling at his heart, when he
thought the bold highwayman so approved of his plan,

Joe took the mare by the bridle, and led her to a place

where they could descend to the brink of the river with-

out difficulty."
" How deep is the water ? " asked Turpin.
" Under the arch only a little more than a foot, except

in rainy weather, and the bottom is all beautiftd littie

pebbles.
" The very thing. Bess will be able to stand there with-

out any trouble."
" She will ; but if you sit on her back you will have

to stoop a great deal, for, as you see, the arch is very
low."
"It is; but we can manage nicely, I think. Now,

Joe, the best thing you can do is to jump up behind
me. Quick ! don't stop, for we have no time to lose now."
" I don't like," eaid Joe.
" But it won't do for you to stand in the water yourself,

and if you are here alone yon will rouse suspicion. Jump
up."

Feeling it would be vain to remonstrate, Joe jumped
up behind Dick, aui! tbon the latter, walking Bess into

the water, guided her alone the centre of the stream.
A faint plash as she litted ber feet out of the water

iloiie betokened her progress, and the patrols were lot
yei near enouglj for theuj to hear such a sound as tha'L

U.ilf-a-dozen steps, and she was fairly underneath the
ircli.

As Joe had said, it was necessary for them to stoop very
much, but such a trifling inconvenience as that they w«re
quite read) to put up with.

When esiiutly half way unJtr, Diet 8topp> ». hia max».
The noble animal seemed fully to understand all that

n:if going forward, and to comprehend the necessity there
was for silence, for no sculptured horse could liave stood
more immovubly than sie did.

Tlje cold w;ilpr rnunil her hoofs was doubtless aj'tyeaole

l.'.-l pleuaaiil III l:c;

^n eitht>T ^ tno strangely-aftsorted paij who sat bcddled

i^wQ aer back ventured to speak, fo«r the vibra^ticii of

i^ earth tsld thfna t.bat t^e patrols we»e veej close &i

hs'.id vadeed
On, on, with . u-UJ c^J"p, tramp, they came.
Uader the arch the tound rea^'od their ears, likv W«>

muttering of far off thunder.
Dick felt pretty well at etje,i.u.i i»d not much antioi

pate an attaok ; but still he thought it best tu be on the

vxie side, so he drew forth his pistols, asd, as well as he
soold, «x*mined the priming,and pat them in a oondition

St foe isstwkt aervioa

This done, he felt more secure, and awaited the oommg
of his foes with great composure.
Only one thing gave him anxiety. Would me patrol

ride on without stopping at the bridge ?
If they did stop Ms posidon would be awkward in the

Another minute now would set hi? dottnts and fean
at rest.

He bent all his faculties to listening.

The horses came, he fancied, at a ijentier pace ae they
Beared tne bridge.

But this he thought must be his fancy.
Some words that were spoken, however, showed him it

was not.

No sooner had the foremost of the patrol set foot upon
the bridge, than a loud ajd commanding voice cried out.
"Halt!^'

Joe clutched Dick tightly.
" Halt

!

" said the voice again, and then, when the
trampling of the horses had ceased, all was still.

" Kemp !

"

" Yes, sir."
" Come forward."
The two beneath the bridge heard some one on horse-

back advance out of the ranks.
" You will stay here, Kemp."
"Yes, sir."
" You understand your duty. Ride quietly up and down

until you meet the other sentries. As soon as you hear
anything at all suspicious, do not wait to see whether it

really is so or not, but at once fire your carbine, which
win be enough to bring the remainder of tlie force to
this spot."
" Yes, sir."
" Do yon understand P

"

" Quite, sir."
" Farward then!" said the officer in command. "H

the villains are on the road to-night, it will go hard with
me if I do not capture them."

CHAPTER CLXXV.
THE SENTINEL ON THE BRIDGE PROVES A SERIOUS

OBSTACLE TO DICK TURPIN AND JOE.

As these words were spoken, the patrol put themselves
in motion, and left the spot at a sharp trot.

Dick listened for a long time to their retreating foots.

stieps.

He found himself in a most unenviable predicament.
There was a soldier posted as a sentinel just above his

head, with the strictest injunctions to raise an alarm if he
heard the least suspicious sound.
He was in the water under the bridge.

That he would be able to walk Bess out without
attracting the sentinel's attention was scarcely to be hoped
for.

What was he to do ?

He was in a serious dilemma.
Joe wished to speak, but did not dare to do so. He sal

mute and still behind the highwayman.
The sentinel, whose name appeared to be Kemp, re-

mained for some time just where he was, looking after the
receding forms of his companions.
Then Dick heard him say something to himself, which

showed that he was not in the very best of tempers.
" Hang this sort of woi-k !

" he said ;
" it's a scai^jping

shame, that it is, to set soldiers to do police duty ! Curse
the highwaymen ! I only hope I come across them, and
see if 1 don't settle them pretty quick. A nice treat oc
a cold winter's night to patnol up and down a lonely road
?ikp tbiij. Hov.'over, I s'pose its ai> good jrr*TiMinfi' ; J

ju it ami and aj'jide by it."

Having come to tiii» puiiosiyphioai oonclBii»>a, K«a
oiu^ly walked bia herae ap tew-aa-A* the " Fo* as
Qra>pe3."

It now became i-ather an interes-Ting pon»t for DdcKie
ascertain how far his beat extended, and whether, wh«jB
he reached its utmost limit, it would afford him an oppor*
tunity of slipping out unperoeived.
The pace at which this patrol went a^ng the road war

a very leidurely ooe, and it was sosr^ time before he go<
far enoagL off Sor Dick to be able to speak in aafe^<
As MMm, howvrer, as he had done so, b» mii^
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:J
" Well, Joe, what's to be dono aov. f

"

" Yoti may weU ask that," saiQ Joe; "' ws era

twful tli
; you 8ce what cornea of takinj? my advice

" Your advice was go'id enough, if these oonfoi..

patrols jrare not so vis^laat. Who would have thought, i

now, they 'X'.zld have *a''sn the trouble to po^ 86ntic«'.9

IB that mauner P
"

" VVho, indeed f
"

" Hark ! Can you hear hin. .'

"

" Not now."

"Nor I. How far do you think be mil go bc^-re ht
tarns back ?

"

" Not very far, 1 should think
"

" Well, Joe, F'U tell you what 1 Yish yoa !». do."
" I'll do it."

" I know you will. As we cannot hear the patrf4, he
will not be able to hear you if you shp off the mare's baek,

and go under the arch as quietly as you can, <uid creep up
the bank."

" But what do you want me to do ?
"

" Find out how far h» goes, if you cau, ..sid whath^" it

would be safe for me to come nut."
" I wished to propose the same thmg to j

,

" Did you ?"
" Yes, only I was afraid you would misuiiJersland

me."
" Well, no matter about that. Slip off, h itd knowing

the place aa well as yon do, you will easily be able to gain

the high-road. Then note how fur he goes."

"All right," said Joe ;
" I'm off."

As he spoke he dismounted.
The water reached half-way up to his knees, but he did

.jiot care for that.

Feeling the sides of the arch with his hands, he

crept alongf stealthily, and was soon at the top of the

bank.
Here he crouched down, and took a long look up and

down the road.

The sentinel was quite out of sight, and it was only

indistinctly that he could hear the beat of his hoise'e

hoofs.

Whether be was approaching or receding he could

scarcely tell, for the sound did not seem to grow loader

or fainter.

But this wai< owing to the distance, and the slow rate

at which the patrol went.

The sound began to increase m loudness.
" He's coming back," said Joe, as he crouched still

closer to the earth.

And now he was rather puzzled.

The o&cer, he felt sure, had gone towards the " Fox
»ad Grapes."
And yet, as the sound got plainer and plainer, he felt

oonfideut it came from the opposite directi:^o.

He waited, watching and listening.

The horsema 1 who was coming must be either a traveller

*r another patrol.

By the speed he judged it to be the latter.

Nor was he wrong; for presently, through the darkness,

he could dietingnish a military-Uoking form on horse-

back.

It rode right up to the bridge, waited a moment, then
turned round and retraced his steps.
" Ah ! " said Joe, as he slid down the bank towar<ls the

ttream, " I see it all now."
"Whttt ha^e you learned?" asked Tujpr, anxioufc'v,

u soon as he was within hearing.
" Hush," said Joe.
" Will it be safe for me to emerge ?"
" Listen, and I will tell you what I have seen."
" Go on, then, I am impatient to leave this place."
*' I don't doubt that," said Joe. " It's nice and cool is

the summer, I should think."
" How far does the sentry go?'"
" It doesn't matter."
"Not matter?"
"No, there arc two of them, and their btnHe aie «

MTange(?, that when one is furthest from ti^ bridge tha
ather is upon it, and the reverse."
" Confound their caution !

"

* So say I."
** Then, don't you think they go tar aaough fmr me t« tie

Mb ko get oat oohewd P
"

" I should think you would stand a bit of a <

were to wait until they were both halfway."
" I see, both about the same distance from the bndg« "

" Just iO."
" Then, with care, yon thick i mignt do it '

"

" It is your only chance."
" H shall be tried, then, and it «»od'1 >c ^j V^olt, nor

Bes-a's either, if it does not succeed.
" Now's your time, then. I'll walk oni wn^> you, and I

only hope you'll got off all right, as yon deserve to do."
'Stop that, Joe. If yon want to offend me, just begin

praising me. Lead the way out of this place.'
" Quietly, quietly, or you will spoil all."

.foe again took Black Bess by the bridle, and led her
•ilong.

Tliey quickly emerged, and then Dick stopped to listen.

He could hear one of the sentinels approaching at a
brisk walk.

" Good-bye, Joe," he said. " Take care of yourself. I

shaU get across the country as quickly as I can, and I am
glad I came to-night, for I have acquired some information
very important to me, and which I could not otherwise
have got. Good-bye."

" Good-bye," said Joe, " and to the longest day I liye I

shall feel grateful to you."
At this moment they saw a bright flash as of lightning,

and then heard the loud report of a carbine.
" We are seen," said Dick. " Fly, Joe, and I will do

the same. They wiU find it no smaU task to catch me,
I'm thinking."

So saying, he struck Bess upon the dauks witb tus heels,

which caused her to give one terrific bound, and then
dart forward with incredible speed.
The shot which had been fired was speedily answered

by another, and then the trampling of horses at fuU gallop

followed.
" Hurrah !

" said Dick, as Bess leaped a hedge that

most horses would have turned away from, " hurrah 1

Let them follow us ; we will lead them a rare dance to-

night."

That he had been perceived by one of the sentinels

seemed tolerably certain, for he now heard most unequi-

vocal signs of pursuit.

But he felt he could well afford to laugh such effort* to

acorn now that he had got so good a start.

One bold effort he determined should free him from
them, and so, nrging Bess to ihe utmost exertion, he flew

along with the swiftness of the wind.

Very soon all sounds of his pursuers died away.
Then he drs-w rein, and went at a pace less fatiguing to

himself and to his noble mare. Impatient as he was to

reach the farm, where his friends were doubtless as im-
pjrtiently awaiting him, he would not satisfy that feeling

at her expense.
But the long, sweeping, easy gallop which she went at,

and which she could perform with the greatest ease,

carried him over the ground at a very swift pace indeed.

As near as possible, he took the same route back as that

by which he came.
How late it was he had no idea, but there were no signs

of daybreak visible in the sky, and he yet entertained the

hope of being able to reach his destmation before the

farmer or any of his family were astir.

At last the comfortable-looking place came in sight.

Here he pulled up, and returned with the same caution

as he had left.

As he crossed the yard near the stable be looked to-

wards the window of the room in which his oompanione
were.

It was open.
Within he could see a face, while a hand was waved

towards him.
" That's Tom King," he said ;

" he is a true friend,

ann deeply grateful for the service I have rendered him.
It will cut me to the heart to ever part with him, and so

it *ill to part with you, my iass," he adied, patting Black
TJess upon the neek.

'Fhen, having arrived at the staoie door, in* aiightea,

took off the saddle and bridle, replaosd them on the nail

from which he had taken them, and sent the mars to find

het own way to her stall, which he felt sore sue would bt
better aUe to do than himself.

Thm closing iixe stable-door, be made his way to te
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** Thank God," eaid Tom King, " yon hare returned

•afely. A thousand times, as the night wore on aud you
dill not return, have I been tempted to eet out is pur-

suit of yon, and nothing but the promise I made you
would have been sufficient to keep me back."

" It is as well you made it," said Turpin. " All has
passed off right enough. I must, give you the particu-

lars another t!mo. Has neither Claude nor Jack ftwok«?"

" L«t us Ke down, then/' said Turpin, ** wi-i while ^^o

oawe the chance got all the sleep we can."

(THAPTER CT,XXVI.

MOK TURPIN AND HIS PRIESDS lAVE THEIR SERENTTT
DISTLRBEU BY THE A rf*RITlO.«< OF A BILL-STICKFa.

The sun was high up in the sky before our friends awoke.
The inmates of the farm would not have them disturbed

on any account.
As for the farmer himself, he was delighted, and nothing

would have pleased him better than for his strange guests
to have stayed with him for a month.
That they were gentlemen he was confident.

Tom King, too, nad succeeded in making a favourable
impression upon both his daughters, and the reader will

*:;ircely feel surprised at this.

Upon awaking, they took all the pains wdth their toilette

which they possibly could, and by the aid of clean water
ana a brush they much improved their personal appearajice.

The wound which Sixteen-Striug Jack had received
from the coachman was so slight as to be scarcely r/orth

talking about. There was a long ugly scratch along his

cheeK and ear, but it did not look like what it realiy was,
bav as though he had been torn by a brier.

Or bis night adventure Dick did not say a word, for he
resolved to defer the narration of what had taken place to
a Deder opportunity.

AH four felt pretty sure the officers must have lost the
clue to their whereabouts, or they would have hearth some-
thing of them before now.
On leaving the chamber where they hal passed the

night, they repaired to tlie kitchen where so maav happy
hours had been spent the day before.

There they found assembled, and apparently waiting
for them, the honerl old farmer himself, his wife, «iid his

two daughters.
The favourable impression which our adventurers had

made was deepened considembly by the improvement
visible. They d.'d, indeed, look like gentlemen, and Tom
Kiug more especially, who, as the reader already knows,
was one both by birth aud education.

A substautiai meal was spread upon the table, and, take
the apartment for all in all, it would have been diffi-

cult to find a place that had so many evidences of comfort
about it.

Tlie air, unlike that of the previous day, was raw and
chilly, 80 a large fire had been heaped up in the spacious
fire-place.

The fiame? were high and bright, and cast a cheerml
glow upon tiie faces of those who sat around, as well as

on the walls and rafters.

Dick thought, as he looked around, he had never before

eeeu such a picture of content, and he could not help con^
trasMng the placid life of the inmates of the farm, nndi-
versitied as it was with any remarkable incident, and his

own wild, turbulent career, full of wild and sotd-stirriay

excitement. The one was like the unruffled water* of %
lake, tne other like the monntain torrent.

During the meal, which was as happy and aa joTmi a
one as that on the preceding day, no one, to hare looked
at tho four highwaymen, and noticed the careless, happy
ex))ression of their countenances, would have th».>ngut

that so heavy a price was set upon their heads, and that

tJj^ officers of justice were straining every nerve to efFeet

thrir capture.

Of the jests, the na^rry tales, the jokes, the ia.agh>r,

we shall say but little. The episode of their stay at tie
fanu-houFe is too dull aad devoid of interest for us to

biH.'er ?v« its details.

But aa our aim is to give the real Ursa of these nxir

fentorioos characters, we could not pass it ov without
Biakhig mention of it.

There was no wish that the liighwaymen should leave

viM ^Annar's roof: in fact, they were pressed tu stay, and

our friends would doubtless have accepted the in-
vitation, from the fact of its affording them a secure
and UU8U8I ected hiding-place, had it not been for an
untoward incident.

Scarcely had they finished the hearty breakfasrfc laid
before them, and in which the farmer acd hit vrifa

joined, out of compliment to their visitors, ttuM •
steange step was heard outside.

Out friends judged it wa<j a strange step, for the dog,
wiudi had beeu lying in front of the fire, aruse aad uttered
a low, fierce fjrowl.

"Down, Rover! down" cried the farmer, tnen turning
to his daugnters, he added, " go to the door, Alice, and
see who it is."

In obedience to fhis request, the elder of the two sisters
went tc the door and opened it.

" Good morning, miss !
" said a voice. " I'll juist trouble

you to take that, and, if you'll allow me, I'll stick one or
two about the farm."

1^
VVhat is it ? "

_" It's a bill, miss, < fering a reward of two thousand
five hundred pounds for the apprehension and conviction
rf those four desperate highwaymen, Dick Turjiin, Tom
King, Claude Duval, and Sixteen- String Jack, who are
supposed to be hiding somewhere in this neighbourhiNDd."

It would be impossible to describe in any reasonable
space the effect which this speech had upon our friends.

But the emotion they showed was not for a moment
attributed to its real cause. It was thought to be merely
the surprise which the sudden intelligence had elicited.

Tlie farmer got up off his chair and went to the door.
" Good morning !

" said the man, who, by the imple-
m( nts he carried, waa evidently a bill «tieker. " Good
morning !

"

" Good morning !

" replied the farmer. " What's thai
you say about highivaymen ?

"

" Here's a bill offering a reward of two thousand five
hundred pounds for their apprehension, and containing a
full and accurate description of their appearance."

" Oh ! indeed !

"

" They are thought to be in hiding somewhere in this
part of the country, so I want you to give me permission
to stick a few of the bills round the farm."
"Oh! certainly—certainly ! stick up as many as you

like ! I only hope they'll be caught, for, rat 'em, thoy
robbed me once of my money as T was coming home from
market !

"

" Did they, though !

"

" Yes, they did."
" Then you needn't fear they'll do it again, for snch

steps are taken as will make their capture certain ; they
cannot escape, and every road is guarded."
" Glad to hear it 1 " said the farmer. " Glad to hea? it

!

Where's the bill you spoke about ? Oh ! there it is

!

Alice has got it! But come, you seem a civil sort of
chap, will you walk in and warm you, and have a jug of
ale r

"

"Thank you! if yon will?" said the bill-sticker,
putting down his can. " i c's an awfully cold morning, and
1 am chilled to the bone !

"

" I daresay you are. Come in—come in
!

"

The bill-sticker entered.
The highwaymen felt very uncomfortable indeed, but

•vhat were they do ?

Move they could not, without exciting suspicion, and so
they were obliged to remain where they were and stand
their chance of being unrecognised.
The bill-sticker was a thin, sharp, active-looking, little

man, vyith a very inquisitive cast of countenance, and
ferret-like eyes, which glanceu t,\.r everything in the
place in a moment.
A chair was placed for In-* ««;»: the fire, and a iargf

mug of al4 poured out.
" l3rink that," said the fR,nru:r, heartily, as he handec"

it to^him, and if that don't warm you, nothing will."
"Many thanks, and l'ooJ health to you all," said the

bill-sticker, as he took the pn)ffered mug and drank off it«
ooat4»«t8 : but all the time he did so, be fixed his eyes upoD
oaf- friends with the greatest attention.
Of course they noticed it, and knew what was the reason.
Bui their entertaiuers tlA)nght it was only rude curiosity

ca the man's part, for so impressed were they with th«
idea that their guests were gentlemen, that the fact &
tbero *mias four of them did not rouse their stuDiciotw^
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The former had taken up the bill, and wa* looking

oarneetly at it, but to read the document was beyond his

power.
He saw the figures on the top, £2,500, and, by diat of

gpelliog every letter, he made out the word " Reward."
" I say,'' he cried. "Just let ns hear what the bill

aays. Now, Mr. Bill-sticker, read it out to the comp^vny."
" Oh ! cert^iitily. Ju.st hand it to me."
" Excuse us," said Uick, bending forward and speaKing

hi a low tone tc the farmer, " but while yon listen to this

we slicuJ.a like to run out and look at our cattle ; they are

valuable creatures, and we always make a point of looking

at tliem the first thing evety morning."
" No—no, never mind now. Stop and hear the aescrip-

tion read."
" It is not worth v. bile—we shall not be long away, and

I thought if we went while you were listening to that, we
should not be missed so much."

" Oh ! very well—very well," said the farmer. " But
don't be long gone. I shall be main sorry to p»rt with

yon."
Dick upon this rose, and made a sign to hio corapaaion?

to do likewise.

The bill sticker looked after them suspiciously, bet he
did not like to speak, for fear of falling into some ridiculous

mistake.
All four of our friends could not help giving a sigh of

relief upon finding themselves in the open air.

" Game's up," said Turpin. " That man suspects who
we are. I saw it in his eyes. Quick to the stable with

you, and then we wiU mount and be off."

"That's the plan," said the others, as they followed hira.

" Confound the fellow for coming and turning us out of

such comfortable quarters."

"So say I," replied Dick. "Only let me cateh him,

and see whether I don't pay him out."

They laughed.
Dick pushed open the stable door, and then,ci ictering,

each one set about the task of getting the horses ready for

the road.

They were saddled in an incredibly short space of time,

lod then led out.
" Mount," said Dick, " and let us be off—unseen, if we

can, or that bill-sticking rascal will raise such an outcry

as will alarm the whole country-side."

Scarcely had the words left his lips, and before they 'aad

jxed themselves in their saddles, than, with a sudden
rush, the bill-sticker and the farmer ran out of the house.

"Murder," they cried. "Stop them! Highwaymen!
8top themi Two thousand five hundred pounds reward !

Stop them ' Stop them I Oh ! murder ! Fire
!

"

CHAPTER CLXXVIl,
DICK TURriN AND CLAUDE DUVAL FIND ANOTHER BILL-

SirCKER IN THE LANE, AND TAKE THEIB EEVENGE
UPON HIM.

Dick Turpin thrust his right foot into the stirrup, and
yien, gathering the reins in his left hand, he raised his

j»t and made an ironical kind of bow.
" Good morning, gentlemen,", he said. " You see we

are off, and rather suddenly. But it can't be helped. I'm
sorry tio leave you. Good bye."
As he thus spoke he touched Black Bess lightly on the

flanks, and she darted off at once.
The others followed.

The vociferations of the farmer and the bill-sticker soon
died away. To be sure they ran as fast aa their legs

would carry tbem, shouting as they went at the top of
their voices, but they were no match for the highwaymen's
horses.

" I should like cw smother that fellow in paste," said

Claude Duval, as they walked their horses up a bit of a

bill. " Confound him for coming and turning ns oat of

such oonifortable qua^^-ora. I don't know when I W88 oo

happy before."
,

"Oh! never heed that," said Jack. "I for one hau

quite enouffli of it, though I must say I shall always look

ap to the old farmer sis one of the right sort."
" it's that infernal bill-sticker," said Turpin "I aply

hops we fall across him^ and I'll make him remei<iber as

Sb7 one while."
•' W l:at tlo you intend to do nrxt, Dick ?'

* We ouu'ht to reflect a little b«forewe act, I think."

" I am sure we ought."
" We have pretty good evidence that all the roadu :

London are pretty well watched, and I will givb ;fK. ae
idea how it is done."

I?!ck then proceeded to relate to nia friends the iidven.

tures he had had during the night. Their astonishment
may be imagined, for Claude and Jack never know that he
had been absent from the chamber

But, despite their recklessness, they could not help feel-

ing ather uneasy at the extreme vigilance of their foes.

They oonld no longer conceal from themselvss that thev
were in real earnest.
" 1 think," said Tom King, " that the very oe^t thing

we can do is to leave London for a while, and bend iur

steps inland. We have never visited the midland coimties
yet. What do you say to doing so ?

"

" Say !
" cried the others ;

" that no better plan of action
can be proposed."

" Since we are so unanimous, then," said Turpin, " we
had better start at once. That we are more than sus-

pected to be in this part of the country we have abundant
eridence, and for that reason it strikes me we shall have
% great deal of difficulty in leaving it undetected."

" We must expect that ; but we have got out of worse
difficulties before now, and I trust we shall again."

" And now where are we ?
"

" I have no idea."
" Which direction, then, ought we to take to go where

you propose ?
"

" There is only one way. It is about noon now, I shovia
think."

" Just ten minues' past," said Dick, consulting a waicn.
" Very gnod, then ; the sun is somewliere about do«>

south, so tlie simplest plan will be to go straight on ano
keep car b:ioks to it."

" We sliall do, then; but mind, above all, you keep «

sharp lool; round."
" What's that, then ? " cried Claude. " Do you sea P"
" Where F

"

" Further on down the lane."
" I see nothing," said Dick.
" Look at that large tree yonder. Can't you see some-

thitig close to it moving about ?
"

" Yes I can," cried Tom King. " It is a piece of stick

moving about."
" I see it now," said Turpin. " Halt a moment, and let

us try if we cannot make out what it is."
" It looKs to me," said Claude, " as though somebody

was standing in the lane, and poking the trunk of the tre«

with a walking.stickr"
" But what on earth can they be doing that for f

"

" I don't know."
" There doesn't look anything dangerous in it."

" There does not, and yet there might be. Wa must
now look with an eye of distrust upon everything we
cannot understand."

" Let us walk on gently and see what it ia, and be pre
pared, if necessary, to defend ourselves."

The lane down which our friends were now travellin)?

was a very winding one, with good high hedges on both
sides of it.

It was round the first bend in it that this etrange sight

was seen.

At a walking pace, and looking very keenly about them,
they went on.

As soon ae they pass-d the curve, the mystery explained

itself.

A man, armed with sticks and brushes, wns pastiiig

bills u:x>n the trunks of such trees as were wide enough
for th> p»rD<^Ke.

" Anotber f)ill -sticker, by Jove !
" said Turpin ;

" curse

all the tribe. Why, if they go on at this rjte, we shall be
made known everywhere ! Let us iiligbt, Claude ; we'll

serve this one out, at all events."

So saying, Dick dismounted, and his example was in»«

mediately followed by his three companions.
• But what shall we do with the hoi-ses ?

"

' ? will hold them, if you Uke. They will l>e safest

if I do, and you three are surely a match tar thai fellow J

"

"Oh! yes."

Sixteen-String Jack immediately took charge of tt«

horses.

This care off their nuDda, the others waikod at4»>niuif

down the laao.
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[dick turpin and his friends discover the deserter exhausted on the watside.]

The man was so intent upon what he waa aboat that

he did not perceive their approach.
He had jast got a refractory bill to stick against the

bark of the tree, and he was patting it down at the sides

and comers, in order to make it secure.

Dick would not speak to disturb him, but made a sign

with his hand to Claude.
The two then crept forward on tip-toe, until they wero

close to the man, who little suspected who were behind
him.
Then they gave a sudden dart forward, and caught him

by the arms.
The bill-pi^8uer ulcered a cry of tri?ht upon feeling

himself seized thus unexpectedly, and he twisted his

head round in order to see who liis assailants were.
Familiar as he had made hiraaelf with the description

given o" the bills, he recognised our two friends at a
glanop.

" Murder !" ne cried. " Help ! Save me ! Oh ! Lor'

!

Two thousand five hundred pounds ! Oh ! murder !

Fire !"

" Stop that !" said Dick, and as he spoke, he snatched
up the paste-brush, and sent it with a dab into the man's
face.

Of course, it became an impossibility for him to con-

tinue his outcries any longer, for the brush was well

charged with paste, and it filled up his mouth completely.

He managed, however, to make a terrible spluttering.
" Villain !" said Claude Duval ;

" what do you mean ?

Answer us this moment, what do you mean f"

The bill-sticker made an effort to speak, but, as he

did not seem to relish swallowing his own paste, it waa
an ineffectual one.

" Oh ! you won't speak," said Claude ;
" men we will

have our revenge upon you. We have sworn not to leave

a single bill-sticker alive, and you have fallen into our

hands."
An expression of the most absolute fright came over the

No. 33. Prick One Halppennt.
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race ci the unfortunate man, and his hair fairly bristled

up and stood on end.

In a spp^mcdic soH of way he managed to sasp '^r

mercy
" It's uo use,'' said Uick, who at the same time maae an

exprsssis^'i motion to his friend, ^hich he perfectly undsr-

Btood.

There was a tive-barred gate close by, opening into '
a

field, and Claude immediately divined Dick wished him to

be tied to it ; for though they strove to frighten the man
by threats, they had never for a moment entertained the

idea of doing him any serious or wanton injury.

The bill-sticker himself, however, was not aware of this,

and when he felt himself being forced backwards to the

gate, he aid not know what he had to dread. .

" Here, Tom," cried Dick, " while we hold him, just

feel in this fellow's pockets, and find whether he has any-

thing about him in the shape of rope tL"* will do to hang

him with."
"All right!" said Tom King, interrupting himself in

his occupation of reading the bill which had been stuck

upon the tree. " I'll do it."

In a veiy scientific manner, Tom proceeded to rifle the

man's pockets, and he very soon had the whole of their

miscellaneous contents strewed upon the ground.

Among the rest were several pieces of very strong twine.
" These will do," said Turpin. " Now, Claude !

"

Both set to work to tie the man to the gate, and this

they did in a very little while. The cord tlipy bad was not

quite enough, nor was it so thick as *hey would have liked

for their purpose; but they made Jie best shift with it

that they could.

There was a piece of leather strap that was fastened to

the paste-can, and made so as to slip over the shoulder.

This they took, and formed one excellent band with it.

In brief, between them, by dint of a great deal of rum-
maging, they found a sufficient quantity for tlioir puri^ose ;

and at length they had the hapless bill-sticker tied firmly

to the gate, and quite powerless to help himself.
_

" Now, villain !
" cried Dick, " you will remain where

you are until such time as some one comes along this

lane and releases you ; and as it appears to me to be

rather an unfrequented one, you will, I expect, have to

wait for some time."

The bill-sticker had got rid of the brush out of his

mouth, and he set up a dismal howl.
" Silence ! Oh ! you won't ! Then take that !

"

Dab went the brush into his mouth again, almost

choking him with paste.

As it was stuck quite firmly between his jaws, and, as

he had no use iu his hands, he would have some difficulty

in getting rid of it.

Quite satisfied with what they had done so far, their

next proceeding v,as to take possession of the packet of

bills the man carried with him, and also to pull down the

oi;e that was stuck against the tree.

They then forr^ed the whole into a loose pile, and Dick,

taking some phosphorous matches from his pocket, set

light to it in several places.

Then a brigh* 'lame shot up, and in a little while all of

them were consumed.

CHAPTER CLXXVIII.

OUK FRIENDS ARE NOT DESTINED TO GO FAR ON THEIR
INTENDED JOURNEY WITHOUT MEETING WITH AN IN-

TKRUUPTION.

Thc poor bill-sticker looked with a rueful eye upon these

proceedings on the part of the highwaymen.
To think that he should be able to see two thousand five

hundred pounds— for in that hght he looked upon our

friends—right before his nose, and yet not ^'^ able to take

it, almost drove him to distraction.
" So far very good," said Turpin, as he poked about

the ashes of the bills, to see that none was left unbumt.
" Put his cap on," cried Sixteen-Striug Jack, who had

been an amused spectator of the scene. " Poor fellow !

he'll catch cold. Put hie cap on."

"All right," said Claude, who divined th& meaning
that lurked beneath his comrade's words.

Stooping down. )ie nieked up the can in TvhJch the paste

vrfkB carried.

A jrood poruuu er its contents waa spilt upon the road_

way, but yet there remained the m ire glutinous part at il^

which clung tightly to the sides and bottom.

&.11 saw now what Jack meant.

A shout of laughter came from their lips when Claude,
holding it up as high as he could, reversed it and brought
it down upon the man's head.

It was large enough to go right over it, and the rim
rested upon his shoulders.

He looked about the most ludicrous object imaginable.

The tin can looked like some remarkable helmet.

"Now let us be off," said Dick. " We have done ouit©

enough to make him remember us to the longest day of

his life, and the sooner we move away the better. It

won't do for us to stay too long in one place."

" Come on, then ; we have certainly put a stop to hig

exertions—for a little while, at least."
" I wish he represented all his tribe."
" No doubt."
The four highwaymen remounted their steeds, and,

after casting one last look at their enemy, resumed their

way.
But they went at an easy pa?e, for it was obviously

their best policy to husband thtir horses' strength as

much as possible, whenever they h^d an opportunity, in

order that when a time arrived which .endered it necessary

for them to make great exertion, they might be equal to

doing it.
_" I cannot see any signs or sounds of pursuit," said

Dick. " Can you ?
"

' None whatever.'
" It is too much to hope that we have altogether eluded

O'lr pursuers. They are ofif our track now, but there is no
knowing how soon they may be on it again."
" There is not."
" Both ourselves and our cattle have had a long, good

rest, and, if we do not suddenly fatigue them, they wul be
able to take us a considerable distance without requiring

another halt, and you know whenever we make one some
fre'sh danger is pretty sure to arise."

" True."
" I suppose we still keep to our intention of seeking the

midland counties, and trying if we cannot make ourselves

snug there for some time ?
'

" Oh ! yes—yes."
" We are all agreed upon that, then, which is sufficient

for the present."

The lane, after a few more capricious convolutions, ter-

minated in a broad high-road.

They did not know for certain, but, from its positiou,

they judged it to be the one leading direct to Warwick.
If this should turn out so, their future progress would

be easy.

And so, without any incident worthy of recording, they

travelled this road until close upon sunset.

They had passed and met many vehicles and people, and
from the latter they had received a great deal of scrutiny,

but they did not offer to interfere with our friends, and
our friends did not offer to interfere with them.

It was, then, just as the sun was about to set, that they

noticed on the "road before them a tremendous cloud of

dust.

"That is a stage coach, I'll be bound," said Twrpin,

after looking for a few moments.
" It looks like it."
" It does."
" But, Dick," said Claude.
"What?"
" You do not think of stopping it ?

"

" No, I cannot say that I do."
" I am glad of that."

"Why?"
" Because it appears to me our presence on this road is

at present unsuspected, uud such being the case "-

*" You think it would be injudicious to do anythiug that

would serve to put the gralv' apou our track."
" I do."
" And 80 do I. Never*heless, I hope it wiU prove to be

a stage coach."
''Why?"
" We shall then know whether we really are upon th»

road to Warwick. I have not much doubt upon th«

subject, but still I should like to feel quite sura."
" I can say nothing against that."
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" Ob ! no. Wg will ride by quietly, and then we snail At the same time that he uttered this command, he
create neither sHSuicion nor alarm." pressed ae^ainst her shoulder.

" Good." The gentle creature understood him. ana, benoing her
In accordance with this, our friends trotted qtiietly knrw, !»; down upon her si'de.

along. A,, they expected, this being done before the otherhorsea.
They did noi. go all four in a body, but in twos.. : they were able to make them lie down also.

Turpin and King first. \ While they remained in this position it was ^i mattft

Claude Duval and Jack Rann a little in the rear.

The stage coach came bowling along in capital style,

and in a very short time they were able to distinguish the
driver and the passengers on the top.

The sun was then just setting behind a large black
cioud upon the very verge of the western horizon, and his

last bright red beams fell with full force upon the ap-

proaching vehicle.

It was a beautiful sight, and one that might well call

forth the admiration of any one.

But, ardent and enthusiastic as our friends were over
horses, it gave them especial delight.

In fact, so charmed were they, that they forgot all else,

and reined in their steeds to look, shading the sun from
their eyes with their hands as they did so.

The driver, seeing this, and having heard of the stoppage
of the Oxford coach, felt just in the least degree appre-
hensive when he saw our travellers, and he drew a long
breath when he found he was allowed to pass unmolested.

It was more than he anticipated.
" All right," said Dick. " That was the Warwick mail.

We shall have now no further trouble about our route ; all

we shall have to do will be to keep straight on."
As he spoke, the sun sunk completely behind the cloud.

A sudden darkness seemed to overspread the face of
nature, and a chill blast of wind made the denuded
branches of the trees clash lightly against each other.

Evening deepened into night, and when the moon arose,

which she did with an almost full face, our friends were
a considerable distance from London.
From having met with no molestation, they began to

indulge in the hope that they had got beyond the range of
the dragoons. '^
Such being the case, it was clearly their best policy to

push on as quietly as they could, taking care to do nothing
calculated to call attention to their whereabouts

impossibility for them to be seen from the high-road by
any one.

in order to keep their horses thus, they were obliged to

keep hold of the reins, and lie down close beside them.
But the creatures were too tired to be restless, and

they lay there cropping the short sweet grass in silence.

As the bright moon shone down upon them they looked
exceedingly picturesque.

The rest did them all good. Those only who have sat

for as many hours in the saddle as our friends had without
alighting, can tell how fatiguing it is, and how welcome a
change, no matter of what sort, always is.

Half-an-hour, perhaps, passed, and during the whole of

that time they had not been disturbed by the passing of a
single thing along the high-road, but now a faint sound
reaches their ears, which showed them that they on that
night were not alone upon the road, as they thought they
were.

CHAPTER CLXXIX.
THE POUa HIGHWAYMEN ARE UNSUSPECTED WITNESSES

OF AN EXTRAORDINARY INCIDENT.

" They are horsemen," said Claude Duval, as he raised

himself upon his elbow, in order to hear more plainly.
" They arc horsemen, and well mounted."
" You are right, and, not only that, they appear to be in

force. I should think there must be six of them, at

least."
" Listen

!

"

There was a silence of some minutes' duration, during
which all four of the highwaymen listened eagerly and
earnestly.

The sound, which had at first been so faint as scarcely

to be distinguished, and so equivocal that none but the
most practised ear could have told what it really was, now

While they adhered to this, their progress through the
;

grew more and more distinct, until, in a short time, the

country can afford but little matter for incident.
\

peculiar clattering noise which horses' hoofs make when
It was, however, something ppst ten o'clock when, in striking upon the hard road, was plainly heard,

spite of themselves, they had about the strangest adventure " Are they our foes ? " asked Tom.
they had ever met with, and which, in its results, had a

j

" Very likely, I think," replied Turpin.

material effect upon their future course of action. 1
" They have got upon our track iu some way or other,

What that adventure was we shall now proceed to
j

you may depend."
relate.

j

" If so, then, it is obviously our best course of action to

The horses having been so long upon the road without remain where we are."

once stopping to rest, began to evince signs of weariness,
j

" Certainly."

and the highwaymen themselves were somewhat cramped ;
" They will pass us, to be sure," said "Turpin ;

" but
and stiff, by remaining so long in one position. | then, you must recollect, we sball b:ive the disadvantage of

It was, therefore, thought advisable to come to a halt ' their being on the road before us."

for a little time.
j

" Yes, tbat's true enougli."

There were no dwellings anywhere near. Nothing but " Still, better that, I think, than have them at our
wide open country.

|

heels ; but we are by no means certain that they are

Nor could they see in the distance anything that looked ' officers. It may be, they have nothing at all to do with
as if they were approaching a village or town. us."

But on either side of them were some very verdant
|

" Yes, it may be so ; but it is not very likely, I think.

meadows, screened from the high-ro"d by a hedge many
]

Hnwever, we must be unanimous in one thing."

feet in height. " What is that ?

"

.

In one of these they determined to stay awhile, and " Why, that under all circumstances, the best thing we
perceiving a gate at their left hand, they opened it and can do is to remain quite still while they pass, let them be
passed through. who they may."
The meadow was one of great extent. " Oh ! yes."

Getting as close to the hedge as they could, our four ) " So far well, then. The horses seem quiet, and I should
friends dismounted, and, holding the reins in their hands,

\^
think we might venture to leave them, while we crawl yet

laid down to rest awhile. /closer to the hedge. The moon is shining, and we shall

But though the hedge was high, they were fearful ' be able to see everything on the road as plainly as if by
that their horf.es would be seen if they stood up as they daylight."

were.
I

" So we shall, and, by so doing, we shall have the satis-

But how wfcle they to get them to lie down i ( faction of knowing who they are, and whe^'her they are in

That was a question. pursuit of us or not."
,^

In past times Dick had taught his mare, Black Bess, co " Just so."

lie down, and >^e b"-! little fear that she would obey him
|

" Come on, then, and he down. The hedge does not

now. ) grow too close together for us not to be able to see through
He resoho- lo try, for then, they thought, and reason-

j

it, ano, Vhough a slight sound would not reach their ears,

ably enough, that they_^might induce the other three to
|

still it will be safest to take up our positions at once, so

follow her example. i that, when they do reach this spot, we shall- tave nonecea-
Accordingly Dick roM, and patting her on tLa neck

|
sity to move in thp sHtrhtest."

bade her lie down. " There spoke Claudi- Duval." said Dick. Turpin. " Evt
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Cautious, nevPT rDtinirT into danger if he could D-sssiblj'f

avoia i;.' 1

" Never luind tnat now, Dick. Take up your positvoK

so that you can set= piainly all that passes, and wf> will aU
|

do the like. Quick, they will be here direc-tly."
i

And, in truth, it seemed as though the little troop of

horsemen was very close at hand indeed, but at preseut
j

tbey were further off than our friends exactly imagined,
jThe intense silence was so deceptive.
I

Tramp—tramp—tramp they came.
|

Our friends' excitement and impatience rose to its
)

nighest pitch, and they crept forward as far as they were
,

able.

The nioon was high un m the sky, and lighted up the

road with great brightness.

From where the} were, however, they were bound to

have a capital view oi' whatever went by.

On they came, at the same regular, steady trot.

At last they came in sight.

They were not poUce-officers.

One glance was enough to assure our friends of that.

Nor were they their more dreaded foes, the light

dragoons, who had kept hitherto so pertinaciously upon
their track.

But, to the unbounded astonishment of the highway-
men, these men, who were well armed and mounted,
pulled up exactly before the spot where they lay con-

It looked, indeed, just as though they knew the precise

epot where they were.
But this was only fancy, and the idea was disappointed

almost as soon as it had formed itself in their brains.

And now our friends, with a feeling of the greatest

possible curiosity, lay profoundly still, just as they were,

for, having halted, the least sound would be heard by the

horsemen in the road.

For themselves they had no fear, but tbey could not for

long be answerable for their horses.

Why the troop had halted just where they did they
could not conceive, and the peculiar situation in which
they were placed, made them fear that it boded no good to

them.
" This place will do as well as any, I fancy," said an

authoritative voice, " if you are sure he will pass here."
" We are quite sure of that."
" Then get behind the hedge and wait."

Our friends considered discovery certain, but they ha."*

sufficient discretion not to make the slightest movement,
j

It was very strange that these persons, whoever they

might be, should think of conceaUng themselves where
the highwaymen had.

It was one of those extraordinary coincidences that will

sometimes occur.

It was a fortunate thing our friends did not move and
betray their hiding-place, for it so happened that they

chose the opposite side of the road, where there was a gap
in the hedge.
Through this they, one after another, made their way,

and, so far as the highwaymen could tell, dismount id trom
their steeds, and disposed themselves much in the same
manner as tbey had done.

That they were wailing for some one, their action, CC;^^

the few words they had let fall, pretty clearly evidenceu .

and who it was they waited for, and why they waited for

him, they were full of curiosity to know.
They were each full of thou3;ht, and would have longed

to have conversed, but the.v deemed it would be impru-

dent.

Those in the hedge, or, ratner, behind it, no doubt were
fully of opinion that they 'jad the place all to themselves,

and the chance circumstauce of any one else lying in wait

at the same place, never once struck them.
The result of this strange combination of incidents will

be quickly apparent, for, as the highwaymen listen, they

begin to hear the sounds of an approaching horseman.

On—on he came, and that at a most rattling pace. His
horse, indeed, was going at full gallop.

The manner in which the hoofs struck upon the m-ound
told them this.

It was only fair u. sup^^ose that the six men behind the

opposite hedge heard the same sounds that our friends did,

but there was nc movement of theirs made to indicate it.

On came the horseman, and, the nearer he cauie, the

irreater grew the highwaymen's suspense.

There was a vague feeling in their minds that something
terrible was going to happen, but, beyond that feeling,

they had no idea that they could reduoe to nnythins' like

consistency and form.
Wliether the ambush boded any danger to tnt. coming

traveller they had no means of knowing, nor the special

shape which the danger might assume, and, even if they
had, they would not have been able U, Vave apprized him
of it.

At length he came in sight, at all events to ClauJe
Duval, who chanced to be in such a position that he could
see some distance further down the road tha" the others

could.

By some fatality the horseman slackened his pace, and
came on at a trot.

He glanced, too, uneasily from side to side, as though
he had a presentiment of coming evil.

His horse was reeking with perspiration, and his mouth
and chest were covered with thick white foam.

The rider was a man dressed in a semi-military cos-

tume.
All this Claude took in at a glance.

Suddenly, and just as the horseman was in front of the

spot where the six men had concealed themselves, a loud
voice cried out, in startling tones

—

" Halt !

"

Ninety-nine people in a hundred would have done as the
rider did.

He stopped his steed in a moment.
But this action was all the more natural on his part,

since from his occupation he was in the habit of receiving'

abrupt commands, and instantly obeying them.
Scarcely, however, had the echoes of the voice which

had pronounced the word " Halt !
" died away, and before

the soldier had fairly stayed the progress of his horse, than
there arose a loud and sharp explosion.

Mingled with this was a cry.

It came from the lips of the rider.

The men behind the hedge had taken up that position,

then, to assassinate him, for the explosion was such as

would be caused by a volley of small firearms.

A cloud of smoke hid all things from view for a moment,
but, when it cleared away, the pale moonbeams discovered

the rider and his steed lying in a strange confused and
bleeding mass upon the road.

Our friends were horrified.

That such a cold-blooded and atrocious assassinatio*

could be planned and put into execution by Englishmen
was almost more than they could believe.

But that such was so, there could now be no dispute.

Simultaneously and unanimously they sprung to their

feet, and, drawing their swords, they rushed to the gate

that led out into the lane.

The hedge was too thickly planted for them to force

a way through it.

What might be deemed an infinitesimal portion of time
sufficed for them to reach the gate.

When they entered the meadow, they had not fastened

it, but merely let it swing to, which, from the way the

hinges were hung, it had a tendency to do.

Dashing it open, they all four, in a compact body,

i-ushed into the lane, and sped along it to where the unfor-

.u^^ate rider lay.

But they saw, ere they reached the spot, that tlie six

a*>i;:ssi»is had crawled through the gap in the hedge, and
were making for the same point.

CHAPTER CLXXX.
m ^HTCH IS GIVEN SOME EXPLANATION OF TH<

ASSASSINATION IN THE LANE.

" FoRWAKD—forward, my friends !
" shouted Tnrpin, u

he perceived this circumstance. " Do not let them reach

the poor fellow before we do, and thus allow them an
opportunitv of finishing their barbarous work."

With a rush, then, and a shout, they re^ohed the plae*

where the slaughtered soldier lay.

But the assassins, seeing persons approacning, did not

Hy, but came on as though it was fully their intention t«

contest what they had done.

Both p.arties arrived at the same moment.
Both had their swords drawn.
The assassins had the advantage in point of Dumben^

since there were six of them, while our friends were four.
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Bat they bad come off victorious at greater odds tlian

those, and they felt no misgiving in attacking them,

though, vyhen they were close to them, they uoticcu in

their foes a certain /military appearance which Shey had
not at first observed.

" Villains ! " said Bjcb, " what is the meaning ef this

ieed ? Are we in England, that such thing? a^e suffered ?

Concealed behind the hedge, we have been spects^'^rs of

all. Explain yourselves."
" We do not recognise your x.ght to desire «ue<i sv thing,"

eaid the man who had given the others instractior,3 to get

into ambush, and who, though there was no differ3nce in

them, might be supposed the one having tbo command.
" We do not recognise your righ*". Begone, or you may
get yourself into trouble."

" I say, explain yourself," said Dick, again, " '^t we
will compel you to do so at the sword's point."
" That man is a traitor."

The one in command pointed to the ghastly, bleeding

mass at his feet.
" Then, if so, why did he not receive a traitor's death ?"
" He has."
" Not so. For tfie traitor there is the headsman's axe,

and a public execution. Why was he shot down like a

dog?"
" For State reasons."
" State reasons ? " ,

" Yes ; and now, knowing so much, ku^d which I have
exceeded my duty in telling you, depart."

" Never ! The reasons you have given are not sufiScient

for us ; and, look you, I stand now before his corpse, and
none of you shall approach to extinguish the last spark of

life that may cling to the wounded wretch, except over the

dead bodies of myself and my companions."
" Treason—treason !

" cried the man, " treason ! These
are doubtless traitors and rebels, too. Upon them ! Take
them prisoners ! Slay them if they resist !

"

With this, the six men precipitated themselves upon
CUT friends, who met the onslaught bravely.

It would seem that these men were armed only with a

sword and a short carbine. The latter had been dis-

charged, so it would be a hand to hand contest.

A spectator would soon have seen how superior the
highwaymen were in the use of the sword. They flashed

their weapons round them with a rapidity which com-
pletely confused their adversaries.

Soon they had around them a circle of the dead and
dying, while they, by the dexterity they parried all blows
aimed at them, were unhurt.

Seeing the advantage they had gained, they pressed
with still greater determination upon the assassins, over
whom they felt they would obtain a speedy victory.

At length, all but two were beaten to the ground, and
they, seeing the futility of longer opposing themselves to

the highwaymen, threw down their swords, sank upon
their knees, and sued for quarter.

This, of course, was granted to them upon the condition

that they did not move in the least from where they then
•were.

The highwaymen were glad enough to sheathe their

(Bwords, and rest a moment to regain their breath—for the
conflict, though short, had been a desperate one.

AVhile doing so, ho, ever, they looked around them at

wlmt might, with grei t propriety, be called the field of

ba'He.
Four of the assassii 3 were stretched upon the ground,

weltering in blood.

One was dead : his head had been literally split open.

Three others were so badly wounded that it was very
problematical whether they would recover.

One of these was the commander.
Then turning round, they saw a still ^ore terrible sneo-

tacle.

Mingled in one inextricable maas ; bleeding—palpitat-

ing—from those places where the six bullets had entered.

The faint groans that arose, however, showed that the
unhappy man who had been so treadieroosly slaaghtered,

was not dead.
The scene was a singular one.
" I say, Dick," exclaimed ClaucUr "this is a vgry

ingnlar affiair, don't you think ?
"

'°I do."
" What do you maie of it t

"

'Nothing.'"'

''That is conclusive, qt '^ny rotf! i)xx none ^f you
make anything of it ?

"

Tho other two shook their heads,
•' 'Jan JQU make anything of it, Claude ? " asked Dick.

I " I confess I cannot. Altogether it seems quite inex-

1

^lic.ble. Had it occurred in Italy—Rome, for instance,
I 1 c'jnld have understood it."

. " Ay, so could I ; but here, in England, it is a mystery."
" Let us go to the two who have asked for quarter.

Surely from them we shall be able to get some informa-
tion."

" You question them, Dick ; and don't let us be long
about it, for if any one was to come along the road, we
should be in a very awkward predicament indeed."

" We should. I will question them quickly."
Followed by his three comrades, Dick Turpin drew

closer to the two men, who still remained upon their

knees as they had been bidden.
" Now," said Dick, sternly, " we have spared your lives

when we might have taken them. For this you are com-
pelled to do something to show your gratitude. Now tell

us the meaning of all this."
" Ask us, and wc will reply," said one.
" Yes, we will," said the other.
" Good, then. Tell me why you SO treacherously shot

down that poor soldier yonder."
" He was no soldier."
" That does not matter."
" He was a rebel

!

"

" A rebel ?
"

" Yes."
" How so ? In what way was he a rebel r Against

whom and what did he rebel ? Where is the rebellion ?
"

" In Scotland, sir !

"

" In Scotland ?
"

" Yes ; the Pretender's son, assisted by the French, has
landed on the northern shores of Caledonia, where it is

his intention, so we hear, to raise an army, and invade
England."

'This was startling news to our friends.
" How long have you leai-ned this ?

"

" Only to-day, when a spy brought word that a mes-
senger from the rebel camp to some Jacobites in Loudon,
was on the road, and would pass this way."
" And so you were ordered to shoot him down in the

way you did !

"

"We were, and did no more than obey the orders
we received."
" This is monstrous !

" cried Dick ;
" were he ten times

a rebel, he deserved better treatment than that. What
end did you hope to gain by his assassination ?

"

" There you ask more than I can tell for certain, but I

fancy they expected to find upon his person papers which
would enable them to arrest the chief Jacobites in

London !

"

" It is a poor cause for such means to be taken, and
they will never better it."

" We have nothing to do with that. A soldier's duty i«

merely to obey."
" Are you soldiers, then ?

"

" We are."
" But you wear no uniform."
" I am aware of it. We were ordered to attire our-

selves as you now see us. I imagine because we should
be less likely to attract attention."

" It is as foul a deed as well could be. But you have
told us enough ! Rise ! begone ! and consider yourselves
well off that you have escaped with your lives !

"

The two disguised soldiers did not need to be told

twice that they might go. They scrambled in a moment
to their feet, and set off at full speed.

" This is a most extraordinary affair altogether, but we
will say no more about it until we have looked lo the
messenger, and as soon a;; we have done that we will be
off!"
So saying, iJick strode to where the person in question

Uy.
His three friends followed him.
A little examination showed them there >ffa» no hope

that they would be able to restore him to life. He still

lived, it is true, but it was but the last flickering of th»
lamp.
Dick bent down over him.
The horse was quite dead.
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^le haa faiien m such a manner upon his rider, that to

^c!Va,caLe iiihrn wuaid we an impossibility without causing

the poor wretch much unnecessary suffering.

" Speak !
" said Dick. " If there is yet hfe enougn m

you to do so, speak ! We are friends. Rest assiived cf

that. Friends to you and to your cause !

"'•

"Prince Charlie!" cried the dying man, in a feeble

tone of voice. " Prince Charlie for over !
The papers !

the papers
!

"

" Where are iney ?"
" They contain full details of the course our army is

going to take, and there is a list of all persons in London

who are favourable to our cause."
. tv i" But where—where are these papers ?

' said Dick.

" Tell me where they are, and I will answer with my Hfe

that they do not fall into the hands of the Hanoverians !

"

" Hurrah ! for Prince Charlie !
" cried the dying man,

again. " He wiU yet be the king, and the Stuarts will

be restored to their rights ! That will be a boncie time,

but I shall never see it ! The air grows dark—dark !

Hurrah! for Prince Charlie! Tandem iriumplians*

At length triumphant! I am cold! My lungs fill—

fill—with blood ! I -I "

There was a gasping groan, and the spirit of th» rebel

fled for ever.

CHAPTER CLXXXI.
TOM KINO RECALLS AN ADVENTURE TO DICK TURPIN's

MIND WHICH HE HAD FORGOTTEN.
•' Dead ! " said Turpin. « tt . j ^" Yes, poor fellow !

" replied Tom King. He s dead

enough now, and of all the shameful and disgraceful

things I have ever heard of, this is the worst."
" The very wor.st !

" said Claude Duval. "But let us

be moving. I look upon it as something like a miracle

that we should have had the road to ourselves so long as

we have without an interruption, but we shan't much
longer, for hark ! I can hear a vehicle of some sort or

other coming now."
The other.H paused at this, and after listening a moment

a slight souiid reached their ears, which verified what

Claude had said.
" But do not let us go," said Tom King. " Whatever

it. m.iy be that is coming, it is a long way olF at present."
" But why should we stay ?

"

" Do you remember what the poor fellow said about the

papers ? It will not take us a moment, let us possesf

ourselves of them."
" Agreed !

" said Turpin.
No cloud dulled the brightness of the moon, and so

they were well able to see what they were about.

But the task they had set themselves was by no means
an agreeable one.

When they moved the mangled remains, they perceived

n kind of wallet that the messenger had can-ied suspended

Irom his neck by a strap.

In this, doubtless, would be found the papers of which

he had spoken.

By cutting the strap in two places they were able to

get possession of this wallet.

It was of leather, and secured by a lock, which they

did not attempt to try to unfasten, but Dick with his

sword cut away the leather around it.

The wallet opened at once.

Their suspicious as to its contents were quite correct.

It was filled with papers.

They were tied up neatly in packets.

Tom King transferred them to his coat-pocket.
" There," he said, " we can do no more good here, that

that is certain, so we will be off at once."
" Quick !

" said Turpin, " or you will be too late."

They all four now ran down the lane to the gate.

Opening it, they all passed through, caught their howes,
and mounted in an incredibly short space of time.

They did not reach the high-road, however, one moment
too soon, for the vehicle they had heard Bppr'--''iingr was
DOW close at hand.

Short as the rest haa vjeen, n 77*8 enough to reinvigoi-ave

the horses, and they dashed along the road at a rate that

eoon left all sights and sounds behind.

About five miles farther on they came to a rather steep

hill, so they checked their cattle while they ascended it.

* The motto OBon the Pret0>;der's Standard.

Tom King took this opportunity to speak to Turpin ; h*
had been anxious to do so for some time.

" Dick !

"

"Yes, my friend."
" What we have just heard p,^d witnessed has very

forcibly brought back to my mind an incident which had
entirely slipped my memory."
"Whatisit?"_
" Is it possible it has not reminded you of it h

"

" No, I remember nothing."
" I will tell you. Do you rememb^i* our first meet-

ing?"
" Of course I do."
" Very well. It was not far from the ' Hand and Keys,'

at Hornsey, was it ?
"

" Tom Davis's ?
"

" Yes."
" No, it was not very far from there. What of it ?

"

" Do you recollect how your mare was in London, and
how Davis went to fetch it ?

"

" Perfectly."
" And how we went afterwards together ?

"

"Yes. What then?"
" As we were going on to London, we heard a horseman

approaching ; we stopped him, and he drew his sword and
attacked me."
" By Jove ! yes. The Young Pretender."
" The what ? " asked Claude and Jack, who had listened

with some curiosity to the little dialogue that had taken
place between Turpin and King.
They, of course, were quite in ignorance of the incident,

though the reader will doubtless remember it.

Should he not, it will be necessary for him to refer to

the twenty-ninth and thirtieth chapters of this history,

where it is given in detail.

The adventure was related to Claude and Jack.
" So," said the latter, " you really mean to say that you

chanced to meet with young Charles Edward Stuaii ?
"

" We did."
" And you did not find him a coward ?

"

" Quite the reverse, as the adventure proves."
" 1 asked, because he has always been represented to m»

as a coward."
" That is his enemies. He is no more a coward than I

am."
" You must know," said Dick, " that Tom is quite on

the side of the Stuarts."
" I am, and though they may have had their faults and

failings, yet they are, nevertheless, the rightful heirs to

the throne of England."
" Ab ! " said Sixteen-String Jack, " that's a matter that

interests me very little. What say you, Claude ?
"

" The same."
" Though, of course, just looking at it, I should be more

on the Young Pretender's side than I should be on a
ioreiRner's."
" Hear ! hear !

" said Tom. " Spoken like an English-
man. If they had been content to elect an Englishman
to the throne, all would have been well, and there would
have been but little disaffection ; but, for my own part, I

feel it an insult to the nation to set a lot of beer-swilling,

muddle-headed Germans ou the thron ,"'

" You are getting excited, Tom."
" Never mind. It is a subject u X)n which one may be

excused for exhibiting a little feeli' g."
" So it is."
" I spent my youth in the north of England, almost on

the border, and so it is only natural that I should have
imbibed some Scotch notions."

" That immediately accounts for your predilection in

favour of the Stuarts."
" In a measure it does ; but now, Dick, do you remember

a little circumstance in connexion with our meeting with

Charles Stuart, and which we have not yet mentioned ?
"

" I think I do."
" You must do."

"What is it ? " asked Claude DuvaV
" Why, this ! Dick and myself both swore that as soon

as he raised his standard, or rather as soon as the news
of his having done so reached us, we would hasten to

place ourselves under his banner !

"

" You did ?"

" Certainly. Didn't we, Dick ?
"

" Oh ! we did, there's no deniinac thai."
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will propose it more
Under all circum-

' And now we have the news that he has just raised his

standard."
" But," said Claude and Jack, " do yoii think of go\ng?
" Why not? You would not have us break our words."

"WeU, not exactly; but » soldier's life is none bo

pleasant."
" Pho, pbo 1

-

" You will find it out."
"We shall be favoured."
" Put not your trust in princes.

'

"Ha! ha!"
" You may laugh."
" But, seriously speaking ; and ]

particularly to the captain here,

stances, don't you think the best thing we can do would
be to push forward to the north, and take refuge in the

ranks. We shall be quite safe there."
" I, for one, should approve of such a course, not only

because I have sworn to do so, but because of the safety

we should obtain."
" Then, captain," said Jack and Claude, " if that is your

opinion, of course we subscribe to it !

"

" Not if it is at all against your inclinations, my friends.

You yourselves elected me to be your captain, but it is

far from my desire to control all your actions. If you
would rather not accompany us upon this expeditiou, you
have only to say so, and we will either separate or abandon
the idea altogether."

" It appears to me, now I come to think of it," replied

Sixteen-String Jack, " about as good a thing as we could
do."
" Then I give in to the majority," said Claude Duval.

" I should be very sorry for us to separate."
" So should we all

!

"

" Am I to understand, then," asked Turpin, " that in

this matter we are quite of one mind ?
"

" Yee."
" And our plan of operations will be to make what

speed we can to Scotland."
" Just 80."

As these words were uttered they reached the top of
the hill, and as the ascent had been a long and steep one,

they paused for a Uttle while to breathe their horses.

Before and behind tbem all was perfectly still.

" That must be a strange sight for any one coming upon
it unawares !

" said Tom.
"What?"
" The scene where the battle took place !

"

" It must, indeed."
" For one thing, there is nothing to identify us with it,

or such an outcry would be raised that we should never be
able to evade capture, because all the fault would be sure
to be laid to us.'
" Undoubtedly."
" Whatever person in authority can have sanctioned the

perpetration of such an act, I am at a loss to think."
" It seems incredible. Why were they not content with

taking the poor man prisoner, and not shooting him down
like some wild, noxious auiroal ?

"

" We shall learn notbing by thinking of it," said Six-
t«en-String Jack ;

" and when we say it is a foul and
dastard deed, we say all we can."

" I am pleased," said Tom King, " that I have been
able to prevent these papers, containing his future plans,
from falling into the hands of his foes. Had they become
possessed of them, his cause would have been overwhelmed
in rain."

CHAPTER CLXXXII.
THE yOUE HIGHWAYMEN RESOLVE TO JOIN THE AEMY

OF THE YOUNG PRETENDER.
" Do you really think, Tom," asked Claude Duval, "that
the young prince stands any chance of regaining the croivn
al his f ncestors ?

" I do ! The best of all chances ! Unless 1 veiy niucn
r:.i6take, as soon as the intelligence is spread that he has
been proclaimed, a«d at the head of an army, hundreds
of thousands will flock to his standard ; and everv day
will serve to bring him fi-esh adherents."

" You are enthusiastic."
_ " Perhaps I am ; but, relv ii»x)n it, I shall do all I indi-

idoally can to aid bim."
" We do not doubt it," saad tins others, laughing.

" It was the way he oehaved npor) th" occp.sior. of *h»
fight I had with him that won my heart.''
" He acted most gallantly, by your accounts

"

" We have not exaggerated, have we. Dick f"
" Certainly not."
" Then he is one of the right sort, and I should think

it would be a happy '^ay for England when he is pro-
claimed herjring

!

'

" There is this to be said," remarked Claude Duval,
" we cannot well make our position worse, even if we do
join the rebel ranks, as they will be called, for we have
forfeited our lives already."

" Oh ! drop that part of the subject."
" I was going to observe, if the young prince is de-

feated, we shall not lose anything ; but if he gains " -^—
"Ay, there it is," cried Tom King, exultingly. " If he

gains, we shall stand high in bis esteem. He will grant
us free pardons for what we have done, and place us in
a position that will enable us to be gentlemen for the
remainder of cur lives."

" You must not forget that he will have a great many
claimants upon his bounty."

" I do not ; but we stand upon rather peculiar ground.
He promised "

" People in his position are always prolific in promises,
and his race more particularly ; but they have never beeM
good at perio-ming."
" Well—well, we shall see. The road is clear again,

forward."
As he spoke, Tom King urged his horse to make better

speed, and, the others following his example, they swept
along the road at a gallop of about fifteen miles an hour.

This rate of travelling got over the ground quickly.
At last, morning broke.
The first early leaden-coloured beams of light showed

them to be at the outskirts of a small town, though what
it was they, of course, had no idea, for neither of them
had been in that part of the country before.
Lest they should, at that early hour, attract unusual

notice, they slackened speed as they passed through the
High-street.

None of the places were open.
The town, which was of tolerable size, was quickly left

behind, and the open country again reached.
It was now a great many hours since either of our

friends had tasted food, and they began to feel the cravings
of hunger.
But nowhere could they see a place where they could

be satisfied.

The keen moraing air served in no small degree to whet
their appetites.

Therefore, they kept a sharp look-out for a roadside
public-house where they could get the refreshment they
needed.
The sun, however, rose, and attained a considerable

elevation before they found one.
This they perceived at a great distance, for in accord-

ance with a by no means unusual fashion, a stout post was
planted in the footpath near the road, and a swinging
sign suspended from it.

When they came near enough, they saw the letters on
this sign were, " The Bald-Faceil Stag, by James
Marsh."
"This will be the place for us," cried Dick Turpin,

exultingly, as he walked Black Bess to the large horse-
trough attached to the sign-post.

As soon as he reached it, a man came rather leisurely
from the inn-door.

" Going to bait here, gentlemen ?''

" We shall stay for a little while. Have you good accom-
modation for man and horse ?

"

" Look there. Don't you see that ti-ass of straw hanging
up?"
" Yes."
" What does that mean, then ?

"

" Oh ! I suppose it ie all right. Where are the
stables ?"

" I'll take care of the horses, gentlemen."
" Yes, I know, '.jut we would rather see them bousf d,

fed, and groomed ourselves. Do you understand ?
"

Dick slipped a five-shilling piece i" *he ostler's hanjj, as
he asked the question.

" Oh ! yes, gentlemen, I quite niiuerstatuf. Be good
enough to come this way. Just under that arch, mtt
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tates ycu to tbe stable ynrd. Mind you stoop your heads,

|
But, though his defeat was so complete, all hope of

^eiitleiiicu
; you-Sfce i he areu is rather low." seeing him upon the throne was not abandoned by the

So saying, the ostler, wiio now was all obseauioueDfi
led the way to the stables.

According to their usual custom, then, our frioncVt paid
particular attention to the disposal of their steeds. They
had too often experienced the benefit of doing so ever to

neglect this precaution, although on the preseut occasion
they might fairly have been excused if thes bad ociitted it.

They were absolutely famishing. (

Ajid they felt pretty well certain that they were jiear
none of their foes.

The delay, however, \vtw) but trifling, and they eat their

meal in all the greater ease in consequence.
Had they been suddenly surprised, and they in ignorance

of the situation of the stables, they would have been in

a very awkward fix indeed.
There is nothing connected with their stoppage at this

inn at all wortliy of record.

Ha\-ing quite satisfied their hunger, they paid their

reckoning, mounted their steeds, and departed.
That they were nearly, if not quite, unknown in that

part of the country was pretty clear ; but for all that, they
took care not to do anything calculated to draw suspicion

upon them.
It is questionable whether, in the whole length and

breadth of England, four blither hearts could be found
than those of the highwaymen.
As they cantered along the road, no one would have

thought from their manner that they were in such pfreat

peril, or that so heavy a reward was hanging over their

But then a danger that would have appalled most men,
would have been looked upon by them with a. careless

smile.

And now, while they are travelling so quietly along the
road, we feel that we cannot do better than give a few
words of explanation before we enter upon what is cer-

tainly the most interesting and exciting episode in the
lives of these celebrated highwaymen.
Many of the readers will not require to be told who and

what the Young Pretender was, but yet there may be an
equal iiumber who do not, or, at all events, have at best
hut a confused idea upon the subject.

To these we shall more particularly address ourselves.

Tlie others may skip the few following lines.

King James II., then, as all who are in any way con-
versant with English historj- are aware, was dethroned,
or, perhaps, more correctly, was compelled to abdicate the
throne, upon which Prince William of Orange, afterwards
King William III., was placed in his stead.

Now, the adherents to tbe family of Stuart, which, per-
haps, included the whole of the Scottish population, would
not admit that this forcible abdication barred the right of
their family to the crown, and, on the accession of King
George I., this question was agitated with much warmth.
Now James Stuart, or King James II., had a son, and it

was contended by the Stuart faction that this son was the
true heir to the crown, while the opposite party espoused
the cause of King George I.

This son of the dethroned monarch, like him, bore the
Christian name of James.
By the upholders of the Stuart.<> he was st^«d King

James III.

By the uphoiofen* of the Hanoverian dynasty "he was
styled the Pretender, and this is the name by which he is

most generally known—particularly at the present day.

Now, when George I. ascended the throne, an invitation

was sent to the Pretender—who had taken refuge in

France—to come to Scotland, where the friends to his

cause were enlisting men for Lis service.

This invitation he accepted. He hinded in Scotland,

and very soon found himself at the head of a large army,
whose numbers were continually augmenting. i

The consequence was the outbreak, or civil war, between
the two opposing parties, known to ihe rea'^er of English

J

history as the Rebellion of 1715. /
The result of this is known. After a protracted strug^leV

the Pretender was overthrown. Many noblemen who had
taken part with him were executed, and their possessions
coufiscated, while the unfortunate James Stuart, i.ccom-

panied by the Earl of Mar, managed, under the cover of

the darkneis, to get on board a vessel lying oflF Montrose,
•D<1 afterwards laiid in France

Jacobites, as those persons where stylefl who adhered to
the side of the Stuarts.
But no very active steps were taken tor nearly thirty

years after this event, when the son of this James Stuart,
the Pretender, by name Charles Edward Stuart, was in-

vited over to Scotland, as his father had been before him.
A.t tnis time George II. swayed the English sceptre.

And now the whole affair divided itself into two por-
tions, or pretty nearly so. One the CathoUcs, the other
the Protestants.

Charles Edward Stuart, line his ancestors, was of the
Catholic faith.

King George II., of the Protestant persuasion.

.

This brief, and necessarily imperfect summary, will, we
thinL, be sufficient to enable the reader to have a clear
idea of who the Young Pretender was, and also what his
pretensions were.

It wiU be seen they rested chiefly upon hereditary trans-
mission.

Charles Edward Stuart, then, came over to Scotland
upon the representations of those noblemen who were
afTected with him, and what was the ultimate result of this

step, we shall, from tbe circumstance of the highwaymen
attaching themselves to his fortunes, quickly know.

CHAPTER CLXXXIII.

DICK TURPIW PERFORMS AN ACT OF CHARITY, AND THEN
ONE OF RETRIBUTIVE JUSTICE.

Returning from this digression, which succeeding events
will show to be highly necessary to the proper under-
standing of the narrative, wo will follow the fortunes of

the four daring highwaymen upon the road.

They were a long way from Scotland and the Pretender's
army, and they were destined to meet with some remark-
able adventures before they reached either.

Mid-day saw them still upon their route, and a consider-

able distance from the inn where they had stopped to
breakfast.

Despite the rapid approach of winter, the sun's rays,

while he was passing the meridian, were very powerful,
and, for the sake of their steeds, our fricuds were fain to
go at a slower pace.

The district through which they passed was very
sparsely populated, and conveyances were only now and
then met with.

None of these did our friends venture to molest. They
were under no pressing necessity, for the money they had
in hand would serve to last them for a long time yet, and
they by no means desired to be hunted through the
country until they were forced into the Pretender's ranks.

For their own sakes it would look better if they cam©
voluntarily.

It was somewhere about an hour past noon when
Turpin, who was riding first, descried some object in the
roadway.

In the distance he could not discern what it war
Its appearance was something unusual, and, therefore,

he Blackened his pace a little, in order to enable his com-
rades to come up with him.

" What is it, Dick ?
"

" That is just what I want to know. Look yonder."
^ •' Where 'if

"

" On the right hand side, at some distance farther on.

Can you see it?
"

" A mass of something?"
" Yes, that is it."

" I see it very plainly."
" And I—and 1 !

"

" What do you make it ont to bb

.

' I should say a human form, only it looks too large.**
*' That was my first thought," said Turpin. " W» "an-

not be too careful."
" Certainly not !

" said Claude Duval.
" It may not bode any danger to us, but I ha\i' made

up my miud during our journey to be on the sale side,

and distiust everything which I cannot exactly make
out

!

"

" That is the plan !
" chimed in Claude Duval Keep

to that, and we shall be right, never fear !

"

" I knew such a course would meet with your fai
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Go
approbation, if it did no one else's. But come
quietly

! We shall soon see what it is."
At a brisk walk, our friends now went alon? the road

beKhem ' ^"""^ "P"'' *^" confused Lass

By degrees, as they grew nearer and nearer, its out-lines began to grow distinguishable.
Half-sitting, half-lying upon the roadway, his back

Sh'th« h^*''"
^'''°, *^"bank,nent, upon'^the top of

wa^°nnfiln?!^".'""
"^^^ ^'^^ in many places

; in fact, itwas nothing but mere rags and tatters.

arm! was! wo'Lan"'
'""^ «"PP-<^-^ i^- "eck with her

rf;^°„if
'^"* Zl^ ^^^ "P°° ^^""^ ^^^ ^a« about, that shedid not hear the sound of the horses' hoofs, or if shedid^ she paid no sort of attention to itUpon perceiving what it was, the others would have

[DICK TURPIN IS SHOT BY LIEUTENANT BECKWITH.]

oT?hem,'i'e°{o':hal?"""' '° '^^-^"^^"^ P^"""-'"'

iitter*S:n^7iryJ;rth"" *'^' *'^ '^'''^^ --
His cheeks were thin and haggard.
His countenance pale, even to ghastliness.

oJul !!r
"" * ^^*.^*^<^f '^^er prostration, from whatcause, of course, Dick knew not.

The woman, who seemed bowed down with sufferingand privation, was long past the prime of life.
JJeep furrows crossed and recrossed themselves over
lier face, and her hair was streaked with silver.
Her apparel, too, was ragged and travel-strained ;theboots, too, which in some mysterious manner, clung toher feet, indicated that they had done much servicef

^.
A groan came occasionally from the young man's

It was echoed by a sigh and a gush of tears from herwho, by her age and similarity of features, was donbt-
less hi8 mother.

Ko, 34.
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Her wliole attention was centred upon the exhausted
youth.

It did not take long for Dick, with his keen eyes, to

note all this.

That their suffering was genuine he had no doubts.
Open-hearted and generous, and always ready to assist

the necessitous whenever he had the power, it is not

to be wondered at that he addressed the poor grief-

stricken woman.
He drew yet nearer to her, and then resting liis hand

upon his mare's croup, he turned half round in the

saddle, and spoke

—

" Look up, »iy good woman," he said. " Look up.

You are in trouble ! I am a frietid ! Can I do any tiling

to help you, or lighten your load of misery P"

Tlie poor woman turned round with a sob of anguish,

as these words of sympathy and kindness foil upon her

ears.

They were the first she had heard for a long, long

weary time.

Dashing the tear-drops from her eyes, she strove to

look upon the face of he who had addressed her, and,

at the same time, she endeavoured to control lier voica.

T3ut a faint "God bless you, sir'" ""as all that she

could utter.
" Calm yourself," said Dick. "My time is precious.

Tell me, if I can do anything to help you ; tell me whe-
ther I can relieve any part of your unhappiuess. Calm
yourself, and speak."
Dick Turpiii spoke these words in a kind, gentle, re-

assuring manner.
They had their due effect, for the poor woman removed

her arm from around the youth's neck, and rose to her

feet. It required a great effort for lier to do so.

"God bless you, sir," she said, " and thank you, for

I cannot, you see that poor young man there—he is

my son."
This was an announcement for which Dick was fully

prepared ; but, nevertheless, observing that she paused,
he endeavoured to put her still more at her ease.

" He is a soldier ; is he not ?"

" Yes, sir, ho is—or rather was."
" Is he not a soldier now °"

" No, sir."
" How is that?"
"Ah, sir, you may well ask that question. It is a

black tale, but my poor boy will surely be set riglit at

last—ttiough I fear ho will never be alive to see it. I

can tell you his history in a few words, and then you
will be able to toll whether you can assist me."
"I will listen with pleasure," replied lurpin, " that

is, providing tliat you do not ke'sp me hero too long,

and 1 trust that it will be in my power to do you a per-

manent benefit."
" You are very kind, sir—very kind. There are few

I find who can feel for the distresses of another as you
do. Would there were more like you."

" Pho, pho ! don t mention that; let me hear your
story."

" You shall, sir ; are those friends of yours P"
She indicatei! the otiior three, who were a few yards off.

"Yes," replied Dick, "they are intimate and dear
friends of mine."

" That is enough. And now, sir, I will begin, though
I fear I have tired your patience alroadj'.

'

"No—no."
" Twelve months ago then, ray poor son there took

the Kiny's #liil lug and enlisted. It has proved a sad
thin< for him."

" It seems sc'
" Perhaps I ought to mention, sir, that at one time

we occupied a decent position in life. But the same
thing dragged me down into the depths of poverty that
has dragged down others. My husband took to drink-
ing and to gambling."
"Alas ! 1 see the end."
" I will tell you, sir. My husband gambled till ho was

ruined, till there was not a fraction we could call our own,
and then—then—he drank—drank himself to death !"

\t was in a choking and broken voice that the wife
confessed the husband's degradation.

" I struggled on as well as I was able, and managed
to earn a scanty living. My son, who had never been
brought up to any trade, took what he considered the

only honourable course open to him— he enterea tho
army. That, as I told you, was twelve months ago."
The poor woman paused, and wiped her eyes with her

apron.
Dick found he wat, listening eagerly and impatiently

for the continuation of her melancholy history.
" I ought to mention that from the time he was a

mere child, an affection has subsisted between him and
one who was the daughter of a neighbour in the time
of our prosperity.

" This feeling endured through all the vicissitudes of
fortune which we have known—unchanged, unabated.

" I5at her parents—and, as I may say, only reasonably
and justly—forbade her to hold any communication with
my son ; but she loved him too well to obey this mandate,

" la h.vie>.i after his enlistment, and things were going
on a littlo smoothly, she forsook her fathers's roof, and
they were secretly married ; a step, which, however
well-advised it may sometimes seem, is invariably a
forerunner of unhappiness and misfortune.
"My son, of course, enlisted as a private.
" One of the lieutenants in the re.'iment to which my

son belonged, whose name is Beck with, and who has risen
in the world, as we have sunk down in it, for some cause
or other, I know not what, took a dislike to my son.

" I could never hear the cause of this dislike, but I

can more than suspect it."
" I will tell you!" said a hollow voice, and the ex-

hausted youth endeavoured to assume an erect posture.

CHAPTER CLXXXIV,
DICK TURPIN MEETS WITH A SERIOUS MISHAP THROUGH

THE TKEACHEttT OF LIEUTENANT BECKWITH.
"I HAVE heard all that you have said," continued tho
exl'.austed youth. " Many thanks, sirs, for your kindness.

I would have said as much before had I been strong
enough. But now I can tell you how—how "

Vainly did he try to rally his eneri.'*^ ; he sank back
again into his old position against th ^ank.
His mother was in a moment dowi."".gain upon her

knees, her arms encircling his neck.

He had swooned, and her agony for a minute or two
was really dreadful to witness, for she thought him dead.

Slowly, however, he unclosed his ejoa.
" Do not try to speak," said Dick, perceiving ho was

about to address him. " The effort is too much for you.

I am much interested in your story. Your mother shall

teU me the rest."
" Do, mother."
" I think I told you, sir, that Lieutenant Beckwith

conceived an animosity against my son ?"

" You did."
" Ah ! sir, I don't suppose there is much need for me to

tell you that when a superior officer has a grudge against
one of the men under him,that that man is marked out for

disgrace and punishment. It was so with my poor son."
" Curse him !" said the son, feebly, who had sufficient

possession of his senses to understand the import of
what was said.

" Hush, my boy ! hush ! Curse him not. Curse no
one. Look you, sirs, in a little while, for some trifliug

offence, my son was sentenced to receive fifty lashes. It

was not the pain he cared for, it was the degradation.
Again, in a few weeks after he was we 1, tlie .same thing
occurred. Tho last time he deserted, and hero you soo

him. It is the lacerated state of his back which makes
him so powerless and unable to bear fatigue- You would
not have patience to listen to all the privations we have
suffered. When he came to me, and told me what he
had done, I broke up my little home at once and fled

with him, carrying away all that was valuable.
" What we have gone througli since then no tongue can

tell. The little supply of money that we had was very
soon exhausted, and since then we liavo wandered about,
subsisting upon tho charity of others. Hitherto we havo
managed to elude those who have been sent out to appre-
hend him and drag him back to barracks, though how
wo have managed to do it is a mystery. Lioutenant
Beckwith is upon his track, and I fancy ""'II never rest
until he has recaptured him."
" I am truly sorry for you," said Dick, " and I wish I

was in a position to afford you permanent assistance, but
that I cannot, for many reasons. However, hereareafew
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gpineas. Take them and use them to the best advantage.

They will euable you to buy him new appaiel ; and jave
hi» hurts properly seen to. 'Here ; take them !

"

As he spoke, Dick drew from his pocket a hanfllul of

gnineaSj and dropped them into the poor woman's apron.

Then, not wishing to receive the united thanks of the

mother and the son- he made a sign to his companions and
rode away.

During the Tjnet confei-.-jnce which ha^ taken place, his
^

three comrades had stood around him in a circle a little

distance off. yet not far enough to be out of earshot.
" What do you think of that little episode of militaiy

life, my friends ?" asked Dick ; for they were not going
fast enough to make couversaiion difficult.

"Unfortunately," said Claude Duval, "it is only too

commonly the case. That poor fellow is the type of

thousands. In the army, if a superior officer takes a
dislike to one beneath him, and if a revengeful disposition,

it is a case. The best thing the fellow can do will be to

blow his brains cut at once."
" You seem to know a little of military matters, Claude,"

said Turpin. " I have never heard jour history, except
in a fragmental fashion j but 1 should uncommonly like to

do so."
" I am yours to command, captain, and when we have

an opportunity of sitting down quietly together, 1 shall

have great pleasure in relating it."

" Agreed ; I shall call upon you to fulfil your promise

;

but you did not reply to my question."
" As to being in the army ?

"

" Yes."
'' Well, I have, though it is a good many years ago now.

When you hear my history you will know all about it.

Ah ! look ! here ! who's coming ?
"

Upon this the others looked along the road, and there
they saw approaching them a man on horsebaxjk.

He was magnificently mounted.
As the sun shone upon his attire, it showed by glittering

here and there, that he wore some kind of unilorm.
He was coming at a gentle trot, and looking carefully

around him, as though in quest of something.
On getting closer our friends perceived by his dress that

he was a lieutenant in the army.
It is astonishing how ideas, or notions rather, will spring

up into the mind, and remain there with the lull force of

Eouviction. -^

No sooner did Dick perceive Ihis traveller than he im-
mediately connected him with the story he had heard.

In fine, he made up his mind he was the evil genius
who had haunted the poor soldier's hie, and driven him
to desertion—Lieutenant Beckwith.
" Hold back, my friends," he said, " and allow me to

ride forward and meet this man, myself."
" But why ?

"

" Oh ! never mind. I wish to see whether a suspicion

I have formed will be confirmed."

As he spoke, Dick gave Bess the rein, and soon shot
ahead of his companions.

The Heutenant, upon hearing the rapid beat of horses'

Loofs approaching him, looked up and perceived Turpin.

Somewhat to the surprise of the latter, the lieutenant

quickened the speed of his horse, and hastened towards
him.

" Good day !

" he said. " May I trouble you a mo-
ment ?"

Dick, of course, came to a halt.
" Have you come far along this read ?

"

" Yes ; a considerable distance."
" Indeed, then perhaps you will fell me whether you

have met with an old woman and her son. The latter

in the uniform of the regiment, from which he has de-

serted. I received intelligence, less than an hour ago,
that they were somev.here upon the road. Have j'ca seen
them ? If so, let me know when, for, I need scarcely tell

you, I am empowered to arrest him. Have you seen any
one answering this description ?

"

" Yes, I have." replied Turpin, quietly.

" Where ? i^et me know where, or tibd villf^in may
ipnin escape."

' You are Hie villain."
" Sir ?

"

" I say, you are tte villain."
** You ehall retract that word."

" NevoT ! That is, if you are the individual 1 take you
to be."

'' My name is Beckwith. Lieuvcufint iSeckwith."
*' I thought as much, and, heujg so, 1 say you are a

villain. I have seen the poor fellow of whom you are in

pursuit, and from his mother's lips have heard his his-

tory."

The lieutenant's face became livid with rage.
" I will let you know, sir, that a soldier is not t„ be

insulted with impunity. But I know you not. Who are
you ?

"

" That can matter little ; I know you."
" But you may be a robber, and under such belief I act

as I now do."
During the time he was speaking, the lieutenant had

held his hand in the pocket of his coat.

Dick had his eye upon him.
As soon as he uttered these last words, he drew, with

inconceivable rapidity, a pistol, and, aiming hastily, fired.

Prepared as he, to some extent, was for this treacherous
assault, Dick was not able to draw back quick enough to

wholly escape the shot.

He felt that he was hit, and no sooner did he have this

consciousness than he staggered and fell off his mare.
Well it was for him that he rode so docile an animal,

or his life would assuredly have been forfeit.

As it was, however. Black Bess stood perfectly still, and
he sustained no further injury than in coming in contact
with the ground.
But the repoit of the pistol rang out loudly and dis-

tinctly, and reached the ears of his three friends, who at
once galloped forward to his assistance.

Lieutenant Beckwith, who, by this act, showed that he
was dead to all feelings of honour ar.d fair play, would
have subjected Dick to still further ill-usage, had it not
been for his three comrades.
When he saw them rushing towards him with swords

drawn, and cries of menace on their lips, a new phase in

the lieutenant's mental composition showed itself.

That was cowardice.
But the reader will hardly feel surprised to hear that

such a man was a coward ; it would hare been strange had
he not been.

He immediatelv fumed and fled.

"After him, Claude! After him. Jack!" cried Tom
King. " Do not lose sight of him. Capture and punish
him. I will stay here and look to Dick, whose condition,
I hope, is not so bad as it appears."

Q'here was no time to hesitate, so Claude Duval' and
Sixteen-String Jack spurred their horses "orward, and
gave chase, while Tom King, throwing himself off his
borse, lather than alighting from, it, hastened to ascertain
the extent of his friend's injuries.

And, in sooth, they seemed to be great indeed, for Dick
lay at full length, without the least signs of life or motion,
while blood flowed in great quantities from a ghastly-look-
ing wound in his head.
Black Bess was standing near him, her head bent down

towards his face. She could tell something was amiss,
and knew not what.

6. le trembled all over with intense terror.

CHAPTER CLXXXV.
DICK TUBPIN EECOVEES SLIGHTLY FROM HIS WOUND,
AND TKEATS HIS EKEMY MUCH BETTER THAN HE DE-
SERVES.

" WoA, Bess, lass," said Tom King, for he feared she
might be startled and run away. "Woa, Bess, lass.

Gently, gently ! All's well, I daresay. There now, mare
— quiet, quiet."

He patted her, at first gently, then firmly, upon the neck
<"s he spoke.

This soothed her.

But, in order to prevent accidents, he kept a farM hold
of her bridle while he bent down over his friend.

" Dick—Dick, old boy ! Are you too bad to speak ?

Dick! Dick!"
But the highw.'iyman paid no heed to his words. Ho

might as well have addressed himself to » blocV <if in-

unimate matter.
Tom DOW began to grow geriousij aiarmed- The woun^
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he feared, was a inore serious one than he had at first

imagined.
He was in great perplexity what to do.

He wanted water, but there was none at hand, and he
did not Hke the idea of leaving him in his defenceles*

condition upon the roadway while he sought for some.
Taking a handkerchief from his pocket, he proceeded

to wipe away the blood, in order to ascertain, if possible,

the extent of the injury be bad received.

The result was rather reassuring.

The bullet bad struck bis head a little behind his left

temple, but it had not broken the bone.

It left a very ugly furrow, though, along the side of his

skull, leaving, in a place or two, the bone completely barp.

From this the blood came at an alarming rate, so fast

indeed, that Tom began to grow apprehensive that ,he

would bleed to death.

He listened in vain for the soundb chat would \ndicate

the return of his companions.
All around was still—still as the bleeding form by the

side of which he knelt.

It was not, perhaps, until that moment that Tom K^ng
really felt how much attached he bad grown to Turpin,

but the prospect of for ever parting with him served to

bhow bow dear a place he occupied in his heart.

He would have given anything to restore him to life and
health and strength, even as he had been only a few
minutes before his meeting with the treacherous officer.

The time seemed very long to Tom. Each second was
prolonged into a minute, each minute into an hour.

At last, however, the welcome tramp—tramp of horses'

hoofs—reached his ears.

Now, he trusted, all would be well.

He rose to his feet, and, standing in the middle of the

road, looked down it, anxious to catch the very first glimpse
of them he could.

On they came at a rapid rate, for they were very

uneasy about the condition of their captain.

Tom saw three horsemen coming, and he kncTf then
that they had been successful in their chase.

They had Lieutenant Beckwith prisoner.

A few minutes brought them to where Tom stood.

The officers hards were bound tightly behind him.
Claude Duval had his rein; Sixteen-String Jack held him
by tho collar.

"How is Dick?" was the question that came simul-

tanejusly from their lips. " He is not much hurt, 1

hope !

"

" I fear he is."
" Woe be to the villain, then, who injured him !

"

" He is quite insensible ! I cannot rally him ! And
he bleeds profusely !

"

" You want some water. Ride back, Jack, and fetch a
hatful from the brook that crosses the road a little lower
down."

" All right, but mind you keep hold of our prisoner !

"

" Trust me for that !

"

Sixteen-String Jack released his grasp, and galloped

back, until be came to a brook or mimic river that flowed

completely across the road.

Here he filled his hat, and, as it was steeple-crowned

in shape, it held a tolerable quantity of tho pure fluid.

Hastening back as quickly as he could, he found Claude
in the meantime had adopted rather ingenious means of

securing their captive.

His arms having alreadj *tieeu tied behind him, he had
made him alight from the horse. Then unbuckling the

stirrup leather, he passed it between his arms and his

back, and then buckled it again, thus binding him to the

saddle.

The reins Claude had tied to the stout projecting arm
of a tree

T liis having been done, he was able to raalco a q'''S<'*

personal inspection of Turpin's hurt.

He was thus engaged when Jack returned.

Ths first thing done with the water was to s^'.ir'ile a
httle of it on Dick's countenance, and endeavour *j bring

him back to life. <-

This it succeaaing in doing. He gave a shnddering
sort of sigh, and then opened his eyes.

He looked about him with a bewildered air, being at

first quite unable to comprehend what bad happened.

*2ui seeing; the familiar faces of his three friends bend-

ing over him what little amount of uneasiness he may
have at first felt was dissipated.
" Lie still a minute or two, Dick," said Ulaude, seeing

that Turpin was about to rise. " Lie still a moment
;
you

have been hit, wounded. Let us dress your wound first,

and wash away the blood that has clotted round it."

To this Dick offered no opposition, so with the hand-
kerchief that he had previtusly used, steeped in the cold
water, he proceeded to bathe it.

When tho blood was completely washed away, the
wound looked nothing like so serious as it had done
before.

j

In those days it was the fashion to wear ueck-clothes of
I whiLe cambric, of a very voluminous description. They
' were folded several times, passed twice round the throat,

and had ends hanging down almost to the waist

Tom took off his own, and thoroughly soaked it in water.

Then he placed it round Dick's head, tying it as tightly

as he was able behind.
" Better !

" said Turpin, as soon as this was done.
" Much better ! Until you tied that knot, I felt as though
my head was falling to pieces ; but it is all right now

—

quite right !

"

" Do you think you could keep your feet, if we assisted

you to rise ?
"

" Oh ! yes ; with all the ease in the world."

Upon this assurance, they lifted him up as carefully

and tenderly as they could.

But when he was in an erect position, Dick felt the full

extent of his weakness, and, had they not held him firmly

up, he would have fallen to the ground.
By an effort, not to allow himself to be overcome, he

rccoverdd hiiiuself.

" Where is Bess ? " he critd.
" Here!"
" Help me to mount her ! Once in the saddle, and be*

striding her back, I shall feel that I am i.af'e. Where is

the villain who fired so treacherously upon me ?"

"Close at hand ; but do not trouble yourself about him.
Leave us to deal with him."
"No—no!" said Turpin. "Oh! for a draught of

water— I parch."
" One moment," said Jack, " and I will fetch you some,

though I have nothing better than my hat to bring it in."
" That will make an awkward drinking cup ! 1 think

the best way will be for Dick to mount, and ride to tho
place—it is not tar off."

" Yes—yes ! Believe me, I get stronger and better

each moment, and some water will put me quite right."
" I will go with you, then," said Sixteen-String Jack,

" as I know the place, and the others can keep guard over

the prisoner."

This was assented to.

The brook was soon reached, and here Jack assisted

Turpin to dismount.
Then the latter, lying at full length upon the road,

put his lips to the surface of the water and drank heartily.

When he bad quite assuaged his thirst, Jack persuaded
him to remain where he was for a little time, while he
poured water over him.
This he did by filling his hat, and then holding it above

Dick's head emptied it.

The fresh, cool water was Tery refreshing and grateful

to Dick's wound. It allayed the irritation.

Ten minutes of this treatment made a wonderful dif-

ference to Dick's feelings.

He rose to his feet a new man.

No longer did he require assistn-nce to mount. He
seated himself in the saddle without difficulty.

Then turning her head, he directed Black Bess towards

where the others stood.

Well pleased, indeed, were they to see him looking so

I luch better.

But there was an expression of stem ferocity upon his

face which none of them had ever seen before, and which
boded no good to Lier^nant Beckwith.

A clear recoUecti^u of all that had taken place cam«
back to them.

And certainly, if anything more than another was cal-

culated to raise a feeling of exasperation in the breast of

any one, the treacherous attack which had been made was
well qualified to produce that effect.

Dick Turpin was a good-tempered enoogh sort of foUoWi
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but he could not put up with Buch a thing as that, nor

allow it to go unresented.
" Well, Dick ? " they said.

"Yes, 1 am well," he replied. "But wliere is tha

traitorous wretch who attempted my life P
"

" Calm yourself, he is here. Take my advice^ do not

get excited, or the consequences may be more serious than

you imagine."
" I shall keep cool, never fear."

As he spoke, Dick guided Black Bess past Tom and
Claude, who had purposely interposed themselves between
him and the heutenant.
But they saw how determined Dick was, and they judged

it would be more harmful to thwart him than it would be
to let him have his own way.
"Dastard! villain!" he said. "You fully deserve

instant death at my hands ; but I vnU. be more magnani-
mous than you could ever think of being. You have had
your shot at me ; it is now my turn to have my shot

against you. But I wiU not take your life, like an execu-
tioner. I will give you a chance, and put you on a better

footing than I am sure you can deserve."

CHAPTER CLXXXVI.
THR END OF LIEUTENANT BECKWITH.—THE ARRIVAL AT

THE " OLD WHITE LION INN."

"Mercy! have mercy !" cried Lieutinant Beckwith, as

he heard Dick speak, and saw the stern look upon his

features. " Spare me, and I will promise not to molest"
" Silence !

" said Dick ;
" do not make me think more

contemptuously of you than I do already."

"What do you iuteud to do, Dick?" asked Tom,
hastening to bis side.

'"' You are exciting yourself. Pray
be calm, and tell us what you intend to do."
" I will ; I intend to give him back shot for shot. Re-

lease him, but take care that he does not escape. Give
him a loaded pistol, and I will take one l^j. You
can serve as umpires to see fair play between us. Come,
make haste, we have no time to lose."

"No," said the lieutenant, in a different tone of voice to

that in which he had previously spoken, " no, we have no
time to lose. I will consent to what he asks, although I

know him not."

This sudden alteration in his manner may seem strange,

but it can be easily accounted for.

Lieutenant Beckwith was an accomplished duellist.

He had conceived a sudden and rancorous animosity
against Dick.
To have slain him or put him to great torture would

have given him the utmost pleasure.

So when he found by the words he had spoken to

his companions, that he was going to allow a duel to

take place, he felt bold and elated, for so great was his

skill in the use of a pistol, that he was confident of ob-
taining a victory over his opponent.

Dick's comrades saw, by the fixed and determined ez-

expression of his countenance, that it would be mere folly

to attempt to dissuade him from fighting the duel, though
they saw how perilous it was.
They could only hope for the best.

The officer was released from his bonds.
Jack was on the look out to see that he did not escape

;

but their late prisoner did not make the attempt,
He was going to face the matter out, and that with as

much valour as he could muster.
But his face was deathly pale, and his eyes looked fixed

and stony.

Turpin dismounted.
Ho took from the holster of his saddle a pistol.

That it was well and carefully loaded he knew, and ne
threw up the nan in order to see that the priming was all

right.

It had caked slightly, so he handed it to Tom, wiio
primed it afresh.

Then a pistol was placed in the hands of the lieatenaut,
and the two combatants / '(t ready for fight.

They stood facing each other at about eighty toet dis-

tance.

The agreed upon signal was the pronounciation oy
Olaade of the words one, two, and three.

He waa to holcl a handkerchief in his hand^ and fts he

said thsee, he was to let it fall, the adversaries keeping
their eye upon it.

Claude began.
" One !

"

" Two !

"

But before the three fairly came from his lips there waa
the report of a pistol.

The officer had fired.

Fired before his time, hoping by so doing to slay his

opponent.
But the word was on Claude's lips, and he utteied it,

letting fall the handkerchief as arranged.
Apparently, with the utmost calmness, and yet with the

utmost rapidity, Dick raised his arm, pulled the trigger,

and fired.

The echoes of the sharp report mingled strangely with
a horible death-cry, and then all was still.

Lieutenant Beckwith fell to the ground.
Our three friends rushed forward to Turpin.
He was erect, and apparently unhurt.
" All is well, I fancy," he said ;

" the traitor did not
sueceei It was a close touch, though, as you may guess.

Look !

"

Dick moved the collar of his coat, and showed that it

was perforated by a bullet, which had left a track of its

progress on the skin upon the side of his neck.
" Close enough !

"

" Is the rascal dead ?"
" I think so ; but, Dick, you look very—very pale. I

fear this matter, take it altogether, will be too much for

you."
It was Tom King who spoke.
" No—no! " he said ;

" let us ascertain what sort of a
condition he is in, and tl jn we will push forward upon
our road."
Dick went towards his foe as he spoke, and the others

noticed with alarm how unsteadily he walked.
The lieutenant lay quite jtill.

He had fallen forward upon his face.

It was Jack who, stooping down, turned him over on
his back, and said—

" He is dead !

"

" Are you sure ?
"

"Quite! Your bullet has passed completely through
his brain

!

"

" And so may all treacherous villains, as he was, meet
with their reward !

" cried Dick. " Draw him to the side
of the road, and then let us be off. The sooner we remove
ourselves now from thie part of the country the better."

It cost Dick a great effort to carry things off with a high
hand in the way he did.

The wound in his head was One beneath which most
persons would have succumbed.
The other three highwaymen could say nothing against

leaving that spot with all speed. It was evidently the
best thing they could do.

Accordingly they set off at a gentle gallop.

In aftes times, Dick often wondered how that gallop
was performed, and by what mysterious means he retained
his seat in the saddle.

But little was said.

Dick was silent, because he felt he had scarcely strength
enough to speak.

His comrades were silent, because they did not want to
tempt him to join in the conversation.

They saw what a bad state he was in.

Each of them, full of appi-ehension for his ultimate
safety, and cursing in their hearts the unfortunate meet-
ing with the deserter, looked carefully after him, and were
in readiness to afford him assistance, the very moment
that he needed it.

In this way they proceeded for a long, long time.

It was their intention to put up for the night at the
first roadside pubUc-house they came to, and chance the
consequences.

The day now began to draw rapidly to a dose ; but as
yet they had not been successful in meeting with what
they desired.

Swaying about in the saddle, and keeping up with very
great difficulty, Dick Turpin endeavoured to hide, as much
as possible, the dreadful pain that he had endured.

The wound in hia head was but a flesh one, though of a
very disagreeable and dangeroiis character i but it ha^
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bled freely, and to this circumstance he unquesti<-"<:ibly,

upon that occasion, owed his life.

Then the manner in which his head haa ufeu dressed,

though simple in the extreme, jet was the one best calcu-

lated to drive away all iullunimatiou and irritatioc

But it was the after-part that the three friends dreadod :

not only would Dick be in danger, but it would deh'.y them
upon theii" route, and allow their des'^lptions to get

before them.
If this shouiu uappeii, the remainder of their joi.rney

would be performed with great peril.

This risk, however, they would have to niu, for that

Dick could be expected to hold out much longer, was out
of all question.

Deeper and deeper grew the shades of evening.
Nothing occurred to vary the dull monotony of their

route.

At length, and when it had grown quite dark, they per-
ceived in the distance a faint star-like, stationary light.

This seemed to indicate that at last they were close at

hand to what they had for so long been on the look out
for.

They were impatient to ascertain this, and one and all

urged his horse to quicker motion in order to ascertain.

Yes ! they liad reached a house of entcrtaiument afc last.

The light which they had seen was a candle, placed
behind a small window in the gable end cf the roof.

The clatter of the horses' hoofs as they stopped in front

of the inn, reached the ears of those within, and two
persons hastened to the door-step.

These beings were the landlord and the ostler, respec-

tively.

Tom King took upon himself to be spokesman ; so

riding forward a pace or two in advance of the rest, he
said

—

" Can you give us and our horses accommodation here

for the night, landlord ? One of us has been slightly

wounded in an attack made upon us by some robbers a
few miles from here, and he stands very much in need of

rest and refreshment."
" Of course—of course, gentlemen. Walk in—walk in !

Simeon, take the gentlemen's horses, and assist them to

alight. This way, if you please, this way."
The landlord, who was an active, dapper little man, led

the way into the interior of the inn.

All followed him, with the exception of Claude, who
went to see where the horses were placed.

The " Old White Lion "—for such was the name of the

inn—was a quiet public-house in a very lonelj', sparsely

populated place, and doing but little business ; so it is not

to be wondered at that four guests coming all at one
time, and wanting accommodation for the night for them-
Belves and horses, should create some slight commotion,
and induce the utmost willingness to attend to all their

wants.
The ghastly pallor of Dick's face, which, by the ruddy

firelight, was all the more perceptible, called forth a great

deal of remark, for the landlord was rather inclined to be
loquacious.

Not to linger too long over trivial details, when we have
60 much pressing upon us of the utmost and stirring im-
portance to relate, let it suffice to say that, after a tolerable

meal, of which, however, Dick partook sparingly, our
friends were shown to a large room at the top of the house,
where all four could sleep.

Here the bandage ihut enveloped Dick's head was
resoaked with water, which was about all that could be
done.
By mutual consent th^ postponed all conversation as to

what should be their next proceedings, until tomorrow, by
which time they hoped Dick would be tolerably well.

He either would be in a fair state of recovery, or else in

a high fever, so the morning was looked forward to witn
much anxiety.

CHAPTER CLXXXVII.

THE LANDLORD OF THE " OLD WHITE LION" MAKES A
DESPERATE ATTACK UPON OUR FRIENDS.

Many hours had not passed away when the slumber of

our friends was broken by the shrill blast of a horn.

, It w.is profoundly dark, and they rose at first without

knowing wiiat it was that iiad awoke them.

Before, however, they could ask thomgelves, they beard
the sound again.

"What's that?"
Such was the question that rose simultaneously to the

lips of the highwaymen.
And now, as their eyes got familiai with the darkness,

they were able to see the windcws in the room, of which
there were two, and situated opposite to each other.

After asking the question, their next impulse was to

crawl to the window, and look out.

They could not see very distinctly through the little

panes of green bottle-glass, so they quietly opened one-
half of the latticed casement.
The moment they did this, a rush of cold air filled filled

the chamber, chilling them to the bone.

But they heard something which madn them pass over
this circumstance unheeded.

It was the low, rumbting sound of some vehicle upon
the road.

" The coach," said Claude, with a disappointed air.

" What coach ? " asked Turpin, whose brains were not
in the clearest state.

" The Warwick coach, I fancy."
" Stand and deliver ! Tom "

" Hush, Dick ! li.sten."

The ruaibling, grating, and grinding of the wheels now
grew much plainer, and again the horn sounded, with
a shrdlness sufiicient to have awakened the soundest
sleeper.

Some undefined feeling of curiosity made the four high-
waymen linger near the window, and listen to what took
place upon the arrival of the coach—for such they took it

to be, and, considering the experience they had had in dis-

tinguishing the sounds of diflferent vehicles, they were
pretty certain to be right.

They were in this instance, for, in a few minutes, the
coach stopped before the inu door.

Having the window open, they were able to see down
into the front of the mn, where a scene of great animation
took place.

The " Old White Lion," it seemed, was a place where
the horses were changed.

There was a great deal of bustle and talking, and the
busiest in making both was the landlord.

Our friends looked down with considerable interest.
'

The operation of changing was soon over, but just

before it was, the guard drew the landlord aside.
" Here's a parcel of bills for you," he said. " I had a

lot given me when I started from London, with instructions

to leave a packet at evei-y place I stopped."
" What biUs are they ?

'*

" You must read and see. They ofier two thousand five

hundi-ed pounds reward for the apprehension and convic-

tion of those four notorious highwaymen, Richard Turpin,
Thomas King, Claude Duval, and John Ranu, otherwise
known as Sixteen-String Jack !

"

"Lor!"
" They are known to be somewhere on this road. They

have been traced to it, so I would advise you to keep your
weather eye open. Such a sum as that isn't seen every
day, and, when it is, isn't to be sneezed at."

" By no means ! I'm much obliged to you."
" Read the bills attentivelj', old fellow, and pay par-

ticular attention to the descriptions. They are cunning
foxes, and just beware whenever you see four chaps
together on horseback."

" Four chaps "

" On horseback. I say, look sharp, for, ten to one, they
are the indiwiduals."

"Oh! ah! I shouldn't wonder"—who, on the surprise

of the moment was about to let out that he had four gen-
tlemen in his house at that moment.
But the dread of having to share the reward, when, he

considered, if he only managed properlj', he could have it

all to himself, and the credit of the capture besides, he
became silent, and stopped himself in th« middle of his

speech.^
.

The guard did not notice it, but, just at that moment,
the coach began to move, so he was obliged to nm and
scramble up into his seat as well as he was able.

The coach, which was on the way from London to War"
wick, disappeared in the darkness of the night.

They heard the landlord enter the inu and shut tho

<Jo<>r.
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" Wliat do you tbink of that, ray friends," asked Dick

111 bis natural tones. The new peril with which they were
nicnaeed, seemed to have the effect of dispersing the mists

of delirium that hung about his brain.
" I think it is high time we were off," said Tom B.ing.

" This is certainly no longer any place for us, but I am re-

joiced to find that yo". have so far recovered from the
effects of your wound."

" Thanks. Yes, I feel ai/ right now. When T say all

fight, 1 mean excepting the dip^greeable pain there is all

along one side of my bead."
*•'

I am glad it is no worse. I was ss^dly afraid," said

Claude. " It was a close touch."
" Bather too close to be pleasant ; but do not let us stop

to speak about that now ; we have other matters of

greater moment to take into immediate consideration.
" We have, indeed ; and the first one, I consider, will be

to see in what way we can best leave this house, so that

our departure may be neitbcFLseen nor heard."
" There is no doubt about that."
" It will not do to attempt to get out by descending the

stairs. The inmates are astir. Perhaps, by this time,

hey have read the bills and recognise us."
" I think that's exti'emely likely."
' How are we to leave, then ?"
" The window ?

"

" Too high. We have no rope, and there are no build-

ings to break the descent."
" But here is another window opposite, and conse-

quently, as I take it, at the back of the house. We have
not looked at that yet. Perhaps we may be able to get
out through it."

" This was probable enough ; and, feeling that the
sooner they got out of the " Old White Lion " the better

it would be for them, they ha.9tened to the back window.
Exclamations of gratification rose to their lips when

they saw that immediately below it was a slanting roof,

down which they could proceed without much difficulty,

and thence drop to the ground.
" Capital," said Dick. " Let us be off at once. Claude,

j'ou know where to find the horses."

"Yes, but you must not think of going first. As I con-

sider I know the way best, and as you are not so well as

you might be, you ought to give way in a moment."
" And so I do," said Dick, as he drew back.

With a little trotible, Claude managed to squeeze his

bullcy frame through the window.
He readied the tiles in safety.

"Come on," he said.
" No," replied Turpin, in a whisper. " You go first,

we will follow. Ten to one if the roof will bear our
united weights, whereas it might do singly. Make your
way to the stable and got the horses ready."

Claude was well-pleased to find Dick again assuming
the command, and he would not have thwarted him upon
any account.

So he slipped down the tiles and disappeared in a
moment.
Tom Kin": went next, then Turpin followed, and at last

Sixteeu-String Jack brought up the rear.

They all dropped to the ground in perfect safety, and
60 far as they could tell at present, without creating the
least alarm.
The night was a very dark one, Bnd they were fearful

to move at first, lest they should stray to some place, and
be discovered.
" Hist ! Claude

!

" they cried, but to no effect. Claude
appeared to be out of earshot.

Impatiently, then anxiously, they waited there, for him
to make his apoearance.

But as no signs of his doing so manifested themselves,
Sixteen-String Jack ventured to go alone to seek him,
bidding the other two on no account to move from where
they then stood, or he might not be able to find them in a
hurry, when everv second would be of the utmost import-
ance.

And now rve will proceed to relate now it was tiiat

Claude was so I-^ng away.
On going to tn? stables with the ostler, haTiad given

particular instructioris where the saddl<»-j ,vae>- to be
placed, and saw it huu^ un in cuo part of the stable,

Mliere hooka were driven into the wall for the purpose.
Hat, to his consternation, when he came now to find

th'v* the VJP-l "^^ bare, the hooks empty.

A cold perspiration buoke out over him at the thought
that it was suspected who they were, and that the saddles
had been removed on purpose to prevent their departure.
To quite satisfy himself upon that point, he took out a

phosphorous match and a small niece of wax 'taper, which
he ignited.

These means of procuring a liglit he always loo^ care
to have about him.

It is a pity he did not adopt this course earlier. If he
had, it would have saved him much time, and still more
uneasiness.
By the aid of the tiny flame, he found he had made a

mistake, and gone to the wrong side of the wall.

With an exclamation at his own folly, he stuck the end
of the wax-taper upon one of the stalls, and going to the
saddles, placed them as rapidly as he could upon the

He had nearly finished, when he heard a footstep, and
some one call him by his name in a suppressed tone of

voice.

It was Sixteen-String Jack, who, entering, assisted

him to complete his task.

Then each of them taking a horse by the bridle, they
led them as f^uictly as thoy could across the yard to where
Turpin and King were standing.

But, let them go as quietly as they could, they could
not avoid their makVtig a slight noise.

This noise, too, was heard by the landlord and others,

who were in the house, for a door was thrown open vio-

lently.

A beam of light from the passage came into the yard.

It showed the landlord the forms of his suspicious
guests, with their four horses.

"Murder!" he cried. "They're off! Stop them

!

Fire ! Where's my blunderbuss ? Quick—quick ! that' j

it ! I see them ! Just mounting ! Take that, yoi i

wretches, and I hope it will do you good !

"

As he uttered these words, the landlord pulled the
trigger of large blunderbuss that had been handed to

him.
There was a blinding flash of light, a loud report, and

a cloud of missiles hurled above and around the highwp_,-

men and their steeds.

CHAPTER CLXXXVIII.
THE FOUR HIGHWAYMEN FIND THP. JOURNEY TO THE

NORTH A VERY DANGEROUS ONE.

The recoil of the cumbersome weapon was so great that

the landlord fell backwards into the passage after firing

it, and his head went such a bang against the stone flags,

th.Tt it was quite awful to hear it.

By great good luck, however, neither of our friendj

were in the least injured by the discharge.

Mounting their steeds, and led by Claude, who had
taken care to familiarize himself with the' locality, they
dashed into the high-road, and once more were quickly on
their way to the north.

In the eastern sky there was just the least flush of light

that served to show darkness and night were about to be
superseded by day and light.

" Take it all through," said Cla'ide, " during the last

twelve hours, I think circumstances have turned out as

vexatious as they well could."
" They havp^ it is true, but we must not always expect

to be as "fortunate as we have generally been."
" No, no ; but it's all through that confounded liieutcnant

Beckwith."
" Ah ! he's dead now. Lei him rest."
" It strikes me we have by no means heard the last of

that affair. It lias brought us into ti-ouble enough already,

but it will bring us into more."
'' Well, it is very certain if it had not been for him we

should have been on the road in advance of the stage-

coach, and then it would not have mattered how raiich

disturbance was made."
" It will make matters awkward now."
' V?ry awkwavd."
" We shall be obliged to avoid all large towiss, i expect.

We T?ust look out, too, very carefully, that we are not

known. I hoped the remainder of our journey would be

pleasant, but there looks to me to be a strong jironability

of our being hunted into the Pretender^ ranks.

'

" Hold! " 8ai«2 Tom Kiag. ' i uiudt tax* excoxjtwa wu
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that word. It savours of Jacobinism. He is no pretender,

but a Stuart, and consequently lawful heir to the Kngiijih

throne."
" Well, Tom, well be careful not to offend in luitire."

•' Let us turn to anothefsubject, Dick."
" Yes, my friend."
" Do not misrepresent the case, but tell us truly. What

do you imagine to be the state of your wonnd."

'It is very bad."
" I feared as much."
" And yet, perhaps, not so bad as you might think. It

is very painful."
" You must expect that."
" It was a providential circumstance that I escaped so

well as I did. Have you ever heard of a more treacherous

action ?
"

" Never."
" While I was spettning, though, I noticed his hand in

his coat pocket, and was on my guard, but he whipped out

the pistol and fired it in a smaller space of time than I

could have believed possible, and I only had time to make
just the movement I did."

" And which most unquestionably saved your life."

" I acted fairly by him."
" You did, Dick, a great deal too fair, and I should

never have suffered you to stand up against him, only I

was fearful that by thwarting you I should cause too great

a flow of blood to your head, which might have brought

on a brain fever."
" All is well."
" Not altogether. Just think what a commotion the

deeds we have done during our iourney will cause. We
shall never hear the last of them.

'

" I think every day serves to show us the absolute im-

portance of taking our way to Prince Charles's camp, and

as his followers we may yet win distinction and renown."

Claude sbook his Lead.

"I have thought the matter very carefully over," he

said, ^'and the result of my deliberations is this : I think

he stands a very poor chance indeed of being King of

England."
" Do you ?

"

•' I do, indeed ; and 1 think if you will only perpend the

matter, you will come to the same conclusion."

"It is a matter hardly worth the discussing now, we
have so many things on hand," said Turpin. " There is

the Warwick coach."
" Well ?

"

" It cannot surely, in this short time, have so much got

the start of us that we shall be unable to overtake it."

" No, no."
" Let us do so, then."
" But for what purpose ?

"

" Merely to pass it, because if we can do so we shall be

out of all the trouble we shall be sure to get into if it is

before us."
" So we shall."
" Black Bess is pretty fresh, considering the number of

miles she has travelled. How do you find your cattle ?
"

" Equal to a good gallop of two or three miles."
" Forward, then. But hark, what is that behind us ?

"

A confused noise from their rear,> as though a number
of persons were not far off, reached their ears.

They tunied instantly to see what it was.

To their surprise, a multitude of persons, armed with

every imaginable weapon at all practicable for defence,

some mounted on horses, others on foot, were, with fierce

gesticulations, hurrying towards them.
" We may thank the landlord for that," said Turpin

;

" but we can afford to laugh at such a pursuit. Forwaxd

!

forward
!

"

In obedience •', cnese words from their leader, our three

friends gave their horses a sudden impulse forvrard.

A loud shout—it appeared to them one of derision

—

came from their pursuers.

What it could mean they knew not.

It seemed silly.

And yet Dick felt a vague nneasmees creep over him.
He feared something was wrong.
Oh ! could he but have sesn what took place in the

stable a little before Claude reached it, his heart wouk'
indeed have sank within him, and he would have bf;en

••Oiidv *o fr'ive no <)vervthing as lost.

am u ne was in ignoranoe, the reader mast not remain

so, and, therefore, we letum to the scene which took place
upon the arrival of the Warwick mail.
There was one other person besides the landlord who

heard what the guard said about the highwaymen^ and
the colossal reward offered for their apprehension.

There was one who was struck with the coincidence of
four persons arriving there, who talUed in general descrip-

tion with the highwaymen.
Now, it so happened that a slight disagreement had taken

place between the landlord and this ostler the day before,

about a rise in his wages, which he wanted, and which
his master refused to give.

Since then they had not beeli on such good terms as
they had been formerly, or the landlord would have been
the first person he would have applied to in the matter.
As it was, he determined to take the case more into his

own hands, and he set off to alarm some of the villagers.

But it occurred to him that the highwaymen might
take the alarm while he was absent, and be flown by the
time he returned, so he thought, to prevent ail accidents,

he would prevent them from going far.

With this end in view, then, he ran into the stables,

and, with a piece of iron used to clear obstructions out
of the foot, contrived to loosen one hind shoe on the hoof
of each horse, leaving it apparently secure, but yet held
only, and that frailly, by two nails.

This done, he darted off", and he had scarcely got clear

of the premises, than Claude entered the stable.

Not suspecting for a moment that the horses had been
tampered with, we have seen how Claude led them out
—how his comrades and himself mounted them, and how
they reached the high-road in safety.

While they went a tolerably steady pace, the shoes
kept on, but directly they set them to a gallop, oflF they

I came, one after another.

I
That was why those in pursuit set up the cry of deri-

]

sion, which had made Dick uneasy, he did not know
wherefore nor at what.
Thoy were not long, however, before they discovered

what was the matter.
The discovery caiiie upon them like a clap of thunder.
What to do, or how to act, they knew not.

To turn and fight with their pursuers, although they
might in the end prove victorious, yet perhaps it would
be at the sacrifie of the lives of one or more of them.
To go on would only be to lame their horses, and render

them incapable of doing them service.

'I'ruly, were they on the horns of a dilemma.
Moreover, despite the akwardness of their position,

they had but little time for reflection. Whatever course

of action they might resolve to adopt, must, to be of any
good at all, be adopted speedily.

And now, as if to add to their perplexities, they heard
several horsemen on the road, approaching them.
They would be hemmed in between the two, for, of

course, the new comers would see that something out of

the usual way was taking place, and would lend their

assistance to intercept them.
" We are in a dreadful fix !

" said Turpin, hurriedly,

And for the life of me, I cannot see my way out of it,"

CHAPTER CLXXXIX.

THE HIGHWAYMEN FIND THEIR PERILS AND PERPLEXITIES
ON THE INCREASE, AND THERE SEEMS TO BE BUT A
SMALL DEGREE OF PROBABILITY THAT THEY WILL BB
ABLE TO SUCCESSFUI-LY CARRY OUT THEIR UNDER.
TAKING.

" There is only one tiling we can do," said Tom, " and,

therefore, we must do it or give in."

" What is it ?
"

" Take to the meadows."
" Good ! On the soft turf our cattle will not so much

feel the inconvenience of being without a shoe. It is a

good idea ; but if it is to be of any good to us at all,

we must do it at once."
" Of course."
" How ?

"

" Look for a gap."
" The hedge is lower here," said Claude. *' Lead the

way, Dick, for the love of heaven. It is the only ih-ug

we have at all resembling a chanc«."
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" It is," replied Turpin ;
" so follow me at once ! There

is no time to lose. The lane is fnll xiarrow for a leap, but
we must do the best we can."
While he spoke these words, which be did in a very

rapid tone of voice, he got as far from the hedge he was
about to leap as the opposite bank would let him.
His throe companions ranged themselves near him.
Then, settling himself more firmly in the saddle, Dick

grasped the reins, at the same time pressing his heels
against his mare's flanks to urge her onward.

With a sudden dash and a bound she was ovei.

The othero followed in quick succession.
All alighted in perfect safety in the meadow.
But from their pursuers, who were too olosft i!>eniad

ihem to be pleasant, there arose a furious cry. It seemed
as though the highwaymen would triumph over the
obstacle they had plac«"i in '-"leir way, and get off alto-

gw-Jier.

'^'oB re nxf*, 'nowever, that was offered for their capture

.,*«« T£y, ' r* ,t 'and tempting for them to give up the pur-

suit very easily, and so, with incredible speed and utter

disregard of pain, they scrambled up the bank and through

the thickly-planted hedge.
But quick as they were in doing this, those of whom

they were in chase had had time to cross the very large

meadow vo which they found themselves, and were in the

act of leaping into another, whose extent was more than

they could discern.

On—on they went, unheeding the danger and difficulties

of their route, filled—anl;.-:ited with the idea that, ere

long, the robbers' steeds would be too lame to proceed

further.

When this happened, and they hugged the oenet that

it could not be very long'before it did, they were in sufficient

force to overcome four men

.

At least they thought so.

Had they known the character of our friends as well as

the reader knows it, it is probable they would have been

of a different opinion.

Leaving them, however, to continue their pursuit, we

N©. 35. Price One HALrPENNT,
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will turn our attention more particularly to describing the
actions of the four highwaymen, whose positions, in con-
sequence of the ostlei "s trickery, was a most perilous one.

" Take it easy now," said Dick Turpin, after they had
leaped into the second meadow, "only go just fast

enouffh to keep these fellows at the distance they are."
" We shall soon tire them out."
' I think so, Claude. We will lead inera a pi-etty dance,

and were it not for the loss of the shoes, we would quickly
show them a clean pair of heels."

"Curse the ostler!" said Sixteen-Strinjf Jacs. "It
is the most awkward thing for us that possibly could be."

" Yes, we ought to have got ahead of that coach , Now,
as we go on, we shall find the whole country alarmed, and
on the look-out for us."
" Confound it, yes. But we must make the best of it

we can. Take care of your horses, my friends ; for if they
are knocked up I do not know how we are to get osiers,

and one heavy tread on a stone will do the business,"
" They are gaining on us, Dick," said Tom King, a

minute or two afterwards. " I have been looking back
continually, and I am sure they are a great deal nearer
than they were."
At this moment there was a loud report, as though

several muskets had been discharged ; and this was the
case.

But it was quite useless. They had much better have
resen'ed their fire, for they were not within range of their
mark bj many yards.

It sei-ved, however, to show the highwaymen the neces-
sity of maintaining a greater distance between themselves
and their pursuers, who .they considered must ere long
give in.

But for some time they evinced no signs of anything of
the kind, and the perseverance with which they kept up
the chase was remarkable.

" This sort of thing won't do," said Turpin. " I fancy
Bess goes slightly lame already."

" You don't mean that ?
"

" I am afraid it is so."
" But what are we to do ?

"

" Ah ! that is where I am puzzled."

"So are we."
" Who were they, should you think, whom we heard

coming along the road ?
"

" I was wondering," replied Tom King, " and that is

what has made me look back so continually. I have been
expecting every moment to see them make their appearance
behind us."
" But you have seen nothing of them ?

"

" No.'*^
" Nor I, so let us hope they went by unnoticed, or

perhaps we were mistaken in the sound. But we have uo
j

eyes that I can hardly see
leisure to speculate upon that point now, we must turn

i
better of, no doubt."

" Hurrah !
" ahouted Dick. " On to them ! on to them '

Forward ! forward ! Death to them all .' Oo not let one
of them escape with life !

"

This was said in loud enough tones to reach the dis-

orderly flying throng, and with the iuteutiou of intimi-

dating them.
As Dick had said, it was a pity they brd not thought of

this bold plan of operations sooner, and yet, perhaps, it

was all for the best. At an earlier moment it might not
have produced the effect it then did.

A short time, considering the distance, served to take
them to the high-road again.

Over the hedge they went headlong, each one intent
only upon getting clear.

But our friends followed them no further—that is to

say, they did not cross the hedge which divided the
meadows from the road, since they could only have done
so at the risk of seriously injuring their hoi-ses.

They, nevertheless, kept up a succession of shouts.

Down the road, in the direction of the " Old White Lion,"
scampered their discomfited foes, all thoroughly tired and
sick of acting as amateur police-officers.

The highwaymen did not change their positions untU
they had watched the whole of the disorderly throng as

far as the " Old White Lion."
Then, having done so, they looked at each other rather

anxiously for a second or two in silence.

Their position was getting more and more complicated,
and at the same time more full of peril.

Hitherto they had met with many risks and hairbreadth
escapes during theirjourney, and when they passed through
the country they were unknown ; but now, wherever they
went, it would be only reasonable for them to expect to

find people anxiously on the look out for them, and pi'e-

pared in more ways than one to insure their capture.

These words will give a summary of the thoughts thut

filled their minds during the brief period they looked
into each other's countenances.
"What are we to do next, captain?" they asked.

" Which will be the best course to take ?"
" I scarcely feel competent to say," replied Turpin.

" I do not know whether you have all forgotten the wound
in my head : but if you have I have not.'

" It was forgotten for a moment, Dick, and yet not alto-

gether; but you carried things oflFao well that we fancied

you felt nothing of it, and so thought it best policy not to

recall it to your remembrance."
"I see!"
" That is exactly it. Is the pain very great ?"
" Not so bad, perhaps, as it has been, nor yet so bad as

might have been expected. My head feels very heavy ;

and every now and then there comes such a cloud over my
bnt that I shall soon get the

round and make a stand
" Turn round and make a stand ?

"

"Yes, and ten to one if by doing so we shall not
frighten our foes out of pursuing ns."

" It is a hazardous plan," said Claude Duval.
" That I do not dispute ; but if we continue in this way

we shall knock all the hoofs off our horses, and then we
shall be done for to a certainty."
" So we shall."
" Turn, then."
" We obey, captain."
" Ten to one if it does not put our enemies out more

than anything else we could do would."
As he spoke all wheeled round, and then stood per-

fectly still.

The result was just as Dick had predicted.
The run at which the men had been coming slackened

to a trot, and then a walk.
Finally they stopped altogether.

The sudden and unexpected change in tactics was more
than they could exactly understand.
They were too frightened to advance.
" Charge ! " cried Tui-pin. " Now is our chance.

Charge, and they will fly before us ! What a pity we did

not think of it before ! Charge!"
His order, extraordinary as it appeared, was obeyed.

The pursued and the pursuers now changed places, for

the moment they perceived this movement, those who had
kept 9c perseveringly upon their track, turned and fled in

the utmost panic and confusion.

" You alarm me, Dick ! " said Tom King, " not only by
your words, but by your looks. Tou are as white as a

gho.st
!

"

CHAPTER CXC.

CONTINUES TO DETAIL THE ADVENTURES WHICH BEFEL
THE FOUR HIGHWAYMEN ON THEIR JOURNEY TO THE
NORTH.

And in good truth, any one gazing upon the countenance

of the celebrated highwayman, who felt an interest in liis

welfare, would to the full have shared in Tom King's

anxiety.

It was pale even to ghaatliness, while his eyea bore a

etony appearance, really dreadful to behold.
" I must shake oflf the feeling as well as I can, Tom,"

he said. " We have more important things to think about
just now,"

" We have," replied Claude ;
" and I think I can give

you some little consolation. In the course of my life I

have given and received a great many wounds, and the

symptoms you desci-ibe are not bo unfavourable as ono

would think at a first glance."

" Indeed."
" No, while you fleel as you do you have nothing to &»'«

since the effect is principally produced by lost «f *'i6?a.

and you will soon make up for that again."
" That's all right, then j and now, mv friends, ifn, ;h
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Wve flie diaongaion of that point, and attend to others of
fiiT greater impoitauce."

"With all my heart," saia Olaude. "But, under all

oiroumstanoee, it will be most pinident for you to keep
yourself as quiet as you csan for a short time."
" What are we to do, then ° "

" Leave here at once."
" Easily said/"
" It will not do to stay where wa are. Let us dis-

mount. The horses, then, wiU get on much better."

" But what are we to do, then ?
"

" Find some place where we can get them shoed. There
is no other course."

" So be it, then. We will dismount. Let us hope we
hare frightened those fellows too much for them to come
after us just yet

!

"

" Stay," said Tom King ;
" I will assist you down.

Tou are not strong enough to dismount unaided. Stop,
now!"
As he spoke he hastened to the side of Black Bess, and

helped his friend Turpin from the saddle.

Nor were his services unwelcome. The short rest they
had had at the "Old White Lion" was not enough to pro-
perly recuperate his exhausted energies ; and though, in

the moment of danger, excitement had enabled him to

triumph over his weakness, yet, when all was over, he was
more tenibly prostrated than before.

He staggered slightly on reaching the ground ; but, by
an effort, he recovered himself.

" I must do the beet I can," he said, in reply to his

friends' expressed fears for his safety. " To stay where we
are will be madness. The panic that hss seize! upon
them will quickly dissipate, and then they will be upon us
with fresh force.

"Even so!"
"Come on, then! Take your oridles in your hands,

and creep cautiously underneath the hedge. The gi'ound

is soft, and will not hurt the horses now, having only their

own weight to carry."
" And we shall not wander far out of our way," added

Claude Duval, " if we take care to keep along the hedge
skirting the high-road."
" I take it, replied Sixteen-String Jack, " that our

greatest difficulty has yet to come."
" You mean with respect to shoeing the horses."
" I do."
" There I am of your opinion. Still, the danger and

difficulty, great or little, must be faced. There must and
cannot be any shrinking."
"True!"
During the whole of this brief conversation, our friends

had not stood etill, but pushed on as rapidly as «ii-cum-

stances would permit them.
Without dwelling upon their hopes and fears as ex-

pressed in their conversation, the reader will not fail to

comprehend and form a due estimate of the gigantic

nature of the peril with which they were threatened.

In the first place there was the dread that their late

pursuers would summon up courage enough to re-attack

them, and would, perhaps, bring with theru an overwhelm-
ing reinforcement.

They were perfectly aware of the helpless state in which
the highwaymen were, and that they could not possibly

go any distance without rendering their horses quite

tjseless.

Then there was the difficulty of finding a shoeing forge

in the vicinity, and the danger they would incur during
their stay there.

But, above all, there was the desperate condition of

their leader; and this it was that gave the others the

greatest amount of uneasiness.

Under this adverse combination of events, we shall see

how far fortune favoured them.
Dick bore up bravely.

The pain he suffered was almost beyond endurftnce, but
he made as little of it as he could.

His limbs were like lead.

But the imperative necessity of removing froai tneir

present position was foremost in his imagination, and he
made aU other sensations subservient to it.

No sounds to indicate that their late foes had resumed
the chase reached their ears, and as minute after minute
passea away, each one increasing the distance between

them, they began to indulge in the hope that they had
abandoned it altogether. a
Ere long, however, they saw in the distanc« a man

crossing the meadows in a diagonal direction, which
would enable him to come up with them.

By the way tliis man fixed his gaze upon their persons,
it became perfectly clear that ha intended to intercept
them.

One man, however, the highwaymen did not dread,
though all four looked rather curiously and amdously
towards him.-

Upon a nearer approach, they perceived he ,«as li, sliort,

stout, apoplectic-looking man, dressed in the costume of a
farmer, and having on his face an expression of agricultural

obstinacy and stupidity.

He carried in his hand along double-barrelled gun^ and
as soon as he was certain our friends saw him, he waved
it over his head in a threatening manner.
By his side walked two dogs of a very ugly and ferocious

breed.

Disregarding all three of them, our friends still con-
tinued striking across the meadows.

Fortunately, however, they watched what he was about.
The farmer began to shout.
At first they could not distinguish the words one fi-om

another ; but presently, as the distance between them
deci-eased, they found them to be something like the fol-

lowing

—

" Hi ! there ! Stop ! stop ! Do you hear ? Stop !

It'll be the worse for you if you don't ! Trespass, I say !

Hi ! Stop, will you ? You can't go on !

"

" I daresay this is the old bloke's ground," said Sixteen-
String Jack, " and we are ti-cspassiug on it. Keep on.

Don't take any notice. He will catch us just now."
And so he did ; for observing that no heed was paid

either to his words or his actions, the farmer left off

shaking his gun and shouting, but changed his pace from
a walk to a run instead.

In a few minutes, panting, breathless, and exhausted,

he stood before them.
" Out of the way," said Dick, " Don't interf'ei-e with

us. Out of the way !

"

" But I tell you there's no road this way, and you can't

go any further,"
" Nonsense ! Can't you see that we are in the majority,

and that if we chose we could toss you over the hedge !

For once in your life be a sensible man, and allow us to

pass unmolested, or the consequences will be anything

but pleasant."
" Stop, I tell you," cried the farmer, who was quite as

pig-headed as he looked. " Stop, or I fire !

"

As he spoke, he planted himself before them, and raised

his double-barrelled gun to his shoulder.

His two dogs were one on either side of him, and they

showed their teeth and growled, and looked as defiant as

their master.
Of course the highway .nen were obUged to come to a

halt.
" Now then," cried the farmer, having accomplished his

first intention, "turn back and be off. I don't allow no
trespassers on my ground. Turn back, or I fire !

"

"Turn back be hanged I " said Claude Duval; and to

the great astonishment of all, he made a sudden bound
forward, knocked the barrel of the gun up in the air, and
then wrested the weapon out of the farmer's hands.

But he had like to have paid dearly for this feat, for the

two dogs we have mentioned, the moment they saw him
attack their master, with a natural instinct snrang upon
him.

Claude, however, could be nimble when he jhose, and
jumping backwards with great suddenness, he grasped

the gun tightly by the barrel, and swung it round him
with tremendous velocity, so that the butt-end described a

circle about a foot above the ground.
In its progress it caught both dogs, as the temfic yell

they uttered testified.

But although hurt—crippled, in fact—they were not

disabled, and the pain they felt made themA? Ynon Claude

with greater fury tlian before. *

But this time he was not left to combat tnem single-

hauded. His friends Jack and Tom came to his assistance.

Tbey shot both the ferocious animals.

Tne farmer turned black in the face with rage, and
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danced about as thoujrh in cjnviilsions, or the agonies of

strangulation.

Still, witb praisewortliv courage, lie would not give in

until Tom, having seen Claude in safety, rushed for!~ard,

and grasping him by the collar, thrust the muzzle or' a

pistol into his ear.
" Silence," he said, " or it -will be the worse for you !

As you have seen, we are cot men who will stand trifling

with."

CHAPTER CXCI.

THE FOUK HIGHWAYMEN PUT AN END TO THE INTEB-
PEEENCE OF THE FARMER.

The farmer glared around him with some dismay, but all

that he saw fully bore out the truth of what Tom King
had said.

A remarkable change took place in the colour of his

countenance.

From a dusky black it subsided into a nondesoript

whitey-brown tint.
" Mercy ! mercy ! " he said. " Spare my life ! spare

my life ! I am a sinner—a miserable sinner ! Spare my
life!"
" Keep quiet, then," said King, " and your request will

be listened to ; otherwise, there will shortly be a vacancy

in the agricultural districts."

At this moment Claude approached.

"What do you mean?" he asked, threateningly. "What
do you mean by treating gentlemen in the manner you

have treated us ! What do you mean by telling gentlemen
to stop, and that they cannot go through your fields ?

What do you mean by it ?"

"Trespass!" cried the farmer, recovering himself a

littie. " Trespass ! that's what it ia ! This is my ground,

I'd ha^e you know."
" Be quiet !" said Tom King, as he pressed the muzzle

of the pistol yet harder against the farmer's ear. "Claude,"
he added, " I want a word with you."

Duval approached, and Tom whispered something in

his ear.

A nod and a pleased expression of countenance was the

reply, and then Claude spoke to Dick and Sixteen- String

Jack.
" Tom has hit upon a capital idea," he said.

"What is it?"
" He proposes, by dint of threats, to compel the farmer

to take us to some place where we can have our horses

shoed."
"Capital!"
" And make him give out that we are particular friends

of his."
" Good !

" said Turpin ;
" and so, inopportune as his

presence seemed, we shall be able to turn it over to our

own advantage."
" I hope so."

In the meantime, Tom had explained bis purpose to the

farmer.
" D^ you wish to live ? " he asked, " or are you quite

wear^' of life ? If the latter, I will put you out of the

world at once. If the former, I will tell you how to

remain a little longer in it."
" Spare me ! Spare my life !

" cried the farmer, in the

utmost alarm. " I will do anything if you will only spare

my life."
" Spoken like a reasonable man. Your life shall be

spared."
" But what am I to do ?

"

" Obey me in all things for the next hour, and then you
shall be free to do whatever you think proper. Other-
wise "

Tom had no occasion to complete the sentence.
" I will obey— ^ wiU obey. But tell me what I have to

do."
" In one momtnt. Here, Dick !

"

His three comrades advanced.
" He is quite reasonable, and has promised, to obey me

in all things."
" Then," said Turpin, sternly, " see that he does so."
" I will— I will, indeed, gentlemen," said the farmer,

who, ever since the loss of his gun and the death of hi.s

dogs, had been in a perfect fright ;
" only tell mo what I

have to do,"

" We will. Do you know a place where J can get »
shoe put on mj^ horse ?

"

" A blacksmith's forge ?
"

" Yes."
" Oh ! gentlemen, if that is all you require, I can tell

you where to find one."
" Then I should advise you to."
" I will— I will. There is one on my own iarm—this

very farm."
" Have you really ?

"

" Yes."
" Lead us to it, then, and understand this, and believe

us perfectly in earnest."
" Yes, gentlemen. Oh ! yes."
" Lead us to this smithy. I am rather weak, and will

take hold of your arm. So. My friends will walk just

behind us with pistols ready in their grasp, and the least

thing they see that looks like treachery on your par4;, or
hesitation to do as you are bidden, will be the signal for

them to fire, and, as you have witnessed, they know how
to use a pistol."

While speaking, Dick slipped his hand under the
farmer's arm, and held it tightly.

The other three took up theu- positions a little in the
rear, with their right hands in their coat pockets, grasping
a pistol.

" Forward ! " cried Dick. " We are goin^ to let vou off

lightly, and you ought to be grateful accordingly. If you
vrill have some shoes put on eur horses, we wUl let you go
free and unharmed, and pay you a reasonable sum for your
trouble and the damage we have done."
The moment Dick spoke of payment, the farmer's

manner entirely changed.
They did not know it theu, but he was avaricious in the

extreme.
" Come this way, gentlemen," he said ;

" you need not

trouble about your pistols, I am your verj' obedient servant

to command. This way, if you please. I see now you
are gentlemen, and I am sorry any disagreement arose

between us, but really such a many common people

come "

" That will do—that vrill do," cried Turpin ;
" lead on

in silence, and bear what we have said in mind. Treachery
will only provoke your death. It will not be possible for

you to escape."

The farmer was silent, and led the highwaymen across

several fields, vmtil, in the distance, some thatched roofi

were discernible.

These he soon after reached.

From the one to which they first came issued a bright

light, and the clanking of hammers and anvils.

They found, too, that they approached this shed from
the back, and that the front of it looked out upon a broad
high-road, though not the one our friends had so long been
travelling.

" Jackson !

" cried the farmer, as they reached the large

door of the smithy. " Jackson I

"

In obedience to this call, a burly smith came forward.

Our friends kept a keen look out upon both, having fully

determined to punish the farmer severely should he prove
treacherous.

But all seemed well.
" Good morning, Mr. Bates," said Jackson, with that

servile respect so noticeable in farming districts. " What
can I do for you ?

"

Mr. Bates, somewhat to the highwaymen's surprise,

spoke quite freely.
" These gentlemen want their horses' shoes seen to at

once."
" AH right, sir."
" Make haste," said Turpin ;

" wo are pressed for

time."
" Do you hear, Jackson," said Mr. Bates ;

" the gentle-

man says he is pressed for time."

Dick looked upon the farmer in wonaer. lie could

scarcely believe it possible that so great a change could

have taken place in a person in so short a time.

But he did not know how dominant a passion love of

money was in the fai-mer's soul, and that he would hardly

have scrupled at any means, however bajje, to obtain it.

Claude Duval was suspicious, and watched his every

movement with the greatest attention.

" Do they all four want attending to ? " asked Jackson.
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" Yen," replied Dick. " I want the old ahoes taken off

and new onea placed on them all."
" Very good, sir. I'll take yours first."

" Do so," said Turpin. " Be gently with her, for she
has a rare spirit, or temper rather, if you are in the least

rough."
The blacksmith led Turpin's mare into the shed, and

secured her head.
Then began his work.
" You have lost a shoe," he said.
" Yes, put a new one on carefully. Her hoof will be

tender."
" So it will, sir.''

" It will take a good while, gentlemen," said Mr. Bates,
" to put sixteen shoes on. Don't stand here, I beg, but
come up to the house."

" No, thank you," replied our hero, promptly. " I am
much obliged to you all the same, but I would rather

stand by and see the shoeing done."
"Just as you like, gentlemen ; and while we are wait-

ing wo may as weU settle about the little recompense you
spoke of."

" Very good," said Turpin. " What harm have we
done ?

"

" There's my two dogs."
" Yes."
" And my gun."
•' Go on."
" And the trespass, and the time "
" Never mind," said Dick, " going on any further. I'll

tell you what, when your man has shoed the horses
properly, you shaU have "five guineas from each of us."
" Five guineas ? Yes, gentlemen—your lordships, I mean.

Five and five is ten, and five is fifteen, and five is t .

Did you mean twenty guineas altogether, my lord ?
"

" Exactly," replied Dick.
The farmer i-ubbed his hands together.
Covetousness sparkled in his eyes.
" You're welcome, your lordships," he said, " to come

on my grounds whenever you think proper. Of course, !

did not know you, or I should not have acted as I did.

I'm very sorry. Why, my dogs, Towler and Snap, might
have bit one of your lordships !

"

" Very probably."

In such like couversation as this was the time passed
away while Black Bess was shoed.

It was not that she exactly required a new set, but Dick
thought, and wisely too, that he would take the present
opportunity and have them all done—for it might be a
very long time indeed before another such chance befel
him.

CHAPTER CXCII.

A CART IS DRIVEN UP TO THE OLD SMITHY
J

'WHICH
EVENT HAS THE EFFECT OP OPENING THE EYES OF
MB. BATES.

" Why, I'm blest
!

" said Jackson, suddenly, who, having
finished Bess, had begun upon Claude's horse, " why this

one has cast a shoe too."
" We are aware."
" Their lordships are aware, Jackson," roared the farmer,

in a rage with his dependant for making the remark ;
" go

on with your work."
Thus rebuked, Jackson went on.
Presently Claude's horse was done.
Our friends' hearts grew lighter. They were glad to

give twenty pounds for such an important service as that
was. Just at that moment the value of it was incalculable.

Jackson took Tom King's horse in exchange for
Claude's.

The circumstance of the off-hand shoes of two horses
being off at the same time filled him with astonishment,
and he looked upon the highwaymen and Mr. Bates
inquiringly. '

But from the iooks of neither could he gather anytumg.
It was really amusing to see the way in whiich he

examined the feet of Tom's horse.
He began with the fore ones.
Then took the near hind leg.

All three shoes were worn, but quite perfect,, and fit to
do a great deal more service.

Slowly he picked up the other foofc

He let it down with a dab.
The shoe was gone.
This seemed to Jackson mysterious and incomprehen-

sible, and the manner iu which he looked at the liorsea
and their riders was ludicrous in the extreme.
However, he did not dare make any remark, but went

on with his work.
In time, Tom's horse was finished.

Then there remained only Sixteen- Strinsr Jack's to do.
As before, Jackson looked at the feet, and just in the

same order.

He lifted up the last one, thinking sorely all four shoes
would not be short.

But they were.
Letting go the hoof, and braving the anger of his

master he stood up.

His astonishment was too great for him to contain his
words.

" This caps all !
" he cried, " clean caps all ! There's

four horses brought to the forge at the same time, and, as
I'm alive, they have all four cast the same shoe !

"

This circumstance seemed to strike Mr. Bates as being
a most peculiar one, and he looked up at our friends with
undisguised curiosity.

" It's all right," said Dick, for he thought no harm
could be done by trying to account for the matter. " Yoq
see it's been done for a wager."

" It's been done for a wager, Jackson," cried Mr. Bates,
who seized upon this idea with the greatest avidity.
" Get on with your work, do. Their lordships know all

about it. It's been done for a wager."
Half satisfied, Jackson resumed his work.
The time altogether that it took to put on the shoes was

something considerable, and the day was far advanced
before they were all finished.

At last, however, the horses were led out into the road in

front of the shed, rubbed down, and given a mouthful of

hay and water.

Mr. Bates, too, finding our friends would not, on any
account, be persuaded to leave their horses, had had some
refreshments brought out to them.

It was just at this moment that there came round the
corner of "the high-road a horse and cart.

Two men were seated in it, and driving at a very rapid
rate.

But they drew up exactly in front of the smithy.
It was by no means part of the highwajrmen's plau tf

draw attention to themselves, and therefore they remained
just as they were, thinking that the best means of eluding
observation,

A man wag rubbing down their steeds, and they were
standing close by, with Mr. Bates, watching him at his

work.
Upon the stoppage of the cart, all looked up to see what

kind of people it contained.

One was a man, and the other a youth of about eighteen
or nineteen.

" Hullo ! " said the former, as he scrambled rather
awkwardly out of his vehicle. " Who belongs to this

place ?

"

" I do," said Mr. Bates, stepping forward, and desirous

of showing his authority to his visitors. " What do you
want ?

"

" Perhaps you'll be kind enough to look at that, and,
with your permission, I'll make use of one or two."
The man thrust a printed paper into the hands of Mr.

Bates as he spoke.

Then, without waiting to hear what he said, he ran
back to the cart, and produced a paste-pot.

Mr. Bates unfolded the bill.

"The devil!" cried Dick Turpin, as he saw all this.

Mount, my friends ! It's another of those inf^'-nal bill-

stickers!"

It was in a suppressed voice that he spoke, but still it

was loud enough for those to whom he addressed himself

to hear it.

A glance showed them that what tneir leader nad said

was perfectly right ; so with that ease and dexterity which
long and continual practice had given them, they sprang
into their saddles.

Nor were they a moment too soon.

Mr. Bates, who had unfolded the bill, and begun the

attempt to decipher it, looked up with amazement upon
this sudden movement upon the part of our four friends.
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Ere he oould speak, however, something else ooouii-ed

whioh changed the whole posture of affairs,

The boy in the can—for he was Uttle more—ha^. of

course made himself ac uainted witVi the description given

of the four highwaymen.
His eyes had rested upou tne horsemen close at hsjid.

Of course he recognised them instantly ; and whatever

doubts he had were dispelled when he saw the celebrated

mai-e Black Bess.

Therefore, as soon as tne man came to the cart for the

purpose of reaching out some bills, he communicated his

suspicions to him.

A glance served to show the bill-sticker that his as-

sistant was right; so, standing up on the shaft of his

cart, he shouted

—

"Stop thief! Two thousand pounds reward! Two
thousand five hundred pounds for those four men on horse-

back! Dick Turpiu, Tom King, Claude Duval, and Sixteen-

String Jack. Stop them!"
From the insisjlit the reader has already been given of

the character of Mr. Bates, the electrical effect which the

mention of this enormous sum had upon him can be

readily enough imagined.
But he was too dumbfoundered to speak.

As for the highwaymen, they were quite at their ease.

To be sure, tbey'were in such peril as would alarm

most men, but all things are comparative; and in compa-
rison wnth the difficulties they had been in such a short

time pre\'iously, the present was a mere nothing.

At least they thought so, if one might judge by the easy

way in which they took it.

At a sign from Dick they rode forward with great sud-

denness.

Mr. Bates, who made a wild and maniacal attempt to

stop them, was thrown down.
And Sixteen-String Jack, as they passed the cart, gave

the bill-sticker, who was still standing rather precariously

upon the shafts, a vigorous push, which had the effect of

sending him backwards over his horse at once.

This done, they increased the speed of their horses, and
swept alon^ the road, leaving Mr. Bates and the discom-

fited bill-sticker to console themselves as beet they might.

In less than ten minutes afterwards, during whioh time

th^ had torn along at their utmost speed, they drew up.

So rapidly and strangely had the last few events fallen

out, that they could hardly bring themselves to believe in

their reality.

But the necessity for proceeding with the utmost cir-

cumspection pressed itself upon them.
Altogether, they had been delayed something like

eighteen hours, which would enable the news to get well

spread abroad respecting them, and as for hoping to

overtake the Warwick mail, that was quite out of the

question.

But in other respecta their position waa materially

improved.
Their horses were well shod and thoroughly rested.

They had no foes to dread upon their track.

By mutual agreement they proceeded at a good sharp

pace, keeping a keen look-out for any indications of their

enemy.
But none such came in sight.

The rest at the smithy, too, had another good effect,

and that was Turpin's wound.
This ugly gash, as it appeared, was in reality nothing

—

that is, it would have been nothing, had he kept still, and
received proper attention ; but, as the reader knows, he
had neither one nor the other.

They quickly found, however, by his manner, that he
was mudi better, and Claude Duval presaged that, ere
long, he would feel nothing of it.

And so, in company, they pressed on togethet, avoiding
the main roads, and all towns and villages, sleeping in the
open air, and managing in the best way they could.

Indeed, had they not adopted such means as these,

their discovery would have been certain, so well and skil-

fully were plans laid for their capture.

Then, with respect to the expedition they had tasen m
hand, it was most unquestionably the best thing they
oould do, for while the same supervision was continued to

be exercised upon the different roads, thev would be quite
debarred from pursuing their avocatioi.

Besides this, it had that to recommend It which is

needed in all thiiigs, and that is variety.

CHAPTER CXCIII.

OUR FHIENDS EBACH SCOTLAND IN SAFETY, AND MAKE
A HALT AT PERTH, AT THE " MORAY ARMS," WHERE
DICK TUEPIN HAS A STARTLING ADVENTURE.

Five days after the occurrence of the events we have
just related, four horsemen, whose apparel was torn and
travel-soiled in many places, and whose steeds evinced by
their gait a fatigue of no common order, drew rein before
a sniall roadside public-house in the vicinity of Perth.

It is scarcely necessary to tell the reader who those

four horsemen were. He knows already they are those
in whose vaiyiug fortunes and exciting adventures we feel

so deep an interest.

During those five days their journey had been un-
diversified by any incidents worthy of special mention.
They had been careful to go by the most unfrequented
roads, and had succeeded in escaping observation.

But the time will show that they had not dalUed much
upon their journey. In fact, with the exception of such
brief halts as nature imperatively demanded, they had not
stayed once during the whole journey.
But now, having come so far in safety, they felt in

tolerable securit}', and resolved, let the result be what it

would, that they would remain for the rest of the day, and
during the night, at a public-house, about two miles from
Perth, and on the high-road leading from it.

It is at this moment that we again present them to the
reader.

The countenances of all are haggard, and show th«
immense fatigue which they have undergone.
The wound in Turpin's head, thanks to the close atten-

tion Claude paid to it, and despite all adverse ciroura-

stances, was quite well.

But he was far from looking the man he had done a
short time before, though a good rest would soon put all

that right.

It was in the latter part of a winter afternoon that
they halted before the door of the public-house here
alluded to, and which was known by the sign of the
" Moray Arms."
They met with rather a cold reception from the occupiers

of the house, who, from the fact of their all wearing the
highland costume, they conjectured were high Scotch,

[

who, at that time, were much prejudiced against the
English, or Southrons, as they called them.
Of com-se, the dress which our friends wore showed

them to belong to this latter nation, and to that they
ascribed the cold reception they received.

They called for a private room, and a dinner of the best
they could procure, and while they were getting it in

readiness the highwaymen, na usual, paid a visit to the
stables, conciliated the ostler, and saw their steeds

properly groomed and fed.

No account of their exploits seemed to have reached so

far north, and upon this they congratulated themselves,
for they not only required rest, but desired to enter the
Pretender's ranks as though they had come there of their

own accord, and not selected it as a place of refuge from
their foes.

On their return they were shown to a small and com.
fortable apartment—at least, it seemed such to our friends,

who had been deprived of such a luxury for some time.

Here they dispatched a very hearty meal.

Abundance of wine had been placed upon the table,

and, at the conclusion of the repast, Tom King filled a
bumper, and, standing up, said

—

"Now, my friends, fill up your glasses, and drink to

the health of Prince CharHe and his father. King James !

"

Some portion of Tom's enthusiasm had infused itself

into the breasts of his three comrades ; so, standing up,

they responded to the toast with great warmth.
The conversation, of course, turned upon their mode of

future procedure.

So far, they had come in a straight line, without any
'jclnu^cia to the exact locality of the Pretender and his

army, and although they had made numberless direct

or indirect inquiries, they were unable to gather a notion

of his whereabouts.
But it is not to be wondered at that they were unsstc

oessful in this respect, for those of whom they made in-

quiries doubted their sincerity, and feared they were no
other than Enghsh spies, nor would all their asseveration*

tend in the least to dispel this erroneous jde».
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The only thing tLej' had to guide them was that an
sngagement had taken place between the rebels and the

king's troops under the command of Captain Scott, at a
place called Loch Lochy, not far from Invergary, and in

which encounter the Youne Pretender's army proved
triumphantly victorious

Towards this place, then, tney had directed their stepi'.

The papers, which it will be remembered Tom King
bad taken from the wallet of the messenger, no doubt
contained tho information they were in search of, but, as

all were carefully sealed and tied up, Tom would not

listen to any proposition to making themselves acquainted

with their contents.

On the present occasion the point was ri.\ ner warmly
contested by Sixteen-String Jack and Claude Duval, who
both maintained they should be doing no more than right

by opening the papers.

But they had not the respectful feeling for the young
prince that Tom had, for he looked up to him as his law-

ful sovereign, and considered that to do such a thing would
be to commit an unpardonable offence.

As for Turpin, he remained neuter, leaving them to

settle the affair between them.

But Tom was firm.

At length, however, as night was drawing in, and the

necessity for rest made itself moi-e and more apparent,

they desired to be shown to their chambers.
The landioi-d—an old highlander he seemed—replied to

their summons, and reluctantly proceeded to obey their

biddiug.

But, perhaps, thinking from the appearance of the

highwaymen that it would be best to keep on friendly

terms with them, he subdued this feeling as much as

possible, and led the way up stairs.

The inn was a substantial building and of tolerable

size.

The first floor was passed, and the second flight of stairs

ascended. •-

Then our friends were shown into two bed-chambers
adjoining each other.

Here they divided in their usual fashion—that is to say,

Dick Turpin and Tom King—Sixteen-String Jack and
Claude Duval.
Those only who can obtain proper rest at long and un-

certain iutei'vals can form a just idea of the pleasure with

which the highwaymen laid down.
In five minutes all slumbered soundly, but not knowing

what might occur, they had only partially divested them-
selves of their apparel.

Their chamber doors they had carefully secured.

Tliese precautions taken, they surrendered themselves

to sleep.

About four hours afterwards, Dick Turpin, after a few
restless movements, awoke.

but he could not so mucli aa catch a. single word of what
was said.

But the more he thought, and the longer he listened,

the more uneasy he became.
What could be the nature of the contcrence taking place

at that dead hour of the night ?

P was only natural that he should cc.nuect it with him-
seh.

He rose to his feet, and, ar he did tci, formed a hasty
resolution.

He would not wake his companions, but arone go forth

and learn whether there really was or was not danger.
Accordingly, he, with great speed, put on the remainder

of his clothes, and looked carefully to his weapons.
But it was more to his sense of feelinj^- that he trusted

than his sight when he tried the priming of his jistol.

Then, with his sword di-awn in his band, in readiness

for any attack, he crept on tiptoe across the room, in the

direction of the door, which, being of old oak, stood out
clearly defined from the white-washed wall around it.

He had himself secured the door, and, therefore, was
able to set about unfastening it noiselessly.

This he succeeded in doing, and as, when he ascended,
he had taken very particular notice of his route, he was
able to find his way to the head of the stairs in the dark,

without coming into collision with anything.

On the landing the voices could be heard with much
greater plainness than they could in the room.
Not pausing, however, Dick Turpin stealthilycommenced

the descent of the stairs.

It took him a long time, considering the distance, but
at last he reached the first floor.

j

As he got lower and lower, the more distinctly could he

I

hear the mysterious voices.

! And now he noticed that, from undevueath one of the

room doors on the right-hand side of whei-e he stood,

there came a broad beam of light.

That, doubtless, then, was the room iu which the con-

ference was taking place.

Cautiously he approached the door.

Then, stooping down, he put his ear close to the key-

hole.

But scarcely had he done so, than the door was suddenly

thrown open, "and a loud ejaculation c;ii e from a man's

CHAPTER CXCr
THE HIGHLAND CHIEFS ASSUME A MENACITNG ATTITUDE

TOWARDS THE HIGHWAYMEN.

The opening of the door was so unexpected by Dick
Turpin, that he was a minute before he could recover

himself, and he half fell over the threshc/ld of the room.
But, ere he could quite reach the floor, the owner of the

He lay profoundly still, for he was at a loss rather to |
voice which had uttered the exclamation stooped down
and clutched him by the collar.

There was a hurried movement of many feet, and a

hubbub of voices.

When Dick drew himself up to his full height and
looked around him, he found he was surrounded by a

number of stalwart, well-ai-med men, who, by their attire,

were evidently above the common breed.

The person who held Dick in his grasp was a noble-

looking Scotchman, dressed in the costume of the chiefs

of one of the highland clans.

Several others he noted wore similar apparel.

"Close the door," said a voice, in loud, commanding
tones, " and we will see what cui-ious knave has dared to

pry into our counsels."
" I am no knave," cried Dick, who by this time realized

his position. " Stand back, gentlemen, or it will be the

worse for yon. I am well armed."
As he spoke Dick waved his ponderous sword around

think where he was-

Darkness of the blackest character environed him, but,

after a little while, he became conscious that some few
rays of light must find their way in from somewhere, as

he began dimly to see suiTOundiug objects.

As he lay there in perfect stillness, his ears were assailed

by a strange murmui-iug sound.
It arose suddenly and as suddenly ceased.

Then it broke forth again, and continued uninter-
ruptedly.

He could not have been properly awake and in full pos-
session of his senses, or he would have recognised the
sound much sooner than he did.

At last, however, he aroused him.'elf thoroughly, and,
sitting up in the bed, listened.

"Voices," he muttered. "What can that mean?
There are a great many, too. What time is it, I wonder ?

Late. Long past midnight, I should think. It is

danger. And yet, perhaps, it is not. However, I will
!

his head
not awake my comrades until I have ascertained
With this Turpin slipped quietly off the bed, and stand-

ing upon the floor, listened.

He quickly discovered that the sound of the voices came
from below.
As goer &« he uad assured himself such was the case,

Instinctively those who were nearest t o him drew back

"But it was only for a moment.
Uttering a shrill fierce cry, they dre-.v their claymore;

from their sheaths and rushed upon him.

Before they quite hemmed him in, however, Uick drev

pistol with his left hand and fired—toking care tc forat

he, vrith the greatest care and secrecy, laid himself down the weapons above the heads of those surroundiug him.

at full length, and placed his ear to the floor. He know it would have the efiect of m-ousmg his ri,m.

ri"* murmtmng of voices became much more distinct, rades, and quickly bringing them to his lescue.
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" A southern spy
! " cried the highlanders, fiercely-

" A southern spy ! Down with him ! Slay him ! or his

assistants will be unon us ! Death to the spy ! Death
—death

!

"

Dick met the onslaught that was made upon him with
the greatest coolness and skill.

With a traly marvellous dexterity, he parried the num-
berless blows made at him from all sides.

" Hold, gentlemen !
" he cried. " Hold—hold ! Hear

me speak. I am no spy ! Hear me, hear me ! and then
slay me afterwards."

" Yes, bold ! " said a voice, full of rich music, gentleness,
and strength. " Hold, my friends ; we will hear what the
southerner has to say, but keep an eye upon him !

"

The command was instantaneously obeyed.

Dick turned towards the speaker, for he judged he must
be one high in command over the others.

But, ere he could address him, there was the hasty
trampling of footsteps ; and, a moment afterwards, the
door of the apartment was burst open, and Tom King,
followed closely by Claude Duval and Sixteen-String Jack,
rushed in.
" Ha ! betrayed !

" cried the highlanders, as they per-

ceived this. " Down with the dogs ! down with the
southerners ! They are spies upon us, and our lives are

no longer safe."
" Hold !

" said the voice which had before spoken

;

"hold!"
It is impossible to convey an idea of the tone in which

this word was uttered ; but it had its effect upon all, even
upon the three highwaymen.
They, like the rest, obeyed.
" Guard the door

! " said the voice again, " and then we
will question these intruders."

The men drew back, leaving the four friends in the

centre of the apartment.
They stood closely to each other.

The scene was one of rare picturesque beauty.
The room in which they stood was spacious, and the

ceiling lofty.

Round the walls, placed in tin sconces, were a number
of wax candles, and these diflfused a brilliant light, dis-

persing the darkness in the most distant corners.

In the centre, as we have already said, stood our four
j

friends. I

Grouped round them were about twenty distinguished-
'

looking highland soldiers, each one the chief of a clan.
i

There was sufficient difference between them for any
|

one to have told that.

But apart from the rest, and facing our friends, was the

tall noble-looking chieftain, whose commands had been so '

•crupuloujsly obeyed. I

Who he waa, neither of our friends had the least idea. |

" Speak !

" he said, " and be careful how you reply.

Who are you, and why are you here ?
"

"Will you allow me to reply?" asked Tom King,
making a step forward as he spoke.
" Yes ; if you will be ti-uthful."
" Do not doubt that, my lord. If I mistake not, you

are of those who would rather see a Stuart on the throne

of Great Britain than a Hanoverian."
" Proceed ! That matters not."
" My lord, it does. All depends upon it."

" How so ?
"

" Whether we are friends or enemies."
" Friends or enemies ?"

"Even 60."

"Answer our question first," said the chieftain. " We
have a right to demand it. Who are you ?

"

" Friends to Prince Charlie and his father, King .James."
" Spies— spies !

" ii^terrupted several voices. " Spies

—

spies ! They are southerners. Down with them."
The chieftain raised his hand.
The action, simple as it was, yet seemed so nia.iestic,

that the rude and violent men there present immedia+ely
obeyed it.

" Hold !
" he said. " We will ask them for some y^of

of what they say."

Then turning towarus lom King, he continued

—

" Your answer does not satisfy us. You wear the garo
oJ those hostile to the cause you profess adherenoe +0.

But explain first, how it was one of your number was
listening at the door during our secret councils ?

"

A murmur of assent followed this question, which, as

the reader mtist be aware, waa one to which Tom Kiag
i^as unable to reply.

But Dick was ready.
" I alone can explain that !

" he said ;
" and I beg

yon will listen to me in patience. Last afternoon we
arrived, and put up here. We have journeyed from
Jingland, and have been pursued as far as the borders
by those who would gladly have taken our lives. But we
eluded them, and were fortunate enough to reach here in
safety, and, so far as we could tell, unperceived. The
remainder is simple. The chamber in which I slept is

immediately over this. I was awoke by the murmuring
of voices. Fearful that it might be our enemies who had
discovered us, I listened more intently, but still could
hear no more than I had at first. The sounds came from
below, and I resolved to ascertain whether our enemies
were at hand or not. Accordingly I dressed myself
hastily, and, taking my sword in my hand, crept down the
stairs, and just reached yonder door as some one opened
it. The rest you know. The pistol I fired was the
signal to bring my friends to my assistance."

Dick spoke so calmly, and the whole bore such an
impress of truth upon it, that the Scottish chieftains were
all but convinced.
But stiO, with that pertinacity for which they are cele-

brated, they clung to the idea they had at first formed—
namely, that they were Enghsh spies, and they were not
willing to he disabused of it.

" Your speech is plausible," said the tall chieftain, who
was- evidently the head of the assembly. " But beyond
doing so very vaguely, you have not told us who you are,

nor by whom, nor for what you were pursued."
" Nor can we do so ;" replied Turpin, " that is a piece

of knowledge we have determined, at all hazards, to keep
to ourselves."

There was another threatening movement after this

speech, but the chief stayed it.

Turpin continued,

—

"But from your dress, and the fact of your having
chosen this lonely and unUkely spot for a secret council, I

gather that you are partizans of King James, and, under
that belief, I do not hesitate to say that we are of the
same faction. Moreover, too, that our journey here was
for the purpose of joining his army."

" Gentlemen," said the chieftain, "if what you say is

true, then no one will be so pleased to take you by the
hand. If you prove false, and traitors, mine shall be the

first claymore drawn to slay you."
" We have no fear. We have but little proof of the

sincerity of our words, but I may state that two of us are

personally acquainted with the young prince, and it was
upon the occasion of our parting that we promised, so

soon as the intelUgence should reach us that he had
planted his standard upon Scottish soil, we would hasten

to place ourselves beneath his standard, and do battle for

him as best we might."
" It should be stated also," said Tom King, " that we

were fortunate enough to render him a service, and iu

token of it he gave each of us a ring, and which was to be

the means by which he would recognise ws at a future

date."

So saying, Tom King drew off the ring which Prince

Charles had given him, and, with a graceful bow, presented

it to the chieftain, who examined it with the closest atten-

tion, while the dense throng of Highland warriors looked

on with curiosity and eagerness.
" I know this ring," said the chieftain ;

" and so for

what they say is carried out by proof. Whether all is

true is more than I could take upon myself to decide."

"We will give you our words," said Turjpin -v " «nd,

among gentlemen, that ought to be sufficient.' ^
"These are troublous times," said an agecl maHj, so-

lemnly, " and times when all should be distrusted. Our
lives, our fortunes are in the balance, and it behoves u»

to be extremely cautious, when so much is at stake. If

what these gentlemen now say is true, they cannot object

to what I now propose, which is, that they shall remain
with us under guard, and accompany us to tbe meeting

place agreed upon, where, if what they say is true, all

.\ ill be well ; if false, they shall meet with the death that

such black liars and base traitors best dese—n Are you
agreed?"
A unanimoue "We are!" came from the iips of w

present.
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[THE BODY OP CLAUDE DUVAL IS DISCOVERED ON THE BATTLE FIELD.}

- We aro willing to abide by your decision," said Turpin

,

" for all we desire is to reach with all speed possible the

Touuff prince's ranks." , . r^ •

" We go at once, then," said the tall, noble chieftain,

vvho, by his mildness and gentlemanly bearing, presented a

strong contrast to the wild spirits by whom he was sur-

From his unvarying kind behaviour he had gamed th^

title of the " Gentle Lochiel," and yet he was perhaps

the most powerful chieftain in the highlands.

It was unquestionably to the temperateness of nis dia-

position, and the respect in which he was held by those

who had assembled at the secret council, that our tour

friends owed their lives. Had he not interposed the

highlanders would have annihilated them in the bUnU

'Yt woulTse^em'that the little public-house at whicli

our friends had ha-Hed had been selected as the meeting-

place for the heads of the various clan", ui ordsr to talt«

council as to their proceedings.

It was not, however, until some time aftc-war-as tnac

our friends learned this. -^. , , j .*-- . -a

The meeting waa just over as Dick descendec ^e. o^us,

and the one who opened the door was about to depart, m

me have aescenaea «, us m m.u, . order to ascertain as a precautionary measure, that there

I ballad; and hiaunfort.un.te fate is
;

were^no^spi^es^urking
^^^^^^^^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^.^.^^

rounded.

CHAPTEB CXCV.
CXMKi;'-. ujr LOCHIEL AND HIS TUOOPS ESCORT OUR

TRIEM-.S TO THE VALE OF GLENFINNAN, THE REN-

DEZVOUS OF THE CLANS.

The bare outline we have given of this chieftain's manner

and appearance, will enable those who are conversant

with Scottish history to immediately recognise him.

It WIS the gallant Cameron of Lochiel.

His name and fame have descended to us in many a

romance, dramn ^ -^ -" j -j i t—

d«pl.)red by all.

No. 36, Price Onb HALirEHKT,
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eiiuation, and one, unaer the circumstances, tbat would
have justified those present in talking some verv enm-
mary proceedings.

As it was, they were desired to deliver np nieir wea-
pous, while a band escorted them to see th8<^ no treachery

w!is attempted.
To all this Tom ii-ing cheerfully enough assented, out

not so the others. Grumbling, however, would have
done not the slightest truxi, and so thcv were compelled

to submit.
They were, however, permitted to mount their own

steeds, and the whole party then set out.

The journey was a long, and, in consequence of the

nature of the ground, a most fatiguing one.

Ou their way, they were joined continually by large

bodies of men, each one composing the clan of one of the

chiefs who had assembled at the " Moray Arms."
Lochiel led the van, closely followed by the other

Camerons.
Ere two days had elapsed, our friends had succeeded in

quite gaining the confidence of their guards, so that their

arms were res'ored to them; but, notwithstanding, they
continued to keep close to them, and had the highwaymen
wished to escape, they would have found it very difficult,

if not impossible.
Tbey learned, however, that the place to which tbey

were repairing was the Vale of Glenfinnan, which had been
appointed as a general rendezvous for those who favoured
King James.

It was here that they were going to meet the young
prince.

A bright sun was shining in a perfectly clear bine sky,

upon the morning when the party reached their destina-

tion.

Their numbers had continually increased, and they now
counted upwards of eight hundred men, all highlanders
—or nearly so—inured to every imaginable privation,

strong, well armed, and ready for any deed, however
desperate.

It was a grand and imposing spectacle, for those who
were there to see it, when the highland tioops, in tartan
array, commenced the descent into the valley.

The sun had dispersed the mists which at that time
of year hirag generally over and around that spot ; and,
as tbey slowly wound down that narrow path, our friends

gazed with undisguised admiration upon the scene before
them.

GlenSnnan is a narrow vale, in which the river Finnan
runs between lofty and fcraggy mountains. At its extre-

mity is Loch Ghiel, a lake upwards of fourteen miles in

length ; and it is this beautiful sheet of diaphanic water,
in which the rugged mountain peaks and the blue sky are
duplicated, which gives the valley the grand and magni-
ficent appearance which it wears-
But the centre of the peaceful glen was now occupied

by soldiers, who, from where they stood, perceived the
approach of their friends, and hailed them with loud cries

of joyous welcome.
The total cbange of scene which this presented to the

highwaymen was, of course, not without its charm, and
they were prepared to enter with full spirit into the new
mode of life open to tbera.

And if the reader will reflect upon past events he will

not feel surprised that they should begin to tire of their
latter mode of life, which had but few agreeahles and a
myriad perils.

Above all, was this the case with Tom King. His his-

tory, which we have given in a former chapter, will serve
to show that he had been, by a strange series of events,
forced to seek a living upon the highway ; it was nc-, as
with many, from pure choice.

And now he was tired of the life he had been leading.
When he looked back to the fearfuUy narrow escape of

his life he had had at Tyburn, and remembered the
horrors of that morning, {\, was always with a deep and
•msubduable shudJpr.
No wonder.
By birth, educatioD, and breeding, Tom King was a

gentleman, and up to his majority always look«d forward
to being one for the remainder of his days.
The sudden appearance of his father's unrecogoizec sOn,

aud the result of the trial, had dispersed all these hopes.
^^^'^ yti Tom aid not lite the idea of continuing to

eink lower and lower down in life. J'ain woul<? he have

abandoned his exciting career, despite tiie pie^ueuiv ^^
tachiag to it ; and in the present insurrection he nan boir>»
that in the event of the Stuarts proving victonoo*.. : >
should stand a chance of regaining the estates which hac
ben wrested from him.
There were many who flocked to thePretena.»r's M+^ncBra

from the same reason.
At any rate, as he had before repeatedly said, tficy

could cot worse their position, let things turn out as they
would.
But in his own mind he took a far more sanguine

glance at the prospect in the future. He was, in fine,

enthusiastic in the cause he had espoused, and already
saw the Hanoverian swept from English soil, and eitlieV

the Pretender or his son seated on the British throne.
Then, for himself and his friends, the prospect wa.-?, if

possible, more cheering still. Already he saw all four
high in the estimation of their sovereign—filling honour-
able situations—their past offences against the laws for-

gotten and condoned.
Whether things eventuated in the manner he antici-

pated can only be seen in time, by tracing the course of
the different incidents as they arose.

At any rate, they were about to enter upon quite a new
phase of existence—quite new to all of them, except
Claude Duval, who, it was beheved, had fought under tlie

French flag.

At length the bottom of the mountain pass was reached

;

and here, by the orders of their commander, the gentle
Lochiel, they halted, and formed into two lines, each line

i
being three men deep.

I Between the two lines, without their arms, walked
I those prisoners whom they had captured in the various
skirmishes they had had with the regular troops upon
their route.

And now, looking in advance, our friends perceived
Prince Charles, in a semi-highland dress, standing upon a
shght eminence in the centre, surrounded by his most
trusted adherents, who waved their caps as the soldiers

approached.
The scene was one of the greatest possible animation,

nor was the additional enlivenment of martial music want-
ing, for the bagpipes made the air vocal with their spirit-

stirring notes.

In a short time the detachments of troops were arranged
in a circle round the eminence upon which the young
prince stood, with his head uncovered, returning the salu-

tations of the chieftains, and responding to the heartier
" Deochs laint an Reogh " of the men, which was very
good Erse for " God Save the King."

Seeing himself at last surrounded by what had ':be out-

ward appearance of an army, the heart of Hie young
prince grew light within his breast. From the time he
had left the shores of France he had met with nothing but
disappo otments, and though this is hardly the place, yet
we cann 3t refrain from enumerating a few of them.
For motives best known to themselves, the French

promised to afford the Young Pretender all the assistance,

both in the shape of troops and pecuniary supplies, that

lay in their power.
Upon the faith of this, and backed by the repeated in-

vitations of the Earl of Mar, Lord Lovat, and other power-
ful Scottish noblemen, the Young Pretender embarked on
board a ship of war of 18 guns, which wasjoined off Belle-

isle by the Eliia.hctli and other ships.

On their way to Scotland, however, they were unlucky
enough to fall in with a British man-of-war, the Lion,
commanded by Captain Brett, who immediately bore

down upon the Elizabeth, the crew of which defended
themselves with the greatest valour and resolution ; and
although, in the end, they obtained a victory over the

English ship, it was at the destruction of nearly all their

own ships, and the EUzahc^h was totally disabled; bnt

she isanaged, after incredible difficulty, to tret back to

Brest.

This was a serious blow to the pretender's ente. prise.

Not only did it render those he had with him dissatisfied,

but the loss was very great, as the Elizabeth carried, be-

sides arms and ammunition for several thoas^nd tr.en,

nearly four hundred thousand pounds sterling.

Eut, undismayed by this disaster, the galiaiit youn*
prince continued on his way to Scotland, whiere he kudcj
on the Isle of Skye. _

. . .-t.
ki\A now Le met ivith a fresh dismiToiBtmeiit. '^'«
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^• reuch saddenly backed out of the affair—or virtually bo—
i'SH.viaf' him resourceless oa a hostile shore.
The consequence of this disaffection of the Frencn was,

mat many of the powerful noblemen, upon whose renre-

sentations and fidelity be had relied, fell off also.

But, undaunted wher? many would have been cast do-vn,

the young prince poTSCvered against the adverse ti^le

whidb fortune poured upon him, and in the end gained
the partizanship of the Camerons, from which moment
things had looked better; and therefore, in consideration
of all thesa circumstances, it is no wonder that he should
experience a glow of joy when he positively saw the nucleus
of aa artay gathering around him.

CHAPTER CXCVi.
PSlNCe CHARLES RAISES HIS STANDARD, AND RECEIVES

A STARTLING COMMUNICATION FROM TOM KING.

Again and again he bowed to the assembled multitude,
and, amid the acclamations of all present, the young
prince gave the order for his standard to be raised and
his colours unfurled.

This was done by brave old Tullibai-dine.

The flag was made of silk, and double the size of any
that had been formerly used—the colourj white, blue, anil

red silk.

A soldier assisted the old highland warrior to support
the long, heavy staff, the sharp point of which could not
be made to enter the hard, rocky soil.

The spot where the flag was raised is still pointed out.

It may be seen to this day by the curious reader who may
take the trouble to make a pilgrimage to Glenfinnan ; for,

in order that the event should never be forgotten, Mac-
donald of Glennaladel erected a small stone tower upon the

4Bpot, with an inscription on the base in Gaelic Latin and
English commemorative of the occurrence.

Then, while the beautiful flag streamed out in the pure
nirmntain air. Prince Charles, amiil a profound silence,

reiid a manifesto from his father James Stuart, and the

toinmission of regency.
This over, be made a short but enei-getic speech to the

iiic'u, which was received with loud shouts of joy, while,

in the words of an eye-witness, " such loud huzzas and
skimming of bonnets up into the air, appearing l''*} a
cloud, was not heard of a long time."
The hearts of all beat high with hope.
And now our four highwaymen, thinking it quite time

llu-y declared themselves, pushed forward as well as they
wore able, and reacLeil at last the base of the httle emi-
nence upon which the Pietcndcr was standing.

At the moment they tiiu? appeared, Cameron of Lochiel,
Twlio was standing with Lis hand clasped by that of his

I't ince, perceived them, and said something in a low tone
*.' CLarles Stuart, who turned round abruptly.

It was evident that at the first glance he did not recognise

tiio liigbwaymen, but that was scarcely more than they
had expected, for the night when their singular encounter
took place was a verj' dark one, and he must necessarily

have obtained only an imperfect view of their counte-
Dfi uces.

Moreover, if Dick had forgotten the adventure
altogether, how veij likely it was that the young prince

»n»uid do so.
" Kxcnse us, your royal highness," said Tom King,

" o'.it I have fulfilled a promise I made to you some time
btick. Do 3'ou remember giving me this ring ?

"

As he spoke, Tom held out between his fiuirer-'ips the
b;iuble of which be spoke.

Lochiel took it ftom him, and placed it in fctoe hands of
tuc prince

" Ha !
" ne saiu, as the well-remembered jewel met his

g-,i.';e. " You are the two men who attacked J"e while o>s-

p;'used. I was on my way from London."
"You were, my prince, and then, it youTecollect, wn

|

"Siiide a promise, which you were pleased to sanction, to I

ihi effect that, as soon as we heard you had raised your
j

w.iiidard, we would hasten to enrol oui-selves beneath it."

" You did so," said Charles Stuart, " and you are here.
|

Beiifve me, you are most welcome. The incident, from its
j

*ory peculiar nature, has frequently been present in my '

f^'y'l but there seems to be tour of you I How is that ? "
I

-«'. will isardon ua. my orince. for brinsinK with us J

two of our dearest friends, who will espouse your ciiu.-e

with equal warmth as ourselves."
*' That needs no pardon. The more who join ns, the

easier will it be for me to regain possession of my own,

'

and the more bloodless will be the struggle."
" I thank your royal highness," said Tom King.

" There is another matter, of the gravest importance,
about which I wish to speak, tiut would fain fiud ' vra
fitting opportunity,"

" Indeed !

"

" The matter is important—yet not urgent."
" I will then dismiss the clans shortly, and, when that

is done, do you repair to yonder cottage, where I am at
present lodged, and there you shall have your say tv me."
As he uttered these words, the prince gracefully held

out his hand in true royal fashion.

Respectfully Tom took it in his, and, bending down over
it, with his hat in his left hand, just touched it with his

lips.

In this he was followed by his companions, and then all

four withdrew.
The business with the soldiers lasted for some time

longer yet, but at last they were all dispersed.

Ere Tom could gain his promised audience with thef'

prince, the day was almost spent, for the sun had with-
drawn his rays from the water of the lake and was sinking
fast behind the mountains.
As the reader is aware, Tom's business with Charles

Stuart was the restoration of tb i papers which had been
taken from the wallet of the unfortunate messenger.
He went aloue, though his coiurades were close at hand.
Upon receiving permission to enter, Tom found himself

in a small, scantily-furnished room in a cottage.

Besides the young prince himself, there were present
several chieftains of note.

All looked with great curiosity at Tom King, but
especially was he regarded by Lochiel.

" Your royal highness," he said, " I must request you to
keep secret who and what I am, or, rather, in what cha-
racter you found me."
" WiUingly."
" Then, if you will have patience to hear what I have

to say, I will put it into as few words as possible."
" Is it so important ? " asked one of the chiefs present,

and who, by hia appearance, he surmised to be the Earl
of Mar.
" I thitk it so. If you will permit me to commence, I

will tell yon, and then leave you to judge."
There was no reply to this speech, so Tom began

—

"The intelligence, my prince, that you had landed in

Scotland fell into my hands in a strange manner. A little

more than a week ago, while in the midland counties of
England, I was traveUing the high-road to Warwick, iu
company with my three friends, whom you have this day
seen. We had been in the saddle many hours, and our
steeds were tired, so we led them into a meadow on the
road-side, in order that they might have a re^t.
" We, too, were tired, and glad enough to lie down on-

the turf beside our steeds.
" Not for lou^, however, had we been iu this position,

when, in the distance, we heard the faint sound produced
by the coming of a troop of horsemen.
" Having no idea who they were, we did not attempt to

move, but resolved to lie still, and allow them to pass us.

"To our surprise, however, the horsemen—there were
six of them—drew up in the lane exactly before the hedgf
behind which we lay concealed."
" A strange coincidence," said the Young Pretende^,

who felt a deep and immediate interest in the narrative,
which is scarcely to be wondered at, for it was well cal-

culated to excite it, and the feeling was shared in by all

the grim highland chiefs around him.
" What to make of it we knew not," continued Tom

King, " and, as we wore fug-iiives, the idea very naturally

took possession of our Diir.ua rnat they had some special

reference to us, and that they had halted where they did
because they knew it to be our hiding-place.

" But we soon found this, our first surmise, i" c j an in-

correct one, for one of the mounted men spoke -

" ' This place will do aa well as any, ^ fancy,' ha said,
' if you are quite sure he will pasa hera

" Then another one replied

—

" ' We are quite sure of that.'
" 'Thpu ffet behind the hediza and wait.' said tbe na»
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who had first epoken, and who, for certain, was the com-

mander of the others.
" And now I ought not to forget to mention that, mled

with curiosity, we crept silently close to the hedge, and

peered through it. in order to see what kind of men they

were.
" Although it wafc uight, we were -well able to do this,

for the moon was shining with unusual brightness, and

brought to view the smallest objects.

" We saw, then, in the first place, that the strange and

mysterious new-comers were in number six, and that they

were each mounted on a steed of more than average

quality.
" All six, we found, were dressed piv.„»sely alike, in

dark-coloured vestments, and there was no distinction, in

dress at least, between them. The one who had the com-

mand bore about him no distinguishing token by which he

could be recognised from the others.
" When the order was given to conceal themselves be-

hind the hedge, we looked upon our discovery as certain,

but, strangely enough, they chose the one on the opposite

side of the way.
" They leaped over into the meadow, and then lay per-

fectly still.

" What to make of all this we knew not ; and while we
were only ruminating upon the subject, the silence was
disturbed by the faint clatter of horses' feet.

" We did not require to listen iwice to know that it was
a single rider who was approaching, nor that his steed

was coming at a gallop.
" Clearly, you will think the men behind the hedge

were lying in ambush for the one we heard coming, but

we had no grounds sufficient for us to act, nor did we see

how we were to interfere.

"On the horseman came, and at length he cpje in

eight.
" For some reason or other, he reined in his steed as he

reached the ambuscade.
" At last he came opposite to it.

" Just as he did so, a loud voice cried, in startling

tones

—

'"Halt!"'
" The horseman who had just arrived, we saw wore a

kind of military costume, and it was only natural that he
should obey the order with the promptitude he did.

" He checked his steed.
" But before he could look around, and ascertain from

whence or from whom the order had come, we heard a loud

report, as of the discharge of several muskets, and then

the horseman, uttering a loud scream of agony, fell head-

long, with his steed, into the roadway.
" A cloud of thin blue vapour for a moment hid all

things from our sight, but a puff of wind carried it com-
pletely awav."

CHAPTER CXCVII.

OUR PEIENDS ARE APPOINTED AS BODY-GUARD TO THE
yOUNG PRINCE.

When Tom King reached this point in his narrative, he
paused for breath, for he had spoken rapidly, and without

stopping.
"To his surprise, he found himself surrounded, hercmed

in by a crowd of eager faces, for, as he had gone on, his

auditors had, in the intensity of their interest, lessened

little by little the space which intervened between them
until *hey could positively come no closer.

However, when he paused, they drew back again, but

they we»e still intent and listening eagerly {ox the next
word he should utter

Not only was there ttje interest the narrative itself

excitod, but in addition the fact pressed sternly upon them
that all that they had hitherto heard was bu*; the nrelude
of something that closely touched themselvee.

" Proceed ! " said the young prince ;
" let us ^.^ar the

'fe,jr-°.l of this most mysterious and horrible affair,"

V will, your royal highness As you nisy eaaiiy

jiorfnise, we were at first completely overwhelmed with
horror, and were unable to move ; but soon another phase
vn the drajna developed itaelf, which had the effect of

iainQedia.te^ restoring to us the use of our lost faculties.

"There was a movement on the opposite side of the
\edge ^here the assassins had concealed themEslves

" Doubtless they were about to consuiumaie tacir
hellish purpose.

" But the sound, slight as it was, was enough to release

us from the enchainment of our minds, and as if domi-
nated by the same impulse, we all four sprang to our feet

and dashed into the lane.

" Before, however, we could reach the spot where the
murdered man lay, the six men had ci-awled throng.li the
hedge on their side.

" We met over the dead body—for both parties directcl

their steps to that one point, and rewjhed it at the same
moment.

" We had our swords dra-.vn, and the hilts tightly in

our grasp.
" So had they.
" Moreover, they out-numbered us ; for, as I have said,

they were six, we were four.

" We did not make an attack upon them, howevei", with-

out first demanding an explanation of the causes that led

to the commission of the foul deed we had witnessed ; but,

beyond sajjing that he was a traitor and a rebel, we could

learn nothing.
" The man they had shot down was not dead ; though,

of course, had it not been for our intervention, they would
quickly have extinguished the last spark of life remaining
in his body.
" In brief, we fought the villains—for they are deserving

of no better name—and worsted them.
" All but two were beaten to the ground, and these, in

the most abject manner, sued for quarter, which we did

not hesitate to grant to them, on condition of their throw-

ing down their arms, and telling us all they knew of the

affair.
" It was from the lips of these men that I first learned,

my prince, that you had landed on the northern shores of

Scotland, and were about to raise an army and invade

England.
" In addition to this they told us that information had

been given by a spy, that a messenger from you to the

chief Jacobites in London would pass that way, and that

he would carry with him papers of vast importance.
" To our inquiries whether that was the reason why

they had been sent out upon such a brutal errand, they

answered in the affirmative. And the sole reason they

could give for the sanguinary deed was, that it was ex-

pected to find upon his person a hst of names which
would enable them to arrest the principal adherents *o

the house of Stuart then residing in London or i.a

vieinity."

A loud, angry, guttural shout came from the throats . .

the highland chieftains and Prince Charles as they were
made the recipients of this news, and their pale, stern

faces, showed how deeply they felt the danger in which
their cause and lives had been.

But the deep desire they felt to hear the remnant—^for

they could tell Tom King's narrative was now rapidly

approaching a termination—made them curb as much as

possible all outward manifestation of their feelings.

Amid a partial silence he continued

—

" These two men, whom we found afterwards were sol-

diers, we suffered to escape ; and then, having done bo,

we turned our attention to the wounded messenger.
" The moon still shone brightly, and showed us his

figure very distinctly.
" The horse was quite dead.
" But his rider lived.
" Assuring him that we were friends, he with his latest

breath confirmed what the men had told us, and, having

given a cheer for Prince Charlie, he expired."

The eyes of the bold highlanders glistened, and the

angry expression of their faces was softened somewhat

when they thought of the loyalty of their countryman.
" And n.'i7," said Tom, " I shall be obhged to speak of

myself. Lelieve roe, my prince, that I am sincerely

devoted to your cause and so I resolved that, come what

might, papers of so dangerous a character to you a.s 1

supposed those were carried by the messengei, should

never fall into your enemies' hands ; and so, loathsome as

the task was, 1 stooped down to search the pockets of the

murdered man.
" The result of that search, my prince, is here, i

tender you the papers in the same condition as I found

them in the wallet of the messeng-er. They have been in
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my ))Osscssion evei* siuce, and durinf]^ that time they have
beeu touched and read by no one."
With these words, Tom King took from his pocket the

packets of papers, tmil bejading upon one knee, presented
them to his prince.

Blood was upon theni in many places.

And now the highlauders, but lor the respect they lelt tor

young Charles Stuart, would have crowded around our
ftiend with every manifestation of friendship ; but as it

was, they held back.

The prince rose from tue rude chair in the cottage,

upon which he had been sitting, at the same time extend-

ing his hand to Tom King, and assisting him to rise like-'

•wise.

Then he placed his right hand upon the shoulder of the
highwayman and spoke.

The tones of his voice were deep and fervent.
" For the great sei-vice you have rendered me," be said,

I shall never be able to show myself sufficiently grateful.

1 am poor in thanks, and never had the gift of eloquently
expressing myself in words. But, if 1 cannot speak, I can
act, and you will find that 1 shall do so on the present
occasion in a manner that will please and satisfy all ; for,

had tbese papers been taken possession of by our foes, we
should have been irredeemably ruined."

Tom bowed.
Q'here was a pleased feeling at his lieart.

He had done a service, and it had been appreciated.
Still he did not wish the young chivalric prince to bestow

the meed of honour upon him only, and, therefore, he took
the earliest opportunity to state that his three friends had
been animated by precisely the same feelings as he had,
and desired that they might meet with a reward equal to

his own.
This speech still lurther increased the admiration which

the highlanders telt for our friend, for. Jet them have been
as rude and unpolished as they may, they yet were able to

properly appreciate magnanimity and courage — two
qualities that must of necessity ever go together.

" Call them hither," said the prince.

This was done.
Our three friends, who had been outside during the

whole of this scene, received the summons to enter with
seme surprise.

" It fills my heart with joy," said Prince Charles^ as he
gazed upon the forms of the four highwaymen, " and I am
sure it must all those friends who are here present, to

gaze upon such staunch friends to<^ar cause, and such brave
m«n. But," he added, turning to Tom King, " it is to you
that I feel myself most specially indebted, amd so I say to

you, name your own reward for what you have done."
" I am more than repaid," replied Tom, " by possessing

the kind opinion ot your royal highness."

This speech pleased and flattered the Pretender.
It seemed as though he already held the sceptre in his

grasp.
*' But," he added, " there must ce something you can

wish for. Let me know what ii 's
'''

you wish to please

me. If in my power, your request shall be granted."
" We have no other wish than to serve your royal high-

ness," replied Tom King. "Will you permit us to join

your ranks ?"
" We have already done so," replied Charles, " but I

will name something. 1 admire you. You are all four

truly brave men, and I should like you to form a species

of body-guard ab<3ut my person. Will you do this ?
"

" Willingly, my prince " I am glad you made the pro-
posal, for it is one I should never have presumed to ask
myself. You will indeed confer a high honour upon us,

and reward our services more richly than they deserve."
" Not so—not so !

" replied the prince, " What is

your opinion, my friends ? " he continued, turning to the
chiefs, who were around him. " Can I place too high a
value upon the service which these men have collectively

and individually rendered us ?
"

"No—no!" they cried, with one accord. *• .-'i—no!
Hurrah ! for the brave Southrons !

"

As soon as the tumuJt 'lad a little snbeided, Lochiel
•h pped forward.

Uel
"

looked upon Our fnenas.
" Do you accept," he asked, " the post which your

p' lUcc offers you ? Are you content with that aa a reward
lor all that you have done ?

"

" V/e £j\e more than satistied ! Vv'e \rill defend him to

the last gasp, and he need fear nothing from his enemies
while we are round him."

Little by little the story of the asrsassinated me8S-3Dgor
was diffused among the troops ; and so, ere long, the four
highwaymen found themselves treated wherever they
went with the greatest consideration and respect.

Better days we hope are in store for them than any
they have yet seen, but at present we have only the hope
to rely upon.
We must, with what patience we can, continue to watch

the progress of erents as we have hitherto done.

CHAPTER CXCVIII.

THE YOUNlj , iJETENDER SUFFERS HIMSELF TO BE DELVrBt
BY HIS TRANSIENT TRIUMPHS.

Every hour which now elapsed only served id show freeh
men flocking to the standard of the Pretender, whose
troops now began to assume the appearance of a regular
army.

But aU these proceedings had not taken place without
attracting a great deal of notice to them, and the result

was that Sir John Cope, the commander-in-chief of the
forces in the south of Scotland, received instructions to

raise what force he could, and march against the rebels.

Intelligence of this soon reached the Pretender's camp,
who, under the advice of his chiefs, set his troops in mo-
tion, and began his march southward, their avowed object
being to take possession of the palace of St. James's, in

I/ondon.
By the intimate knowledge of the mountain passes

which some of the highlanders possessed, they were able,

without much trouble, to elude the force under Sir John
Cope.
The two armies passed each other in Argyleshire, and

the young prince proceeded to Perth.
Of this place they took possession, without the least

resistance being offered them ; in fact, they were much
strengthened, for they were joined by the Duke of Perth,
Lord Murray, Lord Nairn, and many others of less note,
yet all powerful men.

Flushed with their success, and auguring from it the
most favourable conclusions, the rebel army left Perth
behind them, and pushed forward rapidly, the point to
which they were directing their steps being the city of

Edinburgh.
This they reached in three days.

They found the ancient city in a very defenceless state,

and, as their numbers were now very formidable, they
took possession of it with very little trouble.

Here they supplied themselves with arms and ammuni-
tion, and on the following day marched out to attack the
royal army under the command of General Cope.
The two opposing forces came in sight of each other :it

a place which will be ever memorable in English hiBtoi y.

This was Preston Pans.
Early in the morning the Pretender's troops made a

furious attack upon their foes, and threw them into un-
speakable confusion.

The conflict was a desperate one, but at length the

Young Pretender gained a complete victory over his foes,

and compelled them to fly before him like chaff before the
wind.

Still more elated, they marched back to Edinburgh, and
the next morning attacked the castle, which had been put
in the best possible posture for defence by the governor.
But it would seem that the rebels were destined to carrj

all before them.
They were now, at least, twelve thousand tjtrong.

Leaving Edinburgh, and indulging in the wildest hopes
of ultimate success, they de^?5mined to penetrate into

England.
In accordance with this determination, they proceeded

to Carlisle, and, much to the surprise of the inhabitants of

that city, they were discovered one movning as the fog
cleared off suirounding the walls.

This Tinexpected sight filled them witli a panic from
which they never recovered. The most exaggera/^^d

accounts had reached them of the power of tha lebeh',

and they felt that their last hour was come.
But, when the attack was made upon this city, gieat

'lifficultv was exDcrienced ia cari-viiuc it. for a dt sr vmxs
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resistance was made at the eleventh hour. It, howerer,
availed nothing. The young prince was again a victor.

It can easily be understood how rapidly people would
flock to his standard under such circumstances as these

;

and, indeed, the manner ii which their irabers iroreased

was really astounding.
The French, too, now that tuey saw some prospect of

the Pretender carrying out his original intention, hastened
to send arms, amraunitiou, and Koney to his asssistance,

all of which were very thankfully received.

But during this time the English Government was not
idle, and the king thought fit to send his son, the Duke of

Oumberland, at the h3ad of eight battahons, and nine
squadrons just '.^tnraed from service abroad, to march
against the'n.

But, in tho meanwhile, tue young prince, by the counsel
of his officers, lost no time in following up the advantages
he had gained, and he continued his course for some time
longer into the very heart of England.

It will be noticed that we have not entered into the
details of this episode in the lives of the highwaymen.
There is so little always to vary the monotony of a sol-

dier's life, almost constantly on duty, that particulars

would but be destructive to interest.

In consequence of the favour with which they were
looked on by the prince and the whole body of the sol-

diery, they fared much better than many of the others

did. From this circumstance, however, it must not be
inferred that they had no privations to endure, but then
they were tolerably inured to hardships of all kinds.

As, however, the rebel army got farther into England,
so did their dangers and difficulties increase. They no
longer met with the easy victories which they had done
hitherto. Every point had to be contended with the

sword's point.

And now, to add to the young chief's troubles, disaffec-

tion arose among the troops. The highland chiefs, as

they got nearer to the object, got more and more fright-

ened at its magnitude, and would willingly have with-

drawn.
England was to them a terra incognita, and they ad-

vanced mth much the same feelings as the ancients when
first prosecuting their disfcoveries.

It was ia vain the pritce exhorted them not to leave

him and abandon his enterprise when so close upon
achievement. They grew more obstinate, and at last

refused to proceed altogether.

This was s dilemma which the prince was very far

from anticipating.

There was, of course, much danger in advancing, but,

perhaps, not any more than there would be in retreating.

Either way they would have to cut their way through an

army, for they were menaced both in front and rear.

To remain undecided, moving neither one way or the

other, would be utter ruin, for it would give time for the

two armies to coalesce, and then, hemmed in comrjettly,

what could they hope to do ?

At last they began that disastrous retreat, so well

remembered by the student of English history, and which,

while it crushed the present rising, effectually put an end
to all hopes of the Stuarts regaining possession of the

throne.
It was with heavy and reluctant hearts that our friends

turned their backs upon their undertaking. Such a
course was entirely foreign to their nature. Rather than

have retreated, they would have walked boldly and fear-

lessly to certain death.

But, under existing aircumstances, what could they do ?

The more they saw of the young prince, the more they

liked him, and the more deeply they sympathised with his

unfortunate situatfcn. With that chivalric feeling, which (

formed so important an element in their dispositions, they
{

resolved to stand by him to the last. s

The post of body-guard, to which they haff been I

appointed, tb""' maintained throughout the whole of the
campaign.
Between tbfl i ouu^ Pretender and Tom King vuere

arose a warm feeling of friendship. At his earnest solici-

tations, the highwayman bad acquainted him with the

melancholy details of bis history.

Their ages, too, were similar ; and so this friendship,

strange as it may at ^^rst sight seem, was not much, to be
wondered nt.

iieenbr did all four teel for the distress oi tthe Pre',»;nder,

,

vvhen his army, of which he had had such great exp*<ct»u
tions, fairly turned their backs upo" London, and began
their retreat.

Sanguine and enthusiastic as he was, he bau continued
to hope on, and had never allowed himself to be cast down
by any adverse circumstance. Now, however, it waa
impossible for him to hope any longer ; the bright vision
which he had had before him from the earliest moment of

his existence faded away.
From town to town, from city to city, they weui, en-

during greater hardships than could be conceived, and
those of the populace who had been favourable to M»em,
when there was a chance of their gaining their ends, now
turned against them with the utmost fury.

The consequence of this was, that all order was lost

.

The troops no longer marched in companies, but diffused
themselves in every direction, committing excesses of all

kinds.

It Tctiy be imagined with what different feelings th»
young prince re-entered the towns of which he had taken
possession during his advance. Then his heart was elate
with ioy. He saw in the distance the great project of hi*
life achieved. Now all was at an end.
No matter what may be the prejudices or new sympathies

of any one, it is impossible not to feel a deep interest and
pity for the fate of this young man.
Like his father before him, he had only been mad©

tL^ lool of others, who desircfl to gain their own ends,
not his.

At length the borders of Scotland were reached, and
the soldiers, now that they found their feet upon their

native soil, felt ashamed of their fears, and expressed a
return of that bravery and courage for which they hav(j

always been celebrated.

They resolved even yet not to abandon the Pretender"*
cause, but make a bold and vigorous stand.

But it was too late.

Awful words

!

They seem like a death knell.

Too late

!

The resolution was one that should have been Ri^ido-

loug ago.
"The government had had time to take such measure*

as would effectually crush the insurrection, even though
it was thrice as great and thrice as powerful as it then
was.
The king's troops, under the command of the Duke of

Cumberland, were hard apon their track.

Sanguine to the last, the Pretender hoped that thi*

most desperate chance would enable him to retrieve hi»

shattered fortunes.

CHAPTER CXCIX.

WHICH RELATES HOW THE REBEL ARMV AND THE KINg'S
TROOPS FOUGHT A PITCHEI* HATTLE UPON CULLODEN
MOOU.

Not to weary the reaaer too much with historic details,

we will pass over all the minor incidents which occurred^

and present to him a scene full of grandeur, magnificence,

and horror.

It is the night before the battle or Culloden—that

struggle upon which depended everything.

The two armies had halted at some distance from each

other ; but both, uaving decided on a pitched battle, d(!-

termined to abide the issue of the day.

In the rebel camp—for such we must perfoi'ce denomi-
nate it—all is bustle and excitement, despite the fatitrii^:

from which all suffered.

The young prince was much agitated, nor could all tbe-

assurances of his friends tend in any way to calm him.

He felt with i'"ll intensity the importance of the coming
struggle.

Lut there was a little tent pitched not tar from th»

one appropriated to the use of the Pretende)-, and, front

among all the others dotted over the pk>u, we select that

one for our especial consideration.

The weather was bitter cold, but iu this tent thorw

blazed, in a kind of iron-basket in the centre, a good fa?^,

round which were seated four familiar faces.

Does tbe reader require to be told who they are P

The fatigue and liara.<»sment of the campaign had ioft

its traces upon tiem.
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;hev were pale and thiD, with their features sharp and
'viiuefced.

A,l but Tom King looked sombre.
He all through had felt, and still continued to leei, as

deep an interest in the r^'hole struggle as though he had
been the prince himself, and though he felt ill at ease

about the morrow yet his enthusiasm would no* allow

him to show it.

He was elate.
" Do not look so moody, my friends," he said. " Fr^.J

to-morrow all will be changed, for I have still the greatest

confidence in the highland broadswords. There is not a

man who is not fully conscious that all will depend upon
this day's issue."

" That may be," said Claude Duval ;
" and I sincerely

trust that .so it n<.Ay turn out, but I fear it will not."

"And I," said Sirteen-String Jack; "in fact, I look
upon the Pretender's cause as perfectly hopeless."
" But you will not desert it on that account ? " asked

Tom, eagerly.
" Certainly not. Having gone so far, I will see the

«nd."
" A nd you, Dick ?

"

" Of course, I shall remain with you. I hope we shall

all cling together ! To-morrow, will be a sharp contest.

>^therto, you must remember, we have been fortunate
««ough to escape without a wound. Whether we shall do
60 or not to-morrow is another matter."

" Do not anticipate evil, Dick," said King. " You seem
very gloomy to-night ; to be sure, there is cause for
gloominess."

" It may oe, Tom, that this is destined to be the last

time we shall all four sit together. I do feel very heavy
At my heart, but that is a thing no one can help."
" For one," said Duval, " 1 always cling to the belief

tbat there sometimes comes such things as presentimeats
of danger."
"Talk upon some other subject," said Tom King.

" The more you dwell upon such imaginary evils, the
more terrible they become."
" True—true ! But let me ask you to speajt candidly,

and say what chance you think there is of any good
coming of this rash undertaking."

"Things do not look very promising just now, to be
sure," replied King ;

" but yet I do not despair."
" Nor 1, exactly ; but from one of the spies I learned

the British army is much superior to ours in point of

numbers and weapons ; and not only that, the men are all

thoroughly rested."

"Which cannot be said of ours," chimfd in Sixteen-

String Jack. " Such a miserable lot ot half-starved

wretches I never remember to have seen."
• " But they have true courage and are strong, and so the
king's troops will find them to-morrow."

" You will, perhaps, think it ''ooUsh," said Dick Turpin,
" but I cannot divest myself of the idea that fate has all

along been unpropitious to this enterprise. There has
been nothing gained as yet, and I do not believe there

ev(.r will. Too much valuable time was wasted at the
firct—time which they should have employed in active

opjrations against the enemy. Time lost can never be
regained. It afforded the government the opportunity of

conceiving the most summary proceedings against us.

Tom, my friend, rely upon it, we have lost the day. The
young prince, Charles Edward Stuart, will retiie into

that obscurity from which he has emerged, and never be
heard of more."
Tom King shook his head.
" I am of that opinion," said J aval.

"And so am I," coincided Jack.
" You are all against me, then ? " said Tom ; and as he

^sked the question, there was just the least tingpof vexa-
tion perceptible in the tone of his voice.

f

"' We are."
;

" I am sorry to hear you say as much," he i^ffed,>i
" very sorry." /

" But in a few \ours we shall know the worst." i

" Or the best*"
'*

i

" Yes, or the n^st ; but t should eay the former wo'id
he most likely as regards ourselves."
" I cannot help your being ol such an opinion ; out, my

{

ti'ienus. for the sake of all of us, and for the 8ak« of the
•ouncr r^rince. who has acted so well to us, do not go out I

to-morrow to the conflict with sucn ii^oughta as thos»-
upon your minds."

" How can it be helped ?"
" That I leave to yourselves ; but you cannot do other

wise than agree with me in saying that were such a
feeling general throughout the armv, defeat would be
inevitable."

" So it would."
" Confidence in a cause or undertakiDg goes a long way

towards insuring its success."
" I know that," said Tuipm, "and will try my best to

look on the bright side of things. You ought to know
that I am not one given to despondence."

" That is true, I admit."
I " Look 1 ere, Tom, I will promise you this, and I should
not he afr id to say that Claude and Jack will promise
you the s jne thing."

"Whr:isit?"
" Whi , that to-morrow—or, rather, to-day, for it is now

long past midnight—in the struggle we will, as much
for your sake as anything, cast our own feelings and
prejudices on one side, and use our best individual ex-
ertions in the coming fray. Do you promise. Jack ?

"

" Willingly."
" And you, Claude ?

"

" Most certainly."
" I am glad to hear as much," said Tom King ; " do

not forget, I pray, how much depends upon the issue of
to-morrow's conflict. It will either make or ruin us."

" No, no," said Turpin, " I will not say that."
" Why not.!'"
" Because it would not be true."
" But I maintain it would "

" How can that be ?
"

" Explain yourself."
" With all my heart. I giunt. in the first place, thi.<; i'

the Young Pretender "

" He is no pretender."
" Well, then, the young prince. I say I am willing to

grant that if he gains the day our position may be much
bettered ; but I do not see that it follows we should be
any worse oft" if he loses than we were before we joined
ourselves to his fortunes."

" 1 don't say we should ; but what T meant was, there
would be no hope of quitting our late mode of life upon
the road."

" Nor, to tell the truth," said Dick Turpin, " do I par-
ticularly wish to do so. Next to it, the life of a soldier

must be most adventurous and exciting, but I am sure I

shall never prefer it."
" And shall you never tire of the highway ?

"

" Who knows ? I fear there is not much chance of our
doing anything else. Our lives are now doubly forfeit,

and to hope for pardon or mercy would be mere folly. A3
we have been so must we be."

" Let us defer the consideration of that until after th,

battle. But there is one point in connexion with it whicl
we have not hitherto touched upon, but yet which i

should like you to attentively consider."
" What is it, Tom ? Speak out."
" I will. Let us suppose the battle over, the king ,

troops victorious, and the young prince defeated."
" That is a very rational and probable supposition, iu

deed," broke in Claude Duval.
" It may be."
" But go on."
" Will you hsten to me ?

"

" Certainly we will."
" Well, then," resumed Tom, who was not altogether

pleased with his companions' manner, "supposing that
things should eventuate in the manner I have spoken of,

the young prince's position, assuming that he should
escape death or capture, will be a most dangerous one,
will it not?"

" It will, indeed."
' But what should you do under the circamstances ?

"

" In what way ?
"

" I mean should you depart in the tocst way you ars

u,ule, or should you consider it your duty to stick hf
Prince Charlie to the last ?

"

" I don't know for the last"
" I mean until we have seen him disposeul in some |>!rw<

of safety. Whether you do or not, 1 consider thai < ou
.are in duty bound to do eo. He appointed u^ a* a n/t^a
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Of bis esteem, to bo his body guard, and that, too, at a
tiinie when tiling: looked promising; and no amount of

reasoning will make me tliiuk it less than an act of baso-

aeea to desert him in the hour of difficulty and danger."
" You are chivalric, Tom, to a degree.'

"No matter, I feel that T am rigb'."

•'And so do we. Until you mentioned it, we Rever

gave the matter the least thr)j>-bt,; but rest assured,

let the fortnne of war be wh;)-' i. will, we, like you, will

hold by him until we see him iii safety—seated either on
the British throne, or land.^d on sonjo shore where he 'i^dll

be out of the reach of his foes."
" We are, then, it seems, quite agi-ced upon this pomt.

I am glad of it. But morning cannot be far distant; lot

ws, ere it comes, obtain what sleep and rjst we can, for

who knows k^w long it may be before wa have another
opportunity ?

'

CHAPTER CC.

DICK TURPfN 3.VVES THE LIFE OF CHARLES STUART, THE J

YOUNG PRETENDER, AT THE BATTLE OF CULLODEN. I

Mistily, gloomily, coldly, and cheerlessly dawned the
|

morning which preceded the dread battle of Culloden.
So dark was it that neither army was astir until a

much later hour than they had intended.
The heavens were covered with one huge black cloud,

which, like a funeral pall, hid the face of the god of day,
whose beams should otherwise, for an hour before, have
revivified the earth.

Prince Charles, when he peiiceived the aspect of the
weather, and noted the absence of the sun, drew an unfa-
vourable augury from 'both events, and allowed his spirits

to become proportionably depressed.
Unlike the savage and ruthless Duke oi Glo'ster, he

was not endued with that philosophic force which Shaks-
peai-e has, in common with many of his other characters,
assigned to him ; and so the young prince could not chase
iiway the ominous effect it had upon him by thinking, as

he did, upon a similar occurrence in the well-remembered
scene before the battle of Bosworth Field, where he asks
tfho has soen the sun, and is replied to, that he has not
yet broken forth :

—

Then he disdains to shine—for by the clock.
He should have braved the east an hour ago

:

Not shine to-day ! Why, what is that to me,
More than tf> Richmond ? for the self-same heaven
That frowns on me, looks lowering upon him !

But, as we have said, the young prince could not draw
consolation frc>m s*ich a source ; and though those around
Lira endeavoured to rally him, the attempt was unsuc-

It was nearly eleven o'clock in the forenoon before the
opposing forces fairly came in contact with each other

;

but, from that moment, a struggle commenced of so san-
guinary a character as had never before been known.
The highlauders, altliough some discontent had arisen

respecting the position the several elans occupied, behaved
with great valour and intrepidity.

To add to their difficulties, a fine, sharp, sleety rain, of
thatkind so common in Scotland, began to fall. It was
carried by a high wind into their faces, which, accustomed
3s they were to inclement weather, baffled and confused
them.
As forthe royalists, they felt comparatively little or no

inconvenience from it, for they had the wind and rain to

their backs instead of to their faces.

It has been general on the part of those antagonistic
to tbe Stuart cause to describe the young scion, Charles
Edward, as a young man destitute of personal courage,
and especially is the statesman Horace Walpole notice-
able for this, but there are two sides to all questions, and
it is hardly likely that we shoulfl be correctly ortra,yed
by our enemies.
The fact was, » -mce Charles had to»<ua i. uecessary

and advisable to adopt the costume of his own men in
order that he might not be recognizable from tha
moss except by those who knew him. As must be well
kiuiwn to all, the government had offered a reward of
130,000 to any one who should take him prisoner either
(lead or alive, and we shall see presently how this circum-
trtauce actually turned out favourable to the prince, instead
•f flydverse, as any one would think.
The four higrhwnvmen, with him in their centre, eould

be seen in the very thickest of the fray, urging tt(C men
to make still greater effort.?, and using every possible
argument they could to induce them to do so.

Very soon, however, was the disagreeable conviction
forced upon those best qualified to form an opinion that
the hope of the Stuarts gaining a victory was but slight
indeed. The highlanders, bold as they were, could not
make any impression on the English bay 2et— tlio most
formidable of all weapons in tbe hands of a de.'""uiiued
infantry.

Onwards—imperceptibly at first, but y^c there wns a
movement—came the British troops, and, as anuiltoi of

course, as they pressed forward, so did the highlanders
retreat.

But the advantage gained by the king's troops was only-

temporary. The moor in many places was little better
than a treacherous bog or morass, and, fearful lest the soft,

oozy mud should ingulf them, they held back.
This moment was seized upon by the prince's troops to

make a furious charge upon their foes, nor was the oppor
tunity ill-chosen.

Prince Charles himself, mounted upon a powerful \v;iv-

horse, and surrouuded by his body-guard, the four high-
waymen, led the way; and this was an act which excited

the utmost enthusiasm of his men, and made them second
his efforts with unparalleled intrepidity.

The royalist trciOps wavered.
One of the first to note this was the prince.

Joy, and triumph, and hope beatned in his ej-e ; and^
holding his claymore aloft, he cried aloud to his followers
in their native tongue.
They dashed impetuously onwards.
But the royalists had receiyed a reinforcement, and cnmc^

to a stand.

The infantry sank down, and presented a triple low
of bristling steel bayonets, which looked as solid as a
wall.

And here, it should be stated, that the Duke of Cum-
berland, brother to King George the Second, and com-
mander of the troops, found a new mode of using thu
bayonet, which was put into execution with ten-ible

effect.

It may be briefly described in a few words.
The usual plan was for the bayonet-man to attack the-

swordsman facing him ; but, instead of this, the left-hand^

bayonet-man attacked the swordsman fronting his right-

hand man. From this it will be seen that be was covered

by his adversary's target, where he was open on his left,

and his adversary's right was open to him.
This change produced an inconceivable difference.

Puzzled at this fresh mode of fghting, the highlanders-

staggered.
Following up their advantage the bayonet-men pressed

more closely upon them, until they foi'ced them to retreat.

It was in vain that the young prince and the gallant

hearts he had around him strove to once more rally their

almost defeated troops. They were deaf to all commands,
all entreaties, and all threats ; and, at last, fairly turned
and fled.

Prinne Charles made a bold stand to the last, resolved

that no offort of his own should be wanting to insure the

victory; but, while in the very act of beatiug back ai*

enemy, his claymore, which had hitherto served him so
well, snapped off suddenly, about six inches from the hilt,

leaving him, for a moment, utterly defenceless.

His foes pressed closely upon him, and cue would as-

suredly have taken his life had not Dick Turpin, with the
greatest promptitude, sprung forward, aimed a pistol,

hastily drew the trigger, and fired.

The reader knows already that it was very rarely indeed
Dick missed his mark ; and this time he assuredly did not,

for the soldier, with an awful death-shriek, fell backwards
on the battle-field.

"Alight, my prince!" cried Turpin, "burriedly. "Dowof
down ! it is our only chance ! They are upon us!

"

Seizing the Young Prefer der by the arm, he half<

dragged, half-assisted him from his horse.

Then followed a volley of musketry, which, if ho had'

been in the saddle, would assuredly have riddled tb«

prince with bullets.

As it was, he was safe, or coiiii-arativeiy so, but 1\i«

king's troops at that moment made a sudden charge.
Both turned to fly.

The prince had hold of the highwayman b* "ine -aot*-
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[the banditti in the cavern afford the fugitive prince protection.]

But one or both of them, in their blind haste, caught
their feet against some obstacle, and were thrown heavily
to the ground.
Ere they could regain their feet, something fell with

terrific force upon them.
The next moment the right wing of the royal ai-my

rushed ov^r tbem at full speed.
Tom King, Sixteen-String Jack, and Claude Duval had,m th( rapid encounter, got in some way separated from

them.
They were on toot, and armed t« the teeth, and well,

indeed, was it for their safety that they were, for the tide
of battle that drifted them from the side of the prince
carried them into the Tery thickest of the fight, where they
had to use every exertion to defend themselves.
As it was, Claude Duval was struck down by a bullet,

and as his companions feared, killed, and though they
would fain have ascertained the extent of liis injuries, and,

!

if possible, have got him on his feet, yet they were unable
'

to do sc without running the risk of being thrown down

and trampled to death, so impetuous was this last and
decisive charge of the king's troops.
Like the rest, therefore, they scattered before it, and

finding that there was no hope of gaining the day, and that
their hves depended upon their speedy flight, they managed
to escape with only one or two trifling hurts.
But when, after for an hour or so fleeing from their foas,

they sunk exhausted on the ground, they began to entertain
the most serious misgivings for their coir>t)anion's fate,
and for the young prince's dso.
But the only chance they had of safety was to remain

where they were for some time, at least.

So soon, however, as it was prudent for them to do so,
they determined to rise and seek them.
The hearts of both were heavy, and, not only that, they

were filled with disappointment;" Tom King especially so,

for he had, up to the last, hugged the belief thai iho
Pretender's army would prove the victors. '

Now, however, he saw that hope entirely iutit. The
aownfall of th* Stuarts was complete, and from such a

i\o. FeICK OkE JHAI.FPBKN1
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defeat aa that which ti4y met at the fatal battle on Col-
loden Moor, he felt certiun they would never recover.

But we shall see what next took place in this crisis in

oar Monda' affairs.

CHAPTEB CCL
TOH KINO AND BIXTBEN-STRINO JACK SBAKCH THB BATTLE-
FIELD BY TORCHLIGHT FOR THKIK MISSING COMRAOK»,

It is the night after the battle of CuUoden.
The strife of battle is over.

Heaps of dead and dying strew the plain.

From the latter there comes incessantly a terrible

groaning sound. At times it is louder than others, as

some chill blast of air sweeps over the bleak moor,
augmenting the sufferings of those who lie there helpless

to move.
The aggregation of sound which rose from the hundreds

of parched and burning throats was truly horrible. It

was the representative of a world of agony.
An almost full moon showed her face now and then as

paps in the clouds occurred, revealing upon such occasions
with greater distinctness the melancholy spectacle.

Different portions of the plain are also brought into vivid

relief by pine-wood torches, borne by tbo9e who have come
to search for some friend or relative araong the ghastly
mass.
Other figures, too, could have been seen creeping

stealthily about. They were the plunderers of the slain.

How much additional pain these wretched can-ion
caused, no tongue can tell.

Very few upon the battle field who wore the Highland
dress were left alive. They had not fallen until they had
not breath and strength enough left to stand.

The Duke of Cumberland, with the natural ferocity of

his disposition, had given his men the order, in a signifi-

cant tone, " to take no prisoners."
All knew what was meant, and the savage order was

ruthlessly carried out.

Among those who bore torches and searched among the
dying and the dead, seeking for a familiar face, were two
old friends of the readers.

Each carried a blazing torch in his left hand, and a
Bword in his right.

The features of both, as they were occasionally seen
with more than usual plainness, bore upon them the im-
press of fatigue and disappointment.

" This is weary work, Tom," said one, after thsy had
one by one displaced a large heap of slain. " Very weary
work."
" It is, indeed. Jack," replied the other ;

" but I hope
it will not be fruitless."

" And so do I, indeed. We have met with no success as

yet, and we have travelled over no inconsiderable portion

of the field."
" We have. None but those who have experienced it

can tell what it is to search a place like this. I had uo
idea how vast it was."
" Nor I, Jack- But do not let us despair."
" No—no."
•' I knew yon would not."
" I will not."
" It is very strange that we should lose both of them

—

or, as I might say, all three."
" You think, then, the young prince is on the field."
" I do. I feel almost sure of it, indeed, and for that

reason I have done my best to spread a report that he had
retreated to Inverness."

" And so, by sending his foes apon a wrong track, give
him a better chance of escape."
" Just so, but I tremble for him if he is here wounded

anywhere. There are many who know him who would
not scrapie to deprive uim of his Ufe, for, as you know,
the reward of £30,000 will be ijaid to any one who will

carry his head to London."
" The Hanoverians are bloodthirsty butchers."
*' Right. They do not want him a prisoner. They aw

by far too merciless. They want him dead, for, while he
Etes, they just exist in terror."

" Let us hope he will escape . swn the power of his foes.

F«» young man, his lot is a sad one."
'« T oannot help pitying him myself, Tom."
" 7or can any on« with the least spark of rath within

their bosoms. He has his faults and fsulings, bat thea te
has had enough to try hip temper."
" So he has."
"Just help me, Jack, a moment," said Tom Kiag.

" There seems to be some one lying under this great horse.
I don't know whether we shall manage it, but let as try
to move him. It may be one of those we seek lies under*
neath him."

" I hope not, for if there is I would not give mach
for his life ! It would be stifled out of them."

" I am afraid it would, but Jack, my friend, you must
not, because we have escaped without scarcely a scratch,
expect that the others have been equally fortunate, if

we find them at all, we shall find them badly wounded,
perhaps dead."
" I hope not," said Sixteen-String Jack. " I shall be

good for nothing if Claude should be no more,"
" It is strange where he could have gont,. He was by

our side when we were overtaken by that rush and cast
down, and I thought he was cast down with us."
" Bs* i* seems he was not."
" It doeS ; but you must not forget that, though we

made a search for him around the spot where we ourselves
rose, it was necessarily an imperfect one, and since that
time we have not been able to say with certainty this is

the place."
" All that is very true, and I don't dispute a word of it.

The plain bears always the same appearance by this light.

let you go where you will.'

"I am of opinion thsopinion that we have not reached the spot
again where we fell, though, of course, I could not speak
positively."

" It may be, Tom," said Sixteen-String Jack, " that
Claude has been made a prisoner."
" Very likely he has, and yet I don't know, the order

given to the soldiery by the butcher, Cumberland, was to

make no prisoners.'
" And that is equivalent to no quarter."
" The same thing in other words ; but come, my friend,

help me to move this horse. We shall be doing some one
a good service, for I can hear there is some person beneath
who is alive."
" All right ; but it will take our whole united strength

to move the animal."
" I know it will."
" And we have only got one hand at liberty. What ars

we to do with the torches ?
"

" I don't know, hardly."
"Nor I."
" The ground is soft."
" A good thought. We shall, I daresay, be able to

stick them upright in the damp soil. Try.'"
" 1 will."

After several unsuccessful efforts, the two highwaymen
succeeded in sticking their torches perpendicularly in the
ground, where they burned almost as well as they did

while they held them in their hands.
This done, they turned the whole of their attention

to moving the horse to which they had alluded, and
which seemed to be lying upon two or three people.

He was unusually large and powerful.

To various portions of his body there clung pieces of

harness, the character of which seemed to show that

this horse had been used to drag a cannon about the

field.

He was quite dead, and his whole body was rigid as

marble.
How he came there of course they knew not, but

from what they could see, it would appear that he had
broken from the gun-carriage, and had either been shot

down where he then was, or had fallen there exhausted.

But whichever of these it might be, assuredly did not

much matter.
With right goodwill they set about the removal of the

gigantic beast, and in doing so they were careful not to

inflict any additional injury upon those beneath it.

The task was o&s almost beyond their strength to

accomplish, but at length they succeeded.

The moment aftsiwards a voice, well known to both,

said—
" Many thanks, von have saved ncj U£». I icaow yo<^

or I am mistaken.'
" The prince 1 " cried Tom King.
" Yes, help me to my feet."
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•• But are you wounded ?
"

" I think not. I am bruised by that horse falling upon
me, but that is all, and I fancy nothing more aila your
oompanion."
" Companion, my pnaoe ' Which 000 f

"*

" TTirpin."

"Ha!"
" He wa« with me in the strife, and 6y great prompta-

tude shot 1 6oK3(v3r through the heart, who would other-

wise most certainly have slain me."
•* And he saved you ?

"

" He did," said the prince, who, having rinen, wm able

to stand by supporting himself with his sword. " He
dragged me from my horse, and hade me fly. He clutched

roe tightly by the arm, and palled me so I was forced to

obey mm ; but the enemy charged, and in our hasty flight

we stumbled, and something fell upon us seemingly a ton

weight, and after that I remember nothing until this

moment."
" I rejoice, my prince, that you are ne worse hurt. I

have sent your foes upon a false track, by spreading a
report that you had fled to Inverness, which will make it

all the easier for you to quit the field."

" I shall never know the extent of my o ^ligation to

you," said Charles Stuart ;
" but before we tali • upon such

subjects as those, we ouglit to see to the ati te of your
companion."
" Dick Turpin !

"

" Yes ; you will find him on the groond, somevi \ere
dose to the spot where f myself laid."

" Is he killed, my priuoe ?
"

"No, I think not. I do no expect to find him any
worse hurt than I am."
" That is good news," said Jack. " We were almost

beginning to despair of finding him. for we have searched
the field very many hours."
"Another of our companions is also raissmg, my

prince," said Tom Kmg, "and that is Claude Duval.
During the last impetuous charge made by the king's

troops we got in some manner separated, nor have we
been able since to find anything of him."

" Indeed, you have been unfortunate, and yet things
might have been much worse ; but why do you not attend
your comrade, who, I say, fell down with me ?

"

" Pardon us, prince. With your permission we will do
BO now."

" And I will sit down upon the carcaae of the horse the
while, for standing tires me."
As he spoke, the young Prince Charles, who was in a

sadly exhausted condition, sat down upon the haunches
of the war-horse, while the two highwaymen again taking
their torches in their hands, commenced an examination
of the dead bodies that had been buried under the noble
animal.

CHAPTER ecu.
CUE JEIENDS, ArrER MUCH DIPFICULTT, FIND THE BODT

OP CLAUDB DUVAL UPON THE BATTLE-FIELD.

Suddenly a cry broke fi-om Tom King's lips, which was
immediately echoed by one from those of sixteen-String
Jack.
They had recognised Torpim
He was lying quite motionless, in s strange huddled-up

attitude.

Instantly replacing their torches in the earth, they
stooped down and straightened his limbs.
Dick groaned slightly as tliis was done, but he did not

in any other way manifest his consciousness.
Still the sound was '. welcome on 00 his two comrades,

for it was enough t^ show them that lii'e still held pos-

His body wa« very oold, but that was scarcely to be
wondered at, considering tb:a inclemency of the season,
and the length of time he had been lying upon the ground.

Before departing upon their melanoholy expedition, Tom
King had taken care to provide himself with a bottle con-
taining some kind cf puu^nt esseno*. so taking the little

glajss stopper on ,- "\i6 xask, he held it to kis friend's
tuMtrils.

One inhalabou
. > econgh- •

Uttering a long-5rawn sigh, Tujpin opened hia eyca.
He looked for a minute or two confusedly abotU hi»,

ina tneVl ^e remerr.bered what had taken pJaae.

He raised himself to a sitting postujfe, and then, 5jf
the aid of Jack's arm, gained his feet.

But he had almost taxed his strength too fiur.

Every object which he saw appeared to be siannint
round him in mad gyrations.

By closing his eyes, however, he put an end to that.
" How are you, Dick?" aaked his comnanion8,aiiziondr.
" Better

!

"

" That is well."
" My brain swims, but I am getting tfie better of that

now."
" It will soon cease," said Jack.
"Are you "ounded?" asked Tom King. "I have

looked, but did not discover any traces of one."
" No, I am not wounded—at least, I think not. It waa

that confounded horse that did it. He threw us down,
acd then fell with his whole weight on the top of us. I
lay a long while perfectly aware of what was going on,
but after a time I lost all conscicusnese."
" I think it was fortunate we found yon when we did.

You were doubled up in a very awkward way, and it is
quite a mystory to me how you managed to draw your
breath."
" It was that that finished me, my friend. You see I

got into that position by my own exertions, in trying to
get free from the mass above me, but I could not manage
it."

" Well, well ; let us be thankful you are no worse."
" Where is the prince ? " cried Dick. " Have yon

found him ? He fell down, and lay beside me, for he wa«
buried by the horse."

" I am here," said the Young Pretender, as he stepped
forward a few paces, for he had been standing on one
side in order to allow the friends to speak to each other
without restraint.
" And unhurt ? " said Turpin.
" Quite, with the exception of some such bruisee as yon

yourself may have received, but they are nothing."
" That is good news. Tom, my friend P

"
" Yes, Dick."
" I feel rather faint."
" I suppose you do."
" Have you got such a thing abont yon as a drop of

brandy ?
"

" To be sure, why didn't I think of it before. Forgive
me, my friend."

" Oh ! don't mention it."
" At least, it is not brandy, but it is something quite at

good. I could not get brandy for love or money."
" What is it, then ? " asked Dick, as he took from his

comrade's hand a tolerable-sized bottle, and carried it to
his lips.

" Rum."
" Better still," replied Turpin. Then, before be tasted

the spirjt, he turned and handed it to the prince.
" Drink," he said ;

" I am sure you must require some
stimulant. Drink deeply, for we shall have great fatigue,
doubtless, to undergo.'
Thus adjured, the Young Pretender took the bottle, and

drank a portion of its contents.
He then returned it to Turpin, who let it trickle down

his throat at an alarming rate.

"Stop! stop!" said Tom and Jack. "Stop! stop!
Don't drink it all, Dick. We shall want some left for
Claude Duval."

" Claude Duval. Where ia he ? Not here ?
"

It was the first time Dick had noticed that one £amiliar
face and form was absent.

" No," replied Tom King, " Clande is not here."
" Is he dead ?

"

" No. At least I hope not. We wji-e all three thrown
down and trampled upon by a sudde' . charge made by the
enemy's troops."

" Like the prince and myself."
" Just so ; but when we rose, althongh we searched

in every direction for Claude, we could not find him."
" Has he been taken prisoner ?

"

" I trust not ; but that is more than I can tell, I fancy
we shall find him somewhere on the plain, even m vr*\

fonsd yon."
" Have you searched long f

"
* Nearly four hours."
"What time is it, then P"
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- 1 know not, bot I akoold fancy it wants about two

boars of daybreak."
" No more P

"

** t fancy not."
" We most be speedy, then," said Turpin, wh« ef^rcy

moment recovered himself more and more, for the htirts

he had received were really most insignificant. We
must find some safe hiding-place between now and day-

light. It will nover do for either the prince or ourselves

to remain here."
" Very true, Dick ; and so, if you are strong enough,

we will resume our search for Claude at once."
" Oh, yes, I am strong enough j and you, my prince,

what will yon do P
"

" With your permission, accompany you.
" You are most weleome so to do, but let me ask you

the question that was asked of me, 'Are you strong

enough?'"
" I think so. At any rate I will make the attempt, if

you will lead the way."
" Agreed, my prince. I think, under all circumstances.

you wSl be safest in our company, and should you feel the

exertion beyond your powers, we can each take it in turns

to support you.*
" You are brave fellows," said Prince Charles. Would

that I had had a few more in my army like you, and the

result would have been very different."

To this speech neither of our friends made any reply.

It was a delicate point to talk upon.

Instead of speaking, then, they stooped down and took

up their torches, and set forward again on their dreary

task of turning over and peering into the countenance of

every dead and wounded body to which they came.

The time that this consumed was really prodigious, but

they toiled manfully at it.

Whatever amount of feebleness Dick Turpin might have

felt, he allowed none whatever to be seen, and no one

would have credited that he was so near death so short

a time before.

As Dick would insist upon carrying a torch, the chief

part of the puUing about fell to the sh^e of Sixteen-String

Jack, who was the only one who had his two hands at

bberty, for the young prince walked by the aid of a sword

which he had picked up, and which he used as a walking-

stick.

On, on they went, with the oame nnsuccess. Hundreds
of bodies had passed under their notice, but not the one

they sought.
For some Httle time now the moon had been completely

hidden by clouds, and the only light they had waa such

as the torches afforded them.
But now the moon broke forth again.

She was low down on the horizon, and her splendour

was dimmed by the vapours that were floating in the

atmosphere, and the rays which she cast upon the battle-

field were dull and sickly.

But, by contrast with the darkness that had previously

prevailed, they seemed comparatively bright.

Our friends were certainly enabled to see to a greater

distance around them than they were before.

Sixteen.String Jack happened to stand up just as the

moon thus broke forth, having been for the past few

moments busily engaged in disentangling a body of men.
As he looked round, he said—
"Tom-Tom!"
"Yes."
** Glance about yoa. Don't this place look familiaj to

" Then it appears to me this is the most lii:^ opol to
find him."
" But we have already searched it."

" And you found him not P
"

yon.
" It does, rather. We have been here before."
"We have, that's very true, but when ?

"

" We have not been gcing over the same ground agair

in our search, have we r " asked Dick Turpin.
" No, no, I don't mean that ; but it was just about this

apot that we were when the enemy charged upon us."

^'Indeed?"
" Yes, I can tell it by that little mound of earth there,

which is just where we fell."

" I know it now," said Tom King, " though I did not

at first."

"And Claude was with you, you sayf" said r«rr>in,

interrogating.

"He was."
" And thrown dovm with you P"
" To the best of ow behef."

'No.'
" But did you look closely ?

"

" Pretty well ; and yet not so closely OJ wi h'^j 'odb
in other places."
" How was that ?"
" It was before we had a torch."
" Then I have hopes yet. We shall find him here or

nowhere."
"That was what we ourselves thought, but since we

have had the torches we have not been able to find the
place, and, so far as my knowledge goes, this is the first

time we have reached it since."
" Come on, then. My prince, you are fatigued."
" I am, in truth."
" Then seat yourself upon this mound. It will pro-

vide you with a tolerably good resting-place. There seems
to be no one in this part of the field but ourselves, so you
wiU be in no danger. We are only going to search round
about this place.'

The young prince was only too glad to do as Dick
Turpin suggested.
He seated himself and watched them.
After a few minutes the three friends came to a place

where some twelve or fourteen bodies had all been dis-

placed, and turned face upwards by some one whoee
errand was doubtless the same as theirs— namely, to dis-

cover a missing friend among the slain.

One of these arrested their attention immediately.
The moon shone with great clearness upon it.

Extended upon his bacK at full length—his legs straight

and placed close together—his arms onLstretched—his

head thrown back, and his eyes closed—presenting, in

fine, all the appearance of a dead body, was he whom they
had for so long vainly sought.

Claude Duval

!

CHAPTER com.
THE TOUNO PRINCE AND HIS ADHERENTS HAVE A NAKKO*

ESCAPE FROM THEIR ENEMIES.

Dick Tuepin held his torch still closer over the prostrate

form
His apparel was besmeared with blood.

Blood, too, was on his hair, his face, his hands, and all

around him.
Sixteen-String Jack stood motionless for a moment.
Although it was in some such plight as this which he

had all along anticipated he should find his friend, yet he
had at the same time cheated himself with the hope that

he should find him in a much better condition than that in

which he had found him.
But it was only for a moment that he allowed this

feeling to retain possession of him.
Dropping his sword, he sank upon his knees, and placed

his hand eagerly over his old comrade's heart.

The two others looked on in anxious suspense to know
the result.
" Does he live. Jack ? " they asked.

A minute elapsed, and then he replied

—

" I cannot tell. I am too excited. Do you, my friend,

kneel down and try. I fancy every now and then that I

can feel a slight pulsation, but that may, perhaps, be in

my own hand."
He drew back as he spoke, and Turpin, kneeling down,

placed his hand under Claude's apparel, and immediately

above the region of the heart.
" He is not dead yet," he said. " There is a pulsation,

but it is so slight as almost to elude detection. We must

be prompt, and we may yet restore him to life."

" I see no wound <rf any magnitude," said Tom King;
" at all events, not one that looks as though it was suffi-

cient to cause death. Can you ?
"

"No, but there is a very ugly ^ash in his left arm.

Give me the bottle with the rum in it, and I wi}^ :v)m

some gently down his throat."
" If there is any life in him," said Tom, as he gave

Dick the article he asked for, " that will bring it back."
^

And the result exactly justified the words, for Dick's

foot happening to shp as he was in the act of gentlv pourirg

a small quantity of spirit into his companion s me-itii.
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aihont twice m much had ran &om the bottle than he had
intended.

The effect o» thii upon Claude was for a minut« rather
alarming.
Prom being why pale, hia face tum*d first red, ta«n

pnrple, and finally almost black.

A convulsive, choking movement shoos his body from
^ead to foot.

Dick dropped the bottl«, and placed hiS arm nnde? his

head-
Then he raised him to a sitting posture.

No sooner was this done than a violent lit of ccaghing
attacked Claude.

But our friends were by no means diaplea»ed to see this

symptom of returning life.

" Give him a little more rum, Tom," said Turpin.
" That will pnt him right. I dropped the bottle, but I
don't think it is all spilled."
" No, there is a little left," said Tom. " Here, Claude,

drink this."

Claude Duval swallowed about a tablespoonful of it, and
then made an effort to rise.

But this his friends would not suffer him to do just at

present.

They forced him to lie down.
Sixteen-StriDg Jack addressed him.
*' Speak, Claude

!

" he said. " Tell us, are you bodily
hurt ? Speak !

"

" What has happened ? " asked Duval, in whose brain
the rum had produced a temporary confusion, " What is

all this?"
" It means," replied Jack, " that the battle is over, and

Uiat we have Von lid you among the wounded."
Claude v/ea silent.

He was tryi&g to recall his recollection.
" I remember now," he said, at length. " We were

thrown down, and, ere I could recover myself, several fell

upon me. I made several efforts to rise, but had not
strength enough to do so. Nevertheless, I struggled to

some distance, and then something struck me on the
head. I think it was a bullet. I had been previously
wounded in the left arm, and I lost a great deal of
blood."
" Come—come," said Turpin. " Thank the fates, you

will soon be all right ; it is not half so bad as I expected ;

and as for the wound in your head, it tsin't be much, or you
would not be able to speak as you do. Do you think you
could rise and waJk with Jack's assistance ?

"

" I think po. I do not feel so strong as I did a little

while ago, but yet I think I could manage that."
" So do I ; and besides, tiie sooner we are away the

better. Dawn cannot be far distant. Tlse young prince,
too, is here, and waiting for us."
" He has escaped, then ?

"

" Without a scratch."
" Help me up, then ; that's it. And yoc, Dick, and

Tom, and Jack, I see you all around me. Have you all

got off unhurt ?
"

"I might almost say so. We ars ksiockod about a
Kttle, but that is aU."
" HuiTah, then ! That news makes me a better man

directly. And now, where are we going ?
"

" I will speak to the prince."
" Do eo.;'^

" We will follow, then. Tom and Jack can support mo
between them."
"Good."
Dick Turpin, who bad quite recovered from the effects

of the sUght hurts he had received, made his way at a ran
to the mound upon which the young prince was sitting.

It was distant about a hundred yards from where they
had found Claude.
Upon a nearer approacn he saw Prince Charles was

iv^fed in an attitude of deep dejected thought.
His elbows were resting on his krere, and bin face was

coin Hetely buried in his hands. ^
^\'hat has meditations were, who"<»n tell ?

So deeply did they absorb him that he bad forgotten
everything, even the place where he then was, and the
d.inger by which he waa surrounded.
He had forgo(bten that any one had been with him, and

• Loujrh thev were so close at hand, he had not noticed the
discovery oi Claude.

So absorbed was he, that he did not heex th^^ bold high*
wayman's approach.
Dick was embarrassed.
Time was precious, and yet he scarcely fait inclined to

invade the privacy of the young prince's grief—for grief
he could tell it waa.
He knew how bitterly he must feel his defeat—that

iefeat which he bad met in an hour when he oonfideutly
expected victory.

That his cause was now completely, hopelessly lost, he
could not but be a^vare, nor could he blind his eyes to the
fact that there would never be a hope again of raising an
army in favour of his rights.

The rest of his life would be a weary blank, and when
he died it must be with the conviction that he had left a
great purpose unachieved.
Turpin coughed in the hope that that would arouse the

prince. But no, his abstraction was too deep for that.
At last, feeling that it would never do to longer hesi-

tate, he ventured to draw yet nearer, and touch him on
the shoulder.

Charles Stuart started up instantly.

There was alarm visible in his countenance, but the
moment his eye fell upon our friend, and he recognised
him, the expression changed at once.
" Ha !

" he said. " What is it now ?
"

" Pardon me, my prince," said Turpin, making a low
obeisance as he spoke, " pardon me. I should not have
ventured to disturb you only it was so urgent."
" Do not apologise, I beg."
" We have found our companion, and he is, I am pleased

to say, but very slightly hurt."
" I am glad of that."
" I knew you would be, for he is one of the most devoted

of your adherents, my prince."
" But why did you come to me ?

"

" It is now time to leave the battle-field. Every moment
now that we stay is fraught with danger. Dawn is very
close at hand. Tell us, my prince, in which direction

shall we escort yon."
" It does not matter now. Anywhere. To me one

place is the same aa another, and the grave the most
acceptable of all."

" You are full of gloomy thoughts, my prince. Discard
them. I am one who has known many a reverse of for-

tune, but I never allow myself to be cast down. I have
that within me which makes me fight to the last."
" But, then, you had something to fight for."
" And so have you."
" What ?

"

" Your life
!

"

" The thing with which I would most gladly part."
" It may be now, my prince, that you feel weary of it,

but there are others who would not be willing for you to

quit this world. Live, if you can, and never yield your
life until you are compelled, for it ia a possession which
once lost can never be regained."
The prince smiled faintly.
" Besides," continued Dick, " if you live yoa know not

what time may yet bring forth. While there iii life there
is hope. Cling to it to the last."
" I will," said Charles. " You have mad* me lighter-

hearted already."
" I am glad ; and now let us depart. Which way shall

we take ? Yonder are our friends ; they have halted
there because they saw we were engaged in conversation."
" Call them, then. For myself, I know not which way

to turn to escape my enemies, but doubtless they will be
able to give us some information."
Dick Turpin beckoned with his hand for the three

others to approach, for, as he had said, observing he was
Ls deep and earnest conversation with the young prince,

they had halted when they were out of earshot.

"lut upon perceiving Dick's signal, they iast*Jitly cams
to where he stood.

All three saluted the prince, and stood in silence.

Charles Stuart sp<Ae

—

" I cannot tell yon which way to take," he Tlid ;
" I

must leave that to you." ' --.

" Then," said Tom King, " if you would permit me to

advise "

Say on."
A remnant of the army, which still hang together, i«

not very far from here. Would yon like ns to join them ?"
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" What do you adrise P I have erery confidence in your

judgment."
•^Union is etrength," replieJ Tom. " I think «re can-

3ot do harm by joining them. We shall then see better

how things stand, and form a more precise opinion of the

general complexion of affairs." ,^^
" Your words are wise. It shall be done. Who 'mn

lead the way in the required direction ?"

" I can."
" Do so then."
" The path lies in a direct line across the battle field,

my prince. Would you please follow in my st^pa."

CHAPTER CCIV.

OUB FBUiifOa ESCAPK BY A. HAIH'S-BRE4 6TH A QBBAT
DANGER ON THE BATTLE-FIEl 0.

Jdst as the little party set themselves in motion, a faint

white ligbt appeared in the eastern horizon, which gradu-

ally diffused itself over all things.

The dawn had at last come.
It made the dismal scene by which tbey were surrounded

look very chiU, and very, very ghastly.

The upturned faces of the dead bodies that strewed their

path seemed of a preternatural whiteness.

The morning came on with alarming rapidity ; at least,

it seemed so to our friends, the perU of whose situation

grew greater as it advanced.

The distance they bad to go across the open plain to

reach the spot of which Tom spoke was very considerable,

and they could not make such speed as they wished for

several reasons, not the least of which was the numerous

bodies and pools of blood through which they had to pick

their way.
Those who followed kept continually glancing around

them, in order that no foe should approach tbera at un-

awares ; but, so far as they could tell at present, they

seemed to have the place quite to themselves.

The many little parties of searchers had one by one

disappeared, and now not one remained in sight.

When near the outskirts, however, Tom King perceived

before him in the distance two mounted soldiers approach-

ing.

They were too far removed for him to be able to say

whether they were friends or foes.

In this state of things, he deemed it best to halt at

once.
" What are you stopping for, Tom ? " asked Dick, in

some surprise.
" Two mounted soldiers are coming at a gallop from the

very place, apparently, to which we are going. Whether
they are or are not our enemies, I cannot from this dis-

tance make out. They are as likely to be one as the

other."
" I see them," cried his auditors, " and I can see more

behind. They are our enemies."
" Down, then," cried Tom King, who did not stop to see

whether his comrades were right; " down with you, every

one, or we shall be perceived, and then it will be too

late!"
" I understand," said Turpin. " You mean us to feign

death."
" Exactly. If they are our friends who are now coming

we can easily make ourselves known to them, and if they

are our enemies they will pass us by."
" 1 trust they may. I can hear their hoofs now I am

Hpon the ground. They are in good force, bo they whom
they may."
"Crawl along out of the way," cried Tom, "we seem

now to bo in their direct Une, and it will be no treat to

be ridden over by a detachment of cavalry."

This was a fact that did not need impressing upon
any of them, and they crawled away as fiist as they were

able in tbe direction cf the oth^r dead bodies on the

plain.

When fairly amongst these, they threw themselves

down into various at-dtndes, and remained profoundly still.

Tramp—tramp—tramp, the hollow beat of the horses'

hoofs, coming at one steady pace, reached their ears with

greater plainness every moment.
Dick Turpin had managed to dispose himself so that he

•ould obtain a view of the ground before him.

la a few minntes, the two soldiers who rode first, came

near enough for him to distbguish their uniforms, and ba
said, in a low tone

—

" Lie still, my friends, and simulate death m well aa
you can. They are our foes who are now approaching."
The words were, of course, enonjjh to make them obey

instantly.

That they would safely escape the scrutiny of th«
soldiers there seemed every probability, provided they
properly carried out the character they had assumed.

Dick Turpin was lying with his body partially concealed
behind that of one of the king's soldiers, and being thus
screened, he was able to continue his watch without any
fear of being noticed.

All he hoped was, the troop would continue in the santift

direction as they had begun, for if they did, it would
then bring them past where our friends lay at a distance

of several yards from them.
And now the two soldiers who were, he supposed, sent

on as a kind of advance-guard to reconnoitre, he found
were gradually slanting towards him.

Still he hoped they would pass, or, at all events, that

they would not discover them, for, if they did, their case

would be hopeless ; for against such a superior force it

would be madness to contend.

Apparently, however, they looked neither to the right

nor the left, but kept straight on their course.

Dick ceased tx> look, and held his breath.

The two soldiers swept past.

But they were very near them, and he thought it very

questionable whether the troop behind would pass without
trampling over them.
" I fear we have not got far enough away," he said to

his comrades, who were very anxious about their position,

but yet dared not move. " But, if they do, you must bear

it, and not betray your being in life if you can possibly

help it, or we are lost indeed."
" All right, Dick."
" Silence, now. They are coming."
And, in fact, the jingUng of their weapons and accoutre-

ments could now be heai-d among the medley of other

sounds, and this alone was enough to indicate their

proximity, and the consequent necessity there was for

them to keep silent.

Stiffening themselves in their different positions, they

steeled themselves to bear the worst.

But fickle Fortune for once was on the side of the high-

waymen and the persecuted young prince.

"The body of troops, to the number of two hundred,
passed by.

They were not seen.

They were not ridden over.

Nor was their ruse suspected even, let atSira detected.

The troop rode in a compact body, and took its way
across the battle-tield in the direction where the king's

army was encamped.
Dick waited for a long time before he would allow hia

companions to move, and before he ventured to move him-
self.

He feared there might be some stragglers, and to be
seen by any one of them would have been fatal.

But at last they rose, all thankful for the narrow escape

they had had, but yet wishing they had been able to pass

on ibeir way unhindered.
While they had laid there, however imperative the

necessity might be, they had lost much valuable time.

Not only had day dawned, but the sun had risen, and all

around them could be seen with the greatest distinct-

ness.

While crossing the open space, they could not fail to ba

conspicuous objects.

Ti^e^e was no help for it, however : they must run the

ridk of being seen.

At the best speed of which they were capable, then,

they crossed the remainder of the moor, but, fortunately

for their chances of not being discovered, the distance

they had to go was but short.

In going that distance, too, they wwe fo lucky as not to

perceive a single person.

All of them much wished, of course, that they were pro-

vided with steeds, but they did not waste any time in vain

regrets.

Under the direction of Tom King, the;* took the way
which he believed would bring them op with the remaining

portion of the Pretender's army.
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But, though they toiled on for many hours, they could

neither see nor hear any indications of its presence.

The Toad woand in between inaccessible and lofty

rocks.
(

It wai han» and difficult to travel, but still, without

uttering a word of complaint, they ker^l steadily on.

Several times during tbeir journey they were forced to

hide from their foes, either by ascending trees or crouch-

ing behind huge masses of rock.

But, so far, they had kept clear of all mischancea.

In this way they continued until night began to fall.

Then they were all tii-ed and hungry. They had during

their march rested many times, and eaten such food as

they carried with them, but, nevertheless, when dnrkness

began to close around them, and Oiey saw nothing in

advance to make them think they were ceariug iLie tljiug

army, they felt the absolute necessity for a long rest and
sleep.

Besides, without a guide it would be in the dark most
dangerous to attempt to continue in the path they were
travelling, for they had reached the wildest part of Inver-

nesshire, and their path .lay constantly amid the moun-
tains.

At times there would be upon one side of them a preci-

pitous wall of cliff, the top of which would tower high
above their heads.

Then on the other there would be a deep abyss—some-
times the bed of a mountain stream, at other times a
precipice forming the brink of a ravine.

A short council was held as to what they had better do,

when tbey decided that they would push on as long as

hey had light to do so, in the hope that they might
reach some place where they could pass the night in

greater comfort than they could in the open air.

From their enemies, the king's troops, they did not

consider tbey had much to fear. The region into which
they had penetrated was one into which they would not

care to venture, and as for any of the inhabitants that

they jnight find in that inhospitable region, the young
Prince fully counted upon their loyalty and devotion to

him not to seek to do him injury.

Whether he was right in holding this good opinion,

or wljether he was not, we shall very shortly see.

When it grew quite dark, which was not long, for it

is one of the peculiarities of mountain districts that night

comes on with great rapidity, they found themselves

apparently as far off their object as ever.

Their own safety at last compelled them to come to a
halt.

What they should do next was a question that increased

in difficulty every moment.
The prospect of having to sleep all night upon the hard

rocks was anything but an agreeable one.

"Are there no shepherds' huts about this place?"
aaked Turpin.
" I know not," replied the prince.
" There is a narrow footpath here, which seems to

lead off among the mountains. Perhaps that may conduct
to one."
" But the passage of it may be dangerous."
" With your permission, J will go alone, and aMer-

tain."
" No !

" interrupted the young prince, " let us all keep
together. The path seems smooth, though narrow. I

think, by exercising common caution, we may ascertain

to what place it leads, and I am sure, gentlemen, I

think it will be worth the trouble to try to ascertain,"

CHAPTER CCV.
THB HIOHI,AND BANDITTI IN THE CAVERN FIND THB

PRINCE AND HIS FRIENDS FOOD AND SHELTER.
" Undoubtedlit 80, my prince," replied Tom King;
" but, as you see, the path is very narrow."
"WeU?"
" Then, as I proposed it, I hope you will allow ine the

privilege of going first."

" With all my heart, but pray take care. It would be
Bad indeed for a brave, gallant heart like you are to qnit^

life in so dismal a fashion as falling over some aeep
precipice."

Tom laughed, and commenced traversing the narrow
mountain path which he had been the first to discover.

The others were compelled to follow him in Indian file,

for in no place was it wide enongh £» two to walk
abreast.

Tom King, as we have said, went firet.

Dick Turpin followed.
Then came the young prince.

The rear was brought up by SLcteen-String J&tk smd
Claude Duval.
The latter was much better than, under all the circum-

stances, he could be hoped to be; but Claude had
not only an iron constitution but an iron will, which
enabled him to triumph over the infirmities of the body.

But, for all that, his unsteady gait proclaimed the
debility under which he was labouring.

The mountain path was long and tortuons.

To add to its difficulties, too, it had an upward ten-
dency, and in places the incline was so steep that they had
much ado to ascend it.

But the sides were all the time hemmed in with walls
of rock, 80 the only danger they ran was that of losing
their proper path, or of some of the pieces of rock above
falling upon them.
But this last was such a remote contingency that it

scarcely, if at all, entered into their calculations.

On they went steadily and persevei-ingly.

They were encouraged to proceed by the conviction that
grew in force in the breasts of all of them that this well-
kept path must lead somewhere or other.

And the end showed them to be perfectly correct.

The path terminated upon a kind of plateau, about
halfway up the side of a tall mountain.
Three sides of this plateau were hemmed in by the

mountain.
The fourth was the one by which our friends had

gained H.
As soon as they stood upon this place they saw before

them a fissure in the rock.

But in the darkness the fissure would never have been
visible, save from one circumstance.

It was faintly lighted up.

Our friends almost hailed the sight with a shout of
welcome, but prudence restrained the sound.
They did not know yet who or what they had to deal

with.

This, however, from what the reader already knows of
the highwaymen's characters, was a state of things that
was not likely to be of any great duration.

Without speaking a word, but motioning to the rest to
remain where they were and be silent, Tom King crept
forward carefully to reconnoitre.

The fissure in the rock was soon reached.
He peered cautiously round the side of it.

The sight which met his gaze was at once well qualified
to caU forth his pleasure and admiration.

At the further extremity of a large cavern, hollowed by
the hand of nature out of primeval rock, was a huge
fire.

It seemed to be composed entirely of wood, and it

burned with great briskness, and the glow it cast irradiated

the whole place.

Before this fire, on a very rude spit indeed, hung what
in the distance looked like either a pig or a sheep, but Tom
could not tell which.
And this was not all he saw.
There were, as might be supposed, some human occu-

pants of this place.

They were six highland soldiers.

Great brawny men tbey were, real types of their class,

but their faces were pinched and hollow, and their uniform
hung in tatters about them.
This uulooked for spectacle, full .of picturesqueness as

it was, made Tom King remain at the entrance of the
cave immovable.

His friends, who could not any longer curb their im-
patience, crept towards him.
He heard them coming, but, ere he could turn or speafc,

they had reached the spot, and had seen the same as b*
had, and with equal astonishment.
For a moment they stood as he had.
But, as naay be anticipated, they had made some slight

noise in their approach, and the highlauders had heard
it.

Not dreading anything in the shape of an attack, thej
had laid aside the heavier portions of their armour.
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But, seizing their sworcli with martial quictneas, they
ran towarda the outlet of the cavo.

Had it not be«n for the presence of the younjr prince,

the position of our friends would have been rather des-

perate.

He, howCTCT, m a moment recognised the features of

the men before Lim.
He had noticed them in the battle, where they had

made thenipelves conspicuous by their darinpr actions.

Without the least hesitation, he took off his plumed
hat, and walked auietly a pace or two inside the cave.

The man who had hastened forward with such fierce

gestures stopped abruptly.

They knew him.
Despite his haggard loc^dcspita his ragged dress, for

the day's scrambling over rocks, and the stains of battle

had not improved it, they knew him.
With one accord, then, and as though each breast was

simultaneously animated bv the same impulse, they all

sank down upon their knees, and bowed their heads in

reverent submission.
It would be by no means an easy taak to define tea

feeling which these lawless, uncivilzed men had for their

prince. In it there was no slight trait of ancient feudalism,

and this is scarcely to be wondered at, when we consider
how long that system of government was retained in the
highlands by the more powerful chiefs.

These six men, as their plaid indicated, were members
of the clan of Macdonald, who, to the last, remained
steadfast to the Pretender's cause, and, unlike others,

boldly and defiantly proclaimed it.

These Macdonalds, then, in the cave, with their rude
and uncultivated intellects, looked upon a Stuart as a

being second only to the Deity himself, and they paid
respect to this last representative of the ancient and once
powerful race.

And here let us remark that this incident is no fiction.

These men actually had existence, and were found in the
cavern by the prince, and received him in the manner we
have described ; and no better proof of their loyalty can
be given that not even the large reward of £30,000 offered

for the prince's head would tempt them to betray him.
Divided between them, it must be borne in mind that

this large sum would be sufficient to provide them with
an ample income for the remainder of their lives; and
many a man has been tempted into committing the most
atrocious crimes for less than half such an inducement.
But the prince trusted these men. In fact, he felt

quite safe with them, and assured that nothing whatever
would tempt them to betray him.
He bowed deeply in return to thoir salutation, and in a

pleasant tone of voice bade them rise.

This they did, and stood with their arms still folded on
their breasts, and their eyes bent upon the ground.

Prince Charles advanced, followed by the four high-
waymen, who had witnessed this scene with the greatest
astonishment.
Of course, they did not feel that amount of reliance

upon the fidelity of these highlanders that the prince did.

But, upon their parts, this was nothing more than natural.

They did not know their loyal nature, and in their live.«

they had seen enough of human nature to make them
more than ordinarily suspicious.

Everything was done by these men that lay in their

power to maie the young prince and his companions com-
fortable.

A couple of mde benches were placed at a convenient
distance from the fire for them to sit upon, and they
warmed themselves until the roast was finished.

It was a small sheep, which had by soma means or other
feUen into their hands—most hkely it had been " lifted," as
they called taking things when there was no one looking

—

bnt, whether this was so or not, the sheep was there.
As it was the least trouble, the sheep had just been

trussed and hung before the fire, whole as it was.
It was suspended from the roof of the cavern by a

etout rope.

The prince ana Lis frieuGs arrived just in time, for the
eheep was almost cooked.
The mode in which they ate it waa at once singular

smd picturesque.

The only implement they had to serve them for bo(h
taule and fork waa their daggers.

But hungry Evsa ar? -^ays willing to put up .r*h

some trifling inconvenience when an enticing nieal is Dd>-

fore them.
The daj^'gers were sharp, and so one by one, with great

dexterity, they went up to the fire, and each one cat oS
a slice as the meat hung before ike fire.

Of course the prince was allo-^yed the precedence, and
then our friends followed.
The slices they each cut off wers nsally prodigious, but

by the time the six gigantic highlanders had taken iheii

portion, there was Lttle more than a frame of boncB !«fl

behind.
In fact, a glance into their gaunt countenances would

have been enough to show that their fare had lately been
of the hardest.

For about a quarter of an hour nothing was keard io
the cave but the grinding of jaws.

After a time, however, their appetites were appeased,
and then they felt a new want.
Like the want of food, it was imperioue.
Sleep.

That was what they all required.
The prince set the example to the rest by flinging him-

self full length upon the rocky floor of the cavern before
Ibe fire.

One by one the others followed him, and lay down like-

wise.

All bnt one highlander, and he was posted at the en-
trance of the cave as a sentinel, in order to give the
alarm to his slumbering companions in case any danger
sbould present itself.

So passed the night.

The sentinel nodded, but there waa no need in reality

for keeping watch.

CHAPTER CCVI.

ir.i DTjaK O? CUMBERLAND SURROUNDS THE MOUNTAIN
CAVERN.—THE YOUNG HIGHLANDER'S STRATAGEM.

This cave, which had been so providentially discovered

by the young prince and his four followers, afforded them
a shelter for five weeks.
At frequent intervals during that period single spies had

been sent forth to reconnoitre, but they all returned with
the same intelligence.

The closest search was being made in every direction by
the Duke of Cumberland for the young prince, and they
were in imminent danger of being discovered in their

hiding-place.

But they did not dare to leave it, as by so doing they
would only have exposed themselves to fresh dangers.

By the advice, however, of Dick Turpin, the pathway,
in its naiTowest part between the rocks, had been choked
up by a huge fragment of stone, which had been cast

down from the crags above.

The only way by which the cave could be gained and
left was by a route circuitous and difficult.

During these five weeks they had been several times

driven to great straits for the procuration of sufficient

food, and, indeed, the chief thing they had to subsist upon
was the flesh of such wild goats as they were lucky enough
to capture.

And here we pause a moment to supply an omission.

No doubt many of our readers have asked " What
became of Black Bess all this time ? Where did Turpin
lodge her ?

"

Strictly speaking, we should have related in its proper

place that, after joining the prince's army, Dick naturally

felt unwilling to ru.^i ibe risk of talcing his valuable mare
with him during tb? o?4afiaign, and he bad said as much
to Prince Charlar.
His half-impliei' teq'-^t met with immediate attention,

and one night during their stay at the house of a Scottish

gentleman. Sir Kenneth Grant, the prince personally re-

quested him to take care of his friend's mare until such
time as he should come or send for her.

This Sir Kenneth readily promised to do, and so Black
Bess had been in safety ancl security, while her owiier had
been so many times in such great peril.

The mass of incident pressing upon ns for gpeedy

recitJil drove this from our mind, and so it was not set

down in the proper place, and with this explanation we
will leave it, trusting that the time is not far distant when
Didi Turpin, the hicrhwavm<ui, will mount bis l>on^y
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[the young pretender and his friends are shipwrecked on the coast of barra.]

Black Bess, and resume liis old daring and romantic
career.

For a little while, however, we must centinue to follow

hia fortunes with the Young Pretender.
It is, then, five weeks, or rather more, after the night

when th«y found shelter in the cavern, that we again

introduce them to the reader.

The youngest of the six highlanders had iuat returned
fipom a spying expeditioq,

The inteUigence he brought biick was moct alarming,
under the direction of the Duke of Cumberland, crde'i's

had been transmitted to all the towns and villager along
the two arms of the sea, between Inverness and EdinNurgb,
to stop any person without a passport from the duke him-
Belf, or the magistrates of EJdinburgh. The same instruc-

tioDs were also sent to all the seaports of Great Britain,

prohibiting all masters of merchant vessels from receiving
any person on board without a passport, or contributing
in any manner to the escape of a rebel (for such, of course,

was the term applied te all the young prince's adherents),

No. 38.

under pain of high treason, and of being liable to th«

same punishment as those who had taken arms.

And this was not all, for the duke had also, at th«

same time, detached his cavalry into the low country at

the foot of the mountains, to seize all those who might

present themselves without passports to cross the first

arm of the aea, with orders to send out continual patrols

along the coast, and to search ail the towns and villagei

in the neighbourhood of the sea.

The principal, and indeed the sole object whica the

duke had in taking all these proceedings, was to seo«re

the body of the Young Pretender ; and it states in his-

tory that his instructions to his commanders were, not

to take him a prisoner, but to put him to instant death.
' It was in consequence of this cruel and sg-vage order,

as well as the other atrocities committed by bis sanction,

that he obtained the nickname by which l>"'"vas ever

afterwards known of " the Butcher."
This news naturally! filled the prince and tne t«w de-

voted adherents with him with alarm and almost despair.

Pkice One Halfpenny
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Unable to leave their present shelter, they were like

rats who had taken refuge in a trap, for they felt certain

if the duke oontinaod his search, as doubtless he would do,

their hiding-plaoe would be discovered, and the force of

their enemies so overwhelming, that resistance wawid be

quite out of the question.

In this state of aflfairs much ansaOos oonanltatio* tock

place.

The yonn)» pnnce himself la^boured under a gre«t r »-

pression of spirits, so that our friends had the dijecti:ai of

affairs almost in their own hands.

One of the things they deemed advisable wae to t-eT>d

a man to the highest portion of %e mountain, w Jhe

place from which the most extensive view of the sur-

rounding scenery could be obtained, who was to keep a

vigilant watch, and give them timely notice should any of

the enemy approach.
This duty was taken in turns by the six highlanders,

for our friends had not the same ability to scale the pre-

cipitous rocks that these hardy Scots had.

By this time, we ought to say, Claude Duval had quite

recovered from his wounds.
The one in his arm, although it looked by far the

worse of the two, got well first 5 the one in his head,

which had been caused by a bullet, had given them a great

deal of trouble.

But now it was quite well, and he was once naore the

same man as he had formerly been.

Their looks, however, had by no means improved during
their stay, but such a triviahty as that was not likely to

joncern them much.
Ab the five sat around the fire—that ia to say, the prince

and the four highwaymen—thev looked about as lugu-

brious as ihey well could. Tom King especially, for

he had two causes for vexation : his companions were
discontented at their lot, and he felt that it was through
his advocacy of the step that they had taken it, and they

seemed to be a continual reproach ; and in the second

Blace, he was deeply concerned for the position of Prince
harles.

Moodily, therefore, they all sat around the fire.

The gloom which hung around the prince seemed also

Ko envelop them.
What to do, or how they were to hope to make their

escape, they knew not.

Could they but gain the sea-shore at Lochnanuagh, near
which place the men in the cave informed them the JIoc-

doualds and the Camerons would be found, they doubted
not that these powerful chieftains would find some means
of evading the embargo which the sanguinary duke had
laid ; but to reach this much -desired spot they would have
to cross the line which the king's troops formed across the
eounisty.

To accomplish this feat seemed absolutely impossible,

and, in fact, was so while their vigilance continued as

active as it then was.
And so, with this uppermost in their minds, each one

seeking to find some way out of the dilticulty, but without
success, all five sat gazing at the embers of the fire.

Apart from them, and quite out of eai-shot, were the

five highlanders.

The sixth was outside on guard.

Like the others, they looked dejected and hopeless, oc-

casionally speaking to each other in a low ton^, in their

own uncouth, guttural language.

And so the night passed.

How it was the duke had failed to discover their hiding-

place they could not think ; and yet, when we take the
size of the country into consideration, it was not so re-

markable as it looked.

Morning came.
Those in the cave did aot observe the fluEh of ^wn,

but they were made aware of it by the signal of their

comrade who was on guard outside, and who had been
long anxiously looking for it.

Another of the men was sent on duty, and the one
who had passed the night on the lonely peaks above came
m.
He was the youngest of these highlaud banditti, and

there was in his youthful countenance an expression of

ingenuousness of which the others were altogether de-

Ssuent.

J5»M resemblance in complexioB and general ooofigura-

"Sigje! 91 countenance to the Yonn? Pretender bad Be-sD

.requ*" tly remarked by all present; and bv auT on* -*"»

was not in the habit of seeing them together, ftxM on*
might be mistaken for the other.
Of course, as is the case with most such likenesses! they

cea&od to be striking when the two were seen side by side,
f'^r then the little differences whiob existed showed them>
s'-lve*.

The frsDk behaviour of this ycung man made him s
general favonrite with all ; and many a time, when all the
rest had been denponding as they were now, he had in-
f&spd hope into their breasts by his vnn sanguine entha-
("»wni.

But on the present occasion it was octieed, when be
returned, his face was totally changed.

It was stem and determined, as though he had resolved
upon some course of action which it would require all his
nerve to carry out.

And his face was a true i»dsx of what was really the
case. He had resolved Kpoa a particular plan of action,
and the result of it was to save his prince and free him
from the perils that surrounded him.

Wliat this plan of action was the next few lines wiD
speedily develop.

It was, indeed, one that made it necessary for hira to
summon up all his self-command—all his stoicism—all his
loyalty for the unfortunate prince he served.

The change in his looks and manner was noticed by all

present, but no remark was made. No doubt it w<is

thought that he, Uke them, had at last succumbed to that

despair which weighed upon their own minds.
The young highlander, however, ate some food in silence.

Then he called one of his comrades apart, and spoke.
What he said none knew ; but those who had the curi-

osity to look on saw that a look of admiration overspread
the features of the man addressed, which in a moment
afterwards changed to the deepest and utmost dissuasion.

CHAPTER CCVII.
SUSi fClON IS GENEUATED IN DICK TURPIN's aflKAST B1

THE MYSTEHIOUS CONDUCT O? THE UIQHLik^KJSBaS.

One by one, however, the young highlander called his

comrades aside, and addressed them.
i'rom some he received encouragement; fi'om others—

and these were the ones who felt the deepest interest in

his welfare—the reverse.

But by his way it could be seen that his mind was firmly

made up—that what he heard made no difference to him
—that he merely submitted his intention to them for the
purpose of obtaining their opinion, and yet not for that

opinion to bias him.
But the oldest highlander, who seemed to have some

degree of command over the rest, addressed him earnestly
5

and in the end it would seem that they managed in some
way to compromise the matter between themselves.

Dick Turpin had not failed to notice these whispered
conferences between the men, and apprised his three
friends of it.

In common with himself they looked upon it with ap-
prehension.

For their own pai-ts, they had no great faith in the

devotion of these men Uke the young prince had, but
then they had all four during their careers seen quite

enough to make them distrustful.

They knew how great a temptation a reward of £30,600
would be to any one, but especially to these men, who were
not only in want of the necessaries of life, but had also

placed themselves in a position of great danger.

Of course, if they remained where they were ana were
discovered with the prince (and that they would be ore

long discovered appeared a certainty), their Uves, as well

s« his, wjuld be taken ; but if, on the other hand, they

betr»73d him, they would receive the reward, and not

ajl^ that, but a fi-ee pardon also, for such was the con-

dition attached to the proclamation of the reward.

The«e., it must be conceded, were powerful induoementa

to maae tijese men act treacherously to their prince, and
it was while having these considerations in view, that

the highwaymen were suspicious of them.
Immediately after stmrisA one of the men was sent <nt

as a ifJ.
Onr friends would fain haw proented hit ieoufeJifcr

but they were unable to do so.

llie m»n leit
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Fnll of fresh uneasineaa, our friends whispei^d to

enwh otber, and consulted as tx> what coarse they dhonld
pursue in this alarming crisis of their fortunes. Tb«y
wished to communicate their suspidone to thp prince,

but he was so oast down that, for omnpassion's 8a*«» th'jy

forbore to do so.

And ao, with their minds in a state of kidhaorlbsble
anxif.'ty find suspense, the time wore on.
And to the credit of the highwaymen be it 8ai£ that,

though they might have found safety in flight, they did
not attfimpt to pain it. A desertion of the man who had
so arenzingly favoured them at such a time they felt to be
an act of biificness such as the>would never oomnut, 1st

things eventuate how they might.
TLey waited, therefore, to see what would happen next.

They had steeled themselves to hear the worst.

Above all, they kept a keen eye upon the young high-
lander whose conduct had first excited their suspicion,

but in his countenance, stem and severe as it was, they
saw nothing to indicate a traitor.

They were perplexed, too, by the behaviour of the
others, for whwiever they looked upon them their faces
assumed an expression compounded strangely of com-
passion and admiration.
What this meant the highwaymen were unable to oon-

rJude.

But the day, contrary to their expectations, wore away
without any new danger manifesting itself.

The man, however, who had been ostensibly sent out as
a spy, did not return.

To be sure, on former occasions they had been absent
for much longer periods, and their absence unnoticed
or onoommented on, but now our friends counted every
hour with feverish eagerness.
At last, to 80 great a pitch did their impatience and

oneasiness rise, that they left the fire, and made their way
to the entrance of the cave.

It was quite dark.
No moon lighted up the wild and magnificent soenery

by which they were encompassed, and the pale, twinkling
stars only partially defined the huge monntaina in their
immediate vicinity.

A dead silence was around them, unbroken even by „^
murmuring of the wind among those shrubs which found
a scanty sustenance upon the rocky soil.

It was, too, intensely cold, and, as is generally the case
under such circumstanoes, the air was very clear, and capa*
ble of carrying the faintest sound to a great distance.

, It was while they stood upon the small plateau, which
we have already mentioned as being outside ihe cave,
that all four were startled by a slight noise.

It came suddenly, and ceased with equal abruptness,
leaving those who heard it no opportunity of learning
what it was.
They listened, however, with great eagerness for the

repetition of the sound.
Nor was it long in coming.
A little while, and then they felt certain some one was

approaching the spot upon which they stood.
But who?
It was too dark, and the comer waa too distant for them

to distinguish him.
It might be, and probably was, the spy who had been

sent out in the morning returning.
It would be no harm, the highwaymen thought, to draw

aside and see who it really was, without affording any in-
dication of their presence.
To conceal themselves by standing in the shadow of the

rocks was an easy enough matter, and they executed the
manctuvre in perfect silence.

Plainer and nlainer grew th<' sound which they had at
first heard.
One person only was coming they felt certain, hta tlM

intense silence and sonorousness of tiie air had deceived
them with regard to the distance he was from chetn, and
they had to wait for his malriMg Viia (ippeanui80 maoh
lc»ger than they anticipated.
But at length he came.
Their vision had become a«)oa8tomed to tke darkness,

nd they saw a dark figure creeping stealthily op the steep
pathway leading to the plateau.
When he drew himself up and stood be£m« them, they

knad their conjectures correct.
It wag the highlander who bad be«D seak mi lo noon*

noitre the position of the enemy, and bring back a
report.

He did not hesitate or even glance arouuJ >»imp kot
,waJk6i straight to the entrance of the cave.

Lmr friends felt almost aahamed of themselves fbt the
sus^idons they had harboured, so unsinist«r was the b«f.

havionr of this maji.

Nevertheless, they allowed him to enter the eave, and
when the sound of his footsteps had quite died away, they
listened agsin.

But this time all was sail.

Feeling all but convinced that they had misinterpreted
what they bad seen, they returned to the cave.

When they entered, they saw in o moment that the spy
who had come back had brought with him some intelli-

gence of rather a startling kind.

All were crowding round him, and it could be easily

seen that he shared to the full the excitement which
every one experienced.

This made the highwaymen hasten forward to listen to

what he was saying.

We will not tire the patience of the reader by repeating
the speech in his own outlandish dialect, but reduce the
substance of it to plain English.
" On all sides," he said, " the king's troops were sur-

rounding them. The Duke of Cumberland was furious

at the delay which had already taken place in not cap-

turing the young prince, and liad issued his orders in a
more peremptory manner than before. To still further

exert the i&n, he had determined upon taking the task of

hunting him (the prince) to death in his own person,
and that very day had set out, at the head of a large

detachment of foot-soldiers. Some suspicion as to his

whereabouts appeared to hold a place in the duke's breast,

and he was conducting the search with the greatest cir-

cumspection and the utmost precision, never going over
the same ground twice, and never leaving any place

unvisitei.

This news waa indeed alarming, and seemed to point to

their immediate and certain discovery, for in what way
were they to prevent it ?

The spy further stated that he had had the greatest

difficulty in eluding detection, and that once he had to lie

concealed among some rocks to avoid being seen by the
enemy, or he would have been back much earlier to

inform them of the great danger in which they all stood.

The highwaymen could not help regarding this man
with admiration. Unquestionably he had had the oppor-
tunity of betraying the young prince, and also the op-

portunity of making his own escape, a thing that now
seemed impossible.

The effect of this news upon Prince Charles him/elf

was really heart-breaking to witness.

Up to the present moment, thanks tc the representa-

tions of our friends, he had still cl»ng to the hope that he
should at least escape from Scotiand and rejoin hia

parents, if he did no more.
Now that hope was entirely reft from him.
While his foes continued as energetic aa they appeared

to be, he knew well enough that he had not the sUghtest

The stupor of despair settled upon him and upon all.

What could save them ?

Nothing.
Nothing but the adoption of some clever scheme by

which their enemies could be hoodwinked.
But what stratagem was this ?

None at all any one would think who considers how
destitute they were of resources.

And yet we shall see how something was proposed t'nat

was exactly calculated to achieve the required aim.
The young highlander to whom we have lately so re-

peatedly made tulaeion stood forward, and, despite l3ie

oppcfdtion whidii dome of his companions made, addressed
i^naece Charles.

CHAPTER CCVILI.

TH« TOUNO HIQHLANDBE UNFOLDS HIS FLAW OF SKLf.
SACBIPICmS DSTOTION TO PEINCB CHARLES.

Thb Young Pretender had assumed what recoatlr had
been a favourite attitude.

He had seated himself uj)on the rade bench ae^x ^Im
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^aoed his elbo^vs open his knees, and allowed his face to

bll between his hands.
Bat when he heard the deep rough tones of the ymag

hiflrhlander's voice, he raised his hea4 and looke4 a* ^'•«"

not without snrprise.

"My prince, he said, *you have heard, «8 I Imve,

the report which our scout has to-day brought back to us

;

and, having done so, you must be well aware that to-mor-

row it will be no good to send oat any one ; by that tinae

we shall have fallen into the hands of our enemies I

"

" I am afraid it will be as you say. I have resigned

myself to that, and so should you. When it comes to the

last and the worst, we can only die like brave men, with

our claymores in our grasp and our backs to the ground.

For myself I will never surrender with lit*, but fiprV»* it

out to the last!"

A murmur of admiration came from the '^ds of the

highlanders as the prince gave utterance to this resolute

and martial speech.
" I do not doubt your bravery, my prince," responded

the young man ;
" but will you pardon me if I sugj^^s^. a

means by which you can throw your enemies off their

guard, and so afford you an opportunity of maling your

escape P
"

" If you can show me how to do that," said Charles

Stuart, the fire of renewed hope kindling in his eyes, " I

wiU not only pardon you, but you shall have my best

thanks—and not only mine, but those of all here present."
" But, my prince," interposed the chief of the high-

landers, " you know not the means of which he speaks,

and when you are made acquainted with them, I am quit*

certain you will never consent to such a sacrifice."

" Heed him not, prince," said the young highlander.
" Listen to me, I pray, and do not be offended with what
I propose, nor deny my request out of any consideration

lor myself."
" That will depend," said the Pretender. " Speak, and

let me hear. Speak freely, too, for there is nothing of

which you need be afraid."
" You encourage me," was the reply, " and yet I don't

know how to fi^me my speech or give utteiance to my
wishes. My prince, for^ve me for my presumption, but
have you noticed that in general outline there is some
resemblance between you and me, sufficient to deceive

any one who was not very intimately acquainted with vou
indeed ?

"

" I had not noticed the cireumstance until you spoke,

but now"—and Charles Stuart looked closely at hiJn as

he spoke—" I wonder how it is that anything »o obvious
and conspicuous can have escaped my notice."

" It has been seen and remarked by others. Look
closely at me, prince, and tell me whether you consider

the resemblance sufficiently great to deceive any one who
had not seen you many times."
" In the face, most certainly," replied Charles. " But,"

he added, in accents of the greatest astonishment and
incrednlity, "surely you do not for a moment dream of

securing my safety by giving yourself up to my aaemies

—

by personating myself!"
"Pardon my presumption, prince, I beg!"
" But was that your idea ? Is it possible that you ever

aeriously entertained the idea of"
" Not only is it possible, but true."
" Neverj*^

•• My prince, surely you do not doubt mef
" No ; forgive me ; I would never do that ; ana yet, at

first, I found myseK almost unable to believe in the exist-

ence of loyal devotion of so chivalric a character."
" You flatter me."
" Not I ; no one could ever accuse me of that. Bat,

oome, I shall not think of granting your request of allowing
such a sacrifice to be made ; but gratify my cariod«,y b^
telling me the plan you had formed."
" Your wishes are law, my prince ; but when I teU you,

it will be in the hope of gaining more than your oun'^eity,

—your approval likewise."
Charles Stuart shook his nead, and made a maw^miaat

with his hand for the young sian to rommonee.
He obeyed at once.
" You must know that last night, my prince, it fell to

my lot to be placed outside upon the summit of the rock,
to watch for the appearance of our enemies, and give
bmely notice of their approach.

** la my lon^c, weary watish, with no oou near eM" no

sound to break the awful stilln0M—no sight to aee bat
the blue sky and stars, and the dusky outlines of tlie

mountains—many strange aad solemn thon«;ht« oocai^ed
my mind.
" I thought, my prince, of von. I iCTlSwed the whole

of your present position, ana saw how full of danger it

was; and as I continued to craze upon them, I became
more and more impressed witli the extreme difficulty yoa
would have in avoiding them.
" Naturally enough, having reached thie pcnnt, I pur-

sued my thoughts still further, and having realized the
fall extent of the peril which impended over you, I began
to oast about for some means by which it ooold be
averted.
" For a long time, my prmoe, I endeavoured in vam to

find a means that carried with it any appearance of feaei-

bility of accomplishing so desirable an end. I was un-
able to aee in what manner the vigilance of yonr enemiee
could be eluded.
" And then, not to weary you too much with a recital

of my reflections, I thought that the wdy thing that oonld
be done would be in some way to deceive your foes, and
lull them into a feeling of false security,
" But, although conscious of the desirability of this, I

could not concoct a scheme which would be caioulated to
effect it.

" At last, my prince, and I trust yoa will pardon me
for the idea, the fact <rf the remarkable resemblance—in

features, I mean—which exists between us pressed itself

upon me.
" 1 had myself noticed it, and been surpri^dd, and thoM

who are with me have frequently sjwken of it to me.
" Then I thought to myself, * Suppose I was to make

the proposition to the prince that I should personate him,
and give myself up to the enemy.' Knowing you so
slightly as they do, I feel sure that the deception would
not be detected. When they had me prisoner under the
impression that I was you, they would cease their rigor-

ous search, and you would then have the best or all

chances of reaching the eea-shore and making your way
back again to France."
" I have heard you to the end without interrupting

you," replied Charles Stuart; "not because I assented

to what you said, but because I wi^iied to hear all. Never
did I dream that I should ever have so devoted a follower

as your words prove you to be—never did I believe that

such chivalrous devotion existed in these degenerate
times."

The young highlander bowed deeply at these words of

praise from the prinee he was willing to serve so faith-

fully, and a flush of gratified colour mounted to his

cheeks.
Charles Stuart, however, did not allow him to speak,

but continued

—

" You have not heard all, my friend—^for such I shonld

feel proud to call you—you have not heard all. Much as

I may admire the loyal devotion which prompted the
imagining of such a plan, and, however much I may
desire the end which it is intended to achieve, I cannoi
for a moment think of accepting so great a sacrifioe."
" Sacrifice, my prince !

"

" Yes ; do you not know the consequences of acting in

the manner you proposed. If you gave yourself up to the

Duke of Cumberland, and passed yourself off as Deiug

me, what do you think would be the sesult—whether or

not detection should ensue."
" I know it, my prince."
" Are you sure ?

"

"Yes!"
"It is death!"
" I am aware of that, my ptince," said the young

highlander, firmly ;
" but I have devoted myself to your

service, and I am quite willing to lay down my life in it."

The Young Pretender, in the present extremity o( his

fortunes, was much overcome by the behaviour of this

foUoww.
la th« hour of his prosperity, much as he might have

thought erf such an act, bad it been related to him, Btill it

would not have made the impresuon which it now did

while he was destitute of friends and hope.

But let us do him the justice to say that hb aever onee
thought of accepting the sacrifice so pleadingly proffered,

though he was pleased to learn the extent « thia

man'a devotion.
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•* Yoa are silent, my prince," be contionod. " I trurt

TOU ax9 reflecting upon the proposition I have Easda, ar d
that in the end you will accept it."

" No, it ia not that," replied the Pretends*. N *»er

BO«ld I dream of aoceptiog »ach a saorifiw."
•• Why a sacrifioe P

'*

•• Shail you not saoiifioe your life P*
"My life, prince?"
"Yes."
" What is it that I should not wi5* pJy j it d,r>r:

in your service? Thai is no more tiaan th» &i*y r^ edi

who rank themselveb under your banner^ to 'W^tj-ier

for you if they can—if not, to die."
" Say on," exclaimed the prince, " the B»©?e j is say

the greater becomes my admiratioD."

"Aks!"
•* Why do yon say alas ?

"

** I regret that y«u should listen to rr/5, my prince, from

tnt>Jb a motive. But still I wiU try to persuade you to

tfdopt my scheme. Believe m<s, my prince, when 1 say I

have though* long and earnestly u\ t>n the subject, since it

is an important one, not only to me, but to you, and all

here present. You, a^ I do, jjuat know fall well that

our mtimate capture and i'jevitable death ia certain.

It will, in all probability come upon us to-raorrow,

unless something is done eo entirely change the current

of events."
" I do not dispute *jiftt," replied Charles. " I erpeot

to see them come, x have fully made up my mind to it.

But we will meet diem. W^e will each draw our swords,

and fi^ht to the last gasp, aad if we fall, as doubtless we
ehjill, it will rwot be until we have left our mark upon
moM tlian roe of our foes. They shall slay us in fair

fight if ii'jij can, but I will never gratify uieir malice

by allow'icg myself to fall into their hands a prisoner,

and aK, wiio are b«re, I feel certain, will defend me so
Umc M a drop of blood remains in their veias."

CHAPTER CCIX.
TOE TOWNG HIGHLANDEE PERSISTS IN HIS DETEBMINA-

tlON OF DYTNG TO SAVE HIS PBINCJS.

Thkbb are certain times when a man can, by his Toioe,

and awmated actions, command the involuntary admira-
tion of hie fellows, and rouse their enthusiasm to its

utmost pitch.

So it was with the Young Pretender on the preseat
oqciBsioD.

His auditors were, without exception, men who looked
up to ^rsonal bravery aa being the most estimable
quality a man could possess.

Therefore, they listened with kindling eyes to the
heroic sentiments he expressed, and when he finished
thev were all dominated by the same feelings as he was.
The young highlander, however, who had showed him-

self so much attached to the cause of the Stuarts, waited
until this sudden outbreak of excitemenftiad passed away.
Then he again spoke.
He commanded ^eat and immediate attention.
" Prince," he said, " the words which you have ipoken

to me, and the maimer in which you have listened to what
I said, has had the effect of maHngme bold, and "

•* Do not apologize," said the Pretender j
" you will

please me beet by speaking freely."

"And should I say that which will offend you, irill

you forgive me ?
"

« Freely."
" Then, prince, it is this. I do not wish for a moment

to detract from your bravery, or those others present, but
as you say, and truly, we shall all perish ; now, let me
Bflk you whether it would not be better for one to sBiTer
in order that the others might esca^ie ?

"

" And would you be that one ?
"

•* I would, pnnce, with your permission.*'
* And in order that the others might be saved yoo are

quitfc willing, young aa you are, to quit life ?"

"M.> life, as I have said, is devoted to your service,
and to put you beyond the reach of your enezniea I
would Si ^rifioe it with the utmost gl»dnea# "

" This surpasses aH belief."
•• Not so, prince ; I have thought the matter deeply

over, and I am sure tiiat I ooold so arrange it that, though
vy life will pay the forfeit, yet your safety will be m-

" Eow P ' asked the Pretender ; for it cannot be denied
that he wished to save his life, but was reluetant to do eo
at the cost of another's. " How, my friend ? tell me !"

"Tl»»»8!" said the young highlander ; and aa he apoke
the word, he drew, with mconceivable ra^i^'^y, a pomard
fnom its sheath.

it flashed for a moment in tL^ air ; and men, before any
one could interpose, -or even antioip9.te his design, he
pJuD;ted it ij^to his breast.

The prince started to his feet, and the ejaculation ot

horror which burst from his lips was echoed by the others,

who, out of respect, had remained silent spectators of the
scene.
" What have you done P" asked tbe prince. " What

have you done?
" My duty," replied the highlander ; and as he spoke

he drew the dagger from the wound, and threw it to a
remote corner of the cavern.

The blood gushed in incredible quanta«iea from the
orifice.

Then he sunk down upon one knee at the Pretender i

feet.
" My dear prince !" he cried ;

*' I die, in order that you
may live, and my comrades escape. On the battle-field I

was willing to nsk my life for you, and shall I begrudge
it now, when I know how great a gainer you will be by
my decease? Forgive me ! par— !'

His strength was ebbing from him fast, and he wa«
unable to complete the sentence ; but, with the last effort

of expiring nature, he caught the hand of Charles Stuart
between both his, and pressed a fervent kiss upon it.

Then he relaxed his grasp, and would have fallen back-

wards on to the hard flooring of the cavern, had it not

been for the support Dick Turpin's arm afforded—for the

highwayman sprang forward in time to save him.
"Let me lie down!" gasped the young man, feebly.

" Let me lie down ! I shall be better then. Let me 1m
down!"
Dick did not hesitate to comply with the request.

The wound, he felt certain, from the quantity of blood

that had in so short a space of time effused from it, must
be a mortal one.

Consequently it could matter little whether he remained
in un upright or decumbent posture.

"The prince," said the young highlander, in a yet

fainting tone of voi^, " the prince
!

"

" I am here," replied Charles Stuart, and as he spoke
he knelt down by the fast-dying youth, and took hia

hand.
" Forgive me, my dear prince," he said, " forgive me

for my disobedience. Believe me, it is better that I alone

should die than you should all perish. Do not shake
your head. What I have done cannot now be undone,
and do not let me die with the consciousness that I have
so deeply offended you ks to be unable to obtain your
forgiveness."

" I forgive you freely," replied the Pretender, in a
broken tone of voice, for naturally he was deeply touched

by this great proof of devotion to hia cause. " I forgive

you freely."
" Then I shall die panglessly. Are you sure, my prince,

that I have your full pardon."
" Quite ; but yet do not think that I approve of your

rash act, for to do that would be impossible.

'

The highlander sighed deeply.

"Well—well," he said, "I suppose I must remain
content. But ere I die, listen to what I have to say. Yoa
will listen, will you not ?

"

" Certainly."
" Bend down closer, then, my prince, for to speak in eo

loud a tone aa I have just done, exhausts me."
The Young Pretender, in obedience to the wish which

Lis dependant expressed, bent his ear yet nearer to hw
lips.
" I have thought long and deeply upon what had best

be done, my prince, and so I trust you will listen with

what patience you can command, to what I am about to

say. WhcK the idea of pwsonating your royal Lignnesa

fii-st found a place in my mind, I felt almost certain thfti

you would Dfc>ci consent to it, but I determined, never*

tholess, to carry out my intention,"
" Eash youth."
The speaker did not heed this eiaculatioa. t>ut flCtt*

tiDu»d—
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" As we all know well, my prince, the orders of the
savage and unscrapnlous Dake of Camberland to all his
sqjdiera are that when you are discovered by any of
them, they are not to attempt to spare your life, but
slay you without mercy. That very order, cruel as it

Beems, my prince, will turn out to your advantage, and
to his defeat."

" How so ?" askeo the Pretender, for he could not
help feeling a deep interest in what was said.
" I will tell you. Great as may be the resemblance

between us, so far as our faces and complexion are con-
cerned, yet that resemblance extends not to our bodies.
I have known harder service than you, and my body is

more muscular ; it may be that I am altogether stouter
built. At any rate, if they saw my body, the cheat we
wish to put upon them would be almost certain to be
discovered. Do you not think so, my prince ?"

"I do."
" I am certain of it ; but our enemies play into our

hands, and that which would have been impossible be-
comes the easiest matter in the world."

" In what way ? Explain yourself. I do not yet un-
derstand you."

" When I am dead—which will be in a few minutes now
—I must request yon to do something more, or 1 shall
have died in vain. Surely that is not worth while

!

Promise me to accede to my request !"

" What is it P"
" Promise me !"

" I do. Speak !"

" It is this. As soon as I am dead, let some one draw
his sword and sever my head from my body. Do not
start and look so horrified ! I shall not feel it. You
have promised, and I rely upon you to keep your word.
Do not delay me, for I feel that I am sinking fast, and
I have yet much more to say."

" I am listening," said the prince, mournfully.
But the young highlander was almost exhausted.
By making a great effort, however, he rallied himself,

and went on, though his voice now was little better than
a hoarse whisper.
"Let some one sever my head from my shoulders.

You understand me, do you not ? That head, my poor
head, will be worth thirty thousand pounds! My prince,
that sum of money will be of the utmost service to you.
Therefore, let some one upon whom you can depend
carry my head to the Duke of Cumberland, declare it

to be yours, and obtain the reward which is offered for
it. I will defy them to detect the imposition, unless
there should be someone there who is very intimately
acquainted with you indeed.
The boldness of the plan which the young highlander

thus unfolded, filled the prince and the highwaymen
with admiration.
As for the hlghlanders, they stood loo king on mourn-

fully, for iu the morning when, after his descent from
the mountain, he had called them aside and one by one
spoken to them, which circumstance it will be remem-
bered had excited the suspicions of Dick Turpin, he had
told them his scheme, and while some admired his bra-
very, all had endeavoured to dissuade him from it.

"Prince, prince," he cried, so feebly, that had not the
cave and those within been profoundly silent, his voice
would never have been heard ; " do you comprehend my
plan ? Let my head be taken to the Duke of Cumber-
land, and passed off as yours ! Let the reward be claimed

.

Tt is a large amount, and when it is obtained, let it be
handed to you, to do with as you think fit. Thus will
you be doubly revenged upon your enemies ! You will
be able to escape, and obtain the thirty thousand pounds
as well. Can you hear what I say ?"

" Quite plainly. But your voice shows me that your
death is hastening on with rapid strides. Oh! for a
priest to grant you absolution for the sin you have com-
mitted ere you die !"

" Do not thiuk of tha^, my prince. To obtain a priest
here is utterly impossible, but I shall die with the con-
viotion on my mind that if ever any one was justified in
committing self-destruction, I was, and that the motive
will sanctify the deed. I am dying now, my prince. I
feel myself growing cold, and things fade away from my
view. Promise that I stall have my wishes carried out
--promise that I shall not die in vain ?"
" I promiee !" said the prince.

" A smile lighted up the face of his devoted servitor,
but either from a sudden pain, or from a remarkable
fixity of purpose, he banished it, and assumed an ex-
pression of extreme anguish.

It might have been that, even in his last momenta,
he thought of still further imposing upon his foes, for,
with the same look upon his features, he drew a gasping
breath, a ooavuleive shudder overspread his body, and
he expired.

CHAPTER OCX.

DICK TCTBPIN AND CLAUDE DUVAL CUT OFF THE
HEAD OP THE YOUNG HIGHLANDER.

For several minutes after the young highlander thus
drew his last breath, no one in the cavern either spoke
or moved.
AU^ were deeply impressed with the solemnity of what

had just taken place, and that mysterious influence
which the presence of a dead body never fails to produce,
was shared in the full by all.

Prince Charles was the first to break the kind of spell

by which their faculties were enchained.
He rose from the kneeling posture, which at the re-

quest of the now dead man, he had assumed.
The others, however, did not presume to move or

speak, but waited with no inconsiderable degree of curi-
osity and interest to see what he would say or do next.
They were not long kept in suspense.
Drawing back a few paces from the corpse, round

which the highlanders and our friends had rather closely
congregated, the young prince spoke.
Without exception, his words were listened to by every

one with the most profound attention.
"My friends," he said, "it seems that yon all per-

fectly comprehend, as I do, the motives which led this

poor young man to commit the crime of self-destruction
;'

and, such being the case, it will be unnecessary for me
to say anything about them. As he very truly said,

our situation is a most desperate one—so desperate,
indeed, that it is questionable whether by any adverse
combination of circumstances it could be worse. If we
leave the shelter of this cavern we shall assuredly, in

a few hours, be captured ; if, on the other hand, we
remain where we are, our discovery will be certain. We
have two courses open to us, the termination of both of

which is precisely the same.
A murmur of assent responded to his words.
" The matter is one which concerns you all equally,

intimately, and individually ; and therefore I shall leave
you to decide what had better be done. In the first

place, do you consider the plan proposed a feasible one,

and, if so, shall I be justified in adopting it ?"

The prince paused, and looking at the group of an-

xious faces by which he was surrounded, awaited a reply.

The rude highlanders, however, would never have
dreamed of advising their prince. To them a Stuart
was a being little inferior to a god, and anything he
chose to say they would have looked upon as law.

But, with our friends the highwaymen, it was alto-

gether different.

Each of them was accustomed to perilous emergen-
cies and to taking the responsibility of action upon
themselves.
Yet they felt that for them all to have spoken at once

would have shown a want of respect, so they nudged
Turpin to speak for them.
He knew what they meant, and obeyed them promptly.
"It appears to me, prince," said Turpin, in his rough

and ready way, at which no one could take offence,
" that such important business demands some amount
of deliberation ; and as we have but very little time, the

sooner we come to a decision the better."
" Let me hear your candid opinion !" said the prince.

" In the hour of danger I have always found you a most
trustworthy adviser, and in the present instance I shall

be greatly guided by what you say."
" If you wish for my candid opinion, prince," replied

Turpin, bowing in acknowledgment of the compliment
which Charles Stuart had paid him, "I can give it to

you in a v^ery few words."
" Pray do so."
" Then I consider the plan a most oacellent oae. It
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tion, bat I think all the better of it for that.'*

" And do you feel inclined to adopt it ?
"

•• I do, most certainly ; not, however, that I should ever

bare sanctioned or approved of the deed which Uiis yaang
man has committed ; but as he is dead, and it is beyona
the power of all of as to bring him back to life, I think

we shall be greatly to blame if we scruple to ma^e n«<> of

him to secure our own safety."
" And you think we should be justified in mutilating

his remains ?
"

" It is not a very pleasant idea, I confess," replied

Turpin, "but it stnkes me that I would much rather

mutilate his body than not, when I knew that by so doing

I should not be injuring him in the least, but save my
own life and the lives of my friends at the same time

"

" That is enough. I own at first I felt some scn.ples

whether I should keep the promise made him, but now
yon have quite removed them."
" The end to be gained will, I am sure, justify the means,

and I for one should rejoice most heartily at the idea of

your playing your foes such a trick as actually to receive

tiie reward offered for your apprehension."
" Stop !

" cried the prince ; that reminds me "-^—
"Of what?"
* Where is there any one to be found who will be willing,

if we cut off this youag man's head, to carry it to the Duke,
aod claim the reward ?

"

"I will—I will—I will!" cried every one, the high-

landers included.

The prince smiled.
** Are you so ready to leave me ?" he asked.
" Nay, it is not that," replied Tarpin. " Had the sei -

vioe been to have remained by your side, and fight to the
death, yoor appeal would have beea as readHj responded

to'"
•* I believe it—I believe it

!"

" Bat you see we are willing to do as you deaire. \i

will remain with you to make election as to wbleh oe«
shall perform the mission."
" It will be one of extreme danger.**
" Perhaps, prince ; perhaps."
** If the fraud is discovered ?"

" Why then I admit the bearer of the head would be
in rather an unpleasant predicament 1 But, for my own
part, I am sanguine of suooesa if the one who goes per-

forms his part well."
" Who shall I select P"
" That I shall leave entirely to yon, my prince. I

would speak, however, only I do not wish to shut my-
self out from the list of candidates."

"It shall go by the general voice," cried Charles.
" That will be the fairest and most satisfactory."
" It will. How shall we proceed ? for, my prince, I

hare always found it advisable, whenever a particular

ooarse of action has been decided apon, to set aboat it

at once."
As you will. A show of hands shall decide it, and

*ach candidate shall stand forward in succession."
" And you will decide who shall have the precedence ?

"

" I have no objection."
" It vTill be best."
•* Then I decide upon you !

*

"Me?"
* Even so. Stand forward."
Turpin, of course, complied.
" Now, my friends," continued the prince ;

" those
who consider this the most proper person to depart upon
the dangerous ezpeditiou, let them hold up their hands."

Scarcely had the words passed his ia* tbau. as if by
the exertion of one muscle, every hand was raiaed.

The decision was unanimous.
Dick Turpin looked round with a ple«ued smila cpon

his face.

He had all along coveted this task.
TTie inactive life which he had of late b«e» leading

made him long tor such an enterprise as this no doubt
"ould prove to be.
" Is this yotir decision P " cried the priuca.
-It is."

* Enough, then. It will not be worth while for any
other to stand forward, and if it will be any satisfactioa to
the electors and the elected, I can say that I hsavtllj
opruvs of the choice which baa been mad« "

With an expression of countenance which on* xwoold

think bui ill accoideil with what he was ahout to do, Oick
Turpin drew his heavy sword from its sheath.

" It is a disagreeable task," he said, " but it is one that

must be performed, and I am not the man to shriak froa
what is necessary.'

He m&fle a sign to Claude Duval, which was Instantly

understood.
He came to his side.

The othora in the save looked on wi^ the greatest

ecitoai^. Taaw was not one who could have torued
away.
The dead highlander lay out quite straght upon his back.

Dick stooped over him, and with his left hand took hold
of him by the clotliing about his neck.

Then, with soma ^ght ezerticB, he raised him to a
sitting posture.

Claude Duval sank down behind him upon his bauds
and knees.

Then Didc gently let the body fall bacdiwa*^, as ii

had a tendency to do.

It balanced, of course, over Clauda's back.
The head hung back, leaving the neek folly axposed.
It was a fair mark.
Dick lifted his sword.
He caught hold of the mas<-' e hilt with both handiH

in order that he might bring it down with greater force.

The steel weapon r ..e a sick^oing, swishing noise as

it descended.

But such was the vigour witii which it was brought

down, and so accurate was tie aim which TurpHn had
taken, that the head was severed at a single blow. It

rolled several paces along the floor of tiie cavern.

Very little blood followed the stroke. It had nearly all

vlrained out of the wound which the young man had in-

flicted upon himself.

Di(A^ assisted Claude to rise from his awkward position.
** That is done," he said j

" but there is yet more to

do."
"What, oh I what?" asked the prince; "this sickens

roe"
" No doubt—no doubt. When I leave here, lot a spy

accompany me. By hovering about at a distance he will

be able to learn whether the ruse is a sucoessftd one, and
whether the troops that guard the mountain passes are

withdrawn. If this is done, let me implore you not to

lose a moment in quitting this place, and making the best

of your way to the sea-shore, at ths point most conrenient

for yon. There jou must find some opportunity o£ em-
barking and getting safely over to France, where you will

be sure to fiiiJ an asylum."
" Unless," said the prince, mournfully—" unless indeed

they, in the hoar of my extremity, should turn against

CHAPTER CCXI.
DICK TUUPIN SETS OUT UPON THE MOST PERILOUS ENTE».

PEISE HE HAS EVEE UNDERTAKEN IN HIS LIFE.

" Do not anticipate misfortune, my prince," said Turpin,

"it is bad enough without that."
" What ?

"

" Your position."
" I know that."
" If I succeed, you will have many difficulties to con-

tend with in gaimng the sea-shore. The fraud may not

be suspected at first, and yet afterwards be detected, and
s hot pprsuit instituted after you."

" But have you reflected what you shall do in the event

ot discovery ?
"

" I have not—nor shall I. I shall wait till the time

oomos. Leave me to shift for myself, and I shall be ail

right. It must be close upon sunrise now, and so it is

time for me to start, bat let me, before I take my de-

parture, advise you what to do, in order that my proceed-

ings may be all the more effectual."
" What is it you wish ?

"

" My friends here," said Turpin, iadicating by a move-
ment of his hand, Tom King, Jack Eann, and Claude

Duval, " will remain with you, and will do their best to

aid you in making your escape. They will also be hostages

for me."
" Hostages ?

"

•• Yea, my prinoe, I look forward, with great or^^itam
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to obtaining the thirty thoasand pounds, and should I

do 80 you will want some seourity for my handing it

over to yoa. As I said, escape to Franoe. I will take
the earliest opportunity of rejoining you there. If you
do not see or hear anything of me, you may conclude
that my mission has failed, and that £ am no more."

" But you will take every precaution to insure your
own safety ?"

" Do not fear that, prince. I am not so tired of my
life that -I am desirous of flinging it away. I shall

meet you in safety, I feel assured."
" I trust you will, indeed.'
" And now listen, further. As quickly as possible, I

shall take the head, and carry it direct to the Duke of

Cumberland. I shall not adopt any particular disguise,

for I do not believe I am known as one of your adhereuta.

I shall invent on my journey a plausible tale to account
for the head coming into my possession. On delitering it,

however, the probability is that I shall be asked to lead

them to the spot where the body is to be found."

lb
" Ah ! I did not think of that."

i
" But it is a thing likely to occur."
" Certain."

R " I think so, too ; therefore, some means must be taken
to fix the deceit more deeply in their minds."
"Bat how ?"

" My prince, I will tell you. These means will be
rather disagreeable, but they cannot be avoided."

" What are they ?"

" There are several things you oarry about your person
which will go a long way towards establishing your iden-

tity, such as your claymore, your dirk, your target, your
eporran, and your curiously-worked belt. These you
must transfer to the body of the man who died to save
ns."
The prince hesitated.
•' It is inevitable, my prince, or I would not press it

upon you. Your best course will be to exchange ap-
parel, and, with your permission, I will proceed to strip

these things off."

Turpin hardly waited long enough for the required
assent to be given, but stooped down, and with great
rapidity took off the different articles of clothing which
the highlander had worn.
He carried them to the prince.
" They will furnish you," he said, " with that of which

you so greatly stand in need."
"And what is that ?"

" A disguise 1 Take the things as they are ; retire to

a corner of the cavern, and change them. We will then
dress the corpse in those which you take off."

Dick, as he spoke, almost thrust the clothes into the
prince's hands.
Bepugnant as it was to him, no doabt he clearly saw

the necessity of doing as he had been advised ; and as
the old proverb says, " necessity knows no law," so he
overcame his dislike as well as he oould, and exchanged
apparel.
The operation was one that did not occupy much time.

In a few minutes he returned to where the highway-
men stood.

Of course, during his absence they had taken the op-
portunity of speaking to each other, and making a few
arrangements as to their future proceedings.

The difference which the simple change of habiliments
made to the prince was really astonishing, and the high-

waymen were more than ever struck with the great re-

semblance which existed between him and the highlander.
Dick was well pleased to perceive it, since it gave him

all the better chance of success.

Without loss of time, he and hia three comrades
dressed the dead body in the clothes which the prince
bad just taken off.

The job was a very awkward one, but they saooeeded
in accomplishing it.

Then the resemblance was perfect.
The clothes fitted tightly, for the young man was

larger made about the body than the prince was.
" Now," sakl Turpin, "I think we may look upon snc-

oesa as almost certain. I shall bring the Duke and those
who like to come here to see the body. Bat, stay ! I
must m»ke it appear as though there had been an en-
9onnterl"
Struck with the tbooght, Diok drew the claymore from

its sheath, and plentifully smeared it with blood, and
laid it near the dead man's hand.
Not content, however, with this, and wishing to mako

the deception as complete as possible, he drew hia own
sword, and plunged it several times into the inanimate
clay.

No blood, of course, to speak of, flowed from these
places, but he took care that there should be plenty
placed there ; for, owing to the manner in which the
dagger had entered, the young man had bled to death.
These preparations were ghastly and horrible, but

they may be excused on the ground of ,*<he absolute
necessity there was for them.
At length all was ready.
Dick took up the head.
He held it by the hair.

The others who were present involuntarily turned their

eyes from contemplating it to the prince, in order to
compare the two.
Of course some differences oould be detected, but they

were very slight, and intimate as he was with the prince's
features, Dick felt that had the head he held been shown
to him, he would, without hesitation, have declared it

to be that of Charles Stuart.

It was Claude Duval, however, who proposed, as a
precautionary measure, to inflict a wound upon the face

in such a manner, that while it did not mar the face,

would yet make it more difficult of identification.

Dick approved of this entirely, and so accordingly as he
held it, Claude drew his sword and inflicted a slight gash
upon the face, extending from the mouth to the temple.
"Now I think all is finished. Look! the sun has

already broken forth."

All turned as he spoke.

The entrance to the cavern faced the east, and a few
beams of the rising sun penetrated a foot or two inside

the entrance.
" It is time I took my departure. Farewell, my prince.

Yoa understand, I think, how you are to act. Nothing
will elapse, I hope, before I learn the welcome intelli-

gence that you have escaped. Then, as soon as may be,

I will meet you in France, bringing with me, I hope, the

thirty thousand pounds, though I shall consider effect-

ing your escape the primary object, and the other a
secondary one."

" Eight," said the Pretender. "I can feel now how
much I shall regret to part with you ; but that time will

have to come, I am reconciled now, however, by the
hope that, though the enterprise you have taken in hand
is one of a most dangerous character, you will escape all

peril, and join me in a little while. Farewell ! and may
success attend your efforts."

The prince retired to a distant portion of the oaTem
for a double motive.
To conceal his own emotion.
And to allow Dick to take a farewell of his comrades,

without the restraint which his presence would of ne-
cessity impose.

Diok found that bidding good-bye for an indefinite

period to those three gallant hearts with whom he had
shared so many perils, and from whom he hoped never
to be separated, was anything but a pleasant busineee.

It had to be gone through, however, and he-

Screwed his courage to the sticking place.

It was necessary that he should do so, for he ooaid
not blind himself to the fact that the peril he was about
to incur was one of no ordinary charswjter ; but Diok
Turpin was never the man to flinch from danger, as the
present occasion fully proved.

" Good-bye, old friends !" he said, in as cheerful a voice

as he oould assume. " Grood-bye ! We shall meet again,
I hope, ere long ; and then we will once more cry,
' Hurrah for the road !' Do your best to procure the
young prince's escape. Nothing on my part shall be
wanting, rest assured of that ; but I have every confi-

dence in the success of the plan, which is one of the best

I ever knew of."
" Take care of yourself, Diok I" said Tom King. ".Do

not run into any kind of needle»a danger !"

" I will not, Tom, rest assured of that. Farewell,
friends i Let the spy be sent after me, and the moment
he returns, evacaute this place, for I shall bring the duke
here. That will be your beatobanoe of OBoape. Farewell!"
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[DICK tVRTtV CLAIMS THE REWARD FOR THE PRETENDER'S HEAD.l

** Farewell," cried his comrades.

They shook hands all round.

But they were very loath to leave him, and followed

him out on to the little plateau in front of the entrance to

the cavern,

Holding the head in his hand in the same manner as he

had first taken hold of it, he hegan the descent of the

precipitous mountain path.

The highlander who was to watch his movenaents, and

bring back a report of his proceedings, followed.

Then the prince came out on to tht little plateau.

So, too, did the hierhkiiders, whose numbers were now
reduced to four.

The little party stooa there and watched the recodtog

form of the highwayman until the masses of roc!v at the

bue '^ the mountain hid him from their sight.

No. 30.

CHAPTER CCXII.

DICK TURPIN CARRIES THE "XOUNG PRETENDER'S HEAiS

TO THE DUKE OF CUMBERLAND, AND CLAIMS THB
THIRTY THOUSAJJD POUNDS REWARD.

More than once during his descent of the perilous moun-
tain path, Dick Turpin turned back and waved his hand
to his companions.
Those companions who it was questionable if he should

ever see more.
But at length, when the bottom of the path was ^dched,

and he turned round again, he found them no longer

visible.

The immense masses of rock among whi'^h he had wound
his way intercepted his view.

^

But the highlander who had followcil mm b' 'ould siill

Bee at a distance.

And now, having gone so far, Dick began to rerf

seriously consider as to which would be the best

in which to act.

PftlCB OnB HALrPBNMT.
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Accustomed as he was to trust to the chapter of accidents,
and rely upon his own resources in the moment of danger,

yet he felt that upon the present occasion, so pregnant
with importance as it was, it would be better for him to

depart from his ordinary method, and arrange beforehand
some plan of action in his mind.
While thus deliberating, he found tnat the hend, in the

manner he carried it, was a serious inconvenience.

Besides which, should he meef any one, it would be the
means of attracting more notice to himself than he wished.

And not only that, too, did it not represent a sum of

thirty thousand pounds, and should he tell any one that

it was the head of the Pretender he carried, would they
not try to take it from him ?

Assuredly so, and then not only would the chance he
Dad of obtaining this large sura be lost, but also the escape
of the young prince himself be jeopardized, if not made
impossible.

These reflections showed him the necessity there was
for him to conceal the nature of what he carried from every
prying eye that might rest upon him, and he resolved to
ao 80 at once.

A. fragment of rock—or rather what geologists would
sail a bowlder— projected conveniently from the hard
^onad a few paces before him, and »o he seated hims«lf
apon it.

The head he placed beside \jxa.
He wanted something like a cloth u wniofa to tie it «p.
This he soon found.
In the days of which we write it was customary to wear

round the nock a cravat of very voluminous dimensions.
They were made generally of wiiite cambric, folded into

four thicknesses^

They were worn once roimd the neck, and tied in a
large bow, the ends of which were of preposterous length,
and trimmed with lace, according to the wealth and posi-
tion of the wearer.

This, then, Dick felt was not only what he could spare,
but what would best answer his purpose ; so he pulled it

off and carefully enveloped the ghastly-looking head in its

folds._

This done, he rose and resumed his jourpoy.
The highlander who followed him, on perceiving him

stop, stopped also, so that the same distance was main-
tained between the two.
From the spy who had jetumed with such a budget of

alarming news, Dick had learned which path he ought to
take, in order to reach his destination.
The way, however, was long and toilsome.
At the expiration of three hours from the time of his

starting, and just when he was ready to drop with fatigue,
he saw before him, in the distance, a small troop of
English soldiers.

This nerved him to proceed at a etUl quicker pace—^for,

at first, he was unable to tell whether they were approach-
ing or receding from him.
He found the former to be the case ; and that if they

continued in the same line of march, they must pass over
the very spot upon which he stood.
Under such ciicumstances there could be no necessity

for him to continue on his way ; and ao he determined to
wait till they came up with him.
The highlander, who had also perceived the soldien,

and comprehended Dick's motive, halted, and hid him-
self from observation by lying down at fiill length on the
top of a distant rock, and allowing no jwrtion of hia body,
save the upper part of his head, to be visible.

Strains of martial music now began to make themBeives
heard.
Dick scarcely dared to hope that this, the first troop he

came in sight of, was the one of which the Duke of Cum-
berland had taken the command, but he resolved upon no
account to surrender the head, unless to that individual
himself.

From these, however, he reasonably calcokted that he
should be able to ascertain his whereabouts.

It took the soldiers abont a quarter of an hour to reach
the spot where Turpin sat waiting for them.
When pretty ne,y. however, he rose, and advanced to

meet them.
In number fhey did not maoh exceed thirty, bat they

were all exceedingly well anned.
Thef were on foot.

V«», however, who rode, •ometunen m the van. Mid

sometimes i the rear, attracted Dick's immediate atiej"

tion.

He had nevet 'n the Duke, ft)r during the past few
years he had been co». sanding the army on the continent,

and he had only been sent *br home t*'^ crash this formid-
able rebellion.

But more than once he haa '>een descnbed to him by
those who had bad frequent oppo. ^^nities of observing his

appearance, and the ligure who sat o^ horseback entirely

coincided with the description he had hh,vl of him.
Seeing Turpin ap])roach, it would seem ab Ihough orders

had been given to take him prisoner, for several hastened
towards him.

Bat, with the rapidity of thought, Dick stripped off the
covering that concealed the ghastly burden which he

. «arried, and again grasping it by the hair, he held it aloft,

oa high as his arm would allow him, and shouted

—

" The reward—the reward ! I claim the reward ! Thirty
thousand pounds reward ! I claim it, I say ! Here is the
head of the Young Pretender ! Charles Stuart's head

!

Where is the duke ? Lead me to the duke I I claim the
reward !

"

These vociferations caused, as might be supposed, the
utmost surprise and excitement among the soldiery, and
something of their import seemed to reach the ears of

the personage on horseback, whom Dick took to be the

T^rxke of Cumberland, for he spurred his horse forward aa

he said

—

" Vat is this ? Vat yon zay ? Donder and blitzeo

!

Zay zat one time more! Zirty zouzand pounds! Mein
Gott ! Did you zay it was ze Pretender's bead P

"

His Royal Highness the Duke of Cumberland always
spoke execrable English, but especially so if anything
excited him.

" My lord duke," replied Turpin, as he stood near the
duke's horse, and holding up the head in his right hand,
and pointing to it with his left, " my lord duke, I said this

was the head of Charles Edward Stuart, the Young
Pretender, and so it is, and I claim the reward of thirty

thousand pounds !

"

" Donder and blitzen
!

" cried the duke, doubt, astonish-

ment, and triumph alternately appearing upon his face.
" Hold ze head up, and let me have von look at him."
He turned half-round in the saddle as he spoke, and

Turpin held the head in such a manner that he could per-
ceive the features.

The duke looked lon^ and keenly.
" Mein Gott

!

" he cned, at length, " zat's him, for sure,

though he looks fatter as when I zaw him last. Where
did you find him ?

"

" With the permission of your royal highness," replied
Turpin, " I will relate to you the whole of the particulars."

*' Goot ! Is zat his head P
"

" Your royal highness, I know your character too well
to be foolish enough to attempt to impose upon you in any
way."
The duke smiled.

He was not insensible to flattery.

He liked to be thought sagacious and cunning.
But that may be easily accounted for.

It was because he was neither the one nor the other.
But then he, in common with most others, like to be

flattered for that which they do not possess.

He looked with an eye of favour upon Dick already.

The highwayman saw his advantage, and, of coarse, did

not fail to profit by it.

" It would be an insult to your roval highness to attempt
to deceive you in any way, and, not only that, it would be
sure to fail. Look, your royal highness. Look upon this

face, and tell me whether there is any doubt about it."
" Certainly not. As you zay, zat is ze traitor's face."

Upon hearing this decided expression of opinion upon
the part of their chief, the soldiers gave three cheers.

But the subordinate officers who attended the troop
pressed forward to examine the head.
They looked, too, very curiously at Turpin, but he

assumed an air of the most perfect self-possession, though,
for all he knew, one or more of those who rarowded round
him were acquainted with his person.

The exultation of the duke was great—so great, indeed,

that he would have overlooked all details had ^<>t theo£^n
reminded him.
Not one, however, entertain' i tj&e least doaot of it being

the Yoaag Pretender's bead, uu'i the idea of a man hmog
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tememrions enonf^h to pass aome one else's off for it, never
occurred to them at all.

They were exceedingly jeaiotu, thod^b, of Tarpin.
Each one entertain«i the hope Of being the kicky man,

and now they were discppointed, though the probability

in they would not have so much caznd had the reward been
claimed by one of their co; nnides.
But the duke now turned to the highwayman, and said-
" Vat you zay may be quite true, but you vill have to

give us de proof."

Turpin bowed.
" I am ready, your royal highness."
" Donder and blitzen, then you shall make vtm begin."

CHAPTER CCXIII.

TBS TOUNO PBINeS AND HIS F0U.0WBE8 COICUENCE
TH2IE HAZARDOUS JOUBNET TO LOCUNANUABH.

Fbou hia lofty poet of observation, the spy who had tcA-

lowed Dick saw all that had taken place.

It was rather premature, but he considered the whole
affair now settled.

The troop they had so much reaaon to dread was
there.

He could not tell, of coarse, how soon they would,
under the direction of Dick Turpin, set out for the
oavem.
He, therefore, considered himself justified in jumping

to the conclusion that all was well, and so, with great care

and stealth, he had cre|)t down from the rock, and, by a
oireuitous route, made his way to the little mountain path
leading up to the cavern.
Upon arriving at its commencement, he paused and

looked back, in order to make sure that his foes were not
dose behind him.
To his great relief, there was no one at all in sight.

To say that this man did not feel the full perQ of the
situation in which he was placed, and that he was not
anxious to get safely out of it in the best manner he
possibly could, would not be trus.

For his own part, however, he would never have
dreamed of betraymg his prince, although he might have
gained so much if he had.
Nor would he have consented to the sacrifice of his

eompanion's life if he could have in any way prevented it

;

but as the sacrifice had taken place, he thought it would
be best to take all the advantage of it that he possibly

could.

Satisfied that the ooast was guite clear, he commenced
the steep ascent of the mountain patii.

By this time it was nearly noon, and the son was at his

greatest altitude.

The mists which usually hong about the mountain had
been dispersed, and having passed the rocks at the bottom,
he looked up to that place where the little plateau was
situated.

An eye less keen than his, and less familiar with the
spot, would fail to have detected anything upon it, but he
could tell even at that distance that his friends were there
watebing and waiting for his return.

Up, up he went steadily and slowly, for he found
dimbing was a severe atrain upon his already mudi-taxed
strength.

But when be reached his destination, he was literally

•vwwbelmed with questions respecting the manner in
which Turpin had got on.

The reader is already in posseseion ofmore faots than
the spy could give, and so it will be needless to repeat
the inperfeot imformation which he imparted.

They, however, like him, looked upon the affair as
already settled—as though the result was already
Mbieved. But how great was their mistake.
We will not, however, anticipate the coarse of events,

bot, leaving Dick Turpin for a little while in the
enemy's camp, proceed to relate what steps were taken
ky his companions,
Hope had once more revived in the breast of the

young prinoe. Not that he thought he should ever
•Ooomplish that which had been the dream of his own
and his father's life, but he had the hope that he
hould escape from his enemies.
Moreover, he was stimulated by the hope which Tur-

pin had held out of getting possession of the thirty

thoBwad poands.

This sum, large as it was, would not indemnify him for
the loss of the crown of England, nor was k with that idea
that he wished it.

It was chiefly because it would gratify a certain feeling
of revenge which he very naturally felt
Added to which, it would provide aim with the means

of recompensing those who had so bravely stood bv him in
his direst extremity.
He would, in fine, be able to give them as much as they

would have obtained had they betrayed him and handed
him over to his foes.

But should Turpin fail, they would have to rest satisfied
with thanks, for he would have no more substantial payment
to offer them, the unfortunate enterprise which he had
undertaken having left him impecunious.
A great thing he felt, however, it would be to leave

the shores of Scotland, taking the men with him, and
thus saving their lives.

He listened, therefore, with the utmost intentness to
every word which the spy uttered.
As soon as he had finished he spoke.
" My friends," he said, "you have all heard the news.

All of you, too, heard the instructions which our absent
friend gave us. They were that we should immediately
evacuate the cave, for he would not be able to tell how
soon he should return with the troops after be had fjillen

in with them."
" Exactly so," replied Tom King ;

" and, therefore, my
prince, let us bid this place good bye, without delay. I
have great faith in Dick's strategic abilities, and so
would you have, were I to relate a few anecdotes about
him. He will impose on them successfully, beyond
doubt, and, relyinc^ upon our carrying out the instructions

he was so careful to particularly give us, he will lead the
soldiers to the cave."
"And so, the sooner we are oat of it, the better,"

replied the prince.
" Unquestionably," said Tom King, "and so it only

remains for you to decide what we sh^ do, and then wo
will make a start."

"I am anxious that we should all keep together,"
answered the prince," for in the present case I fully

believe union to be strength. Locbnanuagh will be the
nearest point where we can meet with our friends, and
where we have a reasonable prospect of getting a boat. I
propose, then, that we make that our destination. Do yon
agree with me there, my friends ?

"

A general murmur of assent came from the lips of
those whom he addressed.
" That is sufficient. The next thing is, we shall require

a guide, for I am not familiar enough with the country to
find my way there. Let the one, therefore, who knows
the road best stand forward, and we will make him oar
guide."
Neither of the three highwaymen were better qualified

to take this post than the prince was himself, so it rested
entirely with the five highlanders.
They spent some minutes in earnest conversation witk

each other.

There seemed to be some slight difference of opinion.

But as they spoke in their own outlandish guttural

language, and in a low U>ae, the others could not tell iti

import.
The dispute, if any there was, was soon decided.

Perhaps this was m some measure due to the pt&ieoM
ot the piitioe.

One highlander stood forward.
He was one to whom particular allusion has more than

once been made.
He was the oldest, and the one that seemed to have

some degree of command over the others.
He was a stalwart, sturdy Scot—a perfect type of his

hardy race, and though his hair and his beard were of a
grizzly gray, and his countenance Interlaced with count-
less wrinkles, yet he was as strong and firm as many a
one who had not attained to half his age.
The attitude in which he stood before the young prinoe

was one of profound respect.
He did not speak, but waited for him to address him

first.

"SpeaK freely," said the Pretender; "do you feel
yourself qualifie i to guide us to the spot I mentioned ?"

" My prince," replied the old highlander, " I am aa
old man now, and all my life I have lived about this spot,
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and am as familiar with the road to the place you want
to reach as I am with the pathway which you can see
wiuding down to the base of the mountain."

" We will trust you, then," said Charles Stuart. " But
if you know two roada, and one of those two is less fre-
quented than the other, let us take that one."
"Enough, my prince! I can lead you the whole dis-

tanoealong a pathway inaccessible to horse, and where
it is a thousand chances to one if we meet any one."
" Then let it be decided that we take that route ; so

now, my friends, forward, and I fervently hope not only
that our brave comrade may bring his undertaking to a
nooesBful issue, but that we shall be so fortunate aa to
reach the shores of France, where I make little doubt
we shall meet with a hospitable reception. At any rate,
they will not treat «8 as our foes would."
"My prince," said the old highlander, respectfullj ,

who had bean intrusted with the duty of guide.
" Say on, old friend."
" If I might advise, I would nave the order of march

Agreed upon before we start."

"Yon are right ; it ought to be decided. Speak ; let
ua hear how you think it should be done. I shall defer
entirely to you, believing that you have the best idea of
the difficulties we should meet with."
The highlander's face assumed an expression of the

utmost gratification as the words fell upon his ears.
He drew himself up even more proudly than before.
" I think it will be best, my prince," he replied, " for

one of my companions to go before us, in order to ascer-
tain that the path is free from all dangers and obstruc-
tions."

"Certaialy."
" And that another should bring up the rear, whose

duty it will be to apprise us of the approach of the
enemy."
"A better mode of procedure could not be devised,"

said the prince, " and let it be fully acted upon. The
news that I am no more will quickly spread from place
to place, and the vigilance of the troops who have been
Bet to guard the various mountain paths will beabated."
"Let us trust so," said Claude Duval.
" Forward, then !" cried the prince ; " it is high time

now that we left this place."
" We shall have to cross the mountain," said the guide,

"not descend it. The path will be rough and difficult,

but each man must do his best."
He then gave some instructions to one of his com-

panions, who set out first.

The others then followed.
The guide and the young prinoe.
The three highwaymen.
The highlanders.
And then one was left behind to bring up the rear in

the manner they had arranged.

CHAPTER CCXIV.
TIOXIiE rOBTUNE SEEMS AT LAST TO SMILE UPON THE
FOBLOBN ENTEEPBI8E OF TOUNO CHARLES STUABT.

In this way, then, they began their long and toilful
jonmey.
The path was narrow, and in some places almost per-

pendionlar.
Its oonrse was upward and round the moantain.
They gained the highest portion, and then they were

oompelled by sheer fatigue to halt.
Naturally they looked back upon the route they had

jast oome.
The prospect was full of grandeur.
As they gazed around, the breasts of the principal

oharaot«i's were animated with very different emotions.
The old highlander, as he stood up and looked at the

magnifijent scenery below him, felt a glow of the warmest
admiration at his heart—he was proud of hie native land.
But the young prince felt his heart swell almost to

bursting, when, on looking round, he contemplated that
which he considered by right belonged to him, and yet
saw himself a disguised fniritive, with his life in the
most imminent danger.
The three highwaymen, altuuugh impressed by the

beauty and sublimity of what they saw, looked keenly
upon the plain, in order to deteot, if poBsible, some
feMoe of their foes.

wi"*** hi= finger in a

Claude shaded his eyes with his hands, and looked
long and earnestly.
Suddenly an exclamation broke from his lips.

At the same moment he pointnd wi"*** hi= fim

particular direction.
" Look," he cried, " loot there, all of you, and tell me

whether those tiny specks are not soldiers."
In an instant every eye was turnad upon the spot he

indicated.

A cluster of epec'is, looking like a number of small
red insects, could just be seen.

To distinguish them required a steadfast gaee and a
clear eye.

Most particularly did the old highlander fix his looks
upon them.
Our readers must have noticed how well aged people,

when in possession of health and strength, can perceive
distant objects.

In this respect they have the advantage of youth.
The reason is obvious.
As ap:e increases, the pupil of the eye becomes flattened.
Tliis pi oduces a twofold effect.

(Jne is, that objects near at hand, such as the letters
in a book, cannot be seen unless held at a considerable
distance from the eye.

The other is, that objects afar off, such as the figures
upon the face of a distant church clock, or a balloon in

the air, can be seen by them^ when invisible to younger
persons.
And tliis was the case with the highlander.
Claude Duval wa? what is familiarly termed " long-

sighted," and thctis the reason he was the first to seo
the moving specks below.
But the guide, ^hen he fixed his glance upon them,

was able to make them out distinctly.
They were soldiers.
" I can see them," he said, " quite plainly. They are

on foot, and are making their way towards the path
leading to the cavern.

" Are you sure ?" asked Charles Stuart.
" Quite, my prince," was the reply. "We must put

ourselves again in motion. Fortunately, a few^tepa
will take us round the side of the mountain. If we stay
here we shall run the greatest risk of being seen."

" Lead on, then," cried the prince. " Do not delay a
single moment. If they saw us, they would try all they
could to capture us, although they might not suspect
who we really were."
" Very true, my prince."
Once more, after their brief and insufficient halt, the

little troop put themselves in motion.
But now their path trended downwards, which made

a vast difference.

At first, they made all the speed they possibly could,
but, as soon as they wore quite out of sight of the sol-

diers, they slackened their pace, and proceeded at a
more easy rate.

To measure in a straight line from where they were
to the plain beneath was no great distance, but they
could not, of course, reach it in this fashion.
The path wound round and round in the most tortuous

manner conceivable, and, by the time they were near
the base, it was quite dusk.
By the advice of the guide, they halted at a spot

where stood an old ruined hut, doubtless erected by
some poor shepherd.

It was now quite deserted.
The whole of the little party, save two, entered it, and

these were left outside as sentinels.

Had they deemed it prudent they would have lighted
a fire, not only for the sake of the agreeable warmth,
but also for the light it would have aff rded them, but
they were obliged to forego this comfort.
Here they broke their fast with such rude food aa they

had each brought with them, and, throwing themselves
at full length upon the floov, sought that rest which
nature imperiously demanded.
Here they stayed for nearly four hours.
Night had then fully come.
The slender orescent of a new moon ahsd a faint and

subdued light upon the surrounding country.
All was still—oppressively so, in fact.

That this was as good a time to recommence their
maroh.as they could poaaibly ha?e was beyond doubt
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But before they fairly started, by the advice of Tom
Eing and his comradea. one of the highlanders was sent

out to reconnoitre.

He was absent nearly half-an-hoxli.

When he came back, he brought with him some ratLer

alarming intelligence.

Some distance farther down the path a party ol ijoldiers

were stationed.

As soon as the guide heard this, he said, at once

—

" We mm* 3iay where we are. It is our only chance of

safety. Ta .,^s them while they remain there will be
impossible.**
" Are you sure of this ? " asked the young prince.
" Quite sure."
•' Then we must trust to our scheme having the effect

of removing them. When they hear of my fictitious

death they will withdraw, for what other motive can they
have for keeping watch ?

"

" None, my prince."
** Then we must stay, and wait till they remove."
At this moment the clear notes of a bagle rang out

shrilly upon the night air.

The sound came from a distance.

It was immediately responded to by one close at hand.
Our friends did not dare to move or speak.
They bent all their faculties to that of listening.

Another note was blown, and then another, as though
for the purpose of enabling the two parties to wait.

Had either of the three highwaymen been familiar with
the nature of the ground, they would have crept forward
to reconnoitre, but being in total ignorance of it, they
cou.sidered it would be too hazardous.
The same idea seemed to strike the old highlander,

although no word was spoken.
Morioning to them with his hand to be silent, he

glided away like a spectre.

He was quickly out of sight in the darkness.
He was out of hearing sooner, for he had slipped off his

shoes and stockings, and walked barefoot.

A very anrioua time elapsed while he was absent.
All listened eagerly for his retm-n.

The sounds of the bugles had ceased, leaving them as
much in the dark as to their meaning as they were before.

Five minutes passed.
Still there was no sign of the old mtui.
Just, however, as their impatience had risen to such an

unbearable extent that they were about to rise and seek
him, he returned.

The young prince and his followers stood together in a
dense throng at the door of the ruined hut.
" All is well

!

" said the highlander, in a deep voice,

which was deeply tinctured with satisfaction} "All is

well
!

"

" How so ?
"

" I will tell you, my prince. When I left your side I

made my way with all possible silence down the path to
where the troop of soldiers were picketed."
" And did you discover the meaning of the notes npon

the bugles P'"

_
" I did, as you shall hear. Taking advantage of those

times when the clear, shrill notes made the ear deaf to all

other sounds, I crept nearer and nearer, until at length I
was able not only to distinguish their forms, but a&o to
hear what waa said."

" Go on."
" It seemed to me, my prince, tbat the bugle was blown

by the soldiers below, in order to direct some one to the
exact place where tbey were.
" Presently I heard a heavy footstep, a challenge, and

& rejoinder.
" I listened with the utmost intentness.
"The new comer was a soldier, and he brought the

others the intelligence that tbey might break up their
watch, aa the Young Pretender had been already cap-
turee.

" I la^ quite still, and soon, to my great joy, the whole
party of soldiers, who were twenty in number at the very
least, retreated, leaving the pathway fre<'

"

" Is it possible ?
"

" Foitune at last favours yon, my pnnce. ijet us lose

no time in ^*)<ibg advantage oi this fortunate circum>
stance."

" The rose seen. ** luve succeeded, then ?" said Charles
Btuart.

" Yes ; may he who has successfully carried it out fall

into no great danger in consequence."
It was Tom King who uttered these words.
The deep and solemn tones of h»I ,cAOe left no doubt

behind as to their earnestness
" Most fervently," said rrlnce Charles, " do I re-echo

your wish ; and let me also add that we may be fortunate
enough to pursue the rest of our jouraey without moleS"
tation."

CHAPTER CCXV.
AN UNEXPECTED SPECTACLE PASSES BEFORE THE ETM

OP THB FUGITIVES.

The stirring episode in the lives of the four highwaymen,
in wbicn Charles Edward Stuart, the Young Pretender,
played so promment a part, is fast approaching a termina-
tion ; and as in a little whale we shall have to busy our-
selves with relating the adventures of Dick Turpin in the
English camp, we think it will be best, in order that there
may be no future interruption, to follow the young pricce
and those he had with him in their dangerous journey to
Lochnanuagh.

^

The withdrawal of the small band of troops, who had
been set to guard the mountain pass at such a critical
moment, seemed almost like a special interposition of
Providence in their behalf.

At all events, the young prince thought so, and even if his
followers did not, it seemed to re-animate them with fresh
hopes, and they drew from the event the most favourable
auguries.

The advice of the old highlander, who had brought
this, the only welcome intelligence they had for so long
received, was too good not to be immediately acted upon.

Accordingly, preserving the same order of march as
heretofore, they recommenced their journey.
Morning was now, however, very close at hand, and so

it became necessary for them to proceed with the utmost
circumspection.

Indeed, so far as actual safety went, it would un-
doubtedly have been best for them to halt by day and
travel by night ; but they did not adopt this mode of pro-
gression, because they feared that the deception might
ere long be detected, and so their escape from Scotland
be for ever prevented.
Their main object was not to lose time, but to reach

the coast as quickly as possible.

They relied much npon the knowledge of the country
to be traversed which the old man possessed.
Every step they took served to confirm the words that

he had uttered—namely, that every step of the road was
perfectly familiar to him.
He still continued to express his belief that there was

scarcely any probabihty of their encountering either friends
or enemies, so little used, on account of its difficulty, was
the path by which he proposed to take them.
On reaching the base of the mountain, a wild-looking

glen or ravine was reached, on the other side of which
they could just distinguish the outlines of another chain
of mountains, whose summits were just a shade darker
than the sky they seemed to pierce, save in those places
where they were crowned with snow.
A terrible rushing, roaring noise, as of some turbulent

mountain torrent assailed their ears, and as they still con-
tbued their progress across the ravine, the sound grew
loudw and louder, until at last the very ground beneath
theii feet trembled perceptibly, so impetuous was its

courfo.

The din was terrific, and it is only those who have
witnessed such a phenomenon who can form a just idea of
what it is like.

All such will say that it is utterly out of the power of
language to express it.

With great difficulty the old highlander made his voice
heard.

"Take care all," he cried. "A narrow wridge, that
will allow of the passage of but one man at a time, is the
only means by which this mountain twrent can be crossed.
FoUow me, my prince. I will lead the way."
He walked forward as he spoke.
The others followed him anxiously.
A little more than a dozen paces brought them to t&M

verge of the deep ab^ss, through some contracted
in which the water K>roed ite wftj.
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The plaoe in whioh they now stood waa in the pro-

foundest darkness, and bad not their eyes erown thoroughly
accustomed to iL they would nerer hare oeen able to per-

ceive the end oflPie bridge over whioh they had been told

they would have to pass
As it was, however, they could just distinguish the

wooden raiUng intended for a support for the hand.

Boldly and fearlessly, however, the old highlander,

after giving a word or two of advice to his beloved

prince as to how he should proceed, advancad, and com-
menced the perilous passage.
The bridge, as he had called it, was nothing more than

the trunk of a huge tree, which had been laid &om one
brink of the abyss to the other.

The upper surface, however, originally round, had been
rudely chopped with an axe, until there was a flat place

to walk upon, and a hand-rail had been formed by driving

two posts in at each end of the tree, and fastening a long
piece of wood of convenient thickness to them.
The young prince followed in the steps of his faithful

ftnd aged servitor.

More than once, as he thought of his perilous situation,

and the awful depth of the abyss, his braiu reeled, and it

was only by clutching the railing with additional firm-

ness, that he saved himself from falling.

But difficult and full of peril as the undertaking seemed,
tihe torrent was safely crossed by all, without the occur-

rence of any accident whatever.
This done, they still continued their progress, relying

tvhoUy upon the old man who walked before them with
the utmost confidence.

And now they a^ain commenced the ascent of a moun-
tain, but all were mspired to put up with the fatigue by
the reflection that each step they took served to bring
them that much nearer to safety.

Day dawned, and found them about half-way up a moun-
tsin, superior in every respect to that in which the cavern
was situated.

Some alarm was generated in the breasts of all by the
idea that they might be seen by some one from the
plains below ; but the old man promptly allayed them by
the assurance that there was really nothing of the kind
to fear.

The mountain path presented every appearance of being
but little used. In fact, few had the ccarage to attempt
to cross the mountains, and incur the risk of falling down
orae tremendous precipice.

They preferred rather making a detour by taking the
broad and well-beaten road whioh wound round the base
of the mountain.
But such a road as that would have been ill-suited to

the fugitives, whose main object was to elude observati<Hi.

At present, so far as they could tell, tbey had not en-

•onntered a human being.

Fatigue compelled them aT" k> nak lor awhile soon after

•onnse.
Here they broke their fast with such rude feod as Ihey

kad been able to carry vrith them.
Claude Duval and Sizteen-String Jack both iiad an ex-

pression upon their faces which very plainly said they had
nad Plough of it.

It will be remembered that all along they had felt

rather unwilling, and it was only not to be separated from
their comrades that they made a sacrifice and came.
Tom King was anxious for the fate of Turpin. The

more he thought upon it the fuller of peril did the enter-

prise whioh he undertaken seem to be.

For the young prince, too, he felt the greatest possible

solicitude.

But, with that corialaucy of purpose which formed so

prominent a trait in his toposition, Tom determined to

hold by him to the last—that is to say, until he had seen
him in a place of perfect safety.

They stayed no longer than nature compelled them, and
again set forward upon their journey.

The old highlander, however, gave them the welcome
assurance that the distance they now had to go was com-
paratively short, and that, by pushing forward vigorously,

wey wotud probably reach it by nightfall.

Thia infnved ^ little fresh energy into their exhausted
frames.

Soon after tius, too, the descent of the moq^taiu was

the toot tbeir guide told them they would have to"T".

exercise the greatest canticm, because there they woold
have to oroes uie broad high-road, which during the day
was much frequented by passengers of all kinds.
Owing to the very peculiar manner in which the path

wound among the rocks, they were able, by stooping,
to descend witiiout exposing themselves to the gaze of any
one upon it.

But now they reached a part where it would be no
longer possible to do this.

They stopped.
It would be necessary to watch for an opportunity of

crossing the road when it was free front travellers.

One of the men, after a little while, was sent forward
to reconnoitre.

Scarcely, however, had he departed than the load and
spirit-stirring strains of martial musi burst apon their
ears.

But it was not Sootoh music.
It was the brass-band belonging to some English regi-

ment that sent forth the cheerM sounds.
Not daring to move, they crouched still doser down

behind the rock where they had concealed themselves.
The tramp—tramp of the soldiers could now be heard.
From this they could tell they were in large nTimbeni«

and marching steadily along a well-kept road.
At this moment the spy returned.
Alarm was in his looks.
" The Southrons," he said. " They come ! Their

numbers are countless ! They are nuurohing along the
road

!

"

" Have they learned oar whereabouts, think yoa f
"

asked Charles Stuart.
" That, my prince, I cannot tell, but they are ooming is

this direotion.

'

" This is serious," said Tom King. " But with year
permission, I will make a suggestion?'
" Say on, my friend. I have every confidence in yoar

judgment."
Tom bowed, as he replied
" It may be that this bodes no special harm to as.

Let yonder fragment of stone be rolled against this, and
I will stand upon it. By so doing I shall command a
view of the road, and as only the upper part of my face

will be exposed, there will be no fear of my being seen."
" As you will," said the prince ;

" but pray be careful

not to hetray our hiding-plaoe."
" Fear nothing," said Tom. " My own safety would

make me take measures not to do that, without counting
yours and my companions.
As he spoke, Tom mounted upon the piece of stone

which he had mentioned, and oaotiously peered over the
edge of the rook.

CHAPTER CCXVl.
THE PKINCK AND HIS FOLLOWES8 REACH LOCIHrAir«A»H(
AND ARE WRKCKBD UPON THB EO«KT COAST OF BARBA.

To his great satisfaction ke foond h« could obtain an
excellent view of the high-road

It was many feet below him, and he considered the
danger he was in of being seen by any one upon it was so

slight as to amount to no danger at all.

In the distance he could perceive a large moring bum,
the top of which was a forest of bayonets.

He watched its onward course witii great attention.

It soon became obvious to him that they would have to

pass just beneati him, or else moxmt the path, and dis-

cover them where they stood.

But when he came to consider, he felt that from the
latter he had very little indeed to dread.

The circumstance of their passing along the road just

at that time, amounted, he considered, to a coincidence,

and nothing more.
Seeing that some time must of necessity elapse befrae

the troops actually passed by, he descended, and requested

the young prince to take his place and look.

The ti&me was done by all of them, and then Tom re>

sumed his old post of observation.

The foretnost of the soldiers had now got a UttlA be-

yond the rook behind which he stood, and up the road, as

far as ever his eye could carry hino, he *aw them them is

countiesB numbers.
What it meant he was rather at a loss to

i

He torned round to the guide.
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*Too taw the Boldiers," lie said; "tell me, does the

toad they are taking lead them to England or to Soot-

ISBdP"
" To England," was the reiJy.

"Goodr
Tom was looking oat again.
He had intended at first to count the different com-

panies, bat he had found the effort beyond him.
His patience, and that of his oompauion^ grew ex-

hausted.
Still there seemed to be no eitd of the troops.

There must have been several thaoaands of them al

least.

They walked, too, as many abreast ai tbe road would
allow.

At last eame some on horseback.
Bat these were comparatively few in nomber.
Then the officers.

The idea that had occurred to Tom when he asked the

question of the guide, seemed confirmed.

The English troops, satisfied of the death of the person

they had been sent to capture, were retuming\to the low-

lands.

And now Tom could see the end.
With the greatest eagerness and impatience he looked

forward, narrowly scanning the countenances of all who
passed.

Presently he saw that for which he had been looking.

Surrounded by a guard, but without weapons of any

kind—looking, indeed very much like a prisoner of war

—

was Dic^ Turpin

!

Yes, there could be no mistake, Tom could have told his

fiuniliar form from a thousand others.

He fJEincied Dick looked rather grave.

He noted one fact, however, with surprise.

Turpin was mounted on Black Bess

!

It was as impossible for Tom to mistake the mare any
more than her master.

After Dick and his guard came the Duke of Cumberland,
surrounded by his st^, whose brilliant uniforms, despite

the hard service they had seen, looked beautiful in the

onli^ht.
This was a sight that so absorbed Tom ELing, that he

almost forgot his companions.
But at uie last moment he did think of them.
They looked up again, as on the former occasion.

Sixteen-String Jack was the last, and when he came
down again they had passed out of sight.

A vast crowd of people followed, as usual.

Not a word wais said about Dick, for the old guide spoke.
" My prince," he said, " this is indeed a most fortunate

circumstence for us. When the last sti-agglers have gone
you may depend the road wiU be clear, for some little time

at least. That is the opportunity we mnst take of crossing

it. If we wait for ever we shall never have a better."

All present could not fail to be struck with the truth of

this, and so not another moment was lost in speaking, but

they crept cautiously down the path.

When tiiey came fully into sight of the high-road, it was
quite deserted.

Descending, then, the remainder of the path as quickly

as they could, they, after looking both right and left,

crossed it, and gained th^ shelter of a dense forest vrhich

was on the opposite side.

All drew a long breath of faJ»«*'

Then the prince spoke—
" Let us continue to push forward with what speed we

may, for who can tell the meaning of this sadden move-
ment of the troops, ot estimate the danger it may bring
upon us if we delay."
" My prince," replied Tom King, " I think yvjc have

now no cause for fear. The meaning of what we have
seen is, I take it, clear enough. The whole troops under
the command of the sanguinary duke have been withdrawn
from the mountains, and, under the belief that vou are no
more, are repairing with your head to Loudon.

** Do you really think so P
"

*' I feel almost certain of it, therefore, I say, push on
with all speed. The chance of our meeting with our foes

is now ahraost at an ena."
" Bat," said Claude Duval, '* what do 70a make i£ Dick

being a prisoner P
**

" Ah r there I am aa untsa abroad u yowself. I can
mig aoeonnt for it in oaa wajr,"

"And how is that P"
** That he is made a sort of honourable prisoner, la

token of his good faith."
" Then, if that is the case, he is in a vpry ticklish posi-

tion indeed."
"I fear he is, but if any one <^n get out of Boch •

difficulty, Turpin can."
" I quite believe that, Tom."
" Most fervently," interrupted the prince, " do I hope

that all will go weU with him, and that ]u)wm lose neither

life nor liberty through me."
" I know he has your good wishes, my prince," replied

Tom King, "and he must even be co#/ent to abide by
his own luck."
" I am puzzled," said Sixteen-String Jack, " to account

for his having possession of his mare. You all of you
know that it was left at Sir Kenneth Grant's, and that is

a long way from here."
" We must wait," said Claude, " until we see him, and

then he will have doubtless much to tell us, and many
mysteries to eluddate."

In such-like talk and speculatiwis respecting their

absent comrade, they whiled away the time upon their

long and weary march.
But as Tom had said, they met with no further molesta-

tions, though they did not upon that account abate the

caution which they had all along observed.

Contrary to the opinion of the guide, it was nearer day-

break than nightfaU when they reached Lochnanuagh—
at which place they arrived thoroughJy wearied out.

But the information respecting tne Camerons and Mao-
dsnalds being found there was perfectly correct.

The intei*view between the young prince and Cameron
of Lochiel, was a most affecting one. The gentle chief,

in common with nearly every one, had heard of his death,

and that the English were taking his head to London

;

for short as was the time, the startling nature of the

intelligence had caused it to spread with extraordinary

rapidity.

During the whole of the first day the prince and his

followers were accommodated with rest and refreshment

at a rude cabin, the temporary residence of Lochiel.

The latter started off without delay to find a vessel

which would transport bis prince to France ; but for a

long time his influence, great as it was, was powerless to

obtain one.

He knew, however, the absolute necessity there was for

instantaneous action, and that the deceit which had been

put upon the duke might at any moment be discovered,

and so he did not relax his efforts to obtain what ho

sought.
It was nearly dusk, and he was standing near the sea-

shore with his object unachieved, when he saw a small

boat come in sight.

He waited until its keel grated upon the strand, jmd

then he spoke to the inmate.

From him he learned that a French sloop-of-war was

anchored off the coast of South Uist—an islajid contiguous

to the Isle of Skye.
The idea of reaching this sloop at once occurred to

Lochiel ; and after some trouble, he succeeded in engaging

the man to row them to the spot where he had seen the

vessel.

Midnight was the time decided upon for them to set out.

The night was dark and gloomy.

T^e highlanders who had been so faithful to the unfor-

tunate young prince, could not be induced upon any con-

sideration to leave their native land.

So the three highwaymen were all he had to accompany

him, and they as steadfastly refused to leave him.

They found, however, when they took their seats that

it would have been inconvenient to have loaded the boat

more.
A last farewell was exchanged by the pnnce with

Lochiel and the other chiefs, who, like their clansmen,

would not suffer themselves to be pursuaded to leave Scot-

knd.
The boat was pushed offl

,

At first the boatman took both oars, out, after a Uttle

time, the highwaymen alternately relieved him of one el

them.
, , , . ^

But, as they shot through the waters, darker anddarMr

it grew, and the wind began to moan and sigh like a gifftA

in great pais.
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Fain would the boatman, aa he glanced np at the

threatening sky and heard the tokens of a ooming storm,

have turned back to the shore, but our friends would

not listen to it : such & course would have beaO' more
dangerous to them than going on.

And now lihe waves began to swell, and on their tips

appeared a thick white ioa,m, which glistened around

them wherever they turned tlieir gaze.

Still on they went.

The storm rose to its full height.

The boat was tossed about like a feather.

All control of it was lost.

Suddenly, however, a tremendous crash made itself

heard above the din of the tempest.

The boat had struck against a rock and gone to pieces.

CHAPTER CCXVII.

THE DUKE OF CUMBERLAND REACHES THE CAVE AND
SATISFIES ALL HIS DOUBTS, AND THE HEADLESS
BODY IS BURIED ON THE PLATEAU.

" DoNDEK and blitzeu, den you shall make von begin."

Such was the elegant manner in which the Duke of

Cumberland requested Dick Turpin to give him an

account of how the head came into his possession.

Concealing the smile which rose to his lips as he heard

these uncouth words by bowing deeply, Dick said

—

" Your royal highness, it will take some time to re-

late the whole history to you, and, therefore, if you will

permit me, I will defer it to another and more con-

venient opportunity."
" Nein ! nein ! Mine Gjtt ! Nein ! You shall make

von begin at von now !"

"Your royal highness' s wishes are my commands,"
replied Turpin. " I was fearful of tiring your patience."

"Nein I Goon!"
" My name,' 'jsaid Turpin, assuming a manner which he

judged would make him thought well of by the soldiery,

"is John Palmer, and by those who know me well 1

am called Jack Palmer, and nothing more. I come from

Essex, and when I heard of the rebellion and the re-

ward our good king offered for the prince of the Jaco-

bites, for so I call him, I thought I would come to Soot-

land and try my luck. Well, a very hard time I have

had of it since. I have been climbing over mountains
and such like, but I met with no success. I was just

thinking about coming back and giving it up, when, as

I came down a road, I saw a narrow path leading up the

side of the mountain. I don't know hardly what made
me go up, only it was a sort of forlorn hope you see.

Well, after a while, I found that this path brought me
out on to a square piece of rock almost like a large

table, and before me 1 saw what looked like the entrance

to a cavern ; and, fearing nothing, I entered,
" It was very dark inside, except just by the mouth, and

I was going to turn awav again, when I heard a groan.

'"Hullo!" I thought! ' what's that?' but I hadn't

much time to wonder, for some one crawled out of thw

dark part of the cave into the light.
" I looked at him, ami saw he was dressed in a Scotch

dress, but 1 did not know who he was.
" But he spoke to me, and implored me to save his

life ; he said he was dying with cold and hunger, and
that he had got separated from his companions and had
been wandering about the mountains ever since, r"*"il

he had laid down in the cavern to die.

t^ " I asked him who he was, your royal highness, and
then, after a great deal of hesitation, he confessed that

he was Prince Charles Edward Stuart, for so he called

himself, and begged of m9 not to betray him.
"There was my thirty thousand pounds, I thoncht;

80 I ^Irew my sword and made a lunge at him,
' I wounded him slightly, but, faint and worn ouo as

he was, he drew his own sword and "tt-acked me with
the desperation '

;g man.
*' Of course y,>u a.i»^ . :he enc now. i conquered him,

out off his head, and hore it is. and I olain ^y thirty

thousand pounds reward."
" Good," said the anke, vvbo nad listened with pleasure

tb this barbarous tale. "Vera good indeed."
No sooner did he give utterance to this speech, than

ihe soldiers set up a unanimous cheer.

When the sound had 4iQd away, one of the inferiar

officers addressed a few words in German to the duk%
who gave a nod for a reply, and said

—

" Vera good, mein frient. It is all Vera good. But can
you take us to the cave where his body may be found ?"

"Certainly," replied Turpin, with the greatest readi-

ness. ' It is a long way from here, but I can lead you
there direct."

" Good, then make von start."

The order to march was given, add then the whole
parl^f made their way to the mountain path.

While coining, Dick Turpin had taken the greatest
pi/asible notice of nis route, so he was able to lead the
duke witnout hesitation to it.

But he 'i'd not hurry, for fear his friends should not
have had tiiae to leave the place and get fairly out of
eight.

For if even a glimpse were to be caught of them it

would spoil all, and when in the distance he could per-

ceive the mountain, he did not dare to turn his eyes up
to it for fear he should aee them, and that those ac-

companying him should follow the direction of his eyes
and see them also.

And, in truth, had he looked up and his eyes been keen
enough, he would have seen his comrades where they had
taken the first halt, and from which place Claude Duval
had detected the soldiers moving across the plain.

Fortunately, however, for all those in whose good for-

tune we feel an interest, the little plateau before the cav-

ern was reached without a glimpse being caught of them.
The duke had been obliged to dismount at the foot of

the mountain and ascend it on foot like the rest, for by
nature dukes are no more,respected thanany other people.

No time was lost in crossing the little open space and
penetrating the cavern, for all were filled with curiosity

to see the remains of tiie young prince.

When there was no fire, the interior of the cavern was
rather dark—too dark for any objects to be see" with
proper plainness.

Turning round, Dick requested a light, but none of

those present had the means of obtaining oiie.

It was then proposed that the body should be dragged
outside into the daylight.

The outlines of the still, stark form could just be dis-

tinguished from the floor of the cave, and that was all.

But it was sufficient to enable two of the soldiers to

catch hold of it by the feet.

In this ignominious manner, then, the bouy was
dragged out on to the plateau.

Headless and besmeared with blood as it was, it pre-

sented a most ghastly and horrible appearance, such as
would make any heart quail to look upon.
But it had the effect intended.
Whatever doubt miglit have lingered about the hearts

of the duke, his officers, or his men, it was completely
dissipated when they saw it.

There could be no mistaking the dress.

It was the same as he had been described as wearing.
Then there was the belt, with its curious workmanship,

which was well known to belong to, and be highly prized

by, the unfortunate prince, since he had received it at

the hands of one very dear to him indeed.

His target, also, as the shield was called, and his

sporran, or leather pouch, worn in front of the kilt, all

went to place the question of his identity beyond dis-

pute.

A close examination was made of the headless body,

and Dick, who wished to quite satisfy them, again un-

wrapped the head, and placed it on the T)eok from whioh
it had been taken.

All oould see, then, that it had been out from that,

and no other.

The features, too, now that they had quite stiffened

in death, and partially disfigured as they were, bore so

remarkable a resemblance to those of Charles Stuart aa

to absolutely startle even Turpin h/m^elf.

His heart beat high with hope.
Hitherto the bold and daring scheme had succeeded in

a manner that he never could have hoped for.

The duke and every one were perfectly satisfied.

And now Turpin had the other and more difficult por-

tion of the plan to carry out, and that was to oH*;<un the
thirty thousand pounds.
This the Duke of Cumberland, in his nnoouth manner,

was oleased to express his opinion he had fally earaedt
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IdTCK TURl'IN RESUMES HIS OlD VOCATION AS KNIGhT OF THE ROAD.]

but, before he could actually receive it, he would have to] None had spades or shovels ^^J'f'-e^^th to di^, but

accompany hi.n to London without delay, and place the T.^^n «Pf the example bv drawin^r his sword, n.nd with it

head before the king'.

This Turpin would, of course, gladly enough have
backed out of, but he could not see a means of doing

BO, and, besides, he thought for so great an end he could

afford to incur a little danger.
Having been absent from the road for so long a time,

lie thought he might almost be forj^otten.

At any rate, he should run the risk.

When all had quite satisfied themselves by looking upon
Ihe blood-stained corpse, Dick ventured to propose ti'"*'he

should be buried there and then upon the spot. rviui very mut; teicmuujr ^..^^^yj -• - - - - ,

For some time the s.ni>guinary duke refused to li'stbu to
j

lander, who had so bravely died in order tnat

^ny such suggestion. ,
might be saved, was thrown into the hole.

fiis brutal nature would have been better satisfied had! Then they began fiUing in the dirt.
i-„^™p,i nnd

ev mntilnted. in some horriV>V wav. the inanimate This was an operation that was quickljrpeiformeu, a

the whole was packed in as hard as possible by the men

^^A^ruoSedtnS- was finished, and Dick,

Turpin set the example by drawing

turning up the hard rocky earth.

A dozen were ordered to assist kim, and, though the

progress each individually made was small, yet together

it quickly mounted up.

At the expiration of about a quarter of an hour, there-

fore, a tolerable sized hole had been scooped out of the

rock. 1

It was rather shallow, however, and not very regular in

shape.
^ ,,

But it was better than no grave at all.
-

With very little ceremony the body of thejo^^f
^'^J^^;

ftiey mntilnted, in some horr

But, in tne end, he was prevailed upon to pay this last

»ibute of respect.
'
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again carefully wrapping up the head, followed the duke
and his troop from the melancholy spot.

CHAPTER CCXVIII.
THE E5TEA0EDINARY MANNER IN WEICH DICK TlTaPIN

SEGAINEIJ POSSESSION OF HIS M&ES, BLACK BESS.

It was easy to gather from the manner of the duko that

he considered his enterprise in the highlands was quite

achieved.
Ho was the victor, and felt elated accordingly.

It will not bohai-d to believe that he cordially haleOi all

members of the house of Stuart.
_

He rejoiced, thei'ofove, at having, as he thought, ijecn

the last of the race.

Gladly would he have had all of them exterminated, for

he felt that while any of them lived, the members of his

family held the English throne by a very uncertain tenure.

He gave orders, therefore, as soon as his troop was
again m marching order, to withdraw all the soldiers

who had been set to guard the different mountain passes,

there being no longer a necessity for their being posted

there.

The main body of the army was at Fort Augustus,
a considerable distance furtLcr north, and it was to this

place that, after some deliberation, he made his way.
lie would then and there have set out for England,

only he felt he could not justly and consistently do so.

Therefore, with an unwilling heart, he took the road
to Fort Augustus.
He made all speed there, however, and immediately

upon arriving, sent out messengers to the diiiereut troops

commanding them to return.

Considering the manner in which they Vv'ere scattered

about the country, they reunited in a very short space

of time.
It was early one fine morning that the ai-my com-

menced its return march.
The hearts of all beat high with satisfaction and delight,

but no one experienced such a joy as the duke himself

did.

Ho was crafty enough, however, to keep a sharp eye

upon Turpin.
Without actually saying as much, he contrived to make

him a kind of military prisoner.

Dick Turpin, with the duke and his staff, stood together

on the morning when the army began their march, in

such a manner that the whole of the troops passed by
them.

It was a pleasing and invigorating sight.

In the contemplation of it Dick almost forgot the peril

of his situation.

Tbere was something like pride visible in the_ glance

which the commander-in-chief bent upon his soldiers, as,

accompanied by bauds of martial music, they all marched
by.

The greater part was composed of foot-soldiers.

Then came the cavalry.

Suddenly, however, as these were passing by, Dick
uttered an exclamation of the most unbounded surprise.

It was so loud as actually to amount to a shout.

The duke turned round.
An angry look was on his face, for he did not know from

whose lips the cry had come.
But when he saw it was Turpin, that expression softened

a little.

" Your royal highness," cried Dick, " heai me. Call

to the men to halt. Do so, I beseech you, it is somctliing

of the utmost importance."
The duke muttered something in which the word

" donder " could be distinguished, and gave the required

command.
It was obeyed with that promptitude upon wnich

generals so much pride themselves.

The progress of the whole was stayed.

Then the duke, in common with all the rest, turned an
inquiring look upon Turpin, to know the reason of b.is

Budden ejaculation, and the motive for making the e-stra-

ordinary request he had.
Eespectfully, he advanced towards the duko.
" Your royal highness will, I hope, pardon me when I

tell you why I asked you to bring the troops to a halt,

but as the cavah-y were passing by I sav/ one man mounted
SBH a black mare which I would swear belongs to me."

Such was the case.

Dick's quick eye had detected from among the horsea
which the soldiers rode, the familiar form of his own
bonny mare, Black Bess.

At first he could hardly believe his own eyes.

He fully believed she was in perfect security in the
charge of Sir Kenneth Gi-ant.

And yei here she was before him.

There could be no possible doubt upon the subject.

He knew the look of her too well, had seen her too often,

to fall into any kind of mistake upon the subject.

And so he called out in the manner we have recorded.
" A horse ! " cried the duko. " Donder and blitzen, do

you stop the troop for a horse ?"

" Excuse me," cried Turpin, and then he patised.

He hardly knew what to say about his mare, or where
ho had left her.

It would not do to retite just the facts of the case, that
was quite clear.

Nor would it do to hesitate.

But Dick was used to doing things upon the spur of
the moment, and concocting a tale upon an emergency,
and though on this occasion, as we have said, he hesi-

tated, yet it was so slightly as scarcely to be noticed.
" Excuse me, your royal highness, but I have no doubt

of what I say. One of your men is riding upon a black
mare which belongs to me, and by whom I set great
store."

" Donder and blitzen " —

—

"One moment more, your royal highness," said Turpin.
" I would rather a thousand times suiTcnder the large

amount which you acknowledge that I ha.ve gained by
slaying the Young Pretender than I would part with
her."

" But, mein Gott ! how did von soldier have von horse
of yours ?

"

" That I cannot tell, your royal highness, but she is

mhie! She was stolen from me! I don't say that the
man who rides her committed the crime, but she has
been stolen from mo, and I appeal to you as a just and
upright man to deinand her restoration to me !

"

" It is von trilling thing vot for to stop de march

!

How can you prove your vords ? Donder and bhtzen, how
can you prove dem ?

"

" Easily, your royal highness," replied Turpin, "if you
will only allow mo the opportunity."

" The troops is come to von stop ! Be quick !

"

" I wiU—I will prove it to you, because she will know
me."
" Von horse know you ?

"

" Even so, your royal highness."
" Mein Gott, dat is good—vera good ! Let us see von

horse know his master."
" Command the whole regiment before us to dismount,

your royal highness, and loose their bridles, and the thing

is done."
Filled with surprise, and no small degree of curiosity

either, the German duke gave the command to his men.
The regiment, of which Dick spoke, was a troop oJ

horse soldiers.

In number they were about three hundred.
The one who rode Black Bess had, during the colloquy

between the duke and the highwayman, got a considerable

distance in advance.

A slight bustle and confusion of course ensued upon tiie

obeyal of this command, but it soon subsided.

;^very soldier and every horse stood immovable.
" Now, your royal highness," said Dick Turpin, and as

he spoke his eyes sparkled with joy and pride, "if I call

my mare, and she comes to my side out of all that number,
sbaU you consider it a sufficient proof that she really

belongs to me P
"

" It vill be von vera vondeitnl zing," said the duke.
" Shall you consider it a proof ?

"

" Donder and bUtzec, yes ! I should like to zee ze horse

or ze mare zat could do it !

"

" Then you shall at once, your royal highness, for upon
giving the signal, she wiU make her wav to my side in a

moment."
Fi'om where Turpin stood it was quite impossible foi

him to see Black Bess, so, of course, it follows that Bk^t
Bess could not see him.
But Dick was? not afraid of the test he waa g»:>'>'*- Us
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apply, long as was the time he had been separated from

his gallant steed.

She had beard and obeyed the sound too oft«n wb®a
he was engaged in some perilous highway'esploit to forget

it now. D
Not only the duke, but all those who had heard what

had taken place, loc^d forward to see what would bo the

result.

All were silent.

Then Dick Turpfc turned his face towards the soldiers,

80 that the signal should be heard with proper plainnees.

He looked not, however, particularly in the direction

in which he knew Black Bess to be, but straight before

him.
Then he gave utterance to a strange chirping sound,

such as might be heard at night in a lonely wood, as one

nocturnal bird gave a signal to another.

Tbo sound was lend and shrill.

Before, however, its notes had fairly died away, a sudden

commotion could be perceived in advance.

But whatever might be the cause, it was quickly over.

With a sudden dash, a horse leaped out into the open
space before the soldiers.

It stood there a second, as though in doubt.

Turpin repeated the sound.
It was echoed by a joyful neigh, and the next instant

his gaDaut mare. Black Bess, was at his side.

She rubbed her head gently c gainst his shoulder.

The recognition was complete.
A feeUng of the utmost joy filled Dick's breast.

His bonny steed was once more with him in perfect

safety.

More than half the peril of his situation seemed to pass
away now, and patting her encouragingly upon the neck,
he took the bridle in his hand, and led her to whore the
Duke of Cumberland was standing.

CHAPTER CCXIX.
THE OOVERNOR OF EDINBURGH CASTLE SEEMS TO HAVE
SOME DOUBTS ABOUT THE HEzVD, AND PKOrOSES A
MEANS OF SETTING THEM XT BEST.

"_YouE royal highness," said Dick, respectfully, raising

his hat as he spoke, " are you satisfied that this horse
belongs to me, and to no other ?

"

" Mein Gott ! Yah ! It is von vera vondorful circum-
stance. Donder and blitzen! it is more dan von can
believe

!

"

And this last opinion was one that seemed to be shared
in by J cost of those present—that is, if their looks of

astonishment could be taken as any guide to their feelings.

When Dick had first taught Black Boss to obey a call

from him, in the same manner that a dog would, he had
done so under the conviction that it would be of the
greatest utility, but ho never dreamed it would bo so

important as it had proved.
It established his right to her beyond all doubt, a thing

which might have been otherwise exceedingly difficult

to do.

It should be here stated that a considerable degree of

jealousy towards Turpin existed among the officers form-
ing the duke's staff, and they let slip no opportunity of

suggesting things to the commander-in-chief which he
v/o'old never have thought of.

On the present occasion one of them whispered some-
thing to the duke which was immediately responded to by
a nod.
The officer, then, who was mounied on a beautiful

horse, rose forward, and cried out

—

" Where is the soldiei- who rode upon this black horse ?

Let him stand forward."
In obedience to this command, a soldier stopped ciil of

the ranks, and was led by the officer in front oif the drike,

who, however, Turpin noticed was getting rather impa-
tient at the delay.

The reader, like Dick, of course an^cipates the qufstiou

about to be asked.

It was how BLick Bess had come to be iQ the aoldier's

fosaession.
A great deal would depend upon his answer.

At a sign from the duke, the officer propounded the

queries.

** Is that the steed you have been riding upon ?
"

" It is, sir."
" How long have vou had it ?

" "*

" It's a mare, sir.
" Never mind that, I ask how long have you had it ?"
" Just before the battle of GuUoden,"
" How just before the battle, didn't yva bring it from

England ?
"

" No, sir."
" flew was l»iat?"
" Tlie one I had first was shot under me at tho begin,

ning of the eampaigu."
"Well?"
" And this was one that was taken by forced levy.

" Are you sure ?
"

" Quite, sir."
" From what place was it taken ?

"

" Prom the house of Sir Kenneth Grant."
" Sir Kenneth Grant ?

"

" Yes, sir ; if you will remember, some doubts were en-

tertained of his loyalty, and so, to prove it, he allowed

what was wanted to be taken."
"And YOU took this horse from his stables ?

"

"I did, sir."
" That is enough, then."
" May I venture to hope, your royal highness, that you

are quite satisfied now that you find it is as I said. Sir

Kenneth Grant is a friend of our family, and I loft my
horse in his stable."
" It is von enough," said the duka-
" Many thanks," rephcd Turpin ;

" and I hope you will

accept my apologies for having delayed you so long."
" Mein Gott ! yes. Forward !

"

The order was given to resume the march.

Turpin, with as light a heart as any man in Scotland,

despite the imminency of his danger, mounted once more

his bonny mare. Black Bess.

Ho had been full of anxiety to know how he should

gam possession of her, when, lo ! she was, by a series of

apparently adverse circumstances, placed iu his hands.

The officers, however, took good care to keep close

guard around liim.

Many were suspicious.

And so, as the army v/as marching southward, it

happened that Tom King, Claude Duval, and Sixteeu-

Striug Jack caught sight of Dick Turpin, escorted hke a

prisoner, and mounted on bonny Black Bess.

It will now be understood how it was that the priuce

and his followers reached Lochnanuagh without meeting

with anv difficulty.
.

The Duke of Cumberland was quite firmly impressed

with the idea that he had seen the end of the Youug
Pretender, and who can wonder at his holding such a

behef ?

The consequence was that he no longer troubled himself

to keep guard or to send out parties.

He was desirous of reaching London with as httla

delay as possible.

Already he fancied he felt upon his brows the laurel

wreath which would bo awarded to him for the prompt

manner iu which he had crushed this rebellion, which had

at one time threatened to completely overthi-ow tho existing

government.
With little of interest to relate to the reader, the army

reached the city of Edinburgh.

The whole distance had been perfon-ned by means of

forced marches, and when they reached the ancient city, a

rest became imperative for both man and beast.

They found that tho account of what had taken place

had .already preceded them, and the streets were conse-

quently thronged with the inhabitants when they arrived.

To gratify these, the duke caused the head to be set up

on a tall pike, and (sn-ied iu si'.ob a manner that it might

be seen by all.

The greatest curiosity was manifested respecting it.

The principal portion of the army took up their quarters

in the ancient castle, and it was to this pla,cf» that Turpin

was drafted.
, , , , j i

•

The governor of the castle received tkj auke and lii8

staff, and, as a token of respect, was allowed to inspect the

head. . .

Some days having now elapsed emce it was cut trom

the b'^dv a considerable alteration had taken place ib ita

lookfii
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The governor, however—who had seen the younp priucp

himself upon the occasion of the rebel army tat loe pos-

session of Edinburgh—when he looked at it, 6L*>»k his

head with a puzzled air.

Turpin, who was present, noticed the oircums'Jin'j*^

misgivingly.

But let the governor's suspicions have boon what they
miglit, he did not give ntt«rance to them.

Dick was rendered aE the more uneasy by this occur-

rence.

He felt he was now treading upon very dangerous
^ound.

Yet his heart did not fail him in the least, and, having
carried out the enterprise so far Buccessfully, encouraged
him to go on.

Besides, the least attempt to draw back would have
the effect of bringing danger upon him.

He resolved to stand his ground.

A repast for the officers waa laid in one of the largest

apartments in the castle, at which Dick and the governor
sat down.
As a matter of course, after the meal was over, the

conversation turned upon the Young Pretender.

But Turpin noticed that the governor managed to bring
up the subject.

What motive had he in doing this ?

Dick knew not, but be maintained his composure.

The etory of the manner in which the young prince's

head bad been brought before their notice was told over
again.

" It has just occurred to me," said the governor of the
castle, after listening attentively to all that had been said,

and having come to the conclusion that he had heard the
whole of the facts. " It has just occurred to me that
there is an easy way to settle all doubts."
" Doubts !

" said Turpin, rather fiercely, " who dares
insinuate " —

—

" No one, my good sir," replied the governor with pro-
voking calmness. " I do not wish to insinuate anything."
" Then, sir, just allow mo to ask what you mean by

doubts ?
"

" I can easily do so, if you will give me the opportunity."

Turpin bowed, as though he wished for the explanation
to be given at once.

No one, to have looked in his face, could have read the
feelings of his heart.
" When I said doubts," begun'the governor, " perhaps I

was not altogether right in using the word. In fact, I

admit I was not. The fact is, although the story is rather
extraordinary, it seems to be amply substantiated by facta.

Now, you admit to solve doubts, you led the duke to the
cavern wherprAhe body was to be found. Did you not ?

"

" I certainly did," replied Turpin, " and what they saw
there fully bore out what I said."

" Just so."

"Well, then?"
" It was evidence proving the fact, was it not ?"
" Undoubtedly."
" Now, in my opinion, any further evidence as to the

identity of the head ought to be satisfactory to all parties,

and especially so to you, for it would still further establish

your right to the reward."
" I am well aware of that, and so far from objecting to

have any confirmatory evidence brought forward, I shall

only be too glad, for the very reasons you have named.
The governor looked at him keenly.
" But," continued Turpin, " when you spoke of doubta,

I naturally took exception to the expression."
" Oh ! just so. You see it is all right."

"You have quite satisfied me. For my own part, I
must admit that the whole affair is singular enough."

" I think it remarkably so. Poor young man ! I f'^n]

eorry for him. His wild ambitious dream ia over now."
" And with it, I fear, all hopes of the Stuart family

holding the «ceptr3 '^ this country or England," <iaia

Turpin.
"Donder and bhtzeni I zay yah to zat. Vera good.

But, main Gott, governor, what was it you did aay about
da more of von proof? Let ua hear vot zat might be at

M TOQOe."

CHAPTER CCXX.
A PBtdONEB IS BBOUOIIT UP ?BOM TUB DUNSEONS Of

THE CASTLE TO IDENTIFY THE HEAD.

It was the Duke of Cumberland who spoke.

There was no mistaking the voice, and the atterance
was now rendered more than ever unintelligible by th«
wine he had drunk.

He had been a silent, but not unobservirfit, ^tener to
the conversation between Dick Turpin and the governor.

He at once took hold of the ide? of gaining eome ad-
ditional testimony.

It was only natural that ho should.

And when a notion once took root in hia mind, the ob-
stinacy of his disposition would for ever preclude all hopes
of removing it.

An acute observer of human nature, Dick had been
able to come to a correct conclusion as to the duke's cha-
racter, and this speech of his added greatly to his uneasi-
ness.

What kind of test was going to be applied to the
spurious head he could not think.

Of course, he dreaded the inquiry, for reasons well
known to the reader.

He was powerless to act.

He was like a rudderless ship, borne onwards by some
irresistible current.

It might have been fancy, but Dick thought he could
detect upon the governor's face a look of malicious satis-

faction.

Could it be possible that he knew who he was ?

Could it be possible that he, by some inexplicable

means, divined the cheat which he had kept up so
long?

lie could not tell.

Ke shut his teeth to maintain his calmness, while the
governor replied to the duke'a question.

'• Your royal highness, I am pleased to find that yon
think this so important a matter, and that you wish to

know the means of placing the identity of the head be-

yond all doubt. It happens that I am in a position to do
this."
" Mein Gott ! Go on."
" You must know, then, your royal highness, that I

have at this moment a prisoner in the dungeons beneath
the castle, the personal attendant or valet of the Young
Pretender."
"Valet?" thought Dick, and then in a moment be

remembered who he was.
He had disappeared at the early portion of tlie rebellion,

and was, as he thought, slain.

But, by the governor's words, it would seem that he
lived.
" With the jjermission of your grac&i" continued the

governor, " I will have this man removeS tL'om his plaoe

of confinement, and brought hither."
" Yah—yah."
" 'When, without knowing the reason for which he is

sent, the head shall be placed before him, and, as the con-

dition of his liberty, he abaU swear whether it is the

head of his late master, the Young Pretender, or not."
" Mein Gott ! Yes, let it be done. Donder and blitzen !

As you zay, Meinheer Governor, we shall know zen for

shure."
The governor bowed, and, summoning an attendant,

gave orders for the valet to be removed from his dungeon,

and brought there without delay.

But little waa said after the man had left.

All were anxioua and excited.

Dick fotmd himself the cynosure of all eves.

He had trouble enough to maintain his composure

without this addition.

But, by a rare command of the facial muscles, he with-

stood the scrutiny, seeming in no way interested

—

OM

though he felt quite assured of the result.

Such, however, waa very far indeed from being the state

of his mind.
Upon the next few moments depended evervtninj.

The prince and his friends, he hoped, were by thu time

completely out of danger, and yet circumstances might

have arisen to make their quitting Scotland impossible.

He had no means of telhng.

Should the man who waa about to be presented dedtn
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the head not to be his master's, Dick felt hia position

would be truly desperate.

Perhaps hopeless would be a better word.
Could he by any means communicate with this man. and

let him know the secret, all would be well.

To save his prince be would swear the head was hi».

But unforewamed—without the least idea of what had
taken place—and offered so powerful an inducement for

speaking the truth, what was to be expected ?

The worst, unquestionably.

Intimately knowing the prince, as he would, from the

fact of his being hia personal attendant, and having filled

the situation of valet, he would be able to pronounce with

certainty that it was not the head of the young prince.

What was to be done ?

Nothing.
Dick felt it was so, and, therefore, with the best grace

he could, resigned himself to the current of eventi^.

Luck had hitherto befriended him in many a perilous

situation, and he could only hope that it would do so now.
He had one consolation under bis difficulties, though

it was so slight a one as to be scarcely deserving of the

name.
Should the head pass this ordeal triumphantly, he

might laugh at everything else, save positive proof that

the Pretender was yet alive.

Only a few minutes actually elapsed from the time the

attendant left the room until he returned, but it seemed
an age.

He brought word that the prisoner would arrive in a

moment.
The door through which he would come now became

the centre of attraction, to which all eyes were turned.

No one spoke.

Presently, however, there was heard outside the door,

in the stone corridor, the tramp of martial footsteps.

A voice cried, " halt."

Then the door was thrown open, and the prisoner mar-
shalled into the apartment.

In obedience to a sign from the governor, the little

tTUOi» which had escorted him separated, and allowed a
view of the prisoner to bo obtained.

He was an ordinary-looking man, with nothing special

either in his face or figure to require description.

He had that unmistakable appearance about him, how-
e\'er, which always enables any one to distinguish a ser-

vant from a gentleman.
He looked around surprisedly, for he had not been

informed for what reason he had been summoned.
Oh ! how fervently Dick wished that he could comrmi-

nicate invisibly with him, but ho feared to gaze at him
even, lest the action should be taken notice of.

Events must take their course.

The bold highwayman felt his heart beat at an unusual
rate.

"Your royal highness," said the governor, "tJjAll I

interrogate this man ?
"

" Yah 1 make von begin."
The governor turned to the prisoner.
" What is your name ? " he asked.

The man hesitated a moment, and then replied—
" David jSIorrison."
" Good ! And what was your last occupation ?

"

• That of valet."

"To whom?"
" To Prince Charles Stuart."
" There is no such prince ! However, listen to mo, and

remember that your life depends upon the answcis you
give

!

"

No reply came from the prisoner's lips.

The governor continued

—

" If you were valet to this young man, it follows that

you must be intimately acquainted with his personal
appearance. Is it so ?

"

" I— I know him," said the valet, stammeringly.
" Enough. Should you be able to recognise him ?

"

*• Why—why do you ask ?
"

"Reply to Hiy question," said the governor, ef<^.-ti!y,

"and never mind the reasopa. Should you bo at>'.9 to

recognise Charles Stuart ?
"

.

" From a thousand 1 " '>

" '1 hat is sufficient, th\;n
; yon shall be put to the test.

Sptak truly, and you shall kra immediately set at liherfy.

I promise this inthena?;8of thecommaiu'er-in-chief."

Tlio man's eyes brigbtened at the prospect of quitting
his prison with life.

" Where is the young piince ? " he asked j
" has he

fallen a captive into your hands ?
"

This speech was quite conclusive.

He clearly had not heard the intelligence that ths
Young Pretender was supp' ised to be no more.

Dick's heart sank.
He felt certain that this man would immediately be able

to delect the deception.

It was impossible for him to do otherwise.
In his joy he would be sure to declare itwas not bis

master's head, and rejoice that he was yet alive.

He could never teU, Dick thought, that he would be
rendering his prince an essential service by declariug that
to bo his head when he knew it was not.

Turpin's agitation increased.

By the order of the governor, the ghastly head had been
sent for.

It was brought in wrapped up in cloths.

This was done in such a manner that no one could have
guessed what it was.
The valet looked on curiously and inquiringly.

Not long, however, was his state of suspense allowed to

continue.

One by one the cloths that enveloped it were removed.
Then the terrible-looking object was disclosed.

A shout of hoiTor came from Morrison's lips.

He evidently recognised the head.
With no little satisfaction, Turpin noted this.

His hopes, too, revived when he perceived another
circumstance.
From a variety of causes, such as its transit from place

to place, in which it had received several contusions, and
the partial progress of decay which had already began to

make its loathsome presence apparent, it had lost that

shai-pness of outline which it had formerly had, and
consequently, those finer features, which would have ena-
bled one to identify it, were no longer visible.

CHAPTER CCXXI.

DICK PEARS THAT, AFTER ALL, THE SPURIOUS HEAD
WILL BRING nill MORE TROUBLE THAN PKOriT.

When Morrison uttered the cry, he would have spning
forward to make a closer examination of what, at the fir.st

glance, he had taken to be the head of young Charles

Stuart, but the firm grasp of his captors held him back.

The governor spoke—
" Release him," he said, '* and allow him to come

forward. Now, examine the head, and tell us, on your
life, whether it is the head of the Young Pretender."

This was said to Morrison, who, as soon as he was
released, had sprung forward.

The head was on one corner of the table at which the

duke and his officers were sitting.

As soon as he got near, the valet looked for a moment,
fixedly, at the horrible countenance.

Then he sank down upon his knees before it, and covereJ

his face with his hands.

Dick grew more hopeful still, but yet he dreaded a dis^

covery being made.
Preserving the same unruffled demeanour, however, aa

he had hitherto done, ho bent all his attention to the

kneeling servant.
" Speak," said the governor, " and tell me whether this

is the head of your young master."

The valet removed his hands.

Hi3 cheeks were wet with tears.
" It is he, poor young man," ho enid, in a broken voice.

"Alas! that I should ever have Uved to see this day.

Alas ! that such should have boon his untimely fate. He
was a good master to me. 1 shall never have such

another.

He recovered his face, and rebowed his heaxi.

The Duke of Cumberland uttered a sigh of relief, ar.J

his usual exclamation

—

"MeinGott!"
The valet surely was deceived.

I3nt the governor, unwilling to believe that his Rna>

piciono wtTO unfoum'.ed, was very louth to quit the

suliL^ct.
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" Rise," lie said, " and be a man. Look again at fhe
heatJj and repeat your assurance that it is your master's."

In obedience to this command, Morris6u stodi ap.

He looked in the governor's face with surprise, asHJ tlit^u

turned to tlie duke and his companions.

He could not understand why they wished hio* to be i?c

particiolar. p(
Their doubts communicated themselves to him.

Perhaps, after all, he thought, his beloved master was
not dead. i;^

Perhaps this was the head of some one resembling liim.

His face became animated with the hope that his

master might after all be alivo.

Now was the danger.
Suddenly a thought seemed io strike him.
Tremblingly he approached the head, and put back the

hair from the forehead near the right temple. '

_
Ho started, and a half-suppressed cry came from his

lips.

To Dick it was perfectly intelligible.

He closed his teeth, and drew in his breath.
The valet, doubtless, had suddenly recollected some

mark by which he could tell for certain whether it was
the prince's head.
Dick knew the mark for which he looked.
He had once seen it.

It was during their stay in the mountain cavern.
On the prince's right temple, and close to the hair, was

a kind of mole, or fleshy excrescence of a very remarkable
character, and any one having once seen it would certainly

know it again.

Unquestionably it was this for which the valet looked.
He would not find it.

Turpin knew that well enough, and finally gave himself
up for lost.

To conceal his agitation, he took np the glass before
him, and raised it to his lips.

But his fingers refused to grasp it properly, and it fell

with a loud crash to the floor.

This had the eflfect of turning all eyes towards him.
He laughed lightly, and muttered an excuse about his

Among the rest the valet turned.
His eye fell upon Turpin's countenance.
He knew him instantly.

He nearly betrayed his recognition, bat, by great pre-
sence of mind, he controlled himself.

Then a fresh current of ideas rushed through his

mind.
He bent down once more over the head.
Dick Turpin he know to be one of the prince's most

devoted adherents.

What did he do, then, in the enemy's camp.
Why should he be here ?

The moloj too, which he had seen a thousand times
was absent from the head on the table before him.
Was it some deep laid plan to pass ofl' a spurious head,

End so allow the prince a chance of escape ?

He thought so.

When once the idea took possession of his mind, it

strongthened every moment.
Should he befriend his prince ?

Unquestionably.
It was his duty.
But how was lie to do it ?

Was he to declare the fraud, and say t'no bead before
hira was not that of his master ?

Or was he to eay it was ?

The question was a diihcult one.
How should ho decide ?

He determined to look at Turpin.
By the expression of his countenance, he judged he

should be able to tell which he ought to do.

These thoughts had swept through his brain ia B3 (ti-

fiiiitcsimal portion of time.

In fact, while he made, or affected to make, an Drrimi-

nation of the prince's countenance.
Then he raised his head, taking care as he uid so, t^

look at Turpin.
The latter had big eyes fixed npon the valet, and he gave

a look of such dee/> meaning that it was quite impossible
to mistake it.

Fortunately this was not observed.

' The attention of alljust then was centred upon the valet.

"Speak," said the governor, "and speak truly. la
that the head of the Young Prefiisnder ?

"

" It is," said Morrison, firmly, " and I am quite ready
now to swear to it at any moment after the examination 1
have made."
Turpin smiled triumphantly.
The danger was past.

i
The governor had a loolc of deep vexatioa on hia visage.

It was clear he wished the decision to ?«8 otherwiae.
"Stop!" ho said. " How can you tell ? How can you

make so sure P
"

" I knew him."
" I am aware of that, but why did yon look at the right

temple ?
"

As he spoke, the governor leant forward in his chair,

and raised the hair in the same manner as the valet had
done.

Here was a new difficulty.

But luckily the valet, while looking for the mole, had
noticed a slight scar upon the temple, so he did not hesi-

tate to eay

—

_" I had often noticed on the prince's left temple a cer-

tain mark."
" And what was it ?

"

"A scar, almost imperceptible, but yet to be distin-

guished, on the left temple."
" It is here

!

"

" Your royal highness," said Turpin, who felt sure the
danger had now passed away, " I really hope this testi-

mony will be sufficient."
" Mein Gott, yes !

"

" I am glad to hear you say as much. That I felt very
anxious I cannot deny; but, then, if this man had declared
it was not the prince's head, I should have been in a very
awkward position, and not only that, have lost the reward
as well

!

"

The duke nodded.
" But now, when it is impossible for there to exist a

doubt, I do hope you will treat, or cause me to be
treated, in a less suspicious manner than heretofore."

"HowP"
" I vnll explain, your grace. VVTierever I have moved

I have found an armed party at my heels, which is ex-

ceedingly disagreeable, but not only that, I have been
deprived ofmy weapons."
" It zaU be altered. Give me your hand ; I zall recom-

mend you to ze king in London.'
" Thanks, your grace 1

"

"Asforzis man, ze prince's valet, ho zall consider he
has earned von freedom, but he must us accompany to ze

king."
" I am willing," said the valet, who, with the natural

perspicacity of a Scotchman, had di\'iued pretty correctly

the state of aSairs, and was only too glad of an opportu-
nity of serving this last scion of the house of Stuart.

The governor was thus completely discomfited.

It was not, however, out of any feeling to Dick Turpin
that ha had spoken as he did, but he was of an incredu-
lous disposition, and would never believe anything until it

was incontestibly proved to be right.

That Dick had found it very disagreeable and uncom-
fortable to be so closely watched and to bo disarmed, and
he received the assurance that it should be altered with
the utmost pleasure.

And so this event, which looked at first so unfavourable

to him, reaUy turned out to his advantage in more ways
than one
In life how often is this the case ?

It was decided tb.at the troops should remain in Edin-
burgh twenty-four hours, iu order to thoroughly refresh

themselves.
Now Dick, it must be understood, had latterly had an-

other inconvenience to put up with.

And that was, ho was short of that most essential re-

quisite, money.
But this he had been careful to keep secret.

Now that a close watch was no longer to be kept upon
him, ho felt he might replenish his purse.

In the evening, therefore, he obtamed a pass from the
Duke of Cumberland to allow him egress from the castle,

ostensibly to pay a visit to socio friends of his.

In reality, to resume his old life us a Kuight of the

Road.
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CHAPTER COXXII.

EICK TURPIN ONCE ¥OBB RESUMES HIS CLD VOCATIOK
Ot ENtGHT OP THB EOAD, AND MEETS WITH AN AOTEN^.

TURE.
^

With a very proat amount of diffidence and reluctance too

author of " Black Bess " ventures for the first tjisa !»

address himself personally to his numerous readers.

But let it bo clearly understood that it is necessity, uo4

chpice, which has dictated this step._

That the present romance has achieved a succGsa tofcaily

without parallel in the aanal3 of literature, is a fact which
must be patent to all.

For this amount of patronage the author begs, in the
first place, to tender his siucei'cst thanks.
But the extraordinary success of the present work, how-

ever gratifying it may "be to the author, has had a eon-
trary effect upon many others.

Envy, the most despicable and yet the most prevalent
passion to which humanity is prone, has been plentifully

engendered by it.

Other publishers, jealous of tlie approbation with which
the present work has beau universally received, hare been
instigated by this passion—not in a fair spirit of competi-
tion, or the desire of pleasing the public—to put forth other

works of a similar character, in order that by so doing the
sale of the present one should be injured.

But all these attempts, the author is proud and happy
to say, have signally and desen'edly failed, and he would
not have alluded to the matter at all except for the follow
ing reason.

About a month or five weeks ago, a work was put forth

of a character precisely similar to this, and, so far as the
pi-iuting goes, as close an imitation as it is possible to

make.
Not content, however, with trading in a disreputable

manner upon this work, and introducing Dick Turpin as

the hero, the uncrupulous and dishonourable proprietor

has had the audacity to print in large letters upon the out-

side of the wrapper the words—

a

" Companion to * Black Bess ; or, the Knight of the
lload,'

"

eo as to deceive the public by inducing the belief that it

v/as from the pen of the same writer.

Now, what the author of " Black Bess ; or, the Knight
of the Eoad," wishes to say to his readers distinctly and
emphatically is, that he has no connection whatever with
this work. It is got up solely with the view of doing him
an injury, and such being the case, he hopes that his

readers will not in any way individually give the least

encouragement to this bare-faced imposition.

Unfortunately the law, stringent as it is in most things,

is verjf lax in that of copyi-ight, or protecting an author's

prescriptive title to his work, or otherwise legal steps

would have been taken to suppress its issue.

But the same effect will be produced if the readers of
this work refuse to purchase it, for let them bear in mind
the fact that every copy they purchase assists in the main-
tcnanco of a fraud, and inflicts a direct injury upon the
author.
One by one the puny and disreputable attempts to

supplant him in the favour of his subscribers has proved
abortive. They have lingered out a painful existence, died
away, and been forgotten.

But "Black Bess" has had a uniformly largo and
steady circulation from the first, and the author hero pro-

mises that no effort shall be wanting on his part to retain

it.

At the present^moment there is only one work by his
hand besides this in circulation, and this ia entitkd " Blue-
skin," the only work that can, with any iustiee- J»a .fl^^led

a companion to " Black Bess."
This has been mentioned because, not content witliwnat

has been described, the proprietor of the disreputable work
in question has endeavoured, by distorting the words, to
make it appear to be written by the author of tliis roiaaune.
Under all these circumstances, it was felt that for onoe

tub r-'^^^ihers to this work should be appealed to, and
urged to use tud' bast esoi-tions in ijutting >^n end to such
luifair and disgraceful CL-inr-^ition. ^

*^-

The author, however, would wL.- *-^ ea" ot:^ word mure
tcforo he parts company with his readerb.

Letters have from time to tJme been forward^Q »~ l^J«?r

containing the query '• is * Black Bess ' a true story ?
"

"All of these the author would- refer to the first portion
ef chapter the sixth.

But, in addition to what is there set down, it may be
stated that the chief incidents are strictly true, and as the
narrative proceeds, it will be found that the greatest pains
vrlll be taken to make th^ terminations of the careers of
the four highwaymen correct.

With these words tie author takes his leave, but not
without again expressing his oordial thanks for the
support and favour they have so steadily accorded to his
effMs.

_
Armed vnth the pass which the DiL^e of Oatiiberland had

given him, Dick Turpin ordered his mare, Black Bess, to
be saddled, and, when the night had fully come, sallied
out into the silent streets.

Soon, however, he left the city behind, and gained the
open countiy.
Then, when he reined in his steed upon the highway,

and listened for the approach of any travellers, a wild sort
of glee filled his heart, so forcibly was the old time brought
back to him.
When he reflected upon the strange life he had led

during the past few months, he could scarcely beUeve that
it was not a dream.
The absence and perilous position of- his three com-

panions soon made it seem reality.

A deep shudder involuntarily swept over him aa ha
thought of the peiil ho had so safely passed through that
afternoon.

His life then had hung upon a thread.
And now he is once more the Knight of the Road—bold,

dashing, and chivalrous as ho had been in former times.

_
He wondered what had taken place in London during

his absence, and whether he had been forgotten.
But especially did the recollections of those who had

proved themselves his friends in the hour when they were
most needed occupy his mind, and he felt like ope who
had long been absent in some foreign country, and who
was looking forward to a return to his native land.
But a peculiar movement on the part of Black Bess

soon roused him from his reverie.

It was one that she was wont to give, and signified the
approach of some vehicle along the road.
He listened, and found that the warning given by fcha

faithful creatare was a real one.
Some one was coming.
A better position than that which he had taken up coul^

scarcely have been found.
The night was dark, but clear.

Right and left of him, to a considerable distance ia both
directions, was the broad high-road.
Behind him was a taU and closely-grown hedge, whieh

served as a most excellent backgrouud.
In the distance the forms both of himself and his mare

were invisible.

Grasping a large holster pistol firmly in his i-ight hand,
which he had previously ascertained to be ready for imme-
diate use, he waited.

The sound of the approaching traveller could now be
heard with very great distinctness.

Although he had been so long differently employed,
Dick had not forgotten his old skill, and, as ho Kstened,

he could tell with certainty that it was a vehicle on two
wheels, drawn by one horse that was coming.
The speed was enough to show that it was of some light

character.

It waa from the direction of the city that the sound

came.
For this he was glad.

The probability is, that had ii been going the reverse

wav, he would have allowed it to pass unmolested.
A recognition would have been awkward.
A minute more, and then he saw the faint flashing of

two cari'iage lamps.
When he first caugbl sight of tbem they looaod like

two tiny stars behind a vapoury cloud, but they rapidly

increased in size and brightness, until at length they shed

a light nil round them, illummating the trees and Ledges
and mossy banks which skirted the highway.
The hght, however, was perplexing to Dick's vision,

and he was unafc-lf: *^ 9f>^ what was oominfr, or who waa
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He had to judge by his ear alone.

At length, having waited till the vehicle was nearly

opposite to him. he darted out from his place of partial

concealTjiont. ^
" Halt I " ho cried, in loud, deep tones, such as would

arrest the attention of any one. "Halt, I say, or I

fire
!

"

A faint ehrieb followed his words, and upon looking

closer, Didc could see that the vehicle he had sto])pcd was

a kind of tilbury, a conveyance at that time very much in

use, and that two persons were seated in it.

One was a female, and it was unquestionably from her

lips that the faint shriek had come.
The other was a man.
He held the reins in one hand and a whip in the other,

but upon hearing Turpin's summons, he dropped the latter

and drew a pistol, the trigger of which he pulled viiih

great rapidity.

The aim he had taken was a pood one, and the oareer

of the gallant highwayman would then and there have

been brought to a close but for one circumstance.

The hammer snapped upon the lock, and the powder iji

the pan flashed, but tlie pistol did uotesplodo.

It ought to be understood that pistols in those days

were made rather differently to wh:it they are now.

The invention of the percussion cap, which makes
missing fire a very rare circumstance indeed, was not then

known.
In place of it there was a piece of flint, the spark from

which set fire to the powder in the pan, and that was com-

mnnicated to the pistol.

But if the powder was to shake out pr get damp, or the

small touch-hole get clogged up, a missfire would be the

inevitable result.

CHAPTER CCXXIII

CICK TURPI N STOPS THE TRAVELLERS ON TTtE HIGH-
ROAD, BUT HAS TO FLY rOE HIS LIFE.

With a bitter curse the traveller flung the useless weapon
in the roadway.

Ere he could draw another from his pocket, or urge his

horse forward, Did Turpin grasped him by the throat.

He pressed Lho muzzle of a pistol against his temples.

The female who was with him uttered a succession of

shrieks of so piercing a character, that were any one

within half-a-mile of the spot, they would certainly hear

her.
" Now," said Turpin, " you have tried to take my life,

and there is no reason whatever why I should spare yon.

Silence !
" he added, turning to the woman, " or you will

net live five minutes longer!
"

This threat, uttered in a cool, resolute tone, had its full

efiect upon the woman, for she ceased her cries at ouce.

Then Dick turned to the man.
" Hand over what valuables and money you carry with

you, and no further violence will be offered. If you
resist you cannot save yourself, and will only have your

own folly to reproach for ill-usage."

The grasp Dick had of the man's throat was a very

tight one, and he continued the pressure so long that he
was scarcely able to move.
" Give up your money, J jhn," said the woman, " and

eave your life. The one you can replace, but not the
other."
" Spoken like a sensible woman," cried Dick, releasing

the man's throat. " Take your wife's advice, for such she

is, I fancy, and make certain of this, that if you attempt
to move in the least, or try to injure me, the lives of botli

of you will pay the penalty. In general I am a tempe-
rate man, but when my temper is roused, I am a desnerate
one. Quick ! Hand over 1

"

The traveller was about to comply with tha forcible

request, when there suddenly arose upon the tight air

shouts of mil":' Voices, and the trampling of many horns'
feet.

A curse came from Dick's lips as he heard botTi tlie

sounds, for it looked very much as though ho was going, to

have all his trouble for nothing.

But the traveller seomed to draw hope from £t.

Turpin, however, was determined not to let his vrey
lip through his fingers i/ he could help it, and though he

felt he was running a great risk, ho did not change bit

position in the slightest degree, but said—
" Quick ! quick ! On your life, quick ! Hand over

your money, I say ! If you hesitate or palter with me,
you are a dead man ! Quick, I say

!

"

" Give it him, John ! give it aim !

" said
_
the woman

again, in an imploring and terrified tone of voice. " Give
it to him ! It 13 not much for you to lose, and I am sure

it will be best."

But the husband disregarded the wife's appeal.

Loader and louder grew the shouts, and the trampling

of hoofs, and every second served to bring them frightfully

near.

That they were some persons who had heard the wife's

screams, and were hastening in the direction of the

sounds, there could be little doubt.

They were in considerable force, let them be who they
might.

Dick could tell that.

He knew that it would be madness for him to attempt
to cope with such numbers.
They were not yet in sight, so he did not more.
He presrod the pistol against the man's head.
" Now," he cried, " you have one chance of your life

!

Hand me over your money !

"

The wife was too much alarmed to speak.

But the husband, gathering courage from the nearness

of the new comers, replied, resolutely

—

" Never !

"

At the same moment he tried to wrest the pistol from
Dick's hands.
But the highwayman was too quick for him.
" I will count three," he said, with the most perfed

coolness, "and if, wlien I pronounce the last, you hav*

not handed me your purse, I will surely fire
!

"

The horsemen still came on.
" One !

" cried Dick.
He held the pistol in such a manner that the mnz/J*

completely covered the traveller's person.
" Two ! " he cried. " I shall say three, and then if

you are still obstinate, your death be upon your own
head

!

"

The traveller, seeing the determined character of the

man he had to deal with, and that he was a highway-
man of no ordinary kind, at last saw the prudence of

sacrificing what money he might carry with him rather

than his life.

Accordingly, he produced from a breast-pocket a heavy
and good-sized purse.

This Turpin took instantly.

He was only just in time.
About a hundred yards off was a body of horsemen.
There must have been from a dozen to a score of them.
That he was seen seemed pretty certain, for all uttered

a loud shout.

But Turpin, having accomplished his ends in procuring

a sum of nioney, was all right.

Placing the purse in his pocket, he turned Black Bess's

head in the direction of the open country, and giving her

the rein, darted off at a tremendous pace.

The angry tones of the man's voice, who had parted

with his money so reluctantly, rose for a moment on the

night air, and then he was out of earshot.

The horsemen, whoever they were, did not wait long to

listen to his complaints and e-spostulations, but prepared

to give chase to the highwayman.
But they knew not the matchless steed upon which ha

was mounted, or they would have saved themselves tha

trouble of their ride.

Dick would gladly have learned who and what the'-

were, but ho could not quite see how he was to do this.

Ho scarcely thought thoy were police-ofiicers, but let

them be whom they might, he determined to lead them a

good dance across the country.

Accordingly, he tightened the rein a Mttle, ana reduced

Black Bess k speed.

A clear level road was before him, though where it led,

or how far it went, he had no idea.

The beat of horses' hoofs at full gallop soon reached his

ear.

Still he slackened his pace, determined, if possible, to

fihU^in a glimpse of his foes and, ascertain their character.
' A'shout from the rear made hioi a-ware of their prozimitj,

so he turned round to look.
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LDICK TVkPtct XS DETECTED IN THE SALOON.]

All he eould see was a dense body of men on horseback j By none of them was he injured.
Beyond that he could form no idea of their appearance

j

This is not to be wondered at.

whatever. _
_

|

Those who have tried to take aim with a fire-arm whil«
Still lingering, he nearly paid the penal*-" of his life, for i riding- at full gallop well know how extremely difficult it

the sharp repor+ ^f a pistM arose, and bullet whistled is to hit the object aimed at.

past his chee^.
I

For this reason, then, Turpin was unhurt.
It was immediately followed by another, which showed I

So soon as he was at a safe distance once more, he pro-
ceeded to carry out his original intention.

The reason that principally moved him wis this.

He did not wish to exhav*^ his mare's strength any
more than he could help.
A brief time only would have to e.apoe, and then the

march would be resumed—a march more c'^dious and
tiring than the preceding one.
By conti-iving to keep a little ahead of them, Dick

fancied he should soon tire their patieuce out, and so be
able to return to the city at a gentle pace.
Had he known who his pursuers were, he would have

at once dismissed the idea as absurd.
But he was in ignorance of it, and was likely to remain »

him the nature of the men with whom he had to deal,

To tarry longer would be insanity, so he gave up the
attempt of endeavouring to ascertain who they were, and
dropped once more the reins upon his mare's neck.
She had been all the time anxious to proceed, and the

moment she felt her head at freedom, she sped over the
ground with a succession of long, sweeping leaps^'

_
Each one was made apparently without the least exer-

tion, so gently and gracefully was the action performed.
It was, however, » p''.ce that got over the crrnnnj with

wondrous celeritj'.

Before he could get out ot pistol range, though, be was
^uted with <?everal more shots.

Ng. 41. Price One Halppennt.
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Most persereringiy ihey feept npoD his track, and by

ihe enund alone ccaid he tell that they were jparoig

neitbt=r whip nor spur to orge their horses CBTvard.

Li s, =ii!^rt time ho found it necessary to increi.de ttte

peed of hia own Elire, in order to maiutuiu tb« sana-*

distance between them.
T liis was not what he wished.

BtiU he kept on, wishing, if possible, Ut «'» tBeno out.

But of this there seemed no prospect. \

On the contrai7, it looked aa though they wouia wre

Ont him.
Keluctantly, tliea, Dick was forced to the coQesue»««

that he would have to change his tactics.

His pursuers were not to be easily shaken ofll

This gave him a little anxiety.

It seemed to show that they had some stronger motive

for pursuing him than mere desire of assisting the man
in the gig to recover his loss.

But if they wore not officers, what special motive could

they have P

Dick knew at, and finding it impossible to come to a

atisfactory coaciasion respecting it, ceased to perples

bis brain, but tu^iCd the whole of hia attention to getting

away from them.
The only means by which this could be done would be

the adoption of some stratagem that would send them on

a wrong track.

He looked rotted right and left.

On either side of him were tall hedgerows and meadows
beyond.

Should he take to these, and striking across them, find

a circuitous way back to Edinburgh ?

He thought so.

But he would have to get completely out of earshot,

6rst, because if he did not they would know, by the ces-

sation of the beat of the horse's hoofs that he had
stopped.

Accordingly, he spoke a few encouraging words to his

matchless steed.

As he did so he gradually slackened the reins.

Then, as an additional inducement for her to make
greater speed, he pressed his heels gently against her

flanks.

She responded by a slight neigh, and dashed forward

at a pa<!e that fairly made Dick shut his teeth together,

(Uid hold his breath.

CHAPTER CCXXIV.
»1C& TUEPIW, BY A STRANGE ACCIDENT, DISCOVEkS WHO

AND WHAT HIS PURSUEKS ARE.

Foe not more than three minutes did Dick Turpin allow

bis mare to continue thie tremendous pace.

At the expiration of that time, he began gradually to

rein her in.

He continued doing so until she came to a dead stop.

Then he listened.

Faintly, very faintly, bat increasing each moment in

loudness and distinctness, he could hear the tramp, tramp,

of his pursuers.

But he considered, from the gradual manner in which
he had reined Bess in, that they would imagine rather

that he had distanced them, rather than tnat he had
•topped.
As for himself, he consid;ered*tthe time he halted that

he was out of hearing.
The sound of their ap^oach still came to hia „asa., but

then they were in large numbers, and the noise they would
Btake would be proportionably greater than his.

But there was no time to lose.

Drawing back to the one side of the road, he prepM«3
to take a leap over the hedgerow into the meadows.

But while he did so, his quick ear caught another voond.
Tt wa« very slightj and oat that might well har« «aoaped

abserratio*.

He Ustened,
But only for a seooBL-
It was merely to assu^. u'wiself that he was ri^bi

A single horseman wau approaching tisa.

Be was comiog, too, a*, a snarp paoe.

This circiirastajice, (J ight as it wsa, flUod Dick's bn^at
«n:.n hope.

1 o^>-^ded hiio the aku:^ h>t wi^4d for » «r»^^ \ '

V Without longer hesitaUcn, he patted Baas tt^ob the necK^
^nd pat her to the leap.

There was h very short vdstanos to ror: ::aQ giva a springy
but it was enough.
She cleared the obstruction gallantly, and aligl.tea upon

the soft turf in the meadow with & scarcely perceptible
shock.
At this moment the moon, which during the whole of

the night had not once permitted her faoe to bti seen,
broke forth.

The landscape for miles around wa© ughted ap as «*

hy uiagio.

It wotdd scarcely have been possible, at the present
juncture of aflairs, to have found a circumstance more un-
favourable to the highwayman than this was.
To hare struck across the meadows would have beea

ridioulocfl.

Eis pursuers would have seen him instantly.

There was only one resource.

That was, to lie down close under the hedga, and
trusting to their passing the spot without noticing Inm.

It was running a great risk.

He resolved upon it, however, because he felt certain
that it was the best thing to be done.

Short as was the time which had elapsed since he fiuet

halted, it was long enough to enable his pursuers to get
close to where he was hidden.
A minute or two more and they would be in sight.

The horseman, too, that he had heard coming from the
opposite direction, was now as nearly as he could guesa
at an equal distance from him.

If this was the case, the meeting would take place just
in front of where he was.
Well tutored as Bess was, he had but little difficulty m

forcing her to lie down.
In order to keep her still, he put his hand upon her

head.
There was one thing which reconciled Turpin, in a great

measure, to the risk he was going to run.

He should be able to see his pursuers.

By parting the hedge a little with one hand, he could
see very plainly into the roadway, while the chance of any
one seeing him was very small indeed.

There was Uttle or no shadow cast by the hedges ctt

the high-road, and the raya of the moon lighted it up with
great distinctness.

The longer Dick listened to the trampling hoofs, the
more he became convinced that his previous calculation

was cortsct, and that a meeting would take place as nearly
opposite to him as possible.

His patience was not much taxed.

By the t«me he had completed all his preparations, and
taken up a convenient position, they were not more than a
hundred yards distant.

He heard his pursuers give a loud shout when they saw
the single horseman riding towards them.
Of course, owing to the moon's hght, they could not see

him a long way ofl".

The cry was one of astonishment, and Turpin interpreted

it as signifying that they had fallen into the very
natural mistake of supposing that the reason they heard
the tramp of hoofs before them grow plainer and plainer

was, because they fancied they were gaining upon the
highwayman.

It might have been that the moon, happening to peep
forth at the moment she did, was an uulortunate one for

Dick, but it was, uaoBt assiu-ediy, a fortunate one for the
traveller.

Had they not seen him, his life would probably have
been sacrificed.

On came the little troop, and then they pulled op with
a^k.

A&e traveller also reined in his steed.

The} were face to face.

Dick had an excellent view of both.

The traveller was an elderl» —an. mounted cptw m
dappled-gray horse.

His hair wafl k>ng and white, and n. patriarchal-loolaaf

beard of the same hue de.8cended upon his breast.

There was aa air of great (hstinction abo««s bifl^

although he rode unaittended.

He was, in fine, one 8t those men who invelontan.^
f-..r-Ti>'>fi4 .he resp^et of all with w\»om tJwy oama m
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From thfts individual Dick's eyes turned t» the troop of

bsrsemen who bad given hiin so much trouble.

They were alJ plainlj-dresaed, well-armed in«B» with

the exception of one.

That one Dick knew instant!^.

He wore a wilitiiry costume. — ^ v
Ha waa one of the oflicers oompoaaf the »«» of tho

commander-in-chief.
His name was Major Nicholson.

Dick took all this in at a gbnoe, bat bsia« Wf «Hlla

make any reileclions upon what he saw, the aiajor spoke.

if anything had been wanting to make Dick quite rare

Tery famous highwaymaa, or waa, I oaghfc to say, fo»

nothing has been heard of him lately."

" WeU, what of him ?
"

" A party of officers once chased this Dick Torptn a long

way into the country, and then back to London again, for,

though he doubled upon them, they were soon atter him.

Howerer, he distanced them completely, and the officers'

bofSM being quite knocked up, they turned back and

stopped awhile at the village of Acton, whioh they had

paaaed thr.-'ugb some time before. They had not stood

drinking at the bar very long before a man came in and

toid them that tiie very man they had chased so much
further oa the Loudon-road was at Ikat moment on th«

^'' f 'iT%'^''t>^:^::.Tl.^7i^^^^^ ^-^^c^, ^^ that his cart wa. in the inn vardl

the travelll^r, " but have you come far along thia road ?
"

" By what right do you ask ?"
" I will tell you," said the major | "beewMW '/tmty

moment is of the utmost importance."
" I suppose vou mean to youraslf ?"
** Precisely.'
**'^'

, Bir, be good enough to onderstand that the

same words apply to me in an eoual respect as to yourself.

Every moment is of importance.

'

" We are in chase of a highwayman," said the major,

•mothering the iixitation of temper which he experienced

•t being treated in so off-hand a manner.
" Well, sir."
" We have kept hard upon his track for some miles, and

when we heard your horse's hoofs, so far from thinking

that it was any one approaching, we fancied we were
gaining upon him."

" Then, sir, allow me to pass, and don't trouble me any
\)nger. 1 know nothing about the highwayman."

*' No, sir ; but "
" But what ? You surely don't imagine that I am he,

do you ?
"

" Certainly not ; but, perhaps you have come some
distance along the road, and, if so, you can tell us whether
a man, mounted upon a beautiiul black horse, has passed

fou F"
" I have come more than ten miles along this road,"

-toplied the elderly traveller, and I will give you my word
that no one answering to the description yoa mention has
passed me."
" Enongh, sir. And J suppose yoa have i^ seeo any*

thin? of him ?
"

" No, I have not'
" Then, in some mysterious wa^ he has eluded ta, aisd

yet he has cover been fairly out of"^ earshot. Pass on, sir,

and accept oui- thanks."
" You are quite welcome," said the old man, raising

his hat about a couple of inches above hia head.
As he spoke, he struck his horse with his spars and

'tode forward.
The troop of men parted in the centre, and allowed him

lo pass through.
After he had gone, the horsemen looked rather blankly

-•t each other and inquiringly upon the major.
They wanted to know what had better be done next.

The major himselt looked vexed and bewildered.
" What is the meaning of all this ? " he asked.

The question eUcited a general negatory shake of the
<iead.

" It is no good riding any further, that I can see." he
dded. " Sorely that gentleman would never have deceived

"Yoa may depend he has not," said one
" Why so ?

"

•' The highwayman has doubled upon us la ho "^^ ^^Jt
•nd, perhaps, by this time is a dozen miies off."

" But how ?' said the major, " how ? We have
SB a manner of spA-akLug, lost sight of him. How ca e
have got off.'

"

" That is more tiian I can tell, sir, but, if ho ^^g a rfial

highwayman, and oae used to the trade, he won i^ msiU •^''

lo avoid no wit( t much tvonble."
•• I can't see it," eaid the major.
•* Why, I remember a remarkable instance of their

Cleverness. Have you ever heard of Dick Tnrpin f

"

"DickTurpinP"
"Yes."
** No, I don't know that I have particularly."
•* Yon have been absent for a long time in the wars, so

J ecppose that ia the reason. Well, this Diok Tnrpin is a

CHAPTER COXXT.
VAJ0% KICH0L80M TRIKS VEHI HARD TO 0B7KAT DICE

TURPIN.
" But how could that be ?" roared the major.

" I don't know, sir ; but when the officers got outside
they found what the man said was true enough. There
waa Dick Turpin lying on the top of some turnips in the
cart, as comfortable as he could be."

" But it's impossible," cried the major; " quite impos>
sible."

" May be, sir, but they caught him. And so, after

hearing that, if this should turn out to be a regular high«
wayman, we stand no chance of catehing him.'
" 1 shall be very loath to give it up."
" But you said you wanted us for some other business."
" I know that, but never mind, we are too late for it

already, so you had better earn the money I have promised
you by finding the highwayman, and taking him prisoner
dead »ir ahve, whichever you like."

"But how are we to do so, sir? We are all abroad,
but, if you'il give your orders, they sliall be carried out at
once."
" How can IP" said the major. *' I am as much abroad

as yourself."
" Then, sir, I am afraid we must give it up. It iB no

good going further down the road, i should s^vise you t«

turn back, and examine the road all the way."
" A thought strikes me," said the major j

" turn ba«k
and follow me."
With these words on bis tips, and in the manner of one

across whose brain some fresh idea has flashed, the major
set off again in the direction he had come, with his troop
of men at his heels.

Dick Turpin waited till the sounds of their retreat had
quite died away, and then he rose to his feet.

Black Bess toUowed his example.
He did not mount, but stood with the bridle over his

arm in an attitude of deep thought.
What was he to think of what he had just witnessed ?

Major Nicholson was one of the officers who fdt so
jealous of him.
Why waj9 he out that night, thus armed and thoa

attended ?

What idea was it that had crossed his mind when he so
suddenly determined to retrace his steps ?

Tbhese wore questions almost imt/ossible of solution.

But Dick did not despair of coming to a reasonable con-
clusion.

He patted hia mare abstractedly upon the neck, while
be endeavoured, link by link, to form a chain of thought.

At last his face brightened, and though there was no
one by to hear what he said, he spoke, as people often do
when they arrive at the aolatiou of any matter that has
puzzled them.

. <tave it," he said. ** I see it all now, ana I mast
be speedy. Yes, this Major Nicholson was one who
showed himself jealous and suspicious of me from the
6rf^ moment. Ue it was that caused me to be deprived
of my arms, and treated almost hke a prisoner. Perhap©
h« may suspect something, though by his manner when
the man spoke of me, he did not appear to know my name i

but tliitt >s nothing. It is my tirra beUef that, when hft

ItHiaed i had a pass from the duke, um sot out to wateh
me, and hired those men from the city to accompany him.
Thank goodness 1 I have avoided tl'^ni. Steady lass t

Btti^dy!"
These last words wei^ ad>kes«ed to u») marCa ^ h« ^z^

pared le a;ouat ii«r.
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It BO happened that Dick exactly hit upon the truth in

his sunuises.
Major Nicbolsou, uKe many another officer in the aftiiy,

had tinnly resolved that the large reward offered for the

head ol Charles Stuart should fall into no Otb** hands

than his.

Therefore, when Turpin appeared and laid claim to it,

je looked upon him ae a deadly foe—as an interloner. who
had stc'jiped in between liim and his rights.

His immediate impulse was to try all he could to punue

obstacles in the way of Dick obtaining his desires.

With a dog-in-the-manger sort of spirit, he determined

that, if he could not have the reward, no one else should

—

that is, if he could in any way prevent it.

But the story which Dick told was too plausible and
too circumstantial for him to be able to pick a flaw in it,

and, besides which, it was unvaryingly adhered to.

Accordingly, he had managed to indirectly suggest to

the commander-in-chief the expediency of depriving Turpin
of his arms, and treating him as a prisoner-of-war, which,
as we have seen, was done.
The suspicious which the governor of the ,^8tle had,

infused a Iresh current of thought into his mind.
He was present at the time when the Duke granted the

order for Dick to leave the castle.

Alter a httle deliberation, he made a similar request.

Of course, it was acceeded to.

Going, then, into the city, he hired a dozen men, all

mounted and armed, to accompany him upon an expedi-

tion.

What that expedition was, he kept locked in his own
breast.

At the appointed hour the little troop was ready, and he
rejoined them at the place agreed upon.
From where they stood, a view could be obtained of all

persons leaving the castle.

They waited here for some moments, and then the
sound of the heavy door being unfastened reached tiieir

ears.

in a moment or so afterwards, Dick made his appear-
ance.
The major did not move, but watched him until he had

proceeded for some distance.

Then he followed.

Ue had taken, previously, a very ingeniouB precommni
to prevent Dick hearing that he was followed.
Over each horse's hoofs he had caused a thick worsted

ooverinjj to be drawn.
By this means, the footsteps of the horses were rendered

inaudible.

They foUowed like spectrjs.

They were very careful, too, not to draw too close, so as
to be seen, but allowed the trampling of Bess's hooiJs to
be their sole guide.

But, suddenly, the horse which the major rode, from
some cause or other—probably from the manner in which
his feet were bandaged—grew restive, and, had not his
rider been a most accomplished horseman, he would have
been thrown.
The others were, of course, obliged to come to a halt,

and everything was tried to soothe the terrified animal,
but all in vain.

The major, in his agitation, probably increased the
(error of the steed, for this delay was the most provoking
thing that could possibly be.

Had such a feat been practicable, he would, rather than
have wasted the time, have dismounted, and taken a steed
from one of his followers; but such an attempt would
be full of danger, and, besides, no one when riding likes

to be mastered by a horse.
At length, after great loss of time, the animal sutfered

himself to be calmed down, and then it was found that the
cord by which the worsted bandage had been booud to-

his leg had moved in some way, and got tightly drawn

.

This, however, was seen to, and then the horse «ra8

quiet enough.
it was at this moment that there came to fie earsd sJ^

whole party a succesaiou of shrieks which &t«ut have b^ion
loud and shrill oiu..* but, '^iug to the diHti».nn<»j Li>4
become faint.

A fresh start was just the>. dbout to be made, and ttie

atajor, with a smile of triumph on his face, orderad Lis
ten to push on at full speed.
The shrieks oootinued.

more
highwayman was not

In a little while, owing to the stony ^^
ground, the coverings over the hoofs were*
Dut*now the major did not heed the sound.

I When he arrived, however, he was just too late.
From the man and woman together, however, he learned

they had been stopped and robbed by a highwayman.
Upon receipt of this intelligence he bade the men jjive

chase, and endeavour to overtake him.
The result of this has been already seen.
Of course, the reader is in possesion of a few

facts than Turpin was, but the bold highwayman w;

very far off the mark.
Satisfied with himself so far, and feeling quite assured

that he had baihed the major, he set about thinking
what it was that had induced him to turn back so
suddenly.
As in the former instance, this for a long time baffled

him.
He considered it, though, as rather a secondary affair,

and, while pursuing his thoughts, struck across th»
meadows in a direct Une for the city.

At last he reached a broadish road—not the one he had
previouslv travelled, but one that evidently trended to \dr
destination.

A low hedge divided him from it, and this he did not
attempt to leap, but walked on in the expectation of finding

a gate through which he could pass, and thus gain it

without difficulty.

Nor was he disappointed in this expectation.
After skirting the hedge for about a hundred yards, ho

came to one.
It was fastened, but not locked.
Dismounting, he quickly undid the chain, and flinging

the gate open, allowed his mare to pass through.
Then, in order not to leave any palpable traces of the

way he had come, he refastened it, which was done bj

passing the links of a chain through one another.
" There," he said, as he once again seated himself ii

the saddle, " that will do. I rather think the major ha&
taken a vast deal of trouble to httle or no purpose. How>
ever, we shall see. Come, lass !

"

At a very gentle pace, for Dick had given Bess more
work than he intended, he took his way along this road.

It seemed a very lonely and unfrequented one.
He did not meet a soul.

The moon had chmbed higher and higher in the sky,
and the clouds, which at the commencement of the night
had covered the heavens, were now entirely gone.

It was really a beautiful night, and Dick, as he went,
hummed a few staves of a popular drinking song, but his

thoughts were chiedy occupied by Major Nicholson, and
wondering what fresh scheme he had hatched against

him.
In this way a couple of miles were passed over, and

then, in the distance, Dick, by the aid of the moonbeams,
perceived a building of some sort.

On a nearer approach, he found this to be a road-sid«

inn.

Simultaneously with the making of this discovery, i

fresh thought darted into his mind, and he resolved to

carry it oat at once.
" I wonder I never thought of that before," he muttered.

"Never mind, it is none too late. Now, Mr. Major
Nicholson, I think I shall be even with you ! Ha ! ha

!

jou had need be sharp to outwit Dick Turpin 1

"

He laughed Ughtly as he spoke.
In one more minute he drew up opposite the inn door.

It was open, and from one of the windows on the ground
floor streamed a faint hght, thus showing that, late as th»
hour was, the inmates had not yet retired to tost.

CHAPTEE CCXXVI.
DICK TUEPIN GROOMS AND FEEDS BLACK BESS APTBR Ik-

FASHION OF HIS OWN, AND COMPLETELK BAFFUiS
MAJOa NICHOLSOK.

"Hallo, there! hallo!" shouted Turpin, ac^d as b*
spoke he took from his pocket one of his pistols, and,

grasping it by the barrel, knocked with the butt end opoa
the doorpost.

His summons was quickly replied to b? a tall, ^»huw
looking woman, with a nther reuMU-kablo-UA^kutg widi*V«

cap OQ her Lead.
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" What do you want, sir ?" eaid she respectfully, for

Dick's important manner had its full effect upon her.
" I want my horse seen to," said Dick, " in the first

place."
" Yes, sir, of course."
" Have you an ostler ?"

*' Oh ! dear, yes, sir ! I'll call him. Jim! Jim!"
In reply to this call a shock-headed urchin of about

fourteen years of age made his appearance.

He understood at once what was meant, and Dick,

having dismounted, led the way to the stables.

Here the highwayman, with his own hands, carefully

groomed his steed.

Of course, in her progress that night, she had got in

a sad plight.

Her usually sleek skin was rough and wet with per-

Bpiration, and foam was about the bridle, and on her

lips and nostrils.

Her legs, too, showed that she had crossed more than

0B9 ploughed field.

All these indications of a hard gallop, Dick one after

another carefully removed, until at last not a single

trace was left.

To have looked at her and her trappings, no one would
have believed that she had been out of the stable.

When this was over, Dick sent the boy for a quart
measure of ale.

Then, going to the oornbin, he took out a small quan-
tity of oats and chaff.

These he well mixed together, and, as soon as the boy
brought the ale, he proceeded, very much to that indi-

Tidnal's surprise, to moisten the whole with it.

This would be beneficial for two reasons.
In the state that Bess was then in it would have

been very injudicious either to have allowed her to drink
water or eat dry food.
But by moistening the corn and chaff in the manner

we have described with a quart of ale, both evils would
be remedied, and great additional vigour imparted to
the animal.
Dick did not go into the inn himself, but stood by his

mare while she ate, taking care all the time that she did
not eat too quickly.

He sent the boy, however, for another quart of ale,

the greater part of which he drank himself, and then
handed it to him for his trouble.

Dick waited for some time after Bess had finished

her meal, and every now and then he rubbed her down
with a wisp of clean hay.
But she was quite cool now, or nearly so.

Feeling satisfied, at length, that all was right, and with
the conviction on his mind that the major would be
rather disappointed, Dick led Black Bess into the stable

yard, and mounting her, rode off at a gentle trot.

Soon afterwards the portals of the grim old castle

were reached.
He was challenged by the sentry, but the pass from

the duke, which Dick handed to him, was quite suffi-

cient, and he was immediately allowed ingress.

He directed his steps at once to the stables.

On his way be looked keenly about on either eide of
him, and was presently rewarded for his trouble.

Standing in the shadow of a projecting angle of
masonry, his form scarcely distinguished from the dark
background behind it, was the figure of a man.
Dick took no notice, but rode carelessly on to the

entrance to the stables.

A man was there to receive his steed, and, after giving
some audible instructions respecting how she was to be
treated, he resigned her to his care, and sauntered away
towards his own quarters.
But at the earliest opportunity he stopped.
Then, taking advantage of the darkness of the wall,

orept noiselessly back.
fie looked at the spot where he had seen the dark

form standing.
It was gone.
Still creeping onwards, he reached the stable wall,

and paused before one of the windows.
The shutter was down, and through the iron bars he

ooold see distinctly.

The murmur of voices reached his ears.
Taking care not to place himself where he would be

Men, Dick strained his sense of hearing to the atmost.

But all he could manage to do was to catch a word
here and there.

He was, however, tolerably satisfied.

One of the voices was that of the man into whose
charge he had given Black Bess.
The other belonged to Major Nicholson.
Disjointedly as the words reached him, Dick could

form a pretty good idea of their import.
The major was asking the man whether the mare had

or had not had a long and hard gallop.

The man expressed himself confident that she had not.
That she had not been far, and not faster than a trot.

In support of what he said, he called the major's at-

tention to several little points, all of which tended to
confirm his assertion.

The major was always hard of belief.

But he could not get over the positive testimony of
the stable-keeper and the evidence of his own senses.

He had fully expected to find Black Bess in some
such trim as she was when Dick eo carefully cleaned
and fed her.

But instead of that, there she was, cool and fresh, and
looking as though she had only been a short distance,

and that at a very easy rate.

Those appearances, however, had a two-fold origin.

One was the excellent quality of the mare herself.

The other was the skill with which her master had
groomed her.

The major was baffled.

But not defeated.
In a rage with himself and the world in general, he

dashed out of the si able.

Dick drew hastily oack out of sight, for he by no means
wished that the major should know he suspected him,
and that he played the spy upon his actions.

Looking, however, neither to the right nor to the left,

he strode up the yard.
Dick followed him at a little distance, and entering

the castle, laid himself down to take all the rest he could
before the march to London was comm«nced.
In spite, however, of his wish to sleep, he could not

do 80, but tossed over and over continually.
His thoughts were active, and when that is the case,

sleep is quite out of the question until the brain is tired.

His thoughts were much occupied in thinking of his
three comrades, and wondering in what circumstances
they were then placed.

The young prince, too, whose cause he had so zealously
espoused and supported, where was he P

But it was mostly upon Tom King that his thoaghts
rested.

Somehow or other there seemed to be a closer band of
union between him and himself than there did between
either of the two others.

That this feeling was reciprocal there can be no doubt.
From a consideration of these, Dick's thoughts re.

verted to his own position, and the dangerous ground
upon which he stood.
What he had seen already of Major Nicholson was

quite enough to show him the necessity there was for
his continuing to keep upon his guard.

In him he saw a foe to be dreaded, because he was
nu8piciou;3 and sly.

Then he thought of reaching London, and the auda-
cious feat he was about to perform, of laying the spurious
head before the king and claiming the large reward.
London

!

When he repeated the word, it seemed to him almost
like home.
He forgot his danger.
He looked forward with pleasure to reaching it.

The time that he had been absent seemed endless.

What a joy he felt it would be to make his way to the
" White Horse," in Drury-lane, and take jovial old
Matthew by the hand.
He could fancy how his face would expand into a smile

when he saw him safe and sound.
Then there was Tom Davis, who had shown hirasell

to be in the hour of necessity a staunch, true friend.

He could picture him, he thought, without difiSculty,

and the quaint old building in which he had resided for

so long, and which had been in possession of his family
for so many generations.
Dick felt that to onoe more meet thia free and good*
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hearted spirit would be a pure delight indeed, and he

could tell with what interest he would listen to the story

of the adventorea he had met with dunug his long ab-

Then arose another recollection of a face that would

emile.and alieart that would grow light in his presence.

Tliie was Ellen.

The poor nameless, homeless, friendless, ill-used ap-

prentice girl, whom he had rsacuad from the brutality

of her rascally mistress.

His breast glowed with irrepressible joy ab the re-

membrance of this one good deed iu his career, which

filione out from the rest like

Some bright particular star,

and which, he hoped, would go far to palliate many of

the darker ones, against which this one shone out with

all the more effulgency from the contrast.

He had changed her lot in life—had made it a happy

Tom Davis, with his huge, kindly heart, overflowing

with sympathy and good nature .is it always was, had

eoou felt her twine around his affeotione, and he had

adopted her as his own child.

A si-rh came from D ck's lips as he thought of the

blissful calm of such an existence, and how widely dif-

ferent it was from his own wild and turbulent career.

Wearied out at length, he fell into a slumber, in which

confused imatres of all his reflections were presented.

Alas ! while thinking as he was, and picturing the

condition of Tom Davis and Ellen, ' e little thought how
far he was from reality.

_

He did not take into considers ion what great and

magical changes a few months wi) effect.

A person may arise from poverty to affluence, or sink

from affluence to poverty, in such a space.

But we will not anticipate events.

CHAPTER CCXXVII.

A gjjAnce is given at dick turpin's thbee com-
rades AND THE PRINCE.

Probably enough, it will be a long while before we

can leave Dick in greater security than be is now, or in

a situation of less danger, so we will take advantage

while he is sleeping, to devote a few momenta to his

comrades and the unfortunate young prince.

It will be recollected that, with infinite trouble, they

liad procured a small boat, the owner of which had

undertaken to row them to a spot where he had a few

liours before seen a French vessel at anchor.

Accordingly, Charles Stuart, Tom King, Claude Du-

Tal, and Sixteen-String Jack had taken their places in

t!i9 frail embarkation, and stood out to sea.

Ere long, however, indications of a coming storm

made themselves apparent to the eyes of all.

The boatman wished to put back to the shore, and

endeavour to make some safe harbour till the fury of

the winds and waves were past^ but our friends would

listen to no such thing.

They preferred the danger of going on to that of turn-

ing baok.
Moreover, they were in hopes that they would soon

gain the large vessel, and then, doubtless, all would be

well ; for, however much such a tempest might endanger

their little craft, a large one would scarcely bow before

its influence.

Their hopes, however, were doomed to be disappointed.

The storm had increased in fury.

The waves swelled.

The wind blew in short and sudden guata.

All command over the little boat was lost.

It drifted about at the mercy of the tempest.

Suddenly, however, and with a shivering shoek, it

struck against some jutting rock and went to pieces.

It parted first in the centre.

With the instinct of self-preservation, each one, as

he felt the shock, clutched tightly at whatever portion

of the boat happened to be within their reach.

To this instinct they owed their lives.

The broken boat floated.

They had, therefore, only to maintain their grasp.
That they would do this there was little fear.

The tonaoity with which persona in danger of drowning

will cling to anything which they have once seized i»

proverbial.

The wind howled mournfully.

The din of the storm increased.

As the four breathless beings held on for dear life to
the boat, they felt themselves raised high in the air by
the force of a gigantic wave.
Then they were propelled violently forward.

Blinded and half conscious, they felt themselves cast

upon a rocky shore.

The wave receded.

They were once more on land.

But the wave which had carried them there wculi
return, and wash them back into the deep.

That is, unless they either got out of its reach or
shifted their grasp from the fragments of wood to soma
immovable object.

The latter was what they did.

From the shore upon which they had been so sud-

denly and violently cast jutted up numberless piece of

rock conical in shape, and a few inches in height.

These were fimly imbedded in the sand, being, so to

speak, the excrescences of the large rook which loomed
up behind them like a giant.

They could not communicate with each other in any-

way.
The tempest drowned their voices in its roar.

They could not tell each other what to do.

But blinded, bruised, and semi-conscious as they were,

each had the same idea at the same moment.
Letting go the boat, they clasped with might and

main one of the little rocks.

And only just in time.

The wave came back.

Tons of water were poured upon them.
They felt themselves rising.

They felt the rock slipping from their fingers.

Then the wave receded.

Once more, then, were they allowed an opportunity
of drawing breath and renewing their store of life.

But before they could thoroughly recover, the wave
came back again.

This time they fancied with less force.

And 60 wave after wave, wave after wave broke over

them.
Still they did not quit their hold, but pressed their

bodies as tightly as they could against the sand.

But now, as a longer interval elapsed between each
wave, so did they decrease in their intensity, until at

last, though the ocean still heaved and tumbled, they
did not reach them at all.

Then all lapsed into unconsciousness.
The wind lulled.

The sea no longer rolled in huge, mountainous billowa,

but, as if thoroughly exhausted, sunk into a dead calm.

The remainder of the night passed away, and then
the sun rose.

His beams revealed no other tokens of the preceding

night's devastation than those five still and deathlike

looking forms clinging to the pointed rocks.

At last Claude Duval, who was the strongest of the
party, and in whom the vital principle was most firmly

implanted, aroused himself.

He was the one who had sustained the least injuries.

He gradually raised himself to a sitting posture.

Several groans came from his lios as he did so, for he
felt as though every bone in his body was broken.

For a little while he was at a loss to remember what
had occurred, and could scarcely believe that what he
saw was reality.

Presently his eye rested upon the forms of his com-
panions.
Then, like a flash of light, there swept across hi*

brain a recollection of all that had occurred.

As he sat up and looked about him, he felt that he
was every moment getting better, eo at length he
crawled to the person next to him.

He was lying on his face.

Whether he was alive or dead, he knew not.

He turned him over.

It was Tom King,
The faint moans which came from his lipa, now that

his position had been altered, took a great load off

Claude's mind, for it showed that he still iive^
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Sitnated as he then was, he felt he oonld do little to-

wards aesiiiting him to recovor his annset, eo he left

Nature to take her course, aud crawled onward* to the

fflert form.
Tills Tae the boatman.
He, too, was liTing and r&^irifying onder ik» oeantt cf

the rising son, which poured dovro exery moment an ia>

crease of heat.

Under tbeae circu.jstances, Claude ventured to icdtii|^

in the hope that he should be fortunate enough to find all

tiving.

Sizteen-String Jack «\ a the next to him, aim ae was at
«ome little distaucf off.

'

Beyond him, again, was ine form of CharloH Strqit.
While in the act of crawling towards the former, f^laade

•aw him move his arms aboat and then rise Ufm one
•Ibow.

" Jack ! " he cried, in as loud s voice &a he eould com-
mand, " Jack !

"

The highwayman turned upon hearing hia friend's voice,

«nd looked in his face with a puzzled air.

But he soon comprehended his situation.

By a great effort he, by his comrade's assistance, aat up
«nd looked around him.

Claude glided off towards the young prince, whom he
found in a perfectly senseless state, and looking so much
like death that he gave utterance to an ejaculation, which
caused Jack, feeble as he was, to approach him.

But, upon placing his hand upon his heart, he ooold feel

a slight, fluttering pulsation.

But though Claude and Jack, who were presently joined

by the boatman and Tom King, tried their utmost to

restore him to consciousness, they were unsuccessful.

No doubt, had they been furnished with better means,
the case worild have been different, but then all were so
weak that they could not so much as chafe his limbs, and
*o promote the circulation of the blood.

The pangs of hunger and thirst, too, began t© make
themselves felt by those who had recovered ; but though
they cast ther eyes all around, them, they could not see

ao much as a blade of grass, nor a spot of fresh water.

In fact, they had been cast upon a mere projecting

IHcee of rock, upon which nothing grew—npon which
nothing found a resting-place, and where no water, ex-

cept such as fell from the sky, was ever seen.

The part, too, in which it was went against them.

Mariners invariably avoided it, because of the dangers
of the sunken rocks, which grew up from the ocean bed
like teeth in a shark's jaw.

Were they then preserved from a mere lenient death
to peiish of starvation upon that rugged and barren
spot ?

Surely, yes, unless assistance comes, and that promptly;
Higher and higher rose the sun, and when he was in

his full power the young prince recovered.

The great heat of the sun, in their exposed situation,

was now found to be a serious inconvenience to them all.

But there was no place where they could shelter them,
selves from hie burning rays.

At last the sun declined—day &ded—and^night once
more came upon the deep.

Cold, hungry, weary, thirsty, suffering great torment
from their wounds and bruises, the unfortunate party lay

upon the sand.
The intense coldness of the evening was now felt to

be even a greater hardship than the sun's fervency, but
they were helpless, and could not shield themselves from
either the one or the other.

They waited for dawn.
It was near the cloee of this second d*y ihat Claisde

Duval, as he cast his eyes arouni, caught sight gi a
white object.

Almost dreading to give any room !»•* hope, he ii6 i

(^v>'t)9tx> any o^lus ctH&pbadeo*, bat looked afiain

No longer ooataining the Joyful intellig«aoe, he shouted

Wearied and worn otfs as they were, this J-'"sed

fresh life into his companions' breasts.

luinfully they etrngrpled to their feet, and then IcclTLis

Wii.vard, satisfied theiaeelves that there wm no mistake.

Of course the next thing now was to attract attenpor^^

-sui tMa Olaade did by hastilv atrippinK off hi shirt, and

kol^iiijg it by the Ble8vei»- so that it flutterod oat like »
" ttle flag.

By nue good fortune the signal was seen by those an
I board the vessel, and its coarse was altered toward*

j
the'.a.

I And then, for the first time, they thought of the oa-
cleasant gredicament they would be in if this ship, as moat
likeiy was the ease, was an English one.

But prospective danger is preferable to present.

It so happeced that the ship was really the French
«loop of war of vrliich the boatman had spoken.

Hs knew it agLiin at ouce.

^nimatod now by hope, they waited the approach of
the friendly bark, and, in less than an hour alterwarcU^

ware safe on board of it, where every attention was paid
to Jijom.

CHAPTER CCXXVxH.
DICK Tl'RPIN AND THE ARMY REACH LONDON, AND THB
FORMER PAYS A VFSIT TO OLD MATTHEW, THE LAND-
LORD OF THE "white HORSE," IN DRURY-LANE.

It is not our intention to follow, step by step, the progres*
of the British array back to London.

S'"ch a recapitulation of ordinary every-day occurrence*
wov. d be wearisome both to the reader and the chronicler.

The lapse of time, therefore, which it look for the army
to go by forced marches from one place to the other, must
be passed over in a word or two.

Major Nicholson kept a very keen eye upon Turpin and
all his movements, so tlw highwayman was cautious to m
degree accordingly.

During the march, however, nothing further occurred..

No more doubts had been expressed about the genuine-
ness of the head. Indeed, it seemed to b», taken for

granted, on all hands, that it was exactly what it wa«
represented to be.

Loudon was reached.

Banners waved, crowds gathered, gnna were fired in

honour of the arrival of the comsiander-in-chief.
The news of the victoiy had, of course, preceded them,

and preparations for their reception had been made upon
a gi'ond scale.

Uick Turpin, however, was fearful that some curioua

eye should single him oat from among the throng and
recognise him.
He did not forget that a very large reward was offered

for his apprehension.
Therefore, upon nearing the suburbs, he ctmtrived, in

spite of the opposition of Major Nicholson, to obtain
permission from the duke to leave the ranks.

The conditions under which this leave of absence wa«
granted were these

—

The head was to be left in the duke's custody.

turpin was to be at St. James's Palace without fail

at nightfall, when the head would be presented to him.
To these conditions Dick at ouce agreed, and faitb-

faUy promised to comply with them.
He then separated himself from the troops, and at a

hand-gallop made his way into London.
After carefully thinking the maiter over, he considered

that his best place of refuge, and where his priceless mare.
Black Bess, would be safest, was the " White Horse" in

Lrury-lane.
Old Matthew, he knew, would be able to furnish hiso

with the fullest information.

He had, moreover, many contrivances for batfling the
officers, should they by any chance get scent of him.

It was not without some degree of trepidation, how-
ever, that he made his way in broa/' daylight into the

heart of London.
He shaped his course to Bloomsbery-fields, at that tima

Sere, of coarse, few people were met wtth.
Passing Montagne-house, on the site of which the

Britisli Museum nowstanda, h7.?f»«able to goinadireo*
liiiH to the top of Drnry Lane.
Down that anaavoury thoronghT&re, then, he passed,

but wheu he reached the corner of Prince's Street he
paused.

I

It will hardly do, he n uttered, " for me to be seea

I

riding ap to t&e door of ti a ' White Hocaa ' in bzoaa
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daylight. 1 shall surely be §een, and my preaence com-
WGiit^d upon by some one. No, I will go the back way,"

With these words on his lips, he tnmed the coi-Tior of
Prince's-street, and, after going ft little way, took *g*n
the first turning on hie right, now wiled Stanhope-Btsect.

It was at the be«k of, and parallel to, Dmry-Jano, and
White Horse-yard—the name of th* passage at the aide

of old Matthew's dwelling—connectod the two.

The place is hardly wide enough to adnuH a. atan ««
borseback, but Dick had been before.

In a moment or two more, the strange littls dowr iir tee
wall—the secret of wiich was known only to a few—was
reached.
Then he pressed upon the hidden spring and waited.

Before his summons was responded to, he had alighted

and stood with his mare's bridle over hia arm.
Silently the door swung open.
There stood old Matthew on the threshold.

At the first glance, be did not recognise Turpin, so

greatly bad his looks altered during the campaign.
But Turpin seized his hand, and, pressing it warmly,

spoke.
The worthy landlord knew the voice.

That had not changed.
" Why, Dick ? " he said, in the enthusiasm of the mo-

ment, almost crushing the highwayman's hand between
his huge palms, " that is never you, surely. I had given
op all thoughts of ever seeing you a^ain.'
" Yet here I am," replied Turpm, " safe and sound,

and what is quite as much, if not more, here is Black
. Bess, safe and sound too."

" So she is ; but don't stand there, Diek—come ki,

come in ! I've such news to tell you. Wliere have yon
been all this long time ? Come in, come !

"

The worthy old landlord bustled about as quickly as his

portly old form would let him.
The secret door was opened to its fnll extent.
" Be quick, Dick," he cried ; " I don't want any mi-

friendly eye to see me."
" All ri^ht, Matthew, here we are."

Dick, as be spoke, led his mare into the little square
vard which has already been described in the earlier por-
don of this history, and then the landloi-d rapidly shut
and carefully fastened the door.
" Now Diek, lad, where have you been P Come, tell

as, and I will tell you afterwards aU that I know. And
*7here's Tom King, and how is he, and what has become
of Claude Duval and Sixteen-String Jack, and ? "

" Stop—stop ! " cried Dick, with a laugh. " How do
Ifou think I am going to answer any of your questions, if

you keep on at that rate ?
"

" I forgot, my lad ; bat you see thare is so much I

want to know."
" I don't doubt that, but, Matthew, my friend, let us

first attend to bonny Black Bess, here. Lead the way to

the stables, and when I have seen her safely disposed of,

we will go indoors and have a glass together, while we
talk over the past."
" Bravo! Dick, so I will. Yon're one of the right sort,

you are, and know how to behave to a good horse when
you've got one. It waa always the same. The mare first

and yourself afterwards."
" So it ought to be."
" As you say, so it ought to be. Now, Dick, fcHsw me.

I've cot the door undone at last. Come along."
Ola Matthew threw open a door aa he spoke, and led

iiie wa V along a passage, from which came the unmiitake-
able odtmr of stables.

At the extremity of this passage was another door,
which le«.l into the stables themselves.

It was not the first time that Di«k had seen them, and
even Black Bess seemed to recollect, lOr she walked direct

to the stal 1 which she usually occupied.
Old Ma-tthew supplied her plentifully with com,

(km ti**ft jd down her stall with a quantity of freuh

straw.
This done, be would insist upon the highwayman ac-

companying him without delay into the little bar-

parlour, where none but privileged guests were admitted.

On the present o^iwsion, in order not. to be dicturbed,

lt« locked the door.

iTroEi a little cnpboara Ae produced two or three bottles

•caciuung wiues end spirits of a ohoioar qaality than any
^oeeu. ware vended in Loudon.

These they sat dow n by the fireside to discuss,
Matthew, however, Sfmly and flatly refused to an/mcK

any questions, or impaat any information, until Dick had
satisfied his curiosity by telling him all that had taken
place since their last parting.
To do this, Dick had to go back to tk« execution ;if Tom

King—M attempted execution, rather.

Bet^ning, then, with his resc^ie, he as briefly as he
oocld, consistently with clearness, narrated to the land-
lord tie principal events that had taken place, ending, of
course, by his presence where he was at that moment.
To the whole of the extraordinary narration old Mat-

*ew listened, with bis eyes wide open with astonishment.
Kut, a,bove aU, was he astounded at the bold and daring

plan which had hitherto been carried out so successfully
of parsing ofi' a spurious head for that of the young prince.
When he learned, however, that on that very night,

Turpin was going to consummate it by presenting him-
self before the king, and demanding the reward, he grew
alarmed and tried to dissuaci him from it.

The risk was immense.
But Dick was deaf to all his persuasions.
" It is no good for you to say a word, Matthew—not a

bit. I have resolved upon it, and you know when I once
take a thing into my head there is no turning me ! Now,
will you listen to me a moment."

" What is it ?
"

"Will you listen?"
" To be sure I will."
" Yerj weU, then. I have told you all that has taken

placa without hearing a word from you."
" I know you have."
" Then before anything more is said, you muat toll me

what has happened during my absence."
"Well?"
" Do you hear anything of the officers ?

*

Matthew smiled significantly.
" They drop in now and then."
" Still at the same game, eh ?

"

" Oh ! yes. But if you want to know if tbey have be«B
for you, they hav'nt. Wriggles—you know Wriggl«>8p "

" Of course."
" Well, then, he gave me the most trouble."
"DidheP"
"Yes."
" How was that P

"

" He got the idea into hia head that you were conctLJcd
here somewhere, and he searched the old place from : c^
to bottom."
"Did he?"
" Yes, and even then he was not convinced, but set mo!>

to watch, and made no end of fuss."
" All to no good ?"
" All to no good !

"

" Capital; and lately there have been no inquiries ?
"

" No. I began to grow afraid that you had departed
this life, but I see here you are safe and sound."
" Yes ; and now there is another point I want to b<^

satisfied upon."
" Wbat is it ?

"

" Am I much altered P
"^

" Very much."
" Then you think I am not in uuch danger of being

recognised."
" I don't know. You are almost forgotten already, 1 d:

think ! Such a long time has passed since you did nay
business. People now are not so afraid of taking a
journey at night as they used to be."

" So much the better, then. I will soon let them kno-sr

that Dick Turpin is alive ! But come, Matthew, lend mf
your assistance. It is growing dusk, now, and I must hf
at the palace at dark."
Matthew shook his head.
" I »bould never run the risk , Dick, if I was yoo."

CHAPTER CCXXli.
WHEM TOO LATE, DICK TUkPIN FIND« IT WOULD IliVi
BEEN BETTER TO HAVE TAKEN OLD MAlTHEW's ADVICE,
AND THAT THEEK IS 81JC/1 A THING AS CAEUYINO A JOKB
TOO FAE.

It is night.

St. James's .street and Pall-mall wo a sceuu o.' tlie

greatest possible confusion.
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[the SENTINEL MAKES AN ABORTIVE EFFORT TO PREVENT DICK TURPIN's ESCAPE.]

These two streets, and many other subordinate ones,
are choked up with numberless vehicles of every descrip-
tion, while the footpaths are thronged with hundreds of
pedestrian spectators.
The front of the substantial-looking old palace, which

has of late fallen into comparative disuse, was brilliantly
illurainated.

At least our ancestors thought eo, but then they never
dreamed even of the invention of so wonderful an agent as

AH over the city, too, and especially in the more aristo-
cratic portions of 't, the windows were lighted up from
cellar to roof.

Not only was this done by the upholders of the house
of Hanover, who were just then in the ascendant, but also
by many of those who were attached to the fortunes of
the exiled and vanquished Stuarts, who wished to avoid
popular ill-usage.

The assembled crowd, of course, was densest just
wliere the carriages stopped to deposit their contents, who

had to make their way across the pavement to the en-
trance.

Occasionally a loud hurrah or a bitter groan would arise
as some popular or unpopular pex-sonage alighted and
crossed into the palace.

As may be supposed, the Duke of Cumberland was just
at that present moment the popular idol.

Accordingly, when his carriage drew up with a jerk, a

stentorian cheer which made the whole xalace ring again
issued from a thousand throats.
The commander-in-chief paused a moment to return

these acknowledgments by bowing deeply, and then
vanished into the recesses of the building.

Within, the palace was one scene of dazzling splendour.
The whole of the aristocracy of tli,e kingdom were

present, in order to receive the victorious duke in a manner
which they deemed worthy of him.
Dick Turpin—who, it must be borne in mind, was knovu

to the duke and his officers as Mr. John Palmer—waa
pi-esent.

No. 42. Peice One Fj\it?eknt.
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He tept & watchfol eye npon the behaviour of ^hoe»

• learest to him, and demeaned himself accordingly.
One by one the assemblage made their obpisanc* to

their sovereign, and then the duke had several flattering
compliments passed upon him for the manner in which he

« ^^.,^ ^^^^^^ ^, v,ixiUDwu uo,iua«o, witju wuijuiuu 13^4 conducted the campaign, and the promptituue with
fringe and tassels, hung befere the entrance of it in lien

j

'•fhich he had crushed out this forntiidable rebellion.
It was then that the death of the Young Pretender was

He was dressed in a Btyle befitting the occasion, bat tu
etrove, as much as possible, to elude observatiom

In this he, to a very great extent, succeeded, for, ob-
*rrviBg a Utile ante-chamber, which was fitted up lie a
refreshment-room, he entered it at once.

massive curtain of crimson damask, with bullion

of a door,

The room was quite vacant when he entered it, so, "^ore particularly spoken of.

choosing the least conspicuous seat he could, he sat him>
self down upon it, and waited patiently.

The hum of voices from the large outer anartmen^ now
reached his ears very faintly indeed.
" What's to be the end of this desperate adventure ?

he asked himself, musingly. " Am I to meet with the
same success that I have done hitherto? As Old
Matthew rightly enough says, it is a fearful risk; but
never mind, Dick Turpin never was the man to relinc|uish
what he had taken in hand on account of any perils or
difficulties that might present themselves."
He was silent for a minute or two, for a londer noise

than usual came from the saloon.

But, whatever might have been the cause of it, it was
quickly over.

" 1 ought to arrange a retreat," he added, "in case I
should be discovered. That will only be acting like a
skilful general when leading his forces into the field. It
will be my best course to set about that at once."
With this conviction on his mind, he rose, and, crossing

the refreshment room, pushed aside the crimson curtain,
and entered the saloon.

It was much fiiller than it was when he had left it, and
therefore he had all the better chance of doing what be
wished to do unperoeived.

Gradually, then, he paced round the room.
He came at lengih to the doors, tiirough whjah fresh

guests came streaming in.

A crowd of menials were ahout it.

He shook his head and passed on.
No, no," he said ;

" if the worst comes to the worst,
have to make a flying retreat from this gorgeousind

apartment, I shall stand no chance of getting free if I try
to pass there."

The windovsTB of this room were all upon one side
of it.

They were email, like aD the wif^cws in the aid palace,
but they were many in number.
Without exception, they were all ccmp<>ad of littis

diamond-hke panes, set in a framework oi' lead.

Some of these little panes were r^f 'jta'ticd gla^s, and «g
placed as to form curious device*.
Dick strove to look through several <rf tnese windows,

in order to see what kind of place it was into r-hich thoy
looked, but he was each time unsuccessful.

Having, in a short time, made himself perfectly familiar
with the different bearings of ihe room, he felt himself
more at his ease.
Just at this moment, however, some one touch«jd him

lightly on the arm.
Dick turned Uke lightning, and then saw it was one of

the duke's personal attendants.
This individual did not speak, but merely beckoned

with his finger tips for Turpin to accompany him.
This the highwayman did not hesitate to do.
In a few seconds he reached the duke's side, who made

a motion for him to remain where he was.
Then, before he had time to look around him, even to

see by what persons he was encompassed, some large
folding-doors at the further extremity of the saloon were
thrown open, disclosing another apartment of similar ap-
pearance beyond it.

Towards this, tnen, all Dent tbeir course.
Upon a nearer approach, Dick saw that this was where

the king intended to receive his guests.
He was seated in a massive high-backed arm-chair,

which was placed npon a dais.

Upon his fat and vacant-looking face appeared a smile
of complacent satisfaction.

It was the first time Dick had ever breathed the
ttmosphere of royalty, and so, as a matter of course, it
oppressed him.
lu what way to comport himself he knew not
But vet he dul not acuear awkward.

Now Turpin felt that his time was coming.
He con Id not conti-ol a slight beating at bis heart.
The ghastly and terrible-looking head had been pre-

served from the ravages of decay by having been kept
in spirits erf wine during the march from Edinburgh to
London.
Now, however, it had been carefully dried, in order

that the king might gratify his curiosity by looking
at it.

After that, it had been agreed it should be stuck upon
a pike over Temple-bar.
The large, or rather immense reward which had been

offered for this object, made every one present regard
Turpin with the utmost interest and attention when he
stood forward, by the duke's command, to assert his claim
to it.

Now was the critical moment.
Was this audacious imposition to be successful ?

Was the Young Pretender, after all, d.^stiaed to Lave
the laugh against his enemies ?

We shall see.

Scarcely had Tnrpin t&kea the head m his band, and
standing before the king, commenced the recital of how
he came to be in possession of it, than a strange hubbub
arose.

The courtly guests looked about them with dismay.
An angry look came over the king's face.

But, despite of this, the hubbub increased, and came

Probably only one person there present could give a
g^sess as to what it meant.
And that was Dick Turpin, whose eyes had suddenly

encountered the gaze of Major Nicholson.
Upon the face of this individual was an expression of

triumph.
Simultaneously with his observing this circumstance, a

chsir, which came from no one knew whither, was pushed
forward.

Then a man, in a state of frantic excitement, which
blinded him to all notions of etiquette, sprang into it.

Thia indi^qidual^ ap<»> whom the glance of all centred,

was short and thin>,

He was attired as a police-officer.

As if still further to show his authority, he held up at
fall length in his right hand a littie sii^with a gilt crown
to it, such, indeed, as was carried by constables as an
emblem of authority.

" Seize him !
" he cried. " Murder ! It's all a sham

!

The Pretender's alive, and has escaped! That is Dick
Turpin, the highwayman ! Seize him ! Down with him

'

A thousand pounds reward ! Murder !

"

To paint the effect which these few words prodtieed

npon tie guests in the saloon, is quite out of our power.
While he uttered the feret few sentences, a dead silence

ensued.
Bat, duit only lasted while they were dominated by

surprise.

It was succeeded by a kind of roar, which quickly rost

into a shout.

A rush was made in the direction where Turpin stood.

The chair upon which the ofiBcer stood was overturned

He was thrown to the ground before he could complet*

his ^jacnlatory dsnasoiaticn.

But he was quickly up again.

CHAPTER CCXXX.
DICK TUKPIN IS FORCED TO FLY THBOWCH THE FALACS

FOR HIS LIFE.

The king started to his feet.

Swords were drawn.
Fierce cries uttered.

It may seem strange, but we are not afraio to say that
the highwayman, who assuredly was in the greatest
dantrer. was the Ernest and most Mlf-poBsesaod nf all.
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^
It arose in a great measure from the fact that he anti-

cipated the catastrophe.
But 80 suddenly had the officer sprang up upon the

chair, and so rapidly had he spoken, that it was not until

he was fairy overturned that Dick tried to fly.

His position was desperate.

He was surrounded.
Hemmed in on all sides.

His first impulse was to get rid of the head, whicls liad

now become merely an incumbrance to him.
Swinging it once round his head, he flung it «s!» ttte

fece of his foes.

Then, with the quickness of thought, he dpnf luo «-s^ord

from its sheath.

It was not the trusty broa<Lj«rotd he w^a aooskatun^eu to

use, but a rapier.

He glared about him.
To get to the windows wao impossible.

The crowd of excited guests was between him and
them, and to attempt to force a passage through so com-
pact a body could only result in hia own death or cap-

tare.

Some other outlet to the roem must be found.

There were but two others.

One was the large folding doors leading into the outer
saloon.

The other a small private door leading to the state

apartments, through which the king had come.
To this Dick at once resolved to make his way.
He reached it at a bound.
A couple of yeomen of the guard stood on duty beside

it, and, upon seeing him approach, they presented their

long halberts at his breast.

But, with a blow from both arms, he dashed these
aside.

Ere they could recover their cumbroue weapons, he
gained the door.

He did not attempt to unfasten it, but flung himself
with all his force against it.

There was a crash.

The door gave way.
A yell from the rear echoed the performance of this

feat.

Dick stumbled when the door gave way, and almost
fell.

Luckily, however, he preserved his footing.

A quarter of the force he used would have been suffi-

cient.

Not stopping, however, he looked anxiously around to

«ee what kind of place he was in.

It was a long and dimly-lighted corridor, from which
opened a number of doors.

Willingly enough would he have tried to take shelter in

one or other of the rooms into which they led, but his

pursuers were too close upon hia heels for such a maufjeuvre
to be successful.

The confusion and excitement in the saloons were ter-

rific.

The scene altogether had been too much for the royal

nerves, so the king had sunk down in a swoon after

springing to his feet.

SeveraJ rushed forward to his assistance, vociferating
loudly

But by far the greater number hastened t» pursue the
aodacious highwayman.

Foremost among these were Major Nicholson and the
police-officer.

But Dick had got a start, though not much of a one,
and did not allow himself to be frightened by the noise
his pursuers made.
At the end of the corridor was another d«x>r.

It was ajar.

To dart through it was the work of a moniCB\
He noticed, too, that the fastenings wer» ojo **~ lan*^

eide.

He slammed the door to at once.
Then turned the key, which happened to be in the lock.

Then shot two brass bolts into their sockets.
Frail as the door was, and little strength as would be

required to force it from its hinges, yet it answered one
good purpose.

It enabled Dick to get out of sight of hia pursuers.
Turning round, he found himsell' in a small ante-room,

•r vestibule.

an open door, leading into a larger apart-Opposite
ment.
Two steps brought him to it.

As he put his hand upon the knob to close this second
door, his pursuers arrived at the first.

Some heavy blows were struck.

What followed next he did not «tay to see, but closed

this second door.

From afar oflf he could hear various sounds, which
showed that the alarm was spreading, and would soon
become general.

A bell was tolling furiously.

The kettledrums of the soldiers on duty at the palace

sent forth their deafening notes.
" This is a serious aSair," said Dick. " It strikes me,

unless I find some way out of the palace, and that very

quickly, I shall be captured."
He was now in a large and magnificently-furnished

room.
It was illuminated by a chandelier, carrying some hun-

dreds of wax candles.

Now, however, only two or three of these were lighted,

so that the gloom was only partially dispelled.

Dick took this in at a glance, for, of course, he did not
stay to make any examination.

It was vacant.

There was then a loud crash.

The first door had given way,
A moment.
And then his foes were at the second, and, by the

vigorous manner in which they attacked it, Dick saw i
^'

would not hold up two minutes.
Running, therefore, the full length of this apartmei.

he passed mto another.
Beyond this was another.
In fact, he was in one of those long suites of rooms of

which there are so many in St. James's Palace.

He had no resource but to keep on, for his pursuers
pressed so closely after him.
Every door, however, through which he passed, he

festened as well as his haste would permit.
Having at length gained a little upon them, he stopped

and drew aside one of the curtains before the windows.
This he found was an injudicious action.

He could just see very dimly what was beyond.
The window looked into an open paved court, which

was thronged with people in a state of the greatest possible

excitement.
From the loud cry which arose as soon as he drew back

the curtain, he felt sure he must have been seen, and that

he had given his enemies a clue to his whereabouts.
To have attempted escape from that window would have

been madness.
Probably the time that he paused to draw aside the

curtain and look out did not amount to a minute, but yet

it enabled his pursuers to gain the door of the room in

which he was.
They were expeditious.

There was a reason for this, but Turpin did not know it.

They had provided themselves with efficient instru-

ments, by which they were able to demolish the doors
almost as fast as Dick could fasten them.
He had no resource but to continue his flight through

the suite of rooms.
These must come to an end some time, though they

really seemed interminable.

Surely never before that night, and never since, had
there been such a racket and confusion as there was then.

In a few moments, however—after, indeed, passing:

through two more rooms—the end was reached, and Dick
emerged into another corridor, n»nning at right angles to

the course he had been taking.

The last door, however, he could not fasten, for the
bolts and lock were upon the inner side.

Looking right and left down this corridor, for it

stretched equally in both directions, he could see no one.
" I will turn to the left," he said. " Perhaps a Utile

further on I shall come to a staircase, down which to

force my way."
With these words in his mind, rather than upon his lipfc,

Dick Turpin ran along the corridor, in the direction he

had named.
Ere he had proceeded many yards, however, loud shouts,

the clashing of weapons, and the hurried trampling of feet
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behind him, gave notice that hie ponaers onoe more had
him in fall view.

Still Tnrpin ran on.

He was afraid ^ stop and make the attempt to gain one
of the many apartments which opened to the right and
left of him, lest it should enable them to gain too much
upon him.

It was a strange race.

With unabated speed, however, the highwayman kept

on.
The long, 1"™ corridor was only dimly lighted by a few

oil lamps, placec OJ the hands of statues at long intervals.

To a certain extent, this was an inconvenience, but it

advantaged him in this way.
Those in pursuit could not see him so easily as they

would otherwise have done.
And now, in the distance, Dick fancies he can discern

the termination of the long passage.

Perhaps there was the much wished for staircase.

Bu', if so, he was destined never to reach it.

V: esh sounds suddenly greet his ears.

They come from before him.
Another moment, and he sees the flashing of lights, the

murmur of voices, the rush of feet.

A cry of triumph comes from those in the rear, who
press onward with greater eagerness.

It is echoed by a groan from the highwayman, as, thus
placed between two parties, he comes to a halt.

To go on would only be to throw himself into their

grasp.
What is to be done ?

To stand still is to be captured.
There is no hope of being able to force a passage

through either those in advance or those iu the rear.

Their numbers are too great, and they are too weU
armed.

CHAPTER CCXXXI.
OrCK TUEPIN ESCAPES FROM THE PALACE, BUT 18 MADE

PEISONEE BY A SENTINEL.

Despairingly, Dick Turpin, the bold highwayman, turned
his eyes around him.
He dashes the heavy drops of perspiration from his

face, which, trickling down from his forehead, obscure
his vision.

His drawn sword is in his hands, and, for a second, it

looks as though he was going to turn at bay, and fight his

numerous foes.

But that idea is too preposterous to hold place in his

mind.
A door was near him.
He did not know it might, if he passed through it, so

far from aiding his escape, ensure his capture.

But the risk must be run.

His foes are close upon him;
He hears their swords clash.

He hears them cry to him to surrender.

Unheeding them, however, he grasped the handle of

the door, and tried to enter.

Alas

!

The door was fast upon the inner side.

A firm, heavy door it seemed.
Could he force it ?

He knew that if he stayed where he then was, before

hifl heart could pulsate thirty times his foes would be
upon him.
He drew back to the opposite side of the corridor.

As he did so, there was the sharp report of a pistol.

He staggered.

No doubt he would have been shot at earlier, but none
of those in chase were provided with firearms with the
exception of the police-officer.

He bad only one, and he reserved that until he could
almost make certain of his aim.
Dick was hit.

But only slightly.

Although he staggered, he did not pause.

He rushed across the coriidor, and fliuig himself witli

might and main.
It cracked.
It gave way.
He could not stop kj»»ilf, but fell heavily with it to the

frfor.

Before his mind, however, was so palpable an idea of
his danger, that he was on his feet again instantly.

But his foes were on the thieshold.
" Surrender !

" they cried. " Surrender, and your lifa

will be spared. Surrender I It is impossible for you to

escape."
" Never ! " shouted Dick, hoarsely. " Never I

"

The room into which he had just made his way, wa3
almost in total darkness.

From the surrounding obscurlly,^ however, he could
just distinguish the outlines of the window.

Many of his pursuers had provided themselves with
lights, but those who carried them were in the rear.

They did not wait for these to come up with them, but
dashed into the chamber, crying out for Dick to surrender.

But this was a thing Dick Turpin determined never to

do with life.

There was the window.
He knew not how high it might bo from the ground.
He knew not what sort of a place there might be

beyond.
But he knew it was the open air, because he could just

distinguish the night sky.

Therefore, with the one word of " Never !
" upon bis

lips, he made a tenifio spiring forward.

He concentrated in it the whole of his remaining
energies.

He mounted on the broad window-sill.

Then flung himself, head-foremost, through the case-

ment.
There was a tremendous crash of broken glass.

A wild cry from 'he king's guests, who were amaeed at

the boldness of this desperate feat.

Just then, those with the lights arrived upon the thres-

hold.

A general rish was made to the window, from which
came a strong current of cold air, that threatened to

extinguish the lights.

All that could be seen, however, was a large hole in the
very centre of the casement.

Fi-amework and glass had both disappeared.

For a moment all stood still with astonishment, but, re-

covering themselves, they ran out of the room.
" This way—this way !

" some one had cried. " He has
leaped into the garden, and cannot escape. This way wiU
take you to it. We shall find him lying lamed upon «ie

pround, for the fall is enough to kill him. This way, all

!

We have him safe enough now."
But in this they were disappointed.

The communication between the eye and the brain is

instantaneous.

When Dick had jumped on to the window-sill, and
sprang through the casement, he caught a glimpse of the

tops of some trees waving near him.
This at once made him aware that he was a considerable

distance from the ground.
And also that ground would be of a soft character.

Had it been otherwise, however, he could not have
halted.

He plunged through the window.
The mere weight of his body would have been sufficient

to have shattered it to atoms.
He held his breath as he fell.

Then, with a sudden shock, he reached the ground.

But, fortunately for him, he happened to alight upon a

bed of soft mould.
He fell, too, on his hands and kneeb.

For full three moments, though, he was deprived of con-

Although the alarm appeared to be so general, there

was no one at all about this spot.

Had there been, his capture would have been certain,

for he oould not have raised a hand to defend himself.

His senses soon returned to him.

Before he ventured to stir, he listened.

Various sounds indicative of alarm, and such as he had
previously heard, still reached his ears, but they did not

seem to be particularly near that spot.

When he took the leap, it was only with the idea of

escaping immediate capture, but now the hope of being

able to get clear ofi" began to fill his mind.
But clearly there was no time to lose.

I He strugtfled to his feet.
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He wft? bruised ap4 shaken, bat no bonea h&il bees

'

tooken.
IHe was la pain—great pais—and his left aakte>i|*ibst I

«eemed ont of place. [

Ricked ia the coUoqnial wora for it.
j

This, he was aware, womd soon pass off. 1

He glanced round nim, in order to take in bia coiMotk
{

The garden into 'vhiah he had fallen seemed to be of
'j

*ery great extent.

Behind him wv^ the palsse.

Before him, sharply defined adjust the ni^fht dcy, was
A wall.

What was on the other side of that wall t

He looked around him onoe more.
It must be St. James's Park.
Gould he once get into that large indosure, surely he

should stand a chsuooe of baffling those who were in chase
of him.

In a moment, then, now that he had resolred upon a
particular course of aotioa, he hastened to the garden wall.

It was, he found upon nearing it, only a little mors ^S«a
six feet in height.
To scale it, therefore, would not be a matter cf mucn

difficulty.

He raised his arms, in order to pull himself up, but a
«udden pain forced him to drop them again.

In his fall, he had almost forgotten the wound he had
receir<*4 from the pi^ol of the police-officer while m the
corri^i

But ^ pw he was disagreeably made sensible of it.

Th« >ullet had struck him in the top part of his

ahoulds*, near its junction with the neck.
He rapidly put up his hand to ascertain the extent of

the injury.

It was slight.

There was, though, what most would have ofins;'''>;-^G r

serious and ugly gash.
The pain he felt arose, more than anything, from s por-

tion of his ap^rel having stuck in it, and now that bleed-
ing began again, he felt scarcely anything of it.

Once more, tli en, he placed his hands upon the edge of
be wall, and, bj the muscular force contained in his arms,
bew himself up until his breast was on a level with it.

m::,ke their

To get his legs up was easy enc
And now those who had left the chamber

way into the garden, arrived.

Their numbers had considerably augmented, and they
kad, moreover, provided themselves with torches, which
threw a radd]^ light around.
They perceived Dick almost instantly, before he could

lower lumself from the wall, and they made a rush in his
direction.

But, ere they could accomplish more than half the dis-

"ance, Dick hw des:ended.
Only to faU iito a fresh peril.

Directly hid feet touched the ground, he felt something
.-ard pressed against his body, and a voice cried

—

" Stand, or you are a dead man ! If you attempt to
"waj I fire

!

"

h was a soldier who spoke.
tijsk could distinguish his form, for his eyes had grown

^I'jtomed to the darkness.
II 3 was one of the sentinels who were deputed to Eeep
itsh round the royal residence.
The hard object which was presswd against Dick's

weast, was the muzzle of his musket.
He had seen him on the wall, and, as hs thoogat. *i»d i

Um secure.
1.

But he Uttle knew the man he had to deal with.
When any one feels that his life deiio.nds upon his

ictions, it is wonderful how much more c»n he done th«vn
«ider less pressing circumstances.
Had some triflmg punishment only been lis: result

w.nch followed his oapture, Dick would than and tik^^ie
\

have surrendered.
But he was well aware that, shouid he oiei» M Iftken

©risone?, his life oould oe the penalty

OEaPTER CCXXXIl..
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Umk touch opon tht trigger of that muelcet, and Iftck i

Tun>'* i»o»ld have b*en a d«»»d man.

But that touch was not destined to be piven.

It was a hazardous experiment, but, with the swiftne«

of Uiought, Dick seized the barrel of the gui> "id turned

it aside.

He was only just in time.

The sentinel had seen the movemont, anu prepared to

fin.

The highwayman was quickest.

Had a person stood there, however, and beeii a spectator

ai the a&ir, he would have declared that Dick seized the
muzile and the soldier drew the trigger at precisely the

same moment.
In reality this was not so.

A space of time—certainly infinitesimal—intervened,

and it was during this period that Dick turned it aside.

The bullet flattened itself against the wall within a foot

of him.
llie recoil of the weapon made it for a moment unsteady

in the sentry's grasp.

Dick was prepared for this, and took advantage of it to

wrest the musket from his grasp.

Then, still holding it by the barrel, but shifting one
hand further along it, he swung it with great swiftness

round his head, aiming a terrific blow at his opponent as

he did so.

But the man knew what was coming, and drew back to

avoid the stroke.

He did not go far enough.
The butt of the gun, instead of reachiiig his head, as

the highwaynmn intended, alighted on his shoulder.

But, such was the vigour of the blow, that, with a yeU
of pain, he sank to the ground.

Dick's blood was up, and well it might be, taking all

circumstances into consideration, and he did what he would
not in a moment of less excitement have thought of doing.

He struck the man again.

This time he fell lue an inanimate body upon the
ground.
The struggle was a very brief one, but when Dick

looked round, he found his enemies were very close upo»
him.
A small door in the garden-wall, which he had not pre-

viously noticed, was thrown open, and the disorderly

throng, worked up to a pitch of the greatest possible

excitement, poured forth.

They were this time in greater numbers than ever.

He turned and fled.

The musket, which had once already rendered him such
good service, he would not abandon.

It was unloaded, but, used like a club, it would be a very
effective weapon at cloce quarters.

As he crossed that open space in the park, known ever

since the reign of Charles II. as " the Mall," he heard
the loud clear tones of a bugle rise on the night air.

Yfhat this meant, he knew not, but scarcely had the
echoes died away, than its notes were taken up by another
in the distance.

It seemed to be at the Horse Guards.
It was a signal of some sort or other, for it was taken up.

by another, this time in another direction.

For a brief space Dick was at a loss to tibink what this

signified, and then he muttered

—

" 1 have it. I know now. Confound it, my troubles

are not half over. They have communicated with the
soldiers at the difierent gates, who will now refuse to let

any one ^ass ont."

Dick hit exactly upon the real state of the case.

There were then, as now, several gates by which Ft.

James's Park could be left or entered.

At each of these gates were posted soldiers as sentinek.

The bugle call was understood by them as a comma/'^
to close tho gates and allow no one to pass out.

Disk Tv^in was in a cage—a large one, it is true, bue,

oevertheless, it was a cage, and one in which he stood a
good chance of being caught, unless luck bcfrier.ded him
m some extraordinary and unlocked for mannei.
The park was dark, and the many trees t>ift« crew in it

threw deep shadows all around.
For him to keep out o? the way of tl.^^ who were po

t«ing him with Ughts was no difficult matter, because

tboir exact position was always known to him.
But with them the case was quite altered.

The torches only made the dsxkneee appear d&tbai^maJL

Xijxfvsed their eres<
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Unless just within the sphere of their rays, Dick could

not be seen.

The only thin;^ tiiat could guide them was the gound of

his fodtsieps.

All bad paused, as if actuated by one impulse, when
thoy '"•inie to the sentinel, who lay upon the ground with

eviTv appearauce of death.

This gave Dick a slight advantage, and he availed him-

ncil of it.

.Vftercrtissiiig the Mall, he came to the tall iron palings

vliicb siirvound the green inclosure in which the piece of

ornamental water is situated.

He bud some trouble in climbing over these, for he had
no place upon which he could rest his feet.

But he overcame the obstacle.

The Mall was hard and dry, so that no trace of his foot-

steps could be seen.

But in the inclosure it was soft.

He went onwards, however, until he came to a gravel

path, changing his course a dozen times as he found his

foes were on his track.

One (rf these gravel paths brought him out at the very

verge of the piece of water.

The clumsy iron suspension-bride which now connects

the opposite shores of this pretty lake, and takes off all its

beauty, is of modem construction.

At the time of which we are writing there was no such

contrivance.
" What shall I do ? " asked Dick of himself, aa he stood

breathless and exhausted at the brink of the still waters,

and fixing his eyes upon his pursuers as he spoke. " What
ahaU I do ?

"

A dreadful sensation of weakness came over him.

He felt as though he should fall to the ground.

But, by a strong mental effort, he recovered himself.
" It is my wound," he said ; "and yet it seems to have

bled scarcely any. How is it ?
"

He put his hand upon it, and found his clothes all round
about sopping wet.

It had bled more profusely than he imagined, and the

crimson fluid had been absorbed by his apparel.
" I must stop this," he muttered, " or, in a little while

I shall fall helpless into their hands. I must be quick,

too."

While speaking, he pulled off his cravat.

He tore it into halves.

One he soaked in the cold clear water at his feet,

and then bound as tightly as he could over the wound.
The other he lilcewise soaked, and tied tightly around

his ankle, which pained him excessively.

While doing this he was all the time careful to keep an

ej'e upon the movements of those who were in pursuit of

him.
They had wandered off into quite another direction to

tljat in which he was.
Doubtless they had been misled by some accidental

sound, which they took to be indicative of his presence.

This just afforded him breathing time.

Though, in comparison with some ot the other pai-ks,

St. James's is not a very large place, yet it extends over

a good-sized piece of ground, and it can easily be imagined
how Turpin managed to elude them.
But that would only be at night.

They had only to keep the guard at the gates, and
when the morning came, he would be seen and hunted
down easily.
" What shall I do ? " asked Dick again. " I think I

will cross the water. I shall at least have an obstads
between them which they will not cross in a moment."

This was true.

To have skirted the lake, however, would have taken
him some time. «
He was an excellent smmmer.
Therefore, without hesitation, he committodi hiinseif *•«

tlie water, taking the utmost care not '.o make a spl&fih

tb.-it would betray his whereabouts.

It did not require many long, vigorous strokes to carry

liim to the opposite bank.
The imm ion, however, did him good.

It cooled his heated body, and allayed the smarting of

lis wound.
Tl seemed to clear iiis brain, too, for when he stood up

again on the shore, and shook as well as he could the
ifiouiture from his clothing, he exnerienced, not only a

fresh accession of energy, but a new idea darted into hii>

mind.
" The haunted house," he said. " Thf haunted house.

Why did I not recollect that before, and make my way
for it at once ? Never mind, it is not now too late. The
haunted house in the Birdcage-walk will afford mo i\

secure refuge, provided I can gain the shelter of its roof

unobserved."
He ran forward as he spoke, and cleared the palings

dividing the inclosure from the road he had named, and
which extends from Bridge-street, Westminster, to

Buckingham Palace.

Along one side of this road—for such it is, though
calleJ somewhat strangely Bix-dcage-walk—is a row of
substantially -built palatial-looking residences.

A hundred and twenty years ago, however, it was a

much more fashionable place of residence than it is now

.

It was one of these dwellings to which Turpin alluded.

He could remember bow for years back it had been shut
up and allowed to go to ruin.

From time to time some adventurous person, tempted
by the lowness of the rent, had taken up his residence
there.

But their tenancy was never of long duration.

At last it came to be looked upon as unfit for humau
habitation.

It was this which first depreciated the value of the
other houses contiguous to it, and they have never re-

covered their former status of respectability.

Strange stories had at one period been current about a

horrible murder that had been committed there, but, in

the lapse of time, the particulars had almost been forgotten,

though the house stood there—a deserted ruin, as a per-

petual memento of it.

CHAPTER CCXXXIII.

DICK TUIIVIN TAKES REFUGE IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE
IN B1RDCAGE-WAI,K.

By this time the reader of this history ought to know
Dick Turpin well enough to be aware that be was not the
sort of man to have any dread of ghosts and spectres.

He feared no man living, and it was not likely he should
fear one dead.

He set the whole story of the house being haunted to

some ridiculous tale or other.

Whether he was right or not, we shall very quickly see.

He looked up and down the broad road, as well as the
darkness would permit him.
No one was in sight.

Then he looked back in the direction he had just come.
Those who had so pertinaciously followed him, had

penetrated the inclosure, and were standing on the bank
of the lake, as nearly as possible at the spot where he had
plunged into it.

Perhaps they had managed, in some way, to get upon
hi a track.

He could see the reflection of their torches in the
water.

This warned him to be speedy.

Crossing the road, he looked up at the houses, to fiud

the one of which he was in search.

All of these dwellings had gardens between them and
the park palings.

Dick turned a little to the left, or in the direction of

Storey's-gate.

He soon found the house for which he looked.

Sf* g«ve a sigh of relief as he did so, for within the last

j
f«w seconds the disagreeable idea had occurred to him
that, perhaps, during his long absence from London, the

house had either been pulled down or tenanted.

But no, there it was, dimly revealed in the darkness, and
presenting precisely the same appearance as it had done
wh«i he saw it last.

He paused before the little gate, which, like the palings,

was composed of iron rods, with wood at the back to shut

out the vulgar gaze.

Dick placed his left foot upoa the roety Jock, and

clambered over easily.

Then crept stealthily along a path, paved with flag-

stones, which led directly to the mansion.
For it to be a safe place of refuge for bim, he miW.

leave no indications of anyone having entered it.

But how was this to be managed ?
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He commenced a patient exanai nation, convinced
that, for a minute or two, at least, he had nothing to

fear from Lis pursuers.
This examination, however, was not very assuring.

Dilapidated as the place appeared, he found upon
a close approach, that every part of it was firmly

eecured to prevent any one from gaining ingress.

In the lower windows the panes of glass were every
one demolished, but they were defended on the inner

eide by strong iron bars, too closely placed together

to allow anyone to squeeze between tliem.

Dick caught hold of one, and tried to wrench it

from its socket, but the effort was a vain one, it was
as immovable as a rock.

Time was passing.
Tbere was a door leading into the lower part of the

premises—the kitchen, most probably.
He had tried this before and found it fast, but he

was now driven to it as a kind of forlorn hope.
He tried to skake it, and partially succeeded, but

there was ample evidence to show that it was firmly

fastened on the inner side.

He had the musket with him- for he knew its value
too well to relinquish it.

With it he could, no doubt, have battered down the
door, but that was out of the question.
Not only would the sound betray him to his

pursuers, but it would call the attention of the people
in the neighbouring houses.

He looked upward, bat he coMd see no chance there of

»ccompliBhing his object.

The windows were all provided with large shutters,

niade somewhat in the shape of Venetian blinds.
" No," he said, " the door is my only chance. Curses

<m this delay ! It was what I never expected."
Ah he spoke, he felt the door all oyer witi his hand.
In doing so, he discovered something which had escaped

liis previous observation.

Near the upper portion were two p&,nes of glass ; or
rather, there had been, for now very little of the glass re-

mained.
The holes were small, but Turpin immediately resolved

to try to crawl through one of them.
His first proceeding was to knock away all the jagged

pieces of glass as gently as possibly with the butt end of
the musket.

Next, to climb through.
But this was almost an impossibility.

He put his hands through first, and then his head.
This was all well and good, but when it came to his

cboulders there was the difficulty.

By wriggling about, however, and moving one side at

a time, he managed, at the expense of his clothes and
his skin, to crawl completely through the aperture.
No one would have believed it possible, and few, save

a practised acrobat would have attempted such a feat.

Dick rose to his feet as quickly as he could, and then,
going to the bole, removed those portions of his clothing
that clung to the points of glass.

The kitchen—if kitchen it was—into which he had
thus surreptitiouBly made his w«y, was in the profbimdest
darkness.
When he held up his hand before his eyes it was in-

visible.
" What will be my best plan now, I wonder P " he mut-

tered, as he stood near the door. " Shall I try to get out
of the front of the mansion at once, or shall I stand a
better chance if I stay here, where I am, until tte pursuit
after me abates ?

"

This was rather a knotty point.
But, after a little reflection, and duly delibentting the

matter, he came to the conclusion that it would be beet to
try and leave the premisea at once.
Many a bold heart would have fluttered at finding

themselves in such a place aa Dick was, and surrounded
by so much silence and darkness—two things which have
so powerful an influence over the imagination.
Even he, however, brave as be was, did not feel alto-

gether comfortable, and he kept every now and then
uttering his thoughts aloud, so oppressive did the silence
become.
Which way to turn, m order to find an outlet to the

room, he had not the if«moteBt idea,
llowever, he projected the maaket before him, so at tt>

avoid coming into contact with any obstacle, and
moved his feet carefully across the floor, taking care
not to move one until he had a safe resting-place for
the other. He had started with his back to the door,
and endeavoured to make his way iu as straight a
line as possible, ••

After taking about twenty steps, the barrel yf tlie

musket struck against some object, which, upon
closer observation, he found to be the wall.
By continuing along this, and maintaining the same

caution as heretofore, he judged that he should before
long come to the outlet for which he sought.
Nor was he mistaken in his supposition.
He did come to a door. But it was fast.

Inside the house, he was not likely to stand upon
so much ceremony as he did out, when he wanted to
conceal his entrance.
He drew the rapier from its sheath, and inserted its

fine point in the crevice.

He continued to work it in gently, until the strong
part of the blade was reached.
Then he bore his weight upon the hilt, using it in

the manner of a crowbar.
The door cracked.
He repeated the pressure, and then the door swung

open.
But he lost his rapier, for the blade snapped off

close to its junction with the handle.
He did not care gn miich for that, as he had another

3 weapon in his hands, and as it had already per-
formed its modicum of service.

The door creaked open.
The same pitchy darkness was beyond.
_" There ought to be some stairs somewhere about here,"

said Turpin. " I wonder whether I shall be able to find

them ?
"

This seemed highly problematical.
By dint of a good deal of searching about with the

musket-barrel, he succeeded in finding them.
Then he cautiously commenced their ascent.

As he went higher and higher, be found it grew hghter,
and on arriving at the top, he saw the source from whence
the light proceeded.
He had reached the entrance hall of the mansion, the

front door of which opened into a street running parallel
with Bird Cage-walk.
Over this door, which was a very large one, was a fan-

light, thickly coated with dirt.

But, nevertheless, a few faint rays of the night-ligbt
found their way through it.

At the sides of the door, too, were two long, narrow
windows, and through these light also came.

Contrasted with the kitchen below, this place appeared
quite hght, though any one just coming into it would have
thought the reverse.

Dick could see about him with tolerable ease, and a
certain feeling of curiosity, which he found impossible to
repress, made him gaze all aroimd to take in as well as he
could its general appearance.
The hall was broad, but the ceiling was low, and thus

took off in a great meastire the imposing appearance which
it should have had.
On his left hand, and facing the door, was a spacious

staircase conducting to the upper stories.
" It looks a remarkably fine place," said Dick. " What

a shame for it to be abandoned in the way I have known
it to be ! I wish I had a hght. I would make an exami-
nation of it from top to bottom."

Dick's cmiosity was strongly roused, and it looked as

though he was half inclined to undertake it without a,

hght, for he added

—

" If I go upstairs and look out of one of the back-room
windows, I shall be able to see all over the park, and find

what my foes are about, and by going to the front I shall

know whether there is any one there on the look-out for me.
I'll do rt, and at the same time gratify the longing I feel

to make an attempt at discovering the mysteries of this

haunted house."
Having come to this determination, he went to the foot

of the stairs, and commenced ascending them.
But, before he had reached the first landing, he heard a

sound which made him immediately pause.

Then hastily ascend the few remaioiug sridrs, aod CTCach
down VD the ooruer out of sight.
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CHAPTER CCXXXIV.

'THE PSE9ENCE OF DICK TURPIW IW THL HAUNTED
HOUSE TURNS OUT TO BE A FOETUNATB CIKCUMSTABCF

FOE THE YOUNG, INNOCENT, AND GOOD.

A KEY rattled in the lock of the front door.

That waa the sound which had attracted Dicb'a atten-

tion.

What could it mean ?

Who could it be, at that li^uely and mysteriouB hour,

that was about to seek an entrance to that ill-omened

dwelling ?

Of course, the question was one ont of Dick'a power to

answer.

Bat, be it whom it might, it was no stranger.

The key, however, was obstinate, and would not tnm at

Upon a second trial, the lock shot back with a snap

which echoed and re-echoed through the lonely building

in a startling manner.

The door was thrown open.

Dick ventured to stretch hie head over the balust«rs, io

order to see who was about to enter.

They were three men.

Dick could only just distinguish the outlines of their

figures in the deep gloom.

One was tall and stout, and attired in a long riding.

cloak, which reached from his neck to his knees, thus con.

coaling all traces of his form.

On his head was a large felt hat, with a slouching brim

Turpin had a better opportunity of observing him than

he did the other two. ,,,,•. j
It was this individual who had unlocked the door, and

been the first to enter.
^ , ^, , i. r

He stood to hold the door open, and take the key out oi

the lock, and it was while he was thus engaged that Dick

had an opportunity of studying his appearance and

manner.
, , . j-

The other two men were dressed in a very ordmary

costume. „ , ,

By their behaviour he could tell they were If^wer u

gree thas the one in the cloak.

With increasing interest Dick looked down.

The door was closed.

At the same instant a voice said, in -^ippressp^J u

the one word

—

No reply was made to this command, verbally, at all

events, but directly afterwards Turpin saw one of the men
produce something from his pocket, which proved to be

a dark lantern.
, ., ,

A broad bright beam of bght came through the lens,

and fell upon the wall.

It revealed as well the countenance of one of the men.

Villain was visibly impressed upon it.

The intense desire which Dick felt to know what

eould be the motive of their visit, predominated over

everything else.
, . , , , -, , ,^ ^ i

He forgot the curiosity which he had felt to explore

the gloomy mansion. , . .

He forgot the danger through which he had just passed,

and that —ith which he was threatened

Some thick substance seemed to be upon the stain^
which had the effect of deadening the sound of his foai>

steps.

In this way he proceeded up two flights, and com-
menced a third, when he perceived the three men paoae
upon the landing below him.
He stopoed, of course.

He did aot turn, it must be understood, and fly precipi-

tately, but ascended with due deliberation, so that just th&
same distance was preserved between himself and those
who were following.

So far, he felt certain that 1 Is presence in that strange
and mysterious house was unsuspected.

The three men evidently thought they had it all to

themselves.

It did not take Dick long to arrive at the conclusioD
that they were there after no good. Every little circum-
stance pointed towards it.

They came there stealthily and secretly, concealing
themselves under cover of the darkness.

The manner in which they ascended the stairs, pausing
at ^ery few steps to listen, showed their desire to he
onheard—their presence in that lonesome place unsus
pected.

On the landing at the top of the second flight of stairs,

tbey paused.

Dick had reached a bend in the stairs just above them,
and screwed himself into the smallest possible compaae
that he could.

It must not be forgotten that the whole place, except
just where the beams from the dark lantern fell, was in

the deepest darkness, so that this precaution on Dick'e
part was hardly necessary, and taken more from impulss
thsLn reflection.

As soon as the door was reached, the stranger in the
cloak threw that garment on one side, aud cOEJmenced
feeling in his pocket, probably for the key.

The other two still stood in the same silent, respectful

attitudes as they had before assumed, the cue with the
light holding it In such a manner that the principal

portion of its beams fell upon the doorway near the key»
hole.

At length the stranger, after a momen<-'8 search, pro-

duced the key.

When his cloak was partially displaced, it showed that

the dress he wore beneath it was of the costliest descrip-

tion, both as regards the material used, and the maimer u>

which it was embroidered.

Of his face Dick also obtained a transient glimpse, but

only of the lower part.

The mouth, chin, and cheeks were buried in a profusioB

of dark hair, worn after some continental faahioo then,

scarcely knovm in England.

This was the extent of his observations, tor, naving
found the key, the cloaked stranger rather hastUy and
impatiently thrust it into the keyhole.

Dick heard plainly enough in the silence that wa&
around, the creaking noise produced by the key turning ic

the wards of the lock.

Thea the door was flung open.

A» ujo,.- ™^w- ..^ — .
,

Ere, however, either one of them could cross the

His presence in that house could not fail to be one of
. threshold, there arose a strange wailing kind of cry

great peril.
,

.

. ,

,

He could not tell at what moment his pursuers might

learn where he had taken shelter, and they oonld sur-

nmnd it in such a manner as to make escape utterly im-

A house would be a very different place to a targe open

space like the part. „ . i. . , . j
But, as we have said, he quite forgot all about that, and

onlv remembercl what was taking place u the ball down

stairs.

When the man who carried the dark lantern uDOlr.^n^

it, he held it in such a manner that the greate.°t v..irt of

the light feU upon the staircase.

Then the one in the long riding-cl-.ak atej/ped forMvaitl,

and began to ascend the steirs.

The two men followed 'iiim at ' short but respecttrU

distance.

As soon as he percei^iid tbii id' ."ment, Uick

to go still biffVieT.

So full of woe was it, so heart-rending, and so unex-

pected, that it was a thousand wonders Dick Turpin did

not, by some hasty movement or ejaculation, betray hie

He did move slightly^ bat the faint sound which he

made was absorbed by the cry that came from the roAm,,

or whatever it was, into which.the door opened.

"Cease—cease!*' said a teebie out screaming vciu*,.

"persecute me no longer. Away—away! I hear yow
footsteps, and the very air tells me of your loathed pre-

sence! Hence—hence! I will not listen to you. Yjiis

words are vain—quite vain ! I have seen a vision in ^b>^

night, and the recollection of it will makti raf> diaf t* nti

fOCT nrgings. Hence—hence, I ^ay !

"

"He is in one of his old fits again," ryou^i-kfol uJ)« '»»

the men. " How excited he doT.. ^eem. I am afraiti \v»

gives him too much to eat."

" SUance I
" said the 8t.rp.n«er, ic ^.a t&u<- -"''^ 'ta&
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fDICK TLKi'l.N AlTISESSES A ill

• Silence, ooth of you, and enter, i will follow."
The two men obeyed this command immediately.
Shnek after shriek arose from the lips of the person

within, and who, from the words just uttered, Dick imagined
to be of the male sex.

But, had it not beer for this, he would scarcely have
surmised it.

The voice seemea rather that of a female, and the
strange shrieks, too, which floated with so horrible a
cadence through the air in that deserted mansion, served
in a great measure to confirm the idea.

Suddenly, however, those shrieks ceased, and the high-
wayman heard a few words uttered in a low tone, but be
was too far off to catch their import.

Fully impressed with the idea that they had that lonely
house entirely to themselves, the stranger in the cloak, I

when he followed his two subordinates into the chamber,
j

did not plaaft the door, but swung it to after him, lemivcr

S WB8 open, iu tact, to a space of about three inche." /

iUcK liN THE, HAUXXED HOUSE.]

Dick noticed this, for the stream of light mar : it very
conspicuous.
With this little circumstance under his observation, as

sooii as he found himself unable to hear what was said, he,

with all the caution he was master of, stole down the stairs.

The thick coating which lay upon them, and which had
before deadened tlie sound of his footsteps^ was nothiuK
more nor less than dust.

The care he took was really quite unnecessarj". Hia
steps would have been quite inaudible.

It was rather a remarkable feature in Dick's disposition

to feel immediately curious when anything strange or in-

comprehensible came under his observation.
So, on the present occasion, he lost all sense of the

danger he was in, and the additional pr ri' ^'^ *as bringing
on himself.

Something of a very mysterious characte» was tak'
f_

place.

And, not only that, there were indications to aliCM? (?3-

it vras of an ini'quitoua character Ukewise.

Nj. 43. PTiic* Onb TLLhTPRKyi
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He paused for a moment on the aeconc! kuding to lislen,

in order to make sure that he was unheard.
>Jut, feeling tolerably assured, hi crept forward to tie

partially-open door.

Leaning, then, upon the musKet he had wrested h'om
the sentinel, he listened with the utmost intentuoBS.

The deep-toned voice was still speaking.

Dick could now fu' certain recognise it far the tall

stranger in the cloak.

The words came clearly to his ears.
" Take care, old man—take care. Do not decide hastily.

Reflect upon this last chance I offer you. Bear ia mind,

too, that your hfe—and not only your Ufe, but the life of

one which you hold at ten times more value—depends
upon your reply. Speak, I say. Speak. You are in my
power, and what has taken place up to the present moment
ought to show you the futility of struggling against the

inexorable decrees of fate. Cheat yourself no longer with

false hopes. Reply—reply, I say, at once ! "
_

The deep-toned voice ceased, and Dick listened with

the utmost eagerness for the reply it was eo anxious to

elicit.

CHAPTER CCXXXV.
m WHICH 19 GIVEN SOME DETAILS OF THE r:TSTERI0U3

DOINGS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE.

"MERCY—mercy."
Those were the words that came plaintirelv and feebly

from the lips of the person addressed.

"Answer me," cried the stranger. "Answer me at

once."
" Have mercy."
"You palter with your fate, old man. Return ms

a direct reply. Will you comply with my conditions ?
"

" Conditions ? What conditions ?
"

" You try my patience to the utmost. What have I

just asked you ?"
" You are my foe. I tell you I have seen a vision in

the night to show me how deadly an enemy you are to me
and mine."
" Pho—pho. You rave."

"No—no."
" I say yon do. Dreams always go by contraries'"
" But what I saw was true. I teU you, you are my

enemy."
"A delusion—a delusion. So far from that, I am,

could you but see it, your friend. Think of Blanche !

"

"Blanche—Blanche!" shrieked the old man, with a
sudden accession of vigour as soon as the name was pro-
nounced. " Blanche—Blanche ! Where is she ? Tell

me ! Take me to her ! Let me once again have the pure
joy of looking into her blue eyes ! Fiends, you mock me !

Where is Blanche ? Where is she P
"

" I will tell you."
It was the tall stranger who spoke.
" You—you ?

"

" Even I."
" And know you where she may be found ?

"

'" I do."
" Heaven have mercy on her, then, and shield her."
" Pho—pho . You rave. You see not dearly the aspect

( your own choice freoly. The result will fall upon no
lother head than yours."
! " And Blanche P"

" Ah ! yes, and Blanche. Certainly on Blanche, if yc-a

are fool enough to persist in your refusal to accede to my
conditions."

" Blanche ! Blanche !
*' shrieked the old man again, for

it seemed as though the pronunciation of the w*rd dro^a
him to a kind of frenzy. " Speak to me of her, 1 >'x>plore

'you. Oh ! speak to me of her."
" If you accede to my conditions, not without."
"I tell you she is the only tie which serves to bind me

to this life. Were it not for her, I should be content to
die and leave this world, so full of care and trouble, to

itself and those whose joy it is to Uve in its turmoil. But
I cannot. Blanche bmds my life to this poor wasted
frame. I tell you, she is all that is left to remind me of

the past. Save her, I stand here a wretched miserable
man—the survivor of all his kindred."

" Peace—peace. We have heard all this before."
" One tie binds me !

" crifid the old man, with evec
greater vehemence, for the interruption chafed him
" One tie, but that one is so strong and so tightly wovec
in my hpnrt-strings, vhat the one can never be wrenched
from the other. In that one tie are condensed all those
which almost broke my heart to part from. I love hei
with my whole love."

"You say so," replied the stranger, "but prove th«
contrary by your actions. But, come ; calm yourself, and
listen to me."
" What would you say ?

"

" That which you have heard many times before, but
which, I beUeve, you have listened to unheeded."
" Blanche, 1 say !

" shrieked the old man. " Release
me, fiends, and let me fly to her ! Release me, I say."

A sUght struggle ensued, which ceased almost as s(>')a

as it had begun.
The old man was very weak, doubtlees, and with bif

three antagonists stood no chance.
The tall stranger spoke again.
" You shall go to Blanche," he said ;

" and, if you wisfe

it, remain with her for ever. But, unless you comply witls

my conditions, you may make your mind easy that yott

wdl never see her more."
" I defy you and your power !

"

" Reflect well ere you decide."
" I have reflected."
" And is that your decision ?

"

" It is."
" I trust you will change. Do yon know ths eonae*

quances of your refusal to my conditions ?
"

" I defy you."
"Old man, you must be mad—utterly insane. Yo^

kaow not what you say."
" Are you really so anxious to save my life P

"

" I am."
" And wherefore ?

"

Because I would rather not have your blood upon my

ef aflairs
" How ?

"

^
" You ask heaven to do that which you can do yourself.

Is it possible that you can have lived so many years with-
out knowing that the machinery by which this world is

set in motion, when once started, goes on and on, over-
coming in its mighty revolutions all ponj obstacles, and
that heaven never interposes on behalf of 6iiy oi\> who has
the power of helping himself ?

"

" Scofi'er
!

"

"You tire my patience. It is tried. Thiiv ccp^e to-

night is but a repetition of many that have preceded it.

So many that you, as well as I, must have lost all oount."
" 1 know it.

" But I teU you, old man, that, let the after consequences
be what they may, thia night shall be the last. Do vou
oaderstand me ? The last 1

"

" I am thankful."
" Now you are more reasonable, but do not csijaiider-

fltand me. You have two alternatives."
* Two alternatives ?

"

** S 09, and you are free to choeee between them. Make

"Ha! ha!"
" But, if you drive me to extremities, I shall banish

the idea, and then, when you find life is ebbing from yoa
—that it is impossible for death to be averted—then, I

say, you will repent, and wish you had acted otherwise."
" Never."
"But I say you will. The workings of the humaa

heart are no secret to me. I say again, that when it ii

too late, you w-11 repent."
'' It is hard to die "

" I am glad you know it," interrupted the stranger;
" and, bear in mind, that there is another who will find ii

equally hard. There is Blanche. Surely you have not

forgotten her. Is this the strong attachment you have
always professed for her? Would you obstinat?ly die

when you might live to watch over and protect her, untH
BucQ time as she was able to defend herself."

" Cease—cease."
•' Why should I ceaae ?

"

" You tear my heart."
" And should it not be torn ? Yon are blind fc& yoai

own interests and the interests of one who you o^ght H
COUBid«j: far more than yourself."

"And do I not? Have I notP ^alse villain! iLs

intellect ia not yet so stultified a« to be unabie to detssi
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•oar BophiHtry. Yon would gloze over your own villainv.

»<>u have not said a word abcut tbat."
" This is worse than all. I have had patience with you

50 far, but, let me warn you, it will not be of much longer

eontinaance. The 'imit will soon be reached. Will yoa
Hften to me ?

"

•' What would you say f"
" That which it would benefit yos lanch to haar,,-'

*' Say on, then."
** You are an old man."
" I know it,"
" But few years of your spsn of life remain."
" I know that, too, but thay are much abbremted

Ihrourh your plottinga."
" Be calm

!

"

*' I am calm."
" Seemingly. Let mo entreat yo3 fo cast away all

excitement. It cannot be productive of anght but harm."
*' I am calm, I tell you !

"

The fretful, peevish tone in which these virords were
ottered, but ill concealed the excitation beneath them

—

ready to break forth at the first opportunity.
" i will take you at your word 1 At first it was my

intention to recapitulate the whole of the facts, but thai

would be most tedious and unnecessary. I am deter-

mined to have an answer at once ! And upon that

tnswer will depend whether you go from this house a free

man, at liberty to do what you think fit. To once more
have Blanche restored to yon, or whether your life p ays

the forfeit, and hers also!
" Monster !

"

" Be calm !

"

"Calm? Who could be calm while emarting snder
wrongs so flagrant as mine are ?

"

" Be calm, I say, and answer me. Do yon know what
the conditions are ?

"

" I do."
"Are you quite oars of thatP**
" Quite sure."
" That is well."

"At least, yon have told them to mo. Yon would
have me assign my lands and inheritance to you, ind in

return, to have my daughter Blanche restored to mp."
" To be sure. You are quite right. And why rhould

you refuse ?
"

" Why should I refuse P
"

" Yes."
" For my own sake, or rather, I ihonld any, £ w my

daughter's."
" A wicked and selfish plea."

"Wicked and selfish?''

*'Ye8."
"How so?"
" How 80 ! Yon know the history of the past as well as

I do."
" Agreed ; but that knowledge does not show ms that I

am either wicked or selfish."
" And I do. There is that little difference between us.

Who was it first turned my father's heart against me, and
caused me to be deprived of that which was lawfully my
own ?

"

" Your own evil deeds, and more evil passions."
" False

!

"

" It is true," said the old man, in louder tones, " we
are brothers, but, thank heaven, the same mother did not
bear us. Mine died, and when our common father took
another bride, he little dreamt that he was wansin^ a
serpent in his bosom, but so it was—so it was."

CHAPTER CCXXXV7
rH3 rLOT BECOMES A LITTLE CI.ZAEEB, BUT DICK IS

ANXIOUS TO HEAK STILL MORE.

Feverishly interested, and deeply curious as Dick iiau

been v.-hile listening to the foregoing dialo^e, and aocus-
komed as he was to i>enetrate an affair, yet it was not until

the last words were uttered that he was able to forai any-
thing at all like a clear idea of the case.
But that furnished him with a clue, and one whi-lj it

ivas very easy to pursue.
Hitherto he had stood without moving in the least hem

bifl position, but now he made a change.
The reason that influenced him was, he thought be

fthnijld have a chance of seeing into the interior of tlie

room, and not only listen to what was said, bnt obserre
the actions of those 'irithm, if he moved a little.

He made the trial carefully, choosing for his opportunity
the time when their voices were raised loudest in talking.
As he expected, lie found Ue oocdd see into the roomj

but only partially

In a few words we will describe what it was he saw.
At one end of the apartment was seatod, in a strange-

looking high-backed chair, an old man. r.

His frame was much emaciated.
His features covered with a network oS ^Tria'kies, which

crossed and recrossed each other in every imaginable
direction.

His hair—what little there wa» of it—was snow-white.
His head was bald, and the hair encircled it like a

trimming of white fur.

Many marks of great age were upon him, but still they
had the appearance of being prematurely caused.
His arms were held on each side by the two mea, the

accomplices of the stranger in the cloak.

_
The grasp they kept was a tight one, and they forced

him to remain seated in the chair, from which ho every
moment made an effort to spring.
Dick saw him very plainly, as well as the two men who

had him in their grip, but he could not see the principal
actor in this strange scene.
He was standing just so as to be out of sight from v/here

Turpin stood.

The door hid him.
One table was in the room, which otherwise was barely

furnished.

This table occupied a place near the arm-chair.
Upon it was the dark lantern.
The door containing the convex lens was open, so that

the light was diffused over the apartment, instead of being
condensed into one broad ray.

Anguish, despair, defiance, alternately distorted the face
of the old man.
Such a conflict of the passions conld not but be debili-

tating in the frame of so old and worn a man.
Many speculations concerning what he saw passed

through Dick's mind, but he did not stay to elaborate any
of them.
That which was taking place engaged the whole of bi«

attention.

After the words the old man had last uttered, the
cloaked stranger was unable to speak for a moTiiCnt or so.
He was actually convulsed with rage.
But at the end of that time, instead of giving vent to

the burst of passionate invective which rose to his lips, he
controlled himself by a mighty effort.

" Leave the past," he said. " To rake it up again can
do no good. Attend to my conditions. Assign to me all

right and title to the estates which you possess, and then
your daughter shall be restored to you ; refuse, and her
fate wiU be such as to wring pity from the fiends."

" Cease—cease. Why torture me thus ?
"

" Why ? Because I have determined that all shall be
mine—mine, as they would have, had it not been for you.
I would have slain you long ago, but I knew the conditions
of the will, and the only way in which I can obtain what
I covet is by a legal transfer of all from you to me."
" And think you I shall give it ?

"

" Why not ? Surely of the two alternatives I offer, it la

the more preferable. I do not reduce you or your daughter
to absolute beggary. I will provide you with a competence.
You shall both have sufficient to supply you with fiir

more than the necessaries of life. Yon most be blind to
your own interests to refuse."

The old man was silent.

The other made no offer to iaterrnpt him, or to pregs
him for a reply.

He hoped, by waiting patiently until he had well
weighed it over in his mind, to receive one favourable to
his desires.
" What guaranty have I ? " asked the old man, at last.
" Gruaranty of what ?

"

" That you wUl keep faith with me."
"In what?"
" In allowing an income to myself an-i my poot

daa-hter."
"I swear it."
^^ I would sooner have yooi' promiM than yoar oettu I

should depend on neither."
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" In what way can I assure it P
"

" I know not, nor do I wish to know it. Again do I

defy yoa, and your utmost power. It may be that you

hold me here a helpless prisoner—it may be that you hold

my daughter in a similar condition—but, in M)ite of all

that, I defy yon—shall continue to defy you—for I have

yet faith in heaven's willingness to throw a shield of ijro-

tection between the helpless and their persecutors."
" Go on—go on ! exhaust yourself. You will try my

patience in so doiug, but still go on. When you are calm

—when you no longer rave—then I shall be able to talk

» vth you."
jrobably no means could have been found ac -xninoutly

Mtlculated to eflfect the end desired.

As if by magic, the old man became calm.

This request to beat out bis fury, and the knowledge

tliat it would be passed over without being heedei in the

least, made him silent.

On the contrary, had he been opposed, he would have

gone on and on, gathering new strength from the conflict.

Of a surety, when the cloaked stranger boasted that the

workings of the human heart were well known to him, he

said no more than the truth.

The present proved a remarkable example.

Observing that the old man was quiet and subdued, he

spoke again.

This time, however, he approached the table.

Then Dick saw him.
But he could gather little more than he already knew.

The broad-brimmed felt hat still concealed his features,

and the cloak his form.

But, as he bent down his head over the table, between
Dick and the hght, a portion of his profile became discern-

ible.

When he saw it, the highwayman was at no loss to

detect a likeness—faint, certainly—between the two half-

brothers.

He had stooped to put something on the table before

the old man, upon which he rested one finger.

It was a piece of parchment, and at one comer was a

dark-coloured stamp.
He next produced a pen and ink.

The old man watched his every movement with the

preatest eagerness.

But that was a token of the semi-imbecile state to which

be had been reduced.
" Behold," said the stranger. " This is a document

legally framed, and done so cunningly as to leave no loop-

hole to creep out of. Sign it, and by that act you will

make yourself free, and your daughter also. One would

think, from your wild speeches, that you were an afi'ec-

tionate father, that you would endure anything ratter than

one so dear to you should suffer pain."

"Pain?"
"Yes, pain. You need not think that her captivity is

anything pleasant, except in comparison with her future

fate, if you still continue obstinate."
" Mercy ! Have mercy upon me !

"

" Have mercy on yourself. Sign that paper, and I will

take you hence to the place where she now is. You shall

both be free and unmolested from that moment. Do you
hear me ?

"

" I do hear you."
" Then do you consent, or am I at cace to close this

scene, which would long ago have had an end, had I not

felt the tie between us, and been unwilling to have your
blood upon my hands ?

"

For the first time, the old man hesitated,

Dick feared he would consent.

The poet has said, *' the woman who hesitates le (c-st,"

and the remark is applicable to either sex, under all

circumstances.

But, imperfectly as we are at present acquainted with
the history of these two men, of whose strange meeting
Dick Turpin, th« highwayman, so unexpectedly became
a spectator and an auditor, yet enough can be gleaaed to

justify the thought that thera were many things to ©xcom
the old man if he wavered.
Ere long, however, the wboJa wdl b« onfolded lo the

reader, and it will be found to be the moet remarkabl*
episode which has yet beer, narrated.

Had there been an opportunity, Dick would have
interposed, and cautioned the old man not to take his

Ittother'i specious pr»m)M8 as grauted.

But he had no chance of doing this, and moreover, is

the desire h# experienced to be of service to him and hia

dAUghter, h& &ltthat his best cocitte would be to remain
where he was, and not let his presence be suspected.

•'Sign! "said the stranger aj[ain, "sign! You hav*
had time enough for deliberation. Have you come to

a decision ?
"

The old man was silent.

The pen vr%s dipped in tfes ink, ancJ tk?tt8». into hi*

hand.
Then he looked up.
Tears were in his eyes.
-*

If," he said, " I thus abalienate my rights, k) save my
own and my dear daughter's life, will j-i^ keep your word
with mo ?"

" I wiU."
" Enough, then."
With a heavy sigh, tb« old man put his pen to the

paper.
Then, with the rapidity of desperation, and much in the

same state as a man is when he commits suicide—when
he dreads to think—he signed his name.
But the very instant he finished forming the last stBoke

his unatural brother placed a pistol to his head, and drew
the trigger with the rapidity of lightning

!

CHAPTER CCXXXVII.
DICK TURFIH HAS YET A QRKAT DEAL OF TROUBLE WITH

HIS FOES, WHO ABB DETERMINED NOT TO GIVB UF
THE PURSUIT,

There was a flash, and a puff of white coloured smoke,
succeeded, without the elapsion of a second, by a load
report.

The old man was dead

!

So suddenly was this horrid deed performed.
So rapidly had it been carried out, that Dick Turpin,

prompt to move as he generally was, for a moment stood
aghast.

He had never dreamed of so much perfidy.

He had had his doubts and suspicious of the stranger in

the cloak, but he had not thought so badly of him as

that.

Could anything more treacherous be conceived

!

From the manner in which the deed was done, it moit
have been premeditated.
As soon as he had recovered somewhat from the

sudden shock of astonishment he had received, Dick half

started forward.

But ere he could achieve his intention of rushing into

the room, and confronting the murderers and their victim,

something else occurred which immediately had the effect

of arresting his footsteps.

Bang—bang—bang.
Such was the sound which came with sudden and start-

ling distinctness from the front door, which had been
struck by some heavy instrument.
Bang—bang—bang.
The intention was to batter down the door.

But if the sound had the effect we have described upon
Dick Turpin, who knew perfectly well to what cause to

assign it, what effect could it have had upoi the guiltj

wretches in the inner room ?

They moved confusedly.

There was but one resource open to Dick.

That was, to ascend the stairs.

Ho did so before those in the room had recovered them>
selves.

A panic seemed to have been struck into their guilty

breasts.

Bang—bang—bang.
Whatever htUe noise Diwr' v'urpia might have made In

moving, was effectually drowued by the reverberations of

the heavy blows as they echoed and re-echoed through the

deserted mansion.
Dick Turpin at once came to the conclusion that his

pursuers, who had been forgotten, had aarcrtained in some
wa_y whei-eabouts he was concealed.

They had attacked the house.

Never could their presence have beec :nore inofaof-

tune.
- At le.ist, Dick thought a*.

He had, as we have seen, taken a deep interest ia ik$

actors in the scene we have depicted.
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He would have liked to have seen the termination of it,

and used hia own endeavours to right the innocent.

Now, however, there seemed to \i feut little ohance of

hid doing so.

Bat one thing remained for him, if he wished to reiaain

sncaptored.
And that was to fly.

To leave the mysterious house, and this straiigc mystery
within it, to elncidate themselves.
The discovery of what had taken plaoe would do doubt

«eate a diversion ia his favour.

The reader does not require to be told which he con-

idered to be the most important to himself.

It was to make his way with all speed from that ill-

omened spot.

But how was he to do it P

The roof.

That was the thought that darttJ into his mind in-

jtantaneously.

But how was he to reach it ?

He was unacquainted vritb the ufpez portioB aS the

house.
He was in darinieM.
Or nearly so.

The only exceptions were when he happened 60 be near
e window, through which some glimmering of night light

penetrated.
He had for s guide the nature of the stairs he had

ascended, and he was well enough acquainted with the
interior of houses to know that the upper flights do not
differ materially from the lower.

Before, however, he had well reached the third landing,

his cars were assailed by a terrific crash.

The front door was down.
His pursuers would now soon be close upon his heels.

He would fain have lingered, though, in order to learn
what eflfect the discovery of the murder would have upon
them, and whether the three men would escape or be
apprehended.
But a consideration for his own safety precluded all

idea of this, so he was forced to continue his ascent.

And as be went higher, he remembered, with an un-
eomfortable spirit, what great difficulty he had had in

eflfecting an enti-ance.

Was it not only reasonable to argue from this that he
would experience an equal amount of trouble in leaving it ?

But, not allowing himself to be diSheartened by this

idea, he hurried on.

From the wound in his shoulder he felt but little pain,

which was mainly to be attributed to the skilful manner
in which he had bandaged it.

His ankle-joint, however, had swelled to more than
double its usual size, and entirely filled his huge top boot,

eo that every time he moved it was at the expense of a
great deal of anguish.
At length, he reached what he had no doubt was the

topmost story in the house.
But the place upon which he stood was darker than any

other part of the staircase, and he was consequently unable
to perceive whether there were any indications of a trap-

door in the roof above him.
Groping hactily round the walls, ho came to a door,

which he rmmediately opened.
While his hand was upon the knob, a terrible uproar

came to his ears from the lower part of the house.
There was a confusion of voices, and the hasty trampling

of feet.

Aware as he was that he had no time to lose, yet he
could not control the impulse to run to the balusters and
peep over. ^
The sounds still continued, and he had little doubt the

body of the murdered man had been discovered,
Ijights flashed upon the walls, and it was not long

before he found those who carried them were ascending.
But he was yet in doubt whether those persons who had

made so forcible an entrance were really his old pursiiors

from the palace.

Once more, then, crossing the little landing, he prtisstd

through the door which he h(»«1 just before opened, and
closed it after him.
The key he felt was on the outer side, so he pulled it

«ct and rapidly locked himself in.

foming, he saw he stood in • chamber of very limited
diMensiona.

Facing him was a window, and, from having been so
long in the dark, the little light that came in waa
enough to enable him to distinguish the outlines of the
walls.

It appeared destitute of fnrmtur^
But it was merely by a glance whicn he oast rarand him

that he noted these things. His attenOJn was instantly
riveted upon the window as the most likely means of

Treading very softly, for he did not wi»t to betray hia
whereabouts, he reached it.

The panes were of that kiad then almost eiolusivoly in
use.

That is to say, small, diamond-like in ahape and rot in
lead.

It opened, of course, in the usual old-fashioned manner,
by swinging back upon two vertical hinges, and not by
sliding up in a groove.

It was fastened, but it gave him no troublo to turn
the little buttons at the top and bottom by -ivlsich it waa
secured.

Then the casement swung silently opissi.

Dick looked out.

As he had quite anticipated, he foon'i himself at the
back of the house, and with St. Jpj!ies's Park before
him.
His eye wandered over the hugs green inclosure, but,

so far as he could tell, there wts E.othiag either suspicious
or remarkable to be seen.
The pursuit of him had either been ab&Adoned, or slse

his foes were at that moment in the houi"»
We may as well set all doubts at rest by saying here

that those who had broken in were not the persons who
had chased him through the park, but a body of ordinary
police-officers.

Their presence can be easily accounted for.

The stranger and his two companions, before they ven-
tured to approach the house, took a long look around and
about them, in order to make sure that they were observed
by no one.

Having satisfied themselves in this manner, they boldly
crossed over, and stood concealed in the shadow of the
doorway, which was of a curious and antique fashion.
Then they had entered, as we have necorded.
But it so happened, and it really was about as wonder-

ful a thing as could well happen, they were seen by a Bow-
street police-officer.

He had been out upon some special service?, and was
returning, when by chance he saw three dim shadowy
figures cross the street, and disappear in the doorway of
the haunted house.

This circumstance in itself looked a simple one enough,
but not only was the behaviour of the men escitive of
suspicion, but the officer well knew the house to bo un-
inhabited and haunted.
He was, however, of rather a matter-of-fact turn of

mind, and he came at once to the conclusion that he had
discovered a very important thing indeed.
With great presence of mind, then, he had shrunk back

into the shadow of the houses, and arrested his footsteps,

in order that the mysterious individuals should not take
the alarm.
When he had waited what he considered was a proper

length of time, he left his place of concealment, and ap-
proached the door.

It was closed, and presented no signs of having been so

recently opened.
The office placed his ear against the panel.

All was atill.

But, feeling certain that he had not been deceived in

what he saw, although there were now no indications of it,

hw fastened off at full speed to procure assistanoe-

CHAPTEE CCXXXYIIL.
IHB OFFICEnS OF POLICE PURSUE THE MURDEBKBS, AND
A EATHEB LUDICEOUS MISTAKE IS MADE BY DICKS
*OKS FROM THE PALACE.

It was during his absence upon this errand that the

strange interview between the half-brothers took place.

• Had the officers arrived a little earlier than they did,

<5Bv awful and odd-blooded murder would doubUe.-o Lave

been prevented.

But fate had detreed it otherwise.
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Jnst as they reached the portal, the clear, ringing report
of the pistol reached their ears.

This was enough to \ran-ant them in taking i-atber mr.ro
energetic ur^-^.eedings than they would otherwise hava
done.
They oatiered down the door.
This done, they stood for a moment in listening attitsies,

in order to learn in what portion of the house tho ttie-

turbance wae taking place.

Sounds came very clearly to their ears from above.
They bounded up the stairs, therefore, with all possibla

speed.
All were provided with lights, which they held in theii

left hands.
Guided by a hasty ejacnlatirn, they proeesa^d to the

room on the second floor, in which the murder had been
committed.
They pushed open the door, which still stood sjnr, and

entered in a body.
The Sist thing they perceived wa« a docf in front of

them.
In the general rush forward which all made to reach it,

one stumbled over the prostrate body of the old man,
which had not been noticed, and fell heavily to the floor.

In a moment their lights were turned upon the spot,

and then the hideous object was fully brought to vievf.

Their comrade was assisted to his feet.
" Never mind the body," he cried j

" but look afte? the
murderers, or else they wiU escape."
" Which way shall we go ?

"

" Some on the landing outside, to see that no one goes
up or comes dovvn the stairs, and the remainder thi-ough
yonder door, which is the way I fancy they have taken."
As soon as these words were spoken, the officers

divided themselves into two portions.
The officer who had given the instructions what to do,

«nd asscmed the office of chief, choose himself to go
through the door.
They found upon passing through it, that it led into

another chamber similar to the one they haJ just left.

Another door led out of it to a small staircase.

Down this they rushed with the utmost precipitation,
At the time that house was built the principle of

makingtwo staircases was much more generally adopted
than it is at the present day.
The stairs leading from the hall was what was called the

grand staircase.

The other, the secondary one, which was used by the
domestics in the estsblishment.

It was down this latter one, then, that the officers
precipitated themselves in search of the murderers.
The bottom was reached in an incredibly shoii space

cf time.
A gush of oool air came to their faces, which showed

them that a means of exit must be somewhere close at
hand.
And in fact a little door was found, which, wheu they

passed through, they discovered led into a narrow passage.
Pursuing this, tliey came to the garden at the back

of the mansion, looking into St. James's Park.
They had made good speed, for on looking before

them, two men were peen efiecting a hasty retreat over
the palisades.

"Halt! or we fire," shouted the officers, hastea'cg
forward ;

" surrender, or you are dead men !

"

But their words were quite unheeded.
Before, however, they could descend, the officer? Bred

volley of pistols at them.
Groans and shrieks mingled with the dischsi'ge.
But es soon as the smoke cleared away, notlimg *',<a to

bo seen of the men.
They had merely fallen upon the hard lyad c->» the

other side, and were too severely hurt to be ah]eto escapo.
Here they were quickly captured,

Not knowing that the gates had been closed, and not
being able to hear any sounds of footsteps, no attempt
was made to search for the third person who entered the
house, as they believed that such a search eould onlj
prove resultless.

Content with their prey, they returned to the hocue. a
order to regain their companions on the landing-
Leaving, however, these and Dick for a little while, w«

will devote a word or two of very no5«ssa»Tf explanation to
the man in the cloak.

When he heard the heavy blows strucK upon the door,
he guessed in a moment that, by some unforeseen means
or other, all had been discovered.
The suddenness, however, with which the intelligence

had come upon liim, deprived him for a minute or two of
all power of action.

Then, recovering himself, he called to the men to follow
him.
By his actions, it would appear that he was intimately

acquainted vrith the interior of the house.
Without hesitation, he made his way to the door oo the

opposite side of the room.
It was fastened, but he quickly had it open.
He did not stay to see whether his followers closed it

after them or not, bat rushed down the stairs and out into
the garden.
With an agility that no one would have thought he pos-

sessed, he leaped the palisades, and alighted on his feet in
Birdcage-walk.
Nothing but instant flight, he considered, would save

him.
Anticipating no difficulty in leaving the park, he ran at

fuU speed in the direction of tlie Horse-guards.
He heard the report of the pistols, and guessed that his

followers had been made prisoners.

A curse escaped his lips, for, next to preserving his own
freedom, he wished to insure theirs.

It was in their power to reveal some very disagreeable
secrets, which he preferred should be kept from the light

of day.
He had no chance of rescuing them, he knew, and

therefore did not make the attempt.
His original intention had been to make his way into

Whitehall through the Horse-guards, but upon nearing
this place, he caught sight of several officers on duty.
This induced him to alter his mind.
There was the narrow passage at Spring-gardens,

which would answer his purpose quite as well, if not
better.

Hurrying along in the darkness, he directly afterwards
came in sight of the MaU, or broad-walk through the
Park, leading from Cbaring-cross to Buckingham-palace.
To his dismay, he saw, at no very great distance^

several figures moving rapidly.

He could distinguish them because they carried torches,
which made them look like dim spectres.

By their manner, he could teU they wero searching for

some one or something.
Who could it be but himself P

He jumped to the conclusion no one.
A despfirate effort must therefore be made to get free.

They did not see him where he stood—for he had come
to a halt when he first caught sight of them—he felt

pretty sure.

He must take care that they should not do so now.
A person less intimately acquainted with feke position

of the different objects in the park than he was would
never have been able to direct their steps so unerringly to
the point ho wished to reach.

That poipt was the gate leading out into Spring-gardens.
Little did he dream how bhndly he was rushing on to

his own capture—what pains ho was taking to efi'ect it.

Skulking along in the shadow of the trees, in order that

. , „ ,
I
he should not be perceived, he came sA length to a place

They were the two accomphces—the principal flad sn®. I where it was no longer possible to do tkis.
ceedcd in making an escape, / He reached the gate.
But only temporaiily. [In tho deep darkness he did not notic* mat the gats
The difierent exits to tho park were, as wC' ifliow, einctly j was clo;sd, or if he did tliought nothing of it, making snrs

guarded, and tliere was no chance of leaving the onclosuvo j that it would be opened at his command.
by the ordinary means c^ caress. • He was doomed to be woefully deceived.
The two men had neither received a dangerous wound j

- -
-

they were, indeed, more frightened than hurt,
Tho blood, bcwever, wRSftanchod, and bandcvffe T>l;ce»3

apcn thehr wristr, .

He darted forward.
No sooner did he do so, than the sentinel on guard,

v,'ho had heard bis approach, and wisely continued silent,

grasped him by the throat.
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%en he raised snch an ootcry as would have readied

tie ears of the party from tue palace. Lad Ihsj been at

hhrice the distance they reaily were.
On they came.
The stranger made a desperate efifort to rs!eac« isjsjself.

But it was in vain.

The sentinel at that time on duty happened to fca ibe
strongest man in the whole regiment.

Powerftil aa l^e was, the stranger was but a ckiM iv Lis

grasp.
I'ben the others ezsme np.

'The police-ofiacer, with a cry of wild ezultation, clasped

the struggling prisoner round the breast, thus pinioning

his arms to his side.
" I've got him !

" he cried. " ^urrah ! Nal.bed at

last ! Hurrah ! Capital ! Tie him up, sonieboOy ! Make
«aste

!

"

Some rope was produced, and with this the stranger

was bound very tightly indeed.
"Bring him along," cried the oiScer. "Bring him

along. I knowed I should have him ! Somebody call a
coach, and I'll have him taken to Kewgate at once."

The ii'on gate was flung open, and the whole party

passed through it.

It did not take them more than a minute to reach

Charing-crosfi, and then they looked about them for a
hackney-coach.

CHAPTER CCXXXIX.
THE STRANGER IS TAKEN TO NEWGATE, AND 18 ALL BUT

SET FREE, WHEN ANOTHER ARRIVAL AT THE PRISON
TAKES PLACE.

Of course the reader haa not failed to perceive the mis-
take into which the pursuers of Dick Turpin had fallen.

It seems at first sight rather remarkable that such
should have been the case, but after a minute or two's
consideration, it will look extremely probable.

In the first place, from the length of time the gates had
been closed, they felt pretty sure that there could be no
one in the park except the person of whom they were in

Bsarch.

Then the manner in which the straiiger had been
caught, all looked as though it was their prey.
He had also favoured thern in a great measure, and

helped to fix tlie deceit in their minds, for when he began
to run, feeling his cloak a very great incumbrance, he un-
fastened the little clasp at the throat, and allowed it to
fall on the ground beside him.

Apuflfof wind soon afterwards bit:-',? cJ Lis large fslt

hat.

It rolled away into the darkness instantly, and he made
no attempt to recover it.

The dress which his cloak concealed was, as Dick had
seen, composed of the richest materials, and, as might be
expected from that fact, was made in a fashionable
manner.

In general appearance, therefore, as he was a;out the
BJime height as the highwayman, he did not greatly differ

from him.
His hat was off, and his hair pai-tialiy hid his face.

The remarkable black-looking beard, too, had disap-
peared, which showed it was a fake one.

Under all these circumstances, and bearing in mmd
that the only light they had was such as the torches
afforded, the surprise which their blunder at fiwt excites
gradually passes away.
Not the faintest breath of suspicion rested on tha ixiiflds

of any of the party.

Indeed, the question of whether this was really the
man they sought never entered the heads of one of
them.

Ilie elation of the officer at his having been so for-

tunate as to capture the celebrated Dick Turpin, was very
great, and manifested itself in a very citraordinary

At that busy spot they haa not long to whV^, iute SiS

the hour was- t>''Eore a hackney (^ach made its anw

The driver was nailed, and the reticle with eoffi&j

difficulty brought to a etandctill near the kt.rb.stcne.

The door was then opened, aad the prisoner, r.ho i

said not a word, was thras*; inside . in no ?ery gwitlo I

Of course, he thought it strange that his fees sbould ba
so close upon bis track, but a guilty conscience needs no
kcr.iiser, and he, therefore, did not ask the motive of hia

aaptivity.
" Where to ?" asked the driver, gruffly.

The officer hesitated a moment, and then answ^s^iJ

—

"Newgate!"
The reason of his hesitation was (his.

The great city prison was only used for the detention of

such prisoners as had been duly committed hy a magistrate
to take their trial at the sessions.

This rule was, however, at times departed from, and
the oflicer thought the present occasion sufficiently im-
portant to warrant his departing from it now.

Several warrants had, from time to time, been issued

for the apprehension of the notorious highwayman, and
one thing that influenced the oGicer was, that no prison
could be so secure as that.

To be sure, not vei7 many years back, the celebrated
Jack Sheppard had made his escape from it, but then he
was the only person on record who had performed so
incredible a feat.

The driver, as soon as he received the order, whipped
up his sleepy cattle, and drove straight to his desti-

nation.

Those acquainted with London, of course know that

the distance between Cbaring-cross and the Old Bailey
is not very great, but still it takes time to pass over the
ground.
At a shnfl[ling sort of trot, then, the horses made their

way along the Strand and Flea*-street, and up Ludgate-

There was no light in the inside of the coach, so ihs

mistake was not likely to be discovered there.

The officer was seated by the side of the prisoner.

Major Nicholson sat opposite.

The others had climbed up on the roof, while not a few
ran along by the side of the coach, which they were able

to do without very greatly exhausting themselves.

At length the gloomy walls of Newgate were reached.

A thundering peal was delivered with the knocker upon
the door through which prisoners were admitted.

Since the dismission of Mr. Tapuer, and the appoint-

ment of Mr. Cawthom in his place, several improvements
in the prison regulations had been made.

^
All those men who had been found derelicting from

their duty in any way, or exceeding it, had been sum-
marily dismissed.

Consequently there was almost a tiew set of officials in

the prison itself, though not many changes had taken place

among the officers themselves.

That some alterations had been made could have been
seen by any one who was acquainted with the manage-
ment of things under the old code, for the door was
opened immediately.
Without much trouble, the prisoner was got out of the

coach, and escorted to the vestibule.

Morning was not very far distant, bst stiil it was quite

dark and night like.

The only illumination that there was in the vestibule

proceeded from an oil lamp, the rays from which were of

a verj- dim and sickly character indeed.

The result of this was that neither the officer nor Majoi
Nicholson found out the mistake they had made.

" Where's the governor ? " roared the former, in a voice

of the utmost importance. " V/here'e the governor ?
"

" In his blessed bed, I hope, and fast asleep," replied

the man on the lock.
" Go and wake him, then, and teU liim to come here

immediately, as I have a prisoner of tJ-e utmost im-

portance to give into his charge."
" I'm on the lock, and it's more than my p/ac9 is worih

to leave it tUl my time's up."
" Where's some one who can go P

"

"Why, there's Jinks somewhere aboat. EiJ Jt&k*
Where are you P You're wessfcsd.**

This man, who had been to some other part 6f tJiB

> prison, hearing himself called, made his appearance.
" Wot's the row ?

"

*' Mr. Cawthorne is wanted. Go and call him."

The man, who seemed of rather a snrly natore, mads
no reply, but at once set off upon his errand.

(' About ten minutes ekpsed, and then the gOTSrcoi

made his appearanoe-
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" Mr. Cawthorne," said the officer, " you won't grumble
when you know what ''ou have '^oeu called up for.

*

" What is it ?
"

" At last—I may say ilt last—I have succeeded ia doing
wli.at so many others have tried and failed to do. K»re
is Dick Tuq^in, the highwayman, for the first tiuw «
prisoner within the walls of Newgate."
" Dick Turpin !

" ejaculated the governor.
" Dick Turpin 5

" echoed the prisoner, in t^nes of the

greatest surprise. "^ Dick Turpin ! My line fellows, you
have made somo mistake. I am no more Dick Tui-pin

than you are."

"Ha! ha! ha! Verygood! Ha! ha! ha!" laaghed
those assemhled.
" That dodge won't do, Dick," said the officer. " Lor'

bless yon, we are not quite so green."
" Green or blue," said the stranger, " I tell joo I am

not Dick Turpin."
" Ah ! well, it don't much matter."
" The devil it don't. How do you make that out."
" Why, you will have an opportunity of proving your

identity, that's all."
" But I protest against this," cried the stranger.

" Call who you like, I tell you I'm not Dick Turpin."
Something in the tones of his voice sounded rather

unfamiliar to the ears of Major Nicholson, and, in spite of

himself, he felt the disagreeable conviction creeping over
him that he had made some dreadful mistake.

" More hght," he cried. " More light. I will eoon set

this matter at rest."
" Lor', sir ! you needn't take the trouble. There isn't

no doubts to set at rest. However, here's my bull's-eye

lantern."

With these words on his lips, the officer produced the
article mentioned, and handed it to the major, who
removed the slide with a nervous hand.
Then he allowed the broad, bright ray of light to fall

full upon the prisoner's face, who bore the examination
unflinchingly.

But the very first glance was sofficient to confirm the
major's worst suspicions.

The man they had with so much trouble made prisoner
was not the man they wanted.
The officer who had so congratulated himself upon his

prize made the same discovery at the same moment.
He was too much astounded and overcome at fii-st, but

at length he broke out with

—

" Oh ! blow me tight, here's a go I

"

" Come, come," said Mr. Cawthorn, who was not in the
most amiable of tempers at having been called out of his

warm bed on a cold night, *' what's the meanincr of
this?"
The officer looked dreadfully ohapfallen.
The major replied for him

—

_" We have made an unfortunate mistake. This is aoi
Dick Turpin."
The stranger smiled triumphantly.
Then the officer spoke.

_
" That may or may not be ; but there's something pecu-

liar about the whole affair, gud quite enough to warrant
our detaining him on suspicion."
" Do 80, at your peril," said the stranger. " Release

me at once, or you shall pay dearly for this night's
work."
There was somethir.g very authoritative in the manner

in which he spoke.
" What shall 1 do, Mr. Cawthorn ?"
" If you are sure he is not the person you naTas, jo'i

ought by all means to let him go free, after apologlsij:^; ?5i-

the treatment he has received."
" I will waive the latter part if you will let rae fro-J ii

once," said the stranger ;
" for the time I have lost is of

the utmost importance to my own interests."
" In" began the governor ; but what he was going

k) say is unknown, for he was interrupted by a violoiit

eanging at the prison door.

CHAPTER CCXL.
ma 07FICEKS CHASB DICK TUEPIN OVES ITSB {niOf

TOPS,

What ensued upon the knocking at the door must be leii

to another chapter, for we feel it is quit© time we returned
to the adventures of the obief eharacter in thi^ hiatory.

A portion of the officers had stationed themselvM %j^a
the landing on the second floor of the haunted mansioK,
in order to see that no one made his escape.

Casting their lights around them, they fuokly dit*

oovered the trace of footsteps. -'

When Bick ascended the' stairs, ha bsd xx^ii ho trod
npon some soft, yielding substance.

But what that substance was ho did not pause to

inquire, though it would have been quite as well if he had
done so.

The soft substance was dust.

Dust collected in such incredible quantities that it lay
as thickly as snow.
Like snow, too, it retained the impression of erery

pressure.

The officers then diaoovered upon the npper flight of
stairs such indications as left no doubt upon their minds
that some one had ascended only a short time before
them.
Having made this discovery, they deputed the office of

guarding to one of their number, and hastened up the
stairs in pursuit.

That they should fall into the mistake of inpposing
that the footsteps were those of one of the three men who
had been seen to enter was natural enough.
Every stair bore the impress cf the same boots, so it

was the easiest matter imaginable to follow tne track.

Up, up they went, until at length they reached the
place where they terminated altogether—namely, at the
door of the room which Dick had entered and secured
after him.
Nothing was heard from the interior, and they imme-

diately set about battering the door down in the same
manner as they had the other one.

At the very first blow it gav« symptoms of yielding, 80
it soon fell upon the floor.

Dick had opened the window when hs found the men
were really after him, with a view to makiug his escape
by its means.
But this, he found, would be very difficult and dan-

gerous.

Upon looking otit, he saw that he was indeed at the
top of the house, but the window, instead of looking out
upon the tiles, as attic windows usually do, was flush with
the building.

Casting his eyes upwards, he saw that the top part of

the window was immediately beneath a stone parapet or
coping, which seemed to run completely round the
building.

It was just possible, he thought, by standing upon the
window-sill, to reach the edge of this parapet.

Then, having done this, he felt pretty sure of his owb
power to draw himself up and over it ftiirly on to the roof

of the mansion.
But the danger was immense.
Still his enemies would have all the greater difficulty in

reaching him ; and should he stay where he was, he must
inevitably die or be captured.

Of the two alternatives he would have chosen the first,

and he would rather have received his death by a fall

from the top ef the house to the bottom, than at their

hands.
Accordingly he resolved to run the risk, being comforted

with the assurance that death was all he could meet
with.

This feeling inspired him with a kind of desperate

daring, which not a little helped him to prosecute his

perilous undertaking.
Mounting on to the window-sill, and holding tightlv one

half of the casement for support, he carefully aad slowly

got to an upright position.

Then shifting his grasp from the side to the top of tl',«

window, he steadied himself.

It was just when he had reached so far that the door
showed unequivocal symptoms of giving way. ,

But he did not allow this circumstance to unnerfO or

flurry him for a moment.
When he was balanced he moved one hand, and sciT'-

port-ed himself with the other.

The one at liberty he raised above his head as high aa

be possibly could.

To his joy, he found that he could just take hold «l iA0
edge of tne stonework.

Still his grasp wa« an inaeoore <»•• ,
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The leaar thing would destroy his equilibrium.

And should the coping-stone give way beneath his

weight, which was no improbable event, nothing could

eave him from utter destruction.

This was sufficient to dismay even the boldest heart,

but Dick Turpin was undaunted.

He clutched the edge of the stone as tightly as the

mascles in his fingers would allow him.

He had then the most perilous part of his task to per-

form.
And that was to release his hold upon the window,

trusting entirely to the one ho had upon the parapet,

and raise that arm to a level with the other.

But pressing himself against the wall as close as he

could, he Bucoeeded in doing this.

Then his course was comparatively easy.

Exerting all his strength, and giving a slight upward
impulse to his body, he raised himself until his breast

was on a level with the topmost edge of the parapet.
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He then, with little difficulty, got one leg up, and

finally rolled on to the roof in safety.

But he did not perform the feat quite quick enough

to throw the officers off the scent.

They saw with wonder the route he had taken.
_

Every one placed too high a value upon his life to

risk it, by attempting to follow the adventurous high-

wayman.
The idea, however, simultaneously occurred to all of

them that there must be a trap-door somewhere at hand,

by which acoesa could be had with speed and

safety.

Nor were they disappointed, for in the ceiling over

the landing was the object for which they sought.

Had Turpiu possessed a light as they did, he woula

have found it likewise, and used that mode of reaching

the roof, but we know he was in the profoundest dark-

ness.
Some little delay on the part of the officers took yiacS-

No. 44.
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owing to their inability to procure anything by which
the trap-door could be roaoh^d.

But at laat this obstacle was overcome, and, with all

the spred they could possibly make, they scrambled out

upon the tiles.

But they had now little to guide them.
Dick had got out five minutes before them, at the

least.

However, they made a sfuess as to the direction he
would most probably take, and set about searching for

him with right good will.

Dick, however, had made the most of his time.

When he had accomplished his extraordinary and un-

paralleled feat, he laid still upon the tiles for a few
seconds to recover himself.

Alive, however, to the necessity there was for imme-
diate, action, he scrambled along the gutter in which
he found himself until he could go no further.

Raising himself, he looked over the low stone wall,

and found that he was divided from the next house by
a chasm about four feet in width.

The distance was not very oonsiderable, but a leap

would be no trifling matter.

He looked down.
Or rather strove to do so, for the thick obscurity hid

all things from his gaze at a depth of more than a few
yards.
Dick cast one glance behind him.
His pursuers were not in sight.

Here, then, was an unexpected opportunity of getting
free from them.
Without any more hesitation, he climbed up on to

the parapet, and, standing on the top of the wall, made
a spring upon the next house.

He performed the distance safely, but alighted with
considerable force—so much so, indeed, that he feared
the roof would give way beneath him.
But this apprehension proved groundless, and he

crawled along much in the same fashion that he bad
done before.

To his joy, however, he found he had no more such
gulfs to cross. The houses were built in one solid

block.
Taking care to crouch down so as to be out of sight,

he crept on and on.

He heard the sounds of bis pursuers on his track, and
this warned him to be still more careful not to make a
noise, or do anything that would betray his position.

Presently he came to the end of the street.

He looked over, but could see nothing by which he
could accomplish a descent.
His heart now misgave him, and the reader can judge

what a relief it was when he found that the houses
were continued at a right angle.

The further the distance he placed between himself
and his enemies, before he made any attempt to leave
the roofs, the better he knew it would be for him, so
he pushed on with still greater speed than before.
But after a while, when he found that his enemies

were out of hearing, he cast about him for some means
by which he could descend from his elevated position.
A rope just then would have been of especial value to

him, but as there was no probability of hia obtaining
one, it was no use for him to think about that.
He must find some other mode.
The most natural idea to occur to him was to seek an

entrance through one of tlie numerous attic windows,
but then he felt the great danger there was of raising
an alarm if he should do this.

But he could not see how he was to avoid it, so he
determined to run all risks, and trust to his luck, which
certainly had befriended him already in a most sur-
prising manner.
When he made this resolution he saw an attic win-

dow a few feet before him, and towards this he crept.
On reaching this, he ventured to peep through the

window.
But he did so very cautiously, for as there was no

light in the room, of course any one within it would
immediately be able to distinguish his dark outline.

CHAPTER CCXLI.

AW bntrance is hade through thb attic window,
AND A PRKSH ADVENTURE BEFALS THE HIOUWAYMAH.
Dick Turpin strained hia vision to the utmost, but he
could see nothing.
He listened at the same time, bat no sounds came to

his ears.

To be sure this was no great proof that the chamber
was unoccupied, but it sufficed for Dick.
Creeping still further, until he came quite in front of

the window, he slid his hand up it, to see whether it

was unfastened.
As he more than suspected, it was secure.

Such a fastening, however, as it possessed, be knew
very well he could undo without making much noise.

Taking a pocket-knife from his pocket, he opened
the largest blade, and, with the point of it, gently raised

the lead round one of the panes nearest the fasten-

ing.

Having loosened it all round, he next proceeded to

remove it from its setting.

This was done skilfully and silently.

Then, squeezing his hand through the contracted
aperture, he undid the fastening.

The casement creaked open.
Nothing indicative of an alarm reached hia ears.

But he paused before he ventured to enter.

After a short interval, however, finding the silence

continue, he cautiously got through the window into

the room.
To his delight, he found not only waa it untenanted,

but destitute of all furniture.

In order not to leave so palpable an index to the road
he had taken as the open casement would do, he closed
and refastened it.

Then sought about for the door of the room.
His intention was to try whether he could not descend

the stairs without notice, and make hia way out through
the front door.

At that hour of the night, when most persons would
be in a deep slumber, there seemed to be a strong de-

gree of probability this plan of action would succeed.
The door of the room was composed of some kind of

dark wood, and, as the walla were whitewashed, it

ahowed out in strong relief.

The only fastening it had was a rude kind of drop
latch, which Turpin raised cautiously, and then allowed
the door to swing open.

Before him the darkness was most intense.
" I would give something," he muttered, "for the

commonest rush candle that ever was made, but it is

no good thinking about that ; I have no light, and no
means of getting one."
That the head of the stairs must be somewhere close

at hand to where he atood he felt pretty certain, and
he, after a moment's reflection, hit upon rather a clever
expedient to ascertain their precise situation.

He went down upon his hands and knees, and crept
cautiously forward.

It was well he took this precaution, for he found that
he had been standing much nearer the top of the stair-

case than he had imagined, and a heavy fall down them
would not only have severely injured himself, but raised

an immediate alarm.
His great object was to get away from that house un-

observed.
But fate had determined to place some obstacles in

his path which would be by no means easy to overcome.
The first or top flight of stairs were, however, des-

cended in silence and safety.

More than once, however, he stumbled against dif-

ferent things, but he did not make a loud enough noise
to startle any one.

Creeping steadily onwards, he reached, at length, the
hall leading to the front door,

A few steps now would lead him to freedom.
But at that moment there came to his ears a sound

like the opening of ;i door, and then the flashing of a
light appeared upon the stairs.

Some one was descending.
Voices, too, became audible.

Dick felt at once that it would be impossible for him
to run to the door, and undo its fastenings unperoeived.
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He knew not whether any of his foes were lurking

outside, but suoh a thing was extremely probable.

What was he to do ?

He had no time to reflect or decide upon which was
the best course to pursue.

A door was close to his right hand.
It was ajar.

It seemed to lead into a parlour of some kind.

The interior was in perfect darkness.

Likely enough he would find somewhere within it a

secure hiding-place which would serve him for a little

while.

He slipped in.

The door stood open just wide enough to allow him
to do so.

The atmosphere within was of a genial warmth, and
through the obscurity he saw the dull red embers of an
expiring fire.

This seemed to indicate that its occupants had only
recently quitted it.

Dick noticed these things, but, at the same time, paid
particular attention to the persons he heard approaching.
Step by step they came down the staircase, with great

deliberation. By the voices, Dick quickly found there

were two of them.
That they were male and female.

That they were aged. -,

Upon reaching the foot of the stairs, they came
straight up the passage.
A few rays from the light they carried penetrated

the apartment in which Dick had taken refuge.

Could it be possible they were coming towards it ?

That they intended to enter it P

If so, what an unfortunate and unlucky step it was
for him to take to seek shelter there.

But there was no time for regret.

The best thing he could do was to hide himself at
once, and trust to his luck.

They were coming towards that door, it is true, but
then it was just as likely as not that they would pass it.

Dick made first for the window, in the hope of find-

ing some curtains there, behind which he could con-
ceal himself.

Nor was this hope doomed to defeat.

Some curtains were there, and, by the fee), long heavy
curtains, too.

They were not drawn across the window, but hung
in folds at the side of it.

Choosing the one nearest the door, Dick slipped be-

hind it, and arranged the folds in such a manner as to
effectually prevent any one suspecting a person was
concealed there.

He was only just in time.
Scarcely had the curtains ceased to flutter than the

door was pushed open, and the old couple entered,
carrying a light.

The curtains, Dick now found, were of a semi-trans-
parent quality, for he found, now the light was on the
other side, he could see into the room with perfect
plainness.

The person who first entered was a venerable-looking
man, clothed in a fashion that even then was quite ob-
solete.

In his hand he carried a curiously-constructed lamp,
which emitte I a much greater amount of illumination
than lamps at that time generally gave.
He was followed at a very short distance by a lady,

as old, as venerable, and as strangely dressed as himself.
Both were attired with that scrupulous exactness

which was so noticeable in elderly people a couple of
geneeations back
But what struck Dick most, and attracted the chief

part of his attention, was that upon the countenances of
both of them was an expression of the utmost grief.
That grief, however, was not of a violent or demon-

strative kind. On the contrary, it was subdued and
chastened, as though the sorrow under which they
laboured was of long continuance.
That they were husband and wife, it did not require

a second glance to see.

There was that indescribable bat unmistakable re-
semblance between them.
At a rough guess, the age of the old man oould not

have been less than sixty years.

How much older he was, it would be hard to say, but
there are some who assume a patriarchal look much
earlier than others.

His wife was not much his junior. '

They were speaking wlien tliey entered, and the first
words Dick heard were these

:

" It's no good, wife—no good at all. I can't help it.

So don't say another word. 1 have tried to rest, but I

cannot—I cannot."
" Calm yourself, John," said the wife, gently and

soothingly. " Calm yourself, pray. Put the lamp
down on the table, and I will stir the fire. Come, John,
do."
The old man, with a trembling hand, placed the lamp

upon the table, as he had been requested, while his
wife stirred the embers together, and made them burst
into quite a cheerful blaze. After depositing the lamp,
the old man, with a faint sigh, sank back into an arm-
chair and covered his face with his hands.

" Tou are not going to weep, John, surely ?" said his
wife, as she perceived the action, and drawing away
the thin wasted hands as she spoke. " You are not
going to weep. Cheer up."
The old man shook hia head despondingly.
" I can't help it, Martha," he replied. " You know

it is always the same, and as each succeeding year
comes round,instead of my sorrow abating,it increases."

" But you should try to bear up under your aflaiction,

John, It is wicked to repine, though. Heaven knows,
our cross is heavy enough to bear—I "

The kind-hearted wife's voice failed her at this junc-
ture, and she sobbed aloud.
With a praiseworthy devotion she had striven to ease

the drooping spirits of her husband, and sunk herself

in the attempt.
It was now the husband's turn to console.

He drew a pretty carpeted stool close to his chair,

and gently forced his wife to sit upon it.

Then he smoothed her thin, silvery hair upon her
forehead, as he had been wont to smooth it years long,

long ago, when that hair was thick and glossy, and
black as jet itself, and when that now careworn and
wrinkled brow vied with polished marble in its fair

smoothness. He accompanied the action with a smile
so wan, so sickly, and so sad, that it was more heart-
breaking to look upon than his grief.

CHAPTER CCXLII.

dick ttjepin discovers thb cause of the old
couple's grief, and his heart is deeply
touched by their devotion.

There was something so peculiar about this old couple,
and something so mysterious in their grief, that Dick
became immediately interested in them.
Above all, their kind and affectionate demeanour

towards each other made a deep impression on his heart.

It touched him acutely, and when he witnessed their
vain attempts to console each other, he felt a disagree-
able choking sensation rising up in his throat.
The scene had the effect of pressing his own isolated

state upon his mind.
There be was, a foe to all men.
His hand was raised against his fellow-creatures, and

their hands against him.
In the hour of tribulation there was no one to con-

sole him or make his load of affliction lighter.

But he banished these thousjhtsas much as he could,
and fain would have escaped being any longer spectator
of a scene that was so painful to his feelings.
But this was quite out of the question, and, besides,

a certain kind of fascination, a strange contradictory
feeling, made him long to be away and yet desirous of
learning more.

' My dear wife," continued the old man, in a broken
voice, "God bless you for your kindness to me, and the
meek spirit which enables you to sustain your heavy
load of grief with fortitude and resignation. We are
poor weak creatures. In spite of myself, when this

dreadful anniversary comes round,my spirits completely
give way, and I cannot rest, sleeping or waking."

" I know that, John, and it shows how affectionate and
good a heart yours is, or it would not be so. We ou|{ht
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not to repine, though, quifce so much as we do. Try,

John, if for onoe you cannot overmaster it."

" I have tried, wife, and no one, not even you, knows
how hard. But my heart bleeda whenever I think of it.

It seems to me as though the wounds would never

heal." ^. . ,." It is a long time since ttiey were inflicted, but mine

seem as poifrnantas at first."

" So do mine—so do mine ; and so you see, wife, how
it is I cannot bear this dreadful night in the year to

oome round."
" It is almost over now, John. In an hour or two we

ahall see the sun, and a new day will begin. You—you
will be more cheerful then, will you not?"
" I will strive to be. But, oh ! wife, when I picture

her—when I think how good—no, not how good—how
beautiful she was—she was very beautiful, was she not,

Martha ?"
" Too beautiful, John," replied the wife, as she burst

into a flood of tears. " She was too beautiful, too happy,

and—and "

" Good, you would say. Yes, that is the word which
your lipa hesitate to utter. She was too beautiful to be
good ; and yet, wife, do you know "

" What, John ?"

" Sometimes, when I reflect upon the past, I do not
think her quite so much to blame—not quite so much
to blame as I used to think she was in olden times."

" Bless you, John. I believe, even now, if she was to

return—if she was to kneel at your feet and entreat
your forgiveness "

" Hold ! hold !" cried the aged man, vehemently. " Do
not speak of such a thing, do not speak of it. You
make me feel quite strange."

" I know how you feel, John. Yoii would like to see

her once more before your eyes for ever closed in death.

You would like to tell her that, deeply as she has sinned
against us, you forgive her. Am I right, John ?"

There was no reply, but Dick saw the old grief-stricken

man bowed his head still lower and lower, till his cheek
rested against his wife's forehead.

It was a touching scene, and hard indeed would that

heart have been which could have witnessed it without
emotion.

There was about them both all the fondness of early

years. Their affection had been a lastins? one, but,

perhaps it was their deep and mutual grief which had
served to knit them into closer bonds of union.

Singly they would never have borne up against it, but,

united as they were, the one sustained the other iu the

hour when their aflBiction was the deepest, and thus the

one alternately proved a support to the other.

"John! John!" said the wife again. "You do not
answer me. Tell me whether I am right. Do you think

you could quite forgive her P Do answer me."
" I should, Martha. I never thought that I should be

able to forget the past, and overlook it, but now I feel

that I can do so. As you say, it would be a consolation

of no slight description, if I could see her once more on
this earth. But why should we think of that ? There
—there is no hope for it

!"

" I fear not," replied his wife, gently. " But yet I like

to know that if she should come, you could pardon her !

Tell me so again, John."
" Do you forgive her ?"

" Do I ? Oh ! John, how can you ask me such a
question ? Where is the mother to be found who could
not forget and willingly forgive the sins of her own
daughter?"

" Not you, Martha ! You have forgiven her long ago
—I know that ; but my heart was hardened against her."

" And enough to make it, John, enough to make it

;

but you are sure it is softened now ?"

"Yes, at^this moment, should she come before me, I

feel I could grant her forgiveness, unasked,"
" God bless you for those words, John ! Yon have a

kind, good heart. Whatyearsof anguish she has caused."
" Do not speak of that now. Let the past be forgiven.

Oh ! that I could see her once more—only once !"

" Your prayer, John, may be answered some day !

You should recollect that we have never seen her since
she fled—have had no explanation from her. Who then
can tell what arts were used, what meaaa employed to

wean h@r from ae i"

" As you say. Sometimes I think we have been
heavily but justly punished."

" How so, John ?"

" We thought too much of her. We exalted her by
far too much—indeed, we almost worshipped her. She
left us."

" Yes, that is it ! I feel happier now. Do you,
John?"
"I do."
" It is because you have forgiven her. You can boar

to talk now about what has always driven you mad.
Can you not ?"

" Do you mean the past ?"

"I do."
" I think I can."
" Do you know how long ago it is—since—sinoa "

" Since she left her home, to throw herself into a
villain's arms ?"

•' Don't speak like that, dear John
; you almost break

my heart. But that is what I meant. Do you know how
long ago it is ?"

" Yes ; this very night is the thirteenth anniversary
of the event."

" Do you recollect that morning, John ? Do not be
excited, but let us talk gently over the past. I found
the letter, John ; you remember she wrote it before she
left us?"

" Oh ! God, yes—yese! "Too well I recollect all that
took place Upon that awful day ! It is written on my
brain in characters of fire, which nothing will erase

!"

" But forgiveness," pleaded his wife, " nothing but
forgiveness. You told me you could forgive her."

" Forgive me, Martha. I am a weak-hearted and sin-

ful old man."
" But do you remember that letter ?"

" Why ?"

" You read it ?"

" I did, and was not blinded by the words ; but almost
—almost."

" You have never seen it since that morning, have
you, John ?"

" Never."
" Do you know what became of it ?"

" No ; why do you ask ?"

" Should you not like to see it onoe more, if such a
thing was possible ? To once more hold in your hands
that which she last touched before she left us !"

" Wife— wife !"

" What, John ?"

" You have not got that letter !"

" I have indeed, John. I have never parted with it

since that dreadful morning. I have carried it in my
bosom till it is almost worn out, and it is stained in

many places by tears ; for whenever I could find an op-

portunity, I used to read it ; and never without weeping."
" Martlia ! Can it be possible that you have kept

this to yourself—that you have had this consolation,

and refused to allow me to share it with you ?"

" You are not angry, John ?"

'' No—no, not angry, but "

" You know you never could bear to have that day
alluded to, until to-night, and I am afraid that the sight
of it would anger you."

I dare say it would—I dare say it would."
" And so, you me, I kept it a secret—the only aeoret,

John, that I have ever had from yon."
" Bless you, I believe you. Bat have you that letter

now ?"

" I have. I am never without it."
" Let—let

"

"Let what ?"

" Let me see it."
" Should yon like to do so ?"

" I should indeed."
" Would it still further soften your heart t"
" I think so—I think so,"
" Then I will read it to you."
" Do so, Martha."
" You can look upon the paper while I do so. Oh J

you cannot think how I cling to it. It is the only thing
I have in remembrance of her. You had all other things
destroyed, and her bed-room door nailed up and covered,

so that none should ever see or enter it.*'

" I «iid aU that, Martha."
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"Bat never mind now, John. Since that time we

have never been able to see or hear anything of her. I

wonder where she went."
" You will break my heart. Cease, oh ! cease !"

"
I think much upon the past, and should like you to

do the same ; we couH talk then about that, as we do

about other things."
'• You are right, Martha ; but where is the letter f"

" Hero, John. Yon see it is very much worn, but it

is quite perfect. I have taken such care of it, for I

thought perhaps it would be all we should ever see of her."

As the old lady spoke, she drew from her bosom a

little parcel.

Carefully taking off the cover, a folded letter was dis-

closed, and this, with trembling fingers, she spread out

upon her husband's knee, while her tears fell thick and
last upon it.

CHAPTER CCXLIII.

WITH A LITTLE TROtTBLE, DICK MANAGES TO GET
OUT INTO THE OPEN AIR ONCE MORE.

" Take heart, Martha, take heart," said the old man.
" You were going to show me how to be brave and firm.

Come—come, read the letter !"

" With a great effort, the heart-broken mother sub-

dued her emotion, and then began to read as follows :

" My dear, dear parents,—What will you think when
yon find I have gone, and when this letter falls into

your hands ? I tremble when I think of it, bu'„ your
anger, if there is any, will, I am certain, pass away
when you read this explanation.

" I have had a secret from you, my dear parents. I

have guarded it jealously, and even your affectionate

eyes have failed to notice it.

" Could I have had my own way, it would never have
been kept a secret, bu t let me relate what has taken place,

and then I shall leave you to form your own conclusions.
" Three weeks ago, my dear parents, while walking

in the park, I was accosted by a yonng man—a gentle-

man—handsome—noble—wealthy.
" He paid me many compliments, and we at last grew

quite friendly. Before we parted, however, he most
earnestly entreated me to keep secret what had taken
place. I refused at first, but afterwards he persuaded
me.

" I kept the interview a secret. I saw him again,

and then he told me that he was titled and wealthy

—

that he loved me. But he had friends, he said, who
would oppose our union, but that in a twelvemonth he
should be his own master, and independent of the world.

" He pressed me to wed him—wed him secretly, and
keep the marriage a secret for twelvemonths only. At
the end of that time he would own me as a wife.

"Then he told me hia name and rank, but adjured
me to reveal it to no one.

" In fine, my dear parents, I have consented to wed
him in the manner he proposes. For twelvemonths I

must bid you adieu. When that period expires, you
will see me again, happy, and the wife of one of Eng-
land's greatest nobles.

" You will wonder much at this, my dear parents, and
you cannot imagine how it damps my joy that you can-
not be at present the sharers of my good fortune, but
the time I speak of will soon pass away, and, until it

does, I shall remain in the most absolute seclusion. I

have promised that I will do so.
" By the time you read this, my dear parents, I shall

be a bride, and with no other cloud upon my pure and
perfect happiness than that which I fear your displeasure
will cast.
" But pray pardon me and wait, and, in the enr", you

will see that all will turn out for the best.
" From your ever-loving daughter,

" Isabel."

A deep groan was the only comment which was made
to this letter, and that was uttered by the bereaved
father.

We have chosen to give the letter in its entirety, and
have not related the various interruptions which took
place while it was being read.

Tiie poor mother carried the paper to bor lips, and
kissed it.

What can exceed the love a mother has for her child ?

" She is a poor angel," she sobbed. " It was very

—

very wrong of her to keep such a secret, and allow her-

self to be guided by her own inexperience."
" She deceived us," said the old man, with a alight

tinge of bitterness in his words. " She deceived ua."
" But who knows, John, what arguments may have

been used. You cannot tell. She is wrong. She has
sinned. But who is always right, and who is sinless ?"

" True—true."
" Many excuses can be made for her, John, she never

dreamt of doing harm, and never for a moment suspected

the villain who lured her from her home. That year

has passed away, and twelve more years beside. We
have never heard of her daring all that long—long weary
time. What must have been her frtelinsrs wheu ahe dis-

covered how cruelly she hud been deceived P What may
she not have suffered since, for ahe would have been
afraid to come to us !"

" Peace—peace, Martha ! You make me like a child."

Both wept.
" Where is she ?" moaned the mother, again ;

" where
has she been all this long time ?"

" Heaven only knows."
" If her sin was great, her punishment has been ade«

quate. But have you never thought, John, that we
were much to blame ?"

" No, I never thought that."

"But we were."
" How—how ? I know your kind heart will make

every excuse for her you can poasibly think of."
" It is not that, John ; but do you remember how we

brought her up ? We strove to keep her from all know-
ledge of evil."

" We did."
" And that was where we erred. Pare and stainless

herself, she never dreamt there could be treachery in

another, or, at all events, between a amooth and frank

exterior."
" I see now— I see now."
" We ought to have taught her to distinguish evil from

good, and shown her what a loathsome place the world

was made through the influenoe of the bad passions of

humanity."
" We ought, wife. I see the error now. We ought

indeed."
"All the blame must not rest upon her, you know,"
" You are right. I have done wrong, and added to

my wrong doing. Would that I could recall the past.

I would have had all England searched until I found
her ; but T was stubborn and obdurate."

" You could forgive her now if she came back ?"

" Ah ! yes, ray dear wife ; and, all through you, I aee

at last, when it is too late, that I alone am to blame."
"Wo—no."
" You would fain excuse me."
" None are perfect and but hark !"

"What?"
" Did yon hear nothing ?"

"No."
" Hark again.*
" Did you hear something ?"

" Yes."
" What, oh ! what ?"

" A moan as of some one in great pain."
" Heavens ! wife ! What can it mean ? My heart

beats strangely. Now I hear it."

A half-moaning cry from somewhere oloae at hand
now came to their ears.

A presentiment was on the old man's mind that that

sound had some connexion with their converaation.

There was the same impression npon the mind of

Dick Turpin also.
" Wh—what is it—what is it, John ?"
" I don't know, Martha. Hark !"

_

Again came the strange cry, but thia time more wajt«

ingly than before.
" It comes from the street," said the mother, with

bated breath ; " it comes from the street."
" Let us go to the front door, Martha," added the old

man, tremblingly ;
" let us go to the front door."

With these words on their lips, the aged couple slowly
left the apartment hand in hand.
No sooner bad tkey got fairly oat of si^ht, than TarpiK
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looked out from the curtain, behind which he was oon-

cealed,

Hia face wore a serious look, such as had rarely be-

fore appeared upon it.

One could easily see how much he was affected by the

simple and touching scene which he had witnessed.

But, interested as lie was, the desire to get away rose

paramount above it, and tliat is why, as soon as they
had left the room, he looked out from the curtain.

He was, however, unable to see any means by which
he could effect a retreat.

There was the sound of bolts being withdrawn and a

lock shot back, for, of course, the door had been secured
at night.
Then followed the creaking of hinges, which was

echoed by a scream,
" What can it be ?" asked Dick. " Ah, stop, I have

an idea. How was it I did not think of that before ?"

As he spoke, he slipped out of his place of conceal-

ment, and approached the table on tiptoe.

The lamp which the aged couple had carried was
standing upon it, and burning brightly.

They had not carried it to the front door.

Familiar with the interior of their home as they were,
there was no need for it.

The reader will, perhaps, guess what idea had entered
Dick's mind.

It was to extinguish the lamp.
Under cover of the darkness, he would then stand a

better chance of getting away unperceived.
He understood the mechanism of the lamp in an

instant, and, by merely turning a screw, he put it out
at once.
Then he stood profoundly still.

The darkness, contrasted with the previous light,

seemed most intense—more so, indeed, than it was in

reality.
" Bring her in, John," he heard a voice say. " Bring

her in, poor dear thing. Who can she be ? Perhaps it

may be our own lost one comeback to us, now that you
have forgiven her."

" It is she !" cried the old man in a hysterical voice.
" It is she ! I know it t I know it

!"

" Come this way, then. Why—why "

"WhatP"
" The lamp is out."
"Out?"
" Yes."
" How extraordinary."
" Quick, wife, quick. Light it again, and let us look

upon our poor lost one ! She moans ! She knows me I

She put her arms around my neck, and presses her
cold lips against mine ! Mercy ! Mercy ! My child

!

Bless you, my child ! Bless you !"

The old lady made her way back into the room, and,
as she did so, Dick stole out into the passage.
A gush of cold air came upon hia face.

Before him he could see the open door, and, upon a
nearer approach, the dim and half-defined outlines of
some person on the door-step.

Cautiously he made his way towards it.

The old man, with what little strength he had, strove
to raise some heavy burden.

Dick's heart, more than his eyes, told him that it was
a female form.
The flash of light from the lamp which the poor

mother had succeeded in igniting, now shone upon the
wall.

Now was the time for action.
He was close to the door.
With one bound he sprang into the street, and, with-

out pausing, ran hastily forwards, until he turned the
first corner on his left.

CHAPTER CCXLIV.

DICK TUBPIN OBTAINS A DISGUISE BY A SUMMARY
PROCESS, AND DIRECTS HIS STEPS TO THE " WHITE
HOB3E " IN DRUBY-LANE.

" This has baen a night of adventure !" muttered Dick,

%n he looked around to see what direction he ought to

take, " but this last incident affects me most. What a
good-hearted couple ! I should not have feared to have

thrown myself on their protection ; but then, why
should I bring care and trouble under their roof ? They
have borne enough already.

" What black-hearted wretch could it have been, I

wonder, who, by his sophistic arguments, persuaded
her to leave her happy home? The tale is a clear one
to me, and not tiie least strange part about it is that,

after a lapse of thirteen years of unfoigiveness, as soon
as lier father pronounced her pardon, she had returned,
as though the intelligence had been invisibly conveyed
to her."

It will be seen by this speech that Dick jumped to
the conclusion that the female form upon the doorstep
was that of the erring and repentant daughter.
There were many things, certainly, to induce sueh a

belief, but nothing amounting to a positive proof.

If alie had returned just at that moment, the coinci-

dence was a strange one.
And, although he had nothing to show it, Dick could

not divest himself from the idea that the scene of which
he had just been a spectator had some connection with
the murder in the haunted house.
But whether this was so or not, time alone can

evidence.

The morning was now close at hand, and a dull gray
light seemed to fall upon all things and give them a cold
and ghastly look.

By the aid, then, of this dim light, Dick looked about
him.
To his relief, he could neither see nor hear anything

of his foes.

But he was too close to the scene of his daring ex-

ploit to feel safe, and yet he hardly knew to what place
to proceed.
Nor had he any distinct notion as to which would be

the best direction for liim to take.
He presented altogether a very suspicious appear-

ance. His clolhes were dirty and torn.

They were spotted with blood in many places, and
over his shoulder was a crimson bandage.
He limped too, as he walked, for his ankle pained

him exceedingly.
No doubt, by this time, a pretty accurate description

of him had been posted all over London.
People would be on the look out.

He would feel safer at the " White Horse " than any-
where, but then how was he to reach that place unob-
served, and morning fast coming on ?

Old Matthew's roof would only afford him a safe
asylum if he was not seen to enter it.

When he reached this point in his reflections, he heard
a footstep approaching him.

Desirous to escape the observation of every one aa
much as possible, he shrunk back into the deep shadow
of a projecting doorway.

It might be a mere chance passenger who was coming,
and it might be a foe.

He looked in the direction from which the traveller
came, and in a little while distinguished him.
He was walking at a rapid rate.

Aa he drew yet nearer, Dick saw there was a certain
military air about him, both in respect to his walk and
upright bearing.

A long black cloak which he wore tended materially
to favour the idea.

It completely enveloped his form, and allowed only
his boot-tops to be visible.

On his head was the almost universally-worn, three-

cornered felt hat.

As he saw this person approaching, and noticed how
completely the cloak covered his form, hiding every-
thing he wore, the idea struck him of what a capital

thing it would be for him if he could obtain a similar

piece of apparel.

No sooner had this thought struck him, than he deter-

mined to possess himself of the very identical cloak
which the comer wore.
He was upon the same side of the way as Dick was,

and in a few minutes would pass the doorway in which
he was concealed.

But to take anything from so warlike a person would,
most likely, be no easy matter.

Dick, however, was not the iSftQ to troublo himself
much about that,
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Ha wanted the'oloak, and he made up his mind he
would have it, and that by boldness, too.

He felt rapidly for what weapons he had about him,
but found the only thing he had got was a discharged
pistol.

His Bword had been broken.
Bat if the pistol was harmless, his enemy need not

know it.

Grasping it firmly in nis right hand, he waited.
The stranger, not dreaming of an ambuscade, walked

on unconcernedly.
But. as soon as he was close enough, Dick sprang

from his hiding-place, and, with unerring aim, caught
him round the throat.

"Silence!" cried Dick, impressively, almost before

the stranger knew he was attacked. " Silence ! Cltter

a cry, or do anything to cause an alarm, and you are a
dead man."
A gurgling Bound followed these words, and Dick,

fearful if he continued the pressure, his adversary
would choke, relaxed his grasp a little.

At the same time, he pressed the muzzle of the pistol

against the stranger's cheeks, and said

:

" I want your cloak. Give it to me without resist-

ance, or you die. Your life now hangs upon a thread.

I am a desperate man, and shall not shrink to take it."

The stranger endeavoured to nod his head.
" If you mean you are willing to let me have what I

require, be it so. But beware how you play me false.

No violence will then be offered. The cloak is all I

require. It is of little value to you, so give it up at
once. If you are treacherous your death be on your
own head."
As he spoke, Dick relaxed his hold.
But as he did so, he very dexterously unclasped the

cloak, and, catching the garment from the stranger's
shoulders, threw it over his own person.
"Now, sir," said Dick, "you are free. I am much

obliged to you, und, if you wish to know to whom you
have lent your cloak, it is to Richard—commonly called
Dick—Turpin, the highwayman."
Then, ere the military-looking individual could re-

cover his surprise, Dick hurried down the street, and
was quickly out of sight.

He found the cloak was of first-rate material, and
Buch as would be worn by any gentleman.
He adjusted it properly, and fastened it at the throat.
It was trimmed with fur, and made very full, so that

he could completely wrap himself up iu it.

Everything now that would have made him an object
of suspicion was hidden from observation.
He walked along rapidly.

The streets were all but empty.
At the dawning hour few people are abroad.
Suddenly, upon emerging from a narrow street, ho

found himself close to Westminster Abbey.
"I will make my way to the river-side," he said,

" and take a boat from thence to the Savoy-steps.
That will suit me first-rate. I shall get to old Matthew's
without any one being the wiser ; and glad enough I

Fhall be, for a little rest would be about as welcome a
thing as I could tliiuk of."

With these words on his lips, Dick took the direction
upon which he had determined.
The nearest point at which he could make sure of

finding a boat was at the foot of Westminster-bridge

;

80 it was towards that venerable and almost forgotten
structure that he made his way.
A few minutes enabled him to reach it, and, descend-

ing a flight of stone steps on the east side of the bridge,
made slippery by the recession of the tide, he saw be-

|

fore him several boats waiting to be hired.
He was quickly hailed by one of the watermen, who

were always anxious, like cabmen are now, to have a
well-dressed, distinguished-looking person for a fare.

With all possible speed, Dick stepped into one of
the little vessels, and ordered him to row him to the
Savoy-steps.
The usual " Ay, ay, sir,'- followed his command, and

pushing off from the steps, the wijierman, by his long,
steady strokes, made the boat glide over the surface of

the river at a rapid rate.

The tide, too, was running out, which made their

progreia all the easier and awifter.

But when the prow of the boat touched against the
Savoy, steps and Dick leaped from the boat, it was broad
daylight.
Taking care to draw the cloak closely around his

form, and pulling his hat down over his face as much
as possible, Dick took the shortest and most direct
route to the " White Horse."
He saw no signs of pursuit, and nothing that looked

suspicious, but for all that he did not relax his caution.
Upon second thoughts, however, he determined not

to go to the front door, so he made a bit of a detour,
and got into Stanhope-street.
Then, turning to the left, he entered the narrow pas-

sage which even now exists, and which is known as
White Horse-yard.
Straight up to the secret door he went, and pressed

upon the hidden spring, which sounded a bell in the
interior. He had hardly to wait a moment before the
door opened.
Old Matthew, in a state of the greatest uneasiness, had

been on the watch for him, and his joy may be imagined
when he found him standing there safe and sound.
" Come in," he cried. " Don't linger. Quick! There

may be prying eyes about."
Dick stepped in at once.
The moment, however, that the door was closed, and

before old Matthew had time to speak, he said

—

" Black Bess ! Where is she P"
"Safe, quite safe."
"Let me see her first, and I will tell you my adven-

tures afterwards."
"As you will. This way, I never thought to see

you back again !"

" Yet here I am."
" Yes, here you are, nnd more by good luck than any-

thing else, I take it."
" I daresay that has a great deal to do with it, my

friend."

CHAPTER CCXLV.
MB. WKIGGLES TAKES HIS MEASURES FOR CAPTURIKG
DICK TURPIN, AND SEIZES HIM IN STANHOPE-STREET.
"Ah! well, ' ejaculated the worthy landlord, as he
threw open the cunningly-contrived stable door, " luck
is a very fine thing, that's certain !"

"You are right."
" But, however, here's your mare. Woe, Bess !"

The landlord patted the noble creature affectionately
on the neck.

Dick, too, approached, and a faint neigh proclaimed
that he was recognised.
Of course, she was quite safe and properly attended to.

Old Matthew had seen to her himself.
But Dick always felt it to be a great satisfaction to

know, from personal inspection, that such was theca.-e.
The landlord was exceedingly impatient to hear Tur-

pin's adventures, so he hurried liim off at once into the
bar-parlour, where a good fire was burning, and where
the landlord had been sitting awaiting his return.
To satisfy him, then, Dick briefly gave him an outline

of the incidents which have been already presented to
the reader in detail.

As soon as he spoke of his hurts, however, the land-
lord insisted upon having them dressed, so he took Dick
upstairs to a bedroom, and attended to them himself,
for he had an excellent knowledge of all kinds of

wounds, and knew how they should be treated.

When this was over, the highwayman was completely
exhausted, and laid down upon the bed to enjoy a few
hour&' rest and slpep.

" Don't be afraid," old Matthew said. " If anythinff
goes wrong you shall have the alarm soon enough.
"Trust mo for that."

" Many thanks."
" Oh ! don't mention it. A good sleep is the best

thing you could possibly liave, and when you wake up
you will find something to eat beside you."

" All right."
" I shall go and have a tarn in myself for a little

while."
" I should think you want it."
" I do, though, if you will believe me, I don't take ao

much sleep as some do. I don't require it."
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"Ah, well, my friend, I can go to sleep here in

security, I know. Good morning."
The laudlord left the room.
Dick turned over and over upon his bed.

Somehow, although be was so exhausted, be could not
sleep.

His brain was busy.
It was occupied with many distracting things.

There was his night's adventures, his failure in what
he had undertaken, Tom King and his absent comrades,
all running one after another through his mind.

At length he fell off to sleep, nor did he wake until

the short winter's day was drawing to a close.

As the landlord had said, he found beside him both
eatables and drinkables.

To these he paid the first attention.

Then, having satisfied the cravings of hunger, he saw
that his old friend had been thoughtful enough to pro-

vide him with a new suit of clothes, which were hang-
ing on a chair-back at the bedside.

The highwayman then rose.

His wound was well bandaged, and the hemorrhage
had entirely ceased.

He had nothing to do now but to let it take its course.

Having thoroughly washed himself, and gone through
the various operations of the toilet, the change that he
affected in himself was great indeed.

Indeed, he looked as he had looked of old, as he looked
upon that November night when we first introduced
him to the reader.

Before he had quite finished attiring himself, old

Matthew made his appearance.
He was delighted with the change,
" Is all safe ?" was Dick's first question.
" Quite, I think."
" You think ?"

" Yes, there is a deuce of a hubbub about you !"

" About me?"
" Your name is in everybody's mouth."
" The devil!"
" You may well say that. If you want to save ynur

neck, you'll have to keep yourself remarkably snug."
Dick smiled.
" What are you laughing at ?"

" Do you see how carefully I have dressed myself ?'

" Yes."
" And what pains I have taken with my toilet ?"

" Yes, yes."
" And what do you think induced me to do so ?"

" I don't know."
"You don't?"
" Had you any special reason ?"

" I had."
" What was it ?"

" This, my friend : Black Bess is all right."
" Eh ! what ?"

" Of oohrse she is. Well, Matthew, my friena, I am
goius out for a ride into the country."

" No—no."
" But I say, yes—yes."
" You must be mad !"

"Why so?"
" You will be captured, to a certainty."
"I will take my risk of that. Now, Matthew, you

have known me some time, and so you must have no-
ticed one thing."
"What?"
" That when I take an idea into my head, or make up

my mind to do anything, nothing in the world will

turn me."
" I do know it, but pray for once listen to reason."
" Not if it means stop here."
"Why not?"
" I want a ride out in the free open air. I want to

feel that I ara once more a knight of the road. The
adventures I had last night have whetted my appetite,

and I am determined to see some more to-night."
" Well, well—a wilful man will always have hia own

way."
" Now, Matthew, don't be offended."
" I am not offended."
" Just consider. The authorities, knowing this to be

an old haunt of mine, may take it into their heads to
search the plaoo thoroughly from top to bottom, and

80, for your sake, as well as my own, it will be beat tO
be out of it."

"Yes, but "

" Now, Matthew, will you oblige me ? I ask you aa
a friend.''

The landlord groaned as he said it.
" I know what you want."
" That's all right, then."
" You want your mare saddled."
" I do, but not just yet. Say, in an hour's time. It

will be quite dark by then."
" So it will, and, in the meantime, just think over

what you are going to do."
" Oh I all right. Never fear. Go and get the saddle

on'at once, and then all will be ready in case of an alarm."
The laudlord, finding further remonstrance would be

useless, unwillingly withdrew to do our hero's bidding.
The hour he had mentioned soon passed away.
As he had said, it had during Iho-t space of time

grown quite dark.
And now the use of the iron bars in the wall was dis-

played.
Had Dick gone down the staircase, he would surely

have met some one.
But as it was, the .square yard we have before described

was never entered by any one but the landlord and
those he could trust.

It was impossible for any persons in the neighbouring
houses to see into it.

Dick threw open the window, and took hold of one of
the horizontal bars.

Then, placing his feet on another, he closed the
window and begun to descend.
This was the easiest matter imaginable, for the bars

were arranged so as to be just like the rounds of a ladder,

and could be ascended ami descended with equal facility.

In a moment or two Dick reached the ground.
Tlien he bent his steps towards the stables.

There he found old Matthew examining the trappings
of Black Bess, and seeing that all was perfectly secure.

He made one more attempt to induce Dick to derelict

his enterprise, but he met with no better success than
he had the first time.

When all was ready, Matthew furnished Dick with six

pistols.

Two wer« for the holsters in the saddle.

Two he placed in his belt ready for immediate service.

The other two in hia coat-pocket.

He loaded them with his own hands, and placed the
remainder of the ammunition in his pocket also.

Old Matthew then opened a door which led into a
narrow passage.

" Take the bridle in your hand," he said, "and walk
to the bottom of the place, and you will find yourself in

Stanhope-street. I trust I shall see you safe back again."
" Never fear for that," said Dick. " Good-bye."
As he spoke, he obeyed old Matthew's instructions,

and passed the court—for such it was, though no other
doors opened into it.

Twenty steps took him to the bottom of it.

He led Bess out into the middle of the street, and
prepared to mount.
But, before he placed his foot in the stirrup, he felt

himself seized from behind by some one.

Beleasiag his hold of his mare, he wrenched himself
round.
But the person who had caught hold of him kept a

firm grasp, while he shouted out

:

"I ha e him ! I have him, Mr. Wriggles! Mr.
Wriggles, I've got him ! Make haste ! Here he is !"

A sudden trampling of footsteps followed these words.

Dick knew his danger at once. It was imminent.
His old foes had got scent of where he was, and had

waited ti'l he came out to pounce upon him.

CHAPTER CCXLVI.
RELATK8 HOW DICK TURPI N PARED AT THE HANDS

OF ME. WBIGOLES, THE BOW-STBEET OFFICER.

His only chance of escaping being overpowered by num-
bers, was by at once disabling the man who had seized

him.
Summoning, therefore, all his strength, he wrenohed

luB whole body round, and so got out of his grasp.
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rjlR WRIGGLES AND HIS OFFICERS ATTACK DICK TUEPIN.]

I
That is to say, if they went in to search for any one,

But only for a moment.
^^ ^j^ ^ l,ad their trouble for nothing.

The man would not be shook off, and he clung to mm i ^"S^^^^^^^^^
^f the family had ever been found there,

again.
, , . , , . „ ^^,^ f„ce ! Mr Wriggles had from time to time expenenced all

Turpin, however, struck him a ^^favy blow >« the lace
fl--^ ^ ^^ ^^^ ite a different plan of action

.

which made him stagger shghtly, while his S'^^^P ^'^'^'^^^^^^^g c^^^ement places he had stationed his men,

%\TLo^. h.m again, and this time more violently sojhat a ^omplete circle was formed by them round

than before, i

, , j Here he resolved to wait and watch.

He fell to the grov nd stunned.
h^n.1iwnvman's If Turpin came, he could not enter m nout being per-

But by the time lie had done this, the Jaighwayman s

^l^J''^^^''^\^^^ iu ^keady, it was impossible for him

'^^Mr" WrSesTsot^as he heara tbat t^e^amo.s^D^ek to leave als.
^^^ ^^^

Turpin had again tnade his appearance in^h^s^^^^^^
, ^^^^s^^^ ^he narrow'passage was quite unknown to the

had not attempted to give chase to him m any way, ui g
, ^ ^^ ^^^^^

already learned the futility of domg so.
oA^^er^

^ ^^ ^ ^j^^ happened to be posted at

Khout any precise ii^f^^f^tion upon the point he "tad
,

Un^ . ^^^
j^^ ^ Horae-yard, heard the

ts^tfe»^^^^^^^ ^' ^^^"^' ""''" ^°^^ ^"
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behind, while he called out to bia superior for assistance

in the manner we have related.

Upon hearing his voice, they had hurried forward at

the top of their speed, and arrived just iu time to see

their comrade stretched at full length on the ground.
Turpin, however, the moment he had freed himself

from his adversary, drew his sword from its sheath.

It was along-bladed and beautiful weapon, which old

Matthew had placed by the side of the apparel he then
wore.

Its brightly-polished blade flashed like lightning as,

the moment it was released from the scabbard, Dick
whirled it round his head.
The ofEcers, who had been advancing, baited, and

drew back a step.

And during this scene Black Besa had not moved
from her master's side.

She stood immovable as a rook, watching the progress
of the affray.

The indecision of the officers was only momentary.
At a word from their leader, they made a rush forward.
But Turpin waved hia sword again, describing a semi-

circle with it.

None of hia foes were within its circumference, or
they would have been mown down.
Now was Turpin'a time.
Taking advantage of the temporary supremacy he

had gained over them, he turned with great swiftness
towards his mare.
Then giving one spring, he leapt upon her back, at the

same time uttering a cry which he knew would have the
effect of making her bound forward at her utmost speed.
A yell came from the officers.

Up to the present, in obedience to thi instructions
they had received from their superior, they had not fired.

His design had been to capture the celebrated high-
wayman alive, and hand him over to the authorities, to

be dealt with according to law.
But now he found he was slipping away from bim,

Mr. Wrif^gles gave the order to fire.

The officers, who had not been in time to cling to
Dick after he had mounted, ^though several had rushed
forward to do so, at once drew their pistols from their
belts, and many shots were fired in quick succession.
But Turpin, having heard the command, did not waver.
He set hia teeth hard, and struck Black Bess with

his heels.

She flew along the narrow and deserted street at a
terrific speed.

Its length was trifling, and he was round the corner
into Lincoln's Inn-fielda in the space of a few seconds.

His foes, however, raised a tremendous outcry, and
followed him on foot as fast as they were able.
But the danger was now passed.
Or nearly so.

Dick had not expected to escape injury from the many
shots that were fired at him.
To be sure all would, in the excitement of the moment,

be diacharged almoat without aim, but even so, some
chance bullet could scarcely fail to reach him.
Feeling no immediate effects from it, he did not stay

his course, but made his way in a direct line to Blooms-
bury-fields.

Here he drew rein, having ascertained that none of
bis enemies were within sight or hearing.
His first act was to move himself about in various

ways, and exercise all hia limbs, in order to learn whether
be had been struck.
But the result was more than he could have hoped for.
He had not received a scratch.
Having aaaured himself of this, he patted his mare

upon the neck in a cheerful manner, as he said

:

" WeU done, lass ! well done ! We are all right, and
Wriggles is again defeated ! Now, I once more feel
myself a real Knight of the Road, and it is odd to me,
if I do not do something to-night which shall serve to
prove my right to the title. Bravo ! bravo !"

Black Bess made a neighing sound as soon as these
words were uttered, which almost seemed as though
the gallant creature bad made an effort to speak.
Turpin did not take it in that manner.
It was not the way in which she usually replied to him

when he spoke encouragingly to her.
His face anumed a serious expression.

The sound to hia ears sounded like one of pais.

Could it be possible P

Had the matchless animal been lesa fortunate than
her rider when the pistols had been discharged P

Some stray bullet might have struck her.

Might even have reached some vital part.

W^ith his heart much agitated by this thought, Dick
alighted from the saddle.

" Art hurt, lass ?" he asked, anxiously, stroking hia
hand over her glossy coat as he spoke. " Art hurt, lass

-eh P What's this ?"

Dick held up his hand, and in the dim night light he
could see that it was smeared with blood.

He quickly found the place from which the blood bad
come.
There was a wound upon her croup.
Whether it was a very serious one or not he could not

tell.

The blood flowed from it at rather a rapid rate, thoo^rh,
now she was standing still, it was fast beginning to con-
geal over it.

He did not try to stop this operation, because he knew
when completed, that it would be a more effectual means
of stanching it than any other.

The matter was a very serious one indeed, but it was
most fortunate for both tliat the officers had not been
well mounted, or the result would perhaps have been
the capture or death of both horse and rider.

Dick was at a loss for a little while to know what to do.
Where could he take his mare to have her wound at-

tended to, and what should he do in the meantime with-
out her ?

These were puzzling questions.
But it is surprising how much quicker we arrive at a

decision when pressed by time, when we know there is

no time for a lengthened argument pro and con.
Dick had to make up his mind quickly.
But just at that moment he heard a faint jingling of

bells, accompanied by the rumbling of he vy wheels.
" A waggon," said Dick, as he beard the sound.
" Perhaps I shall learn something from the driver if

I wait until it comes up."
Acting upon this idea, be took Black Bess by the

bridle and led her to the side of the road, where be waited
somewhat impatiently for the approach of the waggon.

It came crawling on at a snail's pace, as such vehicleB
usually do.

It was coming from the direction of London.
At length, when the highwayman's stock of patience

was quite exhausted, it arrived.

He could just see that it was drawn by three horses
;

on the head of the foremost of which were some little

bells, which jingled pleasantly as the horse tossed bia
head up and down.
"Hoy!" shouted Turpin, at the top of his lungs

;

" boy ! Stop !"

But the driver did not appear to take any notice.

Dick shouted again, but without further effect ; so,

lest the waggon should pass him after having waited
for it so louff as he had, he loosed the bridle, and spring-
ing forward, caught the foremost horse in the team,
and made him come to a standstill.

The others, of course, stopped also, and the huge
heavy wheels ceased to revolve.

A voice now cried out

:

'

' Gee—woa—whoop ! Dang it, who hist thee stopping
my horse ?"

The voice belonged to the driver, who bad been sitting

on his seat fast asleep, which accounted for bis not hear-
ing Dick when he called out to him.

Indeed, it was the cessation of motion which caused
him to open bis eyes.

Nothing else, hardly, would have bad that effect.
" Stop," said Dick ;

" I want to speak to you."
"Speak, be dom'd," said the driver, in a rage, and

making a slashing cut at Dick, aa be uttered the
words.
" Speak, be dom'd ! What do ye mean by a stopping

a my "team ?"

" Look here." said Dick, " do you see this ?"
" See what f"
" A crown piece."

"Eh!" said the driver, forgetting his anger in the
interest he took in what had been last said.
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** A crowa pieoCk" <^(i Tnrpin. " Liat«n • moment, and
11 w yours."

" All right, your honour, •!! right. What did tob pleas*

to want P^'
" Do you tiSTel thif ro»d often P*
* Twice a week."
" Then you know it pretty well."
" Yes, I do. But what o* that ?

"

" My horse here has met with an accident. How, where
is the nearest place I can get a doctor ?

"

" What sort of a doctor do you want ?
"

" Why a horse-doctor, to be sure. There miwt be ane
•ot far off, I should think."
" Well, there is, certainly. layoor he«M mooh hoit f

"

"Well, yes; rather."

"Ah!"
" Why do yon ask P

"

" It's a matter of four miles farther along the toad."
" The devil it is ! The way yon are going ?

"

"Yes."
" Shall you pass anywhere near it P

"

"OfcourselshaU.'*
"Very well, then, I'll make the crown piece half-a-

guinea if you'll give me »nd Bty mare a lut u far as
there."

"WiUyon, by gomP"
" I will. Is the waggon empty f**
" Yes, barring some straw at tne hottom of it."
" That's the veir thing."
" But, how can I give your mare a lift P

"

" I'll show you. Stop a minute."
The man looked round with great cariosity, and Dick

went to the back part of the waggon.
Jumping up on the board at the back, he drew back the

tarpaulin which hung there.

Then he called to Black Bess by means of the peeuliar

whistle which he had so particularly taught her to obey.

She came towards him at once.

He patted her on the neck, and made her nsderatand
that he wished her to leap Hp.

This she did easily, for tiie distance from the ground
to the bottom of the cart was nothing to speak of.

One bound, and she was fairly inside.

The waggoner was filled with astonishment.
He had lifted the canvas at the front of the cart, and so

was able to see into the interior, which was lighted by a
mall oil lamp.
" Dom me, he said, " that licks all I ever seed ia my

Kfe."

Dick patted Bess on the neok, and gently forced her to

lie down, for he imagined she would travel easier in that

Having accomplished thie, he went to the front of the
waggon, and said

—

"Now drive as fast as you can, and the sooner vou get
to where I want to go, the more liberal I shall be.
" All right, your honour," replied the driver, smaoking

his whip, 80 that it sounded l^e the report of a pistol.
" Come up, with you."
The horses put themselves in motion at once.

They went at first at a kind of trot, but that jolted the
waggon in such a fearful manner that Dick could not
•tana it, so they subsided into a walk.
The cumbersome affair did not go more than four miles

an hour, at about the end of whith time the drivor pulled
ap, and said

—

" Here you are, sir. You'll find the door a little way
doiwn the lane there to the right."

"Very good," said the highwaymMl "Wbtv ihall I
aekfiw?"
"Mr. Evans."
" Here's a guinea, then, tor yonr troable, and as soon

as I get out, drive on, and the best thing yon can do is to
forget this night's work."

With this, Turpin scrambled out of the back of the
waggon, and assisted Bess to follow him.

•rhe waggoner, pleased enough with what he had ao
Bexpectedly earned, and which was about equal to two
weeks' wages, seemed to take Dick's advice, for he drove
off at once.

<)nr hero waic&ed him down the road nntil be was oat
of sight, and then he looked about him for the lane of

the wama had spokea.

Sure enoogh, jnst on hie right hand was a narrow
taming.
Down this Dick Turpin did not hesitate to direct his

steps.

He was glad to see that his priceless mare did not exhibit
ay outward signs of her hurt. She walked alonjr steadilv
and firmly.

According as he had been told, he found, a few yards
oowB the lane, some large double gates, which were sur-
mounted by a circular piece of wood for a sign-board, upon
which some words were written, but it was too dark for
them to be deciphered.
Nor did Dick make the attempt. He merely gave

a glance upward to see what kind of place it looked to be.
A little search showed him a handle by the side of the

gate-post, and this he pulled downwards.
The loud clanging of a bell not far off from where he

stotxi immediately ensued, followed by the barking of
dogs.
Then he heard a heavy footstep, and a voice cried—
" Who is it P What do you want ?

"

Dick paid no attention to the first part of the question.
"I want to see Mr. Evans. I have hurt my horse.

Open the door. Be quick."
The authoritative and off-hand manner in which he

spoke, procured immediate obedience.
One half of the gate was thrown open, and a man

appeared holding a stable-lantern aa high above his head
as he oonld, in order to see what the kte customer was

CHAPTER CCXLVIL
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ATTENDED TO.

Dick Tuepin, however, by no means wished to be eiudei,

scrutinized, be the man whom he might, so he walked
forward, leading his mare by the bridle.

The man drew aside to allow him to pass, aad dosed
the door after him.

No one was better aware of the policy of conciliating
people wherever it was possible, by giving them money,
than our hero. He always looked upon it as money weU
and profitably spent.

Accordingly, while the man was fastening the gate, he
took the opportunity to draw half-a-orown from his

pocket.
" I don't want to waste any more time than I can

possibly help," he said, placing the coin in the man's
hand. " Just ask Mr. Evans to make as much haste as
he can."
" All right, sir

!

" said the man, touching his hat, and
quite certain in his own mind that Dick was a gentleman,
and consequently a customer well worth having. " He
will be here in a minute, I know."
" The sooner the better. You can tell him from me

that he will be well paid for his trouble."

The man hurried off to do his bidding.
Nor did he keep him long, for he soon returned, accom-

panied by a tall, gaunt old man, who had much of the
appearance of having SOTved in the army.
This idea was confirmed in Dick's mmd by the kind of

semi-military salute he made as he approached him.
Turpin spoke to him in an undertone.
" Are you a man content to do a service and be well

paid for it, without troubling yourself nnneoessarily about
it, because, if such is the case, yon can have such a job to

do now."
Mr. Evans hesitated a moment, and then he replied

—

" What is the nature of the service which you wish me
to perform P"
" Nothing which you need shrink from doing.
" Yon must tell me what it is before I can give you a

"S^^i^ You see my horse harsf

'

t is simply this

"Yes."
" Well, she has been huit."
" Go on, sir."
" Are you willing to dress the wound she has reoeireCL

without troubling about how she got it, aod wheM and
wUenP"

"Certainly," replied Mr. Evans. "That is a mattet

wkieh d<m't eonoem me, and I always endeavour, as mnflb
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M poBflible, to act up to the prinoiple of evety nuui mind-

iag hifl own bosineas, and letting otherpeoijle'a alone."
*' I am very glad to hear it," said Turpin, " very glad

indeed. You are joet the man I want. Now you shall

be well rewarded, especially if you do your busineaB well

•nd carefullT, for, I can assure yoo, I 8S4 great atora by
the animal.
" Just 80, sir," said Mr. EwB.
" Have you any objection t

"

" None m the least." .:.

"Then perhaps you will have a gw>d look at hsrwraBtl,

and do the best you can for it."

" Yon may depend upon that, air. Ren, Ike, lend me
the lantern.'^

The man had stood a little aside during the dialogue,

bat upon hearing his master speak, he approached.

Mr. Evans took the lantern from his hands, and, by the

id of its light, made a good examination of Black Bess.

Turpin looked himself, for, in the darkness in the road,

he eomd not say for certain that the wound he had dis-

•orered was the only one which she had received.

But such proved to be the case.

The blood had coagulated on her croup in a large mses.

But it had ceased to flow.

Mr. Evans evidently looked upon it with surprise.
" Will you follow me under cover," he said, turning to

Dick. " Perhaps you would like to lead your horse joor-

•elf."
" I ehonM."
" Then, if yoQ will keep beside me, I will take you to

my room, where all my things are kept, and where she

ean be properly attended to."

Turpin did not scruple to follow Mr. Evans. He would
not have hesitated if he had known for certain that he was
incurring ^eat danger by so doing.

Indeed, it is hard to say what risk he would not have run
spon his mare's account. Certainly more than he would
for any other living thing.

He had not far to go, for Mr. Evans merely led him
across a small yard to a door leading into a shed.

This he opened and passed through, with Dick oloae at

his heels.
" Ike !

" he oried to his man, " run into the house, and
fetch a bucket of hot water."
The man went off, and nothing ooold be done octil be

returned.
But he scarcely kept them a moment.
Mr. Evans took a sponge, and, dipping it in the hot

water, washed away the blood which had caked over the
wonnd.
He continued this bathing process for some time, and

then Dick saw that a bullet had ploughed up the skin on
her croap, making an oblique furrow about three inches in

length.

Mr. Evans looked at the wound, bat, in accordance with
bis agreement, made no remarks and asked no queati<His.

No doubt he knew what had caused it.

" This must be sown up," he 6£ud.
•* la it anything serious ?

"

** No, not at all. Yoa see it is merely skin imp."

•• So that all that will be necessary will be fc> 4niw the
skin together. It will heal all the quicker th^L*

*• Let it be done if that is best," sud Dick.
" Oh ! I will do it at once."
"Shall you be long?"
" No, a few minutes only."
*• I am glad to hear it."

"The bleeding, you perceive, has quite ceased. I will

try to do something that will prevrat it breaking G«t
afresh."
" It is in a good f&aeti."
" Well, yea, so far aa travelling goes, it « ia a good

^aee."
" There will not be any fear of its oocuiig luaatfiehed,

win there ?
"

" I should recommend you to be carefuL"
" You may depend I shall be."
** There is no occasion for putting her aside for such «

kort, but it would do her no harm.
" It shall be done if possible. I value her very highly."
" She is a beautiful creature," said Mr. Svuns, admir-

bgly ;
" a very beautiful creature."

^' She is indeed."

During this oonveraatioii Mr. Svans very careful^
stitched the edges of the wound together, and when he
had done, there was very little of the wound to be seen.

Dick then gave Mr. Evans five guineas for the service
be had done, and the horse-doctor was not a little surprised
a* receiving so liberal a payment, although, from what
Dick had said, he expected something han&ome.
A second examination was made, in order to asoea^am for

certain that she had recwved bo ether >ujnry. But the
result waa quite satisfactory. j

Bess waa then led to the front gate by which she had
entered, and Dick Turpin, with a heart considerably
lightened, trotted her gently out into the high-road.

What the speculations of Mi . Evans and his man were
does not matter. He kept to his part of the bargain, and
BO did Dick to his.

But when Turpin had griven him the five guineas, be
foimd that was nearly all tiie money he possessed.

This was a state of thing* which could not be jvvmitted
to continue.
" Gently, Bess," he said, as his mare made an attempt

to break into a gallop, " gently, Bess. You shall not go fast

to-night, if I can help it ; and certainly not without there
is Bome urgent reason for it."

It was clear, however, from the manner in which she
moved, that Bess felt very little, if any, effects <rf her
wound, which fortunately had happened where it would
not interfere with her motion.
Her rider would only allow her to procoed at a very

gentle pace.

Money he had resolved to hiwe, and an adventsn^too^
and he would not be baulked of either, if possible.

He so went on for several miles.

The night was dark and cold, and as he got further and
further into the coimtry so did the eoldness appear to
increase.

The moon was not shining—or, at any rate, was not
visible, though thens wotb some incications of her presence
behind a cloud on the eastern horizon.

The road waa quite deserted, and Dick was beginning
to despair of meeting any one that night, when the sharp
strokes of a horse's hoofs beating upon the hard road met
his ears.

fie drew aside and waited.
The traveller, which he could teU immediately was a

man mounted on a steed ofgood quality, came on at a rapid
pace, so only a few minutes elapsed before he was up with
him.
As soon as he saw his horse's head was on a level with

him, Turpin darted out of his place of coooealment with a
cocked pistol in his right hand.
He galloped for a few yards side by side with tiie honM-

man, while he cried

—

" Full up your horse, air. Halt I I say, and that at

once, or you are a dead man. My finger is already on the

trigger, and the muzzle of the pistol not more than a foot

from your head. Halt, I say

!

Thus forcibly persuaded, and dreading to loee his life,

the traveller, with a bitter oath, reined m his steed.

At the same moment he plunged his hand into the
Inreast of his ooat.

Turpin saw the movement, and befiwe he could with-

draw it, he clapped his pistol to his forehead, and cried

—

" Move that hand, and I fire. Do you understand me F

The muzele is against your face : can you feel it P
"

He pressed more heavily as he spoke, until the pist«l

made quite a dent in the traveller's forehead.

"Now," he continued, "you have a weapon of some
sort or other kifldy to your grasp. Fling it in the road-

way this moment if you wish to preserve your life."

" You have the advantage of me," cried the traveller,

" and I am forced to submit. Besides, I place too high a

value on my life to throw it away upon the high-road "

" I am glad to hear it," said Turpin. " Dcvra wrth

yoor weapon J Eemember, I shall keep a sharp eye upon
yon, and if I see anything that looks in the least sus-

picious, I fire—so 1 would advise yoQ to be careful !

**

The traveller could tell by the firm, cool, and decided

way in which Turpin spoke Uiat he waa qnUe in earacat

in what he said, ao he, without further delay, drew a

pistol from his breast, and immediately threw it in the

road.

"Now •'tie other J" o»wd Diet "QuwHi a
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fUM lik« yoa wotild not think of trarelling without a
brace. Down with the other

!

"

The trareller fjnashed his teeth, but he had no resource

•ave to submit, so he threw down another pistol.

This showed Dick was quite right when he said a

ffentleman like hitD would not think of travelling with
less than a brace.
" So far, rir, very good," said the hig><wayBBan. " Now,

jou will £md it your best policy not tn tamper with me.
lou are completely in my power, and if you do not wish

to throw your life away, you will attempt no useless resist-

ance, but hand me over whatever cash and valuables you
have about yon."

" You take this matter very coolly," said the traveller,

with ereat difficulty controlling his anger.
" V ery coolly," replied Dick, " and I trust you will be

influenced by my example. It is so much better to carry

out these httle affairs quietlj, and without making a
disturbance."

" Curse your quietness. Here, take this, and be ofif."

The horseman held out at arm's length a good-sized
purse, which Dick could see was tolerably well filled.

" I will take the purse," he said, " but as for being oS",

that is quite another thing. I shall want something
more in remembrance of this pleaisant interview before I

go. Come, let me have your watch and chain and the
appendages thereto. I am sure y<»n carry one. Come,
be quick !

"

With another oath the traveller t»ok off his watch and
chain, and handed it to the highway man, who then said

—

" You may go now. Good evenLig, sir. I am much
obliged to you, and I shall always lock back to this meet-
ing with gratification."
" Curse you, yes ;" and as he uttered the words, the

horseman stuck his spurs deeply isiti his steed's flanks,
and galloped away.
With a gratified air, Dick Turpij felt his booty, and

estimated its value by its weight.
" Not a bad commencemeut," he muttered ; " but still

not enough to be called a night's work. I must go on,
there is plenty of time yet, and see what fate has in store
for me."

Still he went dowly. There was no particular oocasicm
for hurry.

Presently he saw before him some obstmction in the
road, which a nearer approach and a closer observation
showed him was a toll-gate.

It was closed.

He rode up to it gently, and the man came oat of his
wooden house and lazily swung open half the gate.
" Tuppence," he said, holding up a piece of white paper.

" Tuppence."
" Here you are."
" Why, this is half-a-crown."
" All right. Keep that on account of next time, for I

may, perhaps, be in a huiTy, and, if so, it won't do for me
to have to wait while you fumble at the gate."
" Lor* bless you, your honour, no. I understands yon.

Long life to yon. 1*11 take care you d<m't have to wait at
my gate.
" All right," aaid Turpin. "Goodrnght,"

CHAPTEE CCXLVIIl.
A TBBT EEMABKABLE ADVENTURE BXVAII ?^% WUIN

ON THE HIOH-BOAD.
It was always good policy for a highwayman to keep on
good terms with the tollmen. They were in a position
sometimes to render them a good deal of assistance.

This snfirage was in a general way easily oWained by
behaving liberally to them.
Dick could mention more than one instance when he

would have had much difficulty in eluding his pursua/s,
had it not been for a tollman hindering the officeM two or
three minutes while he undid th« gate to allow them to
pass through.
The speed of his mare was matchless beyo—l doubt, hot

Iben It had a limit, and, after awhile, her swiftness would
abat« materially.

Those behind might be indifferently mounted, but 6v«ry
*>w and then they would get more cattle, so it was only
h» stnt&gem that a Ughwayman had a chance of eettins
Mk of their dntohea.

A delay of two or three minutes from any little citwua-
stance, would be of immense importance.

After passing through the toll-gate, Dick still kept on
towards the country and away from London, which was
now about ten miles behind him.
The road was broad, level, and straight, and, when th«

mooa broke forth, he was s^le to see a long way in ad-
vance.

In the far distance he could just cea two tiny lights.
They were no larger than stars, or ratner, looked like

two glowworms.
Both were on a level with each other, and about eqoi*

distant.

Of course Turpin knew in a moment what tiiose two
lights signified.

A carriage was approachinf

.

If he had any doubt, the rumbfing soond which soon
followed would have convinced him, and, not only that»
the lights, while preserving precisely the same position,
continued to grow brighter and brighter.
Dick changed his mare's pace from a trot to a walk.
The carriage was coming at a very rapid rate, as though

its inmates had some more than usual motive for travelling
post haste.

But whatever their business might be, or however great
a hurry they might be in, Dick resolved to stop them and
exact a tribute.

And now the lamps shone very brightly, and showed
him the forms oftwo steaming horses, who were harnessed
to the carriage.

Dick had learned from experience that one of the most
efi'ectual methods of making the driver of a carriage stop
his horses, was to fire a pistol in the air, and then cry out
"Halt!"
This was the course he pursued on the present occasion.
" Bang !

" went his pistol, with a report that echoed far

and wide over the country, accompanied by a momentary
flash of mtense brilliancy, which revealed his form to the
driver of the coach,
" Halt !

" he cried. " Halt ! or you are a dead man."
There is something remarkable about the word " halt !

*'

Clearly enunciated, it seems to have a magical efiect in

arresting any one's progress.
In the present instance, its effect was heightened by the

words which followed it.

The coachman stopped at once, and without any troable
brought his cattle to a standstill.

It almost seemed as though they understood the mean-
ing of the abnipt tone of command.
The stoppage was immediately followed by a scream is

a female voice, and before Turpin could reach the carriage,
the door was thrown open, and a young lady alighted.
Dick could see at a glance that she was young, and, not

only that, the moon's rays showed him that she was beau-
tiful.

This was an action which astonished Dick not a little.

The young lady, the moment her feet touched the
ground, ran towards him, and cried out, in the sweetest
voice our hero had ever heard

—

" Tell me—teU me ! Who are yon ? What is your
name ? TeU me, I implore you ! It is of the greatest

importance to me. I guess it, but tell me your name."
She clasped her hands together as she spoke, and sank

into a half-kneeling attitude.

Under the sudden impulse of the moment, Dick slipped

off his mare, and tried to raise the young lady to her feet.

But she sank quite down into a kneeling postm-e, and
said, anxiously

—

" Tell me—teU me who you are ! Do not delay, I pray
you ! Tell me your name !

"

" I cannot refuse yon," replied Turpin, " but I should
first like to know your reasons for wishing to learu my
name before I give it."

"No—no! that will take too long. No—no, tell me
your aame. Tell it me at once."
" Rise, then, to your feet. Let me assist you."
" Not until you have told me your name. I more than

suspect who you are, but tell me

—

ftay tell me for cer-

tain."

Dick hesitated.

In the first place, the whole tnuwaction was ot su extra,

ordinary a nature, that he may be excused if he feJ* ratiios

confused.

He was at a Iom to onderstaad what wa« meau.
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When he had alighted and endearoured to raise the
youHg lady to her feet, he had released his hold of his

mare's bridle, and she had, after straying a few paces
onward, commenced cropping some of the short sweet
grass which grew upon the roadside.
Dick had only given one glance at the carriage, the

door of which had swung open.
That glance, however, had shown that it was occupied

by some one, but whether male or female, he had not
been able to determine.

All around was still.

The vague idea that this was some deep-laid scheme
of his foes for his entrapment, glanced through his mind,
but it was instantly dismissed.
He could see by the expression of the face of she who

knelt before him, that she was in earnest, and that her
position in life was such as to place her above joining in
any scheme against him.

Besides, he could not believe that one so fair and
candid-looking as she was, could be guilty of treachery
towards him or any one else.

Something very urgent could alone have instigated
her to do ae she had done.
But what was it ?

Dick was curious in the extreme.
It was useless to speculate.
The only means by which he could satisfy his curiosity

would be by at once avowing who he was, and noting
the effect the pronunciation of his name had upon her.

_
These thoughts passed with great rapidity through

his mind, but during the time they occupied the young
lady had renewed her entreaty.
The person in the coach had uttered some words, but

what their import was, Dick neither knew nor cared.
His whole attention was absorbed by the singular be-

haviour of the beauteous being before him.
" My name," he said, " though I am quite at a loss to

know why you wish to hear it, is John Palmer."
" John Palmer !" repeated the lady, in accents of the

deepest disappointment. " Then all this time has been
lost in vain—when time is so precious. But I made
sure that you were the person I took you to be."
She accepted of Dick's aid to rise as she spoke.
" Surely, miss," said Dick, " after complying with

your request, and telling you my name, you cannot, I

should think, refuse to tell me for whom you took me."
" I took yon for another."
".So I can readily judge ; but what other ? You have

raised my curiosity excessively, and surely you will not
refuse to gratify it?"

" I will tell you, sir, but pray lot me return to my
carriage, and resume my journey. Your surprise will

doubtless be great—perhaps, even, you may be offended
—but I took you for a celebrated character."
"Who, miss ?"

" A highwayman."
" I do not scruple to avow that such is my profession."
" But the person I fancied you were is one who is

justly entitled to be called the prince of highwaymen."
"And who may that be, with so enviable a title ?"

"Richard Turpin."
Dick started, but he took off his hat, and made an

elaborate bow, as he said :

" I am your humble servant."
" Ah ! I was right, then. You deceived me before.

Your name is not Palmer "

" My name is Palmer, lady. I did not deceive youo
I am known, however, not by that name, but the one by
which you addressed me."

" All is well, then f"
" May I ask what is well ?"
" You may. My behaviour seems incomprehensible and

lunatic, no doubt, but it will all be explained."
Turpin bowed.
" I have heard that you have ever proved yourself a

friend to the unfortunate. That yon, although trans-
gressing the laws, have atoned for many of those acts
by deeds of mercy and goodness towards those who have
been friendless and unprotected. Have I heard rightly ?"

" It does not become any one to speak of himself,"
replied Turpin, " but I have certainly, as every man
would, when I have seen the defenceless oppressed, in-

terposed between them and the oppressor."
" I am right, then. I knew I was right. It was a

fortunate chance that I should have met you. I was in

hopes of doing so ; something seemed to tell me that I

should see you."
" But your journey F"
" There is no need of it."
" You have not explained yet."
" No, I have not ; but I have a favour to ask of yon,

a great favour."
" Speak freely, and without fear."
" I am in distress, and require a strong hand to Buocour

me—at least, not myself, but another."
" I am at your service," said Turpin. " In what

way can I assist you ?"

" Time is precious. I cannot tell you now. I had in-

tended to go to London to find a friend there— a person
with whom I am acquainted, but from whom I did not
expect to gain what I wished. I was in hopes of find-

ing you, and, having done so, Imust beg of you to accom-
pany me. Will you do so f At the first opportunity
everything shall be explained."
Dick hesitated.

For the second time the thought had risen np in his

mind that this was some deep-laid scheme for his appre-

hension ; that the lady was only playing a part, and that

he was about to follow her to his own destruction.

But, for the second time, one glance into her face

was sufficient to dispel these half-formed suspicions.

He could not bring himself to believe that she could
be guilty of such baseness.

She, with a woman's quickness, noticed his hesitation,

and said :

" Do not fear to trust yourself with me. No harm
shall come to you. Take my word for it."

" I will believe you."
" Yon may do so in safety. Assist me into the carriage

where my attendant is waiting for me, and you can
either enter or "

" I will mount and ride by the side of ,the carriage,"

said Turpin. " But to what place are you going to take
me?"
"Not far from here. Yon will accompany me, will

you not?"
" I will, but yet, believe me, I should like to know the

nature of the service which you require me to perform,
and how far are you going to take me ?"

" It will require too much time, and there is none to

lose. All shall be made clear to yon, and the distanoe

is only trifling. I had done little more than commence
my journey to London."
As she spoke, Turpin assisted her to enter the carriage,

and closed the door.

Then, at her request, he bade the driver turn the horses
round, and go back the way he had come.
A faint chirping whistle brought Black Bess to his

side in a moment.
He vaulted into the saddle and had fixed himself in

the seat before the coachman had obeyed the order
which had been given him.

CHAPTEB CCXLIX,

IN WHICH THE READER, AS WELL AS DIOK TUBPIM,
BEGINS TO 'see the LIGHT.

Much wondering what all this meant, and how the
most singular adventure he had ever met with would
terminate, Turpin trotted gently at the side of the
carriage, accommodating the speed of his own mare to

that of the horses who drew it.

That his curiosity was raised to the utmost pitch, the
reader can doubtless readily believe, and he was anxious
in the extreme to have his bewildering speculations set

at rest.

There was something so mysterious about the manner
of the young lady, and withal something so romantic,

that he felt himself irresistibly attracted towards her.

In the positions they then occupied, conversation was
difficult, and'almost impossible, as the combined sound
of the rumbling of wheels and clattering hoofs drowned
all words not uttered in a very loud tone.

From time to time, however, the highwayman oast a
glance into the interior of the vehicle at the lady who
had made the strange supplicatory request to him.
He noticed opposite to her was a woman of about thirty
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ymn ol afc, and wli« wm th« attendant wbo had been
allnded to.

In thifl way upwards of half-an-honr
which about four miles had been travelled.

At the end of that time they oame in sight ol a^^arge
white stone building—a kind of residence common esMI^
in the present day, bnt not so then. /%

On the right-hand side of the road were some lai^ toea
gates, and, adjoining them, a kind of keeper's lodge.

At the request of the young lady, Dick rode forwar' «
little, and pulled the handle of a bell.

The srjamons was replied to by a man, who, as aoon as

he saw the carriage throogh the bars, threw the gate open
without delay.

They then entered, taking their way along a broad,
smooth, gravelled path, which wound about in a serpentine
Cushion.

They did not, however, continue to keep to this p^,
but took one that branched off to the left, leading, Dick
afterwards found, to the back part of the mansion.
The night was now, of course, very far advanced, and as

he looked up to the house, both at the back and firont,

Dick could perceive no signs of any one infaabitiBf it.

From one window alone, and that was Ugd «p Jat tike

building, streamed forth a faint light.

The carriage stopped before a small doof, wttMb looked
like a private entrance to the mansion.

Finding that they were to go no further, Diok Torpin
dismounted, and, opening t>>a door, assisted the lady and
her attendant to alight.

The former spoke.
" Will you enter ? " she said, " and then I will give yoo

the explanation which I am sure you must be anzioas to
receive."

"Willingly," said Diok, "but"-^
"But what?"
•* My mare."
"She will be quite safe. Leave her, and James will

take her, and see that she is put in the stable and made
eomfortable."
" Exactly. Still "
" You hesitate. Speak freely, I beg."
"I cannot feel safe or comfortable unless I know that

my mare is in perfect safety. I mean without I see her
tabled with my own eyes."

" Ah ! yes," said the lady, " I have heard as much, and
also that you love Black Bess as you would love a mis-
tress."
" You have heard oorrecdy," said Turpin. " I do love

her. I am grateful to her because she has saved my life

npon more than one occasion."
" I should much like to hear the story of your life, but

this is neither the place not time for you to tell, or for me
to hear it. James will show you to tiie stables, and then
bring you back to me."
Turpin bowed.
James was the name of the man who had driven the

oarriage.

He had descended from his seat, and when the young
lady had finished speaking, he said

—

" Will you take the bridle of your mare and follow
meP"
The highwayman replied by at once leading his mare

forward.
He had not, however, to go many jisf^
The stables were close at hand.
James left the horses io the carriage, a«d opened the

door to allow Dick to enter.

The stable w<»^ large and well fitted up.
It was divide*, into many stalls, in which weni sevsral

horses, which a glance showed to be of first-rate quality.

Dick, us usual, saw his mare littered down and fed.

He also concilutted the coachman by making him • pre-
sent of a crown piece, and requested him to finish pro-
perly attending to her.

He then followed him &om the stable, full of impatiaaoe
to learn the sequel of this adventure.
As he went out, however, he careftdly noted all the dif-

ferent objects around him, and impressed their different

bearings upon his memory, so that he might, should occa-
ion require it, be able to find his way alone and unguided.
The door leading into the mansion before which Uie oar-

^*gt had stopped, was a^u.

Jamea sadhed it wide open, and M JhA akmf « fMh
sage whicn was dark as the grave.
But its termination waa soon reached, and then Diek

was ushered into an apartmeat to which we must devote ft

line or two of description.

It was spacious, and furnished with massive oak,
Fhe waUs, too, from floor to eeiling, were composed «f

panelled oak.
Opposite the door by which he entered was the flr»>

pk«e, in which several logs of wood were blazdng.
This was the cmly illumination in the apartment, bat it

was quite sufficient. The wood was dry, and of a resinou*
quality, so that it emitted a brilliant and ruddy light.

It revealed every object within the apartment, and, had
there been a hmp, it would have been of no servioe, for it«

rays would have been quite lost.

Seated by the fire, in an oak ehair of aa antiqae fiuhioo,
was the mysterious lady.

She rose, however, aa soon as Turpin made his appear-
ance, and, with well-bred ease, requested him to seat him-
self in a chair that had been placed npon tiie idpposito
side of the fireplace to that where she was sitting.

She had taken off her travelUng apparel, and now ap-
peared attu-ed in a much more bewitehing manner.
Her dress waa composed entirely of black serge, eat

low in Uie neck, with short sleeves, the arms being left

bare.

They were of dazzling fairness, and so, too, were her
neck and shoulders—they seemed, perhaps, even more ao
by the contrast which her sombre habiliments presented.
Yet that fairness, great as it was, had nothing unhealth-

ful in it. It was a pure, clear white, relieved upon the
cheeks by a faint rosy tinge, which quite took off all ap-
pearance of ghastliness or disease.

Dick had thought, when he had seen her in the open
air, and in the partial darkness, that he had never seen a
face so purely beautiful.

Her beauty, indeed, was of that kind which the old

Grecian sculptors so much deUghted to delineate.

But the living original possessed something which the
other lacked.

It is true the marble accurately represented the lovely

"ps, and
displayed the perfect form of the square forehead, but the
contours of the cheeks and chin and curving Uj

eyes were absent.

The eyes, the most beautiful feature in her fooe.

No marble could imitate them, or convey an idea of

what they were like.

They were intensely black—jet black—large, full, and
languishing.
Her eyebrows, too, were black, and strongly pencilled—

indeed, some critics would have considered them a blemish
to that otherwise faultless face.

Dick looked at her entranced, and the longer he gaeed,
the more apparent did her bewitching loveliness become.
For a few seconds after he had seated himself, tha

silence was unbroken.
Each were engaged in perusing the lineaments and

noting the appearance of the other.

Dick would have spoken earlier than he did, only he
knew not what to say, and whether he should be doing
right by taking upon himself to apeak first.

A certain amount of embarrassment could have been
detected by a close observer in the lady herself.

It was evident she wished to utter something, but
knew not how to begin.

The fire blazed and cracked, while a large, old-fashioned

clock, which stood in a recess by the side of the grate,

sent forth a monotonous tick—tack, which made itself

plainly heard in the silence.

The singularity of his position had a strange effect upon
Dick.
He beg^ to ask himself whether what was taking place

around him waa real, or whether it was simply a creation

of his disordered fancy.

It seemed unreal.

There waa something altogether out of the usual ooniM
of things from first to last in the whole affair.

He was about to break the silence, which had begun «o

oppress him terribly, when fortunately the ladjj making a

strong effort, spoke.
" Sir," she said, " you have been kind enough to aooede

to my request so far, and I sincerely thank yon. A yoniAg

\aiift Stix, ridi. aad beautiful, haa, by a seriea otf oros) i»
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oidents, been placed in a position of the utmost distress.

0he is alone, and with but one friend in the whole world,
•nd that friend, with all the will, has not the power to aid

ber. She requires a strong hand, a willing heart, and a
powerful mind to free her from the meshes which threaten
to involve her in destruction. These words, I doubt not,

will furnish you with the clue you desired to have, but,

before I enter into particulars, you must take a glass of
wine. You must be cold and exhausted after your ride.

It was remiss of me. I ought to have mentioned it

before."
*' Pray do not apologia or put yourself U. any trouble

upon my account."
" But you will take some wine," and, as she uttered

the words, the lady rose to her feet and walked to the
opposite Bide of the apartment, where stood an okl oak
buffet.

Opening^ one of the doors, she produced a couple of

bottles and a glass, which she placed upon a salver and
set down on the corner of the table where Dick was sitting,

and within reach of his hand.
She, however, poured out a glass of wine, and pressed

her strange guest to partake of it.

Of course, Dick oompUed.
It would have been churhsh to refuse, and beside», ae

felt that a glass of generous liquor would be acceptable

—

for his hurts made him more susceptible of &tigue than
usual.

The lady reseated herself, and Tnrpin turned round and
leaned back in the chair with more ease and ^eedom than
be had before done.
When she had spokes «t the distressed lady, and said

that she had but one friend, and that one not able to
assist her in the manner in which she needed assistance,

Dick was at no loss to come to the conclusion that the
friend alluded to was no other than herself.

That he had determined to render all the aid that lay in
)dB power, the reader can easily believe—since such a
resolution accords so well with his character.

He waited, therefore, to be placed in possession ef such
Coots as would enable him to act.

CHAPTER COL.
DIOK TUBPIK FIHBS A CONNGXION BETWSKN THB LAST'S
BTSANaS STOBT AND THS MTSTERI0U8 ItUEOBR IN THE
HAUNTED HOUSE.

" I HAVE 60 much to tell you," began the young lady,
" and so many facts rise up in a moment in my mind, that

I hardly know where to begin, or how to tell you wbat I
wish to communicate."
" I hope you will believe, lady, that I am most desirous

of rendering your friend all the assistance in my power.

'

"Many ftianks. For my own part, I never doubted
your willingness."

"Indeed!"
" I judged you by what I bad beard recounted of you,

and I find that I waa right."
" Do not compliment me. Bam the worst in the world

to bear anything of the kind. I always feel uncom-
fortable."
" But they are merited."
"So matter, the effect is just the same; bub, lady, yon

spoke just now of not knowmg where to commence your
history. Will you pardon me for making a suggestion P

"

« What is it P"
" I think, for me to be thoroughly useful—to know how

to tict—I ought to know all. I think, then, that you had
better begin »t the beginning, and tell me a3i the par-

ticulars which y*a can recollect."
" \V^11, perhaps it will be best," said the lady,

masingly ; " and yet"——
"Yet what?"
•' No matter, I will do as you desire, and then yon will

M better able to come to a conclusion."
«* At lastj" thought Dick to himself, " I shall kaoir the

Meaning of this most incomprehensible af^r."
The lady was silent for a moment or so, during whieb

•eriod of time she seemed to be running over in her mind
what she was going to say.

At length, in a clear voice, and with a distinct utionla-
tion, she oegan as follows

—

" This housT—or hall, as it is called—in whicb we are

property and residenM of William the neigh)tourhood.

Wmberry, whose father was one of tbe richest mnohaote
the whole city of London oould boast.
" When a comparatively young man, he gave up bosi*

ness and retired here.
" He was then a widower, and it was the recent death

of his wife, of whom he was very fond, that had tho
greatest share in inducing him to withdraw from the
world.
" He had one child, a son—the same, indeed, who now

owns the hall—the William Winberry ot whom I spoke.
" He remained in a state of absolute retirement from

the world for a space of three years, and he married
again.
" What were the precise reasons which led him to take

this step I know not, nor does it Boattor in the least to
what I have to say."
Dick bowed assentingly, though he mentally took a note

of the circumstance, for he thought it not unlikely, trivial
as it seemed, that the event woidd torn oat to be of im-
portance in the end.
The lady continued.
" I perhaps ought to tell yon that this seeond wife was

above him in station, but no* in wealth. She was, indeed,
'an earl's daughter, and the riches of the merchant
widower doubtless swayed her choice.
" However, be that as it may, they were marrii
" One child, a son, was the fruit of this union.
" It seems very strange for me to rdate to you a private

family history, but it is necessary that you should know all

this. I can trust to your honour to divulge none of it."
" You can," said Turpin, " and it rejoices me to find

that there is at least one person in tbe world who has not
a bad opinion of me."
" There are many, I um assure you, who, while regret-

ting that you have chosen the mode of life you have, yet
cannot withhold their admiration of f^e many good deeds
you have performed."
" Let us return to the subject under discussion," said

hated to hear anything in his own oommenda-Diok, who
Hoa.
" You have a noble heart, and that is why you wish

your deeds of good to be unnoted. I have seen nothing
of you until to-night, but you have at present fully borne
out the opinion I have formed of you, and the more I

speak to you, the more inclined do I feel to trust you, and
the more persuaded am I that the step I have taken,

though an extraordinary one, will be fully justified in the
end."
" Proceed, lady," said Turpin.
" I will not delay you any longer than 1 ean possibi^

help. Mr. Winberry, then, lived as unhappily with his

second wife as he had done happily with his former one.

They were quite unsuited to each other.

"His wife was haughty, proud, cruel, and vindioti**

to all save one, and that one was her son, who inherited

much of her fierce patrician disposition.
" He was, as well, of a most overbearing temper, and

passionate in the extreme, but his mother, so far from
checking this vicious inclination, fostered it, and allowed
his passions, whether for good or evil, to have full and un-
restrained play. The latter predominated.
" The first-bom son, WUliam, was the very opposite.

He resembled his mother, whom his father had so dearly

loved, not only in his countenance, but also in hia mental
composition, uiough he united with it much that his father

possessed.
" In proportion as the gulf of estrangement between the

husband and his second wife widened, so did the bands of

sympathy draw the father and his first-bom together

—

they were inseparable.
" It would seem that the second wifb noticed this, and

took alarm at it, for her demeanour suddenly, and without

any perceptible cause underwent a total change.
" Her son, too, whom she had named Adrian, curbed, to

a great extent, the violence of his nature.
°' His mother grew suddenly attentive to, and fond ct

her husband, but whether his own feelings changed is

more than I am able to tell you. i

" I ought not to omit to tell yon that AdrUui, the

second son, was fearfully jealous of nis elder brother, and
hated him with the bittereat rancour.
" Things were in this state, when the second wife died

of a contagious disorder, wbtoh was then deoimating the
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"To this •«ourge her husband himself fell a victim

very soon aftel^so^oon, indeed, that both were buned xn

»negravt;.

"Mr'Iwrnber^yhad had it drawn up with scmpulous

jarebyaLondo^attorney.and no one m the house was

scauainted with the nature of its contents.^ There was in the chamber in which Mr Wmber^

slept a cabinet of curious and antique manufacture, m
which papers of value were deposited such as "^ortgages

recuritaes and s.Mih like documents, for though he had

refeed from busiBes«,Mr. Winberry frequently lent money

**''«
^rSry ^me tiT>on which the will was to be reaa.

'The keys were 'handed to the lawyer, who at once

advanced to the cabiret I have spoken of, and in wtich he

stated the will of the deceased liad been deposited with

^^"sTtuSSooking.to UiO canstemation of all ^se^.

•d win was to he foucd.

No. 46,

« The circumstance of its having been scoxen-for that

was tSe conclusion unanimously come to-was puzzhng

What motive could there have been for the deed i* bureiy

the yorger brother could have had no handm its remova^

for, of course, in the event of the father dying ^^ estate the

whole of the property, landed or personal, would deseend

*°»
Whifcould have been interested in V^^^^^S^^l,,

« The only person was the eldest son, William to whose

advantage it would be to destroy the will, if tb- property

had been bequeathed to the yf^^gerW.
" But those who knew the deceased felt certain this was

not fb« case! In the first place, William was known to be

too highmfnded and honourable a young maa, and to,

fond of his father to attempt ^^^^\^ Xt'aFov LdZl
second, the deceased had not sufficient '-ve lor acHian

ts> deprive William of ins nguts.

"It was a very remarkable and perplexing occnm„...e

"'^Verv! indeed," replied T^rpin. whose inteieM «er'

Price Onb Halfpenny.
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tncreasiniz every moment the beaatifii. being before him
iroke

" However, it tamed oat to be of no importance. Indeed,

the lawyer offered an opinion relative to its disappearano*
different to any that had been yet expressed.
" He stated that tb^ deceased had caused to be prepared

a will, which he had seen witnessed, and which he then
held in his possession.

"An exact oopy ot this will had been gvren to the

deceased, who had had it deposited in the cabinet where
he had gone to look for it."
" That was the copy, then P"
" Precisely. The lawyer then took 'rom his portfolio of

papers the original document, whkib he proceeded to

read to those present.

"By this will, the bnlk of the property was left to

William, the eldest son. To Adrian was bequeathed an
annual income of eight hundred pounds, sufficient to keep
him in affluence, but no more.
" There were other minor bequeathmenta, bat those At

not matter in the least.
" After reading the will, the brothers met and ooat-

relied. What passed between them no one knows ; meir
interview had no auditor.
" However, Adrian left, and went no one knew whither.
" After a time, William married. I speak now of the

present owner of the hall—the eldest son,
" In due course a child waa born, but, in giving it birth,

the mother, who was of a very delicate constitution, lost

her own life.

" This chUd was a girl.

"Her father never married again, consequently the
girl, who is now about my own age, is the sole heir to the
wealth and the estates."
" I presume, then," said Dick, " that this is the friend

of whom you spoke P
"

" It is."^

" And what is her name P
"

The question seemed a strange out for Dick to ask, and
one that was of little importance.
But it was not so.

He had a motive for asking the question, as will pre-

sently be apparent.
He even anticipated the reply which would be given

him, and he evinced no astonishment when the lady
replied

—

** Blanche!"

CHAPTBB CCLI.

DICK TUEPIN 18 ABLI TO IHPAET SOKE IMPOETAIIT
TNFOBHATIOM TO THE UY8TEEIOU8 LADT.

Feom a very early stage in the story the lady waa relating—^from, indeed, the time when the two brothers had been
mentioned—Dick had felt the conviction creep over him
that there was some kind of connexion, near or remote,
between what he then heard and what he had witnessed
daring his brief sojourn in the reputed haunted boose in

Birdcage-walk.
The circumstance of the double marriage—the anhappy

wife—the two brothers—and, last of all, the name of the
girl proving to be Blanche, aJl tended to fix that convic-

tion m his mind.
But it was a most wonderful coincidence.
As yet, however, he stood but on the threshold of the

knowledge that he was about to be put in possession of—
aU that he had heard waa but the prologue to the drama
—the heart of the mystery had yet to be laid bare.
Nothing that he had listened to had enabled him to

come to a right understanding of the mysterious events
which had so puzzled him.
The lady saw nothing particular in Dick's asking the

name of the daughter. She evidently looked upon it as

6 mere commonplace casual questionj Sir ahe expressed
no surprise respectiiut it.

She continued.
" After the departure of Adrian, t'.-Man^ was heard of

tiim for a long—long time. William hved here the
peaceable and contented life of a country gentleman, and
K>ending all the time he possibly coald with his daughter
Blanche, upon whom he doted with a double love—that
Wlskii he Lad borne for her mother and that which waa

" Had you searched the whole kin^rdom throagn, yoa
would not have found a happier and more peacefiu hooM
than thia.
" Ita felicity was doomed to be interrupted.
" Three raonths ago—or it may be longer—the younge.

brother Adrian made his appearance at tlie hall.

"He had an interview with William in the hutary,
which was his favourite apartment when indoors, and he
came forth with compressed lips and flashing eyes.
" Quite by an accident, I sometime afterwards learned

the substance of what had passed between them.
" Large as was the annual income settled upon him by

his father, Adrian had squandered it, and was chin-deep
in difficulties. Indeed, his annual revenue for several
years to come had been forestalled, and he had nothing
whereon to live.
" Under these circumstances he had applied to William
—not like one who requires assistance and would be grata-M for it, but with the endeavour to extort money from
him—to wrestaway that which belonged by law to him and
to no other.
" William, although rich, waa a careful man. I do not

mean that he waa niggardly, but he was not improvident

;

indeed, he not only hated that, but all who were guilty of
reckless extravagance.
" He dismissed his brother, therefore, whs departed,

and the slight cloud which he cast upon the happiness of
those at the hall passed away, and things resumed their
usual coarse.
" But the effects of his visit were soon apparent.
" Like some dark cloud on the horizon of a pure bias

sky, prognosticating that ere long the bright heavens ytsn
to be clouded as with a pall and a storm break forth, so
did his appearance foretell disaster and misery to thia

happy home.
' About a month after his visit, and when that ill«

omened event had almost been forgotten, Blanche dis*

appeared."
Dick nodded his head.
It was just what he expected.
" In vain was the closest search everywhere made for

her. Her father was like one frantic. All their efforta,

however, proved abortive—not the slightest trace of her
was to be found.

" It waa then that I heard of the interview, and what
had taken place between the half-brothers.
" In a moment I connected Adrian with the abdactica,

though what was his motive for it I waa not able to
hazard a guess.
"William Winberry, her father, instituted a moal

vigorous search in every direction, placing himself alwafi
at the head.

" One morning, and that is about six weeka a«o, h»
went out at the head of one of the excursions. Ue waa
mounted on horseback, and somehow or other be got
separated from his companions.
" He never returned.
" You may guess this double blow plunged the whole

household into the deepest grief, for William and hi*

daughter were universally beloved for their good qo^tia
of bead and heart.

" Rewards were offered and men sent oat, and every
day some intelligence was hoped for and expected, bu^
alas ! those hopes and anticipations were doomed never to

be realized. Each night only brought us the tidings <A

a day of disappointment.
" And so things have gone on up to the present moment.

I think I have told you that Blanche is my cousin. Such
ia scarcely the case, but we are distantly related to each
other, and we fixed upon that as being both convenient
and friendly.
" Between Blanche and myself there has always existed

a very warm attachment, and you may think how much
aU these terrible occurrences have disturbed me. There
is no one in the mansion save myself who is able to under-
take the conduction of affairs.

" Nor have I any person to consult witk, for, with the
exception of the two persons I have named, I have not a
relative in the world.
" I have done all in my power, and faiJbcv.

" What to attempt next I knew not.
" Suddenly, I remembered having heard of yoa, and

Knr. thon^h you and the law ware at war, yori had don*
tattif a good aOBion.
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" I dbo beard how moenfiil yon were in what yon
adertooliL and how the Tety boldneu with which }^cn

wnally set aijont things generally hronght soeceu with
St.

"Am sotrn 88 the iaea seized mo, I had the hones pnt
in the carriage, and confided my scheme to the person who
was with me, and ysiio is the personal attendant of Blanche,
and also to liie steward, who, for once in hie life, played
the part of coachman.
" Upon hoth these yon can rely.

" I thought of you perilous position.

" I ought to tell yon now that I set oat with a aoable

" I went towards London in the hope of meeting witu
yon, but had I not have done so, I should have applied to
some of the officials of the state.

" I chose night for making the journey becacne that
was the time when I knew I had the best chance of meet-
ing with you.
" Fortunately I have met you, and now I think I have

given you the due to all."

" You have, lady," said Turpin.
" And do you quite imderstand P

"

" I think so, and, more than that, that something more
than chance conspired to bring about our meetingf'
"What mean yon?"
" In the first place, it was a remarkable thing that I

hould be upon the road to-night. Had I listened to the
nrgings of a friend,- 1 certainly should not have been."

*' Indeed ! then I have cause to he doubly thankful."
" You count, then, upon my co-pperation ?

"

" Pardon me if I say I do.
** And you are quite right, lady. I wodU run any risk

—lay down my life, even—should it be necessary to render
a aervice to yourself, or any one who was dear to yon."
There was a solemn impressiveness in the manner this

speech was uttered, which allowed no doubt of his sin-

cerity.
" I believe you," said the lady, "and thank yon at the

same time. I had no one I oomd consult with, or pro-
bably they would have dissuaded me from the project I

had formed, as savouring too much of the romantic. But
it so happened that for once I was permitted to have my
own way, and the result is your presence here."
" I can detect the fiinger of that mysterious thing called

fate in all this," said Turpin, earnestly. "The coinci-

dences are so extraordinary.

"You spoke of coincidences before, but yc« did not
explain yourself; pray do so now."
" I will. I have some tidings to oommunieato to you

"
" Let me hear them—pray let me hear them. IJo not

keep me any longer in suspense."
" You must prepare yourself for a shock."
«A shock P''^
•* Yes, and a severe one."
"Blanche"
" Be calm. I have little, il anything, to tell yon about

her."
" It is William, then."
" Be calm, I beseech yon. Promise me to be calm, and

to hear with patience and fortitnde that which I have to
tell you."
"I will—lam."
" Excuse me, but the tones of your voice, and the man-

aer in which yon speak, belie your words."
" But I am calmer now, and if you do not vrisb my

B limitation to increase, keep me no 1 wger in suspense, but
Icl me know the worst at once."

•• I will."
" Pray begin."
" Last night—or, I suppose morp correctly, the sight

t-ofore la£t, for the present one is almost spent—I was
pursued by my foes through St. Japies's-park.
"Anxious to find some hiding-place, I remembered

that there was in Birdcage-we^ a house which enjoyed
the reputation of being haunted.
" With a good deal of difficulty, I made my way into it

but scarcely had I reached the hall than I heard a fainl
rattling sound, which in the silence that was everywhere
around, was very audible.
"Sat knowing for a momeni what it was, and anxious

to aw^rtain, I ascended the stairs a little way, and
««to«iching down, watclied and wj»it«>4.

" I aoon fioond that the rattling sound was produced by
a key being thrust into the lock of the front <k)or.

" Jinch wondering who ft c<»ld be at that ghostlike
hoar who was endeavouring to obtain an entrance into a
house of so ominone a reputation, I looked laora eagerly
than before.
" The bolt of the lock, which seemed msteu with disuse,

was obstinate, and the wards refused to act, but et length
the door opened, and three men entered.
" Two were ordinary-looking personages, such aa <»te

might find in the streets of London at any momeLt.
"But the third person was very different.
" He -wtLB tall and stoutly built, but his figure was ooa-

eealed by a long ample cloak, which added greatly to his
height, and his features were concealed by a large broad*
brimmed hat, which was pulled on as low over the biows
as possible.
" Only the lower part of the face waa left visible, and

that was covered with shining black hair, so that, in point
of fact, his features were invisible.
" This person called for a hght as soon as he had closed

and locked the door behind him, and one of the two men,
who were evidently his servants or attendants, unmasked
a dark Itsitem, and the whole party made their way across
the hall to the foot of the staircase, which they began to
aaoend."

CHAPTER COLIL
DICK TUSPIM BU^TSS WHAT HE SAW AHD HBAJJ) %HM

HAVNTKD HOUSE.

" Good heavens ! " exclaimed the younger lady, with a
plainly perceptible shudder. " How terrible ! You fairly

frighten me ! What must have been your feelings to have
seen three men in such a dreadful place at night P I
should have swooned at once. Were you not frightened P

"

" Well, hardly ! " said Turpin, with a smile. " I am
used to such adventures as those, and they hav« long since
ceased to make any impression upon me.
" Is it possible P But pray continue. You have wor)r«d

my interest up to the highest pitch."
" Can such a story have such an eflfect upon youf
" How P What do you mean P

"

" Simply that, so far as the incidents yet related nave
occurred, I think it the simplest thing in the world."
" Then you have had other adventures more terrible P

"

"Oh! by far."
" I would give much to have them recounted to me."
"Would you, lady?"
" I would, indeed. It is a port of my nature to deUght

in all stories of the wild and wonderful, and especially ia

my interest excited when I know the marvellous occur-
rences to which I listen are truths."
" I see— I see. But pardon me, lady ; let us confine

ourselves to the matter we have in hand. It is, I can
assure you, and as you will find in the sequel, a very
serious one."
" Go on, I pray you."
" Some time, perhaps, an idle hour may be foond in

which I can relaCs to you some of the adventures yon wish
to hear—but let us leave that now."
" With all my heart."
" Seeing, then, that it was the intention of the throe

men who had entered the haunted house, to ascend the
stairs, I slowly and stealthily went up before them.
" There was a thick coating of dirt and dust upon the

stairs which made my footsteps inaudible, or nearly so.

At all events, what httle sound I made was efi'ectually

drowned by the noise made by those following me, who
did not attempt to keep silence, and the manner altogether
in which they had acted, convinced me that this was by
no means their first visit to the haunted house.
" I think I should have told you that the house in

question has been deserted for many years."
" I know the place well."
" Indeed ?

"

''When in London, I have had it pomtea oat to roe,

and have never looked up at its gloomy walls and dirt-

begrimed windows without a sensation of dread and
undefined apprehension creeping over me."
" Such a feeling is only natural to sensitive organit*-

tions. But to resume. I preceded them up the stain
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in the manner I have described, until I reached the
commencement of the third flight of ataira.

|

" The three men paused upon the landing below me.
j

That is to say, upon the eecond floor of the house. /
"Of course, I did not go any higher, but stopped at'

once—for I felt extremely curioua to know what was
their business there at such an hour, and surrounded
with so much mystery as they evidently were,
" By the aid of the lantern, which one of the men

carried, I could see that several doors led from this land-

ing, either into apartments or corridors.
" Before one of these doors they paused, and the one

in the cloak, after feeling in his pocket, produced a key.
" With this he unlocked the door and passed through

it, followed by his two companions.
"They did not close the door after them, but left it ajar.
" And then arose a succession of shrieks, so shrill and

ear-piercing, that I felt confident they came from a
woman's lips, had not a few words dropped by the men
let me know it was a man."
"A man !" ejaculated the lady, as a sudden Baspicion

glanced into her mind ;
" a man ?"

Up to this point in Diok'a wondrously interesting nar-

ration, she had not spoken a word. All her faculties

were absorbed in that of listening. She had sat with
wide-open eyes and parted lips devouring his words.

It was with an effort that she asked the question.
" Yes, a man," replied Dick, " but pray do not inter-

rupt me. I would rather you listened patiently to all I

said. When I had finished, you would then be >»etter

able to draw your own conclusions."

"I should—I should."
" As I told you, then, they left the door ajar, never

dreaming for a moment that there was any other living

being in the house beside themselves.
" I waited a moment, in order to make sure they had

fairly entered ; and, as I heard the sound of voices, I

descended the stairs and approached the partially-opened

door.
" At first I saw nothing, and the import of the words

which now came distinctly enough to my ears, was, that

there was an old man Confined in the apartment—that
the three persons I had seen enter were his enemies.

Moreover, I learned their purpose. One, who by his

deep voice I recognised as the stranger in the cloak,

was endeavouring both by threats and persuasions, to

induce him to sign a deed which would transfer the

chief part of his property to him."
"Good heavens !"

" Calm yourself—pray calm yourself."
•' I am. But pray go on."
" The chief argument used to persuade the prisoner to

accede to the terras he wished was that his daughter,

who was also held a prisoner, should be restored to

him."
The lady clasped her hands together with awe as she

beard these words, and then she cried

—

" His daughter ! Tell me her name. Did you hear

it mentioned ? If you did, tell it to me. Pray tell it to

me at once."
" I must again ask you to calm yourself," said Turpin,

drawing his chair closer towards her. " I must again

ask you to be calm ; and, as I before said, prepare jonr-

self for the worst."
" The worst ?"

" Even so. Doubtless you now comprehend the mo-
tive of my apparently objectless question of the name
of Mr. Winberry's daughter?"

" I fear I do."
" The name was the same."

But
• Yes."
" My heart t<dd me so ! my heart told me so

continue, pray continue."
" Willingly. I would rather yon had liet^ied calmly

to the end."
" I will do so, I assure you I will do so, if you vtUI

only resume."
" I may as well tell yon that when I had stood at the

dooi a little while listening, I changed my position, so
tiiat I was able not only to bear, bat also to see what
ivas going forward.

" The firsii thing, then, that metmy eyes was the figrare

of an old man. His face was wrinkledandoaiewom,and

he had about him the appearance of extreme age, yet I
could tell that it was permature.

" This old man was much emaciated.
" He was held down in a chair by the two men.
" The dark lantern I have mentior-ed had been placed

upon the table, and the door opened. It was from the
light from this which enabled me to see that which I
describe.

" I did not at first catch a glimpse of the one who
wore a cloak. The door hid him, but presently he step-
ped forward and came into full view.

" I could, however, see but little more of him than I
had seen before. The large cloak still enveloped him,
and he still kept the hat drawn down closely over his
browB.

" The lower part of his face was quite hidden by the
dense mass of hair which grew about it.

" I could, though, see a little more than I had seen
before, for I was able to trace a faint resemblance be-
tween him and the old man sitting in the chair."
«Mer "

"One oioment," said Dick, interrupting the lady aa
she was about to apeak. " The one in the cloak placed
upon the table a properly drawn-np deed, and wanting
only a signature to complete it, in which was assigned
the whole of the property the old man possessed.

" In return for signing this document, he was to receive
his freedom and be restored to his daughter Blanche,
as well as have a certain sum settled upon him for life.

" Some conversation then ensued between them, the
one in the cloak striving to bring the other to his desires.

" The old man, however, used some words which still

ring in my ears. I will repeat them even as I heard
them. They were these

—

" ' We are brothers, but, thank heaven, the same
mother did not bear us. Mine died, and when our com-
mon father took another bride, he little dreamt that he
was warming a serpent in his bosom, but so it was.'

"

" He said those words ?"

" He did ; but listen, I beseech you. After a great
deal of hesitation, the old man consented, for his daugh-
ter's sake, to sign the deed.
" Fain would I, ha4 it been in my power, have inter-

posed to save him to prevent this consummation. But
how was I to do so P I feared some ill and treachery
lurked beneath his words ; but I ask again what ooold
I do ? In brief, the old man seized the pen which was
temptingly offered him, and signed the deed."
"Never!"
" He did. But listen further. Scarcely had he

finished the last stroke, than the man in the cloak drew,
with the rapidity of lightning, a pistol from his breast,

and placing it against the old man's head, fired."

The lady uttered a piercing shriek, but by a wonder-
ful effort of strength she controlled herself, and requested
Turpin to continue.

" The report from the pistol sounded with startling

loudness through the silent mansion.
" But the deed was so unexpected upon my part, and

60 suddenly performed, that I was for the space of about
ten seconds, positively deprived of motion.

" It is hard to say how long this would have continned,
bat I was doomed to receive another surprise.

"Some heavy blows were struck upon the front door.
" I have told you that I was pursued, that I had

entered the haunted house in the hopes of escaping from
my pursuers. I fancied I had been nnperceived, but
these sounds seemed to show that somehow or other
they had got upon my track.

" I should have darted for ward to the old man's assist-

ance had not this occurred, but as it was, I saw that I

could not aid him, and that my own safety depended
upon instant flight.
" The manner in which the blows were struck upon

the front door were suflScient to show me that it was
intended to break it down."

CHAPTER CCLIII.
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" This is indeed a fearful tale !" said the young lady.

" It approaches a termination. Pray allow me to
it."
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*' Gro on, sir ! I can see the hand of Providence. The
guilty will be yet oonfonnded !"

" I trust so I The heavy blows upon the door discom-
posed the men quite as much or more than they did me.
I could tell that by their hurried movements. I was,
however, compelled to seek my own safety by instant
flight, so I sprang up the stairs. Had 1 been found
where I was, I should, in all probability, have been im-
plicated in the murder, and I should have had great
diflSculty in clearing myself of the charge.

" Besides, my liberty was already forfeit, and had I

been captured my death would have been the inevitable

result.
'

' The interru' ;tion was a most inopportune one. Had
it not been for ihoae heavy blows, I should have sprung
into the room to the old man's assistance, though I fear

I could have rendered him but little aid. The pistol was
placed in contact with his ear, aad the discharge which
followed could not have been otherwise than fatal.

" It has been my lot to witness many a cold-blooded
murder, but I can say I never saw one so awful as that.

I never for one moment dreamt that a human being could
have acted with so much perfidy."
" Oh, it is horrible—most horrible !" exclaimed the

young lady, who, prepared as she had been by Dick's
words, had sat stupefied wich terror from the time the
revelation had been made. " It is most horrible

!"

" Listen ! I sprang up the stairs and gained the roof.

What took place afterwards I cannot tell, nor whether
the murderers were arrested. I was fortunate enough
"to make my way over the house-tops and to enter a win-
dow, and thence I descended into a street, having es-

caped the great peril with which I was so imminently
threatened.

" From that time until the present moment I have
heard nothing more of the extraordinary affair of which
I was a witness. You will not, I fancy, be at any loss

to connect it with what you have related to me !"

" I can do so easily enongh ! You overcome me. I

am bewildered at the strange combination of incidents,

producing such wonderful coincidences. It seems be-
yond belief I"

"It does indeed!"
" Let me think—let me try to think !"

As she spoke, the lady let her head fall upon her hands,
or rather, she clasped her hands over her head in the
manner of one who wishes to shut out from contempla-
tion all external objects, and whose desire it was to
concentrate the whole power of thought.
Turpin was silent.

The fire had burued down and its ruddy light had
faded away. Only occasionally came a fitful flash which
illuminated the apartment with a transient brightness,
leaving it in deeper darkness than before.

The wood logs had burned down to a red heat.
The wierdlike nature of the scene pressed heavily upon

Dick. It was in vain he tried to shake off the impres-
sion.

He, too, tried to think, and to shut out his strange
fantastical surroundings, likewise placed his hands over
his eyes.

But soon the desire to know what the lady would say
next rose paramount above every other consideration.
He did not move from his position, but shifted his

fingers slightly so that he could see between them.
She had thrown herself back in the large chair in

which she sat. Her sable robe could scarcely be dis-

tinguished from the dark oak of which it was composed,
but her white and beautifully rounded arms shoae out in
all the greater contrast.

It was evident she was perplexed and overcome by the
intelligence which Dick had just imparted to her.
At length, however, she roused herself,

'looking Turpin steadfastly in the face, and even in
the gloom fixing her bright eyes upon him, she said

—

" Tell me, if you can, what I had better do in all this.
Tour intellect is more calm and logical, your judgment
is assisted by experience, and therefore, I look to yon
for advice. It was a girlish and romantic feat to set out
in the hope of meeting with you, as I did, and how many
would have laughed at me for it. Yet how strangely
things are brought about. Apparently by the most un-
likely means Providence brings about her ends. You,
i&^J probability, are the only person who oould aopp)^

me with the information for which I sought, and I meet
with yon and learn all

!"

" I should think a parallel could scarce be found."
" And so should I. And now do not be offended if I

make an appeal to you—if I entreat a favour."
" Fear not ; speak freely and without hesitation."
" I am a poor, weak, inexperienced girl, left to the

management of matters which might puzzle a wiser head
than mine ! I have confided in you. I have been im-
pelled to do so by the good opinion I had formed of you.
I shall have to place even more confidence in you than I
have done hitherto. Let me appeal to your honour not
to abuse it."

" Lady," said Turpin, proudly, " as you say, you do
not know me. Had you done so, you would not have
needed to make the prayer which has jast passed your
lips. Let this content you. Bad I may be in the opinion
of many destitute of honour, but I can lay my hand
upon my heart, and say that I never yet proved false
to those who trusted me, or even abused the confidence
of the defenceless. On the contrary, I have upon every
occasion done all in my power, and run the greatest
risks to defend them from their enemies."

" That is suflScient. After what you have just said, I
shall feel no dread of placing the utmost confidence in
you. I shall trust you utterly, and if yon betray me, I
am lost indeed."

" I shall say no more by way of protestation—prove
me. Trust me freely, and do not fear for the result."
A smile of trusting innocence appeared upon the lady'p

lips.
" And now," continued Turpin, " let us consider that

as settled, and proceed to a consideration of what had
best be done."

" With all my heart. Pour out more wine, and I will
stir the fire, or we shall be quite in darkness."
As she uttered the words, the young lady stirred the

fire, and made it once more burst into a bright blaze.
Dick drank some more wine as he had been desired, for

it was of such a quality as he had never before tasted.
" Now let me hear what you think had best be done.

The sooner we decide and act apon our decision the
better."
" True. In the first place, then, the newspapers can-

not fail, I should think, to contain some details of the
murder, which I feel certain was discovered."
"Well?"
"From them we shall, without doubt, be able to glean

some additional information, which will, ten to one,
point out a plan of action."

" So it would. I see that at once. How simple, and
yet I never thought of that?"

" Nor did I until the moment before I spoke. I am
glad you are of the same opinion. Have yon a paper
here ?"

" No."
" That is awkward."
" Not very. Morning is now close at hand. Snppos-

ing I called up one of the domestics, and sent him off to
London to glean all the news respecting the murder he
could, and then to return with such papers aa he might
be able to obtain ?"
" A good plan, but I have an amendment to propose."
" What is it ?"

" This. Instead of sending one of the domestics, let
me go. Pardon me for having the conceit to think that
I could manage the business best."
" I do not doubt that, but think of the fearful risk of

capture which yon would incur. No, no. I shall not
consent to that."

" Stay ! stay ! Take my word for it, it will be best.
Then, aa for risk and danger, that for both !"

Dick filliped his fingers as he spoke, toahow the small
amount of estimation in which he held them.

•' You terrify me !"

" There is no cause for alarm."
*"

" Do not say that. Were you situated differently to
what you are, I should have proposed your going as by
far the best, but, with a price upon your head, I cannot
think of permitting it."

" I will promise you, not only formy own, but for yours
and Blanche's sake, that I will use sdl possible caution,
that I will run into no unnecessary danger, but that I will
pry in*o tbe matter In the almost, and letaca to yoa
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withont fail to-morrow nig^ht, bringing yon full par'

tionlars."
The young lady's eyea glittered.

She admired trae bravery and courage in a man above
all other qualities, and her heart beat with a strange
sensation of pleasure when she beard Diok talk so
calmly and confiieutly, as he did, about his perilous

enterprise.

The immediate oonsequenoes of his manner waa that
it begat a similar feeling of confidence in herself, and
she no longer looked upon the excursion with the same
amount of terror a» she had at first beheld it with.

Dick was impatient to be gone. He explained to her
the importance of his setting out at once, and if possible,

of reaching London before daybreak.
He assured her that she might expect him at mid-

night, and, having done so, bade her farewell.

Aquarter-of-an-hour afterwards he had mounted Black
Bess, and was galloping rapidly along the high road in

the direction of London.
But, coming to a rather steep hill, he drew rein and

proceeded at an easier pace.

CHAPTER CCLIV.

DICK TUBPIN FINDS ELLEN AND TOH DAVIS DES-

TITUTE AND IN DISTRESS.
** Can all this bo real !" said Dick, musingly, as Bess
walked up the hill. " Can it all be real P Mine is a
strange life ; full of strange mutations and vicissitudes,
bat I have never yet met with any thing that will

parallel this. The more I think upon it, the more won-
derful does it seem ! It ia not so much the events them-
aelvas, but the manner in which they are connected to-

gether. How rare a chance was it that I should have
overheard and witnessed what I did, and how much
rarer was the chance which threw me in the way of the
dear friend of the murdered man and Blanche—Blanche

!

I have long heard her name aa yet, I wonder whether I

hall ever see her ! I trust so, for the interest I feel is

no common one I Bat who is this mysterioaa and lovely
lady, who has treated me aa I have never before been
treated P I have not heard her name aa yet, but I shall
oon ! It cannot but be a pretty—but pshaw ! let me
leaTO that and tarn to a consideration of the whole affair.

I have not so clear a comprehension of it as I should like

to have, bat I shall soon resolve it, I make no doubt.
"In the first place there are two brothers, or rather half

brothers, having the same father, but different mothers.
"The first of these, and by all aocoanta the better of

the two, and the possessor of the estate and the prin-
cipal portion of the wealth, marries, and has a daughter
named Blanche. So much for him.
" Then there is the younger brother—the black sheep,

and doubtless the cloaked stranger I saw in the haunted
honae, who wishes to obtain by force, or fraud, or both,
that which is rightfully his brother's.
" He learns how the daughter, Blanche, is doated on,

and that furnishes him with the key for action.
" She is mysteriously abducted.
" Then her distracted and almost maddened father is

fleized upon and confined in a solitary place, where the
terms were made which I heard offered to him.

" It ia truly a most delectable plot. For I feel sure I

have arrived at the facts of the case. But how am I to
frustrate it ? I must defer that. Blanche—Blanche !

What a pretty name ! I must find out where her ras-
cally relative has concealed her. Her father, alas, she
will never see more, for that was her father I saw mur-
dered in BO cold-blooded a manner, I feel certain.
"For her sake I should like to bring him back to life,W if hn loved her so devotedly as appears by all which

' ''ave heard, it is bat reasonable to suppose that she
lo»d8 her father in the same fashion. What, then, will
be her grief when she learns he has fallen a victim to so
.ferrible a fate ! It will be great indeed.
" Adrian. That is the half-brother. I wonder whe-

ther I should recognize him again from what little I

saw of his face ? How did he get on, too, at the hands
"jf the officers ? That I know not. Perhaps both he
And his two associates have been captured ?"

Tho reader must not forerot that Dick waa quite in
ignoraisce of what had happened after lie crawled out on

to the roof. He knew nothing of the manner in which
the three villains endeavoured to elude the police, nor
how the two subordinates were captured in the garden.
He knew nothing of the flight of Adrian through the
park, nor how he had thrown his bushy bean! and mouB-
tache away, and lost his hat and cloak With all thia
the reader bad been made acquainted, being necessary
to the due comprehension of the story ; and not only
that, how Adrian was mistaken for Turpin, and carried
into the lodge at Newgate, where we last left him.
Had Dick been aware of all this, it would have saved

him a vaat deal of trouble, and made a material difference
in his plans ; but there was no ready means by which hd
could arrive at the information.
We must be content to follow him upon his hazardoua

journey to London, and trace, step by «tep, the variona
incidents which befell him.
As for the wound his mare had receivecf, it was nothing

more than skin deep, and would have got well if it had
been left to itself, but under the judicious treatment
which it had received it had got almost well.

From its position, too, it luckily did not interfere in
any way with her motion.
On gaining the brow of the hill, therefore, she aet off at

a rapid rate, though Dick checked her speed to some
extent, for he did not wish her to exert herself too much.
Soon in the distance he could perceive, like a hage

black cloud, the city of London.
It waa profoundly dark, being the hoar before the

dawn.
There was not much likelihood of hia meeting with

any one on his journey. Few people would be abroad.
The late ones had retired, and the early ones had not
yet risen.

By the time he reached the outskirts, however, a faint
leaden tinge appeared in the eastern horizon, which each
moment grew imperceptibly brighter.
The new day was coming.
Still full of meditation, the highwayman trotted on,

and he did not allow his thoughts to pre-oecupy him
entirely, for ever and anon he caat rapid glances around,
in order to make certain that no prying or unfriendly
eyes were fixed upon him.

Brighter and brighter grew the long white atreaka of
light which shone in the east. Higher and higher it

mounted in the sky, shedding upon all things a dim and
cold gray light, and making the old fashioned houses,
with their quaint roofa and overhanging stories, look
spectral and ghostlike.

" Where will be my safest place, I wonder ?" thought
Dick. " The officers have now got a good acent of me,
and the large reward which is offered for my apprehen-
sion, will preclude all hopes that they will relax their

efforts. Where shall it be ? I must put up somewhere.
The proverb says, the nearer the church the further from
heaven, and I believe it. Why, then, should not I be
safest in the place of the greatest danger ? They have
turned me away from the White Horse, suppose I return
there straight. I'll do it, let the risk be what it may. I

shall feel safer there, and more at eaae than I ahould
anywhere else."

Having arrived by this train of reason at a decision,

he at once turned in the requisite direction.

He slightly increased his speed, too, for he did not
care to go to his place of refuge by daylight.

To get there as soon as possible he took several short
cuts through narrow streets, where the poorest portion
of the inhabitants of the city dwelt.

Suddenly he heard a faint, low cry.

It came from somewhere very close at band, but ere

he could think where, a thin wasted-looking figure

bounded towards him, and clasping her hando together,

pronounced his name.
He started with wonder, and under the impulse of the

moment, reined in his steed.

The young girl who had spoken came still nearer.

At the first glance Turpin fancied he had seen her
somewhere before, but where, he could not recollect,

Certainly, the circumstances under which the meeting
took place, were widely different to the present.
" Thank heaven !" exclaimed the giil. " I have found

you."
"Found me!"

^^
" Can it be possible that you have forgotten me."
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The tone in which these words were spoken was touch-

iug, and heart-breaking in the extreme.
" Your voice and form seem familiar to me, bnt yet I

am at a loss to recollect
"

" Alaa ! that it should be so. I had fancied—but no
matter. I knew you in a moment."

" And I know yon. Give me some clue to our former

meeting."
" Do yon remember the poor ill-used orphan apprentice

whom you rescued and placed in a ooiafortable home ?"

•• Ellen ?"

" That is my name."
" Impossible ! This cannot be you in thia condition ;

or if it is, by what chance do I find you d«Btitnte and
in distress P"
" Alas—alas !"

"Speak. Tell me."
" It will take long. Bat are you still prepared to stand

my friend ?"
" Can you doubt it, my dear girl ? I have often

thoughtof yon.and the recollection of the one good action

I performed has solaced me in many a bitter honr."

Ellen sobbed, and tears ran down her cheeks.
" I am not alone in misfortune,' ' she said. " Tour old

friend, Mr. Davis—my father, as I call him—is in the

same abject condition."
" Tom Davis ! Has evil come upon him ?"

" Turn round. Look behind you. Do you see yonder
doorstep t"

" I do."
" Do you see two figures, bowed down and helpless,

with want and suffering, seated upon it ?"

"Ido—Ido! Bat "

" That, then, is the condition of your old friend and
hi« worthy wife. Ought I to say that they owe all their

troubles to you ?"

Dick did not hear the latter part of this speech, or if

he did, he affected not to do so.

He had sprang off his mare upon the first intimation
that it was his old friend in such distress, and hastened
towards him.
On one side of the street there was a strange looking

archway, which bad the appearance of leading into a
large piece of ground, which was surrounded with a high
stone wall.

Fitted in this archway was a ponderous door, thickly
studded with large headed iron nails.

Two steps led up to this door, and seated upon them
were two wretched beings.
Th«y seemed to be absolutely perishing, either of

hunger or starvation, perhaps from the two combined.
They were male and female, aod both in a state of

apathetic anconsciousness.
Faint as was the cold gray light which fell upon their

faces, Dick Tnrpin was immediately able to recognise
them as Mr. and Mrs. Davis, who had for so long kept
th« Hand and Keys at Hornsey Wood.

CHAPTER CCLV.
BLLIN I'lNDS SHE HAS NOT BEEN MISTAKEN IN HER
EXPECTATIONS, AND DICK TUBPIN, AFTER A LITTLE
DELAY, REACHES WHITE HORSE YARD.

Dick Ttjbpin was inexpressibly shocked when he be-
held the condition to which his old and faithful friends
had been reduced.

It was evident that they had been acquainted with
gaunt poverty for some time.
The emaciation of their forms—the tattered state of

their apparel, all showed that they had been, for months
at least, exposed to the utmost degree of want and pri-

vation.
When Turpin last saw Davis few men could have been

found to rival him in portliness of form, but now he was
little more than a framework of bones, upon which the
skin hnn^ in large folds.

His hair had turned much whiter, and indeed, take
him for all in all, he presented as true a picture of
mendicancy as could well have been found.
Black Bess, as soon as her rider had alighted, followed

him as a dog would, and when he stopped she avopped
also a few paces behind him.

Ellen, too, approached.
"Tom," said Turpin, in a huskjr VQia% **oan it be

possible that you are in such a state as this P Nay, do
not hang your head, but look up and speak to me. I

am your old friend Dick. Do you recollect me?"
Tom Davis had allowed his head to sink down up£n

his breast, and he made no effort to move it from that
position.

He seemed as though he had totally succumbed be-

neath the weight of his misfortune, and nothing could
roase him.
When he uttered the words we have recorded, Dick

accompanied them by placing his hand upon his old

friend's shoulder. He shook him gently, too, and at

length Tom looked up, with something like a look ot

recognition in his eyes and on his lips.
•* Help us," said Ellen, whose youthful and vigorous

constitution had enabled her to bear up against the priva-

tions they had suffered much better than her adopted
parents. " Help us. We are perishing from cold and
want of food. Help us. Pray help us."
" Help you P" ejaculated Tnrpin. " There is nothing

on earth which I would do with greater willingness. I

wish I knew how I could be of the most service to you.

Let me think. Let me think."
" Only a copper, good sir—only a copper. Have pity

upon us. We are hungry. Only a copper."
It was Mrs. Davis who spoke.
She had tailed to recognise their preserver, and ee

made this appeal for alms in a whining voice.

The words cut Dick to the heart.

Between the old couple and himself there had for a
long time existed a warm feeling ; and those only who
know what it is to be isolated can tell how much the
highwayman thought of his friends, and how their mani-
fest distress touched him.
" I mnst find you all a place of shelter, if I can," said

Dick, addressing himself more to Ellen, who, howerer,
listened eagerly to his words. " That is if it is in my
power. I don't know where to turn to find what I re-

quire. Time, too, is precious. Chance must do it. I

have trusted more than once before to its guidance, and
I hope that it will once more befriend me."
" I knew you would help us," said Ellen, the tears

streaming down her cheeks. "I have so longed that we
might meet yon, and I have my wish at last."

" You have," said Dick. " I wish that you had seea
me sooner."
" I will tell you all that has happened since yon saw

us last at the first opportunity, but the condition of my
father and mother demands attention first."

" You still call them by that title ?"

" I do. My own parents I never knew—cannot in the
least remember ; but they have well supplied their place."

" I am glad to hear you say as much, and gladder still

to find that you are grateful to them for it ! But follow
me. No, stay ! I have a fresh idea ! Here is a purae
containing a large sum ! Take itand make the best use of
it. I should recommend yon to take up your quarters at
an inn for a little while, during which I will try if I can-
not find you a place where you can permanently remain."

Ellen took the purse reluctantly.

Dick observed it.

" Believe me !" he said, " I have business of the
greatest importance nnder hand, in which time is of
especial importance! I have undertaken to perform
something by a stated time ! Do not, then, think me
unkind if I do not set about it at once."

" Bnt how shall we find yon again ?"
" I will tell you. Take a lodging at some qniet out

of the way inn, and as soon as you have made the old
folks comfortable, bend yonr steps to the 'White
Horse,' in Drury Lane. You know the place ?"

" Quite well."

"If you will recollect, I sent you there upon a former
occasion. Find the same person yon then spoke to, old
Matthew, the landlord. Tell him where you are to be
fonnd, and I will come to you and take you to a place
where the remainder of their days may be spent in peaoe.**
" You are very—very kind !" sobbed Ellen.
" Pho—pho ! Say no more, I beg ! Do you quite nn*

derstand the directions I have given you f"
" Quite."
" That is well, then, or rather all will be well, if yon

will carry them out Now, farewell ! It will aot b*
long before you see me again ! Farewell f*
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" Farewell, Tom !" he added, making a laat. effort to

ronae hie old friend. " Farewell
!"

But the attempt.like the preceding ones, was a failnre.

With a deep sigh Dick turned round and mounted his

mare, after once more bidding Ellen good-bye.

This little incident did not occupy much time, but

stfll the dawn had now fully come, and distant objects

conld be tolerably well distinguished.

Another half hour and the largest portion of the inha-

bitants of the city would be astir.

It behoved Dick, therefore, to make what speed ho

could to his destination, or he would stand but a poor

chance of reaching it nnperoeived.

The distance, however, was but short, and in some-

thing less than half \n hoar afterwards he trotted into

Drury-lane.
That usually busy cfaoroughfare was now completely

deserted. Not even a solitary watchman could be seen.

Upon this state of things Dick congratulated him-

self, and he increased his speed, for he could not tell

how long it would continue.

The well-known corner was reached in safety, and as

the highwayman believed, without anyone having seen

him. The secret spring which rang the bell was

pressed, and he waited patiently.

Some time elapsed, and as he was impatient to be ad-

mitted, he pressed the spring again.

Scarcely, however, had he done so, than the door was
flung open by old Matthew, for no one else was allowed

to answer that bell but himself.

His astonishment at seeing Turpin was so great, that

it quite took away the faculty of speech, and he stared

at him with wide open eyes and mouth.
Then the ideadarted into his mind that Dick had been

killed, and that it was the ^host of the celebrated high-

wayman and his steed that stood before him.

But that idea was dissipated almost as soon as it was
engendered, for Dick cried

—

" Now, Matthew ! Let ua come in, my friend ! It's

all right,"

He clasped the landlord's hand as he spoke.
" Dick !" he said ;

" Dick ! Is it really you ?"

"Of course it is! Stand out of the way ! Don't block

the door up with that great paunch of yours, but let me
oome in."

But instead of responding to this in the way he gener-

ally did, Matthew held out his hand, and pushed Dick

away.
" Be off !" he said, " Be off ! You must be mad,

clean—stark, staring mad ! Be off, I tell you !"

" Won't yon let me in ?"

" Of course not. Do you think I want you nabbed
and scragged ?"

" Stuff ! Let me in, I say."

"Shan't!"
" But you shall, or if you don't, I'U never come near

you any more."
The implication of this threat was enough to make

Matthew draw back, and Dick took advantage of the

movement to walk in, and lead his mare after him.

He then closed the door behind him, and, turning to

the landlord, said

—

" Now, Matthew, what is the matter with you ? Speak
oat at once. Come."
" Speak oat. It don't want speaking out that I knows

of."
" But it does."
" Well, then, ain't it enough you were nearly nabbed

in Stanhope-street ?"

" No. What of that ?"

" What of it ? Everything. The ofhoers suspect my
hoase. They will first surround, and then search it,

when nabbed yon will be to a certainty."
_

"Nonsense, Matthew, you have only just woke up
from a sound sleep. That is it, I am sure. Come with
me, and take Bess into the stable. I will then tell yon
what has befallen me since we parted, and give you my
reasons for returning here."

" Oh 1 very well. Come on. It don't much matter.

We are both ^one for, that's very clear."
" Stuff and nonsense. It's all right, I tell yon,"
Most reluctantly old Mattihew fastened the door

opening into White Horse-yard, and conducted the
highwayman to the stable.

CHAPTER CCLVI,

DICK TUEPIN STJCCKEDS IN OBTAINING SOME AD-

DITIONAL INFORMATION RESPECTING BLANCHE
AND ADRIAN WINBEREY,

Dick Turpin would have trusted old Matthew to do
almost anything, but there was one exception.

He would not allow him, or any other living human
being, to place Bess in the stable, and see her properly

fed and littered down.
He always did this himself, and while he was so

engaged, he managed in a few words to give an outline

of what had taken place since they had last seen each

other.

He concluded with these words

—

" Now, Matthew, I want yon to go over into Bow-
street to your old friend the costumier's, and bring

him here with you."
"I don't mind."
" Let him bring a disguise with him. Which should

you think would be most suitable ?"

Matthew considered a moment, and then he said

—

" A lawyer's, I should think."
" So should I. That is a capital idea. Let it be a

lawyer's. I should get on best with that."
" I suppose it's no good asking you not to run the

risk ?"

" Not a bit."
" I thought not. I am getting tired of it. I can tell

you, I have never been successful as yet."
" And never will be, for when I once make up my mind

to a thing, you may be sure there is no turning me."
" I think that is about the truth,"
" You may reiy upon it. Now, Matthew, will you do

as I desire ?'

" I will."
" That's settled. You had better start at once. You

perfectly understand what I require ?"

" Perfectly,"
" Stop a moment, though ! I would not let you in-

terrupt me while I was speaking, but now I am very

anxious to learn something about Tom Davis."

"Oh! ah! yes. I had forgotten that again ! Well,

you must know, very soon after Tom King's escape,

when he was had up before the magistrate."
" Yes ; I recollect that. I was at his house during the

time."
" Very good, or I ought to say, very bad. Soon after

that it came time for his licence to be renewed, and hia

application was not granted. They refused it on the

ground of his having harboured dangerous characters,

and that will be the way with me one of these days,"
" Pho—pho !"

" It's all very well to say ' pho ! pho !' Tom Davis
would have done the same, I dare say, but you see the

result ! Well, after the licence was refused, he still lived

in the old place, but the police made a regular crusade
against him, and as misfortunes never come single, one
night the house was burned down, and Tom Davis, with

his wife and daughter, only escaped with their lives.

Everything else was destroyed !"

" What became of them then ?"

" No one knew, and I had never heard a word about
tiiem until you spoke to-night ! Poor Tom! I am very,

very sorry for him !"

" So am I
!"

" Why did he not call here before, I wonder ?"

" I don't know, without it was his independent spirit.

I know he was one who would prefer to starve a thou-

sand times, than ask charity once !"

" And you found him starving, Dick ?"

" Yes, and reduced to such an extremity as to be quite

unconscious of what was taking place around him ?"

" But you gave them every assistance in your power ?"

" To be sure I did."
" Then God bless you for it, Dick. It was a noble

action, and I like you a thousand times better than

before,"
" I did no more than I ought."
" True ; but yethow few would have done as you have ?

And you are not content, but must do more. Well, well

!

I hope you will succeed. It will not be your fault if Tom
does not end his days in peace ! I trust, too, you will

succeed in the other enterprise you have undertaken,"
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" Tbanks ! Prove tLe sincerity of your words bj' poiug
to the costumier's at once and bringing him back with the

articles required."

Matthew started off without delay, and soon returned,

bringing tbe old man with him, who made a most
respectful bow as soon as he saw Dick.
About two hours nfterwards a ratber remarkiible-looking

individual stepped off the door-steps of tbe " White Horse,"

and walked down Drury-lane iu the direction of the

Sti-and.

He was of medium height, and a peculiar stoop in the

shoulders made him look shorter than be actually was.

Upon bis head he wore a carefully-brushed hat, which
g;ne token of having seeu better days.

Beneath this hat appeared a light flaxen peruke, such

as was generally worn at the period.

But this had a faded and indifferent look like the

hat.

The face was very smooth shaveB.

Tbe attire was that worn by attorneys, and to complete

No. 47.

HE MYSTEKIOUS LADY.]

the costume, be carried a blue bag iu his left hand, while

lie (supported hiinself with a stick, for he seemed to have

a little lameness iu one foot.

Many people passed bim, but few favoured him with a

second glance.

Our readers can, of course, guess who this person was.

It was Dick Turpin.
So \\ell disguised, and, to use the theatrical term, his

" get up " so complete and excellent, that it would have

absolutely defied detection.

Surely tbat was tbe garb under which none of bis foes

wou.ld look to see him.
No nervousness of step—no hasty glancing from side to

side—as if in momentary dread of being seeu by some one

whose gaze he much wished to avoid, marred the effect of

the whole disguise; on the contrary, he walked firmly and

steadilv, and as though he had nothing wliatever to tear._

Dick made his way direct to the Strand, and reached it

by passing down Drury-court, now much altered since the

erection of the large priuting-oflices on its eastern side.

Price One Halfphwnt.
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'^(•we by St. Mary's Cliurch wore several hackney car-

ria^es waiting to br hired.

He hailed one of them by holding up his stick, and
directed the jarvcy to drive him to l?irdcaee-\valk.

0(1 went the cumbersome and ob.'^ulete conveyance.
Dick leaned back in the seat and closed bis eyes.

lie did that to shut out external objects, wLii;h _al«vays

disturb tb" train of thought, and buried himself in deep
retli'ction.

Tl;e stopping of the carria<;e aroused him, aud upon
li.okinjT through the window he saw he had reached his

destination.
" Which house do you want, your honour ? " asked the

driver.
" The one whtre the murder was comniitt;il !

"

" The haunted house ?
"

" Yes, that is it."

" You will have to go round. It's the backs of these

here houses what looks into thf" park."
" Drive round to the front, then, and be quick al> /ut it."

The order was obeyed ; and in a lew moments the car-

riage again stopped.

This time before the quaint and antique portal of the

haunted house.

The driver got down oif his box, and opened the door for

Dick to alight.

lie then j^'ave the man a liberal fare ajid told him to

drive off.

Turpin watched him down the street, and as soon as he
had turned a corner aud got out of sight, he (Turpin)

ascended the steps aud knocked at the massive door.

He had not learned it from any authority, but he came
to the conclusion that the whole of the premises would be
in the charge of police-officers until the inquest took place.

It was a bold and daring feat to make his way to this

place, but Turpin was one who believed in the policy of

going to head-quarters tor information.

Certainly, here he would ascertain everything he wished
to know, but by following his actions we shall learn Low
far his boldness carried him.
No notice was taken of his fir.'^t summons for admittance,

80 he repeated it, and this time with much greater vigour
than before.

Ere he released the knocker, the door was flung open,
and a police-officer that Dick had seen many a time, and
whom he knew instantly, appeared upon the threshold.
" Good morning," said Dick, in a plausible voice, and

making a very deep bow as he spoke, " good morning;.''

At the same time he managed to cross the doorstep and
fitand in the hall, and with so much tact v;a8 it done that
the officer gave way before him.

" What do you want, sir ? " he asked, rather graffly— it

would have been very gruffly only be saw by the wistume
that bis visitor was a member of the legal profession.

Dick made no reply—at least, no verbal reply, but intro-

duced the thumb and forefinger of his right hand into his

waistcoat pocket aud drew forth a guiuca.

This, with a sly dry cough, and holding up his blue bag
with his left hand to conceal ihe action, he placed in the
police-officer's palm.
The effect of the contact was wonderful and instan-

taneous.

His whole manner changed, and he made quite a low
bow as he asked

—

" What did you please to want, sir ? Should you like to
see the stiff 'un ?

"

CHAPTER CCLVII.

DICK TU' jJJ AT THE HAUNTED HOUSE LEAKN8
IMPORTANT INFOKMATION.

** Shut the door first
!

" said Dick Turpin, altering his
voice as much as he could, so as to prevent any familiar
tone reaching the officer's ears.
" Certainl- sir, with all the pleasure in life. One

moment !

"

The officer hastily closed the door and secured it.

Dick felt a great deal of confidence in his disguise, for
thi^ man evidently did not suspect him, and yet.hewat
-.jaite familiar with his ordinary appearance.
As soon as the door was shut Turpin spoke.
*' My errand here is quite legitimate," he said, " please

ft trf-ar that ia mind. My errand is perfectly lep^itimate."

" Of course it is, sir !
" said the officei j.b he Uneerw

the guinea about in his trousers' pocket. " I am quit«
aware of that."

" Very good. But in order that you may have do
scruples at all, I will tell you at once what business brings
me to this place."
" Just so, sir."

"A murder was comraitt^'id here the night before
last?"
" There was."
" Has the murdered man been identified ."

"

" No, he hasn't ; leastways, not yet, though a good
many have come to look at him."
" So I suppose. When does the inquest take place?"
" In about half-an-hour, sir."
" Where ?

"

" Here."
" lu this house?"
" Yes."
" Oh ! well, my friend, my business here is the same

it seemi. as several more. I want to look at the body and
identify it if I can."
" I thought so, sir. Please to come this way. The

body is on the second floor. A good many persons have
been to look, but j' m a)e the first gentleman."

Piobubly Dick was the first who had given him any-
thing.

In a most iimiable and obsequious mood, the officer pre-

ceded him up the stairs.

He was rather stout, was that officer, and the going up
stairs took all his wind, so he said nothing during the
asceut.

The landing where Dick had stood ind seen the murder
committed w<u- reachea in a few secouds.

The door leading into <he room was closed.

The officer tapped at ii, however, and it was opened
from the inner side by cue ol' his compauiouu.
" Here's a gentleman come to 'deutify the body, Jim,"

he said, and then, turning to Turpin, he added, "my post

is downstairs in the hall; but Jim here will show you
every attention."

With that the first officer left the room and went down-
stairs again.

Dick glanced at the officer who had been called Jim.
His face was familiar to him likewise.

The success which he had achieved with the first guinea
encouraged him to invest another in the same manner, so

he went through exactly the same performance.
The munificence of the gift produced an immense

amount of morigeration upon the part of the officer.

He touched his hat and muttered his thanks.
Dick's eye then fell upon an object in the middle of the

floor.

The shutters had been thrown open, and some of the
dust cleaned off the window panes, which allowed the
light to penetrate, but otherwise not a single article in

the apartment had been touched.
The table and the curious high-backed chair in which

tlie old man had sat were just in their former position.

The dark lantern was lying overturned upon the floor.

Between the table and the chair was a huddled-up mass
of something covered over with a white sheet.

Although no portion of the object itself was visible, yet

Turpin knew very well what it was.
The officer advanced, and turned down the sheet a little

way, so that the head and shoulders of the dead body
were exposed to view.
During bis strange career, it had been the lot of lilsz

Turpin to look upon many horrible and ghastly epectacsles,

yet he thought this was more horrible than any he had ever

seen, without it was that of the man he had found in the

subterraneous appartment beneath the woodman's hut.

The /ace was shattered terribly, so much so indeed, a»

almost to destroy all the features.

The pistol had been discharged within naif an inch of

his ear, and one half of the face was literally blown
away.
Dick turned away. His heart heaved at the awfu)

sight.

The police-officer covered the white sheet over it again.
" Do you know him, sir? " asked Jim.
" It is hard to say from what I have just eeen."
" Very true, sir. He's an awful object, that's oert;uc '

*

"DrOMrVul!"
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you

" I could see it gare yon a bit of a turn.

lU, sir, you will soon get used to it
'

"

But, lor' ble-^8

' Has the body been searched ?
'* Yes, sir."
" Who searched it P

"

" The surgeon."
"What did he find?"
* Nothing, sir."

" Nothing ?
"

"No."
" Not a card, or a scrap of paper, or anything of that

sort?"
" No, his pockets were quite empty."
"That is strange. Then, beyond the fiice, there is DOtbing

by which he can be identified ?
"

" Nothing at all, but leastways, I forgot, there ia bis

clothes."

Oh ! ah ! to be sure, there's his clothes."
" Should you like to see them, sir ?

"

" No, no, never mind. Have you anything to sit down
upon ? I don't feel very well."

"Not in this room I haven't, sir," replied Jim. "I
am keeping guard in the next. Would you like to step in

there ?
**

" Yes, if you will allow me."
•* Oh ! certainly. Please to walk this way."
'*There is a question or two I should like to ask you."
" All right, sir ; I am sure it will give me very great

pleasure to give you all the information 1 possess, for you
are a real gentleman and no mistake."
With this complimentary speech upon his lips, Jim, the

officer, ushered Dick Turpin into the adjoining room,
through which, it will be recollected, the cloaked stranger
and his two accomplices had effected their retreat.

A fire was burning in the grate, and the room had
altogether quite an inhabited look.

There was a table and two or three chairs.

In one of th« latter, which Jim placed close by the fire-

side, Dick sat down.
On the table was a pipe and a stone jug, with which

the oflBcer had been regaling himself, and beguiling the
lediousness of his employment.
Ho looked rather shyly at them for a moment, and Dick

perceiving it, soon put him at his ease.
" Have you anything to drink there ? " he asked. " If

you have, I shall be glad, for I can't get that sight out of
my head,"

" Yes, here is a drop if you wonJ<J like it

"

" Thank you."
Dick took the proffered jug, and found its contents to

be some excellent old ale, to which he did ample justice,

and then handed it to Jim, who, with the characteristic

salutation, " 1 look towards you, sir
!

" took a hearty
draught.
After this they felt quite old friends, and the officer

resumed his pipe.
" Your companion in the hall told me the inquest would

be held here in half-an-hour," began Turpin.
" Yes, that is the case."
" But where are the juiy to sit ?

"

" Ob ! they won't sit here. They will come and view
the body, and sit in the club-room of the ' Bull and
(Jate,* round the corner."
" Oh ! ah ! I tliought sc. Well, now I may as well

tell you that a client of mine, an old gentleman, is

missing. 1 don't say that is him in the next room, but I

couldn't swear that it is not. However, 1 shall stay hare
to watch the case, you undeWand, in case anything should
turn up in the evidence."
" Quite right, sir."
" In tlie meantime, I should be v^/y glad if you would

favour me with an account of all you know of tho murder,
as it may be of the utmost importance to me."

" Of course, sir. You have, I fancy, come to the right
party, for I know all about the affair from beginning to
end.''

" Oh ! do you, iniieed ? Thea I am very glad to
hear it."

" Very good, sir."

The officer, who was an intelligent man of his class,

^en proceeded to give a full account of the affair, but ae
the reader is already acquainted with the partioalars, s<re

need do no more than say, that he was tlje very man who
hud seen the cloaked stranger and his followers enter the

house, and who had returned the moment after the com*
mission of the mnrdei

.

Much of this was quite new to Dick, especially that
part where Adrian was caught and taken to Newgate,
under the belief that he was the famous highwayman.
But the readei*8 knowledge only extends to a oertsJa

point, and therefore we shall resume Jim, the officer's,

I
narrative at that place.

It will be recollected that we have described how the
mistake was discovered, and how the cloaked stranger
had demanded to be released, and how, at that moment,
there came a violent knocking at the wicket of Newgate.
At this point we resume.

CHAPTER CCLVIII.

A VERDICT OF WILFUL MURDER IS RETURNED AOAmSt
ADRIAN WINBEKRY AND HIS TWO ACCOMPLICES.

"Of course," continued Jim, the officer, "everybody
stopped still, and the governor—that is Mr. Cawthome,
you know—shut his mouth in the middle of what he was
saying.

" The man on the lock, however, turned the key, and
opened the door at once.

" In came a party of officers with two prisoners.
" The moment they got inside, the two prisoners, who

were men, uttered an ejaculation which showed that they
and the man wiio had been brought to Newgate in

mistake for Dick Turpin, were acquainted with each
other.

" The outer door was closed, and then, in answer to

Mr. Cawthome, who asked who the prisoners were, one
of the officers stated what had taken place in the haunted
house, and how they had captured two of the culprits,

while one had made his escape into St. James's-park, and
the other over the house-tops."
" But," interrupted Turpin, " I thought you told me

that three men only were seen to enter the house P
"

" Quite right, sir, but then there might have been one
left inside. At any rate, there is very good evidence that

there were four of them altogethci'."
" Oh ! indeed."
" Yes—but let me go on."
" Oh ! yes, go on. It is the most wonderful story I

ever heard in my life. Take a pinch of snuff."
" Thank you, sir. Well, this man— I mean the one who

was taken in mistake for Dick Turpin—disclaimed all

knowledge of, and acquaintance with, the two prisoners,

and with all that had taken place."

"Did he?"
" Yes ; but yet it was thought there was sufficient

grounds for keeping him in custody, and bringing him
before a magistrate."
" And was this done ?

"

" Yes, sir. All three were locked up in separate cells,

and brought before the magistrate in the morning."
" And what then ?

"

" All three were committed to take their trial. His
worship would have allowed bail for the one, but nobody
caiue forward, so he was carried off along with the rest."

" And do you think he had any hand in the murder?"
" Well, that's more than I can tell."
" Did you find anything of the man who escaped over

cue roofs ?
"

"No."
" Had you any idea of who he was or what he was

like?"
" None at all. It was quite dark at night, and we losi

sight of him almost diiectly."
" It Is a strange piece of business altogether P

"

" Very, sir. Now, I Ijave had a good deal of experience;

one way and another with murder, but this beats them
all."

" I should think we shall learu^ somethii g at tht

inquest that will give a clue. I was in hopes some papec

hud been found, but you tell me there has not ?"

"No; there was nothing. Suspicion is ver^ stronjT

upon the three men in custody, don't j ou think ?
'

"On two, certainly. They declare tliat they mereo
acted by the directions of the rnaa in the cloak ; but be

t.ttog.»ther disowns them, and says be never saw them i«

I

his life before."

! " Very odd. What's that?"
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" The Jnrymen, I suppose. At any rate there tp som*
one knocking at the door."

i

Jim rose and so did Dick.
" I will go now," said the latter.
" There's no occasion, sir. Perhaps yon had bettor

bo here when they view the body, in' case anylhing
should turn up?"
" Well, perhaps it will be bettor. Tom will lot them

in."

At this moment there came a tapping at the door of the
chamber of death, and the officer liastened to open it.

As he expected, the jurymen were outside, and the
whole body of them, headed by the coroner, » ad the
rear brought u]5 by the beadle, entered.
The coroner perceived Dick, and made a .-flight in-

clination of Ids head, while a look of inquiry appeared
apon his fac?.

The highwayman understood what it meant, so he, too,

bowed, and then said

—

" Pardon me for this intrusion, but I nm a eoliciior,

and hearing of this murder I came up to town this

morning in order to look at the body, as desired by a

client of mine."
"Oh! indeed, sir."
" Yes ; that is it."

"And do yon identify it?^
" Not at present, sir."
" What do you mean by not at present P"
" I mean that the features are so much destroyed as to

make recognition, by means of an inspection of them
merely, quite impossible; but I think it probable that

Bomething may tran&pu-e, and therefore wish to be present
at the inquest."

"Oh! certainly, sir— certainly. I have no objection

whatever ; and if this fearfully dark affair can be cleared

up, no one will rejoice more than myself.''
" I, too, shall be glad."

"Now, gentlemen," said the coroner, addressing the
jurymen, " be good enough to stand round, and we will

proceed to view the body. Mr. Tripp, turn down th^.

sheet."

Mr. Tripp was the name of the parish beadle, and as

soon as the coroner spoke he bustled f'oi-ward and did his

bidding, after which he stood looking on in a majestic
attitude.

One by one the jurymen looked at the cold and hideous
corpse, and Tnrpin, though he strove to lock another viiy,

found it impossible to withdraw his gaze.

This ceremony occupied but little time. Most took
but one glance, though seme of a more morbid turn of
mind made a close esamination.

This done, the party adjourned to the public-house Jim,
the o€&cer, had spoken of.

Turpin followed.

He shrunk a little, thougl , when he got to the bottom
of the stairs, for several police, officers were in the hall,

and among them was his old enemy, Mr. Wriggles.
The two officers, who had been left in cL^vge of the

house, were relieved from their duty as their presence was
required at the inquest.

It was only the first sight that startled Dick. He
recovered his composure almost iuctantly, and walked
steadily forward.
His disguise was about to be put to a severe iest, bet

if Mr. Wriggles did not recognise him, be should feel

tolerably certain of escaping detection altogether.

The individual in question gave a good look at Lim,
but Dick returned his gaze without flinching.

But the redoubtable police-officer took no further
notice, from which the highwayman inferred that he was
unknown.
The distance from the hauvted house to tfee " Bull and

Gate " inn was only al'ont &, couple of hundred yards, so

that Dick was not for long exposed to the gaze of the
people in the street.

The inn was one of those rambling, comfortable places
which our forefathers dt lighted to build.

It was tolerably full ol company, for the murder had
caused what would now-a-days be called a " sensation."

The large rooDi on the first-floor had been set aside

for the inquest.
1

With aa little delay as possiile the juryuien seated

kbemselves round the talile, and the coroner siit do7?i)

k> til* »raB-cLair ti ite Lfetd

The investigation was commenced.
In the examination of the different witneBsee, however,

vrn- little additional information was gathered.
Turpin was seated at a little side-table where he could

S( and hear all that was going forxsard.

lie was n uch struck with tlie appearance of Adrian
'^'inberry. for such he annouroed his name to be.

In him lie could scarcely recogTiii-e I he cloaked stranger,
who wore so conspicuous a black beard.

His face was suiooth-shaveu, m accordance with the
pievailing fashiuc.

A lawyer defended him.
But all his eloquence, and be was a perfect master of

the art of rhetoric, failed to remove the suspicion whidi
hung around his client.

The two men when they were examined endeavoured to

set aside what they had previously said.

That they had witnessed the mnrder they did not deny,
but they slated they had been employed by a stranger to

acconjpany him to the house ^\lere they were found,
and that the murder was committed without their having
any idea of it and without their being able to prevent it.

Adrian Winberry smiled in a triumphant and defiant

n.anuer when this statement^ was made ; but there was
not so much importance attached to it as he evidently

expected.

The former words which they had made ut,e of were
distinctly sworn to by several witnesses.

That they had been tampered with somehow or other,

and induced to depart from their original declaration,

there could not be much doubt, and the coroner expressed
an opiiiicn to that eflect.

A verdict of wihul murder was then recorded against

the three prisoners.

The lawyer engaged by Mr. Winberry then rose, and
in an eloquent speech proposed that his client should be
released en bail.; but the application was peremptorily

refused.

Dick had taken rough notes of the chief events which
had transpired, but otherwise he took no part in the pro-

ceedings whatever.
When all was ovpr he, having lull confidence in his dis*

guise, went to difitrent places and purchased all the
acciiunts of the murder that were published.

By the time he hi;d finished it was nearly dark, so he
biiit his steps in the direction of the " White Horse."
By virtue of the previous committal, Adrian Winberry

and his two accomplices were conveyed to Newgate.
But the unnatural brother had by no means lost hope,

and his peculiar liue of conduct will quickly become
apparent

CHAPTER CCLIX.

DICK TUKPIN EEPOUTS THE SUCCESS OF HIS MISSION TO
THE MYSTERIOUS LADY.

The hour was verging upon midnight when a single

horseman took his way, at a rapid pace, along the western
road.

The clattering of his steed's hoofs was the only sound
that broke the silence which reigned around.

There was no moon as yet, but the stars shone brightly

over head, and in the eastern horizon could le seen some
faint indication of the coming of the queen of night.

Occasionally the horseman shitted his riding whip

—

which he carried more for defence than aught else—from
his right hand to his left, and when he did so he would
pat his steed on the neck and speak to it in an encouraging

tone of voice, and by the way in which the beautiful

creature tossed her head and neighed, it would seem as

though she perfectly comprehended what he said.

Our readers cannot be at a loss to recognise this horse

and rider.

It was Dick Tuipin, mounted on his bonny mnre. Black

Bess, on his way to keep his appointment with the young
and benutilul lady, whose name was unknown to htm at

present
11 is thoughts, however, ran greatly upon the daring

scheme which he had Ibrmed and almost carried out.

H^ was thinking of the young prince and the disappoint-

ricijt he would feel.

Some means or other teust be fcund of oonrnjunicatiti^

with him.
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h was not possible for Dick to think of this withci.:

retDemberiDg bis tbree friends, from wboivi be had Vrt r.

80 long separated.

He wondered wliat tbey wore doing and where they
were.

Tliey raigbt not even have reached the shores of Finnc*-

in safety.

He bad not board a single word ot tbem from that

morning ^\ben tbt-y parted on the litile plate:iu in iioiit of

the entrance to the cavern which bad been the scene of so
many remarkable events.

Between Claude Duval and Sisteen-String Jack and
himself there bad not existed that feeling of intimacy and
friendship that there did between him and Tom King.
The latter he felt the warmest possible interest in, and

the feeling could not have been greater if he had been bis

own brother.

It would have been a satisfaction to him of no ordinary
character if he could have felt certain of his welfare and
his safety.

He would, too, have much liked to have bad bis assist-

ance in the affair he had *hen under band. It would have
been invaluable.

He determined, however, as soon as he Lad brought it

to a conclusion, provided be did not hear or see anything
of his comrade in the meanlirae, to set out at once iu

quest of him.
The moon rose.

Her beams at first were sickly, few, and lamt, but they
foon increased in power, bringing out the different objects

ill the landscape with iiiarvelioiis distint'iuss.

"The road is empty t<i-uigLt," mutitred Dick. "1
have not met a single person since 1 fairly got clear of

London. Well, perhaps it is as well, for 1 should not be
able to resist the temptation of slopping them, and it

might only serve to place the ofiiccrs upon my track, and
I shall have sufficient trouble with this business with-

out that. Woa, mare. Geully, lass— gently. What is

it?"
Black Bess had reared suddenly when Dick spoke.
He was p;iyiug no attention to what he was about, and

had be been a less practised rider than he was, he would
inevitably have been thrown.
As it was, he i-etained his seat in the saddle with great

difficulty, for his usually docile mare paid no attention to

the soothing words he uttered, and the attempts he made
to calm her by patting her upon the neck.

Much surprised at Ibis extraordinary behaviour, he
looked up to see what it was which had produced it.

His eyes fell upon a spectacle that was quite enough to

fill the heart of any one vmiL dread aud horror.

Just where a narrow winding lane turned off from the
high-road was a gibbet.

From its bluAened cross-beam depended a ghastly and
horvililo burden.

It was the body of a man.
M;iuy and many a long year mu.^t bavi; ^..l.ipsed since

that malefactor was suspended there as a tenor and a
warning to others.

Spring winds, sunmer suns, autumn rains, and winter
frosts, had all wreaked their repeated effects upon it.

The long and massive iron Unks, with which the body
was held together and hung from the top, were corroded
with rust.

Tbey creaked and clanked dismally, however, as the
fitful gu.sts of cold night air blew upon it, and made it

swing slightly to and fro.

Here and there the bleached bones of the doomed man
glistened with a sickening lustre in the moonlight.

In one or two places, too, something that looked like

long strips of clothing fluttered in the wind.
It was loathsome to the eye— to the ear—to the smell

—

and well indeed may the highwayman's mare be excused
for the alarm she manifested.
Turpin himself, although a shudder of horror swept

over bis wh^le form, could not for a moment remove his

gaze, which stemed to be riveted and fascinated.

By an effort, ho.vever, be broke the epell, and tv-'ied

his eyes in another direction.

But he was unable thus easily to remove Bess's tear.

She nranced and reared, nor could he by any means calm
her down.
His way lay directly past that gibbet, but his mare reao-

\

luie:y refused lo pass. I

To have punished her for this natural alarm woTild not
'iinly have been cruel, but tutile, and he knew ii.

He dropped the reius, therefore, upon her neck, and
placed his riding-whip between his teeth, where he held
it firiuly.

This left both bands at liberty, so, stooping forward, h«
placed one over e:ioli of Lie mare's eyes, thus shutting out
entirely from her view the horrible object which had eo
.niiu-h alarmed her.

Tbe ruse succeeded.
He struck her flanks lightly with his heels, and she

obeyed the impulse forward readily.

The road was level and untbstructed, so he allowed her
to go for some distance in this manner, and then he
gradually i-emoved his hands, and resumed his bold upon
tlie reins.

The alarm of Black Bcsshad ei ased as soon as the gibbet
was shut out from her view, and she vsrent on now quietly

enough.
In a little while now the stone front of the house came

in view, and he quickened her speed slightly, for he
feared be was behind his time.
Orders had been left at the lodge for him to be

admitted, for, so soon as he reached the entrance gates,

they were flung open.
Dick trotted up the gravelled path, taking the same

route precisely as he had done the preceding evening,
when in company with the carriage.

The little door before which they had stopped was soon
reached, aud at it stood the steward who had played the
part of coachman.

Seeing this, Dick alighted, but scarcely had his feet

touched the ground, when a slight figure, shrouded in a
large dark cloak, bounded forward.

It was the mysterious lady.

The steward led Black Bess towards the stables.
" Pardon me," be said, " I must see her boused."
" Ah ! yes, I had forgotten. But I am so impatient."
" I will be back as quickly as possible. I have much to

tell you."
Turpin hurried off after the steward as he spoke, who

bad almost got out of sight.

We need do no more than say that Dick saw his mare
properly attended to, and then, in company with the
steward, returned.
Under tbe direction of the latter, he was led to the same

apartment as before.

The steward knocked lightly at the door, and in a low,
sweet voice tbe lady said,

" Come in."

The steward opened the door and ushered Dick in.

T-lie lady was standing near the fire.

With her left band she leaned rather heavily upon the
corner of the massive oaken table.

There are some faces which look beautiful when first

seen, but which fade under a second examination.
But the lady's was not one of these.

On the contrary, Dick thought she looked even more
lovely than before.

Anxiety—the most intense anxiety and suspense—were
depicted upon her countenance, and she looked into Dick's
face with the utmost intentuess, in order to gather some-
thing from its expression, if possible.

The highwayman advanced, and in obedience to a sign
given him, seated himself in the antique arm-chair by the
fireside.

The lady, too, sank back into a seat.

As on the preceding occasion there was no light in the
room save that which came from the fire.

But its beams were very, very bright, though somewhat
flickering and unsteady.

It was only after two efforts that the lady found her
voice to ask for the news which Turpin brought her.
" TeO me—tell me all at once, I beg. Pray do not

keep me any longer in suspense. You cannot tell what a

fearful state of anxiety I have been in all day, and how I

have longed for night to come. I have learned the worst,

surely. You cannot have any more evil intelligence to

communicate. Speak, and t»;ll me !

"

" Willingly, lady j but 1 must ask yon to Dc calm. Yoa
haTe nothing further to dread."
" And Blanche—Blanche, where is she ? What baft

yon Iciirued respecting her ? Where is she ?
"

Turpiu shook his head.
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" Tnat is more than I can tell ; but for your sate, lady,

I will know no rest until I find out."

CHAPTER CCLX,
OTCK TURPIN FINDS A PLACE OF REF\iGK FOR T.1M DAVIS

AND ELLEN, AND FOR HIMSELF iS WKLL.

A SLIGHT flush suffused the lady's cneeks as Tury>iu

uttered the words with which the last chapter concluded.
" Thanks," she said, with a faint siu le, which was the

only notice she took of the highwayman s bold speech.

We have followed Turpin through ad his adventures iu

Loudon, ond therefore we will not *i'e the reader by
repenting them.

Let it suffice to say he told the lady all with which the

reader has been made acquainted, confining himself, of

course, to that which had especial reference to her affair,

"And now," said the lady, when she had heard him to

the end, and expressed her thanks for ail which he had
done, " And now what am I to do ?

"

" That is a very serious question to answer."
" I know it."

" Yet a course of action must be decided upon at once,

for the trial will take place, 1 believe, to-morrow.'
" To-morrow ; surely not so soon as that."

"I think so; but midnight has passed, and to-day is

here."

"Oh ! I see. It is then the day aft^er to-morrow."
" Exactly, if you take it so."
" I thought it could not be so soon as I imagined. No«

what is to be done ? Is such an unnatural villain as he

has proved himself, to be allowed to escape the penalty

due to his crime? Is he to come away frorn the trial in

triumph and usurp my cousin's rights ? Oh ! no, no !

that would be monstrous in the extreme."
" Do not excite yourself so much, I pray you. Such a

flagrant wrong is of course not to be permitted."
" Bat how am I to prevent it ?

"

" Let us consider fii-st and weigh the matter over, and
then without a doubt we shall be able to come to a
decision."
" 1 am much beholden to you. Your words are wise,"

Turpin bowed.
" You flatter me. However, don't let as waste time in

trivialities. I think in your narrative you mentioned a
lawyer ?

"

" The one who prepared the will f
"

" Yes. Is he living ?
"

«' No."
" Is his son ?

"

** I believe so."
" Who is the family sohcitor P for, of course, there is

one."
" I am sure I cannot tell you, <jnt I will ask the steward."
" Stay ; never mind. The name is of secondary import-

Bnce. You are sure there is a family solicitor ?
"

" Oh, yes."
" Then my advice is, yoa dend for him at once and let

him see me."
" See you ?

"

" Yes, it will be running a great risk, but I shall trust

to his honour not to betray me."
*"No, no! I cannot—will not consent to that. You

have already exposed yourself a thousand times too much
for my sake "

" Pardon me, lady, for interrupting you. Do not think
I made this proposal without having calculated the riro-

bability of danger. I have done so. and do not find n. _o
great as you seem to imagine. The solicitor to a liitnily

like tliis cannot, 1 should think, but be of honourable
principles. He will have the interests ot it at heart, jnd
would do all that lay in his power. Do you think 1 «m
right in surmising this ?

"

" Doubtless you are, but "

" Nay, do not raise objections. With jour permission, I

should propose that you sent otJ' for him at once—indeed,
1 ought to have suggested the adoption of so obvious a
course before : yet still it is not too late. When he arrives

I wUl see him—that is, with your permission. I need not

reveal myself in any way, and that he will be able to

recognise my features, I think hardly likely. I have had a
wide experience in human nature, and 1 am not afraid to

Bay that I shall be able to correctly estimate how far it(

wUl be safe to trust him at first sight. If I bud that toll

confidence is to be placed in him, I shall relate what 1

have seen, and the information I have gathered respecting
the m order. At the last, should circumstances require it,

I shal. oot scruple to disclose myself and tell him who T
am."
" Oh yon make me tremble with dread for your safety.

No, no 'liis cannot be. Yoa must think of something
less dangerous to yourself."
" I am afraid, lady, I cann<)t."

There was a pause, during wnich the lady appeared to
be thinking deeply.

At length she spoke.
" I cannot think of any other plan so good, but yet I am

reluctant, most reluctant, to accept it. Can you not think?"
" I cannot. It seems to me that is the only course to be

pui-sued."
" And 8C it seems to me."
" I am glad. As for the danger, dismiss it from your

thoughts, it is no more than I incur daily. I shall be able
to judge best. Let me remind you of the importance of
what we are about. The circumstances are most singular.

You are alone in the world—have no one to whom you can
appeal for assistance and advice. It seemed like the work
of Providence that I should be cast into your way as I was.
It looks as though I was predestined to set this dark
matter right. Most fervently indeed, do I trust that it is

so ! Mine has been a life in which has been enacted many
a dark deed, but here and there I have had a chance of

doing a good action, and I have always embraced that
chance, for I have always clung to the belief that those
good actions have atoned, in a great measure, for the
others."
" I have heard this of you," replied the lady, who

listened to all that Turpin said with the most profound
interest, " and I fully believe in the correctness of your
philosophy."
" It rejoices me to hear it, for it encourages me to

pursue the plan of action which I had worked out. In all

the good actions which I have performed there has never
been so glorious a chance afforded me as this. I shall be
the means, I trust, of bringing to justice as great a
miscreant as could be well conceived. I shall be the

means of avenging his brother's death, and keeping from
him not only these estates, but also the poor girl Blanche,

whose fate, though yet enveloped in obscurity, I am deter-

mined to discover."
" You speak like one who has a brave and noble heart,

and in such an undertaking as this, let the past be what it

may, I do not think you can come to any harm."
" I, too, have a similar conviction. And now let me

request you to send off to Loudon for the solicitor. There
is no time to lose, if our efforts are to be successful"
" There is not, indeed. I will call him.'^

She rang a bell as she spoke.

The summons was responded to by the steward.

He was a gray-headed, honest old man, who had
been in the service of the family from his birth, and he
looked up to every member of it with reverence and
affection.

" Shockley," said the lady, "who ia the family

solicitor ?
"

" The family solicitor ?
"

" Yes ; what is his name—where does he live ?
"

" That is more than I can tell you ; but I have no doubt

you will find it in the library."
" Ah ! A good thought. I shall find it there, surely.

Fetch me a lamp."
The steward departed upon his errand, and quickly

returned, bringing with him one of those curious old oil

lamps, some of which may be seen iu our museums.
Holding it high above his head he led the way, the lady

and Turpin, by her desire, following.

A large corridor was crossed in a duigonal direction,

and then an antique door was reached.

This the steward opened, and then the highwayman
found himself in a large gloomy apartment, the recesses

of which the light of the lamp was quite unable to reveal.

A chill air, too, seemed to come from it and strike to

the blood, so that he fairly shiveied.

The steward crossed the library and stopped before a

shelf, upon which were several boxes coubiiniug docn-

njents of various kinds.

He placed the lamp on the Uble, and ther tocvk down

one of these.
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The !ady produced a bunch of keys, and in a Kttle

wrui© iad the box open, and commenced eearchini? among
it* contents.

Dick stood a few paces in the rer.r, for he by no means
'^-Jshed to appear intrusive or inqi'.sidve in thinprs that

concerned him not.

The search in the box continued for some time, but at

.eneth a packet of letters was found.

. "This will tell us what we want to know," said the
lady, addressing Turpin.
As she spoke she locked the box, and rose to her feet.

Returning then to the cbaraber, in which they had
before sat, she drew a letter from the parcel.

" The name of the solicitor appears to be Kerse?—Jcbi?

Kersey."
" And from what place is the coinmiinicatiou dated P

"

" The Temple."
" That is enough. Does it say from what part of the

Temple ?
"

"No. 'The Temple,' merely."
" That will be quite sufficient, and now, Sbockley, yoa

will start at once, and make all speed to this gentleman's
office. You had better take the carriage. Tell Lirn his

presence here is desired upon the most urgent business,

and ask him to return with you."
The steward looked at the young lady inquiringly for

a moment, in order to know whether be should be doing
right by taking the commands of a stranger.

She understood him, and at once added

—

" Yes, that is right, Shockley. You will do precisely

as this gentleman has told you, and for your late dear
master's sake, and for the sake of his dear daughter
Blanche, let me implore you to make all the speed you
can, but do not return without bringing the lawyer with
you."
" I understand you," he said. " It shall be done, and

I will be as quick as it is possible lor any human being
to be."

"Tkanks, Shockley. Depart at ODce."
*' I am off, lady," replied the steward.

A short silence followed bis departure junng whicli

both listened.

Presently they heard the trampling ol hoofs, and the

rumbling of wheels, which told them that Shocklej liaii

already commenced his journey.

CHAPTER CCLXI.
SOME MOKE COMPLICATIONS OF THE VJi.r^.NuUS PLC!
AGAINST BLANCHE AND HEB FATHER ARE UA3S
APPARENT.

The remainder of the night was spent in conversation.

The lady could not retire to rest, aLd as for Turpin, be
felt no need of it.

When morning came, breakfast was served, to which
Dick and the l!Hi\ >at down together.

It was while they were discussing this meal that a car-

riage drove up the gravelled path, and stopped before the
front door.

Both started eagerly to their feet, for tney, of course,

supposed that it was Shockley who had returned, bringing
Mr. Kersey with him.
A loud sumnjons for admittance was given upon

the knocker, and the lady, when she heard the soumi,
turned with an inquiring look uf.on her face.
" Strange visitors at the hall," she said ;

" (hat is never
Shockley '

"

" Who can they be ?
"

" J have no more idea than yourself."
" What is to be done ?

"

"How?"
"Will they enter here?"
" Most likely."
" But—but—you comprehend me ?

"

"What?"
" I must not be seen by any one."
" True—true. How foolish of me to forget."
" Nay, nay. It is natural. Who can it ho I wonder 1

Tap—tap.

Some one knocked gently upon the panel of the door
" Come in." i

A servant entered.
J" y.T. Josiah Skinner." !

"WTio?"

" Mr. Josiah Skinner.*'
"What does be want?"
" To see you, my lady."
" 1 am astonished," said the lady, 'uroing to our hero.
" Do you not know him ?

"

"No. What shall T do?"
" 1 should reoommf-nd you to ^ivo him an interview, by

all means You know not what important intelligence he
may havp *x> communicote."
"And you?"
"Nevermind. Give your servant orders to show the

gentleman in here."
The lady did so, and as soon as the domestic had left

the room, she turned to Dick, and said—
" Now tell me what you intend to do. Pray do not be

rash, or bring yourself into danger."
" Trust me. With your permission, I should like to be

a witness of this interview.
" But you must not expose yourself."
" I know it.

"

" What do you propose ?
"

" To conceal myself."
"Here?"
" Yes."
" But I see no hiding-place."
" I will soon find one if you will give me your per-

mission."
" You have it freely."
" Well, then, if I mistake not, that is a fire-screen

folded up m yonder comer ?
"

" It is."

" Unfold it, then, and I will hide myself behind it. I
shall then be able to Lear all that is said without being
seen."

" Agreed. Quick ! or he will be here."
The fire-screens in use in those days are not often seen

now, and therefore a fevv' lines, to convey an idea of what
they were like, will not be out of place.

They were P!ade in narrow strips about five feet high,
;ind one in width, hinged together so that they could
either be folded up into a small compass, or stretched
quite across the fireplace, generally then no inconsiderable
wiilth.

They were painted with many curious devices.

A better hiding-place than that which one of these
would afford could scarcely be found

It was unfolded, then, and placed across the recess at
the side of the fireplace.

Turpin stepped behind it, and scarcely had he done so,

than the door opened and Mf, Josiah Skinner entered.
He was a tall, stout man, diTessed in a suit of solemn

black, and he made a low bow on his entrance, as he
said

—

'.' I beg you will excuse mr, lady, for thus breaking in

upon you, but I have some ii..portant buiiness to transact
here.
" Important business ?

"

"Yes," replied Mr. Skinner, coolly taking a chair, and
seating himself in it. " Very important business, and 1

tinast you will give me your attention for a few momenta."
The young lady bowed.
She was too terrified to reply in any other way.
Turpin peeped cautiously and curiously through a little

crevice in the fire-screen, for he anticipated that some-
thing of more than common intei-est was about to occur.

" In the first place," said Mr. Skinner, his tone
becoming at every word more autboiitative and over-

bearing. " In the first place, I want to know what other
members of the family are in the house besides your-
self?''

" By what right do you ask that question, sir ? " said

the young laily, assuming as much boldness of behaviour
as bUe po.ssil-ly could, though inwardly she was almost
ready to sink to the ground with ten-or. " I think your
behaviour very extraordinary, indeed.

"

" Do jou, indeed ! I will so far snti.>^ty you as to say
that I have a statement to make, and 1 wish it to be
heard by the whole of the family, so, perhaps, to save
roe the trouble of continually repoytiuj the same thing,

5 on will call them in."
" Speak to me, sir."

"Am I to understand, then, that you are the ouJj

Hipmber of the faujily at present in the house ?
"

" You can, sir."
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" Very good. Then have the kindness to listen to me."
M r. Skinner's mode of speech kept getting raore and

cior-' otlensive and insolent.
"1 iim listening to you, sir; and perhaps you will be

kind I'noiigh to put what you have to say in as few words
as possible, in order that I may be n^lieved from your
presence, which 1 cnr, assure you is most distasteful to

me ; nor can 1 see anythiug to warrant your intrusion

here."

11 lis was a very cnurngt'ous speech for the lady to

mnke, and she would ne%er have ventured upon it had she
not flit how close she was to Dick Tui-pin, and that he
would effectually shield her from all harm.
"Ha! ha I" snid Mr. Skinner. "Very good—very

good, indeed. Can't see anything to warrant my intru-

sion. Capital. Ha! ha! I like that. But wait a
minute—wait a minute."
Mr. Skinner commenced rummaging his pockets as he

spoke.
" I have already waited long enough," replied ihe lady.

" Let me know your business here, and then depart."
"Ha! ha!" Now don't, miss; please don't. I shall

die of larfin'. I know I shall. Depart ? Lor' no ; not
yet, I hope. Bless you, miss, you and me are fated to

become a great deal better acquainted with each other
before I depart. We are, I can assure you. Ah ! that's

it."

Mr. Skinner alluded to a crumpled-looking document.
While speaking he had taken several packets of

papers from his pocket, and he selected one out of the
miscelliineous heap when he uttered the satisfactory

ejaculation.

The lady looked on in surprise and teiTor.

She dreaded that something terrible was about to
happen—that the presence of this insolent man heralded
some calamity.

Her forebodings were right.
" You see this paper, miss," said Mr. Skinner, as he

held the document in his hand. "Very well, then ; that's

myauthority for what I'm doing, do you understand that?"
" Go on, sir."

"Very well, ve—ry well. Then listen. I, Josiah
SI- inner, attorney-at-law, hereby take possession of this
house and all the estates and appurtenances thereto
belonging, as well as everything in this house, without
any exception whatever. Do you understand that ?"

" I quite understand your words, sir, but on whose
behnlf do you take possession of this house and premises?"

" That of my client."
" Aud who is your client ?"
"Mr. Adrian Wiiiberry, to whom the whole has been

assigned ibr a quid pro quo."
" indeed."
" Yes, indeed, and in fact, too. I have tha fulk-st

authority for wliat I come to do, aud you will please to
remember that it is your dutt -^ obey me in all things."

" I shall do nothing of the kind."
" Won't you ? We'll ?ee about that. Call the servants,

and save all bother by telling them all about it. Do you
hear me ?

"

" I hear yon, certainly."
" And will you not oliey ?

"

"Never! Quit the house this moment, sir. a ?efuse
to r( cognise your authority.^ Begone, aud do not let nie

see you ariotlicr moment, or I will call the servants as
you suggest, but it shall be to hiive you turned out."

"'Turned out," said Jlr. Skinner. "So it's come to
turning out, has it? Then we'll soon see who is to be
turned out. Now, my lady," he cried, jumping off his
chair, " 1 have h.nd enough of your impudence. 1 know
who you are. You needn't think to impose upon n.e.

Troop off this very moment. Leave the house, and never
enter it ajjiiin. Do you hear? Be off."

The lady uttered a faint shriek, and cried for helyt.
' Uii ! ha!" exclniniod Jlr. Slduiier. "It's all very

fine. Call Ibr help as niuch as 30U like. You have con-
fessed there is no one in the house but ycurself, so I shall

be able to have it all my own way without any trouble.
Be off with you, I say. 1 take possession."
The lady drew further back, but it was towards the

Bcreen behind which Turpin was concealed.
" fio," continued Mr. Skinner, following her. "Go

—

fi ot yonr own free will, or T will thrust yc^i forth. Go,
isiif. What— you won't? then I'll make you."

He endeavoured to grasp the lady's wrist as he spc*©-
but ere he could do so, Dick Turpin glided from behind tb#
screen like an apparition, while he said quictly-

I
aert

No you won't, Mr. Skinner lust let the lady aloua.

if you pleas

CHAPTER CCLX'T.
TOM KING ANn HIS COMRADES, SIXTEiCN STRING JACK AKB
CLAUDE DUVAL, COMMITS A ROSBEKY UPON THE FRENCH
HIGH WAV.

Such a long time has elapsed since we either saw or
heard iinytliing of Dick Tui-pin's three comnides—Tom
King, Claude Duval, and Sixteen-String Jack— thiit we
feel ourselves now in duty bound (albeit, we leave Turpin
himself in rather a peculiar situation) to turn our attention
to them for a little while, and describe the adventures
which befel them.
The reader will remember that when we saw them last

was after their shipwreck upon the rocky islet, when
Claude was fortunate enough to perceive a sail.

It was only just in time.
The limit of their endurance had been reached.
Hunger, thirst, heat, cold, all had done their work as

they alternately oppressed iheni, and on that evening of

the second day after the shipwreck they were in such a
deplorable condition that it is very questionable wheiljer
they could have ourvived till sunrise.

The cold upon that barren sea-washed rock during the
long winter nights was most intense.

But Claude had been fortunate enough to perceive a

sail, and as soon as be felt sure that it was no delusion of

the senses, he had stripped olT his shirt, and holding it by
the sleeves let it flutter out like a flag.

Fortunately for them the signal was pereeived, and the
ship's course was turned towards them.
They approacljed as close as they could with safety, and

then a boat was lowered.
When they hailed the ship, they did not think of the

danger of their position in case it should prove to be an
English one. That danger was prospective—the present

was immediate.
But it seemed as though at last tlie tide of fortune was

to turn in their favour.

The ship was not an English one, but the French man-
:^f-war of which the boatman had spoken.
He knew it again in a moment, and lost no time id

communicating the joyful intelligence to cnr friends.

In a little while they were all on boird, and as soon as

they stated who they were, the greatest attention was paid

to them.
The surgeon was sent for to examine their hui-ts, but

I they were nothing to speak of; and after pai-taking of

I

some retreshiuent and enjoying a long sleep, the three

highwa\nicn woke up, feeling vei-y little the worse for

their adventure beyond a sensation of weakness, which
would at times seize upon them.

In the morning they came on deck.

They were making all speed for France.

Our friends felt very far from satisfied with their

position.

Now and then they would wish they had never seen the

Pretender, or embarked themselves in his cause, but being
in they determined to go on, and never once thought of

beating a retreat.

The young prince himself, whose frame was not so

hardened as those of the highwaymen were, was still

below in his hammock.
As evening was coming on the three friends strolled aft,

and leaning over the tafliail conversed tt)gether upon
various topics, chiefly the adventures they had severally in

the course of a long career met with.

Whili- thus engaged, they perceived in the distance

something, which a closer investigation showed them to

be a ship.

They looked at it for a long time unthinkingly.

Tom King was the Hrst to notice that it was sailing dead
in their wake, and evidently sailing at a much greater rate

of speed than they were.

Then the idea suddenly darted into their minds that it

was a vessel in chase of them, and they were about to h'rt

as much to the captain, when they found that the sail l-'
"'

already been seen, and its character made out.

\ scene of great apparent contusion now ensued, «» usf$
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eailors sprang into the ripiring to execute the orders which
were given them to crowd all sail.

And now the ship came close enough for the highway-
men to be able to make out her character.

She was an English man-of-war, and one of the largest

they had erer seen.

An enoounter would be inevitable.

They saw that at once.
The excellence of the English over the French ship

in point of sailing, was evident ; for despite all the efforts

which the latter made, they could not increase their dis-

tance from her.

On the contrary, little experienced as our three friends
were in nautical affairs, they could see that the English
man-of-war was rapidly gaining upon them, ar«f' that an
engagement was imminent.
The captain of the vessel upon which they stood evi-

dently by no means wished to tackle the enemy. His
policy was to run away.
He had only one chance m h'jax of doings this, and

««. 48.

that was, night might come upon them and enable them
to get a^vay from their adversary under cover of the
darkness.

This was rather a forlorn hope.
Night was coming on, it is true ; but then some hours

would elapse before it was actually dark, and during that
time the English vessel would be able to come up with
them.
Every stitch of canvas they carried was spread to the

breeze, and the masts cracked and bent to the strain.

Whether their escape had been discovered, and the
ship sent out to re-capture them, was of coiu-se more than
the highwaymen could tell, yet it looked very probable.

If so, the utmost exertions would be made to overtake
them.

It might, however, merely be an English vessel or a

privateer.

At any rate, on it came, and with extreme rapidity.

Preparations were made upon the French vessel for »
fight,

PrIO OmB HALrrSMNT.
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The gauB were mn ont, loaded, and put ready for imme- (

diate service, while smaU arms, such as ewords, pistole,

'

•tc., weje served out to the crew.

Thfc shades of evening drew on.

The sun sank behind an immense bank ot olonds on the
north-west horizon.

Still on came the pursnuf vessel.

"Look! look!" exclaimed Claude Duval to his two
comrades, and pointing to the English vessel as he spoke,
" they have fired the first shot

!"

" Down with you, then, every one
!"

" They are too for off to injure us."
" Yon don't know that. Down ! down !

"

The highwaymen crouched down, and the moment they
did so, the sullen boom of a cannon reached their ears.

Tom had seen the wreath of white smoke, and had
given the warning in time.

As it happened, it was not needed, for the ball fell far

short of the mark. The shot was fiied long before they
were in range.

But it showed the enemy to be in earnest, and after a
short interval another shot was fired.

This, like its predecessor, did not reach its mark, but it

came nearer, and served to show how fast the enemy was
gaining on them.
A deep silence reigned on board the French vessel.

Everything which would serve to urge them through the
water at the utmost speed had been done, and nothing
remained but to wait patiently for events to take their

An anxious glance was occasionally cast up to the

rigging, as the masts cracked or bent more than usual,

but that was all.

Another shot was fired from their enemy, and this time
it carried away some of the tackle at the stem.

It was easy to see that these were nothing more than
trial shots.

As soon as they found they were fairly within range,

they would have something more to expect.

Still the dusk came on, and one singular effect of it was
by rendering the outline of the enemy's ship less distinct,

it made it seem as though it had not gained upon them.
But this was a delusion, as the shots proved.

lihe excitement under which our friends '^tboured was
most intense.

Were they, after all, to be overhauled when tbey had
succeeded in escaping so far ?

It would be most vexatious, after taking to much
trouble and running so many risks.

But there was a strong probability of it.

They had long been aware of the superior powers of the
English ship as a sailer, and now they saw she was larger

and better appointed in every way.
By the aid of a glass, dense masses of men, all armed

and ready for action, could be seen swarming her decks,

and all apparently fiill of eagerness for the prospective
contest to begin.

The French man-of-war was well manned and well
provided with puns, though certainly in every respect
inferior to the English one.
To be sure, a battle is at all times a rather uncertain

thing ; but anyone looking at the two vessels would
declare in favour of the English winning the victory.

And now through the deepening gloom there came a
vivid flash of light, followed by a roar like thunder, with
which mingled the soimd of broken woodwork.
The English ship had fired a broadside at her opponent.
It waa aimed rather too high, however, for it whistled

through the top part of the rigging without doing any
very serious damage.
Then the highwaymen heard the Frendi captain give

orders to return the shot.

The order was obeyed instantaneously, for tlie men
were all in readiness.

After this, the fixing began to grow oontinuons and

The vessels came nearer and nearer to each other.

A tiick smoke, too, enveloped them, and it was only

occasionally that a glimpse of the enemy could be ob-

tained.

The slaughter on board the French ship was terrible.

The cannon seemed all to be fired with a life-destroying

ains, for while but comparative little injury was done to

the ship itself, the men were cnt down by ernren,.

Suddenly the mainmaat waa struck new its jnnetlM
with the dedt.

It trembled, and before it could )xemn iteelf, another
ball buried itself dose to its predecessor, and the tall mast,
with all its intricate tackle in the shape of rigging, sails,

yards, and spars, feU bodily over the side into the sea.

The natural result of this was that the ship keeled oir«f

to that side in an alarming manner.
But men were at hand provided with hatchets, and by

the aid of these the whole mass of cordage was cut away,
and the ship, as soon as it wae freed from this incum-
brance, righted itself beautifully.

Their sailing powers were now, however, very much
diminished ; indeed, what little hope they might hitherto
have had of outstripping their adversary was now
destroyed—it was a matter of impossibility.

But it must not be supposed that the English ship had
altogether escaped the effects of the encounter.
Her rigging had been seriously injured, tad aumy at

her crew lalled or desperately wounded.

CHAPTER CCLXIII.

THI THBBX HIOHWAYUEN, APTEB HANT PERILS,
8UCCEEB IN KEACHING THE COAST OF PEANCE.

When the three highwaymen saw the critical turn which
affairs were taking, they, after a brief consultation, went
below, in order to speak with the Young Pretender.
He had risen from his hammock, and was sitting in one

of the cabins.

He looked very weak and ill, and there was upon his

face that wearied, heart-broken expression, which was
distressful in the extreme to see in one so young.
Now that the bright'and glorious dream, with which he

had from boyhood indulged himself, was swept away,
he felt that he no longer cared to live.

In a few words our friends managed to make him
thoroughly acquainted with the state of affairs above, and
seeing the desponding state in which he was, endeavoured
to rouse him from it.

To a partial extent they succeeded.
"And now," asked Tom, "it remaiua for us to devise

some plan by which we can escape or avoid capture."
" Is there no chance of our obtaining a victory over our

antagonist ?
"

" I fear none."
" Or, if there is," interrupted Claude Duval, " it is too

slight for us to count upon it."
" Just so. The contest may be prolonged, but eventually

I think there can be no doubt about the result."
" And what do you advise ?"
" I can hardly t«ll what would be the best. On the

water I am entirely out of my element. Had we been
on land I should have known what to do at once."
" Are we far from France ?

"

" I have not the least idea, but it is a point which ought
to be ascertained, so I will go up on deck at once and
inquire."

It was Sixteen-String Jack who spoke, and as he uttered

the words he left the cabin and made his way on to the
deck again.

Darkness had now completely set in, and he had great

difficulty in picking his way through the debris which
strewed the deck.

At length, however, he was fortunate enough to find the
captain, who was standing with his back against one of

the masts, issuing orders to his men with unabated valoui

and resolution.

For a long time Jack found all efforts to speak in vain,

but an opportunity presently occurring, he said—
" How fax are we from the Coast of France ?

"

" The captain understood English, for it was in that

language that Jack had asked the qaeetion, and he
replied

—

" I don't know."
" But you can give us some idea."
" I should think about thirty '

" No more ?
"

" It might be forty."
" That is enough.
The captain resumed his occupation of ^ving i

" We are between thirty and forty miles from France^"
said Jack, as he re-entered the (

'
°
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** Thn m geod news, tlien," aaid Tom King. " Som^
«M«r vewel maj ootav to our aeeutonee."
" But that IB a forlorn hope."
" Well, yes it ib, and scawely oae to b« r»Ked o«."

"By DO means. Wa may o« taken pnaonen before

-Lien. I ooneider oar gnat qaeation i«,*Hor '"<« «« to

•ooape?'"
"And leave tfaa Mwel to it* flkteP"
" Why not?"
" Oh ! I don't know whT not '

" Tea, let it be that " said thi focng PraieMdWi ^i;iag

oaserly at the idea.
« Desert the ship?"
" Yes."
"But hew P"
"That I leare to yoo."
"I will think 0(7 it"
" We can do no good kei*. Oar aid wiQairt^'iaiM the

tide of battle."
" True."
" Then let as aMk safety in fUght."
" Bat that is no easy matter."
" There is the boat.^'
" We might get in one and lower it offW tfa* nd« of the

»hip furthest from the enemy."
" To be sure we might."
" And then row off. We shall not be oat <rf danger, but

still I think wa oonld manage a distance ci thirty miles."
" Is that agreed npon ?

"

" It is."
" Come on deck, then, and get tiie boat in readiness-

We shall see, too, how the battle is progressing.",-

The three highwaymen made their way on to the deck
again, which presented about the same general appearance.
More of the dead and dying la^ about than there did

when they left it, and the deck itself was redder with
blood.

A scene of tlM freatest slaughter and devastation met
their view.

Tet the firisf from both vessels continued with unabated
fury.

The English had made mora than <«« attempt to board
them, but each one had failed.

Another effort was being made, however, just as our
friends reached the deck, and every one was intently

occupied in repelling it.

But grappling-irons had been thrown, and the vessels

were firmly laahed to each other in many places.

Indeed, it seemed as though the crisis of the fight had
eome, and that a very little while would suffice to show
who had the victory.

Seeing this, our friends hastened their preparations.

On the opposite side of the vessel they found three
boats, and selecting the largest one, they lowered it into

the water.

The sea was tolerably calm, though there was a good
stiff breeae blowiuK. Still the boat would be able to carry
itself in it, beyond a doubt.

Tom returned to the cabin to tell Chaiies Staart all was
ready.

He found him in the same dejected^elanoholy attitude;

but he arroused himself open Tom King*! ^^proaoh, and
laid—
Ms all ready?"
"Quite."
" Come, then."
" There is, indeed no time to loae.*
" Which has the advantage ?"
" The English. They are superior fa e?ety reepect,

and have had it all along."
They reached the top of the ladder as they spoke, and

the Young Pretender, as he caet a glance upon the i«ld
of battle, turned away with a shuddei.
"This way," cried Tom King. "Qoiok—foiekl er I

fear, after all, we shall be too late."

The din <rf t^ battle wa* terrific

Tom led tiit Young Pretender across the deij* tt> wiMre
the boat awaited them.
Thea with ail speed they euteied it, and cast ofl.

It was a fonr-oared boat, and the requisite number ol
lars to propel it had been placed in the bottom part.

One was takea by eoab, and they pushed off a» «pidlj
.4 they eould, beinf uxioas in the daiknees of Um m^ht
lo ••c'%pe tU possibla observatioa

They had every re—on to believe that their depavtuie

was annotioed.

And now, when they had drifted some distance from the
5I, OUT friends with one aceord looked earnestly up
the sky, in order to ascertain, by an inspection of the

stars, whereabouts they were, and what woa the coarse
ttiey had to take.

They lOoked up for the no^iai pole star, for tuey knew
that when they had foxmd it, ii they kept their backi
towards it, thev must, in time, reach France.

It was Claude Duval who was the first to point oot ite

position to hisVsomrades.
The two ships, though lashed together, were by no

means at anchor, but were sailing along with great speed

;

so the consequence was, that when the boat had been cut

away they had swept rapidly away from them, and now
the two vessels seemed miles off in the darkness.

Their situation was made quite palpable by the intensely

bright flashes of fight which shot from them.
It was the best policy of the fugitives, for such they

might with proprie^ be designated, to keep as far away
from the shqw as they oould, lest, after all, they should m
captured.

Suddenly, however, their senses were assailed by a
bright flash, immediately followed by a loud report.

An intense darkness succeeded—the two ships vanished
from their view, and there was not so much trace left as s

faint glimmer, to show where they had been.
" The powder magazine of one of them has exploded,"

said Tom King, "and all is over now. Perhaps both
ships have been involved in a common destruction. If so,

we had need be thankful that we are here."

They bent to their oars still more steadily as they

spoke.
The three highwaymen rowed.
The Young Pretender sat at the tiller, keeping the little

bark as well as he was able in its proper course.

Time passed on and our friends grew tired, still the^

were very loath t« acknowledge the abatement of tlieir

strength.

No more reports or flashes came from any point of the
horizon to indicate that the ships had renewed the «m-
flict. Tom King was quite right, doubtless, when he said

that all was over.

Beyond the vague piece of infonnation which they had
got from the captain, they had no idea whereabouts upon
the wild waste of waters they were.
But by keeping as much as possible is a eoatherly

direction they could not do wrong.
Still a long time might elapse before they reached the

port.

The little boat, which looked like a nutshell upon the
immense expanse, bounded bravely over the crests of the
waves as she was urged forward by the rowers.

But little was said, for each one was busily oooapied is

looking for the dawn, which came at last.

Gradually over the whole surface of the sea there stole

a faint and misty light, which made those in the boat look
like spectres wearing the human form.
But the light brightened, and that effect departed.

Well pleased were the three highwaymen as they bent
their backs to the oars to find that the dawn had come
first in that portion of the sky which lay to their right
hand|
Up to the present, then, they had been going in a

right direction.

They had some assistance now from the wind, which
blew a gentle breeze from the north, and made their

passage over the waves much easier.

At last the sun showed his bright face above the
horizcai's verge. There were no dark clouds to dull the

glory of his majesty, and his bright golden beams fell

with a beaatifol and sparkling efiiaot opon the rippling

cHAPraa cclxiv.
ova niBNM MEEi' WITH uoax muM un aowm.
TUKB8 OH THB DEEP, BUT AT LElfOTB AMM 1««TVIIA.TI
ENOBOH TO BEACH TUB SHORE.

" No land in sight," said Tom King, with a «^h of die

appointment, ae he turned round and looked eagerly t$

southward as soon as there was light enough- ^No lav.^

insifhtJ"
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" No," said hie comrades, who had turned to look with

him ; " but we are holding on a proper course, and have

done so, I think, from the commencement. Patience

!

patience!"
Tom King aaid no more, bnt again bent bknielf to his

task.

All three, however, from having had the oars so long,

were horribly fatigued ; but it would never do to give in

o soon, so neither said a word about it.

The Young Pretender was silent and moody.
And so more time passed.

The sun cUmbed up in the sk^ higher and higher, and
began to make not only his light bat his heat manifest.

From time to time oar friends cast anxious glances

behind them te the southward, in the hope of seeing land,

but there were no more signs of it than at first.

This was terribly disheartening.

Yet they would not give way until SLxteen-String Jack
•poke, who said in a voice of grave concern—

•• I am very bongry. Who put any proviaiona in the

boatP"
There was a nlenoe for a moment, and then Tom King

•aid

—

" That was forgotten. We ara withont promioas, and
without water too."
" Then I trust we shall soon reach land."
" And so do I, indeed, or else our case will be most

desperate. In the hurry and bustle of our departure, I

forgot all about food and water."

"So did I !" exclaimed the others.
" And even if I had remembered it, I should not have

known where to look to find what I wanted ; and a vain

and bootless search would probably only have had the

effect of hindering us until too late.

"True-true!'^
" Our best plan is to think a« little of our convenience

• we can, and make all speed for hind, from which,
•urely, we cannot be very far distant now."
" I see no signs of it as yet, Tom," said Claude Duval,

aa shipping his oar he stood upright in the boat, and
looked long and keenly in a southerly direction, " I aee no
•igns of it yet."

*' Are you sure P
"

" Quite sure."
*• Then we have no resource but to keep on a« we have.

Land must come in sight ere long."
" And soon I hope, said Jack, " for my arms and back

are so stiff and tired, that I feel as though I could scarce

draw another stroke."
" Mine are the same," said Claude Duval.
" Mine too," said Tom, *' but it will never do to despair.

Say, shall we rest awhile ? One will be sufficient to keep
the boat's head in its proper course, and we can drift with
the tide."

His two comrades hesitated.
" You had better rest now," he added, than when yon

•re too fatigued to feel the benefit of it."

There was sound wisdom in this, and they felt it, so
without another word they shipped their oars and rested,

while Tom kept the boat's head as near due north as he
was able.

Oh! how Bweet waa that rest I but as their bodies grew
cooler, another want began to make itself apparent, aa
awful want.

It was thirst ' .
. ,

But not one mentioned it. Neither saiw^ word respecting
the fierce thirst which burned within him.
They looked all round them, but they seemed to be the

only living creatures on the sea. They were far from easy
in their minds. Some English vessel might come up and
put oat a boat to take them aboard, but this they deter-
mined, if possible, to prevent.

It was for about the space of one half-honr that they
rested, taking in turns the duty of guiding their little

vessel, and then they fell to their work again.
They did not know how long it was since they left the

•hip, but fancied it must have been eight or ten hours, and
if they were correct in this they ought ere now to have had
a (rlimpse of land.

But nothing whatever of the kind wcs vieible.

And now the son reached almost the highest point tn
ike heavens to which he would attain, and as tbe heavens
were free from clouds, the heat that he sent down upon
the heads of onr fnenids aeemed absolntely scorching.

It materially increased their thirst. Their tongues
were dried up and parched, and their lips cracked, but
there was nothing wherewith to moisten them but the
salt sea, to drink of which would be nothing but ntter
madness.
The Young Pretender, perhtifM tfe'ough the influence

which the conduct of those by whom he was surrounded
afforded him, bore his sufferings with • iintitade which
elicited the warmest admiration.
And so the time passed on—passed on without bringing

to their sight that which they so longed to see.

Not a word was spoken.
They found that to utter words dried their months and

aggravated their thirst, therefore they wisely abstained
from speech.

In this condition things remained nntal the son declined
—and declined—until hu disk ahnoat dipped beneath the
horizon.

It was now quite clear that either the captain waa
very far out of his reckoning when he said they were only
thirty or forty miles from the coast of France, or else our
friends, in some incomprehensible manner or other, had
been sailing in a wrong direction.

Which of these two it was it woold be impoaaible to say
as yet.

The sun sank.
A cold wind seemed to sweep across the waters as soon

aa he disappeared, bnt the sudden chill which was felt by
all, was to be attributed to the withdrawal of the light as
much as anything.
Was another night of bonon to be passed throogh P

It seemed so.

The fair and beautiful daylight faded away.
One by one the stars came out, according to their

different degrees of brightness, and they resumed their

old mode of steering.

Bather anxiously they looked ap to note the position of

the north pole star.

They found it where they hoped to find it, and this set

their minds tolerably well at r^ that they had not come
out of their course.

The captain, then, moat hare been in error about the
distance.

It was impossible to savhow far he waa wrong. Perhaps
they had still more than forty miles to go before they could
touch land at its nearest point.

Should this be so, what were they to do lor food and
drink?
Already they thonght the utmost limit oftheb endnnuoM

had been reached.
The cravings of hunger and thirst were really terrible.

A whole volume might be filled with the depiction of

their sufferings.

To add, too, to their perplexities, the wind changed
and began to blow fiercely from the north-east

This increased their labour and made the task of
keeping in their proper course a most difficult one.

Each moment, too, the wind increased in violence, while
clouds began rapidly to oome op from tiie windward
quarter.

Our friends marked these things with a feeHng wfaieh

might almost be called dismay.
They were no sailors,and quite inexperienced in naotieal

afiairs.

Up came, too, the doods with great swiftness and ia
prodigious quantities.

Very soon the whole fiaea ofAm heaveos was covered by
them.
The stars were completely blotted ooL
They had now no compass whatever to steer by.

The wind increased to a gale.

The waves swelled and rose to a great height, wlifla

their crests were tipped with a white foam,which glistaied
faintly through the darkneas.
What were they to do now.
To hope to keep in their proper coarse, without sobm

fixed object to guide them, was quite impossiUe, and,
knowing it, did not even make the att«mpt.
Their whole attention, too, was demanded for the care

of the boat, which every moment aeemed ia the moat
imminent danger of sinking.

They soon found they luLd bat one ohuioe at keeping
her afloat, and tiiat waa t» 1st her head be beCore tha
wind.
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Tttj aoiidded thm before ttie wind with fe:u:fal speed.

Weu »nd exhaosted, oar friends threw their oars into

the boat, and in a manner of speaking resigned themselves

to Oat adTen(> Me Trhiofa seemed to pome them ao

malignantly.

Away, away xhey nvdded with Mnible velocity oww
the mpidly roUine foamine; waves; bat the little boai

eemed strong and taut, and bounded freely on its wny.

With anxioxis blood-shot eyes, throbbing pulses, bom-
ing brains, parched lips, and exhausted frames, the foor

mmates of the little boat endeaTOored *» nierae the

obacnri^ around them.
Bat all was of one unifonn bndkneM, and they ooold

diatingnish nothing.
That ther were now gtnog out of their course con-

riderably, all felt certain. They might, perhaps, never

lort.

' the eoaet, but be drifted out to sea, satd so be

On board of a large ship the wind, that blew with so

much foroe upon our friends, and seemed to them a
hurricane, woxud bnt have been a breeze to wafr. them on
their course.

At leng\>, the ears of Clande Daval heard a aoond with
which he was familiar.

It rose plainly above the wind.
'* Breakers !

'* he shouted. " Breakers ! we are near
tke land now with a vengeance !

"

Looking in advance, they saw a white line of foam
The next moment they swept over it.

Fortunately at a lucky moment.
The boat was light, and tiiey shipped one wave, bat

that waa all.

They were now riding in comparatively smooth water.

The oara were resumed with a better spirit, and in a
few minutes they felt the keel grate against the sand.
They were so exhausted and overcome that they could

•oarcely find strength to crawl out of the boat.

But at length they did so, and all four together made
their wa^ wearily towards a light which they aaw in

the (xr distance.

They had, indeed, reached Prance.
The ToniJ|r Pretender quickly made himself known to

the authorities, and then our friends had every attention

fttii to them which their condition demanded.

OHAPTEE CCLXV.
CLAUBB BVTAL AKD HIS rsiENDS RE80I.TB TO HTUKM
OHCB MORI TO XNQLAND, AND COMMIT A HI6HWAT
BOBBIXT ON THS CALAIS EOAD.

Thxkx is, or rather there was, at the period of which
we are writing, behind the convent of Cannes Deschaui,
Paris, a piece of waste ground much used as a spot where
duels might be fought, or meetings take place without
much fear of an interruption.

Indeed, it had rather a bad reputation, that convent of

Cannes Deschaui, which waa a stone edifiee, rapidly

emmbling to decay.

It was one morning Hither more than a week after the
events which we described at the end of the preceding
chapter, that four persons stood upon this piece of waste
ground behind the convent to which we have alluded.

Had any one seen them they would at once have come
to the conclusion that a duel was about to be fought, for

•11 were well armed and had serious countenances.
The time, too, would have favoured that supposition, tor

it was early morning, and the huge city yet slumbered.
The early rays of the morning sun fell with a beautiful

ind picturesque effect upon the moss-grown crumbling
vails of the eenveat, and apon «he attir* of th» four

They were ohJ cqaaintaaeee of the reade»

One of them stood a little apart from the other thrM,
who he was addressing in a rich, calm, but sad voice.

His words will be quite enough to explain all, aad w«
•eed do no more than simply chronicle them.

" My friends, for such from the first you havfi proved
yourselves to bie, I have appointed to meet 700 at this

Tfiauce in order that we may have a little conversatioa with
each other, which shall be heard by no one but oarsehres."

The others bowed, and the speaker continued—
" I need hardly tell you that I am a disa^pointea oian.

The dream of ambitio* whergwith I have Seguiled my8<»lf

it at^erlr dispersed. I hav^ made^ in the face of the

moet discouraging circumsuujces, an attempt to reoov*^
that which I cannot help considering my rightfW inhen>
anoe. In that attempt you have aidied me like braTS
men But fortune was against us. The enterprize failed,
Nevec min4 Let us tear no more of it We hav«
escaped from our enemiea. Our lives are yet our own.
But it waa not to tell you that which you must know well
already that I called you here. No. It was in a few
words to say that I must retire into an obscurity fh)m
which I can never emerge. I am poor. I have no money.
All the wealth we possessed was lavished upon this enter,
prize, and has been lost. It is, then, very unwillingly
that I confess that I have nothing wherewith I can
reward you but my thanks. Those you can have. Believe
me, they are most cordial and sincere ones. You have
done all that men could do, and who could accomplish
more P But I wish you to understand me. In this
obscurity to which I am about to consign myself, I shall
have only my poverty for my companion. I must, there-
fore, part from you, for when I withdraw from the world
there is no reason why you should withdraw with me. It

grieves me exceedingly that I should have to part with
you—to dismiss you from my service without rewarding
you. But it cannot be avoided. To your companion I
owe my present life and liberty. The daxing scheme which
he had the boldness to attempt to carry out, and of the
success of which he spoke so confidently, he may perhaps,
though it is somewhat doubtful, bring to a successful

termination. Should he do so, I shall consider the reward
offered by the English government for my dead body aa
lawful sjKjil. Therefore, when I leave ^ou, I must beg of

you to return to England and rejoin your comrade.
Should he have been lucky enough to obtain the reward,
it is my particular desire that it may be divided equally
among you. You will then have, each of you, enough to

live up<m, and you will be able to quit that mode of life

which is derogatory to you. Courage and honour. I

shall never forget you, and the zeal you have displayed in

my cause, and I shall be eternally grateful for it.

The Pretender paused.
Respect forbade either of the three highwaymen te

interrupt him, so he spoke on to the end in the manner we
have recorded.

But though we set down the words, we are wholly
unable to represent the tone of deep pathos in which they
were uttered.
" We shall ever remember you," said Tom King, at

length ;
" and you do not yourself regret the failure oi

this enterprize more than we do. But it is past. And
now, my prince, allow me to dissent from you. Let us
stay here until we hear from England."
"No; I am firm. I have decided upon my course.

K you respect me, as I beUeve and hope yoa do, show that
respect by not prolonging this to me moat painfiil sceae,
but bid me farewell, as i requested."
" If such is your wish, prince, we of course obey."
" It is my wish. Farewell ! farewell ! We shall meet

no more. Let me give each of you some souvenir by
which yon can remember me. TW gifts are simple;
would that they were of greater wealth.
He took four rings from the fingers on bis left hand as

he spoke, and gave one to each of our three friends.

Then, holding up the fourth, he said

—

" This is for your companion. I must beg of you, wbec
yon rejoin him, to place it upon his fingw in my stead, and
with m^ best wishes. Now, farewefl! Do not proloof
the parting. Farewell!"
The Young Pretender tamed rapidly away as he spoke.

and was qmekly lost to sight Knad ao SBgle dt (hs
building.
" Aad ^ »li^ u> liie aad," satd damde Duval, a^it* a

paoss ;
" and we are free to return to Engl-nd. Wefl, iot

my own part, I am glad of it."
" And so am I," said Sixteen-Stnng Jack.
" I know you bothjoined the enterprise oiiefly beo&uae

Dick and I did so. Well, w* have come to no great h».-»a,

as it so tarns out, and there is a chance that we may o^mie
to tome g<";od, for I have great faith in Dick."
" Bo have I ; and I should not wosder if, aftb. tU. tt»

does not succeed in carrying off the reward."
" I trust he may, for the sake of us all ; bnt I am alrawj

too many inquiries wi'^ be made, aad too mwit delay wiS
takri place."
^ Time win shoK ««.
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" I km anxioni to know. There is nothing to keep vm
here ; and since we are free to do bo, let aa set off for

England at once."
'^With &U my heart**
" Come on, then!"
" Stop a moment. How are we off £ar fhndf to proMcate

our journey ?
"

"Badly.''
" I thought 80."
" But how are we to remedy that P In fbe old fiaihioo P

"

" Why not P"
" I see no reason why not."
"Nor I."

"Nor I."
" But where are horses and aeoontrementt tote foaedP"
" Yes, that is a serious question." ^
"Not very, either. We present a tolerably decent

exterior."
" Thanks to the prince, yes."
" But what has that to do with getting horses ?

"

" Everything. We will go to a livery stables somewhere
and hire three for a day."
"A day?"
" Yes, and stick to them."
"Rather dangerous. We should 0OOD hafe them in

pursuit of us."
" What does that matter ?

"

" Oh ! not much."
" We are going to make our way straight out of Prance,

only stopping to pick up money by the way. We shall be

off before they can catch us."
" Well, we will try it."

Having resolved upon this plan of action, the three

highwaymen immediately bent their steps to the city,

and soon reached a place where horses were let out on
hire.

Being so early in the morning, there was no one about

but the ostler in charge of the cattle, and our friends

immediately propitiated him by giving him a liberal

gratuity—so liberal, indeed, that he jumped to the con-

clusion they were gentlemen.
It was no unusual thing for strangers to come there and

hire horses for a time, so that our friends got what they
wanted with even less trouble than they had anticipated.

They were quickly in the saddle, and trotted off down
the street.

The ostler stood at the entrance of the stable-yard and
looked after them, jingling the money he had received

from them in his pocket.
He little thought that he wa« never fated to see those

horses again.

The steeds of which our friends had got possession

seemed of excellent quality, but desiiing to attract a^

little attention as possible, they trotted gently along the
streets until Paris was left behind them.
Upon gaining the open country, they increased their

Bpeed, and stopped at the next town to refresh the
horses while they purchased pistols and ammunition, for

th^ were wholly unprovided with those necessaries.

They were easily obtained, though the people of whom
they were purchased, finding them to be foreigners,

charged them a most extortionate price.

Sixteen-String Jack, too, bought some cloth which he
divided into three portions.

In these holes were cut to see through, and being
placed upon their heads, and their hats used to keep
them in their places, formed excellent masks.
Thus provided, they kept upon the road all the day,

resting occasionally at quiet inns, so as not to knock the
horsee up too Booa.

During daylight they 'offered no molestation to the
persons they met upon the rood, but when it grew dark
tiiey prepared for action.

A dispute then arose as to who should stop the next
conveyance that looked worth the trouble.

All were anxious to have the honour.
Finding it could be agreed upon in no other way, they

determined to draw lots for it.

The chance fell upon Claude Duval.
Scarcely had this little arrangement been miule, thuu

the rumbling of wheels upon the silent road came to

their quick ears.
" Here goes," said Claude. " Keep back all of you, and

do not interfere without you find my safety demands it."

by^yc

He trotted forward towards the earriage, which was •
huge affair drawn by two horses.

" Halte Id I "* he shouted to the oo&ehman, and in M.
agony of fright the driver pulled up in a moment.

" Au secows / " t he yelled at the top of his voice, but
Claude discharged his pistol in the air. and the man
fell to the ^ound as though dead.
The carnage window was let down at tlus moment, and

a voice cried

—

" Volewrs de gra/nd chetnin. Au secows. Au secours."X
Claude was at the window in a moment, and holding

hispistol in a threatening attitude, commanded silence.

He saw the occupants of the carriage were well dressed,
and male and female.

CHAPTER CCLXVI.
UB. JOSUH SKINKKB UNDERGOES A LITTLE DIBCIPLIRK
AT THE FUHP, AND IS DESEBVEDLT WHIPPED OFF
THE WINBEERT ESTATE.

The expression of Mr. Josiah Skinner's face when Diok
Turpin stepped so unexpectedly from behind the screen
was really a sight to see. It was a most absolute picture
of ludicrous fright and hon-or.

He released his hold upon the mysterious lady instantly,

and alarmed excessively at Dick's hostile appearance, sai^
in a collapsed condition in the chair which was nearest
to him.
"Now, Mr. Skinner, if such is your name, be good

enough to explain the meaning of your intrusion here,

and when you have done that you will have to account to

me for your behaviour to this lady here !

"

" Oh ! I shall, shall I ? " asked Mr. Skinner, 1

a courage though he felt it not. " I shall, shall I.'
' You will, and bear in mind I am not to be intimidated

ou. What is the meaning of your intrusion here ?
"

Here's my authority," said Mr. Skinner, slapping the
letter he held in his hand in the most approved melo-
dramatic fashion. " Here's my authorit-y to enter this

house and to take possession of the same.'

He rose from his chair as he spoke, and elevated the
document in his hand.
" Oh ! indeed," said Dick. " That authorises yoa to

enter here, does it ? We'll just see."

As he spoke, and before Mr. Skinner could have
divined his intentions, Turpin snatched the paper out of

his hand.
The attorney uttered a howl, and made an attempt to

recover it, but Dick was not so easily taken by surprise.

He took a pistol from his coat pocket, and dehberately

cocking it, he held it in the face of the man of law.
" Sit down," he cried, "and don't move, or so sure as

this is a loaded pistol you are a dead man."
" A dead man ! Oh ! lor !

" ejaculated Mr. Skinner,
who had a mortal dread of firearms. " I'll sit down, sir

;

I'll sit down."
Dick opened the paper, and saw it was signed and sealed

in a very imposing and legal manner; but as for the

contents, they were a little beyond him, and, indeed, he
made no attempt to interpret the mass of legal jargon.
" And so this is your authority, is it ?

"

" It is."
" And am I to understand that it is by virtoe of this

you act ?
"

" You are."
" And that if yon had not this docoment yoa oonld not

act."
" Certainly not, it would be informal."
" Ahem ! Thank you. Now, Mr. Skinner, attomey-*t-

law, what do you think of thatP"

As he asked this question, Dick Turpin rapidly and
skilfully tore the paper to shreds, and then (hzew them in

the lawyer's face.
" Murder ! Murder ! " he shouted, " Oh ! mnrder

!

"

" Sit still and hold your row ! " cried Dick, ag^ pre-

senting his pistol.

Mr. Skinner sank back.
" Now how can you act ? Where's your authority ?

"

" Murder ! murder ! I have that paper, I legally ta**

possession of this house and all that belongs to it, in the

name of my client, to whom they have been assigned."

* Haltaierf
+ Help
X Highwaymen t Beip! belpf
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•* Who it yonr olientP"
" Mr. Adrian Winborrv."
" Oh ! yoo avow that ?

"

" Avow it ? Of course I da.*'

"Very well. Where ia he now f"

•* I decline to answer that question."
** I daresay yon do, bat it is all on*."'
" How all one P

"

"I know."
" Yon know, do yoo P"
"Yes I know."
" And where is he, pray ?

**

" In Newgate, committed to tak« hw tiM «a • eharge

of murder."
"Pho!—pho!"
" Which he committed."
" Eh !—eh ! Committed P Take cat* what yoa say.

You may have to prove yonr words."
" I am quite ready to do so."
" Eh ! what ? " ejaculated Mr. Skinner, a look of aSarm

orerspreading his countenance. " Beady to prove that he
committed the murder ?

"

•' Is what you have just attempted to do quite legal P"
" Quite legal ? " Of course it is. Why r

"

" Nothing. Only it is a good thing for you if it is.

Now, why did yon inquire so particularly whether there

was anybody in this house besides the lady ?"
" That's my business."
" It may be, but it looks to me as though you were

doing something not exactly on the square. Now, suppose
any one else had been in the house, should you have taken
possession ?

"

" I—a—I—why—<A ! yes—that is—no ! Of course I

should."
" Very good, that is quite clear and satisfactory."
" Of course it is."
" As you very justly observe, of course it is. Now, Mr.

Skinner, just listen to me."
" I'll listen ; but I am not going to be bullied, I

ean tell you that," exclaimed the lawyer, once more
endeavouring to show a valorous front.
" It seems quite clear to me that your authority for

acting in the manner you have was never very good, and
now you have no authority whatever. And now that we
have settled that part of the business, just look here. You
came like an unprincipled villain as you are, the agent or
tool of a villain, an unprincipled villain. You thought to

find this house in the possession of this lady, and intended
to abate into it. But I am here to defeat your abominable
schemes. I have told you that you should answer to me
for your conduct, and so you shall."
" Mercy, mercy ! I assure you, sir, that it is quite right

and legal—quite right and legal. Mercy !

"

" Silence
!

" said Dick, who had caught the unfortunate
lawyer by the nape of his neck. " Silence ! You shall

not depart hence until you have received condign punish-
ment.'
" What would you do with him ? " asked the lady.
" Leave him to me. The steward has gone to London.

What other male domestics have yoa got in the house f"
" The butler and the keeper."
•Capital; they wiU do."
"What for?"
"CaUthem."
The lady did so.

The two men hasftily obeyed the sammons, dor they
found something unusual was taking place, and were on the
alert accordingly.
" You will please ob«T me," said Dick.
The lady nodded her head assentingly.
" What ia It, sir?"
" You see tiua maa. He has ofiSsred an insult to the

lady here, and has illegally tried to take possession of your
master's property ; and would, no doubt, have succeeded,
had it not been for my presence."
Mr. Winberry was much loved and respected by his

servants, and they gave a bound forward, which terrified

Mr. Skinner exceedingly.
The intelligence of their master's death had not been

imparted to t£em for several reasons.
" Where is master ?" they asked.
** He is dead," said Dick.
"Dead!" they exclaimed, konor-stmek. " How ?—

when '—and where ?"

" That yon shall know presently, bat not in the presence
of this man. He has endeavoured, however, to despoil
Miss Blanche of her father's possessions. Now, wnat
does he deserve ?"
" Let me get at 'on," said the keeper, " and I'll show

bim what 's what."
"Murder!"
" Stop a minute," said Dick; "have yoQ got suoh •

thing as a horsepond ?"

"Yes! yes!"
"Duck him in it, then!"
" I am afraid there is not water enough.**
"Oh!"
The lawyer's ooontenance brightened.
" But there is a beautiful pump."
"A pump!"
"Yes."
The very thing."

L ! it is such a ptimp! It diawi nearty two gallons"Oh!
at every stroke.'
" Excellent."
" And then the water I"
" What of the water ?"
" Why, it comes out a well that is I don't know how

many yards deep !"

" Yes—yes."
" And I do believe it's colder than ice."
" Capital ! Show the way to the pump, and I'll bring

the lawyer. We will have him under it for half an hour."
" Bravo ! Hurrah ! " shouted the servants, in an ecstacy

of delight.
" Murder ! murder !

" yelled the lawyer, making frantic

struggles to escape his impending fate. "Murder!
murder !

"

But it was all in vain.

The lawyer was but a diminutive, shrivelled-up speci-

men of humanity, and possessed of abont as much strength

as a cat.

The grasp Dick had of him was a tight one, and he
could no more wriggle himself out of it than he could

fly-

His struggles were, however, most desperate.

He clung frantically to every object he came to in his

way, movable or fixed.

To prevent this confusion, Dick took hold erf him with

his other hand, and this time by the seat of his breeches.

He shifted his hold from his neck to his coat-collar, and
fairly carried him before him into the hall.

He kicked, he writhed, he swore, but it was aU to no
use.

Out of the back-door he went into the yard, and at

length the pump was reached.

Dick deposited him, breathless and exhausted, in the

capacious tarough beneath.
" Now keep him there, my men," he said, " and I vrill

use the pump."
" All right, sir," said the servants, seizing the unfortu-

nate Mr. Skinner, and compelling him most reluctantly to

remain in his uncomfortable position.

Dick went to the pump-handle.
It was a massive affair, and of great length.

He raised it, and brought it down with hearty good-

will.

He was rewarded by seeing an immense gush of water
follow the application, and certainly when the keeper said

two gallons were tbrown at every stroke, he did not much
exaggerate.

Skijmer howled and aatmmbi, bat Dick was deal

to his cries.

Up and down, up and down went tiie pump-handle, as

fast as his muscles could make it, and he never paused

untU, utterly exhausted, he was unable to work it any

longs'*

OHAFTBB CCLXTIL
DICK TVBHir 1UKS8 A STABTLIHe COXIfVVICATIOH TO

m. JOHM KBBSBT.

Ma. Skinnb« was thoroughly exhausted, too.

When the two men released him, he never offered to

move, but lay like a limp fiaee of rag in the troogk oader

the pump.
The dressing hs had had was a »erv severe oik«.
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It was a cold winter*! norning in che first plaoe, Mid
Che air was quite frosty.

The water came from a very great depth, nui w«» p«>>

portionably cold.
" What shall we do with him now, sir?**
•* I think he has almost had enough."
* But he must not stop here."
** No, he must not. Bon into the hall andMdk a hone-

whip, and whip him oflfme estate."

The alacrity with which they ran oflf showed their

extreme willingness to obey this order.

Indeed, they enjoyed the sport mightily.

Back they came, cracking the whips most formidably.

Still Mr. Skinner did not offer to stir.

The keeper, however, upon reaching the pump, gave his

whip a " flick," as he called it, and the extreme point of

the lash caught the lawyer on the tender part of his

person.

Mr. Skinner had been in a'state of partial insensibility

up to that moment, but that roused him.
He nttered a most awfol yell, and scrambled to his

feet.

Crack—crack ! went the two whips, aa soon as he was
fairly on his legs.

His natural imptdse was to mn, which he did with a
speed that was really astonishing.

The two servants followed, answering his orieaformeroy

with loud peals of laughter.

Away they went, the lawyer quite blinded with the

water which ran down out of his hair into his eyes,

bounding on like some india-rubber ball.

The servants kept well up to him, and when he flagged,

a stroke vrith the whip accelerated his speed in a manner
wonderful to behold.

More than once he caught his foot against or fell over

some obstruction, and on such occasions he really did not

stop to pick himself up, but kept rolling on and on ontil

he rolled on to his legs again.

Dick stood on the steps leading into the hall, from
which elevated spot he had an excellent view of the chase

for a long time.

The men literally obeyed the orders they had received.

They whipped him off the grounds.

They got him at last to the high-road, but he was in a
meadow, and to reach it he would have to snrmoont a
very high and very thick hedge.
Away he went at it, never seeing what was in his course

until he was close to it, and then he gave a frantic bound
to get over.

But he fell short of the mark.
He alighted in the most prickly part of tiie hedge.
Here, to the intense delight of the servants, he

struggled and fought like a madman, until at length

he rolled into the dusty high-road in a most deplorable

condition.

Unfortunately for him just as he reached this place,

which he did with a bang sufficient to break every bone
and knock all the wind out of his body, there came along

a drove of boys who were on tiheir way to the village to

school.

Directly they saw him ttiey set op a yell.

The lawyer heard it.

The pursuers were close behind, he thought.

Up he scrambled.
Bruised, covered with weals from the whip, soaking

with water, caked with dirt, and his clothes hanging
about him in shreds, he looked just like an amimated

The boys, astounded at the sight, pursued him along
the road to the village, pelting him with stones as they
went.
On reaching the houses, however, he saw the door of

one standing open, and made a rush into it.

" Murder!" he yeUed. "Call the police! Call the
police ! Murder, murder !

"

It was into a little cottage that he mshed, and the
woman who occupied it was busily engaged in scrubbing
the floor on her hands and knees.

At this sudden intrusion her fears and alarm were so

great that she put her head into the pail of water instead

of the scrubbing-brush.
')'he neighbours soon came up, and among theai, of

ooui-i<e, the parish constable and beadle, who pat aa ead to
Mr. Skinner's persecutions.

Bat we have other and more important matters ta
attend to, and therefore direct the attentim at the reader
to the proceedings of Dick Turpin.
When he had vratched Mr. SJdnner untQ he oould see

him no longer, be turned into the hall again, and made hia
way to the room ia which he had left the lady.

To his surprise he found her seated near the fire, and
crying bitterly.

She looked ap as she saw him enter, and, nutatering her
emotion, said, in a voice broken by sobs

—

" Oh ! what is to be the end of this ? I am terrified to
death. Where is Blanche? Oh! I shudder when I
think what may be her fate."
" Calm yourself," said Dick. ** Calm yourself, I beg.

This violent agitation will do nothing but unnerve yoa.
I pray you now be calm. There is no fresh danger."
The lady dried her tears and looked at Dick.
" I do not know what I should have done," she said,

" had not chance thrown yoa in my way. Tkink of this

morning."
" Yes, the rascally attorney has met with the treatment

he so richly merited. He will keep his distance of this

plaoe for the future, I'll warrant."
" But what do yoa understand by hia presence P

"
* I think I can easily explain it.

" Pray do so."
" Adnan Winberry would send for this man in Newgate.

He woald tell him that this charge against him is a device
to keep him from an inheritance, and, to prove his words,
would show him the deed which his brother signed. He
would then employ this lawyer to abate, that is, to enter
upon possession of these premises on his behalf, in order
to prevent any one else doing so, for ' PossessioQ/ aa the
proverb a^s, * ia nine points oi the law.'

"

"Upon farther thonghts, however, I am inclined to
think that Adrian Winberry has taken this Mr. Skinner
more into his confidence than I at first imagined, as some
of his words prove. If so, then the punishment he haa
received is indeed most richly merited.
" It is a terrible affair."
" It is, indeed : but I trust I shall be able to set it

right. But, hark ! What is that P More visitors ?
"

At this moment there oame a loud knocking at the
front door.
" It is, perhaps, Shookley returned from London with

Mr. John Jersey, the lawyer."
" Most likely. I had forgotten that."

The lady was right, for the steward aoon appeared,
ushering in the individual mentioned.
Mr. Kersey was a man of about fifty years of age.

His hair, what little there waa apon his head, was
quite white.

His face had a kind benevolent look, and this was moat
perceivable in his eyes.

But yet he was a man of acomen wd intelligence.

Dick was favourably impressed with his appearanea
directly he saw him.
He felt that he waa a man to be iansted.
" Toa have sent for me, miflB,*' he said politely.

Yea, sir, opon vety aerioaa business. 1 pray 700 be

ShoeUey huided Mr. KocMf a chair, and then left the

room.
"This gentleman," said the lady, indieating Tarpin,

" will make yon acquainted with the nature of the business
upon which we have summooed yon for your assistance

and advice."

The lawyer bowed, and assumed an attentive attitude.

Dick then related those fiusts with whidx the reader ia

already acquainted, and which it will be unnecessary for

astor^>eat.
We ought to ohaerve that he moat carefully concealed

who he really was.
"This is a very serious bosinees, indeed," said the

lawyer. " My &tiier ased to say that Adrian would come
to no good. I have seen the account of the murder, but

never knew nntU this moment that my client William wpis

the murdered man."
" Yet such is the case."
" And yoa saw this morder conunitted, yoa say P

**

"I did.
" Then why did you not proclaim at oaoe all yo« kaew,

and step forward boldly."
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[THE ENCOUNTER BETWEEN CLAUDE DUVAJ. AND THE GENDARME.]

" There are reasons." , ., ,

" No matter, you must give your eviaence. It wiU be

Indispensable."
^^

** Stop a moment, sir !

"For what?"
, ,. , j -

" I wiU tell you. I believe you are much attached to

this family."

" And you would do a great many things to benefit it."

" All in my power."
" Enough. Would you receive a communication in con-

fidence, and keep it inviolably secret, provided that by

90 doing you perform an inestimable service to your

clients ?
' „ . »>

" I would, indeed. Try me ! You can trust me.
" I think I can, sir. Well, then, the reason that I did

not come forward is because I am inimical to the laws ot

this land."
" Inimical ^

**
, . i»

** There is a rtrward orfered for my apprehension.

HOk 49.

The lawyer looked very grave.
« I have it in my power to save this family, to defeat

the machinations of a villain. WiU you hsten to me t

Will you receive, in solemn confidence, the communica-

tion I am about to make to you ? Answer me, yes or no .

« I will. I may have scruples, but the magmtude of

what is at stake is enough to induce me to set them

aside."
" I am glad to hear it.

, „
" Now then, sir, for your communication. ,,.„„
" Prepare yourself for a surpnse-an overwhelming

sm-prise; and in the astonishment which
^'^^0X^1.7^^

elicit, do not forget the terms under which I make it to

^°Mr. Kersey looked rather anxiously at Pick, as he

replied

—

" Beein, sir. I am ready. „
" What I have to say wiU take but a moment to utter.

"What is it?" „ ,„
"I AM Dick Tuepin, the Hiohwatmawi
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CHAPTER CCLXVIII.
MB. KBB9XT RECOVERS FROM HIS ALARM, AND <M/1ES

HIS ATTENTION TO DICK TURPIN.

It is quite cortain that no other announcement would
have produced such a startling effect upon Mr. John
Kersej' &s the one did which ended the last chapter.

He opened his mouth to its full extent, and drew his
breath in strange, hurried gasps.
Had he been standing, he would, doubtless, in his

astonishment, have stai-ted back several paces. As it

Wds, he gave his chair an impulse backwards, and its

legs grated as it moved over the polished floor.

Dick Turpin enjoyed the amazement of the lawyer
excessively, and it was only with the greatest difficulty

that he controlled himself from laughing aloud.

Mr. Kersey's speech entirely deserted him.
His first shock of astonishment over, he endeavoured

to say something, but the effort was a complete failure.

His lips moved, but no sound came forth from them.
His eyes glared.
" Come, come, Mr. Kersey," said Dick, at length, " do

not look so much alarmed and astonished. There is no
occasion tar it, I assure you. But let me remind you of
the condiiiftMs under which the avowal was made."
Mr. Ka.>8ey spoke at last.
" Do—do you really mean to say t<Nit yon are the des

—

no, I mean the noto—that is, cele "

" If you mean am I really and truly Dick Turpin, the
highwayman, I say yes."

" Oh!

"

" Remember your promiae."
"I will, but"
" But what ?

"

" How came you here in this place, and how came this

ladJ to know you ?
"

" I have already told you, Mr. Kersey, that, pursueil
by my foes, I took refuge in a deserted and reputed
haunted house in Birdcage-walk, St. James's-park. While
there, as I related to you at length, I heard the con-
versation which took place between the half-brothers,
and witnessed the murder of the elder by the young«r.*
" Yes, I know all that."
" And do you clearly comprehend it ?

"

" Most clearly. It would be impossible to mistake it."

"I am glad of that. You understand what I have
since learned in London ?

"

" FuUy."
" Then, Mr. Kersey, the reason we have sent for you is,

we want to know our best course of action. Give us your
advice as to the plan to be adopted to preserve these
properties and recover Blanche, and how to punish the
perfidious half-brother for his black-hearted villainy."
" It is a matter requiring much deliberation," said Mr.

Kersey, " and the circumstances are altogether of so
extraordinary a nature that I own myself completely at
fault."

" I like you all the better for making that t-dmission,"
said Turpin, bluntly, " but you must think how much more
you would have been at fault had it not been for my
presence here, and having accidentally witnessed what I
have."
" True, and yet there lies the difficulty."
" In what way ?

"

" Ahem—well—a " ^—
" Speak plainly, Mr. Kersey. You need not be afraid

of offending me by what you say. Pray speak plainly."
" Well, then, I will. You cannot very well walk into

the witness-box, and give your evidence."
" No, that is the worst of it."
" I presume yon would not care to do that P

"
** Not if it could be avoided."
" Certainly not. But supposing that it could no* be

avoided ?
"

" Why, then," said Dick, in a tone calm but resolute,
and which left no doubt of its sincerity behind, " then
I should not scruple to step forward in the cause of
jiwtice, let tiie consequence to myself be what it might."

"' Is this B..„jjble ? " said Mr. Kersey, fall of admira-

' I fully mean what I say ; but of course you will
i-j3<ier8taad that I should do this not from choice, but
tix.«n> nwTssit.'r.*'

" The peril to myself would be doubtless great j bat 1
should think the sacredness of my cause would shield me
from capture."
Mr. Kersey shook his head.
" I don't tnow that," he said. " I am afraid not."
" No, no," said the lady, " I will not permit that. Some

other means less dangerous to yourself must be found. I
cannot consent that for our sakes von should peril your
life, as you would do if you were to aot in the manner yon
ji'opose."
" Can any other means be found f " said Dick. " If bo^

then no one would be more glad to embrace them than
myself, for I confess myself to be by no means tired of
my existence, tLougli in it there is little of happiness
and enjoyment. However, that ia neither here nor
there."
" It is not."
" Mr. Kersey."
"Sir."
" You have been put into possession of all the facts of

the case. You agree with me that it would be little short
of madness for me to make my appearance in the witness-
box."
" I do."
" But you also agree with me that it would never do to

let Adrian Winberry escape the punishment which is his
due for lack of sufficient evidence ; nor would it do
to let his nefarious scheme of taking possession of this

place succeed."
" I cannot do otherwise than agree with you."
" I have been told, Mr. Kersey, that you are the

solicitor to this family, and that your father had that
situation before you. Such being the case, you cannot
fail to feel a more than common interest in the welfare
of its members."
" I cannot, sir."
" For myself, I hardly know why I feel the very great

interest I do ; probably 1 could find a cause for it in the
strange manner I have been mixed up in it, and the
detestation I feel for the monstrous villainy of Adrian
Winberry."
" Just so, sir."
" Then, Mr. Kersey, I once more ask you to advise us.

I am willing to do all, but yet I do not wish to expose
m3'self unnecessarily."

" I think I may venture to say that I comprehend you
perfectly in all that you have said. The worst of it is, we
have so little time before us."
" You are right ; the trial will take place to-morrow."
" I am aware of it. You see that leaves us with hardly

any time before ns."
" Well, Mr. Kersey, what is your advice ?

"

" I must realls' refrain from saying just at present. I

wish I could advice you, but at this moment lam unable

—

that is to say, I do not see how anything could be proved

against Adrian. To be sure, he might be convicted of the

murder, but that is not all. No one saw him commit the

crime, with the exception of yourself and his two accom-
plices. Now, if those two men—and from what I can

hear, I think they are unscrupulous enough—if, I say,

they choose to deny that Adrian had anything to do with

the transaction, we shall obliged to call upon you for your
evidence."
" I see all that quite clearly. But would my evideuce

be received ?
"

" The question may be raised. Have you ever been

convicted of any offence ?
"

" Once in my boyhood."
" That is a pity. What was its nature f"
" Nothing important. 1 was tried for deer-stealing,

and at the time of my conviction, considerable doubts were

raised whether I really was or was not guilty."
" And were you ?

"

" What ?
"

"Guilty?"
" That is almost beside the question, i think."
" So it is. But were you convicted r

"

"I was."
"Then your guilt or innocer«e don't much matt«r. )

don't think that will damage your evidence in any way."
" I am glad of that. And now these is oue thili|

mere."
" Na'- it."

"Could I ixit gjva w wideuw by pKoegtf
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" So ; certainly not."

Tnrpm was silent a ni,..jent. Then bfi added—
• Bat Buppoee it was stated to the court that thero w«er

an important witness in this case whose evidence would

be suflBcient to prove the gmlt of the prisoner, but circum-

Btances prevented that witness from standing before *be

oourt and deliverina his testimony."
" WeU, sir/'
" Do you thiuK in that case the court would be induced

to throw the shield of its protection before this witness,

and allow him to enter the witness-box and give his

evidence, and after doing so, permit him to depart

unmolested ?
"

" I cannot precisely answer that question. I do not

know whether it would be in the power of any judge >
this kingdom to do such au act."
" Well, then, suppose the reasons for the noD-appearance

of the witness which I just now uttered were given to

the court, and that you produced a document signed by

me, which contained a narrative of all that had taken

place, do you think that document would be received as

evidence ?
"

The lawyer shook his head.
"I am afraid not, and more especially in a case of

murder."
" And 80, you think, neither of the proposals which 1

have made practicable or feasible ?
"

" I could hardly go so far as to say they were, not but

I am afraid that they are not."

Turpin looked disappointed, and a brief silence ensued,

in which all those three who were present at this singular

conference gave themselves up to deep and earnest

thought.
Dick was the first to speak.
" But, Mr. Kersey, if you think that neither of my

schemes will answer, there is no reason why they should
not successively be tried."
" None whatever."
" Then by all means let them be tried. If they are

Buccessfiul, then so much the better. If they fail, we shall

be none the worse oflF, and the last resource will still

remain."
" Very true. But I should be soiTy to see you driven to it,

because your liberty, and necessarily your life, would most
certainly be the forfeit. The judge would have no powe:
to prevent your capture."

CHAPTER CCLXIX.
UB. KKE8ET AND DICK TURPIN COME TO A DEflNlTK

UNDERSTANDING.

Dick Turpin's lips were curled with a dissenting sraiie

when Mr. Kersey said that his capture must of necessity

follow his appearance in the witness-box ; but, except by
this smile, he did not in any way conti-adict what he
said.

As to the latter part of his speech, that might have
Jeen, and doubtless was, correct.
" If the object so much wished for cannot be attained by

any other means, I am willing to run the risk."
" But, my dear sir

—

"

*' Mr. Kersey !

"

" Listen to me"—

—

" Nay, sir ; you listen to me."
" I will, since you wish it ; but"——
" No bats. As you must already know, 1 am a man

of rather an uncommon kind. I am one who never

suffer danger to dismay him or turn him aside from
the execution of any purpose xxpaa which he had
determined.
" That may be ; but still I consider it to be the do*" of

•very one to preserve himself."
"And so do I," said the lady, "and I will never

consent to tbi" sacrifice, fff I can call it by no other
name."
" It ^ ft jtjwjince,*^ tj&ii Mr. Kersey, " and however

much yon ma- be admired for making it, or olfeiing

to make it, still I think it i« one which ouglit not tc(

a» D<»rinitt«d."

' I atu BBWj ill .-'ago* not^"
"lam in your hands,' jaii Turpin, "and nothing

J8 farther from my wishes than to act contrary to your
incliaations. I have merely made these proposals ; and
if aujrtuing else can be suggested, I shall be pleased, for

wish to expose m ittttf tct Vtityou must not think that '.

mere sake of doing so."

"That is a very sensible speech," saia Mr. feersey.
" It seems very strange, I can assure yoo, sir, for

me to be sitting dovni in your society; and I can
hardly bring mysell" to believe that I aza awake or in

my senscA."
" I dare say it does deem strange, sir. x have trusted

yon. I have taken your word ; I shall rely upon that ae
a guaranty that you will not betray me."

" I am offenmng against the law," said Mr. Kersey,
with a smile. " I ought, if I did the strict letter of my
duty, to denounce you with all speed possible to justice

;

but, then, circumstances alter cases."
" You are right, sir."
" Ton can trust me, then, and safely.**
" I believe you. I came to the conclusion that I could

do 80 as soon as I saw you. Your countenance is the
countenance of a man who can be trusted."
" You flatter me."
" Not at all—not at all. Ajid now, Mr. Kersey, should

you like a few hours for reflection ? If so, I am sure you
can have it."
" Oh ! yes, Mr. Kersey," said the young lady.
" No, no ; I shall not require it. I should like to find

some other means of bringing Adrian to punishment, but
I am afraid I shall not be able. The trial coming on so

quickly as it does, leaves us no time for deliberation, and
very little for action. With your permission I will return

to London and hold a consultation with one of my
brethren."

" But, Mr. Kersey"
" Rely upon my discretion. 1 will take care that you

are not jeoparded in any way."
" I spoke for fear you should forget my peculiar posi-

tion."
" I vyill recollect it. I shall have to instruct counsel

;

indeed, I shall not have a spare moment from now to the
commencement of the trial."
" You will not, indeed."
" Both of you had better see me to-morrow morning,

before the commencement of the trial."
" Very well, sir."
" And you," added Mr. Kersey, addressing himself more

especially to Dick, " I should recommend you to employ
all the time between now and then in writing down on
paper all that has taken place, omitting no particular, no
matter how trivial. We may have no want for such a

document, but still it will be far the best to be prepared
with it in case it should be required."
" I will sit down and do it immediately after your

departure, and vTill make it as complete as I can. But
there is one thing more before we part."
" What is that ?

"

" Where are we to meet in the morning P
"

" At my house."
" Your private residence t

"

" Yes."
" Where is it situated ?

"

" No. 7, Red Lion-square."
" I shall recollect : and what time shall we fcs there F

"

" Not later than eight, I think."
" Oh ! yes."
" Well, eight be it, then. And now, Mr. Kersey, it so

happens that, being in my way a rather celebrated chamc
ter, I am known by sight to many persons in London."
" I daresay."
" Yon will, then, I hope, see the necessity of having no

prying domestics about."
" You can leave all that to me with perfect confidence,"

said Mr. Kersey. " At eight o'clock to-morrow morning
I shall be at my front door waiting to receive yoa."
" I shall be there."
" With this I think all is quite an-anged."
" I think so."
" Do you, lady P" asked Mr. Kersey, turning to the

mysterious female, who had taken so fittle part in what
had been geing forward.

I
" 1 shall leave that for yon two to deaa«, as I tsitve, fS

;
the other, -"o rtiuJ. " [ oonsiieryou are by far more

1
competent to do it than I am."

j

" Well—w ell ; Wut you will be at oy uO'f.^ijin the moi-O'

I

ing?"
" r wiiL"
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" That is enougli. And now, could Blanche be fownd,

ftli would go well. The overthrow of tlie villain »i.«Jruio

»dll be complete ; but I am afraid "

"What^oh! what?"
" That, standing aa she did in the way of hie poseessions,

&nd likely as she would be to interfere with all his future

projects, that he has disposed ber somewhere in so safe a

place that we shall hnva crreat trouble in findiu? uer, if we
eTer succeed."
" I will find her," said Dick, " il she is upon the earth.

I have previously determined to strain every nerve tc

do so."
" Then all I can say is, may you be successful. It is

mouetrous that a father should be ruthlessly murdered
and a daughter abducted from her home."
" It is ; but the crime shall not go unpunished."
" I am glad to hear you say as much, for I can tell you

are a man who always carries out what he resolves upon.

From this day I shall alter the opinion I had formed of

you."
" Doubtless you believed I was all that is infamous and

bad in human nature. If so, I rejoice at having the

opportunity of showing you I am not."
" I am dready satisfied ; and now let me depart. You

set about performing your part, and I wiU do the same."
The lawyer then exchanged farewells with the unknown

lady and Dick Turpin.
Shockley, the steward, drove him back to town.

Soon after his departure, the lady had brought into the

apartment where Turpin was sitting materials for writing,

and left him to commence his task.

Now Turpin had received but a small amount of edu-

cation. To be sure, he could read and sign liis own name
;

but his accomplishments did not go much further than

that.

When it came to writing down, and succinctly and
deliberately writing all that had taken place, he found

himself completely at fault, and he spoilt many sheets of

paper in the attempt.
At length, after about an hour had been spent in this

fruitless manner, the lady entered to see what progress he
had made.
" I have undertaken what I cannot perform," he said,

" without you will lend me your assistance."
" In what way can I assist you ?

"

" If it would not be too much trouble, I should like to

tell you what occurred, and for you to write it down
correctly."
" I shall have no objection," replied the lady ;

" indeed;

I consider myself bound to do all I can in return for the

services you have rendered me."
" Do not speak about that."
" I will not, since you do not wish it. But if I ^tiit

this, you will have to read it over and sign it."

" So I am aware, and I can do that."
" Very well. Let us commence at once."

The lady sat down, and as Tui-pin spoke, put aown
upon paper one of the most extraordinary adventures he
had ever met with in the whole of his career.

As Turpin entered into every detail, it of course occu-

pied a great deal of time, and it was dusk before the lady's

task was finished.

It is not necessary to give the contents of this flocr;-

ment, because the reader is already acquainted witL

ove^ detail which it contained.

When finished, however, the lady read it over aloud to

Dick from the beginning to the end, and having pro-

nounced it quite correct in every particular, the highway-
man affixed his name to it.

The evening meal was then prepared, and Dick did full

justice to it..

When over, he made his way to the stables, where his

mare waa plaoe^ and as he had expe«ted, found she had
been treated with every care, and that, had he done it

himself, she co»'d not be more to his eati-^action than she
was.
The groom wae there, and _^ Dick gaire him a liWral

present, for be considered the man fully deserved it.

Then, returning to the hall, he found the lady in the
eame apartment as that in which he had left her, but he
could ace that she was suffering greatly from fatigue.

At his request she retired to her apartment, for in the
morning tkey would have to rifte eoily to be in London at

tight.

She was glad enough to yield to hi* request, and soeti

afterwards Shockley, the steward, entered, and showed
Dick to a slcening chamber where be oonld pass the
night.

Dick was very weary and greatly in want ol repose, ano
besides which, he wished to recuperate his energies aa
much as possible, to be in readiness for the ensuing day.

It must not be thought that Dick either underrated oi
was, blind to the amount of danger he would incur.

CHAPTER CCLXX.
DiOK TURPIM AND THE MYSTERIOUS LADY SB¥ OUT ?0»
LONDON, AND REACH TN SAFETY THB LAWYER'S RESI-
DENCE IN RED LION-SQUARE,

Long before daybreak Dick Turpin awoke.
The lamp, which he had left upon the dresfling-tablo,

was burning dimlv-

A momentary confusion followed his awakening, for he
was at a loss to think where be was.
That feeling, however, quickly vanished, and springing

from his couch, he trimmed the lamp, and looked at the
time.

It was just five.

Even as he looked there cam# a faint tapping at the
door, and the voice of old Shockley, the steward, said

—

"Rise, sir, please. Breakfast "is ready, and we shall
have to start to London soon."
Dick replied, and hastily apparelled himself.
He was one who, in a general way, bestowed but little

'rouble upon bis personal appearance.
The present occasion, however, proved an exception to

tlie general rule.

He took the utmost paius possible with bis toilette, and
as there was every convenience necessary to the purpose
ready to his hand, he succeeded marvellously.

Still he did not consume much time over the process,

but when he descended, the unknown lady was waiting
tor him to make his appearance.
The breakfast was sooo despatched, and then they

prepared for cheir journey.
The rare of the equipage was given to Shockley, who,

as before, acted as coachman.
Dick rode inside.

It was barely light, and bitterly cold when they started.

But as they travelled on, the dawn advanced with rapid
strides, though the sun did not show his face above the
horizon until they had almost reached London.
When he did break forth the light he gave was trifling,

for his brilliancy was hidden by the fuliginous exhaIatiou«
which hung upon the horizon.

The time passed quickly enough, for during the whole
of it, from the time they started, the two strangely-

assorted occupants of the carriage were busy in talking

over the momentous events of the day.

Punctually at eight o'clock, the vehicle drew up before

the residence of Mr. Kersey, in Red Lion-square.
According to the promise which he had made, the

lawyer was standing upon his threshold waiting to receive

them.
Shockley got down off the box—it was a plain travelling

carriage—and opened the door.

Previous to his doing so, Dick had taken a cautious

!>eep all round him, and, to his satisfaction, no one was in

sight.

He alighted, therefore, with confidence, and, taming
round, assisted his companion to alight also.

To cross the pavement and pass through the lawyer's

door did not take a moment.
According to instructions which had been given him

before starting, Shockley took the horses to livery-stables

close by.

Mr. Kersey closed the door behind his strange gnes-s

without uttering a word, and then lad them across tb ?

passage to a room which he had had fitted up like as;

office, and where he transacted a great deal of «)rivat«

business when he was at home.
To the intense surprise of Turpin, here was ^ated a

gentleman, who rose from his seat as soon as tbey entered.

He was thin and pale, and seemed at first aight to bo
sadly deficient in physical energy, but that wae far more
in appearance than in reality.

A second glance would have shown that, thoo^L bis

frame t\a.s thin, yet it was wiry and muHOolar.
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Bat hifl head waa really remaricable.

Across his forehead, from temple to temple, it was an
enormous width, and waa circular in shap*; but this

wi%th of forehead was in some measure taken oh ^ (^
heif^ht, whfoh wa» proportioned to it.

From this great width at the ^^mj>\et, \aa face tapered
pff like the two sidee of a tria rg-le, of which his cbin formed

ihe apex.
His eyes were small and deeply set.

The frontal bone projected over th'9m to &\i .jausual dis-

tance, and his cheek bones were high and prominent, so

liat the eyes aeemed literally buried in two deep sockets.

Bat, nevertheless, oospite the smallness of their size,

and the peculiarity of their position, they were intensely

bright and piercing

They had in them always a particular spark'** when
they were directed to anything.

The above outline—for description it cannot be called

—

imperfect as it ia, will serve to give the reader some
general idea of what kind of man it was with whom
Dick 80 suddenly and unexpectedly found himself face to

mce.
He turned an inquiring glance towards Mr. Kersey, who

shut the office-door, and said, indicating the singular-

looking individual we have mentioned

—

" This is Mr. Serjeant Nuttall, the gentleman to whom
is intrusted the case for the prosecution."

Dick bowed.
Mr. Kersey saw that the highwayman was not at ease,

so he added

—

" I have had a long conference with him, and placed

him in possession of all the facts which you communicated
to me yesterday. I have also entrusted him with the

secret of who you are. But you need fear nothing. It

was indispensable, and I obtained from him a promise
that he would keep your secret, and do nothing whatever
calculated to cause jfour capture."

Mr. Nuttall had risen when Dick entered the room, but
it was more out of habit than politeness and respect that

he did so.

He resumed his seat immediately, and fixed his

sparkling eyes upon our hero's countenance, as though
he would read him to the soul.

It waa evident that he was not inclined to b* rery
friendly.

The words that he first spoke, however, will serve
better than anything else to indicate the state of his

feelings.
" Mr. Turpin," he said, " what my learned brother has

just stated is quite correct in every particular. I have
given such a promise as he has mentioned, and I shall

consider myself in honour bound to keep it ; but I can
assure you that nothing but the sacred cause of justice,

and the desire I feel that the guilty should be punished,
would ha ^ "nduced me either to give or make each a
promise."
" I am content, sir, so that you do keep it. Of course, I

desire to do this service, and preserve my liberty at the
same time : though, as for your motives, they are not of
the slightest consequence to me."
Mr. Nuttall was too old a practitioner to allow anything

to disconcert him; and though he winced under Dick's
words, and the half-contemptuous manner in which thoy
were uttered, yet he did not permit the muscles of his
face to indicate it in any way.
He spoke, and the tones of his voice were t>z caim and

unruffled as it was possible for any humaii being to be
under the least exciting circumstances.

** I can hold out no hope to you of retainfeg your
liberty. If you come into court it will be entirely at your
own ns> ; I shall be "uite powerless to assist you in ony
way."

•* I cannoc Help that, sir. I do not wish to expose
myself, as you can readily believe ; but I am resolvod to do
•o should there be no other means of mak^ig the hoia.^>39

guilt of Adrian Winberry apparent."
" Much as I may and do detest you m your geuarai

character," oaid Mr. Nuttall, " still, m this instance, ytmr
behaviour is so praiseworthy and noble that I almost
forget who you are; and, indeed, it seems quite inoon-
sisftent and impossible for a highwayman to speak as you
have just spoken, and announce his intention of acting i;,

the maaner you have just stated."
" I un glad that I have boea the means of showing yoa

that a highwavman is not wholly and utterly bad—that he
has his natural impulses as well as others, and perhaps aa
good a notion of honour as many of those ha*^ ""ho rank

tlJ«Tn.,^Vies above him."
" Come, come, gentlemen," interposed Mr. Kersey, "we

ought not to go to work in this spirit, we ought not,
indeed. Mr. Nuttall, pray bear in mind what Mr. Turpin
is aoout to do; and let me ask you, where could you find

any one who would have come forward ait^ <M5ted as he
has'offered, and I firmly believe intends to dc.

'

" 1 cannot withhold my admiration of his conduct,"
said Mr. N uttall ;

" it woold be impossible to do so ; and
I shall feel heartily soiTy if any harm comes to him.'
" That is better. Now let us proceed. Have you the

document written which I spoke to you about ?
"

" Yes ; here it is."
" And does it contain all the particulars ?

"

" I think it contains them all."
" Let me see it," said Mr. Nuttall, extending his hand

for the paper.
Mr. Kersey, who had taken the paper from Dick,

placed it in Mr. Nuttall's, who opened it, and became
immediately absorbed in its contents.

Mr. Kersey addressed Dick and the lady in a low tone
of voice.

" Mr. Nuttall, here," he said, " is a very singular but
clever man, and when I heard that the case for the
prosecution had been confided to him, I brought him
here and had a long conference with him, which, indeed,

could scarcely be said to have ended when you arrived.

He feels a more than common interest in the case,

especially now I have put him in possession of so many
facts of which he was previously in ignorance. But you
must understand that his prejudices are all against you.

When I first mentioned your name he ripped out dread-
fully, but I partially calmed him, as you may see. That
his feelings should be like this is nothing more than
natural. All his life he has been occupied against such sb

you are."
" I«quite understand all that."
" You may rest assured that you have nothing to fear

from him ; he will not betray you. On the contrary, I

should not feel surprised if he doe* not warmly interest

himself in your favour."
" And what course is going to be pursued at the

trial ?
"

" That which you yourself proposed. Namely, that
this document you have written be endeav»»ured to be
given in evidence instead of you ; and if that does not
succeed, for an application to be made to the court to
shield you from the consequences of coming forward."
" Very good, air; and should both these fail, yon

will, as I before told you, find me readyto come forward
and give my evidence, taking whatever risk I may incur in

doing so upon my own head."

CHAPTER CCLXXI.
DICK TURPIN IS MENACED WITH GKEAT DANOBE I» B».

kersey's house IN KED LION-SQUARE.

During the brief silence which followed this speech,
there came distinctly to the ears of all present the low
murmuring of voices.

Dick Turpin, although the others heard the sounds as
well as himself, was perhaps the only one who attributed
them to their proper cause.

His face paled slightly, and he put his hand in his

breast-pocket, as he strode towards the door of the apart-
ment.
The two lawyers and the lady looked at him in surprise,

and were about to speak, but Dick held up his hand with
so expressive a gesture that they checked themselves and
were silent immediately.
The murmuring sounds continued, and Turpin put his

ear against the panel, but he could not make out what
was said. The conversation was carried on in too low a
tone of voice

—

Finding this to be the case, be lookc_ -^ow*. ^^^d saw
the key was sticking in the lock.

To turn it was the work of a morbent, an«i tfien h«
crossed the room and beckoned Mr. Kersey towards him,
who came at once, and so did Mr. Nuttall and the lady.

"Mr. Kersey," said Turpin, "who im in yoor oalL
talking P"
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" I have no idea, but I will quickly see."
" Nay, stay ! Who is there in the house that yoa have

made acquainted with my secret ?
"

" No one but Mr. Nuttall here."
i

" Do you occup'' this house yourselfP* '

* My wife and servants, and my private clwrk."

•Private deck P"
••Yes."
"And who is lie P"
*''A young man who attaode to my private business."
*' Does he know anything about my being here P

"

*' No. At leaat, not that I know of."
•• You have not told him ?

"

•* Certainly not."
" What sort of s young man ie he t

"

" Oh ! ordinary kind."
" Do you think he might have found oat wbo i am, and

that I am here ?
"

" He might ; but yet"—

—

" You may depend he has. The large reward which is

oflFered for my apprehension has tempted him, and he has

called in the police. Now if I am taken, not only will it

seriously compromise you, but it will nullify my evidence.

Besides which, I have made a resolution never to be taken

prisoner, but to 5ie with my sword in my right hand."

The face of the mysterious lady looked the picture of

dismay when she heard the words Dick spoke.

But she had presence of mind enough to control any
impulse which she might have felt to cry out.

She only gazed with clasped hands and half-opao lips

into his countenance.
But Dick himself was perfectly self-possessed,
*' Do you think they are really officers in the passage ?

"

asked Mr. Kersey.
" I have very Uttle doubt about it."

"Then it is a most perplexing ciroomstance. What
is to be done ?

"

" I should think the best thing would be to ascertain

whether you are right in your suppositions," said Mr.
Nuttall. " They might not be officers after all."

*' But who would be likely to be carrying on a wliispered

conversation in your passage, Mr. Kersey? " asked Dick.
" No one."
" Very well, then. However, if they are officers they

will quickly make their presence manrfest."

There was another silence after this, during which all

stretched their senses of hearing to the utmost.

About Mr. Nuttall and Mr. Kersey there was a certain

amount of excitement visible, which they could not

conceal or subdue.
Dick had his eye upon the door.

Presently there was a faint sound.
Some one turned the handle cautiously, and tried to

open it.

But they were unsuccessful, in consequence of Dick
having had the prudence to turn the key in the lock.

The handle turned round in the opposite direction, and
that attempt to enter the room was abandoned.
Dick exchanged glances with the two lawyers, a.s they

perceived this surrep'titous attempt to enter.

But he motioned to them to be silent, and watch
farther.

Some one now tapped l^htly upon the panel.
" That's Francis," said Mr. Kersev, in a whisper-
" Who's Francis ?

"

"My clerk."
" How can you tell f*
" I know his knock."
"Oh!"
Tap—tap—tap

!

"What does hewsatf"
" To come in."
" So he shall, ana then we shall find oat all al»ou« it."

Dick crossed the room as he spoke.

He gently and carefully turned back tb« bey in *ho lock.

Then he turned the handle.

The moment he felt that this was done.

The moment he felt he could draw the door open swiftly,

he did so with his lefl^ hand.
His right hand he held in readiness, and as soon n? tbp

door was open he thrust it outwards Ijkp a tii^ar's cliiw,

aod caught hold of something

Then, with the same speed, having once got his grMP
quite firm, he dragged this something into the room, and
closing the door, locked it again.

So suddenly was all this done, that those who witnoaaed
^ could scarcely believe tlieir own eym.

It seemed as though the door huu been swiftly opened,
esd as swiftly closed, withoat' an appreciable interval (x
time taking place between the two actioas.

But, to their astonishment, the something which Dick
iiad managed with so much adroitness to drag in, waa a
Toung man, who in a moment flopped down upon hia
knees in a supplicatory attitude.

"That's Francis ! " said Mr, Kersey.
Dick did not pause, nor did he release hi« hold upon the

trembling, abject wretch.
Ere he could open his mouth and cry for help, Diok

thrust the barrel of a pistol into it, at the same time he
dragged him to that portion of the room farthest from the
door.
" Speak," he said, in a low whisper, but which sounded

most alarmingly distinct in the ears of the lawyer's clerk.
" Speak, and tell me all I ask, or I will blow your brains

out this very moment !
"

The clerk's teeth chattered against the barrel of the

pistol, and be endeavourea to say, mercy!
" Silence ! " said Dick again. " Now tell me, on pair

of death, who is in the passage ?"

He removed the pistol a little.

" No one, sir," moaned the clerk.
" No one ! Be careful what you say. Who was whis

pering P"
" No one, sir. Oh ! good sir, let me go ! I'll declare

there was no one whispering."
" You he ! We heard them."
" No ! no ! you are mistaken. You can look in the

passage if you like ; there is no one there ; indeed there

is not."

Certainly there was one thing which looked as though
the clerk was speaking the truth.

No notice was taken of the attack which had been made
upon him, and Dick argued in his mind that, had the

officers been there, they would then have immediately
made some demonstration of their presence.

But the stillness of the grave now reigned outside.

Dick was puzzled.

In the shifting glance of Francis, the lawyer's clerk,

Dick could perceive an immense amount of duplicity and
cunning.
He mistrusted him.
But it would be no good to remain in that state ol

uncertainty, so he resolved upon a bold and daring plan of

clearing up his doubts.
He had never released his hold upon the collar of

Francis's coat, and, uttering the most awful threats, he

drew him across the room against the door.

The clerk's legs trembled beneath him.
His knees smote each other.

Bat not heeding him in the least degree, Dick unlocked
the door and flung it wide open.
He had a pistol ready to his right hand, and he grasped

it with the rabidity of lighning.

But to his imbounded astonishment, when the door was
flung open, not . a soul was to be seen in the passaige

beyond.
Dissatisfied, however, he dragged the derk completely

into the hall.

He was followed by the two lawyers and the lady, all of

whom were much bewildered and alarmed at the strange

events which were taking place.

But in the hall all was quite still. There were no traoes

whatever of the presence of anyone.
Dick's face assumed an expression of gieat uneasiness.

He was sure he had heard voices, ant; uow wher» were
the speakers ?

He looked all around him, but nothing wae to be seen.

He distrusted that calm however.
There was a mystery in it.

But what waa its character ?

It was important he should know, and that at once, for

it would never do for him to be detained by anything, ano
his presence at the trial made impossible.

" Rank into the office," he said. " We must have this

affair well looked iuto bc>02-e we go any further. '^ Back
into the office, I aug."
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Hb addressed these words to Francis, the clerk, who
mtde a feeble resistance to accompany him.
The whole, then, once more entered the office.

There was a large arm-chair in which Mr. Kersey
habitually sat, and into this Dick flung his prisoner.

He fell into a strange huddled up position, for he
seemed as though what Httle animation he was bleajied

Srith had desei-ted him.
Oace more Dick held his pistol threatenin^jly before mm.
Francis glared at it with a look that would hare been

rather difficult to interpret whether it w»* abject terror or

assumed fright.
" Mr. Francis," said Dick, " your lire hangs apon a

thread. One touch with my finger, and you quit this

world for ever ! Of the two, I would rather not take your
miserable life. It is not worth the having. Now tell a»e,

at once, who was whispering at the door, and whac the
whispering meant ? You won't answer ? Well, then, I

will count three distinctly, and as I pronounce the last

word, if you do not speak, I will plaster that chair with
your brains as sure as yon now draw breath."

CHAPTER CCLXXII.
BICK TUSPIN TSIUHPHS OVER FRANCIS AND H&.

WRIGGLES.

A VERY peculiar, dusky-yellow kind of tint overspread
the countenance of the lawyer's clerk, as Dick Turpin
enunciated these menacing words.
" One ! " said Dick.
The yellow tint deepened, but Francis did not ap«»l
" Two !

"

His lips opened.
Dick put the pistol on full cock, and carefully ezamineu

the priming.
Then, finding all quite right, it could be seen by his

resolute eye that he would say the word, and keep his

promise, too."
" Mercy—mercy !

" said Mr. Francis.
" It is useless to ask for such a thiug, yet it it Ja jour

power to earn it. Confess all."
" 1 will— I will."
" Do BO, then, at once. It is the onl> chance you have

of saving your life. What was the meaning of tbie whis-
pering in the passags (? Who was it ?
" Mercy ! mercy y'

" Speak ! I say."
" I am—I am—1 listesed at the door."
" Go on ! I suppose you heard my name mentioned,

and thought you would like the rewar:?."
" Mercy !

"

"Is that it?"
" Yes."
"And what did you do r*
" I cannot tell you."
" You can either do so or d'i."
" I will tell you, then. But you will promise not to

take my life?"
" If you tell me, I will not."
" I called in the offieers."
" Just as I thought." 1

"Oust as I thought."
" Did you think it ?'*

" Of course I did."
" Oh ! mercy."
" No more of this delay. You called in the officers.

What did you do next ?
"

" We came in the hall, and I told them you were in

this room, but they would r.ot come in. They would

rather wait outside and take you m you came out, when
you were not aware of it."

"Oh!"
" That's it.*'

"Is it?"
* 1 assure you it le."
'• Then why did you tap at the doof P**
** I wanted to come in."
" For what purpose ?

"

" To stay in here if I possibly could, in wder to k*ep a

sharp eye upon vou. Bat it seems I am done.
" You certainly are. 1 wonder you had so little respect

«Dr your life as to attempt such a thing, ^ou will yet

Ut* to repent of it I

'*

Yon promised to spar* my life."

I have, and I will do so.'
" Thanks—thanks. Let me go now, I beg of yoa."
" No, sit still. If I made the promise I did, I did not

intend for you to get off scot free—neitb«r ohaU I."
Francis uttered a hideous groan.
"Silence!" cried Dick, who was fearfiil the sound

would reach the ears of the officers, for he did not know
where they were hiding ;

" silence, on your life ! Tell me
this moment, in a whisper, whereabouts th* officers bar*
concealed themselves."
" Just outside, in the doorway."
" Oh ! the front doorway ?

"

"Yes."
" And how many of them are there P"
" Four ; but they have sent off for mot*."
"Oh! have they?"
" What is to be done ? " asked Mr. Kersey, for the

little episode between Dick and Francis had happened so
quietly, that neither of the spectators were able to inter-
fere or interrupt. " What is to be done ? Time is speed-
ing fast. We ought to be at the Old Bailey now."
" We ought indeed," said Mr. Nuttall. " But how io

the world are you going to get there ?
"

"Leave that to me," said Dick. "You start, and
never mind me. Yet stay. A thought strikes me."
"What is it?"
" Come here, Mr. Kersey, and I will whisper to you,

and ypu can communicate it to the rest."
Francis's curiosity was roused to its utmost pitoh, but

ha could not hear what the highwayman said, though he
strained his ears to the utmost.

' Whatever it was Dick said, met with Mr. Kersey's
approval, for he smiled and nodded, and then drew th«
two others aside to relate it to them.
" He proposes," he said, " to get a long cloak, and,

enveloping Francis in it, take us out with him. This he
calculates will deceive the officers. Seeing some one
muffled in a cloak, they will make sure it is the man they
want, and will pounce upon him. Turpin himself will be
prepared, and take advantage of that moment to leave the
house by another door which opens into a court, and he
win then make all speed to the Old Bailey."
" It is a hazardous scheme," said Mr. Nuttall ; " and I

fear, through your clerk's meddling, we shall get into some
bother, and be compromised in this highwayman's
affairs."

" It cannot be helped now. As for the scheme, it

will answer, I am confident. I will go and feteh the
cloak."

Mr. Kersey left the office and quickly returned,
bringing with him not only a long horseman's cloak, but
a felt hat also, of a very similar description to that worn
by Turpin.
Under threats of his life, Francis was compelled to rise

from the chair, and wrap himself in the folds of the cloak,
and to put the hat on his head.
He seemed to have a good deal of fear of Mr. Kersey,

his master ; bu\, that was doubtless, in a great measure,
the effect of habit.

As soon as he was equipped, Mr. Kersey spoke to him
in a very stemoto^* <)£ voice, and took his ai-m beneath his
own.
He led him t< te front door.

Then he drew aside, to allow Mr. Nuttall and the lady

to pass him, he judging it would be best that he and
Francis should come out last.

The position of the private door was pointed out to

Turpin, and he stood at it in readiness to depart as soon as

the officers made their capture.

As for Francis, he was getting bewildered. He could
not comprehend what was about to take place.

All being quite ready, Mr. Nuttall unfastened the front

door, ind opening it, walked out with the lady leaning on

his arm.
His eyes glanced all rowid, and H* asrv (ttc iaiat

diadow of the men.
But he did not look, for fear of aioamngtbeur eojqiioioiw.

Mr. Kersey and his clerk followed closely.

No sooner, however, did they appear, than a nu>aDe. ^>i

men—eight at least—''arted forward, and laid their h»ada

upon the latter.

One, who was very stout and had ft pnrpl*-l©oking faos.

cried out «iultingly—
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" Harrah—hurrah ! Caught at last ! I knew it would
•ome to this. Caught at last ! Hurrah !—ah !"

The latt ah ! was anything but a cry of exultation.

The cloak fell from the person of the lawyer's olerk.

The hat was knocked bom his head.
Then the recognition was instantaneous.

"Done!"
"Help! heip shrieked Francis. "Let me go!

Help! help!"
Mr. Wriggles—for that was the name of the oflScer with

the purple face—caught hold of Mr. Kersey by the sleeve

of his coat.
" Stop, sir

!

" he said, " Stop !

"

" What for ?"
" There 's some mistake."
"Mistake! what do you mean ? Release me, sir!"
' Shan't! I am a police-officer."

Mr. Wriggles flourished his staff, with the little gilt

crown on the top of it, as he spoke.
" And I am a solicitor," said Mr. Kersey ;

" so I should
advise you to be careful what you are doing."
Mr. Wriggles drew back a little on receipt of this

announcement, but he said, rather fiercely

—

" I have received information, sir, that the notorious

Dick Turpin was in your house—Dick Turpin, the high-
wayman, and that he would come out with you, sir."

"Don't be violent!"
" I am violent."
" I see you are. But your information must be wrong.

Do you think it likely that Dick Turpin would be in my
house, and that I should walk out of it with him having
hold of my arm ? Absurd ! absurd !

"

Mr. Wriggles released his grasp, and glared in the
lawyer's face.

It did seem absurd.
" Some one has been playing you a hoax," continued

Mr. Kersey ;
" that is my clerk, Francis."

" Yes," said one of the officers, " and it was he who
told me that Turpin was in the house, and would come
out with you."
" Then he must have been amusing himself Bt, your

expense."
This idea took root immediately, and the officers were,

in their wrath, about to make a unanimous attack upon
Francis, when that individual cried

—

" It's all right! What I told you is all right ! They
have only brought me out here to play you a trick.

They found it out, and Dick Turpin is in the house
now ! I have seen him myself !

"

No sooner did the police receive this intimation than
they rushed simultaneously into the house, with Francis at
their heels.

Mr. Kersey smiled, and so did Mr. Nuttall and the
lady.

The ruse had succeeded to admiration, and by this

time Dick was doubtless far on his way to his destination,

and quite out of the reach of all pursuit.

Just at this moment, in accordance with Mr. Kersey'e
orders, a carriage drove up to the kerb-stone.

All three then seated themselves in it, and the orte
was given to drive to the Old Bailey with all speed.
The house was left to the officers.

With great eipertness, they searched the house from
top to bottom, and then they came tc> ^^-i private door.

Francis assured them that it was jough that which
Dick had made his escape.
But in the court not a soul was in sight, and Mr.

Wriggles was so convinced of the futility of getting up a
pursuit against him that he did not even attempt it.

He uttered some curses, though, in a very diabolical

tone of voice, while his face changed from purple to
black, as he thought how neatly he bad been done.

CHAPTER CCLXXIII.
DICK TtEPIK IS SEC06NISED AT THE CORNER OF RED
tlON-STEEBT, AMD HAS TO PLY THROUGH THE 8TRBET8
POR HIS LIFE.

If Dick Turpin had been aware that it was his old enemy
Mr. Wriggles he was about to defeat, his glee and satis-

faction would have been much greater than they were,
Of all the rest of the Bow-street officers he had made

buDself conspicuous for attempting the capture of the
"•doubtable highwayrBan.

Every attempt which he has hitherto made has, oa f^
reader well knows, signally failed ; but whether this is •
state of things that will always continue is more than w*
con teU at present.

Certain it is that, after every defea, #hic& ne expe>
rienced, Mr. Wriggles grew mow and r >ore exasperated,
and more determined to devote his whole energies to
bringing the daring offender to justice.

We shall see what success bis future exertions met
with.

When the officer caught hola of Francis, Dick flung
open the private door leading into ihe coui-t and darted out.
He had previously possessed himself of the key of it,

and DOW he thi-ust it into the lock on the outer side, and
tried to turn it in the lock.

But, some how or other, whether from long disuse or
some other cause, the wards would not act, and he could
not shoot the bolt ; so, fearing to lose any more time, he
left it as it was, and ran down the court at the top of his
speed.
The court wound round about in a rather intricate

manner, but in all its windings Dick took good care to
preserve the proper direction.

At length he emerged at the lower end of Bed Lion-
streeti close to its junction with Holborn.
He paused here a moment, and resolved to hail a

hackney-coach, which would take him all the more quickly
and safely to his destination.

But at this moment a man lounged past him.
The circumstance was a trivial one.
But this man—who was a kind of hanger-on, or

supernumerary police-officer, at Bow-street—no sooner
caught a gUmpse of Turpin than he uttered a cry which
had the effect of arresting the attention of everybody
who happened to be withjn a hundred yards of where
he stood.

At the same time he made a dart forward and
endeavoured to clutch Dick by the throat, but the
highwayman was too quick for him.

Doubling his fist, he struck the man a blow with the
whole strength of his arm.

It alighted on the man's forehead exactly between
his two eyes.

He fell down as though shot.

But many people had witnessed this, and Dick found
himself almost surrounded.
No one, however, seemed to exactly understand what

was amiss, and Turpin was elbowing his way through the
crowd, and was in a fair way of getting off.

But, unfortunately, it so happened that a police-officer,

who had been drinking at the bar of a public-house at

the corner, came out to see what was the cause of the
tumult.

He knew Dick and the prostrate man at a glance, and
at once guessed what had occurred.
" Stop thief

!

" he cried, in stentorian tones. " Stop
thief ! Dick Turpin, the highwayman ! A thousand pounds
reward, dead or aUve! tStop thief! Stop thief! Dick
Turpin, the highwayman ! Whoever catches him has the
reward !

"

A roar came from the populace as they hearj these
words.
An instant and universal desire to possess the reward

flamed up in the hearts of every one.

They dashed forward in pursuit of the highwayman.
But Turpin never for a moment lost ms presence of

mind.
When he saw what occurred lie knew what would be

the consequence.
With one effort of strength he broke away from those

who held him, and ran up the street ere the officer had
finished his vociferations.

But the concourse of people, hooting, yelling, shouting,
and screaming, were quickly after him.
Every moment, too, saw fresh persons joining in the

chase.

It was up Red Lion-street, in tiie d»!«»ction of the ope»

countrfi that Dick ran.
To nave turned down Holborn would, he knew well

enough, be nothing short of absolute madness, for, in

so crowded a thoroughfare, it would not have been
possible for him to go at any speed, besides whiofa,

there would have been all the greater risk of oaptaring
him.
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[dick turpin makes his appearance in the witness-box at the old bailey.]

Accordingly, we say, he made his way up Red Lion-
street to escape from his foes.

But from the courts and alleys that branched ofif from
this thoroughfare the people came in shoals.

Dick had got a good start, and being a swift runner he
was able to maintain it.

Just as he reached the corner of Guildford-street he saw
what he had first looked for.

A hackney-coach.
It was empty.
Turpin dived his hand into his trousers-pocket.

He drew forth two guineas.
He held them aloft in the air.

The driver saw them, and stopped.
"Two guineas for your fare," said Dick. "Be quick!

Two guineas. Drive round the next two comers like the

devil, and they are used."
" All right, sir."

Dick gave the man the coins.

Then opening the door, he sprang into the coach.

Ko. 50.

The jarvey—as the drivers of hackney carriages wer«
generally called—stimulated by the large sum of money
which had been given him, whipped his horse, and madt
them go at a speed that no one to have looked at them
would have thought them capable of.

'' A hundred people at least saw Dick get into the roach,
and they hastened forwai-d to intercept him.

But they were too late.

The coach rolled before them and turned a corner.

For a moment it was out of tUeir sight.

But they soon had it in view again, but only to lose it

lound a second turning.

When he was out of sight of his pursuers, Dick pro-

jected his head from the carriage window, and cried

—

" Round the next comer on your right, and then keep
on. Don't stop. I will get out and shut the door. You
will be caught, I daresay, and they voll find no one inside,

you know."
" All right, your honour ! Lor' bless you ! it ain't the

PrIOS O.^JK HAtiPPESTNr.
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fi/irl time I've done this trick for eenta in distresa. Oat
ir.lh 50U, and I am off like a shot

!

Dick was pleased to 6nd that the driver so well
etood what he meant, and was so willing to aid him.
He unfastened the coach door, and let it swing oneii an

its hinges.

He looked behind him.
His pursuers were out of eight.

The entrance to a court was just before him.
Such a favourable opportunity might not occm again.

He sprang instantly off the step into the roadway, and
ran for a moment by the side of the coach while he
refastened the door.

The clumsy vehicle lumbered on down the street, which
was a long, straight one, and quite empty, to that it

formed a very conspicuous object.

Dick in one more moment was within the mouth of the
court.

It was a narrow, dark archway, and he felt that be
should be almost well enough concealed if he remained
jnst where he was.

Besides, he wanted to see the sport.
A minute elapsed.

Then there came upon his ears the roaring of a vast
multitude.

His pursuers had much increased in nnmbers, and were
close upon his track.

They rushed into the long, empty street.

In the distance they could see the object of their pur-
suit.

The coach.

Another roar came from their lips, and then yelling,

shrieking, swearing, fighting, they kept their eyes upon it,

»nd tore along at full speed.
There was a rush, and then the mob passed by the arch-

way in which Turpin was concealed.
He pressed himself as close to the wall as he could

when they swept by.

But he need not have troubled himself.
Had he stood in the street, they would scarcely hav*-

noticed him, so intently were their eyes fixed upon the
• coach, inside of which they felt sure he was, for had they

not seen him enter it with their o\>n eyes ?

When the last stragglers who brought up the rear of
the main body who went by had passed, Dick ventured to
look out from his place of concealment.
The mistake had not been discovered.
The mob still held on to the pursmt of the ooach, which

baffled all their attempts to catch it.

Dick stood for a moment reflectivelj.

He hardly knew what to do.

He leant rather heavily against the wall.
He was breathless and exhausted, for the short ride he

bsd had in the coach had not enabled him to recover from
the immense exertions which he had made.
He took off his hat and wiped the perspiration from hie

ferehead, which stood there in huge drops.
Drawing his breath rapidly and painfully, he half,

muttered

—

" Curses on this accident, which has produced so much
delay. After all, now, I may be too late, or, what is quite
as bad, the court may be so crowded that I shall find it

impossible to enter. What shall I do ? Perhaps the
whole affair may have got wind, and, if so, I shall find

plenty of officers outside the prison waiting to pounce
upon me the moment I make my appearance."
This was a very likely supposition.
How much the clerk Francis overheard, was more than

he could tell, but most probably he knew all.

"Never mind," said Dick. " I have sworn to appear
in the witness-box if events should make it necessaiy, and
I will do 80 if a thousand officers bar the way, or if my
immediate capture is the result."
With this resolution firmly fixed upon his mind, Dick

looked about him, in order to ascertain the direction he
OMfrht to take, and then made his way at a nurid pace to
Newgate.

'CHAPTER CCLXXIV.
KT'IRNS TO iO« KING, CLAUDE DUVAL, AND 8IXTEEN-

Sll'.JNG JACK, AiND RELATES HOW THEY WE»K FURSUBD
J*Y TRB GENDARMES.

In or<^ot tnat the remarkable event« which are ^boat to

be related should be properly understood, it will be 1

aary to leave Dick Turpiu in his perilous position for •
Uttie while, during which time we must turn our attentian
to the proceedings of his three intimate acquaintanoeif
Tom King, Claude Duval, and Sixteen-String Jack.
We have said that Claude Duval, upon looking into tha

interior of the carriage, saw that its inmates were ma)«
and female. <^

His acquaintance with the French language was but
slight ; still, from having occasionally resided in that
country, he had become familiar with those expressions in
colloquial use.

Consequently his orders for silence, uttered as they
were in a deep, stem tone erf voice, met with immediate
attention.

The female occupant of the carriage, and who fell back
into a half-fainting attitude, was a woman about fifty years
of age.

She was thin even to scragginess, and her pretensions
to beauty rested upon a very slight foundation.

On the opposite seat was a man about a match for her
in age, but not in sleHdemess, for he inclined rather to

corpulency.
We will translate what took place.
" Be silent

!

" cried Claude, in French. " Offer no
resistance. Hand over as quickly as possible all the valu-

ables you carry about you, and you will avoid all further

ill-usage, and be allowed to continue your journey without
interruption."

The gentleman—for such by his dress he appeared to

be —to whom these words were addressed, made no other

response to Claude's speech than to utter, with extreme
volubility, some very diabolical French oaths.

But Claude put an end to thein before the old French-
man had exhausted his vocabulary, which seemed to be
unusually copious, by thrusting his arm into the carriage,

and placing the muzzle of the pistol against his forehead.
" Quick !

" he said. " Quick ! I cannot afford to waste

time like this li.stening to your foolish words. Quick ! I

«iby, or you will repent it. Hand out your purse, watch,
nngs, and what other valuables you may carry about with
you."
The old Frenchman very unwillingly put his hand into

his pocket, and withdrew a purse.

With still greater unwillingness he handed it to Claude,
who transferred it to his own pocket with a dexterity

which could only have been acquired by long practice.

"Now your other valuables," he said. "You carry

•

venf fine ring on your finger, I see. Pass it this way."
The old Frenchman looked wistfully at the article whiolt

Claude had mentioned.
It was a diamond ring, and a glance was enough in

show that it was worth a considerable sum.
Just, however, as Claude was about to take it, he wti

startled by the rapid trampling of horses' hoofs in \am

rear.

Still he did not allow that to disconcert him, but took
hold of the ring.

At the same moment, however, he heard Sixteen-String
Jack cry at the top of his voice

—

"Fly, Claude—fly! Do not wait on any account.

There is a party of armed men behind us, and I believe

they are gendarmes. At all events, they are armed, and
doubtless in pursuit of us. Fly at once !

"

Even as Sixteen-String Jack spoke, he and Tom King
swept past the carriage at a rapid gallop.

The old Frenchman appeared to be well acquainted

vrith the English tongue, for he gave vent to a cry of

exultation when he heard what Sixteen-String Jack said.

Claude, however, took no notice of it.

He judged, by the actions of his comrades, that th«

danger must be imminent.
Therefore he turned his horse's head away from th*

carriage-window, and gave it a sharp impulse forward.

He was by the side of his companions instantly.

Glancing behind him, he saw the glitter of accoutre-

ments, and heard the loud trampling of many horses'

hoofis.

A momentary halt of the whole body took place, how-
ever, when they reached the carriage, and our friends took

all the advantage of that moment whicli they possibly

could.

The road was mugh and uneven, so that to travel ow
it with any great speed was to run a gaeat amount ol' riaik.
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That danger, however, great aa it was, ander tL« present

aepect of affairs, was a minor od'», and the highwaymeD
thought but Httle of it.

It would seem that the gendarmes stopped at the

earriag^ only just long enough to ascertain what had
taken place, and then they set off again at full speed,

which showed clearly enongh that our friends were the

object* of their pursuit.

And now a word is necessary to explain how it was that

they had approached so closely without Tom and Jack

giving the alarm.
While Claude rode forward to attack tho carriage, they,

M we have already stated, kept in the rear.

They had just passed a rather broad cross-country road,

which intersected the highway which they were travelling,

but no more than a passing glance was bestowed upon it.

The fact was, however, that this, thotgh not very much
frequented, on account of its evil reputation, was a much
nearer way from Paris than that by which they had come,

M that, had they tak«n it, they would have reached the

spot upon which they now stood a considerable time
earlier.

Down this lane, however, there came a party of gen-

darmes, or militaiy police, who had been dispatched in

pursuit of our friends.

In consequence of their takiag this route, and as the

miry state of the lane necessitated their going at a slow

pace, they were actually upon the highway before they
had the slightest idea that enemies were so near.

Upon perceiving it, they, as we have seen, lost no time

in giving the alarm to Claude, and bidding him to fly

without delay.

Their horses began ere long, they found, to evince the

most unequivocal symptoms of exhaustion.
But upon each occasion the poor beasts received a sharp

apphcatien of the spur, which stimulated to a great extent
their faiUng powers.
They proved themselves nevertheless to be steeds of an

excellent quality, and our frienda were in nowise deceived

is the estimate they had formed of them.
This rapid pursuit was a thing which they had not

counted upon.
In a long race a little start is a great matter, and so the

present occasion proved.
Of course, from the first our friends had had the advan>

tage, though certainly it was not much.
They gained again when their pursuers halted at the

carriage—though that halt was about as brief a one as
well could be.

In addition to this, they were not so heavily mounted
as the gendarmes.
Having all these things in their favour, it is scarcely

anything to surprised at that they should keep well ahead
of them.
The rate at which they were going had the effect of

quite taking their breath away from them, so that no con-
versation passed between them.

Besides, the whole attention of each one was centred on
his steed.

Unfortunately, so far as their chances of getting away
were concerned, there was a peculiar white misty sort of
light, which made distant objects easily perceivable ; but,

had it not been for this, it is scarcely probable they would
have gone so far without meeting with «n accident of some
kind.

This idea occurred to Tom King, «ad even as it was
passing through his brain, his horse, fi'om some cause or
other, stumbled, and fell heavily to the ground.
Of course, the rider went down too, but Tom was so

accomplished a horseman that, quickly and suddenly as
the whole affair had occurred, he h,jd had tin^e to dis-

engage his feet from the stirrups.

The consequence was that personaD/ he received little

or no injury, but the accident was a most serious one.
The horse, from the time it tumbled, made not the

slightest effort to stir. It had, in faci, all the iipearauce
of being thoroughly overpowered.
Had not this been the case, it might have recovered its

footing, but, onee down, it did not seerr fc have the
Btrength to make an attempt to rise.

The other two highwaymen, upon perceiving what had
occurred, reined in their own steeds as quickly &s the-y

possibly could, and turned the whole of their attMiii::*

to snccourinK their comrade

But Tom was on his feet before they had time to do
than reach the spot where his horse lay.

" The horse is quite done for," said Tom King. " It is
bopelfss to think of getting him up again."
"What are we to do, then? In a few minutes the

gendarmes will be upon us."
" I know it, and a hand to hand conflict would not suit

us. Claude, you have the strongest horse. Let bjg mount
behind you."

" Agreed. But be qnick aboat it. The j^eudarmea
have gained upon us tremendously, and, whatever slight
advantage we may have gained by our ftirious galloping,
we have lost again."
Tom did not need telling to make haste. He knew the

peril of their position, and was aware of the imminency
of their danger quite as much as his comrades were.
He was on the back of Claude's horse in a moment, and

in this manner they resumed their flight.

Tramp, tramp, tramp, came the sounds of the pursuing
gendarmes behind them, and each beat appeared to sound
louder than its predeeesser.
The tired horses, under the repeated application of the

spur which they received, kept up wonderfully, though
now and then a dangerous stagger would show how much
their strength was spent.
The double burden which it carried soon began to make

a difference to Claude's horse, so that, after a few miles,
they were compelled to halt again, while Tom King
dismounted, and took his seat behind Sixteen-String
Jack.

CHAPTER CCLXXV.
IN WHICH CLAUDE DUVAL HAS A SWORD COMBAT WITH
THE GENDARME, AND THE THREE HIGHWAYMEN SEEK
REFUGE IN THE RUINED MILL.

This, of course, produced another delay, and, slight as it

was, the difference was perceptible.
But, though they goaded the poor animals to make

fresh exertions, it must be apparent that their chances of
out-distancing their pursuers were very slight indeed.

Indeed one might say that it was impossible, for the
gendarmes had had a relay of horses since they left Paris,
and those horses, though strong and heavy, were yet
capable of making excellent speed.

After the change had been made, however, they got on
much faster than before.
Away they flew over the ill-kept roadway, their horses'

hoofs continually striking fire aa they caught against the
flint stones which bestrewed it.

Somewhat to their astonishment, our friends soon
afterwards found that, despite the adverse circumstances
which oppressed them, they still maintained their dis-
tance from their foes, if, indeed, they did not slightly
increase it.

But this is not so much to be wondered at when we
give the subject a few moments' thought.
Without calling in the musty adage that a stem chase

is a long chase, we will call the reader's attention to a
little circumstance which otherwise might have escaped
them.
When a troop or body are in motion, and in pur-

snit of some object, one of the first things that is

observed is for all to keep together, each one having
his particular place, and each keeping pace with the
others.

Now, in a number of horses, there wDl always be
found a difference of quality. They may be all

appniently up to one standard, and, for a certain dis-

tance, all of equal fleetness, but, after a time, when
endurance is called into question, they will vary.
So it was with the horses upon which the gendarmes

rode.

There were several in tie troop who, singly, would
quickly have caught up with the highwaymen, but
by far the greater majority were quite incapable of it.

Such being the case, in order to keep together, those
who could go fast had to accommodate their speed to
those who went slowly, and thus our friends were able to
''eep ahead of them.
The gendarmfes were not slow to peiceive this, nor were

they ignorant of the cause of it. Still it did not give them
iiiucb disquietude, for ihej uontidently CJilcu!at,ed npija
running duwn thsir prcj in iLu long rua,

O
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The second in oommuid of the troop, however, whowu
perhaps the best moimted of all, spoke to his aaperiw
officer, and requested leave to ride forward singly and
overtake the fugitives, and if possible delay them until the
main body of the troop came np.
The proposal was received with immediate favoor, and

accordingly this officer, who was qaite a yonn^ man, struck

his horse sharply upon the flank with hi« spars, and
qnickly shot ahead of his companions.
The highwaymen soon became conscious ot what had

taken place, and they could b«ar this single horseman
coming along at a furious pace behind them.
He was gaining, too, upon them, and that most rapidly.

Claude quite understood the tactics of this young officer,

and could not but admire his bravery ; still hie own safety

demanded that his attempt should be defeated.

Still he went on at the top of his speed, taking no
farther notice, while Sixteen-String Jack did the same.
Tom King, from his awkward and uncomfortable seat,

looked back with very great anxiety.

On came the gendarme at a speed tlatWM really terrifio.

At length he reached them.
Quick as thought, Claude Duval at that instant wheeled

his horse round, while he called to his companions to con-

tinue their flight.

This injunction, however, was not obeved.
Sixteen-String Jack halted, though, of coarse, from the

awkward manner in which be was aitaated, he was not
able to render the least assistance.

Claude Duval held his drawn sword in hb hand.
The gendarme was similarly armed.
At the instant, then, that Claude wheeled round and

made a desperate slash at his adversary, the gendarme
piat up his own weapon, and received the blow upon it,

immediately giving Claude a blow back in return, which
he only escaped by a movement of his horse.

This at once let Duval know that he had no novice in

the use of the sword opposed to him, and it would re-

quire his utmost skill to bring the encounter to an end in

a few seconds.
Of course, if it was prolonged, the main b^y would

oome up with them, and then resistance would be futile.

There were very few, however, who oould match with
Claude in the use of the broadsword.
He had made it his particularly study, and had broaght

the art to the summit of perfection.

In addition to this, he had the advantage which a huge
frame and immense personal strength gave him, so that

every blow he gave, while it was delivered with great

•kUl, descended with a force almost sufficient to break
through all guard opposed to it.

Knowing, then, the importance of being speedy in what
he was about, Claude attacked this young gendarme with

great force and fury.

Their weapons clashed together with that sound which
can be likened to nothing else, while the long blades of

their swords gleamed with a funt radiance in the misty

Hght.
The horses tramped, and neighed, and reared, and, like

their riders, seemed in the excitement of the moment to

forget the fatigue which they had undergone.

The combat did not last above eighty seconds.

During that brief interval of time, however, an incredi-

ble number of blows were given and received ; but at the

expiration of it, Claude, perceiving his opportunity, rose

up in the stirrups, and brought down his sword with full

force upon his opponent's head-piece.

The violence of the blow may be imagined when we
•ay that it shivered Claude's sword like glasa.

But it was effective for all that.

To be sure, the weapon did not cut through the steel

helmet and reach the gendarme's head, but the concus-

sion was eti great that it completely stunned him, »nd he
fell to the ground like a log of wood.
The horse stood still, trembling with fear.

Throwing away his now useless sword, Claude Duval
lugbt bold of it by the bridle,

lere, Tom !
" he said- ' Quick ! mount. H«re ia a

capital steed for yon !

"

Torn Kine slipped off Sixteen-String Jack's horse m a
moraeut, ami ran towards Claude
He was in the saddle instantly.
" Now forward. We have a better ohaBoe now- Spur

yo»" horeWj or they will yet capture oa."

"Neither of hia ooaradw raqoirad much urging to do
this.

Their position waa now oonaiderably improved, and thev
began to indulge in the hope that thev would, after all.

succeed in baffling their foea.

But there seemed no signa of their being tired yet.

They pansed when they came to the body of the officer

lying across the roadway, and one dismounted to attend
to him, while the others swept on in pursuit, now much
more exasperated a^nst the highwaymen than they were
before.

Previously they had aeted merely because it waa their
duty. Now a kind of personal feeling waa infoaad into Uic
matter.

A personal feeling ia always to be dreaded.
This young officer was much liked and respected, and

they all pressed forward eager to avenge hia death, for

they jumped to the conclusion that he was either killed or
fatally wounded.
And now our friends saw with dismay not only thia

additional impartment of vigour to their pursuers, bat
also that the two horses were in such a frightfully exhausted
state that they threatened to fall down every moment.
The result of a hand-to-hand contest on foot, with foor

or five times their number opposed to them, could not ba
doubtful.

And as if the measure of their inconveniences should
be full, they came to a long steep hill, up which they,

with the greatest difficulty, urged their exhausted cattle.

Within about twenty yards of the top, Sixteen-String
Jack's horse fell, and almost at the same instant that ^
Claude Duval.
Tom King waa now the only one mounted.
His friends urged him to fly and make his escape whila

he had the opportunity, but this he refused to do.
" We must leave the high-road," he said, " and seek a

shelter somewhere. We have a minute or two to do ao,

for the gendarmes will not be easily able to aacend thia

Idll."
" They will not, indeed ; bat they are already at the

foot."
" We must be speedy, then. Let as ran to the brow of

the hill, my Mends, and endeavour to look around oa.

Perhaps we shall be able to see aome place that will aerra

us for a shelter."
" Or, at all events, for a plaoe which will enable «a to

intrench ourselves, and ao give ua a better chance with oar
foes than we should have upon even ground."

All three now ran to the summit of the hill, and looked

about them, as well as the darkness would allow them.
Over a low wooden fence on their right hand, and aboat

a hundred yards off, was a building of aome sort or other,

but what they could not tell.

They could only see an undistinguishable mass of aome>
thing, the outlines of which were confused and dim.

But it was the only thing in sight, ao they resolved to

make their way towards it.

The gendarmes were now about half-way up the hill.

Tom King let go the bridle of his horse, and, hitting

sharply, sent him at a gallop down the hill.

He and his two companions then leaped the fenoe, and,

alighting, found themselves in a kind of meadow.
Upon a closer approach, they found the building to be

a windmill.

It waa built quite upon the brow of the hill.

But even in the night as it was, they could perceive

that it was in an advanced stage of ruin and decay.

One of the long arms had been half broken away, while

round about its base was spread an accumulation of rub-

bish, such aa one always finds in plaoea deserted by human
beings.
" This will be the very pkoe," said Tom King, " pro-

vided we can only make an entrance ; and that I doubt

not, from the appearance of the place, will be an easy

enough matter."
" You must be quidc," aaid Claude, " or the gendarmea

will be upon us."

OHAPTKB CCLXXVl.
BICK TOariN aSACHBS THK OU) BALLET IN SArXTT, 40*

IS TAKEN INTO OOUKT BY UK. KKRSET.

A COLD frosty wind was careermg through the stveeu

when Dick Turpin, after hia narrow escape from cafAnn
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tamed io » direotion which would lead him towudf
Newgate.
His body being greatly heated made him morb sensible

of thi« coolness in the atmosphere than he otherwise
wonld have been, and ho drew bis apparel more demly
around his person.
As he did this the nntaral thonght occnred to him, that

if he walked into the first clothier's shop he came to, and
purchased one of the long ample cloaks at that period so

much in vogue, it wonld not only shield him from the cold,

but also serve as an admirable disguise.

Having come to this conclusion, and feeling the necessity

there was for bim to conceal his personal appearance in

•ome way, Dick looked about him for a clothier's.

In London then, as now, he bad not long to look for

what he wanted.
Just a little lower down on the other aide of the street

he saw a tailor's.

It was no flaunting, pretentious establishment, such as

might be seen now-a-days, but a (juiet place, where only a
little business appeared to be earned on.

But this was in appearance only.

Dick crossed over the street and entered the ihop
without hesitation.

It went down a step from the street, and the highway-
man was far from displeased when he found that the
interior was quite dark—so dark, indeed, that he did not

see the man who was minding the shop, until he spoke
to him.

Dick quickly signified his wishes, and the man, taking
his measure with his eye, soon supplied him with the
article he required.

Turpin put it on, and making some remark about the
coldness of the morning, drew it close up in his neck, and
•allied out of the shop, looking quite a different personage
to what he did when he entered it.

In a few minutes afterwards he reached Holboru, and
this time the lower part.

The distance to Newgate was still 'considerable, so that
if only for the sake of the time it w juld save, he sprang
into a hackney-coach.
Having entered this unperceivf i, the chance of his

being recognised was but slight.

Soon afterwards the cumbers' jae but really comfort-
able vehicle turned out of Piyoner-street into the Old

A large number of ~irt«*;as were loitering about, while
near the e»»^r:;aice to *t^> vestibule of the prison, an un-
usual <ViTi>":Cwlon appeared to be taking place.

But Turpin knew not the cause of it, though he might
have hazarded a pretty good guess.

Passing by this, they came to that part of the huge,
heart-chilling structure where the witnesses enter at such
time as the court is sitting.

Before these doors the hackney-coachman halted, and
then, gymnastically descending from his seat, came to the
door and opened it.

Dick paid him about siz times his proper fare before he
alighted, so the driver was civil accordingly.

According to immemorial custom, several police-oflScers

were lounging about the steps, or parading to and fro,

bnt there was not one whose face was familiar to Turpin.
Wrapping his cloak around him, he descended from the

carriage, and tbeu almost the first person upon whom his

eyes lighted was Mr. Kersey.
The lawyer had a very anxious look upon his face, and

he was glancing up and down the street in a fidgety

manner, as though he was waiting for some one who
ought to have made his appearance earlier.

He did not recognise Dick, muffled up as he was, bat
tlie highwayman tapped bim on the shoulder.

" Thank goodness you are here ! " said the lawyer, with
a sigh of relief; " I was beginning to get terribly alarmed
about you.

" And well you might ; 1 can aosore yoa I have bad a
narrow escape of capture."

" But you are free ?
"

" Yes.''
" Come this way, Chen." >»
" Have the proceedings commenocd F"
" Yes, the court is opened."
" Then I am late ?

"

" Yes."
^ Bnt not too late, I haptf

"Oh! dear, no."
" I am glad to hear that."
" The trial in which you feel so great an intereet has

not come on yet, though it stands next on the list. The
one they have on now is a trivial one, and will not occany
much time."
" That is a great relief."
" And so was your preeen'^ to me. Come this way.

The court is crowded to excess, but I shall be able to find
a corner for you to stand in."

" That will do, and the more I am removed from public
gaze the better I shall be pleased."
" Of course you will. I think 1 can manage that for

you, and now understand, as we shall not have another
chance of speaking together, that you will not be called

upon unless it is absolutely necessary. Mr. Nuttall will

do all he can to prevent it, but if he is obliged to call yon,
he will not do so untU he has made an appeal to judge and
jury to protect you."

" Enough, Mr. Kersey, I feel sore you will do all you
possibly can for me."
" Rely upon that. Now, this way."
Mr. Kersey pushed open the door, and then Dick found

himself vnthin the precincts of the court.

It is scarcely possible for a stranger to enter this place

without emotion.
The semi-darkness.
The strange, hushed silence.

The low monotonous voice of the jnd^.
All conspire to produce a benumbing inflnence upon the

spirits.

The breath even is drawn painfully and by stealth,

while every one has his sense of hearing stretched to the
utmost.
The judge was passing sentence when Dick entered, so

the court was unusually and profoundly silent.

The case, as Mr. Kersey had said, was a trivial one,

and, indeed, it looked as though it had been arranged
as a kind of prologue to the after part of the day's pro-

ceedings, as theatrical managers, when they produce any
important drama, first have performed a piece of minoi
excellence, which serves as a foil to the one that follows it,

and makes it seem all the better by comparison.
No such idea as this entered the minds of the officials,

still the appearance to the breathless spectators was the
same.
The prisoner—a woman—was removed from the dock,

after which a brief interruption took place.

But soon all was still and orderly again.

The different counsel at the table busied themselves with
their briefs.

The clerk of the arraigns turned over his parchment
documents.
The oath was administered to the jury.

The judge took a fresh pen in his hand, and prepared
paper, as though he anticipated he should have to take
copious notes.

He was a venerable-looking man, with thin white hair

scrupulously brushed, and having a benevolent expression

of countenance ; bnt his occasionally contracted brow, his

steady glance, and firm compression of his lips, indicated

that he was one who would administer justice with an
impartial hand.
His decisions would be just and legal. There was

neither leniency nor harshness; he was what is seldom
to be found—an upright, strictly conscientious, and honour-
able judge.
Would there were more like him I

Then, when all these preparations were eompleted,
there was a momentary pause in the proceedings.

But it was only momentary.
Then there came into the dock

—

First, one of the men who had been eaptand in fan
attempt to escape from the haunted hooM.

Secondly, his companion.
Then Adrian Winberry.
His appearance created id the oonrt w imm«BM

Every eye wa« in a moment rivsted upcm his oonnte-

aance.
Considering the important part he has played lately in

•w narrative, and, as he has appeared disguised, we
think a few lines desonpttT* of his personal appearaooa

be ont of plaw.
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Od tfee present occasion be had evidently taken im-

mense pains with l)is toilette.

Perbapa he was desirous of winning the rafirage •f

those who miplit chance to see him.

In height, then, he wa* close upon six feet.

His form was in proportion to bis height, for h« was
exceedingly muscular in appearance, and well built.

His hair was black, and his face of a dark, tawny
colour, as though his skin had been for sometime exposed

to the fierce heat of a tropical sun.

The same thing was observable with his hands—they

were almost the hue of a mulatto's.

His face was clean, and closely shaven.

The slight moustache that was upon his lip when he

was examined before the magistrate had now disap^

peared.

But the most singolar characteristio of his fiace hM yet

to be noticed.

His forehead was very broad, and very high.

Indeed, the hair seemed to have been removed from
it, or else he was partially bald.

This portion, in consequence of being always ooifered,

was quite white, and in contrast to his swarthy face

•eemed dazzlingly so.

At this singular appearance no one could help looking.

Having been once fully seen, he could be ever after-

wards identified.

Upon taking his stand at the bar, he drew himself up
with a haughty movement to his full height, and glanced

rennd him proudly and calmly.

Then he made a deep and courteous bow to the judge,

who unconsciously returned it.

A smile either of assured innocence or else of desperate

bardihoed was on his fac^.

Which of the two it was the reader knows.
But a human tribunal, like all other things human, is

fiJlible and erring.

The guilty, when brought before it, are not always

pooished, nor are the innocent invariably set free.

CHAPTER CCLXXVII.
IK WHICH THE COUNSEL FOR THE PROSECUTION STATES

THE CASE AGAINST ADRIAN WINBERRY AND HIS TWO
ACCOMPLICES.

AuiD a profound and deathlike silence, the clerk ef the

arraigns rose from his seat.

The faint rustling noise which he made as he turned

over his papers, was plainly audible to evei^ one within

the crowded area.

Then, in a rapid voice, he read the indictment* against

the piisoners.

It is not necessary to trouble the reader with the con-

tents of this document, full as it was of the technicalities

of legal phraseology.
The substance of it will appear in the speech for the

prosecution.

And every one appeared to think so—so very little

attention was paid to what the clerk said.

It seems to be always a point aimed at by these gentry

to read over the indictment without pausing once to draw
breath, and without making any stop between their

words.
Why they do this is best known to themselues, but if

they think it makes them better understood, they labour

•nder an extraordinary delusion.

But perhaps they look upon it as a necessary but trouble-

tome form they have to go through, and they feel that the

ooner it is over the better both for themselves and those

who have to listen to it.

Be it how it may, the clerk quickly gabbled over it, and
then sat down looking very red in the fiace, and very much
©ut of breath.

Then there was another pause.

The spectators drew a long breath.

They felt that the trial was now abont to begin in good

All three of the prisoners put in the plea not guilty.

With breathless expectation they waited for the ootinael

for the prosecution to cou^ mence his speech.

Mr. Nuttall and Mr. Kersey whispered togeth^. and
tben the former rose.

He settled his gown about him, and took fren the

if one of bis assistante » folded paper.

Then he commenced his address as follows :

—

*' My lord, and gentlemen of the jury

—

* It is my duty on the present occasion to lay before

yon the details of one of the most remarkable cases

that ha^e ever fallen under my notice, and I have no
dcjwbt you will coincide with me as regards its singu-

iarity

.

" The charge against the three prisoneis at Ihe bar, as

shown by the indictment, involves abduction, conspiracy,

and murder, three of the most heinous crimes they could

possibly commit.
" The evidence that I shall bring before you is of a

character that will fully bear out and substantiate all

that I am about to say.
" My province is as briefly and as clearly as possible, to

lay before you a succinct account of all that has taken
place.
" My lord and gentlemen of the jury, the best way in

which I can do that is to begin at the beginning, and
relate things as they occurred.
" Between the villages of Hendon and Hampetead there

stands a large stone residence surrounded by spacious

grounds, which was in the possession of a gentleraan

much loved and respected in the neighbourhood in which
he lived, for the consistent kindness and urbanity of his

behaviour to all persons, and upon all occasions.
" The name of this gentleman was William Winbeny,

commonly called by his tenants and the residents around,
Squire Winberry.

" This house and estate had been bequeathed to him
by his father, who was one of the richest merchants in

the city, and amassed a large fortune by his industry and
frugality.
" William Winberry was the eldest son, and conse-

quently the heir. He had a brother some years vounger
than himself. I should, perhaps, say half-brother, for

they were by difierent mothers, Mr. William Winberry
having been twice maiTied.
" As has been the case from the earUeat times, and as

the case always will be, these two half-brothers were not

friendly with each other. Yet, in impai-tiality, I must
say, that this unfriendliness was wholly and solely caused

by the younger brother, Adrian Winberry, the prisoner at

the bar."
Upon hearing these words everyone, without a single

exception, who was in the court, bent their eyes upon
Adrian, who shrank slightly before so close and undivided

a scrutiny.

He was much paler than he was when the investigation

commenced, and those who were near noticed ho pressed

his teeth closely together.

He had never expected the revelations that had just

been made.
Nothing that had previously taken place in the pro-

ceedings gave him any clue to it, and his guilty heart told

him that the counsel for the prosecution, from the manner
in which he had commenced, was in full possession of all

the facts of the case.

He felt his position to be a very dangerous and awkward
one.

But hfc was not master of his own actions. He would
have to stand where he was, and abide by the result.

Mr. Nuttall continued, and his whole attention was
absorbed by what he said. He literally hung upon every

word.
" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury

—

" It ill becomes any one to speak ill of the dead, but

there are certain things which I cannot pass over without

making some allusion to them.
" Mr. William Winberry, senior, then, the father of the

prisoner at the bar, lived very unhappily with his second

wife. The circumstance is well known, and the motives

which caused nnhappiness need not be mentioned here.

These are unimportant.
" Suddenly, however, it is not known from »vhat cause,

Mrs. Winberry totally altered her behaviour to her hus-

band, and they seemed once more to live happily together.

But soon after this she fell a victim to an epidemic which

was decimating the neighbourhood.
" To this disorder her husband likewise fell a victim,

and died a few days after. Both were interred in oae

grave."

"My lord," said one of the barristers, rising to his

foet,
** I mut really protest against the maimer m wbicb



•T iMtfned friend is opening the case for the prosecutioi..

Thli family romance to which he ia now treating U8 i«

Boet irrelavent to the case and prejudicial to my ohent,

the charge against whom is that of murder ^npos the

person of an old man whose body is not known."
The judge looked inquiringly at Mr. Nnttall, who

hastened to reply.
" My lord, my learned brother, who appeals to be

intrusted with the case for the defence is slightly in error

with respect to the statements he has made, for I shall

bring witnesses to prove the relevancy of this piece of

family romance, as my learned brother calls it, and also

witnesses who will identify the body, and give sach

evidence as will in every respect bear out what I say.
" That is enough," said the judge. " Proceed."
" But, my lord " said the counsel for the defence.
" You wUl have an opportunity given you for making

whatever remarks you may think proper as regards this

ease now under investigation."

The counsel sat down with s mortified look npon hifl

fsce.

Adrian Winberry scowled.
" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury," resumed Mr.

Nuttail, " I will continue my narrative from the point at

which it was interrupted.
" After the funeral of Mr. and Mrs. Winberry, of course

the wiU was sought for.

"This, the lawyer stated.he had seen put bythe deceased
into a cabinet of antique workmanship, which stood in his

bed-chamber.
" But, on going to thii cabinet, no will wu to be

foond.
" This, however, proved to be of no consequence, for the

lawyer stated that, m anticipation of some such occurrence,

two wills had been drawn up, both of whichwere exactly the
same. One of these was in his possession, and accordingly
he produced it.

" By virtue of this document the bulk of the wealth
and property was bequeathed to the eldest son, William,
and to Adrian was left a clear annual income of eight
hundred pounds, and no more.

"After readingthe will, the brothers met and quarrelled.

Wliat passed between them, of course none can tell.

After it, Adrian departed, and was not seen at his brother's

house for many years. What became of him during that
period no one knows.
" And now William Winberry, about two years after his

father's death, married, and the issue of that marriage
was one child, a daughter, whose mother died in giving
her birth.
" And passiDg over a long period of years we come to

the things which have recently happened, but which could
not have been properly understood without this allusion

to the past.
" During this interval, Mr. Winberry led the calm and

happy life of a country gentleman. His daughter grew up
in grace and beauty, and he doated upon her with a rare
aflfection.

" But this happy state of things was destic^d to be
interrupted.

" After all this lone absence Adrian returned.
" He sought for ana ootamed an interview witn his

brother.
" It aftei-wards transpired what took place between

them on this occasion. Adrian, large and suflScient as his
annu?l income was, had squandered it all, and had come
back, not to ask his brother for assistance, but to en-
deavour to wrest money from him.
"This William Winberry refused to permit, and for a

second time did the brothers part in anger.
" About a month after this, Blanche—Cor that was the

name of the daughter—disappeared.
" She had last been seen walking out in the gruunds

alone, as was her wont, but although the closest search
was made, not a trace of her could be found.
" On one of the oocaaions, when all hope of finding L*r

bad been aliandoued by all but the father, tho berea'sd
parent set out alone upon his nielaucholy search,
" That night he never returned.
" Nor the next, noi the next, and from that time nothing

CDuid be heard of either father or daughter.
" The only person left in the house besides the domestioa

lady, a playmate and companion of Blanche's,

who^ill come forward as one of the witnesses in this dark
sad intricate affair."

CHAPTER CCLXXVIII.
t|f WHICH THE COUNSEL fOE THE DEPENCC CS0S8>
EXAMINES THE POLICE-OPPIOIB, AND ACCU858 DICK
TUEPIN OP THE MUEDEE.

" Mt lord, and gentlemen of the jury

—

" I am well aware that my opening speech has already
exceeded the limit considered usual in these cases, but I
must beg of you to bear in mind that I have used no cir-

cumlocution, but have confined myself to a bare recital of

facts.
" But much as I hare said, more remains to be told.

Indeed, my speech here naturally divides itself into two
portions, each of which bear equally upon the other.

"I now come to the part which seems, never"
more intimately acquainted with the matter in hand.
" Without saying how or by whom these persons were

abducted, I will take up the thread of my narrative at the
point where the charge against the prisoner begins.
" In the Birdcage-wa&, as that broad road leading

through St. James's-park is called, there stands a row of
mansions.
" Not one of yon, perhaps, have failed to see them.
"These houses are all well built, commodious resi-

dences, and from their desirable position and splendid
prospect, command a large rent.
" But the property has recently deteriorated in Taloe

from a rather remarkable cause.
" One of these houses to which I am alluding incurred

very many years back the imputation of being haunted.
" Whether the grounds upon which this imputation

rested were weU or ill-founded it is not for me to say, but
at all events tho house was shut up and abandoned to rain
and decay, for no one could be found to live in it.

" From this cause, then, the adjoining property suffered

abatement in value.
" And now, on the twenty-seventh of the past month,

and close upon midnight, one of the police-officers em-
ployed at Bow-street, whose name is Pursford, was
walking along in front of the houses mentioned, when
his attention was suddenly arrested by the stealthy and
mysterious approach of three persons.
" Secrecy was evidently desired by them, fiPMQ the

manner in which they walked along the street.
" Two of these men were attired in ordinary costumes,

the third was enveloped in a cloak which completely con-
cealed his form.

" Perceiving the suspicious appearance of these persons,

Pursford, the officer, shrank back into the shadow of the
houses, and resolved to keep a watch upon their actions.
" What was his surprise to see them, after cautiously

looking round to ascertain whether they were observed,

cross the road and disappear beneath the projecting

doorway of the haunted house.
" This looked more suspicious than before.
" Pursford left his place of concealment, and same to

the doorway of the haunted house.
" It was closed.
" The three mysterious individuals had entered it.

" Convinced that something was wrong, Pursford, being
alone, ran off for assistance, t-nd returned about haif-an-

hour afterwards, bringing a strong force with him.
" Finding the door fast, they broaa it open, and asoeoded

the stairs.
" In a room on the second floor they found the body of

a man weltering m his blood, his head being almost
shattered by a pistol-ball—the features were so disfigured

as to make identification by them impossible.
" Seeing a door before them, the officers rushed through

it, and captured the two men—one in the gardens, and
the other in the act of leaping over into St. James's-park,
whither the one in the cloak, and doubtless the principal

in the crime, had already made his way.
" But in that large space there was little hope of find-

ing any one, so they gave np the attempt, and contented

themselves with leaving the house in charge of the pohce,

aod escorting their two prisoners to Newgate.
" And now I must break off to say that on tbat par-

ticular night a notorious criminal had concealed himself

in the park, all the avenues from which were goardad*

while others searched the grounds.
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"Suddenly the man who was od dutj at Spring-

gurdens' gate lieard some one approaching, and pounced

xxpinx him.
" The other party ot searchers now came np, aud

labouring under the idea that he was the person of whom
they were iu quest, they carried him straightway to

Newgate.
" In the vestibule of the prison, however, the mistake

was discovered. Thev had not caught the person xhey

thought, but Adrian Winberry, the prisoner at the bar,

who thereupon indignantly demanded his release, and

was about to be set free, when the officers arrived,

biinging the two men they bad captured at the haunted

house.
" Between them and the prisoner at the bar a mutual

and immediate recognition took place, which will be

distinctly sworn to by several persons.
" Afterwards, however, the recognition waa disclaimed

by the prisoners, the one asserting that he knew them
not, and the others saying that they had made a mistake,

as the officers themselves had.
" At any rate, the governor of Ns^vgate thoughi fit to

retain Adrian Winberry a prisoner, and on being brought

before a magistrate in due course, he, in common with the

men beside him, was pronounced guilty of murder, and

sentenced to take his trial in this court, at the bar of

which he now stands.
" Such, my lord, is the case against the prisoner at the

bar, who stands accused of obtaining a document from his

brother, William Winberry, by force, in which the whole

of his wealth and estates were made over to him, and also

ot sending down an attorney to his brother's house, and

commissioning him to take possession of the place in his

name.
" And now, my lord and gentlemen of the jury, I have

brought to a conclusion the longest address I have ever

before delivered ; but it ought rather to be termed a state-

ment of bare facts than an address.
" It now remains for me to call such evidence as will

substantiate that which I have stated to you, after which

it will be your province to decide."

Mr. Nuttall sat down amidst a slight hum of applause,

which was immediately stifled by the crier.

Mr. Nuttall was quite exhausted, and therefore one of

his assistants rose to call the witnesses.

The first witness called was Shockley, the steward.

It is not requisite to give his evidence in full— it is

enough to say that he deposed to the main facts in the

life of William Winberry, and also how both his master

and daughter had been carried off, all which entirely

agi-eed with what Mr. Nuttall had stated, so that that

part of the question was disposed of.

The next witness called was the police-officer.

" Abel Pursford !
" said the crier.

In obedience to this call, and in an ofF-hand, every-day

manner, tLe pflice-officer entered the wituess-box. and
swore to the facts which the counsel for the prosecution

had related.

The counsel for the defence had not troubled Shockley,

the steward. Perhaps he felt that there was nctmng "x)

be made out of him.
But as soon as the junior counsel for the prosecution

had done asking Pursford questions, he was upon his feet

in a moment.
Assuming a loud dictatorial manner, he said

—

" Now, Able Pursford, Usten to me, if you please."
" Yes, sir."
" You saw three men enter the haunted house, you Bay?

Now, what sort of looking men were they ?
"

" I could not see very well, because it was dark. They
were ordinary-lookiug men, and one wore a long black

cloak."
" Oh ! ordinary-looking men, were they f Now. what

do ymi Diean by ordinary P
"

"Or.Unay?"
" Yes ; oTi you mean they were just such looking men

as you would find in London streets at any time ?
"

"Yes, sir; with the exception of the one in the

dook."
" Oh ! very good. With the exception of the one

in the cloak ? Now, what was there not orUinary about

mm?"
^Tiie oli'ak, sir."
** Ob ! and was it a very extraordinary looking doak F"

" Well, DO, SI! ; noi very."
" Not very P Not a vciy extraordinary looking cloak >

Just CO. Now, it was quite a common-looking cloak,

I -iarr lay, and such as any gentleman might pat on
to kef p uim warm on 8 oold winter's night ?

"

" Well; yes, sir, it might."
" I thought so. There turns out to be nothing remark-

able about it, after all. It was a little bit heightened by
your imagination, I dare say. You admit that the three
men you saw enter were just such a". I might meet in the
Rtreet at any time ?

"

" Well, yes, sir."

"Exactly," said the counsel for the defence, looking
round him with atriumpliant air.

He had ceitainly achieved a great deal, for he hw
destroyed the identity of the prisoners. Mr. Ywnlvrd
could not swear they were the same he ¥qS neo eiiter,

after making such an adm).<!sion as that.
" Stop a moment, Mr. Pursford, I have not done with

you yet. After you watched these three men in—by-the-

by, will yon swear they are the three prisoners at the
bar ? '

'

"Well, sir, I"
" Will you swear the men you saw enter are the

prisoners at the bar ? Recollect you are on your oath, and
perjury is punished heavily, both in this world and the

next. Can you swear to them ?
"

" Not by their looks I can't, sir."

"Of course nbt. Then how else can you swear to

them ?
"

" I'll swear that those two standing this side are the

same that I captured in the house wheu I broke into it,

and that is much the same thing to my thinking."
" Oh ! but it isn't. It's quite a different affair

altogether. Will you swear to the other prisoner ?
"

" No, sir, I can't swear to him."
" Very good, then, that is just what I wanted to come

at ; but stop a moment, I have not done with you yet. I

have a question or two more to ask you Mr. Pursford."

CHAPTER CCLXXIX.
THE COUNSEL FOR THE DEFENCE TRIES TO BOTHER THE

JURY, AND CHARGES DICK TURPIN WITH THE MURt/EB
OF WILLIAM WINBERRY.

The counsel for the defence inflated his cheeks as he
spoke, and looked very knowing and pompous, wliile the

spectators looked anxiously to see what piece of cleverness

was going to follow.

But Pursford, the police-officer, preserved an unruffled

demeanour.
It was not the first time he had stood iu the witness-

box, nor was it the first time he had stood the test of a

cross-examination.
His coolness seemed to aggravate the counsel slightly,

for the officer seemed to say by his looks, " Proceed, 1 am
quite ready to answer any question you may think proper

to ask me."
" Now, Mr. Pursford."

"Yes, sir."
" You say you saw three ordinary-looking people enter

the house in Birdcage-walk, to whose identity you do not

like to positively sweat ?"
" I have already answered that question."

"Oh! very good—very good. You have already

answered that question. Well ;
perhaps you will have

no objection to answer another. When you watched

these persons in, you went to the door yourself, did

yon not?"
"Yes, sir."
" And found it fast P"
"Yes, sir."

"Then you set out for assistance. Now, how kmf
do you think you were away ?

"

" About half-an-hour."

"Just so; and, during your absence, did you leave

any watch uadn the door of this said haunted house ?
"

" No, sir.*

"Oh ! you did not leave any watch ? Just take a

note of that, if you please, gentlemen of the jury. He
left no watch at the door while he went away. Then,

Mr. Pursford, it is iust possible that some other persons

might have entered the house during his ibseuce, aM
that these he saw enter might have left it."
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frOM KIKS, CLAUDE DUVAL, AND SIXTEEN-STH iNQ JaCK aRE BESIEGfcO BY THE GEN'iiARMES IN TH<E OLD MILL,]

I cannot ste the These words were Bpoken with great en»phasis, aucl liad

the effect of attracting the attention cf every person in

court, while the jury nodded their heads, and looked
preternaturaJly wise.

" Now, Mr. Pursford, said tne tounsel for tbe defence,

as he adjusted his gown to his oatisfactioD, " when you
broke into the haunted house—1 believe I asm right in

saying jwu broke in ?
"

" Quite right, eir."

"Just so, Mr. Pursford— just so! Now, when yo«
broke in you were en the ground floor of the hotuse, of

"Really," interrupted the judgO;
flrift of these questions,"
" I beg your pardon, my lord," said the counsel for

the defence, not abashed in the clightest, for hia object
wftB to bother the jury, and get them into a kind of fog.
'•

[ b-^g your pwdou, my lord, it concerns the identity of
n, 7 d lent."

^^

"Itot at all—not it all. The witness says he cannot
BT ViT positively tha'j. those were the men he saw enter
tk house, though _'i beUeve I am right in sayiog that
euoh is his impreeaion. But this the witness does most
distinctly swear to—the two prisoners at the bar are the
men he captured while endeavouring to escape from the .

haunted houset, herefore I cannot help considering these
question^ unnecessary and irrelevant."
" I bow before your opinion, my lord," Scid the counsel,

|

•'and will take up my questions at another point, and I '

feruflt I shall b© able, not onljr to remove the imputation
j

rf^gtiUt^frora my innocent dient, but fix it upon th« teal

" I was, sir, in the entrance -hall."
" Exactly, as you say, in the entrance-hall. Kow, Boob

being the case, will you be good enough to inform the
jury what circumstance induced you to go upstairs, be«
cause it appears to nie by my notes that you foand fh(j|

dead body on the second floor.
" You are quite right about where we found the deMt

i)ody. It was noon tho second floor."

No. 51. Paics Onb HA.LPPaai«£
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"Then what indnoed you to go np there, for it ap-

pears to me that yon did go up, and that direct, too. Be
good enough to answer that question, Mr. Pursford."
" Certainly, sir. Before we struck a stroke upon the

door we all heard the loud report of a pistol."
•• Who do you mean by we P Take care, sir ; yon are

upon your oath, recollect."
" Myself, and the police-officers I had got with me."
" Oh I am I to understand that you heard the report of

the pistol yourself ?"

" Yes, sir, I did hear it."
'

' Very good. You swear that ?"

" I do.'^
" That is enough, then ; hearing the report of the pistol

I suppose, coupled with the suspicions which had arose

from what yon saw, removed whatever scruples you
might have had, and you at onoe proceeded to demolish
the door P"

" You are right, sir ; that was Just it.'

'

" But am I also to anderstand that as yon stood out-

side of the house, and heard the report of a pistol, you
oould tell precisely from what portion of the house the

sound came, and that yon mounted to the second-floor

accordingly."
" No, sir,"
" How waa it, then P"
" When we got inside, the first thing we all did was to

nnmask our lanterns and look about us. The first thing

we noticed was the dust on the floor."
" What made you notice such a trivial thing as that ?

Gentlemen of the jury, don't be impatient, I shall get the

piece of information I am short of directly."
" The house had been shut np for a considerable length

of time," said the police-officer, in reply to the question

propounded to him by the counsel for the defence, " and
the conaequenoe was that the dust had accumulated in

it in the most surprising quantities, and on the floor of

the entranoe-hall it lay almost as thickly as snow."
" Oh I indeed, very singular, but if it lay as thickly as

snow, I presume it was of rather a different look."
" It resembled snow in this respect—it left the dis-

tinct impression of every foot that trod upon it."

" Oh ! did it."
" Yes, and upon looking down on the ground we saw

by the aid of the light which the lantern afforded us,

that there were the impressions of very many feet, and
we at onoe followed them."
" Then, I suppose it was these Footprints in the dust

that conducted you so quickly to the second floor P"
" It was, sir ; and not only that, we could smell the

gunpowder, and hear the rapid tramping of footsteps,

as of persons attempting to escape."
" And then, acoording to the evidence yoia have given,

you entered the room and found the dead body of a man,
and yon captured two men escaping frOm the premises."

"That is right, sir."

"And did you look at the faces of the men you
oaptnred ?"
" I did."
" When and where ?"
" At the time of capture and at the time I gave them

into onstody of Mr. Cawthorn, in the vestibule of New-
gate."
" And now, looking at the two men at the Dar, are you

prepared to swear that they are the two fou captured P"
" I am, sir, quite ready."
" Which are the two ?"

'Those standing nearest me."
This was conclusive, and the counsel for the defence

oould Bay nothing to it.

And now several persons in the court witnessed Mr.
Kersey and Mr. Nuttall sending mysterious little

billets one to another, and at the end Mr. Nuttall said,

addressing the judge

:

" My lord, I am instructed by the attorney for the
prosecution to ask this witnet j one or two more ques-
tions of very great importance, which will serve to
throw considerable light upon the question of the
identity of the prisoners."
The Indge bowed his head assentingly, and amid a

general curiosity, Mr. Nuttall asked Pursford, the offi-

cer, the following questions, to which he replied readily
enough.
" Wb«n yoB arrived at Newgate with the two pruoners

was not something of rather an unustwl character tak-

ing place there P"
'* Yes, sir."
" Be good enough to explain, as briefly M you can,

what was taking place."
" Mr. Cawthorn, the governor, and several turnkeys,

and other persons were in the vestibule all engaged in

talking about something very excitedly, and the sub-

ject of the conversation was Mr. Adrian Winberry, the

prisoner at the bar, who was there a prisoner."
" Just so. Now you are quite ready to swear you make

no mistake. Is it the same who now stands at the bar P"

"It is, sir."
" Well,uow,8omething else took place,did there not
" Yes, sir."

"What is it?"
" The moment the two prisoners caught sight oi Adrian

Winberry, they uttered ejaculations of reco^ition."
" And did Adrian Winberry recognise the'/ in return i"
" I cannot swear so positively to thp^ but it is my

belief he did, for he started and looke-^. extremely vexed

when the two prisoners said they V^e^ him,"
"That is sufficient. There wr/e several others pre-

sent who noticed the reoogniticii P"
" Oh I yes, sir."
" And are you prepared to swear that the prisoner at

the bar, Adrian Winberry, is the same person that you
found in custody in the vestibule of Newgate upon the

occasion in question?"
" I am, sir."

Mr. Nuttall sat down.
But the counsel for the defence was on his legs again

instantly,

"Now, Mr. Pursford, attend tome. It appears you
have a tolerably good recollection of what took place in

the vestibule of the prison ?"
" I recollect all the circumstances quite well."
" Then did it not transpire that Mr. Adrian Winberry

had been taken prisoner by mistake ?"

" Yes, sir. They had taken him under the idea that
he was another person."
" And pray who was the other person they mistook him

for, Mr. Pursford?"
" Dick Turpin."
" Dick Turpin, the highwayman P"
"The very same, sir."

"Now, gentlemen of the jury," said the counsel for

the defence. "Now, gentlemen, I have arrived at the
point of which I spoke. Please to bear in mind that
this witness distinctly swears that my client, Mr.
Adrian Winberry, was taken prisoner in mistake for

Dick Turpin, the highwayman.

'

CHAPTER CCLXXX.
THE MT8TERIOUS LADT BEVEALS HERSELF, AND HER
BKAUTT CAUSES HKE TO BE A POPULAR FAVOURITE.
Now, if the truth must be told, tiie jury themselves did

not see anything in tliis to make euoh a rumpus about

;

but they said nothing, and waited in dignified silence

to hear the rest.

More imposingly than before did the counsel for the
defence arrange his robes and settle his immaculate
peruke noon his head.

" Mr. Pursford, have you ever seen Dick Turpin,
the highwayman P"

" Yes, sir, onoe."
" Only once P"
" That is all, sir."
" Should you know him if you saw him again P"
" I think I should. Onoe seeing a person is generally

enough for me."
" I have no doubt. That, of course, is a part of

your profession. Well, will you swear that the person
in the cloak was not Dick Turpin ""

" Which person, sirP"

"The person who was enveloped in a cloak, and
accompanied by two others, you saw eross the road
and enter the haunted house,

Mr. Pursford hesitated.

The counsellor saw it, and the question was re-

peated in a louder and more emphatic tone of voice.
" I won't swear that is was not-.

—

"

" There ! The witness won't twear that the man in the
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dcdk WM not Dick Torpin, from wkich 1 think ttM in-

fin«nce is clear, that this vJkinone highwayman, who hM
Made all England ring with his crimes. Is the mtbor «
this murder

!

"

This announc«ruent, attereC as> it w»» wiifc Mrtw**
vehemence, took the court ay sorprifis.

Dick Tnrpin, however, waa the one wiw waa tJ" meat
Mtonnded.

Never in all bit life had he folt tooh an lootinati.^a to

knock any one down as he did to knock down tho oonnsel

for the defence.

Knowing aU the eiraunitances frcoi Srst to last, of

course the reader is well aware hew utterly groniiuUss

waa this charge which the oonnsel brought against him.
Nothing but the thought of the service he should b«

able to render the mysterious lady and Blanche, whom he
had never seen, could have kept him back.

As it was, however, he remained immovable.
" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury, I proclaim my

elient to be perfectly innocent of the crime wherewith be

w charged, and Dick Turpin, the highwayman, guilty of

it."

Hearing this, Mr. Pnrsford was about to step out of the

witness lx>z, but Mr. Nuttali, with a wave of his hand,

•topped him.
" You seemed to break off in what yon were going to

aay inst now, is it not so P
"

"Yes sir."
" Finish your sentence, then, if you please."
" 1 intended to say, that, though I could not swear that

it was not Dick Turpin I saw with the two men cross the

road and enter the haunted house, yet I did not for a
moment think it was hiai."
" Oh ! very good, that wiU^"
" May I stand down ?

"

" Yes, provided my leamsd brothar doM uq6 want to

ask you any more questions."
" No, there is nothing more," aaid the counsel for the

defence.
" Mr. Pnrsford," said Mr. Nuttali, struck with a sudden

thought, and preventing the officer accomplishing his

escape from the witness-box,which he seemed very desirous

to do. " You can go now, but, in all probability, I shall

want to call yon again at another stage of the proceed-

mrs."
With thif injonotion, Pnrsford waa allowed to take his

departuTft,
" So faf there was very little elucidated, though all that

they had heard served but to stimulate tlie desire they felt

to hear the sequel.

Aft«r Pnrsford several more witnessea were called, who
did no more than corroborate what he had said, but it is

not worth while to give all in detail, since it would be
nothing but a recapitulation of what has gone before.

We pass on.
" Maud Gonldman !

" jaid Mr. Nuttall's assistant.

The name was repeated by the crier.

Dick Turpin looked up when he heard this name pro-

nounced, curious in the extreme to know who would
respond to it, though he moie than half suspected who it

was.
Nor were his anticipations wrong.
The mysterious lady, in whom Dick felt so mwdi intarMt,

was ushered into the witness-box.
She commanded the instant and universal attention of

the whole corut.

She was attired as she had been during the whole of

Ifae time Dick Turpin had known her—that is to say, in

deep black.

The dazzling fairness of her .u.. ./aster skin waa dia>

played to the utmoat advantage by it ; and her extreme
beau^ drew many a sigh of envy from those females who
were in the court, and manv a sigh of admiration from thoee

<rf the opposite sex.

Judge and jurymen alike turned round and gax&d upon
her while they prepared themselves to listen to what she
was about to say with more than ordinary attention.

Such is th« influence which personal beauty will always

m
fails to

' beauty, too, was of that kind which never fails t

te human heart, and elicit its warmest sympathies.

From where be stood Dick had an eaoellent vi^F t*

ber-

Ble nad seen her very many times during their one!

aognaintanceahip, and under many aspeote.

In all she had looked extremely beautiful*

Herl
din the ] , - -, ,

Her beauty was * of that bold attraoUve character

irhiob some so much admire.

One expression was ever on her ooontenwioe, and M
plain a one that, no one could mistake it.

That expression was pure, candid, truthful innocence.

Her features were small and somewhat Madouna-hke

in *9ir general configuration, eepeciollv when she wea

pensive.

Her forehead was broad, hot not particuiarlv high -still

high enough for the peculiar style of beauty.

No Parian marble could have vied in whiteness with it,

and the contrast between it and her dark—almost blaek

hair, which was parted smoothly upon it—made that

whiteness all the mere apparent.
Upon finding herself in so conspicuous a ^sitiou, and

with so many eyes fixed upon her, a flush of colour

mounted up into her cheeks, and remained there, en-

hancing in a very great degree her wondrous loveliness.

Mr. Nuttali considerately paused a few moments before

questioning her, in order that she might recover her com«
posure somewhat, and be able to reply to him with clear-

ness and precision.

At length he spoke.
" Your name is Maud Gonldman, I believe P

"

She inclined her head.
" That answer is not deemed sufficient Ton most be

good enough to reply in words."
" It is, sir."

"That will do. Will you be good enough to relate

what you know as touching this case now under investiga-

tirn ?
"

She began thus.

Her voice at first was low and almost inaudible, but as

she proceeded she gathered confidence, and spoke in a

louder tone.

But so desirous was every one to hear every word that

came from her lips, that the silenoe of the grave prevailed

in the crowded oorui.
" I am distantly related to the family of the Winberrys

Between Blanche Winberry and myself there has always

existed a strong attachment—it dates from our infancy

We are not, strictly speaking, cousins, but from our inti-

macy we have assumed that title."

" Does this bear upon the case ? " asked the judge, look-

ing towards Mr. Nuttali.
" It does, my lord. But should you prefer the cntnea*

to tell her story in her own way, or shall I elicit the testi-

mony I require from her by questions ?
"

" By questions, I think.
" Very good, mjr lord. I have no doubt it will save

time." Then, looking at Maud Gonldman, he said—
" From your infancy you have resided witti the deceased

Mr. Winberry, have you not ?
"

" I have. I was an oi-phan, and he adopted me."
" Will you be good enough to look towards the prisonste

at the bar?"
The witness turned her eyes in that direction.
" Do you know either of them—I taeut, have joq ssea

either of tbpm before ?
"

" I have sir."

" Which one ?
"

" Mr. Adrian Winberry."
" Point iiim out to the court."
" He is the one standing furthest Aom me. The deck

one with the white forehead."

This was so prominent and distingnisVing a featew
that there could be no dosbt whatever afe*at the identifi-

cation.
" When have yon seen him t

**

" Only onoe."
" And wJben was that P"
" About six weeks ago."
" What was the oc^ftsion P

''

It was at the Hall."
" You ocean the resiCieuce al lb, WiBiais*

Hampstead."
" Yes sir."

I " Under what circumstances did you see him P"
\

•
t was in the library with Blanche and ber&ther.wheB

j
-Jte servant announced Mr. Adrian Winberry."

I ** Continue, please."
' ** Mr. Winberrr desired na both to Ictvc tbe room, cajlaf
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u h«« iKd to, ikftt te did Bot wl«h u to take any notioo <tf

him."
"What then f*
"We obeyed—that u, Blanche and mjiaJ*-Jw^ ia

oroeeing the hall, we enooonterecl him."
« Mr. Adrian Winben-v T"
" Yee "

" Did he speak P"
" No, he merely bowed and pataed on,"
" But you saw him very plainly P

"

" Oh ! ves, he had nis hat oS as he ha« bow. tsi I

noticed the difference in colour in the upper ana Vjnwt

parts of his face."
" So yon can swear to hia identity unhesitatingly.*'
" I can sir."
" That point, then, I preeume is settled. Can yon tell

what took place between the brothers at th«. meeting
spoken of?''
" I was not present, but, after he had gone, I returwed

with Blanche to the library, where we found her father

much agitated. His daughter, of whom he was extremely

—doatingly fond, questioned him closely respecting his

agitation, and tried her best to soothe him, when he told

her, in my presence, that his brother had squandered away
the income left him by his father, and had endeavoured to

compel him to advance him money, which he refused to

do. High words rose between them, and he said that be
bad forbidden him ever to enter his doors again."

CHAPTER COLXXXI.
MAOS •OVLDHAN's EVIDENCE PE0TE8 TO TBET

IMPORTANT INDEED,

It is questionable whether there could have been found in

the whole court a single person who did not implicitly

believe every word which Maud Gouldman uttered.

All, save one, bent upon her looks of approval and ad>

miration.

That one was Adrian Winberry,
With folded arms and lowering brows, he stood at the

bar and scowled at her.

No stranger was he to those effects by which the
human heart is swayed, and he saw with execration the

feeling of favour with which this witness was received.

He knew how fearfully every word she uttered would
militate against him, and how hopeless would be the

attempt to disprove a single one of her statements.

But, like a straw upon the surface of the water, he had
no control over himself, but was forced to drift with the

tide.

Mr. Nuttall made another pause, affecting to be search-

ing for something among his papers, in order that Maud
should quite recover herself, and not lose her presence of

mind and say something which would at all t«nd to throw
discredit upon her evidence,
" Now what is the next event which happened in con-

nexion with the nresent matter? Did you see Adrian
Winberry again ?
" No, sir ; he did not oome near, and filanche'b father

particularly requested us never to mention his name to

him, because he wished to forget that he had so unworthy
a brother in existence,"
" Those were his words, I presume ?

"

" Yes, sir ; as nearly as I can remember them."
" Just so ; and now what happened naxt ?

"

" It was about a month after the visit of Adrian to the

hall that Blanche went out to walk in the grounds in the
evening, as she was frcqaentiy in the habit of doing."
" Alone P»
" Yes, sir,"
" Did you see her go ?

"

" Yes ; she kissed me before she went, and I stood «t

one of the windows and watdted her aoroaa the lawn."
" What time waa that P

"
" I do not remember exactly, but it «m «K>me •P•»4A^

able time before sunset,"
" What then ?

"

" I have never seen her since that timfc.
*

" Thm, I aBderatand yon to sav *hat she waDMd oat

alone in the mumer yon hav» -i««eribed, \ad amtm retBRied
igain."
" Yea, air. that it tk"
** Now dcntinoe, il you

*' When it grew dnak her father inquired for her. aad
then it waa discovered that she had not oome back froai

her walk. Her father, whoee affection for her knew no
bounds, got terribly anxious and alarmed, hot auapecting
BO ill, I went out with him In seart^ of her-"

«* And that search waa reanltless P
"

** Quite; not a trace of her could we find. We returned
to inquire whether she had come back, and were replied

te in the negative. It was then quite dark, and we all

grew frightened. Her father, accompanied by the nien-
servants on the estate, and provided with lanterns, set oat
again is search of her, bidding me keep the house. They
returned some hours afterwards, tired out, and unable to
find the least trace of the object which they sought,"
" And she was not found, you say ?

"

" Never ! The neighbours all—for they knew and loved
her—^joined with her father in tlv» search for many daya
ensuing, but at laat all except her fether gave it up lo

despair. He, however, continued it alone, being all the
time distracted with grief for the loss of his daughter,
whom he loved more than he loved his own life."

Upon reaching this point in her evidence, Maud broke
down.
More than once she had stifled the sobs which rose np

in her throat, and restrained the tears which were ready
to gush fi'om her eyes.

But at length she found she could do so no longer.

Her emotion could no longer be subdued, and she wept
bitterly.

There were many moist eyes in the court, for the
simple, clear, and truthlike manner in which she had
given her evidence touched the hearts of all, and even the
stem judge, under the pretence of wiping the perspiration

from his forehead, wiped a tear from the corner of his

eye,

A chair was called for and placed in the vdtness-box
for her to sit down upon,
A glass of water was brought for her to drink.

Indeed, all seemed to vie with each other in offering

her attentions.

But after a brief pause, during which she composed
herself, she rose to her feet to show that she was ready
for her examination to continue.
" Would you like a longer rest ? " asked Mr, Nuttall,

kindly,
" No, sir, I thank you ; I do not vrish to waste the time

of those present ; I am quite ready, if yon will resume
your questions."
" Very well, then ; I will do so, and as briefly aa I can,

ifi order to release yon from your unpleasant ntoa*
tion."

Maud bowed,
" You were speaking of Mr. Winberry P

"

" Yes ; I said that though his friends and neighbonra
gave up the search in despair, he did not, but continued
it himself,"
" Did he go alone ?

"

" Not at first ; he took the servants with him, but ia a
little while he tired them completely out. As for himself,

he seemed unconscious of fatigue, and rather than re-

linquish the search, continued it himself done and au>
aided."
" For how long did he continue it P

"

" Only a few days. Like Blanche, h« went out aad
never retoraed."

" How strange."
" Very strange. I waa then the only one left at the hall

with the exception of the domestica, and what to do I

knew not."
" What did von do eventually P

"

" 1 asked for advice, and was referred to Mr. Win-
berry's soliaitor, Mr, John Kersey, who came down to

the Hall, and to whom I related all the particulars."

"Just so; then that, I presume, is sufficient so far.

Now, be good enough to tell me what followed,"
" By Hr, Kersey^ advice I came up to London to hia

Iwase. He then took me to view the body of a man who
kad been found murdered in a hona# iii the B-^caga-
walk."
"Well,"
"The featorea were mnoh disfigured—oblit«nft»4 I

might say—bat I recognisad him imrtanUy."
"And who *A8 It F

"

"Blanoho'«&th«^."
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k ctrange aowid in tlie orowded oowt followed tbu
tnoonoement.
Everybody expueted tbe reply which woold be gWen to

the qaestioD, and the moment the aimple worda,

"Blanche's father," were uttered, every one in coort drew

i> hie breath involnntarily, and it wbji this simoltaneooa

inhidation of breath into so many Innga, which prodaoed

the strange ioond we have mssuonea.
^ United, they formed a kind of gasping sob.

But Mr. Nnttall, after waiting a moment for this reply

to have it49 full effect, resukied his interrogation.
" You are quite certain that yon were -oot miBtakw ia

tte identity of the dead body P
^

"Quite sure."
" It was he whom yoa had known in life m Mr. Williata

?Finberry ?
"

- It was."
** But if the features were, as you say, almost obliterated,

how is it yon can be so positive vrith regard to his identifi-

cation ?
"

" I went by his general appearance to some extent, and
besides, I was shown the clothes, which I could swear to

as being those worn by him when I last saw him."
" And was there anything more to assist you in this

identification ?
"

" Yes, something which put it beyond all reasonable
doubt."
" WiD you tell us what it is ?

"

"Mr. WiUiam Winberry was slightly lame in his left

foot, and was in the habit of walking with a stick. The
lameness was caused by a heavy weight once falling vcpon

his foot and almost crushing it. I oelieve some of the

bones were crushed, but at any rate it left the upper part

of his foot a purplish-black. The accident happened
when I was a little child, though I remember it perfectly

well, and have seen his foot as I have described it to you
a thousand times."
" And did the left foot of this dead body exhibit the

appearance which you have just described ?
"

^' It did."

"And therefore you dismissed all doubts firom your
mind?"
" I did."

"And when did you see this body ?"
" This morning, just before the commencement of the

trial."

"Where?"
" In an adjoining room."
" My lord, said Mr. Nuttall, " I have done with this

witness for the present. The evidence she has given, you
cannot fail to see, is most important. In my humble
judgment there should be a pause made in the proceedings
here, in order that the jury may have an opportunity of

inspecting the body of the deceased, and ascertaining

whether it presents the appearance she has described.
Of course, 1 say this without prejudice to my learned
brother for the defence, who may wish to oross-ezamine
Miss Maud Gouldman."
The defending counsel rose up—
" I have no questions I wish to a«k Miss Maud

Gouldman. I would not be guilty of the rudeness of
insinuating that she has misstated or perverted any
fact."

This sentiment, concurring so well as it did with the
opinion of the mass of spectators who thronged the court,
produced a loud demonstration of applause, which no one
attempted to check.
The counsel for the defence tat down with a smile on

his face.

A politic man was that counsel for the defence.
He knew well enough that he shared in the odium

which hung over his client.

He knew that the popular feeling was against him.
He knew the unfavourable nature of the eompansMi

which would be instituted hetween Adrian Winberrj
ftnd Maud Gbuldman.
To have asked a single question—to have maau ibe

least attempt to tLrow diBcredil on her testimoo v—
would only have increased tbe public dislike.
But his object was to win for himself and ka his eiiantw much suffrage aqd «vmpathy m possiUe, and th&t

•bjeet was gaiiied.

Hy the refusal to cross-ex&miae, and by the ntte rauce
tt thai sentiment, hs bod ingntiated hiaL Jf mom than

be could possibly have done by any other means, and h*
cannot but be admired for the tact and manaeemen^ witb
which he had successfully achieved his end.

And though his cause appeared so hopelesb, «et he by
no means despaired of gaining the aoQuittal of W oiieeitt

Admui Winberry.

CHAPTER CCLXXXII.
THK CCUMBBL rOS THB PROSECUTION HAKES All

TO TH« JUDGE FOE PBOTECTIOK POH BIS WITNESS,
WHICH IB REFUSED HIH.

The suggestion made by Mr. Nuttall to the effect that
there should be a temporary suspension of the proceedings
while tJ<n jury went to view the body, was immediately
acted upon.
The corpse of the deceased Mr. William Winberry had

been removed to the Sessions-house, Old Bailey, and
placed in one of the ante-rooms adjoining the court.
Mr. Kersey was aware of this, and though he would

fain have spared Maud Gouldman the additional horror
of gazing upon the disfigured corpse, still the sacred cause
of justice rendered it imperatively necessary.
Nerving herself, then, as well as she was able, to bear

the revolting sight, shs^had, as she had stated in her evi-

dence, entered the room and identified the body of the
murdered man.
As soon as the jury had left their seats, Mr. Kersey

made his way towards the witness-box, and, taking Maud
by the hand, led her to an obscure seat.

The prisoners, too, were allowed to sit down, while in

the body of the court there arose that hum and murmur
which ever takes place upon such occasions.

All was confusion.

The jury, however, were not long absent.

Thev were satisfied with one glance at the ghastly and
horrible form.

Then they turned away sickened and disgusted.

The foot, however, was shown to them, and its appear-
anoi entirely corresponded with the description which the
fair witness had given of it.

Moreover, one of the jurymen, who by profession hap-
pened to be a surgeon, gave it to be bis deliberate opinion

that what they saw had been caused by a weight falling

upon it and crushing it.

This, then, was satisfactory in the extreme, so far as the
identification of the body went, and this also established

the oonneoting link between the two divisions of the

counsel for the prosecution's address.

They then all returned to the court, and took their

seats.

SUenoe was restored.

Mr. Kersey was next placed in the witness-box.
The facts he swore to were unimportant, but still cor-

roborative of what had been stated in connexion with
him.
The counsel for the defence was asked whether he

wished to put any questions to this witness, and he replied

in the negative.

Then there was a pause.
The judge spoke.
" Is this the case for the prosecution P

**

Mr. Nuttall rose.

There was something he wished to ^y, but he <lid not
know how to give it utteianoe.
" It is, and it is not, mv lord."
" What do you mean P

" This, my lord- if yon consider the eridenoe we luif«
adduced sufS/^.ently oondusive to substantiate the charge
against t'oe prisoners at the bar, the case is ended : but if

V XI should oe of a contrai^ opinion, and think the evi«

dence not sufficient to support the accusation, we have
another witness to caU."
" This is something very extraordinary. I am not in B

position to express an opinion. I should be taking th«

function out of the hands of the jury- Whv not call this

witcess at once r
" ®

" My lord, I wish sincerely that 1 coum, because the
' evidence that he would give would be so moch i» the
point, and so terribly conclusive, inasmuch as be was

I positively a spectator of the murder of which the three
prisoners at the bai stand accused."

' ihis announcement, whiA Mr. Anttall ottered m •
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hmd, clear, and iiftmot ^noe, ereated • profound mb-
ation in th« coari.

The oonnsel for the defence looked doubtful and wj^roos,

though he vras on the watch to la? hold of any aur-xtx-

tance that might take place.

But as for the three criaonera, thay w«» tb« aivst

affected by this speech-
It was easy to see thai the selt-poaaeMioii wksKn they

bad hitherto preserved forsook them, and AdriaD Win-
berry, turning ghastly pale, grasped the front ai tfea dock

with a nervous grip.

Who was thiii witness P he aaked himself.

Who was in that foot-fonaken plaes at th« aaBMi Unf
M he was.
What invisible eye had witnessed the foul murder t

These were the queotions which snooeeded eada other

with lightning rapidity in Adrian's mind.
But all those questions, terribly aad vilaUy im{)or<ant

as they were, were unanswerable.
With straining eyes and hated breath, he glared at the

cennsel for the pronecution, anxious to catch the next

words which came fiom his lips.

"This, then," said the judge, "is an all-important

knd indispensable witness. Why do you hesitate t« caU
him?"
"My lord, there are cogent reasons for it. Cnanoe

alone—Providence—call it what you will, caused his

presence in the haunted house when the murder was
committed. But he was there, and an unsuspected

witness of the murder which was peiT3etrated."

"Then why did he not come forward on the inqaastP
This conduct, you will find, will have the effect of throwing
discredit on his evidence."
" I trust it will not, my lord, when you hear the r«a«cn

of his non-appearance."
" What is that reason P"
" Personal danger."
" Personal danger !

" repeated the judge, in accents of

the utmost surprise. Believe me, 1 am curious in the

extreme to know what personal danger a witness can
incur in coming into court to give his evidence."
" My lord, be does incur very great personal danger.

It was hoped that he would be spared the necessity of

coming forward. That hope, however, which waa a frail

one, has turned out fallacious."

"Be good enough to come to the point, brother
NuttaU.'^
" I will, my lord. Do yon think that the personal

attendance of this witness could be avoided ?
"

" Certainly not."

"I am soiTy to hear you say as much, my lord. I

thought if he put down in writing what he had seen,

and swore to it before witnesses, that the reading of such

a document world enable you to dispense with his appear-

ance."
" It might under some conditions, perhaps, but

decidedly not where so grave a charge as the present

is at stake. It would oe most prejudicial to admit
written evidence of such a kind."
" I am in duty ix)und to bow to your decision, my lord."
" What is the nature of the personal danger wV.i-^h the

witness will incur by stepping into the witness-box ?
"

" Capture by the police, my lord."

"Ahem. That is awkward. Why ia he liable to

ipture ?
"

^' He ii liable to a ohwee of tt^y."
" Oh ! inQeed."
" That ia preoisely the case, uiy lord ; or rather, to

have it in full, thus. The witness of whom I speak, being
pursued by the police, took refuge from them in the

haunted house, which has to-day so frequently been made
mention of. While hiding there he saw the three prisoners

enter, and also saw the murder committed. Then, as
Pursford, the officer, has related, he broke in ; and this

witness was again oompelled to fly for his life, and only
escaped capture by making his way over the housetops,
to the imminent hazard of his life."

The judge glared at Mr. Nuttall while he made this

statement, and, not knowing what else to aay, ottered
his former ejaculation of—

-

" Oh ! indeed."
Mr. Nuttall held up a small folded paper.
" I have here," he said, " in writing, and ssroru to in

Ihe presence of two witnesses, an account of what the

person witnessed, to whom I have aUnded; aad m kt
cannot make hi* appearance without ei pcsi^ oTmsclf W
the certain risk of capture, I think your kaSship woald
iM>t bt doing wrong in permitting this doCTiineot to be
read aa endenoe."

Before the judge eoold reply, tb« ounnsei tot ih» defeooe

rose to his feet.
" Pardon me, ray lord, one moueat," be ceid. I have

not spoken befoie, because I wisJied to see how tar my
learned friend for the prosecution would go in this maitt^r.

Surely, mv lord, you will not do my client—of whose
perfect and entire innocence I feel convinced-^I say you
will not do him such an injustice, nor establish in this

court 80 dangerous a precedent, as to receive the vmtten
evidence of a witness who dares not come forward. The
mischief that would hereafter ensue is incalculable."
" i beg your pardon," said the counsel for the proseco-

tion, " the witness of whom I speak does dare to come
forward j but, aa he perils his liberty by doing so, it waa
wished to tiy whether it cannot be dispensed with. My
lord, I wait for your decision."
" Has this man been guilty of many serious crimes ?

"

" He has not been tried and found guilty of any, though
several have been laid to his charge."
" Js there a warrant out against him authoriiiug hif

apprehension ?
"

" I believe so, my lord."
" It appears to me that the evidence you say it lies in

his power to give ia indispensable, and such as no other

person can give ?
"

" Just 80, my lord,"
" It is very awkward."
" My lord, I have yet another proposition to make to

you. If this document cannot be received as evidence,

would you throw the shield u( your protection round thii

witness, and prevent his capture ?
"

" I fear I have no power. My jarisdictioa is confined

within the four walls of this court.
" But, my lord, if this man comes here voluntarily in

the cause of justice, and at the peril of his own liberty,

surely, I should think, he ought to be protected,"
" You say he will come forward ?

"

" Tes, my lord ; he is in the oonrt at the pretest

moment awaiting your decision."

There was a viwible commotion all over the court, caused
by each person looking earnestly and eagerly into the faee

of his neighbour.
Dick did not shrink back and strive to avoid detection.

Such a course would, he knew, immediately ensure detec-

tion, so he assumed as much curiosity as those who hap-
pened to be standing near him, and who returned his gaze
without suspecting him to be the person alluded to.

" My decision is this," said the judge. " If the witnese

chooses to come forward and give his testimony, it will be
entirely at bis own risk—I am powerless to protect him.
Still, should he be captured here, the circumstances under
which the capture took place will doubtless havi> the effiset

of mitigating the rigour of his punishment."
Mr. Nuttdl shook his head.
"That is poor encouragement. Still, I cannot he^

your decision. Of its justice I do not say a word. The
witnesi is here, and has overheard all that has passed. U
he lik<a5 to step into the witness-box he can. If he doea,

the punishment of the guilty must follow, aaiS it appear*
to me his capture also. The risk is to be run. He can

come forward or not, just as b« may think jwoper. Only
i rtiiiik he ought to be warned what will be the result."

" If a warrant is out against him," said the judge, " I

cannot interpose between him and the officers of justice."

CHAPTER CCLXXXIII.

DICK TUBPIN, AT ALL RISKS, ENTEBS THE WITNESS-
BOX, AND IS BEOOQNISED BT UB. WRIQGLES.

A STEANQB hushed silence followed this decision, which
was enunciated in a low tone, yet ^ith extreme dis-

tinctness.

It will be seen that this la^t speech of Mr. Nuttall's
was intended entirely for the edification of .Dick Turpin,
so that ha should not come forward in ignorance of

what would be the consequence.
There waa little very tempting in it, and Dick asked

himself the question whellier he should be justified in

throwing away his life-for it would be doing nothing iesa
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for ene chief good of some one he had never aeen—
namejy, Blanche Winberry.

His eyes roamed ronnd the court after the ooansel
had spoken, and they rested upon the countenance of

Maud Gouldman.
That decided him.
She did not peroeive bis ^lanoe ; her attention -raa

rivetted upon the judge and Mr. Nuttall.

But that oneglanoe decided Dick.
Drawing his cloak close up to hia ehin, he moved

a*ide those who were before him, and strode in a direct

line towards the witness-box.

The movement of this one cloaked figure from among
the mass attracted immediate attention.

All eyes were fixed upon it.

Those who could not see so well rose up and craned
their necks over the heads of those who eat before

them.
A lane was opened.
Every one stood aside.

Seeing this, Dick availed himself of it to make all

speed possible, and then, not without a strange flutter-

ing at hia heart, which he tried in vain to subdue, he
stood within the witness-box.
He held hia hat in his hand.
The lower part of hia face, however, was covered with

his cloak.

A faint ory oame from, the lipa of Maud Gouldman as
she saw him, and she said

:

"No, no, it must not be—the sacrifice is too great."
"Nay," replied Dick, " I am here."
The full, rich tones of his voice penetrated like music

into the utmost recesses of the court.
The curiosity of all persons received a fresh addition,

and no small degree of attention was directed to Maud,
who, covering her face with her handkerchief, shrunk
back from the public scrutiny.

It would be hard to say who looked at Dick with the
greatest amount of eagerneas.
Adrian Winberry glared at the cloaked and unre-

vealed character which was to utter such oonolosive
and condemnatory evidence against him.
The judge was the first to recover himself.
Looking at Mr. Nuttall, he said :

" Is this the witness of whom you spoke ?"

" It is, my lord. You see, despite the warning words
I uttered for his special behoof, he has, of his own free

will, made his way into the witness-box. He knows
the penalty of what he has done, but he is there to fur-

ther the ends of justice, and take the responsibility of

his own actions."
" Then," said the judge, with some degree of fervour,

"be he whom he may, such behaviour is in the highest
degree praiseworthy and commendable."
Dick bowed deeply in reply to this complimentary

apeech.
" Let the witness reveal himself," added the judge.
" One moment, my lord," said Mr. Nuttall. " Ere it

be too late, let me make a last appeal, that as he has
come forward in the manner you have seen, you will

screen him from the consequences."
" I have already said it does not lie within my power.

If it did, I should only be too glad to act in the manner
you recmest."

" There is no resource, then. Witness, are you will-

ing to reveal yourself ?"

Dick made no reply by words.
He released hia cloak, which he held around him with

one hand only, and it fell flutteringly to his feet.

He drew himself proudly up to hie full height, and
stood exposed to the gaze of all.

But there was no sudden ory of recognition, as he had
more than half suspected.
The book was handed to him, and the cnstomary oath

proposed.
It waa taken.
Then waa propounded the first and Titally-important

question t

" What is your name t"

A breathless silenoe followed the nttefanoe of this

query.
A silence that was positively painful.
Diok once more glansed around him.
Then he said, quietly :

" John Palmer."
Scarcely had the words passed hia lips, than a man

laaar the door of the court gesticulated furiously, and
cried :

"False—false! A thousand pounds reward ! I claim
It ! False—false ! That is not John Palmer, but Dick
Turpin, the highwayman ! Seize him ! seize him !"

The scene of confusion that now ensued is perfectly
indescribable.

As if by magic the interior of the court was converted
into Bedlam.
For a long time all attempts to restore order were in

vain.

The judge stood up.
" Clear the court !" he cried, " clear the court ! Am

I to be insulted in this manner P Clear the court
!"

These words had the effect of restoring silence.
" Where is the man who cried out just now P" ex-

claimed the judge, as soon as he could make his voioe
heard. " Bring him before me ! Where is he ?"

" It is me, my lord. Here I am," said a voice, and
some one strugfe^ed forward to the centre of the court.
Dick knew him at a glance.

It waa hia old foe, Mr. Wriggles.
Now the judge, when he saw this man waa a police-

officer, was not so wrathful, still he demanded what he
meant by breaking the peace of the court.

" Pardon me, my lord," said Mr. Wriggles, "but that
man in the witness-box is no other than the notorious
and desperate highwayman, Dick Turpin, and for whose
apprehension I have a warrant now in my possession.
May I seize him, my lord ?"

" Certainly not, Mr. Officer, certainly not. He stands
here in the sacred position of a witness on the side of
truth, and as such he is entitled to protection, at all

events until he leaves the place where he now ia, after
which I have no power to prevent you from exercising
the duties of your office upon him."
The former part of the speech was greeted with ap-

plause by the spectators of the court, but the latter

portion with loud expressions of disapproval.
It waa easy to see that Dick waa a favourite, and

that the popular feeling was entirely on his side.

He bowed several times to the mass of people during
the manifestation of their suffrage.

This appeared to give them unqualified delight, while
abuse of all kinds was levelled at the head of Mr.
Wriggles ; nor could silence be obtained until they set

about clearing the court.

The desire to hear the rest of the remarkable pro-

ceedings, which had now reached their most interesting
point, triumphed over every other consideration, and
seeing the officials fully in earnest, they suddenly be-

caine as quiet as mice.

Mr. Wriggles gradually worked hia way to the wit-

ness-box, until he got so close that he could, by reach-
ing out his arm, have touched Dick Turpin, had he been
so minded. There was on exultant grin upon his fea-

tures. He had entered the court, still amartin^ under
the defeat he had just experienced, and wondering how
he should get the highwayman in his clutches, when
suddenly he appeared before his very eyes.

And now this interruption and excitement over, the
business of the court resumed its ordinary manner.
The judge himself addressed our hero.
" It appears, then, that you are the notorious high-

wayman, Dick Turpin. I can now understand your re-

luctance to coming forward as a witness ; and that you
should do so at all risks fills me with admiration."
Dick bowed.
" I am not afraid to say that this is the first time such

a thing has occurred," continued the judge, who could not
overcome his surprise ; and I am scarcely able to believe

it. However, not to take up the time of the court, for

this case has been prolonged for a considerable length,

be good enough to atate what you know about this

transaction. Speak freely and fully."

There was an intense desire to catch the first worda
from the highwayman's lips,

" My lord," he began, in a calm voice, ana not like

one who stood in so perilous a position. " My lord, as

you have already been told in court, I wrote down the

whole of the particulars of this business, so far aa I

was conaerned in it."
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" Yea, TTo haTO had that stated already by the counsel

for the prosecution."
" I was about to ask whether you would permit me to

have that paper to refer to, so that I shall not make any
mistake, or omit any detail. It was written with great
care and attention."
The counsel for the defence rose to his feet.
" My lord," he said, " will you have the kindness to

inform me whether it ia your intention to receive what
this man says as evidence P"

" Assuredly."
" Then, my lord—pardon me for my boldnessin saying

30—I consider you have decided very improperly."
"Sir!"
" Pardon me, my lord, but this man ia a common felon

—his life ia forfeit to the hangman ; besides, I accuse
him of being the perpetrator of this foul murder."

" You are slightly in error, I think, brother," said the
judge, calmly. " You wish to throw discredit on what
this man is about to say,"

" I consider he ought not to be believed upon his oath,
my lord."

" And I am of an entirely different opinion. The very
fact of his forfeiting his liberty, and consequently his life

in the manner that he has, is sufficient proof, I should
think, that he comes here on the side of truth and
justice."

A loud cheer from the spectators greeted this speech,
but it was immediately checked by the criers.

" I shall certainly hear what this man has to say,"
said the judge, "and shall note carefully how what ha
says corresponds with the evidence which has formerly
been given."
"Shall I hand him the paper for which he asked ?"

inquired the counsel for the prosecution.
" No

;
give it to me. I will myself peruse it, and

question him from it, which will be imposing a severer
test."

In accordance with this determination, the paper was
handed to the judge, who looked at it for some momenta
in silence.

The substance of it seemed quite satisfactory, so he
turned round to Dick and prepared to question him.
As he did so there was upon his face too plain an

expression of interest and compassion to be mistaken.
Seeing what was going to follow, it must of necessity

be full of interest. There once more reigned in that
court the death-like and oppressive silence which had
more than twice marked the day's proceedings.

CHAPTER CCLXXXIV.
DICK TURPIN GIVES HIS EVIDENCE AGAINST ADRIAN
WINBERRT, AND SWEARS TO THE IDENTITY BOTH
OF HIM AND HIS ACCOMPLICES.

"On a certain night," said the judge, "you, Eichard
.Curpin, the highwayman, were pursued by the police,
and took refuge in St. James's-park. Id that so ?"

" It is, my lord," replied Dick.
" After you had gained the inclosnre, be good enough

to relate what took place."
" My foes were hard upon my track, and I ran across

the Mall, which brought me to the palinga protecting the
inclosure containing the piece of ornamental water. I

had previously sprained my ankle, and I suffered acute
pain. I intended to climb over these palings, but owing
to the pain, I was not able to do it at the first trial."

" Go on
; that exactly corresponds with what is set

down here."
" While standing here to recover myself, 1 heard the

loud blast of a bugle somewhere within the park, which
was presently answered by another on my right, another
on my left, and another before me."
"Just so. Please eontinue. These are minor particu-

lars, but still they may turn out to beo* importance as
theevidenoe proceeds. What next P"
" I was at a loss to think what this meant, until the

thought occurred to me that my foes, knowing I was
somewhere in the park, had commnnicated with the
soldiers who guarded the various exits from the park,
for them to allow no person to pass out."

" Precisely."

"Having come w this oonolaaion, I sQOoeeded in

climbing over the palings, and made mjr way to the
ornamental water. To have gone round it would have
taken me too much time, so I swam across it."
" Yes, Proceed, so far you are quite right according

to the paper."
" Upon reaching the opposite bans, I felt I had a few

minutes' rest and reflection left me, so I paused, and
thought what means I should adopt to get out of the
park, I then all at once remembered that one of the row
of houses which are in Birdcage-walk was shut up and
deserted, being haunted. To this I determined to make
my way, and try and effect an entrance to it, for I feared
my foes more than apparitions."

" Go on."
" Having taken this resolution.I made my way with all

^peed to my destination, and, as the distance is not great,

1 reached it in a few moments. My desperate emergency
lent me strength, and I mounted those palings also, and
dropped into the garden of the haunted house, for such
it has all along been called.

" I need not describe all the difficulties I encountered
in seeking to effect an entrance to this deserted mansion.
Let it suffice I entered through the door leading into the
lower kitchen.

" From this last-named place I made my way up to
the floor above, which was, of course, the ground-floor
of the mansion.

" The whole place was intensely silent, and the only
thing that can be compared to its silence ia its profound
darkness.

" Upon reaching the entrance-hall I could, by the aid
of the fanlight over the front door and the two narrow
windows which were upon either side of it, see tolerably
well about me.
" On my left hand, as I stood facing the front door,

was a flight of stairs very noble in their appearance and
with riohly-carved balusters.

" I had now to consider what should be my next step
to escape, so I determined to ascend the stairs, and try
and find (if 1 could) some hiding-place above."
Dick paused for breath.

"Goon," said the judge. "You are quite right so
far."

" I ascended the stairs, then, but before I reached the
first turn in the staircase, I heard a slight sound which in

the stillneaa of that empty house sounded like a loud one.
" At first I did not know what produced it, but I soon

remembered it was a key rattling in a lock, as though
some one waa rather impatient about unfastening it.

" This, considering the reputation of the house, was a
strange and suspicious occurrence, so I crouched down
upon the stairs to see what was about to take place.

" I was not kept long in suspense, for the door was
thrown open and three men entered."

" Will you swear distinctly that you saw three men ?"

" I will, my lord : for, having entered and closed the

door behind, one called for a light, and immediately a
dark lantern was produced. By the aid of this I saw
them, though not so distinctly as I did afterwards. One,
however, (he who had called for a light), wore upon his

head a large felt hat with slouching brim and a long
black cloak muffled up in his neck."

" You saw that?"
" Yes, but more distinctly a little while after, as I will

relate to your lordship."
" Go on, then."
" As you may suppose, my lord. I felt so much interest

in this stealthy visit at the hour of midniglit— for, as I

take it, it was somewhere about that time—that I forgot

to a great extent my own danger, and the occasion of

my presence in that house, and became quite absorbed
in watching their actions.

" I was well hidden where I was, and thought I should

not have to move, but in this I was mistaken, for the
three men came directly towards the stairs, and oom*
menced ascending them.

" This, of course, necessitated a change of positica,
and.therefore, I silently ascended the stairs before lliem,

and did not pause until they stopped upon t*" second
landing.

" Here there was a massive-looking door, ana it was
before this they all halted."

" I presume," said the judge, " from the position you
oooupied apoa the lower portion of the thiid flight o£
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atairi, yon had a full view of the door of the room m
question ?"—" I had, my lord."
" Continue yournarrative."
" The one in the cloak pushed aside hia cloak and telt

for the key which he presently produced. I mention the

displacement of the cloak because I then saw the cloth-

ing beneath it, which was of a rich and costly material,

and such as would be worn by gentlemen."
" Did you see the face of the person who wore the

" I saw the lower portion of it, my lord, as he stooped

down and fitted the key into t'le lock. The beams of the

dark lantern, whi'ih one o£ tt3 others earned, feli tiill

upon it." .. u J
" Now look oaretuUy at t!!ie prisoner^ at the bar, ana

tell me whether yoa recognise either of them as the per-

son you saw fitting the key into the lock of the doore

« My lord, the one standing furthest from me, with ms
hand clutching the front of the dock, is the one. He
luLS made some changes in his personal appearance, but i

No. 52.

can swear to him, for all that. I saw him so distinctly,

not only at the time now referred to, but afterwards.^

" In what respect has he changed hia appearance C

"My lord you now see him with his face smooth-

shaven. When I saw him he wore a profusion of hair

upon the lower part of it."
,„t,v«

"That will do, and now continue your narrative,

which, up to the present time, you have given with re-

markable clearness and accuracy, so far as correspond-

ing with this document goes. The principal, and by

far the most important portion of your evidence, I see

remains to be given, but do not be hasty. Lp^. us hava

the whole straightforward." ,
, ,^ „. , - u„„j

"
I will try my best, my lord. I left off ^^'^re . tood

watching them fit tlie key into the lock. The door waa

opened, and the moment it was I heard someone with a

the room into which it led utter some
^°^^«J° ^,«^"l*

and shrieking tone of voice, and so strained was it tna«

I could not tin at first whether it was a man or wnethec

it was a woman who spoko.'

Price One Halp^ennt.
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" What was the purport of those words ?"

"That, my lord, I can hardly tell you, they were so

disjointed and incoherent ; but they were to the effect that

he would not listen or be persuaded to do something."
" And you do not recollect any of them ?"

"No, my lord."

"Continue, then."
" The one in the cloak bade those with him to enter,

Baying, at the same time, he would follow. All three

passed into the room, the door of which they left ajar.

"Immediately upon their entrance the shrieks ceased,

and I, more curious tha^before, stole down the stairs,

and stood close to the partially open door.

"From where I stood I could not see into the interior

of the room, but I could hear every word that was said.

The exact words I cannot remember, but the substance

of what was said is this. The tall man in the cloak,

who I could recognise by the deep and peculiar tones

of his voice, was endeavouring, by threats and per-

suasions, to induce some one to sign a deed tranafer-

ing his property to him.
" Stop a moment," said the judge- " You swear that

is the substance of what passed ?"

" I do, my lord."
" I will make a note of it, then."
" The person to whom he addressed himself, and who

appeared to be kept in this room as a kind of prisoner,

refused to accede to what was demanded of him, but the

argument that the one in the cloak brought forward
oftenest, and laid the most stress upon was this. If he
would sign the deed, his daughter should be restored to

him. He also agreed to leave sufficient to keep them
both in comfort, provided he would sign the deed."

" Was the name of thia daughter mentioned P"
" Yes, my lord."
" What was it P"

"Blanche."
" Indeed ! This affair grows blacker and blacker.

And was this daughter Blanche spoken of by the one in

the cloak as being in his power ?"

" She was, my lord ; and he also held out threats as to

what her fate should beif he refused to do as he required."
" What next ?"

" Some harsh recriminating words followed, in the
sonrse of which things which had happened in the past
were referred to. This conversation let me know that
the one in the cloak and the person to whom he ad-
dressed himself were brothers—or rather half-brothers,

being sons by the same fathers but different mothers."
" You could not repeat that conversation ?"

" No, my lord, I cannot recollect it word for word,
but what I have just said is what it all amounted to."

"Proceed, then."
" Up to this point, my lord, I had heard without see-

ing, but it occurred to me that if I made a change in my
position, I should be able to see into the interior of the
room, which would materially assist me to comprehend
what was taking place."

" And could you see ?"
" Yes, my lord ; I moved, and then found I could see the

chief actors in the interesting scene I had overheard."
" Be good enough to describe what yoa saw."
"My first ideas respecting it, my lord, were quite

realized. The door led into an apartment, at one end of

which, and full in my view, was seated in an old-fashioned
chair an emaciated, white-headed old man.

" His arms were held down on either side of him by
the two men, who kept a firm grasp upon them—for

every moment the old man strove to rise from his seat,

fent each time they forced him back into it."

"Stotj," said the judge; "I will make a note of that."

CHAPTER CCLXXXV.
DICK TlTKPIN IS CROSS-EXAMINED BY THE COUNSEL

FOB THE DEFENCE.
Not a single word in the shape of interruption had been
nttered from the time when Dick Turpin commenced to

give his testimony.
From the mere fact of the judge having qnesti^ied

him ft)l through in the manner he did, it can be seen
how ut^ep an interest he felt in all that fell from his lips,

and how maoh value he set upon what be said.

Himself and Dick, then, were the only speaners in
the court, and had been so for some time.
As for the spectators, their first excitement over, they

had sat mute and^motionless, listening to the rtvp-'.^iio

narrative which Dick related with breathlfisa f.^r'ever-
ish interest.

The reader is, of course, acquainted witn it all from
first to last, but it was deemed expedient to set down in
this place the words exactly as they came from Dick
Turpin's mouth, because the counsel for the defence
afterwards cross-examined him upon many of the points
upon which he spoke, being engaged all the time Dick
was speaking in taking down his words in shorthand.
The judge finished his note, and turned over a fresh

page.
"Now," he said, "I have written here, that from

where|you stood, you could see the men as they held the
old man down in the chair. Is that right P"

" Quite right,"
"Be careful, please, for this is a serious business,"
" I am aware of it, my lord, and am relating to you

just what I witnessed, and no more."
" Exactly ; now tell me, could you see the faces of

these two men P"
" I could, my lord ; and their forms also."
" Indeed. Well, then, look at the prisoners at the b»r

attentively, and then tell the court whether yon can see
the two men who held the old man down in the chair."

The two accomplices of Adrian W^inberry looked very
uneasy upon hearing these words, and screwed up their
faces 60 as to baffle Dick if they could.
But they failed in their attempt.
Like the police-officer, Pursford, who, in giving hie evi-

dence said that when he once saw a person he always
knew them again, Dick had a remarkable memory of

faces.

When he looked at the two men, then, he knew them
instantly—for, of course, while he stood at the partially-

open door, he had had an ample opportunity of studying
their countenances.

" My lord," said Dick, " I am quite prepared to swear
that those two men, who are standing nearest this way,
are the same I saw in the haunted house, holding the old
man down in the chair."

It was easy to see that these words, uttered as they
were in a tone of firm and earnest conviction, produced
a great effect on the jury.

" That is quite conclusive. Now relate what else you
saw and heard."
" I will, my lord. The means by which I saw the old

man and those who held him was afforded me by the
dark lantern, which they had placed on the table with
the door open, so that the light which it emitted was
diffused, and not concentrated, as it would have been if

the lens had been before the light.
" At first I did not see the one who wore the cloak.

He was standing where the door had hid him from my
view. Presently, however, he stepped forward, and I

saw him as distinctly as either of the others, and that is

the reason why I swore so positively to his identity
before when you asked me."

" I will make a note of that,"said the judge.
Soveral of the jury did likewise.

Tiie judge, having finished his writing, looked up to
Dick, who understood from the action that he was to
continue.

" 1 saw him with a paper in his hand, which he spread
out and put upon the table. From its general appear-
ance, seeing it from the distance, I took it to be a deed.

The one in the cloak rested one finger upon it, av^ re-

newed his solicitations to the other to sign it.

" Still the old man refused.
" As the conversation went on, I soon found that the

conditions were that the old man should be released

from his present place of confinement, his daughter
Blanche be restored to him, and an annual income set-

tled upon him if he would sign this deed, and transfer

the whole of his wealth and property to him."
" But you say that this proposal was rejected ?"

" Yes, my lord, for a long time ; but at length he did
consent. In order to be reunited to hia daughter be
sacrificed everything. With a hasty hand he aeiJMd
the pen and affixed his signature to the document."^

" Did you see him do it ?"
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" I did not see him write hia name, my lord. I was
not near enough, but I saw him take the pen and write

something rapidly."
" Yes, that is what i thought."
" My lord, I ought to tell you that I anticipated the

perpetration of some atrocious treachery, and, could I

have done so, I would have warned the old man not to

sign. But I was powerless to interfere."
" What did you see next ?"

" Scarcely had the old man finished making the few
atrokes with his pen, than the one in the cloak with

great rapidity pulled a pistol from his apparel, and
holding it against the old man's head, fired it."

A loud cry of irrepressible horror rose from all in court

npon hearing the particulars of this cold-blooded assas-

sination.

But, seeing the judge's lips move, all were again
instantly silent.

"Did you not, then, seeing what was his intent, spring
forward, and prevent the consummation of the murder ?"

asked the judge.
" My lord, I had no time. You could not have drawn

breath between the time when the deed was signed and
the pistol fired. Nevertheless, I started forward, and
was about to dash into the room, when my footsteps

were suddenly arrested."
" Arrested ? How ? By whom ?"
*' By a loud knocking at the front door. In a moment

I thought of my pursuers, and the wish to preserve my
own life and liberty rose superior to every other con-
sideration."
"I understand."
" The sound of the blows told me that they were

attacking the front door in good earnest, and that they
wonld soon have it down I felt sure, so, without further
hesitation, I sprang up the flight of stairs leading to the
third story, intending to make my escape by the roof.

In this I succeeded, though not without great peril."

"And does that conclude your testimony in this case ?"
" It does, my lord. Chance threw me in the way of

those who were sufferers by the villainy I had witnessed.
Without my testimony it was considered the guilty could
not be convicted. At the same time, it was quite certain
if I did come forward and state what I knew, it would
be at the sacrifice of my life. However, I resolved for

the sake of the family of the murdered man, to come for-

ward at all risks, and I have done so, as you see. If you
will believe me, it was not without the hope that when
all the circumstances were known, I should be allowed
to go forth unmolested. I am well aware tliat I stand
charged with committing several offences against the
laws, and that a warrant has for a long time been issued
empowering my apprehension. Still, for all that, I trust
that the evidence I have given will be received, and
that the guilty will be punished, while I am allowed at
least a chance for my life, for all know that I have
perilled it voluntarily, and in a righteous cause."
There was a hum of ^Dplause in the court as Dick

thus spoke.
He was popular with those who were assembled there,

beyond all doubt, and he felt hopeful, for they might
yet be able to render him assistance ; for, from what the
reader knows of Dick's character, he must be aware that
he was not likely to submit tamely or give in easily.

But, if the truth must be told, Dick cherished in hia

heart the hope that some protection would b3 afforded
him—that, in fact, he would be set free.

Whether this hope was doomed to realization or dis-

appointment time only can determine.
"Silence !" cried the usher.
Then the judge spoke in answer to Dick's appeal.
" I have no power to pj-otect you from the officers ex-

cept while you are within the precincts of this court,
during which time you will be regarded in the sacred
light of a witness, and free from the grasp of any

" I sincTely thank you, my lord. Have you any fur-

ther questions to ask of me ?"

"No, none; what you have said entirely corresponds
with what is here set down. Perhaps, however, one of

my learned friends may wish to put a few questions to
you."
Both Mr Nuttall and the counsel for the defence rose

instantly to their feet, but Mr. Nuttall, from the fact of

his being on the side of the prosecution, was allowed
the precedence.

" I have nothing further to say just at present," ho
said, " though I may, perhaps, have occasion to recall
you. You can stand down now so far as I am con-
cerned."
" Wait a moment, please," cried the counsel for the

defence, " wait a moment ; if my learned friend has done
with you, I have not."
Dick bowed, and a very percoptible hiss arose in the

court somewhere.
" Turn that man out of court," said the judge.
But all were suddenly silent again, so the. order was

rather a difficult one to carrjr out.

The counsel took no notice ; he was a man not very
easily disconcerted, and went on with what he intended
to say.

" Ahem ! Mr. Dick—or, perhaps, I ought to say Mr.
Eichard Turpin—it appears to be quite admitted on all

hands that your character is none of the best, doesn't
it?"
"Bad or good," said Dick, "I would much rather

stand here before my fellows in the capacity I do than
appear as the accomplice of a murderer."
The counsel turned very red in the face and for a

moment speech was denied him, so great was his rage.
The audience applauded.
" My lord," he cried, "my lord, I must request yon te

call the witness to order."
" I consider," said the judge, " that you fully deserve

what you have got."
" Hear ! hear I" said a voice, and the judge issued no

order for the speaker to be turned out of court, but
continued

—

" If you had begun to cross-examine the witness pro-
perly, he would not have replied to you in the manner he
did. I questioned him, and he treated me with no rude-
ness. My learned brother overlooks the circumstances
of the case. You should bear in mind, not that he is an
offender against the laws, but as one who has nobly

—

for I can call it by no other name—one who has nobly
come forward at the peril of his life to give evidence in
the cause of truth."
A loud burst of applause followed this speech from

tlio judge, and he made no attempt to suppress it until
it became too boisterous.
The time that elapsed, however, before order was

obtained, permitted the counsel for the defence to re»

cover himself from the confusion into which he had
been thrown.
But he resolved not to quit Dick, though he began

questioning him in a far different tone and manner than
he did before, though there was a good deal unpleasant
in it.

" I have some notes here," he said, " a few notes that
I took down while you were giving yonr evidence just
now, and I wish to ask yon a few questions respecting
them, in order that this matter may be cleared up a little.

Yours is a very plausible and well got-up story, but we
are not going to take all you say for gospel, Mr. Turpin,
if you are a highwayman, and a witness on the peril of
your life."

CHAPTER CCLXXXVI.
IN WHICH THE COUNSEL FOB THE DEFENCE COM-
MENCES HIS ADDRESS TO THE JURY, AND MAKES
THINGS LOOK VERT BLACK AGAINST DICK.

Dick Turpin did not condescend to make any reply to
this offensive speech, but looked up at the ceiling atten-
tively.

However, the counsel for the defence had the good
sense lo take no notice of it, and he at once asked the
question to which he had made sucli obscure allusion.

" You say that on the night in que8*jon you were in

St. James's-park ?"

" I was," replied Dick.
"Why were you there P"
" I have already stated that I took refuge in that place

from my pursuers."
" Very good ; and after that you made your way inti

the haunted house?"
" Just so."
" Juat so ! Well now. Mr. Highwayman Turpia—yoa
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are on your oath, please to bear in mind—personally, I

have no doubt you attach but Bmall importance to that

little circumstance, bat I take occasion to remind you of

it, nevertheless."

"You might have savea yourself the trouble. The
little circumstance' has not escaped my memory. I am
here to speak the truth, and I will speak ft without the

j

Blightest reservation."

"I hope you will," said the undaunted counsel;
" because that will make matters so much simpler. Begin

at once, then , by confessing that you were the person seen

by Puraford, the officer, wearing the loug cloak and ac-

companied by two companions,enter the haunted house."
"Wlio? I?" said Dick, staggered for a moment by

the question. "Certainly not. I most indignantly

deny it."
" I thought so. 1 gnew how far your confessions go.

Tou are determined to put me to the trouble of proving

it, I see."
" You will have a great deal of trouble to prove it, it

Birikes me," said Dick.
" I shall do it," said the counsel ; " not by attempting,

in the course of a cross-examination, to entrap you into

making a wrong answer. I feel you have got your tale

too well conned over for that, so you can stand down now.
BO far as I am concerned, until you are wanted again."

Hearing this, Dick gladly enough descended from the

witness box.
Upon reaching the floor of the court, however, he

found his old foe, Mr. Wriggles, standing in disagree-

able proximity to him, and the officer nodded and winked
in a satisfied manner, as much as to say, " I have got
yon safe at last."

There was a pause.
Mr. Nuttall turned over his papers anxiously.
He could see that the battle was not won, and that he

should have a great deal of trouble in achieving the
victory,

" Does this terminate the case for the prosecution ?"

asked the judge.
" It does, my lord."
The judge looked across to the counsel for the defence,

vrho was busy with his papers.
Seeing him not prepared, he rose aod retired to an

adjoining room for refreshment.
Only a partial silence was reserved after his departure.
The jury bent down their heads, and talked earnestly

together.
This state of things continued for about ten minutes.
Then the judge resumed his seat upon the bench.
The counsel for the defence rose.

Amid a profound stillness, which was caused by the
universally felt desire to know what he said, he com-
menced his address in the following terms

—

" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury

—

" When my learned brother for the prosecution, com-
menced the delivery of his address to you, he spoke of
the present case as being one of the most remarkable
that had ever fallen under his notice.
" Without arrogating too much to myself, for, of course,

I have not had the lengthened experience which my
learned brother has enjoyed, I think he would not have
gone too far if he had styled it the most remarkable in
all the annals of criminal jurisprudence.

" The time occupied already has been immense, yet re-

luctantly enough I say it, we have not got half way
through the mor« simple part of this difficult business.
" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury, I am here to-

day as the advocate for the cause of Adrian Winberry,
sow standing at the bar of this conrt.

" I have been deputed to rebut the charges brought
against him, and this is the defence.
"My client distinctly and emphatically pleads three

things. •

" Firstly, that he is innocent of the crime of P'hich he
stands accused.

" Secondly, that he was never in the so-often-men-
tioned house in the Birdcage-walk in his life.

"Thirdly, that he never had any dealings with the
men who stand beside him, and that the first time he
saw them was in the vestibule of Newgate, to which
place he had been taken prisoner V>v mistake, for Dick
Torpin, the highwayman.
"

Jf'. "iw, gentlemen of the jury, wnile perpending i.pon

these three several and distinct denials, let roe craw
your attention to one important fact.

" I allude to the words which terminated the third
negation

—

" My client was taken to the vestibule of Newgate in
mistake for Dick Turpin, the highwayman.

" Now, who was it made the mistake P

The officers ?

" Now, in the evidence for the prosecution it was stated
with particular emphasis, by the witness Pursford, that
when the two men who had been captured in the haunted
house were brought into the vestibule of Newgate (whiok
happened while my client was there), I say the witness
Pursford stated that .•mutual recognition took place
between them.

" This I deny.
"When the two prisoners, who were undoubtedly

captured in the haunted house, were brought in, they
appeared to recognise my client.

" But that was in consequence of an error.
" The prisoners took him for another person who it

may be presumed he resembled, but upon a second look
they acknowledged their mistake.

" From this it will appear that the recognition was all

on one side.

"My client could not have recognised them, beoanee he
had never to his knowledge seen them in his life before.
" Now, my lord, and gentlemen of the jury, I will aak

you what is the most natural dednotion to be inferred
from this ?

" My client was mistaken for another person.
" First, by the officers.

" Secondly, the two men.
" This is strange.
" We know, from the evidence which has inst bem

given, who it was that the police-officers misteok him for.
" It was for Dick Turpia, the highwayman.
" That they did fall into this mistake is certain.
" If they did so, it is easily supposed that the two men

did the same, and that both made a precisely similar
error.

" By their confession these two men declare that
they were hired by an unknown person, (or an unknown
purpose.
" That person might have been Dick Turpin for the

reasons I have just stated.
" But let the person be whom he might, he aeoosted

these two men, and offered them a certain sum of money
to accompany him ; and they, having no idea that murder
was intended, consented to receive it. When the officers

broke in, which, as you have been told in evidence, was
almost simultaneous with the firing of the piBtol,they,
having the example of their employer before them, and
the consequences in view, overcome with horror, at-

tempted to escape, but were captured in the attempt.
" So far, then, gentlemen of the jury, such is the true

state of affairs, and I wish in the next place to explain
the presence of my client in the park at the time men-
tioned when he was mistaken for the murderer, and un-
der that impression conveyed to Newgate.

" I shall bring before you in evidence a witness who
will prove to your satisfaction that on the night in qaei-
tion, and at the time spoken of, Mr. Winberry was at his
house in Birdcage-walk, and having transacted some buei-
nees together, Mr. Winberry, wishing to make his way an
quickly as possible to Charing-cross, was let out by a gate
leading into St. James' s-park, and when last seen was
crossing the enclosure in the direction of Spring-gardens.
" Upon reaching this gate, however, in consequence of

the order which had been issued to the soldiers on guard,
he was stopped, and, in spite of all his protestations,
carried off to Newgate, where he has remained until the
present moment.
"Such, gentlemen of the jury, is a simple statement

of the whole case, and I trust that when you have heard
the evidence which I shall bring forward, you will find

my client innocent, and give your verdict accordingly.
" In conclusion, I would wish to remind yon of the

strange manner in which the highwayman, Dick Turpin,
is mixed up in the business.

" He first comes before yon as a witness for the prose*
outioB.

" Then it appears that he was in the haunted house.
" A mutual mistake was made.
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" My client was taken for Dick Turpin by the oflScers

•f police.
" He was taken to be the individual who had employed

the two men to go with him to the haunted house.
" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury, itis whileasking

you to bear these things well in mind that I call upon
my first witness, Mr. josiah Skinner."
Dick started.

He recollected the name.
There was another person, then, more intimately mixed

up in the plot than he had at first imagined.
The witness called was the rascally attorney, to whom

he had caused to be administered such a well>merited
punishment.
Mr. Kersey, too, who was acquainted with all the

particulars concerning him, likewise remembered who
he was, and hastily wrote down something on a slip

of paper, which he handed to Mr. Nuttall, who perused
it, and nodded his head.
"Mr. Josiah Skinner," cried the usher of the court.

In reply to this call, the attorney stepped forward,
ftnd entered the witness-box.

Upon the book being presented to him to kiss, after he
liad taken the oath, he smacked his lips loudly, in order
that no one in the court should make any mistake about
kis not having kissed the book.
The counsel for the defence began his examination

by asking the apparently useless question

—

" What is your name ?"

"Josiah Skinner."
" Very good. Where do you reside ?"
" I have apartments on the ground-floor of a house,

the back windows of which overlook St. James's-park."
" Is the house situated in the Birdcage-walk ?"

" I believe that is what it is called."
" Just 80. Have you a door through which you can gain

access to the park if you wish it ?"

" Yes ; there is a gate in some pailings which divide

the garden at the back of the house from the park."
"Very good, Mr. Skinner. Now, look at the prieouere

at the bar."
Mr. Skinner did so.

"Do yon know either of them ?"
" Certainly."
"Which one?"
" The one standing furthest from me."
" What is his name ?"

" Mr. Adrian Winberry."
"Very good, again, Mr. Skinner; so far that is quite

fiatisfactory. Now—please be careful—do you recollect

when you last saw him ?"

" Certainly I do. I recollect the ooGaeion perfectly
well."

" When was it?"
" On the twenty-seventh of the last month."
" Gentlemen of the jury, please pay attention to the

date mentiont d by this witness. The twenty-seventh
of last month."

CHAPTER CCLXXXVII.
ME. NUTTALL MANAGES TO FIND SOME FLAWS IN MB.

skinner's EVIDENCE.
Dick Turpin took note of the date as well as the jury.
How the case was to end in consequence of the re-

criminatory defence set up by Adrian Winberry, was
more than he could tell.

The twenty-seventh of the last month was, he knew
well enough, the date when the murder was committed.
Was an alibi about to be proved ?

Was he, after all the risk he had run in his effort to do
good, to be convicted of a crime of which he was perfectly
innocent ?

It looked very much like it.

With a breathless interest he watched the unfolding
of the schemes of the opposing counsel.
He know not how far he would be involved in them.
Well might Dick Turpin tremble for his safety.
The defending counsel was a man who would stick at

nothing.
" Mr. Skinner," he said, resuming his interrogation,

"yon say it was on the twenty-seventh of the last month
when yon last saw Mr. Winberry P"
"It was.'

" Do you remember what time in the day it waaP"
" No, I do not."
"You do not?"
" No, for a very simple reason."
" What reason ?"
" It was not day at all."

"Oh!"
" It was night."
" This is quibbling, Mr. Skinner."
" No, no—not at all. I like to be exact.
" Just as you like, but please do not take up the time

of the conrt unnecessarily."
" I will be careful not to do so, sir."
" Then it was at night when you last saw my client, Mr.

Winberry ?"

"Yes, sir."

"Late at night?"
" Yes, very late."
" Can you recollect the time ?"
" Not exactly."
" That is a pity."
" I can form an idea."
" Let us have it, then."
" It was after midnight."
"After midnight?"
" Yes."
" Much after?"
" No, very little."
" How can you tell ?"

"I remember hearing the clock at Westminster Abbey
strike twelve."
"Yon swear that?"
"Yes."
•' Where were you when you heard the clock strike?"
At my house."

" And was Mr. Winberry with you ?"
" Yes. He came to pay me a visit."
" Very good ; and how long was it after the clock struck

twelve that he left you P"
" Only a few minutes."
" Only a few minutes ?"
" It might be a quarter of an hour."
'• Well, say a quarter of an hour, then.'
" When I heard the clock strike, I said to him"—

-

" Said to who ?"
" Mr. Winberry, my visitor."
" Well, what did you say ?"
" Something about it having struck twelve ; and he said

something in reply about his not knowing it was so late,
and that he had an appointment at Charing-cross, and
he feared if he did not make haste he should be late."
" What next ?"

" He stayed chatting some moments, and then I sng-
gested to him that his nearest waytoCharing-cross would
be across the park, and through Spring-gardens gate."
" Please to go on with your statement."
" He inquired how ho could gain the park, and I told

him there was a gate in my garden leading into it, and he
agreed to avail himself of that means of egrese ; and he
did BO."
"And you have not seen him since ?"
" No, sir."
" That is all you know about the matter P"
" It is, sir."
" Then you can stand down, without my learned friend

for the prosecution wishes to put any question to you."
Mr. Skinner did not stop to hear the last part of this

speech, but hurried out of the box.
He would fain have avoided a cross-examination, but

Mr. Nuttall called him back.
"I won't keep you long, Mr. Skinner," said Mr.

Nuttall, 'ias you appear to be in a hurry."
" I am in no hurry, sir, only I thought the evidence I

gave was so simple, I was done^with."
" Oh ! the error is of no consequence. Now attend to

me, if you please."
" Yes, sir."
" What is your profession ?"
" Profession P"
" Yes—avocation, or what yon please tc Jail it—oram

you one of those favoured few who are aot dependent
upon their exertions for their livelihood f"

" I am an attorney, sir."

"Oh! indeed. You did not mention that before, I thiakf
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" No, sir. I was not asking the qaeation.'
•' Have you known Mr. Adrian Winberry long?"
" Not very long:."
" How long should you think ?"

" About four months, as nearly as I can remember."
" Oh ! indeed. Then I might ^ay the acquaintance is

quite recent ?"

" Just as you please, sir."

" And in what capacity did you become acquainted with

Mr. Adrian Winberry ?"

" What do you mean, sir ?"

*' Did you become acquainted with him as a client, or as

a friend?"
" As a client."

"Oh! as a client. What was the nature of the business

that brouorht you together ?

" I decline to answer that question."
" Do you ?"

" I do, most emphatically."

"Very well. I will not press it, being of no great

importance, but will ask you another question. Was it a

friendly or professional visit that Mr. Adrian Winberry
paid you on the evening, or rather night, you referred

to, while giving your evidence a littla while ago ?"

" A professional visit."

"Oh! indeed. But are you in the habit of transacting

business at your house in Spring-gardens ? I understood
you to say that was your place of residence."

" So it is, sir ; though I sometimes transact business

there if it happens to be of a private, urgent, or important
nature."

" Oh ! indeed ; then we may come to the conclusion, I

suppose, that the business you had with Mr. Adrian
Winberry may be classed under one of those heads ?"

"It might, sir."
" Then, perhaps, you might tell us exactly under what

head ?"

"The business comprehended all three."
" Ah ! It was private ?"

" Yes."
"Urgent?"
" Yes."
" And important ?"

"Very."
" Did any one else see Mr. Adrian Winberry at your

house on the occasion referred to ?"

" I think not."
" You think not. Can you not speak with certainty ?"

" I do not know of any one who saw them. We entered
together. I have a latch-key, so that I can gain admit-
tance at any hour."
"Oh ! I see."

"Some one might have observed us. I am not prepared
to swear that no one did."

" Oh! and did no one sea his departure ?"

"No one but myself, for I took him, as I told you, to
the little gate in the pailings, and I soon lost sight of

liim in the darkness of the park."
" And that is the last time you saw him ?"
" Yes."
" You are quite sure you have not seen him since that

time until you were brought face to face with him in
the court to-day ?"

"No."
" No ! What do you mean by no ? Have you seen him

since?"
"Yes."
" Why, you have twice distinctly sworn that you have

not. Let me remind you to be careful, Mr. Skinner
;
yon

are on your oath."
" I saw the prisoner at the inquest. I thought you

meant the last time I saw him to have any dealings with
him."
" Oh ! Now, Mr, Skinner, please to refresh your

memory. Are you prepared to swear that you have
never seen him either between his visit to your house
on the twenty-seventh of the last month and the inquest,
or between the inquest and hia appearance here this
morning ?"

Mr. Skinner shifted abo«t uneasily, and hesitated.
The whole of liis evidence, from beginning to end, was

a tiaLiic of falsehoods, and he began to tremble, for, from
the manner in which the last few questions were put, he
Buspeoted that something was known.

Therefore, and from that sole cause, he hesitated to
reply in the affirmative, lest he should immediately be
detected in hia perjury.
"Answer me!" said Mr. Nuttall, in a tremendous

voice. " Answer me without hesitation or prevarication.
You are on your oath. Have you, or have you not, seen
the prisoner between the times I mentioned ?"

" Once," replied Mr. Skinner.
•'Oh! once since," said Mr. Nuttall, raising his voice

to a still higher note. "Once since j and pray when
was that ?"

" I decline to answer."
" Decline to answer ! That reply will not do, sir. I

command you, answer my question."
" The counsel for the defence rose.
" My lord," he said, addressing the judge, " I must

really appeal to you to interpose between my learned
friend and the witness."

" Interpose !" said the judge. " Wherefore, I should
like to know ?"

" He is using intimidation, and trying to frighten
replies out of him,"

" Nothing of the kind. I call upon the witness to reply
at once to the question he has been asked, and I taiie this

opportunity of warning him to be careful what he says.
As it is, I do not know whether I ought not to commit
him for wilful perjury, since it is plain to see he must
have told an untruth somewhere."
Upon hearing these words from the judge, the defend,

ing counsel sat down, and Mr. Skinner turned biliously

white, and trembled visibly.
" Answer my question," said Mr. Nuttall. " Whea

did you see the prisoner at the bar ?"

" After the inquest."
" Where ?"

" In hia cell in Newgate."
"In his cell in Newgate, eh? Now, under what pre-

tenoe was it you visited him in his cell ? Tell me that."
" It was under no pretence at all," aaid Mr. Skinner,

plucking up a little courage. " I visited him aa hia

legal adviser."

CHAPTER CCLXXXVIII.
AN UNEXPECTED, BUT MOST IMPORTANT, WITNESS

APPEARS FOR THE PROSECUTION.
Mb. Josiah Skinner, attomey-at-law, was making a
sad bungle of his evidence, and up to the present time
he had done Adrian Winberry more harm than good.
Mr. Nuttall saw that he had gained an advantage, and

he improved upon it to the utmost.
"Dear me!" he said; "it is very singular that you

should have done that,and then sworn positively that you
had never seen him since the night of the twenty-seventh
of last month, when he had an interview with you

!

Please be careful. Now, just be good enough to tell me
the nature of the business you transacted with him."

" I have before said that I decline to answer that
question."

" But I shall insist upon your answering, sir."

The counsel for the defence got up again.
" I object to that question, my lord."
" The witness must answer it, nevertheless," replied

the judge. " I should not have decreed so had it not
been for his tergiversation. He must give a clear ac-

count of all his dealings with Mr. Adrian Winberry."
The counsel sat down again, with a mortified, discom-

fited look upon his face.

Mr. Nuttall resumed

—

" Now, Mr. Skinner, answer me this. Was not your
business with your client in the first instance to draw
up a transfer of all the Winberry property from his

brother to him? Answer me, and don't take up the
time of the court,"

Mr. Skinner glared despairingly around him.
But stern immovable faces, with their eyes fixed upon

him alone, met hia gaze.
Answer me, I say," said Mr. Nuttall, raising his

Toice till it became a shout, ''and don't prevaricate."
" It was," said Mr. Skinner, in a feeble voice.

"I thought so," said Mr. Nuttall, triumphantly.
Note, gentlemen of the jury," he added, "first the

tergiversation of this witness, and then the collusion

between him and the prisoner at the bar."
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''And did you make out this deed of transfer P"

"i did."
"And what were the conditions of the bond ? Quick-

tell me."
" The whole of tns instates and personal wealth of Mr.

William Winberry were to becoms Mr. Adrian Win-
berry's absolutely."
"And what was Mr. William Winberry to have in

return for this transfer ?"

"There was nothing mentioned."
" And when was the deed to take effeet r"

"Upon the death of Mr, William Winberry."
" Oh ! indeed. Upon his death ? That looks very

suspicious—most suspicious. That would make his death
Tery advantageous to your client, would it not?"

jNIr. Skinner was silent.

Mr. Nuttall did not press him for an answer, simply
because an answer was needless.

Ho took up his examination at another point.
" Then, Mr. Skinner, I understand you to say that

you visited your client in his cell in Newgate in the
capacity of his legal adviser ?"

"I did, sir."
" Well, then, after that interview, will you swear that

you did not go down to the residence of Mr. William
Winberry, and try to make an abatement into it ?"

" I went down to take possession of the property in his

name."
"Oh! then, Mr. William Winberry must have been

known by you to be dead, or else the step you took would
not have been a legal one."

" I was informed he was dead."
"By whom ?"

" By my client."
" While he was in Newgate f"
" Yes."
" How did he know it ?"

" It is not in my power to answer that question, for I

don't know."
" AVlio would convey the information to him while he

was in his cell?"
" I cannot tell."

"Yes, you can ; you know very well no one did."
"I don't."
"No one would be permitted, so I think it only fair

to infer that your client knew of his brother's death
before he was incarcerated in Newgate; don't you ?"

•'I am not bound to tell you what I think."
" But you are bound to depose to facts. Now, answer

me this."

"What, sir?"
" When you saw your client in the cell, and he em-

powered yon to go down and take possession of the
prooerty for him, what authority did he give you for

aoin? his commands ?
"

" He showed me the deed."
" The transfer-deed ?"

"jTes."
" I think you said yon had drawn up that deed ?"

" I might have said so."
" Then, of course, you know it was all right—I mean

without a flaw, or anything of that sort ?"
" I might."
" We want positive replies here, Mr. Skinner, not con-

ditional ones. Please bear that in mind.
" You say your client showed you the transfer-deed,

•which had been properly drawn up by yourself, and whioh
waa quite free from all flaws ?"

" Yes," said Mr. Skinnw, faintly.
" Was the deed signed ?"

" It was, sir."
" By William Winberry ?"

"By William Winberry."
" Did you see the signature ?"

"Yes."
" Did you examine it ?'

" No."
" Are you acquainted with Mr. Winberry'e writing ?"

"No."
" But you saw the deed properly signed, and did not

hesitate to go down according to your client's inttruc-
tions, to take possession of the property ?"

*' Certainly not. Saoh a proceeding was quite legiti-

"Did you take possession then ?"

"No."
" No ? How was that, when you were armed with gaol

powers ?

" I had been told "

Mr. .Skinner checked himself, but Mr. Nuttall insisted
upon his completing the sentence he had began.
" I was told that the only person in charge of the

property was a young girl."

"Well?"
" But when I got there "

"Go on."
" I found she had got a sweetheart, or somebody

hidden in the room, and "
•' And what, Mr. Skinner ?"

"He interfered, and would not allow me to take pos.

" Oh ! indeed. And pray how did he interfere ?"
"In a very bullying manner."
'And how was it he prevented you from taking

He used force."
" Describe the nature of it."
" He used force."
" Did he not call the servants to his assistance ?"
"Yes, he did."
"And did they not carry you out into the yard, and

put you in the trough, and pump on you till their arms
ached, for the insulting manner in which you behaved
to the young lady ?"

Mr. Skinner was silent,
" And did they not horsewhip you off the grounds for

your rascally behaviour, and dare you ever to show your
face there again, under pain of being subjected to the
same punishment ?"

Mr. Skinner was silent still,

"Of course they did, and you know it. and you also
know that you fully deserved what you got. And now,
in the next place, where is the deed about which so
much has been said ? Where is it? Produce it."
" My lord," said Mr. Skinner to the judge, imploringly;

"you will not compel me to give up the deed ?"
" Certainly," said the judge, who seemed to see through

Mr. Skinner's lies and subterfuges without much trouble,
"Hand it over to me at once."
Mr. Skinner would have refused if he had dared,

but he had not the courage to do so, and he knew the
consequences too well to think of defying a judge on
the bench.

Therefore, with an ominous groan, which echoed
through the court, he drew from the breast-pocket of
his coat a small parcel ti<-d up with red tape, which he
surrendered into the hands of the usher with another
groan.
The usher handed it to the judge, who unfolded it, and

soon became immersed in its contents.
Mr. Skinner seemed to collapse.

"What is this ?" said the judge.
" What, my lord ?"

"This deed is signed by two witnesses. What are the
names of the two prisoners at the bar ?"

The clerk of the arraigns referred to his documents,
and then said

—

" John Norman and Eiohard Sare, my lord."
"I thought so," said the judge. "Here, then, is a

most important and unlooked-for piece of evidence. This
deed, the purport of whioh has been correctly described,
is signed by William Winberry, and the signature has
been witnessed by John Norman and Eiohard Sar?, tbe
names, it appears, of the two prisoners at the bar."
These words caused a profound sensation throughout

tke court.

The judge had the deed handed to the jury, who, or*
by one, examined it.

"I have done with you," said Mr. Nuttall to Mr.
Skinner. "You can stand down."
Mr. Skinner did not need telling twice.
He was out of the box like a shot.
But the judge was not going to let him escape BO easily,

so he said

—

'* Officers, detain that man. Do not let him leave the
court until I give him permission."

V'-. Wriv'gleu was close at. hami, so he made hi

ueelui by taking the rasoilly attorney isto ooatodf.
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The ooanael for the defence looked very wrath at

Mr. Skinner for the woeful botch he had made of the

affair. i

But instead of giving up, as one would have thought,

'

\e resolved to stick to the battle to the last.

" Call Robert Hood," he said.

"Robert Hood," repeated the usher.

All looked eagerly and anxiously to see who the next

witness for the defence could be.

They were rather disappointed when they saw a Bow-
etreet police-officer enter the witness-box.

The oath was administered, and then the oounael for

the defence said

—

" Is your name Robert Hood ?"

" Yes, sir."

"You are a police-officer, employed at Bow-street?"
" I am, sir."

"Do yon recollect the night of the twenty-seventh of

the past month?"
"Quite well, sir."
" Be good enough to tell the jury what happened on

that night which causes it to live in your memory.
" Take your time, and be careful."
" Yes, sir."

CHAPTER CCLXXXIX.
THE COUNSEL FOB THE DEFENCE MAKES A BEWILDER-
ING SPEECH TO THE JURY, AND THE TRIAL MEETS
WITH A STARTLING INTERRUPTION.

There was not a person present who did not wonder
what this officer could have been called to swear to.

But their wonder was soon satisfied.

The officer proceeded to give his evidence in that me-
chanical kind of way for which such gentlemen are

noted.
"I was at the station in Bow-street, when Pursford,

the officer, came in and asked for assistance."

"Well."
" I was one the inspector sent with him."
" What did he want assistance for?"
" He said he had seen three suspicious-looking per-

sons enter the haunted house in Birdcage- walk."
" And you were one who accompanied him, you say ?"

"Yes, sir."

"Then be good enough to relate what took place."
" We made our way to our destination as fast as we

could, and, on arriving, we went straight up to the front

door."
"WeU?"
" We had scarcely gained it when we heard the loud

report of a pistol from somewhere within, and we con-

sidered that sufficient to authorize us to break down
the door, which we did with implements we brought
with us for the purpose, in expectation that we should

have some such work to do."

"Please to continue what you saw and did."
" When the door was broken down, we of course found

ourselves in the entrance-hall of the house.
" With our lanterns we looked all about us. and the

first thing we noticed was a number of footprints on
the floor, the dust upon which had left the impressions

just as snow would."
"What next?"
" We followed these traces, and found they all, with-

out deviation or exception , led to the bottom of the stairs.

Up these we ascended, uutil the footprints terminated—
some at the door of a room on the second-floor, while

others went up to the higher portion of the house."
" Yes ;—what of those which went up to tho upper

portion of the house ?"

" I stood at the bottom of the stairs, by Puraford'a

orders, in order to see that no one either went up or came
down, while the others went into the room."
"Never mind their proceedings, continue your own."
" Some were left at the bottom of the stairs, while I and

several more ascended them to see what was above."
" And what was the result of your search ?'

" We found by the prints in the dust that one person,

^iid one only, had ascended the stairs, and those foot-

prints terminated at an attic door, which we broke down.
" We were, however, rather too late. Whoever it was

had managed to get out of the window, and moat peri-

lously draw himself up on to the roof."

" Did yoa «M thia manr
" No, at leMt when I say no, I didJnat oateh a glimps*of

him, bat that wm kll."

"What next f"
" We went out on to the landing, and got out on to the

foof by means of a trap-door ; but we were too late, oar
prey had escaped, nor could we find the least trace of
him, although we hunted closely all over the roofs."

" And then you retarned to your companions, I sup-
pose?"
"Yes, air."

"That will do, then, I have no farther question to
ask yon."
"Stay," said Mr. Nuttall, as the officer was about to

leave the box. " When you came down after your unsuc-
cessful search, you went to your comrades, you say ?"

"Yes, sir."
" Had they made any prisoners ?"
" Two, sir."
" Did you see them ?"
" Yes, sir."
" Did you notice their faces ?"
" Yes, sir, for I thought perhaps I might be called

upon to swear to their 'dentity."
" Well, then, look at the dock, and tell me whether

either of those men you see standing there are the same
as you saw in custody at the haunted house."

" Yes."
" Which are they ?"

"The two standing next me, air."
" Did yon accompany them to Newgate after their

capture?"
"Yes, sir."
" Did you notice them recognize the other prisoner ?"

"Yes, they cried out when they saw him, as though
they were surprised to find him there."
" Oh ! did they ? Now, did you notice whether the

other prisoner responded to that recognition in any
way ?"

" He looked angry. That was all."
" Very good. You can stand down, Mr. Hood. I have

nothing further to say to you."
The counsel for the defence, who had been eagerly

engaged in a whispered conversation with a barrister who
sat next to him, now rose to his feet.

" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury

—

" The witness just dismissed is the last one I shall call

for the defence, and I shall do no more than crave your
indulgence for a few moments, while I recapitulate s
little, and call your attention to one or two points in tha
evidence, both defensive and prosecutive.

" In the first place, you cannot have failed to hav«
perceived that the most militatory evidence against my
client is that given by a person to whom you ought to

be most careful how yon give credibility, since he avows
himself a highwayman, and a violater of those laws by
which society is banded together.
" At the same time, it must not be forgotten that he

ia obnoxious to the charge of murder, as the evidence
produced has testified.

" The presence of my client in the Birdcage- walk haa
been most satisfactorily accounted for.

"His capture followed as a matter of course.

"And now, aa to the deed, which 1 maintain should
never have been given into the hands of the court.

" I consider that altogether beyond the question.

"What arrangement might have existed between my
client and his deceased brother is more than I can say,

but that the deed was signed by him cannot be disputed.
" This empowers him, of cou'^se, to take posseasioB

of all.
" But, my lord, and gentlemen of tho jury, you must

see that there are certain persons whose interests would
suffer greatly by such a state of things as this, and that

they would endeavour to set aside this deed of assign-

ment if they possibly could do so.

"The treatment which Mr. Skinnor received when he
rrent to the hall on a perfectly legal errand will serve

to bear out what I say.

"'The hypothesis I humbly submit is this.

"By some means or other it got to their ears that

Mr. William Winberry had made a deed of assignment of

all his property and personal effects to his brotherAdrian.
" I then assume that they called on the assistanoa
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[dick turpin in his cell in nkwgate.]

of the notorious Dick Turpin, and concerted with him
as to what meana should be adopted to set this deed
aside.

" They then, with great ingenuity, devised the death
of Mr. William Winberry, under such circumstances
as would tend to fix the guilt upon Adrian.
"But they rather reckoned without their host. The

capture of my client so soon was what they scarcely

expected, and was brought about by accident alone.
" What they would have wished, no doubt, would be,

not to bring the case to the light of day in this court,

but compel my client to flee th« country.
" But that object failed.
" Such, my lord, and gentlemen of the jury, is the

theory for the defence, and it will be for you to decide

how far it is borne out by the facta that have been
brought before you,
" That it carries upon the face of it a certain amount

of plausibility is certain.

••With confidence, then, I leave the case to you,

gentlemen of the jury, for your decision, under the firm

conviction that you will acquit Mr. Adrian Winberry of

the crime imputed" to him, and also the two men from

any complicity in the murder, since they were hired

without having the remotest idea that any such crime

as murder was intended."
The counsel for the defence sat down.
Every person in the court drew a long breath.

They looked at each other with a puzzled air as they

seemed to ask the question

—

" Are we dreaming, or are our intellects so stultifi^ed

that we have quite misunderstood this case from fhfl

first, and is Adrian Winberry innocent, after all P"

Certainly the counsel's extraordinary speech was

rather bewildering.
The jury looked at each other like men in a dream.

They were fairly puzzled.

The intellects of jurymen are never over keen,

Indeed, those who are gifted with the smallest modicum
of intelleotual powers are usually selected for the offif>«

t|<X 53, Priot One HArrri»«'«.
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Those on the present oooasion were, for the most part,

men whose brains or minds were capable of holding but
one idea at the time.

The counsel for the defence knew this.

He knew, too. that his cause was hopeless, or nearly

BO.

He knew, however, that the jury would be most im-

pressed with those facts which came last before them.
The trial had lasted for very many hours.

Of a necessity, he argued, they must by this time
have got confused on the subject.

Bat if such was the condition of the minds of the

jurymen and spectators, it certainly was not of two
persons at least.

One was Mr. Nuttall.

The other the judge.
Their acute, well drilled, and logical minds retained

everything tangible from beginning to end.

Still they were staggered by the audacious statements
put forward by the counsel for the defence.

But that effect soon evaporated.
Mr. Nuttall rose to his feet.

It then became apparent that he was about to exer-

cise his right of reply.

Much has been said both for and against this right

of reply, and it is only occasionally that the prosecuting
counsel enforce it ; but surely, if over it was needed, if

ever it was justified, it was in this instance.

An intense desire to hear what Mr. Nuttall was going
to say took possession of all without reservation —judge,
jurymen, counsel, spectators, prisoners, oflBoials—every

one, indeed, who stood within the crowded area of the
court.

He waited a moment before he commenced speaking,

in order that every noise might be allowed to subside.

Seeing why he paused, everyone became immediately
silent.

Then he began.
" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury

—

"

But before he could do more than utter those few,

oft-repeated, stereotyped words a great hubbub and
confusion took place at the door of the court.

The judge rose.

An angry look was on his face.
" Silence !" he said. " Silence ! or no matter at what

jost or trouble, I will clear the court."
But his words, although they were uttered in firm,

decided tones, were without effect— the noise grew
louder and loader.

CHAPTER CCXC.

BLANCHB WINBERRY MOST OPPORTUNELT MAKES
HER APPEARANCE IN COURT.

OUB powers of description are quite inadequate to de-

ioribe the scene of confusion which now raged in the

heretofore quiet court of justice.

The tumult, too, instead of lessening, perceptibly in-

creased—one by one the spectators joined in it.

The judge himself, although much annoyed at the

unseemly interruption, could not control or subdue
the curiosity he felt to know what had caused it.

That it was no ordinary event he felt sure, and with

his hands resting upon the desk before him, he leaned
forward, and strained his eyes to the utmost, in order

to be the first to catch a glimpse of what it was that

had caused the disturbance.
But he could see nothing.
The people swayed to and fro, and uttered cries.

That was all.

Suddenly, however, the door of the court was thrown
open.
The din increased.
But above all the clamour a voice rose.

Its tones, let it belong to whoever it might, were
absolutely stentorian.

" Make way, good people, make way," it said,
" make way, in the name of justice and the dead ! Stand
aside I There is another witness—another witness for the
prosecution ! Stand aside gently, good people all, and
leave a path to the witness-box. It is a young girl.

The witness is a delicate young girl. Let her have
oleer way ! Stand aside ! stand aside ! She ie here 1"

Thest words reached the eari of the judge.

They reached, too, the oars of cvoryono in that oonrt,
which was now so crowded that one would have de.
clared it an impossibiliXy for another person to be
squeezed into it.

They reached the ears of the three prisoners at the
bar, and what little hope they might have entertained
up to the present moment was dissipated.
They had no longer any hope to cling to.

Their guilty hearts told them who the witneea wae
that was coming, and whose advent had caused so great
a sensation.
But crowded as the court was, the people pressed back.
A kind of lane was formed extending to the witness-

box.
It was a narrow passage, it is true, but still it was

wide enough for one person to squeeze through.
And here it should be stated that the crowd in the

various avenues leading to the court was quite as great
as was the one within it.

Whoever the witness was that was coming, we know
that she was a female from the words uttered by the
man with the stentorian voice. She had to force her
way through these.

Her progress was slow.

But it was sure.

At length she passed through the doorway, and stood
fairly within the court.

Then the judge, from his elevated and advantageous
positiou, saw her.

The jury, too, who had one and all risen to their

feet, could see her also.

She was young.
She was fair.

She was beautiful.

That they could see at the first glance.
But her hair was dishevelled.

Her apparel torn.

There were traces of the deepest angaiah npon her
countenance.
But.despite of these drawbacks, her beauty was visible.

Then Maud Gouldman, who, like the rest, was full of

interest to know who the witness was, at last caught
sight of her.

She recognized her.

She clapped her hands together.
Then in a tearful voice, she exclaimed, heedless and

forgetful of those by whom she was surrounded, and
the strange manner in wliioh the meeting took place

—

"Blanche!—Blanche! It is Blanche ! It is Blanche,

my dear cousin, come back again ! I had given up all

hopes of seeing her: but she is here. She is here, and
her evidence will suffice to complete the conviction and
prove the guilt of her father's murderers. Blanche !

—
Blanche ! It is Maud, your cousin, who calls to you !

Blanche !—Blanche I"

These words were spoken with hysterical vehemence
and volubility.

They produced an electrical effect upon the mass of

spectators who crowded the court.

It might havo been that very many of them, from the

facts they had become familiar with during the progress
of the trial, had something more than a suspicion of

who this witness was who had made so strange an in-

trusion into court at the eleventh hour.

But the words which Maud Gouldman spoke were
quite sufficient to sot all doubts at rest.

The mysterious Blanche, of whom they had L.)ard bo

much, was to appear before them.

As we said, a kind of lane was formed, extending from

the door of the court to the witness-box.

Along this Blanche passed, until the words her play-

mate and companion uttered struck upon her ear.

But she did not pause a moment after those words
were uttered.

She seemed fully conscious of the fact that there waa
no time to spare.

Merely waving her hand to Maud, she passed on.

To reach the witness-box, however, she had to pass

very near to the dock at which the three prisosars

stood.

The expression of Adrian's face when she came so near
him was awful to behold.

Its expression even struck the turnkey who w^o '.r. the

dook on guard over him, and kept a watchful eye upon
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hit aotiona, for h« fearad that he would offer some Tio>

leno« to the witness, whose evidence oould not be but
most prejudioial to hia oaae.

But Bianohe passed on in satety, and now she came
•lose to where Diok stood, and he had a full view of

her.

It might ha^e be n said with perfect truth that every
one in court looked at her with the greatest cariosity.

Bat let their curiosity hare been as great aa it might,
it fell far short of that felt by Dick Turpin.
He saw before him the beiu^,' about whom he had

beard so much but never seen, and whose fortunes bad
become so strangely interwoven with hia own.
He saw before him the being to whom he was utterly

anknown, and yet for whom he had perilled hia liberty

and his life.

He was much struck with her appearance.
Despite the unfavourable circumstances under which

they met, he could see that she was of surpassing loveli-

oesa—yet loveliness altogether different in style to that

of Maud Oouldman.
She stepped into the witness-box.
In modest confusion she bowed her head before the

myriad eyes that were fixed upon her.

The crier stepped forward.
He had a small book in his hand.
We have already reverted to the extraordinary silence

which several times had taken place during the trial-
remarkable, because even the breathing of the closely-

packed mass made an audible sound.
Bat thrice had even that sound been hashed into

ilenoe.
That phenomenon again took place at this moment.
It might have been that judge, jury, counsel, and

peotatora, all held their breath for a short time.

Bat let it be how it might, that remarkable and pro-

foand silence again prevailed.

. The judge sank back in hia chair.

Mr. Nattall, whose speech had been ao strangely in-

terrupted, sat down likewise.

The jury regained their seats.

Then the oath was formally proposed to Blanche, and
when she kissed the book, she did it with so much grace
that it won the hearts of even the least susceptible who
aaw it.

The judge looked towards Mr. Nuttall, and the worthy
barrister, who perfectly understood the meaning of that
glance, rose to his feet.

" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury—
" I must once more crave your attention to thia re-

markable case, upon which, I doubt not, a clearer and
better light is about to be thrown.
"Maoh that we oould only have sarmiaed at, and

atated as the result of surmises, will be made quite
patent.

" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury. Believe me, I

must anfeignedly rejoice in the appearance of thia wit-

neaa for the prosecution."
Mr. Nattall had got thus far when the counsel for

the defence rose.

Taming to the judge, he said

—

" My lord,—In the course of thia investigation I have
frequently been compelled to rise to my feet, and pro-
test against the manner in which it has been conducted.

" I cannot refrain from doing so again, and I trust
your lordship will not be offended by thia attempt to
recall ^ou to your duty."
The judge frowned, bat said nothing.
Not in the least daunted, the coansel for the defeuce

went on

—

" My lord,— I must humbly recall to your notice the
evident fact that the case for the prosecution is closed
—entirely closed—and it is now too late for them to call

any witnesses. I have made my apeech for the defence."
The judge replied.

His voice was low and calm, but the words he uttered
were stinging ones, and made even the couna^ for the
defence wince again.

" My learned brother oould not, with an hour's ruetoric,
have furnished us with a better ex^'mplification of the un-
oandnesa of his case than i.^ has done by the few words
fae has just apoken. Truth fears nothing, and additional
•videnoe can only serve to elucidate it. I hold that, in

M*fl**e» I have eaeaataday dat> f»ir)/ aad iayartially

)

at any rate, I have endeavoured to the best of my abilitj
to do so. Far be it from me, beoaaae the case for the
prosecution is closed, and the speech for the defence made
—far be it from me, I say, on such grounds as those, to
set a seal upon the lips of the witness who now stands
before the court. Let ua patiently hear all that she—the
daughter of the man whose murder we have assembled to
adjudicate upon—may have to say ; and let ua hope that
what she aays will enable us to come to a better under-
standing of this intricate case—prevent us from falling

into error, and assist our fallible and prone to err judg-
menta to come to a proper and just decision, that the
real culprit may not escape, but receive the penalty
which attaches itself to the perpetrators of the heiaoaa
crime of murder."

CHAPTER CCXCI.

UR. NUTTALL EXAMINES BLANCHE WINBEBBT, AND
EXTRACTS aOME IMPORTANT XYIDSNOB.

There was a universal and spontaneous burst of ap-
plause when the judge concluded this speech.
When he commenced, there was not the least exoite-

ment visible either in the tone of his voice or in hia
gestures, but as he proceeded he warmed with hia sab>
ject, and no longer spoke with the alow, meaaured aooent
he did at first. On the contrary, hia voice rose, and aa
his utterance became more rapid, ao did hia whole body
participate in what he said, and at the ooacluaion of
his address he was dramatic and impassioned.
But not even this, nor the expreaaion of approval with

which hia apeech waa greeted, had the effect of intimi-
dating the oounael for the defence.
He rose, and before Mr. Nuttall could oommenoe hia

examination of Blanche Winberry, he spoke aa follows,
in a voice of deep, affected humility

—

" My lord, with what you have just now aaid, I aad all
in this court most fully and cordially agree. But in the
adminiatration of justice, though the main object muat
always be to elicit truth, yet in the elicitation of that
truth there must be certain forms observed, or else the
whole would become a chaos. But, my lord, I trust, you
will excuse me if I say that I have noticed throughout
this day's proceedinga that the personal beauty of the
witnesaea has exercised an improper influence upon the
judgment. Let me, then, caution you, gentlemen of
the jury, to shut your eyea to all attraetions and blan-
dishments of form and feature, and take the evidence
of the witnesses for just what it is worth, and no more."
The counsel for the defence sat down.
The judge evidently considered the speech a> not

calling for reply ; at any rate, be made no reply to it.

Mr. Nuttall had not sat down during thia little dia-
cussion between the judge and the opposite oounael, and,
at a sign from the former, he continued hia apeeoh.

" My lord, and gentlemen of the jury—

•

"The counsel for the defence thought fit to interrupt
me in the remarks I was making to you. The objeotions
he raised as to the examination of this witneaa have been
set aside by his lordship ; therefore I shall proceed with
my questions, in the first place promising to take ap
no more time than I am compelled.

" First, however, let me cordially endorse what my
learned brother for the defence has said with reapeot to
not allowing our judgment to be biassed by the per*
sonal attractions of the witnesses.

*' He has gone so far as to accuse us of having already
given way to that natural feeling, but on my own part
let me state that the cause referred to haa haid no effect
whatever upon me.
" But the caution, nevertheless, is a wise and good

one, and with him I trust that it will be borne in mind
by all when the time for decision arrives."

Aft«r thus speaking, Mr. Nuttall turned towards the
witness whose evidence he deemed sufliciently impor-
tant to justify hia questioning her himself.

" What is your name ?"

"Blanche."
The aocenta of her voice were low and musical.
" That is only your Chriatian name," aaid Mr. Nut

lall ;
" what is your surname ?"

" Winberry."
" Thank you. And now tell me yonr father't

:

" WiUlam Wiolitrry."
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" Where did he reside P"

"At the Hall."
•' Where is the Hall situated P"
"About midway betwsen Heudon and Harupstead."
" Upon what oocasion did you see your father last F"
" It was at the Hall, sir."
" How long is it ago ?"

"Along time it seems to me, sir—eo long, indeed,

that I cannot tell when, for in my solitary prison 1 have
lost all count of time."
Blanche sobbed convulsivoly.
*' My lord, and gentlemen of the jury—Excuse me for

interrupting myself to make a remark relative to this

witness. Having only just made her way into the court,

she must of necessity he altogether ignorant of all that

has transpired i'a the course of these long proceedings,
which fact oannr\ fail to impart additional importance
to all she says."
Then turning to Blanche, who had somewhat recovered

her composure, he said

—

"Tou cannot recollect how long it is since you last

flaw your father ?"

"No, sir, I cannot, but it is a long time."
" You saw him at the Hall, I think you said ?"

"Yes, sir. It was one afternoon—or rather evening.

I left him in the library, while I went out to take a ram-
ble through the grounds, as was my usual custom."

" Alone P"

"Yes."
" What was your destination P"
"A walk."
" Oh ! simply a walk."
" Yes, sir."
" Who was the last person you saw, after leaving the

Hall.s"
" My cousin Maud."
"Where was she?"
"At a window which overlooked the lawn, across

which I took my way. She watched me, and waved her
hand repeatedly."

" Exactly. We were acquainted with all these par-
tioulars. Now be good enough to tell the court what
happened to you after you got out of sight of your com-
panion Maud."
Blanche hesitated.

From what source no one could tell.

"I presume, sir, you do not wish to know all that
took place after the time you mention, but simply wish
an account of the manner I was abducted, which was
while I was on my way back home ?"

" If anything of a private nature took place during
your excursion, not relating to the subject in hand, we
have no wish to press you."
Blanche looked relieved.

It.then became clear that there was some secret in
connexion with her solitary ramble?.

It was noted by several that the counsel for the
defence took a note of this circumstance, so it was clear
he had not lost all hopes of winning the battle, or tliat,

at all events, it was still bia determination to fight to
the last gasp.

" You say it was while you were returning home,
after your walk, that you were carried off ?"

"Yes, sir; I was passing through the shrubbery, which
adjoins the lawn,when suddenly 1 heard a crackling noise,
but before I could turn round to see what it was, or utter
aery for succour, something was thrown over my head."

" What was this something like F"
" It seemed to me, sir, to be a kind of cloak, such as

Me sometimes worn by gentlemen in cold weather,
either when riding or walking."
"And something of that sort was suddenly thrown

over your head P"
"Yes, sir, and drawn closely over my shoulders, so

that I could neither see who my assailants were or cry
for help. Nor was I able to struggle, for my arms were
seized with a powerful grasp,"

" What happened next ?"

" One of my captors spoke, and tlireatened to slay me
<m the spot if I refused to accompany them. I was ter-

rifieil and half-fainting. I was carried away without
beine wholly oonsoioua of what was happening to me."
" fMyt tfo on."
" I was hurried aloBjf foe soma distaace on feet, and

then we came to a halt. Immediately I was raised op
and set down agaiu. I could not nee, but the feel tela
me I was in a carriage or a vebiole of a similar descrip-
tion."

" And all this time you did not so much as oatoh m
glimpse of the countenances of your abductors P"

" I did not, sir. The cloak was kept close down OTW
my face."

" Then the vehicle in which you had been beated was,
I presume, set in motion?"

" It was, sir, and I was taken some distance ; how far
I know not, nor do I know how long a space of time th«
journey lasted, so extreme was my agitation. At length
the carriage stopped. The cloak was t till over my fao*,
so I could not tell where I was. However, they led ma
forward a few paces, and then a door was closed."
Blanche paused a moment, and the usher handed her

a glass of water, which she drank with evident pleasura.
The interest that was felt in her narrative far trans-

cended any that had been felt that day, when so many
strange transactions were brought to light. All she said
not onlypresented all the glowing attractions of romance,
but it also had the additional charm of being true.
After a brief pause the witness resumed.
" I heard a door closed behind me," she said, " and

securely fastened. Then I was forced to ascend a great
many steps, so many, that when I reached the top I
was quite breathless. Here another door was opened
and then closed.

" I remained immovable for several minutes, until
the deep silence with which I was environed terrified
me. Then I made a desperate attempt to remove the
cloak, and succeeded.

" I should have done so more easily if I had gone more
gently about the task. However, as soon as the cloak
was removed, I looked as well as I could about me.

" I was alone.
" T was in darkness.
"But the darkness was only partial, and doubtless,

in consequence of my eyes having been kept from tha
light so long, I was able to see tolerably well about me,
and to define the kind of place I was in.

" It was a small apartment, rudely furnished, like a
bedchamber. The roof was low and irregular in shape,
as though it was immediately beneath the roof.

" The light came in through a small window, and I at
once hastened towards it in the faint hope of aooom-
plishing my escape.

" But on a closer approach I found the aperture, which
was scarcely large enough to admit the passage of my
body, was strongly defended by a network of iron bars.

" I then burst into tears, and wept till daylight.
" When the dawn came, and the different objects in

the room became more distinguishable, I looked out of
window in the hope that I might form some idea where-
abouts I was.

" Nothing, however, met my gaze, but a number of
roof-tops and little attic windows, packed as closely as
possible together, and extending as far as I could see
in every direction.

" I then felt sure that I must have been carried to
London ; and while I wondered what was the cause of
my abduction,! wept when I thought how slight a ohanoe
my father would have of finding me in a huge place like
London.

" As I had fancied in the night, the room in which I
was confined was an attic immediately beneath the tiles.

The door through which I had been brought was oppo-
site the window. I had not been to it ; I had not tried
to open it and endeavour to make my escape that way,
because I felt certain that it was securely fastened.

" However, as a kind of forlorn hope, I crossed the
room in that direction, but before I could reach it, I

heard someone removing the fastenings."

CHAPTER CCXCII.
BLANCHE WINBERRY CONCLUDES HER EVIDENOB, AND

IDENTIFIES THE BODY OF HER FATHER.
Again did Blanche Winberry pause for breath in her
wondrously interesting narrative.
She had spoken with considerable rapidity, beinir

anxious to take up no more time than she possibly oould
lielpj but it seemed that there Were times WMft tkt
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tMoUeofcion of the dangers aud tUe diffioultiea she had

gfono through overpowered her.

"With a perceptible effort, however, she regained her

composure, and continued

—

" When I heard those sounds I knew that some one

was about to enter the apartment, and instinctively I

drew back as far as possible from the door^ while my
heart beat so painfully that I could scarcely breathe.

" One of my abductors was doubtless about to make
his appearance. Perhaps I should learn the reason why
I had been carried off.

"The door was thrown open and a mac appeared

upon the threshold.
" At first, however, i scarcely obtained b glimpse of

his countenance, for he turned round the moment he

entered, and carefully closed the door behind him.
" Then he stood with his back to it, and looked at

me attentively.
" I returned his gaze aa well as my terror would

allow me.
" I knew him in a moment, although I had only seen

him once before ; but the circumstances of our meeting
were of such a character that it made it impossible for

me to forget him."
" What were those circumstances P"asked Mr. Nuttall.
" I was in the library with Maud and my father, when

Mr. Adrian Winberry was announced. My father desired

Maud and myself to leave the room, and let him have
his interview in private, for it was not his wish that we
should make the acquaintance of our uncle."

"And did you leave the room in accordance with his

desire ?"

" Yes, sir."
" And yet yoa saw him then t"
" I did."
"How was that?"
" We left the room "

" Your companion and yourself ?"
" Yes. We determined to take a ramble together in

the grounds, and, while we were crossing the hall, we
encountered my uncle, who was then going in the
direction of the library,"

" And that was when you saw him ?"

" Yes ; he had his hat off, and I saw him very plainly.

I looked at him more attentively than I should have
done, but I felt curious about this uncle whose acquain-
tance my father did not desire me to make."-
"Did your uncle speak to you ?"

" No, sir ; he merely bowed and passed on. When we
returned from our walk we found father in the library

very much agitated. He was a long time before he
would tell me the cause of it, until I elicited from him
that my uncle, having squandered away the annual in-

oome left to him by my grandfather, had endeavoured
to extort money from my father."
" But he did not succeed in his endeavours P^'

" No, sir. My father refused him, and solely on ac-

count of the manner in which the demand was made."
"And you say the person you saw in the hall an-

nounced himself as your uncle, Mr. Adrian Winberry,
and was acknowledged by your father to be such ?"

"Yes, sir."
" And you saw his features distinctly P"
" I did, sir."
" And you recognized the person who came into yoar

room as your uncle, Mr. Adrian Winberry ?"

" Yes, sir."
" You are sure you made no mistake P"
"Quite sure, sir."
" Well, then, be good enough to look carefully at the

three prisoners at the bar, and then tell the court
whether you recognise any one of them as being the in-

dividual you saw upon the two occasions referred to,

namely, your uncle, Mr. Adrian Winberry."
As directed, Blanche turned her eyes towards the bar

at which the prisoners stood.

As she did so, the eyes of every person in the court
followed hers, and settle^ noon tite prisoners with a
oonoentrated gaze.

It was observant that all three shrank before it.

They looked like three miserable objects in whose
far«ast3 all hope tvas dead.
The gaze which £ianah»fix»d upon the prisoners was

She was slightly puzzled with the cliaiigo which Adrian
had made in his personal appearance.
But tbat white luaulc upon his forehead, which seemed

set there like the brand of Cain, that he might be known
of all men, prevented her having any serious doubts of

his identity.

She raised her arm and pointed towards him, while
he cowered down in the dock like a guilty wretch be-
fore the finger of the accusing angel.

" That is the man !" she said.
« Which ?" asked Mr. Nuttall.
" The third one from me ! He who stands farthest

off!"
There could be no mistake as to who the fair witness

meant.
" Will you swear positively to his identity P"
" Most positively. He has made some changes in his

personal appearance since I last saw him, but never-
theless I have not the least doubt upon my mind !"

"That is quite sufficient; continue your relation.

Yet, stay ! Do you know the other two prisoners at
the barP"
"Yes, I have seen them both before 1"

" Indeed ! where P Under what circumstances ? la
company with the other prisoner P"

" Yes, sir ; I have seen them both at the hous« whare
I was confined. They appeared to live in it."

" You are sure of that ?"
" Perfectly sure !"

" And it is a long time since yoa saw them first P"
" Oh ! yes ; but I saw one of them on the first day of

my incarceration. He brought my food !"

"Indeed !" Then turning to the judge, Mr. Nuttall
said

—

" My lord, this portion of the evidence given is most
important, since it serves to altogether demolish the
theory set up by the counsel for the defence, and of
which this witness knows nothing. You must couple,
too, with this the fact of their names being upon the
deed, which I think clearly shows them to be accom-
plices, and criminal in the highest degree."
"I have not allowed any of the facts to escape my

observation, brother Nuttall. The case is now rapidly
becoming clearer, and I think we shall have but little

trouble in bringing the guilt home to the right parties.

Be good enough to continue the examination of this

witness."
Mr. Nuttall bowed assent, and then turningr to

Blanche, he said

—

" You swear, then, to the identity of all three priaoner

a

at the bar ?"

"I do, sir, most unhesitatingly."

.

" Then we will leave that point. Will you be good
enough to return to that portion of your narrative at
which you broke off, namely, the intrusion of Adrian
Winberry into the room in which you were confined ?"
"I will, sir."

"What happened after he entered and dosed the
door ?"

" He stood with his back to it, and regarded me at-
tentively, until at length be spoke. I cannot pretend to
repeat what he said, word for word, but the substance of
it was this. He told me that he had carried me off be-
cause my father had refused to accede to his demands
to furnish him with money, and that he was resolved he
should comply with his wishes—that he would compel
him to do so, in fact. He knew the deep love my father
bore me, and he determined to use that as a weapon to
carry out his ends. Hence my abduction."

" Was he candid enough to avow all this to you P"
"He was, and the circumstance much amazed me, for

until then I could not conceive that any one would be
bold enough to avow such villainy. But he did, and
moreover endeavoured to force me to write a letter to
my father, telling him my circumstances, portraying
my horrible fate, and entreating him by his love for me
to accede to his brother's demand." <

" This is monstrous," exclaimed the judge. •• Do you
swear to all this P"
" I do, my lord," replied Blanche, firmly, and some-

what haughtily, for she did not like the question.
" It surpasses all belief ! Continue, I beg."
" I resnlately refiMed to assist bim iu his infamous

desrivfns iu aof «tu; wh.ttevtt. I dared biltl te d» Ml
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worst. I did not fear him, and that neither threats,
argomenti, or ill-usage would bend me to hia purpose."

" Did he renew his solicitations ?"
" Not then, sir. He left mo with the idea that my

firmness would soon give way. But he was mistaken.
He did not know the person with whom he had to deal.
On the next oooasiou he found me as at first."

" And did you never give way ?"
" Never ; but when I was alone devoted the whole of

my energies to making my escape. But, alas! my pri-

son was too strong for me to break out of it."
" And you saw the three prisoners frequently ?"
" Oh ! yes. The two standing nearest to me brought

me food, and appeared to occupy the house. Though
whether they did so or not, ie more than I can say for
certain."
" But you made your escape ?"
•' Oh ! yes ; but not unaided. All ac once my three jatlera

disappeared. On the last few occasions my uncle told me
that he had my father securely in bis custody in a place
where he would never be found, and that if he did not
consent, he should slay him. But this threat I heeded
not, because I did not believe my father was in his cus-
tody. I thought that was only said to terrify me."
Here Blanche again burst into tears, but by a power-

fal effort she controlled her emotions, and continued

—

" After this, days passed, and I saw nothing of my
S'ailers. No one came near me. Fortunately I had been
eft with a tolerable stock of provisions, or I should
inevitably have died of starvation ; but I eked them out
AS well as I could.

" Last night, however, or rather, I should think, very
•arly this morning, though it was not light, I was aroused
from a light sleep I had fallen into by hearing a tapping
at the window of my prison.

•' I ran towards it instantly. I felt sure it was a friend
who had come to rescue me. My heart told me so ! No
•nemy woald have come in such a fashion ! On reach-
ing the window I found I was right, that a friend had
indeed found me, and was about to rescue me.
" I threw open the window, and then we could speak

to each other "

"Pardon me," said Mr. Nuttall ;
" but was this per-

on who appeared at the window known to you ?"

Blanche looked distressed.
She hesitated.

She stammered as she had done on a former occasion.
She glanced furtively at Adrian Winberry.
Then her eyes roamed over the court as though she

was in quest of something.
Bat that something, let it be what it might, did not

aeem to meet her gaze, and once more she glanced at
Adrian Winberry.
This behaviour was strange.
It was noticed by all.

Various interpretations were put upon it.

And though the trial had lasted so long as it had, yet
it could be seen that the interest which was taken in
the prootedinga increased rather than diminished.

CHAPTER CCXGIII.

IJf WHICH A FRB3H CHABACTKR APPEARS UPON THB
aOENE OF ACTION, TO THE DI3MAT 03" ADRIAN
WINBERRY.

There was some mystery in this behaviour oi Blanche
Winberry, but what that mystery was, was more than
the aoutest intellect there present could surmiBe.
She wished to speak.
Yet some consideration made her hold back.
Mr. Nuttall, whose interests lay solely with her, and

who knew that her hesitation and disinclination to
peak arose from no improper motive, was desirous to
remove as much as possible the injurious effect which it

oould not fail to have upon the minds of all.

He addressed himself to her in a calm and gentle voice.
" You hesitate to reply to the question I have asked

you. You hesitated upon a former oooasion. It may be
that such hesitation is quite natural, and that you have a
good reason for it, but 1 must request yon, for your own
sake, and for the sacred cause of justice, to speak freely

uu 1 fearlecsly. ^^ake no tesfirvation, lest Hiat which y..n

•tsottld tioM baek •lieaMatUu(tsgiiialt|'«tit Teliae, tu

I a word, whether the person who attracted your
tion by tapping at the attio window was known to yon f

"

" He was known," said Blanche, faintly. " That is—

"

"What?"
" I had seen him many times."
" Then you must have known him P"
"Yes, I did know him."
"That is all we wished to ascertain," aaid Mr.

Nuttall.
Blanche gave an evident sigh of relief.

The mystery was not elucidated yet, though donbtleie
it soon would be.

" When I opened the window we spoke to each other. He
told me how he liad been searching for me ever sinoe my
disappearance, but that he bad only just succeeded in
finding me. To the bottom part of the house he could
not obtain access, nor could he force away the iron bars
which guarded the attic window. At length he deter-
mined to make a breach through the roof, and this, after
incredible labour—for he had no tools—he accomplished.
He drew me through the aperture on to the roof, and
from thence without much trouble, we made our way to
the ground. With all speed I made my way to the hall,

and, upon arriving there, learned what had happened,
and what was taking place here to-day, and, in spite of
all obstacles and objections, I made my way here, and,
as I hope and trust, not too late to be of service."

One of the jurymen rose.
" I have to suggest that this witness, having identi-

fied the prisoners, should, in order to make her evidence
complete, be taken to view the dead body, and identify
that also."

" I would fain have spared the witness so painful a
task," said Mr. Nuttall, "but if you think it necessary
to the ends of justice, lam sure she will not bold back."

" I leave the matter with his lordship," said the jury,
man.

" I think it will be best to identify the body."
" I am ready," said Blanche, in a low, firm voice.

We will not linger upon this painful portion of oar
story.

Let it sufiSce to say, simply, and once for all, that
Blanche was taken to the anteroom where the corpse
lay, and that she of course identified it as being that of
her father.

She returned to ooort, and then the trial was con-
tinued.
"I have no more questions to ask this witness," said

Mr. Nuttall, " and she may stand down, without my
brother for the defence wishes to put any questions to
her."
The counsel for the defence rose to his feet.
" Eeally," he said, " this case has been conducted in

such an extraordinary manner—there has been such a
complete abrogation of all existing forma and prece-

dents, that I very candidly confess I hardly know how
to act. The first thing that strikes me, however, is that
we have nothing to prove the identity of the witness,

who has just given what I may call the most romastio
narrative for evidence that was ever heard within th«
four walls of this court."

Mr. Nuttall rose.
" If the identity of this witness presents any difficulty

to my learned friend, and he would like to have her
sworn to, there are at this moment a dozen persons in

court who are willing to do so."
" We will pass over that point, then," said the counsel

;

" I merely adverted to it because it was the first that oc-

curred to my mind. Admitting that the witness is what
she professes herself to be, I think it quite evident that

she has not told the whole truth in the matter. I am the
more sure of this, because once or twice during her ex-

amination by my learned friend, she faltered and hesi-

tated, either like one who had something to conceal, or

else like one who had but imperfectly learned the part

she was to speak. Which of this two it is. as you are
aware, is out of my province to decide."
" The witness awaits your cross-examination, if you

wish to put any questions to her," said the judge.
" Then, my lord, 1 will just ask this witness to tell the

court what took place after she left her father's hoase
on the occasion referred to."

A^'.tin came that distressed and agitated look OTMr
the eouatenanae of Biaaobe.
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A^in did she gUuM fartirely at Adrian Winberry. Blanohe tpoke with great spirit and energy, and a

Aeain did her eyes roam over the sea of faces in the [ hum of applause followed her words.
- But the ushers soon hushed it by uttering their mo-

notonouB cry, " Si—lence, Si —lence !"

" And do you positively swear to that f"

oonrt, as if in search of a particular one.

Kut this time she seemed to succeed in seeing that for

which she looked, for, upon her eye resting somewhere,
the expression of her face underwent a total change.

She looked up into the face of the counsel for the

defence calmly, and as thougli quite prepared to answer
any question he might ask ner.

This little bit of bye-play had not been lost on any
one, though it was inexplicable to all who saw it.

The counsel took a note of it in his own mind, and
then seeing Blanche apparently waiting, he repeated

the question he had previously asked.
" After crossing the lawn," said Blanche, " I entered

the shrubbery which adjoins it. Passing through this

I came to a stile, where I waited."
" For what reason did you wait ?"

" I had an appointment."
"Indeed," said the counsel for the de*'enoe, with a

triumphant look at the jury, as much as fc say, I have

fot hold of something important at last. " Indeed !"

" Yes, sir."
" Would you be good enough to say with whom ?"

"I cannot."
"Cannot?"
" No."
"But you must."
"I cannot."
"Why not?"
" Because I do not know."
" That is a very satisfactory reason ; but excuse me for

making the remark, it seems a little singular that you
should have an appointment, and not know with whom!"

" I did not know his name."
" Oh ! Then it appears the appointment was with one

of the masculine gender, whose name you did not know?
I am afraid, now, if the whole truth is told, your dis-

appearance from home will be very easily accounted for.'

'

" I do not understand you, sir !"

" Will you save trouble now at once by confessing
that the story of the abduction, with all the romantic
incidents belonging to it, is a fiction P"

"Certainly not, sir."
" Oh ! yon won't save trouble P"
" What I have sworn to, sir, is the truth, and I call

npon heaven to witness it."

The counsel shrugged his shoulders and continued

—

" Well, then, be good enough to say what took place
while yon waited at the stile."

The person for whom I waited came."
"And yon had some conversation with him t"
"Yes."
" What next?"
" We parted."
" Parted ?"

"Yea."
" Are you sure of that ?"
" Quite, sir."
" What caused you to part ?"
" Our meeting was a secret one—it had already lasted

Bome time, and I was afraid we should be discovered,
o we parted."

" With a promise to meet again ?"
" Yes, sir."

"And what took place after your partine?"
" What I have previously related to yon."
" That a cloak was thrown over yonr head, and you

were carried off?"
"Yes, sir."
" Well, now, then, was not the person yon met at the

tile the one who carried you off P"
•' What, Mr. Adrian Winberry ? Oh '. no."
" It was not Mr. Winberry who carried you off ?"
" That is not what I meant."
" What did you mean ? I should really advise you to

b« careful, for you are trifling with your evidence in a
very improper manner."

" I am not, sir. It ia you who wish to pervert and put
a wrong construction upon all my replies. What I said
was, that the person I met at the itile had nothing to
do with my abduction, and it was he who rescued me,
and without whose aid I could net possibly have been
hwM to day 1"

"I do, sir."
" Then why did you hesitate and appear oonfnsed

when you were questioned upon this point by my
learned brother for the prosecution ?"

" Because "

—

" Because what ?"

" The person had requested me to avoid, if possible,

all mention of him."
" Indeed, then, there is something mysterious in that,

and it is always a safe rule to call anything or any one
mysterious, suspicious likewise."

Blanche's eyes again roamed over the court.
" Now, witness," said the counsel for the defence,

" look at me, and tell me whether the person you speak
of is in court?"
Blanohe looked appealingly at the judge.
" Must I answer that question, my lord ?"
" It will be best to do so."

"Then he is in court."

"Then," said the counsel for the defence, "I trust,

my lord, you will give orders for no one to be allowed
egress from this place. This mysterious individual, of

whose identity, however, I have more than a suspicion,

must be brought forward."
" You may save yourself the trouble," said a voice

from the body of the court. " I am here, and am quite

ready to step forward."
The voice that pronounced these words was stern in

its tones, and yet anyone could tell it was a youth who
spoke.
But the effects of that voice upon two persona was

marked and rxtraordinary.

Blanche Winberry started, and a crimson glow over-

spread lier countenance.
Adrian Winberry started, and at the same time uttered

such a horrible cry, compounded of rage and fear, that
every one shrank back appalled.

It was evident he recognized the voice of the periOB
who was willing to come forward.
But what was there in that recognition to cause him

to utter such a cry ? Why should it have produced
such a remarkable effect npon him ?

These are questions to which the next few lines will

afford an adequate answer.

CHAPTER CCXCIV.

IN WHICH THE MTSTERIOUS WITNESS RETEAL8 HTM-
SELF, AND THE JUDGE COMMENCES SUMMING UP
THE CASE TO THE JURY.

That the person who said he was ready to come forward
fully meant what he said could be seen by the vigorous
manner in which he set about forcing a passage through
the crowd.
He made his way in a direct line towards the witness-

box.
From the judge on the bench, down te the meanest

oJBBcial or the most uninterested spectator among the
audience, there was not one who did not feel the keenest
deaire to see what this person was like.

Those, too, with whom he came in contact, gave way
right and left before him.

It took him but a moment to reach the witness-box,
and as soon as he did reach it, without waiting for
Blanche to descend, and without being told what he
ought to do, he pulled open the little door, and stood
in the narrow place by her side.

Then he looked fearlessly round the court.
All saw, then, that he was a young man about twenty

years of age—that time of life when the high aspirations
and poetry of youth have not become lost in manhood.
He was strikingly handsome, not merely in his features

but in his form, which was manly and robust, while he
carried himself with an air which could not fail to win
the admiration of all who saw it.

But though his eye was bright, and its expression fear-

lass, yet it could bo seen that if he had been left to his
own choice in the matter, be would never have revealed
himself, though fo« what reasvu none knew.
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Ihe attention of all in court w»i to muoh SuuA upoo
ihis youngr va&n, that very f«w, if any, noticed the ex<

prMsion of Adrian Winberry's oountenanoo.

It was awful in the extreme.
He glared at the young man who stood in the witness-

box with the deadliest hatred in his eye.

In fine, the expression was snoh that if he had been

possessed of any means of taking away his life he would
not have shrunk from doing so.

As they stood in the witness-box Blanche and this

mysterious youth formed a well-matched pair ; nor did

it require muoh foresight to see that they loved each

other.
But it was against the usage of the courtfor two per-

Bcms to stand together in the witness-box, so the usher

held open the door for one of them to descend.
" Who do you wish to remain ?" asked the judge.

"The young man," said the counsel for the defence,

"though I may probably wish to recall the other witness."

Blanche had no resource but to quit the witness-box,

and which, to tell the truth, she was by no means un-

willing to do.

The counsel for the defence looked for a long time at

this young man, and then he said

—

" What is your name ?"

Mr. Nuttall rose.

"Pardon me," he said addressing the judge, " but as

this is a witness for the prosecution, though somewhat
strangely brought forward, it is my right to be the first

in putting any questions to him."
"Certainly."
" But I claim him for a witness for the defence, my

lord !" said the opposing counsel, "and I maintain that

I have the right to question. My learned friend for the

prosecution may cross-examine at his discretion."
" If you will listen to me," said the young man from

the witness-box, in a clear but sad tone of voice, " I

can give an account of all I know without being ques-

tioned by any one."
" I decide in favour of the counsel for the prose-

cution," said the judge.

The counsel for the defence sat down with a bang.

Mr. Nuttall turned his attention to the witness, and
of course put the same question as the other had done.

" What is your name ?"

" Be good enough to understand that though I am
acquainted with Miss Blanche Winberry, yet she is not

only in ignorance of who I am, but does not know even

my name. Chance brought us together in a simple

manner, which need not to be told here. I had a reason

for concealing my name."
"Thatreason cannot hold good here," said Mr. Nuttall,

" so you will be good enough to tell the court what it is."

" I intended to do so. Only I thought it would be

best to make that statement."
" Very well, sir. Now tell us your name ?"

" Adrian Winberry
!"

Had a bombshell fallen into the court it could not

have produced a greater sensation than the mere utter-

ance of that name did.

All were positively aghast.

As for Blanche, she uttered a faint scream, and shrunk

back when her unknown preserver revealed himself.

Mr. Nuttall, it seemed, could scarcely credit his own
ears, for he said

—

"Did I understand you to say that yo'— name is

Adrian Winberry ?"

"Youdid, «ir. Such is my name."
" Then you are a relative ?"

" I am, sir."
" In what degree do yon stand related to her ?"

" I am her cousin !"

" You are, t^en, a relative of the prisoner at the bar r"
" I am, sir."
" You are sorry tor it, no doubt ? Be good enough to

tell the court in what precise degree of relationship you

stand to him ?"

There was a moment's silence after this question was
propounded, during which the spectators looked from

the Adrian Winberry who stood at the bar and the

Adrian Winberry who stood in the witness-box.

As they did so^ all could trace certain points of resem-

blance between the +wo, so that when the witness, in a

sad and unsteedj tone, 8R'<i—

" H9 ts uy tataer t"

None were larprised. They had anticipated th* r«ply.
" Your father ?" exclaimed Mr, NnttalL "Then of

course you will give no evidence against him ?"
" I trust I shall be spared that trial. Yet I oan

corroborate a portion of Miss Blanche Winberry's state*
ment without doing so."

" Then we shall be very glad to hear you."
" I suppose it does not matter in what way the

acquaintanceship between Miss Blanche Winberry and
myself began. It was, as I before stated, in the first

case the result of a mere chance accident."
" We are bound to believe that part of your testimony.

But I think you said Miss Winberry was unacquainted
with your name until you now pronounced it. Is this
so?"'
" It is, sir."
" But, on the occasion of yonr first meeting, I presume

you knew who she was ?"

" I did, sir. She told me. Then I knew that my
father had an ill feeling towards this part of our family,
and he strictly forbade me ever to make the acquaint^
anoe of any member of it."

" But how came you to be near Hampstead on the
occasion in question ?"

" I had not long returned from Spain with my father.
I was born in Spain. I accompanied him to Hampstead.
He said he was going there on business with this brother
whom he so detested, and would not allow me to enter
with him, so I had to wait in the lane until he oame to
me."

" I understand. It was then, while waiting, I pre-
sums, that chance threw you in the way of Miss Blanche
Winberry ?"

"You are right in that sarmisal, sir."
" And were your meetings afterwards continued ?"

"They were, sir; and with that perverseness which
so often manifests itself, a mutual affection sprang np
between ua which neither could control."

" But did you not confide the secret of who you were
to the lady ?"

" No, sir. On the contrary, I implored her to keep all

that had passed between us a profound secret, because
I argued that, as the hate was mutual, she would only
draw muoh ill usage upon herself."

" Indeed."
"That is precisely it. I saw her many times, and

when I last left her, it was with a promise upon her
part to meet me at the same place on the following
evening. I went, but she came not, and then I learned

the intelligence, from various people 1 saw in the neigh-

bourhood, that she had mysteriously disappeared."
" And was that all the intelligence you posseased upon

the subject ?"

" It was, sir."
" Where was your father ?"

" I cannot tell, sir."
" Why not ? Do you refuse to do so ?"

" By no means. I simply say I cannot tell yon, beoanse
I do not know ; he said he should be absent for some
time, and desired me to remain at the hotel at which we
had taken up our quarters during our stay in England."
"And did you?"
" Not altogether. When I heard of the mysterious

disappearance of Miss Blanche Winberry I directed the
whole of my attention to finding her. I could not join

in the search in a legitimate manner, as I could have
wished, because of revealing myself. But I worked in

solitude and secrecy, and after infinite trouble, succeeded
in finding her almost dead wi^h oold and hunger in the

garret of a house in Lambeth."
"Well, sir?"
" I freed her from that place, and accompanied her t«

her father's residence, with the intention of avowing
who I was, and of asking the hand of his daughter.
Upon arriving, however, we found the whole place in as
uproar, learned that Mr. Winberry, her father, had been
murdered, and that the trial was even then in progress.

Accordinsly, at the ursrent request of Miss Winberry,
I broujjht her here, and with what has happc^d since

you must already be acquainted."
The young man paused.
It will be notioed that cot on -^ word of the evidence he

gave criminated his father in any way. All he did was ie
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eortoberate the statements made by the being whom he

loved and valued more than any one m the world beside.

Mr. Nuttall made a sign that his examination had

concluded, and the counselfor the defence on being

asked whether ho had any questions to ask. gave a

surly reply in the negative.

CHAPTER CCXCV.

THE JTTDQE SUMS UP THE CASE AGAINST ADRIAN WIN-

BEBBY IN A VEBT CLEAR AND LOGICAL MANNER.

The aspect presented by this trial at the present junc-

ture was certainly without all precedent.

But the protracted proceedings were now close upon

^'"^c^unsel for the defence had, beyond doubt,

fought his client's battle well.
, ^ .

He had fought it in the face of tlie utmost oppoai-

Mon, and in defiance of common sense.

No. 54.—Black B'tss-

No. 34.

Such a battle might be prolonged, but victory would

be quite hopeless.
. ^, , -, ,

It wfll be recollected that when Blanche made her

sudden and somewhat dramatic appearance m the court,

the counsel had made his speech for the defence, and

Mr. Nuttall had began to make his reply.

In what way, then, were the proceedings to be resumed (

The evidence which had just been given, so complete

as it was, and bearing, as it did, so intimately upon the

case, was altogether against him, nor could his acute

intellect perceive any point upon which an attack could

be made with any prospect of success.

If he had, he would have aross-exammed his client s

son, though perhaps he thought it quite as weU to leave

him to himself. ,. . , , .

The judge, however, passed the oomphmentof asising

him whether he had any more to say.

He replied in the negative,
, , ,, . ,- ^.

" I quite igTBMe the latter part of this ease, .n, •>»»*

Price One Halfpenny.
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• I have made my speech for the defence, and the mat-
ter now rests awaiting the verdict of the juiy."
With these words he sat down.
Mr Nuttall rose.
" Since this is the determination of my learned bro-

ther, I shall' not trouble the court with my reply, but
leave the case to his Lordship to sum up."
Mr Nuttall sat down.
The jud?e turned over his notes.

They were more than usually voluminous, and it

would apeak well for the clearness of his intellect if he
was able to have them all in view, and give a luminous
summary of the whole.

Those who had listened to the proceedings thus far

felt like those who have watched at the bedside of a
loved one laid prostrate with a lingering illness, and
then been told that tlie time for the crisis had arrived,

and that the patient would either recover or die.

There was no occasion, then, to call for order while
the judge looked over his notes. Indeed, all were in-

tently occupied with gazing upon his countenance, as
though they could see there the shadow of coming events.
But the attempt was a futile one.

His stern face, compressed lips, and clear bright eye,
were inscrutable.

At length he commenced the delivery of his address
in the following terms.

His voice, when he began, was low and somewhat in-

distinct, so that his hearers were compelled to stretch
their senses of audition to the utmost to catch at the
purport of what he said.

But as he proceeded his voice grew stronger, until
eventually it filled the whole of the courthouse, and
every one could hear with perfect distinctness.
"Gentlemen of the jury

—

" When opening their speeolies, both the counsel for
the prosecution and the counsel for the defence adverted
to the singular nature of the case upon which you are
now called upon to adjudicate.

" I cannot refrain from commencing in the same man-
ner, and endorsing what they have said. The case is

certainly a most singular one, and there is nothing in
the whole course of my recollection like it.

" It is complicated, too, to a most extraordinary
degree, and I much regret that so much feeling—so
much romance—so much extraneous matter has been
imported into it.

" The difficulty of separating the incidents is great,
and that the incidents do require separation is evident, in
order that some kind of clear conclusion may be come to.

" It is my duty to put the case before you in this
manner, gentlemen of the jury, and if I do not properly
accomplish that important duty, I hope you will do me
the justice to take into consideration the perplexing cha-
racter of the evidence, and the voluminousness of the
notes I have been compelled to take, which conspire in a
very great measure to increase the diflBculty of my task.
"However, I will do the best I can, and occupy as

short a space of time as I possibly can.
" In the first place, then, we have the clear evidence

to show that a murder has been committed.
" The body of the murdered man has been seen and

sworn to by two witnesses who ought to be relied upon.
One was the c^ughter of the murdered man, and the
other the constant and intimate companion of that
daughter.

" We may then, I think, safely say that the question
of the identity of the murdered man is beyond all cavil
and dispute.

" And now, it having been settled who this man is,

the question naturally arises, what circumstances led to
his death ? and by whom would the crime most likely
be committed ?

" With respect to the first of these questions, it has
been shown you in evidence that Mr. Winberry was a
gentleman residing on his own estate, which has been
stated to be aituated about midway between Hampstead
and Hendon.

" It hag also beeii deposed that the deceased Mr.
Winberry had a brother—or rather a half-brother-named
Adrian, who, it is admitted on all hands, stands at the
bar of this court, in company with two other prisoners.
"It is also clear that a certain amount of ill-will or

dialike eubaisted between the two brothers, the oaaseof

which haired has been y.;Ciiliid to the fc.ther's will. >^"

which the bulk of the property, both real and personal,
was left to the elder brother William, and merely an
income of eight hundred pounds a year to Adrian," llie

younger brother.
" With the terms of this will, whether ju.^t or unjust,

we have nothint; wliatever to do, nor docs it signify
whether the will was the causae of the ill-foiling, or
whether the will was sufficient cause for it.

" With all this, I say, yon have nothing whatever to
do, so that you will bear in mind tlie clearly established
fact that the brothers were unfiieiuily with each other.

" In consequence of this unfriendliness, the younger
brother, Adrian, appears to have left England, and ac-
cording to a statement made by his eon, while under
examination, took up his residence in Spain, in which
country there is every reason to suppose he remained
for a considerable length of time.

" At length, however, having made away with the
allowance granted bim, it would seem he returned to
England, and sought out his brother, demanding of him
some kind of pecuniary assistance, which was refused
him, and the two brothers separated greater enemies
than ever, Mr William Wiui)erry strictly prohibiting
his brother Adrian from entering his doors again.

" But upon the occaaion of this visit, the younger
brother was distinctly seen by two witnesses, who have
both sworn to his identity in the most unhesitating
manner.

" So far all is, I think, very straisrhtforward and satis-

factory. Unfortunately, the complications have yet to

come.
" You have been told how, after these events, Blanche,

the daughter of William Winberry, went out one evening
for a walk in the grounds, and never returned.

" By her own evidence you have been shown that she
had, by chance, made th-^ acquaintance of the son of her
father's younger brother, and that dating from the com-
mencement of that acquaintanceship, a mutual affection

sprung up between them, though this Adrian Wicberry,
junior, carefully concealed who he was, the probability

being that had he not done so his suit would have come
to an end there and then.

" The witness Blanche then related how, after parting
with this secret lover, she had hastened home,when her
progress was interrupted—in fine, she was carried off.

" The evidence of this witness is in very many respects
most important.

" She has sworn that she was taken by her unseen
and unknown abductors to a garret at the top of a house
in London, where she was left alone.

" She then further affirms that the first person who
came in was Adrian Winberry, her uncle. She knew him,
slie says, instantly, and from this it may be inferred that
he presented himself before her free from any disguise.

"The object of his visit was, according to her state-

ment, to endeavour to compel her to write a letter to her

father, stating where she was, and what peril she was
futurely threatened with, coupled with the request to

accede to the request made by her captors.
•' This, with praiseworthy firmness, fthe young lady re-

fused to do, nor could any threats or arguments induce
her to alter her decision. The conditions to which her
father was to consent in order to procure her liberation

were, that he should transfer his wealth and title to his

younger brother, reserving only a suffioiency to keep
them in comfort.

" This, gentlemen of the jury, must sti.ke you as being
a most monstrous proposition, and yon cannot wonder
if Miss Winberry resolved to suffer a great deal before
she made such a request to her father ; for she feared

that out of his love for her, and consequent grief for her
loss, he would be induced to grant the request, in order

to have her restored to him, great as the sacrifice was.
" And now it must be borne in mind that the witness

positively swears that she saw all three prisoners at the

bar in the house in which she was confined, and her im-

pression was that they were the tenants of it. This
alone, without any additional evidence, would serve to

show that the three prisoners were accomplices, and not,

as stated by the counsel for the defence, perfect strao-

eers to each other.
" Bat I shall shortly come to a more oono'usive proof

<tf their aoeomplicity, but I would wish to finish witk
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what I am upon. It will be presented to yon in due
season.

" I wish to recall to your mind that the witness states

that for several days before she effected her release or

©scape, she was not visited by any one, so that she was
in imminent dang:er of starvation. This points to the
identity of the prisoners, because dnringr that time they
were detained in custody in Newgate."

CHAPTER CCXCYI.
THE JUDGE CONTINUES HIS DIFl'ICULT TASK, AND
BTANDS UP BOLDLY IN FAVOUR OF DICK TURPIN.

Having reached thus far in his summing-up, the judge
paused to wipe his face, which was hot and flashed.

The spectators took advantage of the lull, and gave a
sigh of relief.

Their pent-up feelings required some outvent.
But the pause which the judge made was only a mo-

mentary one, and he resumed in the following manner.
It was observed that several of the jurymen took

rough notes of the principal points to which the judge
directed their attention.

" Up to the present time, gentlemen, you will perceive
that the inclination of the whole of the evidence is to
fix the onus of the sjuilt npou the prisoners at the bar,

who were beyond question mixed up with the affair of
the abduction,

" This point being conceded, then, see how accurately
the whole drift of that evidence chimes in with the other
proceedings of the prisoners. I mean with reference to
getting possession of the Winberry estates.

" The evidence of Mr. Adrian Winberry, junior, is only
valuable for its corroborative qualities, since he can
swear that Miss Blanche Winberry was found by him
in such a place as she describes.

" This portion of the case, then, can, I think, be left

jt-st as it is for the present, while we turn onr attention
to the discovery of the murder,

" Pursford, who is a Bow-street officer of experience,
has stated upon oath how he saw, on the night of the
twenty-seventh of the past month, three persons cross
the road and eater a house in the Birdcage-walk, which
was known to him (Pursford) to be deserted and under
the imputation of being haunted.

" This, gentlemen of the jury, was deemed by the
officer to be a very suspicious circumstance. He saw
these three men at the hour of midnight enter the empty
house, and the conclusion to which he came was a very
natural one, namely, that they were there after no good.

" In his evidence he states that he went up to the door
and found it fast. He listened, but he could hear no
sounds of any 'iind within. He was alone, and conceived'
it his best pian of action to set off immediately for
assistance. He did so, and returned with several men,
who had been placed by the inspector at the police-
office under his command.

" On their arrival, they gave a summons for admission
in the name of the king, but at the same moment there
came to their ears the sound of the report of a pistol,
and this was judged sufficient to warrant them to break
down the door, which they did, and then rushed into
the house in a body,

" You will doubtless recollect that in his evidence he
gave at length the causes which led them upstairs to
the room on the second-floor, in which was found the
corpse of the murdered man.
" They had also, in their ascent of the stairs, heard

voices and the trampling of feet, as though those in the
house had heard the approach of the police, and were
seeking safety in instant flight.

' On entering the room in which the murder was com-
mitted, they saw opposite to them an open dnor, and
through this they went in search of the murderers.

" And now, gentlemen of the, jury, I wish to direct
your attention very particularly to this point—the
Bounsel for the defence having, at one time, tried to
destroy the identity of the two prisoners at the bar,
John Norman and Richard Saro.

" Passing through this open door, of which I spoke,
and crossing another room, the policn-officere came to
a flight of stairs. ^

" These led into a passage of some kind or other, which
terminated in the small plot of garden ground which lies

at the rear of these houses, and is separated from the
Birdoage-walk by iron palings, as I daresay many of
you have seen the house iu question, it having recently
acquired no small share of notoriety.

" In the act of making their escape from this little
piece of garden ground, the two men I have just men-
tioned—Norman and Sare—were captured.

" They were captured, too, by the very police-officer
who has given his evidence to yon. He swears, •without
the slightest hesitation, that the two prisoners at the
bar are the same as he captured, having looked in their
faces attentively both at the time of capture and also at
the time of his delivery of them into the hands of the
governor of Newgate.

" In the meantime, Mr Adrian Winberry had beeL
captured and brought to Newgate.

" I do not wish to touch upon his capture now ; I would
much rather the circumstances attending it were con-
sidered separately.

" What I now wish to draw your attention more par-
ticularly to is this. Pursford, the officer, swears that
when he took his two prisoners into the vestibule of the
prison, and they caught sight of Adrian Winberry there,
they, doubtless under the surprise of the moment, were
incautious enough to utter cries of recognition.

" Whether the other prisoner respondeO to these
recognitory cries is not clear.

" And now, gentlemen of the jury, I wish you to con-
nect the several links of my evidence together.
" Miss Blanche Winberry swears that Adrian, the pri-

soner at the bar, came into the room in which she was
confined, and made those propositions which havd al-
ready been given at length,

" She also swears that the two other prisoners, Norman
and Sare, appeared in the room, their errand being, as I
take it, to bring her the necessaries of life.

" Now observe what Pursford, the officer, swears.
" He swears that he saw three persons enter the

haunted house.
" He swears that, being directed by certain sounds and

indications, he found in a room upon the second floor
the body of a man who had been cruelly murdered, and
the evidence given at the inquest serves to show that
when the officers broke in the murder had only just been
committed, and that life was scarcely extinct.

" He swears most positively to the identity of Norman
and Sare, and is convinced they are the two men he cap-
tured escaping from the haunted house, and delivered
into the custody of the governor of Newgate.
" Then he swears, gentlemen of the jury, and this, ia

my humble judgment, is a most important point, that
these two prisoners recognised Mr Adrain Winberry,
and appeared surprised to find him in the vestibule of
the prison.

"In connexion with what I have just how stated this
says a great deal, and I wish you to ponder over it while
I take up another thread in this intricate affair, which I
have now the strongest hopes of thoroughly unravelling,

" It unfortunately happens that the events themselves
are complicated with minor and extraneous incidents,
which make my task difficult to a degree.
"However, I will begin with considering the evidence

of one who has come before yon in a very remarkable
manner—I am not afraid to say in such a manner as no
witness ever before came into a court.

" You know, of course, the person to whom I allude,
it being, unfortunately for him, no other than the
notorious highwayman, Richard Turpin.
" The evidence he gives is all important, but before we

consider the evidence itself, there are one or two things
requiring your attention.

•* As you have heard, the connpel inr the defence
strongly opposed his evideuco being received at all. But
though, in his capacity of'highwayman, Richard Turpin
stands charged with the commission of many crimes, yet
he has never been convicted of any.

" But being pursued by the officers who hold a warrant
for his apprehension, and having had very many narrow
escapes of capture at their hands, it must follow that
his apprehension would be the immediate consequence
of his appearance in the witness-box to-day.

" Urged, however, by some good feeling, you see he
made his way as a spectator in the body of the court. An
appeal for protection was made to me on Lis behalf by



the counsel for the prosecution. Btit that appeal was
quite beyond my jurisdicticro. I 'lad no power to pro-

tect the witneaB whatever.
" In spite, however, of this, as you saw, gentlemen of

the jury, he oame forward and sacrificed his own life—

I

Bay sacrificed it, for he has virtually done so, in order

that justice should be done upon a darin? criminal, who,
by oommittiug the revolting crime of murder, has made
a happy home desolate.

" Gentlemen of the jury, the circumstances under
which the witness came forward must go far to stamp
all that he says with truth, and to remove the prejudice

against receiving his evidence, which the counsel for the

defence endeavoured to establish.
" Taking, then, into consideration all the various cir-

cumstances under which he came forward, I think, gen-

tlemen of the jury, you cannot do wrong by receiving his

evidence, and attaching that importance to it which I

am sure it deserves.
" For my own part, I cannot help characterizing the

conduct of this witness as noble in the highest degree,

and let me ask where would another person be found to

step forward boldly, as ho has done, when they were
perfectly assured their death would be the result.

" I may say no more. It is possible this witness, by
his conduct in this matter, may endeavour to palliate

his past misdeeds. How fur he may succeed in any such
endeavour it is difficult to say.

" There, can however, be no harm in stating that if

it had laid in my power I should have allowed him free

passage from the court to-day, and given him, at least,

a chance for his life."

A loud cheer followed the termination of this speech,

and there were very few indeed in the court who did not
join iu it.

The judge was, in spite of all his skill and judgment,
not insensible to popular applause. Indeed, it is sweet
to all, from the sovereign on the throne to the pauper
in the workhouse.
The judge held np his hand for silence, but the ges-

ture was only replied to by renewed cheering.

At length, howeve?, by the strenuous exertions of the
ushers and other officials of the court, order and silence

were restored.

The judge resumed his address to the jury.
" Perhaps" he said, " you will consider I have dwelt

a little too long on the point of the evidence of this wit-

ness being received, I feel that if I am understood I

need go no further, simply stating that though ere now
there have been many undoubted cases of a witness
giving false evidence, yet I think I may make bold to

say thai a case was never heard of where the witness
threw away his own life to do it.

" The fact of the witness being able to make his way
through the crowd of officials who throng the entrances
to this court without being detected speaks volumes in

favour of his keeping out of the clutches of the officers

if he was surrounded.
" Nevertheless, he is here! He has avowed himself,

and the consequence will be that upon the termination
of this trial he will be taken under the escort of the
police to one of the strongest cells in Newgate.
Loud expressions of dissent from among the populace

responded to this speech, which was far from being in

unison with their feelings.

Unheeding it, howeve-, the judge went on.
*' Gentlemen of the jury

—

" We have yet some important work to do in the shape
of reviewing the case, which it is necessary to do com-
pletely. I have exceeded the limits I marked out for

myself in speaking of this witness, but I will endeavour
to compensate for my prolixity.

•In the first place, then, let us carefully weigh over
the substance of the testimony given by Turpin, which
in one part has a very rema/kable connection with the
accidental manner in which Adrian Winberry was taken
prisoner.

" It appears, tl^n, that on the night in question,
Turpin was pursued by his foes, and took refuge in

St. James's-park.
" But it seems it was not his intention to remain ia

the inclosure, but make his way out by one of the many
gates around it without loss of time.

" When, however, n«ar the piece of ornamental water
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in the centre of the park he heard some bugles blown,
and doubtless from experience he knew the meaning of
the signals.

" They signified, it seems, that the soldiers on duty at
the different gates were not to allow any person egress
from the park, which would then become a place where
their prey could be speedily hunted down.

" Turpin, however, in this esperate emergency, re-

members a house reputed to be haunted, situated in

the Birdcage-walk, and with the determination of mak-
ing his way into it, if possible, he crossed the park in
that direction.

" By his own statement he succeeded in his attempt,
and got into this empty house—how, does not matter.
It seems he did get in.

" His next step was to ascend to the upper regions of
the house, and when going up the first flight of stairs,

he heard a key rattle in the lock of the front door, which
was immediately opposite to him.
"And now, gentlemen of the jury, pray mark what

follows, and how it coincides with the evidence given
by Pursford, who is an officer well known for his skill

and integrity, and whose testimony no one will attempt
to controvert.

" From the outside Pursford,tho officer,8aw three men
enter the haunted house.

" From the inside, Turpin, the highwayman, who was
hiding from his foes, saw the very same thing.
" Moreover, the description given by him of the per-

sonal appearance of these three men perfectly coincides
with that given by Pursford, the officer.

" But Turpin does more. He saw the faces of the
three men distinctly, and he avers they are the prisoners
at the bar.

" The case against two of them, then—Norman and
Sare—is quite complete and conclusive. They are sworn
to by Turpin, who saw their faces at the time the mur-
der was committed ; they are sworn toby Pursford, who
captured them in the act of making their escape ; they
are sworn to by Miss Blanche Winberry as being con-
cerned, if not in her abduction, at any rate ia her im-

prisonment in the house in Lambeth.
" All this accumulation of testimony must, I think^

leave their guilt apparent, and therefore I will say no
more about them, but proceed to sum up the evidenc*
against Adrian Winberry, the prime mover and insti-

gator in the whole affair."

CHAPTER CCXCVII.
THK JURY HAVE SOME LITTLE DIFFICULTY IN AORBB-

ING UPON A VEBDICT.

The judge referred to his notes again before he entered
upon this the most important portion of his whole
address.

It gave the jury the opportunity of whispering to each
other, and commenting upon the evidence against the

two prisoners.

But the judge did not stay long, for having in his own
mind no doubt whatever of the guilt of the three pri-

soners, he was anxious to bring this very protracted case
to as early a termination as possible.

He went on in the following words

—

" Gentlemen of the jury,—
" In entering upon this part of the question nownnder

consideration, I must request you to give me your
earnest and undivided attention.

" I shall commence by directing your attention to what
was sworn to by the witness Maud Gouldman, as being
the cause which brought Adrian Winberry into contact
with his elder brother William, after so many years of

separation.
" She had it from the lips of William himself, who told

her that Adrian, having squandered the allowance left to

him by his father, had sought him out and endeavoured
to extort money from him, but he refused to listen to his

application.
" Then, with that on your minds, I shall direct your

attention to the account which Miss Blanche Winberry
gave of the interview she had with her uncle Adrian
after her abduction.
" That interview was not sought, for it was thrust upon

her by her uncle. She was a prisoner confined in the
t»arret of a house stated to be situated in Lambeth. The
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aooonnt she gives of her unole'a proposal is simply this :

Knowing the great love her father had for her, he had
torn her from him, in order thereby to achieve his ends,
vrhiob now seem not merely to extort a sam of money,
bnt the audacious idea of inducing his brother to trans-

fer his wealth and estates to him, reserving ouly an in-

oome for their support, thus, indeed, totally reversing
the conditions of the father's will. '

" But as I have before had occasion to reuiark, with
moat praiseworthy firmness Miss Winberry refused to

do this, though threats of a sufiBciently terrible nature
were held out to her to make her hesitate to refuse.
" She did refuse, and now connect these two together,

and the motive of Adrian Winberry appears the same.
"With these two examples, however, connect the

evidence given by Tnrpin as to what took place in the
haunted house.

" You will remember in his statement he deposed to

standing at the door of the room in which the interview
took place, first where he could only hear what took
place, and afterwards where he could both see and hear.

" The purport of what he overheard is this. Adrian
Winberry was urging bis brother, then a prisoner in

his hands, to sign a deed, which would make over to

him all his wealth and estates, with the reservation
above mentioned, and in return he was to be restored
to freedom himself, and his daughter Blanche given up
to him and saved from some terrible fate with which
she was threatened.

" Here, then, you have Adrian Winberry sworn to by
three different people, and strange to say, while they
each identify his personal appearance, they at the same
time show him actuated by the same motives ; they
have all three seen him under one aspect.

'*' The witness Turpin deposes that he saw the three
prisoners at the bar in the room in the haunted house.
The light of a lantern which was placed upon the table
revealed tbeir features fully to him.

" Two—John Norman and Biohard Sare—had hold of

the deceased Mr. Winberry by the arms, and kept him
in his seat, while the other, Adrian Winberry, pressed
bim by these arguments to sign the deed of transference.

" In the end his arguments prevailed, and the elder
brother afiBxed his signature to that document.
" No sooner had he done so than, horrible to relate,

upon the evidence of this witness, Adrian drew a pistol,

and blew out his brother's brains.
" Then Tnrpin, hearing the sounds which Pursford

made in breaking in, and naturally jumping to thecon-
olasion that his pursuers had tracked him to his hiding-
place, felt that his own safety demanded his first con-
sideration; therefore he ran upstairs, and made his
escape over the roof-tops,

" One of Pnrsford's companions has given evidence
which fully bears out this portion of the witness's
story, for he was the one who pursued Turpin in the
upper part of the house.

" Now if there was any doubt about this deed, that
doubt must be dissipated, for behold, here is the iden-
tical deed made mention of !"

As he spoke these words the judge held up the deed,
of which Mr. Skinner had so unwillingly reliuquished
possession.

" And mark," continued the judge, " this deed is taken
from one of the witnesses for the defence—not from one
for the prosecution ; and mark as weU, that it is signed
by the two prisoners, John Norman and Biohard Sare,
who have all along, by the evidence of other witnesses,
appeared as the accomplices of Adrian Winberry.

" Gentlemen of the jury, will it pi^ase you to in
this document?"
Thus speaking, the judge gave the deed to the nsher,

who passed it to the foreman of the jury.
It was handed from one to another, and carefully ex-

amined by all.
"

"Now this deed, it appears, by his own confession, was
drawn up by one Josiah Skinner, who is now in custody
upon a charge of perjury, for his evidence is nothing more
than a tissue of wilful misstatements. In his cross-ex-
amination, the prosecuting counsel also elicited the fact
that he had endeavoured to abate into the premises of
the deceased Mr. Winberry, by the advice of his client
Adrian, but thit attempt, it appears, was frustrated.
"1 ha70 no':-/ to touch upon the manner in which

I yon to inspect

Adrian Winberry was apprehended, which certainly
furnishes one of the most remarkable exemplifications
of the means which are taken by Providence to work
out its ends. ^
"After this I shall make some remarks upon the

theory set up for the defence, and then leave the case
in your hands for decision.

" You must bear in mind, then, the rather peculiar
aspect which St. James's-park presented upon that
particular night.

" A large number of persons were searching the park
in every direction, the object of their pursuit being the
capture of Dick Turpin, whom they knew to have taken
refuge in it.

" Besides this, the usual exits to the park were guarded
by soldiers, whose orders were to allow no one to pass
out.
" This state of things, however, was known to but few

persons, and certainly Adrian Winberry was not one of
the few who were in the secret.
"And I mast remind you, gentlemen of the jury, that

if Pursford, the officer, had been one moment later than
he was, he would have failed to capture the two men he
took into custody, for, as already stated, they were in the
very act of making their escape into the park.
"And now we have only to suppose that Adrian

Winberry was the first in the flig ht, and that he managed
to get over the palings befooe Pursford arrived, to ao-
oount for his presence in the park.
" Being here, however, his first impulse would be to

make his way to one of the gates, and he appears to
have made his way in a direct line to the one situate in
Spring Gardens.

" Here, however, the soldier on duty, in obedience to
the orders he had received, took him into custody, and,
upon the others coming up, he was carried off to New-
gate.
" In the vestibule of the prison, however, the mistake

that had been made was discovered, and then Adrian
Winberry, declaring who he was, complained bitterly

of the treatment he had received, and indignantly de-

manded to be set at liberty.
" This demand Mr. Cawthorn, the governor, declined

to accede to, and in the midst of the dispute, Pursford,

the officer, arrived with his prisoners, and then, according
to his evidence, the recognition took place between
them.
" Now all thip, as a spqnel to the rest, looks very black

indeed, nor does the theory of the defence at all aooonnt
for it in a satisfactory manner.

" The principal evidence, indeed, is that given by Mr.
Skinner, and the tendency of that evidence is to set np
an alibi. I cannot think, however, that it has suc-
ceeded in doing this. On the contrary, his evidence is

more damaging than otherwise against the prisoners.
" This, gentlemen of the jury, is as clear a statement

as I can give of this extraordinarily-involved case, which,
at first sight, seems to set summary at defiance.
"With respect to the defence, the counsel employed

ha8,I think, inclined more to utter wild and insupportable
statements, none of which he, or any one else, could sub-
stantiate, than to shift the guilt from the shoulders of his
client or clients—for I am not clear whether he appears
on behalf of one or all three of the prisoners.

'• Amonsr these random charges, the one which needs
most reference is that which charges Dick Turpin with
the committing of the crime which he saw committed
by another.
" To charge another persou «rith being gnilty, does

not have the effect of proving the innocence of another.
" In my opinion, however, the charge is utterly ground-

less and ridiculous, and based upon the most improba-
ble of suppositions, and I, in my own mind, feel quite
clear that the highwayman is guiltless of that one
crime, at least.

"And now, srentlemen of the jury, I conclude, and it

rests with you to pronounce a verdict in accordance with
your convictions. Ifyou have any reasonable doubt about
the guilt of the prisoners at the bar, your consciences and
your duty compel you to give them the advantage of that
doubt; but if you feel assured of their guilt, thon does
your duty to society at large compel you to register a
verdict in accordance with that conviction."
The judge sat down.
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A har\ of applause greeted the termination of his ad-

dress.
Considering the great length of the trial—the many

and complex incidents which had been brought into it,

the contradictory nature of some of the evidence, and

the number of witnesses examined, he had certainly

performed his onerous task with more than usual ability.

To retain al! those things in tne mind required amemory
of no uncommon tenacity, and to produce them in a
tangible shape required a clearer intellect than many
could boast of possessing.

Tlie jury conferred busily together, as though there

was sou:e" diversity of opinion relative to the guilty

t>arties.

The judge leaned back in his chair, with his eyes closed.

He was an old man, and the exertion he had been

obliged to make had tried his energies greatly.

We may avail ourselves of this pause to take a glance

at the different actors in this strange drama of human
life.

In the first place, then, we will turn to the three pri-

souerB at the bar.

They were ghastly pale.

On their stem-looking countenances there was no ray

of hope.
With a fixed and burning gaze they glared into the

jury-box, and watched the every movement of those

twelve of their human beings with the same intentness

as a cat will watch every movement of its intended prey.

Not a single glance—not a single motion, however
slight, escaped their notice.

Their lives hung upon the next few moments.
If in the solitude of his prison-cell Adrian Winberry

had been able to close his eyes to the awful nature of

his position, assuredly he was not now. It must have
pressed with full force upon his breast and brain.

What were his reflections, what tongue save his own
could tell ?

All noted, however, his awful haggard look and his

bloodshot eyes, which never for a single instant wavered

in their direction.

Ihen there was Maud Gonldman.
She was still in the same place as she had beeo when

Blanche entered the court. She had not been able to

move a step.

Hor attention was divided between the prisoners, the

jury, and Blanche.
And there was one other to whom she felt deeply

thankful. One who but for whose aid her case would

have been sad indeed. One whom she had, in spite of

her better ju'l^ment, learned to like, and who bad cast

away liis life tor her sake.

At least, that was what the judge said, but she had
better hopes, and visions which would never be realized

passed through her mind.
Then there was Blanche.

With a beating heart and colourless cheek, she waited

for the verdict.

Alas ! poor giii, her troubles in life had begun early,

an 1 seemed likely to continue.

She l»ftd concstTed a passion without knowing who he
w ?, — with t!ie son of hor father's murderer.
Unhappy fate !

It was impossible, she felt, that her dreams for the

future should be realized.

Whether Adrian \Vinberry, her lover's father, was
].nonQunced guilty or acquitted, would be all the same
ti> iier.

Alas ! poor heart.

A'^hen, whore, and how would her troubles cease ?

Standircr very near her was the object of her thoughts.
Ills eyes were fixed upon her countenance occasionally
with a mournful gaze, and then he would look up at the
dock where hia father stood and utter a bitter curse
upon his evil fortune.

He knew the bar that now stood like a wall of ada-
mant between hia cousin and himself ; he had, too, the
bitter pang of knowing how greatly he had added to the
unhappiness of her he loved, for he should never have
introduced himself to her, or, at all events, have kept
her for so long in ignorance of who he was, and won her
pui;: fiist virgin love.

CHAPTER CCXCVIIL

THE JUBT EETURN A VKBDICT OF GUILTY AGAINST
THE THBEE PRISONERS, AND KICHARD SAEE UAKBS
A CONFESSION OF HIS GtJILT.

From a contemplation of these proceedings we torn to
our old fiiend Dick Tnrpin.
He was far from satisfied with his position.

He was in doubt, too, how the case would terminate.
To be sure the judge had expressed his own convic-

tions pretty plainly, but then the jury will not always
be ruled by the judge. Indeed, their disposition would
rather be to run counter to it.

And so Dick felt doubtful for the result, and those
doubts rapidly increased when he found the length of
time the conference continued.

Mr. Wriggles had passed Mr. Skinner into the custody
of a brother-oflScer who happened to be near, while ho
himself kept a sharp look-out upon Dick, determined not
to lose him this time, let things turn out how they would.
Dick treated his old foe in a very friendly manner,

occasionally interchanging a whispered remark with him.
The hope that Turpin had hitherto entertained, namely,

that the judge would interpose on his behalf, had quite
left him. He saw that it was foolish to expect it.

But there was the mass of people who filled the court.

They were all on his side, and had manifested their

partiality several times.

Would they, then, assist him ?

Would they prevent his capture by the myrmidons of

the law ?

He had slight hopes of that.

He knew how little dependence was to be placed upon
a body of people.

And so he waited for the verdict, and for his own fate

as well.

And now we think we have taken a glance at all in

whom we feel any interest, without we include the

counsel.

He for the defence sat down at hia table, biting the
feather end ot a qui 11 -pen in a rather disconsolate manner.
Mr. Nuttall had upon his thoughtful face an expres-

sion which seemed to say, I have done my duty.

Mr. John Kersey still looked on anxiously, impatient
for the verdict to be given in.

But there seemed to be a discussion of some kind or

other going on among the jurymen.
At length, however, they turned round, and all sat

down.
The clerk of the arraigns rose, and said

—

" Gentlemen of the jury, do you find the prisoners at

the bar guilty or not guilty ?"

There was a moment of breathless suspense.

Literally, every one seemed to hang upon the lips of

the foreman of the jury.

He was a fussy, pompous little man, and seemed to

be aware of the important position in which he just

then stood.
He waited, then, for every noise to subside, and when

a silence of several seconds' duration had prevailed, he
said, in a very important tone of voice—
« Guilty

!"

Again followed that same rushing sound which we
have before described.

It was caused by every one in court giving a sigh of

relief.

Then some one tried to get up a cheer, but the criers

nipped it in the bud.

The prisoners did not by any outward sign show the

effect which this verdict had had upon them.
The usual question wliether they had anything to say

why sentenoe should not be passed upon them was
put.
Adrian Winberry tried to speak—to make a reply of

some kind or other.

He moistened hia lips, and endeavoured to clear his

throat of something which seemed to be choking him.

"My lord, my lord !" he gasped, " I protest against

the verdict of the jury. I ara an innocent man, my lord,

only the case has been placed in hands not competent for

its conduction. I say I am innocent, innocent—quite

innocent, and if I am hanged, I shall be a murdered
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A shudder ran through the court upon hearing this

assertion, made at so awful a moment.
The indffe looked at him sternly.

However, he did not speak.

One of the prisoners, however, was endeavouring to

do so, or appeared to be, by the way in which his lips

moved.
It was Richard Sare.

He was the youngest of the three, and there was not

npon his countenance quite so hardened an expression

aa there was upon that of his companion.
The judge stooped down.
He knew for what object.

He fumbled about, and at length from a drawer in the

pedestal before him, produced that ominous thing the

black <ao.p.

Dread, horrible, yet significant memento of past

times, when the administration of justice was accom-
panied with very many more forms than it is now.
As he held this cap in his hand, then, previous to

placing it upon his head, he saw that Biohard Sare

seemed about to speak.
He paused in what he was about, and asked the

question

—

" Have you anything you wish to say, prisoner?"
" I have, my lord."
" Say on, then."
The judge put his cap down on the top of the pedestal.

The moment Sare spoke, Adrian Winberry turned
round like iiglituing.

He seemed to read the iateution of his accomplice in

iniquity in his face.

Uttering a howl of rage, he sprang forward past Nor-
man and clutched him by the throat with so violent a grip
that his fingers were almost imbedded in the flesh.

Sare fell down with his antagonist upon him.
A shriek arose in the court, and then a scene of the

most awful imaginable confusion ensued.
So suddenly did all this take place.

So totally unexpected was the murderer's attack that
the jailers who stood in the dock to keep watch over the
prisoners were thorouErhly taken by surprise.

Recovering themselves from their shock of astonish-
ment, they threw themselves upon the struggling men,
and endeavoured to separate them.

After several fruitless attempts they succeeded.
Adrian Winberry seemed to divine the intention of

his accomplice, and resolved to prevent him from carry-

ing it into execution if possible.

But the jailers tore him from his prey, though not
until he had almost strangled him.
Then, livid with rage, he was forced to stand up in

the dock, held firmly iu the grasp of two men.
A universal cry of execr.ation greeted him the moment

the people caught sight of him, and several missiles

were thrown.
More dead than alive, Richard Sare was sat up in a

ohair.

Meanwhile, the confusion and turmoil in the body of

the court increased rather than subsided.
The judge rose.

In a voice that made itself heard above every other
sound, he cried

—

" Unless there is instant silence, clear the court. Clear
it, let the consequences be what they may, unless there
is immediate and total silence ! Clear the court

!"

There was no doubt about the speaker being fully in

earnest in what he said.

The desire to hear the termination of the trial trium-
phed over that to create a disturbance, and the peoole,

one and all, became silent instantly.

Not even a murmur rose.

In the meantiuie some pungent essence had been held
to the nostrils of the man Sare, and he had recovered
somewhat.
Hie first act upon regaining his consciousneas was to

look where Adrian was standing, and when he saw his
toe so well guarded he seemed to tako heart.
He rose from the chair, and assiste i by two of the

turnkeys, stood at the front of the dock.
All could see where the talonJike fingers of Adrian

"Winberry had actually infixed themselves into the flesh

.

and tiny streams of blood trickled from several wounds.
Ttie attack which had been made npon his life was a

sudden and desperate one, and it is much to be wondered
at that it did not snccued.

" You were going to speak," said the judge, " were
you not ?"

" I was, my lord."
" Speak now, then."
" I wanted to make a clean breast of all this busi-

ness, and I suppose Mr. Adrian guessed it, and thought
to stop my voice."

" It is the most outrageous thing lever heard of, but
before you proceed to make any confession let me give
you a word or two of warning. You must noUorgetShat
you have been pronounced guilty of murder by the verdict
of twelve of your countrymen, and notliing now can re-

verse that verdict. If, however, you like to make any
statements to the court you are at liberty to do so, but
you must distinctly understand that nothing you can say
will have a mitigatory effect upon the sentence I am about
to pronounce upon you, nor can I hold out any hopes of

your obtaining a commutation of that sentence."
The prisoner hesitated.
" I cannot make my situation worse by telling you

what I know ; can I, my lord ?"

" Certainly you cannot ; and if you confess your guilt

yon will take away any doubt there may be upon our
minds as to the justice of the decision we have come to."

" I will tell you what I know, my lord ; and I hope
you will try to do what you can for me. You must
know that about two months ago, or it may be more,
Mr. Adrian Winberry came to my house in Fore-street,

Lambeth, and said he had work for me to do, if I was
in the humour to do it."

" How came ho to know your address ?"

" He had it from Mr. Josiah Skinner, my lord. Mr.
Skinner recommended me to him."
" Oh ! indeed. Then it seems Mr. Skinuer has taken

a greater part in this business than I had pxpeeted.

Officers, look well to him. You have him already in

custody."
Mr. Skinner's face changed to the colour of some old

parchment deed which had not seen daylight for a hun-
dred years or so.

But he made no struggle.

He had not the courage to make an attempt to preserve

his own life.

The judge looked at Sare to continue.
" It's no good for me to deny it, my lord. We came

to terms together, and he engaged my mate as well, who
lived in the same house with me, and promised to reward
us well if we would be faithful to him."
"Well?"
"Our first business was to lay in wait for Mias

Blanche Winberry, and carry her off to London. We
were to keep her looked up securely in the attic during
the pleasure of our employer."

" And this you did ?"

" Yes, my lord ; we caught her in the shrubbery, as she
herself saySjby throwing a cloak over her head, and car-

rying her to a carriage. Then we drove to London."
" Go on."
" But the scheme did not seem to succeed so well as

was anticipated, and another was to be tried : so me
and my mate had another journey down to the liall,

and, spying our opportunity, we made Mr. William

Winberry a prisorflr, and carried him off as well
!"

"Did you take him to your house in Lambeth ?"

" No, my lord ; that was not judged prudent ! Mr.
Skinner suggested that Mr. Winberry should be taken

to the haunted house in Birdcage-walk, of which he had
the key, and confined there until such time as they

thought fit to set him free."
" Had yon, then, no idea that the unfortunate gentle-

man was brought to that lonely house in order to be

murdered ?"

" None whatever, my lord ; I never dreamt such a
thing as murder was intended, or I should not have had

anything to do with it. When Mr. Winberry was a
prisoner we paid several visits to him, and each time

Mr. Adrian pressed him to sign a deed making over the

property to him."
" Stop a bit. You signed that deed, did you not ?"

" I did, my lord, and so did my mate. We were only

to witness it. Well, sir, on the night of the twenty-

seventh of the last mouth, vre three all went to the haunted
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house, aad not dreaming ire were watched, or that there

was any one in the house, we went into the room where
the prisoner was, and, as I now recollect, leaving the door

ajar. The lantern was put down on the table. Me and
my mate had hold of the gent by his arms, while Mr.
Adrian put the deed down on the table, and asked him to

sign it. At last the old chap did as he was asked, and then

I thought Ml-. Adrian would be satisfied, and that he had

ffot what he wanted, but all at once he whipped a pistol

out of his pocket, and before I knew what he intended

to do, he fired it, and his brother lay dead on the floor
!"

The auditors of this awful tale could not refrain from
a groan upon hearing this horrible statement of a cold-

blooded and heartless murder. •

But, at a sign from the judge, the prisoner continued

—

" At the moment the pistol was fired, we heard some
heavy blows struck upon the front door, and we dreaded
capture. Mr. Adrian told us to follow him, and that we
should be all right. We were horror-struck about the

murder, and spoke to him, but he cursed us for a reply,

ui)d went out of the room. Ispoketomy mate, and then
liearinjj some one coming, we thought we had better fly

with all speed, whiph we did, but we were too late. We
were capture- in the garden, and brought prisoners to

Newgate, and when we got there who should we find bull

Mr. Adrian. Of course we spoke to him, but he locked
terribly angry, and made on as though he did not know
us. We were all locked up, and the next day Mr. Skinner
came to see us, and he said he would get us out of all the

trouble if we would do as he told us, which we promised
to do. Then he said we were to make on as though we
did not know Mr. Adrian, but to say it was a mistake, and
that we were strangers to the man who had hired us, and
that we had no idea murder was meant, so we did a*he
told us."

" And that is a plain statement of the case, is it ?"

" It is, my lord. I am ready to take my oath of it at

any moment."
"Very well. Have you anything more to say?"
" No, my lord, except that neither me nor my mate

knew that Mr. Adrian meant murder, and it was done
60 quickly there was no time for us to prevent it."

" Does your mate, as you call your fellow-prisoner,

agree to the truth of what you have just said ?"

" I don't know whether he will confess, my lord."
" Yes, my lord, I confess," said John Norman, " and

I hope as how we shall be leniently dealt with. I am
ready to take my Bible oath at any minute, that what
my mate has said is quite true in every respect."

CHAPTER CCXCIX.
THE JUDGE PASSES SENTENCE OP DEATH UPON THE

P RISONERS, AND MAKES AN APPEAL TO THE JURY ON
BEHALF OF DICK TURPIN, WHO IS, ECWEVEK, CON-
FINED IN A CELL IN NEWGATE.

The judge drew on the black cap.

The task he now had to perform was one from which
any one would shrink.

But now that the prisoners had confessed, and added
their testimony to that which had been given by the
other witnesses, agreeing as it did in almost every parti-
cular, his duty was less responsible and disagreeable.

Still, it is an awful thing for one human being to
doom three of his fellow-creatures to death, no matter
what the circumstances may be, nor how imperatively
their deaths should be called for.

Tn those days, however, so much was not thought of
hanging a man as there is now. In the good old times,
as some call them, there was always a gaping, riotous,
disorderly thion<? round Tyburn-tree, and they were
pretty sure of being presented with two or three trem-
bling wretches, if not more.

This judge, however, as the reader cannot have failed
to see by his conduct, was a man somewhat in advance
of his time. He had enlightened thoughts, and took a
more comprehensive view of things in general than
was usual at that time.
His voice lacked firmness when he spoke, and all in

the court could see the extent of his emotion.
He spoke as follows.

But, low as his voice was, there was not in all the
coiut a single person who did not hear distinctly every
word he said.

i

' Prisoners at the bar,

—

"You have been tried by a jury of your countrymen,
and have been by them decreed guilty, and I have now
to conclude these proceedings by passing the laat sen-
tenoe of the law upon you.
"Prisoners at the bar,—Yon have had a lOng and

patient trial. Every circumstance connected with the
horribletragedy of which yon are decreed guilty has been
carefully weighed and examined. With the j ustice of the
verdict which the jury has returned, I may say I fully and
cordially agree, more especially as since that verdict has
been recorded two of you have made confessions of your
guilt. The mere fact of your having done so has taken a
srreat load off my mind, and so it must have done to the
jury themselves. The painful duty I have to perform is

materially lightened, audi shall have less compunction
in passing sentence upon you.
"But first, I feel it to be my duty to animadvert

upon the conduct of you, Adrian Winberry. The part
that you have all through played in this dark drama is

such as to make you bated and detested of all men.
You have no excuse to make for your monstrous vil-

lainy. It appears, upon credible evidence, that yoa
were left by your father an' income quite suffloient
to keep you in comfort, if not in luxury. But yoa
thought fit to squander that income in extravagances,
and then sought to extort money from your brother.
Many events have been hinted at by the witnesses as to
what took place at the time of your father's death, which
show you in anythin g but a favourable light. With those
events, however, we have, of course, nothing to do.

"Situated as we are with respect to yourself, it is im-
possible for us to say what were your intentions when
you first mooted the question of money to your brother,
nor are we in a position to say what passed between yoa
on that occasion. A witness states, however, that the
reason your wishes were not complied with was solely
owing to the manner in which the demand was made.

" It may be that up to that time you had formed no
designs upon your brother's life. It may be that during
that very interview something took place or was said
which roused your hatred against him. But let that be
how it may, you sought to break his heart by carrying off

his daughter. What were your intentions with respect
to her it is out of my power to say, and perhaps always
will be. Not content with this, however, you carried oS
the father, and confined him in a gloomy and terrible

prison-house—a place which would be most calculated
to exercise an effect upon the mind of the person con-
fined in it. Then, by specious arguments, you won him
to your purpose, and the deed was signed, entitling yon
to possess ailyou coveted. One would have thought tha t

would have satisfied you, but so far from doing so, you
murdered him in cold blood. Oh ! it was an awful crime

;

so awful that the watchful eye of providence would not
allow it to go unpunished. When any one begins to think
of the peculiar position of affairs on that night, and the
extraordinary manner in which you were captured, no one
can help being struck with admiration at the manner in
which one circumstance hinges upon the other. The
avenging spirit was behind yon, and drove you onwards
blindly to destruction.
"Your crimes have been brought to I'ght, and are

about to receive their punishment. For yourself not
one word in the shape of palliation can be said

—

there is nothing to excuse you in the least. Murder
comprehends under its name various ways of taking life.

The life may be taken in a moment of passion under cir-

cumstances of the utmost provocation. But you cannot
plead either of these. Yours was long premeditated.
That is established by the manner in which the murder
was committed. You had resolved that so soon as ha
signed that document he should die. When your brother
took the pen in his hand, yours, beneath your cloak,
grasped the butt end of a pistol. You held it in your hand
in such a manner as to produce it in an instant. You did
so, and your brother's brains were scattered on the floor.

Oh ! it is a crime so horrible as to send a chill of horroif

through the blood of the most callous. In speaking of
this fiendish crime, well could I say, in the words of one
towhom the human heart and all the feelings that swayed
it were laid open like a book, well could I eay with him^

" Murder most foul, as in the best it is.

Bat this most foul, strange, and imnatural."
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after those awful words seemed to have t'ae power 01

speech and motion.
But the turnkeys were the first to move.
They tapped their pi-isonei's upon the shoulders to

intimate to them that they were to prepare to go.

But the judge held up his hand for silence, and then it

became evident that he Lad something more to say.

the 8lirfii«st"hope'of meroyV'Yettwo of you, having made i
He turned towards the jury-box and said—

^- • '^ • • - ' " rrpiitlemon of the lurv—
, I must crave

it is a description that folly agrees with the one of which

you have been found guilty. To slay a brother—to commit

"fratricide—to commit the crime for which Cain suffered--

is indeed most unnatural under any circumstances, and

mo?t foul under the circumstances in which you slew your

brother. t , ,j ^ i

Prifl*', 6 at the bar, for none of you can I hold out

Df 'S
"

the confession vou have, may be entitled to some commu- f ' Gentlpnien of the ,iuiy—

tation. But it is not for me to hold out any hopes to y(x - Before x dismiss you from your -,,.,, ,, ^
The sentence of this court upon all three of you is, that your attention to some little matters connected with the

you be taken from the dock at which you stand tc the ;
tnaljyhich is jnt concluded.^

plr ce from whence you came, and from thence to the place

of public execution, there to be hanged by the neck until

y .u be dead, and may the Lord in his goodness show that

uerCT to your souis which, we are forbidden to show to

-Tor bodies." 1
, j •. t.-

^ith these iiapressive words the judge concluded his

temarks

The first "concerns Mr. Josiali Skinner, who states

himself to be an attomey-at-law, though I hope, for thi

credit of the legal profession generally, that statement

may be lound to oe untrue.
" I have ordered him to be taken into custoay.
" From the evidence laid before us, it appears pretty

learly that be was an accessory to all that has takes

iwry were soiioued by aa intense silenw. for no on« I |>l«!e. Perhaps mueh of it m^e be due to his instigatiou.

N ). JO. fBMB O^S HAI.X^BMini



Still, I thiuk T haw« imde groumla for committing him
to take his trial."

The foreman of tltt, ja»y JO<i(led his head.
The officers tightened their grasp upon Mr. Skinnet.
The judge continued.
" The next point upon whicli I wish to address yon ji

tbat of one of the witnesses for the prosecution, who came
foirward in a very singular manner and under very e ttrt^

oriinary circumstances to give his evidence.
" Of course, gentlemen of the jury, I allude to no rxCer

person than the notorious highwayman, Dick Tui-pin-
" It is not, I imagine, necessary for me to dwell apon

tlje manner in which he entered the witness-box.
" But as he lies open to the charge which pay learned

brother for the defence has brought against him, I think
it will be best for me to revert to his behaviour on the
present occasion.
" Above all ought these facts to beVome in min&.
" He is a highwayman, and an offender against the

laws, for which reason one would scarcely look to find in

him any of the virtues and rsSned feelings which might be
expected from C holding a respectable position in

society.
" But, nevertheless, let that be as it may, it seems there

are certain ranks and differences in crime, and that there
are some of so atrocious a character as to fill the mind of

a highwayman with horror.
" And if yew will all bear in mind, though the fact

ought not to be admitted in extenuation or palliation of

their deeds, it is, however, certain that a certain degree of

romantic generosity is always ascribed to knights of the
road, as they are popularly called. ^
" For the moment, I cannot recall an instance in which

a case has been brought before me of a highwayman com-
mitting any further offence against the person than that
of robbery, and during the evidence the defending counsel
has always elicited that the robbery was unaccompanied
with any violence whatever.
" From this it would not be going too far to infer that

there exists in the breasts of these depredators generally

a kind of wild, lawless, chivalrio spirit, such as might
have belonged to the knights eiTant of the middle ages,

between whom and the knights of the road of our own
day there is less difference than many people imagine.
" Such, then, being the case, it is not difficult to believe

that Dick Turpiu, highwayman as he is, was horror-struck
when he saw the atrocious crime committed in the manner
which has been described to you in evidence.

"Some concatenation of events, unnecessary to be
described here, brought him, it seems, into contact with
the members of the family of the murdered man.
" He would see their grief and the unutterable woe

which the mysterious disappearance of the head of the
house would cause in the hearts of all his descendants.
" Then he would know that he alone was a witness of

the awful crime—that his evidence alone could complete
the conviction of the murderers.

" But how was he to conje forward ?
" Too well would he be aware that a price was set upon

his head, that the officers of the law were in search of

him, and that, if he disclosed himself, his capture and in-

carceration would inevitably foUow.
" But we see that this all-important consideration did

not triumph over his desire to do justice to the family of
the murdered man, and accordingly ho has stood ber^re us
t«-day in his true character, and stated upon oath all the
particulars with which he was acquainted.

" And let not too light a value be set upon bl2 coming
forward. ,

"By some it will be urged that he could js» cava
escaped apprehension, but that I beg leave to dt^ubt.
" It is a matter of notoriety and public ocmcEjent feh»t,

for a very long time past, all efforts which bavff beea
made to take him into custody have proved a»j«itsceMful.

"And from one little event which has happened in con
flexion with his presence in this court, I am incHued to
infer that all attemots would Vm-Abeen eqtt?Uj unsuocess-
ful for a long time to come,
" The fact to which I allucTe is this.

"To-day being a day appointed for trial, this cou t-

faouse and all the passages contiguous to it are thronged
nitn epectators and officials belonging not only to New<-
^6t», but the various poUoe-officers.

*• fiacb hf^ng the case, then, who wonfd tor a

have thought it possible that Dick Turpin, tha wpU-knoKm
highwayman, should, undisguised, have made *>'» way iu

I with the real, unrecognised and undetected ,

J

" This, in my judgment, speaks volumes in'favour ofthe

j

supposition that for a length of time to come he would
' have been suocessfol in defying capture by the police.

j

" For my own part, it seems impossible for any one to
havo been single-minded enough to bave acted in the

I

mann.ir in which he has act«d

I

" Th.<tt he should expect some cousiaeraiion to oe shown
him is, T think, only natural ; and I much regret that it

is not in my power to hold out protection to him—but 1

am powerlct's to do so.
" Nor by a detractor could it be said that he came here

ignorant of the consequences to himself.
" He was in tho court and was expressly warned before

he came forward as a witness what would be the certain

consequenoe of his doing so.
" But this did not have the effect of keeping him back

or of causing him even to hesitate.
" He gave his evidence clearly and satisfactorily, and

the moment he stepped out of the witness-box he was
arrested by an officer of police, in whose custody ho still

remains.
" And now I wish to refer to the charge which has beeu

bnmght against him by the counsel for the defence.
" He broadly and unconditionally accuses him of haviujf

committed the murder himself.
" But, gentlemen of the jury, a moment's consideration

will be sufficient to convince you of the utter absurdity of

this accusation.
" It seems impossible to all of you, I am sure, that any

one could have acted in the manner in which I hav«=

described Dick Turpin acting.
" But if tliis is your opinion, should you not think it

more impossible still—admitting for a moment that im-
possibility admits of comparison—I say, gentlemen of the

jury, should you not have considered it still more impos-
sible for a man placed as Dick Turpin is to commit a

murder and then come into the witness-box at the sacrifice

of his own life, in order to give false vdtness against

another P
" The one case I have put to you can be ascribed to a

kind of romantic chivah-ousness, but the other is totally

beyond all the bounds of sense and reason.
" What my learned friend the counsel for the defence

wiU bring forward in support of his accusation it is not for

me to say; but if the charge was, as I expect, brought
forward without anything to substantiate it, I should
recommend him to withdraw his accusation before the
matter proceeds any further."

CHAPTRE ceo.
THE PEOPLE IN THE COURT MAKE AN UNSUCCESSFUl

EFFORT TO KESCUE DICK TURPIN.

There was a faint hum of approval from the body of the

people in the court when his lordship thus spoke, and all

looked curiously towards the counsel for the defence in

order to see what notice he would take of the appeal.

He rose to his feet and the judge remained silent, in

^der to afford him an opportunity to speak.
" My lord," he said, " since you have been pleased to

allow me a chance to retract what I have said, I bep t;o

take it, and therefore say, once and for all, that I mdi-
vidually draw back from the accusation."

The counsel sat down.
His lordship resumed his remarks.
" I think you have acted very wisely. And now, gen-

tlemen of the jury, I will_ not detain you above a moment
longer. /
" Dick Turpin is now free from the charge of the murder

of Mr. William Winberrjr, bat I have yet a worJ or tw©
mcE<« to say respecting him.
" It was i»t solely with a view of allowing my learned

*> brother for the defence an opport unitisf of retcacting his

charge that I addressed myself to yoa.

"This highwayman has rendered sigma e»nnoe to

society at large by the manner in which he has acted in

this trial, and has set an example worthy H be followed.

"Under such circumstances, then, I titmk some stepf

ought to be taken in his behalf. I, for my own part, shall

[ interest mys«lf to the utmost in his favour, and all that i

I

Ciin do, I may safely lay, ihi:V' be done I truat my wtampi*
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wfl] be foUowAd by all thoM who have U^ke;! iu aothr* I The distance they had to go was short.

part in tody's prooeedingB
Another roond of app!»ast^ which made th« roof d cits

ooort ring again, followed tbie ^ceech.
The judge oontinnecL
" At present I have no alteinativd htk, to .'«£';s ^^«a in

the hands of the officer who haa taken him Jufeo cu^tc-Jy

,

•nd I think ii will not be out of place to piTO hiKi a few
wordi of advice »* to the manner in which lie eondocta
himself."
Then, looking at i^ick, and addresaisg himself more

p€U*icularly to him, he went on—
" Let me advise you," he said, "to make no resistance.

Snch a proceeding could not possibly be attended with

any good results, or I should be the first to countenance
it, for your behaviour has filled me, if no one else, with
the utmost a<lmiration. S ibmit qnietly. You will ?^
taken to a cell in Newgate, but that you must put up wilh.

While you axe there, I trust yon will create no disturbance,

and rest nssured that every exertion will be made to

obtain some amouct of leniency from the crown on yotir

behalf.
" I cannot prmntse anything, however. The jury I have

retained in their seats, in the endeavour to interest them
on your behalf also. And, now, attend to my last words.
Do nothing to tiggravate the charges which have been made

fit

Therefore, almost before any one peroei7«d the move-
ment, he was out of sight, for, as soon as the curtain was
raised and be passed through, it was allowed to tall into
its T»^- J place again.
Ihc ^jop'e m the couit had not offered to stir.

Had it no*, been for the last words the judge had uttered,
they would assuredly have oce and all sprang forward to

the rescue of our hero.
As it was, they were andecided and hung back, pouder^

ing the while on what had been said to them.
And it was during this momentary indecision that D?ok

papsfd on» of their siglit.

Then some one among the crowd cried

—

" Hurrah for Dick Turpio, and down with the police I

Fetch him out, friends ! Never mind what the judge
Rays; he isn't king. We won't have the bol«l highway-
man scragged! Three cheers, mates, for Dick Turpin,
and then we will set him free

!

"

The three cheers were given with startling eflfect, and
then, like a mighty torrent, the crowd pushed forward.
But it was in vain tliey surgea to and fro. They found

themselves everywhere opposed by the officers, who
poured into the crowded space from every imaginable
point.

A funous contest ensued.
Then one or two of the populace, more daring than the

rest, sprang on to the judge's bench.
They were soon followed by others.
Then, with a dash, they reached the curtain.

One hasty snatch, and it lay in a mass at their feet.

There was nothing now to bar their entrance ta the
little room.
They dashed into it.

But to their astonishment and dismay, the plaoe was
empty.
Not a eoul was in it.

There was a small arched door opposite to where they
entered, and towards this they made a rush as soon as
they realized that Dick had really gone.

It was fast.

But that was an obstacle that they resolved to over-

come.
They made a simultaneous dcish at it.

There was a creak and a crash, and then the door gave

against you. fiemain for awhile passive, until you learn

that the exertions made for you have proved unavaiUcg."
Dick bowed to indicate his consent to what the judge

had just said.
" I have now a few words to say to those who have met

here to-day as spectators and auditors of this strange
trial.

"Throughout the course of the investigation I have
noticed that you have all greeted the witness of whom I

have been speaking with a considerable degree of favour.

Whenever you saw an opportunity of applauding him,
you seized upon it, in defiance of the roles and regulations

of this court.
" This breach of the peace, however, we will pass over,

and come to the point upon which I wish to address
you.
" From the manifestations spoken of, it has occurred to

me as not being unlikely that you would not think it right

for this witness to be detained a prisoner, and that conse-
quently you would attempt his rescue.

" For the sake, not only of him, but also of yourselves,

let me intreat you not to make an attempt to interpose
between the law and its victim.
" If you, however, persist in making the attempt, you

will be sure to be defeated, and not only will you accom-
plish no good in that way, but you will also render
nugatory those efiForta which I have pledged myself ta ~ Mobs are obstinate.

make.
_ _

And especially so when they are opposed.
" Therefore, .leave this court in peace and quietness,

even as you entered it, and if any of you have decided
upon the rash undertaking, rescind that decision ere any
harm be done."
As the judge concluded these words, he leaned back

again in his chair.

Just for about a moment no one in the court moved hand
or foot.

Then the jury, no doubt glad enough to be relesi.sed

from their protracted sitting, got up and proceeded to leave
the box.
Next the turnkeys took away the three prisoners in the

dock. V

A few persons noticed that, while attei^tion was attracted
by those morenients, the judge hastily wrote something
on a slip of paper, and passed it to Mr. Wriggles.
That worthy functionary, as •o£n as ba fweevad it^

nodded his head with a pompous air.

Then he whispered to Uick

—

" Step thip way His lordship wishes to speak to vou."
What could Dick do but cH^y this mandate ?

The judge had certainly throughoat behaved in a moB*
considerate manner towards him, and it wonW havt
looked very Jingrateful to hsve refused s?> apJifJ^ s
request.

Immediately tipon ixteu.^^ the r ole, the judge r";.ired

to the little room immediately behin \ him, admitlanca to
which was gained by k heavy curtain.

Dick did not for a uoi t hesitate to aooompany Mr.
Wriggles.

way.
It opened into a narrow arched passage, and the first

discovery the mob made after the door was broken down
was that this passage was literally choked up with officers,

who did not wait to be attacked, but pressed forward to

disperse the mob.
But this was not so easily dons.

Now all this opposition which they had already met
with only served to stimulate them to an extraor'Hnary
degree, and they were more than ever deterriined to
accomplish their object.

But there seemed little hope of success.

The numbers of the police kept continually augment-
ing.

Some of them, too, adopted a rather novel and curious,

but very eflTeetive, method of clearing the court.

These were the officers who stood nearest the doors.

Their plan was thi«.

They would malje a dart into the court, and seize somp
mdividual and drag him out.

Then ho was handed to another and another, through
nameroofl ixassaef's, until he suddenly found himsdj pro-

relied into the Old Bailey.

It was really wonderful to see with what expedition this

wa.s i-crformed.

To bte oTire, only one was taken out at a time, and a
great many on<« filled the court, but t ben the process was
prosecuted with so much rapidity that its efii'cts very soon

becpme perceptible.

Then those officers who were m the p<isu,cji,-rt, pressing

forward in a phalanx, soon forced these w!io were in tba

judge's private room out on to the bench aarain, and olfthe

bench into the court.

Here, however, the mob maae a bold ar^d determined
dtand, resolved not to give up the accomplishment of thaii

pcrpo.^^c without one more struggle.

Tho scene thnt pnyaed bsfftes dpspnr'tinn.
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Mingled witU the mob were many who took no part in

their disorderly proceedings, but who, nevertheless,

•uttered severely from them.
FroM these arose loud sbrieks and *!rie8 M tb» tnob

': at, their mighVbe ocauted several wi*i« wliom the

iws^er is acquai a^.ed. '

For instance, Blanche Wicberry and her lover jrd iCa"d

Gocddmfto, as well aa Mr. Nattall and Mr. Kercey.

They were all inextricably involved in the genriic&l oon-

fusion—for what chance did they have of leaping the

court ? g;5

It was in vain Jhey tried to maintain a stand or a

position in one place—the eifort was altogether a useless

one. They were drifted hither and thither with the crowd.

The pressure at times was fearful.

And still the infuriated people fought maOTy with the

police, although they could not gain any possible advan-
tage either to themselves or any one else by so doing.

With an exertion of considerable strength and a^fility,

young Adrian VViuberry, who bad never left the side of

Blanche for a siuijle moment, climbed up into the jury-

box.
This was a place of refuge.

If he could manage to get Blanche there, she would be-

perfectly safe.

He held down his arms, therefore, and the instinct of

preservation made the poor girl seize his bands.

She took a firm hold, and then, to his infinite joy, Adrian
•ucceeded in drawing her fairly into the jury-box, and
placing her on one of the seats.

Then he held down his arms for Maud, who was cling-

ing -with aU the despei-ation which despair and terror

eould give her to the woodwork.
- Mr. Nuttall was near her.

le was observable that from the first commencement of

the disturbance he bad left his seat at the table and
placed himself beside her, shielding her as much as he
was able from the rude assaults of the crowd.
And now, when he saw what young Adrian Winberry

was about, and that the jury-box would be a place of

security, he raised Maud in his arms and assisted her to

reach the young man.
In another moment she was beside Blanclie and in

•afety.

The mob still continued its vain efforts.

The people who composed it were wound up to tlie

•tmost desperation, and Ihcy were ciuite blind and heed-
leas of what they were about.
The police-officers, however, who were armed with

•taves, laid about them in good earnest.
But the numbers were too great for them to be able

•Ten by this means to make a rapid impression.
Every movable article within the place was overturned.

The benches and seats were broken up to fragment s,

and were either hurled about the room or used asweapons
for defence.

Officers and people were struck to the ground every
isoment, and the dismal groans they uttered, and the
hrieks and yells which came from their lips, all combined
to make this terrible scene still more horrible.

It might have been that Dick took it as a demonstration
of popular feeling on his behalf, but the worst of it was it

offered him no advantage.
At length, however, the officers succeeded in quelling

the disturbance, and the ringleaders of the riot were taken
into custody.

The others, who were unwounded, made their escape in

the best way they could.

Then all that remained were the wounded on the floor,

who were unable to crawl away.
The police achieved a victory, but no* without a «rvj

•CTere straggle.

When the court was dear, Maud and Blanobe eipre-"«fl

their wish to leave it.

Young Adrian Winberry, who looked really heart-

broken, went to the door of the jury-b' >, ana, ojening it,

•Sowed them to pass out.

Mr. Nuttall and Mr. Keraey were there waitinp tc recaiv*
Ihem.
Blanobe was rery palo.

She was terrified by the awful scene of tumult whloh
ebe had just witnessed, and could not control her agila-

liou.

Ai she passed him, Adrian just bowed tc her* «nd tuai
was all.

He did not descend himself.
Blanche appeared scarcely oonsoiona of \i.

Mr. Kersey offered her hia arm, and Mr. Nattall offered
his to Maud. %
Thus escorted they made their way oat of the Qoxut
Mr. Kersey hailed a hackney coach, and directed the

driver to take the whole party to his house in Bed Lion-
square.

They reached this place in safety, and, having paused a
little while to rest and refresh themselves, Shockley was
called, and the can-iage brought to the door.
Mr. Kersey undertook to see to all future matters, and

to communicate all be heard from time to time to them.
With this understanding they parted.
Shockley drove direct to the Hall.

Inside the carriage Blanche Winberry and Maud Qould-
man jjat clasping each other's hands.

Scarcely in all the world could have been found two
.sadder hearts than theirs.

Both were weeping.
Weeping silently, and for different causes.
Neither had the power to address the other.

And so, in silence and in tears, they leaned back in the
carriage as it rolled upon its way towards the Hall.

Here for the present we must leave them, but, ere long,

we shall return, for this strange episode in the life of our
hero is not yet over.

These two young girls, now so doubly left alone, will be
again introduced to the reader under circumstances both
strange and perilous.

It is hoped that an interest is felt in the>ir varying and
cruel fortunes.

Alas ! that it should be so ; their troubles are not over

yet.

CHAPTER CCCI.
DICK rUKPIN IS LEFT IN THE CELL TO HBDITATB UPON

HIS PROSPECTS AND POSITION.

Leaving, then, these two fair and unhappy girls to con-

tinue their journey towards their desolate home, we will

return to Dick Turpin, and relate what took place after

his obeyal of the request made by the judge.

Dick assented to it without hesitation, because, from
the whole tenor of his words and actions, he could tell

that his lordship was favourably disposed towards him,

and that he had nothing to fear in the shape of treacherj

and harm from him.
Therefore Turpin followed Mr. Wriggles very willingly.

The distance he had to go was very short. A dozen
steps, indeed, brought him to the curtain, which served

the purpose of a door.

It was drawn aside, and be entered with his captor.

He found himself face to face with the judge, who was
standing with one arm resting upon the back of a chair of

elaborate and antique workmanship.
Besides himself, there was only one person ia the room.
That was Mr. Cawthoru, the governor of Newgate.
As the reader knows, this worthy had filled the office he

now held for a limited time only.

Upon the occasion of the suspension of Mr. Tapner,
owing to the extraordinary behaviour of that intemperate

individual while Tom King was in custody, it will be

recollected he was placed in the situation temporarily,

during the inquiry which was made into Mr. Tapner'e

conduct.
That investigation, however, terminated in the way in

which it ougkt to have terminated.

Mr. Tapner was dismissed.

The next step, of course, was to appoint a new rR '. per-

nauneat governor in his stead.

Applications were numerous, but oviringto the iuilaenoa

he bad with those in whom the appointment rested, _Mr.

Cawthom gained the situation, and he had ever since

retained it.

There was nothing particular to be said against him.

Ee was a stern, strict man, but yet not anjusUy rigorous

towards the prisoners under his care.

Tliey were, however, well lodged atic«, and every pre-

caution was taken in order to prevent them making W'-'i

escape.
"*

indeed, Mr. Cawthom b faiily entitJe«^ xi ibe tmtm t/
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k«inf one of the verj^ first goTernora who made aa attempt
to feclaim the abuses of Newgate, which had hitherto
amoyed unchecked growth
Mr. Cawthoru, then, an ^ ^

penouB present Jc the Uttle «nte-chamber whe« Tttvpin

Cawthoru, then, and the jadge were the oiJy two

satorsd.

fi« ianit R proToood bow t€ the jndge, /or he aou'-. «>et

ki^ fe^linf » reare^si for hnn.
^b lordoLly k:ti:^v tct&i led the salatatiooij aur then

teid-
" Turpui, X have sent for yoa here ^ ^^der that yoa

might quietly surrender up yourself, and be taken to your
cell. I more than anticipate some misguided attempt to
rescue you may be made by your friends in the court. I

should be glad to avoid it, if I could, and I trust ycra will

assist me. If those without do attempt your rescue, they
cannot succeed, so strong is the muster of police-officers

assembled within these walla to-day. Your capture is

inevitable; therefore, take my advice—give In quietly.

Not only would all the resistance you could make prove
futile, but it would be offensive to me. 1 do not like to

say too much of myself, but still, aa you must know well
enough, I have power and influence. I will give you my
word to exert both of them to the utmost in your belialf;

I will promise that your conduct in this day's affair shall

be represented in the proper quarter in a pnJiJer light.

Nothing shall be overlooked. I consider myself bound to

do this for the manner in which, up to the present time,
you have behaved. I give you now into the bauds of Mr.
Cawthorn. He ia already acquainted with all the par-

ticulars, and, moreover, knows what my intentions are.

Therefore, from l.im you may expect to receive nothing
but proper treatment. Accompany him. He will place

you in a cell, but his duty compels him to do that. Your
stay in it, however, I hope vnll be brief; and now, fare-

well; I hope you understand all that I have said, aud I

further hope that you will not mar what I am doing in

your behalf by any injudicious attempt to escape from
your confinement."
" I am deeply indebted to your lordship," said jJick

;

" I feel it better than I can express it. I will carefully

attend to all your wishes; not one of thera shall be dis-

obeyed. More than once I have said that I woaid never
yield myself a prisoner with life—that I would never be
taken except in death ; but I feci these circumstances are

BO exceptional, that I shotild be justified in foregoing that
dsterrr.inatioi. -, auu ttierefore, my lord, I am quite willing

to do all that you request."

The judge was pleased with this reply, and made a sign
to Mr. Cawthorn, which that individual immediately un-
derstood.

He came close up to Dick and said—
" I am ready. Follow."
Dick readily complied, for he judged it was the best

policy to do so,

Mr. Wriggles, however, with a rather puzzled expres-
sion upon his countenance, kept close by his side, deter-
mined not to lose sight of him until he was safely placed
in a cell.

If Dick had tarried a moment longer than he had, the
people would have forced themselves upon hioj at the
interview.

As it was he got out just in time.
The door was closed.

The passage filled up with oflBcers.

The judge accompanied the procession a little way
down the passage, and tbeu he turned off to the left.

The governor of Newgate, Mr. Wriggles, some few
turnkeys, and Dick Torpin took the high-road to the
eells.

Mr. Cawthora was pleased imrnensely to think he had
at last got the uotorious highwayman, Dick Turpin, in
custody.

Accordin)-.y, ue sti-nt'tod on before in the mostpompuwa
manner conceivable %'

No fetters of any aescription were plaoea apon Dicv

" So it can," replied Dick, " bnt, a* I said jast now, ?

should never have yielded myself np caider other ouvon:
stances, for I had made up my ai^d to fight to tb» liuii,

and never to give in till death."
" You are a brave chap, Dick, and I like «aib^
"LikeaeP"
' 1(1 c>.;3Sb^ ! (&». I ^fitta a^ was iiae you. Baft soer-:

snaaitj. 'Xlsay iaik afco??.* the time coming when thetit

will be tw hi^htobire&ffiiS} Smt, if it does, what will tb«
officers have to do P
" Ah ! what indeed ? I never thought of that before,"
" Very likely not. But, thank goodness, that event ia

not very Ukely to take place, either in your time or mine,
80 i?av« it, 1 say, for those who come after us."

Dick waa silent.

But Mr, Wriggles went on

—

" Dick, you're a trump. A regular trump. The mora
I think, the more I think so, and, if you come to grief, it

will break my heart, there now."
" Silence," said Mr. Cawthorn, coming to a halt.

" Smithson, where are you ?
"

" Here, sir."

"Open this door."
" Yes, sir."

The door to which the governor was alluding, was a

massive-looking one, deeply set in the wall.

There were others of a similar kind beyond it.

Smithson was the name of one of the turnkeys.
lie took from his pocket a huge bunch of keys, and,

applying one ^f them to the door, opened it.

The whole party walked in.

As Dick had expected, the door led into a cell.

It was a large one, and doubtless, for a cell, very com*
fortable.

The last rays of daylight found their way into it when
they entered, and allowed Dick the opportunity of seeing
what his pnjion was like.

The firat glance did not prepossess him.
But scarcely had he betaken that glance, than the day-

liglit which h.id illumined the cell faded away.
Immediately it became involved in obscurity.
" My onlers," said Mr. Cawthorn, " are that I should

uot place any fetters upon you."
Dick bowed.
" Uut 1 think you ought not to be left thus. Still, will

you give nie your word ofhonour that you will not attempt
to escape ?

"

What I said to the judge I will certainly stick to,"

lied Dick ;
" and, as fo3 '

"

good at all."
" V

replied Dick ;
" and, as for asking me for any more, it'«

Veij well—very well. I know what that means. I
have received instructions not to put any irons upon you,
and don't choose to disobey it. But, for all that, I shall

take a few precautions of a different kind to make sure yoa
do not escape."
" That you are quite at liberty to do. I hope you won't

allow me to interfere witii any oif your projected arrange-

" Here you are, then, and here you will remain for the
present. I am quite ready to stake my Ufe about that." -

" I shotild advise you not to be rash, Mr. Cawthorn.
There is no knowing what may happen."
" I know this, though," said the governor.
" Know what ?

"

" Why, that you are in a cell under my charge, and
here you will remain until you are either taken out for a
ride, or I receive an order for your release."
" Very well. I have no objection."
" WiU you give me your word of honour, then, that you

will not attempt to escape ?
"

" Certainly not, I made the jndge a p.omifee in yovu

And shall you keep to it P
"

" Certainly I shall."

••That is quite enough, then. Bat I am BGspicious of

Ton."
and during theii' progress to the cells, Mr. Wriggles chiwe " So .t seems," said Dick, " but I can't help that. Yoo
to make a remark about it. " '

^ " i-i - •»

"Ah 1 Dick," h« said, "you are a lucky ^ow. "j ,-v

are insiie Newgate at last, but it's without any bother,
and without any jewelry upon yoot person. Ah ! well,
it isn't every hightobyman that haa ik» head beak on his
»idc. But I am afraid yap have done too much to get off

feiy eai>uj,bat still it can be tried."

are master here, and can do as yen like.'

Mr. Cawthorn was evidently far from easy in hij mind
about his prisoner.

He well knew the world-wide notoriety he bad obtained^

and how the intelligen<!e of his incarceration in Newpat*"
would disperse itself ovei the length and breadtb oi Uu
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The nieans wbicii had be«B taken to tecur* this notorious

affender were well known, and also that hitherto arery
cben-.e had met with si^al foiiure.

If now, aft*r he had h(*en safely lodj^ed in prison, h»
was to make h« escape fioHi thonce, Mr. Cawthom
thought, and jnatly, too, that ha :vonld u</t for long aftcr-

Tarde retaia the sitns'don he had boan so deairou? of

gaining.
' *

Hence, then, Tii^ anxiety, «rhich w?.b i^rtater tnar. it

seeiaed, and much gfreater Uian Le liked lo ickuow'odtje,

even to faitrmelf.

Dissatisfied with ih." replies D'-ok ^re him, and pu'.z.led

and perplexed as to wLai would be the best thing foj him
to do, Mr. Cawthom left the cell.

Mr. Wriggles aad the o*hCT piison officials of coarse

followed him.
The door was ttweJ, and the go>-dmor secured it him-

self.

The care he took to see that the bolt of the lock shot
properly into the box provided for it, and that the bolts

fitted securely into their sockets, was almost ludicrous to

behold.
Then, last of all, lie saw the strong iron bar pat ap,

which went in a slaiitiug direction across the door.

This done, he gave a last glance, and took his departure,

leaving, however, ooe of the men outside the cell in the
passage, as a sentinel or guard.
Somewhat relieved in his mind, but not with his heart

altogether at rest, the governor made his way to his own
apartments in the prisou.

As soon as the door was closed, Dick turned round, and
made another effort to look around him.
Darkness was deepening rapidly, but his eyes were

accustoming themselves to the obscurity.

In one comer, just under the little grated aperture
which served for a window, was a rude kind of pallet or

bed.
Towards this he walked aud sat himself down upon it.

From this poitit be endeavoured to survey his cell, but
the outlines of it were so indistinct that he found I'ue

effort was a futile one, and be determined to postpone it

until daylight.

Having come to this decision, he changed his sitting

posture for a recumbent one. i»

Then his braia became crowded with numberless
rsonsrhts.

*.*« ivas alone, and he found it some relief to mutter his

Jisoughts aloud.
'^ And so," he said, " I am at last, really and truly,

»rtiere I had made up ray mind I never would be—in the

interior of a cell in Newgate—a prisoner. I, who have
defied the otTicers so long, that they must have considered

it quite a hopeless task to capture me—yet here I am.
" But what a strange series of events have brought me

here ! They surpass, in strong aud sustained interest, all

that I ever read or heard. Certainly, nothing like it has
ever before happened to me.
" I have made son-a friends, that is quite conclusive,

and, I biip'-j hiends who have power and influence, which
they will exert to the utmost to get me out of this present
difficulty. But I wonder what conditions they will

attach to it ?

" I hke the judge. He seems &» rfpright, hoooarable
man, aud very different to many who now sit opon the
bench, I must esteem mj-self lucky that he presided on
this occasion. Had it not been so, I should not have
fared so well as I have. I have given him my word that

I will not escape, and I will keep it, even if I was free to

walk out of Newgate this moment. If he fails in what he
is going to try to do, well aud good; I shall then he.

absolved from that promise, and shall be able to meditate!
upon escape, for something secmg to t«'l aae tijjsi I ftm
not near the end of my career."
" I think he vfiU keep his word with rue. i I'^nn't think

I ought to doubt him. I svill aftt. a shou," soon fir^i

whether he really was uiter'^stiug uimself in tij behalf,

Hnvv strange it seems for me to bo here! 1 cdi, f

scarcely realize my positi^r; ! How strang«, fo.s are t^^
circumstances which brcAgbt mo here! I cannot \un\t

thinking about that. 1 caunot dismiss it »t"om toy mind.
During the ^rial, too, it came home to me very forciby.

To think thnt tbe simple fact of my taking jrefuge in that

haunted hou.so, at tbe particular time I did should have
iwroductd eucb wonderful result?

!

'I might have gone there earlier or Li^er than I ditii,

in either of which caaes I Bboald uo'tt bfve known any*
thing.

" How strangely, too, was th»» -saptare or Adr.*iD ^^in-

berry effected ! Upon any other night, at any other "^me,
he would have been free to leave the ^ark unnott«ea and
unquestioned, and then he would have escaped the
ngtiteoas doom which has overtaken him.

" Then there is Maud Gouldman. How wonderful I
should meet with her as I did. Maud—Maud. Beautiful
Maud—I wish "

Dick was suddenly interrupted in his meditations by
heariujj some one uafasten the dnos- of his wl'i.

CHAPTER CCCO.
RELATES ;iOW THE FRENCH GENDARMES ATTACKED TUB
RUINED MILL IN WHICH TOM KINO, CI.AUDE DUVAI., ANB
Sixteen STRING jack had taken refuge.

BiCFORE we proceed to relate who it was that thus sought
an entrance to Dick Turpin's cell so soon after he had
become an inmate of it, we must revert to some events of

a wild and startling natsrs which were taking place else-

whei-e.

Doubtless the reader would much rather not be left i»

suspense, but, unfortunately, it is unavoidable.

As soon as we possibly can, however, we will return ie

our hero.

It will be recollected that, since the commencement of

the long trial we have just concluded, the narrative has
met with no interruption.

This proceeded from two causes.

One was because the author desired to place the whole
of the trial before his readers in such a manuer that their

attention should never once be diverted from it by other
incidents.

For th'» reason, many interruptions which actually did
take olat^a in the proceedings were passed over in silence.

But, now that the trial is over, we must remind the
reader of the length of time their undivided attention baa
been given to Dick, to the exclusion of other characters in

the history.

But now that he is in Newgate.
Now that some little time must elapse before he can do

anything hut sit there supinely awaitmg the progress of

events, we feel certain that a better opportunity of leaving
him could not be found.

Moreover, in order to understand subseq^uent events, it

is necessary that we should turn our attention elsewhere.

And so, while he is half sitting up upon his pallet,

watching the door to see who was about to enter, we will

leave him, and return to Tom King, Claude Duval, and
Sixteen-String Jack.

It will be remembered that the three highwaymen were
making the best of their way to Calais, in order to get a
boat there of some kind or other, so as to cross over to

Dover.
But they had the ill-luck to be closely and hotly pursued

by a large party of gendarmes.
They had, however, urged their jaded norses to the ut-

most, until, upon reaching the top, the horses of Claude
Duval and Siiteen-String Jack dropped exha'isted to the

ground.
Tom King was mounted, and the hill having be^n

aLscended, his st^ed would doubtless be able to carry him
down it, and this his two friends urged him to attempt,

and so escape, leaving them to do the best they could.

But Tom King, with that rare generousness which
formed so prominent a trait "a his character, refused to do
fto,

He .esolved that, if his oomi-adej were captured, he
would be captured with them.
So he alighted instantly, for there was not a momfflit to

apare, their foes being close behind them, and releasing the

Vridle of his horsey '-B sent him oS at a gallop down th#

Tlit^ all three leaped ov,?r a Jo^r wooden teao* Tfhiou

skirted a mtadow.
Before them, in the darkness, the> ,^/uiajust distinguish

the outlines of some building, which, upon a nearer ap-

proach, they found to be a ruined windmill.
Frrvm its very dilapidated condition, they judged the'

would not have much trouble in obtaining an entrance t>:

ik.
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And in this expectation they were not disappointed.
_ j

But if they got in 8o easily, was it a good pine© in ^»hich I

to take shelter f
^

I

That was the tlioutftit that occurred to our frieads.
jA momeut'e reflection served to answer iC.
j

It wa« not a good place for shelter, and yet th*y woul-1

1

stand a better chance in an eacoanter with thoir fcws ih^z
;

they would h»ve done vv itbout any shelter at all.
j

Besides, there was just a chacce, and no more, i!n 1

1

they might not be tracked there by the ga larasee. J

llowever, there was no time to spare to? deiiborat-on,

80, after scrambling over an irarL.erinc quahtily of rubbijb,

they fairly crawled mto one of the chambers in the miU.

It 7> as througn a small aperture Uke a window that

they made their way, and was quite high up in the build-

ing, which was buried to a depth of several feet in the

rubbish that had from time to time accumulated round it.

The first thing they did, after rising to their feet, wao
to go to this place and look out, in the hope of being able

to catch a glimpse of their foes.

Nor were they defeated in their expectation.

Just dimly visible as a something darker than the night
sky waa the troop of gendarmes.
They mast have been standing in a group together.

Doubtless they were looking about them for some
trace of their prey, or listening for some sound to come
to^their ears which would indicate their whereabouts.
Then they scattered themselves—some leaping their

horses over the fence into the meadow.
Suddenly there arose a shout from this portion of the

party, and our fnends, though they were too far off to

hear the words, oould tell by the tone that thoy had
noticed the winamill.
Aud the uext movement on the part of the gendarmes

bowed them that this supposition was a correct one.

The cry we have mentioned waa responded to by
ftnother from those on the high-road, and then the remain-
der of the troop jumped over the fence and rejoinecl their

companions.
Freuchraen are always fond of gesticulatioti and

vociferation, and the chattering that now ensued baffles

all description.

Rather anxiously our three friends peeped out of the

window in the mill, and watched their actions.

A word of command was given in a loud voice, and
then the whole body came at full gallop up to the wind-
mill.

Of course, being mounted, they reached it in much less

time than our friends did, who were on foot.

But, before they came osar enough to hear what they
were about, the three ' riends busied themselves with
blocking up the windot through which they had been
peeping, with some pieces of timber and other rubbish
whicij they found convenient to their hands.
Then a rapid exploration of the building seemed to show

that there was but that one opening through which ad-
mission could be gained.

But, so frail was the whole of the building, that very

little trouble would enable the gendarmes, well armed as

they were, to cut an entrance into it, for the body of the
mill was composed of nothing but planks of wood.
Just as they finished blocking up the aperture all but a

small hole, which was reserved for the purpose of recon-

noitering the enemy, the troop dashed up to tl»e mill and
surrounded it.

A few moments elapsed, during which the men were
posted round the mill so as to form a perfect chain, and
some one in command made a loud speech in French to

the fugitives.

All three of ot»^ friends bC^g well acquamted with the
tongue, Tom King from education, and Sixteen-String ;

Jack and Claude Duval from residence in the country, they
could teU what was said.

Jt was nothing more in substatKje than aa appeal to

surrender themselves prisonern for Uie glory of la Mle
France, la, grande nation

But, of course, our friends took no notice of thu t th©^
were hardly the sort of men to do so.

When this officer had finished his harangue, he wait^
patiently for a minute or two for a reajionse, and t''«jn

gave the order to his men to attach the mill.

ITaey began by climbing op on the heap of rubbish rouud
it, and battering the woc^work with the batt end of their

It was old and rotten, and a few vigorous blows would
soon make a breach for them to crawl through.

Being on the inside, our friends ooald tell ezaa(L\
which was the spot the dragoons were attackmsr.
That point, then, must l-e defended.
A very ready "^d ingenious means auggcst^ itstlf to

i^hem.

The machini,./ of the mill was, for the most part,
lyiag in a onnfosed mass npcc the floor.

It waf composed of heavy pieces of iron ana stone, and
they set about placing them against that part of the wall
of the mill which the gendarmes were k'ying to batter in.

This made a vast difference.

Their bloivs no longer produced the effoet fchey did at
Sret.

It did noi seeui, however, that they snspeoted what had
been done, for they continued their attack with unabated
vigour.

Doubtless they suspected that they had come upon
some part of the mill that was stronger and better able to
resist them.
But they persevered, and our friends noon saw to their

dismay that this would not avail them m.ich longer.
But the same voice which had before called out now

did so again.

The men who were attacking desis'ed from their

attempt.
Then followed another demand for our Iriends to sur-

render.

But, as before, they took no notice of it.

This seemed to enrage the official persouttge, for, in a
very intemperate voice, he said

—

" Fire
!

"

The command was followed by a little delay, and then a
rattling discharge of musketry took place, which was
directed to every part of the building.

It was a wonder our friends could be in tho bu'ldinfj

and escape injury, but they did.

The bullets dew around them in every direction, but did

them EC injury.

This discharge over, the attack was resumed «vhii!"<

the others reloaded.

Claude Duval felt in his pockets, and produced a small

dark lantern, which he ignited.

His comrades looked at hiiii in silence.
" It will never do to stay here," he said. " Those gen

darmes seem terribly in earnest. We must make oui

escape somehow."
" But how ? " asked Tom and Jack.
" That is the question. We sljall certainly never find an

iivi-wnr to it by standing here doing nothing. I will look

ai.'out mo."
" Be cp.reful of yourself."
" All right ; but we must either get away from here

somehow or other, or else wait and be comforUbly shot or

c;iptured."
" But I can't see any means of getting away," said Tern

King ;
" and if we do get out, we shall not be any bet'cr

off than we were at first before we got in."
" I don't know ; but we can't do worse than stop licty

Ah ! what is that P a ladder ?
"

" Yes, but it leads up to the top of the mill."
" Never mind, we may find something." '*_

Claude Duval ran to the foot of the laddtji, d,nd hastily

ascended it.

It led up to a trap-door, which he pushed open.

Then he found himself in the top chamber of the old

mUl.
Passing through the trap.door, he got oil to the floor of

*"so upper chamber.
Flia two comrades, after pausing a moment, followed

The chamber waa encumbered with machinery, and it

waa also much emaUer in size than the one that was be-

neath it.

Thars was a small hole on on- sioe, and upon going tc

tnia), o<ir friends paw that the pieoe of wona supporting

the sails passed through it.

Tl eir enemies were beneath.
" Here is a chance of alarming oat /oes," said Srxteeo-

&'Tii-g Jack. " They are immediately underneath these

l»>ug sails. Let us cnt away this rotten beam of wood,

and allow them to fall dowa npon th«iit !

"

•Agreedl"
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" Help me, than, both of yon, and we will soon do tb«

business."

Olande hung the lantern, by a contrivance with which it

was provided, to his belt, and then all three drew ti.air

swordfl an-i bf^s-an hacking away at ihe rotten beacj <rf

wood.
As Jack had said, tne wood was rotten, ^4 an imprpssi' -n

was easily made upon it.

The centre gave them the most trc?ble. for bhere tbe

wood was mors sound.
But in lees than five minutes the beam was compiecesy

severed, and th-en the sails, having nothing to support

them, gave way.
They went down with a tremendous crash, cs..ying

away a portion of the top and side of the old m"\ with

them.
There was a shout from the soldiers beneath, and they

hastened to get away, being impressed with the idea that

the ruinous old building was about to fall bodily apon
them.
For a few moments there was a scene of aniitterable

roufusion, and then by degrees they gradually recc?tred

from their panic.

Some suspicion as to the truth of what had occurred

crossed their minds, for the officer again gave the com-
mand to fire, and nearly all the shots were aimed at the

top portion of the mill.

But our three friends, having produced this consterna-

tion in the ranks of their foes, took all the advantage of it

they could.

Claude instantly renewed his explorations, and a cry

from his lips had the cfiect of calling his two comrades to

his side.
" Look here," he said.

He pointed as he spoke to a rude flight of steps, vyhich

seemed to descend to a great distance into the intericw of

the mi'J.
" _P,at that IS going down again," said Jack.
" i know it," replied Claude, " but it does not take Ua

intj the same part as that from which we have '"^t

f.3cended. I am in hopes now we shall either get a..^y

or else find some place of security."
" I hope we shall."
" Follow me, then, and we will make the attempt."
" The gendarmes seem rather alarmed at what we have

ione."
" They do, imi that will give us all the better chance

of escape."
" I am afraid their panic will not last very many

minutes."
" Never mind. It has lasted, you see, until we have got

to the bottom of the steps."
" And no longer," replied Tom. " Hark."
At this moment they heard the order given to fire, and

when such deadly and particular aim had been taken at

the upper portion of the mill.
" And lucky for us we descended when we did," said

Claude Duvnl, " for, if we had been above, we could not

have escaped that murderous fi/e. We should aU have
been annihilated."

" We should," said Jack ;
" and bow we are to escape

eventual capture I am at a loss to think."
" We are in a desperate position, and dcs>>erate diseases

re<|uire desperate remedies."
" Very true, but what are we to do ?

"

" The best vje can, and trust to luck ff>r the rest."
" Follow me carefully and as quickly ns you can," ex-

claimed Claude Duval. " Tiicse steps seem to lead down
to the very fouadafcjons of the mill, and there, perhaps,
we may find some oiitlet."

CIIAPTES CCCIII.

IHK POSITTON OF THE THREE HIGHWAYMEN IS OlE
aillNED MI1,I. BECOMES CRITICAL. *

This waa a very faint and, most likely, fallacious hope, o'-.t

still our friends gi-usped at it as drowning men will grasp

at a straw, in the hope that it may save them from drow:j-

ing. ^

Accordingly tney roilowed Claude Duval dovra thf

OTiuibUng, decayiug stejis, which every moment threatene
'

N> jjive way and precipitate them to the bottom.

H«t thev proved gtronp pno-.isrh to take them down. f^^.

after the lapse of a few minr'os, iLey reachea u.e U>:*,oni

in safety.

They were now upon what rraa evidently the loweet
story of tha mill above ground. •
And, in reality, this waa not above groana^ ?'* tb«

rubbish which we have spoken of as ha?ing pxxjMtJtiictcd

round the mill, reached up considerably higher.
They were, therefore, tolerably safe until the gendarmes

j
should positively make a breach into ihe building and

\ attack them sword in hand.
Certainly they were in no danger from firea. =08 dis-

charged from without.
" What's the best thing to be done now," asked Claur!«.

" I daresay we shall have a minute or two to deliberate."
" I don't know what had best be done," replied Tom

King. " We are in an awkward fix altogether, and I can
assure you I can't tell how we are going to get out of it."

" We must trust to luck, as I said before."
" It is a thousand pities we stopped that carriage."
" Well, so it is, viewing what has taken place since ; but

then who could have expected it ?
"

" No one ; and, besides, it is no more than our fortune.

We have been in perils before to-day, and I hope to be in

many more before I die."
" Oh ! don't talk of dying. It always makes me «D-

comfortable whenever that subject is mentioned."
" It is not a very agreeable one, I confess; but we aie

very near it just now, I am afraid."
" Never mind that. What had we better do P

"

" That is a question."
" An important one."
" Yes, as you say, an important one."
" What are we to do, then ?

"

" Cannot you suggest anything, my friend ? ''

" No. I have been trying in vain."
•* I thought so."

"We are in an awkward fix. Hark! there they go
again."
A tremendous discharge from without testified that the

gendarmes were keeping up the siege in good earnest.
" I tell you what it is," said Sixteen-Striug Jack.

"You have said a great deal about our being in an
awkward fix, but if we allow ourselves to be defeated by
a set of gibbering Frenchmen, I shall consider we fiiUy

deserve the worst that can happen to us."
" It's all very fine for you to say that. Jack, bat how are

we to get out of our difficulty ? that's the thing."
" I know it is."

"As for the gibbering Frenchmen, as yon call them,
they are gendarmes, all picked men and capital oflicers."

*' Pho—pho !

"

" They are, and you ought to know t!hat before to-day."
" Do you mean to say, Claude, that if they were English

Bow-street runners and we in here, that they would have
been as long outside this rotten mill as these fellows

have? Why, they would have been in like shot inste^.d

of peppering away at the woodwork in that simple
fashion, upon the mere chance of hitting us."

A terrific crash followed these words, and completely
drowned what was said in reply to them.
But it was soon over, and then our three friends looked

in each other's faces as well as they could, in order to

gather their expression.
" The mill is certaijily coming down about our ears,"

said Tom King. " I wish we were safely out of it."

" The gendarmes have got iuside at last, you niaj

depend."
"What shall we do?"
" Why, in the first place, make it as dithcult *'3r thew vO

get at us as you can."
«' How shall we do that ?

"

" Demolish the steps."
" Ob ! yes."
" They will then have to inra"^ T&ihev further tiwui ;. '-?

will hke in order to stand by tho nee ol ns."
" So they will."

This bint was acted upon at a;it«.

With their long, heavy swords our friends slashed awaj
at tiie flight of stejis which had .^tasbimj thew V» rtwcb the

'. ^»ct upon which they stood.

! The steps were very fniii, ai^d to ttieii task ''.? :; , 3

' enough.
i By cutting away the lowtr part, tJMT •T»r>c-»M*id in «ak
j liDxr dowB the otheT.
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[the police officers make an attack upon the "white horse" inn.

Just as it wag falling, Sixteen-String Jack said—

•

" I am afraid we have done a very foolish thing."
" Do you mean by cutting away the steps ?

"

" Yes."
" How so ?

"

" Why, how can we get out again ? We shall be stai'ved

« death here, like rats in a hole, if not worse."
" That is, supposing there is no other outlet fromiere,"

Bid Claude.
" Still, that ought to have been aciertained first."

" So it ought ; l)at we must make tu"" best of it, ami set

ibout it now."
" Hark ! here come the gendarmes."
There was the hasty trampling of feet overhead, and,

mingled -with. *he sound, the voice of the officer in

ommand.
They had clearly made a breach through some part of

ilie side of the mill, either where their original attempt
had been made, or else where an entrance was more
qmUt effected.

The position of the highwaymen was now critical in the

extreme.
Imagine, if you can, reader, a small chamber about

eight feet in width, by ten in height.

The walls and ceiling composed of wooden planks

roughly nailed together.

The floor also of wooden planks.

Just overhead the square aperture in the ceiling, up to

which the demolished steps had led.

Such was the appearance of the place in which our

friends were literally imprisoned.

Above them, coming closer to the square aperture

referred to every moment, and entirely surrounding the

mill, a large body of gendarmes.

These latter, however, knew not in what part of themiU

to find our friends.

They had made their way Into the same chamber aa our

friends had when they first entered it.
, , - .

Should they—and beyond a doubt they would—find
where their prey waa hicrden, nothing would be ea»i«»

^O.
Price One Halffennt,
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than for tbem to stand at the square hole in the floor above

and open a most murderous fire upon them.
The hasty trampling ofso many feet caused the old build-

ing to shake in the most alarming manner.
But, heedless of this, the gendarmes continued tasir

Bearcb.

And now our friends set about doing that which they

ought to have done at first.

And that was to see whether there was any kind of out-

let from this chamber.
To be sure, there were some steps leading dovm to a

kind of vault which was just above the foundation of the

mill, but then it was not likely they would find any outlet

from thence, except the means by which they had ont«red

it.

They, however, as a kind of forlorn hope, decided to go

down and see, as they could not make their position worse

by 60 doing.
Accordingly these steps were descended, and upon

reaching the foot of them, our friends found they were
etanding in a kind of vaulted chamber of very limited

dimensions.
Claude had the lantern, and directly he found himself

standing upon firm ground, he flashed the light of it about
bim.
But there was little to see.

The walls and floor were composed of a kind of clayey

caitli, beaten bard and flat.

.Several huge beams, doubtless used for the support of

the structure above, crossed the place in various direc-

tions.

But, beyond this, there was nothing to see._

A closer inspection was, however, n^ide, in order to

ascertain whether there was any meanr jf exit.

Owing to the limited dimensions of the place, a search

did not occupy many minutes. >

On one side, half-hidden by one of the hage wooden
beams, was a door.

It opened to a touch, and our friends, without hesita-

tiou, passed through the portal, Claude carrying the light

and leading the way.
The atmosphere in this inner vault was very impure

and damp; so much so, indeed, that our friends found con-

siderable difliculty in breathing, while the lustre of the

lamp perceptibly diminished.
_

But this was principally owinjf to Ihe aoor having been
closed.

Tlie foul, pent-up air rapidly rushed out, while fresh

poured in in its place.

But this circumstance did not look well for finding an
outlet.

Glancing round, our friends saw they were in a kind of

cellar or vault.

For what purpose it had been designed was more than
they could tell, nor did they stop to inquire.

It was quite csufiicient for them that such a place was
there.

The sounds, which from time to time came to their

ears, showed them that the gendarmes were rapidly

approaching.
They had no time to lose.

They had been foreed to burrow in the earth like foxes,

and there was every probability of their being speedily

unearthed.
Considerable tact had been displayed by the gendarmes

in their attack upon the mill.

if they were slow in what they were about, they were
sure.

Upon forcing an entrance, and standing fairly within

the building, they looked all round them, but no trace of

those they sought could they see.

The officer in command then gave his instructions ir.

the following fashion.
Half the gendarmes remained outside.

They i;,.<med themselves into a ring round the mill,

etandiug within a few feet of each other.

Every man held his musket in his hand, ready .fcr im-
mediate service ic case either '^f he fugitives should n^'ke
their appearance.

ill lue event ot ibeTr doin(r so, they were not to wait tor

further instructions, but to tire at them, and, if possil)!**,

tliev were to wouuti fjod di^ible them without tsiiiug their

Tbe remainder, ulong with the chief oflicer. having:

entered the building, were, by his orders, sent to the very
top of the mill.

Then, having satisfied themselves that they could not
possibly go any higher, they set about the task of search-
ing narrowly all around them.
As soon as they felt quite certain there was no one

there, they went down to the next floor, repeating just the
same mode of operation as before.

And so they went steadily down thus, thinking to make
quite sure of their prey by driving them to the earth.

There was only one thing to be said in disfavour of this

plan.

It took time.

Rather too mucn time to be altogether safe.

In such cases speedy measures are the best.

However, the gendarmes got down to the lower floor of
the mill, and having searched that, and met with no
better success than had hitherto attended their efforts,

they proceeded to go still lower, when they discovered
that the communicating steps had been cut away.

Fearlessly enough, however, several of them, finding

there was no one in the chamber below, lowered them-
selves into it, and dropped down.
They then renewed their search.

How they were to escape not one of the highwaymen
had any idea.

They could tell the gendarmes were very dose at Land,
and yet they seemed as far off attaining their object as

ever.

They ran hastily round the vaulted chamber, into which
they had made their way, and discovered a small opening
on a level with the floor, looking lilce the entrance to some
cavernous place.

Indeed, from the first, Claude Daval had been inclined

to think that caverns must exist somewhere in the huge
hill upon the crest of which the mill had been built, and
it was this which encouraged him to continue these
explorations underground.

Tlie supposition was not an unlikely one, and it would
turn out a very lucky thing for our friends if good grounds
(T>re found for it.

j
_
Oertiiinly the rude little arched passage which Claude

Jbund seemed to lend colour to the idea.

The gendarmes were too close behind to allow them
any time to deliberate whether they should seek safety by
crawling through this arch, so Claude Duval set the
example at once, leaving his comrades to follow him.
The archway, as he had expected, formed the entrance

to a passage which in shape more resembled the entrance

to a vault than aught else.

Still it was high enough to allow Claude to walk
through it in an upright posture.

The length of this passage was only a few feet, and
they emerged fi-ora it into a large cavern.

The most noticeable thing in this was a most tremendous
TOshing of water, as of a cascade, though at a considerable

distance from where they stood.

The place was as dark as it is possible for any place to

be, even were it in the very inmost recesses of the earth.
" Now, Claude, what are we to do ? " asked Tom King,

as soon as they emerged from the passage.
" Have you anything to suggest, Tom ?"
" No, without we were all to make a stand at this

narrow entrance, and defend ourselves from any one who
attempted to pass through it."

" Our numbers are too unequal for us to do any good
at that ; besides, they would collect together and rush for-

ward in a body with sufficient impetuosity to break thr.^ugh

any guard which we might oppose to them."
" I am afraid so."
" What then is to be done ?"
" We must continue to retreat. We have certainly baeo

very lucky in getting so far as we have. It is more than
either of vou expected."
« It is."
" Come on, then, as quickly as you can, or else our foes

will come up with us, and we shall be quite done for.

Tbis ca»9rn seems to me, so far as I can tell, of vast

extent, and somewhere in the distance 1 aan hear the
dashing of a waterfall."

" And you think that shows some prospect of oar d.'M-

ing an outlet? " said Tom King.
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CHAPTER CCCIV.
61AUDE IjUVAL and HIS TWO COMRADES EflAPB PS »'

VHB GENDARMCS BY THE ADOPTION Or A PE»MI/>JS

CHaXCE.
•• I HOP?" BO, at any rate," replied Claude.
" Thor*' are many more unlikely things."
" I wish we could stop up the passage, and so put a gtop

to pursuit, for some time at least."
" It would be a pfood thing."
" Shall we do it ?

"

" I think we had better not. We have no time, a^Swe
have no tools or materials suited to the purpose."

" That is very true."
" Our best plan is to keep as great a distance between

onr foes and ourselves as we possibly can. This cavern
seems to stretch out a long way, let us make our way in

as direct a line across it as we possibly can."

There was sound sense in this proposal, and so his com-
rades re&olved to accede to it.

To take a path in a direct line across the cavern was a
more difficult matter than one would be apt to think at a

first glance.

The place was so dark that none but those w^o have
been in a similar place could form any idea of what it was
like.

The only means they had of dispersing this darkness
was the lantern which Claude Duval carried in his hand,
and, as may readily be supposed, this was quite inadequate
for the purpose.
They could not, indeed, see more than a yard before

them—the light was more like that emitted from a star

than anything else.

Claude held it in such a manner that the principal rays

which passed through the lens fell upon the ground close

before his feet.

By taking this precaution he avoided coming La contact

with any article.

As they advanced, which they did in true Indian file,

the sound of rushing water continued to come more and
more plainly to their ears.

In a little while afterwards the beam of light which the
lantern sent forth shone upon water.
A halt was made, and then our friends found themselves

upon the banks of a stream.
Claude Duval flashed the lantern about him in order to

take in, if possible, the general aspect of the place.

To his surprise he found the cavern had grown much
narrower—indeed, he seemed to be in one corner of it.

The black walls were visible all around him.
Straight in front was a narrow stream, the water in

which was rushing along with the greatest Impetuosity.

The channel in which it flowed seemed to be solid rock,

worn away by constant attrition.

Seeing this, our friends ran along the bank for some
distance, until they came to the place where the water fell

down.
This was at one end of the cavern.

From some height which they could not see, even when
the light of the lantern was directed upwards, the water
came pouring down with great force, forming, Indeed,
quite a cascade.

It was this which made the rushing, roaring noise they
had at first heard.
Now that they stood so near, tha ground seemed to

fairly tremble beneath their feet, so heavily did the water
fall down into the kind of basin which it had hollowed for

itself out of the rock.

In their surprise at seeing so strange a spectacle as a
waterfall in a pitch dark cavern, our friends for a moment
forgot the peril of their position.

But they were quickly reminded of the immineney of

the danger which impended over them by the appearance
of their enemies the gendarmes.
These had been able, with some little trouble, to track

the fugitives to the cavern, and then they set abort pro-
curing lights to ftssist them in searching it.

This was easily enoajh dene, as the materials r-»3>-» all

ready to their finger*,

One of tne gendarsn^a, trf means of a flint and steel,

truck a light.

Then tlie others with their swords chopped off largo
pieces of the many beams of wood that were ia tli« mill,

Ukd readily hewed them into a toroh-like shape.

They then ignited them, and the wood, being exceedinglf
dry and of a resinous quality, burned np brightly and
answered the purpose of giving a light as well as the best

torches could have done.

Every gendarme was thus provided, and, as they were
in rather large numbers, the light which they cast around
them was almost enough to illuminate the whole of the

oaveia, which was not so vast as the highwayn^n at first

imagined it to be.

It wa3 in this way the gendarmes made their waj
through ihe passage into the cavern.

They held th jirjeitemporized torches as high up in the
air as they could, so that their light shoull he diffused as

much as possible.

But, of course, they did not see our friends as quickly

as our friends saw them.
Claude immediately masked his lantern, and spoke in a

whisper to his comrades.
" We must be quick," he said, " and endeavour to find

our way out of this place."
" We must, but how ?

"

" As the gendarmes carry so many lights it will be easy
for us to avoid coming into contact with the gendarmes.'

" Certainly ; but which way must we take that will give

us the most likely chance of escape ?
"

" We cannot go any further this way ?
"

"No," '

"Then let us follow the coo-se of the streaEi. You
see, it flows in a straight direction as far as we are able to

see."
" But where will it take us to ?

"

" That I know not, but a stream of water like that

must flow out somewhere, so I think we had better

keep along its banks until we find out where it really doea

go."
" That is a good idea, Claude, and excellent advice.

'

" I am glad you think so."
" Lead on, then, quickly j we will follow behind you in

Indian file."

" Come on, then."
" Go as quickly as you can, Claude."
" I will."
" hook how the gen<3arme3 are dispersing themselves

about the cavern. It is a thousaod to one now if we are
not iutorcepted before we go a dozen yards further."

Claude glanced rouud, and saw what his companion said

was perfectly correct.

Tke gendarmes were rapidly dispersing themselves over

the ai-ea of the cavern, and searching about with a vigour

which bid fair in a little while to unearth our friends.

A. faint reflected light came from the distant toi-ches

—

so faint, indeed, that the foaming, rapidly-flowing water
wa3 but just discernible to Claude.
But it enabled him to make his way along the bank of

the stream without wandering from his proper course.

The thundering din of the waterfall effectually drowned
the slight sound which the footsteps of the fugitives

raised.

On they went with tolerable rapidity, but the gen-

darmes were quicker in their movements, and raa
hither and thither with bewildering quickness.

They were, doubtless, malring a thorough search of the

cavern, and eventually the highwaymen must have been

discovered if they remained in it.

Sudde-ily, however, Claude came to an abrupt Etaml-

still.

His friends quickly learned the cause of it.

He had reached the wall of the cavern, through which
the water flowed, and he oould get no further.

Dimly—very dimly—they could see the outlines of a
low and irregularly-shaped arch.

Underneath this the water flowed.

But to where ?

That was a mys':ery.

It might be that it; took its cour.-.o deer) clown into tl'.e

very bowels of the earth, where it went to supply soma
hnge subterranean lake from which ther^ -vas no outlet.

Under the arch all was darkness.

Not a single ray of light came to inspire the hope that

in that direction they might be able to make tlieir

escape.

Claude's idea was that, by following this stream, h«

•hould be enabled to gain some other cavern and fioaUr

reach the oi>eB air.
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He did not anticipato that the passage would con-

struct itself into an aroh.

The stream narrowed considerably, and tha water
rushed under the arohway with tremendous speed, foam-
iii-r and hissing as it went.
AVhat were our friends to do ? * _

Looking round, they found to their aismay that they
had got into a portion of the cavern which was elon-

gated in shape.
Indeed, the whole was very irregular in its figuration,

and contained numerous indentations and projections.

It was into one of these indentation's that our friends

liad got, and they saw with the utmost uneasiness the
contracted space in which they stood.
But it was too late for them to emerge from it.

The gendarmes had already searched the whole area
of the place, and were coming directly to them.
A good idea can be had of the kind of place in which

the highwaymen were by saying that the recess in

which they stood was like a funnel in shape, the funnel
being laid upon its side.

The entrance to tliis recess was very large, and gra-

dually tapered off until the water flowed through a space
about equal in proportion to the hole at the bottom of a
funnel.

The gendarmes were advancing rapidly.

To have attempted to pass them would have been im-
possible.

The space too limited for them to hope to do bo unde-
tected.

Then how were they to act ?

The question was more than either could answer.
If they stood there, although they might maintain a

resistance for a time, yet eventually they would be over-

powered by numbers.
They could not fly.

If they attempted they would be captured or slain.

If they stayed where they were they would meet with
precisely the same fate.

There was but one alternative open to them, and that
was of so horrible a nature that it is not surprising if,

bold aa they were, tliey shrank from the adoption of it.

Thore was no time for hesitation.

If they did not make up their minds at once they
would be deprived of even that one desperate chance.
Yet they did hesitate, and shrank from embracing it.

At the worst, however, they could but meet with death.
That would be their fate if they remained.
But the other did offer them a chance of life.

Tlie reader will perhaps guess what the alternative
alluded to is.

We think so, because it suggested itself spontaneously
to the three friends, and though not a word was said,

yet each came to the same conclusion respecting it.

It was this.

To coiniuit themselves to the current of the stream,
and allow it to drift them beneath ttie arch.

But though that promised a chance of safety, yet
there were such contingencies attached to it that made
them hold back.

To what place that stream might flow they could form
no accurate idea.

It might be that if they once passed beneath that arch
they would never again emerge into the light of day.

It might be that the arch grew narrower and narrower,
until the bulk of water filled it quite up, and the pass-
age became converted into a pipe.

Or it might be that the cause of the water had a down-
ward tendency, and that the rapidity of its motion
would increase to such a degree that they could not
prevent themselves from being dashed to pieces against
its jaggod banks.
Or it mii,'ht lead to the inmost recesses of the earth,

from whioii it would be impossible for them to get away.
Or if those dangers were passed through, how could

they tell what horrible creatures inhabited those waters,
and whose instinct caused them to prey upon human life P

Then how horrible it would be, in that dark place, to
suddenly find themselves in the cold grasp of some slimy
monster.
The brain turns sick at the contemplation of such

horrors.
But our friends did not wish to bo captured.
2u a strange country they knew they would meet with

a short shift, and they were not many seconds reasoning
themselves into the belief that, aa they bad to die, it

would not matter how.
Tom King touched his two friends.
" There is no help for it, we must adopt this last re-

source. For my own part, I have determined to dare
and do anything rather than be captured. Follow me,
my friends. Quick—quick ! or it will be too late."

Tom King's words had an immediate effect upon his
comrades.
They had already made up their minds to do aa he

had determined upon doing.
No sooner had he spoke than Tom King leaped into

the stream.
His companions followed his example.
They were either seen or heard by the gendarmes, for

they could not avoid making a slight splash.
A loud cry assailed their ears, however, and the men

rushed forward, casting the light of their torches upon
the water.

The current was very strong, but the stream was noi
very deep, so the highwaymen were able to keep their
footing.

Tom King was the first to pass beneath the arch.
He had to assume a stooping posture to do so.

The current seemed stronger beneath it, perhapa
owing to a still further constriction of the channel.
But by stretching out his arms, he was able to touoii

the walls on either side of him.
This was of great assistance, for by pressing against

them, or occasionally grasping at those pieces of rook
which projected from them, he was able to preserve
himself from being carried away by the tiiie.

In the most intense darkness he groped his way on-
wards, more than once striking his head against the
roof, the height of which was very irregular, and from
which, in some places, pieces descended like stalactites.

He found that, to avoid serious injury from them, he
should have to stoop still more, and so he proceeded with
his back bent and his lips almost touching the water.

His two comrades followed close after him ; Sixteen-

String Jack coming next, and Claude Duval bringing

up the rear.

But as soon as they were out of sight beneath the
arch, the dragoons arrived at the spot upon which
they had so recently stood, and the light from their

torches showed them plenty of indications which pointed
to the direction the fugitives had taken.

CHAPTER CCCV.
THE OFFICER COMMANDING THE GENDARMES ENTERS
THE PASSAGE AND MEETS WITH A HORRIBLE ADVEN-
TURE.

A LOUD guttural kind of yell, which came plainly to the

ears of the three highwaymen, arose from the gendarmes
when they discovered the route the fugitives had taken.

But though, beyond all doubt, there were amongst
them several brave men, yet not one could be found who
did not shrink from the thoughts of entering that nar-

row gloomy passage, though they had the powerful in-

fluence of example before them.
It seemed too much like walking into the tomb. '

The officer in command looked for a moment all the sur*

prise he feltet the daring of the three Englishmen, who
had already given himself and his troops so much trouble.

But a feeling of rage and anger soon supervened,

and he determined by a summary process to put an end
to the whole business at once.
Least of all did he like the idea of entering the nar-

row sewer-like passage.
But, notwithstanding his disinclination to follow them

further, he was resolved they should not escape.

Accordingly, he spoke to his men, and commanded
them to stand together in a throng, facing aa nearly aa

possible the little archway.
Then rapidly followed the words t

" Make ready !"

The rattling of muskets followed.
" Present

!"

The words were uttered in a loud tone, snel camo
plainly enough to the ears of the three bighwaymeni
who felt uncomfortable according.
But all they did was to preai forward with still greaUv
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rapidity along the narrow passage in which they found
themselves.

Before giving the final order, the ofiSoer in command of

the gendarmes addressed himself as follows to the three

fugitives.
" P-'irrender I Surrender yourselves at once, and your

lives will be spared. I will give you one minute to con-

rider of my offer. Surrender, I say, and save your lives.

Otherwise, if you reftise, I shall give the word to ray brave
followers, and they will fire up this narrow passage If

they do your lives must be lost, for how can you escape a
dozen bullets when you are in a place no larger than will

just admit your bodies ? Surrender, I say, and yonr lives

will be spared."
The oflScer paused.
Doubtless he fully anticipated that our friendi would

not hesitate a moment, but yield themselves up to him
without further trouble.

But let us see how the highwaymen received hia
announcement.
The reader will guess that, desperate as was their

emergency, they did not intend to give in so ignominiously
as to crawl out of the tunnel, and be taken one by one as
they did so.

Such a proceeding was not at all in MO(^dance with
their ideas.

Claude Duval who was last, and who consequently stood

the worst chance, when the gendarmes fired md not
flinch, but simply cried to his comrades in advance

—

" Make haste—make haste ! Be as quick as ever yew
can, or those confounded Frenchmen will put an end to

OS."
" All right, my friend," responded Tom King j

" press

on as quickly as you can
;
you need not fear overtaking

us."
The time having elapsed which the oflBcer had speci-

fied without his receiving any reply, he spoke again.

He evidently wished to take them prisoners and not to

slay them.
" You make no reply," he cried, getting as close to the

entrance of the passage as he could ;
" I shall call upon

you once—I shall call upon you twice—I shall call upon
you three times ; and then, lif you do not respond, I shall

give the word to fire."

No notice was taken of this speech j and so, grown
somewhat furious, the officer cried—
" Surrender, once."
No reply.
" Surrender, twice."
Still silence.
" Surrender, three times.**

Then, as no reply followed this last appeal, he cried to

his men

—

" Fire !

"

The gendarmes had stood with their fingers on the

triggers of their muskets.
The muzzles of every one of them were pointed to the

little arch.

They had also assumed such positions as would cause

the shots to carry the greatest possible distance.

As soon, then, as their commander gave the word, they
simultaneously pulled their triggers, and a terrific report

and a blinding sheet of flame followed.

For an infinitesimal small space of time the interior of

the cavern was lighted up with it.

Then succeeded what looked like a double darkness.
The bullets iirom the muskets went crashing against

the rocks.

But no sound came to the listening ears cf the gen-
darmes to show that their murderous volley had met with
the success they intended it should.
As quickly then as possible, the officer commanded them

to reload and fire again.

He was obeyed with true military promptitude.
Again was the cavern illuminated.
Again did the ear-deafening report ol t^"* weapons

raise a thousand echoes amongst its recesses. ;

Again did the ballets come in crashing contact with
the juttiag rocks.

But with the same result as before.

If there was anything more calculated than H^.^cter

to fill the officer of gendarmes with vexation it was thia.

If he had heard a yell of anguish—a groai^—or a try

far mercy, he woald have felt more mtiafied.

But silence waa most perplexing and annoying.
He did not know what to make of it.

Had they been annihilated by the first discharge f
That seemed scarcely probable.
Had they, by means of that dismal looking passage,

emerged into another cavern rimilar to that whioh ther
had left P

That was possible, but still he was not sufficiently assured
of it to follow them.
Or had they already come by their death ?

Did the floor of the passage abruptly change its level,

tmi had they been carried over the verge of the abyss,
and plunged perhaps fathoms down in the boaom of the
earth?

It might {^ ^, cr numerous other casoalties might
have beullen tlKin, any of which would produce instan-

taneous death.
The officer soon made these reflections, and he came to

the determination, in his own mind, that h« would not
fire again.

He paused a moment to consider what had best b^
done, and consult, in a low tone, with a few of his subor-
dinates.

The result of the conversation was this.

The men were called upon to volunteer who would run
the risk of entering the passage.

All were silent until the chief officer announced his

intention of leading the way, and then the gendamies,
ashamed of the pusillanimity which they had displayed,
pressed forward in a body.
The chiefdid not shrink, but took a torch from the hands

of one of his followers.

Then, with his drawn sword in his other hand, he
stepped into the stream, and walked boldly up to the little

arch.

Having their leader before them, and with his example
exerting its influence upon them, the gendarmes could not
for shame hold bach, so they aU crowded closely at his
heels.

The passage wa'3 entered.
In the same manner as the highwaynien had done, the

gendarmes made their way along it.

The chief, however, went at a more steady pace than
they did, and waved his torch about him in the expecta-
tion of coming upon some signs of the death of those of

whom he was in search.

But nothing of the kind met his gaze.

The velocity of the current increased, and more than
once ho all but lost his foothold, so he was forced at length
to consign his eword to its sheath and proceed unarmed,
using his right arm as a means to cling to the rock, by
which alone he could hope to retain his footing in the
treacherous current.

A kind of mist, caused doubtless by the rapid flow of

the water, rose in the air, mingled with fine spray, which
threatened every moment to extinguish the torchee.

However, they did just keep alight, burning in a dim,
sickly fashion, asd yet serving to illuminate the recesses

of the passage.
They were able to avoid those projections of which we

have spoken as being such serious impediments to our
friends.

Suddenly, however, the chief of the gendarmes came to

a halt.

He was about twenty yards vrithin the passage—that is

to say, he was about that distance from the arch by which
he had entered.
His followers stopped also, and those who were nearest

to him peeped over his shoulder, in order to ascertain

what was the cause of the abrupt stoppage.
Those who did so were immediately satisfied.

In their path—a few feet only in advance—and seeming
to block up the passage entirely, was some strange, shiny,

half-defined object.

What it was none could tell, but in the centre of tU*
dark mass, and separated from each ether by a space of

not more than two inches, were a couple of bright lumi«

nous objects.

A glance was sufficient to show wluit tlM!f were.

They were eyes.

There could be no doubt about that.

They were bright, tierce-looking eyes, too, ana ensfe at

were calculated to make any one shrink baok in half*

defined terror.
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To what kimcl of animal they belongoa .nejT could nu<,

teli.

But certainly to no humnn bein^.

A strange poffing, snorting noise cnme to the ears of

the gendarmes, end it evidently proceeded from the crea-

ture which blocked ap the passage.

Had it been in gome fair open spot, and in the broad

daylight, it ia possible that the gendarmes would have

looked npon tl'is animal with very different feehngs to

what they did.

But in that iatesrsery dark, cavernous passage, ewnOmg
np to their knees almost in cold water, and in such a con-

fined place, where they had no means of seeing what it

was, or forming some idea of the power of mischief which

it possessed, they felt nervous and terrified, when pesliaps

there was very little foundation for it. •..,,.,
Involuntarily they drew back a step, and the chief did

BO likewise.
. , . , , • j

He by no means relished the position which he occupied,

and the thought of an encounter with the st>-ange inhabi-

tant of that dark place made him feel anything but wm-
fortable. , - , ,

The puffing, roaring noise increased In loudness

It was a sound expressive of anger.

The creature was irritated.

The eyes seemed to glare more fiercely. .

In vain the chief of the gendarmes raised bis torOh and

strove to send some of its rays upon the chject before him,

in order to come to some kind of conclusion as to what it

was like. ,. ,,,,., ^, ,

All he could see was something black, like the rocks

which formed the walls and roof of the passage, and where

its outlines ended and the others began he could not for

the life of him discern.

He was prudent enough not to make any aggressive

movement; if he had done so, he might have placed him-

self in a situation of much danger.

And now another fact pressed itself rather unpleasantly

upon his notice.

The eyes seemed to be growing larger and larger.

Their brightness increased also.

At first he was unable to account for this, but soon the

conviction forced itself upon him.

The animal—if such it were—was coming nearer.

It was doing what they were afraid to do.

Advancing to the attack.

If he any doubts upon this poiut, they were removed by

the splashing of the water, which he heard plainly enough

as the creature forced its way through the stream.

The chief of the gendarmes drew back.

It only needed that movement to leod wings to the feet

of his companions.
.

Thoroughly dismayed and terrified, not only at their

strange position, but also a*i the unknown creature before

them, they were glad to seize upon any pretext for a

The movement which the chief gave communicated

itself to the whole of the Iroop, and they^ turned and fled

along the passage in the direction of the cavern which

they had just left.
_ ,, ,

Many a time they stumbled in their slippery path and

fell into the water, or knocked their heads terrible blows

against tha pieces of rock which depended from the

ceiling.

But, heedless of all the injuries which they received-

intent only upon getting out as soon as possible, which

made them insensible to all else—they still continued their

course. , , .1

,

Those who fell scrambled m some incomprehensible

manne' to their feet again, and those whose heads came

into contact with the rocks most marvellously escaped un-

consciousness, though many of the blows received were

quit* sufficient, under ordinary circumstances, to produce

Having penetrated so short a distance a« they had, of

rs« -s wa* not long before they all emerged into th«

No one ^n conceive what a sigh of relief tbry giiv©

when they found themselves there in safety, nor could ae/

one believe what -a comfortable place they thought it

after the vague horrors which beset them in the passage.

As soon as the chief of tie gendarmes eme'-eed into the

cavern, in justice to him let it be said he regained hia sel*.

posaesaion.

rhe panic which he had been a victim to left him.
He was once more a cool, intrepid officer.

U e ordered his men to prepare their muskets and stand

in readiness to fire.

He was obeyed, for soldiers will obey mecnanicaTly under
almost all circumstances, so thoroughly is the principle of

implicit obedience drilled into them.
The soldiers stood in readiness.

The position they occupied was the same aebefortj when
they fired a volley into the passage.

The chief then cautiously approached the little arch,

and listened.

He could still hear the same puffing, snorting noise,

although the roar of the >7aterlall almost made it inaudi-

ble.

He caught one glimpse of the gleaming eyes.

The creature had then followed them along the passage,

undaunted by their numbers.
He was full of wonder to know what it oould be.

But, great as his wonder was, it did not make him for-

getful of the fact that now they had the creature at a

manifest advantage.
He had no idea what its aggresive powers might be if

it once emerged into the cavern, nor how difficult and dan-
' ferous it might be to achieve a victory over it.

CHAPTER CCCVI.
OUR THREE PRIENDS HAVE SOME FURTHER PERILOUS

ADVENTURES IN THE CAVERNS.

But wedged in the passage as the creature appeared to be,

the advantage was greatly upon his own side, and tlie

chances of obtaining an easy victory over it almost

certain.

Like a skilful general, then, who never allows such a

favourable opporunity to slip, he gave the order to his

men to prepare to fire.

The muskets were carried to the shoulders of the gen-

darmes, and their muzzles pointed to the entrance of the

passage, close to the mouth of which the strange creature

must be.

The men had their fingers upon the triggers, awaiting

the word to fire.

But this the chief did not give.

He was watching the little dark arch, and had deter-

mined to give the word of command only when he caught
sight of those horrible gleaming eyes, which had caused

such a sickly feeling of terror to gather about his heart.

He had not long to wait.

Courageously the creature came on, never dreaming for

a moment of the danger in which it stood.

The officer saw the eyes.

The gendarmes saw them too, for their gaze was in-

tently fixed upon that same spot.

"Fire!"
The word rung out with extreme distinctness in that

vast cavern.

It was obeyed with greater promptitude than any order
was ever obeyed before.

Scarcely was the word pronounced than there was the
simultaneous discharge of the muskets which the gen-
darmes held.

Once more was the interior of the cavern transiently

illuminated by a bright flash almost blinding in its

brilUancy.

Once more were the echoes of the place raised by the
thundering discharge.

But scarcely one bullet struck aga^ast the rock, so
accurate was the aim which every man h M taken.

Mingled with the reports of the wuskets there arose a
strange yelling cry, the like of which not one of those who
heard it ever listened to before.

It was, hts;r<^ver. clearly a cry indicative of great bodily

pain.

Then ail was sti"

.

Not one of the gendarmes move^ hand or foot.

With an effort the chief offio'yr shook off the effect

which these strange adventures had upon him.
His words aroused the men.
By his orders the torches were trimmed, and fresh oneo

obtained and lighted.

Then, with feelings which we conld not describe—feel-
ings brought about by the strange nature of the place in

which they stood—the gendarmes in a body pre8s<id
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forward to see what kind of creature it was that they bad
elain.

Slain ? They were by no means oeitain upta i^'st

loint.

They knew well enousfh that many wild animals when
Vadly hurt would fei^ death, and that so cunningly as to

deceive any one until, upon a near approach of its adver-
saries, it would gather all its remaining strength, and in

an expiring effort inflict great injury upon them.
And this reflection caiised tbe gendarmes to approach

the arch with great caution, lest one of them ahoiiid ba
badly hurt by their strange antagonist.
But there was one thing whioh they entirely Orerioow^d

or forgot.

And that was the strength of the current and the im-
petuosity with which it flowed beneath the arch.

The animal, as we have seen, had been able to overcome
the resistance which the rapidly-flowing water ofl'ered, and
make its way to the arch.

But when the gendarmes fired that terrible volley, the
contents of so many muskets being concentrated upon so
small a spot, it had the immediate effect of depriving the
animal of that strength which had hitherto enabled it to
make a stand against the current, and it was with gnat
swiftness drifted along the passage.
By the time, then, the gendarmes, in their cautiousness,

had reached the arch, the body of the creature was far

away.
Their disappointment was very great when, upon looking

and expecting to see their adversary, they found the arch
quite clear and just as it was when tliey first entered it.

They were at no loss to account for this, and they felt

angry with themselves that the thought had not occurred
to them,

Tliey held a torch as far underneath as they could, but
nothing but the foaming water met their gaze.

Tbere was nothing to be seen.

Nor was there any means of ascertaining the nature oJ
the creature which they had the encounter with, except
by once more entering the gloomy passage.
But all naturally enough shrunk from doing this.

They withdrew, and the chief ofiicer once more held a
brief consultation as to what would be the best thing for

them to do.

Not one of his arguments, however, could induce the
gendarmes to enter the passage which was inhabited by
such dreadful and mysterious creatures.

They were willing to fight against men, they said, to

the last gasp, but they could not fight animals which they
could not see, and of whose powers of mischief they were
entirely ignorant.

Tbe chief officer himself, if tlw? truth must be told, felt

no individual inclination to enter the passage again.
lie had already bad enough of that sort of thing.

Eventually he determined to leave six of his men as a
kind of guard in the cavern.
They were to station themselves close to the arch, with

their muskets ready for immediate service, and to shoot
the first living thing that made its appearance.
Then he himself, with the remainder of his men, left

the cavern, with the intention of finding whereabouts the
stream emerged.
Men were left, however, at abort intervals, and this was

continued until the exterior of the mill was reached, so

that a ready and easy means of communication was esta-

blished between those above and those below.
The result of what had taken place was communicated

to those gendarmes who had been on duty surrounding
the mill.

These, of course, had seen and heard nothing of those

whose capture they were 80 anxious to efi"ect.

A sUght change was also made.
Those men who had been in the caverns were left to

surround the mUl, and those who had previously been
occupied in the performance of that duty accompanied the
chief ofiicer in his search for the spot where the stream of

water, flowing through the iwasage, found its way out into

the earth.

The hill upou which the mill was built was one of a
chain of hills which extended for some oonsidrrable dis-

tance right and left of where he stood.

These hills were both high and large enough to contain

many caTerus ondemeatb them, and doubtless ^h&xe wera

The offioar had certain knowledge that there was ax
least one.
But we will leave film to prosecute his search, while we

more particularly turn our attention to describing the
adventures and proceedings of the threo highwaymen
themselves.

It will be recollested that the last time we saw them
was upon a Tery critical occasion, namely, when tbo gen-
darmes were about to fire into the narrow passage.
When the chief officer made the speech in which he

called npon them to surrender, our friends heard every
word he said with the greatest distinctness.

But they never for a moment dreamed of yielding them-
selves prisoners in the kind manner proposed.
They pressed forward with increased speed, and imme-

diately afterwards Tom King uttered a faint cry of satis-

faction.

His comrades heard it distinctly enough, but they did
not have any occasion to ask what was the cause of it.

It was very
Tom King had reached a certain point in the passage

where it turned ofl' to the right, at an acute angle from
the direction it had previously taken, which was undeviat-
ingly straight.

It was incident upon making this discovery that Tom
King uttered that ejaculatory cry of satisfaction, and he
was round the corner in a moment.
He was followed, with extreme quiclcness, by his two

comrades—for they knew the immineney of the danger in
which they stood.

Just, however, as Claude Duval turned round, the order
to fire was given, and the next instant many of the bullets

passed over tbe spot upon which they had so recently
stood, and flattened themselves against the wall, formed
by the sudden curve in the passage.
Our friends were much delighted, too, to find that the

passage increased in size as they proceeded, and that very
rapidly.

So they did not wait to see what else the gendarmes did
fifter the discharge of their volley, but hastened along
the passage in the hope that ere long they should emerge
into the open air.

At every step they took the passage grew wider and
higher, and, of course, one eflect of this was that the
velocity of the current was much diminished, and they
were consequently able to walk in the bed of the stream
with much more convenience than before.

But their hopes of being conducted to the open air were
doomed to disappointment.
The termination of the passage through the rocks was

reached, and then they found that it was no more than an
unpleasant means of communication between the cavern
they had left and another of rery similar general appear-
ance.

Claude Duval now ventured to unmask his lantern, the
light from which he had hitherto carefully concealed, and
handed it to Tom King, who at once led the way out of

the stream on to the dry floor of the second cavern.

His two comrades quickly stood by his side, but, before

tliey had time to exchange a word with each other, they
were startled with a strange sound.

It was like that which would be produced by some un-
wieldy animal when out of breath.

They instantly drew their swords and put themselves in

an attitude of defence, for tliey did not know with what
danger they might be threatened.

Tom King, too, waved the lantern about hii?\ so as to

diffiuse its light.

Their eyes then fell upon a singular object.

On a projecting piece of rock, which was only about a
foot above the surface, was one of the most singular-look-

ing creatures they had ever beheld.

In length it was about seven feet—in width, at the
thickest part, about four.

It had a aqjall head in proportion to the rect of ths
body.
But the head had a very intelligent look, as 8m*ti head*

frequently have.
The shape of it, and ** che face also, was quite anlike

anything our friends had before seen in the whole course

of their experience.

But one of the most remarkable features connected

witii this creature, whatever it might be, were its eyes.

They were large, round and fuL' and iutonsely bri^rbt.
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They seemed even to possess some degree of luminosity

of their own, so brightly did they appear to gleam.
They shone in the darkness like two bright orbs of lighi.

This small head was joined to a neck which was roavd
and sleek-

This neck waa snpported by two massiT© ahonlden.
These, indeed, seemed the most massive part of the

animal, for it was just there where its width and height

waa the greatest.

It was furnished with two feet or fins, our friends could

not tell which. Doubtless they were intended to serre

the purposes of both, and were shaped accordingly.

From the thick unwieldy shoulders the body of this

strange spetimen of the animal creation tapered oflf until

it terminated in a tail, in all respecta like the toil of a
middling-sized fish.

The colour of the whole body waa either black or

something approaching it, and shone like highly-polished

marble.
For some few moments the three highwaymen stood

looking at this strange creature with the utmost surprise,

interest, and curiosity.

They found that the snorting noise they had heard, and
which had first attracted their attention, was caused by
the animal breathing, which it seemed to do with great

labour and difficulty.

" Wtat do you think of that?" asked Claude.

"I have no idea," replied Tom King, to whom he
addressed his remark. " Do ymi think it meditates making
an attack upon us ?

"

" It looks very fierce," said Sixteen-String Jack, draw-
ing back a step. "I wonder whether it can move
quiclily."

"I do not know. I never saw the like of such a
creature before. What a lucky thing we did not meet it in

the passage."
" In the passage ? " exclaimed Tom King. " Stop I I

nave an idea."

"What is it?"
" An idea for ridding ns of our foes—for a time at least."

"How?"
•• Why let ns drive this strange-looking creature into the

What for?"
** I should not wonder tf the gendarmes, who nitist by

this time be thoroughly enraged, do not attempt to follow

OS through the passage."
" Oh ! I see now what yon mean, Tom. Yon think if

yon can drive this creature into the passage, it will ao
terrify the gendarmes that they will turn back."
" That is just it."

"Then it is a capital idea, and I wish you snccess.

And another thing: if we can drive it before us as we
wish, who knows r—we might work it up to such a pitch

of fury that it would actually attack the gendarmes, and
force them to retreat."
" It is a capital notion," cried Claude Duval. *• Let na

get about it at once, for we have no time to lose. For all

we know, the gendarmes may at this verymoment behalf-

way through the passage."
" Most likely."
" The chief difficulty will be to get the creature into ibe

passage. It may refuse to stir."
" Do not anticipate that. We can but try."
" Come on, then. You had better draw your swords."

" The three highwaymen, with their drawn swords in

their hands, now cautiously approached the shelving
piece of rock upon which the strange animal lay.

It evidently viewed their coming with dissatisfaction,

and a sort of growling sound mingled with the puffing,

snorting noise of which we have before spoken.
It did not offer to move, however, even when its

assailants were within a few feet of it.

Our friends were certainly running a great risk in thus
provoking a conflict with an animal of whose power* of
destruction they were completely ignorant.

But so much would be gained if they ccnld carry ont
their original intention that they felt they oonld afford to

run a good deed ci risk.

Tom King held the light cc Otat the beams feU taSi

spon the face of the creature.

It blinked its wes, but did not offer to stir.

Then Sixteen-String Jack waved his 8wor6l, bn4 the
•nimal took no notice of that hostile demoostratioo.

There waa nothing more to do now than to proceed to
harsher meaaurea, so Jack with the point •£ his sword
just pricked him gently where he fancied the ftkin would
be thinsest and most sensitive.

CHAPTER CCCVIL
THK — .UATIOW 01 THE THEEE HIOHWATlIEll BECOMBB

STILL MORE CaiTICAU

Tira growing sound to whioh the strange amphibious
ereature had given utterance increased in loudness.

It showed its teeth, too, and a vicious kind of lookoam*
over its whole face.

But Claude Duval seconded the attack which hia com-
rade made, and then, with a cry of pain, the animal sprang
off the piece of rock into the stream.
The victory was so far gained, and the highwaymen of

course followed up their advantage.
The creature was a great weight, and it fell into the

water with a tremendous splash.

With the points of their swords the highwaymen con»
tinned to prick the skin of it, and it naturally shrunk
every time a puncture was inflicted.

In this way, then, they succeeded in driving it in the
direction they wished it to take.

When it once fairly got into the passage, their task was
very much easier.

They pricked it more vigorously, so as to enrage it as

much as possible.

At full speed, then, it made its way along the passage
towards the first cavern.

Soon such sounds came to the ears of our friends as
incontestably proved that the gendarmes had entered the
passage, and were in full pursuit of them.
Upon making this discovery, they deemed it prudent to

go no further, so Claude Duval gave the poor creature one
vigorous parting thrust—such a one as would, he imagined,
carry it the remainder of the distance.

Maddened, and thoroughly infuriated with the pain

which it suffered, the creature continued its way along th«
passage until it confronted the gendarmes.
Then it came to a stand.

But only for a moment.
Blinded by fury it made a rush forward.
The gendarmes retreated.

The rest we know.
When that voUey was fired, the creature >cas just be-

neath the arch.

Indeed, a portion of its body was already within ths
cavern.

Nearly all the bullets that were fired lodged in its

body.
The cry, then, that the gendarmes heard was the last

one it uttered.

It fell down dead, and the current carried it far away ia

a moment.
But our friends did not know this.

Their troubles, nevertheless, were far from being over.

They retraced their steps to the second cavern without
meetiiig with any accident.

Their unanimous decision was to get oat into the open
air as soon as possible.

Accordingly, they made • rapid examination of the
cavern, the result of which waa that they found it very
similar to the other.

At one end was the passage by which they had entered.

The stream of water flowed in a serpentine manner
across it, and passed out again under another arch.

Than this there was no other exit that our friends

could find.

After some hesitation ftey determined to try their luck.

The former one having been passed in safety gave them
courage to make a second attempt.

In the hope, then, that this stream might conduct them
out of these gloomy regions, the three highwaymen again
stepped into the bed of the stream and passed underneath
the arch.

But it was not without great misfp?ing lest they should
be 80 unfortunate as to meet with i«ome other inhabitant

of it, with whom they by no means desired to have an
encounter.

This second passage waa very much longer than the
first I it was, too, more irregular, winding io and out ia •
perplexing manner.
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It was Dot long before a very disagreeable circam-

«tanoe forced itself upon their notice.

T'lie bed of the stream sloped rapidly.

This downward tendency Blled them with the utmost

tineasineas, and they began to fear that after all they

liad got into these caverns, and that they should have

great diflSculty in emerging from them alive.

But neither spoke of this, although the thought was

nppermost in the minds of each.

Down—downward the stream went, until it became

difficult to keep their feet.
, iv, *

Indeed, it was only by clinging close to the rocks that

they were enabled to do so.

A roaring noise, too, came to their ears, increasing in

londness every moment.
It was like that which they had heard up^n emerging

from the foundations of the mill.

And now a thought occnrred to thek min^da of so awful

a character that the pulsation ' ^^ '" ^— -'- ~' "*

No. 57.

of their hearts almost

It was Tom King who first spoke, though, when he

raised his voice, his comrades knew well enough what

he was about to say.
" Jack—Clande," he said.

" Yes, Tom," replied his companions, with dimcnlty

raising their voices sufficiently to be heard above the

roaring water.
" We are lost."

, . . .,

No pen could possibly describe the tone in which these

three words were uttered.
" You fear, then

"
....

"
I don't fear, but I am sure that we have got either

into the vortex of a subterraneous whirlpool or cascade.

Cling tightly to the rocks, or yon will lose your footing.

The water seems to rush by with more and more vio-

lenoe every moment."
•' Can we retrace our steps ?" saiS Claude.
" Wo can try, bat I fear we have got too far dowji

the taeaoherous current, and the bed of the strearci la

more slippery than ice."

Prick Onh Hai,iiI>knnt.
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•' Let u8 try, then, at once," Raid Claude, " before we

go further,"
" Lead the way," said Tom King ;

" and be careiui

to secure your footing."
The three highwaymen turned round and made a dcB-

perate effort to retrace their stepB along this under-

ground stream.
But alaB ! the effort was a vain one.

Unconsoiouely they had approached the verge of a
waterfall, and were in that portion of the stream which is

called the rapids, from the great increase of the flow of

the water just before it reaches the place of its descent.

It is well known how easy it is to be engulfed in a

treacherous stream, even in broad daylight, so that it is

no matter of surprise that our three friends, surrounded

by darkness as they were, and under the excitemeni

produced by the pursuit of the gendarmes, should not

have discovered their terrible situation until too late.

It was not until Claude turned round and tried to

return that he fully found how far they had been lured

to their destruction.

The rapidity with which the water flowed seemed to

have increased ten-fold.

And the bed of the stream, which rose with alarming

rapidity, afforded not the least foothold.

Before, then, be was aware of such a catastrophe, ho

felt his feet give way beneath him, and himself carried

with fearful swiftness down the stream.

He uttered a cry of horror, and made a terrific effort

to clutch the point of some of the rocks which projected

into the stream.
But the attempt was utterly futile.

He could not obtain a firm grasp of any one of them.

homttimes he would take a precarious hold, but ere

he could tighten it, the slippery rock would slip between

his fingers, while he was carried with augmenting speed

down the stream.
As we have said, the three highwaymen almost simul-

taiieously turned round to retrace their steps. With
<lifii'3ult,y they preserved their footing, until Claude lost

his, aud of course, the weight of his body coming against

them had the effect of destroying their equilibrium.

Aw;iy, then, all three were swept like straws along

the remorseless torrent.

In a little while they altered their endeavours to grasp

the sides of the rocks in ordertoarresttheir descent, to

keeping into the middle of the stream, for they were con-

tinually receiving bruises from the sharp, jutting points.

How long they were drifted in this manner, they had

no idea.

It was not for long, however, though, to them, the

time seemed prolonged into an age.

Suddenly, and with an awful rush, they felt them selves

carried with still greater rapidity forward, and then

carried over a precipice.

They had long since given themselves up for dead

men, for where else could that cataract fall but into

the very bowels of the earth ?

Down—down—they went, with a speed that almost

deprived them of breath and consciousness.

Then they felt themselves plunged into a boiling

seething mass of water, until there seemed to be tons

of water upon them.
Then they rose to the surface—stunned, and almost

insensible.

They did, however, possess sufficient instinct to crawl

towards the side of the stream, and having done so,

they lapsed into a swoon of so deathlike a character,

that no one would have believed they lived.

In this state they continued for a long, long time.

Claude Duval, who was, perhaps, the most inured to

hardships of various kinds, and who was gifted with the

strongest constitution, was the first to recover hie senses.

But for full two minutes after he returned to con-

sciousness he was unable to recollect what bad taken

place, and where he was.

By degrees, however, recollection dawned upon him,

and then he became aware that he had escaped from
what he had made np his mind was inevitable death.

He was drenched to the sk*n, and he found that where
he lay the descending water splashed over him.

His first thought was to seek for a light, but his im-

mersion had effectually deprived him of all means of

•btiuning one.

Then ho groped about iu the ititeuKe darkness in the
hope of finding his comrades, though he more than
feared that they had perished, and that he was the only
one who had escaped.

Presently he came in contact with something which
he knew immediately to be a human form.
Passing his hands over it, he reached the face.

But the moment he touched it he was startled by
hearing a loud cry.

He recognised the tones of that voice.

To his joy, Sixteen-String Jack was alive as well as
himself.
A few rapid words passed between them, and then

Sixteen-String Jack, who did not feel much the worso
for his perilous adventure, assisted Claude to search for
Tom King.
They found him at only a few paces distant, and fio

near the stream that if he had rolled over he must have
fallen into it.

The darkness of the place they were in was most
intense, but they succeeded, nevertheless, in removing
Tom King from his perilous situation.

Then they adopted the best means within their reach
to restore him to consciousness.
After a time they succeeded, and then the two, feeling

much better, rose to their feet, and endeavoured to
pierce the darkness which environed them.
But the effort was a complete failure.

If they held up their hands close before their eyes,
they could not perceive any trace of it.

Nor could tihey consequently see each other, so they
adopted the very wise precaution of keeping hold of each
others hands.
At that moment they would have given anything for

a light, in order to ascertain what kind of a place they
were in, and whether it bad any outlet to it.

Perhaps they thought they had only been spared death
by drowning in order to perish by one ten times more
terrible.

But a light was out of the question. The water had
put out the one they carried and inevitaby damaged the
materials wherewith they might hope to obtain another.
With a roaring, crashing sound the water continued

to fall from the height above.
The highwaymen were all under the impression that

they were very far down below the level of the surface
of the earth.

To them the cascade down which they had fallen

seemed to be hundreds of feet high, at the very least,

though it is probable that the darkness led them into
error upon this point.

Certain, however, it is that their position was an un-
pleasant and alarming one.

Destitute of light, and food, and tools, what chances
had they of once more standing beneath the pure blue
sky ?

Very little, indeed, unless fortune should stand their

friend.

For a long time our friends remained just as they
were, casting their eyes around them, but still unable
to see anything but the darkness, which to their strained
vision, seemed to take all manner of strange and alarm*
ing shapes and roll rapidly towards them.
At length they agreed to step forward for a few paees,

all three keeping in a straight line, and each one put-

ting his foot forward and securing a footing before be
moved the other.

This was certainly about the best thing they could do.

In this way they proceeded some distance, until,

indeed, the loudnessofthecataracthad much diminished,

so that they were able' to make themselves heard with-

out straining their voices.

They then again paused.
But still there was nothing that they could see.

Suddenly, however, Sixteen-String Jack uttered a cry

which sounded like one of joy,

"Look," he cried, addressing his comrades. "Look."
" Look where ? At what ?" they asked, eagerly.

"Yonder—yonder. Straight before you. Cannot you
see something which looks like a faint and tiny star ?"

His two companions strained their eyes to the utmost,
but were at first unable to distinguish the faint speck
of light to which Jack alluded.

At length, however, they caught a sight of it, and
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having once done bo, oould not be persuaded to take
their eyes off it.

The/ were filled with joy when they saw it, for not
one had any Icind of doubt as to what it meant.

" Keep it steadily in view," they oried to eaoh other.
" Do not lose eight of it a moment, lest we shoald be
vnabia to find it. Keep straight on towards it, for that
will lead us to freedom."
With these words of encouragement on their lipa, and

their hearts full of hope, the three highwaymen stepped
forward, still, however, taking the same preoaution in

their progress that they had done hitherto, namely,
not to move one foot until they were certain of a secure
resting place for the other.

In this way they went on and on for a long time, nntil

that which looked at first bo faint, and dim, and star-like,

increased in magnitude and brightness, nntil at last they
could see that it was really an opening in the rocks.
Through what kind of a place it was that they were

making their way they had no idea.

It might have been some Tast and epaoions cavern,
across which they were making their way out—it might
hare been a narrow passage only, extending but a few
feet beside them.
The din of the cataract was now almost inaudible,

which proved that the distance they had come was con-
siderable.

Still they had a long way to go, for the opening must
«ither be a very small one, or else at a great distance.
They found the latter to be the case, and, on a closer

approach, saw that it was a rude natural arch, through
which the stream of water flowed into the open air.

Thankful that its course was not, as they at first

feared, directed into the very bowels of the earth, they
once again committed themselves to the stream, for
there wore no means of passing under the arch on foot.

The Btream was not. however, deep, nor had they far
to wade through it.

In a few moments, to their intense satisfaction, our
three friends stood upon dry ground, and with nothing
but the sky above them.

It was broad daylight, and the sun was shining with
full power and splendour.

Never before, in the whole course of their existence,
had the face of nature looked so beautiful.

Certainly the spot at which they had emerged was
about as lovely a one as could well have been imagined.
Aa far as they could see was a wide expanse of well-

anltivated country.
To be sure, the summer had gone and the winter was

olose at hand, bat still it was one of those bright, sunny
mornings which even in mid -winter sometimes come and
give us an idea of summer.

CHAPTER CCCVITI.
TOM KINO, CLAUDE DUVAL, AND SIXTEEN-STRING JACK
AT LENGTH LAND UPON THE SHORES OF ENGLAND.
But our friends were soon recalled from their contem-
plation of the beautiful scene spread out before them
by their thoughts.
Dangers had been avoided and perils escaped without

injury, but, for all that, they were far from being in a
petition of security.
The gendarmes would not easily relinquish their

search, after the determined opposition they had met
with, and the mischief they had done.
They would, doubtless, scoti the whole country for

miles round.
Looking behind them, they saw that the arch under-

neath which they had passed, and through which the
water flowed, was situated at the base of a high hill,

doubtless the one upon the brow of which the ruined
mill had been built, or else one contiguous to it.

On foot they would stand but a poor chance of escap-
ing from the well-mounted dragoons, whose horses
would by this time have rested snfficientJv to recover
from their fatigue.

Butonr friends were in a very uncomfortable situation.
They were hungry and weary.
Their clothes were dripping with water, which was

as cold as ice itself.

Every now and then they would shiver from head to
foot.

" I'll tell yon what it is," said Tom King ; " we can-
not stay here in such a condign aa we are now, uor
can we hide."

'* But what, then, can we do . "' asked his two com-
rades.
" We must endeavour to rea i, un perceived by our

fo«s, some small auberge where we cm have shelter and
accommodation. It will be easy to remove t)i(« au.s-

picions which our appearance would be likely to excite,
by saying that we had been capnized."
" We can try it. The chief difficulty will be to avoid

the gendarmes, but, when that id done, the rest will be
comparatively easy."

" Make haste, then. The gendarmes are doubtless
searching all about for us, but then, if they are, we have
a very good chance of escape, for they are nowhere in
sight."

" Come on, then."
The three highwaymen set ^arward on their search

for an auberge or inn.
It was not long before they came across a narrow

sinuous lane, and, passing this, they shortly emerged
upon a high road.
Somewhere along this they made no doubt they should

be able to fiud what they sought.
But, having walked at least four miles without per-

ceiving any more traces of what they wanted than they
had seen at first, they began to grow disheartened.
Presently a peasant came in view.
He was trudging along with his eyes on the prround,

but, upon hearing the sound of Tom's voice, who ad-
dressed him in French, he raised his head.
He looked surprised when he saw the appearance

which his interlocutors presented.
Tom King had some trouble in making this fellow

understand, and still more in understanding wlmt he
said in reply, for he spoke in one of the horrible bar-
barous dialects in the north of Fiance.
But at length they gleaned that there was an auberge

about a mile further along the road.
Tom tossed the peasant a small coin for his imforma-

tion, and with renewed vigour the three highwaymen
continued on their journey.
The auberge was at length reached.
It was a small, poor-looking place, but still they

thought it would answer their purpose.
Upon entering,Tom told the tale agreed upon, namely,

that they had been out upon a pleasure excursion, and
that the boat had unfortunately capsized. They had
lost their way, being strangers in the neighbourhood,
but would pay liberally for any accommodation afforded
them.

This sounded a very plausible story, and the landlord
of the auberge was completely taken in by it.

Perhaps the exhibition of a well-filled purse had some-
thing to do with his acquiescence.
However, be that as it may, our three friends were

shown to sleeping chambers, and while there their
clothes were taken and dried.

Fortunately for them, they seemed to have got quite
out of the way of the gendarmes, who must have been
searching another part of the country.
But the highwaymen stayed no longer than they

were obliged because of the danger to which they ex-

posed themselves.
Their clothes were brought to them thoroughly well

dried and cleaned, and they put them on with the
greatest satisfaction.

Then, descending the stairs, they called for refresh-

ments, and dispatched a hearty meal.
They did not linger over it, however, and as soon as

they had finished they prepared to start.
" The sooner we get away from here," said Tom King,

" the better it will be for us, for there is no knowing
how soon the gendarmes may make their appearance."
" That is uncommonly true, Tom," said Claude, " but

we shall stand a poor chance of getting away from them
if we have to travel on foot."

" We shall. What are we to do for horaoa ?"

" I think it might very likely be managed."
"How?"
" Let ua count up how much we are all worth' in ready

.

money. You must recollect I took a good-sized putaa
from the old man in the carriage.'

'
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" Oh r did yon, Claude ? I have been going to ask

you what aort of luck yon had, only the gendarmes were

down upon na so aoon that I have had no chance."
" Empty your pockets, and count up. I am in hopes

we shall muster amongst ns enongh to buy three horses,

and then we are off to England !"

•' For one," said Sixteen-String Jack, *' I shan „oare

how aoon we «ret there. I am thoroughly tired of

France."
" We are all -che same abont that, I think ; but come,

out with the money."
The highwaymen complied with this demand, and

there was soon a goodly heap of coin npon the table.

Clande counted it, and, when he had finished that

highly-interesting operation, he said

—

" Good news, my friends. XJnleas horsea are much
dearer here than they are in England, we have enough
money to buy three, and something to spare."
" Let us call the landlord, then, and ask him about

horses for all three. Perhaps he can supply us."

"There is no harm in asking him, at any rate. Call

him in."

The landlord was called, and, upon his making his

appearance, he was questioned with respect to hia capa-

bility for finding them with horses.

"I have three magnificent creatures in my stable,"

he said, " that have been left here for sale."
" How much each?"
" You shall come and look at them, and then we will

talk about the price."

Our friends rose and followed the landlord to the

stables at the rear of the inn.

Here they were shown three horses of middling quality.

But still, although not very handsome, they seemed
of that tough, wiry sort, which can endure any amount
of fatigue, and get over the ground at a rapid rate.

" How much do you want ?" asked Claude.
" I cannot take less than Beven hundred and fifty

francs each for them."
" That is a long price."

"What?"
" I say they are dear."
" No—no. Cheap.'

'

" How much is seven hundred and fifty francs in

English money, Tom ?"

"Thirty pounds."
" Then that is a great deal too much," said Claude,

turning to the landlord, " but I tell you what we don't
mind doing."
"What?"
" Why, we will give the money you ask, if you will

throw the furniture into the bargain."
" Throw the furniture ? I do not understand."
"I mean, we will give you thirty pounds apiece for

the horses, if you will find saddles and bridles also for

the same money."
The landlord hesitated for a moment, and, as he had

been told to sell the animals for three hundred francs,

he thought he could afford to give in, and accordingly
he did so.

Saddles were found, and, in a few minutes the horses
were ready for the road.

The reckoning was paid, and then, the three highway-
men feeling rather more like themselves, trotted out into

the high-road, and made the best of their way to

Boulogne.
This place they reached without meeting with any

particular adventure worthy of special mention.
By Tom King's advice, they resolved upon a bold

oo'irae of action.
That was to go to the appointed lauding place like

ordinary passengers, and take places for themselves and
thnir horses on board the boat which plied between that
port and Dover.

It is often the case that a bold course is the safest,

and so it proved in this case.

In an easy, off-hand sort of way our friends secured
their places and got on board.
Once there, however, they took care to keep as much

out of sight as possible.
Another circumstance was in their favour.
It was quite dark when they got on board, and, of

course, as the passage across the channel is a short one,
it was dark when they landed.

It was, in fact, about an hour past midnight.
Somehow or other the English Channel had been verj

unfortunate to our friends.

They had never been upon it without •'leeting with
some perilous adventure or another.

But this time they crossed without the occurrence of
any incident whatever, beyond those which always iak»
place upon such occasions.

The reader must please be good enough to bear in mind
that the three highwaymen were in total ignorance of all

the varied and extraordinary incidentswhioh had befallea

Dick Tnrpin since they parted with him at the entrance
to the cavern where they had made a temporary stay.

They were full of anxiety respecting him, and much
wondered what had taken place during the Inst interval

when they had had so many narrow escapes from death.

Not for one moment, though, did they anticipate

what had really taken place.

Little did they think that, at that very moment, Dick
Turpin was an inmate of a cell in Newgate.
That little surprise was in store for them.

It is needless to say how much Dick was liked by hi»

three comrades.
During the course of this history we have seen how

they have all looked up to him as a superior spirit.

Indeed, he had, by general consent, been elected

captain, the other three to form a band and act under
his directions.

But circumstances had taken such a turn that thia

was never properly carried out, thouu'h the other three

when they landed recollected it, and determined to have
the arrangement renewed and fulfilled.

They did not know what obstacles even then stood

in the way of it.

Whether they were eventually to accomplish their

aim, time alone, the great unfolder of all mysteries, can
determine.
Full of these thoughts, and impatient to see their old

companion, Claude and his party did not stay a moment
longer at Dover than was necessary to laud and get.

their cattle on shore.

As soon as this was done, they mounted and set off

at full speed along the London-road, for it was in the

metropolis that they thought Dick Turpin was most
likely to be found.

To London, then, they directed their steps, nor did

they halt until they had performed a considerable por-

tion of the journey.

Of course the endurance of their cattle had a limit,

and they were obliged to halt several times in order to

allow them rest and food.

But no unnecessary time was lost.

On one of the occasions, when they halted at a road-

side public-house, where they regaled themselves with

some of the finest old October ale they ever remembered
to have tasted, they received the first intimation of

Dick Turpiu's position.

They had not dismounted from their steeds, but eat

in the saddle at the front door of the inn and had the

ale handed to them.
They were waited upon by the landlord—a real jovial

specimen of an Englishman—and his pretty daughter.

Mine host was inclined to be communicative.
" Are you much of travellers on the road ?" he asked.

Of course, he was replied to in the aflSrmative.
" Then I have a piece of good news to tell you—if yoa

have not heard it already. I don't suppose you have,

for it has only just been brought down to me direct

from London."
" No, we have heard nothing. What is it ?"

" You'll rejoice, I'll be sworn. You will be able to

perform your journey on the highway with more security

and less risk than you have done for a long time past."
" How so ?"
" Why, I have been told, upon the very best authority,

that the notorious Dick "Turpin, who has for so long

past been a terror to all travellers on the road is—why,
bless my life, how astonished you look !"

The landlord might well make the remark.

Upon the first mention of their old comrade's name,
which they heard at a moment when they least expeeted

it. neither of them could avoid exhibiting the surprise

tbey felt.

But they would not allow the landlord to break off ia
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the middle of Ur eentenoe, bot impatiently clamoared

*for him to oontiDae it.

" Why, gentlemen, I didn't think his name would so

«muah Burprise yon, but the fact is, Dick Turpin, the

highwayman, ia"-^
" Yea—yes ! What P"
" Safety lodged in Newgate."
" In Newgate?"
" Tee. I always said he would get there at last, and

you see my words have oome true."
" In Newgate is he ?"

" Yes. I have no doubt about the oorrectnesa of my
informer. He is in Newgate safe enough."

" When was he taken there ?"

" Three days ago."
" Indeed ; then it is quite recently ?"

" Quite."
'* Well, you saw we were surprised ?"

"I did."
" I am not at liberty to tell you the reason of it, but

it was a very good one. I may say, however, that we
were in search of Dick Turpin, and at the very moment
you spoke we were thinking about him."

" Indeed ! Then yon are officers ?"

"Mum !" said Tom King, holding up his finger in a
mysterious n[ianner. " I can't say what we are. Be
sure you don't say a word about what we have told you.
Good morning:."
" Hi ! Stop !" said the landlord, as the highwaymen

trotted off. "I'll be shot if you have told me anything !"

CHAPTER CCCIX.
DICK TURPIN DISCOVERS THAT, AFTER ALL, NEW-
GATE IS NOT SUCH AN UNCOMFORTABLE PLACE
A8 HE EXPECTED TO FIND IT.

Having brought the adventures of Turpin's three com-
panions up to this point, we feel that we can leave them
for awhile, and turn our attention to Dick Turpin him-
self.

We suppose they have not forgotten where they saw
him last.

He was seated in his dungeon in Newgate, reflecting

upon the strange string of events which had terminated
by his being placed there.

In this oocnpition he was interrupted by bearing the
fastenings of his dungeon door undone.
Curious to see who it was that had come to disturb

him 80 soon, Dick raised his head, and looked towards
the door.

It was thrust open rather roughly, and a couple of
men entered.

One was a turnkey, and the other was the man
employed to go the round of the prison at certain inter-

vals and supply the prisoners with food.
He put down a small pitcher of water jast inside the

cell, and a small loaf of contract bread upon the top of it.

Dick was hungry, but the sight of the fare set before
him did not tempt him to eat.

But the regulations of the great city prison were very
different then to what they are now.
Diok had money in his pooket, and he was well aware

that while he had that he should not have to go short
of luxuries.

So, when the man put down the pitcher, he said—in

a tone of affected hilarity

—

" Is that the best fare yon can set before the prince of

highwaymen ? Nothing but water and black bread ?"
" No offenoe, Mr. Dick," said the man, with as much

^Referential civility as he wonld have used if he had
spoken to the governor himself; for among the officials

of Newgate, Diok Tnrpin was looked upon as being a
very distinguished character indeed. '* No offence, Mr.
Diok ; only aajwty is juty, why, of ooarse, I was obli-

(jated to bring you the pervisions which the reggleations
pervides."

" Oh ! I daresay it's all right."
" Oh ! yes, it's all right."
" Well, I feel rather peckish. What oould you get

me for supper ?"
" Anything your honour wants."
" Very well ; here's a guinea. Get what yon like that

is nice, and you can keep what you have left for yonr
trouble."

That's right, your honour," said the man, as he took
the coin from the highwayman's baud and slipped it into
his pocket. " I don't want to set no profit out of you,
captain, and I won't. You shall have the worth of
your guinea, every bap'orth. Yon shall have a supper
fit for a king."

" All right," returned Turpin, who was well aware of
the policy of keeping on good terms with all the prison
officials with whom he came in contact. " Treat me
well. Yon will find it answer your purpose best."

"Lor' bless you, captain," said the man, looking;

towards the turnkey, " we know a real gentleman, don't
we, Jim ?"

" In course we does. We have seen plenty in our
time, so we are able to judge."
" I suppose so," said Dick ;

" and now, as I feel rather
hungry, the sooner yon can get my supper the better I
shall be pleased."

" What will you have to drink, captain ?"

" Oh ! some prime old ale, if yon can get it."

"You can get anything here, captain, by paying for it."
" I suppose so. Well, here is another guinea. You

can spend the first, and divide the second between yon."
Highly satisfied with their prisoner's bounty, the men

withdrew.
In about half-an-honr afterwards they returned, bring'

iner with them as nice and tempting a supper as could
possibly be imagined.
"Eat it in comfort, captain. The governor has gone

out, so we shan't be troubled with him. Ah ! times is

sadly altered to what they used to be. I can hear talk,

too, of fresh changes, but I hope they won't be in my
time. Why, I actually heard that they intended to

take our perquisites oft us !"

" No," "said Diok, sympathizingly, " yon don't mean
that ?"

" I do, indeed."
" Then, it's too bad."
•' That's what I said."

"It's infamous. However, what did you say about
the governor just now ?"

"I said that he had gone out, so we shonldn't be
troubled with him just at present."

" Then, does he make himself busy in prying abont
the prison ?"

" Oh ! very. Yon never know when to expect him.
Instead of keeping in hie own room, like a governor, and
leaving the proper fishals to look after the prison, he
keeps poking abont here and there and everywhere."
"But you expect to be free from him for a little

while ?"
" Oh ! yes."
" Then I'll tell yon what you shall do."
" Anything you like, captain, besides letting yon ont

of this here place."
" Yon need not trouble yourself about that."
The man gave a knowing wink,
"lam speaking earnestly," said Turpin. "I have

given my word of honour to the judge that I would make
no attempt to escape."
" He means to get you off himself, then ?"

" Well, I fancy he will try at it."
" And suppose he don't succeed P"
" Why, of course, that will be another matter. But,

come, I have not said yet what I was going to say."
",What is it, captain P"
" Why, as you don't expect the governor just yet, I

want you to sit down here and help me eat my supper."
" Lor', captain '."

" Don't refuse. I can't eat without I have company

;

so sit down and make yourselves at home."
Highly delighted with the invitation, the men sat

down, and without any further pressing, commenced
a vigorous attack upon the tempting viands before them.
Dick was hungry, and as the supper was of snob a

character that it wonld almost tempt the appetite of an
epicure, it may be believed that he did ample justice to it.

As for the two turnkeys, somehow or other these

gentry are always in feeding condition, and the quantity
they put under their waistcoats was really alarming.

But still there was enough and to spare, for the meal
was not only of so excellent a quality, but it was ex-

cellent in quantity—sufficient having been provided for

balf-a-dozen men at least.
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DuriDg the dispatchuient of this meal they beguiled
ilie tiiBo with varioas refleotiona upon things in general.

But above all, these men were struck with the noble-

ness which Dick had displayed by oomiug forward as a
witness in the manner he did.
" Where is Adrian Winberry ?" Dick asked, at length.
" Oh ! he is safe enough. His ceH adioina yours."
" Does it?"
" Yes."
"Oh ! which side?"
"That."
The turnkey pointed to the waj which was on yoar

fight hand as you entered the dungeon by the door.
" Oh ! that is his cell, is it ?"

" Yes,"
" Does he know I am next door to him ?"

" Oh ! dear, no ; and we should not think of telling

him."
" Yet you have told me."
"Ah ! but you and him are two different people."
*' 1 suppose 80."
" What we tell yon we should not tell him ; that's

vrbat 1 mean."
"I know. How does Adrian behave himself ?"

" Like a wild beast."
*' How is that ?"

" He sits crouched up like a tiger, and when yon enter
his cell tie looks at you like a maniac, but never offers

a word."
" You seem rather afraid of him."
" Well, I shouldn't like to go within reach of his

olutches, I can tell you."
" Is he chained .'"

" Oh ! yes, very heavily, and a good watch ia kept upon
hi m.because it is feared that.having powerful friends out-

aide, he may attempt to escape—and perhaps get off."
" It will be an eternal disgrace to all in the prison if

such a wretch is allowed to regain his liberty."
" Don't you be afraid of that. Such a strict watch is

kept that he could not possibly go half-a-dozen steps
without being seen."
" I should advise you myself to keep a sharp eye upon

liim. He might give you the slip, you know, and I am
sore if anyone ever deserved a ride to Tyburn, he does."
" You are right, captain."
" How does he behave to you ?"

" Like a wild boast, as I told you."
"Does he live on the prison fare ?"

" Yes, what little he does eat."
" Oh ! You never get anything for him ?"

"Never."
" And never speaks ?"

" No. So, in course, we don't speak to him. Why, if

lie was to lay down ten guineas for me to do for him
what I have done for you to-night, I would say no."

" I am much obliged to you for your good feeling, I

am sure."
" I would have done it for nothing for you, captain,

if so be you was hard up and hadn't got no chink."
" I am well provided^ though, aa it happens," replied

Dick, " though I thank you all the same. You will find

I shall act liberally towards you."
" I know you will."
" Well, now then, what about Adrian's two accom-

plices—where are they ?"

" Do you mean Norman and Sare ?"

"Y'^es."
" They are in a couple of cells on the other side of

the corridor."
" What do you think of them ?"
" Why, I feel sorry sometimes."
"Do you ?"

" Yes. I fancy they were led into the business with-
out being awares of the nature of it."

"Well, I think so, too."

"Now, in my opinion, the worst one of the whole
bunch is old Skinner, the lawyer, and I am afraid he
will get off the lightest."
" I daresay he will."
" Don't you think he is the worst ?"

" In one way I do,"
"As how ?"

" I think he put a great deal into Adriaa'a head which
lie ii37er would have thought of himaelf." . .

" I am sure of it."
" Whereabouts have you put him ?"
" He ia in the next cell to Adrian Winberry."
"Then he is between us?"

. "Adrian Winberry is."
" Yes. I mean Adrian Winberry is between us ; I am

in the cell on one side of him and Skinner in the one ou
the other side."
" Jnat 80."
" But how oomea it that we are all here in one place ?

These ain't the condemned cells, are they ?"

"Oh! no."
" Well, that's where Adrian and his two accomplices

ought to be."
" I know that, captain. But you see there is some

repairs going on in that portion of the prison where llie

condemned cells are situated, and so we thought tliey

would be safest here. Why, these are about the
strongest cells in all Newgate."
" I suppose 80."
" Because yon are put in one of tuem ?"

Dick nodded.
The turnkeys laughed.
" They want to take care of you, captain."
"Well, perhaps they had better; and I should also-

advise them to keep a very sharp eye upon all Adrian's
movements."
" You needn't fear ; but, captain "

" What ?"
" We must bid you good-bye."
" Oh ! don't go yet ; let's have a little more of yonr

company, for I hate to be alone. Don't go the moment
you have finished your supper."

" We should like to stay, captain, uncommonly ; only,

as I told you before, juty is juty, and if we stay here
much longer, we shall have the governor popping in

upon us, and, of course, if that was to be the case, why,
we should have an end put, very likely, to all future
meetings."
" Then go, by all means. Don't let me be the means

of getting you into trouble."
" I think we had better start at once, then, captain."
" Very well, then. I shall see you at breakfast time ?"

" Oh ! yea. What should you like ?"

" Anything. I am not at all particular, so long as
it's nice. I'll pay you for it when you bring it."

"All right, captain ; you may depend upon us."
"Can't you leave me the light?" asked Dick, as tha-

men rose preparatory to leaving the cell, and took their
lanterns in their hands.

" It breaks my heart to refuse you, captain."
"Can't you do it?"
" If I do I shall sure to be found out."
"How?"
" Why, there's a hole over the top of the door, and

the light would come through into the passage, aud if

Mr. Cawthorn was to see it, I should lose my place, for

he is awful strict."
" Take it away, then," said Turpin. " Don't get your-

selves into trouble upon my account, only if you could
have left the light, why, of course, I should have liked

to have it."
" I know you would, captain, but we can't do it."
" Well, good night, then. And don't forget a good-

breakfast in the morning."
" All right, captain. Good night."

"Good night," said Turpin, again.

The two turnkeys who had shown themselves to be
thus friendly disposed towards him, left the cell, and
closed the door after them.
Then Dick was left in profound darkness.

It seemed doubly so after the light he had had, for,

though not a brilliant one, still it was amply sufficient

to illuminate the dungeon.
He was left in solitude, too, and Dick was of a

sociable disposition, fond of company, and one who did

not like solitude for long together.

And when the reverberations raised by the footsteps

of the turnkeys as they walked along the passage died

away, he was left in the most profound silence.

He was then in solitude, in darkness, and silence.

Not a single object was discernible in his cell, save the

small grated aperture high up iu the wall, through wbioh
a glimpse of the night sky could bo obtained.
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Diok groped himself towards the bed, and threw him-

self down wearily upon it.

The fatigues and excitements which he had so recently

passed through had their effects upon him, and though
at first hia thoaghts were busy, yet he soon lapsed into

a sound slumber.

CHAPTEE OCCX.
DICK TUBPIN IS VISITED IN HIS CELL BY BLANCHE

WINBERRY AND MAUD QOULDMAN.
And so passed Diok Turpin's first night in Newgate.
To be sure it might hare been mnoh worse, for a

prison is never a pleasant place for any one.
Bat, then, Diok was indulged in various ways.
He had sapped as heartily and Inxarioasly as he oonld

have wished to have done.

He was unfettered.

The bed upon which he lay was a bard one, but, then,

he was nsed to inferior accommodation in that respect.

At any rate, he slept soundly enongh, though his

dreams were somewhat disturbed, being a distorted reflex

of all the events which had recently occurred to him. *

Daylight was streaming into his cell when he awoke,
and he was able to have a better look at it than he was
the night before.

It was built of huge blocks of masonry, clumped to-

gether at various places with bands of iron.

The window, or rather the hole which received that
designatory appellation, was as high up in the wall as it

oonld conveniently be put, considering the size of the cell.

It was very strongly barred. Indeed, so close were
the pieoes of iron put together, that a cat would have
found it impossible to squeeze between them.
Nearly opposite this window was the door.
Dick's principal attention was given to this.

It seemed a miracle of strength and security.

The inner side was entirely covered over with sheet
iron, and, where the pieoes joined, they were lapped over
for about a couple of inches, and then strongly riveted
together.
Diok had heard how many daring spirits had succeeded

in breaking out of Newgate, when their limbs were so
loaded with fetters that they could scarcely walk, and
ke wondered however it had been done, or however the
prisoner had had the heart to set abont a task which
presented so many apparently insuperable obstacles.

It might be that, at this moment, the thought occurred
to him that he should have to owe escape from his cell

to his own exertions alone.

He rose whether or not, and, going to the door, passed
his hand over it, and endeavoared to shake it in its

frame.
Bat he might just as well have tried to shake one of

the massive stone walls.

He was quite as likely to succeed in one as the other.

This was his own opinion upon the subject as he paced
up and down the celL

It mast have been early morning, for he could hear
none of the oflBcials astir.

The cell was very cold, and Dick's blood was chilled,

bat, after taking a few turns op and down, he succeeded
in increasing its circulation.

He was thus engaged when he heard footsteps and
Toices in the corridor, and he came to the conclusion
that his breakfast was about to make its appearance.
But he was disappointed.
He could hear the voices and footsteps, and he could

hear the various cell doors in the corridor outside opened
and closed.

At length they came to his, and the same turnkeys
who had visited him the preceding night made their

appearance.
One of them carrred a large-sized tray covered with a

beautiful white cloth, which was of itself quite appe-
tising to look upon.
"Excuse us, captain," said the other, as he closed the

door, " for keeping you so long : but the fact is, we
thought we had better attend to the other cells first, so
that we could come here last and wait upon you."

" All right," said Dick ;
" I am much obliged to you."

" What do you think of that, captain ?" asked the
•ther, as he removed the covering from the tray, and dis-

tiosed tl>e tempting articles which were spread upon it.

" It's first-rate," said Dick, as he rubbed his hands.
" Sit down, and we'll make an attack upon it."

The men did not require to be told twi^-^, so they sat
down and began their breakfast.
There was just the same profusion as there had been

the preceding evening.
There were viands of all sorts, and drinkables of vari-

ons kinds.
Avaajiff the latter was some hot coffee, then not so

common a breakfast beverage as it is now.
Diok was chilly, so hedrankheartily of it, and it soon

had a beneficial effect upon him.
The turnkeys were as much inclined to be companion-

ableand pleasant as they wereupon the former occasion.
As before, Diok asked after Adrian Winberry.
" He don't look as if he had had such a good night

as you," replied one of the turnkeys.
" I have had a pretty good night," said Dick, " bat

the place is so infernally cold."

"Ah ! cold nights is coming on now," replied the
janitor. " I shall expect to hear lots of complaints."
" I should think so, if the other cells are as cold as

this one is."
" As cold, captain ! why there's some as would freeze

the breath as it came out of your mouth ; this here is

reckoned one of the warmest cells in the prison."

"Then I ought to esteem myself lucky ?"

" You ought, captain, for take my word for it, you
might be lodged very much worse than you are."

" I daresay ; but come, yon don't eat
!"

" Thankee, captain, I am getting on pretty well ; now
do you like your breakfast ?"

" It is first-rate, and I hope I shall have as good a one
as long as I am here, which I hope won't be for long !"

*' Now, don't say that, captain."
" Oh ! no offence to you, you know, but you under-

stand."
" Oh ! yes, captain, we understands."
" Is the day fixed for Adrian Winberry's execution ?"
" Wellsthe warrant hasn't been delivered,! don't think;

but I daresay they will be tacked op on the usual day."
"Monday ?"

" Yea."
"Then they have got a short time of it. Does he

seem to feel his position at all ?"

" Not that I can see. He looks just like a wild beast,

as I told you before, and how could you expect a wild

beast to feel his position ?"

" Why, not very well."
" Of coarse not. But we mast go again, captain. It

grieves us to leave you, but the governor's so strict."
" He is awful," said his companion ; "and if he was

once to find ua here so friendly with you, the first thing

he would do would be to put us on some other duty."
" I should be sorry for that," said Dick ;

" so pray take

every care of yourselves. I would do anything rather

than you should get into trouble on my account."
" Oh ! captain, you are one of the right sort. It's a

thousand pities that ever you should be here; but I

shall neverforget you, no, not to the longest day Hive."
With these words the turnkeys left the cell.

" They are disposed to be friendly to me," muttered
Turpin, when they had closed the door, " and I will take

care not to offend them. I have heard it said that it is

the worst policy to offend any one, let them be ever so

humble ; and I shall make it my study to keep on good
terms with my jailors, for I fully believe in the truth of

the saying. The day may come when I shall be glad to

avail myself of their assistance—who knows r"

Dick paced up and down the dungeon as he spoke.
" I wonder what sort of success the judge will meet

with in his endeavours on my behalf ? I fear he will

find the authorities very obstinate, for I have made my-
self notoriouB, and, at the same time, brought them into

bad repute. Well—well, I must wait my time. I am
not BO uncomfortable here as I expected I should be,

and no harm can possibly arise I* I remain and await

the current of events.
" It will be dreary work, though. I am not used to

being cooped up between four stone walls—on the con-

trary, I have ever loved to have the pure, open sky above
me. AndBesa—bonny Black Bess—my matchless mare,
without whom Dick Turpin would have been nothing

—

how is it I have forgotten her P I wonder how she has
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fared lately ? Well, doubtless, for th* inmates of tlie

Hall would, out of respect for the eervioes I have done,
|

attend to the wants of my steed."

If the reader will remember, upon the oooasion of

Dick's return to the Hall, which for distinction's sake,

we may as well call Winberry Hall, he had delitrered his

mare Black Bess into the care of Shookley, the steward,

who conducted her to the stables belonging to the man-
sion, whither Turpin himself followed him.

He had seen her carefully bontowed, and in addition

gave the ostler a liberal gratuity.

So Dick did not feel much unea<ymesa and alarm
respecting his mare.
He felt pretty sure she was safe and comfortable, and

'Where his enemies would not think of looking for her.

Then Dick's thoughts, finding a rest here, trayelled

to his three companions.
" What a long time it is," he said, " since I parted

from them. I wonder what Ticissitudea they have had ?

Perhaps they are no more, and yet I can scarcely think

that, for somehow or other, I have a presentiment that

I shall see them soon. I wish they were here now, I

should then feel more at ease than I do ; and yet, what
have I to fear ? I must be still and bide my time.

" If they should return to England, how astounded
they will be when they learn that I am here, and by my
own free will, as I might say. They will recollect my
oft-repeated words of preferring death to capture, and
will wonder what has happened to cause me to alter my
determination.

" They will never suspect, I fancy, for I will scarcely

acknowledge it to myself. And yet why should I fill my-
self up with a hope that must, in the end, bring nothing
but disappointment and despair ? But I love her— I love

her '. I cannot help it. The feeling is one over which I

have no control. I can arrest it by no effort of the will.

I love her. I felt the change about my heart when I first

looked into her face. But she is not for me, and never
from my words or from my actions shall she glean the

Btate of my affections towards her. I should be a baser

villain than I am were I to do so. I can see she ia pos-

sessed with a rare romantic spirit, which I cannot but
think delightful, and which so well accords with my own.
"What a strange and romantic notion it was upon her

part to seek me out,and yet how fortunate a oironmstance
it proved to be—if not for me, at least to those to whom
Maud is endeared. Beautiful Maud, I love you—dearly,

fondly, truly love you—but it is with that kind of adora-

tion which one might pay to some dear object far, far

above him, which it would be impossible for him to

reach. I will be content with that distant worship.
" It ia now that I regret that fate has made me what

I am, and yet how can I help that. We are all crea-

turea in the hands of destiny, and have our separate

paths carved out. I was to bo a highwayman, and a
highwayman I am, and, I am free to say, a bolder one
never took up his station upon hoath or road.

" But oil ! if I could blot out the past, not only from
my own recollection, but the memory of all mon! But
why think of that ? It is impossible, and therefore folly

of me to do so.
" But if I cannot love Maud as I should wish to love

her, if I cannot receive from her those sweet tokens of

affection which would convert this life into Elysium, still

[ can be ever at band unknown to her, watching over

her, and shielding her from every peril with which she

might be threatened. I will do that. 1 must be content
with the lesser happiness which that will afford me.

" Yes, I will do it. I will be her guardian spirit, ever

at hand to protect and shield her from all harm. Yes,

that shall be the future occupation of my life ; but no
word to her, no aigp- even that would betray 'ihe secret

of my heart."
Dick Turpin was much moved as he uttered these

words, and something came into his eyes which made
his vision dim and indistinct-

His voice grew husky, too, with emotion , and he struck
his breast twice or thrice with his olenthed hand, as
though by that means he could anbdue the agitation
which tumnlted beneath it.

Then he ceased his hasty walk, and sat down facing
the grated window, upon the only movable seat there
was in the place.
This was q, rickety. ti^dqilj-fasbj^Qned chair-

How long he thus sat, with folded arms, gazing on(;

upon the piece of sky which he could see through th»
grating, he knew not, but it must have been for some
time, for the sun rose higher and higher in the heavens,,

and then declined towards the west, when a sunbeam
found its way into the cell, and the excess of light caused
him to turn hia eyes away.
Then he became aware that he waa about to receive

an interruption.
The aecurementa of the dungeon door were one by one

undone, and then it was thrown open.
Dick had scarcely curiosity enough to turn towards

the door, and look who it waa that was about to enter.

He quite made up his mind that it waa hia jailors

bringing hia mid-day meal.
But he heard a voice which showed him that he w:t%

mistaken in this supposition.
It was the voice of Mr. Cawthorn, the governor of

Newgate, that he heard.
" This way, if you please," he said, in the most defer-

ential tones. "This way, if you please, ladies. Be
careful of the step."

» Then the governor made hia appearance in the celU
uahering in some one who waa as yet invisible.

When he heard the words he uttered, however, and
the rustling of silk in the passage, a wild kind of hope
sprang up in Dick's breast, which gave him ao much
delight that he could scarce contain himself.

The reader will no doubt understand his feelings.

Could it be possible that she who had become so dear
to him—with whom his thoughts had been so long and
busily engaged, and who was uppermost in his mind

—

could it be possible, he asked himself, and his heart

beat rapidly aa he did so, that she had remembered him,
and had come to visit him in his lonesome prison-house.

Feverishly and eagerly Dick had risen to his feet.

He clenched the back of the chair upon which he had
been sitting with his left hand, and, by tightening hia

grasp, strove to conquer his emotion.
With a burning gaze he looked towards the door, ia

order to ascertain whether his presentiments were true*

He waa not kept long in suspense.
In reality it was not a moment, though to him it

eeemed ten times as long.

The governor had preceded the visitors along tli*

passage by a few steps only, and in courtesy entered the
cell first.

Dick's anticipations were not mistaken.
There was a light step, and he then saw standing

before him Blanclie Winberry and Maud Gouldman.
" A couple of visitors," said the governor, briefly,

and, as he spoke, he left the cell.

With his senses in a whirl, and with the sound of hei

voice murmuring like aweet music in hia ear, Dick Tur-
pin, still keeping his hold upon the back of the chair-

placed his right hand upon his heart, and bowed deeply
and respectfully to his fair visitants.

Ere we relate what took place between them, we will

go back a little and narrate the causes of their beings

there.

CHAPTER CCCXI.
BLANCHE WINBERRY MORE THAN SUSPECTS THB

NATDEE OF MAUD'S SECRET.

It was quite dark and late at night when Shookley, the
ateward, drew up at the door of Winberry Hall.

During the whole of their ride from London, Maud and
Blanche had sat in the carriage in silence and in tears.

Scarcely a word passed between them during the
whole of their journey ; their hearts were too full to

allow them to speak, although they had ao much *.o

communicate to each other.

Blanche especially was much cast down.
She had suffered greatly since her abduction, and in

her own account of what happened to her she stated

how, during the latter portion of the time, she had
been upon the very verge of starvation

.

And there is scarcely any instance when the body
and mind suffers separately. Indeed, it may be as-

serted that there is no ailment of the body, however
trifling, which does not produce corresponding and
proportionate influence upon the minrl.

Feebleness of body is always attended with fee'islfness
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•f mind, and that is the reason why strong men, and
Englishmen as a rule, are so strong in all their opinions
and prejudices.

Debilitated, then, to no ordinary degree, Blanche Win-
berry, as soon as her escape was accomplished, without
resting scarcely a moment, undertook a fatiguing journey
to the Hall, only to learn upon her arrival there all the

|

disastrous and oriefful events which had happened during I

her absence.
Distracted \Mtn gnef and maddened with excitement, i

we have seen how she posted back to London^ determined
to make her way to the trial.

|

We have seen, too, how a^" forced her way into court at
a most critical moment.
Then she bad to go through the long and trying

ordeal of an examination in the witness-box.
And not only that, but to proceed to thr an/ ^room and

identify the body of her murdered father. I

Oh ! it was terrible and soul-crushing.
jWhat, except the deep love she bad for he parent, »d

'

Mo. 58.

the sense of duty towards society, would have sustained
her through that awful day ?

Tlien came the terrible discovery that her lover was th«
son of her father's murderer!
And yet she was sustained. See seemed, indeed, en-

dowed with a strength of mind that was absolutely super,
human.
Not o:^ce had she faltered, or wavered, or broken down,

but had given her evidence clearly, straightforwardly, and
truthfully.

Still she bore up, and then, last of all, there enme tha:,

terrific scene of confusion in the courthouse, wliere the
^rowd made the frantic effort to rescue their favourite,
Dick Turpin, from the clutches of the myrmidon/ of the
law.

'

And so, when she got into the carriage, wha^ matter for

wonder is it that she at ouce gave wa.^- and .«'" ^ undej
her accumuhitcd trials.

On her return home, however, ebe eucceeUea m aomat
what composing hereell

Pbici One Halfpenny,



Bat the hoar waa m late that they proceeded withoat

delay to Che sUeping-ohamber they occupied in comnnoQ,

and had done from their earliest childhood.

Many days had elapsed aince they last shared it, how
•rer, and this thought tame to the minds of both of them
as they threw themselves into each other's arm^ «'id

indulged in a warm and affectionate embrace.

It was an antiqae room in which they stood, ana well

in keeping with the exterior of the hall, wbiah wm aaaint

Knd old fashioned.

The small hand>lamp tney had brought with them had
been placed upon the old broad mt>^"Ue-shelf, in its accus-

tomed position.

But the light which came firom it was quite inad<»^uate

to illuminate the distant comers of the »ftst •partment,

in which the dispersed darkness seemed to iHWumulate in

large and weirdlike masses.

On this occasion, however, the light of the lamp ,.as

rendered more than usually useless, for a full moon that

was shining brightly in a southern sky, her lustre un-

dimmed by a single oload, poured Iter rays full into the

chamber, distinctly revealing the figures of the two young
grief-stricken girls.

It was A very large-sized window, and filled with in«

numerable diamond-shaped panes.

Some of these were of uncoloored glass, while others

were beautifolly stained in many colours, and elaborately

embellished.

And as the bright, pure, silvery beams of the moon
passed through these, they acquired their tint, borrowing

their colour from them, and fell with a beautiful effect

opon the polished oak flooring of the chamber.

For a few moments the two lone creatures remained in

that embrace, speechless and motionless.

Then Maud, making a great effort, raised her hand
from Blanche's shoulder, and, passing her arm round her

waist, said

—

" Come, Blanche } we shall be oalmerthen."
It was evident the fair and beauteous girl understood

what her companion meant, for, rousing herself slightly,

the moved in the direction of the window.
Maud half-supported her.

It was a bow-window, one of that ancient make, so

commodious and yet so pleasant.

The recess in it was as large as a small apartment, and
all round, at a convenient height, was a broad, polished,

oaken seat.

Upon the floor, and against that portion of the seat

which was under the front part of the window, was a

velvet cushion.

In the darkness and shadow it could not have been

seen by any one save those who knew of its exiatence

(here

But Blanche a ^ Maud did not look for it even. They
knew ita exact positio*. and so, upon reaching the window,

with their arms stiU encu^ling each other's waists, they

sank down on their knees upon it.

Then clasping their hands over their faces, and resting

their arms upon the window-seat, they prayed silently and
fervently.

It was a beautiful and touching spectacle to see these

two young girls, so utterly alone as they were, thus

prostrating themselves in adoration to and oommuuion
with their Creator.

As they knelt thus, the bright rays of the mooo fell

with full force and brilliancy upon them, revealing every

outline of their features with a distinctness that was re-

markable.
And so, in the silence of this vast and antique chamber,

they knelt and pnyed for aid and strength and assi stance

is their troubles to Him wk« alone could vouchsafe «".eh

blessings to them.
And the soothing beneficial of calm and holy prayer

toon made itself manifest upon them.
After thus pouring out their souls in fond lerotion,

•iieir hearts grew gradually Ughtor and their troubles

ICM.
Bat still they knelt and prayed untfl they were p«^^<^y

ooraposed.
Then, raisinff uadu- aeada, they once mora threw cb^ir

trms about ea^ other's waists.

Now they fooud they were able to speak calmly, thou ?h

wry, very sadly over what had happened.

BianoheWm^^' ^V qpxmnit utd heat roioe (rembi*

more than oooe, for her trialx and solferings were Mraort
more than she oould bear.

But she grew better after confiding them to hci old
{kla^ymate Maud.
The latter, however, oould not fok-^^*. reproaching her

for the sect et she had kept so closely locked withm hex
bosom, for, until she had heard her say as much b tkv
ooort, Maud had no idea that Blanche bad sot a lower,

with whom she had secret assignations.
" Forgive me, Maud," said Blanche, the tears ready to

Bt»rt from her eyes. " It is the only secret I have ever
kept from you, and I have suffered enough for it. Oh I

what an unhappy, wretched girl I am. What have I done
to merit such a cruel fate ?

"

" Do not repine, Blanche, darling. There is One above
who ordains all for the best, though we, afficted with
soul-blindness, cannot see it. I forgive you, Blanche,
though it was auxmd of you. But that is all past now.'

Blanche let her head fall upon her companion's shoulder.
" Do not rise yet, Maud, but tell me all that has hap-

pened during my absence. Don't omit anything, how-
trifling ; I shall feel mose at eas* then, for you cannot
think how anxious I feel."

Maud complied with the request, for, being so strongly
urged, she feared to refuse it.

But, as the reader is already acquainted with the whole
of the particulars from first to last, it is not needful to

set down at length all that Maud said.

But she dwelt greatly upon the nobleness of Dick's
conduct in behaving in the manner he did, and drew such
a picture of the celebrated highwayman, that, when she
had done, Blanche felt scarcely a secondary interest in his

welfare to Maud.
All that Dick bad done, all that he had said, was elabo-

rately described. From the way in which each incident

was given, and none forgotten, it was evident how deep a

root they had taken in her memory.
From Usa love she bore her father, Blanche felt grateful

to this unknown man for the manner in which he had
given his testimony in his behalf, and brought the guilty

ones to iustice, and when she learned the result of hu
noble self-sacrificing behaviour, she was filled with pity.
" Oh !

" she cried, " he must not perish, he must be set

free. My father had influence with the authorities, he
was beloved and respected by them aU, and doubtless they
will listen to the supplications of his daughter."
" And shall you really interest yourself, and do the best

you can towards obtaining his release from his imprison-
ment, dear Blanche P " said Maud, gently, as she pressed
her companion more dosely to her bosom.
" Certainly I wUl, for I feel that my duty, if nc* tny

sympathies, require it of me."
" Oh I I am so glad to hear .roe .fayrhat. Blanche, dear.

I know you can do so much if youx>nly try."
" How anxious yoa are. Do you d s're his freedom so

very mooh P
"

" I da mdeed. Oh ! Blanche, if you could but see

him ! He looks so noble and so handsome, and when he
speaks it is so gently, and his voice sounds like music
And he looks so well, too. He is so strong and vigorous,

and look as though he could protect any one. I don't be-

heve any danger would daunt him, and "—

—

'

"Maud!" mtMrrupted Blanche, raising her head, and
striving to obtain a glimpse of her companion's face.

" Maud, do you know what yoa are saying P
"

Maud made no reply, but buried her coantenance rtill

deeptir in her shonlder.

Blanche continued—
" Why, Maud, if you were to speak about any one etoe

but a highwayman like that, I should think "—

—

"Think what P"
" That you were in love with him ; but as it is, I know

it is impossible that you could forget your dignity so far."
" You are right, Blanche," said Mauri, with a sigh,

" you aro quite right. If he was anything but what he is

I should love.him ; I could not help it, nor you could not

help it if you were to see him and be with him as I have
been. Oh I it is a thousand pities that one so gifted with
lioble qualities as he is, and with such a seh'-sacnficing

spirit as he evidently possesses, and with so much single-

mindedness, it is a thousand pities that he should ever be

a highwayman."
"It is, Maud, darling," eaid Blanek-r, who was »«»Jf

'ftntic than her oouein ;
" bat you mast not let Towr
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fcoliiiCt oury yoa too fiar. Tea moat reoolleot wlBt h« a,
^

IthoTigL he baa done tw auoh a service, and he muit be

•ooteut if we show our gratitude by prooariug bU releaee I

•• Oh ! if we oould but accomplish that t

"

•* You heard what the judge said ?
"

* I did."

"Well, then, let us try to reei, and in the morning
when we rise, we will go to London and call ni>on this

indge, and ask him what suooess he has met with, and
uform him of our iatantioB of interesting oaxM)v«« <Qr

him to the utmost."
" Will you do that, Blfiiche, dear P—will yo« d« thtt P

"

" Tes, certainly ; but yon must oom* to bed ai oaoe,

•nd wait patiently until morning."
With a heart considerably lighter than she had had for

many hours, Maud complied.
But she oould not rest, let alone rest in patience.

Her mind was filled with the image of the highwaymaD
who had made so deep an impression upon her neart.

In fact, although she denied it to her own heart, Mftod
loved him.
She strove to oall in her reMon to buiiih the idea—to

•onqaer it.

But in vain.

She felt that she loved, and that without any power
opon her part to prevent it.

But she resolved to keep a close guard upon her feeU
iugs.

Not for one moment did she dream of allowing her
passion to become known. She determined to nurse it in

silence.

Herpride, position, and dignity, all forbade her to be
anything more to the bold highwayman than she then
was.
But ehe would nourish his image in secret.

How she kept repeating to herseb all throngn that

weary night as she tossed restlessly npon her couch, that

the object of her love had been anything but what he
was.
She felt that if such had been the case, she conld have

permitted a little hope to have access to her heart, but
now she was compelled to utterly preclude it.

Not for one moment did the thought occur to her that
Dick's feelings were precisely similar to her own. It

never onoe ooonrred to her mind to take that view of the
ease.

If she had done so, it is hard to say in what way she
wonld have acted.

However, the morning oame at length, and then she
nse and carefally attired herself.

Blanche, too, although she scarcely felt herself equal to
the task, rose and attired herself also, for she saw how
Maud had set her heart npon her journey, and she had
too much regard for her feelings to disappoint her if she
aonld possibly help it.

But there was another cause for Maud rising so early

as she did on that particular morning.
While lying awake, she all at once recollected that

Tnrpin's mare Black Bess was at that moment, or, at 4II

events, ought to be in the stables attached to the hall.

She was no stranger to the numberless wondrous deeds
which were ascribed to the highwayman's steed.

She knew, too, how often she faiad been told that her
rider was indebted solely to her exertions for his countless
escapes isom death and capture.

But, most of all, she was aware of the anxious oonsidera-
tion for the wel&re of Black Bess wLich Turpin mani-
fested during his stay at the hall. She remembered every
eologisdc word which he had uttered respecting Ler, and
how he attended to her wants with his own hand.
And Maud determined that, now that Turpin waa i<

prisoned and incapable of performing aU those little offices

which he would have done if he had been &ee, she wonld
take his place in that respect, and personally see that the
Boble animal was well cared for and alloweid to want for

nothing.
And it was after making this determination that she

nee fSrom her bed so early, having made up her mina to
lose no time in carrying her resolve into exeoutioa

Lantft then, before Blanche was ready, she had dressed
knselfand, muttering words of ezooM, hastily 4»-

OHAPTER CCOX-II. •

^UD OOCLSlfAN UTD BLANClE WINBE«RT SSt OUT POT

WNDON, Aim HAVE AN IWTERVIEW WITH THl iVVBM.

&X.THOUOH the hour w«b such an early one, yet Maud
foond, when she went down, that the few domestics who

wwe employed at the haU were all astir, and they greeted

her with a kindly word, for Maud was universally liked

by all the household for her unaffected and charming

manner.
But hastening on, Mand passed oat of the door in the

rear of the ball, and crossed the large yard in the direotioa

of the stables, which were built at some oonsiderable

distanoe from the residence.

The whole place was very familiar to Maud, for, being

of so gentle a nature as she was, she was, of course, fond

of animals. Above all, however, horses were her

favourite pets, and in happy days past she had spent

many an hour in the stables, feeding and caressing them.
Accordingly she made her way in a direct line to the

stable door.

It was open, and the groom was there.

He touched his cap respectfully when he saw Mand.
The stables belonging to Winberry Hall were models of

construction. They were light, high, and well ventilated,

while each horse was allowed plenty of room in his stall.

Maud did not require to be told which was Black Bess.

It was impossible for that noble creataie to be oonfowided
with any other. The elegant symmetry of her form, the

sleekness of her skin, ana the proud arching of her neck,

and the flashing of her eye, all testified the excellence of

her breed.
Without fear or hesitation, Maud walked up to the

beautiful animal, and stroked and patted her on the neck.

Bess neighed, and erinoed signs of pleasure and satis-

faction. She was aconstomed to the caresses of her

master.
With her own'hands, then, Maud fed her.

The groom looked on with a smile.
" That's a beantifnl creature, miss," he said, respect-

fully.
" Beautiful, indeed!. For my sake, Bobert, I hope you

will pay her every att >ntion, and see that she wants for

nothmg. Her mastei is a friend of mine, and will be
absent for a time. Daring the period, however, his steed

will remain here, and I have promised to be responsible

for its proper treatment until his return."
" Ton leave it to me, miss. I'll give yoa my word she

shall go short of nothing. I have seen a ^ood deal of

horse flesh in my time, but that caps all of it. Do yoa
say the owner of it waa a friend of yours, miss f

"

- Yes, Robert."
" Well, miss, if yoa hadn't have said that* do yon knew

what I should have thought P
"

"No."
"What I should have bem ready to ky a wager

about P"
"No."
" Why, that that was no other than Dick Tarpin'a cele-

brated mare. Black Bess."
" Black Bess ?

"

" Yes, that is the only steed I have ever heard of that

could come up to this, but, of coarse, it can't be, beoanse
you say it belongs to a friend of yours."
" Exactly so, Bobert ; so don t let me hear any more

such foolish gossip. I wonder what he woold think if he
knew his favourite steed was taken iai a highwayman's I

"

" Oh ! no offence, miss. Yoa wiU excuse me for making
the remark, for do yon know, at one time or other, feeling a
good deal m interest in horses, I have heard such a Tot

about tliis Blaok Bess, and the wonderful things she has
done, that I really thought to myself when I saw this

mare, ' that is exactly what I picture Black Bess to be
like,' and the funniest thing, too, is that she is all black,

and, if you pat and stroke her and say ' Bess,' she really

seems as though she knew what it meant, and that that

was her name.
" Well, Robert, yon quite surprise me. Now you/«peak

of it, it does seem rather singular, hot, Robert' -<—
*' I es, miss."
" I beg you will not say a wore aoout tnis to any on^

because, if it was to get to the ears of our guest, he would
ke highiv offended, and I should be

aaase he is a particnlar friend of nuaa.'

erv sorry Cor tbati
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" All right, miaa, I wou't say a word. I ahouldn't i

have montioned it to you, only I thoaglit it was ao
j

aincrular." i

"Then, do not let that be a reason for y«ur nwintifning 1

it to any one else." I

" No, miss, I won't You can depend upon ma '

" I will, Robert ; and I trust you will prove yourself

worthy to be depended upon. Above all," she added,
" 'et me hear no more such remarks as you have made to

me."
The groom touched his hat in silent ac«(aiesceno9.

Maud then left the stable.

But, as soon as she had gone, Robert looked at Black

Bess with a puzzled and dissatisfied air, as he muttered—
"Dang me if I can understand this here business.

There's summut in it. I am sure there is summat in it.

But dang me if I can find it out. However, Kitui's the

word, since Miss Maud desires it."

On her part, Maud, when she got out of i^ stable,

murmured in a low tone—
" Oh ! what shall I do ? He seems alreaSy to be sus-

pected, and it will nevar do for him to come here and
reclaim his mare, even if he succeeds in getting his free-

dom. Oh ! what shall I do ? I will see him, and tell him
•11 that has taken place, and ask him for his advice."

With a look of the greatest anxiety upon her fair fore-

head, Maud entered the Hall.

Upon proceeding to the breakfaat-room, she found'

Blanche already there awaiting her.

But she said not a word respecting the manner in which
she had been engaged, and luckily Blanche was too much
immersed in her own thoughts and griefs to make the

inquiry, so she was spared the necessity of owning the
truth or inventing any excuse.

There was much to occupy Blanche's mind.
Until that moment when the horrible disclosure was

made, she had no idea how much she loved young Adrian
Winberry.
Now, however, she felt that he was twined round her

heart in such a manner that she could not tear him from
it without destroying it.

She felt, nevertheless, that she could never be the
.bride of the son of her father's murderer, yet, at the same
time, she was conscious that she could not be the bride of

another.
Hia image was prominent in her mind before every-

thing else, and though she strove to turn her tbonghtp to

other subjects, she found, upon every occasion, that the
effort was a vain one.

Breakfast was partaken of in almost perfect silence.

When it was over, Blanche summoned Shockley, and
told him her destination.
" I have been the coachman before," be replied, " and

perhaps I had better perform the part again."
" I should feel so much more at ease if you would,

Shockley," said Blanche.
" I will, then, miss, and the carriage shall be at the

front door as soon as ever it is possible for me to get it

They were shown into a room plainly yet handsomely
f'lmished.

The walls were lined with books, and the table m »,«i<J

centre of the apartment was covered with papers.

The judge rose from his seat, and politely placod chairi

fur his two visitors, then sat dowa and prepared himself

to listen to what they had to say.

Without any preface or circumlocution, Blanche began
io speak upon the subject which had brought him there.
" Yoa doubtless recollect me, sir ''o you not ? ' she

asked.
" Yes," was the reply. "You ap5>eared ia the extra-

ordinary trial which was brought to a conclusion yesterday,

and announced yourself to be the daughter of the man
whose murder we were then investigating."

"Precisely so," said Blanche, in a failing voice, for

these words brought vividly back to her mind all the
painful occurrences connected with the trial.

" And you, if I mistake not," continued the judge, indi-

cating Maud Gouldman, " also gave important evidence at

the commencement of the trial in question."
" I did, sir," she replied.
" Then may I inquire the nature of the business whiob

has brought yon here so early this morning ?
"

This question was more particularly addressed to

Blanche, and she at once replied to it.

" I w& tell you, sir, and in as few words as 1 possibly

can.. I am sure you recollect that during the trial a wit-

ness came forward, and, at the sacrifice of hiji own life and
liberty, delivered his testimony."
The judge nodded.
" You allude to Dick Turpin," he said
" I do, sir, for I find that is who he is. He is quite a

stranger to me, though my companion, Maud, singularly

enough, encountered him, and one by one these things

came out."
" The encounter waa an accidental one P

"

" Certainly."
" Well, I do not see that matters much just now, m>,

with your prrmission, we will waive that part of the ques-
tion.''
" I do not wish to take up any more of your time than

I can possibly help. 1 was about to say that, being the
only daughter of Mr. William Winberry, I cannot help

feeling that, highwayman as he is, a deep debt of grati-

tude is due from mo to him."
" I think so, too ; for the evidence he gave was all im-

portant and conclusive. Had it not been for him, we
should never have known the precise manner in which the

deceased was murdered, nor so certain who were the
guilty persons."

" You will see, then, sir, that I feel myself under a
great obligation to him."
" Just so."
" And I am desirous of repaying it. Now, from your

manner at the trial, and what 1 subsequently heard, you
seemed inclined to intercede for him."
" I not only seemed inclined, but gave my word to exert

all the intiuence which I possess, and when you entered, I

was at that moment engaged upon the business."
" I am glad to hear so much, sir. Have you any hope

that you mil be successful in your efforts ?

'

" I have. lu the first plaice, coming direct from m^
the applioation will have great weight, and moreorer, I

know just how to put it into its proper channel."
" I tTust you will succeed, sir, said Blanche, earnestly j

" for tf he was to perish in consequence of what he ha«
done, it would be a source of the deepest grief to me, and
therefore I had determined to question you upon the
point, and ascertain your opinion whether he would be
more likely to be released if I personally came ionraxd in

his favour ?
"

" What could you do P
"

" My father was a man who had much infiuenoe in the
City, and who was much respected by the greatest men

_
who dwelt there, and so I thought that if I, as hv

was Holycak, &Kd hit retn^o^ee j
daughter, presented myself before them, they could not

xford-road. j wfuse to listen to my supplications."

ready."
With these words on his lips, the faithful servitor with-

drew from the presence of his young mistress.

By the time they were attired, Shockley was waiting.
Entering the carriage, they directed him to drive to

Mr. Kersey's, in Red Lion-square.
Upon arriving here, they found the lawyer was not at

home.
This was a disappointment, for they fully expected to

learn from him the name and address of the Judge who
had promised to interest himself upon Dick Turpin's
behalf.

However, undaunted by this, Blanche went to iNowgate,
and obtained the information she required from Mr.
Cawthorne, the governor, who received her with the
greatest civility, for it waa always, in his opinion, good
policy to be friendly with those whose friendshir araa

worth having.
The name of the

was situated in the
To this place, then, Blanche dii^cted Shoci^->

drive.

The hour was qmte ao early one when they ar?*- >

But, nevertheless, the inmates of the judge's ho5se
irere all astir, and, upon sending in their names, b&
•ttdienee was immei^tely granted to them.

to '
" They would listen to you, no doubt, but that, I am

' atraid, would be all you could accomplish. I am sorry to

pui a damp upon so laudatory an undertaking, but realty

I do not think that the amount of good you conld effect

would be of any importance, and most certainly would doi
recompense you for your trouble."
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*' My trouble, sir, I think nothing of."

"I am glad to hear you aay as mnch. But I can put
yon in the way of doing Tnrpin more service than you
could by your single exertions."

" Let me know what it is, sir, and judge of my sin-

cerity by the readiness with which I promise to do it."
" I have here a petition addressed to the highest au-

thority in the land, which I have had carefully drawn
np. In it the whole of the circumstances are clearly

and expressly stated, and the conduct of the highway-
man throughout the course of the trial expressly dwelt
upon, I have only just received the document from the

hands of the person I instructed to prepare it, and have
just finished perusing it. I consider it exceedingly well

calculated to answer the purpose required. The deed
is as yet unsignatured. Now, if you, the daughter of

Mr. Winberry, would be the first to sign it, I think
your name would have great effect in inducing others

to sign it likewise."
" Do you, sir ? then I will write my name at once, and

Maud, too. She shall write her's as well."

The judge spread the petition out smoothly upon the
table, and, giving Blanche a pen, directed her where to

sign.

With trembling fingers she obeyed.
Maud came forward next, fall of eagerness to do any-

thing that would help the highwayman out of his pre-

sent perilous situation.

With a firm hand she wrote her name immediately
beneath that of Blanche.
" And you think," she said, " that we have done more

good by signing our names there, than we could do if we
were to attempt to get up a similar petition ourselves ?"

" I do. Leave the affair in my hands, and you may
depend upon my doing all that could possibly be done."
"I am much obliged to you, sir, and we shall rely

upon yon."
" Pray do so."
*' But there is another favoar I should like to ask of

you," said Maud.
" Speak," replied the judge, " and, if it lieB in my

power, it shall be granted."
" Can yon write an order that will allow ns ingress to

the prison, so that wa can have an interview with Tnr-
pin t"
The judge was silent for a moment, and then he said

:

" Your request seems a strange one. What is the
motive for your visit P"

" Merely to thank him for what he has done,and assure
him that we will do and are doing all we can for him."

" Such a motive as that is right enough, but, if I give

yon this order, pray do not, through any mistaken idea
of kindness towards the prisoner, in any way abuse it.

I mean, as to supplying him with tools, or in any way
assisting him to make his escape."

" Ton may rely upon our doing nothing of the kind,"
said Maud, earnestly. " But do not refase me the order
for admission."
The judge seemed full of surprise at this request.
He hardly knew what to think of Maud.
However, as she had given him her word not to make

any improper use of it, he could not well refuse, so he
wrote an order to the desired effect.

Upon receiving it, the young girls again expressed
their thanks for the trouble he had already taken, and
thus the interview terminated.

CHAPTER CCCXin.
dicktxjbpih's interviewwith blanchb winbebbt

and maud qouldman.
Abmxd with this pass, Maud Gonldman felt ten times

more happy than ever she had done in her life before.

Blanche and herself entered the carriage, and in-

structed Shookley to drive them direct to Newgate.
When Maud made the application to the judge for an

order to visit the celebrated highwayman in Newgate,
Blanche was completely taken by sorprise.

She had no idea that her companion was about to

prefer such a request, but when she made it of course

ahe could not well step forward and interfere.

But she viewed the act with very great uneasiness, and
•he felt convinced that the auapioion which had dawned

«F*& bM ailtdmiU srea«diflg «T«ai&g4 that Maa4 <4lt

a warmer interest in the highwayman than she ought
to do, increased in consisteHcy and strength.

" Maud !" she said, when the carriage had been set
in motion.
"What, Blanche?"
" I had no idea that you were going to ask the jadgo

for an order to visit this Turpin in Newgate."
" Had you not P I thought we had come to the reso*

lutioB to do so last night."
" No, I cannot remember that a word was said about

it."
" But surely vou cannot be vexed at having the op«

portunity afforded you 1"

" To see this liighwaymaa ?"
" Yea. Not to gratify any onriesity you might feel

upon such a point, but to thank him as a daughter ought
for all that he has done. You must remember he has
sacrificed his liberty for you, if not his life j for I do
not for a moment buoy myself up with the hope that
the judge, influential though he may be, will secure for
him a full pardon."
" What then P"
" He might save him from death ; but if he does, it

will only be for the lingering punishment of perpetual
imprisonment."

" And is it possible he has done all this for my sake P"
" Yes ; and yet not altogether for your sake, eitiier.

He has done it for the sake of justice, and in order that
so base a villain as Adrian Winberry should not achieve
a perfect triumph. He would have slain you, or some-
thing worse, and would have taken possession of the
estates, had it not been for the intervention of this,

highwayman."
Blanche sighed.
" I am afraid it would have been so," she said.
" I am sure of it; but you see, by sacrificing himself

he has prevented that, and surely it would not be too
much for you to pay him a visit, and in person thank
him for all that he has done on your behalf, and assure
him of the exertions which are being made for his pre-

servation."
" It seems you thought so."
" I did, and I thought as well that I ought to do just

as I have done, and here we are before the walls of New-
gate. Do not go against your inclination. Do you feel

desirous of expressing your thanks P"
" Yes," said Blanche ;

*' as we have the order we will
make use of it."

At this moment Shockley appeared at the door of the
carriage, and opened it.

The reader must not fall into the mistake of thinking
that Blanche Winberry was unwilling to utter her
thanks to the generous witness.
On the contrary, she womld have done anything in or-

der to obtain an interview with him, but it was Maud
that made her hesitate and draw back.
She feared that an impression had been made upon

the susceptible heart of the young girl, and she dreaded
anything to take place which would tend to deepen it.

But now that she was at the grim portals of New-
gate, and was authorised to pass through them, she
thought she would avail herself of the chance afforded
her, but at the same time determined that Maud should
never pay another visit if she could possibly help it.

Accordingly, when Shockley held the door open, she
alighted, but not until after Maud had done so.

Upon presenting the order, they were immediately
admitted into the lobby of the prison, but were not
permitted to go any further until Mr. Cawthorn was
sent for.

The governor was not long in making his appearance.
He saluted them with the utmost respect, and upon

the order being handed to him, he called a turnkey, and
proceeded to escort the fair visitors to the cell himself.

We have seen how the governor led them in, and then
retired. We have also seen how Turpin respectfully

saluted them.
It is at this point that we resume.
By a great effort Dick regained possession of him-

self. With another and yet deeper bow he said

—

"To what circumstance, ladies, may I attribute the
honour of this visit i"

" You know us, I presume," said Blanche.
" I do, lady, ton revealed yontself »t tb« trial a» tb«
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daoffhtMr of th« nnfortnnate Mr. Wlnberry, »nd ^«v flMf

^mon I havo already had the pleaaare of Mewg many

" Yon are (x^.Teot, rir."
" Pray pardoii me," aaid Diok. " I am a nmgh, fude

man, and but little accustomed to the ofiages of polite

society. The auoi^mmodatiou ofibred by this cell is •Whty
ret before tbiii I sl^ould have a«ked yon to be aeat«d.
" Nay, never mind," replied Blanche j

" we wonlu
rather stand. I hare come here because I felt that I was
nnder a deep obligadon to you. The service you have
rendered me is a great one, a very great one, and no
words of mine would ever be sufiBdent to express my
gratefuluesa for the ohivalno manner in which yon have

acted.
" I need no thanks," said Dick, " though, at the same

time, I cannot but feel pleased at hearing you eipress

them. Still, at the same time, I feel deeply honoured to

think that you should have sought out the highwayman in

bis cell to express your obligations to him."
" I cannot do so in words," continued Blanche, maoh

struck with Turpin's gentlemanlike behavionr, "but I

have chosen to do it in another way. I have jwA had an

interview with the judge who presided at tho trial. He
is exerting himself immensely in your favour, and I have

lent all th© aasietance in my power. If the object sought

for is not achieved, it wiU not be from any negligence

upon our part. I have great hopes myself, however, that

this, so far from tnming out an unlucky event for you,

will prove a fortunate one."
" I sincerely thank you," said Dick, " sincerely thank

you. Indeed, I cannot attempt to express my feelings.

In this matter, although a highwayman, and with the

hands of all men raised against me, yet I have merely

acted in the manner which a sense of honour prompted

me to act. I vnll not say, however, that I anticipated

being made the inmate of this dungeon. My own con-

viction was that protection would be extended bo me, and

that I should at feast be allowed a chance of my life.

'

" I should have expected the same thing, and yet, in

one way, you have the chance you speak of. The repre-

sentations of the judge, made as they will be in the proper

quarter, cannot fail to have a great effect, and I trust that

the end will be that you will be allowed to pass out of the

p«rtals of this prison a free man, and with nothing to fear

M the consequence of your past deeds."

Dick shook his head.
" I should not like to buoy myself up with such a hope

as that. I am afraid it would be expecting too much.

Be under no apprehension, however, aboutmy life. Until

the result of what the judge is doing is known, I have given

my word of honour not to mak* any attsmpt to escape.

But, when that result is known, and it should be un-

favourable to my life and liberty, I shall consider myself

absolved from that promise, and, then, doubt not, I shall

be free, for I have powerful friends outside the prison

walls who are aware of my situi:vtion."

" I trust," said Blanche, " that you will be spared the

aeoessity of calling upon them for aid, but that you will

be set at Ubeity m a legitimate manner, and with the

chance before you of beginning life afresh."
" I am deeply gi-atefui for the good feeling which you

manifest towards me. I am sorry that I was unable to

prevent the consummation of the catastrophe which has

plunged yon into so much grief."

Blanche wept.
" Adrian Winberry is in the cell next to this," oontmued

Diok. "Yonder stone wall is all that divides us from

him. In the cell beyoo^ is the villainous lawyer, Mr.
fikinner."
" You seem to ki^V a great deal about th i interior of

the prison, considering you have been for so shorlna time

an inmate of it."
" My knowledge of it is more extensive than you would

perhaps imagine. You will see that in less than twenty-

four hours after I receive the intelligence that the judge

has tried and failed, I shall be out of Newgate. But,

now, I would not go if there was not ft single obaUxde

interposed between me and liberty."

"And why not
P"

" Yon will, perhaps, smile incredulously when I tell vou

the reason, but it is because I have given my wora of

honoar not to escape, «ad at all haaards I shall certuinly

^ese wcrds were spoksn in a teas of firm and niiah««
*''ie decision, and without any boastfulness.

Blanche Winberry oonld not avoid being much stnok
with Turpin's tcanner, and unconsoionBly she repeated
mentally the words which Maud haa spoken on the pre-
oading evening, namely, that it was a thousand pitiss ha
was a highwayman.
As f(<r Maud, she had stood silently beside Blanche,

drinking in every word Dick uttered, and dwelling upon
every gesture and change of expression.

^t was then she felt that love was a thing over which
tne c^nd had no cootrol.

She loved this highwayman—she felt it—she knew it
In vain she struggled against the feeling, and en>

..eavoured to dismiss it as unworthy of her—it would
come again and again.

And now Dick turned himself to her and spoke.
He wished to ask her a question and elicit a reply, in

order that he might once more hear the tones of her
voice.
" Lady," he said, " if yon will remember when I set oat

with yen to London I left my mare. Black Bess, in yoor
stables ; need I tell vou that 1 price her almost as dearly
as I do my own life r I would not part with her for her
weight in gold. While I am ooopea up here a prisoner,
would it be asking you too much to continue to grant her
an asylum, and see that she wants for nothing r If you
would, I should consider any obligation which you may
feel yourself under to me more than repaid—indeed, I
should think the «bligation was on my side."
" I have already seen to her wants," replied Maud,

quietly ;
" I thought by so doing I should be proving my

gratitude for what you have done. I am not mistress at
the hall, but yet I think I could take upon myself to pro-
mise that your request shall be granted ; and that, so ions
as you wish, a safe asylum for your steed shall be found
in the stables, where she shall have erery attention. Am
I right, Blanche ? " she added, turning to her oompanion,
" in promising this much ?

"

" I on are, and I confirm it. I will make it my especial

care to see that all her wants are supplied."
" Thanks—thanks ! " ejaculated Turpin. " I wish I

could say how very much I appreciate and feel this kind-
ness ! Now that I know my bonny mare— who has
brought me in safety out of a thousand perils—is in safety,

I shall care little for my incarceration, and await wiui
patience the progress of events."
" Farewell, then," said Blanche, extending her hand—

for the more she saw of the highwayman the more did
her feelings change towards him. " Farewell t When
next we meet, if we should ever do so, I trust I shall find

you a free man."
Dick made no reply to this speech, but raised the hand

proffered him resi>ectfully to his lips.

Blanche drew it away with a slightly offended air,

which Dick pretended not to notice by making a low bow.
Fain would Blanche have prevented Mau ' from taking

her leave of the highwayman.
But just then it was out of her power to prevent it.

Timidly—with her heart fluttering so violently that sha
could only cat<ih her breath by short and sudden gasps—
with the colour mounting in her fair cheeks, Maud Gould*
man held out her hand to Dick in the same manner as

Blanche bad done, and, making a great effort, articulated

the word " farewell."

As before, Dick took the smaU, fair hand that was held

out to him between his own, and with an inclination ol

the most profound respect, touched the tips of the fingers

with his lips.

As he did so, a thrill shot through both with the

rapidity of an electric shock.

It as suddenly ceaseC
Dick released the hand, but not without a sUg&t J>res.

sure, which he could not prevent himseif from giving.

Then, with his head still bent down, he murmured in •
tone of deep seriousness

—

" Ft^JwelL"
When he raised his head bis visitors were gone.
The cell-door was closed.

Dick sank down upon the chair.

But', starting the moment afterwards to bis feet, ha
paced ap and down the cell with rapid strides.

This interview produced a great effect upon him, am
oaold be pret^t its doing m, or banish it from his mindt
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By tbe qoick motion up and down the cell, Lowerer, li«

fiioceeded, after a time, in mbdung bia agitation.

He was interrupted by the appearance of his jailon.

Kod, though he strore to conceal nom them all tracea oC
his emotion, yet they did not fail to perceive that some-
thing had taken place which had moved him much.

Bat, by a forc««» hilarity, Dick strove to disguise fiu

sadness.
" I have got a pieo» u/'news for yoa, oaptun," said oiMb

at length, when chnner was over.
" Indeed—what is it P

"

•• The warrants have arrived."

"WeU?"
" The condemned are to suffer on Monday motniog.*
"AUthteeP"
" Tes. Adrian Winberry, John Korman, and Bichard

Bsre, are all three to be executed at Tybnm on Monday

But Norman and Sare expected a respite."
" Tes, I think they did, hut it has not been gnuited

them. I saw the execution warrant* myself."
" To»day is Friday, is it not P

"

"Yes."
Dick dropped off into a fit of musing.
Finding themselves unable to arouse him from it, the

^0 jailors left the cell.

And so the day passed away—a long weary day it

fWemed to Dick. He fancied night would never come.
But if the time appeared to pass slowk^ to him, there

were those to whom it seemed to pass by with lightning-
like rapidity.

Those were the three men condemned to death.

They had so few hours to live that they were easily

numbered.
Norman and Etere were utterly prostrated. I

They bad filled themselves with the hope that, after

making a confession as they did, the capital sentence
would be commuted.
But now that that hope had proved to be utterly falla-

cious, they had givo" themselves up to the most abandoned
grief.

They wept, they shrieked, they implored for mercy, bat
to no avail.

With Adrian the case was different.

He knew he had no hope to expect, and, thei efore, after

the reception of the warrant, his demeanour ondenrent
no alteration.

CHAPTER CCCXIV.

THB THRBE HIGHWATUEN REACH THE WHITX HOmM IH
DBUBT-LANX. AND TOH KING ANNOUNCES HIS INTEN-
nON OP EBTUBIfINO THE COMPLIMENT TO DICK TUR-
FIK, WHEN THE OIFICEKS HAKE A SUDDEN ATTACK
UPON VBE INN.

Thb landlord of the public-house at which Tom King and
his comrades had learned such important information

respecting Dick Turpin, looked after the highwaymen
with deep indignation, until a turn in tke road hid them
from his sight.
" Don't tell anything, indeed," he muttered, wrathfully.

" I wonder what I could tell, if I was a mind to try ?
"

In the meantime our friends continued on their way to

London.
" What are we to think of this 'f

'* said Tom King.
" Dick Turpin in Newgate !

"

*' I can scarcely believe that such a thing is true.
" Nor 1, Claude," rtijoined Tom King. " Tou L^ow

how often he said he would never yield himself up a
prisoner, but that he would rather die a thousand deaths."
" Oh ! ^ee, he always declared that."
" He did ; and yet we are t^^ld he is there. Well, H is

no good for xit, to speculate upon it, because we should be
sure not to get at the truth. The best thing we can do is

to push on for London at full speed, and learn all we can
iS quickljT as possible."
" 'Shat is the plan, Tom. Jtnt whereabouts shall y<Hi

SO?"
{" Why, to old Matthew's in Druiy-lanc. We are suz«
i

to hear tidings of him there."
|'' Of course we axe," said Clauae. '* I bad forgotten

•Sj^ot him

M long as I have. He is a reel friend, and no mietake."
" Then, let ns make our way there at fiUl speed, for,

tf Dick is in Newgate, why, of course, we most get him
o«t."
" Ot course we must ; bat it is no good onr trying t»

ih that until we have learned the full particulars.'*^
" Forward, then. The sooner we reach Drury-lane the

better."

This was an opinion In which all three nnanimously
acquiesced, so they urged their horses fbrward with ajj
tb« speed they possibly could.

It was growing dusk when all three palled up in Vere-
street, Lineoln's-inn Fields.

It was Tom King who set the example, and the others
immediately followed it.

" I think we had better not go any ftirthet «> honW'
back," he said.
" Why not ?

"

" We shall attract so much attention, and thai ia wiut
we ought to avoid, if possible."
" Cfirtain)?."
" I oropuae, then, that we alight here, and give oar

horses m charge of some c«ie or olier."
" What shall we do with them eventuallr ?

"

" Why, when we get to old Matthew's, I will tell him,
and then he will send some one to fetch them, bv which
all suspicion will be avoided."
" So it wiU, that is a capital idea."
The three highwaymen immediately alighted from their

steeds.

It was not long before they found a man who was quite
willing to take charge of their horses for a Uttie while.
Then, singly and on foot, they made their way up White

Horse-yard.
Tom Eling went first, taking care to reconnoitre.
But he saw nothing susnicious, so, in a bold and confi-

dent manner, he crossed the threshold of the old inn.

The place seemed, for a wonder, to be quite void ci

customers.
Tom knew every part of the bailding[ weU, so be walked

down the passage to the door leading mto the bar, which
we are sure the reader will remember.
To reach this of course he had to pass the bar window,

where the customers were served.
As he stepped swiftly by, he saw old Matthew ensconced

in the depths of a huge arm-chair.
Without making any more noise than he ootud avoid,

Tom turned the handle of the door and entered.
Old Matthew was sound asleep.

There was a chair just opposite to where he sat, so Tom
silently sank into ;.t, mtent on giving the worthy landlord

a slight surprise.

Having composed himself to his satisfaction, he took a

tobacco-pipe which was standing against the grate, and
made one end of it rather warm by patting it between

the bars.

ThAi he touched Matthew upon the back of his hand.
The effect was electrical.

Old Matthew uttered a shout, and opened his eyes.

Then he closed them again, fer he thought he must be

dreamin^.
But upon opening them once more, he saw, still in the

same position, Tom King.
Before be could recover from his sarprise or otter an

ejaculation, another figure gUded in.

That was Slzteen-String Jack.

The landlord rose to his feet just as another fonn

entered.

That was Claude Duval.
" Bless my hfe, gentlemen ! " he said, at length. " whal

can be the meaning of this ?
"

" Do you know us ?
"

" Know you ? asfe me if I know Drory-lane from any

l>tht)r street in London. But you mustn't stop here and

be seen. Come in—como in
!

"

fle opened the inner door as he spoke, ana ushered the

three bigbwaym<^n into the private parlour, which no one

was allowed to enter without his permission.

He [liaced seats for aU, including himself, and then put

a number of bottles and tankards and glasres upon the

t*ble, so that they could partake of whatever they thor.gh*

proper.
" Then, as be deposited himself in a chair, he r"

woold iwt hcT* done ao if yoQ ^^ konm ium " Now, pray do not keep n« in (nepeose a
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longrer, but tell me, what brings you all three here P

Why, do yon know I had quite given op all hopes of

erer seeing you any more."
" It's a long time since we met, certainly," said Tom

King, " but I am very glad we have tuet once again."

"So am I. Come, now, stand upon no ceremony.
When you are here, you are at home. Pour out for

yourselves, and drinl.; just as much as ever you like."
'

' Thanks, Matthe w. You are a real good sort, you are,

but there is something we want you to do for ns at once."
" What is it ?"

" Why, we came here on horseback, but we thought
if we all three rode up to the door, we should attract a

good deal of attention, so we alighted in Vere-street,

and got a man there to take charge of the horses until

we sent for them."
" And very wise of you. I can tell you, it was a lucky

thing for all of us that you had so much thought."
" Why, is there anything particular the matter ?"

" No, only lately you would not believe what a close

watch the police have kept upon this house. They have
rushed in once or twice, but they were not clever enough
to find anything."

" I suppose not, Matthew. It strikes me you are

more than a match for all the Bow-street officers in

London, if you only feel inclined."

"They did not find anything," added the landlord,
" because there was nothing."

" Oh ! indeed. But come, send for the horses."
" I will at once."
" I suppose you can find room for them ?"

" Oh ! yes."
" That is all right, then."
Old Matthew left the room for a few minutes, but he

quickly returned.
" I have put that matter all right," he said. " I wish

I could manage everything as easy. Now, then, tell me
what brings you here ? Where have you been ? What
have you been doing ?"

" Well, that would be a long story to tell."
" So much the better."
" We can't stop to tell it."
" But you must."
" I tell yon we can't."
" Why not P"
" Because time is too precious for ns to waste a mo-

ment of it."
" What is the matter, then ?"
" Dick Turpin."
"Oh! ah!"
" He is in Newgate."
"So I have heard."
" Is it really true ?"

" It is, indeed, I am sorry to say."
"But how did it come about? He always said ho

would never yield himself a prisoner."
"I know he did,"
" But what induced him to alter his mind P"
" I don't know all the particulars, but all I do know

you shall very quickly be made acquainted with."
, "Go on, then, we are burning to hear it."
" I have a good mind not."
" Why ?"

"Because you would not satisfy my curiosity with
respect to your adventures."

" You shall have them in full, never fear, but not until
you have told us all about Dick."

" I will tell you all I know."
" Do BO, then."
Old Matthew then proceeded to give an outline of

what had taken place at the trial.

He did not know all the circumstances, but he was
pretty well acquainted with all that had taken place at
the Old Bailey.
The three highwaymen were filled with admiration

when they heard of the noble manner in which Dick
Turpin had come forward to give his evidence, and pro-
portionably indignant when they learned tlie judge had
refused to hold out any protection to him, and prevent
him being taken prisoner.
They heard of the riot which had ensued with feelings

of greater satisfaction.

But that Turpin had been actually locked up in a cell

after all, they thought was incredible in the extreme.

Old Matthew, boweyer, took oare to inform tb«m of

the words which the judge had uttered, and the promis

he had made to interest himself on Dick's behalf.

But to this the highwaymen attached less importan\:e

than they really ought to have done.

They had no faith in judges being their friends.
" And so Dick is still in Newgate i" he said.

"He is."

"Have you seen him ?"

"No."
" Have yon tried P"
" Of course I have. I went to the door of the prison

as soon as I beard the news, but they would not let me
see him. They knew me, and turned me away."

" Oh ! indeed !"

" Yes. What could I do ?"

" Nothing."
" Just so. But I heard a bit of news which filled me

with surprise."

"What is it?"
" Why, the judge succeeded in gammoning Dick into

making a promise that he would not attempt to escape."
" Bah !"

" It's a fact. The judge promised in return that he
would do all in his power to procure his release—he
was so pleased with his conduct at the trial."
" Well, there might be something in that, but I don't

like it."
" Nor I."
" Well, then, Matthew, what is to be done ?"
" That is just what I want to know."
" Of course we can't let him stay in Newgate ?"

" Certainly not."
" Then we must get him out."
" I am afraid that will be a thing very difficult to ao<

complish."
" It won't be very easy, that's certain."
" No. it won't ; and I don't think the judge will do

much good, for Dick has balked the authorities so long,
and has played such a desperate game with them, that
now they have once got him into their clutches, they
won't be very willing to let him go again."

" That is precisely my opinion."
" I'll tell you what it is," said Tom King. " Dick is

in Newgate, and we must get him out. You don't dispute
that, do you ?"
" No."
" Very well, then. It is no good for us to attempt to

do anything tending that way without establishing a
means of communication with him of some sort or other."

" But, how is that to be done ?"

" I have an idea."
" What is it ?"

" I will tell yon. Do you recollect when I was in New-
gate ?"

" Yea, very well."
" Dink came to the prison and paid me a visit."
" And nearly got nabbed."
" Never mind, he escaped."
" He did, that's true."
" ' Well,' said he to me, ' you will never haveto return

the compliment, for I intend to die before ever I am
taken prisener ; consequently, I can never become a
live tenant of Newgate.' "

" He said that, did he P"
" He did."
" I have heard him speak to the like effect myself."
" Listen. Now it seems I am in a position to return

him the compliment, though he never thought I should
be."

" But you don't intend to do so ?"

" I do ; and I have got a capital scheme in my head."
" To see Dick ?"

" Yes."
" Then let us hear it at once."
" I intend

"

Tom suddenly ceased.
" What's that ?" he asked.
Old Matthew sprang to his feet.

"Quietly," he said. "Don't move or make a noise.
It may be nothing after all."

The others followed his example, and rose.

The noise which had interrupted Tom King in what he
wae about to eay, was the trampUug of feet and the eriea
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[dick TTTRPIN FEUSTBATES ADRIAN WINBKBRT's ATTEMPT TO ESCAPE.]

of Toioes, and as these Bonnds continned old Matthew
drew a couple of bolts at the top and bottom of the door.

Scarcely had he done so than some heavy blows were
Btrnck upon it, and a commanding voice shouted, in a
loud tone

:

" Open the door, in the kiner's name !"

Then, without waiting suflScient time to know whether
the order would be obeyed, a vigorous attack was made
upon the door, which soon began to show signs of giving
way before the blows which were rained upon it.

" The officers have made another attack," said old
Matthew.

" Confound them ! what a nuisance they are."
" What shall we do ?"

" I am afraid they know you are here."
" What then ?"

" It makes the chance of hiding you all the more
difficult."

*' I know that, t)at what shall we do ? If yon are not
({aiok, they will have the door down."
Ho S9,—Buck Bbbs.

N>. 59.

And this looked very likely indeed, for it was giving

way in all directions—it never having been intended to

withstand such an attack as that which was now made
upon it.

" I vote we give them pepper !" said Claude, and, as

he spoke, he went to the fire-place, and very deliberately

took up the poker.
Armed with this formidable weapon, he made his way

to the door.

He reached it at an opportune moment.

CHAPTER CCCXV.
THE POLTCE-OFFICRRR MAKE AN ATTACK UPON THE
HIGHWAYMEN AT TEE " VfHlTE HORSK " IHN IN
DRURT-LANE.

One of thfi cffioprs who wprn outside ha^l Piicoeeded in

partially forcing his way through the door, in spite of

the efforts which Tom King and Sixteen-String Jack
made to prevent bim.

Pbicb Onk HxhrnsaMcz.
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To swing the poker round his head was, to Claude

Daval, the work of a second only.

He brought it down with full force upon the shoulder

of the officer which was plainly yisible between the

door and the doorpost.

The man uttered a howl of agony aa he felt the

weight of the crushing blow which Claude inflicted, and

he made a desperate effort to withdraw himself from

the dangerous position which he had taken upon him-

self to occupy.
He was induced to make a second effort ten times

more desperate than the first, by another blow which

Claude administered with the poker.

This time he succeeded in withdrawing himself, and
the door was again closed as well as the dilapidated

condition of the fastenings would permit it to be.

But a Toice was now heard to cry

—

" Fire, my men—fire ' Give them one volley through

the door, and then follow me, and down with it."

A rattling noise followed this order, which filled our

friends with no little dismay.
"Stand aside," cried old Matthew in a low voice, and

yet loud enough to be plainly heard by our friends,
" stand aside, all, or you will be injured by the bullets."

The caution came just in time, for at that moment
there came a loud report of firearms, with which the

Bound of crushing wood, as the bullets made their way
through the door, was mingled.

But when old Matthew spoke it was the easiest

matter conceivable to step on one side so as to be out

of the range of the shots, and our friends, therefore, es-

caped without the least injury happening to them.

There could be no doubt, however, about the officers

being fully in earnest in what they were about.

And here let us give a word of explanation.

It is ever our wish to avoid mystery. It is not to

that which we look for interest, and therefore we do

not attempt to preserve it. No circumstance is inten-

tionally left unexplained to the reader.

During the conversation which he had had with the

three highwaymen a few minutes before, old Matthew
had stated that of late he had been much troubled with

the police.

And this was the fact.

Old Wriggles was aware that Matthew was a

firm friend to all the family generally, and to hightoby-

men in particular, and that this was well-known among
the classes referred to was quite certain.

That astute, or, as they say now-a-daya, intelligent

officer, determined to keep close watch upon the " White
Horse," and make periodical incursions into it when-
ever anything of a sufficiently suspicious nature occur-

red to justify him in doing so.

But hitherto old Matthew had been a match for him.

It might have been that he really had no one con-

cealed on "ais premises, but whether that was so or not,

he put on an appearance of great candour, and placed

his house at their disposal for them to search it as they

thought proper.

At present, then, no good had been achieved by the

officers in these attacks.

But they had had no precise information.

Now the case was different.

Undaunted by the numerous repulses they had met
with, and the unsuccess which they had hitherto had,
the officers, under the direction of Mr. Wriggles, still

maintained their watch.
And what was it they expected to find ?

Dick Turpin had been seen in London, and had been
captured,
Hia three inevitable companions, they argued, were

Bomewhere not very far off.

Where so likely a spot to look for them as the " White
Horse " Inn, the landlord of which had to their know-
ledge on more than one oooasioa signally befriended
them ?

This was the reason, then, why the watch was kept,
and why old Matthew had been so much troubled.
We have now to account for the present attack.
Our friends certainly acted very wisely in coming to

a halt in Vere-street, Linooln's-inn Fields, instead of
proceeding on horseback direct to White Horse-yard.

If they had done so, they would inevitably have been
captured, for the officers were even then upon the watch.

Luckily, however, this was avoided.

By going on foot aa they had, and taking auch pre-

cautions to reconnoitre, they had entered wit.hout being
perceived by their enemies.
But our friends had been seen when they alighted

from the horses, although they were not aware of that

unpleasant fact.

It was an officer who saw them, but, like a prudent
man, he affected to take no notice, and when the high-

waymen bent their steps towards Drury-lane, he made
no attempt to follow them.
He contented himself with keeping a sharp eye on

the cattle, the owners of which were not, he was sure,

going very far away.
His watching was soon rewarded.
Presently a man came who had been dispatched by old

Matthew upon that especial errand to fetch the horses.

Cautiously, then, this officer followed the horses,

until he saw them housed in the stables at the rear of

the "White Horse,"
Then, convinced there was no more to be seen at

present, he made his observations known to Mr, Wrig-
gles, who at once resolved upon what he should do.

He would attack the inn so vigorously and rapidly

that no chance should be given either for concealment
or escape.
He had little or no doubt in his mind that the three

daring highwaymen of whom he had ao long been in

search, and who had given him such a deal of trouble,

were at that moment under the roof of the inn.

He sent off then for reinforcements,and surrounded the
inn as well as the number of his men would allow him.
Then, placing himself at the head of the remainder,

he rushed in.

Wo have already detailed the commencement of the
attack, and described the success he met with.
The position of our friends certainly looked critical

in the extreme.
But we have faith in old Matthew, and are not void

of the hope that aomehow or other he will be able to
trick the officers.

At any rate, owing to his timely warning, they es-

caped all injury from the volley with which Mr. Wrig-
gles thought fit to favour them.
But before the din of the explosion was well out of

their ears, he beckoned to the highwaymen to leave the
position they then occupied, and follow him across the
apartment.
Of course they did this quickly and willingly enough.
At that very moment Mr. Wriggles and his officers

dashed vigorously against the door.
Matthew did not speak, but having reached one aide

of the room, he opened a door, of the existence of which
our friends were utterly in ignorance.

And so they would have been if they had been in that
room a thousand times oftener than they had.

It was invisible.

We will describe how this was.
The parlour behind the bar of the " White Horse

"

was papered with a rather gorgeous complicated pat-

terned paper.
There were curious curves and scrolls upon it, and

huge bunches of flowers of variegated hues.
In one of the darkest corners of the parlour was the

door we speak of.

But there were neither fastenings nor hinges visible.

It was covered with the paper, and presented a level

unbroken surface with it.

The crevice, too, which one would have thought would
have marked the shape of the door, waa invisible.

The eye running round it failed to detect anything of

the kind.

How was this ?

It was simple enough.
The shape of the door had been out to correspond with

the extraordinary pattern of the paper referred to.

If the paper took a capricious curve, the shape of

the door followed it.

Then in these curves one portion was shaded very
deeply, ao that, when the door was closed, it would
have taken a sharp eye to have discovered it.

The darkest and obscurest comer had been chosen for

it, and the back of the door had been lined with some
Bobstauoe which would have caused th« wood to emit,
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a doll soand like brickwork when strnok, so that it woald
stand the ordeal of the most nanal teats applied for the
discovery of secret doors, namely, to strike the walla with
the butt-end of a pistol, and listen for a hollow sound.
But, as the reader may suppose, the highwaymen did

not have much time afforded them to examine this door
A dark recess was disclosed by it.

Old Matthew spoke hurriedly.
" This is the best I can do for you this time. Make

kaste ! Gret iu there, and I will shut the door."
" But "

"Never mind. Listen ! You will be able to hear all

that passes. If you find this hiding-place is in immi-
nent danger of discovery, you must quit it."

"But how?"
"I will tell you as rapidly aa possible if you will not

interrupt me. At the back of you is a door which you
can open easily enough ; it leads into the yard. Here
you will see another door ; that leads you into White
Horse-yard. But don't leave this place of concealment
without you find it positively necessary."

The three highwaymen instantly gave their promise
to comply with the instructions given by the landlord.

No sooner had they done so, and squeezed themselves
into the cupboard—for the recess looked more like tliat

than anything else—than old Matthew closed the door,
which fastened with a spring.

He had evidently a particular course of action marked
out to perform, for he seized the poker which Claude
Duval had used to such good advantage, and stood with
it in his hand in an attitude of defence.

In the meantime, Mr. Wriggles and his men had made
a second rush against the bar door, fiinging their bodies
against it with all the force they were capable of.

This aecond rush was effectual, sofar aa the demolition
of the door went, for down it fell and the officers with it.

But springing to their feet, they rushed forward to
the attack, when to their surprise, they found there was
no one to confront them but old Matthew, the landlord,
who, however, held up the poker in a menacing manner,
and looked as though he had fully made up his mind to
defend himself if attacked.
Panting for breath—his eyes flaahing fire—and his

usually red face now of a purplish-black hue — Mr.
Wriggles, pistol in hand, rushed into the little parlour
with his men.
Old Matthew, preserving upon his countenance an ex-

pression of perfect calmness, retreated a step or two
towards the fire-place as the officers advanced.
That these worthies had fully made up their minds that

the persons they sought were in this parlour was fully

proved by their looks of disappointment and rage when
they saw that old Matthew was the sole inmate of it.

By an effort, Mr. Wriggles commanded his voice and
apoke.
But it was in a gasping, jerking sort of way that the

words were uttered,
" Wh—what's—the—m—meaning of this ?"
" I think I am the proper person to ask that question,"

said Matthew, coolly, " and you the proper person to
reply to it."

" Th—that won't do."
" I shall try, at any rate."
" Do you mean to say yon have not had three high-

waymen in here, and that you have hidden them some-
where?"
"Yes, I do."
" Who attacked us, then ?"
" You attacked me."
" Pho—pho. One of my men has had his shoulder-

bone smashed with a blow from a poker."
" And here is the poker," replied old Matthew, still

with the same calmness, and holding up the article men-
tioned aa he apoke.
" Bui where ia the man who used it ?"
" Here he ia."
'" You ?"
" Yes, I."
" By what riffht did you use it ?"
" The right which every man has to defend his own

" Pho—pho—nonsense. That won't do. You knew
w« were polise."

" No I didn't. You broke in here like thieves, and

without saying a word to anybody, tried to break the
door down. Of course, I defended myself, I should
not have been a man if I had not. Then you must fire
a volley of bullets through the door, »"d smash it down
completely."
"Where are the highwaymen? They are here. I

have evidence of that. You have hidden them."
" I tell you what it is, Mr. Officer. You have got a

spite against me, that's the long and the short of the
matter. But I'll see whether there's any law in the land,
or whether there's not. I am a patient, easy-tempered
mac, or else I shouldn't have put up with this sort of
thing so long as I have, but I don't intend to put up with
it any longer. You have made a dead set at me, but I
don't know for what reason. I never did you any harm
that I know of, and I don't believe I ever have done you
any. But I should just like to know what harm yon
have done me. You have taken away my character as a
respectable publican and you have quite ruined my trade,
for who would ever think of going into a house which waS
continually watched by the police, and where they were
liable to be pounced upon at any moment ? Why no one,
of course, and yet that is just the state of things here."

" Hold your row," said Mr. Wriggles, at length sue-
ceeding in stemming the current of the landlord's elo-
quence. " Hold your row. We don't want none of that
gaff. We know our birds are here, and we meana to
have them."
" Take them, then."
" We shall."
" You'll get yourself into trouble. Here was I sitting

quietly in my private room—mark that, if you please-
private room—I say, hero was I sitting in my private
room "

" Oh ! d—n your private room," yelled Wriggles, in a
rage. " D—n your private room, and you and all."

•' Oh ! just as you like, but I say you broke in all at
once like a parcel of thieves, so, of course, I atood up and
defended myaelf. And that's the truth of the matter,"

" Don't pay any attention to him," cried Wrigglea.
" Search the house, my men, from top to bottom, and, if

he obstructs you, I give you my authority to take him
into custody. I will take the responsibility of that
upon myself."

CHAPTER CCCXVI.

MB, WRIGGLBS FINOS OLD MATTHEW RATHER MORB
THAN A MATCH FOR HIM.

From their well-contrived place of concealment our
friends could hear with perfect distinctness every word
uttered, and they could not help feeling mightily amused
when they heard old Matthew give vent to hia well-
acted indignation.
Finding that so far they were menaced with no partica-

jar danger, they remained perfectly still , fearful of betray-
ing their hiding-place by making the slightest movement.
But the reader can without doubt imagine to some ex-

tent the anxiety which they experienced, and the eager-
ness with which they listened to what was going forward.
After the order had been given to take him into cus-

tody, old Matthew assumed a deeply injured air.

He seated himself in the chair by the fireside, the
back of which was turned to the secret door.
Then looking the officers in the face, he said—
" Now, gentlemen, here I am, quite powerless. Be

good enough to finish knocking my house to pieces.

You have begun it very nicely. There lies one door,
burst from its hinges and riddled with bullets. Go on,
gentlemen, and knock the house down !"

" If we do," said Wriggles, "you will have no one to
blame but yourself."

" How do you make that out?"
" You know how I make it out, without asking me."
" No, I don't."
" You do, I say."
" Tell me how I am to blame for you knocking my

house to pieces and ruining my trade. Just answer me
that,"

" Why, as everybody knows, your house is the moat
notorious resort for highwaymen and 'family ' men of

all descriptions in all London."
" Who says so?"
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•• I aay it."
" I know you do."
"That is enough, then."
" No, it isn't."
' What more do you want?"
" Prove it."
" Prove it?"
" Yes, prove it, Mr. Wriggles. What authority have

you for making snoh a statement? Have you ever

found any highwaymen or ' family ' men in my house ?

Just answer me that."

And as he spoke, the landlord stamped his foot upon
the hearth, and in the act caused the arm-chair in which
he was sitting to run back upon its castors until the
back touched that part of the parlour wall where the
Beoret door was placed.

He thought he was putting at least one more barrier

between our friends and the oflBoers.

Mr. Wriggles evidently did not see anything sus-

picious in the movement, for he went on in reply to old

Matthew Gale's remarks.
"Yon have always been one too many for us, Mr.

Gale. I know we have never found any one we wanted
in your house, but that is only owing to your superior

cunning. But we have seen people who were wanted
enter your house, and never come out again."

" Don't talk nonsense."
"Nonsense?"
" Yes. There isn't one of the whole ' family ' in Lon-

don who does not know how sharp a ;vatch is kept upon
this place by your police, and do you think they are

Buoh fools as to enter it ?"

" Well, let that be as it will, I have the clearest proof
that three well-known highwaymen, Tom King, Claude
Duval, and Sixteen-String Jack, entered this public-

house not half-an-hour ago. Now I know very well

they have not left it, because the inn is well surrounded.
Consequently they must be here."
"Find them, then."
" I daUBsay you think you can defy ua to do that with-

out feeling uneasy. Come, landlord, don't be a fool.

You know the men we want, and you know they are here

;

and, what's more, you know a good reward is offered for

their apprehension. Now, I'll make you an offer."

"What is it?"
" I know the men are here."
Matthew shrugged his shoulders.
" You seem to have got that idea pretty firmly fixed

in your head."
" I have. Very well, then

;
produce those men. Give

them up to me, and I will guarantee that you shan't

get into any trouble through their being found in your
house ; and, what's more, you shall share the reward
upon the same terms as the rest."

Matthew heaved a deep sigh.

"I wish I could," he said, "that's all. But the
thing's impossible. If they were here, however, I would
give them up in a moment upon such advantageous
terms being offered me."
And this was said with an air of so much apparent

sincerity, that the ofiScer would have been completely
deceived by it if he had not known old Matthew as well

as he did.

But Mr. Wriggles was not deceived.

He merely put his finger in a waggish manner by the
side of his nose, and looked as cunning as he possibly
could.

" Won't do," he said, " won't do. Now, Matthew, do,

for your own sake, think over the offer I have made you.
I know the men I want are in this house, although you
have denied it before so many witnesses. Now I will

find them, if I have to pull the ' White Horse ' down
brick by brick, and when I do find them, why, of course,
I need not tell you you will be placed in a very awkward
position indeed."
There was no one better aware of this fact than old

Matthew himself, but still that did not have the least

influence upon him.
He would not have betrayed our friends, even if his

life was at stake.

But he spoke to the officer.
" Mr. Wriggles," he said.
" What ? Have you thought better of it i"
" Better of what ?"

" Yoa know of what. Do yon agree to aooept mj
offer ?"

" I tell you, I only wish I could, but I desire yon will
listen to me for a moment, and I will tell you some-
thing that will benefit you."
" What is it ? You see I am in no hurry, becausemy

precautions are so well taken that a mouse could not
get out of this place without being seen by some one."

" Very well. Such being the case, take it easj."
" What were you about to say ?"
" Oh ! I forgot. You have been kind enough to pic-

ture what would be the consequences to me if those you
seek are found concealed on my premises."

" Yes."
" Well, you say you have seen them enter, and nae

that as an excuse for having acted in the way you have.
Now, if you fail to find them, or make good your accn-
sation, you shall suffer for it if it costs me all my sav-
ings to make you. I am tired of this sort of thing, and
am resolved to have an end put to it."

"Very well — very well," said Mr. Wriggles, in a
cracked tone of voice, and with an uneasy sensa^iion

about his heart. " We have wasted time enough, my
men. Now, then, to business. Search this apartment
thoroughly. Don't leave a corner unexamined, and we
will serve all the house just the same."
"You are quite at liberty to do so, gentlemen," said old

Matthew ;
" only I warn you, Mr. Wriggles, of what will

be the consequences of your failing in your object."
" I'll chance that. Now, my men. About it."

The police-officers dispersed themselves about the par-
lour, and peeped under the different articles of furni-

ture, without, of course, discovering anything.
At length they were satisfied they had pried into

every corner.

During the search old Matthew preserved his equani-
mity in a most admirable manner.
He had retained his seat in the arm-chair, never offer-

ing to move an inch, and narrowly watching every
movement of the officers.

In the position he occupied, he certainly was of great
service to our friends, for it prevented that part of the
room from undergoing so close an examination as the
rest.

And, so well did he perform hia part, that no auspi*
cion generated from his actions.

When the men had finished their aearoh, Mr. Wrig-
gles gave an ironical smile, and said

—

" I have not quite done yet, Matthew, my friend. I'll

show you something else."

As he spoke he took from hia coat pocket a small
hammer.

It was entirely made of iron—handle, head, and all.

The handle was very thin, and the head of a circular
shape on one side, and elongating into a spike on the
other.
" There's a pretty little tool," he said, affecting to eye

it with admiration. " It's really beautiful, that it is."
" What is it for ?" asked old Matthew, who could

have given a tolerably good guess.
" Why, my friend, I think you may have heard of

such things as secret doors in the walls of rooms."
" I have, before now."
" Well, this little instrument ia especially intended

to discover them,"
" Indeed !"

" Yes. You see it is nicely t}alanoed npon a slender

handle. That is for the convenience of the person
making use of it. Then look at the head. On one side

it's rounded. That's to knock the wall with. If a dull

sound is produced, it's all right—you know there's

nothing but a wall. If hollow, a door."
" 'That's all very well," said Matthew, " but the butt-

end of a pistol would have answered the purpose just

as well."
" Oh ! no, it wouldn't. Sometimes you feel rather

doubtful as to whether the sound ia dull, like a wall, or

hollow, like a door. When that is the case you can
easily satisfy yourself. To do that, you must bring
the spiky part into requisition."

" Very interesting !" said old Matthew, who, although
he preserved his coolness, looked upon the instrument
with which Wriggles seemed to be ao pleased, with
distmat and uneaaineaa.
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He did not know the exaot extent of his powers.
Having given this explanation, Mr. Wriggles set

about his task of souudiug the walls.

He did this with great oare, not leaving a single
square foot of the wall without a blow, using for this
durpose the blunt or rounded end of the hammer's head.
While he was thus engaged old Matthew was struck

with a fresh thought.
So excellent a one was it that he felt he could fairly

rub his hands together for very glee.

But he did not venture upon so great a demonstration
of satisfaction as that.

But he could not prevent his eye from sparkling.
Hitherto he had looked upon Mr. Wriggles* opera-

tions with an indifferent air.

Now, however, he affected to cast uneasy glances
upon the walls, and more especially upon the corner of

the fire-place on the side of the room opposite to that
upon which he sat.

It was not long before this was noticed.

Mr. Wriggles was the first to perceive it.

But though he noticed the spot to which the land-
lord's eyes were continually and uneasily turned, he
took no notice further than to get to that part of the
room as quickly as he could.

At length he reached it.

Cautiously and gently he rapped with his nammer.
As he approached, which he did in what he considered

an artful manner, he looked at old Matthew out of the
corners of his eyes, and observed the changes in his
countenance as he neared the important spot.

Full of exultation, and doubting not that he had
the game entirely in his hands, Mr. Wriggles tapped
away at the wall.

But he ought to have known old Matthew better by
this time.

The fact was, the officer was blind jnstat that moment
to everything else but his own superior cunning.
Tap—tap—tap.

As yet the walls had returned a uniformly dull sound,
and Wriggles knew that up to the present moment he
had struck upon nothing but brick.

Now, however, he struck another blow, and this time
the sound which followed was of a decidedly different

character.
To use a common simile, it sonnded as hollow as a

drum.
Old Matthew gave a great start, and pretended to

dutch the arms of the chair for support, as though the
discovery had come.
He did this because he saw Mr. Wriggles was peeping

at him.
"Ha! ha!" laughed that individual, his exultation

taking quite a facetious form. " Ha ! ha ! Mr. Land-
lord ; there's something here. Ha ! ha 1"

Old Matthew opened and shut his mouth several times
in a gasping manner, as though he wanted to speak and
could not.

"What's this, I wonder?" continued Mr. Wriggles.
" That gives a decidedly hollow sound. Ha ! ha ! I

must call in the assistance of my spiky friend to prove
that. Ha! ha!"
As he spoke be turned the handle of the hammer in

his hand.
Then he prepared to strike a blow with the spike.
Old Matthew fell back in the chair.

Mr. Wriggles poised the hammer in the air, but
paused before he gave the stroke.
He was like a cat which feels secure of its prey, and

thinks it a piece of excellent amusement to play with
it for a while.

And so it was with the police-officer.

When he thought that he had tormented the landlord
enough he struck the blow.

^
There was a crashing sound.
The spike upon the head of the hammer buried itself

in the wood.
" Ha I ha ! Mr. Gale ! you'll alter your note now, I

rather think. You are a very clever man—a very clever
man indeed ; but, dear me ! not near so clever as some
one else I know. The secret's out now. But come, I'll

be generous with yon, old chap ; give them up, ftud you
riiall hear no more about it, and bare yoor share of the
Mwocd."

Old Matthew knew by this time that he had quite
hooked his fish.

The bait, so cunningly held out, was swallowed.
A great change took place in his manner.
He assumed a defiant, off-hand way of speaking, and

laughed at what Wriggles could do, and defied him to
do his worst.
And this so cleverly that the men thought the beha-

viour only put on—like that kind of courage which fails

to make itself apparent until the animal is forced to bay.
"There's nothing," he cried, hoarsely, "there's no-

thing there. Come away, I say. I tell you there is

nothing there."
" Ha ! ha !" was the reply made by Mr. Wriggles.

"We shall soon see about that. Take care of him, my men,
and be prepared for action. I will knock the door down
myself, and then you be prepared to grapple with the
highwaymen as soon as they make their appearance.
Hurrah ! my boys, we have them ! The reward is ours

!"

CHAPTER CCCXVII.
CONTINUES TO RELATE THE INTERESTING PROCEED-
INGS OP MR. WRIGGLES AT THE " WHITE HORSE " INN.

Mr. Wriggles was not more sure of his own existence
than he was that he had really hit upon the place where
the highwaymen were concealed.

He had achieved his end at last.

The hollow reverberatiug sound whic. had followed
the blows with the blunt end of the hammei", proved
that there was a recess.

Then the blow with the sharp end had quite set the
matter at rest, as well as shown that there was a con-
cealed door.
And what could be behind that door but the high-

waymen ?

Then he considered old Matthew's behaviour as an
additional assurance.
But the cleverest people are sometimes over-matched,

and those who pitted themselves against the landlord
of the " White Horse " generally came off worst in the
encounter.
Mr. Wriggles did in this instance.
He took a pistol from his pocket, and, cooking it,

took up a position in front of the door, and at a few
paces from it.

He commanded his men to do the same, and with
faces full of the expectation of anticipated triumph,
they obeyed.
Old Matthew pretended to be quite overcome.
And now Mr. Wriggles proceeded to " draw the

badger," for by this term he designated what he was
about to do.

His first proceeding was to knock three times npon
the hidden door.
Then he said, in a loud, pompous voice

—

"Tom King, Claude Duval, and Sixteen- Siring Jack,
we, officers of police, know you to be concealed behind
this door, and, in the name of his most gracious majesty
the king, we call upon you to surrender yourselves tons.
If you refuse, the consequences will be upon your own
heads. We shall call upon you three times, and if, when
we have done so, you do not deliver yourselves into our
hands, we shall attack you."
Of course, for the very best of all reasons, there came

no response to this speech from behind the door.
Although, in their hiding-place, the three highwaymen

could not see what was taking place in the parlour, yet
they were well aware the officers were upon the wrong
scent, so they did not trouble themselves in the least.

" Once !" cried Mr. Wriggles ;
" we call upon yon to

surrender."
A pause.
No reply.
" Twice !"

The same resnit.
" Three times ! we call npon yon to surrender."
But no more notice was taken than there had been

upon the two preceding occasions.
There was silence still.

Mr. Wriggles began to grow angry at this contumacy.
At the same time he could not conceal from himself

that a disagreeable presentiment was stealing over him
that bs was doomed to be " done " in some waf.
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"Fire I" ho cried, in a husky tone of voice. "Fire,

every one of you, since they will have it."

The men had nothing to do but to obey orders, be-

Bides, their chief set them the example of firing first.

The report of so many pistols in so confined a space
was rather stunning and tremendous.
The concussion of the air broke several of the window-

panes, and the glass fell with a clattering sound into

the yard outside.

The parlour, too, was tilled with blue smoke, which
was some seconds in clearing away.
When it did so, a glimpse of the spot at which their

shots had been aimed could be obtained.

A number of holes wore visible, and in many places

splinters of wood could be seen.

But no cry as of anguish from a wound reached their

ears, nor nothing which could be construed into a death
aoream.
The uncomfortable feeling which wo have described

Mr. Wriggles as experiencing increased in intensity.

But, calling to his men to draw their cutlasses, he
Bprang forward with his own in his grasp, and com-
menced slashing away at the woodwork.
By the united exertions of the police the door was

Boon pulled down, and then a dark-looking recess was
disclosed.

But it was empty.
A glance assured them of that fact.

But Mr. Wriggles, dreading the worst, as ho had
begun to do, could scarcely bring himself to believe

that such a horrible state of things could be real, and
that, after all his cunning, his exultation and his trouble

had boon thrown away.
Cutlass in hand, he dashed into the little recess.

It was about four feet in depth only, and the width
of an ordinary door.

He minutely examined the walls, the floor, and the

Coiling, but without any good result.

He was forced at last to come to the conclusion that

there was no means of outlet to this place, save the

legitimate one.
Turning round, with his heart swelling almost to

bursting with furious passion, his eye fell upon old

Matthew, the landlord.

One glance at that individual's countenance almost
maddened him.
He was laughing—yes, positively laughing at and en-

joying his discomfiture.

And yet he seemed to be stifling his mirth, for he in-

flated his cheeks, and then drew them in again, while the

ahaking of his fat sides communicated a movement to

the chair upon which he was sitting.

It was really too bad of old Matthew to so exasperate
a discomfited foe.

But he did it.

He felt that it was his turn to rejoice.

"What do you mean, you hoary-headed old villain ?"

said Mr. Wrig:gles, striding up to him, his rage quite

overcoming his prudence. "What do you mean by
this ?"

"Ha! ha!"
" Look out that you don't Buffer for it."
" Mr. Wriggles !"

" Curses !"

" Mr. Wriggles, I can't help laughing, indeed I can't."
" What have you got to laugh at ?"
" Why, you, to be sure."
"Me?"
"Yes, to think what a jolly fool you have made of

yourself."
" You mean what a jolly fool yon have made of me."
" Oh ! have it that way if you like, only my modesty

would not allow mo to put it so."
"Oh ! d—n your modesty !"

"Very well. Just as you like. But I can't help
laughing. Now didn't I tell you as plain as ever I

could speak that there was no one there P"
" You said so, but it was not likely I was going to

believe yon."
" So it seems."
" But you have not conquered me yet, Mr. Gale."
" Oh ! yon are going to give yourself more trouble,

then ?"

" Z am. The failures I bare met with do not daunt

me in the least. On the contrary, they do but serve to
increase my vigour and determination."

" Very well, search away, but if you will take my
advice you will just go quietly about your business."

" Bah !"

" I know very well you will not be advised by mo. If

you had, you wouldn't have made that great hole in

the wall there."
" The very fact of your having such a place in you»

parlour wall is suspicious."

"Oh lis it?"
"Yes, it is."
" But suppose I didn't know it was there ?"

" No one would ever suppose such a ridiculous thing."
" Oh ! wouldn't they. Well now, do you know what

that place is that you are making such a grand fuss

about ?"

" Yes, I do."
" What is it, then ?

" A hiding-place for gentlemen who are wanted."
" Now, don't get such foolish ideas in your head."
" Foolish ideas P"
" Yes, foolish ideas. For that place is nothing more

and nothing less than a cupboaid which used to be there

when I first took the house, but aa I had no use for it

and considered it spoilt the look of that side of the

room, I had the door nailed up and papered over as you
see, and so it has remained to this day."

" Then why couldn't you tell us so P"
" Why, you wouldn't have believed me any more than

you did a moment ago, when I told you the highwaymen
were not here."
" But they were watched in, and their horses are at

this very moment in your stable."

"Ah ! it's no use talking to you, I am sure. Go on

—

go on. But if you don't find them I can tell you yoo
will have to suffer for it."
" I will run the risk of that."
" Very well. You are free to act just as you think

proper."
" Of course I am."
" Go on, then."
" I will pull this house down, I tell you, and examine

every brick one by one, but what I will find them."
Matthew waved his hand, and was about to speak.
But the words he had almost began to utter, died

away upon his lips.

His cheek blanched.
A sound had come upon his ears and also upon the

ears of Wriggles and the officers.

They started, and, with cries of rage upon their lips,

darted out into the bar.

The sounds which they had heard were those of evi-

dent conflict.

The idea that struck them all was that the highway,
men were making their escape from some part of the
premises, or, at all events, were trying to do so.

Old Matthew guessed, perhaps, just exactly what had
occurred.
But we will properly relate to the reader what had

taken place.

To do so we must direct attention to the place whero
our friends were hidden.
We know that up to a certain time they had remained

here in perfect safety, until, indeed, after Mr. Wriggles's
attack upon the door.

It will be recollected that when old Matthew left our
friends, he gave them some parting instructions, to

which he requested their particular attention.

They were to be acted upon in case they should bo
threatened with discovery, and related to the means
which they were to adopt in order to make their escape.

At present there seemed to be no probability of their

being put into requisition.

The space, however, in which they had to stand was
a limited one, and they experienced considerable incon-

venience
;
yet they did not dare to stir, for fear their

movements should be heard by the officers, and their

hiding-place betrayed.
But when they heard them preparing to fire a volley

at the door on the opposite side of the apartment, they

considered that a favourable opportunity to endeavour
to make some change in their position.

They did slightly suooeed, but only slightly.
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They were more comfortable than they were before,

bat not much.
Then came the little altercation between Matthew and

Mr, Wriggles.
Daring thia, Claude, who could not gain anything

likSj^ comfortable position, moved gradually and silently

until his back was against the wall, opposite to the

door by which they had entered.

Against this he rested, when, to his unutterable dis-

may, he felt it give way behind him.
But he recovered himself quickly enough from falling

to the ground, which he had a narrow escape of doing.

He saved himself.

The fact was, he had leaned up against the door of

which Matthew had spoken, and which, he said, would
take them out into the little yard at the rear of the

public-house.
Whether the door was secured by a spring and Claude

had accidentally pressed upon it, or whether it had not
been securely fastened, is bard to say ; but, certain it is,

from one or other of these causes the door gave way in

the manner we have described.

This was a most unlooked-for and dangerous occur-
rence, for no sooner was the door open than some one
called out as though to give the alarm.
This some one was a police-officer, who had been

stationed in that identical back yard by his strategic

chief in order to keep watch.
Claude guesned this, and the peril of their situation

made him more than usually rapid in hia actions.

With the swiftness of a tiger's leap, he sprang out
through the unexpected aperture into the yard.
There he saw an officer.

To spring upon him and clutch him by the throat
with no friendly grip, was the work of a moment.
But the officer was a tall and stalwart man, and

Claude could tell that, strong as he was, he had opposed
himself to one who was almost his equal.

But putting forth his utmost strength he grappled
with this man.

It was but for a moment he had to sustain the con-
flict single-handed.
His two companions feeling certain that, after what

had occurred, their hiding-place would be no further
good to them, emerged into the yard, closed the door
after them, and hastened to Claude's assistance.

Against such odds, of course the officer did not stand
the ghost of a chance.

Siiteen-String Jack, watching his opportunity,
clenched his fist and struck him a heavy blow on the
Bide of his head.

But, of course, all this had not been done without
making a noise.

It was these sounds of conflict which had reached
the ears of old Matthew and Mr. Wriggles in the bar,

and which had caused such a tint of deadly paleness to

overspread the countenance of the worthy landlord.
It was this struggle which had caused the police-officer

and his men to give vent to the cries of rage they did,

and to rush out into the bar.

They knew of no other means by which they could
reach the yard.
No sooner had they disappeared than old Matthew

sprang to his feet.

He looked anxious and disconcerted.
But quick as thought he moved his chair, and, press-

ing the spring, caused the secret door to fly open.
He passed through it, and closed it after him in a

moment.
Then he saw the door opposite to him, which led into

the yard, was open.
Two steps took him to the threshold of it.

He oould then see into the yard.
The officer who had uttered the alarm lay on the

ground without motion.
His companions and Mr. Wriggles had not yet arrived.
But doubtless they would be there in another moment.
Anxiously old Matthew glanced round the yard in

search of our friends, for even now he had not lost all

hope of saving them.

CHAPTER CCCXVIII.
RETURNS TO DICK TUEPIN IN HIS CELL IN NEWGATE,
AND GIVES SOME INTERESTING PARTICULARS RELA-
TIVE TO THE PROCEEDINGS OF ADRIAN WINBERRT.

Albeit we leave Dick Turpin's three brave companions
in so perilous a situation, the exigencies of our narra-

tive compel us to revert to the proceedings of Dick
Turpin himself,

It will be seen that our hero's stay in the great city

prison was destined to be marked by the occurrence of

some very remarkable events.

It will doubtless be remembered that when we saw
Dick last was on the Friday.
That Friday which preceded the Monday fixed for

the execution of Adrian Winberry and his two com-
panions in guilt.

The jailers who were upon such friendly terms with
Dick, had informed him of the arrival of the warrants
ordering their execution.
The interview which Turpin had with Maud Gouldman

and Blanche Winberry produced a great effect upon him.

Ho tried to shake off the feeling, but found the effort

quite a vain one.
He longed for night to come, and yet when darkness

descended upon the earth, and the different objects in

his cell were shrouded from his view, he felt no better

off than before, and, with the same impatient restless-

ness, longed for day to come again.

But time lagged.
The hours passed by slowly and wearisomely, and Dick

Turpin, like Richard III., felt his stern impatience.

Chide this tardy-gaited night.

That, like a foul and ugly witch, doth limp

So tediously away.

But what a contrast there was between him and
Adrian's two accomplices, Norman and Sare.

Horrible thought to such souls as theirs'—they knew
they had but so many hours to live.

So many f Say rather how few, for they were able

to count them easily.

To them the minutes flew by with lightnmg-like

rapidity.

The day was gone, and as the last rays of daylight

faded from the cell, they felt that they would only

twice more see that spectacle.

Oh ! it was horrible to feel as they felt. The mind is

unable to form a proper estimate of their sensations.

Hour after hour slipped by so swiftly that they

seemed like minutes.
At that awful hour they repented, when it was too

late, that they had been weak enough to allow them-

selves to be persuaded by the inducements and argu-

ments which Adrian Winberry held out to them.

How gladly would they have recalled the past.

And so, in fruitless groans and shrieks for mercy,

which the stone walls of their cell heeded not, they

passed away the night.

They did not dare to sleep, for they dreaded the elap-

sion of time during unconsciousness. Miserable though

they were, they wished to live as long as possible.

And now let us take a glance at Adrian Winberry.

From the time of his condemnation he had unvary-

ingly preserved a dogged stoicism of manner.

It had completely fixed the idea in the minds of all

the officials by whom he was visited, that he had given

himself up to despair.

But such was not the fact.

From what the reader has casually seen of Adrian
Winberry, he can easily believe that he was not the kind

of man to allow himself to be daunted by whatever
obstacles might obstruct his path.

Neither was he the kind of man to tamely submit to

circumstances without making an effort to turn the

current of them.
From the very first moment of his incarceration one

word and one idea had been unceasingly uppermost in

his mind, and before hia mental vision.

And that was escape.
He had resolved to free himself from his confinement.

Hitherto, however, he had not been able to make even
an attempt.
Now time pressed, and he felt that if he was to escape

at all it mast be without further loas of time.
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On thia Friday night, then, to which we adverted, he
determined that a trial should be made.
With an eagerness which equalled that of Dick Tar-

pin, he waited and watched for the night to come.
The jailers made their accustomed rounds, and found

him in liia usual pop'tio"—that ia to say, crouched up
like a wild beast.

He vouchsafed not a word to them when they placed
his food upon the floor of the cell, but only glared at

them with his haggard eyes.

But as soon as they closed the door hia demeanour
underwent a remarkable alteration.

Springing to his feet, he seized upon the loaf of

bread, and, coarse and repulsive as the fare was, began
to devour it eagerly.

He did this, not because he was particularly hungry,
but because he did not know how long a time would
elapse before he had the chance of tasting food again.

And, moreover, he wished to endow himself with as

much vigour as possible, so as to be the better able to

rosecute his escape.
He did not cease till the whole of the loaf had dis-

appeared.
By this time night had fully come.
The faint, roaring hum which had reached his cell,

telling him of the busy world without, came no longer
to his ears.

Nothing could be heard stirring within the prison.
" It is time," he said, and as he spoke he rose to his

feet and paced the cell.

It is probable at that moment he was elaborating
Bome plan of escape which he had engendered in his

scheming brain.

At length he paused, and groped his way upon his

hands and feet towards the spot where the jailer had
deposited the water.

It was a large, strong, stone pitcher.

Raising this to hia lips, Adrian drank deeply of its

contents, though the quality of the water was not ot

the purest kind.

He drank again and again at frequent intervals, and
then, turning the pitcher over, he allowed the remainder
of the water to flow away.
What was he about to do ?

In what way was he to accomplish his escape ?

We shall see.

The reader must bear in mind we have not mentioned
that Adrian Wiuberry was supplied with any tools.

Nor was he.

But, by noting hia actions, we shall see what steps

he took to remedy that deflciency.

Having drank his fill, and having, as he imagined
satisfied his thirst for a long time to come, he poured
away the water.
As soon as the pitcher was empty, he raised it in his

hands as high above his head as he could.

Then dashed it down with considerable force on to

the floor of the dungeon.
The crash sounded with alarming loudness in the

silence of the night.
But no notice appeared to have been taken of it.

He listened, however, for several seconds, and then,
hearing no sound indicative of an alarm having been
given, or of the approach of anyone, he stooped down.
The pitcher had been broken into several large frag-

ments, which lay scattered about the floor of the cell.

One by one, and with extraordinary patience, he col-

lected them together.
Then he felt them—for he had no light and could not

see—and selected from among the rest one piece, which
be calculated would besj; answer the use to which he
was about to put it

This much done, ne rose to his feet and looked about
for the little grated aperture through which Ugh*' was
admitted to his cell.

He was easily able to fix his eyes upon this, '>.*cause

it was somewhat lighter than the rest of the walls.

By this simple means he was able to exactly and
correctly ascertain hie precise whereabouts.
^ith a steady step, as though he had fully resolved

npon what he was about to do, he turned to the left,

And walked until his further progress was stopped by
tbe stone wall.

^*^VM Bot, howeT«r, as aome wonld haTO thought, the

stone wall leading into the passage before which he
paused, but the one dividing bis dungeon from the one
next to it.

Was it his intention to first make his way into *hat ?

If so, for what purpose ?

He had learned that his lawyer, Josiah Skinner, was
in the cell adjoining his, and his resolve was to work
hia way into that and obtain the co-operation of his
legal adviser, who, perhaps, would be provided with
tools, which would make the task of escape lijjhter.

But, if he had not, he considered he should still have
the advantage which the ('"sistance of Mr. Skinner
would give him.
There was another motive, too, which induced him

to adopt this line of conduct.
The cell in which he stood, and which had been chosen

for his reception, was doubtless one of the strongest in
the prison, so that it would be a matter of great difficulty,

if not impossibility, for him to make hia way out of it.

But with the cell in which the lawyer was confined
the case might be different.

The same precautions for strength might not have
been taken.
At any rate, if the cell was just the same, it could not

be more difiicult to escape from, and he would have the
certain advantage which assistance would give him.
And BO, for these reasons, instead of making his

attack on the wall which divided his cell from the pas-
sage, he made it upon the one that separated his from
the one in which he believed Mr. Skinner was confined.
As yet that worthy was only in custody on the charge

of perjury which the judge had preferred against him,
and therefore no great strictness would be exercised
towards him.

Pausing, then, before this wall, Adrian Winberry
carefully felt it with his hands.
He passed them over the huge block of stone of which

it was composed, until the ends of his fingers came in

contact with the mortar which cemented them together.

He ran his fingers along the crevice or indentatioD
between two blocks of stone.

Then, satisfied apparently with the result of his

labours, he knelt down on the floor of the dungeon, and,
with the piece of the stone pitcher he had selected from
the rest, began to pick out the mortar in small fragments.
For this the piece of pitcher was admirably adapted,

for it had a sharp point, which dug into the somewhat
moist mortar easily and gradually removed it.

But still the task of dislodging a huge piece of stone
by such means would never have been undertaken save
by a prisoner, and that prisoner animated by the hope
that each tiny grain that he picked out took him so
much nearer to freedom.

It was in this light that Adrian Winberry looked
upon his superhuman task.

it was this thought which encouraged him to continue
his exertions and endowed him with the requisite

amount of patience.

He put forth his whole energies, and it was really

wonderful to see what a quantity of mortar he removed,
and how soon he had worked his way all round the stone.

And now, as he proceeded, he found the diflSculty of

what he was about increase.

So much so that, looking back, and judging by what
he had to do, the first portion of hia laborious work
looked like insignificant child-play.

The deeper he worked his way into the interstices of

the stones, the more trouble he had to introduce the
piece of pitcher and dislodge the mortar.

But he persevered, never allowing his oonrage to

abate for a moment—never suffering his mind to expe*

rience the least sensation of depression

Presently a curse broke from his lips.

In using the piece of pitcher which had done him
such good service rather roughly, it had broken in hia

hand, leaving a portion sticking in the wall.

Thia compelled him to pause, and when he did so ha
found how much his exertion had heated him.
The perspiration poured off him in streams.
With a hastym ovement he brushed away the oinstering:

drops from about his face, aud, having done so, groped
his way to where he had left the other fragments of the
pitcher, and began to search among them for anothec
pieoe which would perform the duty he required of it.
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At length he found two, and, in the anticipatiou of

meetin? with another accident, took them botli and re-

newed his operations.
, i

The piece of pitcher sticking in the crevice was re-
j

Time passed, and still Adrian was at his work—for !

two hours he never rested once, except for the purpose

we have mentioned, but kept on untiringly.

- At the expiration of that time, however, he paused, ,

but only because his task was so far accomplislied

He had worked all round the four sides of one of the

huge blocks of store, untl the crevice he liad made was

80 deep that the piece of Ditcher was not long enough

to reach the mortar.
, , . ,

Surely new, he thougnt, he ^llOuld be able to loosen

the stone in its setting somewh.it, so he rose and, pat-

ting his fineeis as f^r as he could in the top crevice, ex-

erted all his strength and pressed downwaids.

To his great joy, the mass gave way beneath the

pxeiaare, alowly and gradaalljr.

No. eo.

But he stopped and placed the piece of pitcher in the

under crevice, so that it should not sink so far that he

should be unable to raise it again.

This precaution was one very necessary to take.

In this way, then, and with incredible patience, he

worked the blnck of stone up and down—backwards and

forwards—until he had loosened it in a surprising

degree. ,, •, • -

The services of the pitcher were then again called into

requisition, and, taking the strongest fragment he could

find, he used it like a lever, and, by^elow degrees, worked

the stone out into Ills cell.

This was a very tedious operation, but, when the stone

projected about half an inch, he seized it with his finsr^rs,

and strove to pull it towards him.

He broke his nails and bruised his fingers m tne at-

tempt, but he did not care for such minor inconveniences

as ft'.iese, and, at last, to his inexpressible gratifioR'

tiori the block of stone lay upon the floor of the ao«r

i geon.

Price Oki: Balfpennt
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CHAPTER CCCXIX.

ADBIAK WINBEBRT MAKES A FATAL BRROE, AND PICK
T0RFIN FBtJSTBATBS HIS ATTEMPT TO ESCAPE.

To Adrian Winberry thie seemed a good deal done to-

wards the aooomplishment of his purpose, and he felt in-

spired with hope aoourdingly ; but anyone l^sictng at it

as a partial escape from the prison at K*wgate, and tak-

ing into account what would have ti> be done before free-

dom was attained, would be apt to consider the dis-

placing of that stone as a Tery trifling thing indeed.

But flushed with the sucoess which had hitherto

attended upon him, the prisoner, without allowing him-

self more than a moment's rest, returned to his work
with undiminished vigour.

It was now that he felt how welcome a draught of the

water be had thrown away would have been to have
eooled his parched lips and burning throat; but heoon-
Boled himself with the thought that ere long he should

stand within the dungeon occupied by the rascally at-

torney, where, beyond doubt, he would be able to slake

his thirst with abundance of water—for, he argued, Mr.
Skinner would have had no motive to pour his away.
A large square aperture was now presented in the wall

where the stone had been taken away, and thrusting his

head and shoulders into this, Adrian, by the aid of his

sense of touch, commenced a careful exploration of it.

The flakes of mortar crumbled away beneath his flngers,

until he could again feel the crevice round another stone.

Undaunted by the awkward position he would have to

assume in order to set to work again, Adrian took up
the piece of pitcher, and resolutely picked away at the

mortar.
He had the satisfaction of finding that be made very

rapid progress, for in the middle of the wall where he

was now at work the mortar was quite moist, and con-

sequently easily removed.
Still it was a weary time, and bis arms ached insuffer-

ably before he was able to work that stone up and down
as he did the other.

But at last that time oame, and, feverishly impatient,

he loosened it in its setting.

Then the next thing was to remove the stone.

Hi- did not attempt to draw it towards him this time.

On the contrary, as he judged that stone was all that

divided him from the contiguous dungeon, the easiest

and best metuod by far would be to push it from him.

And accordingly he applied the pressure in that

direction.

At first without result, but presently he felt it gradu-

ally slipping before him.

Snoojraged, he pushed harder and harder, until, with

an ominous erash, the huge stone fell into the next

dungeon.
To writhe through the aperture was, to Adrian Win-

berry, the work of a moment, but when he did so and

regained his feet, he met with a surprise that he was

little prepared for, and he uttered a shout either of

anger or of fear.

The next moment he felt himself tightly clutched

round the throat by some one.

But in order to make things quite clear, we will just

for a moment revert to the doings.of Dick Turpin upon

that eventful night.

After all his longings for the time to pass away, the

night had come, but without bringing any relief to his

vexed spirit.

He paced up and down the narrow limits of his cell

with an impatient tread, till, tiring of the exercise, he

flung himsalf upon the rude couch which did duty for a

bed.
But though he thus sought for repose, sleep did not

come to him—indeed, he never remembered being so

very wide awake as he then was.

The silence and the darkness at last, however, had

the desired effect upon him, and towards the time when
Adrian Winberry commenced his operations, Dick fell

into a restless and uneasy slumber.

In this state he continued for a long while, until, in

fact, Adrian had dislodged his first stone.

Just then Turpin sat »^p on the bed and strove to

took about him.
(tut he could see uotlhng save the darkness and the liffht

%<0LSiJc^ »miiia iu th« wall wb«Mtfa*wicdowwas situated.

He had awoke with some faint, peculiar sound in hi«

ears, but what it was he was at a loss to think.

Now, however, all was profoundly stil'

Under the impression that hie fancy had oiisled him,
and that his awakenment was due to an awkward posi-

tion, or some such trivial circumstance, he proceeded to

lie down again.

But almost immediately he heard a faint Ecratchtng
sound.
Had it not been for the irtense silence which pre-

vailed within the cell, it would have been inaudible.

Dick heard it, however, and he lay quite still and lis-

tened with the utmost intentness.
Convinced that his imagination was playing him no

trick, he gradually and quietly rose.

Then slipping off the bed, he stood upon his feet on
the fioor of the cell, and turned himself round until he
was quite sure his face was turned in the direction from
which the noise proceeded.
This much done, he crept stealthily forward, until his

further progress was arrested by the wall.

The scratching was on the other side of it, for a cer-

tainty.

Now this was a sound which Dick could not altogether
make out the cause of.

The sound seemed to come from what he had been
told was Ad»ian Winberry's cell, but that that indivi-

dual should be working his way into his cell he con-
ceived was too absurd a supposition to be indulged in

for a moment. And yet, as the reader is aware, such
was actually the case.

But then Adrian Winberry was labouring under a
mistake.
He had the idea implanted in his mind that he was

working his way into the companjf of his associate.

But he was in some way wrong in his information as

to the side of the cell upon which Mr. Skinner's abode
was situated.

And instead of getting nearer to his friend, or pro-

gressing in his escape, he was in reality labouring so

hard to get into the presence of one who had by his

actions proved himself to be his greatest enemy, and if

it had not been for whom he would, in all probability,

have completely succeeded in his nefarious undertakings.

Dick Turpin. as we say, could scarcely bring himself to

believe that the sounds he heard were produced by Adrian
VVinberry, because he was at a loss to think wh.at motive

he could have for making his way into his presence.

It seemed altogether preposterous, and yet he could

not help the idea occurring again and again to him, be-

cause he could not think what else it could be.

Puzzled and perplexed, Dick made his way to the

chair, and sat down upon it.

" I suppose," he said, " I can do nothing better than

await the progress of events. It's a very extraordinary

circumstance—very, indeed. I can't think it's Adrian

Winberry. Perhaps it ia some friend of mine, who thinks

by getting into my cell to enable me to make my escape.

I shall be sorry if such proves to be the esse, because, as

I have given my promise, I could not avail myself of

his services, and, upon the discovery being made, my
position would become worse instead of better."

This was unquestionably truo, because the authorities

would be put more upon their guard, and their prisoner

would be hemmed in with so many precautions that

ultimate escape would be a very doubtful affair indeed.

And for this reason Turpin hoped that it was no friend

of hia who was at work with the intention of effecting

his escape.
Impatiently Dick v.ttted to see what was going to

happen next. ..,.1.1.
As he sat thus waiting, he became conscious that the

cell was gradually growing lighter.

He could distinguish the walls— liis own limbs—and

the rude table upon which his meals were served.

At first he was inclined to attribute this increased

vision to the expansion of the pupils of the eyes, for he

had more than once noticed how, after a short stay in a

place that had at first seemed utterly dark, he had been

gradually able to define objoots.
, , , . v

But the lightness kept increasing, and that to suon

an extent that he was unable any longer to attWbnte it

to the cause which we have named.
Baising hit h«ad he lookad towards the gcftttaapertuiifi
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of th« oall, tiuough wbiob » tmHli gUmpM of tlie sky
oould be obtained.

TfatQ the myeter^ of the aooesaion of light waa dissi-

pated at onoe. ^
A number oi small, white, fleecy clouds were flitting

rapidly across.

Dick Turpia had not been oat upon so many noctur-

nal ezoureiona aa he bad without noting with a particu-

lar eye the various aspects of the erer-varying sky.

By the mere look, then, of these fleecy clouds, he was
able to tell with certainty that the moon was not far

distant, and that it was her silvery rays which gave
them the appearance that they wore.
This would account for his being able to Bee about

him so well as he did.

And he was destined to see even more distinctly, for

the edge of the moon now appeared at one side of the

grating.
At first it was but a mere silver thread, but as the

moon continued her rapid motion towards the west, it

increased in size, until the whole of the full rouud face

of the orb of night was visible.

When this was the case, the interior of Dick Turpin's
cell was even more brilliantly lighted up than it was
during the greatest part of the day, and every object
oould be seen with remarkable distinctness, though, as
is always the case with moonlight, sharp black shadows
were thrown.

It was just when the moon had thus attained her full

power, anp the cell was so well illuminated, that the
scratching sound became louder and loader, until it sud-
denly ceased.

It was succeeded by a oreaking,crackiag noise, and this

was caused bj Adrian's efforts to move the stone up and
down, and so loosen the mortar where he could not reach
to pick it away with bis rude yet effectual implement.

It so happened that the rays of the moon, coming as
they did in rather a slanting direction into the cell, fell

with full force and distinctness upon the very wall on
the other side of which Adrian was at work.
Such being the case, it was au easy enough matter for

Dick, who was guided by the sound, to fix bis eyes upon
the identical stone which was being displaced.

He saw it rise and fall, and move to the right side

and then to the left, with a slightly perceptible motion.
Then that ceased, and the stone began to gradually

and gradually come out of ita aetting, until it pro-

jected from the wall.

Dick Turpin knew that the jailers had told him that
wall waa all which divided him from Adrian Winberry,
and yet he fancied he must have made some mistake,
and that he was situated on the other aide of the cell.

He waa puzzled to find a motive for Adrian working
a way into his cell.

What possible object oould it serve ?

He had fancied he would make an attempt to escape,
from the daring with which he had attempted to carry
out his other schemes, and had expressed his opinion to

that effect upon more than one occasion when conversing
with hia jailers ; but then, he thought, the last place

Adrian would think of attacking would be that wall,

upon which, however, it was plain an attack was most
unquestionably being made.

For, behold, the piece of stone projects further and
farther into the cell aa the preasure from behind is

steadily applied to it.

Ere loug the mys^^ry of this nocturnal worker would
be revealed.

So, with straioing eyes, Dick watched the moving
atone, upon which the moon's rays fell with such bright-

ness that he could see every grain in it.

The stone grated and creaked as it came forward little

by little, until at length, as we have desoribeu, it fell

with a crash upon the floor of Turpin's cell, into which,

of course, Adrian waa immediately able to see.

The cry which had come from his lips was caused by
his first view of Dick's countenance.
He recognised him instantly, for Dick's face was fully

turned towards the moonbeatus.
On hia side Dick Tnrpin was not slow to recognise the

oouutenance of Adrian Winberiy, which was such a
peculiar one, and so firmly imprinted upon his memO^v,
that it Was impos-ible for him ro mi^^take it.

ic an iitstiiiit Dtek aomprshsuded, b; tbwcry and the

look of vexation and rage which overspread Adrian's
features, what had occurred.
Adrian had foroed his way in there by mistake.
"When his eyes rested upon his sinister-looking face

projecting from the hole in the wall, and clearly defined

by the light, Dick sprang to his feet, and almost imme*
diately recovering from his surprise, clutched Adrian
tightly round the throat, and with main force strove to
drag him into the cell.

But he did this easily, for Adrian Winberry, so far
from doing anything to impede hia progress, actually
assisted it.

As soon, however, as he felt his feet upon the firm floor

of the dungeon, he made a sudden stand, and with an ex-

ertion of strength which we should never have given him
credit for possessing, he released himself from Turpin's
grasp, and followed up this advantage by fixing his bony
fingers in his throat with a vice-like grip,

Dick felt the power of the compression, and knew that
unless he succeeded in releasing himself from hia adver-
sary's grasp at once, he would soon be put out of ths
power of doing ao.

A furious struggle now ensued.
Adrian Winberry was choked with rage and endowed

with thrice his ordinary strength.
The thought that he had had all his careful work for

nothing maddened him, but he resolved if his escape waa
frustrated, he would not be baulked out of his revenge.
He aaw before him—he held in his grip—the man who

had proved himself to be his most dangerous enemy, and
to whom might be entirely attributed his discovery,
condemnation, and imprisonment.

Nerved, then, with hate, he struggled fnrioaaly with
Dick.
But our hero soon recovered his coolness.

By a skilful manoeuvre he extricated himself from
his grasp.
Then throwing the whole weight of his body iato en*

blow, he bore his antagonist to the earth.
Here the struggle was renewed.
But Dick was uppermost.
And now the most uneqivocal signs were given that

the prison authoritiea had been aroased by the tumult.

CHAPTER CCCXX.

ADBIAN WINBERRY IS A0COMMODA.TSD WITH A SBT
OF JBWSLLBRY, AND FORTHWITH REUOYSD TO
STBONaSB QUARTERS.

LiaHTS gleamed along the corridor, and there waa the
trampling of many feet without.
The alarm had been given, and the varioua officials

whose duty it waa to watch during the night were has-

tening to the acene of tumult.
Dick heard them coming with no little satisfaction,

for Adrian Winberry, in his present furious state of

mind, was anything but a comfortable opponent, and he
would not care how aoon he got rid of him.
Accordingly, hearing the turnkeys approach, he raised

his voice, and called aloud to them.
He was heard, and directly afterwards a key was thrust

into the cell door, which was unlocked and thrown open.

An astonished-looking group appeared upon the thres-

hold.

What was their surprise to see two persons on the

floor of the cell, strugfjling furiously with each other.

Those turnkeys were, however, rather accustomed to

sudden surprises, and they soon recovered from this one.

Several of them, darting forward, seized hold of both

the combatants, and forcibly separated them.
It was then they received another shook, for, to their

unbounded astonishment, they found one of the com-
batants was Adrian Winberry.
Having made this discovery, they did not require to

be told how Ins had gained admission there.

One glance at the breach in the stone wall was enouja
to tell them that.

" Run for the governor," said one, "and brmg him
here at onoe."
A turnkey immediately set off upon this errand.

Wliile \m was troue, those who remained divided thei^t

•elves iato two ifroups.
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Oiifi hel'J DLk Turpiu tightly in their grasp, in order
that he should iiot make any sudden attempt at eBcape,

or rudh at bis foe.

Tli» otlier kept hold 0* Adrian Winberry for pre-

cisely the same reason.
But tlie courage and Btrength which had hitherto

sustained tliat bold bad man, seemed at this juncture
to utterly abandon him.
He had received rather rough usage during his

struggle with Diok, and he showed upon his person
several marks of it.

His head was now bowed down upon his breast, and
he looked utterly dejected.

And who can wonder at it ?

He had had the chance of escape, he had used what
might fairly be deemed euperiiuman exertions, but,
owing to one fatal error, lie had lost all, for now their
suspicions were aroused, ho would be effectually de-
barred of all further chances of accomplishing his aim.
He must resign himself to that death wiiioh he so

well deserved.
Not many minutes el qisod befcwe the turnkey who

had been dispatched to fetch the governor returned,
bringing that individual with him.
Mr. Cawthorn prided himself upo:^ his personal

promptness on all matters connected with the prison.
As he came along the turnkey had communicated to

him an outli icof the facts which had occurred, so that
t'le governor did Lot display that astonishment which
he would have done if he had entered the cell wholly
unprepared.
He set wbout questioning the turnkeys first, who do-

posed tohaving heard shouts and cries, and the scuffling
noiso wl .chaatruggle produces, and, finding the noises
to proceed from that cell, iiey entered it, when tiiey found
Dick Turpiu on the floor of the oell with Adrian Winberry
beneath hin, and that, upon turning to look how lie

came there, t!i<>y had seen the hole in the dungeon wall.
The governor w, '-.ed up to this and examined it him-

selr with 'jrc-it care and attention.
Then, turning to Turpiu, he asked him for an aooount

of- whe.t had taken nlace.
Diok complied v'ith his demand, and, as he had no

reason for keeping j ick any cirounstanoe connected
vyith the affair, he tuld all—how he had been awoke from
sleep by some slight noise—how that noise had been re-
peated—and how lie watched the wall from which it ap-
peared to come, until the stone was forced out of its
6etting,aud Adrian Wiuberry's face appeared atthe aper-
ture, when, coming to the conolusi- n that he was in the
act of endeavouring to effect an escape, he had clutched
him by the throat until the turnkeys arrived and spared
hini the necessity of doing so any longer.
To this narrative Mr. Cawthorn listened with the

most profound attention, and, upon looking round again,
he could see so many things corroborative of it that hn
could not withhold his belief.
He ordered a set of heavy fetters to be brought into

the cell, and for the smith to be called up.
While his men were absent upon this errand, Mr,

Cawthorn occupied himself with an examination of the
hole in the wall through which the prisoner had made
his way.
For this purpose he took a lantern from one of the

turnkeys, and disappeared through the aperture into the
adjoin,iug cell.

In the meantime, the other jailers, who had received
HO orders to the contrary, kept a firm hold upon Adrian
and Dick.
Upon crawliug through the opening, Mr. Cawthorn

•aw the corresponding stone lying in the next cell, with
a Ikeap of mortar near it.

|till he was at a loss to think how it had been dia-
iodsed.
He saw the fragments of the broken pitcher, but the

tncught never once occurred to him that they had been
used tor the purpose, or that, indeed, they could be of
any possible service.
But there were tlie stones, sure enough, and by the

Klf*?f *^7 presented it was quite evident tbat
ttiey had been freshly removed.

iW il "?^ the extent of the governor's disooveri&i in

l^'*?«lli°l' '*'?''
A"' probably as It was the nearest way.hi 3ta«l«a baok th»t.as,h the h^Je iiito Turi.i: ':; i ::.\

At this moment the smith arrived, carrying a Bmall
portable anvil, some rivets, and a hammer.
There was a sleepy look about his eyes, and every now

and then he yawned in such a manner that his jaw-bone
was in imminent danger of dislocation.

Behind him came a couple of turnkeys, who dragged
after them a set of fetters.

The passage of the iron links over the floor of the
corridor made a hideous noise.

In answer to the question which the smith propound«d,
as to which of the prisoners he was to oblige with a aet
of jewellery, Adrian Winberry was pointed out, eobeat
once turned his attention towards him.
But his task was easy enough.
The prisoner was quite passive in his bands, and

suffered himself to be loaded with the chains without
the least resistance.

The task of rivefing them on did not occupy much
time, :'.,nd then Adrian was quite helpless, and in a much
worse position, bo far as effecting his escape went, than
he was before, because now, as a preliminary step, he
would have to divest himself of the heavy mass of iron.

As soon as all this was done, Mr. Cawthorn directed
Adrian to be removed, specifying the dungeon to which
he was to be taken.

It was in a part of the prison even then rarely used
for the incarceration of prisoners.
At the present day it has wholly disappeared, and

scarce ever, the tradition of its existence romaiua in the
memory or the officials.

It was entirely underground, and its position may be
indior.tci.! by .~e.ying it was under what is now the
western portion of Newgate-market.
This was a remnant of tlie old prison, built some time

in the eleventh or twelfth century.
The dungeons in this part were, of course, almost

always in a state of utter darkness.
Noisome exhalations cid disgusting reptiles, ever the

accompaniments of such places, were there in plenty,
making it a most disagreeable part to sojourn in.

But to make an escape from that part of Newgate was
justly held to be impossible, from the fact of it being
underground, and from every precaution having been
taken to prevent any prisoner confined there from
making his way through the surface.

Mr. Cawthorn did not accompany the turnkeys who
led Adrian Winberry, heavily laden as he was, to this

coll, but determined to visit him after he was properly in-

stalled there. As soon as he had departed, he madea sign
to those who held Turpiu in their grasp to release hiu.
They obeyed.
Mr. Cawthorn was not and could not be blind to the

value of the service which Dick had rendered him by in-

terfering and putting a stop to what, judging by what
had been done, looked like Adrian's successful attempt
to escape from Newgate.
But it was not exactly the thing for the governor of a

prison to be on good terms with one of the prisoners,
no matter what services might have been rendered.
And yet Mr. Cawthorn did not like to go without

saying something.
" How was it," he asked, *' that you interfered in this

matter ? Why did you not join your services to his and
endeavour to effect an escape between you P"

'• For a very simple reason."
" What is it P"
" In the first place, I have pledged my word not to

make any effort to escape ; and in the second, I have
such a lioKcor and detestation of Adrian Winberry and
his crimes that I could not put myself under an obliga-

tion to him, or act in concert with him in any way."
" I see. And so you grappled with him, and held

him tightly until assistance arrived?"
"Just so."
" Well, Turpiu, I may as well confess the fact as not,

bub by acting in the manner you have to-night, yon
have rendered me a very great service, and I am not the
sort of man to forget it."

Dick bowed.
"By what I can see," he continu:d, "he seemed

to have every prospect of finishing what he
has so successfully began, and I need not
Ooncsal from yon the fact that, if uiy one SO
rr -r! -'Ij' fsbhoireil rs ho it bft4 »««»ea««
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in m»kmg iu» Mo»p», 1 aUould iu ail probability have
forfsited my situation."

•* If what I have done is any good to you," replied

Dick, " you are heartily welcome to it, but uoth ug was
done with that intention, speaking candidly."
The govenor smiled.
"Well— well," he saia, •'! daresay you don't look

upon me with Tei-y friendly eyes, but I can't help that,

you know. But you might be in prison under a worse
ffOTernor, I can tell you that."

" I hare no fault to find with you," said Dick, " and
» I said before, if what I have done is of any benefit to

you, I am glad, and you are heaitily welcome."
"Very good—very good. But there is one thing

which puzdes me."
"What is it?"
" Why did Adrian work his way to your cell, instead

of out into the passage P"
"TTbere I ooafess you puzzle me."
"Do I?"
"You do, indeed."
" Have you no idea ?"

" I could Boaroely say no to that, and speak truthfully.'

'

" Then you have some idea P"
" Yes."
" What is the opinion you have formed P for if you

will beliere me, I am quite at fault in the matter."
" I may be wrong, but still this is the view I take. Is

not Adrian Winberry'a lawyer, Mr. Skinner, confined in

one of these cells?"

"Yes."
" In the one which adjoins that P"
Dick pointed, as he asked this question, to the cell

which had up to suoh » little while ago been tenanted
by Adrian.
" Yes."
" In fact," said Dick, " as Adrian stood in his cell,

say dungeon was on one side of him, and Mr. Skinner's
on the other."

" Precisely. He was placed between you both."
"That is what I thought."
"But what of that?"
" Adrian would perhaps learn in some way the conti-

fuity of his rascally accomplice, and think that he
should have a better chance of success if he broke into
the lawyer's cell, and obtained his assistance."

" I see. And so you think that Adrian made a mis-
take somehow, and took your cell for Mr. Skinner's."
" Just so."
" And did not find out his mistake until you had him

by the throat f"
" Yes."
" Well, it may be as you say. At any rate, I cannot

help expressing my obligations to you. I shall have to

find you fresh quarters, of course, but I suppose you
will not object to that."
" Not if I am no worse lodged than lam at present."
" I will see to that."
"Would you allow me to make a suggestion P"
"Certainly, what is it?"
" It is that you should visit your other three prisoners,

Norman, Sare, and Skinner."
" I had intended to do so."
" I see you understand your duties better than I can

tell them you."
The governor bowed, and felt pleased at this compli-

ment.
"Come this way," he said. "Yon shall have the

next oell along the passage."
Dick Tarpin was led out of the dungeon by the jailers.

He could not leave it without some regret, because it

was there where he had beeu honoured with a visit from
the idol of his heart, Maud Qouldman.
He could fancy juat where she stood, and stand upon

the same spot himself, but uow he was going to be
deprived of even that slight pleasure.

Regretfully, then, Dick cast his eyes around the oell,

and took a farewell glance at it.

The next moment he stood in the passage, and
directly afterwards was installed in the next oell, and
whieh was in every resneot similar to the one which he
had just left.

^
Mr. Oawtborn aofceu apoB Diek't soffffttation, and

MMM a mm4 of tv^ pvisoa.

But be found his prisoners all safe.

Last of all he repaired to Adrian's dungeon, and had
him carefully searched, but he was unable to find upon
his person any instrument which would have assisted
him to remove the two large stones.

He quite overlooked the pieces of platter.

CHAPTER CCCXXI.

OLE iiTATTHEVr GAINS A COMPLKTE VIOTOBT OTKR
MB. WRIGGLES.

The effect of the blow which Sixteen-String Jack struck
the officer who was struggling with Claude Duval in
the little bit of a yard belonging to the " White Horae "

Inn, was instantaneous.
It was delivered with great precision.

His fist went with full force against the ofiloer's ear.

He dropped down like a shot.

They had nothing further to fear from him for some
time at least.

He was quite incapable of speech and motion.
But the three highwaymen were fully conscious that

an alarm bad been given—that, indeed, the sounds of

the little confiict they had had must have reached the
ears of the police-officers in the private bar-parlour.

It, therefore, became incumbent upon them to make
up their minds quickly as to what was the beat thing
to be done, and to lose no time in carrying their designs
into effect.

The reader may be sure they did not forget that old
Matthew had made particular mention of u door which
be informed them would take them out into White
Horse-yard.
They glanced hastily round in search of it, and, as

soon as it met their view, they made a dash in that

direction.

Not a word was said, but the action was simultaneous.
This door was situated in a high brick walL
It was looked, but the key was sticking in the look,

so, without loss .of time, they turned it round and fiung

the door open.
It was at this moment that old Matthew made his

appearance in the manner detailed at the close of a pr«-

ceding chapter.
The officers had not arrived.

Our friends were in the act of rushing through the
door, when the voice of old Matthew restrained them.
They halted and looked round.
They saw his face pale with anxiety.
" Quick—quick," he said. " Quick, for your lives,

and for my credit. Leave the door wide open just as it

is, aud come to me. Quick—quick ; all will yet be well."

Our three friends had unbounded faith in old Mat-
thew's ability and willingness to aid them, so, without
an instant's hesitation—without, iudeed, reflecting upon
the matter, they obeyed his commands to the very letter

They liastcucd to where he stood, which was just in-

side the recessi which had hitherto found them such a
secure hiding-place.

He dragged them back into it again and closed the

door—which from the yard could not be distinguished

from the rest of the wall—just in time.

Before he had time to slip the little bolt which secured

it into its sookets, the officers, with cries of rage, rushed
into the yard.
But Matthew, unfiurried by this circumstance, pro-

perly fastened the door, aud then said to our friends

—

" Remain where you are, and do not offer to stir for

your lives. I have not time to explain what I am going

to do, but you will know presently. Have faith in me
and all will be well."

Then, wheeling his arm-chair until it occupied just

the same position as it did when the officers left him,

he sank down again into it in precisely the same atti-

tude as before.

Old Matthew did not wait to hear any reply to this

speech, but hastily made his way into the parlour again,

and with all speed possible closed the canninKly con-

trived secret door.

The reader, doubtless, comprehends the m.,.iye for

his conduct, and guesses at the mtr.-- by which he
to *'nffl-! Mr. \Vi'li|gIr3 and tfr- mm.
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He calculated that upon making their way into the

yard and oatohing sigrht, first of their prostrate comrade

and then of tlie open door, they would fall into the mis-

take \jt supposing that they had made their escape

through it, and rush off in consequence.

Then, in the event of any of them returning to the

parlour they would find him composedly seated \u8t

where he had been left.
'

Old Matthew's oaloulations were oanningly made,

and the sequel proved that they were in every respect

correct.

The oflacers, and Mr. Wriggles included, fell blindly

into the trap which he had laid for them.

We will relate what took place.

Mr. Wriggles, upon hearing the shout which the

officer in the yard uttered, knew in a moment that bis

prey had been seen.

But, ere he could move, so quick were Claude Duval's

motions, he heard a struggle, which ceased aa suddenly

as it had begun.
Uttering a shout to his men, ha dashed out of the

parlour into the bar, and out of the bar into the passage

beyond it, with the intention of making bis way into

the yard from which the cry had come.
But the " White Horae " Inn was built in rather an in-

tricate manner, and for a stranger, it was no easy mat-
ter for him to find his way from one part of it to another.

Excited as Mr. Wriggles was, it is aoaroely to be
wondered if he did what any one in his cool blood would
be likely to have done—namely, missed his way to the

yard.
But altogether he did not lose a couple of minutes,

but, when important events are taking place, a couple

of minutes is a long time.

It is long etiough to decide the fate of a kingdom.
Bat Mr. Wriggles discovered his error, and made

another, and this time more successful, effort to reach

the yard.
As old Matthew had fully antioipated, the first thing

which met his gaze and the gaze of his men was the

polioe-offlcer lying at full length in the Jrard, just as he
had been struck down by Sixteen-String Jack.

Beyond a cursory glace, however, Mr. Wriggles paid

no attention to this prostrate ofifioer.

Other and more important objects occupied him.
He gave a hasty glance round the yard.

No one was visible.

There were no traces of any one.

The door which old Matthew had closed, and which
was all that separated our friends from their foes, was
perfectly invisible, and all of a piece with the wall in

which it was placed.

Perhaps a very close examination might have detected
it, but Mr. Wriggles just then was not likely to bestow
a close examination upon anything.
He saw the door leading into White Horse-yard.
He could not have helped doing so.

There was no concealment about that.

It was flung wide open upon its hinges, as far as ever
it would go.

Now the idea which immediately seised upon Mr.
Wriggles, as well as those who were with him, was one
which would have seized upon anybody.

It was that the highwaymen had got out into the
yard, struck down the officer, and then rushed through
the gate.

He could scarcely arrive at any other supposition.
Aooordingly, with a loaded pistol in one band and

his drawn sword in the other, he rushed out into White
Horse-yard.
He then had the choice o< turning either to the right

or the left in the alley.

The first would have taken him to the slums of C^re-
market and Lincoln' s-inn Fields. ' '

The other to the classic region of Drury-lane.
There was nothing to guide them either way, so he

ahonted out an hasty order for his troop to divide itself

into two portions, one to take one route, and one the

other.

He ohose himself to go in the direction of Clare-

market beoauae he thought that would be the most
Ukely,

In Scanbope>Btreet, however, he found (ffi« of the men
who had bean set to keep Watoh.

Breathless and exhausted, Mr. Wriggles stopped b«>
fore him, and asked whether he had ae^n anytaiag ot
the three highwaymen.
The man replied in the negative, and averred that

they were the only persons who had emerged from
White Horse-yard while he had been standing there,

because he had fixed his eyes upon it, and never moveif
them off once.
This was conclusive, and Mr. Wriggles was driven tor

tha conviction that the highwaymen must have turned
up towards Drury-lane.
Accordingly, without losing a moment, h« uad* his

way in that direction.

But, just as he was entering the alley, he met tho
other half of his men returning.
Upon asking them the reason, they said that they had

come to the conclusion that the highwaymen had gone'
Lincoln's-inn Fields way, because the man on guard ut

the Drury-lane end of White Horae-yard had most
solemnly declared the three highwaymen had not paued
him.
Mr. Wriggles glared like a hyena in the faoe of th^^

man who made this communication.
Then he uttered a dismal howl, and turned round two

or three times npon his heels.

But that process did not seem to have much effeot in

clearing his brains.

Somehow or other the conviction crept over him that
he had been " sold."

But how it occurred he could not for the life of him
make out.

In such a state of rage and anger that he soaroely

knew what he was about, he knocked his hat firmly on
his head and ran back to the inn yard.
His men followed at his heels in a disorderly throng.
Arrived here, Mr. Wriggles looked onoe more about

him.
But there was nothing more to see.

The officer, however, who had been knocked down,
began by this time to evince aymptoma of returning
animation.
He waa raiaed to his feet.
" Bring him in," shouted Wriggles. *' Follow mo.

:

Bring him in, I say."
Thus speaking, the irate police-officer made bia way

back into the inn.

Upon entering the private parlour, he saw old Mat-
thew, the landlord, seated in his chair just wher* he
had left him.
He never once thought he had moved.
"Haven't you found them?" aaked old Matthew,

quietly.

The question seemed to exasperate the discomfited

police-officer to the utmost degree.

He caught hold of his hat, and uttering a volley of

curses, dashed it on the ground.
His wig followed, the only difference being that this

was dashed down with even greater vehemenoe than the

hat.

Then, in the extremity of his rage, he executed a kind
of war-dance upon them, all the while pouring ont curses

with great volubility, until at length he was compelled

to atop from sheer want of breath.

In the meantime the officer was led in, and sat down
upon a chair.

One of his comrades took French leave with the brandy,

and, pouring some from a bottle on the table, forced

it down his throat.

The man gasped and coughed, and began to .show

signs of rapid recovery from his state of inaonaibiiity.

Old Matthew grew uneasy again.

He did not know how much this man might have aeen,

or how much he was in a position to tell.

Most fervently did he wish that Sixteen-String Jack

had hit him a little harder.

But he would have to abide by the course of events,

he could do no more just then but float like a atraW

upon the current.

The man was revived.

Then questioned.

At first his answers were rather oonfuaed, for bia

mind was not in a very lucid state.

All that ooulU be eliBited from tha fellow, however,

<vaa tbia
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B« had seen the three highwaymen euddenly mako
*heir appearance in the yard.

T^on one grappled with him, and while they wore

Btrnggling another came up and knocked him down.
After that he reoollocted nothing, except that be had

a remembrance of seeing three shadowy figures rush

across the yard and open the gate.

Old Matthew drew a long breath.

He waa safe.

Mr. Wriggles rubbed his bald pate with a puzzled air.

As yet he had elucidated nothing, or at all events,

nothing but what had tended to confirm his own pre-

vious ideas on the suDJeot.

He turned to old Matthew.
"Ton have had a narrow squeak this time, old follow,"

he said, "The men I wanted were here, that's clear

enough, although you 6o stoutly denied it, and they

appear to have got away, but how I can't exactly make
ont. 1 shall soon hear tidings of them, never fear."

" Mr. Wriggles."
"What?"
"I wish you would leave me in peace."
" I daresay."
" Why do you persecute me like you do ?"

" Ha ! ha !"

" You have never found anything in my house."
" Through your cleverness." i

"And never will."
" I hope so."
" Ton won't. As for these three highwaymen, if they

did oome in it was without my knowledge or contri-

vance, and if they hid themselves anywhere about the

premiMS they appear to have got off and without my
knowledge or contrivance, too, for have I not been
seated here all the time ?"

Mr. Wriggles could not deny the latter part of old

Matthew's speech, but he considered the commence-
ment of it was open to very grave doubt indeed.

However, he did not say a word about that, but
merely remarked

—

" I suppose I must give up the game this time, but
mark me, my friend, I shall keep a very sharp look-out

alfter you."
" On ! never mind ; don't trouble yourself about that,"

said Matthew.
" Oh ! it's no trouble, I assure you.

*

"Well, if you don't like to spare yourself the trouble,

I wish yon would spare me the inconvenience of your
isiti."

" I daresay. But it's easy enough—you shouldn't
find slielter for such gentry as you do."

" There you go again. You really are the most ridi-

eulouB man "
" Well—well, Matthew," saiil Mr. Wriggles, assum-

ing an off-hand air which sat with very bad grace upon
him, " we will say no more about what has happened.
I daresay they have got far enough off by this time, and
are pretty safe. I am sorry I had any suspicions of you.
Uood morning, Matthew, good morning. Follow me,
my men. We will be off, for we can do no more good here.

Come—along, come along. Good morning, Matthew."
" Good morning. But are you really off P"

"Tee."
" Won't yon have anything to drink ?"

"Hot now, thank you. We must be off, or the gen-

tlemen we want will get too far away for ue. Good
morning."
Ib another moment Mr. Wriggles had gOB9, t»kjog

kit B«n with him

CHAPTER CCCXXII.

AWt^inn OBow ariLL more couplicatso ax this
"-waiTi! hoese" inn, and our friends riND
WU.T THOtJQH MR. WRiaOLES HAS GONE AWAY
1»BT ARE IN AS MUCH DANGER AS EVER.

No sooner, however, had Mr. Wriggles passed thronuli

the doorway, after having uttered the words with whicli

the preceding chapter concluded, than old Matthew,
who had never offered to move from his arm-chair, put
his finger to the side of his nose, and per{>etrated a
series of knowing winks, although there was no one by
to perceive tbera.

<k19

3nb'Then in a low voice he muttered, as vfell

dued chuckling laugh would let him

—

'• Not so green, Mr. W., not so {.reen. Old Matthew
wasn't born yesterday, and it would require a cleverer

bit of acting than that to take him in. All right, my
boy, you are done—done brown."
As he uttered these words, old Matthew rose quietly

from his seat and crept stealthily across the parlour.

He could see into the bar, but not one of the officers

were there—or at all events none were visible.

The worthy landlord was in a fright for fear the
highwaymen should jump to the conclusion that now
the officers had left the parlour the coast waa clear, and
injudiciously make their appearance.
He was equally in dread of communicating with them,

and telling them to be sure not to move until he gave
them permission to do so, for he had more than a suspi-

cion that Mr. Wriggles had hit upon some clever scheme,
and was about to play some very deep game indeed.

But whatever it waa, we are not afraid of old Mat-
thew being equal to it.

Mr. Wriggles' sudden change of manner, from the
extreme of ungovernable rage to forced hilarity, was
carefully noted by the landlord, and he drew his own
conclusions from it.

Just at present, owing to being alive to the necessity
of being well upon his guard, he felt himself to be in a
quandary.
However, he felt the only thing he could do would be

to rely upon the discretion of our friends. He fancied
they would have too much good sense to emerge from
their hiding-place until they were told it was safe for

them to do so, especially after having such a narrow
escape as they had.
Accordingly, he stepped into the bar.

Going to the window, from which a view of the pas-

sage and the front door could be obtained, he looked
towards the street.

But there was no one about.
The police-officers certainly seemed as if they had left

the premises.
From the bar window old Matthew made his way to

the front door.

He looked up and down Drury-lane, first to the righf

and then to the left.

But there was not the least trace of any one of then
visible.

While standing on the door-step, a man loucged ap
to him and said

—

" Then you have got rid of your disagreeable visitors,

Mr. Gale ?"

Old Matthew turned round sharply, and looked keenly
and suspiciously in the faco of the man who had ad-
dressed these words to him.
He was a stranger—at least, the landlord had no re.

collection of having seen liim before.
" Yes, they have gone I fancy."
" Oh ! yes, I saw them myself."
" Oh ! did you ? Which way did they go ?"
" Down Wych- street."

"Towards the Strand?"
" Yes."
" Oh ! I didn't know which way they had gone. Thoy

have put me to a great deal of trouble, and I am glad
enough to get rid of them."

" I daresay you are," said the man, with a knowing
wink ;

" they didn't find who they wanted, did they i"
"No."
" You're a clever one, yon are. I shall come to you

when I am in trouble."
" Oh ! shall you ?"

'• Yes, I know you will be able to hiie me from the

grabs safe enough."
" Don't you place too much confiderscpi in me, my

friend ; but I must go in and put my ho«ie;i to rights,

for they have upset everything."
" I don't s'pose they are very particular aboat what

they do, eh ?"
" Not vory."
" Well, I'll just come in and wot my whistle." ^

Old Matthew would much have preferred his room
to his company, but he could not tell him so without
exciting Lis suspicion, and that was a thicg to be mo»i
•peoially avoided.
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8e ha aald nofc » word, but walked ia doors mtix the

tnan olo«e at his h«els.

It is almost unneoesaary to say that old Matthew bus-

peoted this man to be some agent of Wriggles,
But still he was not sure.

Matthew walked into the bar, and the man stood just

at the little window through which the different liquors

were served.
" I'll have a ' eo ' of gin," he said.

A small quantity of gin was put into a measuro and
handed to him.
The man seemed muoh inolined to stand and b« talk-

ative,

Leaaing his bands upon the window-ledge, he looked

at the door oommunioating with the parlour, which had
been battered down by the police.

"They have been knocking the place about, I see,"

he said. " Now, do you want anybody to help you put
your hoaae in order, because, if you do, I'm your man ?

I have got no work to do to-day. aud I'm a capital car-

penter."
"No," said old Matthew. "I have a man that I

always employ to do any jobs about the house."

As he spoke, Matthew fidgeted about the bar, and
went into the parlour and came out acrain, but all to no
purpose, there stood the man as provoking as possible,

as though he did not intend to go for some time yet.

Old Matthew went out of the bar, and turned the key
in the lock.

He directed his steps towards the back door.

While he was in sight of the man he sauntsred along,

bnt as soon as he felt sure he could not see him, he ran
with great quickness across the yard to the bar- window
looking out into it.

He got close to this and peeped in, allowing the
smallest portion possible of hia head to be seen.

He was well rewarded for his trouble.

The man who had drank the glass of gin gave a stealthy
glance around him. and, seeing nothing, imagined the

coast to be clear.

In a moment, then, and with the exertion of an agility

really remarkable, the man raised himself on to the
window-ledge.
Then he carefully and quickly lowered himself till

he stood inside the bar.

Here, however, he did not hesitato, for doubtless he
was aware of the necessity there was for being quick
in his move nonta.

He glanced quickly round him, as though in search
of some place of oonoealment.
He espied, just under the counter we have so often

mentioned, a small cupboard.
The key was sticking in the lock.

He turned it, and opened the door.

The interior seemed to afford him satisfaction, and in

muoh less time than it takes us to write it, he was in-

side the cupboard.
Then he pulled the door close after him, though, of

ooTirae, he was unable to look it.

Convinced that he had no more to see, old Matthew
withdrew from his position at the window looking into

the yard.

His suspicions were now fully realized,

He was sure beyond all doubt, that this man was n

ajfiy employed by Mr. Wriggles to watch for the spot

where the highwaymen were concealed.

Matthew could not divest himself of the idea that
there was at least one police-ofl&oer concealed, either in

the bar itself or else somewhere close at hand.
He had still a very difficult part to play.

The officers were by ao means foiled yet.

The most important and noceaaary thing for liim to
t-o was to give warning to the aighvfaymen, and let

them know what was taking place.

But how to do this was the difficulty.

Suddenly oldMatthewthoughtofcominnnical.in'.' with
them through the secret door which opened into the yard
When the thought occurred to him, he was qnit,(; at a

loss to think how it was it had not crossed his mini
before.

However, there was plenty of time yet for it to be
acted noon.

I.Ta\,r,Qew stepped across the yard, and %a a precau-
«>aary mAaevM, isoursd the d6or.

Having done this, b« looked about blm, bat be ounld
not see anyone.
Going then, to the secret door, the exact position ot

whioh was well known to him- he knocked upon it in

a significant manner.
Then he said, in a low voice, and yet he spoke in a

tone loud enough to reach the ears of those for whom
it was intended—

" It is I—Matthew. Open the door a little way. but
silently. Make oo noise. I have something important
to say to yon."
"What is it?"
" There is danger."
The words were uttered with great rapidity.

He put his mouth close to the crevice of the door as
he spoke.
He was heard.
Tom King, as silently as he possibly could, withdrew

the little bolt, and opened the doo.v to the extent of

about half-an-inch.

Conversation was now an easy matter.

"What is it, Matthew?" asked Tom King: "did
you say there was danger P"
"Yes."
"Imminent?"
"Very."
" What next?"
" Listen to me."
" We are all attention."
" You have not moved P"
" No."
" Nor attempted to get outP"
" No."
"That's fortunate."
" You give quite a sigh of relief."
" And well I might."
" Why ?"
" Old Wriggles has gone."
" We heard him."
" I mean he has pretended to go."
'Oh!"
" Aud he is in hopes of catching us. Bat patienos.

You keep still where you are, and leave the rest to m«.
I'll be a match for him, I'll warrant."
"And so will I. We are much beholdep to yon,

Matthew."
" Oh ! don't mention it."
" We won't move."
" No, pray don't, until I coma to the door and give

you permission, or yon will spoil all."
" But you won't keep as in here longer than k ne-

cessary ?"

"Not a moment."
" That's all right, then."
" Now I'm off. 1 here's a man concealed in the bar.*
" The devil there is. Do you think he can hear us ?"

"No"
"I breathe again. What are you going to do with

him? How shall you manage?"
" Leave that to me."
" I can do that safely, I know."
" If I dont' give him pepper, and make him wish h©

had never seen the ' White Horse ' in his life, call me a
Dutchman."
With these words, which perhaps the vanity of the

landlord was not free from thinkiiju were very appro-
priate ones to close a conversation witli, he closed the
door, and diieotly afterwards had the satisfaction o<
I oaring the little holt shot into its socket.

With great deliberation Matthew crossed the yard.
" Now for the gentlemen in the cupboard. It "^vill

do me good, that will. It almost makes my eyes watei'

when I think of it."

What excellent plan it was which old Matthew hao
devised for the discomfiture of the spy, we shall verw
quickly see.

Having crossed the yard, he entered the house bvfche
legitimate back door.

Rut he did not go direct to the bar.

On the contrary, after having given oneglanos tc scG

that all was right, he prof^eded a few paces along- a.

passage, until he came to a flight ©f stairs leading to
some Underground re?ion.

It (vat to the kitcbMk,
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[judge HOLLYOAK's interview with dick TURPIN.]

Entering tlio place, which was in a state of semi-datk-
ness, he directed his steps to the fireplace in search of
BOmethinp.
What it was coald not be seen at first, but presently

he lifted off the coaln a kettle.
It was a large kettle.

From the careful way in which lie had handled it, and
from the fact of his carrying it at arm's length, one
minht easily come to the conclusion that it was full of
boiling water.
And such, indeed, was the case, and when the worthy

landlord emerged into tlie passage, whore it was some-
what lighter, clouds of vupour could bo seen issuing'
from the spout and from tlie lid, which kept fluttering
up and down.

In this place oil Matthew's face could be caught a
glimpse of, and its expression noted.
His eyes were twinkling, and very bright.
His mouth was distorted into a grin.
Altogether, any one looking at him would have como
Mo. 61.—Black Bes*.

to the conclusion that ho meditated some very capital

practical joke, or, at all events, that he was bent upon
mischief of some sort.

So he was, and, not only that, he meant to have a
little revenge as well.

Crossing the passage, he paused a moment at the bar-
door while he unlocked it.

Then entering, he put the kettle of hot water down on
the counter, at the same time muttering in a half-audible
tone, some disrespectful remarks about IMr. Wriggles.

CHAPTER CCCXXIir.
OLD MATTHEW HAS HIS REVENGE UPON THE SPT

CONCEALED IN THE CUPBOARD.
If the unfortunate spy who had so cleverly concealed
himself in the cupboard had liad the least idea of, what
kind offate was awaiting him, he would not have stopped
there, screwed up into a most nncomfortable position, a
moment longer, but, riskiug all, he would have made a

No, 61. f*aioi« One Halbtrxk*
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elesr tK)un<I out, and prot as far away from tho " W'liito Matthew, however, as scon as tho ooantcr w3g olcssseiif

Kors9"ap be conid, m the smallest possible space of tlviie. I
seemed as though lie was aUoui to rp\'ive the use of it,fc7

•Bvit, alas! the spy was in otter ignorauce of the dooDi»-\tje :ook down a corkscrew which haijg on a hcc>., and, Li-

rrhich was impending over him, and, so far from feeiir ^ ^serting the point into the cork, proceeded to -Jraw it ju-st

say pi'esentiment or^dread, he was fclicitatuig hinu off j
as Ji.9.would ont of a bottle,

upon the great sucecsas whie'i bacj attended his ch.t-ci

... noDuvre.

He was sv-b, he thought, aaJ, frem h-a canital pla/ie of

concealment, all he had got to do was to watoli all that

was done, and taka notico when the highwayman appeared

and were well oflf their guard.

The instructions piveu aim by Mr, Wrigglea—for that

individual was firmly oi opinion that the highwaymen
were concealed somewhere about the premises—were to

keep strict wa-ih, and. when the favourable opportunity

arrived, to blow a whistle enrill'' "^hich he carried ai^out

him.
Mr. Wriggles and his men wonid take care to be some-

where close at hand, so that they could hear the signal as

Boon as it was given.

This was a very excellent plan, and great eredit is due to

Mr. Wriggles for having so promptly devised it.

One thing only was necsssaij to its success, and that

was that the spy should hide himself somewhere and not

be seen.

Now the spy was quite conSdent he had dons this,

although much easier than he could have hoped for.

But as we are aware, old Matthew peepe*?. through the

window and saw bin}.

Such was precisely the aspect which affairs presented

upon that very meiaorable day, or rather evening, for

night was fast closing in.

" Hullo !

" said old Matthew, as he put doivn the

kettle on the bar counter in the manner we have recorded.
" I wonder where the chap is that had the go of gin. Oh

!

here's his glass, so I suppose he has gone. Confound him,
if he had stayed I would have set him on at this door, for

the sooner I get it mended the better I shall bo pleased."

The spy was almost ready to groan v/hen he heard the

.andlord utter these words, and he fervently wished he
had stopped a little longer, for, of course, while employed
in the capacity mentioned, he would have a much better

fihauce of performing his mission.

But still, he tried to make himself Gontent, and over and
over again congratulated himself that Matthew had no
suspicion of him, and that least of all h« had an idea be
was concealed in the cupboard.
By accidest, apparently, Matthew managed to kick

igainst tke cupboard door, which_ was a little way ajar,

and then in the most natural way in the world he muttered
Bcmething about the door being unlocked.

At the same moment he stooped down, and pressing

tho door, shut it, and turned the key in the look.

The spy was fast.

Old Matthew's face beamed all over with satisfaction.

As for the man in tho clipboard, he could in no way
interfere with what Matthew had done, though he
mentally uttered some very diabolical curses upon his

head.
St-'''i he was impressed with the idea that his pj^sence

was ^uito unsuspected.
We have all seen a cat plsy with a mouse b&fo?o

destroying it, and we suppose it was some such feeling

which promptfid old Matthew to dally vrith the officer

when he might have done what he wanted to do at once.

Time was precious, however.
The top of tho little cunboard formed a part of thp bar

counter.
Old Matthew moven nside the different articles upon it,

and then, just in the centre r.f the top of the cupbv^a^d was
a round hole about three quarters of an inch in diameter,
into which a cork had been very tightly fitted like a plug,
and the top cut off so as to be on a level with the rest of

the counter.

This hole had beta stopped up in the manner GC2cri»sd
oecause there was now no longer any use for it.

But, previous to some alterations tliat had been ^aae,
this hole was used to carry off whatever quantity of liqror
was spilt, and for this purpose a pitcher was placed in the
cupboard immediately undet the hole, eo as to receive j^JI

thp-t ran through

,

But now another place naa oeen made, and a pipb was
iwtjsiied to it, which was a very great improvement, and
fcasft mosa oonveiuenfr and clear than the old method.

This he did without much trouble, althcusja it had
been lixed in its pre-»,nt position for a ven/ long time.
A« GOon as the cork was out of tho "hole, Lo took »

%nuel, or tundish, and put the end of it in.

What the spy thought of all this ie hard bo @ay.
-5e was a prisoner.

OoubtlcsE he heard old Matthew at work above hiia,
though he would not bo able to conjecture what h« waa
about, nor, doubtless, would the ray of light which
streamed throu^jh tho hole above tend to enlighten him
in any way.
He certainly did not anticipate the horrible fate of which

he was soon to be mads a victim,

_
It must be understood that the cupboard was of very

limited dimensions.
The l-ottom of it was on the floor, and tie height to tho

top about four feet.

It had no shelf dividing it—the inside was quit©
empty.
As for the width and depth of it, those dimensions just

allowed tlie spy to squeeze himself into it, though in a
very huddlcd-up fiishion.

From this it will be seen that he occupied nearly the
whole of the interior of the cupboard.
Old Matthew's plan must now be manifest, or, at all

events, guessed at.

Having fixed the tundish into the hole in the counter,
just as he would have fixed it into the neck of a bottle ha
wanted to fill, he raised the kettle of boiling water, an(?

poured it into tho vessel as fast as ho could.

Of course, the result of this was the scalding fluid raa
in a heavy and continuous stream on to the officer.

A horrible howl, which echoed and re-echoed through
the building, wss the result.

Then tho ofiicer commenced a violent straggle to releaso

Lims(Sf.

No flesh and blood could stind sucb treatment as tha*
Old Matthew, however, took no notice.

With the utmost composure he continued emptying tli«

boiling water out of tho kettle.

When full, it held about a gallon, and it was little shorl

of that quantity which tho landlord emptied upon th'

spy.

It must have been drt'cdful to have received it. jn tht

position he occupied, he must have been scalded from head
to foot.

The officer made a terrible clamour.
He yelled, and shrieked, and struggled, and fought.

But all to no purpose.
Old Matthew had him secure.

Then the spy, maddened with pain, put the whistle to

his lips, which he had all the time held conveniently in

his grasp, and, concentrating all his energies into one
blast, he blew it with such shrillness that old Matthew
was fain to drop the kettle and stop his ears with bia

hands.
Having done thi3, the spy commenced afresh hia

efforts to releaso himself from his uncomfortable situa-

tio:i.

But tho signal had been heard.

Mr, Wriggles and his men, who were lying in wait close

at hand, as soon as the shrill, piercing sound reached
their ears, felt confident that the trick had succeeded, and
that the highwaymen were at last as good as in theii

power, so they rushed pell mell into the bar.

They arrived just in time to hear some furious yells,

which came with full force of bodily anguish from the

hps of the spy, and to see the cupboard shaken visibly.

Old Matthew assnaied a look of the utmost sui-priso,

«;irk)sity, and dismay.
'Bi^ore Mr. Wrigglcc could do more than glare about

liim—at any rate, before he could utter a wordj there v/aa

a terrible crash.

The cupboard door was dashed open.
Out rolled th3 spy.

>" Murder," he shouted. "Oh! murder! Fire! The
devil! Oh!—oh!—oh! Murder! Fire!"
" A man—a man," cried old Matthew, acting aa. thoash

he knew uothing. " Voa have arrived juat in tis^ Mr.
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Wri^^les. Seise him. Seize tliat man. "^ike Litn into

eostody. He is a thief, doubtless, and has concealed Licci-

«elf on my premises, intendiug to rob me. But, forte-

nately, an accident has discovered liim. Take him ir.to

custody, Mr. "^Vrlgglo?—^ako him into custody. T ^iva
hirn in cbarg-e."

"Murder," roared the spy. " Oh ! murder. I'rs bsiiu''

dercd. 1 have been murdered with boiling oil. Ob [

mcrder. The devil."

NoTv, Mr. Wrigifles could tell to a. trifle jsst' wn^t had
iaken place, but, neverthelesa, ho sai<3, in hia oH-kandj
bluetena? s-^

** '^^ ist riho meaning erf all this ?
"

" Why, Mr. Wrij^gles," began iho sp5.
" Silence," said the officer, in a voioe of thu-ider.

_" I'll tell j-ou all about it," saic" uld Malthow, wctViJ^
himself up mto a state of the utmost excitement. " i'fl

state the charge. Take him into eiuitody. See thai fee

does not escape."
" Do not make such a row," aaid Wrigcrles, with a frown

which old Matthew enjoyed mightily. " Tell mo what yon
have to say."

Mr, Wriggles found himself in rather a disagreeable
predicament.
Old Matthew knew he had got him " in a hole,' as he

called it, and he determined to make the most he possibly
could of the advantage he had gained.

" It's a most fortunate thing you came in just ao you
did. I wanted to clean down my place here after your
vi?it, and see, there is the kettle I went to fetch to do it

with. When I went out I left that man drinking gin at

the bar-window, and when I came back his glass was
there, but he was gone, so I supposed he had finished his

draught and left the house. But it seems I was wrong.
In doing down the counter, some of the hot water v/ent

down that hole, and then I heard a most awful howling.
I was seared, I can tell you, when you came in, and then
the cupboard was dashed open, as you saw. I give that
man into your custody as a Bow-street ofiicer. My charge
against him is eoucealing himself on my premises with
intent to commit a robbery."
Old Matthew uttered this long speech with the utmost

volubility.

It was in vain Jlr. Wriggles and the spy strove inter-

jectionally to stop the currer.t of his eloquence. Ho would
not stay until he was compelled to do so by the eshau-sted

condition of his lungs.
" Now look here, Matthew," said Mr. Wriggles, " yoa

are a very clever fellow, and I give you credit for it. Bat
don't come it too strong."
" No, d—n it

!

" yelled the spy. " I am ail of a b'i;;tc?

from head to heel."
" Silence," said Mr. Wriggles.
" Yes, sir—oh ! yes, sir. But if you had only bfiCtH ia

that infernal cubpoard, and had a gallon of boiling water
poured on to you like I liavc, you wculd not take it so

d—d easy. Oh ! curses."

A fresh accession of intolei-able pain brought a volley of
most horrible imprecations from his lips.

" Silence," said Mr. Wriggles agaia.
The discomfited spy'.s curses subsided into groans.

"Now, Matthew," continued Mr. Wriggles, addrefsl-ig

the landlord, " you have carried this game on very well, and
80 far yoii have been victorious, but you can't carrj' the
joke any further. Of course you know and I know vihat

it all amounts to. You have outwitted ma this tirco I

sent my man to keep watch, but I suppose he plnycd hie
part so clumsily thai you detected the deceplion."

Old Matthew gave one of his most knowing win'ks, and
pat his finger to tho side of his nose in a very sa^racioaa

Biar.nsr.
" You don't get the better of me very easily. Mi . nV., I

can tell yon that, I s-.ippose, however, it's no gcal Pi-7

telling you that those you'waut ara Kt here *"
" Not a bit of good."
"I thought not. lou are a mosi ne-.x-^TiaMe tsea.

Well, I tell yoa so again, and you can do as you iiko aboat
believing me. But, whether they are Lrre or whether
thpy are not, you will have to try Bome very good actema
before you catch tbr'tr-. Bo., for the preaetit, I jiapul-'

advise you to give it up.''
" T suppose we must. Bat, mark me, I esd e^ >3 n •

cure that I an; m. otncer than 1 am that yoii havo got thf
feighw&ynien hidden gomewhere on the promiaes. Do.i'fc

fltTEy it!—it's no gi5od you doing so. Now, 1 give yoa
TViruing, I will surroui J this honse in such a manner teat
tot a soul shall leave it without my knowlydge."
" You are free to do just aa you like about thst. 1

t^ould advise you, though, not to try the d!>%*) oa of

sending a man in, or ho might get into trouble."
" Yes, curse me !

" said the spy, whose hiiXta ware
really of a very serious character indoS'J j

" coiss sis, if

over I get into a cupboard again."
"I should think not, my friend,' repned Mstthevj.

" Now, Mr. Wriggles, don't let's have any iil-wiil about
this matter. You have done your best and I have done
mine, so that's all right. Let's shake bancs, end have a
<»ls«5 tojreiber."

« I d>>n't mind if I do," said Mr. TJriggles. " fo? I bfi-rt

had alra^yst enough of it this time."
" If yoa haven't, I know who has," said che spy, with

a dolorous groan. " Whatever shall I do ?
"

Mr. yiTriggies and old I^Iatthew were unfeeling enough
to laugla.

CnATTER CCCXXIV.

OLD MATTHEW ACHIEVES A COMPLETK VICTORY OVEB MR.
WiU(i<iLES, AND HOLDS A CONSULTATION WITH THE
THREE HIGHWAYMEN RESPECTING DICK TUKPIN'S
SITUATION IN NEWGATE.

It looked rather strange to see all the officers, Mr. Wriggles
included, sit down in the parlour m the very seats our
friends had occupied such a short time before, and throw-
ing off all appearance of enmity, proceed to enjoy them-
selves.

Willingly enough old Matthew covered the table with
plenty of drinkables of every description, and then he sa*

down at the table himself.

They were, now basiuess was over, the best friends

imaginable, and no one to have looked at them would have
believed that they had so lately occupied such antagonistic

positions with each other.

Such a scene as we are describing is, perhaps, one thaf

would not be met with now.
On the whole, the police regulations of 1.^6 present day

are vastly superior to those of the good old times.

The police-officers and old Matthew were now hail

fellows well met. They laughed, and talked, and smoked,
and told tales ; and in fact, enjoyed themselves, as Shaks-
peare has it, to the "top of their bent."

As for the highwaymen, cooped up as they were in the
narrow recess, they were anything but jolly and comfort-
able while the officers were enjoying themselves, and they
heai-tUy wished them at the bottom of the sea.

However, as everything must have an end, excepting a
circle, this carouse of the officers was pt length brought
to a conclusion, and they separated at length with expres-
sions of the utmost goodwill towards each other.

As soon as they were gouo—and old Matthew took cars
to see that every one went cut—he fastened up the front

door, determined for that night at least, as he had k(

company, to shut up the house.
Having done this, he, with a great deal cf roconnoiter-

ing, snd watching, and prying into out-of-the-way nooks
and corners, to make sure no one was hiding, went to the
secret door in the wall and gave our friends permission to

emerge.
They were heartily glad to do so, though they had kepf

their promise to the letter, and had not made the slighted'

attempt to coeio out. though tbey had the power of doing
80.

_

But, Laving once ^ot permission, the reader may be
sure they did not lose any time, but stepped out mto the
bar, and stretched their Hmbs with f-^f appeavanco of

great relief.
_ ^_

And certoiuly they had found it very irKsome to remain
w> long in one position without being able to move,
K-'cngh they preferred doing that to being captured.

Tbey hastened, however, to press round old Matthew
Kid congratulate him upon the auccesa he had mot with
%li tiK-ough the adventure, and expressed thsir ffratituda

I'-.v iiKt magnitp le of the service he had rendered them.
"ht-a thoy sat down—the table was cleared, the fir«

.•*-.'n.ii37saed,' fresh pipes brought in, and then they were
(knar, comfortable.

The only thing whish CMt a gloosa o'^'a' theij spirits
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was llie cir wmst.i nee oi Dick T>>rpiQ beiug a priaonor in

Newgate.
It was on^y m a confused, imparlial manner that oar

friends had beard what had taken place, so they •»cald

have old Ma tthew to tell all from beginning to end, which
be did with a very groat deal of williMgness, for he Lad
imbibed just » ufficient to make him fee! pleased at h«»Cr

inp hiraaeif talk.

Our tieiv'-s were content to laugh heartily at the g^r.p!lic

dsscripliou he gave of the agonies of the epy, and th»y

could not withhold the admiration which they felt 'ar

the worthy landlord's capital plan of serving him out.

They were all quite incliuod to think Mr. Wriggles was
defeated, and tliat they would not be troubled with him
for some time to come.
Whether they were right or not will very quickly

appear.
They were jolly enough now about him, and exulted

over his failure, for they knew he could not make another
razzia upon the inn without their having ample notice of

it, because all the doors were secured.

Their mirth waxed fast and furious.

It was Tom King who, in a manner of speakirg, recalled

them to themselves.
Ue spoke in a serious tone of voice.
" It's not just the thing for us to be here enjoying onr-

eelves as we are and never so much as giving a thought
about our absent companion !

"

" That's very true," chimed in old Malhew, his voice

becoming grave in a moment, for Dick Turpin was a
special favourite with hitn, and he would gladly have in-

curred an) amount of danger or personal inconvenience pro-

vided it was the means of doing him a service. " It's very

true we ought not to be laughing and talking about
nothing at all, like we have been, but we wight to avail

ourselves to the utmost of the favourable chance presented
to us ofhaving a little quiet conversation together. I vote
that before we separate we come to some sort of conclusion

OS to what is the best thing to be done."
" Hear, hoar ! Matthew," said the three friends in chores.

" Bravo, Matthew! we quite agree with you."
" Very good, ejutlenicn, then what do yon propose ?"
" Let us consider a little first before we make a propo-

sition," said Claude Duval.
" If I recollect right," remarked Sixlcen-Striat} Jack,

" Tom King was in the act of saying something to us when
hih speech was interrupted by the officers breaking in."

" You are quite correct," said Tom King, seriously ;
" I

was in the act of announcing my deti>nuination, and if

you will allow me, I will resume where 1 left oil'."

" Hear—hear."
" Stop a moment," said old Matthew. " I hice an

amendment to propose."
" VVhat is it ?

"

*' You will excuse me for speaking ?
"

" Oh ! of course. Let us hear wha*^ ""•' "vere going to
say."
" Well, then, gentlemen, since we had our eoMversation

this afternoon, so many things have occurred that I declare
they have quite driven all I have heard out of nay head.
Now, you must be something the same, so, in my bumble
judgment, it will be the best for all parties to make a
fresh beginning, and reconsider the matter from the com-
mencement."
" Agreed, Matthew, agreed. So we will."

The landlord complacently resumed his pipe and leant
back in his chair, prepared to pay the utmost attention to

all that might be said.
" Now we will retrace our steps," said Tom King, " but

I don't think we need go any further bnck than this. You
told us Dick was in Newgate, and all the events which
had conspired to bring him (here."
" Yes, I did."
" We may begin at that point, then."
" Very good."
" Well, then, continue.'

"As I said before," resumed old Mnfthpw, ** *8 coon aa
I heard what was o'clvjck 1 started oil to Newgau', ia

the Lopes of being able to obtain an interview with Dick,
and ask him bow he was, and see that he wanted nothing,
bat when 1 got to th'j wicket, 4be man on the lock kne*»
me, and wouldn't let me in."
" What a sham®."
•" That's what T snid, but st was no ase. I tiiad rU

manner of schemes to get admission, but they all failed.*
" It seems they keep a very good guard ".

" They do. They mean to keep him safa if they pes-
aiJdy can You see, Dick has done such a many daring,
doeporjite things in his lifetime, and the officors have nevei
been able to lay hold of him once."
" He was very lucky."
"' But, now they have got him into their clutches, the?

wou't let him go very easily, I can teU joa."
" \V^e shall see, Matthew. Do yon recollect what oon»

cJasion we came to befor« the ofhcers intprruptsMl n« ?
"

" What was it?"
" Why, that as Dick Tprniu was in Newgat*., ,v u^aai

get him out."
" Just so."

"Now, from what you have just said, I opine that v;ill

bo a very difficult matter."
" It won't be the easiest thing in the world, certainly."
" But never mind, Matthew, we dou't mind ruuuing th«

gauntlet of a little danger, jjrovided we can save a com-
rade's life by doing so, and, as for you, I know you have
the wit and the cleverness to devise some scheme which
we can carry out."
" Really, gentlemen, you flatter mo—you do, indeed,"

said old Matthew, putting his hand upon his heart, and
bowing in a deprecatory manuer.
" No—no, not a bit of it, Matthew. Yours was

capital scheme to convey a couple of files into Newgate,
when I was confined there. A capital scheme !

"

" I'll try what I can do," said old Matthew.
" One thiu^ is certain," said Tom King. " If we are to

do any good for Dick as regards effecting his freedom, wo
must establish some means of communication with him,
and in my judgment that is the first thing that ought to be
done."
" It seems very necessary."
" I think so. But how is it to be done ?

"

" It will be difficult."
" We might get hold of a turnkey who was frit^udly to

Dick, and by means of bribes win him over to our
interest. But the worst of it is, thero is no trusting
them."
" Thero is not. I should foel inclined to say no to that

proposal at once. They would lead you on, ten to one, and
at the last moment turn against you and ruin all."
" But if we discard them," said Sixteen-String Jock,

" what are we to do ?
"

" I will tell you," replied Tom King, " and that will

just bring the conversation round again to where 1 left

otf."
" What is it ?

"

" Do you remember the time I was in Newgate ?
"

" Of course."
" Well, then, didn't Dick disguise himself as a farmer,

and passing himself off as my father, pay me a visit ?
"

" He did," replied old Matthew, " though I used every
argument I could think of against it. It was all to ao
purpose, however—go he would."
" Certainly he did, and we had an interview together."
" Yes, but just think of the risk he ran in doing it, and

what a narrow escape of capture he had."
" I know all about that ; but he got off freely enough."
" By little less than a miracle."
" It doesn't matter how it was, so that he did get off."
" Well—what of it ?

"

" I shall just put it to all of yoa impartially," said Tom
King, " and ask you for your decision."

" Very good."
" Not that your decision, if it goes against me, will have

the slightest effect in turning me from what 1 intend to
do."
" That's good—Dut go on."

"This is the point. Dick Turpm having visited me
when I was a prisoner, in order to give las a chance of

making my escape, do you think I ought to allow myself
to be outdone by him ?

"

" Outdone by him ?
"

•* Yes. Certainly not—that's your reply, of course;
and if it isn't, it's mine. When I was talking to Dick
about it, I said ' I am heartily obliged to you, comrade,
and whenever I have the chance I will return the oornpli*

Q^ont.'
* Do you mean visit me in mv coll P ' Dick aaksd.
• Yes,' said 1.
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** * Tben yonll never have tho clianco.'
•" Why not ?' I asked. 'You must not be too confi-

dent. If yon have escaped hitherto, it does not foUow
tliat you always should.'
"

' I know that, Tom,' he aaid, ' but I have niaae o
determination, and I have expressed it many a time. It

is that I will never yield myself a prisoner, but tight to
the last gasp, so you see, Tom, although I am maoh
obliged to you for your ofiTcr, you will never have a chance
of returning your comoliiuent, because I shilJ never be in

Newgate alive.'

"

" I have heard Dicfc y^y nElmilar thing," said Mattuew.
" And so have L" said Claude Duval and Sixteen-

Slriug Jack.
" Bat you ece, friends," continued Tom Kiug, " that,

contrary to his expectations, he is where ha made up hie

mind he never would be."
" Tbat's true. We none of us know what we may come

to. But now, Tom, you may as well speak out at once.
I know very well what j-ou are goin^ to say."
" You can form a pretty good guess, no doubt."
"There should be no guess work about tfeo msH^r.

Come, speak up."
" Well, then, what I have firmly made up my mind to

Jo, is to go to Newgate and pay Dick a visit."
" I knew it," said old Matthew, " I knew it."
" Well, then, my friends, now that I have announced

my determination, do not try, any of you, to get up argu-
ments agaiu**-. it. If you Jo, they will have no effect

ppon me, so fin os making me change my determination
is concerned, and they might perhaps unnerve ma, for I

know to the full the dangers of my undertaking."
" I hope you do."
" I am sure I do. I have thought the matter over

thoroughly from first to last."
" I am sorry your mind is so firmly made up, and that

you are resolved not to listen to reason, for I should have
liked to have had a try at persuading you to give up the
notion, but, as it is, I suppose the best thing 1 can do is

to spare my breath."
" Quite the best thing. And now, what I want you to

particularly bear in mind is, that I am not going to return
the compliment, as I call it, just for the mere bravado of
the thing, but I shall do a great deal of good."
Old Matthew did not speak, but shook his head.
" Listen to me," said Tom King, eager that they should

be convinced by his arguments, " listen to me. You have
agreed upon the necessity of communicating with Dick,
now who could you find better qualilied to do that than
myself ? I could hear all he had to say, and bring it back
to yon. We should then be able to agree as to what must
be done."
" I am afraid the risk is too great, Tom," said Claude

Duval. " You yourself have admitted how sharp a look-
out they keep."
" I know."
"And, besides that," said Sixteen-String Jack, "you

may depend every one who pays a visit to Dick will be
very closely scrutinized indeed. Not only that, but they
will have the recollection of the trick Dick played them
wch a short time ago, and therefore they will be doubly
^m the a'.ert."

* I don't dispute that," saidTom King.

CHAPTER CCCXXV.
TOM KING KESOLVES TO DISGUISE HIMSELF IN FEMAi'.'S

APPAREL, AND TO PAY A VISIT TO DICK TURPIN IN ni.1

CELL IN NEWGATE.
•* You speak in a very confident tone, Tom," said Claude
Duval, " and from that I argue that you have got some
good scheme on hand, by which you think you will be
able to get the better of the oflfiteials of Newjrato ?

"

Tom nodded.
" In fact," added Sixteen-String J.i^kt " i j/S-oolleot j&a

•aid something about it."

" I/id I ? " said King. ** Well, then, without faricer

preface, I'll let you know in a wo>rd or two what I intend

to do."
" That's the sort," s»id old Matthew • ** I am dying to

toear it."
" Well, if yon ck^ v,-;ggost any improvement in the plan

I am going to lay before you, I shall be very glad iijceed, i

cold water on it or try to make mo ^ve it up alto-
gether."

"We won't; begin."
*• I will. In the first place, then, I intend to pay Dick

a personal visit in hil cell. Ycu quito untle/.jtand that,
don't you ?

"

" Quito."
"As rrs have every reason to believe tho otmoot

vigilance will be exercised, therefore the necessity of dis-
guise becomes immediately obviou.* You grant that,
don't you ?

"

"Oh'yas."
" That point being conceded, then, we pass on to tlie

next. In ccasauiience of the extraordinary vii^dbaca
anticipated, tb-j !jf«»uisi*> if it is to be cLfectuai, must be a
most oxcellonl cms.

"There's th^ difficulty. You will be scrutinized tco
closely for any disguise to stand it."
" Do yo,r think so ?

"

"Yes. With disguises you must bear this thing in
mind. If there is no suspicion directed towards you, well
and good, but, if people are on tlie took out, they will
penetrate your disguise and detect you."
" Just leave that part of tho question for the present,

and listen to what further I have got to say. I will

answer your objections presently."
" Go on, then."
"Assuming the difficulty of disguising myself to be

very great, we will proceed to consider v.'hat kind of dis-
guise would be least likely to be suspected."
" That is a point to be coasidercd, certainly."
" It is a very important point, indeed, and one that

requires the utmost consideration."
" Have you considered it ?

"

"Yes."
" I thought so. What disguise have you chosen P

"
" A woman's apparel."
" A ivonian's apparel ?

"

" Yes. You know I am thin and slightly made, then
my face is email, and my features small also. Altogether
I think you will find I shall make up as a woman first-

rate."
" I shouldn't wonder now," said Old Matthew, as he

surveyed the lithesome form of tho young highwayman,
which had a decidedly feminine appearance. " I congra-
tulate you upon your scheme. It's a good one, and ought
to succeed."
" I think it will sueaeed. The Newgate officials may

have their suspicions, but I fancy they will never fancy
looking for Tom Kiug, the highwayman, in the disguise of
a woman."

" No, perhaps not."
" Nov/, Claude and Jack, what do you think ?

"

" Why, a good deal better of the scheme altogether than
I have done all along."
" I am glad to hear that. And now, Matthew, I want

your assistance."
" You can have it to the full extent of my power."
" I know I can."
" What is it you want to know ?

"

" Why, can you tell me any one who would be able to
furnish me with a good disguise, or could you tell me
where I could get one."
" Well, rather."
" You can."
" Oh ! I forgot for the moment. I thought you had

already made the acquaintance of my old friend the costu-

mier.'
" No, I have not."
" But we have," said Claude and Jack. " He disguised

us when we went to hear your trial"
" Oh ! did he ?

"

" Yes, and what's more," said old Matthew Gale, " hi
disguised Turpin on the occasion when he paid a visit to

you in your celL"
" Then he is very clever in his art, that's all I can say {

for I didn't know Dick until he spoke."
"Bo is very clever. Yon see he has been connected

with die theatre all his life, and been accustomed to dr^e?

the actors for their different part<», so yon see £« has

acquired a kind of proficiency.'
" I underetand."
" Tou can safely leave the rafetter to hi»i. If any on*'
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" I ca glad to receive these assnranws, bec&iis^ it

makes my task all the lighter, and dimiuisliCB the dJSJevJ-

tiss. Now, do yoa thiiik he couU- make me np fe fesok

like a respectable female ?
"

" I have not the least doubt of it. I^ow i eomo to Ijcfe

et you I iiud your appearance ia decidedly femiaine.'

'

" So much the better, then."
" Tom, I dou't mind telling yoa I have a Tauch hotter

Opinion of your plaii than 1 have had;"
" llurrah !

"

" And upon raatura jxtasideration, I CUink tn^rec^ coaia

chances of its beinf? successful."
" I think so too," said Tom. " And now the oeIj iiias;^

I want is the approval of my comrades hero."
" Will you permit me to say a word ? " asked Sixteen-

StriHcr Jack.
" A dozen, if you wish it. My desire is to hear all you

can possibly sny upon the subject."
" Well then, I admit, of course, that'it ia nesessary, if

we are to rescue Dick Tui-pin, we must open a means ef

communicating with him, but I am sadly afraid the
ofucials at Newgate v/ill keep too sharp a look-out for us
to manage it."
" And then," said Claude Duval, " you must re-co'lect

who is the governor of Newgate. It is Mr. Cawtlicm.
He got the appointment through looking estra enarp
after his prisoners, and you may depend he will try t-o

retain it by adopting the same means, and being ou the
watch for every one who enters. You will have a good
deal of trouble in passing him undetected."

" I can't help thinking that you magnify thfi danger,
though you must not think that I do not place proper
value upon it."

" The real fact of the matter is this," said M.itthew
Gale. " We don't like to run the risk of losing yoa. and
we think the chances of our doing so are very great

—

that's it,"

" I know it is, and I feel very grateful to yon. I quite
understand it. But we must think of duty. We are
banded together, and one of the conditions of our union
is, that we mutually aid and assist each other. Now, as
for rescuing Dick, I consider it to be my especial duty to

do so."
" You must be very careful."
" Yoa may depend upon that."
" If they were to detect you, and confine you ia :: cell

aa well as Dick, we should be very awkwardly placed."
" So you would, Jack, but I will try my best to provide

against such a contingency as that. And now, Matthew,
what about this costumier ? Where shall I iiud him ?

"
*' I will find him."
" But I shall have to go to his house."
" Oh ! dear no. He lives close by, in Bow-street, nes.t

door to Covent Garden Theatre."
'' Will he come here ?

"

" \ es ; in the first place to have a look at you ; then ho
will go back to his warehouse, and return isith all the
articles necessary for disguising you."

" Capital. Why, when; I was ready, yoQ could call a
hackney-coach to the door, and I could get into it without
any one being the wiser."
"Oh ! yes ; you could do that."
" Come, I have better hopes than ever."
"But do not elate yourself too much. Iti e'j ordicsry

case I should say success was certain. Being dressed as
a female, you could keep a veil down over your face, und
that would prevent any one seemg your features vsiy dis-
tiuctly."

" Good again. But why shouldn't this case sueceeci P
"

" V»''eil, if you must know, 1 think you will be esamined
EO closely that it will be impossible for you to avoid beiag
found out." f;.5

" We must try that, and sow I propose that we separate,
Bud try to get a few horirs' repose before daylight It ie

iio good for us to lay our plane a.'iy further &ntil I have
rccn Dick, and brought back word v.hat he sajSj ead tbw.
vrs shall be able to speak decisively."
" So we shall."
" Dntil th-5n cpecrdation is upelcss,"
" There is one thing whicli I shevH vcr^ Kuch like t^-

knov.'."

What f
" Why, where Dick Turpin's mart Black
''}>oa't you know?"

! "No; do yoa?"
V ^

* Of course not, but I thocght, to bo enre, yoo woald

i
kaow trhero she waa."

I

" But I don't, and I have no more idee than yon barp.
I of^«H feel anxious when I think about it. It is to ba
hopt-4 she is-somewhero safe."
" Yes, if anything wao to happen to her, I do bcliova

Turpin would give up at once if he was to lose his mare."
" bhe is certainly a beautiful creature. If ehe was

mine, I should priae her quite as much as he doea,

'

" So should I,"
" 1 have taken oato of her many a time," eaicS t!.3 Mat-

thew, " anf' I was very fond of her."

_" I should be incUncd to think she was safe," eaid Ton>
King, after a pause.
" Why eo ?

"

"Because Dick Turyin seems to have gone into the
court deliberately. I mean, he had fully made up his

mind what he was going to do, from which wo may argue
that he had calculated all the chances of his position, and
come to the conclusion that there was at least a doubt
about his coming out again. Such, then, being, in all

grcbability, the case, he took care to bestow his mare,
lack Bess, somewhere where she could remain in perfect

security."
" That is very good reasoning," said the landlord, " and

it carries conviction along with it. I have no doubt that
it is just what Dick has done."
" Well, we shall know that when I see him," said Torn

King, " for I will take care to make some very particular

inquiries upon the subject; and when I return I will tell

you all about it."
" I hope you will."

"Do not be down-hearted, Matthew; I have faith in

the power of your friend to disguise me efficiently, and I

have faith in my own powers to keep up the character I
ghall assume."
" Well. I hope you wiU. Of course, the gi-e£t stake

you have in the case will lEsure your being caretul ; and
when you see Dick, be sure you ask him very particularly

about the promise he made to the judge."
" I will.^'

" I mean as to the precise nature of it, for upon that a
great deal will depend."
"Trust me for that. And now, as I said just now, let

us seek a little repose, for I can assure you I feel greatly

in need of it."
" I daresay you do. I am ready whenever yoa are."

"Stop a minute," said Claude Duval, "I have an
amendment to propose."
" Speak."
" In the morning we cannot tell what may happea, snd

the chances are a thousand to one against our having such
a good chance of consulting together as we have got now,
so I propose we devote a few minutes to the consideration

of a point which seems to have been entkely overlooked
or disregarded."
" What is it, Claude ? " .

." Why, this : you cannot disguise the fact that there is,

to say the least, a probability of your disguise being de-

tected and yourself made a prisoner !

"

" There certainly ia a probability, but " •"—

•

" Never mind. I know what you arc going to say. I

think, as there is a probability, we ought to take it into

our calculation, and determine what should be done in the
event of your being detained a prisoner."
" And very right, too," said old Matthew. The design

promises well, but it may fail. There can be no harm in

making up our minds as to what we should do under the
circumstances proposed."
" Certainly not, eaid Tom King, though, by the indif.

fcrent tone in which he spoke, it could be told that ho
thought it rather an unnecescnry precaution.

But it was not, as events will prove.
" I think," said Claude, " we can put it in this way. If

you do not return by a certain time, ws may come to tuG

conclusion that you are nabbed."
" How long will you give me ?

"

" Till to-morrow nisht. If you are ne« back by ^erk
«5B shall make up our minds you are » prisoner."

"'Very well."
^ Yon mpy then depend upon us, without I-sss oi timt-,

setting ab'/ut procuring your freedom, and taking thoisa

•teps which are the likelieot to answer the end liimad at."
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^^ Very goodj but I hope to sa-e you the trouble."
^ And yon can easily believe wa doa't want to tftve S./''
*'' (if course yon don t."
" Well, RentlcmeD/' said cid Matthew, as he bac<'!rs'J

Ihs ashes out of Lis pipe, " I think we have done all f^Q

ean do, and the best thing now will be to gat a good rest,

in order to be ?">ial to any fatigue which you may ba yat
to."

•* I am sure tnat will be the best," csid Tojn King.
" Then, gentlemen, as you are all so acaiiimous, be good

enough to tbllow me, a!."> I. think I CSA {•^roujigp jrou a

good night's rest."
" I don't think Mr. Wriggies will trouble us agRiii,'*

"Nor do I. You need fear nothing, hov/ever, on ihe

score of capture."
"Why not?"
"Neitber Mr. Wriggles or any ono else could get into

the house without my knowing of it plenty time enough
to bestow you in some safe spot."
" That's a comfort, certainly, and as we have all the

greatest confidence in you, wo shall go to sleep without
the slightest apprehension,"
" You can safely do so, for I can assure you yoa will

oome to no harm under my roof while I am alive."
" I quite believe that, Matthew."
" Come this way, then," said the landlord, as he pre-

ceded them up the stairs and showed them into a comfort-

able sleeping apartment.

CHAPTER CCCXXVI.
TOM tlNG 13 DETECTED IN HIS DISGUISE, AND ONCE

MOaS BECOMES THE TENANT OF A NEWGATE CELL.

The night passed away mthout the occurrence of any
event tending to disturb the three highwaymen, who
therefore slept well_ and soundly—for such was the faith

they had in the fidelity of old Slatthew, and his power to

shield them from any danger which presented itself, that
they felt not the least apprehension.
VVhen morning came the friendly landlord had a sub-

stantial meal laid for our friends in one of the upper
rooms in the house, where they would be less likely to
meet with molestation or interruption.
" I have sent for the old costumier," he said, as he

cume u\to the room after the highwaymen had dispatched
their meal.
" That's right," said Tom King. " When wiB he be

here ?
"

"He sent word bac's that he would come directly,''

replied Matthew, " so he is sure not to be long,"
" The sooner the better. What time is it novr ?

"
" Nearly nine."
" It is full early yet—I thought it was much later."

At this moment the faint tinliiling of a bell soEicwhere
in the lower regioiis oi the house reached the ears cl the
little party.
" What does that meaa ? " asked Claude.
"Oh ! it's all right. It means that the costumier has

come ; I will go down and fetch him."
Old Matthew departed, and shortly afterwards made

his appearance, bringing the old eostumier with him, who
has already been more than once or twice inti'oduced tc
the reader of this narrative.

In his usual cringing manner he made a low bow, and
desired to learn the gentleman's pleasure.
Tom King informed him how he wished to bo disguised,

and also stated what a close scrutiny he expected would
be made of it, so that he would require him to exert hia
utmost skill. i"-

The old man smiled. He Uked to have an opportxinity
of displaying the perfection to which ho had brought his
ei-t, and he was quite anxious to set about hia task.
He looked at Tom from head to foot, as though h?

would take his measuy^ with his eye, and then he said—
" My friend Mr. Gale, the landlord, infonas me f'-.at

you wish me to come here and disguise yoa ?
"

Tom nodded.
" I must go b.ick, thenj to my house, i shaa'^ bo :;q»j

sway. I will return with all the things reqaisito for iliS'

guising you. I shau't be long," -

W^ith these words on his lips the old costumier loPk 1/ tt

room.
Vfhea the door had closed behind biin, Tcna gai* •

»» i>oos he kno^ as, Matthew f
"

^ J daresay he c)o€s."
« Can he be treated H=*

"CanlP'^
" Of course you can."
''^Then I will be responstblo far him.'^''

" That's sufficient. I want no better guarav.'/*^
**

" Ke has only to go to Bow-stroet, so ho won't ?>•> '-
ir."»

minutes."
And he was not, for in much 1e?3 time than eith'Vr of

our fjiends could have believed so old and decrepit u inaa
could have gone the distance, he returned, bringing with
him a very large bundle, which was, however, of very iu-
considerable weight.
Untying this, he displayed to the gase of CTir feiesda r.a

assortment of female clothing.

His task now commenced.
It was a tedious one, but it will not taka us loiij to

describe it.

The female apparel was put on over that which T021
wore.
By skilful padding, his form was mado to assume that

of a woman's, after which a dress of very good quality, and
such as any respectable woman might not be ashamed to
wear, was put on over it.

when this was done, the transformation was pretty
complete, but as yet the old costumier had not proceeded
to the manipulations of his craft.

He first trimmed Tom's bs'i?, cutting it rather short.

Then he took a bos csistninmg some kind of wlijig

paste or enamel, and carefully smeared it all over thg
highwayman's face.

The effect of thig was to remove the deep brown tint

which the sun of France had given to it, and it also

covered from view the marks upon his chin and lip, where
the hair had been shaved off.

It made, too, a greater difference in his pei-sonal

appearance than any one would have thought.
Over his hair the costumier then placed a very neat

wig, with curls hanging down on both sides.

Then, when he had surmounted it with a hat and
feather of the kind then most in fashion, and thrown over
his shoulders a shawl, a complete change was immediately
eS'ected.

His disguise was now complete.
There was a gauze veil attached to the hat, and, when

this was drawn down over it, his features were nearly con-
cealed, and so much altered that no one could have rccog-
nised them.
Claude and Jack actually clapped their hands with

delight when they beheld the metnmorphosis, and they
had now but little doubt that Tom King would be success-
ful in his perilous enterprise.

" I have done all that I can do," said the costumier,
deferentially. "The rest will now remain with you.
Mind you do not forget the part you are playing. In
order for the disguise to be complete, and for it to rou^e
no suspicion, you must adopt a feminine gait as well as a
feminine voice ; and, indeed, in all respects comport your-
self us a woman would."
" I wiU try my beat," said Tom, " and I have Euflicient

ooneeit to think I shall succeed."
It was at this moment that old Matthew re-entered,

having left the room while the disguising was going on in

order to attend to his business.

Ho was reaUy astounded at the change, and when Toia
made an elaborate curtsey, aa it was then the fashion for

lemaleb to do, he was struck with admiration.

Ho had already a very high opinion of the costumier's
skill, but he considered this to be his masterpiece.
Tom's slim figure was just suited to the character ha

had assumed.
" Then you think 1 shall do, Matthev/ ?

*'

" I do. It all rests with yourself now, I fancy. I shall

let you go with i^^^t^ less reluctancs than i ebould ha'ja

" And I have evarv confidence mysolf. But it is timo
r started."

'' I will send for a hackney-ooaoh."
"Do, at once."
Old Matthew loft the room for this purpose, and then

Tom bade his two friends adieu, and they repeated their

instructions to each other.

This done, Tom gave the coatumior a liboral roJ^'m*

pcuse for his trouble.
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Tlicro was a stand for hackney carriages close to tlie

thoatre, so that one was quickly at the door.
Tom King descended the stairs. >

He bade the worthy landlord farewell, and thanked
him for the trouble he had taken, and then entered the
hackney coach.
The coachiiiaa was then directed to drive to Newgate.
Off went the cumbersome, but really comfortable,

vehicle at a speed of quite four miles an hour.
Tom King did not much note the length of time it

took him to reach his destination.
His thoughts were busily occupied in speculating

upon what he should say and do, and what would be
the result of his perilous errand.

It must not for a moment be thought that Tom King
was blind to the danger into which he was about to run.

He had thought the matter over, and weighed every
circumstance of the occurrence of which there was the
least probability, most carefully in liis mind.
But ha had confidence in his own powers and his own

address to free him from any dangerous combination
of events.

At length the carriage drew up before that door of

Newgat3 by which visitors are admitted.
The driver got down off his seat, and, opeuiug the

door, assisted iiia fare to alight.

"Shall I wait, miss ?" ha a3koJ.
" Yes. I sliall not be iong. 1 am only going to visit

a prisoner."
" All right, miss ;

" you'll find me here a waiting for
you."

Not, forg'sLting that he wa? now a female and not a
male, Tom crossed the pavemMit, and, ascending the
sfc:-ps, knocked timidly at the door of Newgate.
How strange it seemed that he, above ail other men,

should voluntarily have come to aach a place.
Bat, in the cxuso of friendship, much has been done

and many perils incurred.
A bold heart, in the ordinary acceptitiou of the term,

might woU have shrunk from going so far as to do what
Tom did.

The last time he passed from beneath those walls was
ia tlie hangman's cart, sitting on the cofHu intended for
the rec3ption of his own body, and on his way to Tyburn.
Yet here he was again. His life still liable to the law.
The first timid summons which Tom gave was dis-

regarded, so ho repeated it, anc^. this time a little louder
than before.

The little panel in tlio door was dashed aside, and a
man's face appeared boliind the bars.

" Wliat do you want? " li' growled, for, though Mr.
Cawthorn had boon suc3essful in making the jailers and
turnkeys partially polite, yet, when tl)ey had a chance,
they always snubbed tlioso who applied for admission,
that is, provided the governor was not at hand to hear
them.
We ought to state hero that tho day of the week upon

which Tom thus stood cb the door of Newgate was
Saturday.

Ttie day, indeed, after the events we have list des-
cribed as happening to Dick Turpin.

It Will bo romjmbored that it was on the Fridav night
when A<lrian Winborry had made his abortive effort to
escape, and that Dick's cell had been changed.

" What do you want?" growled tho turnkey.
" To see a prisoner."
"Who?"
"One who calls himself Richard Turpiu."
"Eh?''

^

" Yes."
" Where's your order?"
" I have none."
" Can't see him, then. '

Bang shut wont Iha wicket,
Tom'a heart sunk.
This was an obataclo ho had not calculated upon,

thought 'i3 should be able to obtain an interviewHo „ .... intervi
witu tlie pn-.c.ner without going through the formality
of presenting an order.
How was ho to got one ?

What magistrate would listen to his application ?
Ha knockol again.
He felt that was the only ehauoe he had, and

determined to persevere.

The knock this time was oboved with the utmost
promptness.
The same face presented itself at the grated njierture.
But so changed was it that Tom almost failed to

recognise it.

He was at a loss to account for it.

There was, however, no less an alteration in his
words and manner than there was in his looks.
"Oh! it's you again, miss, is it ? I am very sorry,

but if you haven't an order, you can't see the prisoner."
Tliis speech astonished Tom.
But he soon arrived at the mystery, for ho heard a

voice say, in an authoritative tone of voice :

" What's that, Wilks t"

"If you please, sir, it's a female."
" What does she want ?"

" She wants to see Dick Turpin, sir, but she hasn't'
got no order."

U'he grating had not been closed, so, standing close
by as be did, Tom could hear every word of thia little

dialogue.

The person with the authoritative tone of voice was
no other than Mr. Cawthorn, who had just made his ap-
pearance in the vestibule, and it was in consequence of

this that tho remarkable change took place in tho
demeanour of the man on the lock, as we have described.
When the governor heard Wilka say that it «as a

ho sought admittance to Dick Turpiu, he
thought it just possible that it might be one of the two
ladies who liad visited him on a former occasion, so he
had the door opened, and gave instructions for tho
visitor to be admitted into the lobby.
Tom felt his heart beat strangely, and a tremor to

seize upon all his limbs as the door was flung open, and
he had nothing more to do than to lift up his foot and
cross the threshold of the prison.
But without a percei tible hesitation, he obeyed the

man on the lock and entered.
The moment ho did so, Tom found himself confronted

by the governor of Newgate, who he immediately recog-

nised, because he had seen plenty of Mr. Cawthorn
during his recent incarceration.
A glance assured the governor that the female wlio

now stood before him was not either of those he had
seen upon a former occasion.

Still his manners underwent no great alteration.

Ill a tone of great politeness he repeated the question
which Wilks had asked.
Of course, Tom made the same reply.
Tlie governor sJiook his head.
"You must be aware," he said, "that no one ia

allowed to visit the prisoner without a special order."
" Have not you any discretion in the matter ?" asked

Tom, who performed the part ho bad assumed with
great perfection. "I thought the governor of Newgate
would ailo',7 visitors to enter. I have only just come to

London, and I am a stranger hero."

Mr. Cawtliorn rubbed his hands together in a dis-

agreeable fashion.

There waa an expression about his face which Tom
by no means liked.

' Ha ! yea. The governor haa a discretion in these
affairs."

" I thought so," said Tom ;
" and the thanks of a

poor woman will be your due if you will be kind enough
to allow me a few minutes' speech with the prisoner
upon family matters." /

" Ahem—yes. Juhnson,"
"Yes, sir."
" Show thia lady to Turpin's cell."

CHAPTER CCCXXVII.
TOM king's interview WITH DICK TURPIN IN THE

.5^, NEWGATE CELL, AND ITS RESULTS.

Beyond a doubt the governor of Newgate had some
reason for thus granting the visitor's request, and wliat
that motive was will verj quickly be made apparent.
For a moment Tom felt a sickly aeusation creep over

his heart,

But he banished the feeling quickly.
It might be the success which had attended his en-

deavours made him suspicions that all was not well.

M, anyrp>/> y^^t a «^i:°9«utiment of coming danger.
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He ihoujTht, however, ttat it migbt be the walls of the

won which cast this shadow over his soUi=

Johnson, whom the governor had addressed, was one of

ie tarnkevs who were lounging about, and, in obedience

,o the instruotioHB of bis superior, be led the way down a

.orridor in the direction ofTurpin's cell.

As soon as Tom had disappeared, Mr. Cawthorn, with

m expression which it would be hard to define, hastily

left the vestibule by a different door.

He made his way through several passages, and then

np a flight or steps leading to a corridor, from which
§evpral doors opened.
Here he paused a moment as if for reflection.

Then he went forward several paces and stopped

before one of the doors to which we have alluded.

By his actions he seemed to wish to pass through one
of them for some particular reason, but was undecided
as to which would best answer his purpose.

After a brief calculation, he opened one of the doors,

wd passing through \t, closed it quickly behiocl him.
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For the present, however, we must not describe ttoy

more of the cunning governor's proceedings, but turn to

Tom King and relate what befel him.

He walked along the corridors, then, along with

Johnson, the jailer, atill taking the utmost pains to kee^

up his character, and not to do anythicg anomalous to it.

In good time the door of the cell in which Turpia was

confined was reached.

The t)onderou3 fastenings were one by one removed,

and ficElly the door itself turned slowly back upon its

hinges with a disagreeable grating sound.
*' A visitor," said the turnkey, grufSy, as he stood aside

and allowed Tom to pass him.
The latter took care to do so without betrpving pny

undue haste.

The cell was light, especially in comparison to tn«

passage they had been traversing, and Tom's eyes ha4

.become accustomed to the gloom to a considerable extent,

which enabled him to see every object in hia companioas'

dungeon with perfect ease.

PraoB One H.\LFPi£Nire.
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VTiien Turpin hearJ tLe jailer nroaonnce the words, ' a

mitor," a Tild hope spraufy np in bis breaat that Mand
iJouldmas, with whom hie tlionghts had been busily occu-
pied for some hoars past, had come again to see him.
And thia supposition was increased when he heard the

nistle of female (rarrnonts, which came quite plainly ta
Lis ears, for Torn was attired in a black silk dress.

On his side, Tom King was fearful that Dick would re-

cognise him, and betray him by a sudden ojaculatioa. eo

"e held back, and kept the veil down over his face.

The turnkey clawed the door, but did not fasten it.

Strictly he should have rciaaii^ed in the cell, and heard
ftU that passefl between the prisoner and his visitor, but
tl-en, if he had done that, he would only have done bis

unty, whereas by going outside he vras almos'; sure f
'

havijig a fee of some kind.

Dick did not spj^k, but remai oed wifh his he&H b 21
down waiting to l-i sJdressed, fo • the illusion ha4 qoI yet
been dispelled.

Indeed, he had scarcely raised his eyes to l(K>k .Vv Ui«s

form of his visitant.

Tom was struck with purprise.

Could the humble deferential-looking being- sta'^ding

before him be his old comrade in many a desperate high-
way exploit ?

"Surely no," he thought. "There la some mistake.
Thia cannot be Dick, or else he is changed indeed."
And yet a second glance at the outlines of his form

showed him that he had made no mistake, eo he was
forced to adopt the latter supposition.
But Tom could not bear this state of things, so in a

whisper he spoke.
He was astunished, however, at the distinctness with

which the faint sounds came to his ears, and, looking up,
{•e eaw_ that the top of the cell was cii-cular in shape,
rising, in. fact, into a kind of a dome, and i"^ attributed it

to that.
" Dick," ho said, " Dif^'^^—don't start—don't speak. Do

<• 'u know my voice ?
"

It is true these words wore uttered in the faintest pos-
sible tones, but Dick recognised thsm, as was plaioiy

^<^ilenced by the start he gave.
" Good heavens !

" he cried aloud, in spite cf Tom's
injunction. " It cannot bs you, and in this guise—imp^s-
fiible!"
" Hush, Dicfe, do not sso&k so load. I am here zmdiit

jeril of my life."
" Forgive me, I will bo ^11 caution nov7. My surprise

is over. Give me your hand, Tom. I am pleased to hold
it once more in my grasp."
" lliat's something like yourself, Dick. Why, when T

came in I am sure I did not know you. You stood there
quite humbled and cast down. ^Vhatever is the meaning
of this?"
Dick smiled in a sickly sort of fashion as he said

—

"Sit down, Tom, my friend, and listen to what I hav«»

got to tell you. I have a long history, and one that will

much surprise you."
" Be quick and tell rne, then, but don't be any longer

than you can help, for I suppose they will send oie oway
presently, and I have much to say to you myself."
" No doubt, Tom. When did y<jQ letarii to England ?

"

" Only a few day.j ago."
" And Claude and Jack P"
" They came with me."
'" Brave hearts .' I wish I wae ^rlth triem osce ic^Miu"

"And so you elian be Gfefore loisg. Keep iour
ppirita up. But I don't wonder at your getting gloomy
iu this place; it gave me the horrors, I can tell yon.
But come, let ua hear what you have to say."

In compliance with this request, Dick gave his old

comrade a brief account of all that had happened to

him since their parting at the moiitli of the cavern in

Scotland. With all this the reader is acquainted, so it

is needless for us to repeat it here.

There was only one tiling that Dick omitted, and that
was to declare his passion for M.iud Gouidman.
Of course he had to niako mention of her, and he also

set Tom's mind at ease about Black Bess by telling hjm
flhere she whs.
lo all Tom listened with the utmost attention.

|

The thing:, which had liitherto looked so strange were
cow clear enough, and Turpin's behaviour whs no longer
feny uiyttejy to hiw) any more than it is to ihe reader.

in return Tom raiated the adventures c4" himsftlf aai
his two comrades by sea and land, and ended with ths
statement that Claude and Jack were staying at thi
" White Horse," whither he was about to return.
" And now, Dick," he said, " the httle time we hare left

to be with each other must be devoted to the consideration
of our future proceedin^q. Whtvt about this promise yoo
have made ?

"

" It simply amounts to thi^. I hrwo p.^.<ed my word
that I will not make aay attempt to escape irom this place
antil I learn from the judge who showed himself so
friendly disposed towards me that the effort* ho is making
to procure my liberation ara ineffectual."
" And do you believe he is taking any steps ?

"

" I am sure of it, by what Blanche Winberrv and Maud
O'mldman told me when they paid me a visit.'''

Well, Dick, this is really a'oout the most wonderful and
rot.i; *AC series of events that I can remember. But- to
""'

-'^3, If the judge tells you he haa eccceeded, what
shall vou do?"
" Vthy, then all will be well."
" Perhaps. But if he fails ?

"

" Then 1 shaH be released from my prosnise, and I shall

at once set about making my escape."
^ " Then that's what I want to talk about, and just let ui«»

give you a word of advice. Don't let the judge keep you
dallying too long, or else yoa will let the chance of escape
pass by."
" Do not fear."
" 1 do fear. Judges are OEr enGmies, and I should

never think of trusting one so far as you have. Was I in

your place, I should cast my promise to the winds. Yoa
have friends without the prison who are ready and willing

to render you valuable aid, and you are much to blame ii

you neglect to avail yourself of it."
" I cannot break my word; Tom, so do not press tdc tc

doit. No ene yet has ever been able to sa/ tl.»t Dick
Turpin ever broke his word after having once given it."
" I know that."
" Then don't let this prove an exception. Bo content aa

I am to let events take their course. Ere long, I shall

doubtless have an answer from the judge, and then I shaH
be able to decide htw to act."
" But how shall I know what is his decision ?

"

"It will soon be known. I fancy it will give you little

trouble to ascertain from some of the tumkeya.*
" That can be managed ; and now, suppose the judge

tells yen he has failed.

'

" Well."
" We must decide upon vihrc we are to do. It is tru<?,

owing to my admirable dif {uise, I have succeeded in

making my way to your cell unsuspected, but .vbe secosd
time I might not be so lucky."

" I should be very sorry for you to run the risk a second
time. If you will recollect, when I came to see you, I got

into the prison all ri^ht. It was the getting out that was
the difficulty. If it had not been for the pistols I had
secreted in my pocket, and which escaped their search, I

don't know what I should have done."
" It is to be hoped I shall be luckier than you. I don'*

thiuK any suspicion is aroused at present."
" You must be careful, Tom. Mr. Cawthom is nithti*

a cunning man, and he might, perhaps, find you out."
" Never mind that. I shall have to go directly. Now,

Dick, look here, we will make this arrangeinent.^'
" Go on. I am listeainP'

"

'• Come clust.r, fur tear tl.r) turnkeys SiTould nveiiiear

us. 1 will take caro to learn the result of what the jud^e

communicates to you, and when he communicates it. On
the following night you must do your best to work your

way out, and, in the meantime, we will thiEtsc? the best

means of aiding you."
"All right."
" That is agreed between us r"
" You may consider it so."
" Very srood ; and now, Dick, don't yo:; suffer your^-i^

to be bamboozled by this jud^e, and put you off to tlis

last minute. If you must know just what 1 think, he hai

not, in uiy opinion, tlie remoteft chance of success."'

"Why not F 1 believe he is a mini of jireut influence."
" Tliat may be, but the fact of the matter is, you have

set the aiithoritios at deSanoe for a long time, and dona
more desperate deeds than half-a-dosen other men. Fi>i

thia reason I think you liave no chance of pardvii,"
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"Don't look oil the gloomy cido of thiiigs, Turn."
" Your imprisonr")nt has done you no good, Dick."
"Why?" A
" It has taken awny to a very great extent that energy!

and self-reliance for which at one time you were so re-

markable. You should not have listened to the words
of the judge, no mutter how softly they were spoken.

Had you thrown yourself upon the protection of the

mob, you wouK), ten to one, have got out safely, and
with very little trouble."

" It's no good to talk about the past, Tom, not a bit.

What is done can't be undone. Here 1 am, with my
word pledged, and here I shall remain until I am re-

leased from it."
" I can't altogether blame you for that ; the only mis-

fortune is that you should have made such a pronjise."

"But we understand each other, do we notP'
" 1 think so"
" Time's up long ago," said Johnson, tbe jailer, pat-

ting his head into the cell.

" All right," replied Tom. " One momeEt, and I will

be with you."
The jailer retired.
" Now, Dick, I must bid yon good-bye ; but it won't

be long, I hope, before I see you mounted on your bonny
mare in company with us once again. When you came
lo see me while a prisoner here, I told ycu I would re-

turn the compliment, and, in spite of your confident

assurances to the contrary, 1 have done so."
*• You are a true friend, 'Tom," said Turpiu, grasping

his hand—"a true friend. My confinement here does
seem to affect my spirits, but when I mount, a gallop in

the fresh air will dissipate all that gloom, and I shall bo
myself again."

" I trust so."
" Oil ! 1 shall be right again when I am free from this

place, and something like an inward conviction sustains
ine and assures me tiiat I shall be free, and that we
siiall have yet many a glorious adventure together which
will by far surpass all that we have ever done."

" Spoken like yourself, Dick. I shall be able to carry
back a good account of you to Claude, and Jack, and
old Matthew."
"I quite understand all your instructions, Tom, and

shall trust to you to find out when the judge has his
interview with me, and act accordinely."
"You can trust me fully, and perhaps some i'>c-'-

-

may be found by which we cati coj \nni3r»t3 with each
other; at all events, we will do r.j ehouid anything oc-
cur of a different nature to what we expect."

'

" Very well."
" Good-bye, Dick, then

;
good-bye ; and ere long I

• -list to grasp your hand with nothing above us but the

"Good-byo, Tom; and believe me, I heartily echo
ur wish, for I am sick of this pluce."
" I daresay you are. Ouce more, good-bye. Here is

th« turnkey."
Johnson entered at this moment, and Tom, after once

mere pre~-ing Dick's hand within his own, hastily left

the cell and followed his guide along the passages to the
vestibule of the prison, where a slight surprise awaited
hira.

CHAPTER CCCXXVni.
l:!^. CAWTHORN HAS TOM KING CONFINED VU A CEI.T,,

AND TAKES SOMB VERY GOOD PUECAUTIONS TO
PREVENT HIS ESCi.PE.

We must now return to the proceedings of Mr. Caw-
thorn, the (jovernor of Newgate, and furnish a clno to
his mystierions behaviour.

Wiien h« closed tlie door behind him in the manner
we liave described, he was surrounded by the most in-
tense darkness.
The governor, however, did not take any means to

procure a light, from which it may be inferred ^^lat he
di(1 not need one.

He lowered himself on to the Hoor of the apartment,
if such it was, and commenced groping his way along
It, making in his progress a scarcely audible sound.
At length he paused.
He had then rssoViod the fontv-? of flie chamber,

When we descrilie the positic'ii of this ciiambof, the
reader will have a suspicion of what is about to follow.

It was immediately over tiie coll occupied by Turpiii.
The cell into which our hero had been placed after

his adventure with Adrian Winberry, was one of a series
which had been constructed in a peculiar manner for a
certain purpose, though it was very rarely, from some
cause or other, that they were mn-dfl use of in the man-
ner their projector intended.

It will be recollected that when I'oin King entered his
old comrade's dungeon, he spoke in a whisper, and was
astonished at the loudness with which it sounded.
Then glancing up at the ceiling of the cell, he attri-

buted the effects produced to its dome-like sliape, and
in this he was perfectly correct, as such a construction
magnifies the sound in the same manner that a convex
lens will magnify all objects seen through it.

But further than this Tom did not go.
The idea never for one moment struck him that the

cells were built in that shape for the sole reason of
making faint souoids audible, and still less did he ima-
gine that in the ceiling there was a small aperture com-
raunicating with a chamber exactly overhead, and
through which sounds were transmitted as through a
sppaLiug-trumpet.
Yet such was actually the case.

The contrivance was an ingenious one, and the end
for which it was devised requires no explanation.
There is no loni;er any mystery with respect to Mr»

Cawthorn's conduct.
Acquainted with all wliich we have just set before the

reader, he resolved to set at rest those suspicions which
sprang up in his mind ™hen Ti^ra applied for admission.
Likely enough, he thought, his suspicions were utterly

without foundation, but then he had an easy means of
saiisfying himself upon that head.
He resolved to do so.

His hesitation upon reaching the corridor was caused
by the uncertainty he felt as to which of the doors would
take him into the chamber over Dick's dungeon.
By counting the doors, however, he arrived definitely

at this piece of information.
Lying down, then, at full length upon the floor, Mr.

Cawthorn placed his ear over the orifice in the topmost
portion of the dome and listened.

In this position every word which was uttered by the
two highwaymen reached his ears with the utmost plain-
ness, and the intelligence he thus learned was important
indeed.

The seeming female, who had come to soe Turpin, was
no other than the almost equally notorious highwayman,
Tom King.
Tom King, who had once been in his hands, but who

had cheated the gallows in a most surprising manner.
.
Of this he had no doubt.
" A capital invention this," he muttered, mentally.

" They little think I am hearing every word they speak
as plain or even plainer than they can themselves. An
excellent invention, truly !"

The governor was quite pleased with it, because it

answered his purpose.
But there are few, we think, who would altogether

approve of it, though, for some reasons, they might be
disposed to do so,

ffc seems treacherous, and anything savouring of

treachery is repugnant to the feelings of a true English-
man.

It was quite certain onr two friends spoke to each
other under the impression that there was no one at
hand to overhear them.
When the conference was over, Mr. Cawthorn rose

from liis recumbent position, and made his way out of
the lit^'Ie chamber, ajain closing the ^oor behind him
with f'he same silence as before.

The:j, bending his steps direct to the veftibnle of the
prison, he stood not far from the man on the lock.

There were two or three turnkeys beRi<les, sittinir on
a bench, which was provided for their accommodation,
A quizzical kind of look was on Mr. Cawthorn's face,

as, st-anding in his favourite attitude, with his hands
clasped behind his back, he looked in the direction which
Tom King was to come.
The men knew that somethins was ahont to hi^np^n,

but thpy o-iiild rot t^U what.
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HoweTer, tbey kept themselves on the alert.

Mr. Cawthorn haa not to stand long.

The sonnd of footsteps coald be heard in the eorridor

lending to the cpUs,, «
Now, Tom Ring wm under the conviction ti»at his

enterprize had been sncceesful to a degree, and he eon-

Bcqueiitly felt the greatest confidence in hie disguise.

To be sure, there was the danger of leaving, but he
fODsidered that as little or nothing.

As for the turnkey, Johnson, who had so considerately

kept out of the way, and allowed them to have their talk

to themselves, Tom thought he deserved sodob rpcom-

pense.
Accordingly, es thoy came together along the passage,

the disguised highwajrman took an oj^portunity lo eiip a^

liberal gratuity into his paJm, and an immense Amount of

deference and respect was the result.

Alas ! Tom King had no presentiment even of w*'»«t was
about to happen.

Everything was going on in a most gatisfactory maaapr.

At length, the door which eeparatcd tho corridor from

the vestibule was reached, and Johnsoti, takvaa a poB>

derous key from his girdle, thrust it into the lock acd
opened it.

Tom gave a hasty glance into the vestibule.

At first he could not see the governor.

A projection of the masoniy nid him.
Straight in front was the half-door leading oat into the

sfreet.

No sooner, however, did Tom emerge fr~>m the corridor

8,ud fairly stand within the vestibule, than ha caught sight

of Mr. Cawthorn, and the glimpse he got at his face was
enytbing but assuring.

With his hands behind hie back, and in an attitude

r«f gieat afiected cleverness—his face screwed up into an
<5spression of comical derision—the governor of New-
gate peered into the countenance of Tom King.

Gladly would our friend have passed him without Bay.

'Tig a word, and he made an attempt tt> do so, bot ?t

tailed.

Mr. Cawrthom did not intend him to paeS'

He planted himself exactly in his path.
" Ahem !

" he said.

'ilten for the first time the thought darted shrou^'h Tom's
mind that he had been discovered, and he gavt a despair-

ing look at the outer door.

"Eeen your friend, I suppose, eh?" centinued the

fovemor.
" Yes, sir, I thank you." replied Tom, commanding his

voice as well as he was able. " I am very much obliged

U) you for your kindness."
'^In-deed!"
Mr. Cawthorn swayed gently backwards and forwards

TO his toes and heels.
" Yes sir, and I can only say again, that my best thanks

»re your due."
" Ahem. Yes. It's really quite pleasant to be in a

position to render you a service which affords you so much
•atisfaction. Ahem !

"

" No doubt," said Tom, whose heart misgave him
Biore and more.
He feared that he had rashly ventured into the lion's

den, and that it would be no easy rastt^r to leav<» it iin«

scathed.

But what could he do P

Mr. Cawthoni stood exadfj between him acO Gie ca\er
door.

To attempt to rnsh paet Wm and endeavour to get into

'he street by main forc« was quite out of the question,

end he felt it was so-

The man on the lock, too, and tne oth«i oornieys
fathered round the governor, and looked on curioasly

His behaviour was so extnujrdinary.
They all knew it portended eometLit*^.

"Well," continued Mr. Cawfi-.ora,"*' I supposp 79a
fonnd your friend all right and properly attended to.*"

" Yes. sir."
" Ah I What relation did yon my ysrn were to the

prisoner ?
"

^om did not recoUeoi mentioniiig the relationship, but
villi Ve said

—

" Oh ! cousin, eh f That's (mother form of eweetheart,
T Bnppose. eh ?"

Tom made no reply.
" We omitted one little ceremony," continued th«

governor, " but it is lot too late to remedy the omie«ioii.
Hicks and Moggs !

"

" Yes, sir," replied two of the tamkej^
" Just take hold of that lady for a moment."
The men darted forward, and took a firm grasp of Tom'i

arras.

Possibly he might have shook them off, and yet he did
not want to disclose his secret.

It was quite time when he was found out.
Tom resolved to keep up the character of a female—at

any rate for a little longer.
" Hicks," said the governor, addressing the bimkoy on

Tom's right hand
" Yes, sir."
•• Take off the lady'o hat."
This command was rather roughly obey^, wr Hick?

took hold cf the hat by the brim, and palled it with some
violence off Tom's head.
Then the governor pretended to diecorer what he all

along knew very well.
" Ha ! " he said, when Tom's features were fully exposed

to his view. " Hold him tight. Help, here. Just what I

thought. That is Tom King, the highwayman !

"

Not one of the turnkeys bad expected this announce*
ment, and they were astonished accordingly.

But, being in the habit of having surprises, they had a
knack of quickly reoowering'themselvea, and, faj less than
a moment, Tom found himself surrounded by a number
of men, everyone of whom took hold of him somewhere
or other.

In spite of the odds against him, however, Tom made
a desperate effort to recover his liberty.

He struggled and fought with all the inseasate fury of

a madman.
He knew the result of his struggles.

Not only his liberty but his life depended anon bif

getting free, for, of course, having been already oon-
demned, the first opportunity would have been taken of

carrying the sentence into effect.

The man on the lock joined the fray.

The key of the outer door was in his pocket, so he wa»
quite sure the prisoner could not escape.

The racket was prodigious, and, in a very little while,

the whole of the pi-ison was roused.

From the corridors leading to the different ranges of

cells turnkeys poured forth, while passers by in the street,

hearing the uproar, ascended the stone steps without in s

dense crowd, and effectually choked up the entrance.

No weapons, save those with which Nature had pro-

vided them, were used.

Tom had pistols about his person, but op to the present

he had not succeeded in getting his hands at liberty for n
sufficiently long period of time to draw them.
As for the turnkeys, their sole obiect was to secure him

—he was already a prifioner—but they found the task of

slipping handcuffs on a very difficult one to accomplish.

In the struggle, the volumiuous female apparel with
which he had been clothed was torn away, until, at

length, not a ehred remained, and then Tom was ex-

posed in his ordinary dress—for it will be remembered
the costumier put on the Xeraale apparel over his clothes.

He was now readily ei/-v.igh recognised, for the wig ha'i

been one • * *ne first things to disappear.

Tom feix 'hut be cut a rather ludicrous figure, and \!vas

enraged accordingly.

Notwithstanding aS liis efforts, ho'-'Cverj he was in thi*

end overpowered by numbers.
_

But he did not give in while he had strength left to

resist.

At length one of the officers, more dextfrous 4hat! the

1 rest, slipped on a pair of handcuffs.

Resistance was then entirely at an end.

j
Still keeping their hold of him, the men etood aside, and

' permitted the governor to have a glimpse at his prisoner,

Therfc <»uld now be no doubt whatever about Tom
King's identity, though Mr. Cawthorn was made quits

certain on the point by what he had overheard.
" So this is your trick ? " he said, eneenngly ;

" and \
pretty one it is. The idea to dress up in women's petti,

coats. Ha! ha!"
" Ha—ha !

" laughed the turnkeys in cfioruB,M tbo«i^>»

it was the funniest thing in the world-
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ITioy always lacglied wheo the goveruor did.

" Well, yon have done a good thing for yonwelf, Mr.

King-. Beally Newgate ia cioite honoured. Dick Tarpin

and Tom King both under its roof at '»nce ! I'll declare

it will be a thousand pities if yon iw';" noj botL taokp-' «p
at Tyburn together. Ha! ha!"
" Ha ! ha ! laughed the turnkeys again. '

"You ain't quite sharp enough, Mr. King. Do fpn
Ihink I was going to be taken in by such a shallow de?i<?e

as that ? Pah ! Well, here yon are, and here yon will

remain, for I will take care there ai-e no escapea made
from the prison while I am governor of it. Secure him
well, my roea. He is a desperate character, truly. Take
care of him, and if he escapes you shall every one of you
tuffer for it."
" Shall we try Pome irons, sir P

"

" No, never mind irons. What's the good of Irons ?

Put him in a cell, and watch he don't come out of it.'

This was very good advice of the governor's, so far as

the detention of a prisoner was concerned—the means pro-

posed were far better than trusting to bolts and bars.

CHAPTEE CCCXXIX.
*UnOE HOM.f'OAK COMMUNICATES TO DICE T«M.^:i« THR I

UNSUCCESSFUIi EESULT OF HIS ATTEMPT fO ijSrStSX
\

HIS PARnON.

a'hb turnkey who had so officiously proposed hampering
Tom's limbs with fetters, shrunk back when Ue saw that

his proposal was not relisLed.

In obedience to the orders of the governor, the prisoner

was dragged to one of the cells.

We say " dragged," because Tom King did all be could

to impede the progress of his jailers.

But his resistance was overpowered, and he was
(fradnally forced along the passage.

At length a door was reached, which Mr. Cawthorri
doubtless considered, would answer the purpose he
required of it.

It waa opened, and a strong-looking stone cell was dis-

closed.

Into this Tom was hustled rather rough^, sad the
door was closed upon him

.

The rage of our friend was so great that it zJmoit
threw him into a fit of madness.
To think he should have succeeded in his designs, as far

as be did, and then at the last moment to be baulked by
the extra cleverness of the governor.
The reader must bear in mind that Tom had no idea

how it was the governor had penetrated his disguise.

He was, however, now left to his own reflections and
•peculations upon the matter.

His first ebullition of rage and passion died away, and
then he began to think more calmly of his position.

While doing so, he, at some pains, removed from his

person all the fragments which remained of the female
apparel he had worn.
When this task was completed he felt rather more at

home with himself, and he seated himself upon the
bench, which apparently wiis to serve him for chair, table,

end bed.
"This is awkward," he said to himself; "most

Bwkward. How am I to communicate with Claude and
Jack ? Curses on it all ! nothing «>oaid be more provok-
ing. Then there's myself. I am by no means comfort-
ably drcumstaneed. Let his see. To-day S3 Saturday •

they will have some hanging on Monday, and if I am
here I shall be included among the number. I must
escape. But how P Confound that Ca wthom ! thore'd

Bo such thing as getting the better of him. VLtwr did he
&nd out my disguise P

"

In such reflections as these did Tou ooca^f lutuBelf

with continually the same resul'-s.

He was driven every time to the same uonclusionr-the
(w.ly and inevitable oonclusioa.

lie must escape.

As for Mr. Cawthom "himself, it would SJQ?ce!y be pos-
sible to find in aU England a man more conicut and eatis-

*«ed with himself than he was.
Dick Turpin, the most famous highwayman in Mna

world, was in his custody.
Now he had captured that famous highwayman's ctm^

ode, uuiier 9ucb ^irramatances aa would ever redeniDd to
*• credit *

j

He considered his reputation established.
No pains or trouble should be snared by him, he deter-

mined, to keep his slippery guests eaft. mider lock and
kev.
" I shall have him tucked np on Mor.^>iv," he said to

bimself, " along with Adrian Winberry, and Norman, and
'-are. Capital. I oould not be blamed for Tom King's
tormer escape, but, if there was the least blame attached
to me, it would be quite removed by mv recapture of him.
Ha ! ha ! I shall have a pension yet.'

And so, while Tom King fretted and ftimed, Mr. Caw-
thorn congratulated himseS upon the aspect of afiairs.

It was not long before Dick 'Turpin was made acquainted
with what had taken place.

His regret was exceedingly greft4, bicausc he snew the
immense peril in which Tom stood.
Beyond a doubt he would be executed oil hand.
This was serious, because Dick oould not nelp consider-

ing himself to a certain extent the cause of his death.
From his place of espial overhead, Mr. Cawthom had

not heard a word uttered about tools, nor did he think for
a moment that Dick had been furnished with any.

But it was a point upon which he resolved to be quite
sure, and to have no doubts upon whatever.

Accordingly, accompanied by several turnkeys, he made
his way to Dick Turpin'a cell.

He had him carefully searched from head to foot, so
that nothing whatever oould be concealed about his person
without iuevitable discovery.
Being quite assured upon that xx)int, he did not search

the cell, as being a useless labour, but quietly had Dick
removed to another, so that, if he had secreted anything
in it, it would cease to be of any value to him.
Nothing, however, had been given to Dvek, so the

governor went to all this extra trouble for nothing.
Turpin learned that Tom had been confined in one of

the strongest cells in the prison, and that Mr. Cawtborn
had given express instructions for him to be well watolxed
over.

The iailers who were friendly to Dick communicated
this and other intelligence.

That memorable Saturday was an anxious day for Diet
Turpin.
He repented now over and over again that he had pass*)

his word not to attempt to escape.

Indeed, he almost felt inclined now to break it, although
it was given.

He wished to achieve the rescue of Tom King.
And, unless he was very quick in his movementaj b*

would be too late.

Hanging day, as Monday was always called, was clos<*

at hand, and, if Tom did not escape before then, it would
be all o\er with him.
For himself, however, it was somewhat different.

He bad yet to be put upon his trial, so that some tim"
must intervene, at any rate, before his execution couH
take place.

There was no such formality in the case of Tom King
Well, then (knowing as we do the friendship which sub-

sisted between them), might Dick Turpin feel anziousaij i

a.larmed.

The affair was a most unfortunate one, let it be viewe'^

ifl what light it might.
In this way the day passed weanly away.
It was growing dusk when Dick Turj^n, as l.e sat in his

cell, heard the 8oun.ds q£ voices and f«^t8tep8 m the sot-

ridor without.

They paused before his own door.

The ponderous fastenings were remt 'fed, and then it

swung open with a creaking sound.
" A visitor," said the turnkey
As tbo man spoke, an elderly gentlf-maa, droesed in

black, stepped into the cell.

At first sight, owing to the darkness in toe &is.>>, Dick
did not recognise his visitor, but a second glance showed
it to be Mr. HoUyoak, the iudge who had presided at the
trial of Adrian Winberry.

Dick rose and made a profound bow as soon aa he found
who his visitor was, and waited for him to speak.
With the manner of one who has a disagreeab'e duty to

perform, and who wishes to get through it as quickly nn

possible, the judge addressed him

—

" I need scarcely tell you the motive ot wi^ r\aii to yow,

since yon must know it waU dlre»^y."
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" I do know it," said Di>k. " It is to communicata to find a change in yoar position and prospecta. I maart
me the result of tb» exertions wliich you hays cuide is 1 tliink— I must think."

He paced the cell hurriedly as he spoke, snd strove tobahalf.
" .Tnsft so."
** And are yon in a position to do so P

"

" I will tel? yon in a few words. I eet aV»out performinpr

the promise I made to you, and by a proper representn-

tiou of the ease, succeeded in interesting a great many
people in your favour."

Dick bowed.
The judge continued. , .o.^^ ^u, v^^.cv^o «n,u u».u,
" Having done this, I had a petition drawn up, setttnif

|
He had, however, not the least idea where his *ell

forth the whole case, and proceedti/ to get siguatures for situated.

it. The first were those of Blanche Winben-y and Maud
j

Nor did there appear any ready means by which h
Gouldman, two very near relatives of t'ae dooesis£4," — ''^ ^—

^
—

*

" And did they sign ?
"

" Tbey headed the list. I then proceedad to get other

hit upon some scheme which aflforded soca* reasonable
prospect o( Buccess.

For a long time he was nnsuccessfol,
Kigbt came and found him with the ?)rob!era still en-

solved.

Many diflSculties were in the way.
Dick wanted, not only to escape from Newgate, bat to

tate bis comrade with bim.

names, and wlion I found I could obtain no more, I for-

warded the petition in the proper quarter."
" I am much beholden to you, sir," said Dick. " But

I'.ave yon yet had any reply with reference to tliii' is&ti-

kio!5 ? ''

" I haw."
" And tliRt reply ?

"

"Is simply this. All thit is s^H;:'d tiiero shall be
borne in mind at your trial, and it v.-iil t-^rve to ofctiia,

ror.st likely, some commutation of your seuteuoe."
" And i.s this all jou have been able to eifect ?

"
" Yoa speak in a tone of disappointment, but I don't

wonder at it. My own expectations were much higher, I
coritess, but I have been able to accomplish bo more."

" I am mnch obliged to yon for what you have done,
sir," said Dick ;

" but will you grant me one request ?
"

" What is it ?
"

" Release me from the promise I made ^ou."
" Not to attempt to make your escape ? ''

•* Yes, sir."
*' Should you keep your promise until I did F"
** Most certainly.

"Then I rele.nse you."
" Many thanks, sir, for that, and all that you baTe dono

Jov me besides."
" And now, tell me. Do you think there i» any pros-

pect of making your escape r
"

" I shall try.'

" That is not exactly an answer."
** I aES f.ware it is not."
*• The'- yoa think there is a chanc« P
" I d'.."

" J beg to differ from you there. So many pracautione
have been taken that it will be an impossibilty."
Turpin smiled.
" I have not moved band or foot since I have been here,

tbougb 1 have had plenty of good chances of escaping.
"Sow, however, that I am released from my promise, the
case will be different."

" We shall see."
" We shall, sir."
" I am heartily sorry I have not be«o able to do more

good for you than 1 have. Still I have tried my Dest. I
think if the matter goes to trial the petition vrill not have
uiiicb effect with the judge and jurymen."
" I am of the ^ame opinion, sir."
" I think, coiisideriug the manner in wiiich you came

forward, the authorities ought to have allowoJ yoa on©
Eiore chance for your life."

" That was all I v.a",*^J, gir.

X fcnow that was all you -dbked foi'.^

" I hope, sir," said Dick, " you will allowrsES t© a&y h. iw
^cry cra'eful I feel for all the trouble voj have 'jiken."

" Piio—pho. Do not mention that.*'
" Should I come to trial, I hope I shall li&?fl tie gOO^

could find out.

When the turnkeys came with the supper, they four 1

the " captain," as they always called him, in % not very
amiable frame of mind, and so they were wise enough to

leave him to himself.

Any other night the time would have lagged, and every
minute seemed prolonged mto an hour.
Now, however, when so much was at stake, the hours

I flew by like minutes.
The rapid flight of time chafed Dick terribly.

Every moment v.as, as be well knew, of the most vita!

importa^ice.

But, nevertheless, the night was wasted in indeci-

sion, and Sunday morning came and found bim as far otil

the result as ever
He never slept a moment all the night.
In the morning be lx)k«d pale and haggard, and his

eyes were bloodshot.

There remained now only twenty-four hours, and, iv'

something was not done for Tom King during that time,

be must inevitably perish.

It was this wliich weighed, too, heavily upon Dick's
mind, and prevented hira thinking so clearly as he wonl-l

have done.

He was over anxions, and the feelinrif defeated ita ov i

obieet.

Then, as now, it was the practice to take aU the prisoue.a

to church on the Sunday morning, for which purpose a

chapel is provided in the building.

Here, at least, Dick thoHgut he should be able to obtain

a glimpse of his old comrade, if nothing more.
Perhaps he should be able to learn some importoot ii*-

formation. -

At length the time for service amvea, ana, accordirs^'

to custom, Dick, as well as the rest, were marshalled into

the cbapel.

For a long time Dick could not see Tom, for the

prison just then was rather full of tenants.

Presently, however, be saw him. _
Tom was looking round him anxiously, doubtless for the

same reason as himself.

Dick kept his gaze steadily fixed upon him, and at

length their eyes met.
A g^jnce of intelligence was exchanged between them,

but that was aJ.
After service they were taken back to their celts, and

Dick was lu. nearer his object than before.

CHAPTER CCCXXX.
0?,J> MATTHEW AND THE TWO HIGIiWAYUEN HOI,U AN
ANXIOUS CONSULTATION KESPECUNG THE FATE O?
TCM KINa.

So remarkable on occurrence as the cupttirs of Tom Eirg
in Or.e manner we have recorded soiin cpread with amaz-
mg 8wiftne<<a owr the whole city of London, and before
the Saturday nigbt iiad coma, there were few who had
Hot beard some exaggerated version .ir i^ther.

Artiocgst the^ first who learned what had taken placefortune to appear before you." „ ^^ „.„,„,.,.„
" 1 hope not ; beCMUse if yon were I should do Kiy doty I i;vfis Mntthew Gale, the bndlprd of the " White Horse

-strictly and impartially, which in this caaa woald ly? very
|
io Drury-lane

trOil.ful."
I

« . .

Dick liked ..hs judge all the better for this candid
Boknowledtrment.
A few words of no importance or interest to the read' r

passed between them, and then the judge withdrew.
When the doov closed behind him Turpin rose to his S sJ^

height, and said-
" Jlow I am free, ana master of my own actions. Toi i ,

sti', tner.d, it will go bard »\ith me if, eje long, yr)s doi 't

,

S..niebpw bs was scarcely surprised at the intelligsuw.
liver ainoe Tom bad taken hi.s dewrbire in the ba'kuf-y

coach, the heart of the worthy binulord had been haunt, d
with a vague presentiment of coming danger.
The feeling was one which could not be shook c-f'.

Indeed it seemed aU the efforts which he made >o ".;«
end only tended to increase it.

The news of Torr'e capiur* Taa only th<» r«'iJ".i',iaD si
tifi foraboijiuj^j
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Afl ioon as he aeccrtained the particulars, he hastened

upstairs to the room iu which Claude Duval and Sixteen-

Bthng Jack were ootifined, and oocuatuaicated all to

them.
The concern of the two hifjbt^aymen, wbo had the

warmest ptissib'e admiration for Tom King, was extreme.

Uulike old Matxnew, they refused to give credence to

the tale, and insisted upon cs obtai oin jf
acme verfication

of what he had stated.

This he had nc objection i* <Jr*ne, if aaerely to Kitiafy

himself.
" I will go," he said. " tt will be le«s dangercas tor

me to do so than to confide thi? mission to any one else."
" You will run nc gresvt risk," said Claude ;

" all you
r,-ili have to do will be to conduct your inauries

cautiously."
'' Trust 3«» for tna'-'' gaid old Matthew. " I won't be

any longer away tht^ T can help, and when I retBi-o you
r,in rely upon my bringing you full and ooiTecfc iBiifDw
ti;)n."

" I know we can."
'' You will start at once ? " asECvl Sisteen-Strjug Jack.
•* Without a moment's delay

"

^ ITiat is well. Pray gc; at' once. We shall be aiixious

tlJi you come back."
" I am off, and I will be back as Quickly as I can.

\7hile I am away, be sure you stay wiiRie yoa arc { don't

rhow yourselves upon any account, aiid then 1 don't
tiiink you will have anything to fear."

"Ail right, Matthew."
" 1 am off, then."

The worthy landlord, who certainly nevfer looked at his

trouble when be was serving our fiiends, left the room,
snd set out for Newgate.
As the distance from his house to the prisOH wae not

great he determined to go on foot.

One reason that influenced bim in this was tbo thought
that he might be able to pick up some information on the
f=;ad.

lie made several inquiries, and entered into brief con-
versation with many persons, but without his eliciting in

either case more than he knew already.

The story of Tom's capture was repeated to him with
very few alterations or variations, and this went a long
v/ay towards convincing him that it must be somewhere
(.ear the truth, or they would not agree »o well as they
did-

At lengrh the prison was reached.
Old Matthew looked up at the black and gTooyny

etnicture, and very wistfully at the little door through
which visitors passed on their way into the prison.

From the man on the lock he knew evei-y information
c»uid be obtained, but Ihat surly official would never have
communicated it to him.
Old Matthew was throvra cpoa bia cwn rescurces to

bam what he wished to know.
As on other occasions he was not fet fault.

He had partly made up his mind what *o do.

In the first phtce he went to the pie-sL./p on that side of
' 'le Old Bailey which tuces the prison, iind saw his friend
i."oles.

The reader will remember Coles.
He was the man who, at old Matthew's request, had so

cunningly secreted the spring saws in the crust of one of
his pies.

He was to be trusted.

Here Matthew thought he was sure of jetting every lu-

formation, for the jailers and other prison officials were
continually coming or sending over for pies, and Colea
as frequently sending for dishes after the pies had been

»;iten.

Nor was old Matthew disappciated in hi* eipecta-
tion.

Coles wi.« rery glad to see him and pressed him to stay,

b-.it Mattnew told him how ui-gent the buiiihesi was vjjon
iv'iich he had come.

Nevertheless, the subject was not broached until old
Matthew sat down in the little rooia behind the shop.
" Vow, Matthew," said Coles, as he closed t'i« door.

" Srei;k freely, and 1st me heai what you want.*'
"'1 will, Coles."
" Go on, then."
*• Bomethinfj rstEer eitraordinary took place over U'e

«i^ Haia monuug, dido't thers ?^ °

"At NawgateP"
"Yes."
*' I believe you, why"—..

" Stop a moment, my friejd ; I want you to b« good
enough to give me all the particulars you are ucqnainted
with without any erabelliahments of your own."
" ^8 for particulars," said Coles, " I can't say that I

know muny of them, but, if the n:ain fact^ of the ease will

do, I can supply you with them."
" Those are just what I want to kuow."
"Well, then, by all I can learn, it appears that this

morning Tom King, the highwayman, disguised as a very
respectable young woman, called at Newgate and asked
to see Dick Turpin, who is confined ia one of the cella,

and waiting for his trial."
" Yes—yes."
" At first no suspicions were excited, and the seemiug

young woman was allowed to go into the cell."
" lie did have an interview with Dick, then Y

"

"TomKhig?*-
" Yes."
" I believe so, for after he had been to thfl cell he carso

along the passage and was going to be let vyat, when who
should be standing in the lobby but Mr. Cawthora 1

"

" That's the governor ?
"

" Yes."
" Go on."
"Fill up your glass again."
Old Matthew did so.

Then he nodded to his friend to conti'T'ae.
" The governor must have had some suspicions—though

what they exactly were perhaps [no oue knows but him-
self. However, he had the female apparel pulled oS, and
there stood Tom King iu his own cloihes."
" What next ? " asked old Matthew, eagerly, for the

reader can believe he felt a more than common interest in

what he said.

"Tom King, when be discovered he was found out,

made a desperate resistance. He had no arms, or, at

all events, did not make use of any, and in the end bo was,
as you may think, completely overpowered by numbers,
and carried to a cell ; but I believe he struggles?, and
fought to the very last."

"And that has really happened ?
"

" Oh I beyond aU question. I wiU vouch for the rther
part."
" How ?

"

" ViTiy, I heard a tremendous uproar, and could see

something curious was going on, for I stood at my shop
door at the time, so I ran across tlie road and peeped over
the top of the wicket."
" What did you see ?

"

" Wty, Tom King, sure enough, fighting the jailers

—

there was a do7,en of them at least—like the very devil !

"

" You knew him."
" In a moment."
" And you saw him carried off to a cell ?

"

" Yes."^
" That is enough, then. I suppose you have nothing

more to tell me."
" Nothing cei-tain, but I'll tell you what Johnson

the tnmkey, said when he was ia the shop about half-an-

hour ago."
"WhatP"
" Why, that on Monday Adrian ^inberry and his two

accomplices are to be exaeuted for mui-der at Tybm-a, and
that Tom King is going with them."
Old Matthew sprang to his fee*:-

" Tom King ? " he ejasulated.
" Yes."
" Going wiUi them '

'

"Yes.'*^
•*

t mpossihJe !

"

" It's true, if it is.''

" But how can they execute Liia h'J j<wb ?"
" Well, I asked Johnson that question."
** And wnat did be say ?

"

" That the reason was this : Tom King has niraiid?

been tried, cast for death, and the warraut sent to ths
prison for hia execution."

" Yes."
" Well, that warrant was n«ver caiTiet? oat, J}.j -^t*

j
"Bken to Tybnm, and escaped by e ha:r's-brea.Jtli

"

I " ¥«»—yen."
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"Consequently tlie warrant as^ainst liim remains in

full force, iind tliey are tietermined it bIiuU bo c irried

out as quickly as possible, and they will take such pro-

oautions with respect to a guard of military, that a
rescue will be impossible."

"Indeed."
" To»day is Saturday, yoa know, and Monday being

so close, the authorities think Tom will not have such a

good ohanoe of escape as he would if it was put off for

another week."
*' I see. Coles, my friend, I am much obliged to you.

The information you have given me is important—in-
deed, very important."

" Fill your glass again."
"No, I thank you. I have just emptied it because I

must be off. I can't stay a moment longer."
" I can gueas."
"What?"
"What you are going to do."
" Well, if you can, keep it to yourself, tor any revela-

tions would spoil all."
" i'on can trust me, Matthew, L wouldn't say a word

for the world."
"I know that, Coles. I may want your services. I

can't tell, but, in the event of my doing so
"

" You can have them."
"That's rijjht. Good-bye."
" Good-bye."
Old Matthew shook hands with Coles, and then made

the best of his way back to the " Whits Horse."
The intelligence he brought with him was important

indead.

Not only was it confirmatory of all that he had before
heard, but he had gleaned some additional particulars,
which were of the greatest importance.
He found all at the house just as he left it.

There had been no diaturbanoe.
No alarm.
No attack by the police.

Clau<le and Jack waited very impatiently for Matthew
to return.

To them he seemed to be absent an endless time.
At length they heard him ascending the stairs.

They ran to the door and opened it.

As soon as 1 hey caught sight of his face that was
onough. They had no need to ask whether what they
heard was true.

Nevertheless, they did put the question. '

In a voice of great concern, Matthew told them all

that he had heard from his friend Coles, and, as he pro-
ceeded, the faces of the two highwaymen assumed quite
AS grave an expression as his.

"This is indeed most serious," said Claude Duval,
•' We shall have to be very speedy in our movements,
or he will perish."
" He will."

"I had no idea," remarked Sixteen-String Jack,
" that he was in so much danger ; but I might have
known it if I had given the subject a moment's thought."
" He has not time to make an eBGape,"cried Claude.

" What is to be done ?"
" Affairs have assumed a very serious aspect," said

old Matthew—" a very serious aspect; and, frankly
speaking, I have no idea what would be the best thing
for us to do."
"Nor I."
" But," said Sixteen-String Jack, " we must not

allow him to perish."
" Not if we can prevent it."
" But we must prevent it."
" How ?"

" I cannot answer that question."
" Nor I," said Claude.
"But we must reflect," said Sixteen-String Jack.

" Thf>re is a little time between now and niyhtfall ; let

US all three occupy it by thinking the matter over and
considering it in our minds."

" Agreed."
" Surely between us we shall think of something !"

" It is a very ugly affair altogether," said Matthew.
'' Yon see, we had quite enough to do to think how we
should get Dick Turpin out of his difBoulty, and we
Vfanted Tom to help us to do that."

*' And now he is the worst off of the two."

" Decidedly."
" But if au old comrade is in ever such great danger

we will not desert him. Never mind the risk. We can
but save, or perish with him."

" Let us do the former."
" With all my heart."
" Come-"Come," said Sisteen-String Jack, " all this

discussion leads to nothing, and wastes valuable time
besides. Keep quiet, and let us think of something,"

" I must leave yon," said old Matthew; "the busi-
ness below requires my attention, and if I am too long
absent from it, suspicion may be awakened."
" Take care of it."
" I will, you may be assured. I will, however, come

back as soon as it is dusk, and that will be in about an
hour's time, I fancy."
"About that."
"Very well, then. ''^ I will think the matter over in

the bar, and do you talk it over the while between
yourselves up here."

" We will."

Old Matthew went downstairs, and kept his word.
Jack and Claude oecupied the hour he was absent in

proposing a thousand schemes by which the liberntion
of Tom King could be effected, but they were rejeoted
one after the other as being unsuitable.
And so the time wore on until the shadows of evening

crept into the room in which they sat.

Then came the sounds of old Matthew's feet as he
slowly ascended the stairs.

CHAPTEE CCCaXXI.

A DESPERATE PLOT IS HATCHED BETWEEN THE TWO
HIGHWAYMEN AND THE LANDLORD TO EFFECT THE
LIBKRATION OF DICK TURPIN AND TOM KING
FROM NEWOATE.

When old Matthew opened the door and entered the
apartment, our friends saw he carried a lighted candle
in his hand.

It was not quite dark enough for one to be absolutely
needed, but still the gloom in tne room and the gloom
in their minds made a light look cheerful and pleasant.

Without a word being spoken by either of them, Mat-
thew closed the door behind him, put the candle on the
mantelpiece, and sat down. He looked inquiringly

into the faces of the two highwaymen, and then spoke.
' You look very dull and glumpish," he said.

' What's the matter P Can't you make up your minds
as to what is the best thing to be done to save Tom
King from Tyburn Tree on Monday morning?"

" No, Matthew, we can't ; and that's just the fact of

the matter."
"Nor can I."
" Oh ! you can."
" I can't."
" I have faith in your powers."
" Then don't have too much faith."
" But you have thought of something."
" No, I have not."
" Not of anything ?"

" Of nothing that promises the least ohance of

success."
" How unfortunate

!"

" And you have not ?"

" No. We have discussed a thousand different plans,

but we have discarded them all as being unsuitable."
" I'll tell you how it is," said old Matthew. " We are

over anxious, that's the reason wa can't think of some-
thing. Now, we ought to ger quite cool, and talk over the
matter quietly, striving not to ihink of Tom's great dan-
ger, and the little time we have got to get him out of it."

" Very true, Matthew ; but the difBculty lies in for-

getting that and keeping ourselves cool."
" I know it does ; but if yon will take my advice, you

will fill your pipes, and have a smoke, and I will do the
same. There is nothing like asmoke, in my opinion, to

calm vour mind."
" Well, we will try your remedy, Matthew."
"Do."
Pipes were reached and lighted, and after a few whiffs

the conversation recommenced.
" How do you feel ?" asked old Matthew, anxious that

this remedy should be approved of ; "are jrou cftlm ?"
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" I think so."
" Try a few more whififs."

Our friends did so, and then the landlord broke out into

the following remark

—

" You may depend the only way we shall do Dick and
Tom any good will be by making a very bold stroke."

"How?"
" I don't know how, but you may take mv word for it

that only some desperate scheme, and such as no one

would think of doing from its vo,ij daring, will succeed."
" I see." ?

" You understand me ?
"

- " Quite, so far as your remarks go."
""Exactly; what now remains is to devise some very

bo— jnd daring scheme, and put it into execution."
" Yery tru6» But there are a great many difficulties in

the way."
" I kn-.w iX'~t. -tJut they will never be overcome if you

flo not resolutely attack them."

with your propositions, can't you tell us something that

will enable us to achieve our purpose."

Matthew shook his head.

"Are you sure ?"

"I can't just at present, and yet, stop. I have an

idea."
" What is it ? Let us hear it."

" You will laugh at me."
" ^0—°o-"

, . , ,.

.

" But it is so preposterous when I come to think of it a

second time."
" Is it ?

"

" It w, indeed. No, it won't do."

"Then, never mind. And yet, just for curiosity sake,

suppose you tell us what the idea was that occurred to

you."
" I don't mind telling you if you won't laugh at me, fot^

7 can't bear to be laughed at." .'

" Go on—go on ; we won't laugh at you.'

"But, Matthew, having advano«d so far tu yoa have "Very vreil,then, the idea which juat came ali of »

ISO 63, PbIOE ONH HATiFPENNr.
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sudden into my mind, wa8 that we should attack New-
gate as we should a castle, and fetch those we want out

of it by main force."

"Ha! ha!"
•• There you go. Now you said you wouldn'i laugh

at mo."
" I know I did."
" And you do."
" But it's such a comical idea. The very notion, now,

of we three storming Newgate. Ha ! ha !"

" Stop a minute," said Sixteen-String Jack.

"What is it?"
" Well, as you know, there's many a true word spoken

in jest."
" Oh ! yes."
" Well, then, I don't see why a good plan of action

should not be suggested in the same manner."
" What do you mean ?"

" You shall hear."
" Surely you do not entertain old Matthew's idea of

storming the citadel."

"I do, though."
•'Ha! ha!"
" Never mind, Claude. Let those laugh who win."
" But, my dear fellow, the idea seems so excessively

droll."
*' Not BO droll, perhaps, as you would first imagine."
" Explain yourself."
•' Willingly, if you will allow me the opportunity."
" We shall only be too glad to do that."
" In the first place, then, just carry your thoughts

back to what old Matthew expressed his conviction to

be."
" What for the scheme to have any chance of success,

must be a desperate one."
" Just so."
" Well, what then ?"

" Isn't the scheme daring ?"

" Certainly."
" Desperate ?"

" Absurdly so."
" No—no ; don't go so far as that. Just admit that

it is desperate."
•' What next ?"

" I am surprised yon do not catch at my idea,"
" I do not."
" I will soon make matters clear to you."
" Pray do, for though I began in jest, I feel by this

time fully in earnest."
" I intend you to be."
" We are, then."
" Matthew."
" Yes, Jack."
" In the first place, I address myself to you."
"Very well."
" After the trial of Adrian Winberry, and Dick Turpin

was taken prisoner, what did you tell me the people in
the court did P"

" Why, made a desperate scrimmage, and tried to
rescue him with might and main."

" Precisely so. Now what does that argue f

"

" Argue ?"

" Yes. What conclusion could you come to from
that circumstance ?"

" Do you mean that the people in the court were
friendly to Dick Turpin ?"

" Certainly, that's just what I do mean. I think it's

quite clear the people were disposed to stand Dick Tur-
pin's friend, and liberate him if they could, or ele'> they
would not have tried to rescue him as they did."
"That is clear enough," said Claude Duval.
" Then put that and that together."
" No, I would rather you."
" I will, theu. At first I was, like you, inclined to

laugh at old Matthew's idea of storming Newgate, but
then I thought that it might be done, and that the very
daring of the enterprise would insure its success."

" Very likely ; but I don't see how it is to bo done."
"The thing seems to you to be an impossibility."
" It) does."
"I'll make it plain. It's very certain we three can't

do it unaided."
'*Very true."
*" ThsM w» mttit get s<«<n9 oti« to aid m."

" But who ? That's the difficulty.'

'

"Not at all."

"Not at all?"
" No."
" How ? Who could you find who would take part in

such a serious affray ?"

" TJie 'family '
"

" Tlie ' family ' ?"

"Yes."
" And I'll be sworn," said old Matthew, springing to

his feet, with a joyful expression on his countenance,
" and I'll be sworn that they will join you, every one."

" Perhaps they would," said Claude Duval.
" 1 am sure of it."
" I think they would," said Sixteen-String Jack.
" Now, what do you think of that for a daring plan ?"
" I don't think that one more daring could possibly

be devised."
" Nor I."
" And yet have so many chances of success."
" We have not touched upon that part of the question

yet."
" I have thought of it, however."
"Well?"
" You may depend, in the event of such an attack as I

contemplate being made, those who are opposed to us
will be completely paralyzed with astonishment, and we
shall achieve cur purpose before they recover from their
surprise."

" What kind of an attack do you think of making ?'"

" We would enlist every member of the family in our
cause, and I don't think myself there would be much
trouble in doing that. We should have a very large force

at our disposal, of which Claude and myself could take
the command ; and I am not afraid to say that we
should storm Newgate even if it was twenty times
stronger than it really ia."

Old Matthew drew in his breath with an audible sound.
" It's an awful plot to talk over," he said.
" It is. But what will be the consequences ? We

shall break into the prison and liberate those we wish
set free."
" Well," said Matthew, " I suppose it cau'tbe helped

;

and as I said before, unless we adopt some desperate
measure we can't succeed."

" That being tlie case, then, what more desperate
means could you conceive than the one I have proposed?"
" None, certainly."

"Very well, then."
" It seems too dangerous."
"Pho—pho!"
"It does."
" But think how likely to succeed."
" Stay a moment. Jack."
"What is it?"
" I want you to tell us in few words M'liat your plan is."
" To give an outline of it ?"
" Just so."
" I will do that with very great pleasure. We must

see all the ' family ' somewhere. Go to one of the large
knns and propose what we want,namely,that they should
placetliemselves under o\ir leadership and stormNewtiate
— break into it, and set Dick Turpin and Tom King free.

We could have horses ready and take advantage of the
confusion to make our escape with all speed. Then we
will all four once more cry " Hurrah ! for the Road !"

" It will be worth something to be able to do that. I

am sick of the life I have been lately leading."
" So am I."
" That reminds me that I have got an amendment of

your plan to propose."
" Let us hear it, Claude."
" Suppose to-night we ask Matthew to get as a couple

of first-class horses."
" Yes—yes."
" Provide us with arms."

" And then we would set ont and spend the night i^
search of booty and adventures."

" Hurrah !" cried Sixteen-String Jack. "Capital. I

second that motion at once."
" Come on, then. Now Matthew, let us have the

horses."

But the landlord shook hia heaa,
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" You are not content," he said, " with what you have
done already, but must incur fresh and unnecessary
peril. Suppose yoti are captured to-night. How will

your friends stand then ?"

" You must not look at things from such a gloomy
point of view, Matthew, We will, for our own aakes,

take great care of ourselves,"
'• I suppose it is no good my advising you."
" Yes it is, Matthew, What do you think of our pian

for enlisting all the ' family ' in our service ?"

"It is a good one."
" That's right. And you think we shall succeed ?'*

" You have a chance of success."
" Very well, then, Matthew, go and fetch the horses."
" No—no."
*' Will you if I give you some good reasons for doing

BO?"
"I will try."
" In the first place, we ought not to go asking favours

of the ' family ' without money in our pockets."
"No."
" Then we have none. So you see we require a booty

for that. Isn't that a good reason ?"

" It is the risk I speak of."
" Then there you make a great mistake. I have shown

you we are in want of booty, and the next thing will be
to show you we are in want of an adventure. Now do
you know how I shall do that ?"

"No."
" Well, then, Claude and myself have been cooped up

60 long, and kept from any adventure on the highway,
that our talents are quite rusting away. Our blood is

getting chilled in our veins, and we want a good ride

along the high-road to warm it. We shall then be in

good condition for our work, so you see the reasons why
we should make an excursion to-night are excellent."

" Well, well," said old Matthew, " I won't baulk your
fancy, for fear, after all, that something should go
wrong in consequence, and then you would shift ail the
blame on to my shoulders."

" Just as you like, so long as you get us the horses."
" I will do so, but it will never do for you to mount

here, everybody will be aware of it. You had better
make jour way out of the back door on foot, and as
quietly as possible, and without attracting any more
notice than you can help, direct your steps to the Ox-
ford-road, where the horses shall be waiting for you."

CHAPTER CCCXXXII,

CLAUDE DUVAL AND SIXTEEN-STRING JACK SET OUT
ON THE OXFORD-ROAD, AND MEET WITH A VERT
REMARKABLE ADVENTURE.

The two highwaymen were too well acquainted with
the perils of their position not to see at once the wisdom
of the little arrangement proposed by old Matthew, and
they immediately acquiesced in it.

If there was anything that would warm the blood of

our friends and steady their nerves, a gallop along the
high-road and a spirit-stirring adventure, such as they
bad had in past times, would assuredly produce that
effect.

In fact, the hide-and-seek sort of game which they
had been playing so long did not suit them any better

than the close confinement they had had ever siuco their

arrival at the " White Horse."
Then they were rather poorly off for cash, and they

knew some money would certainly be required in the
carrying out of their designs.
For instance, when paying their visit to the " family,"

at the ken, one very requisite thing would be to treat

those assembled all round with whatever they liked to

call for, and if a couple of hundred happened to be
present that would cost something.
Then again, they could not tell what emergency might

occur in which monev might not be of the most essen-
tial service.

Under these circumstances, and influenced by these
reflections, there certainly did seem every reason that
they should set off on their little expedition.
Old Matthew, however, although he unwillinj5,.j- gave

his consent, took rather a different view of the affair

than our two friends.

Ther« was great danger attached to their excursion.

that they should escape to-night.

Then, if ai '

'

Mr, Wriggles, he felt sure, had by no means given up
his search for tliem, although he had made no demon-
stration lately ; but then he might perhaps be trying
to lull them into a sense of false security.

That was the first danger, but by no means the last.

A knight of the road was exposed to many perils.

They might have an end put to their career at any
moment by a chance or well-directed shot, or by cap-
ture, or a thousand other accidents inseparable from
their calling.

There was no reason why, if they had escaped so far,

anything happened to them, how would Dick
Tnrpin and Tom King fare in the Newgate cell ?

This was the view which old Matthew took of the
affair, but which was not participated by our two frienda
themselves.
Danger was a thing with which they were so familiar,

that they had long ceased to look upon it with ordinary
feelings.

They disregarded it completely.
Matthew requested them earnestly to take all possible

care on this night at least, and painted the conse*
quences which would occur if they should not return.

They readily promised.
Thus satisfied, the landlord set out to look after the

horses.

Our friends, while he was gone, occupied themselves
with making an examination of their different wea-
pons, and placing them in such a condition that they
would be available for instant service.
" Which road shall we take, Claude ?" asked Sixteen-

String Jack. "We may as well make up our minds
before we start."

"To be sure, Jack."
" Then, which do you say ?"

" 1 hardly know. It seems ages to me since I cried
' Stand and deliver !' upon an English high-road!"

" And to me."
" Well, which way shall we take ?"
" Suppose we say the Oxford-road?"
" Agreed. That will suit us as well as any."
" I have had many a good booty there."

"Oh, we will say the Oxford-road."
They had agreed upon this point when Matthew

entered,
" I have sent off to a place for a couple of horses

where I am sure of having good ones from, and I have
told him to have them waiting in half-an-hour in front

of the railings before Montague-house."
" That is in Bloomsbury Fields, is it not ?"

"Yes."
" But you said the Oxford-road, Matthew ?"

" I know I did, but this was a second thought."
"Oh?"
" You see, Montague-house is in a very retired spot

—

it is not so far from here to there as the Oxford-road."
" It will suit you for that, then, admirably."
" So it will."

The Montague-house referred to by our friends was a

rather ancient ediflce, which has, however, long since

disappeared. Its site, however, is occupied by the

British Museum, so it will be easy for our readers to

understand its position.

Indeed, some will remember that the street on the east

side of the British Museum, leading from Great Rus-
sell-street to Russel-square, is called Montague-street

to this day.

This was the rendezvous which old Matthew had ap-

pointed.

No sooner had the half-hour expired, than the two
highwaymen, who were in a state of perfect readiness,

shook hands with old Matthew and departed.

Claude Duval had asked for a piece of rope, and had
been accommodated with a coil of that mattrial, which

he wound round his waist.

He thought such a thing might come in useful. At any
rate, if it was not wanted it would not much matter.

Thus equipped they started off.

They were allowed egress— not from the front door,

but by the door in White Horse-yard,
Upon reaching this place, they looked up and down

it as well as the darkness would allow them, hut they

saw nothing of their foe8« -.—
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Encouraged by this, they, after a moment's delibera-

tion, turned to the left, preferring to go in the direction

of Drury-lane.
Upon emerging into this thoroughfare, the same

searching glances were given, but neither Mr. Wriggles

nor any of his men were in sight.

The night was early as yet.

The streets were tolerably thronged with people,

though not so thickly as at the present day, for London

a century and a quarter ago did not number so many
inhabitants as it does now.

It would seem that, after all, Mr. Wriggles had given

op the task of capturing the highwaymen.
Without any interruption whatever, Claude and Jack

made their way along Drury-lane until they reached the

top of it.

Then crossing the end of Holborn, they passed along

a narrow street—now called Museum-street—which led

them direct to their destination.

In the dim nightlight Montague-house looked huge

and sombre.
Advancing close up to the railings, the highwaymen

stood with their backs to them, and waited for the ap-

pearance of the horses.

They had not long to wait.

Out of the gathering ^loom they saw a man come
mounted on a horse, and leading another by the bridle.

He was walking the animals slowly.

"There they are," said Claude, and, as he spoke, he

hastened forward and addressed the man, who pulled up

as soon as he saw them.
" Were you waiting for us ?"

" Who are you ? I am waiting for two gentlemen."
" And we are waiting for you."
" Give me some proof."
" We are friends of Matthew Gale's, the landlord of

the ' White Horse' in Drury-lane."
" All right," said the man, slipping out of the saddle ;

"he ordered them."
Sixteen-String Jack gave the man a orown piece, and

then followed Claude's example and mounted.
They seated themselves firmly in the saddle in a mo-

ment, and set off at a sharp trot.

The commencement of the Oxford-road was soon

^ined.
Claude and Jack, as soon as they were mounted, ex-

perienced that sense of exhilaration which no one can

fail to feel when mounted on a good steed.

The motion, too, warmed them without fatiguing them.
" A gallop !" cried Jack, " a gallop ! I feel once more

as if I was a free man !"

He touched his steed lightly with his spur as he spoke,

and the gallant creature responded to it by bounding
forward at a rapid speed.

Claude followed.

The Oxford-road was then quite free from houses, ex-

cept a few which stood back surrounded by their own
grounds, and they were very few about.

The road was almost deserted, so our friends had no
obstacles to their progress.

On reaching Tyburn Gate our friends drew up, and
Claude, thrusting his hand into his pocket, pulled out

a handful of loose silver, which he gave to the tollman.

Having passed this obstruotion, they proceeded at a
more gentle pace.

They did not wish to exhaust their horses, but to re-

serve their powers until they had occasion to make use

of them. It was a glorious night, and one which well

suited their purpose.
There was no moon.
But the sky was thickly studded with brilliant stars

which seemed to cast a faint twinkling radiance upon
the earth.

With the exception of the slight illumination received

from them, it was profoundly dark, yet not so dark as
to prevent Claude and Jack from seeing the hedgerows
and tall trees on either side of the road.

They were now fairly in the country, and quite away
from all houses.

" This is glorious, Claude." said Sixteen-String Jack.
"I feel myself again."
" We want something."
"What?"
•' The presence ol our two comrades."

" Dick and Tom."
" Yes, we do indeed."
" We shall have them, ere long."
" I trust so, and then we will see whether on* old plan

cannot be carried out. I mean the one which we devised

immediately after Tom King's escape from Newgate."
" You mean forming ourselves into a band of four,

with Dick Turpin to act as our captain."

"Just so."
" That would be glorious."

"Thus united, we will perform some deed« which
shall by far transcend all that we have hitherto accom-
plished."

" We should be strong enough to overcome almost
any force opposed to us, should we not ?"

"Certainly."
" Do not let us speculate upon the future too much

;

you must recollect it looks very dark and uncertain."
" It does, indeed."
"Hark!"
" What !"

" Halt. I fancy I heard the sound of horses' hoofs."
Claude pulled up in a moment and so did Jack.
Then the two leant forward in their saddles, and lis«

tened intently for the repetition of the sound which the
latter had heard.

It came quite plainly to their ears.

Undoubtedly it was the sound of horse's hoofs.

But unaccompanied by the rumbling of carriag(»

wheels. The horse was coming at rather a slow walk.
" What are we to do, Claude ?"

" Stop him."
" He is coming this way, I think."
"Oh, yes, he is coming to London. I wonder what

makes him walk his horse so slowlyas that ?"

" I don't know."
" It seems strange."
" It does. The tread is quite measured and slow, aa

though the rider was in no sort of hurry."
" It is something unusual and strange, and that is

quite sufficient reason for us to be cautious."
"It is."
" Let us draw aside as close under the shadow of the

hedge as we can, and theu, when the. horseman passes
us, which he is sure to do presently, we will have a look

at him, and, if he seems of the right sort, it will be easy
for us to overtake him."

" If he goes no faster than he does now."
The sounds came with greater and greater distinct-

ness to the ears of our friends.

It was high time, they thought, that they took up
their position, so they did so at once, and as noise-

lessly as possible.

Having done so, it would have required an eye of
more than usual sharpness to have distinguished them
from the hedge behind them. The only difference was
the ground looked rather darker.
Our friends did not speak for fear the light breeze

which was blowing should carry the sounds with it

upon the still night air, and waft them into the ears of

the approaching horseman.
They did not want him to have the least suspicion

that they were on the road in ambush.
Should they attack him, their success would in a great

measure depend upon taking him by sudden surprise.

With the same slow, steady motion the horseman
came on.

There was something excessively odd about any one
travelling the road at night at such a pace as that, and
our friends could not make it out.

Anxiously they waited for a solution of the mystery.
To while away the time, each of the highwaymen drew

a pistol from his belt, and, cocking it, held it in their

right hands.
They were then armed and in readiness.

Five minutes elapsed.

Then, as Claude and Jack strained their vision down
the road, a moving object came in sight.

"They, assisted probably by their fancy, quickly madff
out its outlines to be a horse and rider.

Nearer and nearer he came, at the same slow walk. '

He became more and more visible.

At length he came to within a few yards of ot«f'

friends, who then saw that they were quite right*
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It was a horse and rider.

The latter was clothed in garments of some dark
colour, so dark, indeed, that his form was scarcely dis-

tinguishable.
On he came.
Suddenly, to the great surprise of our friends he

pulled up in the middle of the road exactly opposite to

them.

CHAPTER CCCXXXIII.
CLAUDE DtrVAIi HITS UPON A VERT INGENIOUS EX-
PEDIENT FOB BRINGING THE OXFORD MAIL COACH
TO A STANDSTILL.

There was something very strange and mysterious in

all this, but the two highwaymen nevertheless felt that

the mystery would be still further developed.
Straining their eyes until they positively ached again,

they watched all the movements of the strange horse-

man.
They saw him look up the road, and to the right and

to the left.

Then he assumed a listening attitude.
*' I thought I heard horses' feet upon the road,'' he

said ;
" but all is still now, so I suppose I was mistaken.

And yet I could almost have sworn to it."

The horseman listened again, and somehow or other
the idea came into the minda of Claude and Jack that
the man ou horseback was of the same trade as them-
selves, and that he was on the lookout for travellers.

Nevertheless, they did not move hand or foot, but con-
tinued to keep their eyes fixed upon him.
That they were perfectly invisible and indistinguish-

able from the hedge in the shadow of which they stood,
they felt certain, for the horseman had several times
looked in the direction of them, and never made the least

movement or sound to show that he had seen them.
" I can't hear anything," said the horseman, aloud.

" Curse it ! what confoundedly dull work it is. Hera
have I been pacing up and down this road for more than
an hour. I shall be glad when my time is up. How-
ever, I'll turn back, and try and meet my mate, and if

we have a bit of chat together, that will pass away
the time better. Come up, will you."
As the horseman addressed these last few words to

his steed, he turned round, and walked slowly away in
the direction he had just come.

It was not until the sounds of his horse's hoofs had
entirely died away, that the highwaymen ventured to
address each other, or even to move.
And then Claude Duval spoke.
" What do you make of that. Jack ?"

" To tell the truth, I don't know what to make of it."

"Nor I, exactly."
" If he had spoken on purpose to mystify us as to

who he was and what he wanted, ha could not have done
it better."

"It was a strange speech."
"Very."
" Did yon hear what he said about riding down the

road to meet his mate?"
"Yes."
" What did he mean ?"

" I am no better able to judge than yourself."
" I don't like it at all, because I don't understand it

;

and anything I don't understand I don't like."

"Nor I."
" The best thing we can do, I fancy, is to walk for-

trard very quietly, and, as soon as we" come to a gap in

the hedge, or a gate, or anything of that sort, we will

make our way through it."
" And then follow this mysterious horseman, and try

to overhear what he says to his mate."
"Just so."
" We shall then, no doubt, come to the root of tho

matter."
" So we shall."
" Forward, then. There ia a dry ditch here. Walk

along that, and then we are not so likelj to be heard."
This good advice was followed.
About twenty yards further on &\ong the road there

Was a gap in the hedge.
They resolved to avail themselves of It At ft means of

getting into the meadowa* i

Both dismounted, and getting through the gap first

themselves, took hold of their horses by the bridles and
drew them up after them.
They then mounted, and finding there was a quantity

of short grass behind the hedge, they pushed on at a
gentle trot.

The ground m?de the beat of tho horses' hoofs quite
inaudible.

At every fev. yurds they would pull np and listen for
the sound of the mysterious horseman,
At length they heard him.
He was going at the same slow, steady pace as before.
Presently their practised ears could detect the sounds

of another horse approaching them, also at a walking
pace.

It may be that some suspicion of who the rider waa
crossed the minds of our friends, but, if so, they did not
make any remark to each other concerning it.

Indeed, it would not be prudent for them to have done
so.

Gently they kept on their way.
At length they heard a voice say j

" Is that you, Jenkins ?"
" Yes, mate."
The trampling of horses' feet ceased, atod the highway*

men came to a standstill.
" What awful dull work this is."

"Awful."
" Have you heard anything ?"

"No. Have you?"
" I fancied once I heard horses' feet coming from Lon-

don, but I must have been mistaken, for I listened and
could not hear them."

" Oh, you were mistaken, no doubt. I wonder when
tho relief will come ?"

" Not for half-an-hour yet."
" How dreadful."
" It is. This patrolling tho road ia tho dullest Work

I have ever had to do."
" I am sure it is that I havOi"
" I'd sooner be at Bow-street a good deal. When you

are in London there is a chance of your getting shelter
and some one to talk to."

" And something to drink."
" Yes, but here we are up and down this road without

a house or a human being in sight."
" It's dreadful work."
" It is that. I had no idea what it was to patrol a

road for two hours every night, but now I have found
out to my cost."

" We have been on this job now for a matter of two
moliths, and I am tired of it, I can tell you. We have
never had an alarm of any sort all the while, have we ?"

" Not once."
Sixteen-String Jack touched Claude on the arm.
" Come," he said, in the faintest possible whisper.
He pressed his heels against his horse's flanks as he

spoke, and at a walk led the way across the meadow,
going in a direction at right angles to the road.
Their progress was almost noiseless, and they got off

without being heard by the men in the road.
The meadow was of considerable length, but our

friends did not stop till they came to a hedge which
barred their further progress. Then, feeling they wero
quite out of earshot, they spoke.

" What do you think of that, Claude ?" asked Sixteen-
String Jack.

" Why, I think we have acquired a piece of very im-
portant and useful information."

" Very, indeed."
"I understand it all, now. The police authorities

must have appointed a troop of mounted men to patrol
the roads contiguous to the metropolis."

" That's it."

"And we have just seen two of them."
" Who don't seem very well pleased with their job."
" It must be awful dull work."
" Unquestionably."
" That accounts for his walking up and down the road

in that mysteriona manner, I couldn't make it out at
first."

"Norl."
" I am afraid this will ioterfere with as a Gfteat deal." ~

•' It ia sore to,"
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" I wonder old Matthew did not mention it."

" You may depend he knows nothing at all about it."

"Perhaps so."
" We discovered it by an accident."
" And a fortunate thing it was for us that we did,"
" Decidedly."
•' But I suppose yon don't intend to let them baulk

you of your intention."
"Oh, dear no. It will surprise me if I go back to

London empty handed."
"And me."
" Jack."
" What, Claude P"
" Do you recollect I asked for a piece of rope ?"

" Yes."
" Do you know what I wanted it for ?"
" Not exactly."
" Well, I may as well tell you. I have Bet myself a

task."
"What is it?"
"You will join me, I know."
" Let me hear wliat it is."
" Well, then, I set out with the intention of stopping

the Oxford Coach."
"The devil!"
" It's a bold scheme, isn't it ?"
" It is, and more especially so now the roads are

patrolled by mounted police."
" That makes it awkward certainly, but I'll tell you

how I shall do it."

"HowP"
" I shall pick a nice dark piece of road, with trees on

each side, and I shall tie the rope right across."
" I understand."
" That will throw the horses down in a moment."
" It's a good plan, Claude, and I don't see why it

shouldn't answer. We should have to be quick."
" Yes. But just think what a good booty we should

have from all the passengers, without counting the
mail-bags, which are sure to carry something worth
having."

" That will set us up for a bit."
" It will. Now, if you will take my advice, you won't

Btop any one else if you have ever so good a chance."
" Why not ?"

" Because it can't be done without raising an alarm."
" I see."
" Which would be fatal to us. When we have stopped

the coach we will make our way in as direct a line as

possible to London, andnot trouble after anything else."
" Agreed."
" Come on, then. We will follow this hedg^e a little

way, and then get into tlie high-road again."
" Perhaps, if we get further out into the country, we

might miss the patrol."
" Very likely."

Our friends again resumed their way, taking their

way along the hedge which divided the meadow from
the one next to it, and which ran parallel to the road.

It was a very fortunate thing for our friends that
they discovered the existence of a mounted patrol on
the road as they did.

If they had remained in ignorance of that fact, they
might have been made acquainted with it at rather an
awkward juncture, and in rather an awkward fashion.

Now, however, they were on the alert, and probably
would not have much difficulty in avoiding the danger
now that they were made acquainted with its presence.

The soft turf in the meadow was very grateful to the

horses' hoofs, and they trotted along rapidly.

At length they came to another he <ge, which put a
stop to their progression in a straightforward direction.

They did not jump this as they might have done, but
made their way towards the highway again.

As they had fully expected, they found a gate leading
out into it.

^

It was fastened with a padlock, but Claude alighted
from his horse, and soon got rid of that difficulty.

The gate swung open, and they all passed out into

the road. They listened intently, but they were unable
to hear anything of the patrol.

As quickly as possible, then, they made their way for-

ward in such a direction that they mast inevitably meet
the Ox£oc4 Ooaoh.

It was a daring feat for any two men to attempt under
any circumstances, but especially so now the road was
so well guarded as it appeared to be.

But our friends were bent upon the accomplishment
of it, and the reader by this time must be aware that it

was no trifle which prevented them from carrying out
anything they had taken in hand.
We are rather inclined, however, to tremble for their

safety.

Should they be either killed or captured, the aspect
of affairs would be rather Berious.

But, without the least dread whatever upon their

minds, they trotted along the road as though nothing;

in the world was the matter.
At length, without meeting with any interruption,

and without the occurrence of any incident, they arrived

at a spot which Claude considered very well calculated

to answer their purpose.
From some reason or other, the road was some few

feet narrower than elsewhere.

It took rather a sharp curve, too, to the right.

On both sides were some very tall trees, which grew
to a great height, and, as a natural consequence, cast
a- deep shadow on the roadway.
That was increased by the tendency which the tops of

the trees had to touch each other—indeed, in some places
they were actually in contact.

So far all was favourable.

But there was something else which induced Claude
to select that spot above all others.

The driver of the coach, would, of course, be aware
of the sharp curve in the road, and, as a measure of

safety and precaution, not only to himself, but to any-
thing approaching, he would rein his horses in, and
come round slowly.

This was just what was wanted.
Sixteen-String Jack saw the advantage at once.
" This will be the place, I think," Claude said.
" Oh, yes ; you could not possibly find a better."
" Then just hold my horse a moment, and I will alight

and tie one end of the rope to a tree in readiness,"
" Do so."
Claude slipped off his horse, and, as ho did so, he

said

:

" I will put my ear to the ground first, and listen if

any one is coming."
"It will be prudent."
Claude laid himself down at full length in the road-

way, and, placing his ear on the ground, listened very
intently. No sound, however, came to his ears.

Satisfied of this, he slowly uncoiled the rope from
round his waist, and then proceeded to tie one end of it

very firmly to the trunk of one of the trees.

This done, he walked across the road, holding the
rope slaokly in his hands.
In another moment, however, their ears were assailed

by the blast of a horn.

"The Oxford Coach," said Sixteen-String Jack.
"Fasten the rope, Claude, we are just in time."

CHAPTER CCCXXXIV.

SIXTEEN-STRING JACK AND CLAUDE DUVAL PLtTNDEB

THE OXFORD MAIL, AND BOTH HAVE A NAREOW
ESCAPE TKOM DEATH.

Another blast of the horn followed Jack's words,
which, though louder than the preceding one, was fee-

ble—though, doubtless, had the coach been nearer than
it was, it would have sounded a lusty note.

Claude Duval slipped the end of tlie rope round the

tree on the other side of the road, and pulled it tight.

He held it in this position a moment or two, ready to

let go in an instant should anything else want to pass
before the stage-coach came up.

But there seemed to be no other vehicle upon the road.

The rumbling of the wheels could now be heard with
a distinctness which momentarily increased.

Claude now ventured to secure the rope.

Having done so, it formed a line right across the road,

about two feet from the ground, and was a barrier of a
very formidable character indeed.

It was tight and well secured. The rope was strong,

and there were no fears of its breaking or the kuuta
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giving way, at all events, until the seivice it, was de-

eigued to perform was completed.
Claude put his hand upon it near the middle and

tested its firmness, and feeling quite satisfied upon that

poiut, he remounted his horse.

The coach was now very close at hand. "^

The rapid revolutions of the wheels upon the hard
turnpike road made a continuous grating, showing the

speed at which it was coming to be very great.

The horn was blown at frequent intervals.

In one of their qalculatious, however, our friends

proved to be in error.

They had reckoned that, upon approaching the bend
in the road close to which they had taken up their station,

that the driver of the coach would slacken his speed, and
come round carefully, for fear of a collision with any
other vehicle which might be coming towards tliem.

But the driver did nothing of the sort.

He did not perceptibly check his horses, but the guard
kept on blowing his horn almost unceasingly, the mean-
ing of which was to let all people on the road know the
stage-coach was coming, and to warn them to get out
of the way.
From their advantageous position on horseback, our

friends could see over the hedgerows, and after the lapse

of a few moments they could see the reflection of the
lamps on both sides of the vehicle, which shone with a
strange erffect upon the vegetation.

Little did the driver and guard and passengers think
what sort of an adventure was awaiting them.

In fact, ever since the mounted patrol had been esta-

blished, a feeling of great security had taken possession
of the breasts of tlie public.

This owe i its existence to the fact that, since the
mounted police had patrolled the road, no robberies had
been committed.
To stop a coach filled with people, many of whom

were well armed, was at any time a daring undertaking
for two men to resolve upon, but trebly so when the
roads were watched by mounted police officers, whose
particular duty it was to see that no such act was con-
summated.
But our friends had resolved upon it, and a few min-

utesnow will serve to show what sort of success they
met with.

The coach rolled on.
Claude and Jack backed their horses as close as they

could to the bank on one side of the road, and then, with
their pistols already in their grasp, they waited.

But at the same time they listened intently, so as to

be aware if anything else besides the coach approached
them. At length, with a sudden dash, the huge convey-
ance, with its four spirited horses, came round the
corner of the road,

" Now, Claude," said Jack, "be ready. Cry 'Stand.'"
" All right."

Sixteen-String Jack made this last request because
Claude Duval had got a stronger and louder voice than
he had himself.

_
The rope across the road must have been perfectly in-

visible to both the coachman and his horses.
Claude left his place of concealment.
He had two pistols in his hands.
One was loaded with ball.

The other with powder only.
This latter he discharged in the air, and immediately

throwing it on the ground, passed the loaded one into
his right, and, followed by Jack, reached the side of the
stage-coach.
Our friends had found discharging a pistol loaded with

powder only an excellent device.

They were able to load it heavily, and ram the charge
down hard, so that, when the pistol was fired, not only
•would the report be tremendous and startling, but an
intensely bright red flame would issue from the muzzle.
The sight and the sound of this had the effect of

frightening people.

It made the higti waymen seem as though they were
in good earnest.

Scarcely had the report of this pistol ceased than
Claude, in his most stentorian tones, cried :

"Stand and deliver! Halt! Pull up, coachman

—

pull up, I say, or I will send a bullet into your brains."
" HighwayDWtt rM 'V.»*»," laid the coachman, aa he

made a vain effort to rein in his horses, who were start-
led by the report of the pistol and the sudden burst of
flame proceeding from it.

But just at that moment the feet of the two leading
horses got entangled in the rope whid.' had been placed
across the road for that purpose.
The others could not stop themselves, but fell down

likewise, so the coach was brought somewhat suddenly
to a standstill.

A succession of shrill shrieks now came from the in-
terior of the coach.
By an arrangement to which they had mutually

agreed. Sixteen -String Jack looked after the passengers
on the roof of the coach and levied his contributions
upon them, while Claude Duval performed the same
interesting operation upon those who occupied the in-
terior.

Now the guard of a stage-coach, who always sits at
the back in a seat provided for his special accommoda-
tion, was provided with two instruments which he was
to make proper use of as occasion required.
One was a long tin horn.
The other was a blunderbuss.
The first was to herald the approach of the coach.
The other was to defend the passengers from any

attack which might be made upon it.

Both hung in wicker baskets provided for their recep-
tion, in very loving contingency with each other.
The guard, then, as soon as he paw Sixieeii-String

Jack, who had ridden close up to the coach and demanded
the purses cf the outside passengers, the guard, we ?ay,
with many wise shakes of the head and hushes, pro-
ceeded to draw the blunderbuss from its receptacle.

Then, when he had it out, he cocked it, and placing
the butt against his shoulder, took careful aim at the
highwayman.
The huge, bell-shaped mouth of the instrument looked

terrifying to a degree. With a triumphant and exult-

imt feeling about his heart, the guard pulled the trigger.

The result was rather startling to the guard, and
decidedly not pleasant.

It was many a day since the clumsy firearm had been
discharged.
Now it was overloaded.
There was a flash of white smoke.
Then a roaring report like the discharge of a small

cannon.
Mingled with the sound was an awful cry.

It came from the lips of the guard.
It was echoed by many of the passengers on the roof.

The barrel of the blunderbuss had burst, aud the
guard, with the hideous yell we have mentioned, fell

bleeding and wounded, from his seat at the back of the
coach into the roadway.

It was the recoil of the weapon which did it.

Several of the outside passengers were injured, but
not seriously.

But how did Sixteen-String Jack fare ?

He escaped unhurt.
But how ?

His attention had been attracted towards the back of
the coach.
He saw something was going on.

The next moment he caught sight of the bell-

mouthed barrel of the blunderbuss pointed straight at
him. He knew how little dependence could, in a
general way, be placed upon those weapons.

Still he did not like to run the risk of this one being
powerless to harm him.

Directly he saw it he slipped off his horse on to the
ground.
Nor was he a moment too soon.
The discharge followed instantly, and a perfect storm

of missiles flew over his horse, and which must have
riddled him through and through had he remained.
No sooner was the danger over than he recovered him-

self, and, springing into the saddle, called out so that his

comrade should know he was unhurt.
He spoke in somewhat sterrjer tones than before.
" Quick—quick. Give me your purses every one of

you. Throw them into my hat. If any one hesitates,

that moment will be his last."

This threat had the desired effect, and piwsea of various
kinds were thrown into the ha^^*
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Jaok rapidly transferred them to the capacious pockets

of his ooat, and then cried ;

^
_,

" Now, gentlemen, your watches."
_

There was a little demur to this, but the eight of

Jack's pistol silenced all scruples, and the watches were

handed to him.
Jack now turned his attention to the driver, from

whom he expected to get by far the most valuable por-

tion of booty.
"Coachy," he cried, " do you want to see the sun

rise to-morrow ?"

The driver glared at him, but made no reply.
" Because, if you do," continued Jack, "the only way

by which you can do so will be by immediately hand-

ing me the mail bags which you know are in the box

under your scat."
" The mail bags," gasped the coachman. " I am a

ruined man. Oh, good gentlemen, protect me."
But the passensrers were daaf to his appeal.

If they did not feel inclined to imperil their lives for

the salvation of their own valuables, they were scarcely

likely to do so for those belonging to other people.
" Coachman," said Jack, " hand me those bags. If

you refuse or hesitate a moment longer, so snre as you
now breathe, you are a dead man."

" Murder."
" You may call it murder if you like, but I should call

it suicide."

"Suicide?"
" Yes, for you will be throwing your life away when

there is no occasion for you to do so. Come—come, I

cannot linger longer. The mail bags, I say, without
you want me to shoot you first and take them after-

wards, for to have them I a* determined."
With a dismal groan, as he reflected upon what would

be the consequences of this night's work, the coachman
got up off his seat and opened the box to which Sixteen-

String Jack had alluded, and which was provided for

the reception of the mail bags.
The coachman was very reluctant to give them up,

because he was responsible for their safe keeping.
But then, he thought, as the highwayman was deter-

mined to have them, that he had better give th"m up
than be shot, and have them taken afterwards just the
sany.

VVith a heavy heart, then, he handed them to Jack,
who threw them before him on the saddh'.

Having related so far whtt b^'fel J^oU in his attempt
upon the outside, we will proceed to tuiu our attention

to the success Claude had witii the inside passengers.
Riding straight up to the door of the coach, he caughh

hold of the window with his left hand, and let it down
with a crash.

Scarcely had it finished clattering down in its frame
than there was a sudden report.

Claude felt his hat fly off his head, and a tingling sen-
sation all along his scalp.

This
J of course, startled him for the moment, but

Claude had been fired at more than once in his life, and
he knew from experience that if you hear the report of

a firearm you are alive.

So on this occasion he was certain that, beyond a
slight wound, there was nothing the matter.
Without, then, a perceptible pause, he put his head

in at the carriage window, and projected the barrel of a
pistol into the vehicle.

An oil-lamp cast a tolerable radiance around, and by
the aid of this Claude was able to see the different pas-
sengers.
The inside of the conch was quite full.
" That's a rough welcome," said Claude, in off-handed

tones, as though it was the simplest matter in the
world. " But never mind, I must have my shot back,
or else it would not be fair."

Claude used his eyes well while he made this speech,
for the double purpose of seeing when anyone made an
attempt upon his life, and who it was who had fired the
shot which was so near being a fatal one.
When he spoke about returning it, he saw one gentle-

man shrink back.
That was enough.
Claude knew him.
" Come, ladies and gentlemen," he said, " You don't

aeem very well pleased. However, we most have busi-

ness first and pleasure afterwards. I will attend to
you, sir, in a few moments."
These words were addressed to the man who had

shrunk back, and who Claude suspected of having fired
the shot.

He was still further confirmed in this suspicion by
seeing him change colour visibly.

" Now, ladies and gentlemen," he said, "time presses.
Be good enough, therefore, to be as quick as possible.
Your money, watches, rings, and other valuables. Hand
them to me quietly, and you will receive no personal
violence whatever. But you must be quick, and give
them up without resistancfe. Now."

Still the passengers hesitated.
" Come now," said Claude, " this is really too bad.

You cannot escape, and it will be much better for you
to give the things up with a good grace than compel me
to use force, which I shall be compelled to do. Now,
then, I will begin with you, sir."

Claude addressed an elderly gentleman who sat next
the door with his back to the horses, and whose face
was a picture of ludicrous fright.

In a helpless, confused sort of way, he put his haad
into his breast and pulled out a pocket-book, which, in
less than a minute afterwards, was safe in Claude'i
pocket.

CHAPTER CCCXXXV.
CLAUDE DUVAL AND SIXPEEN-STRING JACK ARE

ATTACKED BT THE PATBOL.

"That's a beginning," he said. "Come, follow this

gentleman's example. Really, it's too bad of you. You
don't deserve to have any forbearance showu you—you
don't, indeed. Come, I sliall proceed to harsh measures."
The passengers looked at Claude and saw the deter-

mined expression on his countenance, though he spoke
so good-temperedly.
They also looked at the long, bright barrel of the

pistol, which was resting in a negligent sort of way upon
the side of the coach window.
They thought it best policy to submit.
Purses, watches, rings, brooches, ear-rings, and all the

valuable articles worn by people tolerably well off, were
one after the other handed to him.
The booty was considerable, and must have repre-

sented a very larse anount.
Claude was highly pleased with the success he had

met with, and felt inclined to pardon the man who had
fired at him, and who after all had only done his duty,
and acted just as he would have done himself had their
positions been reversed.
But something else occurred which produced a com-

plete i-evulsion of feeling.

While Claude's attention had been wholly occupied
in receiving the various valuables as they were handed
out to him, this man, with the utmost secrecy and cau-
tion, managed to draw another pistol.

He was not perceived by anyone.
Then, when Claude was off his guard, and in the act

of making the reflection we have recorded, he hastily
put the weapon on full cock, raised it to a level, took
aim, and pulled the trigger.

The first intimation that Claude had as to what had
taken place was the click of a piece of steel.

But the pistol missed fire.

The powder merely flashed in the pan.
With a terrible oath, this man flung the useless pistol

full in the face of the highwayman, in the hope that he
migiit thereby do him a serious injury.

But Claude drew aside just in time to avoid the well-
aimed and dangerous missile, which fell harmlessly
enough into the roadway.
There was now an end to all Claude's pacific inten-

tions. His life had been a second time deliberately
and treacherously aimed at.

Nothing but the chance circumstance of the pistol
missing fire saved his life.

Had it not done so, he must have inevitably perished,
for his body quite blocked up the coach window, so as
to make it an impossibility to avoid hitting him some<
where. But providentially he escaped.
There was, however, a flushed and angry look upon th(
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[the thieves' ken in whitepriars.J

face of Clando Duval, as turning the handle of the coach

door, he flung it open.

"Come, sir," he said, addressing the man who had

fired, " I must trouble you to alight. You have had

what you would call two fair shots at me, and I must

have what I call" two fair shots at you."
" No—no."
" No, say you ? But I must. I pwsume you are a

gentleman." , .

" Precisely so ; and it is for that reason I cannot

e«ohange shots with a highwayman."
" Such a pretext as that will avail you little. I have

no euch scruples, and I tell you, once for all, if you do

not alight, I will fire at you where you are. There will

be the risk of hitting some of the other passengers, but

that will be entirely your faul*;."

No—no, good Mr. Highwayman," cried the other

passengers. " Make him alight. Don't fira in here—

pray dou't. Why, all the way aloug that gentleman has

been sw^ifgeriug and boasting, and saying how he should

No. 64.

like the coach to be attacked by highwaymen, just to

show as what he should do
" f„,„^„ r,nval " I

"Ladies and gentlemen," said Claude Duval, i

should be very unwilling to '"Jf« «;°y f .y°'l l^,^^
Hlitrhtost degree, or even to run the most distant nsK oi

dofng so. bft really you must, in self-defence, compel

the gentleman to ahght.
„,r,Tnon4-

"
" We'll soon do that, sir, if you will wait a moment,

cried the passengers, and. as they spoke, they set about

forcing the gentleman to alight. fUnda
To facilitate them in what they were abou., Olaudo

opened the coach door. „„„,mnn oanae
The whole of the passengers made common cause

against the boasting traveller.
•

, ». „„/i 0= fhait
They pushed him with all their might, and, as theix

united^strength by far exceeded his, they succeeded m
Betting him close to the coach door.

„t„.f..n«d^
Then Claude, leaning forward on his s^dfle.jt^^;'^^^

out his hand, and, seizing him by the collar ot ins ooai

1
wUh a firm grasp: drew W.u out into the roaawa^.

Price One Halfpenny.
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The old gontleman who sat next to the door alammed
it shut iu a moment, leaving liim to his fate.

The boastiiij^ seutleman fell rather heavily iuto the

roadway when Claude released hia hold.

But he qiiici<ly scrambled to his feet.

" Now,'' saiil Claude, "
1 givo you a chance for your

life. I willoount three, and, if by the time I pronounce
the tliird word you are not out of the range of this pis-

tol, you will have no one to blame but yourself. Now !

Une!"
" No, my fine fellow," said the traveller, plucking np

a courage tliat had a great deal of desperation in it.

' No, I will try what I can do for you."

He fumbled in his pocketa while speaking.

Claude took no notice, but quietly said :

"Two."
The traveller turned round, and prepared to fly.

"Three," .«aid Claude.
But his adversary had taken one bound, and then

gone throut,'h the hedj^e.

However, Duval fired ids pistol after him, though
whether it took any effect he did not stop to inquire, for

he heard the sudden trampling of horses' hoot.'^, which
showed that some one was approaching at a very rapid

rate, indeed.
At the same moment, Sixteon-String Jack, who had

quite finished with the outsi'ies, cried—
" Off and away, Claude ! Off and away ! The grabs

are after us ! Off and away I

"

At the same moment, SixteeuString Jack struck his

spurs into his horse's flanks, and galloped in the direc-

tion of the country.
Claude lost no time in following his example, for the

sound of liorsemen,coming from the direction of London,
reached his ears with a great deal too much plainness
to be pleasant.

The hearts of the highwayman were elated with the
success they had met with in their perilous adventure,
and they looked upon this prospect of a gallop into the

country with feelings of pleasure rather than otherwise.

A few words passed between them as to what kind of

booty they had been able to obtain, and the question
was asked as to what kind of hurts they had received,

which were really too insignificant to be mentioned.
" We have done a daring tiling, and got off well in

every respect," said Claude Duval. " To-morrow all

London will ring with this."
" It will, indeed."
" Hark, what is that ?"

With a sudden rush two horsemen durteil forward and
planted themselves exactly in the path of our friend-,who
were consequently oompolled to pull up or be thrown
down. Of course they diose the for'uer alternative.
" Surremler !" cried the two hore? aen, by whom they

were confronted. " Surrender !"

"For what ?"

" You know for what. AVe are perfectly well aware of

who you are. Yon are highwaymen, and our prisoners."
" We may be the one but wo are certainly not the

other," said Sixteeu-String Jack. " Let ua pass."
" Not so fast, my fine fellows ; we have got you, and

we mean to keep you."
" As for having us, I think we could show you a clean

pair of heels if we wished it."
" And meet the next patrol alon^' the road."
" Is that it F Then we will try, if you like, Whether

we are your prisoners or you ours ?"

Our friends noticed that the two mounted police-

oSicers held drawn swords iu their hands, and as they
(Claude and Jack) carried such weapons by their sides,
they drew them from their sheaths.
The next moment the four bright blades were crossed.
The steel clashed together with a ringing sound.
The two police officers, who were well skilled in the

aword exercise, did little more than defend themselves
from their antagonists.
They were prolonging the conflict as much as they

could, so that the sounds of the affray should reach the
ears of the other men patrolling the road, and so that
they should surround them, thus making them an easy
prey.

From the way in which they dallied, this suspicion
soom entered the minds of the highwaymen, and shout-
ing out their oonviotions to each other, at the same

moment precipitated themselves with the utmost vigour

upon their foes.

The fight now commenced in real earnest.

The weapons rang together.

The bright blades flashed in the murky light.

The horses reared and plunged.
The ciScers had much ado to defend themselves from

the furious onslaught thus made upon them, and they

were effectually prevented from taking any undue ad-

vantage by firing a pistol or otherwise, because the left

hand was continually employed in holding the reins and
manoeuvring the horse, while with their right they had
to ward off as best they could the furious attack which

the highwaymen commenced.
It was no longer child's play.

• It was not long before the two police-officers became
aware that, skilful as they were in the use of the sword,

their opponents were far superior to them.
Anxiously, then, they strained their sense of hearing

to the utmost, in order to catch some sound which would
indicate the coming of assistance.

Whenever they could, too, they cast uneasy glances

up the road, but they could see nothing.

Suddenly, however, there came upon the ears of all

four of the combatants the trampling of horses' hoofa

upon the road.

The sound was faint.

But distinct.

Our friends had everything to dread from that sound.

Their foes everything to hope.

The consequence wasthat both redoubled their endea-

vours.
The highwaymen were quite certain that unless they

disposed of their adversaries, and that at onoe, they
should be surrounded and opposed by such a force as

would make resistance futile.

Still, let it be said, that they did not take or attempt
to take any unfair advantage of ih«ir foes.

They merely fought with greiter desperation.

And now Claude, by putting iuto exjcation a skilful

feint, threw his enemy off hia guard.

It was only for a moment.
But that moment was enough.
Changing the position of his sword with the rapidity

of lightning, he made a thrust at the officer's breast,

and b fore he could recover his guard, the sharp steel

entered his breast with so much violence, that the point
protruded from his back.
Claude withdrew his sword instantly, and held it iu

an attitude of defence, for he did not know how much
his foe might have been injured from this thrust.

And well for him was it that he did so.

The officer, who seemed maddened with rage and pain,

attacked Claude in such a frantic manner that he had
the greatest difficulty iu defending himself.

Soon, however, the vigour with which the wounded
officer dealt his blows, abated, and one more slashing

cut in the shoulder from Claude's sword sent him head-

long to the groiiml.

Sixteen-String Jack had found himself opposed to a
man much his superior in those physical qualities neces-

sary to a swordsman.
He was a taller and a stronger man than Jack, and had

besides a very great advantage which a long arm bestows.
Notwithstanding tliese disadvantage.", however, Six-

teen-String Jack did not shrink from the encounter, but
put forth all the cunning tricks iu fencing of which he
waa the master.

It was only by this that a balance of any kind was
preserved between them.
Jack, however, had been wounded twice, and rather

severely too, but still he did not ahow the slightest

symptoms of giving way.
He was still engaged with bis foe when Claude freed

himself from his antagonist.

Of course the first thing to which Claude Duval di-

rected hia attention was the condition of his friend.

He saw him much the worst off in the affray, and ha
hurried to his assistance, for the trampling of the horses'

hoofs sounded with a distinctness that was really alarm<
ing.

It was evident that in less than another minute they
would reach the spot upon which he now stood.

The police-officer who had so nearly obtained a riotory
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rrer Sixteen-String Jaok, finding that his comrade had
fallen and that he was opposed to both, flung down iiis

weapon and sued for quarter—although assiatanoe was
to all appearance bo close at hand.
Quarter was granted to him on condition that he dis-

mounted, which he immediately did.

Claude then caught hold of bia steed by the biLdle, and
compelled him to gallop along by the side of his own,
into whose flanks he struck the spurs rather deeply.

Sixteen-String Jack did the same.
With a rush, then, the defeated police-ofiQcer was

left in the roadway, for the horses had all grown excite(l

while the battle was in progress, and, consequently, feel-

ing the spur, they darted off at a very rapid rateiudeed.

But though our friends had come off victorious in this

encounter, yet they were far from being secure.

On the contrary, they were placed in a position of the

greatest danger.
Sixteen-String Jack had reoeired two severe wound*

from the sword of his opponent, from both of which the

blood flowed in great quantities.

Then the horsemen they had heard approaching from
the direction of London were, by the time they started,

fully in sight.

A cry which they uttered had the effect of making the
highwaymen aware they were seen, and they turned
round quickly to see who their pursuers were.

One glance was suflScient.

Coming along at a tremendous gallop was a large body
of police-officers.

They saw the highwaymen turn round, for they set

up a shout the moment they did so, which sounded in

their ears like a demand to surrender.
Thisonr friends were not likely to pay any attention to,

without their position was very much worae than it was.

All they did was to strike their spurs once more into

their horses' sides, which caused them to tear along tim

road at full speed.

CHAPTER CCCXXXVI.
CLAUDE DUVAL ANDSIXTEEN-STRINGJACKSEEK SHEL-
TER IN AN INN, AND HAVE A TERRIBLE ADVENTURE.

Claude Duval quickly found the horse he held by the
bridle was a very great incumbrance.
He would not have burdened himself with it at all if

he had not thought by so doing he should be depiiviiitr

the defeated officer of the means of following them.
And this he quite succeeded in doin^, for the other

horse, when his rider fell headlong to the ground, was
naturally much terrified, and he galloped ofiE over tlie

fields at a great rate, and was out of sight almost
immediately.
Having effected his object, Claude thought he cou'd

not do better than release his hold upon the bridlu,

which he accordingly did.

The horse, however, seemed by no means disposed to

part company, but galloped by the side of them just as
before.

There was no objection to his doing this. On the
contrary, it might, for all they knew, turn out to be a
great advantage to have a spare horse in case either of

their own should fail.

The officers in pursuit, who had reached the stage-
coach soon after the highwaymen had stopped and
plundered it in the manner we havo related, there
learned all the partioidars of the outrage.
A description of the two highwaymen was furnished

them, and they were also told in which (".amotion they
had gone.
They set off in pursuit at onco, leaving the coachman

and passengers to do the best they could.
The horses, who had grown very restive after the rope

threw them down, had broken the harness and done other
mischief, so, in all probability, some little time would
elapse before they would be able to resume their journey.
The police-officers, however, cared nothing at all abou t

the paflsengers,nor about the inconvenience they suffered.

They were intent upon capturing the highwaymen.
After a short gallop tliey were so fortunate as to get

in sight of them, and this acted as a considerable
stimulus to their exertions.
Going at such a rapid rate as they were—and their

boraes' hoofs making each a din upon the ground as

tiiey did—the two highwaymen found conversation a
very difficult thing indeed.

But it was necessary they slioul 1 speak to each other,

so, raising his voice to its utmost pitch, Claude asked—
"Are you Imit much, .Tack?"
" Yes," replied his companion, but although he strove

liis utmost, his voice was so faint that Claude could
scarcely tell what he said.

" You alarm me, Jack."
" No—no."
" You do."
" The wounds are merely flesh wounds."
"Oh!"
" But they bleed profusely, and it is from loss of blood

I am suffering as much as possible."
" Cannot you do anything to staunch it ?"
" Not while we are going at this rate ; and to atop

would be madness. No, no, my friend ; we must push
forward at our utmost speed, and distance our pursuers."

" 1 think we are doing that now. At any rate, I am
sure they are not gaining upon us."

Sixteen-String Jack listened as well as he could to the
sounds which came from his pursuers in the rear, an i lie

was certain they were much fainter than thoy liad b^en.
But this, so far from making them feel satisfiod with

the exertion and the progress they had already made,
induced them to urge their horses to still greater efforts.

The gallant creatures obeyed them well.

Doubtless old Matthew had chosen the horses liimself,

and wasaware of the excellence of theirquality—a thing
so necessary to our friends.

Away they went, then, at a tearing gallop.

Sixteen-String Jack felt very faint and giddy.
With difficulty he retained his seat in the saddlo.

Every now and then he would sway from side to side,

and be in imminent danger of falling off.

But each time he recovered himself. A thins: more
attributable to his skill in horsemanship tiian anything
else.

He had received two wounds, and both almost in the
same place—that is to say, in the fleshy part of his

right shoulder.

They were deep, and the blood flowed from them J-

surprising quantities.

The rapid action, too, increased the hemorrhage.
Presently, upon Claude calling out for him to do so,

he pulled up.
Both listened.

1 1 was only in a very faint manner that the hoof-beats
of their pursuers came to their ears, but the ever-

increasing loudness of it told them they were pushing
forward with all possible speed.
"Now, Jaclc," said Claude, "let me bind up yOur

wonnd."
"No—no. Never mind. Push on a little further,

until we are quite out of the hearing of our foes, and then
we will take to tlie fields."

" If you can wait, Jack, until then, it wou»v. be much
better for us, as some time must be lost in the opera-
tion, and we might have a great deal of difficulty in

regaining the advantage we now have."
"To be pure we shall. Forward—forward !"

Sixteen-.String Jack struck his spurs into his horse's

sides as he spoke, and set the example of galloping
forward.
Claude Duval could not help admiring the pluck which

he displayed.

It was some time before they came to a halt again,

and when they did a large piece of ground had been
passed over.

The most attentive listening could not, on this occa-

sion, bring to their ears the least sound of the officei«

in pursuit.

"Now, Jack," cried Claude, " all is well. We have
distanced them at last. A few minutes more and wa
;;hall quite elude them."
"Tliank heaven for that," said Sixteon-String Jack,

faintly.
" Cheer up, my friend. Your voice is low."
" I have lost much blood."
" I am afraid so. But, look ! here is a white ga,te

which leads apparently into some meadows. I will dia-

mount and open it. When we have passed through 1

will close it again, so as to cause no suspicion."
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As hv spoke, Claude slipped off his horse and opened
thegat<fe, wliioh was merely fastened witliapifceof chrtin,

but iu ducli a manner that any one not let into the secret

of it would not undo it without a great deal of trouble.

But it WW3 the business of the liighwaymeu to make
themselves acquainted with fastenings of every descrip-

tion, so the probability is, that Claude opened the gate

with as much ease and quickness as the farmer himself

could tiave done to wliom the field belonged.

He fastened it again, and then remounted.
"Tliis is a plougiied field," lie said. '" We shall hava

to cross it slowly or we shall knock our horses up com-
pletely. Still as I cannot liear anything of our foes, it

will not matter, and you will besides have an opportu-

nity of putting a rude bandage of some kind round your
shoulder. Here, you liad better take my neckcloth ;

you will fiud that answer the purpose admirably.*'

Claude Duval pull"d off his neck the obsolete piece

of attire lie had mentioned, and handed it to Jack.
It was already in the form of a bandage, and he

slipped it over his shoulder without much difficulty.

Tiiey went at a walliinif pace across the ploughed
field, s ) thit he was enabled to drop his reins upon his

hurs^' s noo.c, and proceed ia perfect, s.itety.

By this means lie had both his hauds ab liberty.

The ilow of blood was checked in a very great degree,

bat the wound was not properly bound up.

By the time he had done this the opposite side of the

field was reached.
There was a gap iu the hedge through which they led

their horses.

They then found themselves in a spacious meadow.
This they crossed, and proceeded in a straight line

for a considerable distance across the country.
They had no-v every reason to believe that they had

completely baffl-ei their puraaera and thrown them off

the scent.

Believing this, they came to a halt ; and then the first

thing Claude did was to bind up his companion's wound
afresh, and iu as skilful a manner as he was able.

The bandage was already saturated with blood.

Jack was very faint and sick.

The quantity of blood he had lost was incredible, and
the wonder is that he could have borne up against its

loss with so much impunity as he did.

He was, however, in reality in a fearful state of weak-
ness and the feeling increased in intensity every moment.
Jack did not complain, but Claude could tell his con-

dition, and the necessity for his seeking shelter and rest
somewhere was imperative.
But they seemed to be in one of those sparsely popu-

lated agricidiural districts, at that time by far more
common than they are now.
Nowhere could the least signs of a habitation of any

kind be seen.

But they determiuod to push on in the hope of meet-
ing with one ere long.

After the elapsiou of about half-an-hour, they came
to what they had all along expected to find by proceed-
ing iu one direction, and that was a lane.

It was a broad one, and extended right vind left as
far as they coul i see.

But to what place it led they had no idea.
They could see the lane through the interstices of

the hedge, but none of these were large enough to admit
of a passage.
But our friends felt convinced that they had only to

go a certain distance to find a gate through which they
could pass without any trouble.

Indeed, there was one in sight just at their left hand.
Upon reaching it they found it was secured by a pad-

lock, but a large atone happening to be close by, Claude
picked it up, and dashed it with full forae upon it,

smashing the whole aPfnir at once.
This done he pulled the gate open upon its hinges,

and hi.3 friend passed through.
Claude Duval had not grown so far confused in his

geography as not to know in wlii.;h direction to go
along this lane in order to get nearer London.
He had to turn to the left.

Tbis was the way, then, he went at an easy pace for
the comfort and convenience of his wounded companion,
p,li t'le time keeping a sharp look-out for a dwelling of
Bome kind.

But they went three miles at least, without meeting
with a shed even.
Suddenly, however, Claude's quick eye d stected a

bundle of straw hanging by a rope to a post.

In the olden time the proximity of an inn nas often
denoted by this means.
Kiding up to this post, Claude taw a board projecting

from it, upon which in the faint night light he could sea
some letters were painted, but ho could not u.;ikethem
out.

But when he lighted a small lantern which he curried
in his pocket, he was easily able to do so.

Tiie words were these—
" The ' Spotted Dog.' First turning on the right.

Good accommodation for man and beast."
Claude read these words aloud to Jack, who said

—

'• Do you know this inn, Claude h"
" No."
" Will it be safe to atop there, think you K'
" We will risk it, my friend. In the state you are in

a little rest and proper attention to your wounds are
imperative, or you wdl eventually suffer severely."

' I do want rest, Claude."
" I know you do."
" Shall we be safe ?"
" We will run the rit-k. If danger c^ mes we must be

preparnd to resist it, and defend onroelves."
At this moment a narrow turning was reached, and

Claude added

—

" Here we are.'"
" it looks a dismal-looking entrance.
" It does. If I had been travelling along this road, I

should never have thought of turning up there to find
an inn, if the inscription on the board had not warned
me to do so."

" Nor I."

A shudder crept over Jack's frame as they turned
down this narrow lane.

Why he could scarcely say.

He attributed it to the blood he had lost.

But certainly the aspect of the place was rather for-

bidding.
The lane which apparently led to the " Spotted Dog ''

was a very narrow one, being barely wide enough to
allow the passage of one vehicle.

On one side of this lane was an unusually high hedge-
row, with tall trees at frequent intervale.

The other side appeared to be bordered by a planta-

tion of considerable extent.

Being so narrow, these trees cast a very deep and
black shadow over the lane, so that it was more like

entering a cavern or a tunnel than aught else, «xcept
that the blue sky and stars could be discerned overhead.

It -was certainly a very extraordinary locality to

choose for an inn, and with so forbidding an entrance,
Claude thought that it must have been seldom they had
any customers.

After proceeding some twenty yards, however, the
lane widened somewhat, and then on the left-hand side

of the lane Claude saw a faint light.

It looked as though it oame from a candle placed
close to a window-pane, and this was really the case.

The sound of their horse's hoofs must have been heard,

for a man emerged from the inn, carrying a stable-lan-

tern iu his hand.
The inn was built upon that side of the lane which

was bordered by the plantation already spoken of.

The trees which grew in it consisted chiefly of dark

firs and hnrse-chestunts, which gave it a gloomy and
sombre appearance.
Our friends could not see what kind of a man it was who

approached, for be held the lantern before him in such a

manner that none of the beam? fell upon his own person.
" Hullo !" he said, in a gruff voice, " Hullo ! there.

Who are you?"
" Travellers. We saw your board up, and the truss

of straw a little way down the road, and we want to

rest ourselves and our horses for a little while."
" All right, gentlemen," said the man with the lantern.

" You will find the best of accommodation at the
' Spotted Dog.'

"
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CHAPTER CCCXXXVII,

3011F "ERY STRANUE ADVENTURES BEFALL CLAUDE
DUVaL and SIXTEEN-STRING JACK DURINa THEIR
STAT AT THE "SPOTTED DOG" INN.

" Lead the way, then," cried Claude Duval, " and we
will follow you."
" All riglit, gentlemen. This way, if you please.

This way. John—Johu !"

" Yea," said a sleepy, surly voice, and then Claude
and Jack heard a hea»y footstep.

Tlie next momeut he came witliin the light of the

lantern, and it could be perceived that he was attired

like an ostler.

But the expression of his countenauce was forbidding
in the extreme.
He came towards the horses, and held the stirrups

for our frientia to dismount.
As soon as his feet reached the ground, such an ac-

cession of weakness came over Sixteen-String Jack that
he almost fell to tlie grouud.
Claude rau to his assistance, and was just in time to

save him.
" My friend has been wounded," he said, addressing

the ostler and the man who held the light. " I am
afraid he is iu a stiite of extreme weakness, but I don't
think lie is seriously injureii."

"I will help you to take him indoors," said the man,
putting down his lantern. " We have only a step or
two to go."
Of course Claude Duval did not reject the aid thus

proffered, and between them Sixteen-String Jack was
led to the door of the inn.

This was closed, but it opened to a touch.
They eutered a room on the ground floor, where there

was a light and a fire burning in the grate.

As soon as he was placed upon a seat, Jack fainted.
Claude called for water and a sponge.
They were quickly brought, and with the aid of these

the coagulated blood was washed away, and then two
very ugly-looking, gaping wounds were disclosed.

But Claude Duval's surgical knowledge assured him
that those wounds looked to be by far more dangerous
than they actually were.

He applied cold water plentifully, and then skilfully

bandaged his shoulder.

Still Sixteen-String Jack continued insensible, and in

this condition he was, by his comrade's directions, car-

ried upstairs and placed upon the outside of a bed.
Left to himself, Claude proceeded to recover him from

his swoon, and after some time succeeded.
Almost immediately afterwards, however. Jack fell off

into a deep sleep, which Claude did not attempt to

interrupt, for he knew that would more than anything
tend to recuperate his strength.
He sat besi'ie him and watched.
From his pocket he produced one of the numerous

watches he carried about him, and looked at the time.
It was half-past eleven.

"Tlie night is young yet," he muttered. "We can
stop hee some hours, and then manage to return to

London before daybreak, which will suit very well."
Having come to this conclusion, Claude, who felt not

in the least sleepy or fatigued, proceeded to count up
the booty they bad taken from the passengers in the
Oxford mail.

He found it represented a very large sum, being, in

fact, about three times as much as he required for his

immediate purpose.
Having done this, Claude looked round him at the

nature of the place he was in.

It was an ordinary looking apartment, with one
plain bed, without hangings, in one corner of the room.
The floor was uncarpeted.
Claude could not but think the behaviour of the ia^

mates of the iun rather extraordinary.
He had seen no one but the two rough-looking men

we have described, and these had willingly enough left

him and his wounded companion to shift for themselves.
No questions had been asked about him or the con-

dition in which he was.
All that they seemed to care about was to get them

into the iun.

Not the least sound from below reached his ears. H .

might as well have been in an uninhabited house.
After listening for a moment, he went to the window.
It was one which opened like a door, and, undoing the

catch, he pushed it back upon its hinges.
Then looked out.

He found the view exceedingly circumscribed.
He could see nothing but the black-looking trees in

the plantation, the branches of some of which were al-
most long enough to touch the window-panes.
There was nothing to be seen there, so he closed the

window again.
The intense stillness of the place made Claude fenl

uneasy, and a thousand vague apprehensions entered iiis

mind.
The strange position of the inn—so retired—so out of

the way as it was—struck him as being very strange
and unusual.
Then there was the forbidding countenances of thu

two men.
The more he thought, the more did gloomy feelings

creep over his mind, so at last he was fain to rise to his
feet and endeavour to chase them away by walking up
and down tlie room.
But in this he failed entirely.
They increased.
The chamber was but dimly lighted by a solitary can-

dle which he had placed upon the mantel-piece, because
he thought there its light would be most diffused.

Sixteen-S ring Jack was breathing laboriously.
Claude was anxious about the condition of his com-

rade, because ha knew so much was dependent upon his
LX;rtions on the morrow.
Ho took the candle in his hand and walked towards

the bed, in order to judge, if possible, by his looks what
kind of condition he was in.

The heavy slumber entirely produced by the exhaus-
tion of his system, still continued, and there was upon
the face of the sleeper an expression of great agony.
Doubtless the pain of the wound was great, though

Jack was unconscious of it.

The bleeding had, however, entirely ceased, oratany
rate, it had not penetrated through the wet bandages
wliich Claude had tied over it.

We have said that he had caused Jack to be laid on
the outside of the bed.
But now, perceiving that he shivered at short inter-

vals, he considered it must proceed from the cold, and
that it would be best to cover him over in some way and
keep him warm.
He would feel the cold, he thought, in consequence of

the blood which had been drained out of his body.
It was easy to cover him, Claude thought, without

disturbinu his position in the least, by simply going to
one side of the bed, and turning the (Rothes over him.

This he resolved to do, so he deposited the caudle on
a chair by the bedside, and, taking hold of the clothes,
I;e folded them half over, by this means of course,
covering his companion completely, for the bud was
wide and of an old-fashioned make.

In turning the clothes over, althoagh he was not awar/>
of it at the time, Claude had taken hold of themal'l, the
bottom sheet included, so that when they were in tli'^

position we have indicated, the bed was expose<l to vie v.

Claude did not notice this until he took the candle up
in his hands again, and held it down to look at his friend
once more.
The light of the candle then fell with full force upon

the striped fabic which contained the bed.
Mechanically Claude's eyes rested upon it, but his

attention was attracted by a larire (iark stain, only one
half of which apparently was discilo.-sed to view, the other
half being under the folded clotlie-i.

There was something peculiar abcait this stain, and
Claude held the caudle so as to look more closely at it.

As he did so, he felt a cold, clammy feelinsr about his
heart, and all those vague suspicions and sensations o'
alarm which he had previously experienced swept over
him again with redoubled intensity.
There was something very strange about this lar^e

dark stain in so strange a place.
Claude bent closer over it.

A glance almost showed him what the dark stain waa,
and he tamed away with a shudder of horror.
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That dark stain waa blood.

Not blood whioh had been recently apilt, or which

cculd have flowed from hia comrade's wounds.
There were no traces of it upon the sheets, but upon

the ticking of the bed only.

Moreover, by the yellowish tint it had in places assu-

med, Claude could tell that it had been there some time.

To satisfy himself, he touched it with his finger, and
found just where tiie stain was the bed was hard and
stiffened with the serum of the blood.

What talo did this stain tell ?

\Vhat deed of horror was it the sole trace and witness

of.?

Claude could not tell, but the suspicions he had pre-

viously and vaguely entertained took consistency and
shape.
A murder had been committed in that very room.

Into what kind of place had they got?
Claude was no stranger to the tales whioh were afloat

respecting inns where travellers stayed, and were never

seen again.

Such dens of murder were unfortunately too common.
Was there not every probability that he had fallen

into one ?

Surely, yes.

The strange position of the inn itself.

The forbidding countenances of the two men.
Their stiange behaviour.
The plantation at the back, so well adapted for the

concealment of any crime.

And lastly, the crimson stain upon the bed.

All these things were confirmatory of such a suspicion.

Claude had a horror of assassination.

For a fair fight he would care little, but he knew very

well that such a proceeding as that would be altogether

in opposition to the conduct of murderers.

He drew his sword from its sheath and laid it across

the bed.

He also examined his pistols, and placed them so that

he could take hold of them in a second should any
emergency occur.
Then he paused a moment to reflect.

What should he do ?

He looked at his watch.
It now wanted about ten minutes to twelve.

Would it be best for him to awake his companion and
communicate his suspicions to him ?

Sleep and rest for a little while were, he knew, very
essential to Jack, so he muttered

—

" No, I will not wake him. I will sit here and keep
watch, and woe to those who attempt anything against
him or me. I am more than a match for a couple of

such wretches as those, and, perhaps, after all, there is

no occasion for mo to be alarmed."
While he spoke these words, Claude Duval seated

himself on the Bed beside his wounded and slumbering
companion.
From this position he commanded a full view of the

door.

And now he saw something in connexion with the

door which he had not previously noticed.

There were no fastenings upon it, with the exceptioTi

of a drop-latch, which could be raised with as much
facility from without as within.

This, then, could scarcely be called a fastening.

Anxiously, then, and with his heart pulsating rapidly,

Claude fixed his eyes upon the door, and stretched his

sense of hearing to the utmost.
But the same remarkable stillness of which we have

spoken continued.
Nothing would have pleased Claude better than to

have taken the candle and gone downstairs, in the en-
deavour to solve the mystery, but if he did this, he
should be compelled to leave his comrade, and during
his absence the worst might happen.
So he was forced to content himself with keeping

watch where he was,

Slowly and wearily the minutes passed by.

It is always so when one is watching.
At every few momenta Claude would take a watch

from his pocket and look at the time, but growing tired

of that he put the watch upon the bed, bo that he could
look at it any moment he wished.
Half an hour elapsed.

During that time nothing o*oarred to recompeuse
Claude for hia trouble.

Sixteen-String Jack still slept, but he breathed much
easier than before, and a faint tinge of colour wua be-

ginning to oome back to his cheeks.
Claude looked upon these symptoms with tavourable

eyes.

"Jack will be all right soon," he said. " Perhapa
after all I have been frightening myself with a shadow,
or perhaps if they had any evil intentions they would
be afrai.i to engage themselves with us."

It was just as ne was making these reflections that
Claude heard a faint creaking sound.
He was on the alert instantly, and listened with great

intentness for a repetition of it.

He had not long to wait.

It came again, and this time with much greater plain-

ness than before.

Someone was ascending the flight of rickety stairs

leading to the room in which he sat.

Presently the sounds ceased, and then Claude beard
some one whispering.
There could be no doubt about what it was.
He did not move from the bed, however, but fixed hie

eyes still upon the door.

The candle now required attention, but he could not
give it. The wick had grown a preternatural length,

and the illumination was consequently much enfeebled.

It cast a dim, shadowy light over the chamber.
Suddenly the whispering ceased, and then Claude

heard the creaking of footsteps on the staircase again.

On—on they came, until they paused just outside
the door.
Here aome more whispering took place.

Claude had not the least doubt that there were two
persons without, and that those two persons were the
men he had seen, and who possessed such forbidding
physiognomies.
His mind's eye enabled him to see through the door,

and he pictured the two just as they were standing
whispering to each other.

What they said, however, was more than he could
make out, although he stretched his sense of hearing to
the utmost in endeavouring to do so.

The whispering ceased.

A brief interval of silence followed.

Then Claude heard some one tap very gently on the
door with his knuckles.

CHAPTER CCCXXXVIII.
THE LANDLORD AND THE OSTLER AT THE " SPOTTED
DOG " VERY DESERVEDLY COME TO A BAD EWD.

Affairs in the bed-chamber of the "Spotted Dog " are
now beginning to assume a critical and interesting aspect,
and it is, we confess, with considerable anxiety and inter-

est that we look for the termination of this adventure.
What could be the meaning of this tap on the door,

Claude could not precisely say, but the hypothesis which
he adopted was doubtless the correct one.

And that was, that the tapping was meant to ascer-

tain whether he was asleep or awake.
Suppose he feigned the former.
His doubts and suspicions would surely then b-' con-

firmed or dispersed.

He resolved upon this course.

As silently as possible, then, he slipped off the aide
of the bed, taking his weapons with him, and crouokad
down close to the floor.

The bedstead waa now between him and the door, so
he waa toleraK^ well hidden from the view of anyone
coming in.

The tapping came again, and thia time it was a little

louder.

Still Claude took no notice.

Then the whispering outside recommenced, after
which the latch was slowly and silently raised.

Then the door was pushed open to the extent of a
few inches.

Claude raised hia head ao that he could just see ever
the bed-clothes.

When the door waa open far enough a rough-looking
head was projected into the room.
One glance at the features was sufficient to show Claude
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that it belonged to no other tliau the man who he took

to be the landlord of the " Spotted Dog" Inn.

It is probable the dim light of the cantlle rather baf-

fled and confused the intruder's vision, for he put his

hand up to his ejes as though to assist his siiflit.

But he was apparently satisfiod with what he saw, for

he ventured to step stealthily into the room, and tlion

turned and beckoned to some one without.

Another head tiien appeared in tlie doorway.
This Claude al89 recognized without difficult}

.

It belonged to t!ie man who had played the part of

ostler.

It was impossible, having once seen those faces, to

mistake them.
" Hush," said the first comer. " Be quiet. I told

you they were both asleep by this time. If one was
awake do you think he would let the candle burn like

that f"
" It has got a thundering long wick, JoO; 'hat's cer-

tain."
" Hush, I say."
" I'm whisperincr.''
" I know. But lot us get this business settled. We

ehall be well paid for our work this tinip. Come on.

Never mind about there being two. If tliey are asleep
we can manage them easily enough, and, besides, isn't

one almost dead already. Why, it would be doing a
good action to put him out of hia misery."
"Ah! ah! Joe! you is a rummy one, you is! the

idea of that, now."
" We have got the truss of straw and the direction-

board to thank for this slice of luck. They little tliought
we carry it out there every night to get the people here,

and bring it away every morning."
" Come on, Joe I Business— business ! I know you

are always fond of talking about that finger-post affair,

because that was your own invenlioD."
'• And a good one, too ! Ah 1 ah !"

" Hush, Joe ! Let's settle them, and then we fan talk
afterwnrds." '

" All I ight, mate."
The two villains, about whoso murderous intentions

towards their guests there could be no sort of doubt,
now produced from their breasts, where they had con-
cealed thom, two long bright, glittering Uiiivefc.

Then, with the stealthy tread of trained assassins, they
crossed the room on tiptoe.

They reached the side of the bed.
" Here's one," said the man who had been addressed

by his companion as Joe ;
" but where's the other f"

" All right, I'll be bound ! But let us make sure of
this one first. We shall then be able to attend to the
other."
"Of course we shall

!"

The ruffianly ostler raised the hand in which he held
the long bladed knife high in the air above the breast
of Sixteen-String Jack.
Another moment and it would have descended, and

the gallant heart would have ceased to beat for ever.
But that moment was not destined to arrive.

He had not yet reached the end of his career.
Lilce an armed apparition, Claude rose up from his

crouching position to his full hei^'ht, and no sooner had
he done so th.-n', having taken a careful aim, ho pulled
the trigger of the pistol and fired.

The report of the pistol was something tremendous.
The ostler uttered a yell of fear and agony, and fell

in a huddled-up mass upon the floor.

The bullet from Claude's pistol had entered his brain,
and killed him instantly.
The arm which had held the knife was now powerless.
Sound as Jack's slumber unquestionably was, the dis-

charge of a pistol within a few inches of his ear was
sufficient to break it, and be started up to a sitting
posture on the bed as though galvanized.
The landlord of the inn, seeing the fate which had

befallen his comrade, and that he was one man opposed
to two, turned to flee.

Claude sprang over the bed after him. «

In hio right hand he held his s'vord, and in nia left

the other pistol.

The landlord darted to the door and pulled it open.
Be then stood at the top of the flight of stairs.

Claode aaw that if he was D»t speedy in his movements

the uiaii would be off, and being acquainted with all

tiie intricacies of the place would probably escape, or
perhaps summon some associate to his assistance.
These were both two very undesirable things indeed,

and Claude felt that he must adopt summary means to
provide against them.
Accordin<ily he raised his second pistol and fired.

The bulhit struck the landlord in the back, and came
out at his breast.

He uttered a dismal yell, and throwing up his arms,
fell headlong down the staircase.

bo suddenly did ul! this take place, that Sixteen-String
Jack had only just time to get off the bed and come to
Claude's side.

AVhat he saw puzzled and bewildered him.
" Claude," he cried, " what in the world has happened ?

Where am I ? Am I mad or dreaming P"
" Calm yourself, Jack—calm yourself. You must not

get excited. I will tell you all presently."
Sixteen-String Jack rubbed his head in a very con-

fused manner. He could not make it out at all. He
I ad not the slightest recollection of his arrival at the
" Spotted Dog."
Therefore he looked at the dimly-lighted chamber

<vith very peculiar feelings.

Cla\ide was not sure the ostler was dead, so ha
approached him with the candle to look.

One glance was enough.
T'ne man was quite dead.
He had now to ai-ccrtain the condition of the landlord,

who he had not heard move after reaching the bottom
of the staircase.

Tlie fearful fall he had had without the wound was
quite enougli to kill any ordinary man, but then Claude
knew very well that gentry of his class took, in a gene-
ral way, a great deal of killing.

So, with the cmdle in his grasp, ho descended the
little flight of stairs.

The body of the landlord lay in a huddled-up mass at
the bottom.

" HtJii the light. Jack," said Claude to his comrade,
who had followed him downstairs, " Hold the light,

and let us see whether the wretch is really alive or not."
A groan followed these words.
1 1 came from the object at their feet, and at once lei

Claude know the rascally landlord was not dead.
Sixteen-String Jack, however, took the light, and

Claude stooped down over the prostate form.
It was rather repugnant to his feelings to touch the

wounded wretch, but he noticed he was lying in a very
peculiar manner, so he mastered his feelings and turned
him over with his foot.

The moment this was done, a yell, apparently of'

dreadful agony, came from the landlord's lips.

It was followed by a gush of blood from the mouth.
Then a spasm of shudder seemed to convulse the

whole body.
That was death.
Sixteen-String Jack was so bewildered at what he

saw, and so utterly incapable of comprehending it, that
he gazed at Claude like a man in a dream.
But Duval, being as.snred that the two assassins were

quite dead, resolved to give him some explanation, which
would clear his mind from the mists of doulit which
hung over it.

" Come," he said, addressing Jack, and stopping over
the dead body of the landlord as he spoke, " Follow me.
and 1 will relieve you of your astonishment rud bewilder-
ment. But fir.st tell me how do you feel—arjyou better ?"

Sixteen-String Jack passed his hiird over his eyes in

a bewildered sort of way, as he replii>d—

-

"Oh ! yes, I recollect now. I was wounded."
'* Yes, by the patrol."
" And v/e escaped."
" Yes, but that is not an answer to my question. Do

you feel better ?"
" I am very weak and fair.t."
*' I was afraid so."
" But I find myself better encli moment."
" Come on, then. A little drop of wine will riut yf

right beyond a doubt."
" But, where are we to get it ?"
" I will try to find some."
'

1 can tell you this, Claude, If I quite uuderstoo'l

;
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that has just taken place, I should feel very much
better."

" Say you so ; then T will tell you in a half-a-doeeu
words."
Claude then rapidly made his companion acqnaiuted

with those circumstances which are already well known
to the reader, and which consequently do not requite
recapitulation.

Jack's astonishment was very great.
'* I had no idea, Claude," he said, " that such atroci-

ties could possibly be perpetrated."
" Nor I. But from the few words uttered by the two

villains, and the stain upon the bed, it is pretty clear
they make a regular system of decoying people here
durin? the night, and then murdering tliem."

" We have had a narrow escape, my friend, and the
sooner we getaway from this place, I think, the better."
"And so do I; but do you think you are strong

enough ?"

" I fancy so."
" I am glad to hear that ; but still I should recom-

mend you to adhere to my advice, and have a drop of
wine—that will give your blood new vigour."

•' But where are we to find any ?"
" Why, without doubt, there is some in the house, so

we have nothing else to do but look."
"Then here goes for an exploring expedition."
"Just so."
" And who knows what else we may find

!"

These words were uttered in a tone of deep signi-

ficance, and as though the speaker quite expected to
make some discovery.
" I will carry the candle, Claude," said Jack, *' and

then I shall at least be making myself useful, if no more."
"Agreed."
In this way the two friends made their way through

several rooms on the ground floor, but without seeing
anything unusual, and without finding what they sought.
At length, opening a door, they felt a gush of cool air

upon their faces, and upon closer examination they
found that before them was a flight of brick steps, lead-
ing apparently to the cellars.

They hesitated a moment, in doubt whether they
should or should not descend and prosecute their as
yet unresullful search any farther.
Claude made up his mind that the cellar should at

least be searched. He was very anxious that Jack
should not set out on his return journey to London
without a stimulant of some kind.
Accordingly, he called to his companion to follow,

and commenced the descent of the steps.
But not until he had his sword handy in his grasp, so

as to be prepared to meet any attack that might be
made upon him.
The steps were slippery and steep, and, in order to

feel sure of his footing, he soon discovered the neces-
sity of holding the wall with his left hand.
The steps were about twelve in number.
The bottom was reached without the occurrence of

any accidant, and then they found they were standing
upon sawdust, with which the floor of the cellar was
literally covered.
A number of barrels were now disclosed to view.
It was some time, however, before they found, stocked

in a corner, a number of bottles.
Claude took one from the top of the heap ; and, as

he held it in his hand, a fresh thought struck him

—

namely, that it would be dangerous to a degree to drink
anything they found in that murder den, for fear it should
either be drugged or poisoned.
The same thought struck Sixteen-String Jack at the

very same moment, for he said

—

" Claude, we liave had our trouble for nothing ; I

should feel afraid of driuking anything we found here."
"And PC should I, tliough the thought did not occur

to me until just this moment."
" Nor to me."
"Depend upon it, the best thing we can do is to make

the best of our way back to London, and the sooner we
reach old Matthew's, the better.

" So say I, but do you tLiak you are equal to the
journey?"
"Oh! yes."
" Come on, tiien,"

" Where are the horses?"
" I'll be hanged if I know."
" Did you not see them stabled P"
" No ; the fact was, I was so engaged wi't. /ou—for

you swooned as soon as you got oflE your steod — that I

never troubled about the horses, but left them to the
ostler."

" The chap you shot upstairs ?"
" Yes."
" Then I think the best thing we can do ia to set about

finding them at once, and But hark, what is that ?"

"What—what?"
" Hark !" .^

CHAPTER CCCXXXIX.
THE POLICE-OFFICERS MAKE A DESPERATB ATTACK

UPON THE '"SPOTTED DJG."
Both the highwaymen assumed listening attitudes, and
then there came to their ears with undesirable distinct-
ness a lond knocking, as though some one was hammer-
ing at a door demanding admittance.
There could be no sort of mistake about the character

of the sound, and our friends looked rather inquirin-fly
in each other's faces as they wondered who in the world
it could be.

Bang—bang—bang

!

The knocks succeeded each other with a rapidity
which spoke well of the flexibility of the muscles of the
person who struck them.

It was a simultaneous impulse which made Claude and
Jack, without saying a word to each other, rush in the
direction of the steps hading out of the cellar.

They ascended them at full speed, the din of the
knocking all the while sounding in their ears.

On reaching the bar they hurriedly opened the door
leading into the passage which led from the front to the
back of the inn.

They were then certain upon a point of which they had
had some doubts before, and that was, that the knock-
ing was at the front, or principal door of the inn.

Avery interesting question was now suggested to them,
and that was, who could those persons be who were
outside ?

Were they friends or enemies ?

They scarcely thought it possible that those oflBcers

from whom they had had such a narrow escape, could
have tracked them to their present destination.

But, if not, who could those be who demanded ad-
mission in BO clamorous a manner P

They did not knock like guests.

Very soon, however, all doubts were set at rest as to
who the parties were, for the hammering ceased a
moment, and then some one said, in a loud and com-
manding tone of voice

—

" Open—open ! Open in the king's name. We call

upon you in the name of the king, to open this door, and
we give you notice that, if you do not obey us at once,

we will break In ! Open, in the name of the king ! We
are his oflBcers of police !"

After these words, it was quite a matter of impossi-
bility for Claude and Jack to have any sort of doubt
respecting those who were at the front door.

They were police-officers, unquestionably.
They might not be those they had encountered—tlieir

errand to the " Spotted Dog " Inn might be wholly un-
connected with them, but whether this was so or not, it

was quite clear that the best thing our friends could do
would bo to get away from the ill-omeued spot with all

possible speed.
This, however would be attended with a good deal of

difficulty, for when the police attacked a house like they
did this inn, they generally took pretty effective mea-
sures to prevent anyone leavin;,' surreptitiously.

And, unfortunately, as we have already described,

Claude, upon his arrival, had felt his attention so wholly
attracted to his wounded comrade that he for^^ot the
horses, and neglected to perform the necessary duty of

seeing where they were lioiised, and making himself
sufficiently familiar with the place to be able to tin-^ his

way there alone without hesitation or delay.

Now that he had, probably for the first time iu his

life, omitted this, he realized its full importance.
Could ho have only known where the stable was, he

felt the rest he would hare to do in making his escape
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would be comparJiively easy, though in reality such would
not be the case.

His ignorance upon this point was, however, as all our
readers can see, a very serious matter indeed.
There was not, either, any time for deliberation, for the

officers, having repeated their formula and found that no
more notice was taken than on the preceding occasions,
had set about demolishing the door in good earnest.

It was a strong door, being wholly made of oak, and
defended with oaken beams placed horizontally across it,

but it was not strong enough to withstand such heavy
blows as the police-officers now rained upon it.

At first the blows only sounded like hard knocks, being
clear, sharp, and distinct, but they very quickly changed
their character, a'<d a crashing noise succeeded.

It was the stout oak door splitting and giving way in

all directions.

This was quite enough to unnerve any one, but it was
particularly cal«ulated to produce that effect upon our
biends.

No. 6fi.

It was very important that they should not be ftap"

tured and kept prisoners for a short time even, for if so,

then Dick Turpin and Tom King would assuredly perish

at Tyburn, for who was there to render them assistance if

they were prevented ?

And it was having this responsiunity upon their minds
which made Claude and Jack lose a great deal of that

self-possession upon which they so prided themselrts, and
which was so very necessary to them.
What was to be dono ?

The door was clearly giving way, and ere many more
minutes passed away, the officers would certainly have it

down.
Opposite to this front door was another much smaller,

one which, from its position, the highwaymen fancied

must lead somewhere at the back of tl)o inn.

But, if they opened it, they would probably expose

themselves to much danger.
There was a strong probability that a portion of the

officers had taken up their positions there.

Piiroa On a Ha.IjFpb»»t.
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And yet, on the other hand, they might not have d''"\e

40.

But what a fearful risk it was to run to ascertain

whether they were or not

!

Better that, however, than remain where they were

•5?ith the certain knowledge that the police would be face

to face with them in a momept or two.

If any were at the back door, they thought surely they

would ere this have demonstrated their presence by

making an attack upon it.

They must run the risk.

Having their weapons ready in their gs^^, so that, if

occasion required, they should be able to make immediate

use of them, they quietly drew aside the fasteniugs which

secured the back door.

Then they opened it gently a little way.

There was nothing to cause alarm as yet.

Emboldened by this, they hastily pulled the door wide

open upon its hinges, passed out as swiftly as they could,

closed it after them, and stood with their backs placed

against it in attitudes of defence.

At this moment there was a tremendous crash, which

announced the fact that the officers had at last succeeded

in breaking down the front door.

Claude and Jack peered eagerly aroond them, but they

could see nothing of the police-officers.

This was a great load oflf their minds, so, sheathing

their sw»rds, they proceeded to make a search among the

out-buildingB.

The back of the inn, they found, was built close against

the large plantation of which we have made mention, and

what yard there was had been formed by clearing away a

few of the trees.

There were several sheds, apparently of wood, con-

tiguous to the main building, and these the highwaymen
very naturally imagined would form the stabling.

Accordingly they directed their steps towards them.

Before, however, they had gone half-a-dozen paces in

that direction, a loud voice cried

—

" Who goes there ? Stand, or I fire
!

"

Our friends stopped instantly, for the threat just uttered

might be the opposite of an unmeaning one.

Looking in the direction from which the voice pro-

ceeded, the two highwaymen perceived a dusky figure

hastening towards them.
Another voice now uttered the same words, and another

form came running towards the fugitives.

The alarm was spreading.

Doubtless, if it came to an encounter, Claude and Jack
would have proved more than a match for these police-

officers, for such they were ; but then the time occupied by

the struggle would enable the other officers ^o come up

with them, and the issue of a contest with, perhaps, four

times their number would be very doubtful indeed.

There seemed to be no resource but immediate flight.

It was certain they would have to abandon all idea of

getting their horses out of the stable, at any rate for the

present.

But the plantation was within a few yards of them, and
they dashed oflF in the direction of it at once, for its leafy

coverts were well adapted for concealment.

The officers now began to appear in greater numbers, for

they had heard something unusual was taking place,

though they did not know what.
Quickly, however, they saw the flying forms of the two

highwaymen, as well as the course they were taking, and
they put forth their speed, not in the endeavour to over-

take them, but to intercept them.
But they were too late to practisp t^hia manoeuvre suc-

cessfully.

Seeing this, they called to them to surrender, but no
heed was taken of their words, so, fearful of losing their

prey altogether, the police-officers drew their pistols and
fired.

But tne uistance was too great for the clumsy, ill-cc/a-

structed weapons which they carried to be effective, and
the bullets crashed harmlessly among the trees.

One more dash, and then Claude and Jack found lacm-
eelves fairly among the branches.

A sensation of comparative safety now came over thoni,

^^T among the intricacies of such a place as that the officers

i»oald have the greatest difficulty in following them.
'Jlje trees grew very close together, and there waa, too,

»i: (jxuggfjated growth of andenvijoJ.

Both these oiroumstances impeded their progres*
greatly.

But they plunged boldly into the recesses of the plan-
tation, quite heedlesi of the numerous bruises and
scratches they received.

The officers fired again, but this discharge was, if

possible, more harmless than its predecessor.

And now Claude and Jack began to think that, after all,

the loss of their horses was not so serious a thing as they
at first thought.

If they had mounted and rode away, the officers would
have been very close indeed behind them.
They might not have come up with them, and yet thej

might have dogged their footsteps into London.
It was quite certain if they had been on horseback they

could not have availed themselves of the protection which
the plantation afforded them, for the simple reason that it

was quite impassable to horses.

So out of these circumstances our friends gathered new
hope, and crashed on through the underwood, each
moment penetrating deeper and deeper into the plantation,

and each moment becoming more and more involved in the
darkness which prevailed there.

For this they cared little, because there was all the more
difficulty for their pursuers to see them.
They made all speed possible, being satisfied that if they

could once get out of the hearing of the police, they should
be able to escape from them altogether.

As it was, the loud crashing of the branches and the
crackling of the twigs as they forced their way through
them, formed a capitoJ guide for their pursuers.

See them they could not, for Jack and Claude oould
scarcely see a yard before their own faces.

From time to time, however, the officers, as if to show
how determined a pursuit they were making, called out to

the highwaymen to surrender, and fired their pistols.

But all this was quite useless.

Sixteen-String Jack several times felt his strength fail

bim, for he was by no means equal to such violent ex-or-

tion; but each time he felt the sensation of weakness
come over him, he shook it off with a vigorous effort.

It is wonderful what capability the mind has of eub-
duing the body to it,

Sixteen-String Jack kept on, and was very little in the
rear of his unwounded comrade.

Gradually, to their great relief and joy, they heard the

sounds which the officers made in pursuit grow fainter and
fainter.

They were either falling off, or else they had taken
some wrong direction.

Fancying that it might be the latter, and that the sound
of their progress might bring them on the right track

again, our friends stopped still and listened.

They could t'uen hear the officers forcing a passage
through the dense vegetation which covered the ground.

It was then that Sixteen-String_ Jack made a sugges-

tion which, from the simplicity of it, is a wonder had not

entered tiieir ninds before.
" Let OS ascend one of these trees, Claude. If we are

not seen or heard we shall be quite safe, and we shall be
able to remain there until the officers have left the spot.

Then we can descend, and act as we may in the meantime
determine."
" Agreed," said Claude, " That is, I fancy, about the

best thing you could do. Ascend first, and 1 will assist

you. I shall not be far behind."
With this Claude assisted Jack to climb the lower part

of the trunk of the tree, and as soon as he caught a fair

hold of the branches, he left him to himself, while he
began to climb also.

In doing this he was careful to make as little noise as

possible, for every moment he could bear tlie sounds which
indicated the approach of the police-officers grow plainer

and plainer.

To Claude the feat of climbing a tree wa^ an easy one,

and he was soon ensconced among the leaves of an umbra-
geous chestnut, and seated by the side of hia oM comrade
in arms.
They did not venture to speak, lest the sound of their

voices should reach the ears of the police-otiicers and
betray them, nor did they move after having once soated

themselves.
With some anxiety and suspense thoy now Htrt-ir)^^

their sense of hearing to the utmoat.
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On oame the officers, orasbing their way through the
trees.

The marmnr of their Toioes presently became heard.
It was io vain that the two highwaymen peered down,

and strove to pierce the darkness beneath them. It was
too intense, and, moreover, the leaves of the ohestnat-
tree effectually hid the ground from their sight.

CHAPTER CCCXL.
CLAUDS DUVAIi AND SIXTEEN-STRINQ JACK ELUDB

THB OrFICEBS IN THE PLANTATION, BUT BUN
AOAIN INTO THE LION'S MOUTH.

They had, therefore, only their sense of hearing to

depend upon, and this faculty they stretched to its ut-

most extent.

Louder and louder grew the sounds, until, at length,

the two highwaymen were certain that their foes were
actually beneath the tree in which they were hidden.

They were talking loudly to each other, and the high-

waymen easily distinguished what was said.
" Stop a minute," said a voice, " it's no good going

on like this. Stop a minnte, and then, perhaps, we
shall hear something of them, for, curse me ! it's so
dark, there's no seeing a yard before you !"

The police-officers oame to a halt, and then there was
silence of a few minutes' duration.

They were listening, no doubt.
Claude and Jack took care not to make the slightest

movement in the tree so as to attract suspicion towards
them.

" I can't hear anything," said the voice which had
before spoken, and which, doubtless, belonged to the
officer who had some sort of command over the others

;

" I can't hear anything, and as for hunting for them in

this dark place without any clue, why, it's nothing but
d—d folly, so let's go back to the inn."

''The place seems as silent as the grave, sir," said

another voice.
" It does. The rascals have doubtless hidden them-

selves somewhere, and if so, we might look for ever
without finding them. Follow me. We will go back
to the inn, where doubtless we are wanted."
The trampling of feet followed this speech, as the

officers turned round to make their way back to the inn.

In a few minutes the sounds of their retreat com-
pletely died away, and then Sixteen-String Jack com-
menced the descent of the tree.

Eut Claude Duval laid his hand upon his arm, and
arrested his further progress, saying as he did so

—

" Stop a minute, Jack. It may not be quite judicious

to quit our place of concealment so soon. These officers

consider themselves artful fellows, and they may have
merely made the speech we overheard in the hope, of

being able to throw us off our guard."
There was some sense in this, so Sixteen-String Jack

acquiesced at once, and made no further movement.
But in a low tone of voice Claude Duval addressed him.
** What do you think of these officers. Jack ?"

" In what way ?"

"I mean, do you think they knew of whom they were
in pursuit?"
"No I do not."

"Nor do I."
" If they had, they would not have relinquished the

pursuit as they appear to have done. My view of the
case is this. The authorities have in some way become
acquainted with atrocities which have unquestionably
been]perpetrated at the ' Spotted Dog,' and these police-

officers have been dispatched to take those who were
found in the inn into custody, and when they saw us
escaping they took us for the rascally gang."
"That is precisely my view of the case, Jack. I

don't for a moment think that they suspect who we are,

and I feel pretty sure these officers are not the same
that pursued us after our encounter with the patrol."

" So am I, or they would have arrived much sooner
than we did, for we left no clue behind by which they
could follow us."

"Certainly not."
"The officers will find, tbongh, when they enter, that

we have been rather beforehand with them."
" They will, indeed. Do yoa think it will be sftf« to

deao«nd now F"

" We will listen a moment first,"
" Agreed."
The highwaymen listened intently for some time, but

nothing save the rustling of the tree-tops, as they were
dashed backwards and forwards by the wind, reached
their ears.
" All is still," said Claude, at length.
" Yes, all seems still."
" Beforewe attempt to descend, however, I think there

would be no harm in considering our position a little."
" I was going to propose the same thing."
" In the first place, then, we ought to get back to

London as soon as possible, but how are we to do it ?"
" That is just the question."
" We are some distance from town, and I am sure the

state of your wounds is such that, after the exertion you
have already undergone, it will be impossible for you to
walk the distance."

" I fear so ; but even if it was possible, we should
have to relinquish all ideas of such a thing because of
the time it would necessarily take."

" But what are we to do ? Our horses are gone."
"Don't you think it possible to regain them ?"
" How ?"

" By going to the stable, and trying to get them out
unperceived."

" That would be running a very great risk."
" I know that ; but just think of the advantage that

would be gained by it."
" I admit that."
" For my own pan., I am inclined to think that as yet

the officers are quite unaware of the horses being in the
stable, and, if so, we might creep back quietly, enter
unknown to them, mount in the stable, and be off at
full speed before they are aware of it."

" It is a bold plan."

"But a good one."
"I think so."
" Then let us lose no time in setting about it. Admit-

ting our conjectures to be true, the officers will have
quite enough to do in searcliing the inn, without troub-
ling about the outbuildings."
"Very likely."

"Come on, then, at once, for if we are to make the
attempt at all, the sooner we make it the better. As it

is, I fear we shall have some ado to reach old Matthew's
before dawn."

" I am ready."
" Descend, then, and I shall be glad if you will assist

me."
" I shall do that willingly enough, you may depend,"
Claude Duval lowered himself easily, and then, catch-

ing hold of a branch, swung for a moment and dropped
to the ground.
He assiatsd his wounded comrade also,

Upon reaching the ground, however, they found them-
selves in rather a serious dilemma.

All around them was as dark as pitch.

In coming from the inn, the two highwaymen had
been too much occupied in escaping from their pursuers
to take any notice of the route they had taken, and now
they found as they stood at the foot of the tree that they

had not the remotest idea in which direction the inn lay.

They had turned round and round so often that they
had quite lost their bearings.
They stood undecided for a moment, and then sud-

denly they heard the report of a pistol.

It was no difficult matter for them to say with
certainty from which direction the sound came.
What it meant they knew not, but they faced round

towards ib.

It seemed to indicate the whereabouts of the officers,

and as a matter of course, of the " Spotted Dog " also.

In this direction they proceeded, using the greatest

possible amount of caution.

How far they had penetrated into ihe plantation they

had no very definite idea, but they felt sure, from the

speed they had made, that it must be a considerable

distance.
They kept on for some time, nowever in profound

darkness, but apparently without coming any nearer to

the boundary of the plantation, which they might natu-

rally expent to be indicated by the trees growing at a

greater distauoe from eaoh other.
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juddenly, however, the two highwaymen perceived a

faiut light glitteriiiK before them, and after some hesita-

tion, they advanced cautiously towards it.

(in a nearer approach they found that tliis lignt pro-

ceeded from one of the windows of the inn, which waa not

far off on the left hnnd of whore they stood.

This light formed an excellent beacon for them, and
enabled them to make direct for their destination.

At every few steps they would pause and listen.

Bat hearing nothing alarnung, titey gathered more con-

fidence.

At length they saw before them, just dimly visible in

the darkness, the outlines of the sheds which appoi>"sJ to

belong to the " Spotted Dog " iHn.

With the stealthy tread of Red Indians on the wai -trail,

Claude and Jack crept towards these sheds, keeping as

much as possible in the dense shadows that fell every-

where around.
To their joy and satisfaction they at last reached them,

without having raised an alarm of any kind.

After a time they found a door, which tliey opened.

As soon as it swung back upon its hinges, the tinrais-

takable odour of stables saluted their nostrils, and con-

vinced them that they had reached their proper destina-

tion.

With every confidence, then, they stepped inside and
closed the door behind them.
Claude then ventured to produce a light.

He gave it to Sixteen-String Jack to hold, ana thea

looked about him.
He found himself standing in stables of rather a spacious

character, and such as one would scarcely have expected

to find in such a situation.

There were but two horses in the stalls, and those the

highwaymen immediately recognised as their own.
" Look here, Jack," said Claude, as they went close to

the animals. " This shows the necessity of always fol-

lowing the plan we have adopted of first of all seeing our

horses properly attended to."

And, indeed, the sight before them waa ample evidence

of the truth of Claude's remark.
The horses had been led into the stables just as they

were, and never touched.

They had not been rubbed down, and the mud, with

which they were plentifully besprinkled, had caked upon
them in large masses.

None of the trappings had been removed. They stood

there saddled and bridled, in fact, just as they were when
Claude and Jack alighted.

The mangers were quite empty, and it was pretty cer-

tain the horses had neither had anything to eat or to

drink.

At any other time the discovery of this would have pro-

duced a great deal more anger in their breasts than it did

;

but the fact is, the feeling was submerged in the anxiety

they felt to get away.
They turned the horses round in the stalls, and prepared

to mount, but, just at that moment, they heard a hurried

trampling of feet.

They listened.

The sound approached them.
Dreading the worst. Jack put out the little bit of lighted

candle he held in his hand, and ran to the door.

Looking through it, he saw a number of police-officers

in the yard of the inn.

They carried lanterns, and one of them extemporized a

kind of cresset, such as were used by the watch in olden

times.

This diffused a bright ruddy light.

They came in a straight line to the door of the staples,

and the only inference to be derived from this was that

our friends had been seen to enter it.

Jack did not wait to see any more, but closed the door

at once, and rapidly secured it by means of a couple of

hu^e bolts and a swinging bar, whioh his sense of touch

easily enabled him to discover.

This done, he waited rather anxiously for the result.

His apprehensions might be without foundation.

Time would soon decide that.

The officers advanced steadily in a direct line to the

stable door.

They reached it in another momect, and then the doubts

and fears which the two higbwayicen entertained were

completely set at rest.

In the first plaoe, they tried to open the door, but fina-

ing the attempt a fruitless one, they struck somn heavy
blows upon it, and called upon those within to surrender.
The two highwaymen seemed now to be in a mow

perilous position than before.

How were they to escape ?

There seemed to be but one mode or egress from the
stable, and that was the door by which they had entered,
and which was now commanded by their foes.

They remained profoundly still after the offioerfl had
called upon them to surrender.

But, if they hoped by this course to induce a belief from
the minds of the officers that they were not there, it was
a totiij failure.

The B«xt words that were uttered quite testified this.
" You may as well open the door and submit quietly,"

said a voice, " because we know you are here, and have
surrounded the stable that you cannot possibly escape, so
give in at once, and your lives shall be spared."
To this speech Claude and Jack paid no more attention

than they did to the other.

The officer who had spoken waited a moment in antici-

pation of reeeiving a reply, but finding none came, he
cried, in a voice of exasperation

—

" Curse them ! how much more trouble are they going
to give us ? I am sick of this sort of work, and I don't
mean to put up with it any longer. Down with the door,
my men ! Down with it ! We will capture the rascals

either dead or alive. It don't matter a dump to as which.
Come on. Down with it

!

"

A succession of heavy blows apon the door followed
these words, which showed that the officers had set about
breaking it down in right good earnest.

Leaving them to this work, we wiE turn our attention

to what Claude and Jack were about.

The door was a very ill-fitting one, and in it there were
numerous chinks.

Through any of these a tolerably good view of the yard
could be obtained.
What they saw was anything but encouraging.
Round the door, in a compact mass, was about a dozen

men, all police officers, as their dress fully indicated.

They were armed with various heavy weapons, all of

which were well calculated for the execution of the task

they had before them.
" What was to be done P

"

This was the question the two highwaymen asked them-
selves as they looked anxiously and inquiringly into each
other's faces.

It is probable at this moment, finding themselves
envirojiea with so much danger, that they repented of

having been so temerarious as to return to the inn after

having once got clear of it.

CHAPTER CCOXLI.
THE POSITION OF CLAUDE DUVAL AND SIXTBEN-STRINO
JACK IN THE STABLE OF THE " SPOTTED DOG

"

BECOMES CRITICAL.

The din made by the officers hammering on the door was
something terrific, and had a rather confusing effect upon
4h'' intellects of Claude Duval and Sixteen-String Jack.

Just for the satisfaction of the reader we will break off

our narrative, and, in as few words as possible, simply
state what officers they were who made this attack upon
the " Spotted Dog" inn.

We may begin, then, by stating that the two highway-
men were perfectly correct in the conclusions they came
to. The errand of the officers to the inn was in no way
connected with them.
The fact was, that some rumours of rather a disagree-

able character, respecting the proceedings at the " Spotted

Dof{," had reached the ears of the police authorities, and,
having received some rather definite information, they
thought it high time to send a force to the spot in order

to ascertain whether what th^v had heard really waa or

was not the truth.

Hence their arrival in strong number, and, finding the

front door secured — for the intended murderera had
taken the precaution to fasten it—they gave the noiaj

summons for admission which had reached the ears of our

friends wliile in the cellar.

Before attacking the door in this manner, the officer in

command had posted several of the men in varimu posi-
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tiona round the inn, with instructions to raise an imme-
diate alarm if they saw any oua attempting to leave the
premises. ^
We have scea bow this was di)ne when Glaudo and

Jack endeavoured to cross the yard of the inn.

The olficers of police never dreamt for a moment that
the two men they were pursnini^ were no other than
Claude Duval and Sixteen-Striiig Jack ; if they had been
„ware of it, thev would have been more energet> than
they were.
They were baffled in the intricacies of the plantation,

and forced to beat a retreu-t without Laving accomplished
their errand.
With an audacity that was really wonderful, the two

highwaymen returned to the stable.

They were seen to enter it by one of the officers, who
had the prudence not to raise an alarm which should
reach the ears of those they wished to capture, but
hastened off to the chief to communicate the intelligence

quietly.

The result of this we have seen.

The officers came in a body, and attacked the door of

the stable with a vigour and determination that bid fair

to have it down in a very few minutes indeed.
The position of the highwaymen was ci-itical in the

extreme.
But tliey soon recovered themselves from their surprise

and coolly set about making a rapid examination of tlia

stable, in order to find, if possible, some means of egress
from it.

lu this, however, they were unsuccessful. Tt w:i9 clear

there was but one means by which the stables coaid be
entered or left, and that one was commanded by the police-

officers.

What must be done ? they again asked themselves, and
this time with increased anxiety.

To bo sure, they might have adopted the desperat
expedient of flinging open the door and making a sudden
sortie.

But there was so much risk about that course.

Had those who were opposed to them been any other
than trained men, or had there been fewer of them than
there were, they would unquestionably have availed them
elves of this hazardous expedient, but as things stood they
rather shrank from doing so.

It was too much to hope that they could succeed in

taking these men by surprise, and dashing through their

ranks before they recovered themselves.
" I can see but one other chance," said Sixteen-String

Jack to his comrade in a hasty whisper ;
" and I have

eeriona doubts as to the practicability of that."
" What is it ? Speak, be quick. Another moment and

he door will be down."
Sixteen-String Jack cast an uneasy glance towards the

door, and saw that what his companion said was only too
true, and that the officers would quickly demolish the only
impediment which stood between them and entering.

" Look at the back ofthe shed, Claude," said Jack. " It
Beemeto me that the boarding Is very rotten, and that
we might make a breach in it in a few moments,"

" What is there on the other side ?"

" I have peeped through one of the numerous crovicrs.

and there seems to be a kind of lane."
" What a pity we did not think of that before. Now,

I am afraid, it is too late."

"No—no. Do not say that. Thedoor holds bravely
upon its hincres, but it is the bar which we put up that
does that. Just look at the back of the shed."
Claude hastened to comply with his comrade''8 re-

quest, and found that what he said was quite correct.

The shed was wholly built of wood, and this, in some
parts, seemed in the last stage of decay. No doubt this

was where the boarding had been more '""posed to the^

influence of the weather.
As Jack had said, there were numerous creTices, and

looking through one of these, he saw that the only thing
which interposed between them and the narrow lane in
which the inn stood was a few rotten wooden planks.
Hope rose in his breast in a moment, and he ori«d to

Jack' in alow, but exultant tone of voice

—

" We are free—we are free 1 Lend meyonraBsistance,
and in less than s moment we shall have a breach large
enough for us to lead the horaes through with ooui^ara-
'ive ease I"

Jack did not require to be told this twice, .^"t proceeded

to assist his comrade with the greatest good win.
A vigorous push sent one of the planks flying into the

lane, and when one was gone the removal of the rest waa
easy.

Indeed, the boards gave way beiore the pressure that

was applied to them, just as though they were so much
pasteboard, aud, in far less time than it t-akes us to write
it, they had made a hole large enough to lead the horses
through.
The cfds'hing blows which the police continued to

deliver upon the door, effectually drowned the slight noise

which our friends made, and they were quite in ignorance
of what they were about.
But when Claude and Jack mounted, which they did

before they attempted to pass through the breach, they
glanced at the door, and saw that it had quite lost its per-
pendicularity, and that a very few more blows must level

it with the ground.
Indeed, this was done before they could properly scat

themselves in their saddles.

As the hole was just in front of the door—or rather just

opposite to it—the officers saw in a moment what had
taken place, and, with a yell of dismay upon their lips,

they dashed into the stable.

But the highwaymen were too quick for them.
One touch with the spur upon the flanks of the high-

mettled horses made them bound through the aperture in

a moment.
Sixteen-String Jack went through first, and Claude

Duval followed, but there was so little time between the

two actions that any one would have declared they occurred
simultaneously.

" Fire— fire ! " yelled the officer in command. " Fire

—

fire ! Ten thousand curses ! they will escape us yet."

The officers drew their pistols from their belts as hastily

as they could, and fired an irregular volley.

It had not the slightest effect, however, for the persona
at whom they fired were not within rauge.
The chief officer appeared to be in a state of great

exasperation. No doubt, from the kind of resistance he
had met with, the suspicion dawned upon his mind that
those of whom he was in pursuit were not exactly what
he thought they were.
Having leaped through the hole in the stable, the two

highwaymen turned their horses' heads, and sped down
the lane at a rate that soon left the " Spotted Dog " behind,
and made any attempt of the officers to overtake them
quite futile.

The high-road was soon gained, and, without saying a
word or relaxing their speed in the slightest, they turned
in the direction of London.
There was good policy in thus at once placing as great

a distance as possible between their enemies and them-
selves, because it made pursuit all the more difficult.

They had, too, another motive for making all speed
which was quite independent of the last.

It waa this.

The many strange adventures which had befallen them
upon that most eventful night, had occupied a great deal

of time, and, by glancing up at the sky, they could see

that they would have very great difficulty indeed in reach-
ing London before it was fairly daylight.

The worst of it was, too, that their horses were tired,

and not in condition to put forth much speed, while Six-

teen-String Jack was by far too weak to endure any violent

exertion.

It is really wonderful, when we take into consideration

the nature and extent of the injuries he has received, that
he should have borae up against their effects in the re-

markable manner he has.

But, then, he had a powerful incentive.

Now, however, that a great deal of the excitement which
had been the means of keeping him up had passed away,
the reaction commenced, and every now and then n seu.-=a-

tion of deadly weakness would com« over him, and he
would fairly reel in his saddle.

This was in consequence of the lunnense quantity of

blood he had lost.

With regard to the wounds themselves, Aey were not

at all of a dangeroMS character, and, doubtless, a day's

rest at the " White Horse " inn, together with the skilful

atteutionf of old Matthew, would put him all right fot

the uight.
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The reader will please to bear in mind that it is now
early on Sunday morning—that Sunday preceding the

Monday which was fixed for the execution of Tom King.

Time was shon., and, as yet, there was very little done
towards effecting the escape of the two highwaymen
from Newgate.

Still, if all went we" they saw very little grounds for

apprehension.
More than once Olauae and Jack reined in their steeds

and listened for any sounds betokening pursuit, but
nothing of the kind struck upon their ears.

Every moment now they found it grew rapidly lighter,

and yet they were a long way from their destination.

They continued to urge on their exhausted horses,

however, and, by means of whip and spar, maintained

a tolerable speed.

One thing, it being Sunday morning, people were Jot

likely to be up so early as on any other morning during

the week, so they would not run quite so much risk of

detection.

On their way to the metropolis they did not meet with
a single person, or an adventure worthy of recording.

By the time they had fairly entered London, it was
broad daylight.
People were abroad lounging listlessly about the streets

and many of them casting inquiring glances at our friends

whose appearances wore calculated to excite suspicion.

They were covered with mud, and as for Sixteen-

String Jack, he was besmeared from head to foot with
the blood which had flowed from hia wounds.
In this plight they could not fail to attract attention.

According to the arrangement which had been made,
oar two friends rode up to the front of Montague-house,
the spot from which they had started.

Here they found a man waiting for the horses.

He came up to them as soon as they arrived, and
assisted them to dismount.
The distance from Montague-house to the top of

Drury-lane is very short, and so Claude and Jack soon
reached it.

Once beneath the shadow of its houses they felt that
they wore tolerably safe, for then this thoroughfare
boasted even more courts than it does now.
The " White Horse" was reached without any hin-

drance being offered them.
Both kept a sharp look-out, but they saw no one

vrhose appearance seemed foe-like to them.
They turned down White Horse-yard, and knocked at

the secret door. They were necessitated to do this,

because the front of the house was closed.

The door was opened almost as soon as their aammons
was given upon it.

Old Matthew had been on the watch for them all

night, and when dawn came without the highwaymen
having arrived, he grew agitated in the extreme.
He feared the worst.
His joy at seeing them was proportionally great.
The door was quickly closed behind them.
Refreshments were already laid upon the table in the

parlour behind the bar, and Claude and Jack did ample
justice to the good things set before them.
Old Matthew had some knowledge of surgery, and he

washed and dressed Sixteen-String Jack's wounds in a
manner that would have been no discredit to a professor
of the art.

They then communicated to him the successful result
of their excursion on the highway.
They poured out their booty upon the table before

him, and he was really astonished at the amount.
" There will be a devil of a row^about this," he said.
" Never mind."
" Well— well, the risk must be run. And now I must

beg of you to take mv advice,"
" What is that?" °«

" To go and lie down and get all the sleep yoa possibly
can till dusk. I will call you then without fail, and it

will be quite time foryou to "otabout your business then.
" Quite time."
" Follow me, then, and get your strength up, for you

don't know what you may have to do. Be thankful
that you have succeeded so well as you have."

" Lead on, Matthew ; we shall be glad enough to fol-

low you ; and if, while wo are resting, you can get a
change of apparel for both of us,we shall bo very grateful."

" It shaii be done."
Old Matthew led the highwaymen npstairs to a sleep-

ing chamber, and there left them to prepare themselves
in the best manner they were able for the startling

events that were to happen that night.

The day passed away quietly enough, and without the
occurrence of any incident of an alarming or threatening
character.

CHAPTER CCCXLII.

claude duval and sixteen-stbinq jack vi6it thb
thieves' ken in hanging-sv?ord-allet, WHITE-
FRIAKS.

CoNTORMABLT with the promise he had made, old
Matthew awoke Claude Duval and Sixteen-String Jack
just as dusk was coming on.

They changed their apparel for some which ho had
provided for them, and the n thoy descended the stairs

and partook of a hearty meal.

While they were discussing this, they talked over
their plan?, and speculated upon the probabilities of

their coming to a successful issue.

"I have ascertained one impf"-tant fact for you," said

old Matthew.
" What is it ?"

" Why, that the largest meeting of the ' family ' to-

night will take place at the "Jew's Harp,' in Hanging-
Sword-alley, Whitefriars."

" Indeed ! That bit of intelligence is of the utmost
importance."

" I know that."
" We shall certainly proceed there. Until you spoke,

we were wondering where we should go, but now you
have decided us."
" Jnst BO."
" Do you know what time the meeting is to take

place ?"

" No, but I should recommend you to get there early,"
" We will start at once."
" I think that will be the best plan. You can rely

upon the assistance of all the family."
" I am glad to hear chat ; and they won't have their

trouble for nothing."
" Go—go. I am most anxious for this business to be

over. If your plans were to miscarry, it would be all

over with poor Tom ; and if he was to come to grief, I

know you would never forgive yourselves."
" I am certain we should not,"
"Take every precaution, then. If you fail, Tom

King has only fourteen hours to live."

A clock struck the hour of six as Matthew spoke.
" We will do our best, you may depend, and no one

can do more- But quiet your apprehensions. In seven
hours' time both Dick Turpin and Tom King will be
out of Newgate."
A few more words passed, and then the highwaymen

bid old Matthew adieu, for it was very uncertain when
they should see each other again.

At a rapid pace, Claude Duval and Sixteen-String
Jack made their way from the " White Horse " inn, in

Drury Lane, to Hanging-Sword-alley, in Whitefriars.

They said but little to each other upon the road.

Both were busily occupied with their own thoughts,
and, moreover, they were fearful of being overheard.

The thieves' ken to which they were proceeding was
one of the largest and best known in London, though
neither of our friends had ever paid a visit to it.

Still they knew its situation.

With some amount of curiosity, therefore, they looked
about them as soon as they had ascended the flight of

steps which led into Hanging-Sword-alley.
The place was as dark as pitch, for the alley being

narrow, and the houses on each side being very high, a
deep shadow was upon the ground.
At first, although they walked up this alley from be-

ginning to end, our friends could '•"' nothing of the
" Jew's Harp."

Presently, however, they saw a light appear at the

window of a house, the remaining portion of which waa
in utter darkness.
Towards this they proceeded, and then they saw that

it was a public-house.
They had little doubt it was the one they wanted.
The front door stood invitingly open, and there wu
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nothioii; wtiaterer which bore a suspicious look about the
place.

Cip'yii reaching the bar window, however, they were
roucnly asked what they wanted.

Claude Duval replied in the peculiar dialect then em-
ployed by the thieves in London, and which was as unin-

telligible to any one not acquainted with it as any foreigpi

language possibly could be.

ihe countenance of the man who had spoken to the
iHgfewaymen underwent a complete change when he heard
:.\ie few words which Claude uttered.

They were simply an announcement of wno they were.

Bat the man's surprise seemed to be succeeded by a
kind of disbelief, for he peered closely into the counte-

nances of both.

Satisfied, however, witb his scrutiny, he opened the
bar-door and allowed them to enter.

He still spoke in the *.hieves' dialect, but, as it would
be quite incomprehensible to our readers, we will nM^
trouble them with it, but translate as we go on.
" Do you want to attend the meeting here to-night ?

"

" Yes," replied Claude. " I have a particular proposal

to make to the ' family ' with respect to Dick Turpin and
Tom King, who are, as I daresay you know very well, at

this moment prisoners in Newgate."
The man nodded.
" I think they will relish the proposal, and, moreover,

it will not be a bootless one, for all who do anything will

be well paid for their troiit)Ie."

" That's better. There will be a strong gathenng here
to-night."
" So we were told."
" By whom ?

"

" Old Matthew."
" What, the landlord of the ' Wliite Horse' in Drury.

lane?"
" Yes."
" All right, then. I have no doubts now."
" Then you have had some ?

"

" Well, you ought not to be offended if I say, yes. You
see, we are obliged to be very careful. The ^rabs are up
to all manner of tricks."
" Of course."
" You are full early. The meeting won't take place for

a couple of hours yet. Would you like to wait here, or
go at once to the room ? A few have arrived, but not
many."'
" If it's all the same to you, we would much rather go

where we are least likely to be seen. The grabs are after

us, and have given us a great deal of trouble lately. We
had a sharp skirmish on the Oxford-road last night."
" Were you on business ?

"

"Yea."
"Then yon had better go into the meeting-room at

once, to guard againet accidents. The time will soon
pass away, and you will find plenty to amuse yourselves
with."
" I don't fear that. We came early purposely."
" Will you follow mp- if you please, eeutlonien ?"
"Willingly."
The man with whom they had had this brief conveiea-

tion opened a door which led from the bar iuto an inner
apartment.
As soon as our friends had crossed the threshold, he

carefully closed the door after him.
The apartment in which the highwaymen now stood

was a small one, and tolerably well illuminated by an oil

lamp which hung from the ceiling.

The appearance of this place was ordinary enougn, and
would nb *! bave generated suspicion in the minds of any
one.

It was plainly furnished, and when they entered, was
ijiparently unoccupied.
The man made no stay in this room, but walked ctraight

across it in the direction of the fireplace, which was
placed BO as to be opposite to the door.

On each side of this fireplace were two large cupboards
reaching from the ceilip«c to the floor.

They were closed.

It was not exactly to the fireplace that this man went,
followed by Claude and Jack, but to the cupboard on the
Jait-hand side of it.

Taking a Btnall key from his pocket, he unlocked this

tupboard, and threw the doors open.

A largo recess was then disclosed, looking more like a
closet than anything else, and quite destitute of shelves.
The back of this cupboard appeared to be formed of oak

wainscoting.
All this was quite fresh to our friends, so they looked at

all that was taking place with the interest wthich novelty
produces.
The man walked into this cupboara—for so we must call

it for want of a better appellation—and going to the back
part of it, he stooped and raised the lower hsuf precisely in
the same manner as hf would have raised the bottom sash
of a window.

It slid up into grooves, and tnere wa«i the creaking ol
pulleys, which showed that the principle of construction
was the same in both.
When the lower half of the back of the cupboard was

thus raised, a gloomy-looking recess was disclosed.
" This way, gentlemen, if you please," said the man, as

he stepped aside so as to allow them to pass him. " You
will find a flight of steps there, and when you have
descended them you will find yourselves in the meeting-
room."

Claude and Jack stepped into the cupboard, and upon
looking more closely at the gloomy recess, they saw that
there was indeed a flight of steps leading down intc
positive darkness.

Naturally enough, they shrunk a little from descending.
The man noticed their hesitation.
" It's all right," he said. "The stairs are straight and

safe. When you get a little lower down, you will see a
light."

The highwaymen were forced to content themselves
with this assurance, and accordingly they went down the
steps.

As soon as both fairly stood upon them, the man who
had 80 far acted as their guide drew down the cleverly-
constructed back of the cupboard, and restored it to its

ordinary appearance.
Then he closed and locked the cupboard door.
Had they wished to do such a thinsr, Claude and Jack

would have found it rather difficult to eff«ct a retreat.

No such thought, however, entered tlieir miuds, and
they descended the stairs with a feeling of the utmost
security.

Ere long, they saw the light of which the man had
spoken.

It was very faint at first, but as they went lower and
lower it grew britrlitcr, until at length they found it pro-
ceeded from an oil Limp of large dimensions which was
hung from the ceiling.

. On reaching the bottom of the steps, Clinde and Jack
saw before them a strong-locking door, wljich they pushed
open at once.

It led into a large department, to which we will devote
a line i* two of description.
As a master of course, this chamber was underground

;

the mere fact of their having descended so many steps as
they had was sufficient proof of that.

It was of considerable length, but disproportionately
low and narrow.
Down the centre of this place there was a long narrow

table, on both sides of which seats were placed.
It was lighted by means of a rude chandelier, consisting

of two pieces of wood nailed acrosa each other, and into
which candles were fixed.

These were suspended from the roof at uncertain
intervals, but as there were several of them, they served to
illuminate the apartment tolerably well.

Only two or three people occupied this place when oup
friends entered, and thoy were busily talking to each
other.

They looked up as Claude and Jack entered, but beyond
that they took no kind of notice of their arrival.

They turned bad: and resumed their conversation.

Claude and Jack sat themselves down close by.

A waiter now made his appearance, and stood before

them for i rders.

It was daid that the best of everything in the shape of

driu^blew could be had at the " Hanging-Swor«l " ken,

and Claude resolved to test the truth of popular rumour.
Placing a guinea in the waiter's palm, he desired him

to bring in a bottle of the best wine there was in tLe

place, and to keep tlie change himself.

The lad who porf()>-nied lliu duties of waitei oouaigaOta
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the gainea to hie pocket with great satisfaction, and soon
returned with a botJle of old port, which, upon boin^
tasted, the higbwaymeu pruuounced to be of most •<xowleDt
quality.

T)ie gronp of persons who alone seemeii to occupy the
apartment were talking rather noisily to each other, and
Claude and Jack could not avoid overhearing some o*" the
words they uttered.
At first they carried uo meaning, but the bighwnymen

auickly found that the subject of the conversation was
lie exploits they *ad performed on the preceding evening.
The account that was given was rather an exaggerated

one, and at times our friends could not forbear or control

a smile.

The narration, however, tvas wound np with a piece of
intelligence that was quite fresh.

Information of the robbery, and a description of the
two robbers, had been forwarded to all the police-oflBcers,

and their instructions were to leave no stone unturned
and no place nnmited, but, at all risks, to capture these
two highwaymen.

It was just as they finished tliat some fresh arrivals took
place, and in less than half-an-hour the huge place waa
mil, which proved the truth of the man's words who said
that the gathering would be a large one.

It was a palpable fact that all those who came in ca«t

glances upon Duval and Jack, but beyond this they did
not venture to make any recognition, such a proceeding
being at variance with the rules of the s^iety.
At last, when all were assembled, th. shairman made

his appearance, and took his accustomei". joat.
There was now some approach to order.
Rising to his feet, the chairman said

—

" My pals,—You, as well as myself, I daresay, have
been told that there are in our company to-night two
gentlemen, who we all feel proud to know are amongst
us. You have been told, like me, 1 make no doubt, that
these gentlemen—these ornaments of our profession, as I

might call them—have come here to-night with an objoct
in view—with a proposal to make."
"Hear—hear!" cried those assembled, banging their

drinking vessels violently upon the table.
" What that proposal is we don't know, but we are very

anxious to find out. We shall know soon. Pals all, only
this very last night you have heard what a glorious deed
these two gentlemen have done. You have heard all the
particulars. Well, then, I say we ought to be proud_ that
we have got two such gentlemen in our company to-

night."
" So we are— so we are ! " shouttd the turbulent

throng. " Shut up ! and let's know what the proposal
is."

" Order, pals ! " vociferated the chairman. " I hereby
call upon the two gentlemen, by name Claude Duval and
Sixtcen-String Jack, to step forward ajvi state their pro-
posal to the company !

"

CHAPTER CCCXLII2.
CLAUDE DUVAL PROPOSES TO THE " FAMILY " THAT
THEY SHALL ATTACK NEWGATE, AND RESCUE DICK
TURPIN AND TOM KING BY MAIN FORCE.

A PERFECTLY deafening round of applause followed this

last speech made by the chairman.
It was quite certain that the utmost curiosity was felt

to know what it was that the two famous highwaymen
could have to say to them.
They were impatient to a decree.
Claude Duval and Sixteen-Striu,,' Jack forced their way

through the throng until they get to the end of the table,

aud then the former said

—

" Gentlemen,— I beg that the first thing you will one
and all do will be to drink up whatever you may have
before you, so tha* '.may have the pleasure of treating

you all round."
The cheer which responded to these woi'd? w.ia seme-

thing tremendous.
The hearts of all present were won at once.
With the greatest avidity they drained theii jflasses,

and placed them on the table before them in an inverted
position to show that they had fairly done so.

" Now, gentlemen," cried Claude, " you are at liberty

(o call for whatever you like, no matter what it is.

'i here's Komcthing towards paying for it."

He flang a heavy pane upon the table as he spoke.
" Punch—punch !

' cried everybody, as with one voice.
" Punch be it, then," said Claiule. " You shall have

enough to swim in if yon like."

Punch was a drink always in reijuimtioo at the ken, and
preparations had been made on ic extensive scale for the
manufacture of a large quantity.

The consequence was that very fttt« iStne elapsed
between the issuing of the order and the steaming drink
being placed on the table.

The glasses were all filled, and then the company stood
up fifhUe the chairman proposed the health of their enter-
tainers.

Of course this toast was drunk with the greateat
apphiu^ie.

As soon as the tumult subsided, the two highwaymen
responded, and then Claude said

—

" Gentlemen all, fill your glasses again, and fill them
this time to the brim, and drink the toast i am about to

propose to you."
The glasses were filled, and then, amidst a breathlesi

silence, Claude stood up and spoke as follows :

—

" Gentlemen all, the toast 1 want you to drink ia this :

May Dick Turpin and Tom King make a speedy escape
from the stone jug in the Old Bailey."

Not a sound followed this speech.
The toast was drunk in perfect silence.

The glasses were placed down upon the bible without it

being broken.
Claude continued.
" By the look of every one of you I can tell that you

expect what I am going to say. It is this. Dick Turpin
and Tom King are at this moment prisoners in Newgate
—you must all know that. You must all know how it

was that Dick Turpin was taken prisoner, and confined
in one of the cells, so it is not necessary for me to say a
word about that."

" Hear—hear !

"

" While he was a prisoner, his old comrade, Tom King,
anxious to procure his freedom, disguised himself and
visited him in his dungeon. But somehow his disguise

was detected—he was made a prisoner, and coufioed in

one of the cells also. That was in the cause of friend-

ship."

Murmurs of admiration followed these words.
" You see his design failed. Now, we are the only two

friends they had left. We wanted both released from
Newgate, but, single-handed, bow were we to effect theii

liberation ? We were harassed, too, by the knowledge
that we had no time to spare, for to-morrow morning is

fixed for Tom King's execution at Tyburn, along with the

murderer, Adiian Winberry."
There was a general groan of execration at this

announcement.
" Gentlemen all,—The strictest watch is kept in New-

gate—the place is trebly guarded. The authorities are

determined that these two flowers of our profession shall

be at once cut off. But, gentlemen, shall we suffer it ?

Shall we permit them to have their own way ? No,
gentlemen ; I have a proposal to make to you, and I feel

sure you will accede to it. We will do a glorious deed !

The stone jug is a disgrace to us—a lasting disgrace!

Gentlemen, why should we suffer it to exist ? Why
should we not level it with the ground ? Why should we
suffer one stone to stand upon another ? Down with it

!

Down with the stone jug, I say ; and we will set Dick
Turpin and Tom King at liberty !

"

The eftect which these few startling woids produced,

spoken as they ""eie with fiery vehemence, is inde-

scribable.

The fiercest cnts 'ame from the lips of those who
listened ; they rose toiheirfeetand gesticulated violently ;

but, above all the other cries, came the words, " Down
with it—down with it! Down with the stone jug !

"

The uproar was perfectly deafening. •
It was in vain that Claude Duval held up his hand in an

attitude which he spoke his desire for silence.

At first not the least attention was paid to it, but by
degrees the turbulence of the assembled company abated,

aud they turned towards Claude, anxious to hear what
further he had to say.

Not, however, until there was the most perfect silence,

did he attempt to speak.
" Mv friends. I think yon Jiave cnnsrM \t tb* rlnrious
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[the burning of NEWGATE AND RESCUE OF DICK TURPIN.;]

idea which I wished to eonypy to you, and I think as well
that ray proposition is very far from being a distasteful
one."

" Hear—hear ! Hurrah !

"

" If you will allow rae, however, I will set foith the
proposition in much plainer terms than I have done. I
will tell you exactly what I wish you to do, and how and
when you are to set about it."

" Hurrah ! Hunah ! Silence for Claude Duval ! Let
na hear him !

"

Claude, while these words were being uttered, turned
round to Sixteen -String Jack, who handed him a bag
which was crammed to the r^outh with the proceeds of
tlieir last night's robbery.
Then he got on to the taoie, and loone 1 round at the

noanerous lierce faces by which he was surrounded.
Expectation was t)ie prevailing expression upon eJI of

them.
Claude held up the bag ia sucli » position that erery one

leald seo it.

He saw the eyes of the men sparkle as they looked upoo
it.

When he was sure that every one had looked at it,

Claude spoke

—

" My friends—you see this bag. It is large—it is heavy.

Its contents are the proceeds of the toll which we levied

last night upon the passengers in the Oxford coach. That

money is destined to be shared equally among you, pro-

vided you agree to perform the service I am about to ask

of you."
"Hear—hear? .Speak—speak ! Let us Li--w what we

are to do !

"

" When I tell you, I daresay you will all be wii ing

enough to bear a share in such a glorious undertaking

without receiving any reward for so doiug, but the fact

of your receiving several guineas each to do somethinj*

you would be glad to do for nothing, will not abate ycur

ardour, I know.
" Go on— go on !

" »
" This is the proposal, then, i \v-.nt every member of

No, 66.
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tfee glorioas 'family' to assemble together witain two
hoars from now. 1 want them to place tbemseiTCb sutirely

under the orders of myself and my comrade. We will

then lead the way from bere to the prison of Newgate,
where Dick Turpia and Tom King languish as prisoners

in their gloomy cells. When we arrive opposite to tJiis

building, which has witnessed the last hours ol many n

^'sUaut heart, we will rush forward; we will attack it;

>ve ifill batter down the doors, and force an entrance into

its stone corridors ; we will i-eleaso Dick Turpis ami Toni
King, and all other prisoners who are worthy of 'ibera-

" Hurrah—barrali ! We'll do it—we'll do it. "L^au

the way. We'll follow. Down with it. Down with the

eld stone jug !"

Claude endeavciired to make himself heard, but he
fo'ind the effort a fruitless one, so he desisted.

Presently, seeing that he had something more to say,

ti-f! uproar subsided.

Then Claude continued

—

*' Friends all. Thig ready and una^junons consent is

Ell re than I could possibly have hoped for. T am rejoiced

tt tind you so willing, because willing hearts always suc-

ce.'d in what they urdertake. As I said before, we will

eel free all prisoners U)w in Newgate, and then, wh«n we
have done that, we will level it to the ground. We will

not leave one stone otanding upon another, and to-morrow
morning nothing but a mass of ruins shall show where
the prison of Newgate so lately stood."

" Fire it
!

" cried a dozen voices. " Set fire to it

!

Bum it down ! That's the plan ! Bum it down !

"

" A good suggestion," cried Claude. " We will free

the prisoners, and burn Newgate down."
" Hurrah—hurrah !

"

" Are you all agreed, my friends ? Do yon consent to

the proposition I make to you ? All those that do, let

them hold up their hands."
A forest of hands was immediately shown.
There was not a single person in the room who did not

in this way testify their approval of the plan proposed.
Some, in their enthusiasm, held up both hands as high

as their arms would let them, while others would have
held up both feet as well, if such a thing had been "ros-

Bible.

The feeling was quite a unanimous one.

Claude Duval and Sixteen-String Jack were mvnh
pleased with the result of their efforts. It was far more
than they had expected, for they quite thought they
should have a kind of battle to fight, and have to use a
great many arguments to bring ths " family " to a right
etate of mind.

Jiut they had succeeded without, as one might say, the
least trouble.

The fact waa, Dick Turpin was an immense favonrite
with every member of the " family," both great and email.

Had it been for any one else, they would not hare been
BO readj to risk life and limb to do them a service.

There was another thing, too, of whicti Claude and
Jack were in ignorance.
The circumstance of Dick Tui-pin being a prisoner in

Newgate had been frequently spoken upon, and already
they had devised several plans among themselves by which
they would be able to set him at liberty.

Not one, however, had thought of such a boW, daring,

and desperate scheme as that which Claude Dowal had
just proposed.
They wished to set Turpin at liberty, and would freely

have done all in their power towards doing so.

But they considered, at the same time, that to destroy
the great prison of Newgate, which was an incubus to so
snnny of them, was a glorious thing indeed.
And then, again, there happened to be at that very

•noment—as there generally was every sessions— a greht
vSiany of their companions inmates of the city prison.
They would have an opportunity of procurinc tl e

liberation of thesa ^Iso.

Altogether tin bjtei7>rig3 appearea oefore them clothed
f^ the most alluvyog colours.

J'hey had several objects to gain, and they hai' ^ot two
*\-3 for their leaders who would shrink from nothing.
Ae chairman of t'le meeting rose to his feet, anJ

tcoeavoured to restore something like order,
'Hi a partial extent be succeeded.
* 4l«atlemen," he said, " 1 must eay that the proceed-

ings to-night, although important, have been very irrej^i&r
•—very irregular indeed. It seems, however, that you &11

quite agree v/ith the proposal made by the two illustnooj

highwaymen who have honoured the ken with their pre-

sence this evening."
" Yes—yes."
" Then we will consido that settled, and say no mcc^

about it. In the next place, I wish to call to your recol-

lection the fact that you have been offe< ed a large sura of

money to do tha* which you were quite willing to do
without any p«.yment at all.

" Yes—yes
'

'

' "Then I have a proposal to make to you r'^pactiag
that money. In the bulk, it is a very large ijd hand-
some sum indeed ; but when it is divided it will not
amount to much each. Now, if this money was to be put
aside we could make a sort of fund of it, and use it in this

way. Suppose one of us was to get into trouble, and a
good counsel would get us off; why, we could use this

money to pay the lawyer's fee."
" I beg to second that proposition," said Claude Duval.

" It 18 a very excellent one indeed, to my thinking."
" Hea?—hear," said the remainder, but not in a rery

vehement sort of way.
Still it was agreed to.

The object was a good one, for, by the means proposed,
the money would be made available for a good purpoze.
But if distributed among all, they would not individually

or collectively be any the better for it.

Claude hastened to turn the conversation.
" As for the distribution," he said, " I shall leave that

entirely with you. Here is the money. Do with itjust aa

you please. I believe I am right in understanding that

you are quite ready and willing to place yourselves under
our ordsi's, and liberate Dick Turpin and Tom King from
Newgate."
" Yes—yes. We are all agreed to that—every one.

We will burn the place down, and set the prisoners freey
_" Exactly. It will be a glorious achievement. Such a

one as will never be forgotten. We shall succeed easily

enough, because the authorities will never dream we have
such a thing in contemplation. We shall have all the
advantage which taking our £p*« by surprise will give us."

" Hurrah—hurrah '

"

" You are ready for action, 1 can tell by your voices."
" We are—we are."
" Good. It is now ten o'clock. In two l\ours' time I

shall want every member of the ' family ' assembled.
We shall be able to collect together without suspicion.

At precisely one o'clock you are all to be opposite New-
gate, i:s readiness for action. We shall be there, and at

the word of command you wili rush forward, batter down
the entrance doors, force your way through the prison,

and burst open all the cells. Then, when the prisoners

are »i liberty, we will set the prison on fire ia half-a-

dozec places
!

"

*' That's it—that's it. Down with the old jug. Down
with it. Don't let us leave anything more than a heap oi

stones to show where it stood. Down with it. Hurrah

!

hurrah !

"

" More punch ! " cried Claude Duval, in such stentorian

tones that they rose clear and distinct above the Babel of

other sounds. " More punch, and we will drink to the.

downfall o^ Newgate."

CHAPTER CCCXLIV.
TAKM A OS4NCE AT DICK TURPIN AND TOM KING IK

TUEIK KESI'ECTIVE CELLS IN NEWGATE.

While these energetic-looking proceedings for effecting

the release of Dick Turpin and Tom King from Newgate
are in progress, we will just take advantage of a few
minutee to have a peep at them aud their doings.

The tide of eveuta has, for some little time past, carried

us away from the gloomy old prison, and we now avail

oureehes of this 5iSt opportunity of returning to it.

It will I/O recollected that the last we saw of Dick
Turpin and Tom King was on the Sunday morning when,
after the nsual service had been performed, they had been"

marched back to their cells.

The sermon, which was preached by the reverettJ

ordinary, was what was called a funeral one—it being tb*
custom to bring in the names of those prisoners who WtW
to suffer at Tybom on the following morning.
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Those against wliom the sentence was to be cavried

out were Adrian Winberry, John Norman, Kichard Sare,

and Tom King.
For the three first-named, warrants had been sent to

the prison in the usual and legitimate course, so that
was all right enough.
But for Tom King the case was ratuer different.

Tlie warrant whicli had been delivered at the time of

his former incarceration was still unexecuted and in

force, for, as the reader is very well aware, the terms of
tliat warrant wore never fulfilled, for Tom King was
never hanged.

That, then, was the document, upon the anthority of

which they proceeded to act, but the sheriffs were cf
opinion that it ought to receive a fresh endorsement.
About obtaining this it was not expected there would

be any difficulty or delay, and there was not, for a mes-
Bouger very quickly returned with it.

The governor's mind was now quite at ease.

Tom King and Dick Turpin, as we have described in

a former cliapter, were fortunate enough to obtain a
glimpse of each other as they sat in tlie chapel during
service, but they did not excliange any further commu-
nication than a glance.

As may be supposed, Tom was in a far from enviable
state of mind—indeed, lie was in a desperate fidget.

He was annoyed to think that hi3 scheme for seeing
Dick, about which he had spoken with so much co.fi-

dence, should have terminated so unsuccessfully.

He had not accomplished the least good, and had got
himself into a very awkward situation.

It was the sliortness of time wliich troubled him most.
He had no idea that the autliorities would hurry on his

execution in the manner they had, and when ho reflectecl

how few liours intervened between them and the hour
fixed for his death, a cold clammy perspiration broke
out all over him, and he almost gave up all hope.
Then lie would tliink of his friends.

He knew they were staunch and true, and that the
nature of his situation would bo well known to them.

'J'liat tliey would not stand idly by and see liim perish
he could have staked liis life ; but with so short a notice
what chance had they of getting up a plan of escape
with success ?

Moreover, ho had not heard a word from his friends

outside. The governor took the greatest care that no
communications whatever should reach him.
From this it may be conceived that the state of Tom's

mind was wretched enough.
He could not turn his thouglits in any direction and

rest upon a ray of comfort.

All was blank despair.

He would start to his feet a thousand times, and, de-

spite the great weight of his fetters, would pace u.p and
down the cell with hasty strides, as far as the chain by
which he was secured would allow him.

He was distracted.

It was not either so mucli for his own fate that he cared,

nor would he have grumbled if, by becoming a prisoner,

he could have procured the liberation of his friend ; but
it was so aggravating to think tliat lie had not bettered
Dick's position in the least degree, and yet he had thrust
his head into the halter.

At length his thoughts began to assume a more settled

form, and it was fortunate they did, for, if liis present
state of mind had continued, he would certainly have
gone mad.
The conclusion to which he come was this.

He must by some means or other get his execution
postponed for a week.

" I will protest against being hurried out of the world
like this. It is too bad. I will send for the governor.
I will speak to him, and try whether I cannot get it put
off. Why, a week will make all the difference in the
world to me. That must be it. I must have a week's
grace. Now for the governor."
Tom King had arrived at a decision, and he felt all the

calmer in consequence, but those wlio know the disposi-

tion of Mr. Cawthorn will, we think, come to the con-
clusion that the chances of obtaining a week's delay
were very slight indeed.

However, Tom was rathef hopefal in the matter.
His chain would not permit him to reach the door of

bis cell, or else he would soon have made such an uproar

by battering upon it, as would have brought all the
ofiicials in the prison to know wliat was the matter.
Some other means must be adopted, because, for tlie

reasons mentioned, it was quite out of the que.stion.
Tom knew there was a turnkey stationed in the cor-

ridor, but how to attract his attention was the difficulty.
He knew from expurience that it was no good to sliuut.

He might bawl himself hoarse for all the notice that
would be taken of it.

Just within his reach, however, was a stone pitcher,
in which his allowance of drinking water was placed.
That gave him an idea.

He iiickod it up anil drank lieartily of its contents.
Then wliat water there was left ho poured out on the

floor of the ceil and allowed it to flow away.
He next took the empty pitcher in his hand.
It was very iieavy.

He, swung it backwards and forwards, so as to give it

an impetus, and then, letting go, it went with full force
against the do r of the cell, and was broke into a tliou-
sand fragments.
The crash was tremendous, for the door was lined

with iron.

Scarc'^ly had t lie sound? died away than Tom was re-
warded for his expedient by hearing the trampling of
footsteps in the passage.
The next moment the door was flung open, and the

governor of Newgate, with a turnkey at his back, ap-
peared upon the threshold.
The look of half-fear, half-curiosity which was depic-

ted upon his countonanco when ho first appeared,
quickly changed to one of anger.

" What do you mean by such violent conduct as this ?"
" I wanted you," replied Tom, coolly, folding his arms.
" Wanted me P"
" Yes ; and, as I knew it was no good to call out, I

adopted this moans of arresting your attention."
" Oh ! indeed."
" I hope you won't be offended, Mr. Cawtliorn; but,

the fact is, I want to speak to you upon rather a serious
affair."

"Oh! very well. Say on—say on. I am bound to
listen."

And the governor, as he spoke, assumed hia favourite
attitude, which consisted in placing one hand behind
him and the other in the bosom of his vest, while he
swayed gently to and fro upon liis heels.

"Mr. Cawthorn," began Tom, "I want to know
whether to-morrow morning has really been fixed for—
for—my execution P"

The governor grinned.
" Well, yes ; it has," he said,
" But you cannot be in earnest. You do not intend

to carry such a monstrous thing into effect ?"
" Indeed we do, though."
" But I protest against it."
" Protest, then."
" Mr. Cawthorn, I appeal to you as a man. Is it rigli t

for mo to bo brought suddenly into this cell, and tol I

that I must perish so soon ? It is monstrous. Whi.t
time is there left for repentance ?"

The governor looked into Tom's face with a comical
expression, which, under any other circumstances, would
certainly have provoked a smile upon the lips of the
prisoner.

" Now, Mr. King."
"What?"
" You must think me jolly green "

" No—no."
" I say yes. You must think mo jolly green, or you

wouldn't try on a dodge like this. It's no good. You
will find it won't answer. So say no more."

" What dodge ?"

"Why,trying to get your execution delayed. Now listen

to mo, and I will give you a few words of friendly advice.
Abandon all thoughts of obtaining any postponement of
your execution. You may just as well, for we don't intend
to allow you the ghost of a chance to escape, if we can
help it. Do you understand that ? Let me advise you,
then, to occupy your time between now and to-morrow
morning in the best way you are able, for I can assure
you you will not cheat the gallows this time."

" It's a monstrous piece of iniquity, then."
" I daresay it is, in your judgment, but it is quite the
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reverse in mine. I have got your warrant indorsed, so
that will be all right. Every preliminary has been
arranged, and to-morrow at this time yon will be dangling
at the end of a rope on the triple tree at Tyburn."
With these highly consolatory words upon his lips, the

(rovemor turred round and passed ont of the cell

The turnkey hastened to close the door.
As e-wn as it was shut, Tom sank back upon tiw seat.
" Thit is over. They are determined to eill m«. They

have resolved that I shall die. But something or otnet

oomes over my mind like a conviction that I am not jet at

the end of my career. Claude and Jack are at bborty
and doubtless doing all they can for us, and I will not lose

hope until the verv last moment, and even then I shall

not quite lose it, for I shall remember how na»ow an
escape I had before."

Tom put his hands to nis throat as he spoke.
He always felt an uncomfortable sensation there when*

ever he thought about his little adventure at Tyburn.
Tom King little dreamt what very energetic measures

his two old companions in arms were taking, and how well

calculated those measures were to insure success.

He was forced to content himself with the reflection

that they were doing all they could for him, and that they
would not let him perish if they could avoid it.

And so the remainder of the Sunday passed.

It was a dreaiy, wretched day for him.
From Tom King we will turn our attention to the hero

of our story, Dick Turpin, who lately has not received so
much notice as he ought to have done.
We may simply state that he still remained on the same

good terms as heretofore with the officials of the prison.

His life was rather monotonous, and there were few
incidents indeed to disturb it.

He passed the greater part of his time alone in his cell.

Few people are calculated mentally to endure a life of

olitude, and most certainly Dick Turpin was not one of
that number.
His was a convivial, jovial si)irit, and he was never so

happy as when surrounded with plenty of his feUow-
oreatures.

Such being the case, his solitary confinement preyed
somewhat heavily upon his mind, nor could he prevent
its doing so.

Then he had heard but little intelligence of a cheerful

character.

The news that Tom King's clever disguise had beea
detected by the governor, and that his old comrade had
been taken prisoner and lodged in one of the cells, very
quickly reached his ears.

He felt much concerned with respect to his position, for

he also heard Ihat there would be no delay in issuing a
fresh warrant for his execution, but that they would
proceed by virlae of the old one, which they alleged was
in full force.

Later still, in order to preclude all possibility of a hitch

in the business, he heard that the old warrant had been
freshly indorsed.

Dick could not forbear a shudder when he was made
acquainted with all these preparations for hurrying his

comrade into eternity.

His seal revolted at the indecent haste.

Too well he knew the cause of it.

Luckily Claude Duval and Sixteen-String Jacfe were
aware of their incarceration, and they might render
efficient aid, but Dick was one who never plac<»d much
reliance upon any one's help but his own.
During the whole of Sunday he was to the fall as anxious

and restless as Tom King himself, and he counted every
minute that would elapse until the time amved for hia

companion to be taken to Tyburn.
At length night came.
That night which the authorities ha^ fully determined

•hould be the last that Tom King should pass on ea'^.
Whether t^iey were doomed to disappointment a "«ot

we shall very quickly see.

As the different objects in his cell faded from his v»ew,

and darkness came stealing on. Dick Turan sprang to B*
feet
" This will never do," he said. " Surely the damto* of"

this cell have struck a chill to my heart. But I will shake

off the feeUng. Surely I yet possess some portion of that

•Bcrgy for whinh I was once so famous. ^ will summon
t* Bj aid what I hare got left. Tom King must not

perish while I lire. I will free him, or perish ia th«
attempt."

It wa^ something with bis old manner of s peaking that
Dick Turpin pronounced these words, and when he ha4
uttered them he felt a fresh acoeesinn of ngoui fill his
whole frame.
" I have been here long enough," he added. "' The iron

will eat so deeply into my soul if I stay here t«ny longer,
that I shall never be able to recover mysa from the
effects of it. I must escr.pe. Yes, that ia it, I will be
free from these stone walls, and I will not p ace myself
iiader an obligation to any living person for t »at favonr.
I will be free, and that by my own unaided exe rtions ; and
when once I stand in the corridor on the outride of this

cell, I will wager my life that, ignorant as I now am upon
the subject, I shall not be long before I find o'lt in which
cell my friend is confined. Then, when I have made that
discovery, few minutes will elapse before he is freed from
it, and then it will be hard indeed if we are not able to
force a way out of Newgate after having ac Jomplished
this much."

CHAPTER CCCXLV.
DICK TUEPIN SUCCEEDS IN BEE.,' iINO OUT OF THE NEW.
OATE CELL, AND HAS A 8TBANQE ADYENTUEE IN THE
PAVED YAED.

Theee was a wild excitement in Turpin'a manner as he
uttered the words with which the last chapter concluded,
and, when he ceased, he drew himself proudly up to his
full height, and seemed to breathe defiance to all the
numerous dangers which environed him.

It required a man of no ordinary stamp to boldly look
such peril in the face as he did.

There was no vapouring—no idle boasti g. His words
exactly expressed his meaning, and no more. There was
no one to hear what he said—indeed, he was unconscious
of having spoken aloud. He merely uttered his own
inmost thoughts.
But what man, unaided by tools, or aiir other person,

could hope to accomplish that which Dick had so daringly
projected ?

Not one, unless he had as powerful a motive to vagt
him on to make the utmost exertion as Im had.
Not only was he striving for his own life and liberty—

and it is well known what powerful incentives these are—
but he was striving for the life and liberty of his friend,

who, he felt certain, without his aid would moet assuredly
perish before the sun that was so soon to rise had crossed
the meridian.

It was, however, easy euough to make such resolutions

as Dick had ; the difficulty was to carry them into prac"
tice.

Dick glanced around his cell as well «s the obscurity
which prevailed in it would permit him.
But his eye rested upon nothing that looked at all likely

to aid him.
The movable objects were very few, nd those that

did exist were unwielding and unserriceab e.

It was not, however, because he was in search of any-
thing that Dick glanced round the cell.

It was merely to ascertain how far the night had ad*
vanced, and to judge as near as he could what time it

was.
He had been the inmate of that gloomy cell for a suffi-

ciei>t length of time to be able to tell with tolerable accu-
racy, by the deepening shadows on the wall, how much of
the night had gone.
" I must pause awhile," he muttered. " I shall do no

good by beginning yet. The turnkey will make his last

round m a few minutes, and then I shall bo able to com*
mence operations with the certainty of not h^ijg dis«

turbed."
With these weids Did Turpin sat down npon the rude

stone bench wbiob serred him for a bed.
Scarcely had he done so, than his quick ears caught the

well-known sounck of the turnkey's footsteps in the corn*
dor without.
He thsew bimsdf bade upon the bench iv an attitoi«

of assumed indiflbMnoe.

Sloisly ^j^umwoos and ponderous fksteniags of the

cell doop^eMwltli&rawii, and the heary dor* grated Usk
upon its miistt.
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But it WM only opened wide enough t« allow the tum-
kej to project one hand and his head into the cell.

in this hand he carried a lantern, and he fla shed the

light of it about him, until at last ita rays fell apon the

form of the notorious highwayman.
Dick pretended to be arousetJ by the light falling on hia

(bee, and, rising to his feet, he said in a cheerful voioe, M
he was wont to do

—

" Is that you, Parker P
"

" Yes. Mr. Tnrpin ; it's me."
" All right. Yop roused me ow'- of a bit of a nap, I

fancy. I suppose yoa hare con>9 to see that all ia right

for the night ?
"

«• Yes."
•'Take a look round, then i (bt I feel very aleepj <>-

night."
*' Oh ! I don't want tb take no look round, Mr. Tnrpin.

It's all right, I know. It's a mere matter of fofm—one
d the new>fangled regulations that have lately been ande
in the prison."
" So I believe."
•• Good night, Mr. Turpin."
" Good night. Parker. I hope I shall be able to get a

few hours' rest.

'

" So do I, sir. It's a shame you are here. But I can't

help it. Good night. Good night."

With these words on his lips, Parker, the jailer, who
had not only a friendly feeling towards Turpin, but admi-
ration and respect for him as well, closed the door and
carefully refastened it.

Dick Turpin was once more alone.

No sooner did the door close than he sprang silently

towards it, and listened with feverish impatience to the

replacement of the fastenings.

Listened as no one else bat a man similarly situated to

himself could listen.

To him every creak had an interest and was full of im-
portance.

Those bolts which the jailer so easK.y tljot into their

sockets would take him hours to remove, ii,d it was also

very necessary for him to know what fastenings he would
have to contend with.

First there was the lock.

There could be no mistake about the sharp snap with
which it shot into the box provided for it.

Then there were the two bolts at the top and bottom of

the door.

He heard those slowly woi^ed into their sockets.

And, lastly, the ponderous iron bar which the turnkey
•ould scarcely lift—for ita strength was considered in pro-

portion to ita weight—was placed in its staples and se-

curely fixed.

Then the jailer retired.

From the inner side of that door who could hope to be
nccesBftd in removing those fastenings which was only

done with difficulty bjr the man outside.

But Dick was not disheartened by the prospect he had
before him.
None of the obstacles were new ©nes.

They iiad existed from the first, and he was aoqnainted
with them all.

Soberly and steadily he set about removing then.
In the first place he groped his way to an obscure

corner of the cell, and picked up something small, which
he had doubtless placed there for security.

Had there been a light in the cell, it ooold bare been
seen what that object was.

It was a knife.

Such a knife as is commonly used at table.

It had oome into Dick's possession in a itrj simple
manner.

In former chapters we have related at foC length hevr h»
had his meals brought to him in the cell, how he paid for

them himself, and how h<- invariably invitea the two
jailers to eat with him.

This had been done w frequently, that what Htfle

caution the men at first exercised was relaxed—whether
parposely or not would be bard to say.

However, on the preceding day Dick saw an op^aftii*

nity of secreting the knife, which he had use.l to eat bis

dinner with, and he could not resist the tdnptation of

availing himself of tiie opportunity, for he Ahought the
time would come when that kni£e would be ol ineatiiBuble

taloe to him.

We are inclined to think that the turnkeys were awarw
of his having abstracted it, but they said nothing.
At any rate, it ia quite clear thafc the knife must hav«

been missed by them. ^
But although it was a good deal to be possessed of a

strong table knife, yet it seems but a poor and inefficient
instrument wherewith to effect an escape firom a cell in
Newgate.
And yet that was the sole tool which Dick possessed,

and he not only hoped to escape, but had determined at all

hazards to do so.

We will observe his proceedings.
Having taken the knife in his hand and felt the strength

of the blade by bending it, Dick crossed his cell again in
tlw direction of the door.
By this time the interior of the cell was involved in

darkness, and none could see where the door was situated {

but Dick walked direct to it in the dark, so familiar had he
become with the topography of his dreary cell.

As he well knew, the inner side of this door was covered
with sheet iron, which was riveted on to the woodwork
of which the door was composed in such a manner as to
leave no part of the wood visible.

The lock was still further protected by another inde-
pendent plate formed of such well-tempered steel that no
drill could penetrate it.

Dick Turpin sunk down into a kind of sitting posture
close to the bottom of the door, and began oarefally feeU
ing the iron plating with his fingers.

It was well secured in every part.

Undaunted, however, by this, he took the knife, and
after many efforts, succeeded in introducing the blade
between the iron plate and the door itself.

He considered this a great deal done, and he proceeded
with greater confidence to execute the remainder of his
task.

That was, to raise one comer of this sheet iron, and
gradually lift it up until a sufficiently large portion of the
woodwork was exposed to enable him to out a hole through
it.

But he soon found this to be utterly impracticable.

The knife was not strong enough to move the rivets.

A small strong crowbar would have been required to de
it, and he possessed no such instrument.
He bent the blade of the knife until he was afraid to do

so any longer, for fear it should break off close to the
handle, and leave him weaponless.
He paused in his operations.
What should he do ?

He was loth to relinquish this means of making his way
out of his cell.

He was reluctant to confess to himself that he had
fiailed at the veiy outset of his undertaking.
But such was the case.

He left the knife sticking where it was, and gave him<
self up to thought.
Mechanically he raised his eyes to the little grated

aperture in the wall which did duty for a window, and
which could be distinguished from the black wall of the
cell by the faint light which appeared behind it.

The aperture was small, very small, and it was strongly
defended with iron bars.

Still, as Dick looked up at it, and then thought of the
iron-plated door and the massive stone walls, he thought
surely it must be easiest to make a way throught here.

Dick knew where that grating looked to.

It was into one of the paved yards of the prison.

He had ascertained that by placing the table under th«
window and a chair on the table.

By standing on the chair he was enabled to look through
the bars.

But he had noticed how firmly they appeared to be fas*

tened in their settings.

Still they did not now seem such pnpassable barriers
between himself and freedom.
Abandoning all hope of being able to remove • small

portion of the iron plating on Ihe door, Dick withdrew*
his knife from tho crevice in which h^ had taken bo mucti
trouble to introduce it, and placed it m hia bosom.
Then he moved the table, and placed it just beneath the

window, and then he put the chair on the top of tb*^
To ascend these was a matter of no difficmty.

Ib another moment Dick was looking out throqgb the
gratiB|{ into the paved yard before him.
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It was sniTonnded by bigh walla, and very little of its

general appearance could be distinguiabed.

As it biippened, bowever, tbat was a matter of very

little importince, for Dick was faraiH»r witb the place.

VVbile be looked through the gratiug, preparatory to

taking any more decisive steps, he heard St. Paul'* girike

the hour of midnight.

The sound was taken up ia a jingling faehioB »»f JlJte

various churches in the vicinity.

At length the echoes of all diad sway, and then [Hci

was startled by hen ring a foot^t^p in the yard bef'^re ^iin.

He drew back a liitle way from tbe bars, v/at ls-<a«d

down with eagerness and cuiiosity.

Who could it be ?

The mystery was quickly solved.

The sound of the footstep grew louder and louder, iad
then Dick saw a faint light like a smaQ stai'.

He comprehended ali inataiilly.

It was one of the prison watchmen making his round.

Dick looked at hiiu with iucreasing atitntion, and, by
training his vision to the utmost, managwl to make out

tbe outline of the man's form.

He strolled across the yard in a sleepy, negligent 8dH
of way.
When that man was first set tbat duty be bad performed

it in a very different manner.
He bad flsished his lantern about bim, and looked into

every corner, not leaving one unvisited.

But, after a time, be grew rather tired of this, for it

never resulted ia anything, and, as a matter of course,

carelessness followed, until he had taken to sti-olliag

through the yard in the semi-somnoleut stite we have
described, and not paying attention to anything.

But this is aKvays the case.

Dick watched this man cross tbe yard and then disap-

pear through a small door in the wall.

Dick now considered he should have tbe coast clear for

& little while.

Taking the knife from bis bosom, where be bad placed

it, Dick Turpin, with the greatest patience, began to pick

away the mortar surrounding the stouL-si ia which the

bottom bars of the grating were imbedded.
The operation was a tedious one, but not half so tedious

as be expected to find it, for the mortar was either not of

first-rate quality, or else the weather had had an nudue
effect upon it.

It was softened considerably, and Dick picked it out in

large pieces.

For such a purpose as this tbe knife which be held in

his band was most admirably adapted, and before the

various churches chimed the hour of half-past twelve, be
bad loosened the whole of the bottom row of stones.

He placed the kuifo once moi-e in his bo3om, and, taking
hold ot the stones with both hands, he exerted bis utmost
strength and drew them towards him.

At first the iron was obstinate, but the leverage power
he had got was great.

The bars bent at the top.

Encouraged to no ordinary extent by tbe e-wsjnnt of

success which had so far attended upon his effv^rts, Dick
redoubled his exertions.

Another halt-hour passed.

The clocks struck one.

At the expiration of tbat time be bad so twisted, bent,

an 1 broken the iron bars that there was room enough (or

hin\ to pass through the aperture.

With hia beaj-t heating high with hape, atju his wia«d«

frame in a state of the greatest posfible exeitem3»3t, Disk
Turpin prepared to mnke his descent into the yard.

Tliis was no easy matter.

But while thus engaged his ears were assailed by a
strange sound, the like of which he never remerabesed lo
b»^e heard.

instinctively and involuntarily ae pausei,^ tc la*«&
Tfes strange sound continuod
It increased in force and intensity.

CHAPTER CCCXL7J-
BBI.ATES DICK TURPIN'S ADVENTURJs Jh SK^Gi^R

WHILE DISGUISED AS A WATC(!..!AN.

Foe a few moments, 60 absorbed was he in what he be<ird,

Dick Turpin forgot vvhore he was isud the pecuJiaf fitditiun

he occuuied.

All bis thoughts and faculties were conceatralod In ''JM

sense of hearing.
He was intent only to catch evtsrr sound.
For a very short time did he recaain in ignorance irom

whence those sounds proceeded.
It was from the Old Bailey.
Dick Turpin knew this because in the afternoon a faid%>

reflected beam of the setting sun used to make its way
into bis lungeon tlircigh tbe grating at which he n^w
sUtfyi, tad from this fact he knew that he must be facing
tbe west.

And, if be wns facing tbe we.it, lie must of a necessity
be facing the Old Bailey, for that street runs from north
to south along the west front of the f)ri6on of Newgate.

It was from the street, tl»eu, that Dick Turpin felt con-
fijf>ut tliat tbe sounds came.
And those sounds.
There was no mistaking their character or nature.
They were produced by the trampliug of many hundred

ot feet.

The murmur of many hundreds of voice'', none of them
speaking, pyerhaps, much louder than a whisper.

Evidentlv a large body of people was assembling in
the Old Bailey.

But for what purpose?
In the present day, when malefactors are executed in

front of the prison, such a question would be easily enough
answered.
On a Sunday night, when a banging is to take place on

the ensuing Monday morning, it is no uncommon thing
for a crowd to assemble.
But at the time when Dick Turpin lived, and for a very

long time afterwards, prisoners were not executed in front

of Newgate.
Such a thing bad never been thought of, nor tbe device

of a movable scaffold either.

In those days the executions took place for the tnost

part at Tyburn.
The condemned men were D'uioned, placed in an open

cart, attended by a powerful t,^_ort, and drawn to Tyburn.
Now, it wns at this last meutioued place that people

might be exptjcted to collect enrly and in large numbers.
To be sure there wus always a crowd to see the pTv"^e3-

sion start, but then its size was insignificant comparea to

the other.

Knowing all this, Dick Turpin was at a loss to think
why the crowd had assembled there at eucb an early

hour.
And such a largo crowd, as from the sound be felt quite

sure it must be.

Dick was compelled at last to give it up in despiiir.

He turned his attention to the business he bad undei
band.

Little did he imagine tbat tbe crowd he beard collecting

had 80 intimate a connexion with him and bis fortunes Aa
it really had.

Little did be think that it was owing to tbe exertions of

his true and well-tried friends, Claude Duval and Sixteen-
String Jack, that the crowd had been drawn together.

Still less did he think that he was taking all the trouble

be had been taking and was about to tnke for nothing;
that be would hnve been released if he had been content
to sit quietly in bis cell and await the coming of his

liberators.

Of all this be w;is in tbi most profound ignorance.

He considered the cr>,wd had no connexion with him
whatever, and therefore ba bent all his energies to the

1 task he had under hand.
It was by no means an easy matter, now that the bars

were removed, to pass throutrb the small aperture and
descend into tbe yard oui^-ide, whioh was several feet

\i-»er than the floor of tbe oeU.
ifter some trouble, bowev?» ^Ick suneeedeJ in thrust*

ing his feet through, and then ho gradually lowered himself

to the ground.
In another moment he wag standing da the "stones ia

the yard.

lie drew a long breath of relief, ».nd faneiea be wm
already free, though actually he w;is as far off freedom es

ever, or so nearly s< as not to uiake much difiereijce.

Sti^l he felt that be had achJavod a great deal, and
(eit stimulated a^ioordingly to do still more.

Dick glanc'iil around him, and en.!eavom-ed to UiXi

I in the ttoucf^i ftsuect of the i»laoe in wh:oij Ists ato<»4.
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He could only very dimly see about luQi.

Suddenly, liowever, lie heard a faint rattling noise, for

which he could not at first account, and thenallat ouca
he knew it was caused by some one rattling a key in a

lock, as though attempting to unfasten it iu too great

a hurry.
The moment ho made this discovery, Diok drew back

into the shadow of a wall.

He had scarcely done so than a door close to his left

hand was opened, and the same watchman as he had
seen a little while back cross the yard, again made his

appearance.
Dick watched him close the door through which he

hadjust passed, and then an idea entered his mind which
he lost not a moment iu carrying out.

Watching his opportunity when the backof the watch-
man was turned towards him, Dick sprang forward and
grasped him tightly by the throat.

So tightly did Diok grasp him that, though the watch-
man made a desperate effort to, cry out, he failed to ar-

ticulate a sound.
"Silence!" exclaimed Tnrpin, between his teeth;

" silence, and your life will be spared. If you make the
least sound you are a dead man."
The watchman appeared to collapse upon hearing

these words.
He dropped his lantern, but fortunately it fell upon

its bottom, and preserved an upright position, so that

it was not broken.
With great dexterity and swiftness, Dick pulled off

the watchman's hat and great coat and threw them on
the ground.

Tliis done, he pulled off his cravat, and, with the aid

of this, tied h'S hands behind his back.
Dick now released his hold of the watchman's throat,

and he took immediate advantage of that circumstance
vo utter a sepulchral sort of howl.

'•Oh! you won't be quiet, won't you?" said Dick.
"^Then I must try if I can't make you. I haven't a gag
'\t the present moment, but this will answer the pur-
i)Ose quite as well."

As lie spoke, ho made a snatch at the short stick, or
oludgeon, which the watchman carried, and gave him a
father sharp crack on tlie head with it.

The man fell down in a moment in a state of insensi-

bility.

"You would have it," said Dick ; "and, now you have
5ot it, I hope-yon like it."

AVith this philosophical remark, Tnrpin dropped the
jtick, and proceeded to attire himself in the watchman's
great coat and hat.

When he had put on these articles of apparel, the
change in his appearance was very great indeed.

A feeling of much greater security now came over
Dick's mind, and his hopes of being able to achieve his

design increased in a proportionate ratio.

He had certainly a much better chance of getting
througli the prison unnoticed.
But Dick did not stop with the appropriation of the

coat, ha% stick, and lantern.

He went to the body of the prostrate watchman, and
af tor searching nearly all his pockets, produced a bunch
of keys.

They were the only things he thought it was worth
while to take away with him.

'Tims armed, Diok Turpin, with a bold and confident
step, took his way across the yard.
He found the lantern a most useful and agreeable com-

panion.
Ho flashed the light round him fearlessly enough,

because ho knew that if it was seen no suspicion would
be excited.

Now Dick did not think it would be altogether prudent
to go through the doorby which the watciiman hai just
entered the yard, so he looked about him for some other
means of leaving it.

On the opposite side he found a door of similar appear-
ance.
He held the light close to the keyhole, in order to

judge of the size of key he should require, and then pro-
ceeded to select one which from its size he thought was
likely to fit.

Ho was BO lucky as to hit upon the right one ihe
first time.

He iiad the dooi' open in-a moment, and he closed it

rapidly after him, o£ course taking the precaution to lock
it.

Looking round him, he found himself in a soi " ^f cor-
ridor, or passage, at the extremity of which was a flight
of stone steps.

Now he had entered this passage and closed the door,
the noise made by the mob in the street became inaudible.
To, this, however, Dick attached very little import-

ance indeed, being still under the impression that the
assemblage had nothing to do with him whatever.
There were no doors opening from the passage in

which Dick Turpin now found himself, and so he has-
tened along it with ail possible speed.
Ascending.ttie steps of which we have made mention,

he found his further progress was barred by a door.
This was now no obstacle to him, and he opened it

easily enough by means of the bunch of keys.
He then found himself in another paved yard.
'This sort of thing was not what Dick wanted.
He wished to gain the interior of the prison, and not

keep hovering about the outworks.
However, taking all things into consideration, he had

not much to grumble about.
Again, however, there came to his ears, and this time

with much greater distinctness than on the former occa-
sion, the uproar produced by the mob in the street.

This might proceed from two causes.
Either he was much nearer to the Old Bailey, or else

the noise had increased.
Dick was inclined to think the latter.

At this moment St. Paul's chimed the half hour past
one.

Time was speeding on, and Dick felt that he had a
great deal to accomplish.
Going close to the wall in this second paved yard, he

walked completely round it.

He counted no less than five doors.
One of these unquestionably led into the street, and

into the Old Bailey, too.

'That door was the only barrier between him and
liberty.

Indeed, it could scarcely be considered a barrier, for
that word implies something which would have to be
difiicnltly surmounted.
But there could be no possible difficulty for Dick to

pass through this door, because the bunch of keys he
held in his hand would most certainly have furnished
him with the means of passing through it.

His life was in danger.
He had but to make one step and be free.

'The temptation was a great one, and no one, without
they stood in the same position as Dick 'Turpin, could
say how great a one.

But if he availed himself of this means of escape, he
must abandon his friend to his fate.

The idea of doing this never entered Dick's mind for
a moment, and he turned away from the door without a
feeling of regret.

Back into the jaws of danger he went with a steady
tread.

From the door opening into the Old Bailey, he could
command a tolerable view of the prison of Newgate,
He walked straight across the yard to a door which,

from its situation, ho imagined would lead him direct
into the prison.

Oh ! how he wished he had found Tom King, and that
instead of standing there alone as he did, that his old
comrade was with him ; how easily then could they have
effected their escape, and langhed to scorn all ideas of

pursuit.

But such was not to be.

Just as Dick was about to introduce the key into the
lock, he was startled by hearing a hoarse sort of cry
from the mob outside.
What it portended he knew not.
It was followed by the rapid rush of many feet, appa-

rently in one direction.
Then there came a tremendous battering noise.
Dick was surprised, but not for one moment did the

faintest glimmer of the real truth dawn upon his mind.
But the reader, from the facta of which he has been

put in possession, will be at no loss to understand what
these sounds meant.
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Passiug throneh the door, which he cloaed and Icwk**
«ft*r him, Dick lurpin raised hii lantern, and found hin»"

•elf in a kind of reatibule or lobby.
This place was dimly lighted, and at a glanoe oar friend

aw several doora opening from it.

Dick did not doubt now that he waa on the right traok,
and that the doors he saw before him led into the comdors
from which the cells opened. if .

No sooner, however, had he closed the door and aaTsooed
a pace or two, than a man rose from a seat apofa which he
had been sitting, and said—
" Hullo ! Wilks, what the devil are you doing h«r« P

Your post is on the outiide of the prison."
Here was a dilemma.
Dick bad encountered one of the watchmen, in who»e

bosom at present it waa tolerably certain there was no
nspicion.
But how was Dick to act P

As soon as this man found oat the mistakt h* had made,
he would raise an immediate alarm.

If Dick retreated through the door agalOj nspidon
would be roused.

If he advanced he would be detected.
Upon the spur of the moment, he adopted the <mly

course that appeared to be open to him.
Assuming a very mysterious aspect, he beckoned to the

watchman who had questioned him, and at the same time
advanced in a cautious stealthy manner.
The deluded watchman quite fell into the snare thus

laid for him.
He thought that something peculiar had eome nnder

bis notice, and that he wished to impart it to him.
Full of expectation, and quite unsuspiciously, the watch-

man allowed Turpin to come close to him.
To his great surprise, however, the seeming Wilks

raised the short thick stick he carried, and brought it

down upon his head with such force and suddenness that
he fell to the ground insensible, without having time to
otter a sound.

" I could not help it," said Dick. " I could not stop at
trifles, and tbut bit of a crack on the head won't do you
any harm, I know."
As he uttered these werds he heard a tremendous crash.
Then a bell began to toll most dismally.
It was the alarm-bell of Newgate J

CHAPTER CCCXLVIl.
»ICK TURPIN iND TOM KINO HAVE A NARROW ESCA.H 0»

BEING BURNED TO DEATH IN NEWGATE.
Leaving Dick Turpin in his very peculiar positioa, ws
will just turn our attention to the proceedings of his two
friends, Claude Duval and Sixteen-Sfcring Jack, and relate
what success they met with in their desperate enterprise,

as well as explain the meaning of the sounds which had
from time to time reached Dick Turpin's ears during his
extraordinary perambulation of the prison.
The " family " had a ready means of communicating

with each other, and in less than an hour from the time
when Claude's proposal was agreed to, not a single
member of the large fraternity was in ignorance of it.

It would not be going too far to say that there was not
one unwilling heart amongst them.

Dick Turpin was an immense favourite with them, and
they would gladly render him any service in their power,
but, on the present occasion, they were perfectly mad for

the hour of action to arrive.

To them it seemed like being free from the trammels of
the law if the huge prison-house could be destroyed.
Long before the appointed hour small groups of men

collected in the open space in the Old Bailey which faces
the prison, and their numbers kept continually angtnsnt-
ing, so that in a very short time a large body of VJOwie
had congregated together.
Claude Duval and Sixteen-String Jack had stipulated

that the conduction of the whole affair should rest in their
bands.
They were to be the commanding oflScers, so to speak,

whose ordors were to be promptly and unconditionally
•beved.
Their prepKrations wore soon made.
Their directions were simple.

'Mt onder a gateway that fiaoed the prisoa, four horse;

were to stand ia • etate of perfect readiness for ou
friends.

A man was appointed to take charge of each of these
horses.

It was in this way that our friend* penordpd tat their
retreat.

Then the general it^mictions to the body of the people

First, to make a dash at the doors leading to the prison
—to break them down—overcome all the resistance offered

to them, and, proceeding to the cells, open the doora of
every one, thus setting all who were prisoners at
liberty,

Diok Turpin and Tom King were to be got ont of the
prison as quickly as possible, mounted on their steeds, and
taken away from the spot by Claude and Jack, before
pursuit could be commenced.
The mob were then to complete their work of demo

lishing the building.

These plans were well laid, and well calculated to aohiers

the end proposed.
The only thing was to get them carried out, and with se

fierce and turbulent a body ofmeu this would be no easy
task.

However, Claude and Jack felt a great amount af oonfl

deuce as to the result.

At length the whole of the " family " had assembled, o»

at all events quite enough of them for the purpose re-

quired.

Then the word of command was given.

There was not a man present who was not well armed
with such weapons as were likely to be of the most service

to them.
As soon as the word of command was given, then, the

compact mass made a dash across the Old Bailey, and
began battering at the different doors leading to the
prison.

These men were armed with large, heavy axes.

The doors of Newgate were strong, but not stronf^

enough to withstand such weapons as those.

Splinters of wood flew about in all directions.

The first door that was forced was that little one at the

top of the flight of stone steps which lead into the vesti*

bule.

The turnkeys in this place made no attempt to defend

the door, but as soon as they became convinced of the hostile

intentions of the mob, made all speed to the governor's

apartments, locking all the doors they possibly could in

their progress.

Then the other doors were smashed in.

The alarm in the prison of Newgate was now very great

and general.

There was quite a rush to ths alarm-bell, which was
pulled by half a dozen hands.
The clangor was terrific.

The alarm-bell of Newgate was a huge affair, fixed in

the roof of the prison.

It was intended to be used as a signal to give notice

that a prisoner had escaped, or in the event of any ex-

traordinary occurrence.

The dismal sounds echoed far and wide over the sleeping

city.

The people living nearest to the prison were of course

the first to take the alarm, and soon many anxious faces

could be seen peering out of the windows, while others

ascended to the house-tops.

As soon as the men got fairly iuside the prison'they lost

all recollection of what had been said to them, and at once

set to work.
They fired the building in a dozen places.

In fact, wherever they saw a chance of setting nre to it

they did so.

There was a grwit deal of wood work about some parts

of the building, and the fire, of course, made rapid pro-

gress.

Moreover, several of the men had carried in armsful of

dry twigs, which tbey were anxious to get rid of, so they

threw them down and set fire to them.
It would have been by far more prudent to have released

the prisoners first.

In a dens? mass however, which there was no resisting,

the^ swept into the passages and burst down all the d«va«

which of>posed theioselves to them in their onward {«»
grass.
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Foremost in the throng.and makingr almost superhuman
exertions, were Claude Duval and Sixteen-String Jack.

To the full were they conscious of the many difficulties

that stood in the way of their achieving their aim, and
now that they were so much nearer to it they felt a pro-

portionate amount of anxiety.
Indeed, as they then stood beneath the roof of New-

gate, for the first time in their lives, they felt far from
safe, although their position was so peculiar.

There was something in the very atmosphere of the

place which oppressed them.
Brandishing the axes with which they had armed them-

Belvea, they dashed forward and furiously attacked every
obstacle which opposed itself to their onward progress.

But, above all the din and racket which was made,
eould be heard the dismal tolling of the alarm-bell of

Newgate. <,

Oh ! how jur triends wished they oonld '^nly find the
lope whieh was attached to it.

flow quickly vonid they have severed it^

Unless the din was stopped, the whole of the city

would be aroused, and then what a desperate situation

would be theirs.

Claude and Jack were well aware of the amount of

dependence which could be placed in the mob ostensibly

under their control.

They knew how fickle and unstable they were, and
how likely to give up the enterprise at the very moment
when they might be successful.

Our readers may, therefore, imagine what a load of

responsibility was at their hearts.

Already Claude and Jack found a portion of the

instructions they had given had been disobeyed.

They could feel the hot breath of fire upon their cheeks.

It was impossible for them to say what sort of pro-

gress it would make, or what hold it had taken of the

building.
It might spread with great rapidity, as firea eome-

times and generally will.

It might seize upon tke whole of the edifice in auoha

Ko. e: PrMH OnB HAI.PPBNNT.
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mauner aa to make it infnossible for them to escape

witn their lives.

Very little good would, however, be done by thinking

of this. Other and more important matters called for

their attention.

They had only a vague and general idea of the position

of the cells,and no definite idea whatever aa to the locality

of the ones in which their two comrades were confined.

Down went the doors as soon as they came to them,

and whenever a flight of steps appeared, having a down-

ward tendency, they descended them immediately.

At length the corridors from which the dungeon doors

opened were reached.

The mob had now something to do.

With loud cries, they dashed at the cell doors.

But they were repulsed.

The iron doors were too strong for them.

Then they noticed what they might have seen before,

if they had only taken the trouble to look, and that was,

that not only were the doors themselves of the strongest

possible material, but that they opened outwards, and
that the pressure they applied only had the effect of

shutting them closer.

Moreover, the fastenings were on the outer side, and it

would only be a few minutes' easy work to remove them.

When once they had made this discovery, they set

about removing the fastenings at once.

The creaking bolts were withdrawn.

The ponderous bars lifted from their staples, and flung

on to the floor of the corridor.

There then remained nothing but the looks.

But these were such insignificant obstacles that they

thought nothing of them.
They were either wrenched off, or else the boxes pro.

vided for the reception of the bolts were knocked to

Then the prisoners were released.

They immediately joined the throng of their liberators,

and set about doing the same service for others.

In those cases where the prisoners were secured with

chains they were violently and roughly freed from their

fetters.

Some dozen or twenty cells were opened in this man-
ner and their inmates set free, but as yet they had not

succeeded in finding either Dick Turpin or Tom King.

Claude and Jack continually occupied themselves

with shouting out the names of their missing comrades,

but no reply was vouchsafed to them.
They got terribly anxious, for they feared Newgate

would soon be too hot to hold them.
They were not only apprehensive of the fire, which was

jaging with great fury in many parts of the building,

but they feared that the alarm would spread rapidly,

and that a force might be opposed to them that might
be death or madness to resist.

One after the other the whole of the doors in the

corridor had been opened, but without the wished-for

discovery having being made.
Retracing their steps, however, they proceeded to

another corridor,

Claude and Jack were the first to enter it.

They ran down to its farthest extremity, calling out
to their comrades in the loudest tones, but without
meeting with the wished-for response.

Still more uneasy, and fearful that, after all, they
should not accomplish the misson, they left the chief

part of the mob to the task of liberating this fresh lot

of prisoners while they sought in other directions.

They were followed by a great number of people.

Presently the loud cries of Claude Duval were
responded to by a voice, which, though it sounded weak
and faint, he immediately recognised.
He cried out in a joyful tone to his comrade. Jack,

who hastened to his side.

Claude spoke again, and once more came the reply.

It was from a dungeon on his right hand that the
response proceeded.

" Here is Tom," cried Claude, " and it is to be hoped
Dick is not far off. Loud me your aid, my friend, and
we will try if we cannot quickly release him."
Claude and Jack had taken care before they started

upon their enterprise to stow awa' i about their persons
jk multitude of articles, of which they might possibly
want to make some use.

Jack produced a bunch of skeleton keys, and fitted

one into the lock, while Claude withdrew the buituaad
removed the iron ba..

By the time he had done this, Jack had found a key
which would fit the lock.

He turned it round, and had the satisfaction of find-

ing that it acted upon the wards at the first trial.

The door was swung open.
A glare of light was projected into the dungeon, and

then, heavily ironed in the manner we have described,

they saw their companion, Tom King.
Astonishment of the most unbounded character was

expressed upon his face.

In the silence and solitude of his darkness he had
heard the fearful uproar without, but he was quite at a
loss to find a cause to which he could ascribe it.

He knew that something of an unusual character was
going on, because he could hear, above all other sounds,
the clanging din of the alarm-bell at Newgate.

After waiting in anxious suspense, the sounds of

many footsteps in the corridor without came to his ears,

and then he heard himself called upon by name.
At first, so overcome was he that, though he made a

tremendous effort to speak, he found it was impossible.

His emotions overpowered him
He could scarcely credit his own ears.

Again and again, however, he heard his name repeated,

and by the same friendly and well-known voice.

Then he managed to speak in a low tone at first, but
the second time much louder.

In a cheerful voice he heard Claude Duval bid him to
wait with patience for a moment, and then he should
be free.

There could be no sort of doubt or mistake about the
meaning of the words that were uttered, for they were
immediately followed by the withdrawal of the fasten-

ings of the door.

Surely, he thought, he must be dreaming.
How on earth could Claude and Jack be in Newgate ?

and how came it that they showed themselves so indif-

ferent about being heard aa they evidently did ?

His brain was in a whirl.

Not for a single moment did the least glimmering of
the real state of the case dawn upon hia mind.
But whatever doubts he might have entertained with

respect to the reality of what was taking place, they were
dispelled entirely when the door of the cell was thrown
open, and hia two comrades appeared upon the threshold.

He sprang forward as far as the chain by which he
was confined to the floor would allow him.
The greeting between them, although much hurried,

was a warm one.

No time was to be spared for much speech or lengthy
explanations.

Sixteen-String Jack produced another bunch of skele-

ton keys, of a much smaller make than the others, and
concentrated all hia energies upon the task of freeing

Tom King from hia fetters.

CHAPTER CCCXLVIII.
TOM KINO, CLAUDE DUVAL, AND SIXTEEN-STBINa

JACK, DETERMINE TO SAVE DICK TURPIN FROM
THE BURNING PRISON, OR PERISH WITH HIM.

This was far from being an easy matter, for, out of

compliment to the prisoner, the irons were secured in a
very intricate manner.
But with the assistance of the various instruments

with which he was provided. Jack soon rid Tom of these

encumbrances, and right glad was our friend to find

himself once more with his limbs at liberty.

"Follow us," cried Claude and Jack to him. "We
cannot stay to give explanation now. Follow us ! we
have yet a great deal to do."

" Dick Turpin," cried Tom, whose first thought
was for his old and well-tried friend. " Dick Turpin,

where is he ?"

" We have not found him yet."
" On—on, then !" cried King. " You wore right Tsfaon

you said you had much to do. The most imports*' .pari

of your enterprise has yet to be achieved."
" Do you know where his cell ia situated ?"

' Wo ; I hare no better idea than youraelvea."^
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" We have no leBonroe, then, bnt to adopt the same

plan as enabled na to discover you."
*' And what was that ?"

" To shout at every cell door, and listen for a reply."
" Newgate is a vast plac*, and that will take a long

time."
" It will. More time than we can epare. Can you

hear that roaring, crackling sound ?"

"Yes. What ia it?"
"Fire,"
" Is the prison on fire ?"

"Yes."
"Good heavens, we are lost."
" Nay, calm yourself."
" But I can feel the heat now of the flames upon my

face, and the corridor, I see, is full of smoke. How are

we to escape with our own lives, let alone rescue Dick
Turpin?"

" I have no very serious misgivings respecting the

fire—at all events just at present."
" Then you know something of it ?"

" Yes. The arrangement was that you and Dick should
be liberated, and then the prison set on fire, but they
were so impatient that they could not wait until the

proper moment, but fired the prison in a dozen places."
" Good heavens ! You fill me with alarm. And see

what a monstrous flame that was tliat swept past the

ends of the corridor. I fear the fire is of a much more
serious character than you imagine."
And this really was the case.

The old prison was in the interior fitted with wood,
and these fittings the fire had caught.
Then the devastating element had spread to the roofs

and ceilings until the whole of the building was fairly

in flames.

The mob on the outside saw the tremendous progress
the fire was making, and shouted out in alarm for the

safety of those within, and desired them to come out
while there was yet time.

The alarm thus uttered entered the batteted-down
doors of Newgate.

It spread from corridor to corridor.

It reached the ears of those within, and, as they heard
it, they one and all made a simultaneous rush to the dif-

ferent exits.

It reached the ears of the terrified oiB&cials, wliofrom
the first had fled before the mob, intent only on placing
the greatest possible distance between them.
They were now iu the upper part of the building.

At length the note of alarm reached the ears of the
three highwaymen in the corridor, and it almost mad-
dened them.
Was it possible that, so far from rescuing Dick, they

had doomed him to destruction—to a worse death than
the law would have awarded liim ?

Tlie reflection was poigiiaut iu the extreme.
With loud wild cries upon their lips, they dashed up

and down the corridors.

Every cell had been broken open, but no trace of Dick
could tliey see.

It was, they tried to think, just possible that he had
been rescued by some other portion of the mob, and was
by this time in safety on the outside waiting for them
to make their appearance ; but all that they knew of
Dick's character and disposition gave the lie to this sup-
position.

The numbers of those around them rapidly decreased,
until at length there remained only their three selves.

But, although abandoned by those who had sworn to

aid them, they determined not to follow their example
and abandon their comrade.

Yet, where could he be ?

They had searched all the cells they could find.

In what other part wore they to look ?

Distracted, scorched, and half blinded by the smoke,
they tore madly up and down the passages, and called

upon Dick Turpin until their throats were hoarse, Ai**^

they could shout no longer.

At length, convinced—and moat reluctantly were they
driven to the conviction—that he was nowhere in tlie

cells in the corridors on a level with where they stood,
they were driven to ascend to a higher level, where it

was just possible he might be found.
But nheu they came to the staircase which led to the

upper part of the prison—or, more strictly, that part
which WEia on a level with the ground, for our friends
were now beneath it—they were met with such a blind-

ing, scorching sheet of fiame that they were compelled
to shrink back before it.

It was the horrible roaring sound it made which dis

mayed them as much as anything.
They waited a moment, in the hope that the violence

of the flames would abate.
But they were disappointed.
It seemed, on the contrary, to be gaining fresh foro;
There was but one course open to them.
It was a disagreeable one.
It was to make up their minds to be scorched Ly

dashing swiftly through the blaze.

There was, however, no alternative in the matter,
without they chose to remain where they were, and that
they considered worse than death itself.

Mounting the steps as high as the raging flames woulii

allow them with comfort, they prepared to maiie a
sudden rush.

Up the few remaining stairs they bounded—how, they
scarcely knew.
Through the wall of flame they dashed, and fell breath-

less and scorched in the corridor beyond.
Springing with all haste to their feet, they hurried

along in the direction where the flames were less fierce,

and where, in consequence, the heat was least.

The cries of many voices now came to their ears.

They were in advance of them, and in that direction
they ran.

The sounds became plainer and plainer as they wont
on, and, in a few moments more, a gush of cool air met
their faces most refreshingly.

Ten more steps brought them to an open door.
It led them into the Old Bailey.

The street they saw was one mass of people, all sway-
ing to and fro in the greatest disorder.

Loud and fierce cries came from their lips.

Their faces were plainly revealed by the ruddy beams
of light which came from the blazing building.
The houses which were visible had a crowd of faces at

each window, while the roof-tops of others were covered.
There seemed to be something going on in the crowd

of a character which excited them to the utmost fury.
They groaned—they hissed—they yelled—and swayed

backwards and forwards like the waves of a monster
sea.

There was no hope of ever gaining the slightest com-
mand over such a turbulent seething mass as that.

This was the reflection that simultaneously crossed
the minds of the three highwaymen as they stood in the
doorway watching the maniacal throng.
A tremendous roar now came from the throats of the

nearest portion of the mob, and Claude and his com-
panions strained their eyes in the endeavour to ascertain
what was taking place.

The only thing which caught their eye was a bundle
of something which was tossed here and there above the
heads of the mob, as a cork might be tossed upon the
surface of greatly agitated water.
Backwards and forwards the bundle went—first one

way, and then another.
It bore an appearance of elasticity, for it seemed to

bound up into the air every time it reached the mob-
But that was not caused in reality by any power

possessed by the bundle itself.

It was caused by the people holding up their arms
and catching it as it was about to fall.

Then hurling it up in the air aa high as their strength
permitted.
And all this was accompanied by the most discordant

cries and yells and execrations that ever came from the
throats of an excited mob.
Uur friends were entirely at a loss to account for

wliat they saw.
They could not make it out at all.

This spectacle was one which they were quite unpre-
pared to see.

No words could be distinguished as coming from the
lips of the excited throng, or these might have furnished
some clue as to the meaning of the proceedings.
Aa they gazed thus for the space of a few minutes, and

saw what we have described, as well as made the refl«o*
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tions which the scene called for, their attention became
80 absorbed, that they forgot all else.

Perceiving a mau close before him to whom he was
known, Claude Duval seized hold of him, and by main

force dragged him inside the door where his associates

stood.
The man made a desperate resistance at first, but upon

seeing who it was that held him, he became suddenly

still.

"Speak," said Claude Duval, "and tell me at once !

What is the meaning of the strange scene going on be-

fore us ?"

"Strange scene ?"
" Yes. What bundle is that the people are throwing

about, and what are they throwing it about for ?"

" It ain't no bundle."
" What then ? And why do they yell in that fright-

ful manner?"
" You ask me two questions at once," said the man,

"and I don't know which to reply to ; but if you will

be quiet a moment, I will tell you all I know."
" Say on, then."
"Among the prisoners who were released from the

cells, was a man named Adrian Wiuberry, whose exe-

cution was fixed to take place to-morrow morning." •

" Enough, I know him."
" It was through him that Dick Turpin was captured

. '

'

"It vyas."
" Well, then, the mob, when they found who it was

they had let out of the cell, determined that he should

not escape the fate he so richly merited, but die a more
horrible death."

" What death ?"

" They carried him out into the street, despite his

furious struggles. They denounced him as the murderer

of Mr. Winberry, and hurled him at the people's heads.

He was caught as he descended, and tossed up again,

and so he has been tossed about ever since, and so he will

continue to be while there is a breath of life left in

him."
"Oh! this is horrible!" exclaimed Claude Duval.

" Bad the man may be, but surely he does not deserve

BO terrible a fate as this."
" You cannot help it. Besides, if you could induce

the people to desist, it would be no good. He must be

quite dead by this time."

With these words on his lips, which he spoke in the

most unconcerned manner possible, the man turned, and

would have mingled with the crowd again.

But his progress was arrested by Tom King, who
clutched him tightly by the arm.

" You said just now, did you not, that you saw some
prisoners liberated from their cells ?'

"Yes, I did."
" Well, then, can you toll us whether ono of the pri-

soners set free was Dick Turpin, in whose behalf this

attack upon Newgate was principally made ?"

" No, he was not. I have not seen him, and I am
almost—nay, quite—certain that he is not at liberty."

" I feared as much," said Claude Duval. " Now, my
friends, what are wo to do ?"

" Do P we can do but one thing. If Dick Turpin is

not free.he must be somewhere within the building,where

he will perish unless we find him."
" Forward, thou," cried Tom King. " I, for one, will

either save or perish with him, and I know both you will

be of the same mind as myself. Follow me, and we will

search the building from the roof to the foundation but

what we will find him."
And, as he spoke these words, quite heedless of the

peril of the course he was about to adopt, Tom King
dashed back again into the burning building.

He did not turn his head to see whether he was fol-

lowed by his companions.
That, he knew, would bo quite uBoless.

He was certain they were close behind him.
" Back, then, into the blinding smoke and scorching

flame they went, intent upon rescuing their gallant

comrade from the fate which threatened him.

From chamber to chamber they went, up staircases

and down, through long dreary corridors, all the while

shouting for him at the top of their voices.

But Newgate is a large place, and, besides, neither of

our friends were acquainted with its intricacies, and|

therefore, they were not likely to be very successful ia

their search.
In the meantime the fire spread with the most alarm-

ing swiftness, and in a little time it became clear that
the fire had seized upon the whole of the building.
Maddened by the want of success which had hitherto

attended their efforts, the three friends rushed from
loom to room.

Still to no purpose.
And now the flames increased in force and heat, and

more than once they were compelled to retreat before
them.

But, gathering courage and fresh strength from each
repulse, they persevered and fought their way onwards.
They had, they fancied, been all over the edifice, but

they might have been mistaken, for the smoke was con-
fusing, and the stone chambers and the vaulted corridors
were bowilderingly alike.

No words of ours could possibly express the dread and
anxiety which filled the hearts of the throe highwaymen
as they found all their efforts uuresultful.

Every moment, too, that elapsed threatened them
with fresh danger.
When they got outside the building they expected to

have many difficulties to contend with.

The mob might be attacked by the military, for there
had been time enough for the alarm to spread all over
London.
Suddenly they came to a door which they did not

remember having seen before.

It was unfastened, and they flung it open in a minute.
To their disappointment they found it led into the

Old Bailey.

The people were still assembled in a dense mass.
Their countenances were still lighted up by the ruddy

light.

Our friends were about to turn away again, when a
cry burst from tho lips of the mob, which had the effect

of instantly arresting their attention.

CHAPTER CCCXLIX.
DICK TUEPIN HAS SOME HAIR-BBEADTH ESCAPES IN

THE BURNING PRISON, AND GIVES MR. CAWTHORM
ONE FOR LUCK.

Let us leave Claude Duval and his two comrades for a
few moments—they have had lately a full share of atten-

tion—and let us relate the further extraordinary adven*
tures of Dick Turpin in the prison of Newgate.
Tho reader will doubtless recollect that, when we last

left him, it was under rather peculiar circumstances.
Ho was disguised in the exterior articles of apparel

which had been worn by the watchman he had left in8en«

sible in the paved yard.

The long white coat, the felt hat, the short thick stick,

the lantern, and the thick woollen comforter which was
wound round his throat made a very efficient disguist
indeed, and almost any one, casually glancing at him,
would be deceived by it.

It had deceived the watchman in the Testibnle, for ho
had addressed Dick by the name of Wilks, which pro-

bably was the name of the man who lay so quietly in

the yard.

We have related how Dick succeeded in getting close

to this watchman without exciting any suspicion in that
individual's breast, and how he had suddenly taken ad-

vantage of his proximity to deal the watchman a blow
with his stick on his head, which gave forth an ominous
sort of crack.

The watchman dropped dovm on the floor of the vesti-

bale as if he had been shot.

It was just as he had done this that Dick heard a tre-

mendous crash.

What it was, or what it meant he fiad really no idea.

It was the mob, who had just succeeded in breaking
down one of the outer doors of the prison.

Then Dick's ears were assailed by the clanging of a
bell, which he recognised as being the alarm>beU of New-
gate.
Something of an nnusual character was now evidently

taking place within the prison, and the idea that natu-
rally first presented it=clf to his mind was that his (

from the cell had been discovered.
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He drew in his breath, and clutched the stick firmly

in his right hand.

It was the only serviceable weapon he had got.

He then looked around him, determined not to aban-

don his idea ot rescuing his comrade.

He counted no less than seven doors opening from

the vestibule.

It was only natural that he should hesitate a moment
as to which he should take.

It was while in this state of indecision that he heard

the trampling of feet, and then the door which happened

to be facing him, was thrown violently open.

A crowd of persons rushed in.

By their attire Dick could tell they were Newgate
officials every one of them.

They seemed to be in a state of the greatest panic and
consternation.
Nearly all carried lights.

Some were only partially dressed, and among these

was one who Dick Turpin recognised instantly.

It was Mr. Cawthorn, the governor of Newgate.
He presented quite a picturesque appearance.

But his countenance was expressive of the utmost
alarm.

" What shall we do P" he cried ;
" what shall we do ?

We shall be murdered, every one of us, or burnt to death,

or something. We can't get out, because of the mob,
and the mob won't let any one come near us who would
render us assistance. Hullo ! what is this ?"

He saw the body of the prostrate watchman.
" Here's Wilks," said some one. " What brings Wilks

here ? He ought to be on the outside of the prison."
" That is not Wilks," cried Mr. Cawthorn, as a ray of

light from one of the numerous lanterns fell upon Dick's

face. " That isn't Wilks, you idiot. Seize him !"

The men rushed forward in a body to execute this

command, but they beat a precipitate retreat directly.

Dick saw his danger, and did the wisest thing ho could.

That was to place his back against the wall of the

vestibule.

He met the onslaught of his foes with a vigorous

flourish of the short thick stick.

He brought it down upon their heads, or any other

part of their bodies that came in his way, with right

good will, and they fell back bruised and bleeding.

"Confusion!" cried Mr. Cawthorn, as he witnessed

the defeat of his men. " Upon him again ! That is

Dick "Turpin in disguise. Seize him! A hundred pounds
will be divided among those who succeed in making him
a captive

!"

These words produced a wonderful effect upon those

to whom they were addressed.
Mr. Cawthorn was a man who happened to be gifted

witli an extraordinary memory of faces.

He only needed to see a man once to tell him ever after.

Now with Dick's appearance he was, aa the reader

may suppose, owing to his long sojourn in the jail, toler-

ably familiar ; and so he was with Wilks, the watchman.
He saw, then, at a glance that it was not Wilks, and

another glance enabled him to identify the disguised man
as Dick Turpin.
How he came to be there, or how he had succeeded in

disguising himself in Wilks' apparel, he did not know.
Finding himself known, however, and certain that

the cumbersome clothing he had put on would no longer

be of any assistance to him, Dick Turpin pulled off the

watchman's hat and comforter, and then divested him-
self of his coat.

Ho stood there then in his own proper character, and
ready to do battle with his foes.

They numbered twenty to his one.

But the mode of action ho ailopted rather astonished
them and took them aback.

Instead of waiting for the attack, which they were
preparing to make, and which, doubtless, would have
been a successful one so far as his capture was concerned,
Dick uttered a loud yell, enough of itself to strike terror

into the boldest heart ; then, whirling the watchman's
stick rouad his head, he dashed forward, and vigorously
attacked his foes.

This was a mancBuvre which they never for a moment
expected, and they were in consequence for a moment
too much surprised to do anything in the shape of ward-
ing ofE ih« attack.

It thus happened that during this movement Dick
Turpin was able to do a great deal of execution.

His enemies seemed to fall before him like grass before

the scythe.
Eight and left they gave way before him.

Then Dick made a leap which carried him a good four

feet towards the door through which Mr. Cawthorn
had entered.
Mr. Cawthorn himself was standing close to it, and

Dick thought this a capital opportunity of paying off

old scores.

The governor of Newgate could tell perhaps by the

expression of Turpin's face what he was about to do, and
he darted aside.

But he was not quick enough to evade the blow which
Dick aimed at him.
Crack ! came the end of the watchman's stick on to

the top of the governor's head, and then in an instant

he measured his full length upon the floor.

Without stopping to see how far the blow had been
effectual, Dick darted through the door close to which
he was, and slammed it behind him.

Hastily turning round, he felt for the fastenings.

He found a couple of bolts.

It dia not take him a second to shoot them into their

sockets.
He was only just in time.

With a tremendous rush, the men dashed against the

door, no doubt under the expectation that it would
immediately give way, but they were deceived.

It remained as firm as a rook.

Dick turned round, and found himself in a low, arched

passage, which seemed to extend in a straight line for a
considerable distance.

There were no doors opening from it, so he was forced

to run along it, no other course being open to him.

At the extremity of this passage there was a flight of

steps, which led upwards, and the top of which he could
not see.

This was not what Dick wanted.
He was quite low enough down in the prison to be

where the cells were situated, and, if ho went any higher,

he would get out of the way of them altogether.

There was no choice left for him, though.
He must either ascend those steps, or go back to his

foes.

The latter alternative was so out of the question as

not to amount to any choice at all.

Up the stairs he went, then, taking two at a time, in

order to get to the top as quickly as possible.

Upon reacliiug it, however, the unmistakable odour
of fire came to his nostrils.

In the distance, too, he could see dense volumes of

smoke.
By listening he could hear the roaring and crackling

ot the flames.

He then recollected what the governor had said about
the prison being attacked by a mob and set on fire, and
then the conviction came over him that all this was to

be attributed to his friends, who were, doubtless, taking

this means of rescuing him.
This was to him, under the circumstances in which ha

was placed, a very consoling thought.

Perhaps they had already succeeded in freeing Tom
King from his cell.

But Dick did not like to trust to this supposition with-

out having some better proof than he had at present.

On arriving at the top of the stairs, he found himself on
a little square landing, from which only one door opened.

The steps commenced again in a corner, and still led

upwards.
Disregarding them, Dick turned all his attention to

the door.

It was fast, but, exerting all his strength, he burst it

open.
No sooner had he done so, however, than such a mass

of flame rushed forth, that he was compelled to either

draw back or sacrifice his life.

What was on the other side of the door, or where it

led, Dick was, of course, unable to form any idea.

Rapidly he retreated, for the flames, having found an
outlet, rushed forth with great fury.

Dick was still compelled to aseend.

He ran to the corner where the stairs co^meuaed, par*
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Rued by a loug tongue of flame, which seemed inceut
upon reaching him.
But Dick gained the race, aud was quickly out of the

way of that danger.
There was one comfort. The fire would form a tole-

rably good barrier between himself and his foes, and
they would not bo able to pursue him with such readi-

ness as they otherwise might.

Up the staircase, then, he sprang, determined to go
no higher than he was obliged.

The staircase was a spiral one.

Coming, at length, to a kind of landing, he saw a door,

which he pushed open.
There was a great deal of smoke beyond, but Dick

did not hesitate to pass though the door, and close it after
liim.

He found himself in an apartment, which was com-
fortably furnished as a bed-chamber.
There were many little valuable attiole lying about,

and the materials of which every oliject was composed
were of excellent quality.

Indeed, although Dick Turpin only took a hasty
glance around him, he was rather surprised to find such
a looking place inside Newgate.
The thought did not at first strike him that he had

made his way into that part of the prison occupied by
the governor, but such was the fact.

This will account for his friends having searched so
unsuccessfully for him among the cells.

Dick did not stop to make any examination of this

room.
There was an uncomfortable feeling of heat in it, and

the smoke was rapidly increasing in volume and density.
The thing which took Dick's attention was the door,

and ho hastily opened it.

He saw another room bcyonl.
Uttering an exclamation of impatience, Dick crossed

it.

The fire was beginning to give him very great uneasi-
ness.

He was fearful that Tom would perish iu the burning
mass.

It was some means of getting lower down that he
wanted to find. He knew that while he remained where
he was, or went up higher, he should only be wasting
time.

A feeling of great satisfaction, then, came over liis

heart when, on crossing this room and passing through
the door of it, he found himself upon a spacious stair-

case, which went both up and down.
He chose the latter direction, and wentdown at what

might, with great propriety, be called a breakneck speed.
As he went down, however, he found tlie heat increase

in an astonishing degree.
The smoke, too, became thick and blinding.
Plainly could he hear the roaring sound which flame

produces—a sound which, once heard, can never be for-

gotten.
Still he kept on, determined, if possible, not to allow

himself to be turned back.
He felt his face scorch, and his hair singe, while bis

clothing seemed ready to burst into flamo at a dozen
places.

Then he paused, and abandoned the idea of descending
any further, for to look down was like looking into a
furnace.
Under this impulse, Dick stepped back a few paces,

and well was it for him he did so.
If he had remained any longer than he did upon the

spot he had just occupied, he would have assuredly
perished.
With a tremenaous crash a large piece of the staircase,

which, by the action of the fire, had been rendered
unable to sustain its own we' rht, gave way, and fell

into the blazing depths below
It had the effect for a moiuei.t of subduing the raging

of the flames.
But they soon broke forth again with redoubled fury,

as though from the restraint that had been put upon
them.
Turpin shuddered when he thought of the navrow

escape he had had.
It was certain that he would have to find some other

(jieausUsLdesoendiug tbau that

Ho looked around him.
Ktj flTfla Etanding an y. landing from which several

doors opened.
Selecting one of these at random, no louna it give

way before the pressure he applied to it.

Crossing the threshold, he entered another bed«
chamber.
The floor beneath his feet felt burning hot.
Looking down, he could see between the crevices of

the boarding long bright lines of light.

For the first time the idea crossed his mind that he
was in a situation of extieme peril, and that ho might
have the greatest diflioulty in saving his own life.

Convinced that he should do no good to his friend by
perishing in the fire, he advanced towards the window,
with the intention of making his way out of it before tlie

fire in the room beneath made such a thing impossible.

CHAPTER CCCL.
DICK TURPIN SUCCEEDS IN MAKING A PERILOUS
EXIT FROM NEWGATE, AND IN JOINING HIS FRIENDS
IN THE STREET BELOW, WHERE HE FINDS HIMSELF
BESET WITH FRESH DIFFICULTIES.

No sooner did Dick Turpin make his appoaranoo at the
window, than he was greeted by a loud shout, whieli

seemed to come from a hundred thousand throats.

It was not, however, a yell which greeted him, but a
cry of satisfaction and pleasure.
There was no mistaking the cliaracter of it.

Looking down, Dick saw that the window at which
he stood was a considerable distance from the ground,
and that beneath him was the Old Bailey.
He knew the street instantly.

It was brilliantly illuminated by the flames wliich

rose from the blazing building.

Opposite he could see the well-known and familiar
shop kept by Coles, the pie-maker.
The Old Bailey was filled with people.

Never in all his life had Dick Turpin beheld such a
vast assemblage.
Once aftcrivarJs he saw a vaster.

He could tell those beneath him wore his friends, and
he waved his hands repeatedly to them.
Each time that he did so they cave vent to a tremen-

dous cheer, which made all the place echo again.
Dick Turpin looked down as he meditated making his

descent.
There was a window immediately below the one at

which he stood.
Through this the flames and smoke poured in volumes.
Through this, too, he would have to pass, before he

could reach the ground.
While he stood for this short time in doubt, the fire

broke through the flooring from the room below, while
smoke surrounded it.

The people noticed it and gave a loud cry, which
warned Dick of his danger.
There was clearly no resource for him but to leave

Newgate, and that at once.
If he remained he would surely perish.

He must give up all hopes of rescuing his comrade,
and console himself with the reflection that some one
liad been beforehand with him.
The reader will remember that at the close of a pre-

vious chapter we stated that Claude Duval, Sixteen-
String Jack, and Tom King were about to turn back
into the prison, and renew their search for Dick, when
their footsteps were arrested by a cry which came from
the throats of the people outside.

It was the cry which greeted Dick Turpin's appear-
ance at the window.
Something of an extraordinary nature had happened

they felt certain, and it was very necessary for thorn to
know what it was.
They made their way tlioreforo into the crowd.
The first thing they not oed was that the people all

turned their faces iu one direction.

They followed them, and then they saw the persoa
for whom they had been so anxiously searching, standing
at one of the front windows of the prison.
But he seemed to be literally surrounded by flamo

and smoke.
No sooner did they see this, than the three highway*
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men at once gave up the idea of making their way into

the interior of the prison.

They pushed through the crowd so as to get as clc3e

to the windows as they oould.

But they would never have gotxjirough tlie cduipact

mass in the way they did, if it had not been for tine

circumstance of their being recognised.

They were known as being the intimate friends of Dick
Turpin, whose position looked so perilous, and they
would doubtless do all in their power to rescue him.

In holding this opinion the mob were perfectly correct.

A lane was opened just wide enough for the highway-
men to got through, and as soon as they passed it was
closed up after them.
In a comparatively ehorc space of time, then, they

managed to get just beneath the window at which
Turpin stood.

Then they shouted and waved their hats, in the endea-
vour to attract his attention.

In this they were also successful.

Down through the mass of smoke Dick looked, as the
well-remembered tones struck upon his ears, and then
a friendly gust of wind blew the smoke away, and ho
saw his old comrades making encouraging signs to him.
" Descend—descend!" they cried to him, at the top

of their voices. " Descend ! Get something and let

yosrself down as low aa you can. We will be beneath
and catch you."
Dick nodded, and then his comrades knew he compre-

hended what was said to him.
As he looked down through the smoke the first person

Dick saw was Tom King.
He was quite overjoyed to see his old companion at

liberty. So much so that, with a light heart, and uncon-
cerned manner, he set about freeing himself from his

perilous situation.

Tom was free.

The object for which he had risked so muoh was gained.
He had now nothing to do but to drop into the friendly

arms that would be extended to catch him.
Turning round, then, Dick strove to look across the

apartment, and see whether there was anything that
looked likely to aid him in his descent.
But so filled was the chamber with a dense, blue,

suffocating smoke, that he found to look across it was
a matter of impossibility.

Then Dick recollected having noticed that the apart-
ment was fitted up with great elegance and taste as a
bed-chamber.
He remembered the exact position of the bed itself,

and also that it was furnished with white hangings.
If he could reach this bed, then, and obtain possession

of a couple of long curtains which hung at the head of

it, he would be furnished with a rope that would go a
long way towards aiding his descent to the street.

No sooner did tliis recollection occur to him than he
abruptly left the window, and, in spite of the bewilder-
ing smoke, made his way towards the bed.
He heard the people give a shout as he disappeared

from their view.
The floor cracked beneath Dick's footsteps.
It was all but burnt through, and he was fearful that,

after all, it might give way, and precipitate him into the
fnrnace that was raging underneath.

Moving, then, as quickly as possible, so as not to leave
his weight in one place any longer than he could help,

he made his way to the bed.
Dimly before him he could see the white hangings.
He clutched the one nearest to him, and pave it a

Budden snatch ; using so muoh force that the rings, or
whatever the fastenings were at the top, gave way, and
the curtain came down in his hands.
Leaning over the bed, he caught hold of the one which

hnng on the opposite aide, and, by a similar snatch,
brought that down also.

This done, he njade his way back with all speed to
the window.
His appearance was greeted with a vociferons cheer.

Quickly tying the two long curtains togetfner, Dick
proceeded to fasten one end to the window-sash.
He then found he had a rope of about twelve feet in

length, and though this was by no means long enough
to reach the ground, still, if he descended by it, it would
materially break the foroe of his fall.

The more expeditious he was in his movements now,
the better it would be ; so, having assured himself that
the knot was firmly tied, he proceeded without delay to
lower himself through the window.
He projected hia feet first, keeping hold of the curtains

as he did so.

It was quite time he left the chamber.
Indeed, it is queistionable whether he could have

remained in it above another moment, for the flamps now
burst forth through the casement with the utmost
fury.

Dick felt the hot blaze scorch his back.
Witliout losing his presence of mind for a single

instant, however, Turpin steadily descended the rope.
With gn at anxiety his friends stood below in readi-

ness to receive him.
Dick allowed tiie rope to slip through his fingers until

the end was reached, and then he paused.
He was !it least fifteen feet from the ground, and that

seemed a long way to fall.

Part of the distance, too, was through a mass of flame,

the ascending heat of which almost roasted him when
he hung.
But tiirough this, when ho let go, he would pass with

great rapidity, so the probabili ly is that he would receive

only slight injuries.

The immense crowd of human beings that filled the
street were now intensely silent.

Nut a sound came from any one of them.
Their interest was wholly concentrated upon the scene

that was taking place before them.
The only sound that rose above the roaring of the

flames and the tolling of the alarm bell, was the voices

of Diok'a friends encouraging him to let go.

Dick obeyed.
He relaxed his hold of the rope, and closing his eyes,

allowed himself to fall.

There was a sudden sensation of heat.

A still more sudden shock.
Then he was safe and surrounded by friends.

A thousand hands were now outstretched to grasp
his in a friendly pressure.
As well as they could, his three friends kept off the

pressure of the mob.
They had now only one object to achieve, and that

was to get away as quickly as they were able.

But this was destined to be a very difSoult matter.
Tlie crowd was quite solid, and it seemed as impossi-

ble to force a way through it as to force a way through
the strong stone walls of Newgate.
Claude Duval had laid his plans well, but this was a

little obstacle which he had not foreseen.

Under an archway, on the opposite aide of the Old
Bailey, and just facing the principal entrance to the
prison, were four horses of first rate quality.

They were in the charge of men upon whom the
utmost reliance could be placed.

This archvjay, then, under which the horses were kept
waiting—saddled, bridled, and ready for instant service

—led into a kind of inn-yard.

On the left-hand side of this yard there was another
gateway, similar in all respects to the other.

But this led from the yard into Fleet-lane—a very
narrow and disreputable thoroughfare, which is now
partially in existence.

From this description the reader will be easily able
to obtain an insight into Claude's plan.

He calculated that they would be able to reach the
archway and mount the horses there.

Then, when they had done this, the cattle were to be
walked down the yard, and out of the other archway
into Fleet-lane.

This thoroughfare would be sure to be deserted.
For the convenience of those who may not be acquainted

with the locality, we may as well state that Fleet-lane
is a narrow street which runs at right angles out of the
Old Bailey,and conncots that thoroughfare with Farring-
don-street.

But, at the time of which we are writing, Farriugdon-
street was not in existence. The space now known by
that name was then designated Fleet-market.

It was down this Fleet-lane, then, that Claude thought
they would be able to make their wny without havjjijj

to eucoii»v?er any obstacles.
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And, doubtlesa, hia caloulatious would have prore>l

to be qnite correct.

But there was the difficulty of getting to the arch-

way.
It was in v<iin they strove to force a way through the

mob.
Every individual of whom it was oompoaed seemed

intent upon grasping Dick Turpin by the hand.

It might be very satisfactory to know that one
possessed so many friends, but juat then their demon-
strations of amity were rather undesirable.

Suddenly, however, there was a loud cry, and signs

ware given that something of an unusual character was
going on upon the outskirts of the mob.

This caused a favourable diversion.

And here let ua take an opportunity to pause a
moment.
We have been altogether led away from describing

the effects of the actions, and have simply described the

actions themselves.

In the first place, then, there waa the prison of New-
gate.

From having been set on fire in so many places, the

flames had spread with great swiftness over the whole
edifice.

A great portion of it, being built of stone as it was,

would, doubtless, for a long time withstand the action

of the fire, but there was fuel within which would burn
for a long time.

Indeed, it soon became evident that nothing but the
shell of the building would be left.

The alarm-bell had ceased to toll.

The inmates of the prison, we mean the official inmates
of it.finding the desperate aspect which affairs presented,

had made their way to the roofs, and from these had
succeeded in gaining the roofs of the adjoining habita-

tions.

In these days, when there are so many means of

quenching a fire, and so much promptitude in making
pse of them, some effectual step would long since have
been taken ; but the case was entirely different a hun-
dred and fifty years ago.

The alarm, of course, spread—it could not fail to do so.

Indeed, the intelligence had been diffused nearly all

over London.
Numbers of police-officers arrived, but they were in

such a decided minority, when compared with the crowd
that filled the space in front of the prison, that they
were powerless to do anything but remain passive

spectators of the scene.

They could make no impreaaion on such a superior

force.

And so the mob had things all ita own way.
They remained wedged tightly together, and refused

to budge an inch.

While they did this, the officers could do nothing but
watch the progress of the flames.

The utmost consternation and excitement prevailed

in the immediate vicinity of the prison.

All the people who dwelt there were in the greatest
possible fright.

Having stated these facta, the reader will be at no loss

to understand how it was the mob was allowed to pursue
its course unmolestedly, and how it was that the high-

waymen remained in the prison so long as they did.

The cry, however, of which we have just spoken,
showed that something peculiar was taking place.

The crowd began to lose its stability.

The reason was simply this.

The police, finding how utterly useless they were, had
despatched some of their number to the nearest barracks,
in order to call in the aid of the military to quell the
disturbance.
This waa done, and the ory announced the arrival of a

large troop of mounted dragoons, who were all well
armed.
The mob shrank back a little at the sight of such for-

midable antagonists as these looked to be, and the
aoidiers, perceiving this slight advantage, hastened to

follow it up.
The mob still began to give way, though very slowly.
Still they did give way, and were only prevented from

giving way still further by their inability to do so.

From mouth to mouth the intelligence passed that they

were attacked by a regiment of dragoons, and at last tha
tidings reached the ears of the fonr highwaymen, whose
chances of reaching their horses under the archway now
seemed to be very much diminished.

CHAPTEU CCCLI.
DICK TURPIN, TOM KING, CLAUDE DUVAL, AND SIX-
TKEN-STRINQ JACK MOUNT THEIR HORSE8 UNDER
THE GATEWAY, AND ARE PURSUED BY THE POLICE.

From what has just been said, it will be seen that tlie

aspect of affairs was rather peculiar.

The four liighwaymen were now menaced by a danger
they had never counted upon.

It waa danger from those who had been so friendly to
them.
A kind of panic seemed to seize upon the mob when

they found they were opposed to a military force, of
which they had a very reasonable and natural dread.

Besides, they considered they had accomplished all

that they had set out with the intention of doing.
Newgate was nothing but a mass of blazing ruins.
Dick Turpin and Tom King were at liberty.

The other prisoners had been released.
Vengeance had been wreaked upon Adrian Winberry.
What occasion, then, was there to oppose themselves

to the dragoons, and be finally dispersed after receiving
many wounds, when they might as well quietly disperse,
and escape the consequences of whnt had been done?
Looking at things from this point, of view, the conduct

of the mob was nothing but rational and consistent.

Quietly, then, they began to disperse along the dif-

fereut streets.

In this movement, however, the highwaymen did not
wish to participate.

They wanted to get to the opposite side of the way,
but it waa like thinking of crossing a torrent.

To remain where they were would be but to court
destruction.

In what way were they to act ?

Dick suggested that they should mingle in the stream,
taking care not to lose sight of each other, and, while
going iu the same direction as the mob, to endeavour
to cross it in a diagonal manner.

This was a course that would have answered very
well with a real current of water, and might answer
with this current of people.

At any rate, as this was the only feasible plan that
could be thought of, it was adopted.
The regiment of dragoons had approached the Old

Bailey from the Ludgate-hill end, and, of course, the
people drifted towards Newgate-street and Snow-hill.

In this direction our friends went.
They found it easy enough to follow the tide, but not

very easy to carry into effect the second part of Dick's
suggestion.

Slowly, however, but surely, they increased the dis-

tance which intervened between them and the stone
walls of Newgate, until, at length, they had got fairly

into the middle of the road.

To be brief, they succeeded, after awhile, in oroseing
the street, and standing in safety, all four together, on
the opposite pavement.
• It was nearly at the top of the street, however—close
to the corner of Skinner-street, in fact—and they had
now to work their way back to the archway.

This was at least a hundred and fifty yards distant

from where they stood.

They would have to forcetheirway, too, in a direction

contrary to that which was taken by the mob.
This they were able to do by going in single file, and

keeping very close to the houses.

When the pressure was greater than usual, they were
able to withstand it by clinging to such projections as
they met with.

In this way they forced a passage, and got on much
more quickly than any one would have thought.
To their great satisfaction, however, Dick Turpin and

Tom King at length heard Claude and Jack say
" All right—here we are at last. Turn down under

the arch."
Another moment and all four of the highwaymen

stood beneath the gateway of which we have spoken.
The red reflection of the fire illaminated this plaoe,aud
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[the THEEE highwaymen SALUTIUO DICK TUB?IN AS CAPTAIN.]

khAy were eawly able to see the horses and the men who

w«ra there in cha«ge of them.

A great loa<l waa now removed from the breasts ot our

friends, and they thought themselves completely out of

dang^, but in this they were slightly in error, aa succeed-

ing events will quickly show.
.

A word had been agreed npou, the pronunciation ot

which should be a signal to the man who held the horses

that the right persons had called for them.

With all speed possible they mounted their steeds.

By the time they had fairly seated themselves in the

Bad<fie, and were in readiness to move, the first part of the

oldieps had reached the end of the archway, and were

fighting desperately with the mob.
More than this the four highwaymen did not wait to

'
Givi-g tfiMT faorsea the impulse fomard, they made

their way into the yard to which the gateway led, and

from thence to the other gate, which, a* we have already

aid. would enable tb^m to gain Fleet-lane.

As Claude Duval and Sixteen-Strin<? Jack nad arraugea

between themselves what was to be done, Dick 1 urpin

and Tom King held back and allowed them to take the

The gates were closed, but the man who had been left

in charge of the horses ran on in advance and opened

them.
There was now nothing to obstruct them.

Passing under the archway they emerged mto the

narrow lane.
, , , .„„

No sooner had they done so, than tney heard a voice,

which came from the direotiad ef tl^e Old Bailey, say ui

loud tones— , „ ,
" There thoy are—there they are! Hurrah, Forward,

my lads ! We shall have them, and a good night s work

itwUl be for us! There is two thousand five hundred

pounds to be divided between us if we can succeed in cap-

turing them ! Forward—forward ! "

Instinctively the four highwaymen looked in tlie direc-

1 tion from which this sound proceeded^ and there they sai»

No. 63.
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wiiat geeitifxi ^«» be a ve^y large body of mounteJ polioe-

ofiicers.

They were in strong enough numbers to oomj?l«teljr

block up the thoroughfare.

Of course our friends did not wait to do more than fling

one hasty glance at their adversaries.

Having done this, they turned their horses' heaa* in

the direction of Fleet-market, and, just grazing their

flanks with tLcir spurs, darted off at full speed.

The officers raised a loud shout, and set off aftei them

at the beat speed their horses were capable of making.

The rate at which the four highwaymen tore down
Fleet-lane was rather alarming.

Several people were in the street, but tboy hastfined to

ensconce themselves in the doorways that "'^re nearest to

them.
With a rush the H^hwaymen turned tne comer into

Fleet-market.
This place was crowded with stalls, barrows, baskets,

ind such litter as may now be seen around Covent Grarden-

market early in the morning.
Claude Duval and Sixteen-String Jack were still in

advance, and, without saying a word, they turned to the

right, taking their course up Fleet-market towards Snow-
hUl.

At the period of which we are writing, and long after-

wards, a kind of open sewer, called the Fleet Ditch, flowed

through this place.

The Stygian stream was spanned by a rude wooden
bridge.

Over this the highwaymen clattered at unabated speed,

but the officers, who valued their necks a little more,

slackened speed slightly as they crossed it.

Up Snow-hill—across Smithfield—our friends went with

the police-officers at their heels.

Shots were fired every now and then, but they were
harmless.

It is a difficult matter to take aim at anything on horse-

back while going at full speed.

Continually the officers shouted out to the highwaymen
to surrender.

But, ac a matter of course, they paid not the slightest

attention to them.
The officers were mounted upon horses of excellent

quality, and were almost equal to those our friends

bestrode.

Such a race as this was, then, could not fail to be fiill

of interest.

As they looked back, and saw how close the troop of

officers kept behind them, the four highwaymen became
uneasy.
The issue of the race seemed doubtful.

It was in vain they applied, with all possible vigour,

both whip and spur to their animals. They were going
at the utmost speed, and could not exceed it.

The officers goaded their horses cruelly.

A little horseflesh did not matter much to them ; the
reward was all they looked for.

Claude led the way towards Islington, then a little

village some distance from the metropolis, and not, as it

is now, a portion of the huge wilderness of bricks and
mortar.
They were in the open country.

London was already far behind, and on both sides of

them was nothing but meadows, bordered by tall hedge-
rows.
They now reached the foot of a long, steep hill.

The horses showed the most nnequivocal signs of ex-

haustion, and it was pretty certain that, if they were gal-

loped up the hill, they would not be good for much bv the
time they reached the top.

However, they spurred them onwards, and got halt-way
ap the hill.

Then Dick Turpin, seeing how matters stood, and that

it would be something like madness to keep up such a
race, cried out " Halt !

" at (he top of his voice, and, at

the same moment, brought his own horse to a stand-
still.

His friedds were somewhat surprised, and wondered
what could be *lie matter.

But, for aU that, the? o>»eyed his command, and o&me
(o a full stop.

Wick Tnrpin tumea round and &oed tJui offioer«,

Ui» comrades did the Bane.

The oficers, who weio about twenty in number, wewi
about a quarter of the way up the hill.

Upon seeing their prey stop and turn round m tba
manner we have described, they were filled witl> astonish-

ment, and, under the impulae of that feeling, reired iv

their horses also.

A. curious spectacle now presented itself.

The pursuer? vid the pursued sat rei?f)rding es^ih other
in sUenee.
They were just out of the range of pistol-shot.

While the oflicers continued for a short space of time in

this condition of astonishment and indecision, Dick Tur-
pin spoke rapidly to hia comrades, thus anticipating Ihe
questions which he knew would be asked him.
" It is no good keeping on like this," he said. " We

don't stand the ghost of a chance of getting away from
them. They will keep on our track like bloodboande, and
follow us everywhere. We had no start, and it is impos-
sible to gain one."
" But what are we to do P We cannot engage with a

force so much our superior in point of numbers."
" I have thought of a plan. You see the state of in-

decision they are in. Already they know not what to

think of our sudden movement. From our advantageous
position let us diarge down upon them. Eeiy upon it,

they will give way before us like chaff before thq wind."
This was a bold and daring proposition, and just such

a one as we could conceive Dick Turpin to make.
His comrades were surprised at it for a moment, but

they soon saw its advantage, and determined that Dick's

plan of operations should be followed.

They felt sure the officers would be completely taken by
surprise.

Moreover, owing to their advantageous position, they

would be able to sweep down upon their foes with a
velocity which there would be hardly any resisting.

Jn the meantime, however, the officers appeared to have
recovered from the panic into which they had been
thrown, for one of their number, who probably was the

one in command, rode forward a few paces with a pistol in

his hand.
" It's no go," he cried, at the top of his voice. " You

had better give in handsomely, for we mean to have you
anyhow. You can't escape, so surrender at once, and I

will give you my word you shall not be subjected to anj

ill-treatment. Come, now, that's a fair offer, seeing a*

how you're as good as captured already."
" We are of a different opinion," cried Dick, " and w«

will try to bring you to think the same as we do. For-

ward, my friends ! Down upon them ! Hurrah !

"

The loud hurrah which Turpin gav* was weH echoed
by his companions, and then, plunging their spurs deep

into their horses' flanks, they set off at a fearful gallop

down the hill.

The officers saw this movement on the part of tb«

highwaymen with the utmost surprise and consternation.

They made an irresolute sort of stand for a moment,
and then, finding how the highwaymen came thundering

on, they one and all, as if animated by the same impulse,

turned round, and galloped down the hill.

They fully bore out what Dick had said ; namely, that

they would scatter like ohaff before the vdnd.

The holsters of all the saddles were furnished witk

pistols, so the highwaymen took the reins between theii

teeth, and grasped a pistol in each hand.

These they fired,\nd it was wonderful to see what &i>

impetus the discharge gave to the movements of th«

officers.

Their speed was much increased.

it was by no means part of Diek'g intention to purau*

the officers back to London.
As soon as they could after reaohiBg the bottom of the

hill, they reined in their horses, and then tamed round.

Back up the hUl they went, urging theii- horses to mak«
all the speed they could, because a little distance ^lien in

the shape of a start would make a a"reat diflereufle t«

them.
It would almost seem as though the report of the

pistols had had the effect of exciting or frightening their

horses, for they tore along at a rapid rate, and seemed
oblivious of their fatigue.

Upon reaching the top of the hill, however, our friends

paused, and allowed them a short breathing time ; but

while they did so, they took care to keep a sharp look-out
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^wn tfie hiJij so a« to be aware when their foes made
ti»«ir app«ftraii-3.w.

£t was here, then, that the fonr friendfl fcftc u%i) fer^t

•oportunity of exchanging a few words with each oily

The greeting between them waa of the wan&^.ia.< *ad
Muet cordial description.

There waa not^jtoweTer, much time tor the intorefe age
{rfcourtcsiea

Important maicers preeaod upon them, requiring arpeedy

•onsideration.

In the first place, Diri wanted to know the airange-
inentfl which had been made by Claude Duval and Six-

leen-String Jack.
Upon inquiring, however, he found that th»rf anvnge-

wenti had not extended any further than bringing them
lo the spot where they now stood.

The expedience of getting to some plaoe of oover was
BOW very palpable.

The officers were not in sight, though, doubtless, not
many minutes would eUpse before they made their appear-

Now was the ohanoe of gettii. » shelter somewhewi, and
nioh a chance might not occur again.

It would be too much to expect that the same ma&ceune
would answer a second time, though so successful on the
ftrst occasion.

All four, therefore, set their wits to work to hit upon
some schema whidi would enable them to outwit the
officers.
" There is one plan," said Turpin, speaking very slowly,

" which I have put mto operation a great many times,

and never without succeeding ; and why should not the
•ameplan answer now ?

"

" What is it ? " asked his comrades eagerly.

"It ia to get into the meadows unperceived, and lie

down behind tiia hedge, thus allowing the officers to pass

"A good suggestion," cried Claude Duval, "and a
thought has just struck me which will, I fancy, enable us
lo pat thia rose successfully into execution."

CHAPTER COCLU.
BT ACTINO UPON CLAUDE DUYAIi'S SUQQSSTION THK
HieHWATMEN SUCCEED IN DOUBLING UPON THE POLICE-
OmCEBS.

" Thai is good news, Claude," cried Dick Torpin ; " let

OS hear what you have to propose."
" Oh I it is very simple, but U ia not less likely to be

nccessful on that account."
" Cerainly not."
" Let OS break through the hedge, or get through in

some manner that will not leave an^ trace of where we
have gone, and then, instead of lying down behind the
hedge, let us creep gently down the hill again."
"1 understand yon."
"Stop a moment. By dismounting and holding the

horses by the bridles we shall be able to lead them down
onder cover of the hedgerow. There wiU then be less

danger of our being seen."
" But how about the officers P

"

"When we hear them approaching we most remain
profoundly still. There will be or ought to be nothing to
cause them to stop, but Mrill continue their course up the
hill, under the impression that we are descending it on
the other side."
" A capital plan."
" I am glad you think so, but I h»^ not tdd yon all

yet."
" What else is there P

"

" If you decide upon acting as 1 reoommend, dismoont,
for there is uo time to lose, and I will tell yoB in the
meanwhile."
" Agreed."
The four highwaymen having resolved upon iha adop-

tion of the course proposed by Claude, dismounted from
their horses, and proceeded without further delay to look
for soma r&p or opening in the hedge through which they
conld make their way without leaving anyUiing to show
which direction they had taken.
Claude continued.
" As soon as the officers bave paf^ed oa—ae I ^evo no

ioaht they will—and as soon as wca feel sure they bave
$0* Car euough to be ml of ear-shot, we will oontiune our

progress down the bill until w« reaah i;.!- ba.ja We shall
then be able to take one of the numerouB oiowi-xadfl that
will be spread before us."
" Better and better, Claude. Really, thai U a capital

expedient, and I have no doubt in my own mipd *i-' (h»
officers will be completely deceived by it."
" You must make baste," said Sixteen-Stexng Jaca

" If yon do not, you will be too late, f«r 5 am fcsar tb*
hoof-beats of the officers' horses."
The sound to which Jack had aDsded tsiUif qnita

plainly to the ears of his comrades, and it acter? as at
incentive to them to make all the speed they were able.
As is very often the case in England, the road was

bounded on both sides by a bank several feet in height,
and on the top of this a hedge was planted so thickly as
to be impervious to anything.
Our friends went on in the hope of finding a gap

through which they could scramble, but nothing ot th«
kind presented itself to their view.
The hedge was in too good a state of preservation.
At length, however, and just as they were beginning to

despair^ they came to a gate.
But it was locked-

Such a tning as that was not likely to interfere much
with the progress of the highwaymen.

Sizteen-String Jack had it unfastened in a moment.
He held the gate open and allowed them to pass

through.
Then, clwing it, he restored it to its original position.

The trampling of horses' hoofs could still be heard,
though the sound was so faint that any less practised eara
than theirs would have failed to detect it.

The officers were, however, at a considerable distance,
and some time must elapse before they ooald reach th«
top of the hill.

There was consequently an opportunity for our Mends
to make good speed.
There waa no fear of their being heard, for the meadow

was covered to a depth of several inches with long
grass.

Upon this the horses' feet raised no sonnd.
The summit of the hill was soon reached, and then the

descent was commenced.
Presently they could hear the officers were very close at

hand, so they slackened their pace to a walk, and finally

became still altogether.

They had no fear of being seen from the road; the
bank, and the hedgerow above it, eflfectually secured them
from all possibility of detection.

There was only one thing that was in the least difficult.

That was to keep the horses perfectly stUl, so that no
sudden movement should betray their presence to their

enemies.
By patting the creatures, and otherwise caressing them,

they were in hopes of doing this.

The officers came on at a gallop.

They were talking very loudly to each other, but the

highwaymen could not detect the words they used.
They swept past in a moment.
Our friends drew a long breath, but did not venture to

move for several minutes.
At length, when they considered all danger was past,

they continued tbeir course down the hill.

The bottom was reached in perfect safety.

Breaking through the hedge, they emerged into the
high-road.
The offioors were now before them.
The pursuers and the pursued had changed pomtiona.
But they did not care about continuing thia.

Mounting their steeds, they kept on along the v'tad,

looking carefully about them for a cross-road.

They had not far to go before they found one, and thej

pjunged down it without hesitation.

It was a matter of the most perfect bdifference to them
where it led.

As there was no pressing need for speec, .hey judged U
nnadvisable to distress their cattle unnecessarily.

At a gentle trot, then, they took their way along iht

umbrageous lane.

From time to time they stopped and listeuwl, bat th<r|

could hear nothing of their pursuers, and thoy now begas

to indulge in the hope that they had hai^'Mi them alto-

gether.

With thia fesliai? of partial secunty io thfir rainda. iibf
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fotur friends talked over the Tarious occurrenoee of the

past.

They had much to apeak about, but there is no necessity

for U8 to do more than allude to it, because the occurrenQ*«

of the past have been chronicled at length.

Over and over again did they congratulate each other

on having made eaoh a fortunate escape.

Thev »«»" «aw in the sky in(£cationa of the «oming

day.

A faint gray ttot waa overspreading the sky, «nd the

Bun was about to rise upon that day which bo many people

confidently anticipated would be the last that Tom King;

would pass upon earth.

It was his second narrow escape.

He had need be careful of the third time.

He was, however, light-hearted enough now, and

laughed and chatted gaily with his comrades.

The danger waa paat, and no longer thought of or

heeded.
That they were all greatly fatigued after what they had

gone tiirongh, our readers can easily believe ; and, now
that the day was advancing, they looked rather anxiously

about them, in order to find some place of shelter.

It might be, however, that they would have to travel a

considerable distance before they came to a house, for

they had got quite far enough from London for housea to

be things of very rare occurrence.

A substantial meal and an hour's rest at aome roadside

inn would be a good thing both for their horses and them-

selves.

In the desii-e to reach an inn as qmckly aa possible,

they put spurs io their steeds and increased their speed.

Presently the end of the cross-country road was reached,

and here, as they had more than half expected, they found

a public-house.
,

The junction of a cross-road with the mam highway

was the place generally chosen for their erection.

Although the hour was such an early one, the inmates

of the public-house were all astir.

The sounda of their horses' feet brought the Iwidlady

and the ostler to the door.

It was Dick Turpin who inquired whether they could

take the horsea into oait for an hour or two, and find them
with a meal.
He was answered in the affirmative.

Accordingly they dismounted, and, having aeen their

ateeds disposed of in the stable and properly attended to,

they returned to the house.

Upon entering the huge, comfortable kitchen they found

that a substantial repast had been laid for them, and they

eat down to it with hearty good will.
. , j

Their exertions and the keen morning air had made
them as hungry as hunters.

They waahed their food down with copious draughta of

some of the finest October ale they had ever tasted.

They remained at the inn nearly two hours, at the end

of which time the day had fairly began.

However, they had their horses saddled and brought to

the front of the inn ; then, mounting them, they turned

their heads in the direction of the country.

When they left the inn they had to ascend a hill—being,

in fact, aaother portion of the one they had amended a

•hort time before.

Upon reaching the top the four highwaymen paused to

V>ok about them.
The scene that was spread before them waa tmly mag

mficent.

The day waa an unusually dear one, and the ground,

being rather flat, they were able to see round them in a

circle that was very many miles in diameter.

Not a word had been said about pausing at tb» fep of

the hill, nor was the reason for doing so mentioned, but

all did so, and all, shading the extraneoua rays of light

from their eyea with their handa, took a long and earnest

Jook around them.
But it waa not at the aplendid BOene which lay tetor*

*hem that they looked.

On the present occasiou the beautiea of Nature nad no
ebarms for them.
They were looking tor cracea of their foes.

But, though they looked long and carefully, fluey werfi

anable to see anytVing of their pursuers.

It waa too aaioh to hop* that they had gnem up the

Still, aa we have said, there were no aigns of them to
be seen, although our friends had sueh a good post from
which to take an observation.

It was Dick Turpin who first turned round and brok*
ehe silence which had fallen upon the little party.
" I cannot see anything of our foes," he said, " bui we

must not allow that circumstance to lull us into a state of

false security. If we do, we shall aaaisredly be taken
by surprise, and perish."

"You are right enough thai% Dick," muttered hit

comrades.
" We must keep ourseives contrtantly on the alert, and

Retake ourselves to some place of safety. It is not possible

that the occurrences of last night will be allowed to paaa
over without notice. The authorities had fully detemuned
upon making an end of us, and they will be enraged
accordingly, when they find we have escaped. Then that
wob is a serious business ; and then to conclude, there ia

the burning of Newgate. All these events, my frienda,

wiJJ have the efi'ect of directing the attention of the whole
of the country to us, which will materially increase the
danger that has always environed us. This is very serious,

and demands our attention ; and, to come to the point I

wished to reach, what have you made up your minds to do
in the future P

'

"That entirely depends mpon yourself, Dick," aaid

Claude Duval ; "we are quite ready to place onraelves

under your direction, and be guided by you. I am, how-
ever, of rather a different opinion to yourself with reape«t

to the consequences of last night's actions."

"How so?"
" You take too Berioua a view of it. That we shall be

the focus of a great deal of attention in consequence of

what has been done, I do not attempt to deny, but that

we shall be in any more danger than we have been all

along, I beg leave to dispute.
" On what grounds P

'

" The simplest in the world."
*' I am curious to hear them."
"Then I will tell you. For a long time part tht

authorities have done their best to capture and destroy UB.
They have made every effort—strained every nerve. But
they have failed. Is this true, or is it not P

"

''It ia quite true."
" Very well, then. If the authoritiea have been trying

to do their best, you will very much oblige me by telling

me how they can do any more."
'Bjure was a general laugh at this.

"I think it is quite clear," said Dick Turpin, " that it'l

take too serious a view of the matter, you take too trivial a
one. You are certainly open to that accusation. At any
rate, it is necessary we should be exceedingly cautious and
careful."
" Oh 1 certainly—certainly. Public attention will be

fixed upon us for the space of nine days perhaps, and
during that time the burning of Newgate will form a

general topic of conversation, but after that you may rely

upon it things will resume their wonted course."
" There is a good deal of sense in your remarks, Claude,"

said Didc Turpin ; " and now that we have got so far, and
now that we appear to have a favourable opportunity, I do

not think we can do a better thing than walk our horsea

genUy along the road, and talk r"v our future plans and
prospects."
" We ought to do ao."
" We have already broken tbe ieCt «o let ua continue.

Thei^ are no poUce-officera in eight, ao we will go down
the hill genUy and talk."
" Airreed.'
" If yon iike, I wiU tell you what my opiniona aie."
" Do so—do so."
" There will be such an outory made about what hae

taken place, that even were they not inclined to do so, as

they are, the pubUc voice would compel them to put

into execution some very energetic means of effecting oar

capture."
" I BhooM not wonder."
"Nor I."
' Still, that is not muoh to dread," i^rsiated Claude.
"We shall see."
" Very true."
" But, just suppose for a moment that the authoritiee

should talk it into their heads to organize a very atroag
foroe, whose espeoial duty it should be to eeareh the
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enantry fcir us, what, in your opinion, would be the beet
laeane we could adopt in order to secure our safety P

"

" That is a question more easily asked than answered."
" So 1 am aware."
" Still, it is not unanswerable."
• Yor bave something to propose, then t^

CHAPTER CCCLIII.
THE rOOB HIGHWATMEK BEACH ENFIEU) CBiVbk ^
8AJETY. AND DICK TURPIN IS MADE CAPTATH OP THE
BAND.

Dick Turpiji, Tom King, and Siiteen-StrSn»{ Jadt
looked, with sa expression of ereat interest vinblo ^b

their features, at the face of Claade Duval whan he
uttered the words with which the preceding cbaptiv con-

cluded.

Claude had showed himselfmther more inclined to take

the lead than usual.
" Let us hear your answer," cried his comrades |

" and,

if your scheme is a good one, w« will adopt it."
•' You are very kind."
" Come, the answer."
•* In the event, then, of the occurrence of such a cir-

onrastance as you have m rationed, I should advise, ld

order to ensure our mutna' safety, that we should plunge
into some thinly-populated part of the country—where
there is a forest, for example—and that we should there

Eecret«> tarselves until such time as we should find it safe

to emei^. Lu the intricacies of a forest we could easily

set all the efforts of our enemies at defiance."
" Excellent—excellent," exclaimed Claude's three com-

panions, who immediately caught at the idea he wished
to convey to them. " Most excellent."

"lam glad the bare outline of my scheme, for it is

nothing more, is so well appreciated by you."
"The idea is most excellent," cried Dick Turpin.

'*The more I think of it, the better it pleases me, and
the more confident I feel that it will enable us to elude

<mr foes."
" Of course it will ; but you must bear in mind that a

preat part of safety will rely upon our whereabouts being
Sept a secret."

^' Certainly."
" Well, then, since you are 90 pleased, what do you say

to putting my plan into force at once P I don't know
vhen we ehidl have a better chance than we have at

present. It is beyond a doubt that there are none of our
enemies in sight, and we have left no track by which we
can be followed from the hill where we doubled upon
them."
"Do you know of any plaoe that would answer our

Curpose, or that corresponds with the description you
ave given P

"

"It is a long time since I was in that part of the
country, but T can recollect that, years back, there used to

be an extensive forest near the village of Enfield. It was
not exactly a forest either, because it was called Enfield
Chase."
" I have heard of the place you name," said Dick Tur-

pin, " though I have not been there to my knowledge.
Do you think, then, that this Enfield Chase, if it remams
in the condition it was in when yon saw it last, would be
likely to answer our purpose t

"

" I do."

"WhysoP"
"It is in a »ery quiet, oat-of-the-way flaM, and )• but

little kmcwB, I think you three were all but ifmemnf fAyou 1

ttfl existence.
" So we were."
" It is, however, a vast p/aoe. A hundred men might

ccnceal themselves in Then, as for provisions, we
should never want, for the Chase abounds with fogae of

the finest deer that can be found in England."
" Bra?o ! excellent

! " exclaimed Dick. " I see, ^^i :ire

going to lead a Robin-Hood sort of W.i in the greenwood."
"Just so ; and we shall be four merry men, I promise

yon. If we can but gain this place unperceived, I am
•nre we cannot do better than remain there for a week, by
which time the occurrences of lost night will be best part
Rir^otten, and, from our not having been seen during that
period, people will ooxM to the ooncloskm thai «o have
Uft the ooaatxy."

" I like Claude's plan vastly," said Sixteen-St) ing Jack.
" As you said a little while ago, Dick, the more 1 tliink of

it, the better I like it. I question whether any place
could be thought of offiering us more chances "C cononaJ-
ment and fewer of discovery."
" I am perfectly agreeable to it," said Tom Sing

"While admitting the force and efficiency of all your
arguments, it would be very agreeable as a change from
the (Sells of Newgate, which are by no means to m»
hking."
"Then it seems," said Dick, "we are quite unanimous

upon this point."
"Quite.*-
"Very good; then we wiH make our way to Enfield

Chase at once—that is, if Claude Duval will direct the
way."
" I dare say I shall be abl« to do that when I have con-

sidered our bearings a little. Let me see. Yes ; if we
keep along this road until we come to the next turning on
the right, and go down that until we emerge into the
high-road again, we shaU only have to follow that to reach
the place I have named."
" Very good, then. Let us increase our speed a little,

because, having made up our minds where we are going,
the sooner we reach onr destination the better. You,
Claude, lead the way."

In this light-hearted manner the four highwaymen
made their way towards the place which they had agreed
upon for a resting-place.

No one to have seen them laughing and chatting gaily,

as though such a thing as care was utterly unknown to
them, would have guessed the part they played on the
preceding night.

It was the joy of their reunion which went a good way
towards banishing those gloomy feelings which they
might individually have felt.

Dick had been separated from his oompanions for a
long time— ages it seemed to them— and they wers
rejoiced to once more see him in their midst.
We need not trouble the reader with the details of thdlr

journey to Enfield Chase.
This magnificent forest, though now no longer in exis-

tence, was, at the time of which we are writing, in full

Its size was somewhere about equal to that of Eppin^
forest at the present day.

It was thickly grown with trees of all description, and
stocked with deer, which fully deserved the eulogy that

Claude Daval passed upon them.
Other kinds ofgame were to be found there in abundance.
Scarcely a tree now stands to mark the spot where this

royal chase once stood.

It was disforested in the year 1779, and since that time
it has rapidly dwindled away until it has beaome merely
a thing of the past, and ere long it will be forgotten that

there was ever such a place in existence.

It was a capital suggestion of Claude Duval's, that they

should make this extensive chase their hiding and abiding

place, and his comrades acted very wisely in falling it

with it.

Indeed, it may be questioned whether, if they had per-

plexed their brains for months, they could have hit upon
any plan so likely to set at nought any exertions theii

enemies might make to efiect their capture.

If they reached the chase, and fiedrly plunged into its

tangled recesses without being seen to do so, they were
what might be called safe.

Nothing but some extraordinary accident could discover

the>9.

vtie chase itself, admirably adaptecr ^r concealm nt as

it was, had many other special recommendnSiC'ia.

It was situated in a part of the ecuntry thrt was o

ttinly inhabited, and in a place which really dec-ervod tlie

appefiadoD of out of the way.
It was about three hours before noon when tne four

highwaymen arrived at the outskirts of E.ufield Chase.

All the way they bad been careful to keep a very siiarp

look out, and from time to time had asceEcied trees ajiil

eminences in order to assure themselves that thev were

not foUow6(^ *

Upon no6ocaaioo had they seen the least signs rf a

human bem^.
Indeed, the only living creatur.as which had bUm untler

were the caUle in the i»a«tave»
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Even these were Tac in number.
With heartc full of hope, thea, our four frienda guided

their horses benea,th the wide-spreading branches of the
stately treec, and fairly entered the chase.
Each step they took filled them with delight.

Having beon cooped up between walls so long as they
had, our friends felt all the keener erjoymsnt of what
they saw.
But the scenery around them was of such a beautiful

eylvau character, tha'. no one could mthold their admi-
ration, no matter !iow dead they might be to the ap-
preciation of the beautiful.

It was autumn, and the trees presented that variegated
appearance which they always do at that season of the
year.

The bare branches were not yet exposed, thougn de-

caying leaves lay in large quantities upon the ground.
The morning was one of unusual fineness for the sea-

son. It was like summer.
The birds carolled sweetly in the trees, and in the air

there was that delicious hum which is often heard in the
country, and which proceeds from thousands of insects.

With the exception of this hum, and the faint rustling
of the boughs of the trees, there was not a sound to

break the profound silence.

As they proceeded, however, taking their course in a
direct line into the centre of the chase, the murmuring
of a waterfall came upon their ears.

The faint, rushing, gurgling noise of the water, as it

bubbled over some obstruction, sounded pleasantly on
the ear.

The mimic stream was not, however, discernible.
It was hidden by the dense undergrowth with which

the chase was covered.
The ground had a downward tendency, and presently

our friends found themselves in a kind of dell, or dingle,
which was of more than magic beauty.

Its sides were clothed with trees of every imaginable
shape and hue, while down one side the little brook they
had heard, came pouring in a kind of mimic cascade.
The water was sparkling and bright, and with the sun

shining upon it with full power, it looked doubly so.

It fell into a kind of natural basin which it had hol-
lowed out of the soft rock
From this there arose a cloud of spray.
Never in their lives had the highwaymen seen a scene

of such enchanting loveliness, and so much delighted
were they with it, that they resolved to halt there and
go no further.

Accordingly they dismounted ,and tethered their horses
to the trees in such a manner that they could crop the
short, sweet herbage which grew there in abundance,
covering the ground as with an emerald carpet.
Our friends sat down close to the little waterfall, and

quenched their thirst with its pure fluid.

All were charmed with the spot, and declared they
could make it a permanent residence if it was necessary.

Birds of various kinds flew about in every direction,
and from their tameness, it was pretty certain that they
had remained for a long time unmolested.
The highwaymen were furnished with arms andammu-

nition, so, as they sat, they amused themselves by firing.

They soon brought down enough birds to last them
for the day.
The reports of 'he pistols sounded with great loudness

in that silent spot, but they considered the;,- had pene-
trated far enough into the forest for it . i^ .::afe.

A short search among the neighbouring' bushes soon
supplied them with an ample store of fuel in the shape
of dry twigs and grass.
These they made into a heap, and set fire to by means

of the flints attached to the locks of their pistols and a
little gunpowder.
In rather a primitive fpshion the birds were dressed,

and hung before the fire roasfc.

But hungry men are easily satisfied, and our friends
were content because they cool .

"y ,ve nothing better.
They were as happy and contented as it was possible

for any four human beings to be.
That Dick Turpin really did for a time make a home

in Enfield Chase is a matter of history.
Such was actually ths case.
An anecdote the writer once heard, acd wkibb now

XMaca to his re«ollection« wiU. beac out the teatb of it. i

It was from the lips of a personal friend—a gentle-
man well known to the reading public by his powerful
writings—that the author heard the anecdote.
He stated that, when a young man—now about fifty

years since—he was on a visit to Eufield, and, during his

stay, spent a great deal of time in rambling about the
chase, the beauties of which filled him with admiration.
In these excursions he was generally accompanied by

an old gray-headed man, who held the post of steward
over the estates belonging to the gentleman with whom
he was staying.

This gray-headed man, from the fact of his always
from a boy having resided within a short distance of the
chase, was intimately acquainted with all its intricacies,

so he was admirably qualified for a guide to lead the
way to those places which were worthy of notice.

On one of these occasions the steward paused opposite
to a tree, and pointed out to his companion a large iron
hook, which was very cleverly concealed under one of
the lower branches.
This hook was rusty, and over-grown with moss.
It was driven firmly into the trunk of the tree.

On being asked his reason for pointing out this hook,
the old steward replied

—

" I never fail to show that hook to anyone who ac-

companies me to the chase. It is full of interest to me,
and so it will presently be to you."

" In years long back, many and many a fat buck taken
from the king's deer has been hung upon it."

" But by whom ?"

"By my uncle."
"Your uncle?"
"Yes."
" Then he was a deer-stealer."
The steward nodded,
"And a good many other things besides."
" But it seems strange that you should point out to

a stranger the crimes of one of your relations."
"It does seem bo; but do you know who my ancle

was ?"

"No."
" Did yon ever hear of the famous highwayman, Dick

Turpin ?"
" A thousand times ; but surely yon are not hie

nephew ?"

"I am," replied the steward. "Dick Turpin, the
highwayman, was no other than my uncle. I believe I
am the only descendant of the family that now remains
alive, and, as you see, I am an old man and not likely

to live many years longer."
•' But you have children ?"

" No."
" Then you are the last of your race."
"lam. My name is George Turpin. Now look at

that hook. Dick Turpin has hung many a king's deer
upon it, and it has been pointed out to you by the only
relatire of the highwayman in existence."

CHAPTER CCCLIV.
DICK TtJKPIN BIDS FAREWELL TO HIS COMRADES, AND

SETS OUT UPON HIS PERILOUS EXPEDITION.
Such is the substance of the anecdote related to the
author when the first number of this romance was pub-
lished. It is interesting from its personality, and
about its authenticity there can be no doubt, for upon
making enquiries in the neighbourhood, the gentleman
alluded to found that what the old steward had told
him was quite correct.

Like most other persons, this gentleman felt a deep
interest in any little personal particulars connected
with the bold highwayman, and he had frequent con-
versations with the steward upon the subject.

In this way he became possessed of many little details

that would have remained unknown, but of which the
writer, as the narrative proceeds, will^ be enabled to

avail himself.
^

He found the steward, who was a trustworthy, con-

fidential servant, was the only son of Dick Turpin'a
only brother.

" It was through my father," said the old man, " on
one oooasion, that my uncle Dick got into trouble."'

" Indeed," asked the geutieman ; " and how wm
thfttf"
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"Is 8 TWy strange manner. Di«k Turpin, alter hu<
famous ride to York, was appreheiifled on saspioion, and

lodged in York Castle, which, as I dare say you know,
•enes the purpose of a prison

'

" I have heard as much."
- " Well, when he was apprehended the ofikew did not

Know who he was, and Dick accordingly gave them a falee

name. The crime of which he was accused was a high-

way robbery, wiasb I firmly belieye he never committed."

"Do I understand you to say that your uncle was
apprehended on a charge of highway robbery, and lodged

in York Castle, without the authorities knowing who ae
leally waa ?

"

" Just so. That is the case. Well, my uncle thought
ke should be easily enough able to prove an alibi, and
thus escape ; so he bribed one of the jailers in the prison

to bring him pens, ink, and paper. Thi« done, he sat

down and wro*« a letter to my father—that ip, to his

Wjofchw."
" 1 qatte understand you."
** Well, in this letter he was very expHctt. He told htm

bow he had been apprehended oa a fake charge, and
how he should be easily able to escape if my father would
only come forward and say where he was at the time
when the crime was alleged to have been committed.
In this letter he also told my father that he had not given
hvB real name, but a false one, and cautioned him not on
any account to let his real name be known, for if he did, it

would be all over with him."
" And did your father refuse to come forward P

"

" I will tell you, sir. Having written the letter, the
ubstance of which I have made you acquainted with, my
uncle carefully sealed it up, and then, watching his opxwr-
tunity, got the jailer he had bribed to carry the letter to

the poet. It was addressed to my father at Thaxted, in

Essex, where he dwelt, and the postage amounted to one-
and-tenpenee. Dick gave the jailer a crown piece, and
expressly desired him to pre-pay the letter, and added
that he might keep the change.
" Well, sir, you would have thought the jailer would

have executed this little commission all right, but he did
not.
" He took the letter to the post-office, and dropped the

letter into the box without paying the postage at aJl, thus
keeping the crown piece to himself."
" And what was the result P

"

fheir tiDie was pretty fully ©eoupied u: fcrilin?^ «r eaos
other's advtiatures.

At length, on the evening of the seventn day altor tiieu

arrival in the chase, and just as it was beginning to grow
dusk, Dick Turpin called his comrades around him.
" We have b6(9n here a week now," he said ;

" and wha!
Claude said has proved quite right, for I don't belioea

there ii another place in England where we oould remaia
00 long undisturbed."
" Nor I."
" But, my gallant comrades, it is quite time we asoer

tained what waa going on in the world. We are comple**
strangers to the transactions of the past few days, and wbc
knows how important it may be to us to leam the trans-

actions of the last week."
" I have been thinking about th^" said Tom Kinp.

" In fact, I may say, we have all been thinking about it,

and, if you had not spoken just whMi you did, I should

have made a request whieh I wiU wftrraat now is for*-

** My friends, I dare ssy jcq feel as anxious as I do tc

know what has happened. I am exceedingly aiixioua, and
would fain gain some particulars."
" I know what you mean," said Claude Duval. " Yoa

want us to go to London, and we will do it."
" You are not quite right, Claude, thia time. 1 want

to learn what has taken place, but I do not want you with

hear. In due time the letter reached Thaxted, and when
it arrived my father found there was three-and-eightpence

to pay. Now, only the week before some friends of his

had played him a trick by sending a blank sheet of paper
through the post in the form of a Ip^er, and causing him
to pay two-and-fourpence for it. Of course he was vexed,
for no man likes to be made a fool of.

" Now, when this second letter arrived, the first thing
he thought of was how he had been duped before, 00 he
looked at the postmark, and found it York.
" He knew very well he had no one in that part of the

country to wnom he was related, or who would be likely

to write to him ; so, convinced this was only another trick,

and that he should be laughed at again, he resolutely

refused to take the letter.

"In the end it was carried away and forwarded to

London, where it was opened, in order to see by whom
the letter was sent, and so bb to be able to return it to
him. Well, of course, when the letter was opened at the
post-office, London, the whole secret was out. The
police were communicated with, and Dick was detected."

This, and much more, did the old steward communi-
cate, and the writer will be able to embody these facts in
the narrative when the proper time for doing so arrives.

For the present, however, we must confine ourselves to

a relation of the occurrences which jwim^Hintaly to(A
plaM.

In accordance with the suggestion of Claude Onyal,

they remained for the space of one week without daring

eitier individually or oollectivelybf»«tirfirom their hiding-

place.

They had rather a rough time of it, for, tWign the
days were fine, the nights were cold, ai^ they oomd find

Bothing better than the trees to shelter ihew

.

But they were unmolested, and this oompeusated for a
freat manv of tb«> 4M)0D7>nieiU)ea they ware oompeOed to

"Oh!"
" I will tell yoa why not. It appears to me ( hat, if

they are making search after us, they will look to find ug
all tour together. For this reason, I tlun>' - if I go alone,

I shall not run so much risk of detection
" I partly agree with you," said Sixteen-String Jack,

" but not altogether."
" Where is the difference ?

"

" Why, it will be better for one to go than four ; but,
then, I don't think you are the most suitable one."
" Why not P"
" Because yon are the best known of all four of us, and

the most likely to be recognised. Now, with me the case
would be difierent."

*' I know all you are going to say, Jack," interrupted
Turpin, " so you can spare your breath. You want to

convince us that you are the person best qualified to go.
In fact, you all want to go."
"That's about it," said Tom King.
" But need I say how injudicious such a course would

be ? Only one must go. And there is another thing I
wish to remind you of."
" What is it f"
" When you have asked me about my mare. Black Bess,

I have invariably told you she was in perfect security, and
I firmly believe that such is the case. But we must not
doom ourselves to a life of perpetual inaction here. Suoh
a life would never do for me. ' Hurrah for the road /

' ia

my motto."
" And mine—and mine !

" said his comrades.
"I know it. And now let me ask you a question.

What would Dick Turpin have been without his bonny
Black Bess? Why, nothing—absolutely nothing. The
fame all belongs to her ; and, if we are to go on the road
a^n, aa I hope we shall for many and many a bright
mght, how oould I hope to achieve anything without
her?"
The three highwaymen waited to hear what further he

had to say.
" I oould not hepe to achieve aaything.

_
Now, I alone

know where she is, and this is the proposition I wish to

make to you. Will you three remain here for the
remaindei of to-night, and allow me to set out upon my
two-fold errand; namely, to fetch Black Bess, and to

ascertain what baa taken place in London during ou2

absence from it P
"

" It ia very necessary that we shomJ obtam the infor-

mation, and also that you should regain possession of yoiD
mare, but tha^ dsea not make the slightest difference ts

what I said."

"How so?"
" It will be better, ana less haeardous, for me to go to

London than yoorself ; and then, as for not knowing whei»
Black B«es is to be found, you can tell me \i:<':\ and then
there will be an end of that difficulty."

Not quite*" said Biok, with a smile, "thouj^ 1 mm
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you are bent upon going if you can. The persons in

wliose charge Black Bess is left will deliver her to no
one but myself, and bo it will be useless for you to try."
" You mean you are bent upon going, Dick. How-

ever we shan't say you nay. Indeed, I will tell you
what we have made up our minds to do."

" What ?"

" What we made up our minds to a very long time
ago, but which we have never been able to carry out,

from the interposition of adverse circumstanoes."
Dick smiled.

He guessed what .v&s coming.
Sixteen-String Jack continued :

" We have resolved," he said, " to maTie yon our cap-
tain, to place ourselves entirely under your control—
to elect you, in fact, our leader. We have already done
eo, in fact, and now the time has come for the arrange-
ment to be carried out."

" You will force this honour upon me," said Dick,
" though, if you will believe me, I would much rather be
without the responsibility. Still I am well aware of the
advantages which must always accrue from a leader

—

upon having some one whose word shall decide what is

to be done in the moment of danger."
" That is just it. And you consent ?"
" How can I refuse P"
" Three cheers, comrades."
The highwaymen gave three lusty cheeee, which made

the old chase ring again, and then Dick said

:

" I warn you I shall take advantage of the authority
yon have vested in me to do just what I was proposing
a little while ago."

" I expected that."

"We must give way," said the others.
" I trust you will," said Dick. " Formy own safety's

Bake you may depend I shall be very careful. I will

make what inquiries I can, and then, without further
delay, I shall make my way to Winberry Hall, for it is

there I left Black Bess."
'And I hope you will find her all right again, Dick."
" I hope so too. Not that I have any doubts."
" You have got the whole of the night before yon, ao

you ought to be able to conduct your enterprise com-
fortably."

" Yes, the night is young yet, but do not in conse-
quence of that expect me too soon. I may be detained,
but something will be wrong if I am not back by day-
break."

" We shall be anxiously expecting you, captain."
" Above all things, do not be tempted to roam from

this spot, no matter how great may be the inducement.
The consequence of your so doing might be serious, and
I should be deeply vexed if so capital a place of con-
cealment as this has proved to be is discovered."

" It would be a thousand pities."
" It would indeed, and therefore I hope you will be

guided by what I say. And now I will prepare to
start J

there could not be a more favourable time."
In this Dick was perfectly correct.

Evening was just deepening into night, and a vague
kind of obscurity prevailed everywhere, which had the
effect of confusing all objects.

Dick selected the best horse of the four, and rapidly
put on his saddle and bridle.

That done, he mounted.
He felt something more like himself than he had done

for a long time past.

He looked carefully to his weapons, and took care to
be well supplied with ammunition.
Then, fully armed and accoutred for the rather peril-

ous undertaking he was about to perform, Dick Turpin,
followed on foot by his three faithful comrades, took his
way at a walking pace towards the borders of the chase.
Just visible above the tree-tops was the rising moon,

and this enabled Diok to direct hia course with toler-
able certainty.

He wished to proceed due west, so all he had to do
was to keep his back to the moon.
But little was said on their wa> to the borders of

the chase.

All four, however, were busily oooupied with their
thoughts.
At length, when the increasing thinness of the vege-

tation, and diataooo from tree to treeb warned them

that they would soon emerge into the open conntry, the
little part( paused.

It was Dick Turpin who halted first.

The probability is, that if he had not taken the
initiative in the matter, his companions would have con-
tinned walking by his side for some distance further yet.
" Farewell," he said, raising his cap as he spoke. " We

had better part here. You may expect to see me here
to-morrow by daylight, accompanied by Black Bess."
"Farewell, captain," said the three highwaymen,

taking oft their hats, and bowing profoundly to Diok.
" Farewell, captain. A safe journey to yop."
Waving his hat, Dick reiterated his injunctions for

them not to attempt to leave the place until he re-

turned. Then, striking his spurs into his horse's flanks,

he rode rapidly away.

CHAPTER CCCLV.
DICK TUEPIM AND MAUD QOULDMAN ABE PUESUED

BY THE POLICE.

The strange adventures which befel Claude Duval,
Tom King, and Sixteen-String Jack in Enfield Chase
after parting with their captain, must be deferred to
another chapter.

So much interest is attached to the expedition , . a

which Dick was about to set out that we are perforce

compelled to follow him, and narrate what adventnrea
he met with upon the road.

The reader will doubtless not be at a loss to find the
true reason for Dick being so very anxious to fetch

Black Bess himself.

It was not that his comrade could not find Winberry
Hall, or that Black Bess would not be delivered to him
when he did find it, and applied for her.

No, neither of these was the reason.
The fact was, that Dick could not banish the recollec-

tion of the beautiful Maud Gouldman from his mind.
To be sure, he did not try to banish all thoughts of

her quite so hard as he might have done.
Dick loved her.

For the first time in his life he felt the influence of
that power of which kiome dullards have attempted to

deny the existence.

Ever since the first time he had seen her he loved her,

and all subsequent events had only tended to increase
the violence of his passion.

It was for her dear sake that he had perilled his life

and liberty in the way he had, and very nearly forfeited

both.
But now he was free he felt an insatiable desire to

see her, and he rejoiced to think he had so good an ex-

cuse ready at his hand as that which fetching Black
Bess afforded him.
With his mind filled with pleasant thoughts Diok took

his way along the broad high-road.
Hie blood coursed through his veins.

As the poet says—
" Hia bosom's lor<i sat lightly on his throne."

Higher and higher climbed the moon, and as she rose
in the pure blue vault her light became brighter, and
fell with a wondrous and beautiful effulgence upon the
various objects in the landscape.
But her brightest rays seemed to glitter and fall upon

the person of the highwayman and upon his steed.

Yery handsome and very picturesque he looked in the
romantic light.

His body was erect and his head high.

A pleasant smile was on his lips.

From time to time he spoke kind and encouraging
words to his steed.

Only a little time would have to elapse, he told him-
self, and then he should bestride his bonny mare Black
Bess.
That would be a delight of no common order. *
So eager was he to reach Winberry Hall, that he de-

parted from the agreement he had made with his com-
rades.

This was, that he should first proceed to London and
learn the state of affairs, and then go for Black Bess.
But, now that he was upon the road, Dick deter-

mined upon leaving London until the last as being less

important.
After proceeding for some diatonoe aoross the eonotry
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Trom east to west, he stood up in the stirrups and looked
about him.
He seemed to recognise Lis locality, for he nodded his

head complacently, and continued on bis way.
Dick met with many vehicles and travellers in "the course

of his journey, but he drew aside and avoided all of
them.

Without the occurrence, then, of any important or in-

teresting incident he arived in front of Winben-y-Hall.
He recognised it in a moment.
As it stood before him, the occasion when he had

first looked upon the structure rushed vividly across his
mind.
The whole place now seemed to him to wear an air of

desolation.

There were no lights visible at any of the numerous
windows, though the hour was too early a one for the in-

mates of the hall to have retired to rest.

For some moments Dick sat unmovabla upon his steed
looking at the building.

Then, recovering from his fit of abstraction, he touched
hia horse slightly with the spur.

He directed his course to the door at the back of the

ball which he so well remembered, and through which he

had so often passed.

The back of the hall faced the south, and the moon was

HOW near the meridian.
i. !• n

Consequently her beams poured down upon it with fall

force.

He could distinguish every object with the greatest ease.

There was the door.

There were the stables.

There was the pump, the naver-to-be-forgotten pomp,

under which Mr. Josiah Skinner had received such a well-

merited punishment.
But, taking only a hasty glance at these things, Dick

rode up to the door and dismounted.
He then knocked lightly upon Uie panels with his nding-

whip.
To him it seemed an age before his summons was at-

tended to, but in reality only a few seconds elapsed.

A domestic unknown to Dick opened the door.

He carried a candle in his hand, and looked curiouely

and suspiciously at our hero.
" What is it you want ?" he asked, in a voice that well

corresponded with the expression upon his features.

No.\< Prtoh On a Halffbuji*.
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Dick hesitated a moment before he gave a reply, and

tiie servant repeated his inquiry in a tone of the greatest

imnatience.
But Dick, who had made up his mind how to reply,

said—
" I wish to see Mr. Shockley, the steward. Be good

enough to ask him to come here to the door and speak to

me."
As he uttered these words, Dick slipped into the hand

of the surly domestic a coin.

The touch of the precious metal produced an immediate

change in his behaviour, and, desiring Dick to wait a

moment, he hurried off to deliver the message.

Dick had not long to wait.

The summons was such an unusual one that the worthy

steward made all possible haste to respond to it.

He recognised Turpin in a moment, though he did not

betray his recognition otherwise than by a start, which

escaped the notice of the domestic who had brought

the message, and who, at the command of Shockley, now
retired.
" And can it really be you, sir, that I see i* ' he said.

" You may credit the evidence of your own eyes ; but

time is precious to me, Shockley. Tell me, is your young
mistress in the house ?"
" She is, sir."
" And her companion ?"
" Miss Maud ?"

"Yes."
" Yes, she is within."

"Let them know that I am here, Shockley. If they

will vouchsafe me an interview, I should feel gratified.

I should not like to think that I have seen them for the

last time."
" They will see you, I am sure."

"Why 80?"
" I have heard them speak about you so often."
" Well then, Shockley, announce me ; and, if you will

permit me, I will stay here and await the result of the

announcement."
" No, no ; come in."
" I would much rather stay here. Let me have my own

way : I will wait here
"

way.
Well, since you will have it so, I suppose I must give

_y."

With these words on his lips, Shockley turned away.

Dick listened to his footsteps as he walked along the

paved flooring of the hall.

He returned in a moment, and said—
" The young ladies will see you. Come this way."

Dick now did not hesitate to enter.

He followed the steward along the hall to the door of

the room he knew so weU.
Here they halted, and Dick was shown into the apart-

ment in which his first mysterious interview with Maud
Gouldman had taken place.

Little did he imagine what would be the consequences

o' '•hat interview.

*la he crossed the threshold he cast an anxious glance

around him, but somewhat to hia relief the room appeared

to be empty.
And the words uttered by Shockley were confirmatory

of this, for he said

—

" Sit down a moment, air. The ladies said yon were to

wait, and that they would be here directly."

The steward withdrew as he spoke, closing the door

after him.
Slowly Dick crossed the vast antique apartment.

As on the occasion which was so vividly before his

mind, there was no other li^ht in the room save that

which the fire afforded.

This, however, was amply sufficient for all purposes of

illumination, with the exception, perhaps, of reading or

writing.

The fire was con.|iOsed partly of coal and partly of

wood, and it sent up a large bright flame into the

ehimney.
Dick sat down on one of the antique chairs by the fire-

side, and waited for the coming of Blanche and Maud.
Maud ! His heart beat strangely and his breath came

irregularly from his lungs as he mentally pronounced bei

name. .

Before n« had time to indulge any further in his

refleotionB the door opened, and the object of hia

thoughts, accompanied by Blanche Winberry, appearea
before him.
Dick rose, of course, in a moment, and bent lew in

profound salutation.

They acknowledged his bow, and then, with that ease
which good breeding can alone bestow, requested him to
be seated.

In this they set him the example.
They indicated a chair which was placed exactly in

frniit of the fire, while they sat down upon either side
o i-.

I'here was a silence of a moment's duration, and Dick,
fearful that it might grow into a pause of embarrassment,
hastened to begin the conversation.
" I trust, ladies," he said, in those deep, rich, and yet

respectful tones which he knew so well how to assume, and
which never failed to cause a feeling of interest in the
breasts of his auditors, should they be of the softer sex,
" I trust you will excuse this intrusion, but "
" I cannot accept of any excuses or apologies from you,"

said Blanche Winberry, " so do not utter them."
Dick bowed.
He was much struck with the altered tones of her

voice.

They expressed a world of sadness, suffering, and woe.
Such tones striking upon a sensitive ear would be

almost sufficient to produce tears.

But how much had the poor girl suffered

!

She had suddenly found herself bereft of every hope.
Her father, whom she.loved with that passionate adora-

tion sometimes experienced by an only daughter to her
sole surviving parent, had been snatched from her under
circumstances of the most terrible anguish.

Thflu the young man, for whom she felt an undying,
unalterable affection, and which sprung up iu_ her breast

at once, and continued to bum with undiminished vehe-
mency—that young man who loved her, too, with an
affection only equalled by herown—what a terrible barrier

had sprung up between them.
Her dreams of bliss had been rudely and violently

dissipated.

He was the son of her father's murderer.
Oh ! horrible combination of events

!

Under the affliction which the bereavement of her
father occasioned, what a solace it would have been to her
had there been some one who possessed her heart, and to

whom she could unburthen aU her sorrows

!

But this was denied her, and fresh cause for poignant
grief given instead.

From the time they had parted in the court she had
seen nothing of him.
He had studiously kept himself aloof from her, aad

had not made the slightest overture.

He felt that it would bo hopeless.

That the gulf which yawned between them was so wide
as to be quite impassable.
And for this the love she felt for him, and always should

feel, was increased.

It bore out the estimate she bad formed of his cha-

racter.

But, without any description of ours, we think the

reader, placed as he is in full possession of all the extra-

ordinary incidents relating to this affair, will be able to

picture for liimseK the grief of this young girl, and the

effect which it must have, both bodily and mentally, upon
her.

Then Maud Gouldman was not less wretched than her
much-loved Blanche.
The reader cannot have failed to penetrate the aeei-et of

her heart.

She loved Dick Turpin.

Loved him with all the fend fervour which might be
expected from so romantic an attachment.

It was in vain she called in common-sense and i-eason

to her aid.

Those good and safe eounsellors were unable to make
themselves heard above the voice of love, wliich spoke
with impassioned accents in her heart.

And now, when she gazed upon the reaJIy hancTs-ome

countenance of the highwayman, and marked his robust

and symmetrical figure—coming, as both did, so 1'ull.y up

CO the idea of what a man should be, she felt her paasion

for tbe bold highwayman increase.
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CHAPTER CCCLVI.
BLANCHE WWBEERY COMMUNICATES SOME IMPOBTANT

IRTELLIGENCE TO DICK TURPIN

A SLIGHT pause had followed tlie last words spoken by
Blanche Winberry, but now Dick Turpin hastened to

break it.

"You excuse this intrusion, then," he said, smiling

slightly. " I thought you would, or otherwise I should

not have ventured here. My errand is, however, a simple
one ; it is to assure you of my safety, and to request you
to give me back my steed, for which you have been kind
enoufjh to provide an asylum."
" We have heard of your escape," said Blanche, " and

have taken pains to learn all the particulars of it that we
possibly could. How you have reached here in safety I

know not."
" I have met with no opposition ; but, pardon me, your

last speech seems to intimate something more than it ex-

It does."
" To what did you alluae ?

"

" I believe the police have had some sort of suspicion

that you would make your way here, for they have several

times surprised us, and insisted upon making a thorough
search of the hall."
" Indeed," said Dick, contracting his brows. " I am

much vexed that you should have been subjected to so

much annoyance on my account."
" Do not mention it. So long as you were not here I

didnot care^and I thought while the ofiBcers were here
upon a false scent, you might be somewhere else in

safety."
" I cannot express my thanks for this feeling in my

behalf."
" Nor need you. What I have done has been in re-

quital of what you have done for me, and when the two
are placed together, how insignificant mine seems ! Can
I ever forget that had it not been for your generous
behaviour, a villain would have succeeded in efiFecting his

purposes ? Had it not been for your self-sacrifice, I should
not be here now, nor would my father's murderer have
been discovered."
Her voice faltered as she made this allusion to her

father, and Dick, who always felt uneasy when he heard his

own praises sounded, hastened to change the topic of con-
versation.

".You have said the police have been here."
"Yes."
*' How many times ?

"

"Three times."
" Indeed. Their suspicions must have been strong,

then. When was the last time ?
"

" The day before yesterday."
'• And how did they depart ?

"

" Apparently satisfied that it was no good looking here
any longer."

•• Apparently satisfied ?
"

"Yes."
" What do you mean by that ?

"

" I fancy they are not satisfied. Shockloy told me he
was almost certain they were lurking somewhere in the
neighbourhood."

" This is serious."
" It may be so ; but, should the officers make another

attack to-night, be under no apprehension—they will not
find you. I shall be enabled to show my gratitude."
" I accept that, then, aa an assurance of safety," said

Turpin, cheerfully. " I have kept myself closely con-
cealed during the past week, in a place where my foes

would never think of looking for me."
" I am rejoiced to think you have got bo secure a place

in which to conceal yourself."
" My comrades are there now awaiting my return. We

have been kept close prisoners, and they are impatient in

the extreme to be set at liberty."

"They muat be cautious. The authorities are using
the most strenuous efforts to secure your apprehension
and theirs also. They are det€rmined that the daring
OGtrage you have committed shall not go unpunished."
"Ah! well," said Dick, "we shall see! I am not

afraid of them ! I have set tbem at defiance for a long
time now."
" You have, indeed."

" And shall do again, never fear for that !—and when
I have Black Bess once again."
" She is quite safe," said Maud, breaking the silence

which she had preserved all through the interview. " I

have seen to her safety and comfort myself."
" Many thanks !

" said Turpin, his soul thrilling with
the music of the words he had just heard. " When I am
once seated upon her back, I shall care nothing for my
foes."

" We have trembled for your 'safety many and many a
time," said Blanch^ "and we were pleased -hovond

measure when Shockley told us you were here." •

In acknowledgment of this Dick could merely bow.
" I am not insensible," he said, " of all that you have

done on my behalf. The judge who showed himself so

warm a friend to me told me all about it."

" It was all done out of gratitude," said Blanche.
" Indeed, when I think back upon the past, I seem aa

though I should never be able to show myself sufficiently

grateful, and to repay you would be impossible."
" Enough ! enough !

" said Dick, " I did my duty ; and
if this is what may bo considered a good action, I trust

it will palliate the many bad ones that I have in my
lifetime committed. I can assure you that, had I the

same motives, I would do the same thing to-morrow."
" I do not doubt your singlemindedness ; but what a

dreadful fate it was that overtook my uncle."
" Dreadful, indeed

!

"

" Far worse than he deserved."
" Perhaps so. His sufferings must have been terrible

;

but the mob was incensed, and it would have been as

easy to quench the raging of the sea as to have causad

them to desist."
" I know it."
" I was not, thank heaven ! a witness of that scene, but

my comrades told me the particulars of it."

" And what has become of Skinner, and the other two
accomplices of my uncle's ?

"

" I know not. Probably they were set free along with

the rest of the prisoners, and have escaped."
" I have heard nothing of them, though I have made

every inquiry."
" Perhaps, then, you would be able to afford me aorao

information with respect to what has taken place in the

metropolis during the past week."
" You mean with respect to yourself ?

"

" Just so.
" I have not much to tell beyond what I have already

told you. The police authorities, assisted by the military,

are making the most strenuous efforts to capture all four

of you, and should they do so, no doubt their proceedings

wor.ld be very summary indeed !

"

' • I do not doubt it. And now, what about the prison P
"

"Newgate?"
"Yes.'^
" We drove past there three days ago."
" And how did the place look ?

"

" It is nothing but a ruin. The ruins were smouldering

I nd smoking even then, and a large number of people

Mere assembled, gazing upon it. Nothing but the

st rongest walls remain, and they are charred and black-

en ed by the intense heat. The whole place will have to be
reliuilt."
" Is it possible ?

"

" I)o not let my description, however, so far influence

you, as to make your curiosity overcome your prudence."
" Well, I will confess that I should much like to look

upon the scene, but that idea must, I snpp!^. be
abandoned."
" If you place any value upon your life."

" The excitement will soon subside, however."
" It cannot long remain up to the present pitch."
" I reckoned upon its having quite or nearly died away

by this time."
" Then you will be disappouated, for I think it is fiercer

than ever. You are quite safe here, however, for there are

hiding-places in the hall so cunningly contrived that they

would defy detection."
" Do you anticipate an attack ?

"

" I have no reason for doing so, but you may have been

seen to enter the place."

"I think not. I knew there was danger, and I

omitted no precautions."
Blanche rose as be andka, and rang a bell.
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" You will partake of some refrestmentB ere yoa leave ?

'

she said.

Dick bowed.
Shockley appeared.
*' Have supper laid ia the dining-room, Sliocklay.
" Yes, miss," replied the old steward, retiring to execute

Ler order.
" I must not stay b<}re too long," said Turpin, "though

I sliall be loath to tear myself away, hut I promised my
comrades I would return before daybreak, and I must
make some allowance in case of interruptions on th*

road."
_ . --

" Have you far to go to reach your destination r

" Yes, many miles ; and my comrades will bo iluTmed

if I am later tban the time I mentioned."

At this moment the steward returned te «fiy that the

supper was quite ready.

Dick and the two ladies followet? 'ajft to the dining-

room.
The interior of Wiuberry Hall was tolerably familiar

to Dick in consequence of his stay there.

A comfortable meal was laid upon the table, and Dick
did not omit to do justice to the good things before him,

for his fare of late bad been something of the roughest.

How long they would have permitted him to stay is

more than we could determine, nor was Turpin at all

anxious to quit company so pleasant.

As he from time to time stole a glance at Maud
Gouldman, and saw how lovely she was, his heart burned
with love, but that was soon succeeded by an aching

sensation when he thought of the difference between
them.
Dick Turpin, however intoxicated he might be with

love, was not oblivious of the fact that tbe night was
passing away, and that his comrades were impatiently

awaiting him.
Accordingly, after some more conversation of too general

a character to merit being placed before the reader in

detail, he excused himself to go.

They knew his reasons, and made no effort to detain

him.
Besides, they were aware how dangerous it would be

for him to travel by daylight.
" If you will show me to the stables," he said, " I wil

depart. I would rather not attract the attention of your
groom. I can saddle Black Bess myself."
" I will go with you," said Maud, rising.
" Nay, nay," cried Dick. " If you will call Shockley,

that will do. Or, indeed, I could find my way there
alone."

" You had better have a guide," said Blanche.
" I will lead the way," said Maud. " Black Bess has

been solely under my care during her stay here."
" Then she has been well attended, I'll warrant. Lady,

I am deeply grateful to you for your kindness to my
steed ; it touches me more closely than kindness to

myself."
" You come with me, Blanche," said Maud.
" No, I dread the cold, and I have suffered so much

illness lately, and I should be afraid of encountering the
night air.

" I cannot suffer either of you to come," said Turpin.
" Let mo go alone."

" It is a consideration for your safety which causes me
to refuse that request. I wish your "departure to be as

quiet and unnoticed as possible. Come with me. I Nvill

show you to the stable-door and also to the stall in which
Black Bess is. Cculd you saddle her in thu dark ?

"

" With ease. Bes^i'ies it will not be dark ; the moon is

shining with so much brightness that it seems like day."'
" Come, then."
Dick bade Blanche Wiuberry farewell.

Tears came to her eyes as she pronounced the worfl.

She forgot that it was a highW'-^vman who stood before
her.

His behaviour, from the first to the last, had been so
noble, so generous, so self-sacrificing, that she could scarce
believe that he was really what he was.

Indeed, on that night it is questionable whether ehe did

not regard him with some stronger feeling even tban admi-
ration.

She felt that she was looking upon him for the last

time.
Fain wonld she have put some question to him respect

ing her father, and the dark transactions in the house in

Birdcage-walk, but her emotions so far overpowered her,

as to deprive her of the faculty of speech.^

Indeed, she found herself unable to articulate the word
farewell.

Dick saw how much she was agitatea, and hastened to

withdraw.
The epectacle was painful for him.
Blanche made no opposition to Maud leaving with Dick.
The errand seemed to her a perfectly reasonable one.
As soon as the door had closed behind them, she felt

that she could no longer control her tears.

She buried her face in her bands, and sobbed at) though
her heart would break.

_

Poor girl ! her sufferings were almost more than she
could bear.

The effects of her grief were visible upon her counte-

nance, and the black mourning-dress which she wore
rendered her appearance even more ghastly.

In this state of grief, then, she remained, and while it

continued she was quite oblivious of all else.

The duration of Maud's absence was, therefore, un-
noticed by her, until, hearing a loud uproar at the back of

the house, she started to her feet, and then she recollected

all that had taken place.
" Where is Maud ? " she asked. " Oh ! heavens, what

has happened ?
"

CHAPTER CCCLVII.

DICK TUEPIN AND MAUD MEET WITH A SLIGHT SURPftlSE
IN THE STABLE.

Dick Turpin's perceptions were not so obtuse as to pre-

vent his perceiving that there was something peculiar in

this behaviour of Maud Gouldman.
The reasons she had given for accompanying him to the

stable appeared to be ridiculously insufficient.

But it was not likely that he would quarrel with them
or make any remark upon the subject.

He was only too delighted at the idea of having her
company for a few moments, and the privilege of bidding
her farewell alone.

And Dick had determined to bid her farewell, although
the love which filled his heart had increased rather than
abated.
Let not this be wondered at, for there were few better

qualified to command love from all hearts than she was.
Dick Turpin, however, in despite of this passion, over-

whelming as it was, did not forget that rude sense of

honour which had regulated his whole career.

He determined not to utter one word of love, but to

bid her farewell, and then take every precaution not to see

her again.

About, then, to take what he fully intended should be
an eternal adieu, he rejoiced at the opportunity of doing
so without having any eye to observe them.
But his heart fluttered when he asked himself the ques-

tion, why had Maud been so eager to have no one present

at the parting.

One or two things which had taken place had impressed
Dick with the idea that the passion he experienced waa
reciprocated, and he fancied that, led away by a romantic
affection, she might be tempted to say and do that which
she would afterwards repent.

We need not remind the reader how rapidly a whole
train of thought will pass through the mind, and Dick
made these reflections during the brief interval which
elapsed between his biddiug farewell to Blanche and his

passing out into the passage.
filaud closed the door behind her.

There was a lamp burning in the ball, and by the aid of

this Dick saw the face and form of his companion.
He had always thought her incomparably beautiful,

but never more so than at this moment.
There was a kind of bewitching confusion visible in her

countenance and manner as she turned towards him.
She held down her head, and her eyes sought the

ground.
Dick hesitated a moment, and then, encouraged by lier

manner, bowed politely and ventured to offer her his arm.
It was accepted, and with a readiness that betokened

anything but displeasure.

How his heart hrilled, and how every nerve ib his wholil
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body appeared to vibrate wLen he felt the pressure of her
hand upon bis arm

!

Still, with her head do,«i and silent, aba walked with
him along the hall iu the direction of the door through
which he had a short time before enterel
There was not a single person visible, no* did any sound

arise to indicate the proximity of any one.

Indeed, the household at Wiuberry Hall had, since the

death of Blanche's father, been much reduced, and those

few servants who remained were at this moment in their

own quarters in a distant portion of the building.

The whole place was, of coiirce, familiar enough to Dick,

and he opened the door with as much ease and readiness

as his companion could have done who had lived there all

her life.

Crossing the threshold, they passed into the yard.

It was then that Maud spoke for the first time.

She requested Dick to close the door after him.
He did this in a moment.
The moon, which, when he started from Enfield Chase,

was only a short distance above the horizon, was now a
little past the meridian, and as near the zenith as the
moon ever is in England.
There was not a cloud nor even the thinnest vapour

visible in the sky, which was of an intense and beauiiful

blue.

The stars shone, but their brightness was obscured,

and in some cases extinguished, by the superior brilliancy

of the queen of night.

There was no wind, and the most perfect silence pre-

vailed, giving an air of delicious repose to everything.

It was a night that fully accorded with the feelings that

held a place in the hearts both of Dick Turpin and Maud
Gouldman.
The yard was crossed in silence, and the range of

buildings constituting the stables was reached.
Dick opened the door, and the pair entered.

The interior of the stable was very light.

In the roof several skylights were fixed, which, for the
purposes of ventilation, were so constructed as to admit of

their being raised or closed at pleasure.

Through these skylights the rays of the moon came
with full force, and the place was almost as well illuminated
as it was in the day timQ.
Maud Gouldman led the way to the stall in which Black

Bess stood.

She knew it well, for she had made it a practice to feed
her with her own hands.

It so happened that Turpin'a mare stood exactly under
OHB of these skylights, so that she eould be seen with the
greatest distinctness.

Dick was full of joy to see his bonny mare, to whose
exertions on so many occasions he had owed his life, in

such comfortable circumstances.

She was certainly in first-class condition, for everything
in the shape of good feeding and grooming had been done.
Maud withdrew her hand, and Dick, with an impatience

which he could neither control nor conceal, hastened up
to the manger, and patted Black Bess upon the neck.
He spoke to her at the same moment.
Although so considerable a period had elapsed since he

had seen her, the gallant creature recognised her master
in a. moment.

Uttering a joyful, half-neighing, half-whinnying sound,
Bhe turned round and responded to the caresses her master
bestowed upon her by rubbing her head against his

breast.

Had it been some dog who had for a length of time
been separated from his master, he could scarcely have
exhibited more joy than Black Bess did.

Again and again did Dick pat and caresB Ler.
" You see she is quite safe," said Maud, perhaps with

the intentior "f distracting Dick's attention from h'xa steed

to herself.
" Yes, thanks to your kindness and attention,** replied

Dick, taming round and taking hold of her hand, which
ho pressed warmly. " How shall I be able to repay you
for it ?"

"Nay, how shall Blanche and myself repay you for

what you have done in our behalf? Do not for one
moment imagine that we have forgotten how much we
owe yon ; and that, if it had not been for you, the murder
of Mr. Winberry would never have been discovered and
brongbt home to the guilty parties. Oh! it waa noble of

yon—truly noble, to risk your life and liberty in tha way
you did for the sake of the orphan and of justice

"

" Do not speak of th**;."

"Why not?"
^" As I have said, I do not like to hear my own praisea

sounded."
" But I cannot refrain from expressing that admiration

which such conduct as yours is so well qualiliod to call

forth ! Had I been told of such a thing, I sliould have
discarded it as being beyond the bounds of belief."
" Well, well, say no move upon the point."
" Blanche feels her loss very, very keenly. She loved

her father with all the afiection of an only daughter.
We, of course, expected you to make your appearance,
and I know Blanche intended to ask you s®me questions
respecting the last moments of her father; but I am
afraid that her emotion was too great to allow her to do
so."
" I eould have told her very little, I fear ; and certainly

not more than I have related to you, and which I dare
say you have repeated."

" I have, but then she would have felt a consolation in
hearing only that much from your lips."

"Would I had been aware of it earlier, and then I
would have approached the subject somehow ; but, as it

was, I was studious to avoid it, for I feared to hurt her
feelings."

" I understand the motives which kept you silent. It

is only natural that you should think any mention of the
subject would be painful to her feelings. Again, however,
let me express our heartfelt thanks for the service you
have rendered us, and the admiration we feel for your
noble-hearted conduct."

" Enough, enough. I shall be quite content if it will

weigh against some of my other deeds."
" It will, it will; rest assured it will. But I will not

detain you thus. I know every moment now is of the
utmost importance to you. Look, here are the trappings
belonging to your steed. I have had them placed here in
anticipation of your visit."

She led the way to the stall adjoining the one in which
Black Bess stood, and which was unoccupied.

In this were the articles of which she spoke.
Dick hastened to remove them, and in a few moments

had his mare fully caparisoned, so that all ho would have
to do would be to mount.
He turned her head round towards the stuble-door.
Then he paused.
The hour of parting had arrived.

It was at this moment that he fully realized how deep
an impression Maud Gouldman had made upon his heart.

He was about to bid her farewell, and for ever.

He tried to command his voice to speak.
But in vain.

His throat swelled and ached so terribly that he found
it impossible to articulate a word.
On her side, Maud seemed scarcely less afi'ected.

The bright moonlight, as it shone down through the
skylight upon the noble-looking forma of the liipliwayman
and his steed, lent thom a charm and an air of romance
which, in daylight, they would not have possessed.
The idea uppermost in her mind was a fervent wish

that Dick Turpm was anytbiug but what he was.
She loved him ; but she shrank from avowing, even to

herself, that she loved a highwayman.
Observing his emotion, and guessing its cause, she

hastened to speak, if only a word, so as to break the
awkward and embarrassing silence which now prevailed.

The sooner the parting wsui over, she thought, the
better, for she felt scarcely able to trust herself.

She held out her hand.
" Farewell

!

" she said, faintly, as she "did so, " fai^well

!

It may be that we shall never part again, aud thorwfore

you—you "

She paused, and could go no further.

Her throat seemed to swell up and choke her.

"In all probability," said Dick, " we shall never meat
again ! Indeed, I shall studiously avoid a future meeting,
for the sake of my own peace of mind."
He took her extended hand, which hitherto he had not

ventured to do, and pressed it slightly.
" Lady," he continued, " for such is the title by which

su?h a one as T should address you— lady, believe me, tlii«

ia out V^* meeting, unless some untore'een accident
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Bhot.:ld bring us face to face again. I shall try to avoid

even tbe possibility of such an accident."
" Why P" asked Maud, in so faint a voice that none but

the ear of a lover could have caught it.

" Do not ask me why, but believe that I have a good

End sufficient reason for coming to such a determina-

tion." i ,_

'

" I cannot feel content with that," said Maud \ tell

me what this reason is." i

" Ifady," said Dick, becoming, as ho proceeded, more
and more respectful, " it "aas been my good fortune to

create in your mind a favourable impression concerning

me—you have said as much, and I am bound to believe

it ; indeed, I would not doubt for worlds ! But it is such

a rare thing for anyone to hold me in esteem, and the

knowledge that at least one person does so is so pleasant,

that I should be loath indeed to say anything which
would be calculated to reverse your good opinion.

" I am not afraid of your doing so," said Maud,
baskily.
" Then do not ask me for my reason."
" You are unkind—unjust."
" I would not have you think me so for worlds."

•' Then tell me."
"And lose your good opinion ?"

_

" No, no ; be under no apprehension upon that point, I

beg you. I will give you my word that I will not allow

anything you may say to prejudice me in your disfavour.

Now tell me— surely you can do so after such an assurance

as that."
" If I could be sure of not incurring your displeasure."
" You may be sure."
" Then, lady, I will tell you why I have resolved never

to seo you more, why I have determined that this shall

be our last meeting. The resolution will be a hard one

for me to keep. It is because I love you
!

"

It is impossible to describe the tone in which these

words were uttered.

Maud was silent, and so was our hero, until at length

the latter said

—

" You see I have offended you. But no matter. It

is, perhaps, my fate not to retain the good opinion of

anyone. Farewell ! farewell ! I will leave you, and forget

that you ever saw or knew Dick Turpin, the highway-

man !

"

He tried to release her hand, but he found himself

unable to extricate his own.
She pressed it with such tightness that he could not

disengage it.

She came a step or two closer, and placed her other

hand upon his breast.
" No," she said, " I am not offended ; believe me, I am

not. And so far from having lost my good opinion, I

think a thousand times more highly of you now than I

did before. Oh ! 1 am carried away. I cannot express

myself! I"
Her head sunk upon Dick's shoulder.

But at this moment there was a rapid rush of feet,

and a voice cried, in a loud tone

—

"Dick Turpin, you are my prisoner! Surrender at

once ! Resistance is worse than useless 1 You are sur-

roflnded
!

"

CHAPTER CCCLVIII.

DICK TURPIN IS ATTACKED IN THE STABLE BY MR.
AVUIGGLES AND HIS OFFICERS.

So very suddenly and unexpectedly these words came
upon Dick Turpiu's ear, that for the space of about a

nioment he was I'ooted to the spot, unable to recover

himself from his surprise.

Maud Gouldman uttered a piercing shriek, which plainly

told how deep an interest be felt in the highwayman's
safety, and clung to his arm with frantic tightness.

The voice which uttered the words with which the last

chapter concluded was familiar to Dick, and he recognised

it instantly.

It was the voice of Mr. Wrigglcsjthe Bow-street police-

officer.

But before we relate what ensued consequent upon this

attack, wo feel that it is due to the reader to explain to

bini how it was that Mr. Wriggles learned Dick Turpin'a

whereabouts, and how it was he broke in upon him at

•" •nopportune a moment.

In a former chapter we h«ve stated that the police had
made one or two appearances at Winberry Hall, and had
searched the edifice from the roofs to the foundations,

each time, of course, without receiving any reoompeMie
for their trouble.

They did not find what they sought.
Upon the last occasion, however, Mr. Wriggles, who

was at the head of these little expeditions, went away far

from satisfied.

Finding himself unsuccessful, and clinging to the idea
that Turpin was at Winberry Hall, l** resolved to change
his tactics. r-

Hitherto, he had proceeded to the accomplishment of

his design in what he considered to be ft very open
manner.
That did not succeed, so now stratagem and cunning

must he tried.

Accordingly, he affected to withdraw all his men, and
dropped some hints to the servants that lie supposed he
must give it up, and search elsewhere.
This he had no intention of doing.

Going to a short distance, ho halted at a public-house
with the intention of taking up his quarters there until he
received some additional information.
As soon as night came, he called aside one of his men

who, he judged, would bo best able to carry out his in-

structions, and spoke to him in a low tone.

The police-officer fully understood what was required of
him, and he set out at once, alone, in the direction of Win-
berry Hall.

He approached the place carefully, and spent the night
in keeping watch round tbe premises.

But, as this was the night preceding Dick's arrival, of
course ha had all his trouble for nothing.

He returned to the public-house soon after daybreak
the next morning, as Mr. Wriggles had instructed him to

do, and there communicated his unsucccss.

Mr. Wriggles was almost ready to give the job up in

despair, but in the end he resolved to have one more trial.

But it was not until late at night that ha made up his

mind—later, indeed, than on the preceding ev'^ning.

In consequence of this, it so happened that DicV arrived

at the Hall before the officer, and was comfortably sitting

down.
The officer, however, prowled round and round the

premises, but without making any discovery.

At length, when his patience was all but exhausted, and
he had come to the conclusion that it was " no go," his

attention was attracted by the opening of the back door.

Keeping close in the shadow of the outbuildings, close

to which he stood, he set himself to work to observe who
came forth at that unusual hour.

The bright moonbeams enabled him to see with perfect

distinctness two figures, male and female, emerge from
the house and cross the yard.

He began now to have better hopes, but he had the
prudence to remain quite still.

He watched the two figures, who, as the reader is aware,
were no other than Dick and Maud, cross the yard in the
direction of the stables.

But, whether they entered them, was more than he
could perceive in his present position, and he was fearful

of having been seen if he stepped out into the moonlight.

He waited a moment or two, therefore, and then the

footsteps of those he had seen having ceased to be audible,

he ventured to creep, with a stealthy tread, in their track.

Upon reaching the stables, there was no trace of them
to be seen.

Where they had gone he was unable to determine.

He spent some little time in making a tour of the pre-

mises, and being still unable to see them, he came to the

conclusion that they had not left.

Returning, he made a closer examination, and noticed

something which had escaped his observation on the pre-

vious occasion.

The door leading into the stable was a little way open.

He approached with a silence that would havH don«
credit to a Red Indian.

The murmur of voices struck upon his ear.

He listened intently.

At first he could only hear a confused murmunne
sound, but, by degrees, he could distinguish sevGral

words, though he was not able to make oonneeteo emuas

01 them.
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One sentence, however, reached his ear in full, hecause
it was spoken with greater loudness than the remainder
of the conversation.

The voice that uttered it waa a manly one, and the

words of which it consisted were

—

" Forget tha£ you ev'»»: ''aw or haew Dick Turpin, the
highwayman !

"

The reader will remem6fc» ihat in the course of his con-

versation with Maud Gouldman, Dick Turpin uttered

ihose words.
Stimulated by what he heard^ the officer stretched his

lense of hearing to the utmost
He waa afraid to believe iu the reality of auch good

ortune as those words seemed to presage.

Could it be possible that the notorious highwayman was
in the stable P

A few succeeding words convinced him that such was
really the case.

No sooner had he come to this conclusion, than his

novemeuts became rather extraordinary.

Like a shadow he glided away from the stable-door.

He crossed the yard.

Then, standing in the shadow of a wall, he produced
from his pocket a small round object, about four inches in

length and one and a-half in diameter.
He next took from his pocket a long thin etick.

With as much haste as possible he tied the round object

we have described to the end of this piece of stick, and
then in a moment it became evident what it was.

It was a sky-rocket, though one of rather unusual size.

The officer stuck one end of this stick into the ground,
taking care to give it a slanting direction.

Then, by means of what is called a thief's match, and
which resembled in many particulars the lucifer now so

common, he procured a light, which he applied to one end
of the rocket.

With a rushing-sound it sped into the air, leaving behind
it a long stream of fire.

This was not seen so plainly as it would have been had
the moon not shone so brightly.

However, it was plainly visible.

And now this rocket showed itself to be not one of the
ordinary kind.

As the reader must know, these ascend until they have
attained their greatest elevation, and then burst.

But this rocket, going high into the air, described a

complete semicircle, leaving behind it a train of fire as it

descended, just as it did when it rose.

Then, on reaching the ground, it exploded, doubtless

with great violence and loudness, for where the officer

stood he could faintly hear it, and it fell at the distance of

nearly half a mile.

But the performance of this wonderful rocket was not

yet ever.

Upon exploding in the manner we have described, it did

not go out, but burnt with a steady, bright blue flame.

This was the signal that Mr. Wriggles had devised,

and a capital one it was.
It was an almost instantaneous means of letting him

know what had taken place.

And, not only that, the officer who gave the signal would
be able to keep his prey in sight, so that Mr. Wriggles
would have no difficulty in getting upon their track.

With all these proceedings, however, Dick Turpin and
Maud Gouldman were entirely ignorant.

Nothonghtsof anysuch thingeutered tbeminds of either.

The signal was, of course, seen by Mr. Wriggles and
heard too.

He was on the look ont for H, though he hardly dared
hopo to see it.

The horses were afl standing in the stables adjoining

the inn in a state of perfect readiness.

All their harness was on, and they were turned round
with their heads to the stable-doo-.

The raen were all armed, and ready to mount instantly.

Mr. Wriggles lost not a moment in telling them to do
so ; and, in a space of time which seemed miraculously

email, the officers were all mounted and on their way at

full gallop to Winberry Hall.

The officer who had given the signal perceived their

approach,
rhey halted close to the Hall, and the greater part of

iliem, by the order of their leader, immediately dis-

mounted.

On tip-toe they approached the stable.

From what has just been narrated, it must be perfectly
clear that the time which elapsed between tha officer

making the discovery that Dick Turpin was in the stable
and the arrival of Mr. Wriggles with his band, was short
indeed.

The exultation of the chief officer knew no bounds.
He could not subdue it.

At last, he thought, his prey was securely iu his grasp,
and that escape was utterly impossible.
Under the influence of this feeling, then, he had dashed

open the stable-door and spoken the words with which
the last chapter concluded.
Dick Turpin was more taken by "vrprise than ever he

had been in his life.

The reason was simple.
His mind wars intoxicated with We, and tte manner in

which Maud had spoken and acted were well qualified
to produce such au effect.

She loved him.
Dick know it, and his heart swelled when he became

conscious of the knowledge.
Despite of his profession she loved him, and did not

shrink from avowing her affection.

But he was soon aroused from such blissful dreams.
The piercing scream which burst from Maud's lips went

as far towards recovering him as anything.
But she clung to him with terrified violence, nor could

he disengage himself.

And she was deaf to his request to release hira.

It seemed as though he was safer while she retained her
hold upon him.
But that was an error attributable to the excitement of

the moment.
It was fortunate for Dick that Black Bess was ready for

the road.

His left ha\d grasped the bridle.

To his right arm and shoulder Maud clung.
" With you," she cried, " with you ! Escape ! eseape !

With you, with you !

"

Dick understood her meaning.
There was no time to hesitate without he chose to

yield himself a prisoner.

There was no time to urge those scruples which, at
onother period, he would have urged.

Besides which the voice of love, which is neai-ly always
more powerful than that of the mind, influenced his
conduct.

The officers, who surrounded the door in a dense mass,
now began to show signs of making an attack, though it

was clear they all shrunk from entering the stable and
coming to a personal encounter with our liero.

" Surrender, Dick," cried Mr. Wriggles, who held a
brace of loaded pistols in his hands. " You may as well
give in quietly as not. What is the good of being
wounded unnecessarily, and you can't escape ! I will

count three, and if you do not choose to give in by
then we shall all fire, and the consequences will bo upon
your own head !

"

To this long speech Dick Turpin paid no attention.

His whole thoughts were concentrated in what he was
about.
With an easy exercise of his enormous strength, he

took hold of Maud and lifted her into the foi'o part oi
the saddle, or, rather, on to the withers of his steed.
Then he mounted after her.

He passed his left baud round Maud's waist, thus sus-
taining her in her frail seat, and grasped the reins.

Ho plunged his right hand into his coat-pocket and drew
forth a pistol.

Mr. Wriggles saw what Dick was about, and could
hardly credit the evidence of his senses.

That he should even think of resisting ee«med incre-
dible.

Uttering a howl of rage, he ooma^andod hie men to
follow him.
He rushed into the stable.

But before he could reach the stall in jhich Black Bess
stood, Dick Turpin was firmly in the saddle.
Mr. Wriggles, however, darted forward, and caught hold

of her bridle.
" Surrender !

" he said ;
" surrender ! or I will givo nay

men the word to fire, and you will be blown to atonwl

"

Dick's blood ran cold about his heart.
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It was not, however, for himself that h« «»recl, but for

the fair creature in the saddle before him.

Black Besa, who, from her locg rest, was full m ire and

spirit, did not approve of Mr. Wriggles holding her fc» the

bridle.

Suddenly, then, she lifted up her fore foot and kicked

©ut with great force.

Mr. Wriggles uttered a dismal yell, and fell to the

ground.
Black Bess's iron-bound hoof had come into violent

contact with his leg, and, as he believed, had broken it._

At the same moment that this occurred Dick Turpin

pressed his knees tightly against his mare's sides.

She needed no other impulse forward.

CHAPTER CCCLIX.

MR. WRIGGLES AND HIS OFFICERS PURSUE 1»0K TURPIN
AND MAUD GOULDMAN ALONG THE WESTERN ROAD.

There was a rush as of a heavy body falling through

space, a short, sharp neigh of salisfactiou, and the rapid

clatter of horses' hoofs.

Right gallantly did Black Bess obey the only impulse

forward her master was in a position to give her.

Dick cheered her by uttering those words which, from
experience, he knew to have an animating, exhilarating

effect upon her, for he knew her work was far from being

over.

A second did not elapse before he reached the stable-

door, round which the police-officers, under the command
of Mr. Wriggles, stood in a dense throng.

They made a kind of stand, or rather attempted to do

80, when they saw Black Bess coining, with the intention

of stopping her.

But it was vain to think they could oppose themselves

to a body moving with such swiftness.

Tbey gave way, and some were knocked down by the

shouWer or legs of the gallant steed, and trampled under
foot.

Those who were fortunate enough to be able to draw
back with safety did so, and, taking a hasty aim at the

flying figures, fired.

The report of so many pistols, fired, as we might say,

all at once, was both startling and tremendous.

But it was not the explosion which gave Tarpin any
uneasiness.

Ho had felt the bullets sweep by, leaving him unhurt,

but he shuddered as he thought that his fair companion
might not have been so fortunate.

The shot which had passed him 8cathelessly might have
injured her.

" Speak ! speak ! " he eried, in loud tones ; " tell me
that you are not hurt."_

" I am not hurt," said Maud Gouldman.
When this little conversation had taken place. Black

Bess had crossed the yard.

The officers were still at the stable-door, where a scene

of indescribable confusion was taking place,

Dick pulled up.

He turned round so as to face his foes.

At that moment the door leading to Winberry Hall was
thrown open, and Blanche, accompanied by a number of

terrified domestics, made their appearance, in order to

ascertain what was the occasion of the uproar.

They would have appeared sooner, only Blanche had
previously given them all strict instructions to retire to

rest ; and, hearing such alarming sounds, she was afraid

to venture forth unaccompanied by them.
What they saw astonished them not a little.

Clearly visible in the bright moonbeams, whieh Bcemed
to jihine unon him with particular efl'ulgence, was Dick
Turpiu.

Tliere, too, was bonny BLack Bess, her sleek, ebony
coat shining like velvet.

But, most astonishing of all, seated upon her back, her

arms clinging round Dick, a ad his arms supporting her,

was Maud Gouldman.
They could not believe their eyes at first, and when they

were convinced that it was iin.' eed no optical delusion, they

were quite at a loss to think \\ hat coujunoturo of circum-

stances had conspired to place L er there.

The officers scrambled to their feet.

Mr. Wriggles was assisted tc r ise.

He limped to the door of the stable, and there standing

only a few yards off was Dick Turpin.
Uttering an impotent curso, he yelled in tones loud

enough to reach even the fears of our hero

—

" Fire ! fire, my men ! Wing him if you can I Biiog
him down !

"

An irregular vo'lley followpd this command.
But Dick was at a safe diTtance.

Seeing that the shots were ineffectual, Mr. Wriggles
•houted

—

" After him ! after him ! Mount, my men ! We won't
lose sight of him ! We'll run him to earth ! Oh I

The last ejaculation was wrung from his lips by the pam
which his leg gave him.
Fv th« momsBt be forgot, in his excitement, the injanw

he hail received, and he attempted jo tub towards th«

But his recollection soon returned to him.
Dick Turpin had faith in the power of his mare.
That faith was the result of frequent trials.

With an air of the greatest coolness he raised his hat
from his head, and bowed low in the saddle.
" Come on, gentlemen," ho said, calmly. " It seems

you are inclined to have a ride, and I am not in the humour
to baulk your incUnation. Gome on ! we shall probably
see some sport

!

"

These words aggravated the oflicers until they could
scarcely bear themselves.

They made a frantic dash towards the spot where they
had left the horses.

The officers who had charge of them now led them
towards the stable.

Then ensued an immense scrambling into their saddles.

Dick waited to see no more.
Replacing his hat upon his head, and grasping the reins

more tightly in his left hand, he seated himself firmly in

the saddle, and urged his mare forward.

Black Bess responded to the impulse freely.

She sprang onwards, at that long sweeping gallop for

which she was so famous.
Without appearing to mako any very great exertion, she

flew over the ground with immense speed.

As he passed the corner of some outbuildings, however,
a man sprang forward and strove to internipt their pro-

gress by clutching Bess's bridle.

He did, indeed, seize it, but his grasp was only a tem-
porary one.

Dick now held in his hand a strong riding whip, which
he carried, not for the purpose of using it upon his steed,

but as a weapon of defence when in close quarters.

In his saddle there was a little place made on purpose
for the reception of it, and he had taken it out a moment
before.

He had twined the thong round and round his hand, so

as to have a strong hold of it.

The handle was loaded with lead, and it now swung in

his hand Uke a bludgeon, or the modern life-preserver.

Swinging this round once, he brought it down with full

force upon the officer's head.

An ominous crack was the result, and he fell dovra in

the roadway, as if shot.

There was a rush, and he was far behind.

He had scarcely impeded our friend's progress at all.

Away, away they went.
The lane was reached—the open, broad high road was

gained.
But the officers were now all mounted, and in fuU pursuit

of the highwayman.
The hoofs of their horses made a teiTible chitter on the

bltony road, for otherwise there was not a sound to break
the silence.

From time to time a pistol was fii'**, but without any
result.

Maud Gouldman had fainted.

Still she clung with great tightness to Dick's breast,

while he supported bet with his left arm.
And, as she leant back, there was but little difficulty in

keeping her in her seat.

Away, away, then, with the velocity of a race-horse,

went Black Bess—her hoofs striking fire upon the flinty

ground beneath her feet.

Dick Turpin took the road leading into the opea
country.
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[the dying poacher reveals the secret cave to TOM KING AND HIS FUIENDS.]

To bavo gone towards London would have been mad-

take a road tbat led bim awayHe was careful, toOj

from Enfield Chase.
He was fearful of being seen to ro in tbat direction, lest

tbe suspicions of the officers sbould be aroused.
That was a safe refuge only while their presence in it

was unknown and unsuspected.
Going, then, in a westerly airection, instead of an

easterly one, which would have taken him to his destina-
tion, Dick rapidly left that and his pursuers behind.
Tbe distanco between both was increased every moment.
The police-officers, however, did all they could to keep

up with the highwayman's matchless steed.
They lashed and spurred incessantly, and altogether

behaved as theugh they had not the least regard for their
own necks.
But though at the first Black Bess bad shown herself

iojensible, or nearly so, to bar double burden, abe now
f«T« indicatioaa of feeling it.

No. 70.

It was not so much the actual weight, but where tbat

weight was placed.

It was too far forward for her to be able to use ber fore

legs with proper freedom.
Indeed, Maud was actually seated upon her withers.

As much as possible Dick had striven to counteract this

by leaning as far back in tbe saddle as he could.

To a certain extent he had tueceeded in his object, but

only partially.

Unwilling to distress the gallant animal, and satisfied

by tbe start he already had of his pursuers, he reined her

in.
,

•
i.

He was the more inclined to do this, because he saw just

a little way on before him a'rather steep hill which they

would have to climb.

A loud shout, like one of exultation, coming from tbe

rear, told Dick that his pursuer? had noticed the abate-

ment of his speed.

He cared not for it.

Mr. Wriggles was almost frantic.

Price One Halffenny.
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Buca a cbance of capturing the iiiguwaynnan Le felt sure

he should never have again.

In spite of tlie pain he suflFered—for his leg was almost
broken by the kick Black Besa dealt it—he insisted upon
Being placed in the saddle.

Then he started in pursuit.

lie urged on his men, and commanded them to arge Dn
their steeds.

They did so.

They were animnted, too, when they perceived, as they

thonghtt that the highwayman's mare was flagging.

Every inch of ground they gained—thus lessening: the
distance between them—they felt fresh stimulus.

From time to time Dick looked back, to tee what kind
of progress they were ma>ldng.

He saw they were rapidly approaching.
But he cared little for that.

He knew he could soou recover lost ground.
Slowly, then, he allowed Black Bess to make her way

up the hill.

The officers Jid not draw in a bit.

But iu spite of all their efforts they could not make 1

their horses go up-hill at the same speed as they had gone
over level ground.
When Turpin reached the top of tho hill, they were

nther more than half-way up.

He stood for a moment on the summit, and looked down
upon them.
He did this with a double motive.

It was to keep an eye upon their motions, and at the

same time to allow Black Bess a moment to recover her

wind.
Soon the gallant creature champed her bit, and showed

herself impatient to be off.

It was time.

The officers had got much nearer, and Diclc could hear

them shouting something, but what the words were he could

not make out.

Nor did he care much, for if he had heard them the

chances are a thoasaud to one whether he would have paid

any attention.

Suddenly, however, a shot was fired.

It did no damage, bei ag merely a trial shot to ascertain

w'bether they were within range.

But Turpin considered it was now high time to start.

AVheeliug round, he again set his mare in motion.

There was a gradual descent from the top of this hill to

the bottom, and down this they went like the wind.

Nor did the officers lag behind.

Bat what is that in the distance which gleams in the

moonlight with a ghastly wL-:»?uess ?

A second glance was enough to show Dick.

It was a toll-gate.

The road was wide, and the toll-house was built in the

middle of it, with a gate on each side.

The whole seemed to have been freshly painted while.

It was this which made it so conspicuous, and caused

Dick to see it so soon.

He drew iu slightly.

A shout came from the rear.

It was one of triumph.
His capture was now considered certain.

It was not without some apprehension that Dick saw
this obstruction in his path.

The gate was a high one.

The chance that it would be opened to allow blm to pass

through was a faint one.

Had he alone been upon the back of Black Besa he
would have laughed at such an obstacle.

But now, with a double load, and after having made so

much exertion, he felt somewhat apprehensive of tho

result.

And now tho toll-man, aronsed probably by the

trampling and shouting, opened one of tha windows in

the toll-house and projected his head.

As soon as he saw this, Dick gave up all hopes of having
the gate opened.

Black Bess must either leap it, or he mast be captured.

The former seemed impossible.

1'he gate, upon a nearer appioach, seemed to be of an

^musual height, and the top bar was garnished by a row
41 ebarp iron spikes.

Shutting his teeth close, Dick kept on.

Th« officers shouted with gratitication.

It was evident that, great as might be then opinion r.f

the powers of Black Bess, they looked upon the feat of
her leaping a toll-bar after such a long, fatiguing gallop
as an impossibility.

" Hurrah !

" shouted Mr. Wriggles, though the pain in
his leg was almost more than he could endure. " Hurran,
my men! Forward—forward ! We have him at last

!

"

CHAPTER CCCLX.
BtACK BESS CLEARS THE TOI,I,-GATE, TO TUB CONSTER-

NATION OF MR. WRIGGLES AND HIS OFFICERS.
" HooKAY !" cried the toll-keeper, in a high, screaming,
excited voice. " Hooray! This will do it !

"

From an advantageous post—one of the upper windows
in the wooden house—he was able to command a good
view of all parties.

He knew in a moment what it meant.
It was not tba first time he had witnessed a chase after

a highwaymari.
Thus, though Mr. Wriggles and his men shouted out at

the top of their voices, he could not tell what they said

—

he knew a highwayman was on the road.

He, too, considered he was as good as captured, and it

was under this impression that he gave vent to the tri-

umphal ejaculations recorded above.
What he meant by the latter portion of his speech, when

he intimated that something would do it, could very soon
be seen.

He produced an enormous brass bell-mouthed blunder-

buss—a species of firearm now obsolete, but at that time
one upon which great reliance was plased.

The butt of this he placed to his shoulder, and the

muzzle he pointed in the direction in which Turpin was
coming.
"Pull np!" he screamed. "Pull np, or I'll fire and

blow you to bits
!

"

Dick Turpin heard these words, and so did the
officers.

Both looked towards the toll-house, and both, by the

aid of the bright beams of the moon, saw the toll-man at

the window with the blunderbuss in liis hand.

The officers raised a shout of exultation when they saw
this unexpected ally.

Dick's situation was now truly desperate.

He could hear the thundering hoofs of his pursuers.

Black Bess must leap the gate.

Steadily he led her to it.

He uncoiled the lash of t4ie whip from round hia hand,

and grasped it firmly by.the handle.

Then he smacked it twice.

The unexpected sounds made a marvellous impression

upon his steed.

With three bounds she reached the gate.

Then, snorting loudly, she gave another bound, just a?

Turpin for the tliirJ time smacked his whip.

Up into the air rose the gallant creature, clearing the

obstruction bravely.

She left full a foot to spare.

A cry of astonishment came from the lips of the toll-

man when he witnessed this, as he believed, impossibl*

feat.

So surprised was he, that ho forgot he held a blunder-

buss iu his hand, aud, though his finger was on the trigger,

ho did not fire.

Black Beas reached the ground with a scarcely percep-

tible jar, an 1 then bounded forwards at full speed.

Ejaculations cf rage burst from the lips of the police-

officers when they saw their prey again escape them, at

tho very moment when they believed they had him safely

in their clutches.

A moment before, the advantage was all on their side,

and now just the contrary was the case.

It was quite clear that uot one of their horses was equal

to the task of leaping the gate, &vd they wisely forebore

to make even the attempt.

With a chorus of imprecations they drew np.

"Gate—gate!" they yelled. "Open the gate! Bo
quick ! Open the gate

!

'

The toll-man had scarcely yet recovered from his snr-

prise, and, in the confusion of the moment, he fired off the

blunderbuss.
Luckily for the officers, it was not pointed towaroj

I tUem. or the nooaeguenccs would hava been sehutt*.
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As it was, tliere was a tremendous explosion, wbiob
oemed to shake the frail buildiwij to its foundationa.
" Come down, you d—d foolj" roared Mr. Wriggles,

foaming with rage and impatience, for he knew what vast

importance every moment was to him. " Why the devil

couldn't you fire before, and do some good ?
"

" Who are you calling a d—d fool?" roared the toll-

keeper, wratLfully. " Open the gate yourself, and be d—

d

to you !

"

He slammed the window shut as he spoke.
Mr. Wriggles was convulsed with rage.
His countenance was contorted into all manner of shapes,

ftnd his mouth opened and shut like that of 8oa»e huge
tis'i gasping for air.

He was p;ist swearing.
He took off his hat, and flung it with frantic Tehemence

upon the grouud.
Then lie caught hold of his hair, and tore it out by

handfuls, each one of which he flung with the utmost fury

into the road.

One of the officer?, however, who happened to have his

senses about hira rather more than the rest, dismounted
his steed, and, going to the gate, made an examination of

its fivstenings.

He found it was secured by a chain and padlock.

Tliese obstructions he did not despair of overcoming.
Drawing a holster pistol from his poclfet, he held the

mu7,zle within an iuch of tlie padlock and fired.

The effect of this was to shatter it completely.
" The gate is open !

" cried this very clever olficer, as

Lo Bivung it back upon its hinges.
Without stopping to thank hira, the whole of the troop

dashed through, leaving him to mount his horse and
follow in tlie best way he could.

Muttering curses at this treatment, for now his chance
of obtaining the reward was considerably lessened, he
turned round, but at that moment he found himself in the
grasp of some one.

Turning round furiously, and inwardly rejoicing at

having an object upon which he could vent his resentment,

he found that his adversary was the toll-man.
" Hullo, my spark !

" said the lalter ;
" that's how you

does it, is it? Blest if that isu't a fine look-out ! Do you
think I am going to be bilked of the toll like that ? And
to break the lock, too ! I'll lock you up till you make the

damage good."
" Don't be a fool," said the officer, whose anger cooled

as soon as he saw the toll-keeper was a stroi.-ger and bigger

man than himself. " Dos't you see that we are officers of

police in pursuit of a highwayman ? We were bound to

pet through the gate, or lose the reward. Why the devil

didn't you fire that blunderbuss of yours a little sooner

than you did ? and then you would have come into your
share."

" I was flabbergasted," said the toll-keeper ;
" I was

flabbergasted; that's what I was!"
" Well, let me go ; I shall never catch him if you

don't."
" But who's to pay the toll ?**

"Mr. Wriggles."
•• Who's he ?

"

" One of the head runners at Eow-street."
Upon receipt of this intelligence, the irate tod-man

released the police-officer, who made immediate use of his

freedom to mount his horse.

But while this little altercation was taking place, his
' comrades had got almost out of sight.

As for Turpin, he was nowhere to be seen
Leaving this unfortunate officer to follow his companions

in the best way he is able, and to catch them if he can,

we will take a glance at the proceedings of our hero.

After Black Bess had jumped the gate, he felt a sensa-

tion of almost perfect security.

He knew that none of their horses would bo able lo do
what his had just done.

And he knew that there must of necessity be some delay

while the gate was opened.
During that space of time lie should be able to do

wonders.
The unwonted sound of a smacking whip still rung in

the ears of Black Bess, and she sped along the road at a
kind of frightened gallop.

Dick let her have her head freely, and go at h«r own

A little exertion now would enable her to rest all tbs

sooner.

Owing to the expedient of blowing the lock to pieces,

which the officer had devised and adopted, the gate waa
got open much sooner than he expected.

The consequence of this was that the officers were in

full pursuit of him before he had got quite such a good
start as he intended to have. (

Still the distance which intervened between them waa
considerable, for when the officers dashed through the

gate in the tumultuous manner we have described, they

could barely distinguish Turpiu in the distance, though
the road spread level and straight before them.
The horses had breathed a little during the altercation

at the toll-gate, and they now set forward with renewed
vigour.

The lash and spur were, however, liberally bestowed.

It soon became dear that Dick was gaining upon them.

They were atraid at first to adii'.it this, but tha

fact soon became so palpable that it was impossible it

could he concealed.

Stiil ^.hey did not despair of achieving their *im ulti-

mately, if they could only keep him in sight.

But this Dick determined should not be.

While he had such an advantage it was manifwtly his

best policy to improve upon it, and distance his foes com-
pletely.

In pursuance of this determination, then, he continue'!

to urge Black Bess to make good speed.

Certainly that night she had achieved wonders, but st*

showed no signs of exhaustion.

Away, away they went—the hedgerows and trees seem-

ing to flit by them with lightning speed.

Maud Gouldman recovered from her swoon—indeed she

had never been utteily unconscious of what was taking

place around her.

Still she was too much alarmed either to move or speak.

And as for Dick, his whole thoughts were absorbsd by

the danger of his situation.

He had taken an opportunity once or twice to speak to

his fair burden, but as he failed in each case to extract any

rep y, he concluded that she was still unconscious.

Suddenly, however. Black Bess stumbled and almost

fell.

She regained her feet, however, with a tr«meudou«

effort.

But she galloped no longer.

She limped a'oug, dead lame.

Full of despair and grief at this circumstance, and
makitg no doubt now that he should be overpowered by

his foes, Turpin forced her to come to a halt.

How terrible was his position now !

He dropped his whip, and wiped away the large beads

of perspiration which had started forth upon his forehead.
" What is the matter ? Why have you paused ? " asked

Maud faintly.

Dick dreaded to answer her.
" Wait," he said. " Sit still. I must dismount a

moment."
" No, no."
" All will be well."

iile, too. I must dismount if you do."

She clung to him as she spoke.
" Come, "then," said Dick, who not only felt unable to

refuse her request, but also knew there was no time to be

lost in argument.
He assisted her to the ground as he spoke, and then dis-

mounted himself with a beating heart.

What could be the cause of his mare's lameness T

What was the result of it ?

Those were questions that would intrude themselves

upon his mind, and to which he could frame no ro))ly.

Stooping down, he proceeded to make an examination

of her hoof.

What words could express his relief when he found she

had picked up a large flat pebble.

It fitted completely in the cavity of the hoof, and, by

prpssiug upon the frog, was the immediate cause of the

lameness.
No doubt the effect would ceaae when the cause was

removed.
He hoped so, however.
Quick as thought he arew out hi* knife, and by mean*

of that removed the stone.
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So far as be could see the foot was unhnrt.
]}ut, as he stooped down, hia ears caught the dall beat

of his pursuers' hoofs upon the hard roadway.
lie took advantage of the occasion to move %e saddle

further back.
Then, hastily mountfcig, he held out hia arms, and his

compauion gave a spring and was placed in her former
seat.

She was, however, more comfortabl© than before, and
her weight was not so likely to interfere with Black Bess's
movements.
Now came the anxious moment.
Was the mare lamj or not.
Dick was almost afraid to matre vhe tr^.J.

He set her in motion, but with a beating heart and a
mind full of apprehension.
To his unspeakable relief aad joy, however, ho found

that she stepped freely, and that she had sustained no
hurt.

Thankful for this narrow escape, he allowed the reins to

fall upon her neck.
She responded to the signal by darting forward at

something like her old swift gallop.
But, looking back, Dick eould just discern in the dis-

tance the figures of his pui-suers.

Whether they saw him he was too far to judga.
It might be so.

His heart was now eomparatively light, for he did not
doubt that he should soon recover the ground he had
lost.

But now he had a fresh cause for solicitude.

The moon, which had given so much light, wa* now
almost level with the horizou.

In a few minutes she would set.

By this Dick knew that dawn could not be far distant.

Indeed, as he turned back and looked towards the east,

he could distinguish a faint leaden tinge creeping over
that portion of the heavens, and which seemed to increase
with terrible rapidity.

He felt anxious respecting his companions.
He knew they would expect him with the dawn, accord-

ing to their agreement, and yet hero it was at hand, and
he nearly a day's journey from his destination.
He was increasing his distance from it, too, eviry

moKient.

CHAPTER CCCLXI.
DICK TURPIN PUTS UP AT THE "BULL AND GATE*' INN,

AND MEETS WITH A SLIGHT SURPRISE.

The moon sunk, and as soon as she disappeared below
the horizon the dawn fairly came.
Over tree and bush stole the pale gray light, revealing

all things through a kind of misty obscurity.
Again did Dick look behind him.
No trace of his pursuers could he see. '

Nor did the least sound indicate their coming.
He had fairly distanced them, and he determined to quit

the high road and make his way in a diagonal direct ion
across the country, his intention being to reach Enfield
CtiMse as soon as possible.

ile would have turned towards it sooner only h 3 did
not want to lead his pursuers at all in that direction, and
lie resolved that should they by any means get upon his
tnick, to immediately change his course, and not repair
there until he was certain ho could so in secresy and
§afety.

As he expected, he had not far to go before ho found
one of those narrow lanes so common in England.
Down this he instantly turned, still hearing nothing of

his foes, and leaving no trace by which they could foUow
him.
A lane belter adapted for his purposes could not have

been found.
It was serpentine to a degree, and on each side of it the

hedgerows grew to a fabulous height.
These were, too, planted upon the top of high banks,

eo tbat ap he sat in the saddle Dick eould not see into the
nieado'vs.

This was a cirv.'nm stance favourable in the extreme,
for had the top of Uis hat been visible above the top of
the hedge it miglit have been seen, but now all fear of
Buch a thing as that was eflfeotually precluded.

After a short time Dick slackened speed a little, but
not much.
He was too near his enemies to feel comfortable. *"

The lane was of considerable length, and upon reaching
its extremity Dick found that it debouched upon another
high road similar to the one he had left.

The lane was continued on the opposite side, but
deeming it now high time to change his direction, Dick
turned to his right along this high road.

He imaginod this must be the road back to London,
and coming presently upon a milestone, I. ^ «*as confirmed
in that idea.

This was a place quite unsuited to him, especially by
daylight, so he took the neict turning, still b-iiug careful

to proceed towards his destiuation.

In this manner he travelled for full three hours, until,

indeed, the day had really and truly began, it being
about eight o'clock.

He was now in quite a different part of the country.

He had neither heard nor seen anything of his foes

since he turned down the first lane.

He could not conceive any means by which they could
get upon his track again.

Under these circumstances of security, he made up his

mind to h.ilt at the first inn he came to, the exterior of
which took his fancy.

He found, besides, that it would bo impolitic to contina«
to travel to his destination by daylight ; for, though it is

true he met with few persons, yet they looked at him and
his burden with great curiosity, which, in some case,

might have a dangerous result.

These thoughts were occupying his mind when he espied
before hira a place which he imagined would precisely

answer his expectations.

It was a large, old-fashioned roadside hotel, stamling
back a long way from the road, with a tall sign-post near
the footpath, and adjoining it a horse-trough.
Then, as for the house itself, it looked to be the very

pink of cleanliness and order.

Dick had a great fancy for clean people.

He always fancied when he saw a house with clean win-
dows and clean curtains—and, in fine, that an aspect of

cleanliness overspread the whole building—that the inhabi-

tants of such a house were kind-hearted and fit to be
trusted.

Whether Dick was right or not we cannot say, but we
do know that he had had a great deal of experience, and
that ought to go for something.

Pleased, then, with the appearance of this roadside inn,

the sign of which he saw was the " Bull and Gate," he
rode up to the front door.

He dismounted before anyone appeared, and assisted

Maud to dismount too, who never questioned him as to

what he was about to do.

When he had done this, a stout, florid, middle-aged
man, with a long pipe in his mouth, came to the door.

He looked at our travellers a moment, and Dick said

—

" Have you any ostler on the premises ? I suppose you
have, as you advertise good accommodation for man and
beast."
Dick pointed to ihe sign as he spoke.
" Arn t you seen Obi F

"

" What Three-fingered Jack ?
"

"No, no! I mean our ostler. His name's Obadiah,
only we call him Obi for shortness, you see."

" No, I havn't seen him."
" Ob ! that boy, that boy ! He'll drive me mad, I know

he will. Now, sir, I am not afraid to say that he's fast

asleep in the hay-loft this very minnit. But, never mind,
sir, I'll take your horse."
" And I will go with you," said Dick.
" I'll take care on him, sir."
" I don't doubt that, but I'll go with you aB Jiie same."
Then, turning to Maud, he added, in a whisper

—

" We shall stop here a little while. Black Bess must
rest. Go into the house. You will meet witb every
attention from the landlady, who doubtless will come for-

ward to receive you. I shall not be a moment before I

rejoin you. I am only going to see where n^y horse is

placed."
Maud Gouldman inclined her head in token of assent,

and entered the inn as she had been requested.
" Lead on," said Turpin, addressing the landlord, who

Icroked all the surprise he felt »t the appaaranco of hU
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Tisvtors.

you/"
"Lead on to the stables, aod I will follow

He t«ok hold of Black Bess by the bridle as he spoke,
and the landlord at once started off in the direction of the
stables.

Dick kept close at his heels.
" You wouldn't believe," said the landlord, " what

trouble I have with that Obi. He's the aggravatinest lad
that ever lived. I can't keep him awake. He sleeps all

night and all day too, and there's no such thin^ as rousing
him. I'll warrant we find him fast asleep ic the hay-
loft."

" ^Vhy do Tou keep him, then, if kid 8«r?ic^a as .'jl no
little value ?

"

** Ah ! there it is.'

* Whe're ?
"

** Why, it isn't me at afl, you see, bat my wifti
*' Oh ! indeed."
" You see, she hns taken a kind of fancy to Obi, so its

no good my complaining, or anyone else saying a word
against the lad. She shuts her ears to it all.*

" And what is the reason of her partiality ?
"

"Eh?"
*' I say, why is Obi a favourite ?

"

" Ah ! there you puzzle me completely. You see,

wDmen is such rum ereturs. There's no accounting for

tliem or tlieir tastes."
" Very true."
" But here is the stable, sir. Just lead your horse in,

for the place happens to be empty just at present; and
then you come up into the loft, and there we shall iind

Obi, I will wngcr my life."

Dick led Black Bess over the threshold of the stable,

and she walked into one of the stalls, and put her head in

the manger in the most natural manner possible.

Almost before the landlord knew what he was about,
Dick had divested his mare of the whole ©f her trappings,
and put a halter over her head.
The saddle and bridle he hung on the end of the stall,

in such a manner as to be readily taken hold of.

He requested the landlord to allow them to remain
there, for he had officiously stepped forward, and was
about to carry them off to the harness-room.
They now set off to find the ostler.

The landlord pointed to a ladder fixed perpendicularly
against the wall, which led up into the loft, and com-
menced ascended it.

Dick followed him closely.

The loft overhead was profoundly dark, and Dick did
not venture to stir from the top of the ladder until the
landlord had removed the shutter which covered the cir-

cular aperture.

The place was then, comparatively speaking, well illu-

minated.
There was a plentiful supply of hay and straw in the

loft, and, on going to one corner, there they found ttse

ostler, snoring away as if for a wager.
Dick looked with some curiosity at this somnolent in-

dividual.

Imagine a lad about eighteen years of age, short, and
so enormously fit as to make it a debatable matter whether
he was not broader than he was lonar.

Hid clothes fitted him almost as tightly as his skin, and
how he managed to get in and out of them seemed a
mystery.
The seams, indeed, had burst in many places, leaving

the stitches gapingly visible.

Such was the 05tler of the "Bull and Gate," and the
pirticular favourite of the landlady.

Dick Turpin legarded him for a minuto or two in

8ilenf>e, and then the landlord said

—

" What do you think of that, sir ?
"

"lam not at all eurprised at his sleeping so much."
"NoP"
" Not a bit."
" How is that ?

"

" Why, the fellow Is se enormously fat tuat I don't

Buppose he could keep awake if his life depended upon
it."

** I don't suppose he would."
" And you have tried to cure him ?

"
« Oh ! yes."

"Bat failed?"
** Aa yoa see. I gave the job up in despair."

"Now I'll tell you how to cure him."
" How ? Tell me, and I will thank you for ever."
" Oh ! the means are very simple. I wonder the sam*

thought has not strook you."
" What is it ?

"

" Starve him !

"

" Starve him ?
"

" Yes. Don't let him have anything to eat for a week,
and you will soon find a difference in him."

" Not give him anything to eat ?
"

" Nothing at all."
" Why, my wife would break her heart.**

"Eh?"
" I say my wife would break ber heart.**

"What for?"
** If he had nothing to eat. Vby, she is always fretting

about him, and feeding Mm when bo happens to be awake.
She says she is sure the QQot if»iio«f ^tai t have halfenough
to eat."

"Ha! ha!"
"You laugh."
" I do, my friend. I can't help it. You may depend

you will have to put up with your sleepy ostler, or else

get rid of hvra altogether."
" Oh ! that's quite out of the question."
" Is it ?

"

" Yes ; my wife would never submit to that, I feel con-
fident."
" Ah ! well, it can't be helped then. Wake him up."
" I will, sir. But he do sleep uncommonly sound."
" He appears to do so."

The landlord was doubtless experienced in waking Obi,
for he stooped down and caught hold of his ear with so
much violence that Dick thought ho would surely have
pulled it off.

It had the desired effect of arousing him.
He rubbed his eyes, and looked about him with a stupid,

silly expression.

But when Dick saw he had fairly got his eyes open, he
took half-a-crown from his pocket, and said—
" Look here. Obi. Here s half-a-crown waiting to go

into your pocket, if you will just rub a horse down with a
wisp of straw."
These words had an astonishing effect.

The ostler sprang up, and sleep seemed to fly from his

eyelids at onco.
" Come on," said Dick. " I'll show you the horse."
Obi manifested every desire to follow him, so Dick

descended the ladder.

In another moment all three stood in the stable.

Obi set about his work with right good will, and in a
manner that showed he was well aware of what he was
about.
But half-a-crown was a stimulant he rarely met with.

Dick stood by according to custom, and saw his mare
properly attended to, for he knew by experience that ostlers

were not to be trusted.

This done, he fed her himself, and then put the pro-

mised guerdon into Obi's hand.
His dull eyes sparkled when he felt the contact of the

precious metal, and be consigned the coin to ^ia pocket
with an air of the greatest satisfaction.

Dick could not help being much araTssed by this ludi-

crous incident of the fat ostler, and as he walked towards
the house he felt no small degree of curiosity to see the
landlady who had made choice of such an extraordinary

pet.

It might be that Dick surmised the occasion of her par-

tiality, but if he did he made no remark to the landlord

ooneerHing it.

Upon entering the inn, the first person he saw was the
landlady.

He waa a little surprised at her appearance.

She was exactly tlie reverse of tlie ostler.

She was very tall, and very, very thin. Indeed,

3l:e would have done well to i)erBonate the character

of a living skolo'ou.

There seemed to be scarcely an ounce of flesh on
her bones.
She had, too, rather a vinegar-looking expression of

countenance, and she looked at Dick closely and sus-

piciously.
He, hov/ever, looked at her with a smile upoa hia

countenance.
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He was ttinking of the fat, sleepy ostler, and contrast-

injr the two with .each otlier.

He inquired after Maud, and was t-old that she was in a
private room, awaiting his arrival.

The door was pointed out to Dick, who made hw way
with rather a slow step towards it.

CHAPTER CCCLXir.
DICK TURPIN AND MAUD GOULDMAN AT LENGTH COME

TO AN UNDEUSTANDING WtTH EACH OTHER.

For the first time since his interview with Maud in the
stable, Uiclc Turpin began to have a little reflection.

So many incidents had taken p]ace of the most startling

character, and they had succeeded each other v.itti go
fluch rapidity, that he had really neither opportunity nor
Icisuie for cooI thought.
Now, however, hia recollections almost overpowered

him.
It was in ccosequeuce of this, then, that he walked so

slowly towards the door of the room in which Maud was
awaiting him.
Whc'^ he reached its threshold, he hesitated and

faltered.

"I have acted li?re a villain," he muttered; "like a
base villain ! I see it now while I am in my cool blood,
but I did not then. My brain was in a whirl. I lore

her ! I feel that I love her, and, unfortunately for her,
she seems to love me too ! But I ought not to have taken
advantage of her passion in the way 1 have done. I ought
to have resisted all her entreaties. It is too late now,
how.^ver. Ko, not too late. It is not too late yet to

make reparation for the fault I have com-mitted. I will

do so though I break my heart ! I will do so ! 1 am
resolved

!

"

Having come to this determination, Dick Turpin, still

repeating the words, " I am resolved," entei-ed the apart-
ment.
He found Maud seated near the fire in a pensive

attitude.

But upon seeing him enter, she rose and came towards
him with a smile.

With the quickness of a woman's apprehension, she
aw, however, that some change had taken place.

She drew back suddenly, and then looked at him with a
wondering expression.

Dick had composed his face into a stern regard.
He felt that he had a diflicult part to go through, and

one that would require all his fortitude and sslf-couimaud
lo sustain.

He tried to speak.
But his voice failed him.
"What has happened?" asked Maud, at length.

•' Something terrible has taken place. Tell me what it is.

Let me know the worst at once. I can bear anything
better than suspense."
" I will tell you," said Dick, huskily. " Sit down a

moment."
He placed a chair as he spoke.
" And you sit down too."
" No, I will stand."
Maud turned pale, and looked up into his Sice.
This total change of manner alanned Ler. She had

never seen Turpin under such an aspect before.
She was at a loss to think what it could portend.
The prominent idea in her mind was that lie had found

himself menaced by some fresh and terrible danger.
Anxiously and susponscdy, therefore, she looked up into

his countenance, eager to catch the first words that should
fall from his lips.

" Lady," said our hero, "you see before you one who
has, for the first time in his life, acted a villain's part."

" How ? I do not understand you."
" I will explain, and endeavour to make my meaning

clear. To begin, 1 love you ! I am not ashamed to make
the confession. I love you ! How much it would be hard
for me to say. Our meeting was a strange one, and the
events which afterwards occurred were much stranger
etilL The tendency of all was the same. It was to bring
me into closer connectioa with vou ; and the result of this
was tLe love of which I speak, and which I found totally
beyond tlie power of my control "
" But 1 " began Maud Gouldraan.
" FardoB me," said Dick, iaterrupting hor, " Hear me

out. I beg that you will do me the favour to listen to all
that I have to say. You know what I am. lama hitfhwny.
man, a violator of the public peace, a law-breaker, a. fugi-
tive from justice, a criminal so far as committing robberies
is concerned. For me to raise my eyes towards you wa«
wrong—wrong iu the extreme. But I did so. For ine,
however, to love something, all beauty, all goodut-ss, all

purity of heart, was nothing surprisiug Wiio CDuld
remain insensible to such attractions? f^resently, how-
ever, as time passed on, thongh I religiously forbore to
allow the faintest trace of my passion to be visible, several
little things occurred which generated a suspicion in my
bteast thfit you have conceived a similar passion to inysulf.

At first I refused to give credit to the evidence before mo,
but S'X>n I had pinof. I regretted this, but still I thought
the feeling was nothing nior<j than gr.ititude inspivod l)y

those services which it was my good fortsue to be iu a
position to render yo!-.."

"One word," said Maud. " Lot me speak one woi-d.'
" Nay, listen. I have but little more to say. Although

my own love for you was so great, I made up my niiud

never to avow it. It would have been folly and presump-
tion for mo to have done so. I determinedj then, to see

you once more— to to bid you a farewell which I intended
to be an eternal one, and, having parted from you, lo hasre

adopted such precautious as would have prevented the
possibility of a future meeting.
" There is a gulf between us, so wide and so de(jp that

to cross it would be impossible. I came— I saw you. I

looked, as I thought, for the last time upon your counte-
nance. But I was v^eak. I ought to have resisted the
temptation of bidding you adieu alone. However, I did
not. And here lot nie frame the only possible excuse I ciu
for the base blackness of my conduct. In our conversa-
tion we were surprised by the sudden appearance of the
police-olhcers. From that moment all was confusion, and
that confusion has continued uutil this moment, and uo-.v

you are here with me."
" I am here," said Maud, quietly, "and of my own free

will. You have suspected my love. It overmasters every
other feeling. I know what you are. You have never dis-

guised yourself, and 1 am willing to dare all and share al5

with you."
When ho heard these words, Dick's first impulse was to

spring forward and clasp the lovely girl to his heart.

But a second thought enabled him to restraiu the im-
pulse.

His countenance assumed a more mournful expression.
" Alas ! alas ! " he said.

"Why do you say alas ?
"

" Because I regret to hear what T have .just heard. Oh I

lady, I pray you pause. Pause and reflect. Pause, ere i*

be too late. We were never intended for each other.

You know not what I am—you know not the nature of my
life."

"I care not," said Maud. "I love you. Fervently,

indeed, do I wish that you were anything but what you
are. 1'hat, however, is useless. The past cannot be re-

called."
" It can be forgotten."
" By some."
" Let it be by you ; forget that yon ever saw me.**
" No, no. That would he Impo.isihlc. I have seesl \o9

under many aspects. In the hour of danger 1 liavp seen"

you cool, collected, and daring. I have witnessed ifvnf

cour.ige, your devotion, your slugleraindedness— in fact, aVtr

those qualities which call forth admiration. What am I f
An oi7)han—a dependant on the bonntv of another."
" Do not depreciate yourself," said Dick. " I ktjow too

well the whole circumstances of your life. Yon are a^? Jar

above me in station as you are in virtue and innocmrjti.

Lady, I pray you, forget this mad infiituatiou. Forget, f .-J

I before asked you, that Dick Turpin ever had esiatfeut**-

'

" Never ! never !

"

" Oh ! you wound ine to the heart."
" Will you listen to me ?

"

" I am bound to do so."
" But I mean, will you pay attention to wliat 1 say, an./

believe that I am in earnest and sincere in all I say ?
'"

" I cannot refuse you."
" Well, then, let me tell yon that 1 have well weighod

the consequences of the step I have tairen. I knew yoif

loved me— I was quite sure of it : a thousand things h:iv«

occurred to place it beyond all doubt. For )u,y owu par!"
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1 iovcd yon. At first I fought aorainst the feelinfj, and
trove to subline it. In vain. The more I tried the

(Stronger did my love become. 1 then rehuquished the

struggle ; I relied upon your love. 1 had the vanity to

feel that 1 could do so with security. 1 devised our

parting. You saw it. Then came the hour of daoger.

What 1 felt I cannot describe. I had but one idea, and
that was that I must be with you. Need I mtj more ?

I am here."
Dick Turpin listened to these wasrds with mingled

emotions.
He saw before him a girl—young, inexperienced, and

enthusiastic. He saw lier carried away by the violenca of

a romantic passion. What should he do ?

The position was a trying one.

Had he beea heart-whole, tha case would nave been
simple.
Now it was complicated by the love he felt for her.

It required something more than human strength to be
proof against the temptation.

Who could renounce the proffered iove of one who was
dored with all the ardour of a first affection ?

To the justice of our hero be it s-iid, he made the

attempt.
It is probable that, under no other circumstances than

those which actually occurred, would Maud Gouldiuan
have left Wiuberry tlaU undor his protection.

Now, however, he felt that fatal step had been taken

—

that her reputation would be sullied—that for her to

return would be impossible.

Torti aud distracted by coutending feelings, he endea-
voured to address her.

" You tell me vou have duly considered the step you
'i.ive taken : let me hope for your own dear sake that you
liave done so. Oh I Maud, deurccit," he exclaimed,

tiiking her hand aud pnssionately prossui'j; it, " I lovo you

a thousand times more than life itself. I would not have
you share the dungers and hardships of such a life as

mine for world.s ; such a fate would bo too horrible.

Hitherto, you have seen but one scene in my life. I am
a fugitive. 1 am allowed no rest— I am hunted from one
place to another by the minions of the law. It is as

much as ever I can bear ; but what would become of you ?

Oh ! my heart bleeds when I tl.iuk of what 1 have done !

It would have been better a thousand times that I had
sufFfred the officers to slay me than have lied, taking you
with me. But, alas ! my lovo blinded me, and I have
done you an injury which 1 cannot repair."
" I canuot allow you to accuse yourself of that. Wbat-

r.ver injnry I may have sustained has been of mv own
bringing on, and I alone ought to be the sufferer. Listeu

to me. So far from regretting the step 1 Lava taken, I

g'.Kjuld do the sanie thing again."
" impossible!

"

" I am speaking of myself. And now I have another
trordto say, for I hope we shall never need ano'lher such
an iuferview of explanatious. Much as I loved you, I did

not leave my home with the iuteution of becoming a high-
wayman's bride. No ; I saw that you were qualified for

better things, and trusted I had the power to reclaim you.
You have spoken of your mode of life—its perils and in-

conveniences. But you spoke as though they must en-

dure for ever. Why not quit this daugeroua course ?

You are young, and there is time to repeuU"
" Alas

!

"

" Again that word."
" I regret that you could have set out with an idea so

chifnerical. You do not know that in England, if a man
once transgresses the laws, 1iq is an outcast from society.

He can never enter it ag.iiu. It is so with me. Dick
Turpin has for so long been a highwayman that the world
would not allow him to bo auything else. You mudt
dismiss that as a vision."
" I cannot, and I will not," said Maud, with energy.

" Tt is a tbou.^and pities that one so gifted by nature a* you
re should so abuse those gh'ts. But w« will quit the

theme. Farewell
!

"

She rose abruptly as she spoke.
" Farewell!" repeated Turpin, in astonisYiiuent.
" Yes, farewell. Iti'ie is a wretched luv. I thought

you loved me—could have laid my life of it. For your
b.d£e I have left home and all that I hold dear, and eten
you spurn me from you."
Bh« burst into a Dasaionate flood of tcaia aa she sDoVe

The sight of those tears at once drove away all Turpin'n
hesitation.

He wavered in his strong purpose.
Springing towards her, he clasped her by the hands,

and in a voice broken by emotion said

—

" Oh ! Maud, Maud. You know not how false are th*
words you have just uttered. I do love you, and it ia

because I do lovo you that I am acting aa I now am.
Believe me, a time will Cume when, looking back upon
this scene, you will rejoice that—that "

" Never," said Maud, through her tea "s. " I compre-
henc'jyoar conduct. I know its motives. I comprehended
all from the first. I love you for it all the more. In your
single-heartedness you would not hesitate to sacrifice all

that you hold dear. But could I be happy in knowing
vour despair ? No. You have acknowledged, have j'ou

not, that I have already committed myself in the eyes of

the worKl r"
" Is it not 80 ?

"

" I care not if it is. I rejoice that I have done so. T

cannot return. That is impossible. Tell me, then, which
you will do. Yon have the choice of two alternatives."

" What are they f
"

" You must either leave me friendless, alone, aud unpro-
teeteil upon the vviile world, or take rae with you."

" Fain would I be spared either."
" 1 know the feeling which prompts you to make that

remaik. But I am here. To return is impossible. I

would die rather. We love each.otlier. The fact cannot
and need not be disguised. Why, then, should we make
ourselves wretch-ed when happiness is within our reach ?

I have told you that I am ready and willing to share your

lot, whatever it may be ; still it will be with a hope of

bringing you to better things. Choose, then, between our
mutual happiae.'^s or our mutual despair. The fate of

both of us is in your hands !
"

Turpiu was silent.

lie saw too well the position of the young girl before

him, aud yet he dreaded to allow himself to be conviuced

by her reasoning.

He hesitated, and Maud observed.

Gently she approached him, and, stealing her arnu
round his neck, laid her face against his breast.

She conquered

!

CHAPl-ER CCCLXIII.

DICK turpin's three comrades have a remarkabt.b
AnVENTURE IN ENFIELD CH1A9E, AND MAKE AN IM-

PORTANT DISCOVERY.

Having traced thus far the proceedings of Dick Turpin
and his fair companion, we must request the reader to

direct his attention to Enfield Chase, where, during

Turpin's absence, events of the greatest interest have been

taking place.

It will be recollected that the last we saw of Dick's

three faithful comrades was when they had bid him fare-

well upon the outskirts of the forest.

They stood for some time after his departure without

moving or speaking.
They listened to the sound of his progress through the

wood.
But gradually those sounds became inaudible, and then,

turning round, they took their way to the inmost recesses

of the wood, to spend the time in the best manner they

were able until their comrade should return.

They felt a considerable amount of uneasiness respect-

ing him, for they knew the enterorize was a dangerous

one.
Yet, such was the dread that tney arl had of inaction,

and such was the despision they f jlt for danger, that they

all coveted the undertaking.
" Tins is awful dull work," said Claude Duval, as tney

walked down a broad glade in the forest. " Here we have

told over all our exploits, aud have got nothing left to talk

about."
" It ii dull work," said Sixteen-String Jack ;

' bat i,

am in hopes it won't continue long."
" If I thought it would," exclaimed Claude Daval, " I

would be off this moment."
" Fair and softly," said Tom King. " We are safe.

" A fig for safety."

"That's all very well ; but you were one of the first i«

Ua in favour of a '«"t

"
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•* I know that."
•* And now you are lh« firat to got tired of it."

" I can't help that. Here we are cooped np in this

wilderness of a place, with nothing to do and do chance of

meeting with an adventure."
" I'll tell yoa what you •iiall do, Claude.*
"What?"''
" Tell nt the-Blory of yotw life. You have promised to

do 80 many a time, and where would you find a better

opportunity than the present?"
" Capital. That will pass the time away better than

anything else. Come on, Claude. We will go back to

our old quarters, and then, Claude, you must biBgia."

"Well, I don't mind."
" Come on, then."
Having made up their minas to do something,owr friends

felt more at ease, and strode with a more rapid step

They had made up their minds, in order to diminish the

chances of discovery, to get always aa far as possible into

the heart of the chase, and it T^aa towards this spot that

thev now made their way.
The little dell, or dingle, 80 full of natural beauties,

where they had first halted, waa where they had fixed

upon.
They had not been tempted to stray far from that lovely

spot.

It was sheltered and retired.

A rather long walk brought them to it.

But at length they arrived.

The moon was eliining brightly, so they were able to

find their path with the greatest ease.

Seating themselves near the root of a gigantic tree, they

all prepared to listen to the story of Claude's early adven-
tures, of which they were perfectly in ignorance.

Claude seemed to gather his thoughts and recollections

together for a moment, and then he said

—

" If I am to begin with the beginning, I promise you I

shall have rather a long story to tell."

" So much the better. We shall have plenty •f time to

listen to you between now and daybreak.
" So you will."
*• Begin at the beginning, then."
** Very good. My parents, then " - '

" Go on. Why do you pause i
"

" Did you hear nothing P
"

"No."^
" But I did."
" Nonsense. Go on with your story, and aon*t keep us

in suspense."
" I tell you I heard something."
" What was it like ?

"

" I can hardly tell you. Listen a moment, wo may
perhaps hear it again. I am certain I was not mis-
taken."

All now listened attentively, for, situated as they were,

it behoved them to pay attention to all sounds of an un-
usual character.
For some momenta all waa still.

The trees rustled slighly as their topraiwt branches
»fayed to and fro in the night wind, but that was all.

Claude himself began to fancy that his ears had deceived

him, and was about to say as much, when all three were
startled by a repetition of the sound he had before

heard.
It was a low, faint, moaning cry, as of SMue liTing

creature in great pain.

There was no mistaking the sound, nor the character of

it, and our friends sprang to their feet.

There seemed a chance of an adventure.
Although the;r had heard the sound, they were unable

to say with precision from which direction it proceeded.

Before they ventured to move then, they listened for a
repetition of it, in order to have some guide for their foot-

eteps.

They had not long to wait.

The sound came a^ain.

But this time vnth much greater distinctnesi than
before.

Having listened for the express purpose of ascertaining

the direction from which the sound had come, and being

SB anticipation of hearing it, they were now all three in a
position to say which course they ought to take.

Without uvtering a word farther, Claude Duval sprang
fornard, and tb« other* immediately followed him.

Regardless altogether of the various obstaciea in hia
way, Claude strode oa in a straight line for the point he
wished to reach.

But, having gone for some eonsiderablo distance with-
out meeting with anything to reward their search, and
without hearing another cry confirmatory of the previous
ones, they paused and once more listened. )

As they did so, they naturally looked around «hem.
They then noticed, for the first time, that they were

in a portion of the forest which they did not recognize as
having seen before.

It had a much wilder look than the part they had fre-

quented.
The trees were larger and grew closer to each other, so

that their branches, intermingling above, made one huge
canopy, through the interstices of which the moon's rays
streamed with a remarkably beautiful efiect.

The undergrowth, too, was much more luxuriant and of
a more impenetrable character.

At every step they took they experienced a constantly
increasing difficulty in forcing their way.
The scene itaelf was, however, grandly and sablimely

beautiful.

But, although they looked around them and noted the
different peculiarities of the landscape we have mentioned,
they did not bestow much attention upon it.

They were occupied with the mysterious sound which
had inten-upted the tale Claude was about to tell, and
longing to hear it once more.
They were not kept much longer in suspense.
The sound came again.

But this time, although tbey were quite certain id

their own minds that tlie^ had drawn considerably neant
to the spot from which it emanated, it waa much more
feeble than on the preceding occasions.

It had, too, a more wailing and mournful character.
Evidently, however, our friends had some distance

further to go before they would be able to clear up the
mystery.
But they did not care much for that.

Noting the direction from which it came, they struggled
through the underwood with the best speed they wore
able to make.
At every step they took the scenery grew wilder and

wilder, while the ground rose into deceptive mounds, or
sank into treacherous hollows, thus making their route
very difficult and perplexing.

But, in the pursuit of any important object, all minor
inconveniences are disregarded; and so the three high-
waymen did not heed those obstacles from which, under
ordinary circumstances, they would have felt inclined to

shrink.

For some considerable time the ground had had an
upward tendency, though the rise was so gradual that it

was some time before they noticed it.

Now the ascent became abrupt.

After proceeding thus for a little more than a hundred
yards, they came to a sudden halt.

It was Claude who stopped first, and he called out to

his companions to follow his example.
They did so at once, and without hesitation. (

To their unbounded astonishment, they founfl tnem-
selves upon the brink of a tremendous precipice.

Had they incautiously advanced a couple i>f steps fur-

ther, they must have fallen headlong into the abyss and
perished.

It was a wonder and a mercy that Claude saw the dan.
ger when he did, for the brink of the precipice was over-

grown with ehrubs and underwood, which would have
almost allured anyone to destruction.

Moreover, the sides of the precipice, in soma places,

formed a roothold for trees.

The danger of this spot at once ceased when its nature
was known.

Cautiously, then, our t^ree friends approached the
verge of the precipice.

By the aid of the moon, shining as she was in a per-

fectly unclouded sky, they were able to see about tJiem

with great ease and distinctness.

As nearly as they could estimate, the precipice was
about a hundred feet in depth.
But in their position it was difficult for them to form

any accui-ate idea of distance.

Below them was a small epen space, upon whiob
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nothing grew, owing probably to the rooky nature of the

Beyond that the forest stretched as far as the eye

ooald reach, and from their elevated position they com-

manded a tolerably extensive prospect.

Nothing was visible but tree-tops.

The precipice consisted of an almost perpendicular

wall of rock.
, .,

Its colour was white, and it ghatened strangely as the

moon's rays poured upon it.

But, on looking down at the ground beneath, the whole

attention of our friends was immediately absorbed by

perceiving the dim outline of a shadowy-looking figure.

As they gazed their ears were assailed by the same

strange ory.

There was no doubt that it ascended from the ground

below, and from whence could it proceed save from the

badowy figure which they could juat faintly distin-

guish ?
, . , V

There wat nothing else to oe seen from wnicn bucd a

Mry oonld come.

.>»o. 71.

More intently, then, they gazed down upon it, and

strained their eyes in a vain endeavour to make out what

But the distance was too great, and the light not suffi-

cient, to enable them to do this

It might be a human form—indeed, it looked more like

one than aught else.

But the cry which they had heard r

Was that human ?

Their curiosity was stimulated to the utmost drgree

by these questions, which naturally suggested themselves

to their minds. .,

With one accord, they looked around them at tne

nature of the place upon which they stood, to ascertain

what means there was of reaching the ground below

It seemed clear they would have to make a. cousideiv

able detour in order to do this.
.

WhUe they were thus engaged, they again heard the

moaning sound, and this time they fancied they could

faintly distinguish a word.

1
And that word wa» help.

P&IOB ONH EAIjFPSSNlf.
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Uut it might be fancy only ; for they wore by no means
09rtain that the form beneath them wai a human one.

" We must descend somehow or other," said Tom
King. " Surely there must be a means of doing so ;

and if it is, as 1 suspect, a fellow-creature lying at the

base of these rooks, we ought to lose uo time in render-
ing such assistance as lies in our power."

" Certainly—certainly !" cried his comrades.
" Follow me, then, and we will try if we cannot find

some means of descending to the foot of this rook."

As Tom King spoke ha led the way along the top
of the precipice.

His companions follo"wed closely in his footsteps.

The rook seemed to extend as far aa they could see

both to the left and right of them, and t. tied but
little in its average height.

They had no resource bat to follow along this, for it

was quite impossible for them to lower themselves
down the side of the abyss.

Presently, however, they noticed that the depth to

the ground below materially and rapidly diminished.
This was caused not by the ground they were upon

tending downwards, but by that below rising upwards.
In a little while, no doubt, all became of one uniform,

unbroken level.

Bat they did not go far enough to ascertain this.

Aa soon as the depth of the abyss had decreased
sufficiently for them to lower themaelTes with safety,
tuey did so.

Upon feeling their feet touch the ground, they
hastened along, keeping close to the face of the rook.
But now they had changed their position, the general

aspect of the place was, of course, changed also, and
they were nnable to recognise the spot when they had
Been tke figure lying.

CHAPTER CCCLXIV.
THE DYING POACHKB TBLL8 THl BTOBT 0» HIS LIFE,

AND REVEALS TO OUB TBIXND8 THX 6B0BXT CAVE
AMONQ THE BOCKS.

In this delemma, then, they passed, after having gone,

as they imagined, far enough to reach the desired spot.

But they could see notking lying at the base of the
rocks.

This was annoying.
They had, however, no reeouroe bnt to remain pro-

foundly still, and await a repetition of the cry.

But none came.
Pnzded and perplexed, the three highwaymen, after

having waited for a considerable time in vain, set for-

ward, under the impression that they bad not gone far

enough to reach the object of their search.
Bnt every now and then they would pause and listen.

In this manner they went a long distance— so far
that all three unanimously agreed they must have
passed the spot where the figure had been lying.

Under this impression they retraced their steps.
Scarcely had they turned than the moaning sound

came upoa their eare.

It was somewhere dose at hand, and they at once pro-
ceeded in the direction from which it appeared to come.
They were now more fortunate than they had been.
Lying close to the trunk of a huge tree, which was

situated about twenty yards from the face of the rook,
was a man.
There could be no mistake about the matter, for

through an opening in the trees came a bright ray of
light, which revealed him fully.

In all probability it was from the Upi of thia man
that the startling cry had come.

His dress was that of a common labouring peasant.
Indeed, ke seemed to be nothing more than a farm-
labourer.

He was quite motionless, and lay vrith his face up-
turned.
The moon's rays fell upon it with full force.

It was furrowed and swarthy, and the lower part of
it was buried in a beard—rough, shaggy, and of many
days' growth.
Our friends were Hot a little surprised to see this

man. He wm the first they had seen since they had
been in the chase, and the- imagined tbej bad the place
entirely to tbemselvea.

Now it became clear that this was a mistaken notion.
Upon a closer approach, ihie man presented every

appearance of death, with which all three of the hiijh-
waymen were familiar.
For some moments they stood gazinp upon him in

silence, until, at length, they were startled by a faint
moan, which came from the lips of the apparently dead
man.

Its character was precisely eimilai to the sounds
which they had previously heard, and which had so
much at'aacted their attention and curiosity.
"He is not dead," exclaimed Sixteen-String Juck.

" Poor fellow ! I wonder who he is ? But never minftt
let him be who he may, he shall not perish if this will
revive him. I have nothing better to offer."
As he spoke, f-ixteen-String Jack produced a small

flask of brandy of the strongest quality.
He always made a rule of carrying this with him, not

for the purpose of drinking it, but in order to have a
stimulant should any accident happen to make one
necessary.
He pulled out the cork, and requested Claude to rai.se

up his head a little while he poured some of the .spirit

down his throat.
This Claude set about doing ; but, upon nearingr the

prostrate man, he saw him show symptoms of reviving,
and endeavour to commence a struggle with him.
He evidently feared him as an enemy.
But, taking no notice of this, Claude raised his head

as his companion had requested.
Jack now approached, and, in spite of the feeble re-

sistance the man made, poured a good drop of the
brandy down his throat.

A violent spasm now convulsed bia frame, but it

quickly passed away, and then the uan, opening hia
eyes, glared wildly around him.
He saw our friends in a moment, and, nnder the im-

pression that they must be enemies, tried to rise to his

feet, and either escape or attack them.
But his strength was insufficient for this, " he

sank back again.
Jack made a sign to Claude that he wished to renew

the application of the brandy.
Again Claude raised his head, and again Jack poured

a quantity of spirit down his throat.

This time the man was conscious of what was taking
place, for he made no struggle aa he did on the former
occasion.
He swallowed the brandy, but with great difficulty, and

then he said, in a faint voice :

" Spare your trouble, spare your trouble. You need
not take me prisoner. There is not half-an-hour's life

in me 1 I can feel that. So let me lie where I am, and
die under the shade of the old trees

!"

The highwaymen were at first not a little surprised
at the style of this address, but they soon understood
how it was.
The dying man—for such he had proclaimed himself,

and such he appeared to be—mistook them for his

foes.

But Tom King soon spoke, and tried to remove this

erroneous impression.
" You are labouring under some mistake," he said.

" We are no enemies of yours, and are even ieclined,

let you be who yon may, to be your friends. Look at

us, and be undeceived. We heard your cries from a
distance, and with some difficulty have traced you to

this spot,"
It was evident these words reached the senses of the

man, for, making a great effort, he raised himself upon
one arm, and looked about him. The forma of the high-

waymen were clearly enough visible in the moonbeams.
But he passed his hands over his eyes, as though hia

eight was dim and he wished to clear it.

" No—no," he said. " Ion do not wear the garb of

keepers. I can see that, now, although my sight ia

going fast."

At hearing these words, the three friends ex-

changed significant glances.
" Can we do anything for you ?" asked bixteen-String

Jack. " If so, do not be afraid to speak."
" No—no," replied the man. ** You can do nothing

for me, bnt leave me here to die."

He sank back again upon the ground as he apoke.
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" Speak to us," said Claude. " We have heard in the

•iienoo of the night strange and unearthly cries. Did

they proceed from your lipa ?"

"They did."
" And, as we stood upon the top of the rocks, yonder,

was it you we saw lying down at the base of tliem ?"

" It was."
" And you crawled here P"

'•Yen,"
" But—pardon me—how oomes it that you are here

alone, and, as you say, dying ? You can speak to us in

all confidence, and rely upon our doing no harm to you."
" I will fell you," said the man. " I will tell you."

He again, and apparently with great pain, raised him-

self up upon one arm.
" I will tell you what has brought me into this plight.

Yon see me now—you see what I am. Look upon me, for

in me you behold a victim of the accursed game laws."
" You are a poacher, then ?"

"That is the name which is applied to me."
"But how have you been wounded ?"

" Let me tell my tale in my own fashion, and do not
interrupt me. I shall live just long enough to tell you
the whole, perhaps, but not longer ; for I can feel that

my injuries are mortal."
" What is the nature of them ?" asked Sixteen-String

Jaok. "Let us know that, and then, perhaps, we may
be able to relieve you."
"No—no. My hurts are past all relief, even the most

•kilfnl ; but if yon wish to know how it is I am here—
how it is I am wounded ; if you wish to listen to a tale

of terrible, cruel, and unjust oppression, listen to what
I have to say. If you do not, I will be silent."

And he sank back again upon the ground.
"Nay, speak," said Claude Duval, whose curiosity

was strongly excited. " Let us hear what you have t j

•ay. We will promise not to interrupt you ; and, as for

harming you, that is quite out of the question, for we
wre fugitives from justice ourselves."

Ab he expected, the man was somewhat reassured by
this piece of information, and he raised himself once
more, but this time in such a manner that he partly

rested himself against the trunk of the tree beneath
which he was lying.

Then he spoke.
"Two years ago," he said, "I was looked upon as

being the smartest young fellow in the country side.

My parents were well to do, and I was their only child.
" Nothing important in my life took place till about

two years ago, when I fell in with a company of young
men, all somewhere about my own age.
" Well, they were free, rollicking fellows, every one

of them ; and nothing delighted them so much as sport
mxxA mischief.

" We carried on all manner of innocent freaks for a
long time, and included among them snaring a hare now
and then, or shooting a few pheasants occasionally.
" We had more than one skirmish with the keepers,

and the intelligence was quickly communicated by them
to the lord of the manor.

" He was a man good enough in many things, but he
was what is called an upholder of the game laws—that
is to say, be would only allow those the pleasure of sport-
iag that he thought proper, and that favour was never
aocorded to his tenants, one of whom my father was.
" He sent a very threatening message concerning me

Mid my depredations, as he called them ; and my father,
who knew bis violent and vindictive temper, cautioned
me to be oareful.

" Well, so I was for a few days, until I fell in with
the old lot again, and they proposed another night ex-
enrsion. I had my father's warning ringing in my ears,
and, for a moment, I hesitated ; but unfortunately for
me, I went.

" It seemed the keepers had some inkling of what was
going to take place, and had made preparations accord-
ingly. At first we saw nothing of them, and soon
bagged a considerable quantity of game ; and, when we
had everyone of us got something or other in our pos-
session, the keepers came upon us suddenly, and in groat
numbers. A desperate struggle ensued, and many l»rd
•lows wer« given on both aides.
" Several of my companions eaoaped.
" The remainder were taken prisoners.

" I was among the latter.
" We were "placed in very safe custody, for out .japtors

determined that none of us should escape.
" In the morning we were brought before tte lord of

the manor, who, in oonjanction with two othor gentle-

men, officiated as magistrates.
" You may guess, uuder these ciicumstp.ioes, what

sort of mercy we had to expect.
" I knew, in a moment, we should be punished with

the utmost rigour of the law.
" The crime, for such it was called, was clearly

brought home against all of us.
" We were, in consequence, committed to take our triai

at the next assizes.

"Bail was refused, although many offered it, and we
were all haled off to the county jail, there to await the
next assizes.
" This would be in nearly six months' time, for the

last assiZHs were just over.
" In the jail, then, we were forced to remain until the

expiration of the time I have mentioned, eo we already
suffered one sentence of imprisonment before we were
tried.

" A good deal of indignation was expressed by several
persons when they learned the particulars of the affair;

but that made not the least difference to the lord of the
manor, who determined that we should be severely dealt
with, and made an example of.
" At length the assizes came round, and we were duly

brought up for trial. I knew what we had to expect
when the lord of the manor was our prosecutor.

" In short, for I may as well make an end of my tale,

we were all sentenced to twelve months' imprisonment
in the common jail,

" I quite despair of making you comprehend what an
effect this affair had upon my parents.

" I was the first in their family who had ever become
liable to the law, and they felt the degradation keenly.

" Besides this, the lord of the manor was not content
to wreak his vengeance solely upon myself. During
my imprisonment the term of my father's lease, under
which he held the farm, expired, and he refused to renew
it. This was a severe blow to my father, who had laid
out all the little capital he possessed upon the farm, and
now he found himself obliged to sacrifice it, for the
landlord was inexorable.
" They had to turn out of the farm almost at a mo-

ment's notice.

"That ruined him.
' He was already almost broken-hearted to think that

his only child should be the inmate of a jail.
" Well, gentlemen, he pined and pined away, and

placed as I was, what could I do to assist hira in the
least P Over and over again did I curse myself for my
foolishness, the lord of the manor for his unkindness,
and my country, whose laws permitted such monstrous
evils to exist.

"The next blow that came was the deathof my mother.
"

She was ailing and delicate, and this sudden reverse of
fortune was too much for her to bear in her weak state.

" This was, you may depend, a severe blow to my
father. Indeed he never rallied from it, and, on the day
when the term of my imprisonment expired, he died.
" There I stood, then, alone in the world, without a

friend, and with the curse of a crime hanging over my
head.

" I walked to my native village.
" But the people, when they saw me, all shrunk from

me. I had the contamination of the priaon-houee about

CHAPTER CCCLXV.
THE poacher's STORY INCREASES IN INTEREST.
A VIOLENT fit of coughing seized upon the poacher at
this moment, and interrupted the continuation of his

strange narrative.
The three friends exchanged glances, and then bent

the whole of their attention upon the form at their feet.

Tom King thought, from the tone of this cough, that
it was feigned, with a view probably to oonceaUng his
emotion.
And such was really the case.
By an effort, however, the poacher recovered himself.
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The brandy which had been poured down his throat

had recalled, iu a wonderful degree, his fast-expiring

energies ; but now he felt that his strength was waning
fast, and he hastened to bring his story to a conclusion

ere death should seize upon him and prevent him.

And, indeed, tlie highwaymen, as they looked down
upon his countenance, which the ghastly moonbeams
rendered so distinctly visible, felt no small apprehen-

sion that death would appear before he had time to

finish, for the traces of it were already to be seen.

It was the emotions which this recapitulation of the

past had conjured up that overmastered the poacher,

but, having recovered himself, he continued

—

" All shunned me, and mine was a proud spirit. I

oonld not brook their aversion, and I determined they

should see me no more.
•' And so I turned my back upon my native village,

with the resolution firmly fixed in my mind that I would
never return to it.

" But where was I to go ?
•' That was a q-iestion which very soon obtruded it-

self upon my notice, and which demanded my imme-
diate attention.

" But I could not reply to it.

•' Wherever I went, the taint of the prison-house

would be upon me. I should be shut out from all the

ordinary employments of my fellow-men.

"These thoughts were gloomy enough, and my mind
was gloomy, too.

*' It was while I was in this state that I entered a

road-side public-house—for I was hungry, tired, and
thirsty, and felt as though I must have rest and re-

freshment before I proceeded a yard further.
" Upon entering the kitchen of the public-house, what

was my surprise to find seated there the whole of my
prison companions. I mean those with whom I had
been captured, and who had shared the jail with me.
"They greeted me, of course, and I recognized them

readily enough, for I felt there was a kind of bond of

misfortune between us.

"All spoke bitterly of what we were compelled to

endure for so trivial an offence, for we could not look

npoD it in any other light ; and after we had sat awhile

and partook somewhat freely of the good things the

house afforded, we vowed to band ourselves together

and have a deep and lasting revenge for what we had
Buffered.
" We stayed at the public-house, talking the matter

oyer, until night came, and then we went out.
" I ought to have told you that the place where this

publio-house was situated was a small village called

Waltham.
" It is not very far from where we now are.
" Near this village there is a chase—almost as exten-

sive as this one is.

" Towards this chase, then, which was only a short
distance from the public-house, we went.

" We determined to take up our abode in it for the
present, and fully concert our future proceedings.
"That very night, as we sat beneath some of the

wide-spreading trees in the chase, we matured our plans,

and swore a solemn oath of secreoy. t

"We resolved that our revenge should be this.
" We would arm ourselves, and go in succession to

the residences of all those persons who were in any way
connected, directly or imiirectly, with our impri.^nment,
and then make them suffer dearly for what tiiey had
done.
" When we came to this determination, we captured

a fine deer, and the following night set out upon our
errand of retribution.

" We had taken care to provide carQelves with arms,
and we had sworn a solemn oath to oontinue true and
steadfast to each other.

" We had also sworn not to allow any oiroumstances
to cause us to desist until we had fully accomplished
our mission.

" In order that we should not be recognized, we dis-

guised ourselves in larjje white smock-frocks, and
blacked our faces with a mixture of gunpowder.

" This not only answered our purpose of baffling re-

cognition, but also imparted to us a most horrible and
unnatural appearance ; so that, we calculated, the very
looks of us would strike terror into the stoutest heart.

" The arms we carried, too, gave us an exceedingly
ferocious appearance.

" Thus equipped, we set out.
" I need not relate all the deeds which we performed,

now, should I live long enough to be able to do so. Let
it sufSoe to say, that we obtained our revenge upon
almost all our persecutors before we suffered anytlunK
from tlie consequences of our actions.

"The whole country side was, however, soon thrown
into the utmost confusion and dismay.

" Not knowing our intentions, people who had nothing
whatever to apprehend from us grew terribly alarmed ;

and, in short, a general panic soon spread throughout
the country.

" From the first, our depredations being almost wholly
confined to one spot, and from our always being seen
with oar faces blacked, we received the appellation
which has ever since clung to us.
" That appellation is The Waltham Blacks."
When the three highwaymen heard this announoe-

ment, although they were, in a manner of speaking,
prepared (having anticipated it), they could not control
a slight start of surprise.

From time to time they had hei rd of the atrocities

committed by, or, at all events, attributed to, the Wal-
tham Blacks; and now strangely enough, one of their

number lay at their feet.

With greatly increased interest, therefore, they lis-

tened to the continuation of the narrative.
" The authorities were aroused, and very prompt

and energetic measures were taken for our capture

;

but for a long time we eluded them, and still pursued
our scheme of vengeance.

" As soon as we had consummated it, it was onr in*

tention to separate, and seek safety by flight to diffe*

rent quarters of the country.
" But until our design had reached a consummation,

we were bound by our oath not to separate.
" A good many of the things which we did must have

reached your ears, and, therefore, I will not repeat them.
" At length, the good fortune which we fancied had

hitherto been ours, deserted ns.
" Two of our band were captured one night, and on

the succeeding day two more.
*' This reduced our strength very materially, and on

the third day the police-officers, having received soma
information of our whereabouts, came stealthily to the
spot, and surprised ns.

" Finding ourselves thus attacked, we fought deape*
rately.

" But it was in vain.
" Their numbers were three times as great as oom.
" Eetreat was cut off.

" We were surrounded, and, in the end, every one of
us was taken prisoner.

" We were deemed ench desperate offenders that
there was but one prison in the kingdom considered
strong enough to hold us, and that was Newgate.

" Towards this place, then, we were all led without
delay.

" My companions all seemed to give themselves up
to despair, and to resign themselves to their fate.

" But I did not.
" I resolved to make my escape, if such a thing was

at all within the bounds of possibility.
" Tliis resolve I kept before my mind to the exclusion

of all other thoughts, and heeuly watched for any oppor-
tunity with which I mighl be favoured.

" As we got nearer and nearer to London, however,
my hopes diminished.
" But I would not despair.
" At last, however, we fairly entered London.
" We traversed its busy streets, until at length the

gloomy prison of JNewgato was reached.
" As we paused beneath its portals, a shudder passed

over me, and hope fled.

" Suddenly, however, as we were being marshalled
into the prison, I saw a chance, if I made one desperate
effort, of effecting my escape.

" I resolved to make that desperate effort, for, let me
do what I would, I could not make my position worse
than it was now.

" Urged on by despair, I struggled furiously when it

came to my turn to be led into the prison.
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''They were unprepared for this attack.
" I was the last, and all the others had gone in quietly

!>,nd peaoeably enough.
'.' You know what it is if you can takeyoar opponents

i)y surprise.
" I broke from their hold.
" I was free.
" A little crowd of peopla had collected, aa they al-

ways do, round the door of Newgate, and wlien they
saw my bold action, they applauded me, and, separating,
alloaed me quick passage tlirough their ranks.

" Tiie officers were, however, very soon upon my
track.

•'
I was running for my life, and the exertions I then

made seem, wtien I look back to them, as being utterly

beyond belief.
" However, in the end I escaped. I am compelled to

hurry over the remainder of my story, for each breath
I draw, comes with difficulty from my lungs.
" It is enough to tell you 1 escaped, but 1 was the only

one who was so fortunate.

"The rest of my companions were brought up for

trial, and sentenced to death.
"They all suffered at Tyburn.
"Thus 1 was left alone.
" Some kind of fascination seemed to draw me to the

scene of my former exploits.
" I still continued my depredations. Indeed, since the

time I have mentioned, I have made my home almost
entirely in tliis forest and those near to it, but

"

The voict? abruptly ceased.

The poachor, with a faint groan, fell back.
"He's gone at last, poor fellow !" said Tom King.
"No—no; I think not," said Sixteeu-String .lack.

" Quick ! Claude
;
quick ! Hold up his head again, and

let me pour some more brandy down his throat."
This was done, and then, somewhat to the surprise of

Tom, the man gave signs of fresh lite and of recovery.
It was a minute or two before he could speak, although

he tried several times to do so.

At last, however, he gasped out

—

" Water—water 1"

Claude Duval no sooner heard these words, than he
hastened off to procure some, if possible.

His two comrades remained.
Tlie poacher drew himself up again, but manifestly

with great pain, and he said

—

" I am going— I am going fast. Listen, and I will tell

you the rest. I have lived here a solitary life. You told

me, did yon not, that you were fugitives from justice P"
"We did."
" And such is the case ?"

"It is."
" Then I will repay your good offices by the disclosure

of something which may prove to be of as much value
to you as it has been to me : for when, many a time, I
have been hard pressed by the keepers, I

"

" What—what ?" said Tom King, anxiously bending
over him.

" I have found safe refuge there. Look ! do you see
the rocks yonder, which form the precipice at the base of
which you found me lying ?"

" Yes—yes."
" Wcl' then, if you will go from here in a straight line,

you wiUjsee a large bush of prickly thorn. I can see it

here, or 'my dying eyes deceive me. Look—look !"

" Tesj 1 can see a bash," said Tom King, " or what
looks very much like one."

" It is one. Go up to it, and take hold of one of the
top twigs, and bend it down. You will find, with a little

pressure, it will almost lie flat upon the ground. Upon
doing this, an opening in the roclcs will be disclosed. It
is the entrance to a cavern, and so cunningly hidden as
to defy detection, for when you release your hold upon
the thorn-bush, it will fly up into its natural position,
and the opening in the rook will then be invisible."
The two highwaymen listened eagerly to these words,

but the poacher continued to speak rapidly ; and, fear-
ful that they should lose some important information,
ihey forbore to interrupt him in any way.

' That secret cave has been a place of shelter for
me many a time ; and now let me make all clear to you.
Two nights ago, as I was coming throngh the ohase, I
trod anezDeotedly upon a mautrap, of which there are

many lying about. In a moment the sharp iron teeth
fixed themselves in my leg.

" The pain was bo great that I sank down on the
ground in a swoon, from which, however, the dreadful
agony I endured soon recovered me.

" I could not refrain from uttering several groans, my
anguish was so terrible.

"For some time after I recovered myself from my
swoon I lay on the ground without moving. My pain
seemed to paralyze me.

" But tlie dread that the keepers would shortly make
their rounds and discover me, inspired me with forti-

tude, and gradually 1 rose to my teet.
" 1 found niys'lf, however, utterly unable to release

myself. Tiie spiinsj was too much for my strength,
and, moreover, I was in such a position that I could
not obtain proper power over it.

"Finding this to be the case, I lay down and gave
myself up to despair.
" 1 tried all I could to resign myself to the fate which

I felt sure awaited ine.

" In this way hour after hour passed by.
"The sHverity of my piiiii now somewhat abated.
" It seemed to subside into a feeling of numbness.
" Finding this to be the case, I raised myself a little

from the ground, and had a look at the trap once more,
in the faint hope tliat 1 might be able to free myself
from it.

" But this second effort only served to show me the
futility of the first one.

" I was never one, however, to succumb to difficulties,
" The idea struck me that I might unfix the mantrap

from the ground, and drag it after me, either until I

met with someone who could release me, or until I could
find some means of releasing myself.

" I set about acting upon this idea at once, and after
incredible suffering and labour, I succeeded in loosening
the mautrap from its fastenings.

"I now tried to drag it along the ground with me,
but the friglitful anguish which the attempt occasioned
me compelled me to desist.
" My position seemed now to be worse, if anything,

than it was before."

CHAPTER CCCLXVL
TOM KING, CLAUDE DUVAL, AND SIXTEEN-STRING
JACK MAKE AN EXAMINATION OF THE POACHEE's
StCBET CAVC:.

The dying poacher seemed to gain fresh energy as he
proceeded ; and he now continued the relation of his

strange adventures in a rapid tone of voice, as though
he was desirous of bringing it to a conclusion.

" Still I had done a good denl, I thought, and that
stimulated me to make fresh efforts.

" Looking all round me, I at length espied a large
round stone.

" Could I but crawl towards it and obtain possession
of it, 1 thought I might perhaps be able, by using it as
a hammer, to so break the sprmgs of the trap as to be
able to set myself at liberty.

" But the stone seemed to be far out of my way, and
I feared I should not be able to reach it.

" By slow degrees, however, I managed to decrease
the distance it was from me, until at length, by lying
down and stretcldng out my hand, 1 was able to grasp it.

"A gush of joy came over my heart when 1 found
that I fairly had it in my possession ; and, impatient
to test this mode of operations, I commenced my attack
forthwith.

" The stone, I found, was but ill-adapted for the pur-
pose I required ; but I had no better tool, and I perse-
vered.
"After hammering for a long while—I cannot tell

you how long, I so far weakened the springs and other-
wise broke the trap, that, in the end, I managed to free
my leg.

" I fainted when this was done.
" As before I was brought back to my senses by the

intolerable aching of my wounded limb.
" I sat up and tried to examine it.

" It was swelled to thrice its usnal siae.

"Blood was slowly oozing from it, for the sharp
teeth had penetrated far into the fleek.
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"It is a thousand wonders that the bone was not
broken—indeed, I am by no means sure that it is not, for

I have never liad the slightest use in either leg or foot

«nce.
" The chaae was familiar enough to me, and I knew

jrhereaboats to look for the nearest stream of water.
" Thither I made my way, and bathed my leg in the

cool water.
" I then found that there was every symptom of inflam-

mation, or something worse, having oommenoed.
" I bathed it, however, as well as I oonld.
" But when I had finished, I found my strength was

almost gone ; and my leg, though at first maoh easier

after bathing it, now increased in painfnlness to a ter-

rible degree.
" I had no nse in it whatever ; and, when I stood np

and tried to drag it along after me, it seemed as though
it would drop oS.

"•But it is no good for me to linger over my dreadful
sufferings. I found myself continually growing weaker,
and, upon looking at the wounded plaoe again, I oould
tell that; it was mortifying.

" I could feel the pain which proceeded from it all over
my whole body.

" It almost seemed as though the teeth of the trap had
been anointed with some poisonous substance ; though
perhaps it was the rust with which it was encrusted.

"I felt confident that the hurt was a mortal one, and
resolved to crawl, if I possibly could, as far as the secret

cave of which I have spoken, where I intended to lie

down and die unseen.
"As I made my way towards it, my torment became

extreme, and, from time to time, I oould not repress

a cry of agony which was indeed forced from my lips.
" It must have been this which yon heard.
" I crawled on and on until I arrived at the base of the

rocks where you saw me. I was completely overcome,
and my sufferines were so terrible that I groaned fre-

quently.
''In the silence of the spot I heard you arrive at the

verge of the precipice above. I heard you speak to each
other, but I could not distinguish what you said.

" I was lying with my face upwards, and I oould see

you looking down upon me. The idea, of course, entered

my mind that you were the keepers in quest of me ; and
footing under the influence of that impression, I crawled

^jray among the underwood ; but, when I reached this

^e, my strength deserted me, and I oould go no further.
'

'

These last few sen t«noes had been uttered with increas-

^g faintnesB, and Jack again administered some of the

"»jfandy.

At this moment Claude returned with some water.

But the man was too far gone for it to have a revivify-

tssg power upon him.
He passed hia hands repeatedly over bis eyes as he

gasped, rather than said

—

" The cave—the cave ! T have told yon all, now, and I

shall die in peace. You will fijad it a good place for con.

oealment, and it will be your own faults if you do any-
thing to betray it. Ha ! you have come at last ! I

have been deceived ! False—false ! Off ! I say ; off !

Slay me. if you will ; but you shall not take me prisoner I

OflP-off! I" '

The last words died away in an inarticulate gurgle,

and he fell back dead.

For a moment or two neither of our friends broke the

silence which followed the poacher's death.
Presently Claude spoke.

" It's all over with him at last, poor fellow ! and lam
•very sorry for it. He was a brave fellow, there's no mis-

take about that ; and it is a pity a brave man should ever

die such a death as he has."
"It is, indeed, a pity," rejoined Sezteen-String Jack.

" But it's no good grieving over it; the fault i* none of

onrs."
" True, we have the consolation of knowing that we did

all we could for him."
'* So we have," added Tom King. " Yon were talking

about our having an adventure, Claude, and we have with

a vengeance."
" Yes," said Claude, " and I wonder what sort of a

place this oave is that he talks about. I »m afraid we
shall find it all a myth."
"Why so P"

"It is quite clear that his senses wandered part of the
time, and it may be that this cave was but some illusion

of the imagination."
" We can soon put that doubt at rest," said Sizteen-

String Jack ;
" but, first of all, 1 think we ought to ascer-

tain whether he is really dead or not."
" By all means let us do so."
" An examination of the poacher's body was now made,

and the result of it was that they found life quite extinct.'

'

A feeling of curiosity caused them to look at the leg
which had been caught in the trap.

They found that the bone was broken, and that morti-
fication of the limb had taken plaoe, which was the imme-
diate cause of death.

" This is a nice state of things, is it not P" said Tom
King. " I fairly shudder when I think of the risk we
have so blindly run. We must be oareful for the future
where we tread."
" We must, indeed, or no one knows how soon that

poor fellow's fate will be ours."
" As Tom says, I fairly shudder when I think of the

danger we have been ignorantly exposed to."

"There is but one thing for us to do," said Claude,
" and that is to exercise the utmost caution."
" You are right. But come, since it seems we cannot

do any more for this poor fellow, let us find whether
there really is a cave or not."
" With all my heart," replied Tom JKing. "But I

don't quite agree with you when you say that we cannot
do any more for this poor fellow here."

" You mean we might afford him decent burial, and
so prevent his body being a feast for oarrion ?"

" Just so."
" We will do that, decidedly. Bat you know what I

meant when I spoke P"
"Of course."
" Come on, then."
" The highwaymen now made their way to the parti-

cular part of the rook which the poacher had pointed
out.

Upon arriving there they were somewhat puszled, for

they found that the rock for some distance was over-

grown with the thorn bushes of which the dying poacher
had spoken.

This was all the better, so far as the secrecy of the

cave was concerned, but it made our friends' task of dis-

covering it difficult.

It was Tom King who hit upon an excellent expedient
for ascertaining which was the particular thorn-bash
they sought.
He drew his sword, and plunged it into all of them in

succession.
He was rewarded for his trouble after several trials, in

each of which the point of his sword, passing throagh
the bush, struck the rock.

Presently, however, the sword went in up to the hilt

without coming in contact with any obstacle.
" Here it is," he cried, exultiagiy.

He sheathed his sword as he spoke.
In the meantime, Claude and Jack, who were full of

anxiety, caught hold of the upper portion of the bush in

the manner they had been directed, and, giving it a smart
pull, they found it oome towards them.
They continued their pressure until it reached the

ground, and then a black looking opening in the rock
was disclosed, whioh seemed just about large enough for

a man to enter.

This was confirmation of what the poacher had told

them.
The curiosity of the highwaymen was by no means ap

peased.
They wanted now to explore this cavern, and ascertain

its character.
But all within was most profoundly dark.
This did not much signify, for the highwaymen took

care to be never unprovided with the menus of obtaining'

a light.
" A torch will be the thing to assist us in our explora-

tions," said Tom King ;
" and we can soon form one

from the branch of the first resinous tree we oomj to."
" Of course we can."
"Then let as look about us, my friends, and provide

ourselves with several, in case they should bo needed.''

Onr friends had not far to look for the species of woo4
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they required ; and, haring rudely trimmed half-a-dozen

pieces into the form of torches, they returned to the

entrance of the secret oaTe.

As before, they pulled down the thorn-bnsh, aud

Claude Dural held it in that position while Tom King
and Sixteen-String Jack entered.

They halted just inside the entrance, and there, being

sheltered from the wind, they proceeded to ignite one

of the torches.

As soon as it had fairly caught light, and there was

no fear of ita being suddenly extinguished, Claude en-

tertd, too. •, •,

By seifing some of the twigs on the inner side, and

pulling them towards them, they were able to fill up the

gap completely, and so that no one could have told

what was behind it from the other side.

Tom King had the torch, and he held it as high above

his haad as he could.

By the aid of its light they found they were standing

in a rude, arched passage, rather narrow and tolerably

high.
It seemed to extend for some distance in a straight

line, though to where it led the light they carried did

not enable them to determine.

The air did not seem altogether of the purest, for the

torch burned but dimly.

Finding they had so little light, two more torches

were ignited, which were carried by Claude and Jack.

The ground beneath their feet was firm and level, and
they made their way at a rather rapid rate along the

passage.
It was about a hundred feet in length, and so irregu-

lar in height, shape, and width, as plainly proclaimed it

to be the work of nature unassisted by art.

After going the distance we have mentioned, thoy
suddenly emerged into a spacious cavern.

A cold chill struck them as they entered it, and
the air seemed muoh purer and fresher than that in the
passage.
The torohei burned more freely, but still the light

they gave was quite inadequate to illuminate the vast
extent of the cavern.

Claude Duval stationed himself at the entrance of
the passage with a torch in hia hand.

Thia was a by no meana unnecessary precaution, for,

if it should prove that there were other recesBes in the
cavern presenting a similar appearance, they might be
puzzled to find their way out again.

While Jack and Tom King w^re thus engaged in their

explorations, they found that a soft, genUe light began
to pervade the whole of the cavern.

It stole upon them so gradually that they were unaware
of its approach until the cave was quite filled with it.

At first they could not account for this phenomenon.
The place was quite dark when they entered it, and

now it was every moment getting lighter, and they oould
see, not only the sides of the cavern, but also numerous
natural columns, which appeared to have the effect of
supporting the roof.

This, however, was inviaible.

A kind of hazy mist seemed to have settled there,
which hid it from view.

It was evidently from this miit that the light pro-
ceeded.
What could it be ?

After a little thought our friends hit npon it.

The roof of the cavern was an immense distance from
the floor, and, doubtless, in it were numerous small
crevices through which the light came.
But, if this waa the case, day must have dawned,

and the time arrived when Dick Tnrpin promised to
return.

No aooner did they recollect thia, than they precipi-
tately left the cavern.
Upon emerging into the open air, they found that, not

only day had dawned, but that the sun had risen.
Finding this to be the case, they hastened towards

the spot where they expected to find their comrade.
But they might have spared themselves the trouble,

for, aa the reader i« aware, at that very moment Dick
Torpin was flyiag for hia life.

CHAPTER CCCLXVII.

A TROOP OF OFriCKRS ABBITB BATHEE UNEXPB*-
TKDLY AT THE " BULL AND QATB," AND DICE'S
POSITION BECOMES EXCKKDINGLT CRITICAL.

" Look ! look, Dick ! What is that yonder P Do you
see that cloud of dust ? What is it ? Oh ! what is it ?"

It was Maud Gouldman, who, in an anxious tone of
voice, addressed these words to our hero.

As she spoke, she pointed in a particular direction

with her finger.

It was close npon sunset, and they were standing
together at one of the windows in the " Bull and Gate"
inn.

Some hours have elapsed since we saw them last.

The time was occupied in coming to an understanding
with each other.

And now, having succeeded in doing this, they were
standing, as we have said, at one of the windows in the
public-house.
They had been looking at the magnificent prospect

spread out before them, for the room in which they
were was on the upper fioor, and was fitted with a large,

old-fashioned bow-window.
It was the best room in the inn, and was never used

except upon special occasions.
But the liberal manner in which Dick paid for what

he had, caused the landlord to offer him the beat accom-
modation he had at his disposal.

When she spoke, Dick Turpin looked immediately in

the direction to which his fair companion pointed.

It was along the road, and the way they had come.
The glowing rays of the setting sun shone somewhat

perplexingly into the room, and Dick put up hia band
to Rhode his eyes from them, so as to have a good look
in advance.
There, as she had said, he oould distinctly perceive a

cloud of dust, which indicated the approach of some
large troop either of horses or men.

" What is it P Oh ! what is it P" said Maud, anxioualy,

repeating her former inquiry. " Tell me at once."
" I am by no means certain what it is."
" But it may be our foes P"
"It may be, but I scarcely think it probable."
"Still it is possible."
" It is."
" Oh I fly ! fly ! Let us fly at once ! Do not let as

incur any unnecessary danger. Let us fly at once."
" I would rather ascertain whether they really are

officers upon the road."
" How can you do that P"
" We shall see them presently."
" No, no ; a thousand times no ! Such a coarse would

be by far too dangerous. We should not have time to

fly, then."
Dick smiled at the alarm of bis companion, which

was, however, nothing more than natural.

"I will toll you what I will do," he said, "and that will

quiet all your apprehensions. I will summon the land-

lord, and tell him to have Black Bess saddled and brought
to the back door. Should there be any danger we shall

then be able to fly, and leave our pursuers far behind."
Maud consented to this arrangement, but with con-

siderable reluctance.

Diok,'howeTer, called the landlord, and gave him hia

instrnctiona.

He was promised immediate obedience.
During this time Maud had not once removed her

eyes from the oloud of dust which she had seen.

The road extended before them in a straight line, until

it vanished to a point.

It waa at this point where she had first seen the cloud
of dust.
Now, however, it was very much nearer, which showed

that whoever was on the road was coming at a good
speed.

Still, nothing of them oould be seen.

Dick rejoined Maud at the window, and, not without
feeling some anxiety himself, looked out.

He had stayed at the inn until now for several reasons.

Perhaps the first one was on aoooont of Black Bess.

He knew how mnoh depended npon her fi^etnesa and
endurance.
Bw troagtb had been aereorely tried during the past
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night, and he was anxioas she should have rest snffi-

cient to recover from it.

They had, too, a long way to go before they could

reach Enfield Chase.
Aud Black Bess would have to carry a double load.

These reasons alone were sufficient to cause Dick to
remain, but there were others aa well.

He dill not know wliat other means could be found of

conveying Maud to Enfield Chase without their destina-

tion being known, which he wanted to keep a profounii

secret, unless lie adopted the same means as before.

But this kin<i of travelling was, in the highest degree,

calculated to excite attention.

For this reason Dick resolved to postpone the com-
mencement of Ids journey until night.

He calculated upon reaching; his destination about
dawn the next morning.
There was only one point upon which he felt any

anxiety, and that was that his comrades, finding he did

not return at the appointed time, would fear that some
accident had befallen him, and would, contrary to his

injunctions, set out in search of him.
If the truth must be told, Dick felt but little alarm

when the cloud of dust was pointed out to hitn, for the
simple reason that he could not conceive by what means
the officers could have got upon his track.

Nevertheless, he did not regret the precaution which,
for the sake of soothing his companion's fears, he had
taken.

All around was very still, and presently Dick's keen
ear could distinguish a faint sound, which was perfectly

well known to him.
"They are horsemen who are approaching," he said ;

and, after he spoke, Maud noticed that he looked with
much greater eagerness than before.

She was soon able herself to recognize the trampling
of horses' hoofs.

Louder aud louder they grew, but still the riders con-
tinued invisible, in consequence of the dust which en-

veloped them.
Suddenly, however, Dick drew back from the window.
The horsemen had come near enough for him to know

wlio they were.
They were mounted police-officers.

. Maud did not require to be told this.

She guessed it in a moment.
" They are yonr foes," she said.

"They are officers," rejoined Turpin ;
" there can be

no doubt about that."
" Then fly— fly at once ! Why do yon hesitate ?"

" Because 1 was considering whether I should not do
better by remaining here."
" What, and be captured P"
" Nay—nay ; I did not mean that. But do not look

80 alarmed, or suffer your mind to be so filled with ap-

prehension. Believe me, I do not think we are in any
danger."

" Why, then, are the officers on the road ?"

" That I cannot tell you, but they might be there with-

out having the slightest connection with me. I do not
think it possible that they could have tracked me hither.

If it had, they would have been here long before this."

Maud was only half-satisfied with this reasoning, but

she was silent.

Dick was anxious to reassure her.
" If these officers who are now approaching BO rapidly

are on the look-out for someone else, my safest place will

be here, because they will pass by ; and, believe me, I

would willingly allow those gentlemen the precedence,

and have them on the road before instead of behind me."
" I can understand all that," interrupted Maud ;

" but

the danirer."
"1 have considered that. Suppose, now, that these

offi':'ers were not in pursuit of me, that their business

had nothing to do with me, and I was to go out and
gallop away. I should be seen, and a pursuit be in-

Btantly commenced; and this, if only for your sake, I

would fain avoid."
" But how shall yo\i learn whether they are in search

for you until too late?"
•' How too late ?"

" For you to make your escape."

"Easily."
-' The officers are close here now."

" I can tell that by the oanda. Tou stand by tii«

window, and keep a look-out. I will keep here, in the
middle of the room, and so avoid being seen. How fav
are the officers off?"

" Only a few yards."
"They have alackene ' 'peed, have they notP"
"Yes."
" What are they doing ?"
" They seem to be talking to each other in aa ezoited

manner,a8 though theycould not agree about something."
" But they are still slowly approaching the inn t"
" Oh ! yes,"
" Draw back a little. Do not let them eee you if yon

oan avoid it."

Maud obeyed.
But she did not remove her gaze for one second from

the group of officers.

They were now coming at a walking pace, and pre-
sently, to the great alarm of Maud, one of them raised
his riding-whip and pointed to the inn.

He accompanied the action with some words uttered
in a loud tone of voice ; but what the words were she
could not tell, although she strained her sense of hear-
ing to the utmost.
Dick now began to grow terribly anxious and fidgety.
" Tell me," he said, " if they go on, or whether they

stop at the inn-door."
" We shall soon know that. Oh ! fly ! Fly at once,

while there is yet time !"

" There is plenty of time ; and, by acting precipitately,

I might draw down upon myself that very danger which
I am so anxious to avoid."
Finding him thus determined, Maud Gouldman urged

the matter no longer, but continued to rivet her att«n-

tion upon the officers, among whom a dispute of some
sort or other was unquestionably taking place.

Some were of one way of thinking—some of another.
But Maud could not ascertain what the difference

arose from.
They were all walking very leisurely.

The horses looked tired and weary, and their sides

were wet with perspiration.

How Maud's heart beat as the momentoas oiiais

arrived !

Would they pass the inn P

How that would lighten her heart of the fearful load
which now weighed it down !

Alas

!

It was not to be so.

The dispute, whatever it was, terminated.
The officers drew up in front of the inn.

More than this Maud did not wait to see.

With her face the picture of wlarm, she rushed towards
Dick, who, during the last few moments, had occupied
himself in loading and repriming his pistols.

" Fly—fly !" she cried. " I fear it is too late."
" No, no. Be calm, and then all will be well. Are

you sure the officers have stopped?"
" Yes."
" Go once more to the window, and see whether they

have passed on."
Maud felt there was a slight hope in this, and she

obeyed instantly.

She almost shrieked with terror.
" No, no," she cried. " They are all dismounting

hastily from their steeds, and entering the inn. Oh !

what shall we do ?—what shall we do ?"

" Calm yourself," said Dick, quietly, whose manner
afforded a striking contrast to that of his companion;
" calm yourself, I pray I It is the time for action

!

Come !"

He passed his arm round her waist as he spoke, and,

going towards the door of the room, he opened it and
passed out.

The sounds of many loud voices struck upon his ears,

convinciiigr him of the truth of the intelligence which
Maud had just given him.

iiut he could not tell what was said, so many were
speaking at once : nor, indeed, did he stay to listen.

He had notice! the interior arrangements of the inn,

and he was certain he could make his way anywhere
about it without difficulty.

He reached the top of the stairs, but paused ere he

descended them.
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[tHB marriage of dick TDRPIN in ENFIELD CHASE.]

^Q faneied he oonld hear voices at the foot.

•ribns, p«roeivin?, aa she thoaght, all hope of retreat

mit off. Mand Buffered an agony of apprehension.

Bat not 80 our hero.

With a stealthy tread, he passed the top of the stairs,

and entered a room the door of which was nearly oppo-

site and only a few paces distant from the top of the

The room was vacant, and fitted as a bed-ohamber.

There was a large window in it, with a folding case-

ment which opened like a door.

This opened on to a kind of rude wooden balcony, or

gallery, which ran along the back of the building, on a

level with the first floor.

Dick opened this window with all speed, ana pasaefl

throngh it.

Then he aasisted his companion to follow him.

No sooner was Dick on the wooden gallery than he

leoked over the nuliog "whioh pniteetMi it.

No. 72.

From this place he commanded a view of the back

door.
No Black BesB was there.

, , , .

But, looking in the direction of the stable, he saw th«

fat Ostler, Obi, leading her along.

So far, then, all seemed well.

Maud grew calmer and more collected when she saw

the chances of escape thus increase.

There was at both extremities of the wooden balcony

arnde flight of steps, which led down ^o the yard below.

To the nearest of these Dick now directed his owa

and his companion's footsteps.

As yet he saw nothing of the officers.

They made all the speed they popsibly cnnld, and the

top of the flight of rickety steps wa« quickly reached.

Down this they sped with a rapidity which astonished

themselves, and caused Obi to look np with a k»d of

leepy wonderment.

PRirE One Halfpenny.
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OHAPTBB OOOLXVIII.

BMJK TCBPIW HAS A ORBAT DBAl OT DrTFTOTOTT
SHAKING OrP HIS FUBBUBKS.

Birr Dick peH little, if any, attention to the sleets

oetler.

His thoBgbta were intent upon one object.

That waa" to reach Black Beea in the smallest poosibl'

pace of time.

Right glad waa he to see that his gallant mare waa

Wly caparisoned for the road, and ready for instant

ervice.
The exertions she had aliea«r? made did not seem to

have had any effect upon her.

Her coat was sleek, and her neck proudly arched,

while at every step she took she seemed to "spurn the

ground." ,. ,. j
Dick felt his eyes giow with admiration as they lighted

«pon the st«ed to whom he owed so much, and to whom
he was about to traat to save himself from the foes who
were 80 close at hand.

He did not pause when he reached the bottom of the

wooden steps, but hastened forward to where Obi stood.

With great promptitude he swung Maud up on to the

fore part of the saddle.

Having done this, he put his hand into his pocket, and

drew forth another half-crown to reward the sleepy ostler

for his services.

Just as he was placing it in his hand, however, the back

door of the inn was thrown open.

The sound caused Dick to turn in that direction, and

there he saw the landlord of the " Bull and Gate," with

» throng of Bow-street ofBcers around him.
" There he is ! there he is

!

" they cried, and, as they

mttered these words, they made a rush to the spot where

Torpin was standing.

But, ere they could reach it, our hero had vaulted into

the saddle.

In an instant he passed his left arm round Maud s

waist, thus retaining her in her position, and took hold of

ttie reins.

In the other hand he held a loaded pistol.

He did not wait to see or hear what the officers would

do, but, the moment he found himself fairly 'n the saddle,

he fired the pistol at his foes, producing considerable con-

fiwion among their ranks, and then threw the discharged

weapon among them.
At the same moment he touched Black Bess hghtly on

the flank with the heel.

The touch was sufficient.

She gave one tiiemendons bound, and thee set forward

at a gallop which she alone was able to perform.

A shout came from the officers, and they made a simul-

taneous rush to the front door, where they had left their

horses standing.

Then ensueof an immense scrambling into saddlaw.

B*, though they made all speed, by the time they were

ready to start, Dick had got a long way ahead.

He had leaped a low wall that bounded the inn yard,

and gained the high road, along which he sped at a rate

that made pursuit appear ridiculous.

But the officers did not intend to give in without making

an effort, at least, to capture their prey.

The lars:t reward that was offered, and the n mown that

they wotiii gain should they succeed in capturing the

celebrated highwayman, acted upon them as ve ry power-

M. stimulants for action.

Plunging their spurs, then, into tne flanks of tbeir

exhausted cattle, they tore along the road.

Dick Turpin was just visible in the distance, Vut the

reason of this was the straightness of the road, which

enabled them to see for a long way.

Our hero was never aware of one circumstance oon-

nectod with this affair ; and it is as well, perhaps, thi »t he

was not, for the knowledge would only have supplied him
with cause for vexation.

, ,

,

. .

But there is no reaaon why the reader should remai in

Ignorance of it.

The troop of officers, then, who were now in toll pursuit,

and who had been perceived by Maud, had not thi*

Jsast idea, when they halted at the door of the inn, that

%ck Turpin was staying there.

Th«T were in search of hkn, however.

iMdaed. all the principal road* roond the metropolis

were at this time patrolled i!*y Sarge feotflee sf oflkem,
whose duty it was to keep a sha.^ look-oat for Dick Tur-
phi and his comrades, and to en^u*^ no B»«ao« of takiajf

them prisoners, either dead or abve
They had been upon the road for ime ftdors, and both

horses and men were tired: so, upi^Ji perceiving in the

distance the sig^n of the "Bull au^l Gate" inn, they
slackened speed, and a rather animaU? i disoussion ensued

as to whether they should pause ihet > % litild while for

refreshment, or push on.

In the end they reeolTed to stop, and they acoordiufly

didao.
In all probability, H^vini^ no suspicions upon the point,

they would have left witliOft knowing that Turpin was
there, or disturbing him in theleasu
But fate had decreed it otherwise.

Upon alighting at the door of the inn, they speke ta

the landlord, who came forward to receive them, and then
entered.

The horses were, however, left at the door in oharge of

one of the officers.

The remainder inquired for the oetler.

The landlord then replied that he would be disengaged
directly, as he was at that moment engaged in saddung a
gentleman's horse.

The officers walked down the passage, and into the inn
kitchen, which was situated at the back of the house, and
had a large bow-window, which commanded a view of the

yard.

Nothing was more natural than that, on entering this

place, the officers should look through the window into

the yard.

Indeed, they could scarcely avoid doi^ so, for the door

was immediately facing the window.
They looked through it, then, and the first thing they

saw was Obi, the ostler, leading a beautiful black horse.

Now, of course, these officers had been furnished with

very accurate descriptions both of Dick Turpin and his

steed, and the first glance they gave at this black horse in

the yard engendered the suspicion in their minds that

they had by accident (alien upon what they so wished to

find.

Ere they could recover from their surprise, or, indeed,

give a second glance at the beautiful black steed, they saw
two figures move rapidly across the yard towards the ostler.

Here they paused ; and, with a rapidity that bewildered

them, they saw Maud swung on to the saddle.

They then had a good view of Dick.

They recognized him instantly.

A wild sort of howl came from their lips, and, as if

actuated by one impulse, all rushed towards the back door

of the inn.

They were in hopes of being able to •orroond Diok, or

reach him before he was able to mount.

But in this hope they were disappointed.

His movement were much quicker than they thought

they couia oe.

What now ensued the reader is already aware, and
from what he knows of the character of Black Bess,,

for swiftness and endurance, he will think that tlie officers

stood rather a poor chance.

But pertinacioi's perseverance will do a great deal, and
we must wait and see what the officers will accomplish by
hanging on the track of the highwaymen.
As for Dick himself, as soon as he saw what a capital

start he had got, he dismissed all thoughts of uneasiness

from his mind, and let his mare go al a pace which,

though a swift one, was not swift enough to distress her.

From time to time he cast anxious glances back, and so

did his companion.
But the sun had now set, and darknes* wad fast begin-

ning to render distant objects indistinct.

This was a favourable circumstance for Dick, since it

made his chances of escape all the greater.

Coming at last to a long, steep hill, he allowed his mare

to ascend at a walking pace.

Upon reaching the summit, he haiaed vad faoed round

to the direction m which he had just come.

From the top of the hill a very extensive view <rf the

surrounding country could be obtained.

But the outlines of the variooe objects were confused

and indistinct.

Only the highest fsaturea of the bmdseape ociud t»J'

d.4tiBgui8hod.
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The valleys were filled with darknoea.

Lookiug back upon the road he had oome, Dick strained

hie eyes in an endeavour to pieroe the obsourity which
lay below hiin, and to obtain a glimpse of his foea.

Bnt both attempts were equally nnsucoesBful.

On the top of a hill, however. Turpin was aware that

sounds could be heard from a great distance—more
especially if he applied his ear to the ground.

He resolved to adopt this expedient, and, having ao-

quaiuted Maud with his intention, he dismounted.

He laid himself down at full length, and, putting his

ear flat on the ground, listened fj5 some moments with

ihe ut.tDost intentness. -,

Bat all was still.

He ouuld not distinguish any sound, however faint,

which indicated the approach of his enemies.
From this circumstance he came rather too abmptly

to the conclusion that they hod given up the chase.

He, therefore, leisurely rosd to his feet, and again
mounted his mare.
But, althoug:h he was uo easy and confident, hia oom-

panion was quite the reverse.

To her the danger of their situation seemed magnified
a thousand times.

As Dick placed his foot in the stirrup, she said to

him, anxiously

—

" Look, look. Oh ! what is that over the hedge ?

Look ! I can see men, and horses too. Oh ! Dick, your
foes are upon you. We are lost

!"

These words were spoken in a low, suppressed voice,

and in accents of the utmost terror.

They were calculated to have rather an embarrassing
effect upon Dick—just at the moment when he was
felicitating himself upon being so uncommonly safe.

Dick was one, however, who never allowed aorprise
to long retain the mastery over him.

fie was in the saddle in a moment.
But before he had time to look and ascertain the

truth of Maud's information, there was a flash and a
report.

He felt something hot whistle by his cheek.
Then he heard a voice cry

—

"Forward! forward, my lads, and we have him ! I
winged him that time, I'U be sworn ! Forward ! for-

ward !"

There was a hasty trampling of feet, and the cracking
of twigs, as the words were uttered.
Dick comprehended the state of affairs in a moment.
The officers had been cunning enough to leave the

high road and take to the fields.

On the soft turf they made scarcely any Bounds in
their progress.
They had continued to push on at full speed, and had

galloped up the hill while Dick walked it.

When they reached the top they saw him.
Had it not been for the warning received from Mand

Gouldman, Dick would have found his position maoh
more serious than it actually was.
However, he knew that he was nnhnrt, and that the

best thing he could do was to set off at full speed.
He did so, and shortly received from Maud the grati-

fying assurance that she had not been in any way in-

jured by the pistol-shot which had been fired.

This was the only thing which Dick cared for ; and,
Slaving received the assurance that she was nnhnrt, his
heart grew light again.

Still, he resolved to shake off his foea as quickly aa
possible.

He was annoyed with himself to think he had allowed
chem to gain upon him in the manner he had.
One thing was certain.

He must shake off his foes at once, or else give np all

idea of making his way to Enfield Chase, or they would
lie too much upon his track and the secret of his retreat
be in danger of discovery.
Indeed, as it was, he tboagbt it would be better if he

;:ould change his course, t^ d so mislead them as to the
direction he had taken.
Impressed with this idea, he turned down a lane that

bmiiched off from the high road.
The officers descended the hill with break-neok speed,

j&vd followed after him.
Dick heard the clatter of their horses' hoots.
Couvinoed that they were in thalane, Diok now arged

Black Bess, for once in her life, to put forth her utmost
speed.
The result was surprising.

Away she flew, at a speed which would be deemed in-

credible, and which, perhaps, none bnt a mare of her
matchless breed could aocomplisb.
The faint clattering of the officers' horses' hoofs died

away into utter silence.

Still Diok was careful not to pull up too soon, and so
run the slightest risk of making his enemies aware of
his intentions.

Presently, however, he pulled up.
He listened for a moment, but all was still.

He then backed his mare close to the bank of the
ditoh on one side of the road, and made her face the
hedge on the side opposite.

It was only a Icrw one, and he was convinced she
would clear it easily.

Nor was he mistaken in hia calonlafions.
She gave one spring, and alighted on the soft ground

in the meadow.
Dick had considered his position, and he now shaped

his course across the field, in what, he thonglit, was as
nearly as possible a straight line to Enfield Chase.
His judgment did not deceive him.
In a short time he emerged upon the high road, along

which he took his way at an easy gallop.
He was now tolerably free from apprehension.
He could hear nothing of his foes, and he doubted not

that he had baffled them completely,
Bnt he resolved to waste no more time, and not to

allow them another opportunity to oome up with him.
He beguiled the tediousness of his journey by con-

versing with his companion, who now began to expe-
rience a feeling of greater security than she had hitherto
done.

CHAPTER CCCLXIX.
DICK TUBPIN AND MAUD GOULDMAN AT LENGTH

ARRIVE SAFELY AT ENFIELD CHASE-

It was just about daylight on the morning following
when Dick Turpin and Maud Gouldman came in sight
of Enfield Chase.
The night had been occupiedwith travelling incessantty
Black Bess had rather a tired look, but still she sped

along as though she was aware the termination of her
journey was almost reached,
Dick had taken the opportunity, which their long ride

had afforded him, to explain to hia companion his exact
position in life.

He also mentioned his three companions, who, the
reader will bear in mind, Mand had never seen, and
never even heard of.

Dick put the worst face upon everything ; bnt Maud
still oontinuedwilliu^tosharehislot,whateveri mighfcbe
Our hero could not avoid being touched with this

devotion, and a sharp pang shot through his heart as he
asked himself what was to be the termination of this
romantic affection.

Indeed, the thought was so painfnl a one, that heen-
deavoured to banish it from bis mind altogether.
Dick could not help feeling anxious with respect to

his comrades.
He was now somethiag like twenty-four hours beyond

the time he had appointed for his return.
He knew their impatience, and felt almost certain

that it would not stand such a trial as that.
They wonld be ignorant of the cause of his delay, and

would doubtless come to the conclusion that some mis-
chief had befallen him. '^

When once they had got hold of this idea, hfl Knew t*liey

would not rest until they had set out in search of him.
And thiswaswhat hedreaded,forof course they would

be ignorant of the presence of so many of their foes upon
the road, and their danger would be that much increased.
He did not keep his thoughts secret from Maud, but

freely told her what was passing through his mind.
At length Dick reached the spot where he had parted

from his comrades, and which they had mutually agreed
should be the meeting-place.
He looked around him in vaic for some signs of their

appearance.
All was still.
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TIm bird* bad Boaroely yet hegnn to ohirp and kap
bam boagh to boagh.
Diok was quite sare he had not been observed to

•star the chase by anyone.
A long time had elapsed since he had a9«» a, hnman

Wintr.

And now, aa they stood tlins apon the appointed spot,

IJhey mig[ht, withoat any (freat stretch of the imagination,
have easily imagined themselves alone in the world.

The hoar was, perhaps, abont the stillest of the whole
twanty.four, and they were in one of the thinnest i»«

lated districts in England.
Dick waited «a\.->ialv ana impatiently fOi o^^^ral

minates, bat no sii;iw o* hiB comrades appeared, and his

wont saspioions ^eif r<»4izod.

Tbey had gone off m search of him, and the rcsalt of

this wcnld probably be that they woold either be taken
prisoners, or their hidirg-place discovered,

Aa a last hope, and lot that he thonght it woold be
responded to, Dick attered a kind of chirping whistle,

with which, in olden times, he had been wont to sommon
his oomrades. -^

The shrill sounds died away upon the silent air, bat
there was no reply.

Dick dismoanted, and assisted bis companion to
alight.
" This filla me with uneasiness," he said ; " bat it is no

more than I expected. What to do, I know not. If I go
•way in search of them, I may only be the means of incur-

ring fresh danger !

"

'• Whv not stay here," sud Maud, " and await their

•oming r
"

•* I am afraid I cannot do better."
** Wait with patienee. It may be that they will return

in safety."
" I trust they may."
With such conversation and specnlations as these, they

whiled away the time.
Presently their ears were sainted by a faint sound,

which could not have reached their ears but for the intense

stillness of the place.

Dick drew back yet farther into the shadow of the trees,

and listened.

The sound grew plainer, and its character soon became
perceptible.

It was a rastling noise, as though someone or some-
thing was forcing a way through the dense ondergr ntt
with which the ground, to a depth of a ooaple of iteet, at

least, was covered.

Someone was approaching.
Bat who?
That was a question which he could not defWrmine,

thongb he hoped to find it one of his companions.
He pf^T^d forth, at the same time taking care to keep

ELfj could distinguish the soand of a horse's hoofs, bat
floolj not see either animal or rider.

Snddenly the sound ceased.
Still he could see nothing.
Woond op to the highest 3>itch of excitement, he

listened.

He heanl a voice say

—

" I am back first, it seems, and I am a good deal behind
my time. I bone they won't be long, or I shall be un-

Dick felt as M»ough he could shout for joy.
He knew the voice.

It was that of his old comrade, Tom King.
He whistled again, and then emerged from his place of

•eaceaimeuv, leadinc Maud Grooldman by the hand.
His whistle was this time respoiided to by a dieerfbl

«ry, and the next moment Tom King aug^'ted fnaa his
ataed, and came hastening towards them.
Bat when Tom saw that Diok was accompama4 y a

lady, he shrank back a little.

Turpin, however, advanced, and, grasping too try die
band, shook it warmly.

** I am back safe, yon see, and have brought sa««aBe
Jth me. You are snrprised, no doabt, bat this ia Hiss
iaai Gonldman, to whom I have been fortanate «n «Righ
c be of service, and she has rewarabd me £oc what 1 have
lOBe by consenting to share my fatore lot."

Twn King lookwl astounded.
Bxit h« osKiVU row<-«rad kuvAcK

He had bad his snspioions beforeapon the point, tbosffe.

be had never said a word about them, and now he saw
them more than confirmed.
Tom King had received the edaoation of a gentleman,
and it was in quite a courtly way that he acknowledged

He raised his baft, and made a 'ceful and profonol
bow, after the manner of the times.
Maud Gouldman was surprised, although Dick had

somewhat prepared her for those she had to meet, by
describing their persons, manners, and Ustory.
She was impressed in Tom King's favour immediately |

and, indeed, his personal appearance was well qaalified to
produce such an effect.

But, as for oar old &iend, he looked upon her mi*
trustfully.

She vividly brought back to his mind the half-forgotten
memories of the past.

He felt that he could never again trast a woman.
But no expression correspon&ig with this feeling wae-

permitted to appear upon his countenance.
He turned towards Dick.
" I am rejoiced to see yon safe back again," he said..

"You have no idea what anxiety we have suffered on
account of your long absence."
" I can form a good notion of it. Bnt, Olaude and Jack

—where are they ? And where have you been ? since,

to my knowledge, yon have only just returned to the
chase."
" One question at a time, Dick—one at a time ! After

we parted from you, the night before last, we returned to
the chase, and there met with a marvelloua adventurst^

the particulars of which I will presently communicate to
you.
"Well?"
" This adventare oooafned as for some hours, and it was

.

daybreak before we w<*re aware of it. However, as soon
as we made the di^Mvery, we hastened off to this spote

.

expecting to find you here waiting for us."
" But you were disappointed ?

"We were. Well, we waited here until it got Inlly

day, and then we imagined something or other had de-
tained you, and we made up our minds to wait for night
with what patience we coold, for ws did not expect you
before then."
" Go on. You have not answered my question."
" I will in a moment. But, if you will just pay attention,

you will understand all that has taken place.
" Very good."
" Having made up our minds, then, that yon woold act

return antil night, we retired to the chase to get a few
hours' sleep, of which we stood greatly in need, as you
will readily believe when I relate our strange adven-
ture."
" You fiD me with ouriosity, Tom. I am at a loss to

think what adventure you can have had."
" Never mind that, just at present ; it will take too long

to tell. We slept for several hours, and woke up a little

before sunset. We then had something to eat, and by
the time we had despatched our meal, we found that ft

was fairly night."
"What then?"
" We repaired once more to fliia spot, in the hop« of

seeing you shortly make your appearance. But in this

hope we were disappointed, Mid at length we found it

impijssible to wait idly any longer."
" What did yon do then ?

"

" We agreed to go in search of you.*
" Just as I thought !

"

" We could not rest here. Well, we got our horses,

mounted them, and separated, each one of us taking a

diSerent road, and agreeing, whet er suceessful in our

search or not, to meet here as soon after daybreak as

possible."
" 1 understand now." -^

"I thought you wold. Of course, my seareh, "--

theirs, has been a SniUess one. I am glad to see yea

back, for if you ha/' not been here when we returned, w»

should have ran i'/tt> risk of going to London.
" I was in dread that yoo had already done so ; Da«,

aiaw 7oa havo aot, all is well." _
" As you say, aU is woU. In all my eacarsioo, w»d 1

have baea gome miles, I have not mot with a single Uwimp-
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"So mnoh the better. But where are Claude and

" That 18 a question I can answer no better than yonr-

aelf. You know the agreement we made with each otiier

when we parted, I suppose they have gone further

than they were aware, and found itiaipoasibie to return

at the appointed hour. 1 was myself somewhat late for

that very reason."
" Yes, it was daybreak when we arrived, and we had

been waiting here some time when we heard the sounds

of your approach."
"Of course, you did not know who I was ?"

" Of course not, and hence my caution. But, hark
!"

" Some one approaches."
"Claade or Jack?"
" That I do not know."
" It will be no harm to stand aside and reoonnoitr*."
" Certainly not. Let us do so."

All three once more betook themselves to the shelter

which the trees afforded them.
It was a horse approaching, and it stopped somewhere

about the same spot as Tom had a little while before.

In another moment there was a low whistle.

"That is Claude," said Tom King, in a whisper, as he
replied to the signa!.

They then emerged from their concealment, and found
Tom to be quite correct.

It was Claude Duval who had just arrived.

His delight at seeing Dick safe back again can easily

be imagined by the reader without our describing it.

He was much struck with the beauty of Maud Gould-

man, whom he treated with more respect than he would
any princess ; and Claude Duval always bore the charac-

ter of being the " gentleman highwayman."
Ere they had time to do little more than exchange

greetings, Tom King espied Sixteen-String Jack at a
little distance.

He was making his way for the spot upon which they
stood, and would arrive in another moment.
Our friends were thus happily reunited, though fate

destined that it should not be for long.

Every face bore a light-hearted, happy expression, and
to have looked at them just then, no one, not knowing
them, would have dreamed what they were.

On foot, they all turned towards the chase, and
plunged into itn leafy recesses.

Each led his own steed by the bridle.

On their way, Tom King related to Turpin and Maud
their adventure with the wounded poacher.
When Dick learned what had occasioned his death—

namely, that mantraps were laid about—he felt a pang
of alarm and apprehension.
He stopped short iu a moment.
But his comrades assured him that they had care-

fully examined the route they were about to take, and
were quite confident that there was no fear of man-
trap<«.

Thus reassured, Turpin ventured forward again ; but
hia companions could not avoid noticing the extreme
caution he observed at every step he took.
Bnt it was not for his own safety that he was anxious,

but for Maud's.
The secret of the existence of thn cavern was now

communicated to him, and he was also told that that
was the place of their destination.

This was welcome intelligence indeed to Dick, for he
had been wondering where he could find a shelter for

hia fair companion.
He trnsted the cavern was a comfortable place, and

fit for habitation, and he questioned his comrades
closely upon the subject ; but they could afford him but
little information, having made only a casual examina-
tion of the place.

They told him how a soft, gentle light, in some way
or other, managed to make a way into it ; and that oir-

oamstanoe filled him with hopes that it would prove a
oomfortable place.

CHAPTER CCCLXX.
OLAUDX DUYAI., TOU KINS, AND 8IXTEBN-STBINO JACK

8»T OUT UPON AN IMPORTANT EXPEDITION.

Ih • few minutes now they reached the face of tlie rocks

m whioh the ooncealed cavern was.

Dick Turpin and Maud Gonldman both looked around
them with surprise, interest, and curiosity.

Especially was the mind of the latter filled with these
feelings.

To lier, all that she saw, and all that was taking place,
had the ineffable charm of novelty.

All accorded, too, with her own romantic disposition,
and she gazed upon the lofty trees, and the rugged sur-
face of the rooks, with inconceivable delight.

She would not have changed her position for a homo
in the noblest and grandest mansion in the land.

There are some minds which are so constituted.
But to nearly all, we fancy, there must be a great

charm about leading a primitive life in some vast
forest.

If BO, it is very natatal, for such originally was the
state of man.
Dick's three companions had well marked the appear-

ance of the particular thorn-bush which hid the entrance
of the cave, and they were able, without the least

difficulty, to distinguish it from the others that grew
near it.

Claude caught hold of the top of the bush, and pulled
it down.
He kept it in that position by placing his foot upon it.

In the meantime his comrades had removed all the
trappings from their steeds.
They carried them just inside the passage, and piled

them up iu a little angular recess, which was admirably
adapted for their reception.
The horses were then left at liberty to feed on the

rich herbage that abounded there.
They were not afraid of their straying far away.
When this was done, they all entered the passage,

with the exception of Claude DuvaL
This place was in total darkness, so Tom King lighted

one of the torches they had made use of for the previous
occasion.

When this was done, Claude entered, and replaced
the thorn-bush ; taking care to do so iu such a manner
as to defy detection.

A few minutes enabled them to reach the termination
of the gloomy passage, and then they emerged into the
cavern.
Here the torch was not only unnecessary, but useless

;

and so Tom extinguished it, and thus got rid of an in-

cumbrance.
Outside the cavern it was now broad daylight.

Looking up to the roof, from which the litiht mani-
festly proceeded, our friends found, after a little atten-
tion, that their conjecture was perfectly correct.

They were just able to detect numberless small cre-

vices in the rock ; and it was through these that the
daylight made its way in a kind of misty radiance.

Upon gaining the cavern, Dick's first impulse, after

having looked up to the roof, was to ascertain, if possi-

ble, the size and extent of it.

There was not much diflficiilty about doing this, for the
whole of it was thoroughly illuminated ; and, as their

eyes got more and more accustomed to the subdued light,

they were able to distinguish even the minutest object.

The cavern was in shape somewhat circular—it ap-

proached this form more nearly than any other.

At a rough estimate, its diameter in its widest part

was about fifty feet, and in its narrowest thirty.

The height was a hundred, or perhaps more.

The walls of the cavern were in many places oovered

with some kind of glittering ore, which reflected tho

rays of light with a remarkably beautiful effect.

From the roof depended numerous stalactites, $ome
of whioh were only a few feet in length, while other*

were so long as to reach the floor, and had the appear-

ance of being natural supporting pillara.

But this was only in appearance.
The floor of this cavern was composed of some kind

of hard earth, and this seemed to be the only thing that

waa artificial about the place, and even this might have
been natural.
Such were the most prominent oharaoteristios of this

remarkable place.

Upon looking about them more closely, howevor, Ihs
highwaymen found several indications of the plaoo
having, at some time or other, been inhabited.

In one part of the floor waa fixed a large flat sfame, Mid
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upon this ther« still remained the extinct emoera ot a
wood fire.

Then, pushed into a kind of recess, of which there

seemed fo be a great number all round, were a table and
some seats, all roughly made with the rudest of mate-
rials, and yet competent to perform the service required

of thee
Our friends were glad of these necessaries, which would

o materially conduce to their comfort, should they think

of remaining long.

Having found these articles m a recess, prompted them
to renew tneir search in tVie remainder.

/hey resolved to go re^jularly round the cavern, and
take each one in its turn as it presented itself.

Ere they had gone many paces, they came to a very

larjre deerskin, which was hang up on the wall of the

cavern.

Thinking there might be something behind this, Dick
took held of it and pulled it aside.

An opening in the wall was now disclosed.

Lookiag in, they saw a small chamber, about ten feet

square, which seemed to be lighted in the same manner
as the outer cavern.

But what immediately attracted Turpin's attention was
a dark-looking mass of something in one comer.
He strode towards it in a moment, in order to ascertain

its character.

He found it to be a great many deerskins, all laid per-

fectly flat, and one on the top of the other.

The use of this was obvious at a glance.

It was, indeed, to serve as a couch, and no doubt it

would make a very soft one.

Highly pleased with this discovery, they left the little

chamber, and on making the circuit of the cavern they
were astonished to find seven more chambers of a similar

character, and all furnished with skins in the same
manner.

This promised them something better in the shape of

sleeping accommodation than the^ had had lately.

All were now quite in high spirits.
" I believe we shall be able to live here like merry

men," exclaimed Dick Turpin. "There seems to be
almost every convenience we can require."
" There does indeed, and we ought to feel glad we have

got so secure a place where we can stay until our last

affair blows over a little."

It was Tom King who said this, but Claude added

—

" It would do for a time, no doubt, but you would
find being here terribly dull. Indeed, I have found it so
already."
" Yes," said Sixteen-String Jack, " but why should we

not take permanent possession of this place, and make
sallies from it whenever we think proper ?

"

" That sounds better," rejoined Claude Duval.
" You feel the want of some employment, Claude, do

you not ? " said Dick.
" I do, and that's just it."
" I thought 80. Now, I have a little expedition for all

of you, if you think proper to undertake it.

'

" You are our captain. Command, and we obey !

"

" Very good, if you like to look upon it in that light."
" WhatIs it to be ?

"

" Do not be so impatient."
" But I can't help it."
" Why, you have only just come back from one expedi-

tion."
" Very true ; but I met no one. I had nothing but a

solitary ride."
" Well, then, this is what I want you to do."
Dick Turpin whispered something in Claude's ear.

He looked amazed for a moment, and then he said

—

" All right, captain. It shall be done."
" What>—what ? " asked his comrades, eagerly.
" He shall tell you presently," 8*id Turpin.
" Shall we start at once P " asked Claade.
"What do you think P"
" It's daylight."
" So it is."
" I think we had better wait till dark."
"Agreed ; there will be much less danger then.* '

" You pre right, captain." I

Here the subject dropped, but Claude was ooliged to I

^'lisper in the ears of Tom and Jack what Tnrpin had
•iiioi to rjim.

I
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As they became the recipients of the intelligence, their

countenances for a moment expressed the same amount ot

astonishment as his had.

At any rate, nothing was to be done till night, and that

was far distant, the day having only just begun.

They occnpied their time making several prep»>
rations.

Fuel was brought in, and a fir* made up on the hearth,
for the season was far advanced, and the cavern war
chilly.

A dense volume of smoke arose from the fik«, and
then our friends thought they had done a very injudicious
thing.

The smoke would make its way out of the ntineroiu
crevices in the roof of which we have spoken, and shonld
anyone happen to pass by a discovery must take place.
There was, however, but little fear of any one ^siting

that unfrequented spot, and yet such a thing might
happen at the most inopportune moment.

In order to set this point at rest, they all resolved to
leave the cave, and get upon the roof of it, if such a thing
was at all practicable.

On emerging from the cave, their first care was to take
ao»jurate note of the bearings of different objects; and,
hawng done this, they proceeded to ascend to the top of
the rocks.

In order to do this, they had to make a considerable
detour.

At length, however, they were convinced they stood
upon what waa the roof of the cavern.

The smoke was imperceptible, and so, too, were the
crevices through which the daylight penetrated.
These latter were so email, and so overgrown with

dense vegetation as to be quite invisible, unless the closest
search was made.
And, even then, they seemed nothing more than (/raoks

and fissures in the rock, through which it was impossible
to see down into the cavern.

Then, as for the smoke, the only way they could account
for not being able to see that was that, by ascending to so
great a height, it was converted into an impalpable vapour
before it reached the surface.

In order to set the point at rest, several coins were
dropped through the crevices.

Upon re-entering the cavern, these coins were all found
lying upon the floor of it.

The highwaymen now experienced a feeling of the
greatest security with respect to the secrecy of their
strange habitation.

The more they found out about it, and the better they
became acquainted with it, the more they liked it.

By this time the fire had burned up, and was quite
clear, and the next thing to be thought about was a
meal.

This they set about having in their usual primitive
fashion, and here it was they experienced the full benefit

of Maud's presence among them.
The meal was served up with the best of all sauces, and

that was a keen and vigorous appetite.

It was wonderful to see how soon all adapted themselves
to their new quarters, and began to feel quite at home.
When tk<i meal was over, some hours were spent in

cheerful conversation, in which the various actions of the
past were fully discussed.

Presently, however, Dick Turpin's three comrades with-
drew.
They had recollected somethingwhich they had promised

to do, but which had been forgotten until the present
moment.
The reader will perhaps guess what it ^ns.
It was to bury the remains of the poacher to whose

confession they were indebted for the comfortable habita-

tion they had got.

There was something abhorrent to thi feelings of all

three of them in the thought that his inanimate remains
should become;;the prey of the wild denizens of the forest.

A very little trouble on their parts would prevent it.

This, then, was the reason they withdrew, leaving Turpin
ftikd Maud in the cavern, who probably did notmuch regret

^e circumstance of being left alone.

The body of the dead poacher was but a few paces from
the entrance to the cave, so Tom and his two ooioracles

quickly reached it.

They found that the oarrion crows had already be«m»
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thek feast, and they had some difficulty in scaring the

loathsome birds »way.
They were bat ill-provide,^ with tools requisite for dig-

ginor a grave, but for such a thiu^ aa that it was not

likely they would hold back.
With the aid of their swords and some fragments of

wood, they succeeded in making a hole large enough and
deep enough for their purpose.

In this they placed the body of the poacher, which
already presented a terrible spectacle.

The earth was shovelled in and hammered down hard.

By the time this was done they were surprised to find

that darkness was rapidly closing in around them.
But winter was very close at hand, and the days were

short.
Returning to the oave, they signified to Dick their

intention of setting out at once upon their little expedi-

tion.

To this he made no demur ; but, on the contrary,

pressed them to be as speedy as possible, and not to re-

turn on any account until their object was accomplished.
To these terms they consented ; and, pleased with the

idea of having some business on hand—and business,too,

in which they felt a peculiar interest—they set out with
light hearts.

Their steeds were saddled, and Maud and Dick accom-
panied them to the outskirts of the chase, where they
bade them adieu.

What was the nature of the business upon which they
were engaged, and what sort of success they met with,

we shall very quickly see.

CHAPTER CCCLXXI.
RBIiATES WHA.T BEFEIi THE THREE HIGHWATMEN

UPON THEIR MTSTEBIOUS EXPICDITION.

When the three highwaymen left Enfield Chase, it was
not quite night, though darkness was fast approaching
and increasing.

Obj-^cts at a short distance were invisible, and a gene-
ral gloom overspread the whole of the landscape.
The night o£feied a remarkable contrast to the pre-

ceding one, which had been so unusually bright and
beautiful.
Now, however, the heavens were entirely covered with

one dense, sad-coloured cloud, which permitted not a
glimpse of the blue ether to be obtained through the
dtnallest rift in the whole of its vast expanse.
So far, too, from the moon pouring down upon the

earth a flood of bright and beautiful light, her position
in the heavens could not even be distinguished.
To our friends, though, and the expedition they were

npon, this night was unusually favourable.
In a short time their eyes became accustomed to the

insufficient illumination, and tliey were able to see their
path with the greatest ease.

Ere they had gone a hundred yards, however, they
drew rein, and as well as could be distinguished in the
darkness, looked at each other irresolutely.

It was Claude who broke the silence.
•' My friends," he said, " 1 have already acquainted you

with the nature of the business we have to carry out to-
night, but the subject requires some little consideration.
In the first place, the question arises, where are we to
look for our destination ?"

" That sounds a strange question,Claude," replied Tom
King, "but I perfectly well understand what you mean.
I am not able to answer you, but perhaps Jack is."
" Well, yes, I am," said Sixteen-String Jack.
" Where—where ?"

" As I was out early this morning, on the look-oat for
Diok, I saw just the place we want."

" Did you '"deed P"
"Yes."
" Bat did yoa notice its position well enough to be able

to find your way back to it in the dark."
" I think so, for I maintained the same direction all

the time."
"That will do, then," said Tom King. "It is laoky

yoa noticed it, for I saw nothing of the kind, I am
certain."
"Nor I," said Claude Daval.
" Never mind, all is well. Jnst bear roond a little to

the left-hand, then yon will come to the high road ; keep
along it, and you will soon be where you want to be."

" Have you got what I asked you to provide yourself
with ?" asked Claude Duval,
"Yes," answered Sixteen-String Jack; and, as he

spoke, he patted a little bundle of something, which he
had got strapped before him on the saddle.

"That's all right enough, then, and na can look npon
the whole of the business as settled."

" I hope we may. I have been engaged m many a
strange adventure before to-day, but never in one half

so strange and carious as this."
" The same here," exclaimed the two others ; and, as

they spoke, they turned their horses' heads in the direo-

tion of which Sixteen-String Jack had spoken.
There was now a silence of some minutes' duration,

but it was broken by Claude Duval, who, addressing
Tom King, said

—

" What do you think of this last affair of Dick's ?"
" You mean about Maud Qouldman ?"

"Yes."
" Why, taking all things together, I am sorry it hap*

pened."
"Are you?"
" Yes ; and if I do not mistake, yoa are of the same

opinion as myself."
" Well, Tom, I am."
" So am I," said Jack.
" Then we are all quite unanimous upon the point."

continued Claude.
" Well, I don't wonder at it. You see it will upset

everything, and, let yoa look at the matter in what way
you will, it presents a disa.,'reeable aspect."

" True ; and for that reason I think we oaght to make
the best of it we can."

" We cannot alter it, that is very certain,"
" Of course it is ; then, in my judgment, the best thing

we can do is to submit to the change with the best grace
we can."
" We must try to do so ; though it strikes me we shall

find it very disagreeable."
" Well, if so, we must put np with it, that's all. But

hero we are at the high road at last."

The three highwaymen leaped the low wooden paling
which skirted the meadows they had been crossing, and
alighted in the high road.

" Now follow me," said Sixteen-String Jack, "and I

will lead the way, But we have some distance before
us, I can tell you that."

" Never mind ; our cattle are thoroughly refreshed by
the rest they have had. Forward ! forward !

"

At a sharp trot, which got over the ground in a really

amazing manner.they took thi'ir way along the high road.
Their horses' hoofs made a tremendous clatter, which

made conversation too difficult to be pleasant ; and, as
they had nothing more to talk about than the expedition
they were upon, they were s lent.

Each, however, busied himself with his own thoughts
;

and, nnconsciously, they all dwelt at the same moment
upon the same topic.

And that was about the advent of Maud Gouldman,
and the changes which were li'.fely to result from it.

In this way they continued for a long di«ttance—until,

indeed, the winter evening had deepened into night.

The air was raw and cold.

The whole atmosphere seemed to beloaded with damp-
ness, and nothing but the strongest necessity would
have induced ordinary travellers to be abroad.
But the highwaymen paid little attention to the incle-

mency of the weather.
Daring the whole of their journey they had scarcely

met with a single individual, and they had not passed a
vehicle of any description.

The road was a lonely one, and at such an hour, and
in such unfavourable weather, it was deserted entirely.

Sixteen-String Jack continued to lead the way without
the slightest hesitation, and his friends followed him
with the most implicit faith in his power to guide them.
At length they reached a small village, which strag-

gled for some distance along the high road.

What was the name of it they had no idea.

Passing through it, however, without perceiving a

single inhabitant, they kept on for about a quarter of

a mile farther, and here they halted.
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" Ib this the place, Jack ?'

" Yes," was the reply. " Look yonder !"

Sixteen-Strinsi Jack raised his ridinj?-whip as he spoke,

and pointed to Tvhat appeared to be the square tower of

a church.
As soon as his friends perceived it, they said

—

" Oh ! yes, this piust be right. Have we much farther

to go ?"
" I suppose not, but I cannot precisely lead the way

;

for, when I paceed this spot this morning, I was going

at a rapid rate, and did little more than oast a hasty

glance around me."
" We must approach and reconnoitre."
" We must. Come this way quietly."

The three now took their way across the road ; and,
after going a few yards, arrived at a low stone wall, over
whicli a few white gravestones could be distinguished
glistening in the darkness.

Tiiis showed that the building to which Jack had
pointed was no other than a church. Indeed, they could
now perceive the dim outline of the ancient sacred
edifice.
" I should think this chnrchyard would be a good place

to leave the horses while we do our business ; that is, if

we can get into it pretty easily."
" Go on a little further. Tou are almost sure to come

to a gate."
They did so, and quickly discovered one of those white

gates which, in country places, so often open into the
graveyards.

This gate was simply secured by a ponderous iron
latch, and this Claude raised with very little difficulty,

and the party fairly entered the churchyard.
They dismounted, and led their horses by the bridle

until they reached an alder-tree, which grew at the
junction of the two broad paths intersecting the church-
yard.
To this they secured their cattle, though in such a

manner as allowed them liberty to graze.

This done, they paused, and endeavoured to pierce the
darkness which surrounded them.

In this attempt they were unsuccessful.
But, luckily for them, the clouds just at that moment

parted, and, throuofh a long straggling rift in them, the
moon shone sweetly down.
Her rays seemed all the brighter in consequence of

the darkness which had hitherto prevailed, and which
was now completely dissipatei,

Those objects which had before been invisible were
now distinctly revealed.

The massive square tower of the church could now be
seen, even from a considerable distance ; and, in addition
to this, something which instantly attracted the atten-
tion of the highwaymen.
This was a stone building, contiguous to the church,

.lud, from its position, doubtless the residence of the
vicar.

They pointed this house out to each other in a manner
which plainly indicated that the business they were upon
was in some way connected with it.

With hasty steps they crossed the chnrchyard, and
went straight towards it.

A small gate separated the garden of the vioarage~for
-such it was—from the church ; and this the highwaymen
opened, snd passed through.
The front door was reached by a flight of broad and

handsome stone steps, and it was surmounted by a por-
tico of great solidity and beauty.
No notice was as yet taken of the intrusion of our

friends, who looked up at the various windows of the
dwelling before them, in order to ascertain whether a
light appeared at any of them.
But all was dark, which seemed to indicate tnat tne

inhabitants had all retired to rest.

The highwaymen were not satisfied of this, however,
until they had looked all round the building ; having
(lone which, they returned to the front, and took up
their former position.

And now the moon, who by her light had rendered
them such good service, was again completely obscured
by the clouds.
For this they cared not, as they had already perfor-

med all the service wkich lay in their power.
In a wliisper. however, Claude epoke

—

"There is one piece of information which it ia Ttiy
desirable we should be in possession of,"
"What?"
" The name of the parson."
" But how are we to find that oat ?"

"There's the difficulty."

"Stop."
" WhatP"
" I know how we can find it out."
"How?"
" By going to the door of the church. Don't you know

that the name is always painted there on a board ?"
" Of course it is. I might have thought of that my-

self."
" Make haste, it will not take us a moment ; and suoh

a piece of information will be valuable in the extreme to
us."
Being of this opinion, they hastily left the garden in

front of tlie vicaraire, and re-entered the churchyard.
It was easy enough to go straight up to the porch, and,

having arrived there, they felt about for the position of
the notice-board.
Having found it, Tom King lighted a thief's match.
He fancied this would burn just long enough to

answer his purpose, and so it did.

They saw the name, and managed to make it out,
though the letters were half effaced.

Being in possession of the name of the parson, they
returned to the garden.
They were now ready for action.

Sixteen-String Jack had removed the bundle from the
front of his saddle, and he held it under his arm.
What its character was could not be distinguished.

With stealthy tread the three highwaymen ascended
the little flight of stone steps in front of the vicarage,

and stood close to the door.

At a sign, Sixteen-String Jack and Claude Daval
retired behind one of the pillars, where they were com-
pletely out of sight.

No sooner was this done than Tom King seized the
knocker, and banged away with right good will.

The hollow sound reverberated through the dwellingf,

but no immediate notice appeared to be taken of it.

In consequence of this, Tom, after pausing a moment,
renewed the assault, and this time with a vigour that

was really terrific.

Ere he had ceased, one of the upper windows was vio-

lently thrown open.
The swinging leaf of the lattice went back with a

crash against the wall, and the clattering of broken glass

followed.
Tom looked up, and in the imperfect light, he could

just distinguish the white night-capped head of some-
one.
Whoever this individual was, he appeared to see our

friends, for he instantly called out

—

" Who's there ? What do you want ?"

The tones of the voice were angry and insolent.

"Is that the Reverend Mr. Martext?" asked Tom
King, in a voice of well-affected grief and concern.
" What if it is ?"
" If it is, reverend sir, although I am very sorry to

trouble you at such an unseasonable hour, I must ask
you to come and see my brother. He lies even now at

the point of death, and is sadly in want of yon, holy sir,

to administer spiritual consolation to him."
" Who is your brother, eh ?"

" A stranger to you, I have no doubt, reverend sir,"

said Tom King, still keeping up, with consummate skill,

the peculiar tone of voice he had assumed.

The parson hesitated.

He was not fond of being called up of a night after

having gone to bed.

Tom continued

—

Tou will only have a few yards to go, reverend sir,

and, with your permission, 1 will lead the way. My
brother is dying, and he so earnestly requests to see you

that I do hope you will not refuse."

Mr. Martext, the parson, was completely deceived by

this statement of Tom King's, and no suspicion of it«

genuineness once crossed his imagination.

Nevertheless, could he have got out of the job of having

to leave his home at that hour of the night, he wouM
gladly have dons so.
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[dick turpin and maud abb attacked by the serpent in the caveen.]

But be could not.

He knew his position in the pariah too well to dream of

refusing.

Should he do so, the fact would, of course, become
public, as all disagreeable facts are sure to do, and the

result would be considerably to bis prejudice.

So he resolved, after a moment of hesitation, to visit

this dying man, and be called out to that effect from the

window. (

But, as the reader will not fail to have observed, it was
not from any desire to smoothe the passage of a dying

soul from this world to the next that he gave his consent,

but merely from a selfish feeling.

It would not do, in a worldly sense, for him tc .^xuse.

He closed the window, however, with very angry and
unchristian-like feelings about his heart, and commenced
attiring himself.

The sufferings be presently underwent seemed almost
like a species of retribatioa.

Mo. 78.

It is quite certain be fuUy deserved the punishment he

met with.

He was not long putting on all his clothes, and, as

soon as he was dressed, he descended to the front

The night was cold, and he was seized with sudden fits

of shivering.
i v ii

He put the lamp down on a little side-table m the tall,

and undid the fastenings of the door. ^
He opened it and passed out.

Tom ascended the steps, and came towards him.

Seeing he was there, the parson closed the door.

He advanced to the top of the tight of stone steps, aad

there he paused.
"Now," he said, "how far do you wamt ue to go'

Where is your brother ? and who is he ? l-aewer tbese

questions, or I won't go a step further. I don't knew
you,

' Mr. Martext," said Tom, in the sMwe afKUimed Toioc^
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" ray brother is a stranger to you, but tke distance you
will have to go to find him will be very short."
" Where u it ? " asked the parson, augnly, about whoso

heart strange suspicions began to gather.
" Olose at hand," said Tom. " Close at nana, 1 assure

you."
" Then I shan't go, for I don't like your looks. Ha J

"

This last was a sudden ejaculation of surprise.

The parson tried to turn round, and rush back into his

house.
But he was too late.

He had suffered himself to be ensnared before the

suspicion that anything wrong was taking place had
entered his mind.
What had happened we will now proceed to relate.

CHAPTER CCCLXXII.
THE EXTRAOEDINARr MARRIAGE OP DICK TURPIN AND
MAUD 80ULDMAN IN THE GLADE IN ENFIELD CHASE.

When Sixteen-String Jack and Claude Duval, at a sign

from Tom King, had slipped behind one of the pillars of

the portico and concealed themselves, the latter took the
bundle from under his arm and unfolded it.

It fluttered down, and, as he held his hands before him,
reached to his feet.

But what it was, the darkness of the place in which he
stood did not allow it be seen.

In this way they waited during the little dialogue which
took place between Tom and the parson.

As soon as they were aware of the result of it, they pre-

pared themselves for aotion.

They heard the door opened, and dimly saw the figure

of the parson cross the threshold and advance to the head
of the steps.

As soon as he had done this, they glided from their

place of concealment as noiselessly as two spectres.

The parson never suspected who was behind him.
Cautiously, silently, and slowly they drew nearer and

nearer to him while the little conversation took place

between him and Tom King, which was purposely pro-

longed by the latter, in order to give his comrades proper
time to achieve their design.

It was a bold and novel one.

Having stationed themselves behind the parson, both
highwaymen took hold of the mysterious object which
3ixteen-Stiing Jack had carried rolled up like a bundle.

It could then be seen what it was.

It was a sack, and one of rather unusual dimensions.
Claude and Jack had hold of it near the mouth.
The ejaculation which eame so promptly from the

parson's lips was caused by his suddenly finding the upper
part of his body enveloped in the sack, which Claude and
Jack had drawn over his head.

To use a common expression, " before he knew where
he was," the sack was slipped down as far as his feet.

In vain he struggled.

In vain he tried to turn round, and gain the secure
asylum which his home afforded him.
He was lifted off his feet with bewildering rapidity.

At first he was totally at a loss to think what had hap-
pened to him, and the agony of uncertainty which he ex-

perienced was something terrible.

He struck out wildly with his arms, and plunged madly
with his feet.

But he did not achieve his freedom thereby.
He was lifted up by Claude and Jack.
The mouth of the sack was firmly secured 'by Tom

King.
Parson Marteit was then a complete prisoner, and

wholly in the power of his captors, for them to do with
him as they might think fit.

A position in which he was less capable of helping him-
self could scarcely be imagined.
He could not see what was going on, or judge by the

expression of his captors' countenances what sort pf fete
was destined for him.
What strange and terrible thoughts swent like a diswai

phantasmagoria throngh the brain of the unfortunate
parson when he found" himself in this inexplicable sitna- i

tion, no tongue can tell.
jHp made up his mind, howevW4 that his doom vo'Ad <

h« death at least.

One would have thought, from his occupation, and th«
doctrines he enunciated when standing unthreatened by
the least prospect of danger in his pulpit, that death would
have presented few terrors to him.
But such was proved to be anything but the case.

A most abject fear took possession of him, and he shook
like one afflicted with the ague.
He tried to ojmmaud his voice sufficiently to implors

the mercy of his captors, but his tongue refused to do his
bidding.

In the me?Jitime, the sack, having been properly secured,
Claude Dural took hold of it at one end and Sixteen.
String Jack at the other.

Tom King then led the way across the garden and
tlirough the churchyard, and, in a few minutes, the high-
waymen emerged into the lane.

The parson was deposited on the ground while the
highwaymen regained possession of their horses.

It was while he lay thus that Parson Martext became
aware of the fact that the mysterious object in which he
was confined was nothing more nor less than a sack.

But this discovery in no way enlightened him as to the
ruotives for which he had thus been made a prisoner, nor
did it tend to remove in the slightest degree the appre-
hensions under which he suffered.

Before he bad time to make any further reflections, the
three highwaymen arrived with their horses
Parson Martext heard them pause.
He heard them whisper to each other.

But he could not distinguish the words they uttered,
for they spoke in a very low tone of voice.
" It won't do for us to ride straight off now wo have

got him," said Tom King. *' I daresay he knows every
trick and turn about the place, and, if so, in spite of his

being in the sack, ho will find out where we take him to."
" What shall be done ?

"

" That is a point well worthy of consideration."
" We must decide quickly."
" Oh ! certainly. The less time we lose, the better.

What do you propose ?
"

" I don't know."
" The thing we want to do is, to thoroughly confuse

him, and cause him to lose all idea of whereabouts he is

—supposing him to have any idea upon the subject."

"Just so."
" Well, how is it to be done ?

"

" I have an idea," said Sixteen-String Jack.
" What is it ? Let us hear it once," exclaimed his

comrades.
" You know, when they play at blind man's buff, they

always make the one whose eyes ar'j bandaged turn round
several times ?

"

" Of course they do."
" And what do they do it for ?

"

" To confuse his ideas, and make him uncertain in

which direction his face is turned."
" Exactly. You have hit it. Now, this is what we

want to do with the parson."
" It is. But, then, how are we to make him turn

round in the manner you mention ?
"

" I confesss, at first sight, that seems very difficult
;

but, as I don't see why we need be very particular with
him, I think it may easily be got over."
" How ?

"

" Why, we will so turn, and roll, and bundle him about,

that he v.'ill no more know where he is than if he had
been suddenly put down in the moon."
" Biiivo ! That will do."
These last words were spoken rather more loudly

than those which preceded them, and, the consequence

was, they reached the over-strained ears of Parson Mar-
text, who inmiediately put upon them the most terrible

signification.

He thought they must allude to his murder.
No sooner lad they come to the decision we have re-

corded, than they at onco set about putting it into execu-

tion.

The first thing they did was to pick up the bag at both

ends, and then to run round and round in a circle with it,

us though for a wager, to the parson's great amazement,
who found tlus circumstance more inexplicable than the

others.

He soon grew giddy, and sick, and faint ; bnt» heedleas

I

of that, the gyratory movement was oontinned.
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Saddenly, however, they stopped, and then ran round
in the opposite direction to that which they had taken
before.

This lasted for a few moments, and then, deeming
the unfortunate prisoner not sufficiently bewildered,

they made him stand upon his feet.

This.however, he was scarcely capable of doing, and he

was only prevented from falling by the following means.

The three highwaymen stood round him in a triangle,

and near enough for them to be within arm'a-letigth of

their prey.
First Claude would seize him by the arm, or some

other portion of his body, and give him a whirl round.

Then, before he oould fall to the ground, he would be
seized by Tom King, who would whirl him round in

precisely the same manner, and then pass him on to

Sixteen-String Jack.
Thus the parson was knocked about from one to the

other of them, until at length they ceased, for they

were completely tired.

He sank breathless and exhausted on the ground, and
incapable of making the slightest movement.

It was while he was in this state that Mr. Martext
was lifted up on Tom King's horse, which happened to

be the strongest animal of the three.

The manner in which he was placed upon it was any.
thing but an agreeable one.

He was laid across the withers of the horse, just as a
sack of corn might be.

Tom got up and sat behind him in the saddle.

He grasped the sack with one hand in such a manner
that it could not possibly fall off, and then held the
reins in the other.

The order to advance was now given, and off they set

at a canter which jolted Mr. Martext about in a terrible

manner.
After going for some distance, Tom King relinquished

his burden to Claude Duval, who, in his turn, passed it

to Sixteen-String Jack.
Thus taking it in turns, they at length reached En-

field Chase.
Their design had been to thoroughly baSle and be-

wilder the parson, and this they succeeded to the fullest

extent in doing.
Whether he had gone north, east, west, or south, he

had not the remotes* notion.
The pleasant little dell where they had first halted on

entering the chase, and which had so often been a
rendezvous, was the point to which the highwaymen
directed their steps, for it was here they had agreed to
meet Dick ; and, from the length of time they had
necessarily been absent, they fully expected to find him.
Nor were they mistaken.
Immediately upon their arrival at the sweet sylvan spot
which the moonbeams now lighted up, for the dense
clouds had dispersed, they saw Dick and Maud emerge
from the shadow of the trees, to which they had retired
upon hearing their approach, in order to be quite certain
it was their friends before they made themselves visible.

With all speed the highwaymen alighted, and Parson
Martext, still enveloped in the sack, was laid upon the
ground.
The horses were led away, and a few words passed

between Dick and his companions.
The result of it was that Dick withdrew with Maud

for a little while to some distance.
He was to return to the dell upon receiving a signal

from his comrades.
In the meantime they made themselves very busy

indeed,
A small empty cask, which had served them for a

seat, was placed on end upon a level piece of ground.
Then they proceeded to untie the bag and release

their prisoner.
^

When the sack was removed, they were some-
what alarmed to perceive that the parson lay quite
still, without exhibiting the least signs of life.

Conjecturing, however, that he had merely fainted,
Claude Duval fetched some water from the natural basin
into which tlie mimic waterfall fell, and pletifuUy
besprinkled him with it.

He was quickly rewarded for his trouble by seeing
the apparently defunct parson etratch forth his arms
9nd open hia eyaa.

Observing these signs of recovery, the administration
of a little spirit was next resorted to, and it was won-
derful to see what a revivifying effect a small quantity
of it produced.

In a few minutes they had him thoroughly restored
to consciousness.

It was some time before the t«\3rend gentleman
could recall to his mind the occurrences of the past.
He glared round him with mingled surprise and

curiosity.

He was quite at a loss to think to what place he had
been conveyed, for the trees by which he was surrounded
possessed no distinctive character by which he oould
recognise them.
As soon as he had partially recovered from his state

of mental confusion, Tom King addressed him.
The sound of his voice had the effect of bringing all

that had happened full before the recollection of the
parson, and again he was seized with the horrible fear
that he was destined for some terrible death, which had
formerly possessed him.

Perceiving this, and the great extent of his fright,

Tom endeavoured to reassure him.
" Fear nothing," he said ;

" your life and body are in
CO danger. Do you comprehend that you are in no
danger ?"

The parson opened and shut hia eyes in a wild and
convulsive manner, and made several ineffectual at-

tempts to speak.
He made several pantomimic gestures with his arms.
"I say again," repeated Tom King, observing the

effect his former words had upon him, " I say again, you
are in no danger. I tell you, once more, that your life

is safe, but only upon certain conditions."
" Conditions ?" repeated the parson, at length being

able to speak.
" Yes, conditions. Tour life will be spared, and your

person carefully preserved from all harm, if you do
exactly as you are told. But the moment you refuse,

or even hesitate, to do what is commanded, that moment
will be your last, and you will be handed over to a
terrible fate."

"Oh! good gentlemen," said Parson Martext, rising

to his knees, for he now began to find that his situation

was not so bad as he had thought it—" Oh ! good gen-
tlemen, spare my life, pray spare my miserable life, and
I will do anything you ask ; indeed I will. Try me,
gentlemen ! I will do anything you ask, if you will but
spare my life."

" That is well," said Tom King. *' In the first place,

then, you must swear "

" Oh ! yes, gentlemen. Contrary to the regulations of

my profession as it may be, and unseemly as it may
appear, yet, to save my life, I will even swear. D—

n

you all ! D—n me for a fool ! D—-n all the world I"

Our three friends could not control their laughter at

this ludicrous interruption ; for, of course the sort of

swearing in which the reverend gentleman indulged waa
not the kind that Tom King required, and aa he would
have found if he had only had patience enough to allow

him to finish what he waa about to say.

They judged, however, from this that the parson waa
rapidly recovering from the abject fear with which he
had been possessed, and thia waa really the case.

Tom King, however, spoke to him with some severity.
" You must swear," he said, " not to reveal to a living

soul any of the events of which to-night you may be a
witness. A solemn oath will presently be proposed to

you, which, if you refuae to take, you will that instant

cease to exiat ; for we are desperate men, and should
think no more of taking your life than we should of

taking a aparrow's."
" I will take any oath you like to propose to me, gen-

tlemen," aaid the'parson ; "but, ohl spare my life-
spare my life."
" You will be uninjured if you will consent to the terms

I have proposed. A m I to understand that you do so ?"

" Yes, yes, gentlemen. Anything to spare my life."

" Very well, then. Listen."
" I am listening, merciful sir."

"You have been brought here to-night to perfornl

the marriage ceremony upon two persons between whom
no legitimate impediment exists."

" Anything but that, good sir, Ask me anything but
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Ihat, and I will obey you. But I cannot do that. Indeed,

] cannot."
" Then prepare yourself for instant death."

"Mercy! mwcy!" •

** Have mercy on yourself. You have been brought uere

for the express purpose of solemnizing a m»rriago, andj, if

you refuse to do it, you die at once."
" But, good sir, pray reflect."
" There ia neither time nor need for reflection. I t»U

you, again, you hare these two alternatives, and the choice

you make depends upon yourself."
" Bat if, as you say, there exists no legitimate impedi-

ment why these two persons should not be joined together,

why do they not in a proper manner present themselves

»t a church?"
" There are good reasons why such a thing is impos-

sible; and with those reasons you have nothing whatever

to do. Decide! Will you perform the cereraony, or will

you die at once ?"

As he spoke these words in a very determined manner,

Tom King took out of hia pocket a pistol, which he loaded,

primed, and cocked.
The parson watched his every movement with an intent-

ness that was really ludicrous to witness.

Advancing close up to him, Tom King thrust the muzzle

of the pistol rather roughly in his ear, as he said

—

" I shall count three, and if you do not consent then, the

moment I pronounce the word three, I shall pull the

trigger, and your brains will be scattered upon the sward."

The contact of the muzzle of the pistol had a remark-
able effect upon the parson.

There was no doubting that Tom would carry out the

intention he had expressed ; and then, as for the pistol, he
knew that the slightest pressure on the trigger would do
the business—for he had seen it loaded with his own eyes.

In a screaming voice he cried out

—

" Oh ! yes, gentlemen. I will do it ; I will do it. Any-
thing to spare my life."

"Agreed," said Tom, as he removed the pistol. "Believe
me, you have chosea wisely, for I should not have hesi-

tated to keep my word."
" I shall be ruined through it, though."
" Pho—pho !

"

" It is against the express orders of the bishop.**
•* Oh ! bother the bishop."
" It's all very well for you to say, bother the bishop

!

Ton are independent of him, and I am not."
" That's very true. But I suppose you will only be

ruined when the intelligence of what you have done
reaches the bishop's ears ?

"

" No, not till then."
"All right, my friend; then you have nothing what-

ever to fear, for, of course, you would not be such a fool as

to tell him yourself."
" No, I should not tell him."
" Then, you may rely upon it, the information will not

reach his ears from any of our lips, for it will be to our
interest to keep the matter a secret. So you need have
no apprehensions on that score."

The clergyman smiled in a feeble and ghastly sort of

way.
" Where are the bride and bridegroom ? " he said.
" They are in waiting," said Tom King, " and will

make their appearance as soon as ever we are in readiness.

Now, let us have no further trouble. We shall keep a
close watch upon you, and the moment you refuse or

hesitate to obey us, you die
!

"

CHAPTER CCCLXXIII.
EBtATKS THE MANNER IN WHICH THE MARRIAGE
CEREMONY WAS CELEBRATED BETWEEN DICK TVHT^H
AND MAUD GOULDMAN IN ENFIELD CHASE.

Parson Martext was now thoroughly subdued, and im
prepared to resign himself ^-^ l»i8 fate with the best gn,f^
he was able to command
Tom King looked round, and saw that his comrades had

eompleted their preparations.

Mr. Martext still continued on his knees.
Tom took hold of his arm, as he said

—

" Rise at once, and follow me."
With a groan, which h» tried in rain to repress, the

parson did hia bidding.

you

Tom kept hold of his arm, and led him towarUa Utz
spot where the cask had been placed.
" Do you see that ? " he asked.
" Ye—es," stammered the parson, misjiri^'ingl/.
" Well, then, mount it."
" Mount it ?

"

" Yes."
"What for?"
" Don't ask questions, but obey I To« will stand upon

it to perform the ceremony."
Mr. Marttxt had no resource but te submit.
With a veiy bad grace, he got upon the ca«k.
He was a little man, and, like most little men, had a

very great idea of his own dignity and importance.
The head of the cask was only just large enough for

him to stand upon, and he cut a rather ridiculous figure.
" Now," said Tom King, " stand perfectly still, as yoi

value your life. Where is your prayer-book ?
"

As he heard this question, a gleam of hope shot across
the parson's face.

He ftiucied that perhaps, after all, he should be able to
escape the solemnization of the ceremony.
" I have no prayer-book," he said ;

" and, therefore, I
cannot read the service."

This was an entirely unlooked-for obstacle.

The three highwaymen stared blankly at each other.
Mr. Martext ventured to smile.

Was their project after all to be defeated, at the very
moment, too, when they had begun to felicitate them-
selves upon its speedy accomplishment ?

It seemed so; for, as our readers may suppose, the
highwaymen were not in the habit of carrying prayer-
books about with them in their pockets.

The parson's smile expanded into a grin.

He saw the dilemma in which they were placed.
" I don't believe the rascal," said Claude Duval, at

length. " We have only his word that he don't carry a
prayer-book. Search his pockets, and see."

" Agreed."
Claude and Jack sprang forward, and, in spite of the

resistance which he made, proceeded to search the
parson's pockets.

" What's this ? " asked Sixteen-String Jack.

He had taken hold of the parson's coat-tails, and his

hand came in contact with some hard substance, which,
from its shape, he felt certain must bo a book.

He plunged his hand into his pocket.

Hia conviction was confirmed.

He drew forth a book.
" Now, then," he cried ;

" who would take the word of

a parson ?
"

" I told you he was not to be believed," said Claude
Duval.

" What do you mean by telling us such a deliberate

falsehood?" said Tom Kiug, angrily, addressing the
parson. " Do you know you are playing with your
life?"

" He deserves to forfeit it," cried Claude Duval, indig-

nantly.
" He does, indeed."
" l^Iercy, gentlemen—mercy !

" exclaimed Mr. Martext.
" You promised to spare my life !

"

" I kuow we did ; and, in return for our mistaken
clemency, you tell us a deliberate falsehood."
" No—no."
" Shame—shame !

"

" No—no !

" screamed the parson, again ;
" I haven't

told you a falsehood."
" I say you have."
" But I haven't."

"Didn't you say that you could not perform the

marriage oereraony, because you had not a prayer-book
with you ?

"

" Yes, I did."
" You admit, then, that you told us a lie ?

"

•* No—no
!

"

•' But you must have done. Here is the book."
" No there isn't ; that is not a prayer-book."
" Not a prayer-book ?

"

" No."
" What is it, then ?

"

*' A hymn-book."
"Oh! d—nit!"
Sixteen- String Jack opened th« hookt and, bj hM asi at
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the moon, saw that what was printed in it was divided
'oto lines and verses, just as hymns would be.
The parson was doubtless right.
He had triumphed ; aud it was easy to see, by the

expression of his countenance, that he eujoyed it.

Bat Claude Duval came to the rescue.

He was determined that they should not have all their

kroable for nothing, if it could possibly be helped.
Turning towards Mr. Martext, he said

—

" Now, sir, listen to me, and answer truthfully the qiios-

tions which I shall propound."
" If you don't," exclaimed Tom Kiug, " I'll blow yowr

brains out ! " i^

The stern tone in which these words were uttered made
the parson's knees tremble under him.
" What is it you want to know ? " he asked.
"How long have you held your present situation as

parson ?
"

" How long ?
"

" Yes, how many years ?
"

" Nearly twenty."
"Oh! nearly twenty. Well, then, Mr. Martext,

perhaps you will be good enough to inform us how many
times during the twenty years you have performed the
marriage service."
" I really cannot recollect."

"Why not?"
" Because I have performed it so many times."
"Exactly ; that is just what I thought."
" Oh ! is it ? " said the parson, with a puzzled air.

He could not perceive to what point Claude's questions

tended.
" Yes. But we will try if we cannot form some idea of

the number of times. We shall not be particular to a few.

Now, on an average, how many times do you read the
marriage service in the course of a week ?

"

" On an average ?
"

" Yes. You understand what I mean by the term, I

•uppose ?
"

'' Oh ! yet."
" How many times, then ?

"

" Why, about three."

"No more ?"
"No."
" How many times did you perform it during the past

Wflek ?
"

" Five times."
" That, then, is over the average f

"
" Oh ! yes."
" Well, we are bound to believe you. Just stop a

minute, and you will discover the object of these-

questions. You say you have been parson for twenty
years; and, on the average, have celebrated three
marriages every week during that time ?

"

" Yes."
" Well, then. There are fifty-two weeks in every year.

Three times fifty-two comes to Let me see. I'll tell

Tou direatly. Three times fifty-two comes to exactly one
hundred and fifly-six. Now, that number must be multi-

plied by twenty—the number of years, you know ; and
that gives three thousand one hundred and twenty."
" Quite correct," said Tom King.
" Now, Mr. Martext," continucjd Claude, " do you see

the drift of my questions ? If you don't, I'll soon make
you. If you, by your own confession, have performed the
marriage service over three thousand times, it ia quite

clear you must know it by heart ; and, therefore, a
prayer-book is superfluous. You can repeat t^« worda
just as well without one as with." ^j

" Bravo !
" excluimed Claude's two comrade*, clapping

their hands with delight at the clever manner in wnich
Claude bad got the better of the parson.
" 1 forget it altogether," stammered the parsoa
" Stuff

!

" cried Claude. " You don't expect we shall

believe that, do you ? Yon must know it off by hejpt.*'
" But I have a very bad memory-"
" Then we will see if we cannot inprove it."
" Parson Martext," said Tom Kiug, " we can't afford to

waste any more time. You must solemnize the marriage
at once. Here, take this book ; no expostulations, they
will not avail yon. Take this book, I say. It will

answer your purpose just as well any other."
" Of course it will! " interrupted ClaJide, "and I will

•oon improve your recollection. Do you see this ?
"

As he spoke, he took out of his pocket a rather ]arg«.
sized pocket-flask.

He held it up close to the parson's nose.
" Do you see this ?" he repeated.
"Ye-es." stammered Mr. Martext. , ,

" Do you know what it is i" ^ - x >

" No.
"Then I will tell you. It is a powder-flaai and, if

you don't like to believe me, look here."
Claude took an unloaded pistol from his pock«t, and

poured some of the powder the flask contained into the
pan of it.

He pulled the trigger, and a bright flash succeeded.
" You see there is no deception about the matter, so

just pay attention to what I am going to do."
The parson watched him with the utmost intentness.
Claude took the flask, and poured a small quantity of

the powder it contained all round the cask.
" What's that for P " asked Mr. Martext, in the greatest

trepidation.
" Hold your tongue," said Claude j

" you will see in a
moment."
As he spoke, he continued to pour out the gunpowder

;

and, having surrounded the cask, he laid a train of it in a
straight line, which he extended until his flask was
emptied.

" Let me get down," roared Mr. Martext. " I don't
like to stand here."
" If you move an inch," said Tom, " I will blow your

brains out."
" Mercy—mercy !

"

" Stand still, then."
" What does that powder mean ?

"

" It means just this," said Claude. " I am now about
to summon the bride and bridegroom, and the moment
they arrive you must begin and read the service without
making any more fuss. If you don't, or if you hesitate

about the words, or appear as though you were performing
the ceremony against your will, I shall touch the end of
this train of gunpowder with a match which I shall hold
in my hand already lighted, so as to be in perfect readiness.

The spark will fly along (he train with the rapidity of

lightning. It will reach the cask upon which you now
stand. 'That cask is nearly full of gunpowder. It is in

communication with that which I have sprinkled round
the outside. The same moment, then, that I touch the

end of the train with a lighted match, you will be blown
np in the air, and, when you come down again, you will

find yourself in a thousand pieces."

During the whole of this alarming speech, the counte-

nance and gesticulations of the onfortonate pars(m were
most amusing to witness.
His eyes rolled.

His teeth chattered.

His whole body trembled convulsively.

Indeed, his whole appearance was the embodiment of
the most absolute fright.

No sooner, however, had the last words ot Claude's

speech been uttered, than he suddenly seemed to collapse.

All those muscles whose ofiice it was to maintain his

body in an upright position, seemed suddenly to lose their

power.
He doubled up, as it seemed, into an inconceivably

small compass, and rolled oflf the cask on to the green
sward.
The highwaymen oould not forbear laughing at this

result of their threats.

However, as too much time had already been wasted,

they determined to dally no longer.

Moreover, they feared Dick would lose all patience

;

and, not only that, they had a great <i«al of work to do
before daybreak.
Tom King, therefore, went up to the spot where Parson

Martext lay, a huddled-np mass.
He did not say a word, but clapped the mu2a!le of the

pistol to his ear in the E«ime manner as ne had done
OAfore

.
^•' .

Horrified as the prisoner was by the information which
had just been impai-ted to him, and confused as his whole
mental faculties were in consequence, he still retained

suflicient sense to understand the fresh danger with whioh

he was menaced.
He started ap into an undignified sittinf poeton.
" Mercy—merey I

" he yelled.
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" Silence," said Tom, " and listen to what I have to

say."
" Ye— es, good sir; I am all attention."
" Very well, then. If you don't want me to blow your

brains out this mement, you will mount up again on to
that cask."
" No—no ! Meroy !

"

" I will show no mercy if you do not obey me."
*' But the gunpowder ?

"

" Yon have nothing to apprehend from that. If you
perform the service properly, you will be as safe standing
on the top of that cask of gunpowder as yoo would be if

you were standing upon an empty one."
" 1 can't ^o it.

" You have y<ha choice between that and certain and
immediate death. Which do you choose ?

"

" Oh ! I am a d^id man. Have mercj vpon me, a
miserable sinner!"

" Your alarm is quite groundless. I tell you, over again,
you have nothing to fear if you will only comply with our
demands. Rise, or sit still and have your brains blown
out."

It would seem by his manner that the parson set a very
high value upon this article, for any mention of it made an
immediate effect upon him.
He rose tremblingly to his feet, and looked around him

with a pitiful expression, which was, however, a comical
one.

" Mount that cask," said Tom, pressing the muzzle of
the pistol into his ear with still greater force.

Reluctantly the parson obeyed.
He mounted the cask with the air of one who mounts

the scaffold.

When upon it, his knees trembled so excessively as to
make it problematical whether he would stand or fall.

" Keep still," cried Claude Duval, in a tremendous
Toice

J
" and now understand your position. Take this."

He thrust the hymn-book into the parson's hands &a he
spoke.

It was taken submissively.
" Never mind about it's being a hymn-hook," continued

Claude. " I am quite certain you know the marriage
ceremony by heart ; so, when the bride and bridegroom
kneel before you, you will repeat it as though the words
were before you. If you do this, all will be well ; no harm
will come to you. To guard against all accidents, how-
ever, and to secure your compliance with what I have pro-
posed, I shall stand at one end of the train with a lighted
match in my hand, and, if you fail in any way to perform
your contract, I shall not scruple to blow you to atoms."
At this awful contingency, the parson seemed again in

imminent danger of falling off the cask.
Ho recovered himself, however, when Tom presented

his pistol.

Claude went on.

He judged he had already frightened and threatened
the parson sufficiently, and so he thought he had better
reassure him a little, for fear he should be too much over-
come by his terrors to do what was required of him.

" On the other hand," he said, " if you perform the
fleryioe to our satisfaction, and take the oath of secrecy
which we shall propose, not only will you be perfectly
free from all injury, but we will make you a present of a
round sum of money, and take you in safety to your own
house again. Now, silence._ Those are our terms. You
may accept them or not, just as you please. Prepare
yourself. I am now going to summon the bridegroom."
As Claude spoke, he uttered ithe agreed-upon signal,

and Dick immediately came forward in response to it.

He was at a loss to think what had been the cause of
the delay, though he fancied it must proceed from some
contumacy on the part of the parson.
Maud accompanied him.
She leaned heavily upon his arm.
Of the means taken to bring the parson to the chacfl she

knew nothing.
She was, however, a consenting party to the totems!-

ration of the ceremony.
Entirely led away by the romantic attachment which

she experienced for [Dick, she did not take into calcula-
tion all the results which must inevitably follow the step
•he was about to take.

If she is really in love, however, when does a woman
pause or reflect upon future oonsequences P

At the last moment Maud felt some slight misgiving.
But she shook it off, and would not allow her determi-

! uation to be shaken by the strangeness of her position.

I

She could not avoid feeling it acutely, in spite of her

I

efforts not to do so.

1 Unresigtingly, then, she allowed Dick to lead her up to

the cask upon which Mr. Martext was standing.

She knelt down beside him, at his request.

Then Claude, who held a long piece of lighted touch-
wood in his hand, made an imperative signal to the
parson to commence reading the service.

Fearful of the consequences of a refusal, he began.
But he was in such a state of agitation that he could not

speak properly, and all that reached the ears of the bride
and bridegroom was a confused, mumbling sound.
Whether it was right or not, they had no idea, but they

took it for granted that it was.
As Claude had assumed, Mr. Martext knew the marriage

service by heart perfectly well.

He faltered and hesitated once or twice, but, each time
that he did so, Claude put the lighted match closer to the
train of gunpowder.
This was sufficient.

The parson would recover himself, aod proceed with
renewed vigour.
He had a mortal fear of his life, and would rather do

anything than sacrifice it.

As the reader may be sure, there was in reality no gun-
powder in the cask.
That was a little fiction invented purposely to terrify

Mr. Martext.
Tne cask was an empty one, which had been found

among the miscellaneous odds and ends in the cavern, and
had been used for a seat, for which purpose it answered
very well indeed.
The powder which had been sprinkled about wae

genuine, but then scarcely any harm would have resulted
to anyone if it had exploded, and Claude by no means
intended that it should.

It shows how much the parson must have suffered hia

fears to get the better of him, or else he would have
known that he was in no danger of an explosion, because
the others would have been involved in the same destrac-
tion as himself.

That idea, however, never once occurred to him.
In a gabbling voice, he proceeded with the service until

he had ended it.

He signified this by closing the hymn-book with a smart
slap.

Then, completely overcome, he once more doubled ap
and rolled on to the ground.
The ceremony was over.

Dick Turpin and Maud were man and wife.

There was only one thing that was wanting to complete
it, and that was a wedding-ring.
This deficiency, however, was not material, and could

be supplied at the first convenient opportunity.
The union of the highwayman and a lady such as Maud

was, was a strange conjunction of destinies, and we look
forward with interest to trace its results.

Raising Maud to her feet, Dick at onee led her away
from the dell, leaving his comrades to square accounts
with the parson.
This they at once set about doiag, for tima waa fleeting

fast; and ere long, they knew, the night, whish had
witnessed so many strange occurrences, would cempletely
flit away.
They had a great deal to accomplish.
The dismay of the parson was to them a source of the

greatest amusement.
Tom King had all along taken the initiative with reepeet

to any proceedings connected with him, aud he now eea-
tiaued to do «o.

Knowing bv previous expeiienoe the remavlfable effect

which the cola muzzle of the pistol had ispon him, Tom
once more pressed it into his ear.

The parson rose the moment he was cc/mmaoded to do so.

He assumed a kneeling posture.
" Shake off your fears, said Tom. " You have dene

what we required of you, and you have now nothing:

whatever to dread from us in the shape ef pecsoaal
violence."

The repetition of this assoranoe seemed to have a
revivifying effect upon hiia.
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Ho struggled to his feet.
" We have promised to take you back to your house,"

continued Tom, " and you may rely upon our performicg
that part ©f the contract. Have you any idea where yop
are P

"

The parson looked round him.
Observkig he did not immediately reply, Tom repeated

/ question.
" 1 am in a wood," said Mr. Martext, at length.

"Ton needed no conjuror to tell you that; but what
wood?"
" Ah ! that I don't know."
" Then I should advise yoa not to attempt to find out.

As we don't want you to know, you cannot be 8«rprieed if

we take steps to make such a thing utterly impossible."
" You were good enough to promise me something for

my trouble."
" Right," said Tom. " I am glad you reminded me j I

always like to fulfil all my engagements."
Then, turning to Claude, he added

—

"Yon carry the purse, so I leave that part of the

business to you."
The parson turned round eagerly and avariciously

towards Claude, who drew forth a large leather bag, and,

plunging his hand into it, drew forth a number of

guineas.

These he pressed into the parson's hands, who extended
them impatiently.

The next moment they were conveyed, with a sigh of

satisfaction, to his pocket.
Mr. Martext wiis poor, and the amount he now received

was more than Lis annual stipend.

He by no means repented his night's work.
He oonsidered himself amply paid for all the incon-

venience, alarm, and terror he had suffered.

He professed his utmost willingness to take any oath of
secrecy which they might think fit to propose.

Claude dictated one, which Mr. Martext readily

repeated.

He seemed anxious to convince them of his good faith.
" We will now take you back to your residence, as we

promised," said Tom King, " and you must not feel ang y

with us if we adopt such means as we think will preveut
yon discovering this retreat."

" Do anything bat put me into that sack."
" If ^ou have so great an objection to it, I daresay we

can devise some other equally efi"ective mode."
" Do so, then, I pray you, for the sack is excessively dis-

tasteful to me."
The highwaymen consulted together for a minute or two,

upon this request.

It waa at length agreed that Mr. Martext should
merely be blindfolded, and placed upon a horse behind one
of them.
To this the parson himself consented, and they at once

proceeded to carry out the arrangement.
The long neckcloth which he wore was taken off, and

bound over his eyes in such a manner as to make itan im-
possibility for him to see in the slightest degree.
Tom King then mounted his steed, and his two com-

rades lifted the parson on to the horse behind liim.
" Clasp me round the waist, " said Tom King, " and

hold on for your hfe. If you don't, you will probably find
yourself in the roadway."
Mr. Martext did not require twice telling to do thin.

He clasped Tom convulsively.
There was no fear of his hold being shaken off.

Claude and Sixteen-Striag Jack now mounted their
steeds, and accompanied Tom to the high road—it being
their intention to take it in turns to relieve Tom of his
burden.

They were careful, too, to tajt* every precaution they
could think <rf to baffle the parson, and oonfuse hi» »A to
the direction taken.
For this lenson Totn would cause his horse to wheel

round and round for several times in rapid succession, and
then to set off ir\ a straight line—but in what directi.')n ho
judged it to be out of the parson's power to tell.

Aud in this he was quite correct j for thoBgh, \\ en
they set out, Mr. Martext had made up his mind to
accurately observe the route taken, he soon became so
completely bewildered that he gave up the attempt in

CHAPTBR CCCLXXIV.
CLAUDE DHVAt HAS AN ADVENTURE ON THE HIGHWAY, AKB

KEETS WITH A SAD MISHAP.

Hai iNG succeeded in baffling the parson as to the route
taken, the highwaymen set forward, at the best speed of
which their houses were capable, in the direction of his
dwelling.

This they reaahed without the OGcurrencfe of any inci-
dent worthy of record ; but, when just within sight of the
church, the same mancBuvres were repeated.
Then, suddenly darting forward, Tom ^rew up with a

jerk just opposite the gate leading into the churchyard.
Claude and Jack dismounted ; and Mr. Martext, upon

receiving the intimation that his home was I'eaohed,
suffered them to lift him down.
When once they had got him in their grasp, they did

not release him, but with great swiftness carried him to
the palings, and, lifting him over, dropped him on to the
soft soil in the graveyard.
The parson uttered a yell when he found himself fall-

ing, and, as soon as he reached the ground, he made a
desperate effort to remove the bandage which covered his
eyes ; but, long ere he could succeed in doing so, he heard
the trampling of horses' hoofs die away in the distance.
When, at length, he removed it and looked around, hfl

found himself alone, sitting on a mound in the church-
yard, and with no human being in sight.

Our friends considered that they had managed this
business very cleverly, and congratulated themselves upon
it.

The road before them was straight and level, so they
put their horses to speed ; for already upon the eastern
horizon could be perceived some faint indications of the
coming day, and they wished to gain the shelter of the
chase before it got thoroughly light.

Gradually, however, a faint gray tinge overspread all

objects, rendering them indistinctly visible.

As this pale, spectral sort of light increased in bright-
ness, a curious kind of white mist became perceptible.

It seemed to rise from the ground and to increase in
density as they proceeded, until, at length, they appeared
to be enveloped in a cloud of white steam, making it im-
possible for them to see half-a-dozen yards beyond their
horses' heads.
This was a phenomenon which all three of the high-

waymen, when returniug from their excursions on the
road had frequently witnessed, and more than once they
had owed their escape to it.

Never was the white mist more acceptable than on the
present occasion, and they earnestly hoped that it would
continue until they reached their destination.

It was of the utmost importance that they should not
be seen to enter the chase by anyone, because the safety
of their refuge there depended entirely upon their
presence in it being unsuspected.

Despite the manifest danger, then, of so doing, they
pushed on at full speed through the mist, trusting more to
the sagacity of their horses than their own to keep them
clear of any obstacles.

Soon, however, it became evident that the mist was
local, or else that it was passing away ; for, as they con-
tinued on their way, its density rapidly diminished.

Suddenly as they looked in advance, the three highway-
men saw simultaneously some huge, black, shadowy object.

It was approaching them rapidly.

Under the impulse of the momeut they pulled up, and
drew their horses close to the side of the road.
No sooner had the clatteiing of the hoofs of their own

steeds ceased, than another sound reached their ears.
They fecognised it in a moment.
It was that peculiar gratiug, crushing noise which is

produced by a vehicle passing rapidly over a gravelled road.
Before they had time to more than notice this, the huge

shadowy object which they had first perceived swept by
them at fuU spee<l..

They then saw that it was a large travelling carriage,
which appeared larger to their eyes than it really was, in
consequence of seeing it through the miat, which, though
thin, magnified and distorted all objects in a remarkable
manner.
There was a suddea rush, and then the vehicle became

lost to sight, though the griuding of the wheels could stiJl

be heard.
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" It was a fortnnate i^ainf;,** gaid Tom King, " that we
perceived tbat carriage when we did and drew aside. If

we had not, we must iiievitably have come into collision

with it, and we, beyond all doubt, should have been the
greatest suflFerers."

" There can be no question about that," coincided Jack

;

" for they never reduced their speed in the least. I wonder
ti^o they can be, travelling at such a tremendous rate, and
at this unusual hour, too ?

"

" I have a great miud to find out," said Claude Duval

;

" for, I can assure yon, what I gave the parson has reduced
the amount of our wealth very materially."

" No—no, Claude."
" But I say it has." C^
" I don't mean that."
" What do you mean, then ?

"

" Why, don't think of stopping that carriage."
" Why not ?

"

" Because, as sure as you do, we shall not reach the
chase until long after daylight ; and I should not like the
secret of our place of refuge to be discovered just yet."
" Nor need it be. Tliis is a thinly-populated piece of

country, and we need not feel so afraid of being seen."
" Well, do not let us run the risk on this occasion."
" Why not ? I cannot allow a good booty, such as that

probably is, to pass me without making an attempt to
obtain possession of it."

" But it will be unwise to do so in this instance."
" Not a bit."
" Besides, while we have been talking the carriage has

got quite out of hearing."
" Never mind that—I can easily overtake it."

" What ! going at such a speed as it was ?
"

" Yes."
" But think how late it will be when we return."
" Not at all. The business will be over in ten minutes

;

and it ia so long since I had an adventure on the road,
that I feel it to be a matter of impossibility for me to let

this one pass by."

So saying, Claude struck his spurs sharply into his
horse's flanks, and, before his comrades could say another
word, or make the least attempt to stay him, he darted
off at full gallop in the direction the carriage had taken,
and which was, of course, away from Entield Chase.
Tom King and Sixteeu-Striii!? Jack could not help feel-

ing annoyed to tiud their comrade act in so headstirong a
manner, and thoy feared the worst results would ensue.
However, the mischief was now done, and the only

thing they could do was to make the best of it.

Accordingly, then, they turned their horses' heads in
the direction Claude had taken, and followed him, deter-
Kiined to share whatever danger he might incur, and also

to be at hand in case their presence should be needful.

But such was the impetuosity with which Claude had
set forward, that he was already out of sight and hearing.
They, however, spurred their horses and endeavoured

to come up with him.
The reader will doubtless recollect that, several times

lately, Claude expressed his dissatisfaction at the dull,

inactive life they were leading.

He longed for the excitement of an adventure on the
road ; and on the present occasion, as we have seen, this
feeling got the better of his prudence.
He knew the danger and risk that he would run, but

the knowledge did not deter him ; and he galloped off

alone in the manner we have related, calculating that his

companions would follow him, and curing very little

whether they did or not.

lie soon found, however, that the carriage had got
much further in advance than ho could have believed
possible ; and, although his own speed was so terrific, it

was some time before he came in sight of it.

When he did so, day had fairly dawned, and the faint
light in the east was rapidly extending itself over the
whole of the Leavens.

In spite of t^his circumstanc e—and he could n»t fail to

notice it—Claude kept on.

He was certainly gaining; on the carriage, aja4 he
pressed his steed to make a still greater effort, and over-

take it as speedily as possible.

"The clattering of hoofs wasJ terrific, and sparks flew from

the flinty stones upon the roiid at every bound he took.

It seemed as though thesoundsof his approach reached

the eass of those of whom he was in such hot porsait.

At any rate he fancied their speed ^as much iuoreaseil.
Stin he gained on them rapidly.

Claude looked back once or twice, but he could no
nothing of them.
A few more minutes elasped, and then ha approached

within a yard or two of the carriage.
He held a loaded pistol in both hands, having taken the

reins between his teeth.

Judging himself to be near enough to effect his purpose,
ho fired one of the pistols in the air, and, the moment he
had done so, dropped the now useless weapon into the
road.
His left hand was now free, and h« seized the reins with

it.

Then, when the report of the pistol had died away, he
cried, at the top of his voice.

"Halt! coachman. Pull up yoar horses, or you are a
dead man !

"

The first pistol Claude had firod in the air, but the
explosion terrified the coachman, and he was by no means
sure whether he was not dead already.
However, he still retained his senses sufliciently to com-

prehend Claude's command, which fell upon his ear with
painful distinctness.

Mechanically he tightened his hold upon the reins, and
the four hor»es by which the carriage was drawn came to

a standstill.

"The vehicle itself swayed about a great deal on ita

springs in consequence of having been stopped so quickly,

but before the oscillation ceased the window was let down
with a tremendous clatter, and a man's head was projected
through it.

" Drive on, coachman !

" he cried, in tones of startling

energy. " Drive on, I say ! How dare you take orders
from anyone but myself ?

Implicit obedience was the coachman's duty, and now
he did not scruple to give the horses a sharp slash with
tlr > whip, in spite of Claude's threat.

fhe high-mettled steeds plunged and reared for a
moment before they started off.

During that moment Claude reached the side of the
coach.
" Halt !

" he cried again. " Halt, I say, or it will b«
the worse for you."
With great suddenness the man who had put his head

out of the carriage window turned round, and, before
Claude had the least idea of what was about to happen,
he levelled a pistol at him with great rapidity, and fired.

It was evident that he was a proficient in the use of the
weapon, or he could not have taken aim so hastily as he
did.
" Take that !

" he cried, as he pulled the trigger.

At the same instant the carriage was sot in motion.
Claude's finger was on the trigger of his pistol, and he

fired.

Bat the shot was an aimless one, and the trigger was
drawn only by a convulsive contraction of the muscles.
He reeled m his saddle.

A gasping sob came from his lips.

The discharged pistol and the reins dropped from hia

strengthless grasp.

A film gathered before his eyes.

Still he made a desperate effort to retain his seat in the
saddle.

It was in vain.

Another gasping sob, which sounded almost like a
groan, came from his lips.

He swayed twice from side to side in the saddle.

Then dropped like a log of wood into the road.

CHAPTER CCCLXXV.
DICK TUEPIK AND MAUD QOULDMAN HAVE A TEEKIBLB

ADVENTURE WITH A SNAKE IN THE OLD CAVEKN.

As we have already related, Dick Turpin, as soon as the
marriage ceremony was concluded, led his newly-made
bride from the spot at onco, leaving his friends to square
aceouuts with the parson, of which scene he by no meana
desired that she should be a spectator.

He was married to her under the name ofJohn Palmer,
for it would not have done to trust the parson with tho
secret of who he really was.
He thought, if his comrades properly carried oui tb
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[TOM king and SIXTEEN-STRING jack discover the lifeless body of CLA-UDE DUVAL.]

iattructions he had given fiiem, that no more would he
I

heard about the matter.
Whether he was right or not in this conjecture, we

must leave for time to determine.

As might be expected, Maud expressed her surprise at

the extraordinary behaviour of the parson, and questioned

Dick closely as to the cause of it.

But he returned only evasive answers to her interropfa-

lions, and end savoured to cha'^ge the subject of the con-

Tersation.

This he baa out littls difficulty in doing.

A keen wind swept through the forest-glades, and Maud
hivered more than once.

" Come," he said, "the night air is cold; let nfi seek

the warmth and shelter of the cavern."
" And Claude and his two comrades, where are they ?

"

"Fear nothing on their account. They are about to

iftott out upon an expedition, from which they will not
•tum for some hours. Most probably it will be at day-

No. 74.

break, and that is now far distant. Come, then, to tL»

cavern, where we can depend upon not being inter-

Mand assented, and permitted Dick to lead her in th«

direction of the entrance.

She was now a highwayman's bride, and, though sha

repeated the words over and over again in her mind, sti),

she could not realize fully her position.

However, she said r.othiug, a.lthough she could not

banish a sliglit feeling of depression.

But, when she looked up into Dick's connV^uauce, ami

saw it beaming with love, and the deepest possible resped,

she felt cheered and reassured.

At length the cavern was gained. ", . .

A wood fire was smouldering on the Btone which was se:

in the floor. . . ,

It was dim, and seemed on the point of expiring ;
b^

close at band was a heap of brushwood, placed read? U
replenish it, and bliis Dick oast on pretty freely.

Pbios One Halppbnnt.
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The wood was dry and the twigs small, so the fire

quickly burned up, and diffused, not only a comfortable

warmtli, but a cheerful light over the cav(;rii.

Dick drew one of the seats they had found close up
to the fire, and, seating liia companion upon it, placed

himself by her side.

For some moments both were i--i!en^.

Dick's thoughts were busy, an.l so were IVriiuil's.

The former was reflecting upon tlie change "iiicli had

taken pla',e in liis po sition, and the effect it was likely

to produce upon his future prospects. The latter was

considering by what means she could win him from his

present mode of life.

As the interval of silence increased in length, it be-

came more painful, and Dick resolved to make a bold

effort and break it.

He placed his arm round Maud's waist, and gently

drew her towards him until her head reclined upon his

shoulder.
Then, in as cheerful a tone as he could command, he

reverted to the occurrences of the past, and the extra-

ordinary concatenation of events by which they had
become acquainted with each other.

He alluded to all the manifold incidents which had
since occurred, and all of which must be familiar to the

reader, so that i^ will be unnecessary for us to repeat

their conversation.

As he proceeded, however, Maud became insensibly

interested, and joined in his remarks.
Most particularly did they dwell upon Blanche's un-

happy lot, and Maud found it out of her power to re-

strain her tears.

She told Dick how much the poor girl had suffered,

not merely from her father's death, and all the terrible

circumstances connected with it, but from the fact that

Bhe had fallen deeply and violently in love with the eon

of her uncle, Adrian Winberry, but who in no way
resembled his bad parent.

Still, whatever his good qualities might have been, she

found it would be impossible for her to unite herself to

the son of her father's murderer.
From such a union no good could possibly result.

And so she pined and grieved in the hopelessness of

her affliction.

In this way the time passed rapidly and pleasantly.

Suddenly, however, Maud raised her head.

As she did so her countenance became convulsed with

Budden terror.

Her lips parted, as though she was about to utter a

shriek, but no sound issued from them.

Her eyes were fixed upon some object which rendered

her speechless with horror.

She had encountered it the moment she raised her

head, and found it impossible to remove her gaze.

It was fascinated.

But Dick saw nothing.
Maud knew it, and strove with all her might to speak,

and warn him of the frightful danger with which he was
menaced.

But in vain.

The faculty of speech was utterly denied her.

Still, slie ching with convulsive energy to her com-

panion, and lier grasp tightened rapidly.

Surprised, Dick looked down to ascertain the cause

of it, and was astonished to find her countenance dis-

torttd with horror.

He saw her eyes were intently fixed upon some object,

and ill a moment he turned his face in the direction in

which she looked.

As ho did so. a shout of surprise, but hardly of fear,

burst from his lips, and he sprang suddenly to liis toet.

A sickening, hissing sound, which ohille.l tin; life-

blood in their veins, followed the movement.
Dick staggered back a stop, and, in doing so, over-

turned the seat upon which they had been sitting.

Bravo and bold-hearted as we know him to be, Dick
Turpin iiia^ well be excused for the emotion he ex-

hibited.

The ui.jdct upon which his eyes had fallen was enough
to dismay the stoutest heart.

On the side of the fire opposite to that upon which he

eat was a huge serpent. In some strange way it raised

its lung, shiny body upwards, and moved its head about
with a restless, uneasy motion.

The height at which it held its head from the floor,

was at least four feet.

Its body was of immense thickness, and covered with

scales, which glittered with a hideous brightness in the

firelight.

At every movement they sparkled vividly, and &9-

sumed a thousand different hues and tints—from thg
brightest yellow to Ilia deepest black.

Well calculated to inspire fear and rlisgust as such
an animal could not fail to be, its most terrible features

have yet to be described.

Its head was large and broad, and furnished with two
comparatively small eyes, but of the most intense

brilliancy that can possibly be imagined.

No words could possibly describe their peculiar char-

acter. They possessed a strange power of fascination.

When Maud first saw the serpent, her gaze was imme-
diately riveted upon its eyes, and she found it impossible

to look in any other direction.

As we have seen, it deprived her of every faculty.

She was like one spell-bound.

Every muscle was rigid, and insensible to her will.

She was rooted to the spot.

Precisely the same effect was produced upon Dick, bnt
not in the same degree.

When he looked in the direction to which Maud's
terror - stricken countenance was turned, he saw the
hideous creature, and, under the first shock of surprise,

had uttered a shout and started to his feet.

His eyes had been riveted upon those of the serpent,

and he felt it beyond his power to remove them.
He made several efforts.

They were all vain ones.

The serpent's mouth was stretched open to its fullest

extent.

Its horrible, forked, fang-like tongue played in and
out with a ceaseless motion.

A sickening hiss issued from its throat, which seemed
to increase in loudness and malignancy every moment.

It appeared preparing for a spring.

Dick was appalled.

His breath came from his lungs in short and unequal
gasps.
Suddenly the serpent moved, as though about to

glide round the fire and attack them.
For a moment, then, Dick's eyes were freed from

their horrible fascination.

He took advantage of that moment.
He grasped the hilt of his sword, and drew it from

its scabbard.
The polished blade gleamed brightly in the firelight.

With his other hand he still supported Maud.
On came the snake.
This time, however, Dick took care not to encounter

the glittering, reptile-like eyes.

He stood prepared to destroy the snake, which, from
its general appearance, he felt convinced was of a ve-

nomous character.

One touch of those long poisonous fangs would b«
sufficient to cause death either in himself or his com-
panion.
Dick was ignorant, too, of the full powers of mischief

which such a creature possessed.

Steadily it came towards them, with a hideous, onda-
lating motion.
Dick fancied it had the power to spring upon them

from a distance.

He held his sword in an attitude of defence, deter-

mined to use it upon him should an opportunity present
itself.

Maud was motionless. She was once more under the

influence of the serpent's fascination.

Dick tried to release himself from her hold, and spring

forward and attack it.

But he could not shake her off.

Gradually and stealthily the snake came nearer, until

Dick fancied he could reach it.

He raised his sword and brought ii, driwn with the full

force of his arm.
It hissed through the air.

Bat he missed his aim.
The serpent saw the sword descending, t>»<sdrwvb»ok

its head just in time to avoid the blow which WM
levelled at it.
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Infuriated at his failure, Dick started forward a few I Slowing it came, witli ita body flat upon the grouru.
paces, despite the danger of so doing, and struck

|
and its treacherous-looking head raised only a ie-v

anothei^blow
He did not wait to see the result of the blow, but

drew back precipitately.

It was well he did so.

He inflicted a slight wound upon his adversary, but
that was all.

Enraged by tlie pain the wound doubtless occasioned,
the vibrations of the snake became more rapid.

It was about to dart upon them and enfold them in

its embrace, when Dick, instigated by the courage of '

inches from it.

By a rapid motion, Dick changed his position some-
what.
He now stood with Maud more behind him than he

had done hitherto.

His intention was to shield her from harm as much
as possible.

Then, holding his sword in an attitude to strike, he
awaited the approach of his enemy.

Either unconscious, or unheedful, of the uplifted
desperation, again sprang forward, although Maud tried sword, the snake continued to advance.
lier best to hold him back
Again he struck at the snake, aiming as well as he

could at the creature's head, which, he believed, was
the only mortal part about it.

The sword descended with terrific swiftness, but the
snake swerved aside, and the keen blade inflicted only
a slight wound near its neck.

Terrified by his failures to produce au effect upon
the creature, Dick darted aside with all the rapidity he
Tas master of, dragging Maud with him.

It was well he did so.

Maddened by these repeated attacks, the serpent
darted forward, and would have inevitably struck them,
had they continued to stand upon the same spot.
As it Tvas, they escaped.
But Dick was now growing alarmed that, ere he could

destroy this noxious reptile, one or both of them would
be afflicted with its veuom.
The snake, baffled in ita first attempt, turned round

with surprising rapidity.

Dick retreated.

The snake followed with a rapid motion, leaving a
streak of blood behind it on the floor of the cavern to
mark its progress.

CHAPTER CCCLXXVI.
THE NON-ARRIVAL OF TOM KING, CLAUDE DUVAL,
AND SIXTEEN-STRING JACK AT THE CHASE AT THE
APPOINTED HOUR, FILLS DICK TURPIN WITH UN-
EASINESS AND ALARM.

The danger with which Dick Turpin and Maud were
assailed was of no ordinary description.

The present adventure was one totally dissimilar to

any he had ever had before, and therefore, it is not to

be wondered at if he failed to act with his usual cool-

ness and daring.

As the serpent approached, therefore, he retreated,

endeavouring to keep the fire continually between him-
self and it.

The behaviour of the serpent now indicated the ut-

most anger and ferocity.

It darted its forked tongue in and out of its mouth,
with inconceivable rapidity, and hissed incessantly.

Still Dick managed to keep out of ita reach.
This, however, was a state of things that could not

last, as all hopes of tiring the animal would be futile.

He would have sheathed his sword and drawn a pis-

tol, and endeavoured by means of that weapon to defeat
his adversary, but he feared that, during the time it

would necessarily take to do >^ii8, the serpent would
make an attack upon him.
As for his companion, Sue was too much overcome

with fright to be of the least assistance to him— in fact,

she was an incumbrance rather than otherwise, for

without her, Dick doubted not that he should be able
to vanquish the reptile.

As it was, she impeded the freedom of his movements.
At length Dick paused. '_

Ho felt that lie could not continue thus retreating
rotind the fire, for it required increasing vigilance.

Moreover, to add to the perplexity and horror of his

situation, the fire showed evident symptoms of expiring.
The light it now gave was dim and perplexing, and

the flames were fast subsiding into a dull red glow.
A vigorous stir would have altered this, and caused

the fire to burn up brightly ; but, placed as Dick was,
it was out of hie power to do even this simple act.

Confusing shadows were cast around, but still Dick's
Icenn eye caught sight of the snake stealthily approach-

Dick knew the danger of allowing it to come too near
I to him, and, watching his opportunity, he darted for

j

ward with great suddenness.

j

Just at that moment, the snake made a spring.
I

But Dick observed the oscillation of his body, and
j

was prepared.

I

Down came his sword, but again the rapid movement
i iif the creat«re rendered his aim untrue, and instead of
the sword striking him full upon the head, as he fully

intended it should, it fell upon the fleshy part of the
1

snake's body, about two feet from the head.
But such was the force and precision of the blow, that

the body was completely severed.

I

Dick now considered the victory was gained, but ha
' soon found that the battle had yet to be won.

Both portions of the snake now writhed themselves
into strange contortions, and he quickly perceived that
the vital principle, which is so strongly implanted in
this class of reptiles, was far from being extinct.

The fangs were still charged with poison, and he had
a narrow escape of coming into contact with them.

Providentially, however, he epcaped.
Blood flowed in prodigious quantities from the severed

body of the snake, and literally dyed the floor of the
cavern.
One more blow would, however, be requisite to des-

patch the creature, but how to deliver it he knew not.
Maud dung to him witli frantic violence.
Her fear was fast becoming more demonstrative.
She was deaf to all Dick's entreaties and comraanda

to release him, and allow him to slay the monster.
He had no resource but to drag her with him, and

this he found was no easy task, for she was no longer
passive in his hands, as she had been.

In some unaccountable manner the severed e«rpent
still continued to writhe itself toward Dick, still ani-
mated by the idea of doing him an injury if possible.
At length it came near enough.
For the last time our hero raised his sword.
This time his aim was not destroyed.
The sharp blade descended full on the middle of the

serpent's head.
There was a horrible, sickening crash, and then the

awful creature ceased to exist.

By this one blow Dick had divided its head between
its eyes.

It was dead.
He gave a sigh of relief, and, flinging down his sword,

he caught Maud in his arms.
For a moment he dreaded she would swoon, but she

recovered herself.

It was the dread that Dick had been hurt by the fangs
of the serpent that enabled her to do so.

She was terribly frightened and agitated, and our
hero had much ado to calm her.

At length he did so, and, upon Iparning that he was
!

wholly uninjured she burst into a flood of tears.

They soon relieved her heart, and she was able not
I

long after to look up into Dick's countenance with a
smile.

That smile he would have given empires to purchase.
Looking up, he saw, near the roof of the cavern, a

dim, hazy licht, which showed him that dawn was at
hand.
For the present the cavern could not be otherwise

than disagreeable to Maud, and she required but little

persuasion to be induced to leave it.

" I expected my three comrades back again ere this,"

said Dick, as they emerged from the passage into the
open air ;

" but they have not returned, and I cannst
imagine what has oocurrud to delay them."
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'* Tyftt jja wnlk towards the borders of the chase," said

Ma^iQ,
" i was jast about to propose that we should do bo.

It may be that we shall meet them on our way."
" Was the expedition upon which you told me they

had gone a dangerous one P"
"By no means. But you tremble. Are you cold ?"

" No, no ; but I cannot divert my thoughts from the

terrible conflict you had in the cavern with the snake."
" You think too munh about it. Try to banish it

from your mind."
" I fear that will bb impossible, for, to the longest

day of my existence, I fancy that awful spectacle will

be before my eyes."
" It was an awful spectacle," said Dick, " and we ought

to feel thankful we have escaped so well as we have."
" I think I shall never be able to venture into that

cavern again."
" Nay, nay ; I think that fear a groundless one."
"But we may be attacked again."
" Such a thing is possible."
" Then, who could run such a danger a second cime ;

©r, if anyone was found willing to do so, how could he
hopfe a second time to be the best off in the encounter ?"

" That is very just ; bat serpents are by no means
common in England, and, in all probability, this is the
oaly one for miles round. I now remember having
heard that these strange creatures have a strange affec-

tion for fire, and have been known to travel many miles
in search of one."
"That, then, may have been the occasion of our

visitation."
" In all probability it was so. Do yon not recollect

that, when we first perceived it, it was close by the
fire ?"

" It was—it was ; and it may be that, if we had not
molested it, it would never have hurt us."

" That, too, is possible, but I should not have liked
to have trusted to it. However, when Claude, and Jack,
and Tom return, I shall relate the whole affair to them,
and then, with their aid, make a thorough exploration
or all the hidden intricacies of the cavern. Our safety
demands that we should not delay doing this."

" But the danger ?"
" It will be less than remaining in ignorance of the

place, and, besides, we shall all the time keep carefully
on guard. It is a disagreeable event and I am much
annoyed that it has happened."

" Hark ! Dick, what is that ?"

Both listened.
" I hear nothing," said Dick at length.
" Nor I now."
" What kind of sound was it that attracted your

attention ?"

"It sounded as though someone was creeping through
bushes, and trying how silently it could be done."
"But I heard nothing."
"The noise was very slight."
"And now all is still."

Both listened again, but no sounds reached their ears
ticept those peculiar to the forest.

It was a few moments after this that both reached
the borders of the chase.
Not only had day fairly dawned, but the sun had

alreadyattained aconsiderablealtitude above the horizon.
There was an anxious expression upon Dick's counte-

nance as, having noiiced this, he looked around and saw
no signs which indicated the approach of his companions.
He was entirely at h loss to account for their being so

much longer than he had anticipated ; and, as the time
continued to slip by without bringing him any indica-
tions of their coming, he began to grow much alarmed.

_
This uneasiness did not escape Maud, and she ques-

tioned him as to the cause of it, for she now began to
think that the expedition upon which they had gone was
of by far more dangerous a character than Dick had
led her to believe.
He, however, assured her to the contrary.
" What can have delayed them," he said, " I am quite

at a loss to think. I fear they have fallen into some
nnexpecte<l (hmsjer."

" We can but wait with patience," said Maud, "and
hope for theii' letnrn. They may arrive almost imme-
diate]/."

" I fear not."
" Upon what grounds f"
" I do not think they would venture to return to the

chase while it is light ; but, then, where can they be i"
Dick was much perplexed, and very uneasy.
He paced up and down with hasty stridaa, striTing to

calm the commotion of his mind.
Fain would he have leaped upon the back ofhis gallant

mare Black Bess, and sallied forth to ascertain the fate
of his companions, but the impossibility of leaving Maud
behind him, and the manifest danger he must be the
means of bringing down upon them all by thus exposing
himself, put such a thing entirely out of the question.
As the day wore away without bringing any tidings of

his absent comrades, his uneasiness increased, until at

length he made up his mind that the worst had happenedt
Never had a day appeared so long ; but at length it

passed away, and night came on.

Eight grateful did Dick feel when he saw thelengtlv
ening shadows which the trees cast upon the greensward.
As the sun sank behind the horizon, a chill wiucj

swept over the face of nature ; but, heedless and insea.
sible of it, he stood near the borders of the chase,
listening for the faintest sound.
The twilight, which endured a short time after aaneet,

deepened into night.

But his comrades came not.
All things became involved in the general gloom.
Still Turpin waited at his post in vain.

The silence remained unbroken.

CHAPTER CCCLXXVil.

TOM KING AND SIXTEEN-STRING JACK SET OUT XH
SEARCH OF CLAUDE DUVAL.

Feom what has already been related, we doubt not the
reader will be able to understand why it was that Dick
Turpin and Maud waited vainly at the appointed spot
for the return of the three highwaymen.
We will return to them, and relate what further

happened on that eventful morning.
When Claude had ridden up to the travelling carriage

and stopped it, he little dreamt of the fate he was
bringing upon himself.

The particulars of this adventure will be fresh in the
mind of the reader.

He had fired a pistol in the air, and then, as Foon as
the noise of the explosion had ceased, commanded the

coachman to stop.

His order was obeyed, for the report of the pistol still

rung in hia ears, and the coachman was not quite certain

whether he was shot or not.

No soonpr, however, had the vehicle been brought to

a standstill, than the occupant of the carriage letdown
the window, with a terrible clatter, and, in a voice of

extreme irascibility, inquired how he (the coachman)
dared take orders from anyone but himself.

He concluded by ordering him to drive on.

The coachman obeyed.
He smacked his whip, and the high-spirited horeee,

giving one plunge, set the vehicle in rapid motion.
At this moment, the occupant of the coach, turning

his head round, saw Claude Duval.
He then, without waiting another second, fired r.

pistol at him.
Claude was qui'ja aapropared for this sudden attack.

The aim was a t^z.'t, ' ^e, and the person who fired wa»
evidently an adept \s %^ use of the pistol.

The bullet struck ;- iriend full in the breast.

His finger was alrea^f^ on the trigger of his pistol,

in readiness to fire, and the sudden spasm which shot
through his form caused a contraction of the muscles
in hie fingers, and the weapon exploded.

The shot, however, was perfectly aimless.

Claude was conscious that he was wounded, and
strove to retain his seat in the saddle.

The effort, however, proved an abortive one.

The hand of death seemed to grasp him tightly.^

He swayed backwards andforwards twiceorthriceaa
he endeavoured to retain an erect position in the saddle.

Each time, however, he grew more incapabl- ; until at

length he uttered a strange, gasping sob, and fell into tha
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Toadway like a mass of inanimate matter, and not like

A human being.
As he fell, the pistol he held in his hand slipped

from his grasp on to tlie road, while his left foot in

some way got entangled in tlie stirrup.

When he fell he was utterlj' unconscious.
Fortunately for him, his horse, though terrified to a

degree, did not move from the spot, but stood exactly

in the same position, trenibling in every limb.

Had the horse started forward at a gallop—and such
a thing was far from improbable—the consequences
would have been terrible in the extreme.
Unable to make the slightest movement, and de-

prived of all power to extricate his foot from the
etirrup, he would have been dragged, a bruised and
mangled mass, at the heels of his steed, until death
should have released him from his t^ufferings.

Claude Duval, however, was not destined for such an
awful fate.

As we have stated, when he fell from the saddle to

the ground, the horse, although suffering an agony of

fright, stood profoundly still.

But of this Claude was ignorant.

The film that had come over his eyes appeared to

him to be that of dissolution, and after that moment
he remembered nothing.

It may, perhaps, be thought that he fully deserved
the consequences of his own rashness and refusal to
listen to the remonstrances of his comrades.
The danger of the enterprise upon which he had

announced his intention of setting out, had been
pointed out to him. But he heeded not what they said.

Intent only upon an adventure, which would vary
the monotony of the life he had recently led, he cut
short the brief dispute which had taken place between
them on the subject by clapping spurs to his horse's

sides, and dartin,^ otf in pursuit of the carriage, which,
owing to the swiftness with whicli it rolled over the
ground, was no longer audible or visible.

For a moment or two after his abrupt departure,
Tom King and riixteeu-String Jack sat in silence on
their steeds.

The former was the first to break the silence.
'• How foolish it is of Claude," he said, " to act in this

manner. It seems as though he was quite indifferent
whether or not our hiding-place is discovered."

'• It is either that," replied Sixteeu-Strlng Jack, "or
else the devil has got possession of him."

r.'^u may depend it is the former," said Tom
;

•'for latte:!;.- ]'.e has done nothing but grumble about
the inactive liie which we have been leading."

" So he has ; and yon think he has made up bis
mind to put an end to it?"

" I do."
"Well, I must say, he has gone the right way to

work ; for look, it grows lighter and lighter every
moment, a-id we are a long way from Enfield Chase."

" Itis very annoying, in every way you lookatit. Not
only will Dick be angry at such mad-headed conduct,
but, doubtless, he is at this very moment standing at
the appointed spot waiting for us."

" We shall not be there by daybreak, that is certain."
"No, for it is daybreak already, and Dick will be

fancying all manner of evil has befallen us."
" But what are we to do ? We must not stay here

talking like this."
" I can hear nothing of Claude."
" ."^or I. There's no knowing how far he may con-

tinue his mad gallop after that carriage."
"He will follow it until he overtakes it, you may

depend."
" I suppose he will."
"That is just his character. For my own part, now

that day has fairly dawned. I think the further we
e«<'.

S-^^^^H T ^f"^^'"^
^^*^e t'^e better."

iiixactly, for It we are seen, as we are almost sure to
be, and are at a good distance from it, the chase will
not be suspected as our place of refuge."

• V^'^'^ely 9"- Then I propose that, instead of wait-
ing here like this, we set off in pursuit of Claude."
"Agreed, mv friend."
The two highwaymen, being both of the same

opinion upon this point, struck their spurs into their
•omewhat jaded animals, and, at a steady gallop,

took their way in the direction Claude Duval had
gone.

It was fortunate for him that his comrades came
to this decision.
The white mist, which we have mentioned, still

hung in places on different parts of the road.
It seemed to have rolled itself up into dense masses,

and then waited for a puff of wind to carry it away.
It thus happened that our two friends were unable

to see very far in advance, for if they were not
actually enveloped in one of these fleecy masses of
mist there would be one on the road before them,
through which they could not see.

Besides this, the morning light was faint in the
extreme, and a considerable time would elapse ere
the sun rose.
Tom King and Sixteen-String Jack were well

pleased to find that all along Jae road thev did not
meet with a single human being ; but this is scarcely
to be wondered at, for the hour was one at which few
people would be abioad even in populous places.
Our friends pursued this road, for a long while,

without meeting with anything that indicated the
presence of their absent companion.
At length, however, they entered one of those

masses of mist of which we have made mention.
The road sank down into a kind of hollow, and the

mist appeared to fill it completely.
It extended, too, for a great distance over the

meadows on either side.

They quickly discovered, after going a few yards,
tliat the mist was much denser here than they had
hitherto found it.

This was in consequence, not only of the road being
so much lower in this part than any other, but be-
cause of the immense tracts of swampy, marshy land
in the vicinity.

In a short time, so dense did the mist become, that
our friends could scarcely see beyond their horses'
heads; and. asthey were quite ignorant of the character
of the road before them, except that they found it de-
scended rapidly, they judged it prudent to reduce their
pace to a walk.
The further they proceeded the denser did the mist

become, until they were unable even to see their own
horses' heads.

Consequently, they were invisible to each other.
They spoke continually, in order to be sure that

they were not far apart ; and it was only bv this
means that they were able to keep together.
To attempt to guide their horses was quite impos-

sible, so they let their reins fall upon tlie animals'
necks, and placed themselves entirely under their
guidance, relying more upon the finer senses of their
steeds than their own.

In this they acted wisely.
The horses went very slowly but surely, and they

kept the middle of the road.
The silence that prevailed was something remarkable.
Indeed, it had a painful effect upon our friends.
It was not as though all was still, but as though the

mist enfolded all things in its embrace, and deadened
all sound.
Even the trampling of their own horses' hoofs only

reached their ears in a muffled manner, the effect being
almost tiie same as if they had trodden upon snow.
This was a natural phenomenon which neither of the

highwaymen had ever before witnessed, and they
longed to find the road rise, for, while it descemied as
it did, there was no hope of it getting thinner.

In this expectation they were disappointed.
The ground continued to have a downward ten-

dency, though they fancied the descent was not so
steep as it had been.
What was on either side of them they could form

no idea, and their eyes ached with the efforts they
made to pierce the uniform-coloured mass before and
around them.

It was during this strange, hushed silence— if we may
so speak—it was while the sounds of their own horses'
hoofs reached their ears but indistinctly, it wasduring a
pause in the conversation which the two highwaymen
kept up with each other, that their ears were assailed
with a sound so dreadful, bo horrible, so utterly unlike
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atis':h\u-y which they had previonsly heard, that th» firat

eLock vi surprise caused them to fairly reel in their saddlef
belbre they could recover themselves.
A strange chill struck to the heart of Sixtoen-Btring

Jackaa he heard this terrible and uiifirthly sonnd,
and, ia a voice of extreme agitation, he cnad to bu ooaa*

panion—
" What 13 that ? Tom, Tom, what i* tnot t

*•

CHAPTEE CCCLXXVIII.
fOM KING AKD SIXTEEN-STRING JACK HAVE A XtWtttitOVi
ADVENTURE WHILE SEARCHING FOR THEI» MISSING
COMRADE.

Ton King did not reply.

He could tell by the tone of voice in which his compa-
nion asked this question how greatly be wae agitated, and
he could not conceal from himself the fact that, if he
epako, it would be in the same anxious, hesitating manner
fis Sixtecn-String Jack.

Therefore he was sile*t.

But, had he been able to command his voice, he wonld
not have been in a position to return a satisfactory answer
to his question.

The sound he had heard was so totally unlike any other
that had struck upon his ear ; and he was quite at a loss to
think from whence it could have proceeded.

Jt WHS, too, quite indescribable ; and, though its echoes
etill vibrated in the air, they would have been unable to

OOGvey to a third person any idea of what it was like.

Tom reined in his steed.

At the same moment, by making a great eflFort, he was
able to call out to his comrade to halt.

Sixteen-String Jack was only too glad to^bey him.
Guided by the sound of hie voice, he made his way close

to his companion's side.

He extended his hand and touched him.
Tom King uttered a shout.
This circumstance will serve to show hovr aiuch he was

ijuuerved by the sound he had heard.
Sixteen-String Jack was perfectly invisible, and the

hout he uttered was one of alarm upon feeling himself
touched, without being able to see by whom.

Jack's voice, however, reassured him, and, holding out
his own hand, he grasped that of his staunch comrade.
Here they remained, quite motionless and speechless.

They were listening for and longing to hear a repeti-

tion of the sound which had struck so much dismay to their
Ler^rta.

Whether the horses were alarmed by the sound, or
whether the infection of the fear which their riders exhi-
bited communicated itself to them, would be hard to say

;

certain, however, is it, that thoy manifested extreme
U»rror.

They trembled in every limb, and their eara were pro-
jected forward as though they, too, were listening for the
awful sound to come again.
The highwaymen were ^not kept long in suspense.
The sound came again.
But this time, it was louder and more horrible than

before.

It was, too, more prolonged.
It died away in a kmd of sighing moan.
What could bo the meaning of such a sound ?
It was certainly not human.
Tom and Jack' were not more sure of their existence

than they were of this.

What, then, did it portend ?

TLey shuddered bs they simultaneously asked tbemcelrea

>biB question.

All men are superstitious.

This may sound a bold assertion, but it ifl a tr«e out

.

It seeaia to be a feeling, an impulse, implanted in ei vj
mmd
As a matter of course, it varies with diaerent persons,

both in intensity and degree.

There may be some philosophic minds who would avow
that they were free from all taint of it.

Doubtless, under most circumstances, they would be so.

But, surround them with something awe-inspiring

—

something which they cannot comprehend—something
altogether out of the pole of their azpehenos—and Uieu

olwewo the effect.

In spite of their philosophy, in spite of the 8ceptioie:a.

which they will endeavour to call in to their aid, they wil.

feel their soul shrink within itself, an'd their mind become

a prey to superstitious influences.

So it was with our two friends.

Their daring and bravery have, ou many occasions,

been exhibited, and the reader will not require to be told

that they possessed those ii«alitie3 in an eminent degre*^.

Rji* now tiiey were enrrounded with stranjje circuui-

They were in a portion of the country whdly ucknow*
to them.
They were surrounded by a mist possessin^r qnaliliee

dififcrent to anything they had previously kuown.
They were unable to see where they were, or form any

conception of tive perilo with which they might be er
vironed.

It was under such circumstances as these that the^

heard the terrible and heart- dismaying sound, and it was
in consequence of this that it produced the effect it did

upon them.
Had they heard it in the bright sunshine, or in som(«

place with which they were familiar, the effect would
have been different.

Boldly enough they would have proceeded to ascertain
from whence it came.
But now they remained quite still.

Had this terrible sound some conaexion with their
missing comrade ?

This was a qiiestion tha*i would intrude itself upot>

their minds.
They could not divest themselves of the idea that it was

in some way connected with him.
Was it the foretoken of his death ?

Unable to move to ascertain this, they remained with
their hands clasped.

At length, however, ashamed of this fear, which, though
natural, they persuaded themselves was totally unworthy
of them, they determined to push on cautiously for a few
yards at least.

Ace .dingly,they patted their steeds upon the necks, so

as to reassure them as much as possible, and strove to
urge them forward.
In vain ; they planted their forefeet firmly upon the

ground, and, drawing their bodies back, refused to stir an
inch.

An application of the spur produced no better results.

In fact, it served to confirm them in their obstinacy.

It was while thus engaged that our two friends again
heard the terrible sound, and they now noticed something
in connection with it which had previously escaped their

observation.
This was that the sound appeared to proceed from

somewhere very close at hand.
But whether it came from the right or the left, from

above or below, they could not tell.

It seemed to fill all the dense white mist with which
they were surrounded, and to reach their ears on all

sides.

Rendered desperate by again hearing the seund, and
furious that their horses sliould have disobeyed them, thojs

renewed their efforts to urge them forward.
The horses, maddened with the sharp application oi

whip and spur, reared violently and swerved, but the*
did not advance.

If anything, their motion seemed to retrograde.

Suddenly the highwaymen ceased their fruitless efforts

They had made an important discovery.

The mist was growing thinner and more transparent.,

and, probably,^re long would completely disappear.

They soothed their horses, and induced them to remaiu
BtilL

Further and further they were able tx> see around them,
as the mist slowly but imperceptibly dispersed

.

At first they were able to distinguish the horses upoa
which they sat.

Then the two friends ^t;olcl dimly see *^<f* outliuKa ^d

theu cwB forms.

But every moment they increased in distinctness.

Then the tall hedg.erows which fringed both sides of Uifr

road came into view.
But the attention of both highwaymen became wholl?

absorbed in a contemplation of their st«eds.

They stood with mauet erect, and necks outatretehai^
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Their uoetrils were expanded, and their ears directed

forward.
They shook with terror.

It seeflied as though they could see somethiug before

tbem which excited their fears.

Perhaps, however, it vas only the effpcts of their

former fright.

Vainly did both Tom King and Sixteen-String Jack
strain tlieir eyes and try to ascertain whether anything
was on the road before them.
As yet the mist was too opaque for their vision to

pierce it for any distance.

Again they tried to urge their horses onwards, for the

mist was now fast losing the density which had pre-

yiously characterized it.

It was to no purpose.
Their eyes were still fixed upon something.
Again came the awful sound, and when they heard it

the horses started and shook, and gave utterance to a
strange cry, which was doubtless expressive of fear.

Again the highwaymen bent forward in the saddle,

and tried to learn what was on the road before them.
A black, dusky, shadowy-looking object at length met

their straining sight.

They closed their eyes a moment, fancying themselves
deceived.

Quickly, however, they opened them again.

Something like a huge and shapeless black cloud was
evidently before them.

Its size was gigantic, and its outlines so faint as to be
indistinguishable from the mist into which they merged.
What could it be ?

They knew not, but they could not help feeling con-

vinced that, let the shadowy object be what it might,
it was from it that the horrible sounds proceeded.

Clearer and clearer grew the mist.
Gradually it faded away.
Its colour changed in some mysterious way, and this

was another occurrence for which our two friends could
not aooonnt.
The explanation of it, however, was simple.

The sun had risen, and it was his early rays irradiat-

ing the mist which caused the change of colour so inex-

plicable to the highwaymen.
In consequence of it the white mist assumed a golden,

yellow tint.

As they gazed upon the black object, its indistinctness
seemed to increase, and its size also.

What it was, however, they were still unable to form
any idea.

At last its outlines became better defined.
Slowly they traced them, and likened them to various

objects which, as they proceeded, they found to be
erroneous.
At length Tom King spoke.
" Look, Jack," he said. " Look at it now. What is

it like ?"

" I cannot tell."

" Now, now," continued Tom, " it resembles a horse ;

but whoever saw a horse of such dimensions ? It is

larger than an elephant !"

" It does resemble a horse," said Sixteen-String Jack,
after looking attentively for a few moments. " But
that it should be a horse is quite impossible, for who
ever saw a horse suuh a size as that ?"

"There it is, my friend. That is what puzzles me
;

and yet I can liken it to nothing else. Its resemblance
to a horse becomes every moment more striking. I am
bewildered."

" So am I ; but we cannot do better than vemain
•where we are. The mist is rapidly fading aw ^y, and
when it completely disappears, which it shortly viust
do, we shall then be able to come to a correct conclusion
with respect to this aitraordinary affair."
"You are right, my friend ; we will remain sVil, f -d

•watch atten tively
.

"

Both the highwaymen now relapsed into silenoe.
They concentrated all their attention upon the myste-

rious object before them, which had caused tfaem so
much alarm and speculative conjecture.

So absorbed were they that, for the time being, their
absent comrade was forgotten.

If they had been two statues they could n»t haYQ
remained more immovable than they did.

Suddenly, however, the mist disappeared, as if by
magic.
The means, however, was simple enough.
A stiff breeze had sprung up, and the mist scattered

before the first puff of it.

Away it rolled, it rolled in fleecy masses, over the
meadows, leaving .the roailway almost clear, and fully
revealing the mystery which had so perplexed Tom and
Jack.

CHAPTER CCCLXXIX.
CLAUDE DUVAL's condition IS FOUND TO BE VERT

DESPERATE INDEED.
Standing in the centre of the roadway was a horse.
There was no mistake now about the matter.
But the horse was shorn of its tremendous etatnrei

and now presented itself of the ordinary size.

A moment's thought enabled our friends to come tea
correct conclusion upon this point.
The apparently gigantic size of the animal had been

caused in consequence of their viewing it through the
dense medium of the mist, to which the sun's rays oom>
municated extraordinary refractive power, causing all
objects seen through it to appear magnified in a sur>
prising degree.

1 f Tom nnd Jack had looked at each other, they would
have perceived the same thing had taken place with
respect to themselves, though not to so great an extent,
in consequence of their proximity.
These reflections, however, did not occur to Tom King

and Jack at the moment, though we have thought fit,

for the satisfaction of the reader, to set them down here.
What they saw farther occupied all their thoughts

and attention.

The horse, whose size had appeared so gigantic, waa
standing in an attitude of the utmost terror.

His mane was bristling, and his eyes, which were
turned upon our friends, were almost starting from
their sockets.

In a word, the whole appearance of the creature was
indicative of the latmost extremity of terror.

In the surprise caused by the sudden discovery they
had made, Tom King and Sixteen-String Jack had
uttered a loud shout.

It was one of anguished horror.
It was not, however, the horse only which caused this.

Lying on the ground in a pool of blood, which had
flowed from a wound in his breast, his arms outstretched
upon the damp earth—with a pistol almost within reanh
of his hand—his left foot entangled in the stirrup, was
Claude Duval.

Such, as tb^ reader will remember, was the position
in which we last described him, and such was the posi*
tion in which he was discovered by his comrades.

This was indeed a dismal spectacle to meet their eyes,
and ope which they were far, very far from expecting.

It had never for a moment crossed their minds that
they should find Claude in this unfortunate condition ;

and so great was their surprise that, for some moments,
they remained without attempting to move.
No longer were they at a loss to understand why

their horses had refused to advance.
The antipathy of such creatures to human blood is

surprising.

They will scent it from afar off, and refuse to pass it.

Here the crimson fluid lay upon the road in large
quantities.

Not only was Claude literally surrounded with it, but
there was a long streak of it extending for some dis-

tance, showing that the horse had not all the time re-

mained motionless as they found it, but had dragged
the body of their companion along the road.
That, under such circumstances, he could continue

to live, seemed quite out of the question— or, if he waa
alive, they felt convinced that life was held by the
frailest and most uncertain tenure.
This was a point, however, wliichthey would have to

ascertain, and, in doing it, a oonsiderable difficulty

presented itself.

If they alifhted from their steeds, they feared the
horse, alarmed at the movement, would sot off at head-
long speed—dragging Claude, a bruised and mangle<l
masS; after it.
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Ihis was so extremely likely, that the two highway-

men, with a terrible feeling of sickness at their hearts,

remained still in their saddles.

The attitude of the horse, though expressive of so

much frigbtf was one also that indicated his inclination

to set off at a gallop upon receiving the elightest pro-

vocation to do so.

In such a state of exoiteiuont, the least thing would

Btartle it, and our friends, necessarily, felt full of dread.

It seemed as though the least attempt to approach

the aaimal would be sufficient to cause the ''eath of

their friend, if he was not dead already.

On the other hand, to permit him to remain in his

present position was not less dangerous.

It was evident, then, that the horse would have t« bo
approached and seized.

Now, when in their calmest and most quiet moods,
our friends were well aware this was a bj no means
easy task.
For mere frolic they would gambol away from the

hand outstretched to catch them.
Their hearts sank as they saw all the difficulties

with which they had to contend.
Besides, while they were in this state of indecision,

some other persons mighty arrive upon the scene, or

something might occur to startle the horse.

The effort must be made.
At length, Sixteen-String Jack resolved to make the

desperate attempt.
He spoke to Tom King, announcing his intention, and

: : ^ , . c ting him to remain perfectly stillwhile he alighted.

Tom consented, for of the two he had much rather

his friend endeavoured to perform the unpleasant task
than himself.

Gently Sixteeu-String Jack slipped off his steed.

Claude's horse, attracted by the movement, gazed at

him affrightedly.

For some moments Jack did not attempt to move.
Slowly, however, he held out his hand in an encou-

raging manner.
The horse seemed to look at it wistfully and sus-

piciously.

Then Sixteen-String Jack spoke to it and in such a

manner as he judged would be best calculated to

soothe his apprehension.
The horse looked at him for a moment or two, and

then stretched out its neck.
Encouraged by this. Jack ventured to advance a step,

taking care to kaep his hand still extended, and con-
tinuing to addres!) it.

The horse took a step towards him irresolutely.

Jack advanced until he was almost near enough to
touch it, and then he paused.

If he was too precipitate he would ruin all.

He had met with more success than he had dared to
hope for, but still he did not allow it to bind his caution.

Circumspection was more than ever necessary.
Once more he advanced.
But this time the horse showed an inclination to

start away.
Jack did not trust him further.

At the last moment he might deceive him and start off.

Measuring his distance, therefore, with all the accu-
racy of which he was capable, Jaok sprang forward with
great swiftness.
His aim was a correet one.
The horse started and plunged, but not until Jaok

had firm hold of him by the bridle.

He patted him with the other hand.
As soon as he saw that his comrade had secured the

horse, and that there was no danger of his starting away,
Tom King hastily dismounted and came tohis assistance.
Leaving Jack to control the horse, Tom made his

way to the prostrate form of Claude Duval, and set
about releasing his foot from the stirrup.
He saw, at a glance, that, in consequence of the posi-

tion of the foot, the easiest and quickest way of disen-
gaging it would be by unbuckling the stirrup-leather.
This he hastened to do.

He had no difficulty whatever in the matter, for Sixteen-
String Jack had quite succeeded in quieting the horse.
When the latter saw Claude's foot freed from the

etirrup, he led the creature away and tethered it to the
bough of a tree, which srrew near the aide of the voad.

Then, with a heart full of anxiety, he ran back to
ascertain whether Claude was dead or alive.

He was by the side of Tom King in a moment.
The first glance was anything but assuring.
Hia face was colourless and corpse-like, and his body

rigid.

His eyes were staring wide open and covered with a
kind of glassy film, which they always present in death
Both shuddered.
Kneeling down, however, Sixteen-String Jack toie

open hia clothes in order to ascertain the character c f

the wound he had received.

A glance told him that it was caused by a pistol

bullet, which had struck him in the chest.

From this the blood had ceased to flow, in conse-

quence of the serum having coagulated over it.

His body was icy cold.

With a choking sensation at his throat, Sixteen-Strin#

Jaok placed his hand upon his old comrade's heart.

He could feel no pulsation.

The action of that mysterious organ was stilled.

A deep groan came from Jack's lips, and tears started

from his eyea.

Tom King was scarcely leas affected, for his acquain-
tance with Claude was not a thing of yesterday.
"Alas," exclaimed Sixteen-String Jack, in a voice of

anguish, "my first forebodings are realized ; he is quite

dead. Little did I think, when he rode away from us so

suddenly, that that was the last I should see of him in

this life. He is dead, and the truest, best, and bravest
heart has ceased to beat !"

Jack ceased.
His emotions overpowered him.
He could speak no longer.
His friendship and companionship with Claude Duval

had been of such long standing that he never thought
that it could come to a termination.
Now, however, flie end was reached.
So great was hia grief, that he was oblivious of all

things else, and it was some time even before Tom King
became alive to the extent of their danger.

It was, however, imminent.
They were upon the broad high road, and day was

rapidly advancing.
Discovery seemed certain ; and it was clear they could

not hope to remain much longer in their present ex-

posed situation without being seen by someone.
Gradually Tom King made Sixteen-String Jack sen-

sible of this, but for a long time he refused to take into
consideration the danger in which he might individually
be placed.

At length, however, Tom King succeeded in persuading
him to stifle his grief for a short time, while they removed
the body of Claude Duval to some more retired place.

The argument which had most weight with him—and,
indeed, which induced him—was this.

Tom King hinted the possibility of the dead body of
his much-loved comrade falling into the hands of the
officers of police.

He at once consented to its immediate removal.
With a heavy and almost buratiug heart, he aaaisted

Tom King to raiae the body.
Then the question arose, to what place should they

take it.

Looking around them, they perceived at no great dis-

tance a clump of trees, which formed either a plantation
or coppice, and to this they resolved to direct their steps.

It was too far off, however, for them to carry their

comrade's body, so, at the auggeation of Tom King, it

waa placed aoroaa the back of hia steed, which they
would be able to lead in the required direction.

CHAPTER CCCLSXX.

THE 38ITSTBET OFTHE HORRIBLE SOUND IS UNRAVELKD,
AND TOM KING AND SIXTEKN-STRINO JAOK CARRY
CLAUDE DUVAL'S BODY TO THE WOOD.

During the whole of theae proceedings, Claude Duval
exhibited no signs of life, but presented every appear-

ance of a oorpae.
There was not the slightest symptom to raiae th*

hope that he was yet alive, though holding posseseioB

of existence by a frail and nnoertain tenure only.
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Like a eac'k of grain he was lifted by his two sorrowful

•omrades, who, having carried him some distance, placed

bim on the back of bis own horse.

The creature trembled and shook.
His ejrea glared ; and once again the two highwaymen

teard the frightful and unearthly sound which had so

much alarmed them,
Even now they startea, and, in their surprise, almost

let fall the body of their comrade.
The mystery waa now explained.

The sound came from the horse

!

^es ; strange as the ass<»rtion may seem, it ii nevertho-

less trae. k

But it was such <i cry aa neither of our frlouds hhd
ever heard a horse give utterance to j and, but for the

evidence »"^w before them, they would never have be-

lieved it.

The sound was one expressive of the utmost terror, and
u never uttered by a horse except when severely hurt, or

Vltaremely lightened.

Its character was most unearthly, and could be likenefi

to nothing else but what it was.

Claude's horse, with that sagacity which is so fre-

quently exhibited in such creatures, seemed to compre-
hend what had befallen his master.

The cry might have been wrung from bim through

terror, or—who knows ?—it may hare been uttered for

the purpose of bringing assistance.

Many and many a time dnrmg that night had he

startled all those around witi the horrible s'-"'»ming,

groaning sound.
That the creature was terrified to a degree, wa», quit*

cer^^^ain.

Its glaring eyes, erected mane, and tremolitiff form, all

bore indisputable proof of the fact.

It was, too, bathed im perspiration, which nothing but

fright could have prmlucpd.

Tom King and his comrade could not but feel gratifieu

at this satisfactory solution of what eemeri tO W aa

iosfimtable mystery.

No. 75.
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The condition of Claude Duval, however, too much
occupied their thoughts for them to exchange any re-

marks with each otlifr respecting it, though, doubtless,

at a future and fitting opportunity, they would have
some conversation on the subject.

By this time day had fairly begun, and they were full

of apprehension lest they should be discovered before

they could reach the distant shelter.

Sixteen-String Jack took upon himself the mourntul
duty of holding Claude on the horse, so that the motion
should not cause him to fall off.

The two other horses were close at hand, and these
Tom King held by the bridle with his right hand.

Witli his left he grasped the rein of the frig:htened

animal, which seemed possessed of fresh fear at its life-

less burden.
Tom, however, had little or no difficulty in leading it

away along with the others.

Ere he started, he looked eagerly up and down the
road, in order to ascertain whether they were observed.

All, however, remained silent.

There seemed to be no people at all upon the road, which
he could not help thinking was an extraordinary oiroum-
stance, though a very favourable one to him just then.
Suddenly, however, his keen eye detected in the dis-

tance a small cloud of dust.
" Look, Jack !" he cried. " Look behind you ! Some-

one is on the road. I fear now we shall be prevented
from reaching the shelter of yonder trees unperceived."

Jack's eyes were dim with tears, which he found im-
possible to repress, and he had to draw his hand across
his face before he could see what his companion pointed
out.

When he saw the cloud of dust, upon which the sun
ehone with great power, causing it to be distinctly visi-

ble at a great distance, he said

—

" Yes, Tom, horsemen are on the road, but they are a
long way off. If we are speedy in our movements, we
may get under shelter before they can perceive us."
"Come on, then, my friend."
" Lead the way ; I will take care of poor Claude's

body. Alas ! I never thought that he would die such a
death as this. Lead the way, Tom, and don't go too

fast or you will shake him off."

Tom King looked up and down in search of some
opening in the hedge through which they might make
their way, but nothing of the kind presented itself.

As far as he could see, the hedgerow presented a uni-

form and unbroken line.

It was necessary that they should cross the hedge in

some way or other, because the little clump of trees they
wished to roach was on the other side of it.

Tliis was exceedingly awkward at a moment when
time was of so much importance to them.
The horsemen, whose approach the cloud of dust indi-

cated, were rapidly drawing nearer, and every moment
diminished the chance of being unseen by them.

If, as they more than suapactod, tliese should be offi-

cers of police, their situation would be embarrassing in

the extreme.
Hampered as they ware with the body of their late

comrade, ^hey would be unable either to fly with suffi-

cient rapidity to distance their pursuers, or successfully

contend with them if it should come to an encounter.
No amount of danger, however great, would, we are

-persuaded, have had the effect of causing them to aban-
don the dead body of their comrade to their foes ; no,

not even if they were certain of securing their own posi-

tive safety by doing so.

Under these circumstances, then, and with all these
thoughts fully before his mind, it is not to be wondered
at that Tom King should experience a great degree of

anxiety, and look eagerly up and down.
To remain where they were, however, would do no

good, and to go towards the approaching horsemen
would be little short of madness.

So, adopting the only course of action open to liim, he
led the way along the road in the opposite direction,

hoping soon to see either a gate leading to the meadows,
or else a gap in tb'' ledge through Which they eould
lorce their wa>.

Sixteen-String Jack found hia task of holding his

comrade's body on the horse by no inenns an easy one,

H aud he also became conscious that they were leaving a

track behind them which could be followed with the

greatest ease.

From various parts of Claude's body, and also from
his apparel, blood trickled slowly, r^nd fell drop by drop
upon the road.

This must be altered, or discovery wo"ld be inevi-

table.

He spoke to Tom Ring upon the subject, and for a
moment they were puzzled what to do, ^
At length Sixteen-String Jack hit upon an expedient

of which Tom signified his approval.
Both the highwaymen stripped off their coats, and

wrapped their deceased comrade iv them.
This was found to answer their pu'-'pose admirably.
The blood no longer trickled down upon the roadway

;

and, probably, the ^o«^^;S would prevent it doing so for

some time.

This occupied them several moments, and, when they
again started, they perceived that in the interim the
horsemen had rapidly gained upon them.

Still, however, they found they were too far off for

them to speak with any degree of precision as to their

character.
Evidently they were in great numbers.
The size of the cloud of dust which they raised in

their progress was ample evidence of this.

That they were either police-officers or soldiers, in

search of the highwaymen, seemed beyond all doubt.

As rapidly as possible Tom pushed on.

Still he was vexed not to be able to see a gate.

They were now in almost the lowest part of the hol-

low into which the road sunk.

Both before and behind was a long, steep hill,

Down one the horsemen were coming, and up the

other it seemed that Tom King and Jack would have to

take their way.
There was a benS in the road not many yards before

them, and, as soon as they passed round this, they
hoped to be lucky enough to find a gate.
Even if they did not, they would be out of sight of

those in the rear, for some minutes at least.
Presently the bend was reached.
Passing round it, almost the first thing that attracted

Tom's attention was a gate, which was swinging open
in the road in a somewhat dangerous manner.

This caused him to increase his speed.
As the gate was not very far off, it was soon gained.
As soon as they passed through it, they endeavoured

to close it after them.
This, however, they vrere unable to do, for the fasten-

ings were broken.
There was a large stone lying near, and this Tom

King placed against the bottom bar of the gate in such
a manner as to prevent it swinging open again.
They now found themselves in a ploughed field of

vast extent.

At right angles to the gais, however, and the road
they had lately been pursuing, was a tall, quickset hedge
running in the direction of the clump of trees whoso
shelter they were so anxious to gain,
This hedge divided the ploughed field in which they

stood from a meadow ; and, as its direction was at right
angles to the road their pursuers were coming, they
were in hopes, by keeping close underneath ii, of eluding
their observation altogether.
Animated by this hope, they pushed on at even

greater speed.
Just under the hedge was a narrow, beaten path, upon

which they could walk without difficulty.

The ground rose rapidly beneath theii- feet, and they
hoped to be able to pass the brow of it before the horse-
men reached the pool of blood in the lane.

Tliis, they calculatod, would delay them a few mc
ments at least.

If those who approached were officers, then a close
search would be certain to take place.

If, on the other hand, they were merely civilians who
were approaching, their first impulse would be to spread
an immediate alarm, and look for the body
Now, if Tom King and Sixteen-String jaoii were not

recognized in their character of highwaymen, the cir-

cumstance of their being in possession of the dead body
would be sufficiently suspicious to warrant their bei-.J
detained and taken into coatody*
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The reader will, therefore, comprehend how manifold

and cogent were the reasons which induced the high-

waymen to shun observation as much as possible.

At length the crest of the hill was reached.

Below them were several fields, and beyond these the

clump of trees which had first attracted their attention

when in a higher part of the road.

To this they still resolved to direct their steps, for

they could perceive no other place which offered them
the promise of a shelter.

They commenced their descent.

Scarcely had they done so, however, than a loud cry,

which seemed to issue from many a lusty throat, struck
upon their ears.

They knew the meaning of it in a moment.
The pool of blood had been discovered, and the fact

that they had no time to lose was pressed more urgently

upon them.

CHAPTER CCCLXXXI.

A TBOOP OF LIGHT DRAGOONS FOLLOWS HABD UPON
THE TRACK OF THE HIGHWAYMEN.

Accordingly, their pace was accelerated as much as
possible ; but they were not able to go very fast, from
the fear they had that Claude would be shaken off.

By this time, however, Sixteen-String Jack had suc-

ceeded in getting the body of his friend tolerably well

balanced, so that he had not so much difficulty in hold-

ing him on.

At present, however, they were sure they were out of

the sight of their enemies, and they hoped to be lucky
enough to continue so until the wood was gained.

It was now not far off, and every moment seemed to
materially increase the distance,

No more sounds reached them, except the one wild
shout of astonished discovery ; but whether this was
because they were too far off to hear what happened
further, or whether it was because no other cry was
uttered, they knew not.

The horsemen, whose approach they had perceived,
were part of a troop of light dragoons, who, iu common
with a great many more of the home troops, had been
sent out on the (to them) unwelcome expedition of

searching for the four highwaymen, whose late daring
and desperate deeds had made the whole country ring,

The authorities had at last taken the matter vigo-

rously in hand.
The length of time which had already elapsed since

the daring outrage at Newgate, without the perpetrators
of it having been brought to justice, caused a general
outcry against the insufficiency of their means in dealing
with such desperate characters.

For their own honour's sake, then, the authoriiies had
taken the matter in hand, and they felt that their own
reputation was at stake.

The large rewards they had offered for the capture of
the offenders had proved quite useless.

If the police could not, under such a stimulus as this,

accomplish the task set them, they were certainly quite
incapable of doing it at all.

Having come to this conclusion, the police were set

aside, and they resolved to try what could be done by
military aid.

Orders wore given in the proper quarter thai so many
troops should be singled out for the service, and this
was accordingly done.

In a very military manner the soldiers, under the com-
mand of their officers, were made to patrol the roads
within twelve miles round London.
They were divided into small detachments, eaca one

of which had a particular piece of ground to go over.
Their instructions were commensurate with the exi-

gency of the occasion.
Should they encounter any of the highwaymen, they

were to pursue tliem with all possible speed and energy.
If they found it impossible to overtake them or to make

them prisoners, they were to be shot down without mercy;
as captured they were to be, one way or the other.
These orders sound somewhat sanguinary, and unlike

those issued by the authorities in such matters gene-
rally ; but the reader must bear ia miad the peculiar
posture of affairs.

The public prints of the period were loud in finding
fault with the insufficiency of the means of dealing,
with these desperate law-breakers, and this caused the'
adoption of more stringent measures than, perhaps,
would otherwise have been thought of.

Such, however, were the instructions given to the
soldiers.

The highwaymen were to be captured, either dead or
alive, and it did not seem to matter much which.
As for the military themselves, small mercy could ba

expected from them.
There was not a man among them who was not dis-

gusted and angry with the extra and unsoldier-like duty
they had to perform ; and they made up their minds, aa
they were obliged to submit to their orders, to put aa
end to the affair as quickly as they could.

In quite an angry and revengeful spirit, then, from
which our friends had everything to dread, the soldiers
set about their new duty.
Up to the present moment, as we are aware, they had

met with no success whatever.
Owing to the highwaymen having kept bo close within

the shelter of Enfield Chase, all their patrolling had been
without result ; and they had the additional aggravation
of knowing that they had taken all this trouble for
nothing. •

It was by no means a treat to be obliged to leave the
barracks and pace up and down a piece of roadway night
after night—especially when the season was so far ad-
vanced as it was.
There was a sharp frost every night, and they felt the

effects of it severely.

Still they met with nothing to reward them for their
trouble.

The roads remained perfectly quiet
; people made their

journeys to and from the metropolis in safety, and no-
where was there any rumours of alarm.
From this it became clear to them that those of whom

they were in search were hiding somewhere
If so, they had only to wait patiently for them to

make their appearance.
This was what they were least capable of doing; but

the authorities were inflexible, and they had to continue
their disagreeable duty.
The reader will easily understand how fraught with

danger to the four highwaymen, in whose fortunes it is

presumed they feel an interest, such a state of things
as this must be.

But what was worst of all was that they were ignorant
of tlie additional danger with which they were menaced.
Tom King and Sixteen-String Jack, as they made

their way towards the plantation, thought that at most
they were officers who were so close upon their track, and
the idea of their being soldiers never once glanced across
llieii- minds.
Upon reaching the bottom of the hill which they had

been descending for some time, and upon reaching the
lowest part of the hollow into which the road fell, the
horse upon which the foremost of the dragoons rode
suddenly swerved ; and, had he not been an accom-
plished and practised horseman, would certainly have
unseated him.
As it was, he only preserved his balance with diffi-

culty.

Looking down upon the ground to see what it was
that had caused the animal's alarm, he perceived an
immense pool of blood.
Under the impulse of the moment he gave utterance

to a loud shout of surprise, which was echoed by several
of his companions.

It was this cry which had reached the ears of Tom
King and Sixteen-String Jack as they bore the body of
Claude Duval over the fields.

Upon making this discovery, several of the dragoons,
by the command of their officer, alighted, and made a
closer examination of the pool of blood, and the ground
iu the neighbourhood of it.

From the appearance of the former they were quite of
opinion that it had not lain there very long.
The discovery of the streak of blood which our friends

had noticed followed as a matter of course.
This, the reader will remember, had been vjnused by

the horse dragging the body of its rider after it.

Following this streak of blood, which they had no diffi-
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cnlty whatever in doing, the dragoons found it extended

only a short distance, and terminated in another pool

of blood, the dimensions of which were almost equal to

the one they had found.

Here, then, was ample enough evidence that a tragedy

of some kind or other had been perpetrated, and they

doubted not that, if they only took the trouble to look

around th^r - they would quickly discover still further

traces of io,
'

,

With this impression they examined the ground all

round, but this afiorded them very little information.

The ground was dry and dusty, and blurred all round

with footmarks, produced both by horse and man.

Not a few were produced by themselves, and they

found themselves puzzled to say which.

The discovery of the spots of blood which had howed
from the wounds of Claude Duval when he had been

placed upon his horse by his two companions, was next

made, but these ceased after they had followed them
for a few yards.

They were unanimously of opinion that a struggle had

taken place, though what evidence there was of it we
know not.

Still, that was their impression.

They were of opinion, too, and in this they were in-

disputably correct, that the struggle had only taken

place a short time before—an hour they thought at most.

To men who had been ordered out upon what they

had been led to believe was dangerous service, but who
hitherto had met with nothing to vary the dull monotony
of patrolling up and down a lonely country road, this

discovery which they had just made was quite an in-

teresting one, and, for the mere desire of having some-

thing to do, and something to occupy their thoughts with,

they set about making a vigorous search all around.

They had already consumed sufficient time in their

explorations, and Tom and Jack made the best use of

it they could.

Leaving the soldiers to prosecute their search along
the road for something which should elucidate the mys-
tery of the pools of blood, we will return to the proceed-
ings of the two highwaymen.
When they heard the shout, they made sure that, in

another moment, their foes would be upon them ; and,
stimulated by this impression, they made still greater
speed.
They were well aware of the importance of their gain-

ing the shelter of the trees unseen.
If they did so, they had a secure hiding-place ; if not,

they would only have the meagre benefit which the cover
would afford them in an encounter.
Owing to the position of the hedgerows, which hap-

pened to run most conveniently for them, they were
able to keep on their course without being exposed to

the view of any persons who might be in the road they
had so lately left.

This was very fortunate for them.
Had they been compelled to cross the open meadows

to reach their destination, instead of being able to creep
along under the hedges as they did, they would inevi-

tably have been seen by the dragoons, many of whom
stood up in the stirrups, and took as long a look round
the country as they from their elevated position could.
For the reason just given, however, they failed to see

our friends, who were effectually screened from all such
observation.
With all steadiness and speed the two highwaymen

continued their melancholy journey towards the little

wood, which seemed to mock all the attempts they made
to approach it, and to recede as they advanced.

This, however, was the effect of their own anxious
minds.
Gradually they were nearing their mueh-wished-for

destination.

AH sounds from the rear had ceased, and they began
to indulge themselves in the hope that they should be
able to get off undiscovered.

It was a very narrow escape, for, had the mist continced
much longer than it had, or had they any longer delayed
the removal of the body, the dragoons would have been
upon them before they could have got out of sight.
At length our friends reached a spot where there were

no longer any hedgerows to cover the route they took.
'Sh9^ "^ad reached a large piece of barren, uncultivated

ground, with which the little wood appeared to Ha snr-
rounded.

This they would have to cross.

The distance was not great, but all the way there
was not so much as a shrub to shield thenk^irom observa-
tion.

Perceiving this, Tom King, who led the way, very pru-
dently came to a halt, and resolved to reconnoitre before
he went any further.

With this intention, he pulled aside some of the twigs
in the hedge, and, peering through, endeavoured to as-
certain whether anyone was in sight,

But, though he looked closely and carefully in every
direction, he was not able to see anyone.
Fancying that it was now safe for them to cross this

open space, Tom King ouce more took hold of the horses
by their bridles, and the little procession once more
started on its way.
Three minutes, or even less, sufficed to enable them

to cross this piece of waste land, which apparently en-
circled the wood like a belt.

Quite a gush of joy came over their hearts when they
found themselves fairly under the friendly shadow of the
trees ; but, before they pushed on into the interior, Tom
King again paused, and, having taken up a requisite posi-

tion,looked long and keenly in the direction they had come
With his eye he was easily able to follow the route

which they had so lately travelled, even to the gate
through which they had passed on quitting the high road

;

for the little wood was situated upon an eminence com-
manding an extensive prospect, and which caused it to

be a conspicuous object for many miles round.
Although his scrutiny was so close and searching,

Tom King was unable to see anything that was at all

calculated to raise any feeling of alarm ; and, with hia

heart relieved on this score at least, he struck at random
into the wood, being intent only upon reaching some
place of concealment.

CHAPTER CCCLXXXII.

TOM KING AND SIXTEEN-STEINQ JACK ARE INTER-
KUPTED IN THEItt MELANCHOLY TASK OP DIGGING
A GRAVE FOB CLAUDE DUVAL.

He was fully impressed with the importance of doing
this with as little loss of time as possible, not only on
account of his pursuers, if such they were, but upon the
account of Clai>de Duval.
He was anxious to satisfy himself that he was really

dead, for he did not feel disposed to take that unpleasant
fact for granted.

In fact, he would much rather remain sceptical upon
the point until furnished with some more positive proof
than he had at present.
There was, however, very little in the appearance of

his comrade to inspire hope, for he had not, up to the
present moment, shown the least signs of vitality.

Wrapped up in the coats which his two companions
had so hastily placed round him, he looked a strange ob-
ject, and no mass of inert matter could have laid across
the saddle more helplessly than he did.

The trees in this little wood did not grow very closely
together, and they met with little or no difficulty in lead-
ing the horses onward.
The ground rose rapidly beneath their feet, which

was the chief thing they bad to contend against.
The wood was, in fact, nothing more than a conical-

shaped hill, overgrown with trees ; so that, no matter
at what part it was entered, the ground had a rapid up-
ward tendency.
In spite ot this, Tom King went on.
He was anxious to get as far away from the outskirts

as he could, which would lessen the danger of discovery;
he was in hopes, too, of shortly finding that the trees

would stand more closely together, and afford a better
chance for concealment.

In this, however, he was disappointed.
There was little or no undergrowth, such as is gene-

rally found in a wood; for the most part, short, sweet
herbage took its place, and the trunks of the trees were,
upon an average, two yards apart.
Notwithstanding th-s, the hill, when seen from a dis-

tance, seemed clothed with Terdare from the baae to tha
sammit.
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This was because the trees were evergreens, and with

Farge leafy branches.

Up this steep ascent, then, our friends toiled—Tom
King with the bridles of the horses in his hands, and
leading the way, Sixteeu-String Jack holding the body
of Claude Duval upon the horae, and so overcome with
grief as to be only partially conscious of whither h" was
being led.

Claude had been his intimate associate for so Toag a
period that no one losing their nearest and dearest rela-

tive on eartn would have felt the parting more keenly

than he did.

From tlie rear no sounds of an alarming character

reached thdir ears, and Tom Kiug began to congratuUte
himself upon the circumstance of having entirely eluded

the observation of those who were so close behind him
on the road.

Suddenly a faint ejaculation of surprise came from
Tom's lips, and, startled by the sound, Sixteen-String

Jack looked up.

He, too, was astonished at the strange view before him.

The summit of the conical hill was reached.

A circular piece of ground, about twenty feet in dia-

meter, upon which no trees grew, appeared.

It was covered with grass, and here and there were a
few small, stunted shrubs.

It took but another moment for the little party to

reach this level place.

They advanced to the centre of it, and then, pausing,

looked about them.
Tom King then found his previous ideas fully verified.

Round them, in an irregular circle, grew a tall belt of
trees, and the place upon which they stood was not only
the summit of the hill, but the centre of the wood.
From the belt of trees by which they were environed

the ground gradually sloped down to the level country.
It was a sinj,'uiar piece of natural scenery, and, being

BO, we have taken the trouble to particularly describe it.

Satisfied by the hasty glance they cast around them,
Tom and Jack now turned all their attention to their
comrade.
With great care he was lifted off the horse, and laid

at full length upon the soft turf.

This done, Tom King took the three horses, and, lead-
ing them to a distance, tethered them to a tree in such
a manner that they were able to crop the soft, sweet
herbage.
He then leturned to Sixteen-String Jack.
Claude Duval had been laid upon the ground with his

face upturned to the sky.
Sixteen-String Jack was kneeling down beside him, and

looking with a pained expression into his countenance.
This was as white and inanimate in its appearance as

a marble statue.

The eyes were still blindly staring open, and covered
with a glassy film ; the teeth were still tightly clenched
together.
The whole of his body was quite cold and rigid.

That he was quite dead there could be very little doubt,
and yet both his comrades were loath in the extreme to
admit it.

They would not, could not, believe in the possibility
of such a thing.
Tom King observed the anguish of Sixteen-String

Jack, and said not a word ; but, going to the other side
of the prostrate form, he knelt down and took hold of
one of Claude's hands.

It was quite cold.

He placed his fingers on his wrist, but was unable to
detect the least fluttering of pulse.
He let go the hand with a deep sigh.
It fell like a stone upoQ the ground, assuming pre-

cisely the same position.

In a voice, broken by emotion, Tom said—
" Jack, my friend, what is to be done ? Alaa, I fear

that aU is ovor, and that our gallant comrade is no
more."

Sixteen-Siflng Jack made no reply, but, burying his
face in his hands, uttered a deep groan.
Tom leaned forward, and tearing open Claude's ap-

parel, placed his hand upon bis breast, immediately
above the region of the heart.

Here he fancied he could detect some little warmth ; but
in this oiroamatAQce there was little bop«, for, aa he well

knew, the heart and the parts surrounding it did not grow
entirely cold until some hours after the spirit had fled.

He was anxious to know whether any beating could
be distinguished.
But all was still, and he was at length forced to thai

conclusion that his heart had oeasad to beat.
All, then, was over.
He withdrew his hand.
Jack still kept his face covered. >,

Tom addressed him,
"Cheer up, my friend ; such grief as you exhibit,

though a worthy tribute to your respect for your old com-
rade, is quite unavailing. It becomes our duty now to
look to ourselves. We can do nothing for Claude,

i
oor

fellow ; he is far beyond the reach of our aid. But we
are surrounded with danger, and it is a duty we owe our-
selves to look to our own safety and preservation. Cheer
np, then, my friend, and let us do the best we can."

Sixteen-String Jack, thus addressed, removed hig
hands and looked Tom King full in the face, who was
pained to a degree to witness the grief-stricken appear-
ance which it exhibited.

"Tom," said Sixteen-String Jack, holding out his

hand as he spoke, " let us part. As you justly say, you
have your own safety to look to ; as for me, my place is

here, by the side of my old comrade and friend, and here
I will remain, in spite of every obstacle."
Tom King looked at him with mingled grief and sur-

prise.

"Jack," he said, "this is madness! But I can ex-
cuse you, for I know the causes which have produced it.

It is not solely my own safety which I wish to seek, but
yours as well, my friend. Can you forget the troop of

horsemen who were so close behind us on the road ?

They may have got upon our track, and if so, they will

be shortly here. Then what is to be done ? Because
your old comrade is dead, would you be content to resign
yourself and his body into the hands of our enemies ?

Never ! We must defend ourselves. I can pardon you
for allowing your grief to obtain a brief mastery over
your faculties, but now you must rouse yourself, and do
that which is best."

Tom paused, expecting Jack to make some reply.

But he continued silent.

Undaunted, however, Tom King renewed his solicita-

tiona.
" We can do nothing for Claude now," he continued.

" It lies in the power of no man to recall the dead to life.

We have only one sad, mournful duty to perform. You
comprehend it. It is to consign his body to the earth,

and thus prevent the authorities from wreaking any in-

dignity upon his lifeless remains. Surely, you would
make an effort to prevent such an occurrence as that.

Bouse yourself, then, and assist me to dig his grave

!

Alas ! it grieves me quite as much as it does you to think
that is the best service we can render him."
While Tom spoke thus energetically his companion

became more himself,

Totteringly he rose to his feet.

In a broken voice, he said

—

" You are right, you are right. It was weak and
foolish of me, but

"

He ceased abruptly.

His sobs prevented further speech.
Impatiently he dashed his hand across his eyes, and

endeavoured to repress his rising emotion.
" Come," he said, " I will help you. Claude now is no

longer able to defend himself, and it is our duty, aa you
say, to prevent any indignity being wreaked upon his

remains. We must not allow him to fall into the handa
of his enemies. I am ready to assist you."
Tom was pleased to find that he had so far succeeded

in rousing his companion.
He looked about him for a spot which would answer

his purpose.
Then, crossing the little circular space, he halted be-

neath the wide-spreading branches of one of the largest

of the trees that fringed the enclosure.

Jack understood him, and, after casting one glance
upon Claude's lifeless form, followed him.
Not another word was said.

They had no better tools for digging a grave tnan the
swords thoy wore by their sides, but it was by no lyeauO

the firat tim^ they had toraed tbom to anoh » obi^
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Tom King now traoed the ontline of the grave with
the poiut of his aword, and began removing the turf in

Buoh a manner as to enable him to replace it as it had
been found, and so as not to excite any saspioiou that

the ground had been disturbed.

This was a w^rli of time, but at length the task was
completed. \

It was now high time, Tom thought, to reconnoitre.

Accordingly, he threw down his sword, and, leaving

his companion to commence the excavation of the grave,

be prepared to climb the tree beneath whose shade he
had been at work.

It was of considerable altitude, and, from its posit on
on the summit of the hill, he doubted not that he shoi Id

be able to obtain a very extensive prospect of the sr r-

roHuding country.
The tree was one easily to be climbed.
As he stood upon the ground, he could reach the lowst

branch, and, taking hold of this, he drew himself up
with little difficulty.

With great agility, he made his way from bough to

bough, until he judged he had reached a height sufficient

for his purpose.
Standing upon one of the upper limbs of the tree, and

retaining himself in this position by grasping a branch
above his head with his left hand, Tom King looked
keenly around him.

All, however, as far as he could see—and that was over
many a mile of cultivated country—was peaceful and
tranquil.

No trace of any human beings resembling those whose
approach he had to dread met his view.
He turned round and looked upon the scenery upon

all sides of him.
Suddenly his eyea were attracted by a faint glitter.

Looking more closely and earnestly, he perceived,
upon a broad road at some distance, a troop of mounted
soldiers.

They were those from whom he had so narrow an es-
cape while in the lane ; but this he knew not.
He gazed upon them attentively, being auxiotis to as-

certain whether they were approaching or receding.
While in doubt upon this point a sudden turn in the

road hid them from his sight, and he saw them no
more.
Having made this discovery, he at once prepared to

descend the tree.

The soldiers, even if their presence in that sparsely-
populated district was connected with them, were so far

off that a long time must elapse before they could reach
the hill.

During that interval they would, he calculated, have
ample time to perform their melancholy duty.
Upon reaching the ground, he found that Sixteen-

String Jack had already dug to a considerable depth be-

neath the surface.

He had found this active exertion to be a relief to hia
over-wrought feelings.

In a few words Tom made him acquainted with the
result of hia reconnoitering, and requested him to stand
aside for a little while, and he would relieve him in his
toil.

This, at first. Jack refused to do, but in the end Tom
prevailed upon him to accede to his request.
Tom King then leaped into the grave and commenced

turning out the soil with great rapidity, for he knew the
sooner the job was over the better it would be, for moie
reasons than one.

Sixteen-String Jack, meanwhile, had crossed til.3i open
space again to where his dead comrade lay.

Again he knelt down by his side, and soon became
oblivious of all that was happening around him.
On his side, Tom King was so fully occupied with Wi.at

he was about, and with his own reflections, that he heard
not the stealtliy approach of many footsteps, nor yet the
occasional crackling of dry twigs, which denoted their
progress.

Suddenly, however, there was a loud cry which struck
npon the ears of both the highwaymen with titartling

effect, and, before they could recover from their surprise,
they found themsolvea surrounded by a dense throng of
persons,

CHAPTEE CCCLXXXIII.
TOM KING AND SIXTEEN-STRING JACK HAVE A BE«

MAEKABLF ADVENTURE IN THE WOOD.

The first impulsb of both the highway men, upon making
this astounding discovery, was to place themselves in an
attitude of defence ; but this, they found, they were not
capable of doing effectually.

Tom King had his aword already in hia grasp, and he
held it before him in such a manner as to enable him to
ward off a blow. But then he was at a disadvantage.
He was standing in the grave, which was at least

three feet deep, and the new-comers surrounded the
brink of it in a moment.
He was then completely at their mercy.
As for Sixteeu-ritring Jack, when he left the grave to

throw himself upon his knee by the side of Claude'a
body, he had not even taken hia word with him, but
left it sticking up in the ground, nea? the mound of up-
turned soil.

He was then defenceless, and before he could spring
to his feet he was completely hemmed in.

Nevertheleas, he started up, and, unprovided with the
means of defending himself against a host, as he was, he
placed himself beside tlie body of his slain comrade in

an attitude to do battle with anyone who approached
him too closely.

But the new-comers did not attempt to advance.
They contented themaelves with standing round him

in a dense throng, and at a respectful distance.
A glance at their forma was sufficient to show both

Tom King and Jack that it was not their enemies who
had so suddenly made their appearance.
The garb they wore in no way resembled that of either

a police-officer or a soldier, though it was quite as dis-

tinctive.

The throng was composed both of men and women.
The total number was probably thirty.

There was not one unarmed.
They held in their grasp either a long dagger-like

knife, or else a formidable bludgeon.
Tlieir attitudes were threatening in the extreme,

though, at the same time, their countenances expressed
astonishment.
Then from among the crowd which surrounded Six-

I.een-String Jack and the body of Claude Duval, a man
advanced.
He halted within a few paces of the former, who

looked at him with an inquisitive glance.

Tliis man, who stepped forward, seemed to be of an age
iilmost patriarchal.

Hia hair was silvery white, and hung down over hia

shoulders in waving masses.
His beard, of the same hue, reached almost to hia

waist.

But notwithstanding these indications of extreme age,
he held his body with tjreat ereotness ; and it was in the
manner of one habituated to command over others that
he stood before Sixteen-String Jack.
Hia face waa thin and wrinkled, and of a deep brown

tint.

His whole form was very spare, and his great height
and erect attitude made this more noticeable than it

would have been had hia atature been leas.

Although in his whole frame there waa not a super-

fluous ounce of flosh, yet all hia bones were well covered
with muscle, and he was, doubtless, in possession of un-
usual strength.
With hia left hand he grasped a long staff, not unlike

the quarter-staff, which was so favourite a weapon with
our Saxon forefathers.

His eyea were bright and piercing, and he fixed them
with inquiring keenness upon Jack's countenance, who,
however, returned his gaze with equal firmness.

The attitude of the remainder of this throng, when
the old mau stepped forward, waa submissive to a degree,

and each one fixed his eyes upon him in order to obey
the alighteat movement he should make.

After bending upon Jack the inquisitive glance, as we
have recorded, the old man spoke.
Hia voice was cl^ar and sonorous, but ft had & strong

foreign accent.
The tones in which the words were uttered indicated

both Bteranesa aud dispieaauc«.
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"Who are you?" he asked; "and what want you
here?"

" Before I reply to that qaeBtion," said Sixteen-String

Jack, boldly, " I must know by what authority you ask it.

At present I cannot see what better title you have to be

here than myself."
The old man started baoK in surprise, aa though unac-

customed to be spokeu to with so little deference.
" What right had you," continued Sixteen-Strinsf Jack,

"to rush in and surround us as you have done ? i^o were

in no way interfering with you."
" Down with him ! down with him !" cried the motley

orew, accompanying their words with menancing ges-

tures. I

The old man held up his hand, and in a moment, as if

by magic, everyone became stiii

" You speak with little respeoc." said the old man,
addressing Jack. " Do you realize the fact that your life

is in my hands, to take at any moment I think proper ?"

" I do not. Tour numbers are superior to us, and in an
encounter we might, probably, be slain ; that is, if all of

you were cowardly enough to attack two men who have
done nothing to provoke your hostility."

"You speak with singular boldness," said theold man,
in whose manner Jack fancied he could detect something
akin to admiration. " But with regard to having done
nothing to provoke our hostility, there you are in error.

You have done this."

"How? in what manner?" asked Sixteen-String

Jack, in the utmost surprise.
" You have infringed one of our laws, and the penalty

of that infringement is death."
"Yes, death!" echoed the wild throng around, and

again their gestures became violent and menacing to

a degree.

The old man, however, must have exercised over them
Bome singular power, for they grew calm again the

moment he uplifted hia hand.
Then ad"? Jessing himself to Sixteen-String Jack, he

*aid—
" You have, doubtless, heard much but know little

tespecting Zingari—that race which always keeps to

Itself, and never dwells beneath a roof."
" Gipsies !" ejaculated Jack.
" Such is the name by which you English know us, and

it serves as well as any other. But we are Zingaris.

Ourraceisnumerous, and we areall bound to each other

by bonds we dare not break without incurring the direst

consequences."
" But," said Jack, who was now perfectly cakn and

collected, " what has all this to do with me ? Look
yonder ; surrounded by another portion of your crew, is

my companion."
He pointed towards Tom King as he spoke, and all

eyes followed the direction of his finger.

"You have taken him at unawares," added Jack.
" You see he is in the earth up to his waist. Your
band surround the brink of the pit, and he is unable to
effectually defend himself."

" What does he here ?" sternly demanded the old man.
" I ask again, by what authority do you put this

question ?"

" I was about to tell you, but you refused to listen."
" You told me you were gipsies."
" I told you we were a portion of that numerous race,

which is dispersed all over England. We are wanderers,
and have no place of settled abode ; we wander whither-
soever our fancy dictates. But we are bound together by
universal laws which we are bound to recognise. One of

them is, that a member or representative of every family
should, once in every nine years, repair to this spot here
to meet, to prostrate themselves before their king, and
renew their oath of allegiance. This is the appointed
and important day, and here, yon eee, we have as-

Bembled."
" But," interrupted Jack, " I"—
" Hear me out," said theold man, interrupting him in

his turn. " For centuries immemorial the open space
upon the summit of this hill has been the place where
this important ceremony has taken place. From those
remote ages, of which I have just spoken, a law has des-

cended to us ; that law decrees that, should we, on the

^j in the ninth year when the meeting is to take place,

&td opon this spoc one or mote of tbe boas«-dvTeUersj

their lives should pay the forfeit of the intraaion. Now
do you understand ?"

"1 understand your words perfectly well," said Sixteen-

String Jack ;
" but 1 most resolutely refuse to recognise

your power."
" Beware," said the old man, in a stern voice, which

was echoed by an angry cry from those who eagerly
crowded round.

" Beware of what ?"

"I tell you, again, your life is in our handsc By the
laws of our race it is forfeit to us."

"It will not be given up without astruggle." said Jack,
coolly ; " and now, as you have had your say, I must
request you to attend tome."

" You are bold."
" Why should I not be ? Listen."
The old man felt constrained to do s%
He could not but look upon Jack with admiration at

the courage he displayed.

Jack spoke.
" You eee this body here," and he pointed to the body

of Claude Duval ;
" I and my companion, pursued by our

enemies, brought it to this place, in the hope, first that

he was notdead, and then, findinghehad ceased to exist,

to bury him here. When you abruptly broke upon this

spot, you found me kneeling by the side of the corpse, and

my companion yonder digging the grave. You outnumber
us, but, although such is the case, you need not delude

yourself into the idea that we shall tamely submit to be

put to death because a sanguinary law has been handed
down to you. I give you warning that, if you advance a

step further to execute your purpo.se, I shall defend my-
self to the utmost, and, though I have little hope of

achieving a victory, yet, before I am slain, I shall be able

to wreak more mischief upon you than you may consider

at all agreeable. And now I have spoken. Do as you

think proper."

As he concluded this very daring and defiant speech,

Sixteen-String Jack folded his arms across his breast, and

gazed calmly upon the crowd of swarthy, angry faces by

which he was surrounded.

His address evidently produced a great effect upon the

old man, and he remained for a few moments in silent

thought.
" You have spoken falsely," he said, at length.
" I have not," returned Jack, angrily.

'•I say you have."
" In what particular ?"

" That is not a corpse which lies at your feet."

When he heard these words Jack started as though

he had been struck by a bullet.

Theold man had spoken clearly, and his words reached,

with the utmost distinctness, the ears of Tom King, who
had also heard the whole of the preceding conversation.

Those around, however, were not prepared for the

effect which this last statement had upon him.

He gave one spring, and leaped out of the grave.

So suddenly was this done, that no one was in time to

prevent him.
He whirled his sword round hia head, and, aa they

heard the keen weapon whistle through the air, they all

instinctively drew back.

In three bounds Tom King was beside Claude Duval

and Sixteen-String Jack.

He burst through the ring with which they were

encircled before a hand could be raised to prevent him.

Then, standing over the prostrate body of his comrade,

he cried

—

" Who is it that says he is not dead, and by what au-

thority does he make the statement P"

"I say it !" said the old man as he stalked forward a

few steps, with a mnjestic air, " and my authority is the

truth. That is not a corpse."
. ^^

"Do you mean to say, by that, that my comrade is alive?'

" I do."
" Then E thank you from my heart for such a piece of

intelligence , though I hardly dare believe it to be true."

" You may "ely upon it. My eye is old and dim, por-

chance, but it \loea not deceive me."
,^

" Then it was a bleased chance that brought you here,

said Sixteen-String Jack, " or we should have consigned

him to that most terrible of all fates *nremature inter-

ment."
•• Is tbifl teftUy BoJ".
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" It is."
'* Who are you, then P"
" It would be dangerous to proolaim oarseWea, for a

price is set upon our heads."
"By the houae-dwellera?"
"Yes."
" Then I can spare you. I seek to know no more

Under these circumstances you are clearly no housO'

dwellers, but outcasts from them. This enables me to

Bet aside the law of which I have spoken, but there is no
other person, besides myself, who has the power to do
EO."
"Accept our thanks, then," said Tom King, seizing

him by the hands. " For my own part, I can perceive no
signs of vitality about our comrade ; but I know your
race hold possession of many secrets connected with
life and death, and therefore I place reliance upon what
you say."

" You may do so safely," said the old man, with a

pleased expression of countenance.
" Restore, then, my friend to life," said Tom King,

" and ask of me anything you like in return."
" I will do so," said the old man, if only for the cou-

rage your companion has exhibited. I must, however,
attach one condition."

" You have only to name it for it to be complied
with."

" It ia that you keep profoundly secret all that has
already come under your observation, and all that may
futurely do so while you are with us."
"That we promise readily, and it will go hard with

us if we do not find some more substantial mode of tes-
tifying to our gratitude."
"It is needless," said the old man, who then turned

round and addressed some energetic words to those as-
Bembled, in a language which was quite unknown to
our two friends.

CHAPTER CCCLXXXIV.
THE GIPSY WOMAN RESTORES CLAUDE DUVAL TO
CONSCIOUSNESS, AND GIVES UTTERANCE TO A
WARNING AND A PREDICTION.

The whole of the occurrences which we have related at
full length in the preceding chapter took place with
such rapidity, and were, in themselves, of so bewildering
a character, that Tom and Jack found their ideas in a
state of great confusion.
By degrees they recovered the use of their faculties,

and divided their attention between the body of their
companion and the weird-like events which were occur-
ring around them.
They were unable to form the least idea about what

the old man said, but, let it be what it would, it met
with immediate obedience.
From this, they argued, that the influence of this

Btrange old man was very great indeed.
Like nearly everyone else, Tom King and Sixteen-

String Jack had heard plenty about gipsies, and had
occasionally encountered them

; yet the amount of actual
knowledge which they possessed upon the subject was
very small indeed.
Of one fact, however, they were well aware, and that

was, that certain members of this romantic race were
acquainted with strange secrets in the healing art; and
that, where wounds were concerned, instances were innu-
merable where they had effected a cure after the best
surgical aid had failed.
This was more particularly the case at the commence-

ment of the last century, when the science of medicine
was very far indeed from the position to which it has
Bince attained.
Therefore, although they could not see the lesvst signs of

life about Claude, yet they took the old man's word +hat
he was not dead.
Great as miglit be the authority of the old .^lan, this

last command of his, although it was obeyed, was done
BO reluctantly.
The majority would much rather have obeyed the

sanguinary law enforced by their ancestors.
The account which the old man had given of their

Btrange meeting in that plaoe was unquestionably cor-
xeot.

I

Once every nine years, in accordance with immemorial
custom, one member of each family liad to present him-
self upon this spot, no matter how far he might happen
to be distant from it, or what difficulties might inte.

vene.
If any family omitted to send a representative, they

were no longer considered as belonging to the true
Ziugari.

What was the object sought to be attained by this
novennial meeting, would be hard to say ; doubtless it

was intended by the projectors to be a means by wliich
these wanderers might preserve some of the characte-
ristics belonging to distinctive races.
Be the object, however, what it might, it was this

novennial meeting wliioh had brought the gipsies together
on this occasion.
One more word of explanation, and we have done.
The old man we have so often mentioned occupied the

position and title of the king of the Zingari.
This title and position were hereditary, and had been

faithfully transmitted from father to son.

As the whole^tribe only united once every nine years, it

was only on these distant occasions that the king was
able to exercise the authority which devolved upon him.

It was probably this ciroumatauoe which caused him
to be so implicitly obeyed.
The children, too, were taught by their parents, from

their tenderest years, to obey the king in all things.
It was a strange fancy for tliese outcasts to have a

king, but doubtless they felt it added to their importance.
The sceptre, however, was a barren one to the possessor

of it.

The present king was a man who happened to be gifted
by nature with sentiments more human than generally
fell to the lot of his subjects ; and to this we may attri-

bute his manifest inclination to save the lives of Tom
King and Sixteen-String Jack, as was demonstrated by
the readiness with which he twisted the circumstance of

their no longer having claim to the title of house-dweller
in their favour.
The reader is now in a position to comprehend what

follows, and wa at once resume,
When tlie gipsy king had uttered these words of com*

mand to his subjects, they dispersed, and no longer
showed any manifestations of hostility.

There were many, however, who bent upon our friends
a ferocious glance.
The old man now pronounced a single word which

sounded like a name—at least, it was the manner in which
it was pronounced, more than aught else, which induced
this belief in the minds of our friends.

It was confirmed by their shortly afterwards seeing a
woman approach, who presented every appearance of

extreme age.
She had long outlived the brief space of time allowed

for human life.

She supported her steps by means of a stout stick.

She made her way up to the gipsy king, and stood in an
attitude of great deference before him, as though await-

ing his instructions.
Her whole frame trembled like an aspen in consequence

of her extreme age.
Tom King and Jack looked at her with the greatest

curiosity and attention.
It was in vain, however, that they listened to the in-

structions which were given her.

They were uttered in a peculiar language, which might
as well have been Greek for all the information which
it conveyed to their ears.

The old woman, however, understood them readily

enough, since the language in which they were spoken
was the dialect of the tribe.

As soon as theold man had finished addressing her she
made a deep obeisance, and then, turning round, hobbled
towards the spot where Claude Duval still lay upon the
ground, and, for aught our friendL could tell 'O the con-
trary, quite dead.
The old woman knelt down beside him, aud. having

removed his clothing suflBoiently for her purpose, placed
her ear upon hia heart and listened intently.
Apparently satisfied with this examination, she said

something to two young men, who immediately disap-

peared.

Thii old woman fulfilled the funotioaa of largeon-phj.
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[dick TURPIN and his PBIENDS ARE ATTACKED IN THE CAVERN BY THE DRAGOONS.]

jician to the tribe, and was reputed to be possessed of

more than ordinary skiU in tbe treatment of wounds and

external hurts. ,

The two young men she bad despatched quickly returned,

one bringing water and the other some kind of unguent

and bandages, such as would be required to dress a wound.

The first thing the woman did was to wash away the

mass of coagulated blood, which entirely covered the orifice

of the wound from observation.

When this was done, Claude did not present half such

a terrible spectacle.
, . . ^ , m

We need not tell the reader with what intentness iom
King and Jack watched every movement.

As soon as the congealed blood was removed, the old

woman commenced an examination of the wounds, and

by the way she set about doing this, our friends could tell

In tolerably good English she said, with the greatest

surprise perceptible in her tones,—

"Is it possible you thought him dead
!^

"We did, indeed, think so," replied Tom^i°S', ^
were filled with grief on that account. But why do you

speak in so surprised a manner ?
'

, . - ,, „ .„^« Because I cannot account for your having fallen into

such a mistake

!

" Yefmistake. It is true he has received a wound

from a pistol-shot, but it has done him little harm.

The two highwaymen looked incredulous.

Speak," they both cried, as with one voice ;
" explain

^"""'Slblre," said the old woman. " The bullet struck

^^l^geS^^^fups, and she looked up t.

|

1^-°-^^^^^:^^^'^ l^lS t^^S!
the countenances of the two highwaymen. I

the bone ana tuen gianceu u
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agly ijash, but has really done no further mischief. Owing,
perhaps, to some strange position of the body, an immense
quantity of blood has flowed from this wound, and your

friend now lies in this miserable state for the want of it."

" And is it possible," exclaimed Sixteen-String Jack,

who hardly dared believe in this sudden reverse of fortune,
*" is it possible he is in nothing but a swoon from loss of

blood ?
"

"That 18 all," replied the old woman; "and, if you
will leave him in my care, you will soon find him as well

as ever he was."
Prepared as he was for this welcome intelligence, Six-

teen-String Jack waa almost overcome by it.

He had begun to mourn for Claude as dead, and to look

upon him as no longer belonging to this life.

To hear that be had only been insensible from loss of

blood was, indeed, startling intelligence to our friends.

There was no doubt, however, as to the veracity of

what the old woman told them.
They could see for themselves that the bullet had not

penetrated his chest, but had struck obliquely upon a

bone, and glanced off, leaving a deep gash to mark its

oourse.

Prom this blood had flowed in prodigious quantities,

and it was this immense loss of the vital fluid which pro-

duced those appearances which we can scarcely feel sur-

prised at Tom and Jack taking for death itself.

Great, now, was theirjoy upon receiving so favourable an

account of Claude's condition, and they now watched

every proceeding of the old woman's with redoubled

interest.

Fortunate, indeed, was it for all concerned that this

strange encounter with the gipsies had taken place ; for,

had it not have happened, the probability is Claude Duval
would have been buried alive, as the contiguity of the

troop of dragoons would have caused them to hurry over

their melancholy task.

Happily, all this was averted.

Having removed from the wound every morsel of extra-

neous matter, the old woman dressed it with the ointment

which had been brought her.

Then, with surprising skill, she bandaged it up, assuring

our friends, as she did so, that the wound, being only a
superficial one, would require no further attention, except

that the bandages should not be removed until it was
thoroughly healed.

All this time, however, Claude Duval remained in the

same state of death-like torpor ; and how it was the gipsy

king had told at glance that he was alive seemed a
mystery.

It might be that, in his long life, he had had opportu-

nities of comparing the difference between death and in-

sensibility.

Be that, however, as '.t may, his statement was proved

to be correct.

Having properly attended to the wound, the old woman
now proceeded to restore Claude to consciousness.

From the breast of her gown she produced a small

bottle of green glass, which was partially filled with some
sort of milky-looking liquid.

Kemoving the stopper, she held the open mouth of the

vial close under Claude's nose.

For a moment no effect was produced, but, at the end of

that time, the two highwaymen were pleased to perceive

a slight movement of the body, and then a faint sigh came
from their wounded comrade's lips.

They would have pressed forward and spoken to him,
but the old woman would not permit them to approach.

" He is now in a state of extreme weakness, and great

caution must be used," she said. "Wait a moment
until I have done."

As she spoke, she took up a bottle which had been
brought along with the ointment and bandages.

It contained a somewhat thick fluid of a bright crimson

colour.

This she suffered to let fall drop by drop into Claude's

mouth, who possessed just sufl&cient strength and sense to

swallow these small quantities.

This fluid the old woman continued to administer drop

by drop, until the patience of our friends was fairly ex-

liausted ; but still she kept on, until the bottle waa
ui-aiuL'u oi iLs last drop.

Next, taking some of the cold water, she caused aim to

»wnilow it.

This done, she drew back to watch the effect.

Gradually Claude's eyes closed, and he dropped off into
a profound sleep.

When she was sure that the potion had fairly taken
effect, the old woman turned round to our two friends and
thus addressed them

—

" This sleep," she said, " will probably last many hours

;

I cannot say how many, as that depends entirely upon
circumstances. On no account, however, must his slumber
be broken. He must be kept perfectly quiet, and allowed
to wake of his own accord. When he does this, you will

find he has recovered a considerable portion of his lost

strength, and it will hourly increase. As for the wound,
as that is merely in the flesh, you need not trouble any-
thing further about it. It wUl get well of itself, and with
rest he will soon recover his strength, But the faculty of
looking into the future is given to me, and, as you are his
friends, bid him, when he awakes, to beware of the next
wound he receives, as it will assuredly be a mortal one."

CHAPTER COCLXXXV.
CLAUDE DUTAL TAKES ONE MORE GLANCE AT THIS

WORLD.

It was the peculiar circumstances under which this pre-
diction was uttered that caused it to produce the effect it did
upon the minds ofTom King and Sixteen-String Jack.
At any other time they would have laughed at the idea

of the old decrepit woman before them having the gift or
power of fortelling evento-especially if the prediction had
been uttered by itself.

But she had been speaking of Claude's condition, and
telling them how he would awake; then, more in th©
manner of a friendly caution than aught else, she uttered
the remarkable words with which the last chapter con-
cluded.

As soon as she had spoken she rose to her feet, and,
mingling with those assembled, was in a moment lost to
sight.

Upon looking around them, our friends found that the-

number of the gipsies had very much increased during the
time that they had been watching the old woman's pro-

ceedings, and fresh arrivals kept continually taking place.

Tom and Jack would have mingled with the throng, and
singled out the old woman, to whom they wished to give

some more substantial token of their gratitude than mere
words, but they were prevented by the gipsy king, who
placed himself directly in their path.

" Whither go you ? " he said.

"To see the woman who has dressed our comrade'*
wounds, in order that we may reward her for what sh&
has done."
" No reward is required, young man," said the gipsy-

king. " What she has done has been done freely."

"Still"
" Attend to me, if you please," interrupted the old man.

" You are here upon sufferance only, and you must be
content to do as you are bidden. In the firat place, then,

you may take my word for it that the condition of your
friend is by no means serious, and when he awakes from
his sleep he will be almost himself again."

" Those are most welcome words to us," said Sixteen-

String Jack, " for we had already mourned for him as one
dead, and we are proportionably overjoyed to find that

he is yet alive. It is for this reason that we would fain dO'

something to testify our gratitude."
" I am about to afford you an opportunity," said th»

gipsy king.
" Speak ! You have only to tell ua what it is, and it

will be done."
" In the first place, then, I shall require you to take a

solemn oath of secrecy, not only as to what you have
witnessed in this place, but all you have been told in ex-

planation ; for I need scarcely tell you that the secret of

our meeting on this spot is known to no other house-

dwellers than yourselves."
" We will readily take any oath you may think fit to

propose."
" That ia well, then. And now, in the second place,

although you are here, we cannot allow you to remain and
be a witness of the ceremonies which are performed on

this occasion. Some of our race will construct a kind ot
litter of the boughs of these trees, and, placing /our-
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comrade upon it, will carry him to the base of the hill,

wJere you must promise to remain and watch him."
"To all this we readily consent. Uyou will hav^ the

litter constructed, we will carry him down the hU'. our-

•eelves."

"Nay, nay; for reasons of our own we will do that,

too."
The gipsy-king then turned round and addressed a few

words of comraand to some young men who were standing

«t no great distance.

These the highwaymen conjectured to be connected
with the construction of the litter, and such proved to be
the case, for the young men set about hastily lopping off

•cveral of the lowest branches.
In a very short time they had sufficient for their pur-

pose, and they weaved them into a litter with very great

«kill indeed.
As soon as it was ready they placed it down by the side

of Claude, and, with the greatest care and gentleness,

lifted him upon it.

The next thing was to carry it down the hill, which
they did with the same amount of care.

Tom and Jack followed it ; but not until they had
expressed their thanks to the gipsy-king—not only for

having saved their lives, but also for his attention to

Claude Duval.
Then they freely took the oath which he proposed to

"them, after having done which, the^ descended the hill

again very willingly, leaving the gipsies to perform their

mystic ceremonies unobserved.
Neither of them had forgotten the soldiers which Tom

had seen in the distance from the summit of the tree, but
eo long a time had elapsed since then without their

making their appearance, that they very correctly came
to the conclusion that they were retreating when they
saw them.
The lower part of the hill seemed, then, quite as likely

to afford them the shelter they needed as the upper
portion of it.

The litter was deposited upon the ground, and Claude
vas allowed to remain in it.

The horses, too, were then brought down and tethered
close at hand.

The gipsies then left them, though not until they had
received a reward from our friends.

Tom and Jack watched the gipsies out of flight, and
then the former turning to the latter said

—

" Well, Jack, I think, of all the strange adventures I
have ever had, this is the strangest."

" Unquestionably," said Jack. " I never before knew
anything like it."

" I have heard many strange things concerning the
gipsies, but never anything to surpass or even equal

" The most surprising thing is the coincidences," said
Sixteen-String Jack.
" In the first place, there was our selecting the wooded

hill as our place of concealment ; and then, to think that
when we arrived there was upon the occasion, in the space
of nine years, when the gipsies repair to it."

" It seems more strange the more we reflect upon it."
" It does, indeed ; but most of all do I rejoice in the

discovery that Claude is stiU left to be among us. I
confess at times I can hardly believe in the reality of such
^ood fortune."

" I am puzzled to think how the gipsy king could have
told at a glance the difference between death and a state

of insensibility."

"That seems very surprising."
*• And he was right."
" Did you notice one thing the old woman saidP"
"What? About Claude taking care how he received

his second wound ?"
" No, that is not what I meant just then."
"WhatP"
" In speaking of the wound, she said it had bled copi-

onsly, but doubtless that the flow of blood had been
increased by his body having remained for some time
in a position calculated to drain it of blood."
" Yes, she said that."
" And then think of the position in which we found

Claude."
" It was certainly just what she seemed to indicate."
"Jnst. His foot being in the stirrup, and his bead

npon the ground, the blood was naturally drained out of
has body."

'You must recollect, my friend, that at present we
htive no idea how it was that Claude c me to be in the
state in which we found him."
" I know we have not, and we shall have to wait

patiently until he wakes before we can know."
" His sleep seems very heavy, almost like death."
" It does, except that you can see he is breathing

rather heavily."
" I would give a trifle for a box of the wonderful heal-

ing ointment which the old woman carried."
" If its virtues are what she represents, it would be

invaluable to ns."
" It would, indeed."
'* I wonder how long Claude will sleep."
" I know not ; but I am certain Dick must be full of

alarm and agitation at our non-appearance."
" We must contrive to get back to the chase before

daybreak to-morrow morning, or he will be setting out
in search of us."
" What time is it now ?"
" Noon has passed. It will, however, be six hours, at

least, before darkness comes ; and let us hope, by that
time, Claude vnU awake and be well enough to accom-
pany us. If we started early in the evening, we could
travel slowly, and yet reach the chase before dawn."
" So we could."
" That is what we must hope for, then."
In such conversation as this, the two highwaymen

whiled away the time duVing which they watched by the
side of their slumbering companion.

Without some such conversation, the time would have
passed slowly indeed ; and, as it was, they found it hang
rather heavily on their hands.
At length, however, they observed that the shadows of

the trees grew rapidly longer, and by this they knew the
sun was sinking in the west.

In a short time from now it would be dark enough for

them to commence their journey; the only thing was,
would Claude awake ?

The injunction, not on any account to rouse him from
his slumber, was urged upon them with too much earnest-

ness for them to think of disobeying it.

At present Claude showed no signs whatever of awak-
ing.

His sleep seemed as profound as it had been at its com-
mencement.
Anxiously his two comrades looked upon him, as well as

the fading light would permit, in the hope of being able
to see some signs of returning animation.
But none appeared.
Weary with watching, they at last turned away.
The sun sunk, and the brief autumnal twilight which

succeeded quickly deepened into night.

Darkness came over all things, and beneath the shadow
of the wide-spreading branches of the trees it was pro-
found, and they were unable to distinguish each others'

forms.
Fain would they have lighted a fire with some of the

dry brushwood which was lying about, and which they
could easily have gathered together, but they feared to do
so lest it should prove a beacon to their enemies to show
them their whereabouts.
For this reason, then, although they had the means of

procuring a light, the fiire was not ignited.

As tbe darkness increased they seated themselves aa
close as they could to the litter upon which the slumber-
ing form of Claude Duval reposed, in order to be aware,
by their sense of hearing, the moment when h^ awoke.
Their patience was put to a severe trial.

Time glided onward, but still he awoke not, and were it

not that in the silence of that place they could occasion-
ally hear his somewhat laboured breathing, they would
have fancied he was not sleeping but dead.
A circumstance now ooeurred which afforded them some

consolation.

The moon, which was only a few days past the full, rose

majestically from the eastern lioi-izon, and, in a short
time, attained to such an altitude that our friends were
able to see her silvery face above the tree tops.

The light she shed was clear and beautiful, and once
more the form of Claude Duval became revealed to their

eager gaze.
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Motionless and deathlike be lay, howerer, as the cold

moonbeams poored their lustre apon him.

As they gazed, strange thoughts of the stories they had

heard flitted across the minds of the two highwaymeu.
They recollected the prevalent and apparently well-

authenticated superstitions of the vampire,and the life-

less looking form of Claude Duval, with the pale moon-
beams flooding it, was well calculated to recall such a

superstition to their recollection.

They had both heard how the dead body of a vampire,

should it be exposed to the moonbeams, became restored

to a horrible and loathsome vitality ; and, as they gazed

upon Claude' s pallid countenance, they wondered
whether the moon's light really did possess resuscitative

powers.
Neither spoke, but the same thoaghta occupied their

minds.
Suddenly both started.

They had observed Claude make a slight movement.
Ashamed of the superstitious ideas which they had

permitted to run riot in their brains, they turned round
and watched eagerly for some other signs of his awaking.
They soon came.
The effects of the liquid which had been administered

to him were rapidly passing away.
Claude's whole frame trembled, and his eyelids flut-

tered.

At length, with a deep sigh, he awoka.
He started at onoe into a sitting posture, and looked

about him like one bewildered to think where he was.

That feeling, however, immediately subsided when
he caught sight of the forms of his old comrade bending
over him.
They spoke.
" Lie down again, Claude," they said. " Lie down

again for a moment, and colleot your thoughts. All is

well ; we are with you."
Claude.laid down again as his companions had re-

quested, and, closing his eyes, endeavoured to colleot

hia scattered thoughts.

For a moment or two he was unable to do this, but,

with a rush, a full remembrance of the past came upon
him.

In a rather faint tone of voice, he said

—

" I have been wounded."
" We know that well enough," replied Sixteen-String

Jack, in a cheerful voice ;
" but your hurt was a slight

one, and, by this time, you will perhaps feel little of it."

These words encouraged Claude, and made him feel

much better.

With comparative ease he raised himself to a sitting

posture, and then became immediately curious to know
what had befallen him since he had received his wound.
Mutual explanations rapidly followed, but we need not

trouble the reader with a detail of them, since every

ineident haa been related.

Wlien they had come to an understanding with each
other, Tom and Jack expressed their wish to return to

Enfield Cha-^e with as little delay as possible, because

of the anxiety which Dick Turpin would experience.

Claude was equally desirous to return, and declared

that he could feel himself grow stronger every moment.
If this really was the case, and he did not allow his

fancy to deceive him, the draught administered by the

gipsy must have been a potent and invaluable restora-

tive.

Claude, indeed, was willing to start at onoe, but his two
comrades urged him to remain a little longer where he

was,in order to recover himself as thoroughly as possible.

CHAPTER CCCLXXXVI.
aude duval, tom king, and sixteen-strikg

..aj:: reach enfield chase in safety, and dick
tuul'in ha3 a slight alarm.

HALF-an-!iour quickly passed away in pleasant conver-
sation upon the events that had recently taken place,

and, at the end of that time, Claude Duval expressed his

impatience to commence the journey.

It is quite certain, however, that his recovery from
what looked so much like certain death, was little less

than miraculous, and so his friends considered it.

As for Claude him:?lf; of course he had no dueappr©=

ciation of the amount of danger through which he bad
passed, and, finding himself tolerably well, he immensely
overrated his strength.

This is nothing to be surprised at, since those who
have been sick almost iuvaiiably do so.

He would have mounted his horse and set off at a trot,

but his two comrades had too great an amount of pru-

dence to permit him to do any such thing.

They assisted him into the saddle, however, for he
would insist that he was strong enough to ride.

Tom and Jack determined on no account to go any
faster than at a walking pace.

This they doubted not he would be able to accomplish,
for it could scarcely be said to fatigue anyone.
Having seen him properly seated in the saddle, his

two companions mounted their horses, and the little

party at once emerged from the wood.
The moon was shining with extraordinary biightnesa

in a sky which was not even speckled by a single cloud.

Although her light had been so useful to them such a
short time ago, they would now willingly enough have
dispensed with it altogether.

This, however, they were unable to do.

Tom and Jack both judged it expedient not to approach
the road upon which they had discovered the body of

Claude, for fear suspicion should be attached to them.
Accordingly, after having carefully noted their posi-

tion, they made their way in almost a straight line for

their destination.

The only times when they deviated from a direct

course was when they encountered some insurmountable
obstacle which compelled them to do so.

This was a kind of travelling with which our friends

were familiar, and, in spite of occasional detours, they
lost very little ground indeed.

The pace at which they went, however, was one that

took them a long while to go a short distance, but they
soon perceived how wisely they had acted in adopting it,

or their wounded comrade would have been completely
overcome.
He found his strength had rapidly evaporated, and it

now required him to make continual efforts to retain on
upright position on the back of his steed.

Tom King and Sixteen -String Jack noticed this, but
said nothing.

Efficacious in such cases as the gipsy's cordial unques-
tionably was, still it was hardly to be supposed that it

would supply the place of the immense quantity of blood
which Claude Duval had lost.

Nevertheless, its effects were wonderful, or he would
never have been able to travel in the manner he had.

At length, to the satisfaction of all three, Enfield

Chase appeared in the distance.

Its immense size, and the circumstances from portions

of it being at a considerable elevation above the surround-
ing country, made it a conspicuous object for many miles.

The bright moonbeams on that night made it visible

at a great distance.

The sight of his destination seemed to have a strength-

ening and invigorating effect on Claude Duval, and he
sat more erectly in the saddle.

Right glad would he be when the journey was over.

As, however, the chase, although in sight, was still a
long way off, and as they would, on account of the slow*

ness of their progress, be a long time in reaching it, they

propose a halt, to which Claude only assented with great

reluctance.
Happening to be in a very lonely and unfrequented

part of the country, Tom and Jack felt there would be

little risk in halting for some time.

Not only would Claude regain fresh strength by the

rest, but they should still have ample time to reach the

appointed spot before daybreak.

The place they had chosen for their halt was far away
from any public road or private footpath, and they seated

themselves and tethered their horses in the deep^shadow

of a hedgerow.
Here the} had little fear of being seen.

Sixteeu-String Jack produced a flask o' spirits, of

which he compelled Claude to partake very sparingly.

The small quantity he drank acted upi.n his body as

a stimulant, and endowed him with fictitious vigour.

Still, he did not drink enough to produce any ill effect.

Their halt was a short one, but this waa prineipally
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upon Claude's account, who manifested extreme impati-

ence to recommence bis journey.

Onoe again, then, in compliance with hia urgent wishes,

the trio mounted their steeds and set out towards the

ehase.
It was encouraging for them to be able thus to dee tho

termination of their journey.

Much time was occupied in speculation as to the effect

which their long absence would be likely to have upon
Dick Turpin.

All hoped that be had not been tempted to set oat in

search of them.
As the three highwaymen are not likely to meet with

any interruption or further incident during the remainder

of their journey, we will leave them slowly approaching

the chase, and occupy ourselves in relating the proceed-

ings of Dick Turpin.
In a former chapter we have described how, after

their perilous adventure with the serpent in the cavern,

Maud and our hero had made their way to the spot which
had been appointed for a meeting place.

Here they watched the faint light of the new day
gently steal through the trees, aud gradually bringing

all things into view ; but, though they listened intently,

and waited patiently, they could not hear anytbiug.to

indicate the approach of the three highwaymen.
The extent of Dick's anxiety upon their account can

foe imagined ; but, when the sun rose, and the day fairly

passed away without the least symptoms ot their return,

he was in a state of mind bordering on distraction.

Although he did not for a moment think that his three
comrades would venture to approach or enter the chase
during daylight, yet Maud could not induce him to quit
the spot upon which he knew they would first appear.
During the whole day he manifested his agitation by

pacing the green sward, with rapid and unequal strides.

At length, to his relief, the sun set, though hia im-
patience had made him think that that event would
never come to pass.
Never had a day appeared of such tremendous length.

As the sun declined behind the bank of clouds on the

western horizon, and the faint twilight crept over the

scone, Dick's impatience, so far from abating, increased.

Nothing but the fact of Maud's presence in the chase,

and the impossibility either of leaving her in it or tak-

ing her with him, would have had the effect of causing
Dick to remain in the same spot all day like he did.

Indeed, now, the impulse to mount his bonny mare,
and sally forth in quest of his absent comrades, was so
strong as almost to be irresistible.

He, however, possessed sufficient strength to struggle
with, if he did not overcome, the feeling.
Maud's anxiety was scarcely less than Dick's, and

most fervently did she hope that tho three highwaymen
would rapidly return.

Her left hand was resting lightly on Dick's arm, and
both had their attention fixed and their countenances
tamed in the direction in which they expected them to
come.
Every moment Dick grew less and less able to control

himself.

The twilight passed away, and was succeeded by the
darkness of night.

Still no signs of his comrades.
Somehow the idea had taken hold of his mind, almost

from the first, that they had fallen into the hands of
the police.

Perhaps, ft thax very moment, when he stood there
so vainly watching and waiting for them, they were all

three confined in some place of strength and security.
This was a reflection that maddened him, and, the

more he pondered over the idea, .the more convinced he
became that it must be the actual state of affairs.

He was well aware that, if they had all three been taken
prisoners, they would have had neither the means nor the
opportunity of communicating that unpleasant fact to
him. All, then, was uncertainty and doubt.
Suddenly he felt Maud's hold upon his arm increase

to a degree of tightness almost painful, while she clung
close to him, convulsively.
Surprised at this incident, he forgot for the moment

the harassing thoughts wiiioh had so long held possession
of his mind, and questioned her eagerly as to the oaase
ci" the alarm she exhibited.

Instead of replying to his question, however, Maad
only clung still closer to him, and implored him, with
the greatest anxiousness, to be silent.

He looked around, as well as the dim light wonld per-

mit him, but no alarming object met his view.
" Speak, Maud," he said. " Speak. Tell me at onoe,

I implore you, the cause of this alarm."
" Hush ! hush !'* replied Maud, in accents of the utmost

terror, but in a voice so faint that it could not have
reached any other ears than those for which it was in-

tended. "Hush I hush ! Do not speak so loud."
" Tell me, then, the meaning of this sudden alarm,"

said Dick, who sank hia voice until it became a faint
whisper.

" Tell me. It may be of tho utmost importance."
" I fear wo are observed," said Maud, glancing around

her in extreme terror, as though she every moment ex-
pected her eye to rest upon some terrible object.
Dick started.

Her alarm was too great for it to be unreal.
Like a flash of light he drew his sword, and stood up*

on the defensive, with his arm encircling Maud's waist,
" You fear we are observed ?" he said, repeating her

words. What grounds have you for such adread P la
this place we are alone."

" No—no," said Maud, in the same low, whispering
tones ; " we are not alone."

" Are you sure of that ?"

"I thought"
" What, dearest P Tell me, I pray you. Keep me no

longer in this dreadful state of suspense."
" I thought I heard a faint rustling among the bushes."
"What, again ?"

" Yes, again ; and the sound was precisely similar to
that which I heard this morning."
"Ah! say you so ?"

"Yes."
" You describe it then as though some one was endea*

vouring to creep through bushes as silently as possible."

"Yes—yes ; that is the sound."
" And you have heard it again ?"

" Yes—yes."
" When ?"

" This moment ; when I pressed your arm."
"Indeed!" said Dick, and, as he spoke, he looked

around him as well as the dim light enabled him.
But he could see nothing and hear nothing save the

murmuring sound which is always audible where trees

grow together in large quantities.
" This is most serious," he added. " Are you quite

sure you were not mistaken f"

.
" Quite."
"But I heard nothing."
"Nor did you this morning."
" I know I did not."
"That, then, is because, perhaps, your faculties are

so absorbed by thinking of your comrades."
" Perhaps so. But this matter is serious in the ei-

treme ; and you must give me all the imformation in your

power. Be under no apprehension, however. 1 am
with you ; and let the danger be what it may, all will

be well."
" For me, perhaps, but not for you ; and it is on ac-

count of your safety that I feel alarm, and not on my
own."
Dick pressed her still closer to him, as he said—
" But this sound wliich you have heard, and which

has caused you so much alarm ? Tell me all respecting

it, for I can assure you I heard nothing."
" I did, and I am sure I am not mistaken. It was as

though some person was endeavouring to crawl through

the underwood without his progress being heard."

Dick's face became more anxious.

"When I heard the son- d," continued Maud, "I
grasped you by the arm, and no sooner had I dona 80^

than"
" What —what ? Oh ! what !"

" I distinctly saw some dark object move."
"Where ?—where ?"
" Yonder, among those bushes."
Dick looked in the direction in which she pointed, boft,

could see nothing.
" The object I saw is no longer there," said Maud.
" What was it likeP"
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" It was groiie too soon for me to be able to say fori

aertain, but I thought it was like tbe head of a man." I

" Release mo a moment," said Dick. " Thia must be
looked into."

As be spoke thi3se words, he somewhat rudely disen-

gaged himself from the hold which Maud kept upon b \n.

Sword in band, he dashed among the boshefl which

<rew where Maud had pointed.

With a faint scream she darted after him, tor she feared

he would receive some injury.

Dick laid about liim most vigorously with his sword,

and plunged it iuto every bush, but without encountering

aay obstacle.

lie continued his exertions in spite of Maud's entreaties,

until he had searched all around him for a considerable

distance.

He met with r othing to reward him for his trouble,

and at length he ceased his fruitless search.

He could not help feeling somewhat alarmed at what
Maud had told him.
He feared some of his foes were upon his track, and

taking steps to encompass his destruction.

He would have been much better pleased if he could

have frtVien across some animal which would have caused

Mm j's alarm, but his being unable to find anything

ti led him with uneasiness and made him dread the worst.

Over and over again he questioned his fair companion,
but he was still unable to come to any conclusion.

1 le resolved to be more attentive, and to keep bis ears

op"n to catch the slightest sound.
It was not long before he heard a slight noise, which

each moment increased in loudness.
" That is not the same sound as I heard before," said

Maud.
As she spoke, Dick's practised ear told him that the

uoise he heard was caused by horses' feet.

He grasped his sword tightly by the hilt, and held

Maud in such a position that he should be able to defend
her should an encounter take place.

On came the horsemen—nearer and nearer, until at

length three mounted horsemen presented themselves
before him.

CHAPTER CCCLXXXVll.
DICK TURPIN AND HIS TWO COMRADES HAVE A COMTBBSA-

TION UPON A SUBJECT OF GREAT IMPORTANCE.

So entirely was Dick Turpin'* attention occupied by this

fresh incident, that for the time being he became quite

oblivious of the fact that the reason he was waiting there

was that he was in expectation of the return of his

comrades.
As the reader has no doubt surmised, the three horse-

men, who so suddenly made their appearance, were no
other than our old acquaintances, Tom King, Claude
Duval, and Sixteen-String Jack.

Dick Turpin, when he heard them coming, connected
the sound which they made in their approach with the
cause of Maud's alarm, and the attitude in which they
found him was a very hostile and threatening one.

His comrades looked aU the surprise they felt, but
Dick, perceiving in a moment the mistake he had made,
fli]ug down his sword, and, springing forward, greeted

them warmly.
He overwhelmed them with questions as to the cause of

their late appearance, but Tom, bidding him be patient,

said he would relate all at the first opportunity.
So saying, he and Sixteen-String Jack sprang nimbly

oft their steeds, and then going towards Olaade Duval,
assi ted him to alight.

This was the first intimation Turpin had that his com-
rade hnd met with a misfortune, and again he addressed
a dozen eager questions, but all the information he could
gavber was that Claude had been wounded.
Ihe remainder of the journey of the three highwaymen

to the chase after we last saw them was, as we had antici-

pated, performed witbont the occurrence of any particular

ineidout, and without their encountering a single human
being.
At times a dreadful sensation of weakness and ex-

h:ni8iii)u would coiue over Claude, but on each occasion
he rciUied his failiug energies by the thought that he had
now onl3' a short distance to go.
As we have seen, he gained the chase in safety.

Tom King took charge of the horses, and led them off
by the bridle, while Sixteen-String Jack supported the
steps of Claude Duval.
Dick Turpin and Maud brought up the rear.
The dawn of the new day was not far distant, and they

debated whether they should enter the cavern or remain
in the open air.

Dick, who knew the disagreeable sight which would be
presented to them when they entered it, briefly described
his adventure and encounter with the serpent.
The information that the cavern was frequented by

such creatures was received by the three highwaymen
with anything but pleasurable emotions. •

It was only reasonable to suppose that wh«r« one had
been seen there were others not very far distAiit

Such companions as these they had a decided objection
to, and they already exhibited a reluctance to re-enter
the cavern.

Their unwillingness, however, was overruled by Claude
Duval, who complained that his limbs were cramped
with cold, and that he must have a fire to warm him-
self.

^

This decided the matter at once, and, overcoming their
very natural repugnance, they bent their steps in the
direction of the entrance.
At a word, however, from Dick Turpin, Tom King,

having disposed of the horses, made his way into the
cavern first, in order to remove, as well as he could, th«
disagreeable evidences which remained there of the
creature's presence.
Dick and Maud held back until informed by Tom

that all was ready, and that they might enter.

It was no wonder Claude complained of the cold.

He was in a condition now to be more than usually

susceptible of its efi'ects.

A keen east wind swept through the forest, and that
dampness which always prevails soon after daybreak
seemed to increase its chillness.

As the wind blew upon them, it seemed to be laden
with minute aqueous particles, of icy coldness.

The whole of the party, then, having been for some
time subjected to it, felt the shelter of the cave to be very
welcome and desirable.

Of course, the fire which Dick had left burning so

many hours ago was extinct, and all traces of its warmth
had dissipated; but Tom King had already heaped
another pile of fuel on the hearthstone and ignited it.

Little more than smoke proceeded from it at present,

but that state of things would soon be altered.

Claude Duval, who, now that all excitement was over,

felt his weakness momentarily increase, was temporarily

placed by Sixteen-String Jack upon a rude bench.

Leaving his side, he made his way to one of the inner

chambers, and quickly returned with as many of the deer-

skins as he could carry.

These he laid smoothly upon the floor of the cavern,

near the fire, in such a manner as to form a comfortable-

enough coach.
Upon this Claude was placed.

By the time this was done, the fire had began to burn
up and to diffuse a cheerful light and warmth around it.

The excitement of their meeting having now subsided,

the cravings of nature began to make themselves felt.

All were hungry, but they were not at first able to see

how their appetites should be appeased.
There was nothing whatever in the cave of an eata,ble

character, so an excursion into the chase was imperative

.

The matter was finally adjusted in this manner.
Claude Duval, whose weakness proceeded in a great

measure from hunger, was clearly not competent to ac-

company them ; so he was left upon his couch of deer-

skins by the fireside.

Maud was to remain with him, and replenish the fire

when requisite.

Dick Turpin, Tom King, and Sixteen-String Jack
equipped themselves for a hunting expedition, and set

forth in order to obtain something comestible which
would serve them for a breakfast.

There was little fear that they would be any longer

away than they were compelled, for they were almost

famished.
Then they would not be likely to be detained in conse-

quence of the scarcity of game.
Indeed it was more than probable that they woald be
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*hlo to obtain what they required immediately upon
gnininsj the entrance of the cavern.

Such, however, on t>>e {present occasion was Jestined

not to be the case.

Maud showed great unwillingne88 to part with Diek,

but the thought that he was not going far away, and
would not be absent long, somewhat reconciled her to it.

Upon entering the chaso, after having carefhlly con-

coaled the entrance to the care, Dick Turpin demanded
from his two comrades a full account of all that happened
eince they last parted with each other.

This they were well able to do: and as Claude had
told them all that happened to himself, they were in a
position to present Dick with a tolerably weIl-comiect*d

account of all that had taken place.

With all this the reader is acquainted.

It was not, however, until this relation was fairly over

that they thought in good earnest of the errand upon
which they had been sent, and they now began to look

about them for game of some description.

There was a considerable risk in firing a pistol, as they
well knew, but there was no hope of their being able to

avoid doing so.

In trampling through the bushes, a large deer suddenly
started up, and set off at full speed.
Two young fawns were with her, and hastily aiming at

one, Dick fired.

The shot was a true one.
The bullet did its work, and the pretty, innooent look-

ing creature, which it really seemed an act of cruelty to

slay, rolled over and over upon the turf, mortally hurt.

The mother of the fawn, perceiving what had taken
place, stopped suddenly short in her course and bounded to

its side.

The speedy approach of our three friends, however,
startled it away.

This was a lucky shot, and the purpose with which they
set out having been fully accomplished by it, Tom King
slung the little creature over his shoulder, and they bent
their steps towards the cavern, from which, while so occu-

pied with conversation, they had strayed much further
than they were aware of.

The fawn was now quite dead, and as it was a very
young one its weight was inconsiderable, and Tomourried
it with ease.

On their way back Dick spoke in a rather aenona tone
of voice to his comrades.

It was unlike the mode in which he generally addressed
tbem, and in consequence it commanded their instant

attention.
" My friends," said Turpin, " during your absence

eoinething has occurred with which it is necessary that
you should be made acquainted, and when I have told you
what this is, I shall expect to receive your advice upon the
matter."

This commencement filled his two comrades with curi-

osity, and they impatiently requested him to begin.
" It may be," continued Dick, " that this may turn out

to be an unimportant affair, but there is doubt in it, and
where there is doubt with us there is danger."
His companions assented.
" Early yesterday morning, after the adventure with the

serpent in the cavern, which I have already related to you,
Maud and myself made our way towards the spot at

which I expected you to arrive. Just as we reached it,

Maud started suddenly, and asked me whether I had
heard anything P I replied in the negative, and at

the same time inquired what kind of sound she had
heard ? She described it as though some persons were
creeping through the bushes, aad endeavouring to do so
without being heard."
Tom and Jack both started.

The matter was more serious than they had imagined.
^ Dick continued to speak with great rapidity.
" Knowing how much she had been alarmed such a

short time before, I fancied she must have deoeived her-
self as to the character of the sound, which probably was
one common to the forest. Under this impression I

soothed her as well as I oould, and, having succeeded in

calming her apprehension, I thought no more about the
matter. Just before your arrival, however, and while
we were standing almost on the same spot, I felt

Mand suddenly clinging to my arm with great violenoe,
Iv-jrning towards her. I found h^ whole oouatenanoe

adhibiting the utmost terror. Upon inquiring what had
alarmed her, she informed me that she had been startled
by a repetition of the sound she had previously heard,
and, in addition, she had seen some dark object among
the bushes move suddenly, which she fancied was the form
of a man This was sufficient to alarm ma I could not
believe tl at she had been twice led into the same error.
At my rajuest, she pointed out the particular spot from
which thrt sound had appeared to come, and where she
had seen the figure move. Sword in hand, Irushed in
that direction, and searched the underwood narrowly
around. I could, however, find nothing. Just then I
heard you approaching. It was only natural that I should
connect this sound with what had so recently taken place,
and this will account for the attitude in which, to your
aurprise, no doubt you found me."

This communication, which Dick thus made to them,
was of so important a character, that they forebore to
interrupt him, but listened with the utmost attention to
all he had to say.

When he had finished, Tom King said

—

"This is, indeed, a strange afi^ir, and my heart mis-
gives me much respecting it."
" What do you think, then ? " asked Dick.
" I dread the worst."
" So do I," coincided Sirteen-String Jack.
" It seems, then, that we are unanimous," said Turpin.
"You may depend," said Tom King, "that in some

mysterious way or other our place of retreat has been dis-

covered. Maud, no doubt, is right ; and what she heard
was some spy steaUng cautiously through the bushes, and
endeavouring to hear your conversation."
" If such is the case," said Turpin, " and I fear what

yon say is only too correct, the sooner we leave this place

the better it will be for us."
" I do not quite agree with you," said Sixteen-String

Jack.
"Why not P"
" Because you have nothing like proof that all this is

correct. The sounds Maud has doubtless heard might
easily have been produced by some harmless denizen of

the chase, and it would be vexatious if we were driven
from a secure retreat by the mere shadow of danger."
" You are right. Jack ; but what do you propose should

be done ?
"

" In the first place, that we lose no time in returning to

the cavern ; and, in the second, that we take no active

steps in the matter until we receive some more definitive

intelligence than we are in possession of. We can be
vigilant. The apprehended danger may pass away, but
let things be how they may, we cannot improve our posi-
tion by leaving the chase."

CHAPTER CCCLXXXVIII.
TOM UNO DETECTS THE SPY, AND DICK TURPIN COM-

MANDS HIS IMMEDIATE EXECUTIOy,

The view which Sixteen-String Jack had taken of this

rather puzzling question was a common one, and the con-

clusions to which he came were of such a rational

character that they at once convinced his two auditors

that nothing better could be done at present than to use
extra vigilance, and be guided entirely by what events

happened in the future.

Having eome to this determination, the hearts of ail

three became lighter, and they made their way back to

the cavern as rapidly as they could.

Upon their arrival, they found Claude Duval aud
Maud anxiously awaiting their return.

In the best manner they could the fawn was dressed aud
cooked, and in a short time they had quite a tempting
meal before them.
Not in the length and breadth of all England could

jfive persons be found who sat dowa to a meal with a.

keener relish.

While it was discussed not a word waa said respecting

their late conversation.

There was nothing better than water to wash down the

delicious viand, but «f this there was plenty of excellent

quality.

This was an iaconvenienoe which they coola easily put

«p with.

The effect of this meal upon Claude was really astound*
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ing, anJ it was now the extraordinary virtues of the m«i!i>

cine that he had taken began to manifest themselvei.

He grew rapidly stronger, until at length, when itn»

meal was concluded, he declared that he had never f«lt

better in his life.

His comrades advised him, however, not to try his

strength too far.

He, however, laughed at their caution, and stated that
111- felt nothing bat e. slight soreness from his wound.

Lightly and cheerfully they talked about their past and
future dangers, and, for a time, all was merriment.

It was destined to be of short duration.

A sharp, crackling noise, which was heard plainly above
other sounds, startled them all.

Tom King was the first to spring to his feet.

He drew his sword.

His actions were rapidly imitated by his Gompanions,
upon whose faces wonderment was most visibly im-

The sound which startled them evidently came from the

passage which led from the cavern into the open air.

" I Know the meaning of that sound," said Tom King,
sDeaking rapidly; "our worst suspicions are confirmed.

Some one has entered the passage. I am sure of it, be-

cause I took the precaution when we came in just now to

place eeveial dry twigs just inside the entrance to the

passnge. Some one has trodden upon them. That ifi the

explanation of the soun^ we have heard."

These words produced an electrical effect.

No sooner had he spoken than Tom Xing, with the
velocity of an arrow, rushed down the passage.

His companions were close behind him.
In his excitement, Claude Duval forgot all about his

having received a wound.
Upon reaching the end of the passage, there appeared

every confirmation of the truth of what Tom King had
said.

When, a short time before, they had passed tnrough
the secret opening in the rocks, Tom had handed the

fawn to Dick, whUe he replaced the bush in ita proper

position.

It was while doing this that the thought occurred to

him that he might as well adopt some simple means
which would inform them at once if any other person

vH^rapted to enter the cavern.

For this purpose he had, as he had hastily stated,

placed several dry twigs just within the passage, in such

a position that one of them could not fail to be trodden
upon, the immediate result of which would be a snap of

BulBcient loudness to reach his ears.

This had evidently happened, and he had reason to

congratulate himself upon his forethought in putting

such a scheme into execution.

Upon reaching the end of the passage, instead of things

presentbg the same appearance as they did when he left

them, the bush was found drawn away and trampled upon
the ground.
Not heeding this, the highwaymen gave one bound and

were in the open air.

The first thing that struck their notice was a rustling

sound, and « commotion among the bushes at a little

distance.

They rushed in that direction, but, before they could

reach the spot, they saw a man spring to his feet and run
I'apidly across the chase.

They commenced a pursuit immediately ; and how it

would have terminated would have been hard to tell, had
liOt the flying man, in his blind speed, caught his foot

8 gainst the root of a tree, which projected rather above
the ground.
The result of this was that he measured his full length

upon the turf, and, before he could regain his feet, the
highwaymen were upon him.

All three seized him, and compelled him to twe.
The man trembled in every limb.

Our frieudu looked at him with curiosity.

He was dressed in a very ragged suit of clothes, but
there were several things connected with them which at

once convinced the highwaymen that they were merely
donned for the purposes of disguise.

This man bad evidently been set by some one as a spy
upon their actions, but be had incautiously betrayed
b)Tnse1f.

To this conclusion they unanimously came.

iiere, then, was no doubt the explanation of th«
slight sounds which the quick ear of Maud had
caught, and which she fancied were produced by
some one stealing stealthily among the bushes.
Bhe was unquestionably right.

In a stem voice Dick Turpin addressed himself to thia
man.
" Who are yon ? " he asked ;

" what want yon here P
"

The man endeavoured to put on an air of determination,
and to brazen it out.

What's that to you?" he said; "I have as much
right to be here as you."

" I should advise you to be a little more civil," said
Claude Duval, " or it may be the worse for you."
" Answer me at once,' said Dick ;

" IsU me what yoa
are doing here

!

"

" That's my business."
" Ton will find it concerns me as well as yourself."
" Shall I ? I don't see that. This ere chase is as fret

to me as it is to you."
"That may be; but why were you stealing info the

cavern ?
"

" That's my business."
" Then am I to tmderstand by that that you refuse to

give any account of yourself ?
"

" Yes—for I don'f see why you ought to ask it."

All the time this little conversation had been going for-

ward the man had been fumbling with his hands after

something.
Our friends still retained their grasp upon him, but

al'.owed him this much liberty, for they were curious to

know what he was about to do.

The reader may be sure that not one of his motions
escaped the observation of the highwaymen, by whom he
was held captive.

With great suddenness, this man, after fnmbUng in the
breast of the coat he wore, produced a bugle.
With a vrrench, he freed his arm sufficiently to enable

him to place this to his lip«.

Another moment and he would have, doubtless, pro-
duced a loud note from the instrument ; but ere he could
command his breath to do so, Tom King dashed it from
his hand.

" Ho ! ho ! my fine fellow," he said. " You are a dan-
gerous customer, I see, but we know you now."
The man groaned and gnashed his teeth with rag*

at being prevented from giving this signal with the
bugle.
He was defeated, and be made the most desperate

exertions to get free.

It was in vain, however.
The grasp by which our friends held him was too tight

a one to be shaken off very easily.

His struggles were futile.

The aspect of affairs was becoming serious, far more
serious, in fact, than they had imagined.
Dick was resolved to obtain all the information he could

from this man.
There was but one way by which he could hope to

succeed in this design, and that was by threatening to
take his life.

In his struggles with Tom King and Sixteen-String
Jack, a portion of his clothing had been dragged aside,

and Turpin now perceived that round his waist this man
had got a quantity of strong rope coiled.

For what purpose this was intended he wae at a loss to

think, though Dick was aware that police-officers occa-

sionally provided themselves in this manner when out
upon any dangerous service, in case rope should be re-

quired to securely bind their prisoners.

But there was something about thia man's appearano6
which was quite unlike that presented by a polioe-offioer,

and Dick came to the oonolnsion that he did not belong t«

that fraternity.

As soon as he spied Qie rope, onr boo hastened vp t*
the man, and, talang hold of it, quickly unwennd it.

The spy looked at him a.pprehensively.
The piece of rope was a goed length; and Dick,

finding He had plenty to SMre his ulterior purpose,
drew his sword and cut off a portion of it.

He then beckoned to Claude to assist him, while h»
said to his two other comrades

—

" Hold him firmly, my friends, and «» wUJ i»inioii ttJt

arms behind him with this convenient t)it of rope vaaur
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TLe mati altornpted a rcsistancej but ho folt it was eo\

ctrerly useless, that be gave in at oacc, and reluctantly)

Buffered hiiasolf to be led to the tree. , /

Dick held that eud of the rope whicn cs.il the noose ?J5

jt, and, as Eoon as the man was led beneath the tre bf f

drnprvc-c? the nooae over his head.
With one snatch he drew it just tight enough fnr ths

man to feel what was round his neck.

Tom King and Sixtoen-String Jack did not require to

be told to take hold of the other end of tho rope.

They did that at once.

Then Turpin stood back a few paces.

Addressing flie man, he said

—

" I ana willing to give you a chan'je for yoar life, but
tho only means by which it can be o-pared will be by your
disclosing your true object in £te?.\iug into the Ci^e^'n."

*' 1 tell yon that's no business cf yours."
" Very well, then; all I ':;an say is you must pGiish in

your obstinacy. I shall give you three minutes to ii ake
up your mind. JS_, at the end of that time, you do not
think fit to m-a'ao a full disclosure, I shall give the word of

fcorunipfjl to those who hold tlie rope, and up you will go
at once! No-.v, understand, yon have three minutes to

decide whether you will be hanged, or whether yoa wiP
give me the information I require."

Uick spoke these woi-ds in a very resolute and menacing
ton(, and the man looked at him furtively, as though
anx/ous to ascertain whether he was in earnest.

J5ut Dick's countenaucp. was stern, and fully corre-

ep' >nded with tho words he had just uttered.

Turning to Tom King and Sixteen-String Jack, Dick
Bald-
" Be prepared, comrades, to swing him up the mornout

I utter tho word ' new.' You need not wait for any fur-

tb.er instructions, but pull him up at once, for wo have no
time to spare, and the sooner this job is over the better."
" All right, captain," was the reply, given with great

readiness, and willingness too the man thought, and he
glared around him with increased apprehensiveaess.

"Time is speeding," said Dick; _" that you are a spy,

I feel convinced, and with yoar object I am pietty well

Qcquainted, but I desire some more definite information

than I possess. Quick, tell ras, and spare your jaiscrable

life."
" I have nothing to tell," said the man, doggelly.
" That may bo a misfortune, and it may be a fault.

Anyhow, I am sorry for it, for if you do not teH me what
I want to know, up you will go."
The man was silent.
" Will you tell me, or will you not ? I ask you now

for tho last time."
" I have nothing to tolL"
"Very well; I am sorry for that. iTow, m^- eomi'adeSj

up vjith him I

"

CHAPTER CCCLXXXIX.
THE SPY CONSENTS TO SAVE HIS LIFE BY KAKIIIG A

FULL CONFESSro:..

Althougu the tone in which Dick Turp'n had spoken
was so firm and decided, that tho spy felt sure he was in

earnest, yet the reader, from his knowledge of our hero's

character, may almost feel certain that it was never his

intention to murder this man in cold blood—ror, had he
swung him up to the bough of the old tree, by no other

name could the deed bo designated.
Such a pi'oceeding as this was entirely foreign to Dick's

Datnre; and this his comrades v,ell knew, althcuch the
spy was ignorant of it.

Thus was it, then, that, even aftci his injunctions, the
command \e had giv»-n was not put into immediata exe-

cution.

Dick had not communicated his ] recise intentions,. bu4
they knew quite well how they were to act withoat hia

doing so.

.ordiugiy, tlio moment their captain opoko, tlioy, ?:ilh

gi-eat apparent good earnest, gave the rope a sudden jerk,

which tiglitened it in a most uncomfortable manner round
the spy's throat.

At thu manifestation, which eoemed t«GarfcabiY real

wsd earnest, th* man altered his mind about holdii% his

Us? oeceved that, in another second, a vigoro'is pull af

iii9 r«5t;9 vronld lift him completely off his lega.

When that was once done, it would be out of his pofrcr
to speak, no matter how much he might then wish to eava
hia life by making a fuU disclosure

Instantly, then, he bavfled out that he would tcli all ii

they would only spare his life.

This was «nough, and ezactly what Dick Turpia re-

quired.

He made a signal to his three comrades with his hand,
f7bich they immediately understood.
They .sia-^kened the rope, and the man, with chatteiing

teftb and rolling eyes, agrain implored them to spare his

hfe.

Hia eloye proximity to death had frightened him exceed-
inpriy.

At Srst he had thought hia Hfe was not in danger, bat
fbo apparent earnestness of our fnends deceived him.
" As I told you," said Turpin, still speaking as reso-

lutely as before, " yoa have a chance of your ,'ife, if you
ouly like to avail yourself of it. The only condition upon
which your life can be spared is, that yon at once disclose

your object in creeping about tJao chase, and stealing into

tho cavern."
" And if I do this you will spare my life ?"

"Jlost certainly; I pledge you my word to that
effect."

" Take the roT)0 off my neck, then."
"Not just at present, my friend. la order to guard

against the possibility of future trouble, we will just

listen to what you have got to say with the rope still

round your neck."
While Dick spoke these words, the spy looked veiy

eagerly all round him, on every side, and assumed, at the
same time, a listening attitude, as though he was in expec-

tatiou either of seeing or hearing something which would
benefit him in his present strait.

This was not lost upon the highwaymen, and they con-
tinued to observe his countenance attentively.

They then p-erceived that it became clouded with disap-

poiut:nent.

"Come," said Dlclr, again, "if you are going to make
U3 any clisclosures, speak at once, for v.e cannot aiTovd to

waste time by remaining here. Eitl-.or speak or not, just

as you please. We shall not dally, 1 assure you ; so, you
have your choice of life or death before you, and wo can-

not be blamed if you choose the latter."
" What do you \i^nt to know ?"
" That you'havc already been told. Will you give ns

the information we require, or uot ? If you won't, up you
go-"
By vray of a comment upon what Dick had jast said,

Tom King jerked the rope again to the dismay of the s=py,

who thought he was going to be lifted ctf his feet.

"I wiU tell you!" he yelled. "I am a telling you.

Dc not hang me up. Let go of the rops. I am teliing

you , I tell you !

"

The "iope was slaclccnfl' again.
" I know you all four," continued the spy, now speaking

with great volubility, and pointing successively to th6

highwaymen in the'order indicated by the following—
" You are Dick Turpin, you are Tom King, you ai-a

Claude Duval, and you are Sixtcen-String J.ick."
" You are quite correct," said Dick, who took upon

himself to reply for his comrades ;
" but docs it not strike

you that it is a very dangerous piece of information for you
to avow yourself in possession of?"

Tlie spy looked at him uneasily.

"You havo promised to epare my life," ho said, at

length.
" Truf ^ true," itplied TuiT3ic,C3 though suddenly recol-

icctina liimseif. *" Go on. You know us ; but what else ?

We wish to hear something about you."
" I suppose you are aware," said the man, " that tho

military havo been called out in quest of you ?
"

"No, I did not know it," Gsclairaed Dick, who waa
betrayed into this admission by the surprise v'dch ths

snespected piece of intelligence occasioned him.
. " Then, if you don't know that," said the spy, " I

suppose yoa are not aware that there is a reward of s>

hand red pounds for anyone who can give any precise

information as to vour whereabouts."
" Proceed," said Dick. "What of that?" '

"There is such a reward offered, and I can tell you a
good many have been trying to earn it, but no one bat

eueceeded as yet. You must understand it doa't appiy a
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^y wsy to yoar ccptnro, but the money will bo given t»
anv one who can lend tha military to where you'are."
" Oh ! indeed. Thsa I suppose thia will acocrint Jjr

VOTjr presence liere r
"

" Well, it might."
Answer mo at once, and dsdsi/oly ; h thi* whatbrcn ijbi

foa here .

"

" It was.*' .

•

" That will do ; I know what to make rJ each ambers
B3 those. And now, then, there is sometliinfj cIbo. licw
came you to know we were here ?"
" I thought this wag a likely placo for yo^ to l'lde."'_

This might be a correct answer, and it might not ; bat

oar friends were compelled to take i^. ,i:.d it was gnffi-

'ently plausible as not to be open to a positive doubt,"
" But how did you recognise us ? Tell us that," inter-

rupted Tom King.
The man hesiUited a moment, and then he roplioo

—

" From the printed deseiiptions which 1 hare seer, you
are very accurately described."
" Oh ! indeed ; that is it."

" Yes, gentlemen, it is, I assure you.'*
" And you have skulked about the chase, finding cut all

yen could, and I suppose by this means discovered the
secret entrance to the cavern ?

"

" I found the place where you disappeared, and guessed
it led to a cavern. I was trying to find out when 1 trod

on those cursed twigs, and then you heard me."
" Just so, and your capture followed. There It one

thing, however, yea must tell us, aad tell us truly, other-

wise you swing."
" What is it ?

"

" To vrhora have you communicated the important dis-

covery you have made ?
"

" No one, moil's the pity
!

"

" I don't agree with you there."

The man looked sullen, and said nothing.
What he had stated entirely ngreed with what they haO

inspected, and their situation was very critical.

The chief difficulty in which they now found them-
Belves was whether they were to believe all that the man
had told them.

It might be that he had spoken the trui.li, and it might
be that he had lied, but which it was they were quite
enable to tell.

" Release me ! " exclaimed the man. " I have kepi my
word, and told you all. Let me go."
" Do you think we are mad :

"

*' You promised to spare my life."

" I know I did ; but I did not say a word about setting

you at liberty—you must be ciad to thmk cf roch- a
thing."
" Kelcase me !

" said the mau. " Let me go, end I will

promise not to reveal a word."
" It is, perhaps, an unfortunate thing, but wo cannot

trust you. Wait a moment. You are quite secure as you
are, and I will confer with my comrades as to what we are
to do with you."
The spy looked uneasy when he heard this, and, for the

first time, began to wonder what fato was in reserve for

him.
Not heeding this, however, Dick Turpin crossed the

ward to thn soot vpon which his comrades stood, holding
the rope.

An anxious consultation row ensued, which the spy
watched with such intentness as a man only coal<i watch
who happened to be in his situation.

IIo could gather little thfxt was asLisfactory fiom the
countenances of the highwaymen.
Our friends were now exceeding!^ puzzled, and for a

long time tliey were unable to decitb what waiild be the
best thing they could do with their prisoner.

To take h?a life, even had they at first felt irccKcftd to do
to, they could not, (rfter having promised to op;; --^ feiia aa
they had.
To roieafcfe. Mm would be an act of utt-er traadsess, for

it is not likely that he would hold his peace respccii^i;

these eveatfi, no matter how many oatha hs might take K-
doso.
To keep hrai a prisoner seemed no less iVlBagreealla

than embarrassing and impossible, so that, whicuovcr way
tho highwaymen looked at thf ma^erj nothing bit diffi.

eslty was presented to them.
ii craa necessary, too, tuat they ehould decide tjoirtly,

m order that they might have an opportunity to oonault
together respectiag this fresh danger with which they
woj^a menaced.

I'hey seemed to be driven to the resource of keeping
hjui a prisoner, but they had no means cf doing this
properly, and he was almost certain to escape.
At any rate, there was no place in the cavern where h«

eould bo kept in security. ty^

At length, after a great many suggtsiions had been
made, and the matter had been looked at from every pos-
sible point of view, Sixteen-String Jack hit upon an
eipodiont.

li was nc(, perhaps, quite so good a one 03 might be
cleviicd, but, as no better could be proposed, they resolved
to adopt it.

The proposition was a simple one.
It was this.

The spy was to bo led, pinioned as ho was, isrco the
deepest recesses of the wood.

lie was then to be bound both hand acd foot, and
afterwards to be blindfolded and gagged.

In this hopeless and helpless condition he was to be
bound to a tree, with the rope which was at that mcment
about his neck.

This, at fii-st sight, looked a very merciless proceeding,
and one little short of murder ; but, as Claude suggested,
it would do no harm for the man to remain there v.'hile

they decided as to what proceedings should be taken.
TJjis, then, was ultimately agreed to.

The spy knew in a moment by their dispersing that
they had come to a decision, and he wondered what would
DOW happoQ to him.
So great was his impatience, that he implored to bo

enlightened on this point.

But our friends were deaf to his entreaties.
" Ask no questions," said Dick, " Come with ua; yoa

will know what your fate will be soon enough."
The man, finding that part of their intention was to

mai-ch him away from the spot where he now was, made
up his mind not to stir on any account.

As for our friends, having made up their rninds as to

v/hat they should do, they, with great speed, set about
carrying out their design.

The piece of rope was puUcd off tho bongh, and the
prisoner requested to move.
However, true to his dstermination, he refused to

budge an inch.
" Leave me to deal with him," said Dick Turpin, as

soon as he diocovered what the man's intentions were,
" leave me to deal with him, and you will see he will be
all right enough then."

As he spoke, our hero once more drew his sword.

The rope, as we have said, had been pulled down off

the bough, but it had not been removed from the

prisoner's neck, round which it still clung with unpleasant

tightness so far as his own comfort was concerned.

Dick held his sword in his right hand, and mth his left

he caught hold of the rope about four feet from the

noose.
" Now," he said, to the spy, " follow those who walk

before you. If you refuse, I shall proceed to harsh mea-
Bures, and compel you."
The man still persisted in remaining as though his feet

were rcoted to the ground.

Dick Turpin stood behind him, and, extending his

8V7ord, he pricked him with it.

The incivion he made was only just in the skin, but tho

spy felt it, a^d, uttering a howl of agony, sprang forward

several paces involuntarily.

Dick had torched him in about the tenderest part of

his person.
" Now/' hfc rHed, " go on, witliout yoa mint it again.

The paia Sff 4ho one slight wound he had already re-

ceived oeemed, however, to be quite sufficient for tho spy.

Ho walked on after Turpin's three comrades v^-ith all

imaginable submission.
Presently, however, when he found that he was being

eo*ducted into the darkest and gloomiest portion of the

sbase, ho came to a desperate stand.

But Dick was prepared for him.
He still held the sword easily in hh grasp, atd one*

more punctured a hole in the spy's skin with it.

Another howl of agony was the result, and he o<»»

tinued on his way agaic wiUioat iuarmiuui£>
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Into the deepest recesses of the chase the three hijjh-

waymen directed their footsteps.
Tiie ground beneath their feet was soft and swampy,

and thickly overgrown with rank vegetation such as is

ever to be found on such a soil.

At every step they took their feet sank into the morass,
but, altogether heedless of this, they pushed onwards.
Not only, then, did the undergrowth of the forest in-

crease tremendously in its exuberance and rankuess,
but the trees themselves—the legitimate occupiers of
tlie ground—grew rapidly Larger.

The circumferences of their trunks increased until the
girth was prodigious, and their branches, shooting out
in every direction, crossed and recrossed each other to
such an extent, tliat they almost shut out the light of day.
At length our friends paused, imagining they had

reached a spot well suited to thoir purpose.
Tiie spy looked apprehensively around Jiim, and, as

well as i'.e could, into the countenances of his captors

—

endeavouring to gather from their expression some idea
as to his doom.
Nothing was satisfaotoi-y or cheering.
Cold drops of perspiration started out upon his

trembling body, and he once more glanced around him.
Of all others he thought that spot best calculated for

the commission of some awful crime, and he shuddered
as the conviction forced itself upon him that he was
destined to be the victim.

" Help — help !" he shrieked. " Mercy— mercy !

Tou promised faithfully to spare my life if 1 would tell

you all, and I have done so ! Mercy—mercy ! Spare
my life, and I will do anything you wish !"

" We have no intention of taking your life," said
Dick, '• without you compel us to do so by continuing
to cry out in the manner you did a moment ago. We
are going to keep you in safety, that's all."

There was nothing very encouraging in this ; but tlie

spy, when thus again assured that no harm was in-

tended him, so far aa his life was concerned, gathered
hope from it.

Without further delay, our friends now proceeded
to carry out their arrangements.
A piece more of tlie cord was cut off, and with this

the spy's ankles were tied together.
His arms were already pinioned ; and in this perfectly

helpless condition he was placed in an upright position
against the trunk of one of the trops.

The rope was then removed fn m iiis neck, and with
it his body was securely and firmly bound to the tree.

All that now remained was to blindfold and gag him.
Despite his remonstrances and entreaties, our friends

aocomplishod their purpose.
They stepped back a pace, and, on looking at their

work, came to the conclusion that for a time he was
perfectly secure, and what they were eventually to do
with him would be a matter for future consideration.
They had first of all their own affairs to settle.

Seeing him all secure, they turned back to the cave,
taking precautions to leave such a track as would enable
them to proceed direct to the spot upon another oocasion.
During their walk back to the cave, the information

the spy had given them was thorouglily canvassed.
It was not, however, until the last moment that Dick

Turpin recollected that, when they had left the cave
with so much precipitation, they had left Maud in it.

What had become of her, he asked himself, during
his absence ?

Terrified and alarmed she would sure to be ; and,
under the dominion of those feelings, she would proba-
bly rush out of the cave in search of them, and fall into
some danger.
With his heart oppressed with forebodings, and over

and over reproaching himself for having left the cavern
in such a manner, Dick Turpin hastened back, having
communicated his fears to his comrades, who shared
them in an equal degree with himself.
But they had yet far to go.

The distance from the spot where they had cap-
tured the spy to the cave was considerable, and Dick's
anxiety now made it seem three times as far as it really
was. Regardless of the obstacles which lay before him,
he rushed onward, forgetful of everything but the fact
that, through hia carelessness, Maud would certainly
suffer maoh uneasiness, if not danger.

Leaving him for a few moments, however, we will
direct the attention of the reader to a widely different
scene which took place some hours before the events we
have just described, and the consequences of which
proved eminently disastrous to our friends.

It is in this way we shall account for the unexpected
presence of the spy, and show how far correct the ac-
count was which he fc'ave to Dick Turpin and hia three
companions.

CHAPTER CCCXC.
GIVES SOME INFORMATION ABOUT THE CAPTAIN OF
A DETACHMENT OF DRAGOONS, AND RELATES HOW
A spy WAS SENT TO ENFIELD CHASE TO DISCOVER
THE HIGHWAYMEN.

It was just ifoont dawn on the morning preceding the
one upon which Tom King and Sixteen-String Jack dig.

covered the apparently lifeless form of Claude Duval in

the roadway, that the officer in command of a small
troop of dragoons, whose duty, in common with many
others, was to p:itrol the roads in search of the four
highwaymen, called out "Halt!" to his men.
The word was pronounced in the true military

manner, and the little troop at once reined in their
steeds.

There was for a moment the faint jingling of accoutre-
ments, and then all was still.

The piece of roadway to which thia particular troop
had been appointed to patrol was at no very great dis-
tance from Enfield Chase, which was, when they turned
their eyes in one direction, a very conspicuous object.

It was, in fact, the highroad leading from London to
Enfield town. The dragoons wondered for what purpose
they had beeu told to halt, and looked rather curiously
towards their captain for an explanation.
The detachment consisted of twelve well-mounted

and well-armed men, and the officer who had the com-
mand, and who assumed by courtesy the title of cap-
tain, made the thirteenth.

It must not be supposed that there was one of these
men who at all admired the duty upon which he had
been sent.

Indeed, it is questionable whether any feeling could
be more universal than this among all the military.

To do what was, as they considered, their own duty,
they never grumbled, but they did not like the idea of

being made police-officers of, or being got to do that
which the regular force had failed to accomplish.
They had no resource, however, but to submit to the

commands of their superior officers ; the only thing
they were left to do was to grumble, and this they
did to their hearts' content.
Nevertheless, it did not reconcile them in the least

degree to the duty they had to perform.
Perhaps the reader can, in his imagination, realize

the difference between spending the night in barracks,
with only the customary hours of guard, and between
this duty upon which the dragoons were now sent.

For the whole of the live-long night — no matter
whether it was wet or fine, cold or warm— they had to
mount thoir horses, and pace up and down a certain
piece of road which was appointed them, until the rising

sun should warn them that their watch was over.

No doubt the persons who travelled just at that period
very much approved of the additional safety with which
they performed their journey, but these were the only
persons who benefited by the manoeuvre.
The authorities made a mistake in sending men to do

that work for which they felt the greatett possible
amount of dislike, and they could scarcely expect it to
be performed efficiently.

They looked only at the rewards which were offered,
and certainly anyone would have thought that these
were large and tempting enough to induce them to do
anything, no matter how repugnant.
The united rewards for the capture and conviction of

the four highwaymen amounted to a sum considerably
over two thousand pounds, and in addition to this very
large amount, a further sum of one hundred pounds
had recently been offered to anyone who would give
information as to where these daring characters were
to be found.
The Secretary of State, who had taken the affair in
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hand on benalf on the Government, was much annoyed to

think our friends should have so completely disappeared
tts thej had, for nothing had been heard of them for more
than a week after the burning uf i^ewgate, tUtboBgh
•nouiriee had been made in every possible oirectioa

This reward of a hundred pounds, however, to be t-old

to anyone who should merely disclose or discover wLare
they were larking, no matter whether they were captars'I

or not, would, he flattered himself, be prodactivo 'j^^we
very gratifying result*.

But ho was disappointed and dec^^ivcd.

Nothing came vi this extraordinary offer, 9?Mrfi he
thought was such a master-stroke o*" policy ; and ho was
now at his wits' end to know what else he could devise.

Such was the precise aspect of affairs upon the morniug
to which we now desire to direct the reader's particular

attention.

The captain of the little troop, as we have buid, callec^

out to his men to halt just about the lime when they were
thinking that, for t^'/ one night at least, their loaely task

was over.

What the captain was going to say to them they could
not for the life of them conceive, but they were not for

long left in darkness upon this point.

'My lads," said this officer, " we have done one more
night of this disagreeable duty—I call it a disagreeable
Juty, and so do all of yoo, I know."
Various murmurs came from the troop, but silence im-

mediately ensued, and the captain continued

—

"I don't like this any better than you do; and the
sooner we cease to be police-officers the better I shall be
pleased. I am tolerably certain, though, that we shall

not be called off this duty until these highwaymen are
captured. From this, it is clear, our wisest plan will be
to catch them, if we can. The reward will be well worth
having, and then there, will be an end to this work."
" That's all very well, captain," said one of the soldiers

;

" but where are we to look for these fellows ? We should
like to set eyes on them well enough, but they appear to

have vanished into air."

"They do," replied the captain, "and that is what I
wanted to talk to you about."
The men bent forward in their saddles, eager to hear

what he had to say.

"There is one thing," began the captain, "which is

guite certain, and that is, that these fellows have gone into
fiiding somewhere, and have made up their minds not to
stir from their retreat until this storm has blown over.

They have, doubtless, taken their measures very cleverly

;

and, while the roads continue to be guarded like Uiey are,,

depend upon it, they ?vill never make their appearance.
They will tire our patience out first, I am certain."

"There's no doubt about that, if you like, captain,"
said the man who had before spoken, and who seemed to

be the privileged mouthpiece of his comrades. " I say,

captain, there is no doubt about that ; for, hang me ! if

they havn't done that already
!

"

There was a faint laugh, and something like applause,
from the remainder, as he said this.

The captain contiaued

—

" Your patience is exhausted, no doobt ; but von must
wait a little longer. I have something which { want to
propose to you ; and, unless I am very much mistaken, it

will be tlic means, not only of our oV.-taining and dividing
BtnoDg us all the rewards offered, but also free ua from
tiiia everlasting pacing up and down a dreary road."

Xhis announcement on the part of their captain was
received with acclamation, which he was too well

pleased to hear to attempt to suppress.
The curiosity of the men, however, who were anxiously

impatient to hear what he had to propose, effectually

irevented its endurance for any length of time.
" I think we can take for granted," he resumed, " that

these gentlemen are hiding themselves somewhere. If

tliey were not, we must haye heard of them before now.
Taking this for granted, I have occupied myself with
thinking in this way :

—
' Suppose I was one of these high-

waymen,' I said to myself,' where should T look to find a
place that would shelter rae—someplace where I should
not be found ?' For a long time I could not think where
would be best, until all at once the idea occurred to me
that I should try to find some out-of-the-way place in

the country where few people were ever about, and where
ray enemies were unlikely to look for n:»9. W9II, when

I thought this far, I was able to get farther. I thought
of what part of the country we happened to be in, and «
seemed just the sort of place that I had made up mj

his. Do you see that great wood yonder ?

'

Aa he «p*ke he raised his hand and pointed to Enfield
Chase, the topmost trees of which the rising sua had jusi
began to tinge with a beautiful golden hue.

'• /e«, yes ; we see it," exclaimed the dragoous, " and
v^c know it too; that's Enfield Chase."
"As you say, it is Enfield Chase. Now, I only go by

hearsay, but I believe it is a more extensive forest than
most peopleimagine, and, to make a long matter short,
it's my opinion, though I have no more grounds for it
than I have told you, that Dick Turpin and hii three
companions are to be found somewhere in it !

"

A deep silence followed the utterance of this very re-
markable speech, during which the dragoons pondered
over the idea which had been suggested to tlAm, and
which was what they had never suspected.
The more they reflected, the more likely they thought

that either in this or some similar place the four high-
waymen were hiding.
They said as much to the captain, who was naturally

pleased to find his own notion appeared a probable one to
other persons besides himself.

" We agree so far, then," he said, "and now listen to
what I have further got to say. As you all know, there's
a hundred pounds to be earned by anyone who finds out
whereabouts these highwaymen are. Now that's a very
handsome sum, to my thinking, and if I was not put here
as captain, I should try very hard if I could not earn it."

" How—how ?
"

" Patience, and I will tell you. I am shut out from
this, but you are not. First of all, though, suppose those
we want should be in the chase yonder. Well, if we all
went in a body to look we should never find them, because
it would be impossible to keep our presence a secret. The
highwaymen, if they were there, would instantly take
to their heels, and we should have all our trouble for
nothing."
"But how should we do?"
" I have thought of a plan, and if you will oaly be

patient for a moment I will tell you what it is."

The dragoons pressed forward with increased eager
ness.

" Although I cannot be spared from the troop myself,
as I am held responsible, there is no reason why one oJ
you should not. Now, one of you had better get a dis.
guise in the first place, and, having done that, creep steal-
tbilyinto the forest. Whoever goes will then be able to
skulk and pry about ; and, in the end, if the highwaymen
are there, cannot fail to discover them. If this is done
it will be a capital thing, because we should be at hand to
make them prisoners, and we should get in that way all

the rewards ; and, if they were not there, why we should
have our trouble for nothing, and that would be no great
matter. What do you think of that, my comrades ?'^

The dragoons were one and all enraptured with the
brilliant scheme which had been placed—not without a
good deal of art—before them.

! '.Everyone was anxious (hat the affair should be eom-
'mrfnced at once, so great was their impatience.

The captain was well pleased to oerceive this, a^a
stimulated them to the utmost of his power.
" It now remains to be decided which of yon shall

disguise himself and go on an exploring expedition into

the forest."
" Send me, captain ; send me, captain !" was the cry

that came from every lip ; for they were all equally

desirous of availing themselves of this chance of earning

the hundred pounds which would of course belong ex-

olnsively to the man who made the discovery.
" I cannot send you all," said the captain ; "I would

mueh rather that one volunteered to go upon this duty.

Who will volunteer P"

All pressed forward in a moment.
" I see yon all want to go ; but that is impossiblo.

You must adopt some mode of making a choice."
" How P captain—how ?"

" You had better draw lots ; that ^ill be the fairesk

way."
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Against this notbiag coald be said, and tte itddo?*'
wi^ at onoa a^rceJ to and adopted.
They did this in a peculiar manner among themaelTCS

by tossing up o Ijaltpenuy, and guessing whether it w is

hoad or tail.

The result of this vvau, that the enviabls dwtv foil \i ^i^^ei

Ono of their comrades.
Of all tho rest, this m waa least liked ; sad tJiS fiSp-

tain, when ho ei'Tr wno fate had appointed to car ^y cut
his Bcbe*»e, felt much vexed, and could Eot help v isliing

**w was fiomeone else.

To alter this, witliout producing disaficet-, he ttcQ knew
was impossable, bo ho very wisely forbore to maks the
Jeast attcmjTt.

"xjoe man stepped forward from iho rest, and pTCpgrecJ

to receive his instructions from the captain.

These were few, and were comprehended fei ??b£t &o
Lad already said.

He way to disguise himself, steal into the wood, sfealk

about until ho made a discovery, and, wten h.? had
karned all that ho was able, he was to retura SEd coin-

municate the iutelligonco to the captain.

In addition to this, a bugle was given him, and, should
anything extraordinary happen, or should he fall into any
danger, he was to blow a long note upon it—the captain

assuring Lim that he would tnke care to keep with his

troop within reach of the sound.
Matters being thus adjusted, they retired to their

v^uarters, wliere' they passed the day; and the fortunate

soldier, as he was considered, haviug had a long and
refreshing sleep, disguised himself and set out for his

destination.

He was sure he reached the chase unobserved, and
Akulked about for a long time without beiug able to find

out anything.
This man, as tho reader must be awaie, was the very

epy that our friends so fortunately captured.
'
It so happened that he entered the chase at a point far

distant from that poution of it which was frequented by
ccr friends.

Consequently the spy, although in the forest daring
the time the extraordinary marriage ceremony was per-

formed between Dick Turpin and Slaud, saw nothing
of it.

He was a persevering man though, was this soldier,

and he did not allow this want of immediate success to

daunt him, and he determined not to lose all hope until

he had thoroughly searched the cLaso in pvery pari.

From its vast extent this would bo a worlc of time.
Steadily pursuing his object, he worked his way round

t) that side of the chase opposite to tho one by which Im
had entea-ed it.

When he arrived he^e it was close npon daybreak.
Having reached the coutiaes of tho chase, he, with a

feeling, of disnppointniov.t r.nd vexation which ho culd
e(ft ri«prcco, nrenared tfi turn b.ick again.

It \\iis just fts tie v-^ *i!a-^i to do tlis thi^t ij»

etartled by a fiaiit sound, "* "

lie paused instantly, au2 Ks*G3s4.
'i'lie sound came again, and with increased distinctness.

Anticipating, and yet scarcely daring to hope for a

discoi'ory, the spy crouched down until the dense under-
growth of the cUase romplolely concealed his form.

The sound he bad heard soop attained a decisive

characte".

It was the sound of footsteps;.

Some persons were approaching.
"Eagerly he strained his eyes, and gaad in tho direction

from which tho sounds came.
Presently he could distinguish voices mining with tJie

footsteps.

The darkness baiHed him, and ho could see nothing but
those objects which were very near him.
He v/as consoled by the knowledge that the sounds

came nearer, and that the murmuring cf voices became
plainer.

_ At length tlie dim and shadowy figures appcarea in

^ght, and continued to advance.
Fearful that if they continued they would discovfr his

whereabouts, tho spy, a» silently ae he was able, slunk
through the bushes.

In his pi'ogreas, however, ha could ust avoid makinff a
^ght nutling sound.

It was this that roeched the eara cf iLxudi for, of

course, it was no other than Dick Turpia and herself wbo
the spy both saw and heard approaching.
A faint, gray light now beyun to steal through ths

^'eee.

It vjas dark in the chase long after it was liffht in tfca

plaiQs, and when the eun rose thero was novor laore tbsui

A dim, hazy twilight.

This was tho light that now began co bring different

objects into view.
'rhe spy was aware in a moment that his movemonta

had ezcited suspicion, bat ho had tho preseuea of mind to

remain profoundly still.

Tlie alarm tbaa ceased-

By a slight change in h'w position, which he effected
noiselessly, he could hear some of the conversation which
parsed between Maud and Dic"k,a'jd it was not long before
the spy was able, by attending to what they said, to
come to the ccndusion that Dick Turpin stood beiore
bim.
This was, indc«d, impoir^ant information, and, as day

was fast coming on, he thought he had better creep away
from where he was, and communicate tho result of hia
errand to his officer.

With great caution he stole away, so far aa he could
tell, without giving a second alarm.

Once at a distance he rose to his feet, and made his way
at full speed to the place where his comrades had taken
up their quarters.

Upon arriving ho at once had an interview with hia
capitain, who was delighted with the information given
him, though he could not help thinking it was too good to

be true.

As tho spy had jbtained no information respecting tho
other three highv.'aymen, the captain dispatched him
again the samo night, with instructions to be particularly

careful, and to find out all he could, so that, when the
dragoons made an attack upon the highwaynies, they
could raako sure of the victory.

Again, then, this man set oiif on his perilous errand.

We have seen how it eventuated.

He went direct to the spot where he had seen Dick and
Maud, and, somewhat to his surprise, found them still

upon the same spot. ,{

On this occasion he was enabled to approach them very
closely without being perceived, and he also overheard
sufficient of their conversation to let him know that they
were waiting for the return of their comrades, who had
gone oSf upon so«ne expedition or othei.

It was only now and then, however, that hs could di-a

tinguish what was said, and he tried to creep still closer.

The quick ear of Maud Gouldnian again detected Lira,

and this time he had much difficulty in escaping the rigid

search which Dick made after Lim.
- However, lie did escape, and shoi<,ly afteiwavo^^ he eaw
throo hor?€msn arrive upon the b&k«.

CHAPTER C€CXOI.
TUB S?lf BREAKS LOOSE FROM HIS BONDSj AWTi) Oii«StSl

IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO HIS CAPTAIK.

TuE three horsemen who now arrived were no other thaa
Tom King, Claude Duval, and Sisteen-String Jack.

Afl wo have related in a precedent chapter, they had
jast returned from their long and perilous excursion.

Under the excitement of this meeting the alarm they

had BO recently experienced was forgotten.

They a]l repaired to the cavern, and the spy took goo^f

care to keep upon their track, though at a very safe dis-

tanCO.
Tho exultatiofi which now filled his heart knew no

bounds.
His task was not over yet, however.
He ^iad to track the highwaymen to their eecret hani^.
Xiike an Indian ho kept upon theit trail, halting v.-'uea

they halted, and all the time acc^'J^uodating his c-xs

speed to theirs.

In this manner hp followed them into the cavera.

But ho did not see them enter.

Pfudenco compelled him to keep in ike seal, and it

thas happened that it was not until some time after thoy
entered the cavern that he became aware that they had
disappeared.
Where they had vaaishod to he know not, bat, bois^
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ablfl to form Bom6 idea as to the spot where tho (Jigap-

Eearanco had taken place, ha wisely resolved to ooaoeal
imseif in the vicinity and ke^p watch.
His patience was not pat to a very severe trial, rorj ks

the reader will remember, almost as s<x5n as the fire t^ra?

lighted, Dick Tarpm, To:n King, and Sisteen-Stria^ Jwoi
Bet ont upon their uuntiug expedition.
The spy did not see them emerge fi-om tfcs secret poa-

eage, but he caught sight of thei Rlnio?^ 'uiaedia.toly
after they had done bo.

;

Seeing tlie rocks toelbro txua, it was verj' natural fchat he
Bhould come to the conclusion that thyre waa a b'd^isg-
place eoraewhere among them. 3
He asgued, too, that the three higi^waymen, who lio

could nea,T forcing their way tiirough th:«. trees, wonid
presently return.

Under Ihis impression, ha took up such a posfition as

enabled him to command a view of tht whole face of the
the rock in which the opening of the seu>t passage was
Bituated.

Here he waiv'ed patiently, and, ere long, he Lad canso
to congratulate himself upon having acted in the »7ay he
had done.
He saw our three friends again make their appearance,

and he saw that one of them carried a fawn slung over his

shoulder.

Never did the soldier look so earnestly at all that now
took place.

He saw the bush pulled down in the manner we have
so frequently described—he saw the highwaymen enter
tiie passage, and the bush pulled back into its former posi-

tion, thus effectually concealing the opening through which
they had passed.
For a moment or two after they had disappeared the spy

remained profoundly still, movin,^ neither hand nor foot,

and keeping his eyes fixed upon the particular bush as
though ho feared that, if he once removed them, he should
cover be able to pitch upon it again.
Having waited what he considered a safe period, he

cautiously stole towards it.

But in his progress he never gave one glance at wi.ere
he was going, but steadfastly fixed his gaze upon the bush,
and continued to do so until he had rea,ched it.

Then he drew a long breath, and listened.

But all was still as the grave itself.

He drew yet closer.

He placed his ear against the priclcly bush, and listened
again.

But he could hear nothing.
The passage leading to the cavern was of too great a

length for any sounds made by oar friends to bo audible
where he stood.

What to do now the spy scarcely knew.
His curiosity was very strongly excited.

He wished to communicate his intelligence to the cap-
tain, and he wished to obtain even more information than
was at present in his possession.

After a brief period of hesitation he resolved, as all

continued so stiil, to pull down this bush as ho had s^eu
the highwaymen do, and tnd oat what kind of place it

wa.s beyond.
Accordingly, he did so ; and the result of this action we

already kno.v.

Seeing a long, dark passage, he made one step into it,

and trod upon some of the dry twigs wbich Tom King
had so cunningly placed thero.

_
The cracklir-a; sound came- -.vith startling louiinosa in the

Bilenca_ of
_
that rudely-vaulted passage ; and, when he

heard it, his heart seemed almosi to turn to icy.

So overcoms was he, that he cculd not m.^ve, but leant
against tlie rocky wall.

Tlie sound of Toni's voice, however, aa? t'j!» Jmsty
tranjpling of feet, warned him of the danger f?..^£.i>'i5!ng,

and, making a violent effort, he started od, ana ooiicealed
himself among the nearest buf.heo.

Terrified by the rapid appro-'vaa, he staxtod en, cua was
botly pursued by thea., '

i

With all that afterna _^ yooK place, op to iho motnsnl
he was bound to the tree aKd left there, th^ reader ia a->
quainted ; and, now that these additional circametan>i.i3
Lave been related, it will be eeen that the conleasinn ht
made to Dick Turpia was in most respects ijonrsct, tbough
be concealed quite as much aa he disclosed.

it will heaoK ea»y to onderatand why he ;7ii cc b.ttcrlj

disappointed when the bugle was dashed from his lipa at
the very moment he was going to blow a blast upon it,

which would have brought his companions to his imme-
diate assistance.

W'^^^ ^6 failed in this, a remarkable chanp-e in his be-
"iKWiOvir took place, and much of the hardihood and coura^a
wliich up t» this period he had displayed evaporated.
When he was tied to the tree in the manner v.o have

deacrlboQ", he listened with the greatest aniiety to ths
retreating foststeps of our friends.
H^ ooiild not call out to them and »TO^.Ioro thena to

Feturc.
He waa gagged, and, but for this ^^rsamstaace, hs

would have made the wood resound mth his ontcriea.
At last the footsteps of the highwaymen became ik.

audible, and then terrible thoughts took possession of hia
mind.
Of what he endui-ed no description could convey £q

adequate idea.

Aftei a time, however, he turned his attention to froebg
himself from the bonds by which he was held.
But tids appeared a really hopeless task.
The highwaymen had taken particular care that he

should be quitesecure, and although he struggl^'d despo-
ratcly to free himself from the ropes, the only result La
achieved was to become more than ever convinced of their
strength and security.

Never^ until that moment did he fully realize what useful
things his hands were.
He would have given anything to have one of them at

liberty.

He struggled hard at the cord, but to no purpose.
By continuing his efforto, however, and by the total

sacrifice of the skin round his wrists and on the back of
his hands, he fancied he slackened the tightness of tha
rope in some degree.

This encouraged him to continue, and, after suffering
incredible agony, he released one of liis hands.
When he had done this, tho rest was comparatively

easy.

But he had a strong stimulant to urge him on to make
the most desperate exertions.

Smarting with pain, and with his hands dripping with
blood, he removed first of all the bandage which covered
his eyes, then the gag which prevented his speech, and,
finally, the cords by which his ankles were tied together,
and by which his body was secured to the trunk of tho
tree.

He was then free.

His first act was to uttoi some horrible maledictions
upon the heads of those v^ho had served him in this

manner, and if the troop ha*^! been anywhere near at hand,
there was no doubt that, under the influence of passion as

he was, he would have placed the bugle to his lips, and
availed himself of the quickest and readiest means of

summoning his comrades.
As this was out of the question, he burst forth with a

few more curses, and dashed off in the direction whicli

w^ould take him to them.
He had a long way to go, and the rapid ezertion soon

exhausted him.
lie kept on, however, and at length reached his desti-

nation.

The captain, perceiving him return, questioned brim

eagerly.

The spy, had a long tale to tell, but the captain was
rejoiced at the tidings he received, and from that moment
looked upon the large reward as already earned.
He determined, however, not to do as the spy wanted

him, which was to sot off at once, but to wait until night
fairly came, and approach tho e«smy under the cover of

the darkness.

This was unquestionably the best course to Lo adopted,
and the- 3oidit./- wa3 compelled, though much against his

luciinaticu, to bow before the order of hia commanding
cliiccr.

The tixe to nightfall would be bet tliort, for already

fee sua vvM rapidly declining behind the clouds on tbe
w?9tci-a horizon.

The captain, in the maantirao, employed himself so

iiaestionii;>j and cross-questioning the maa, and ho did

this with so much address and skill, that ho made liiia&eif

familiar v/ith every incident, however trivial.

W^han ho was sure that ho knew all, he ooacidsrAd
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bia pLiuo for a little wbile, aaJ gave particular instrao-

tjons to evory member of bis troop.

By tbe time tbia was doue it was almost dark, and it

was quite so wben they were all mouutod and in rcadinaw
to start.

Upon arriving at tbe cbase tbe wbole party tfisiwouclt!?,

and tettered their horses in such a manner that lliey were
perfectly secure, and, at tbe same time, able to aop the
abort, sweet grass which grew plentifully around thsra.

This doue, tbe spy at once took upoii himself the task
of leading his companions, and never waa a a«jrvice mora
willingly performed.
They advanced with tbe greatest possible caati if ,^

Tbe spy bad noted the position of the caveni •^'iU &?
he made his way towards it without deviating Jfio-an hii
30urse in the least.

Upon reaching the entrance they camo to a bal .

It was, however, a brief one, for tbe captain hsd
already made up bis mind what to do.

With bis own band he seized the thorn-bush, Bn<I,

pulling it dos-su, disclosed the oommencemect of. the

Her terror waa exoessive, and Di( k found his effort? ts
CfJm her agitation were scarcely suQkient.
The position of our frieni; vraa .tow feiceeJiugly *m.

Jjsrrassing.

.*Doubtlesa a (jreat deal of wfcftl tb<; spy had t^lJ them
«rS3 correct, but in other points he a ight have deceived
thPTTij OS auppreasod something.
"'^hero wae danger every way.
If they remained in the chase <;Ley were almost oertain

to be attacked, and the result of such an encouuter would
1m rery doubtfal ; and if they ventured to leave their
place of ooncealmcut, such a watch would doubtless be
kep^ bU arox-id that they would be ponncod apou^nd
capt'orcd merely through the numbers of their assailaata
being so supciior to their own.
Claude Duval was of opinion that the secret of the

whereabouts had been discovered, but that their foes,
not altogether liking the idea of attacking them in their
stronghold, had adopted tbe expedient of sending this
spy in order to fti^tten them out of the chase, when they
would injruediately attack them with every advantage.
This was a view erf the case which might or might notpassage.

Ho was pleased to see this, because it wag ir.iportant
j
be a correct one.

coiifimatory evidence of what the soldier bad told b-jn. \ At any rate there was a doubt upon the rar.ttor.

Knowing the cunning of their foes, it was not unlikelyAt a sign, two of tbe men seized tbe thorn. bubli, and \

palled it up by tbe roots, thus leaving the opening clear.
" Now, my lads !

" he cried, in a low but emphatic voice,
" follow me, and tbe reward will be ours

!

"

The soldiers made no response, but followed closoly in

the footsteps of their captain, who rushed into the
passage.
Truly were ^ur friends now menaced with a danger of

no common or ordinary description.

The secret upon which they so much relied waa dis-

covered, and foes who, from their skill in the use of their
weapons they had everything to dread, were close upon
them.

In order to understand what follows, it will, however,
be necessary for us to leave tbe dragoons in the passage
for a little while, during which we will revert to the pro-
ceedings of Dick Turpiu and his friends.

Anxious in the extreme to ascertain whether any harm
had befallen ilaud, who he had left so hastily and so
thoughtlessly, our hero made his way back to tho cavern
with all tbe speed which he was capable of making.
His heart was tilled with dread that she had either

encountered some terrible danger by remaining in tho
cavern alone, or else that she had incurred es'j-emo neril
by venturing to leave it.

Over and over again did ne reproach himself for what
ho had doue, but it was now ^oo late. Prom wl-.at the
spy bad said, and from his behaviour, Dick feared that he
had some_ companions in the chase, and who ha relied
upon coming to his assistance.
Ho could account in no other manner for the singular

boldness he bad displayed.
At length Dick came in sight of the entrance to tho

cavern.

It was still open, with the thorn-bush lying down upon
tho ground just as they had left ft.

To his joy, however, ho saw M.vA standing jast ^rltbin
the passage.
She was safe and onaart.
As soon as she found who waa approaching, she

bounded forward, and our hero felt hW of joy to tbin!i the
apprehension under which he had laboured wai grujiid-
IC33.

One glance into all their countenances was qaite but5- !

that they should adopt some such mode as that de-
Bcnoed by Claude Duval.
The more they considered this subject the greater

dilemma did they find themselves to be ia.

Claude Duval, however, strenuously oppo=«d their leav-
ing their present quarters.

There was no other place to which they could tabfl

thoTHselves where they would be more safe.

They were not quite certain, either, whether they would
be attacked.

In the end, hcws^sr, they unanimously came to tha
conclusion that to attempt, just at pi'esent, to leave tho
cbase would be dangerous in tbe extreme, and that the
best thing they could do was to remain patiently wliora
they were, and await tbe result of what bad happened.
They fancied that should they be attacked by their foea

they sbould bo able to stand a siege of some length, and,
in anticipation of this evC at, they set about putting it into
as good a state of defence as they could.

Materials were collected and placed together in a heap,
by means of which they could barricade and block up the
entrance of the cavern, and, in short, nothing was left

undone that was at all likely to add to their security.

Maud watched all these proceedings with great appra-
hensiveness.
She could not help thinking thoy were in most imminent

danger, and that it was next to impossible that they should
be able to escape.

Tbe coolness with which the four highwaymen looked
upon it inspired her with some slight degree of courage
and couiidenco.

Sixteeu-String Jack made a proposition which he ftt

once proceeded to carry out.
It was to make his way to the outside, so aa to give

warning of the approach of anyoae.
This was a very sensible undertaking, and liis comrades

highly approved of it.

They agreed to take this duty upon themselves bj
turns.

They wore uneasy chiefly upon one point.

They were very short ot atmaunitioa, and thoj uad uo
means of ob^aiuiag a fresh supply.

This woulJ piivo a eec(Nid drawback to inem, should
cient to let Maud know that something, both disagreeable
and important, had taken pb.ce : and she was impatieztiiy
anxious to know what had taken place, aa w-dL &3 <o have
an explanation respocLiug the alarm whi.h KacJ caused

tiSr.ai to rush oat into the chase with so inao";) ts.<5cipita.

Dick asked hor to be patient, and led i&-^ ."^3 i'-'-lo iho
eavcrn, wliero he was followaJ by ^lis cOH.;uEi-.i;ti>.

Tom King njmaiued bshiad to pLacu ihs CA-uh i'P ^ various places on the Hoor of tho cavern, and theso they
|>roper position. *11 piled up close to the opening of the passage, 80 as t j

This done, ho rejoined hia comrades, wOa i>jihifi%% ! block it x^p with them, should circumstaiicea oocii? tc

had reached the cavern. " reader such an expedient necessary.

A very aniiojia consultation as to what had ttet M 1^ short, nothing that they could think of was ieft

^-jne now took place between then, o the course of wkicfe sadouo.
Maud WJ2 made aware of the precise oataio c^ the daagor ^'^'^ °ow night camo on.

irUj wiiioh they were threatdnsd. i f' "J bighwaymep had taiJ that, if Oiat night pasantf

they bo attacked.

S-icb, then, was tha aspect which thinga presented
in tho old cavern after the discovery of the spy.

Sistoen-String Jack v/as watching and waiting, close to

the Ihora-bnih vvijioh couoealed tho opening in the rocjcs,

and bis companions inside adopting evjry means wliic-b

they thought would conduce to their comcnon safety.

There were several fragments of rock lying about lu
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[DICK TURPIN STEALS UNAWASES UPON HIS FOES.]

mer withont any attack being made upon them, they\

should have better hopes of remaining unmolested.

Presently, as the darkness deepened, the vigilance of I

our old friend SLxteen-String Jack increased.
j

He paced up and down in front of the cavern like a

sentinel, making^ use of all his faculties to detect any sign

of an enemy's approach.
• j t.

At length, in one particular direction, he fancied he

beard a crackling, rustling aoand.
He paused and listened

He was not mistaken.
Pressing onward, but with great caution,' he saw the

troop of dragoons advancing in the manner we have

already described.
This was enough for'Jack, and, without waiting to hear

inj more, he hurried back to thf cavern.

CHAPTER CCCXCII.

DICK TUKPIN AND HIS FRIENDS ARE ATTACKED IN THU

CAVERN BY THE DETACHMENT OF DRAGOONS.

Brrathless—not only with the speed he had rnade, but

with the discovery of the dragoons—Sixteen-String Jack

entered the passage, and replaced the thorn-bush as

quickly as he was able.
i.

• .^
Upon reaching the cavern, he found that his three

friends were all standing up with anxiety imprinted upoo

their countenances.
, , , ^ ^ j

They had heard his hasty approach, and had started np,

impatient for the intelligence of which they questioned

no ^he was the bearer.

The interior of the cavern would have been quite darfr

but for the wood fire smouldering on the hearthstone,

and, as this was fo» the most part composed of dry wood,

it diffused a cheerful light faround it, and brought out

into salient relief the rugged outlines of the cavern.

Bj the aid of this firelight the three highwaymen wen

No. 78.
Ppjca One Halfpenny,
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%b! ? > ' perceive the expresaion on the countenan«e of their

fnenc, and, before he had time to speak, they judged that

something momentous had taken place.

He hastened to let them know the worst.
" Quick—quick ! " ho cried. " There is not a moment

\J) be lost ! Dor foes are upon as ! Some ten or twelve
twen—soldiers—for I saw the glitter of their accoutre-

« ents, are making their way through the chase in the
•hrection c4 this place, and, doubtless, with the intention

tf attacking us. Block up the entrance as we determined
U- do, we shall then have a barricade behind which we
»n fight

!

"

Almost before he had finished speaking Sixteen-fitnng
J&ijk seiaed several of the fragments of rock, and began in

good earnest the M)orious task of blocking up the passage
with them.

In tbis he was taatantly seconded by his comrades, who
could tell by his manner that there was everv need for

them to be urgent.
As the piece of rock bad been placed there t* this

purpose, they were able to perform their work quickly,

and they soon had the opening completely blocked up.
They were only just in time.
Ere the last block could be wedged into its place the

dragoons had entered the cavern, and with great im-
petuosity roehed forward.
Their oaward progress was checked by the mass of

rock.

Tbay w«re compelled to halt.

This was an obstacle which the captain scarcely ex-
pected to find.

It told him at a glance that preparation had been made
for their reception, and that they would have to fight the
matter out.

Calling out in an encouraging manner to his men, and
telling them that their prey was almost within their grasp,
he commanded them to storm the barricade.

This was a work to which the soldiers were accustomed,
and they responded to his command with hearty good
win.
But though the hastily-constructed mass of stones

trembled before the attack which was made upon it, yet
it did not give way.
Our friends had taken care that each piece should be

wedged in firmly.

Repulsed on this first occasion, the soldiers immediately
prepared for a ? econd and more vigorous charge.
They made use of the butt-ends of their muskets for

this purpose, and the concussion was so tremendous that
eeveral of the fragments were dislodged from their position,
and rolled on to the floor of the cavern.
They were now able to see before them, though not

much, for the highwaymen had scrtttered the fire about,
and attempted to extinguish it.

The only illumination there was, was a dull red glare,
which proceeded from the fast-expiring emben.
By the aid of this they could, nevertheless, see into the

interior of the cavern.
Another rush removed some more of the fragments,

and the consternation of our friends can be imagined when
they saw their barricade thus rapidly demolished.

_
The captain of dragoons, having made this demonstra-

tion, conceived it to De his duty to call upon the >i(;h-

waymen to surrender.
He did this in a very loud tone of Toioe, bur no >i«jfcice

whatever was taken of liis words.
He could neither hear nor see anyone in the cavern, and

but for the fact that the last stone of the barricade had
oeen added when he was within a short distance of it, be
would have fancied the place to be untenanted.
Finding his first summons to surrender disregarded, lie

hazarded another, and this time coupled with the thrwvt
that if they did not immediately surrender, he should
command his men to fire, and the consequences of their

resistance would rest upon their own heads.
No more notice was taken of this th^u there was of his

former appeal.
He waited a momc>nt or two, however, when finding all

remained still, he commanded his men to storm the bwri-
cade and enter the cavern.

Dick Turpiu and his comrades now felt that they jonid
0 longer hold back from action.

At this crisis something must be done.
Aearl; hn'f tW barricade had been vemoved, aad the

lower portion would probably be stonned wtth (rre»o»r
ease than the upper.
There was only one thinr tha* would prevent this, aad

that was that the bottom mock was of enormous size.

Neverthel 9, our friends determined to strike a blow at
their foee.

Suddenly, advancing into the middle of the cavern, they
levelled the loaded pistols they held in their b>^de, and
fired a volley.

Maud, who had been left by Dick in a pTaae of safety,

sprang forward, terrified forDick's safety.

She clung to him, and he instinetiyely clasped her round
the waist.
" Back—back ! " he cried. " Back for your lives !

*•

He set the example of doing this while he spoke.
It would have been madness for them to have reiuained

where they were, and to have exposed themselves to the
fire of their enemies.
The detachment of dragoons was very densely packed

in the little passage, which was only just wide enough for

two men to stand abreast in, and the four bullets which
came from the pistols of the highwaymen told upon them
with terrible effect.

Enraged by this unexpected return for his temperate
speech, the captain commanded his men to fire.

" Make ready
! " he cried, in the stern, abrupt tones di

military command. " Present ! —fire !

"

The command was obeyed instantly.

Almost before the last word had left his lips, a rattling

discharge from the muskets of the dragoons raised s
thousand echoes in that subterraneous place.

The bullets, one and all, harmlessly expended them*
selves against the wall of the cavern.

Indeed, it would seem a^ though the captain's object in

causing this volley to be fired waa more with the idea
that it would cause a feeling of intimidation in tho breasts

sf the highwaymen than aught else.

Certain is ic, they were nowhere to be seen when the
men fired.

If this was his object, it failed most lamentably ; for

our friends were the last people in the world to be dis-

mayed into a surrender by the firing of a few musket-
shots.

The captain was soon convinced of this, for the high-
waymen, as soon as they found their foes had fired, stepped
forward to the openiMg in the rock, and poured forth

another volley, precipitately retreating as soon as their

fingers had pressed the triggers.

This made the captain almost frantic

Such a disastrous reception as this he had never counted
upon.

In fact, his calculation was, that the highwaymen would
be overa-^ed ij tuo very appearaorc
The repulse he met with, however, only served to make

him still determined to effect his object.

He had now an additional motive, and this was a more
powerful one than that which bad first prompted him
to undertake the expedition.

This was revenge.
He looked upon the death or capture of the four high-

waymen with quite a personal feeling, and he determined
within himself that, no matter at what risk, one of these
should be accomplished.
He had himself received a slight wound in his left arm,

and the pain which this occasioned tended not a little to

enrage him.
Sword in hand, he rushed furiously upon the mass of

lOck, and set the example of scrambling over it.

This was what all his men had hesitated to do, because
of the manifest danger they incurred by thus exposing
their persons to the enemy.
But the captain was now wound up to such a pitoi> that

he became ^terly heedless of this.

After a desperate effort, he succeeded in scrambling on
to the top of the barricade, and from thence he rapidly

descended to the floor of the cavern.

To his surprise, he found that no attack whatever was
made upon ham, either while he was on the rock-work or

when he reached the floor.

Inspired by his example, and encouraged by perceiving

that their captain met with no mishap in conseqiienca of

this exploit, those dragoons who were unhurt, or only

slightly wounded, also scrambled over the barrier into th«
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Almost as soon as his feet touched the ground, the

captnin found several of his men close behind him.
The interior of the cavern was now, however, in utter

darkness, and they were unable to distinguish anything.

The fire had become quite extinct.

The highwaymen had scattered the embers which com-
posed it in every direction, and, after having smouldered

for a short time, they one after another expired.

At the present moment there was irot one which emitted

even the feeblest gleam of light.

All was silent too.

Their foes, who, from what had taken place, they ima-

gined would greet them warmly, made no movement.
The captain turned round on his heels once.

Nothing, however, met his straining eyes but uniform,

utter darkness.

The silence, too, continued.

Where were the highwaymen, from whom th^y had
already suffered so severely ?

That was a mystery.
They made no demonstration of their presence what-

ever.

The captain began to grow terribly apprehensive.

He dreaded he knew not what.
The prominent idea in his mind waa that he was about

to be stricken down by some hideous, unexpectsd, and
invisible danger.
A thousand times more preferable would it have been to

his feelings had the highwaymen continued to attack

them as they had done at first.

" Lights ! lights ! " he cried, in a voice rendered so un
like hia own by apprehension and anxiety, that his men
scarcely recognised it. "Lights, I say! Let us have
lights

!"

When be had *^ia imperiously uttered this command,
he felt calmer.
He knew that in a moment or so he would be obeyed

for his men were all provided vrith materials for obtaining

B light readily.

It was while in this suspenseful state, however, that

there came to his ears a hollow, rumbling sound.
All his men heard it, for the noise was considerable,

but what it proceeded from they were unable to form any
idea.

It was like nothing which they had heard in the whole
course of their lives.

They could only compare it to the muttering of thunder,
or the roaring sound which is heard from a cannon when
discharged from a great distance.

This added not a httle to the uneasiness of the captain's

mind.
He connected the sound, naturally enoagh, with the

highwaymen ; but then, he asked himself, what could
they be about ?

The horrible thought that they were about to take
some step which would involve himself and his Jmen in
utter destruction, took possession of his mind, and the
thought was of such a nature as almost to drive him
mad.

Fortunately, at this moment the soldiers succeeded in

igniting the torches which tliey had brought with them.
They held them high in the air, so as to diffuse their

light as much as possible.

At first they were quite inadequate to disperse the
darkness, which seemed to hang about the cavern in
larpe clouds.

Gradually, however, their brightness increased.
With his eyeballs almost starting from their sockets,

the captain of the dragoons glared all about him.
But his gaze rested not upon the forms of his foes, nor

did they, even now, make the least demonstration of their
presence.

This was most bewildering.
Snatching a torch from the hands of the soldier who

stood nearest to him, the captain waved his sword round
his head, and advanced still nearer to the centre of the
cavern.
But he saw no one.
Heard no one.
Again he raised his voice, and called upon the high-

waymen, in 'he king's name, to surrender, and again pro-
nounced that, if they would submit quietly, and without
reaistauce, their lives should be spared, and their persons
be oaiignrcd.

But he might as well have addressed his words to tlie

rocky walls of the cavern for all the notice that was taken
of them.
By this time the torches had all fairly caught light, and

by their aid he was able to see around him.
But his eyes rested not on the forms lie wished to see,

and the thought obtruded itself, and refused to be banished,
that he should even now be baulked of capturing them,
although a little while ago he seemed to stand so good a
chance of doing so.

With his heart relieved from i groat many of the vag'.ie

apprehensions that had pressed ttpou it, the captain com-
menced a rigid exploration of the cavern.

Its area was large, but it was not long before he had
been all over it.

He had encountered no one, nor had he been able to
perceive the least trace of those he so much wished to
find._

His doubts now began to multiply, indeed, although he
would not have_ confessed it, he almost feared that his
chances of effecting their capture were small indeed.

In the cavern they certainly were not.

He was quite convinced of that, because he had been
over the whole area of it himself.

He had noticed, howevei*, that there were numerous
recesses in the rock, and these he determined should be
thoroughly explored, one by one, so that if tlioy had con-
cealed themselves they should not escape detection.
With this end in view, he first of all caused a man to

seat himself upon the partially-demolished barricade, who
was to see that no one attempted to leave the cavern by
that means, while he, with the rest, who were in a condi-
tion to do so, entered the recesses i» succession, and
explored them in every part.

We have previausly alluded to anS described these
places.

They were simply indentations in the rock, and had no
outlet.

Of this the soldiers quickly satisfied themselves.
One after another they entered these places, but with-

out achieving any result whatever.
The highwaymen were not in any of them, nor waa

there a trace of their recent presence.
There were more recesses, however, to examine, and

they bouyed themselves up witli the hope of making the
wished-for discovery in one of these.

As they proceeded, however, and increased the number
of recesses they had discovered, their hopes grew less and
less.

At length they cam« olnse to the one they had first

entered.

Close to this was one more cavity, and this was the only
one left to examine.

If they did not find the highwaymen here, their disap-

pearance would remain an inscrutable mystery.
Hoping, and yet scarcely daring to hope, when tbey

thought of the many disappointments they had already
experienced, that they were«on the right track at las';, and
that the highwaymen would either be discovered or the
mystery of their disappearance elucidated, the c-aptain

and his soldiers thronged into this recess, the entrance of

which was much narrower than any of the rest.

CHAPTER CCCXCIII.
THE DBAOOONS TAIL TO DISCOVER THE HIGHWAYMEN,
BUT THE MYSTERY OF THEIR DISAPPEARANCE IS RE-
VEALED TO THE READER.

Such being the case, it immediately became blocked
up, and^the dragoons in their efforts to enter it quickly,

did nothing but impede their own progress.

The captain was first, however, and he knocked hia

torch against a projection of the roek so as to remove the
charred portion, and caused it to bum more brightly.

He then glanced about him.
In its general appearance this recess differed but

slightly from those he had previously examined, except

that it grew rapidly wider and higher.
Pressing forward, and not paying so much attention to

where he trod as he ought to have done, he called out to

his troopers to follow him, and they obeyed with great

alacrity, the moment the difiiculty of passing through
the narrow entrance was overcome.

Sudderly the captain, after proceeding about twenty
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pHccB, came to a halt, and, at the same time, uttered an
exclamation of surprise and astonishment.

iie discovered that he could po no further.

Before him was a mass of earth which completely
blocked up the passage.

From the peculiar smell which this earth gave forth

the captain could tell that it had been recently disturbed.

There was some deep mystery here, he felt convinced,

and he waved bis torch anxiously round and round his

head, in the endeavour to discover something mora
In this, however, he was unsuccessful.

His men now all crowded eagerly around him.
They, too, held their torches aloft, and, though there

was now a great accession of light, yet it did not seem to

show them any more than they at first perceived.

The fresh smell of this earth, coupled with the manner
in which the passage was blocked up with it, made the
captain fancy that a portion of the roof of this passage
had recently fallen in.

He then remembered the peculiar roaring sound which
he had heard while in the outer cavern, and for which he
had not been able to account.
The noise now, he all at once recollected, was such as

would be occasioned by the fall of a large mass of either

rock or earth.

By what he saw before him, he was driven to the con-

clusion that this had taken place, and, on conferi-ing with
his men, he found they were of the same opinion as

himself.

This seemed to afford a clue to the disappearance of

the highwaymen which had so much perplexed him.
They might have sought shelter in this place, and either

intentionally caused the roof to fall, or else they had been
buried beneath it.

Which of these two it was he had no idea, and both
were merely suppositions, so that it was possible for him
to be mistaken.
The passage being obviously filled up with a mass of

earth which had fallen from the roof was a suspicious cir-

cumstance, but nothing more.
For some time both he and his men remained gazing

blankly at the obstruction in their path, but awakening at

last to the inutility of this, he turned round, though still

undecided as to what he had better do.

He almost repented now that he had embarked in this

enterprise at all.

He had gained nothing by it but disappointment, and
had lost two or three of his men.
The prospect, too, of his being able to gain anything

seemed slight, and his breast was filled with a feeling of

deep vexation.

At length he determined to make his way into the
outer cavern, and there hold a council of war with his

men.
He felt it a relief to have decided upon something, and

he ordered his men to leave the passage.
He was never more willingly obeyed than in the present

instance ; for the soldiers, having come to the conclusion
til at the roof had fallen in, exchanged anxious glances with
each other ; for they did not know how soon the portion
beneath which they stood would also fall and crush them.

This was by no means a pleasant thought ; and as soon
as they were commanded to do so, they cleared out with
uncommon expedition.

The captain never once dreamt of this danger, and he
wondered at the extraordinary alacrity whicl . his men
displayed.

He followed them, and, on emerging into the cavesa.
Lis ear was saluted with a succession of groans.

These came from the lips of his wounded soldieare.

The two volleys which our friends had fired had done
terrible execution, for it was like shooting down a tube
thronged with men.

Several of the dragoons had teen severely hit, and it

was feared tUat the hurts of one or two wo»ld prove
fatal.

The captain had forgotten this, and now that '^e ,;'as

reminded of it, he felt greatly exasperated as this result

was 80 different to what he expected.
The wounded dragoons, hearing and seeing their com-

panions approaching, cried out for assistance, and implored
for a light to be left with them.
While in the passage, the captain had had all the men

who canied torches along with him, so that the caveru

was plunged in utter darkness, of which the wouncipd men
bitterly complained.
Their leader felt that he was imperatively called upon

to see that thair injuries were attended to.

Now that the fire no longer burnt upon the hearth, a
chill atmosphere filled the cavern, and the captain shud-
dered as he felt its influence.

The night was one of intense frost, and the biting air
found its way through the numberless crevices in the
roof.

At this moment the captain struck his foot against
something, and, looking down to find what it was, dis-

covered it to be a partially-burnt piece of wood.
It was a log that had been knocked off by the highway-

men when they had dispersed the fire and scattered the
materials of which it was composed about the floor of the
cavern.
" Make a fire," cried the captain, as soon as he saw

what it was that lay at his feet. " There seems to be
plenty of material, and you have your torches to light it

with. Make haste, ana then we will consult together
B8 to what had best be done."
The stone slab, which was fixed in the floor for the

purpose of a fire, was quickly discovered by the men, as
they roamed about picking up the fuel, and as there were
several of them engaged in the work, there was soon a
goodly heap piled up upon it.

With the torches they ignited it.

The half-burnt wood, some of which was still quite
warm, lighted readily, and in less time than one would
have thought possible, a large cheerful fire was burning,
which not only dispensed that warmth of which they so
much felt the need, but illuminated the cavern with much
greater power than the torches had done.
The wounded dragoons were now placed at a convenient

distance from the flre, and their comrades atteiikded to

their hurts as well as they were able.

Two, however, were judged to be in such a precarious
state that the captain judged it his duty to despatch one
of his men to fetch a surgeon, for it would never have
done to have moved them.
There was water in abundance in the cavern, and with

this their wounds were washed, and their parching thirst

assuaged.
Nothing more could be done for v„om now until the

surgeon arrived, and the brave fellows, aware of this, did
not utter another murmur, but waited patiently until he
came.

In the meantime, the fire having been replenished, tho
captain called his men around him to hold his intended
conference.

Happening to see a cask, he rolled it up to the fire, and
sat down upon it.

It was the identical cask upon which the Rev. Mr.
Martext had stood when he performed the remarkable
marriage ceremony between Maud Gouldman and Dick.
A rather animated consultation now ensued as to the

course it would be most prudent for them to adopt.

Many suggestions were made, and many hypotheses
started to account for the disappearance of the high-
waymen.
The prevalent notion appeared to be, not that they had

been buried by the fall of the roof, or that they had
escaped, but that they were hidiug somewhere close at

hand, and waiting for them to take their departure.

Many arguments were brought forward in support of

this view ; and, in the end, it was determined that they
should all remain where they were with their ears open

—

until the surgeon arrived, at least—by which time they
thought something would happen to show whether they
were correct or not.

Havingr brought themselves into this frame of mind, we
will leave them seated by the fire, listening eagerly for

any slight sound which might happen to strike upon their

ears, while we proceed to give the real and true explana-

tion of the mysteripus disappearance of our friends

We should have done so earlier, but that it was deemed
best to relate the whole of the proceedings of the soldiers

to this point, so that, when we once commenced, we should

not have to break off the thread of the narrative.

We resume, then, at that period when our friends,

rapidly advancing, fired their second volley, after having
done which they rapidly retreated.

They were just in time to avoid the bullets from tLa
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ronskets of the dragoons, which flattened themselves
against the opposite wall of the cavern.

It may be imagined that our friends suffered no sma.!!

amount ofapprehension when they saw the very energetic

manner in which they were attacketl, and when they per-

ceived how little their ardour was damped by the execu-

tion they felt certain they had already done among
them.
" It is all over with us," whispered Dick, who took in

at one comprehensive glance all their chances and all

their dangers. " It is all over with us, without we can
contrive to leave the cavern in some way. In another
moment they will be upon us, and if it comes to a hand-
and-hand enconnter on level ground I fear we shall get

the worst off, for their numbers seem to exceed ours by
far, and you may depend they are well skilled in the use

of the weapona they carry."
" You have hit the right nail on the head, Dick," said

Tom King :
" but how we are to leave the cavern I can-

not imagine. We have once explored it, and were only

able to find one outlet."
" True ! and jet, ever since that affair of the serpent I

have fancied that we must have been in error."
" We can but make the attempt to leave the cavern,"

said Claude Duval ;
" if we fail in doing so, we cannot

make our situation worse than it is at present."
" That is, if we are expeditious."
" Certainly."

"Come, then; there is an opening in the rocks just

behind us. Let us enter there."

They did so.

Dick Turpin, with his arm round the waist of Maud,
followed Tom King, who was the first to enter the recess.

The rear was brought up by those inseparable com-
panions, Claude Duval and Sixteen-String Jack.
They were only just in time in entering the recess, for

at this moment the captain of the dragoons was climbing
over the barricade.

Sixteen-String Jack had in his pocket a small dark
lantern, and as they walked along he lighted it.

A bright beam of light came through the lens, and
though this was by no means sufficient to light up the
place in which they were, yet it enabled them to see to

some extent where they were going.
As they advanced, they found the indentation in the

side of the cavern increase rapidly in width and height.
Sixteen-String Jack directed the ray of light for them.
Suddenly Tom King paused.
The passage became narrower, and the roof lower.
" Take care," be said ;

" the roof is much lower here,
you had better stop here all of you."
As he spoke, he set the example of doing as he had

directed, and continued on his way.
Claude Duval came last, but, either owing to his great

height, or else to his not having stooped sufficiently,

caught his head rather a violent blow against a sharp
piece of rock, which hung down from the roof like a
stunted icicle.

He uttered a cry, which instantly attracted his com-
panions' attention, and they turned round, for, of course,
they could not tell what had happened.

" Confound it," said Claude, " I have struck my head a
tremendous blow against something."

He_ turned round as he uttered these words, and then
perceived the curiously-shaped piece of rock which hung
down from the centre of the roof of the passage in an
exceeding'ly dangerous and awkward manner.

" This is it," he cried, the moment he saw it. '

" Come on," Claude cried to his companions.
" All right, I am coming."
Our old friend had taken noM of this piece of rock

while he had been speaking, and now, instead of letting

go of it, he gave it a vigorous pull.

It was the pain of the blow he had received which
prompted him to do this as being a species of revenge.
But he was totally unprepared ficr the startlinjf effect

produced by this apparently simple action.

To his unutterable astonishment, the piece of rock came
away in his grasp as he tugged at it, and immediatelv
there came the rushing, roaring sound which had struck
eo much alarm to the heart of the captain of dragoons.
The roof of the passage had fallen in.

Fortunate for them was it that our friends did not linger
while Claude did this.

If they had done so thoy could not possibly have escaped
destruction.

As it was, Claude Daval almost paid with his life for

what he done.
When he seized the piece of depending rock and pulled

it, he was already in the act of following in the steps of

his companions, and, ere the »oof fell, he had got several

paces.
_

m
To this alone can be attributed his escape.

Had he remained stationary, he must have been buried
beneath the mass.
Even as it was, he felt himself suddenly prostrated to

the earth by the earth falling upon him.
Both Turpin and Sixteen-String saw their compamon'a

danger.
The first released himself from Maud, and the second

dropped the lantern.

Together they darted forward, and, seizing Claude by
both his arms, dragged him from his terrible situation.

Scarcely had they done so, than a fresh quantity of

earth came rolling down, so that, if he had not been thus

promptly extricated, he would have been smothered before

their eyes.

He was so lucky as to escape with only a few slight

bruises and a shake.
For some few moments there was such a cloud of dust

that our friends could hardly breathe, but it subsided.

They were now in total darkness, for the lantern was
extinguished by its fall.

Their situation now was terrible.

They could not tell how soon some other portion of the

roof would fall and involve them in a common destruction.

The first thing Sixteen-String Jack did, after rescuing

his friend, was to stoop down and grope after the lan-

tern.

At length his hand encountered it, and, almost dread-

ing to see what its light would reveal, he ignited it.

Upon the faces of all an expression of the greatest con-

sternation was depicted.

Slowly Jack raised the lantern.

All eyes followed the direction of the bright^ beam of

light, eager and yet dreading to see what it might dis-

close.

By ehance it so happened that Jack's face was turned

towards the spot where the roof had fallen in, and, as a

matter of course, the light of the lantern turned in that

direction also.

The same, or nearly the same sight, met their gaze a*

the captain of dragoons saw from the other side.

The way by which they had gained the spot upon which
they stood was entirely blocked up with a mass of crumbling

earth.

Speechless and surprised, they gazed upon this extra-

ordinary phenomenon.
How to account for it they scarcely knew.
The only conclusion they could come to was that the

piece of rock which Claude had seized was like the key-

stone of an arch, and alone supported the immense mass
of earth above.

CHAPTER CCCXOIV.

DICK XUUPIN AND HIS COMPANIONS FIND THEHSELTEB
IMPRISONED IN A LIVING TOMB.

There can be very little doubt that if this piece of rock

had remained undisturbed much longer, it would have^

given way of itself.

It was manifestly inadequate to support so tremendous
a weighty and Claude, seizing it as he did, only anticipated

that which would ere long have taken place of its own
accord.

Sixteen-String Jack directed the light of his lantern

over every part of the fallen earth, but he did not speak.

Dick Turpin was the first to recover himself.

He spoke in a tone of encouragement to his compa-
nions.
" There is a barrier now," he said, " between our ene-

mies and ourselves, which, I iancy, they will have some
trouble to surmount."

" It has been a narrow escape for us," said Claude
Duval, drawing a long breath as he thought of his own
danger, " but we ought not to feel displeased at this acci-

dent, for the earth falling as it has, bewveen our enemie*
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and ourselves, look.s like a good otucu, adJ ^vili prove an
insnrmountable obstacle to them."

Sizteen-String Jack said nothing, but turaed round.

A thought had occurred to him to which he felt ne
Bcarcely dared give utterance.

It was an avrful one, and hia heart fluttered strangely,

and his hand shook.
Hia companions, however, did not appear to observe hi*

agitation, or if they did they took no notice of it.

Perhaps they attributed it to the peril from which they
had 80 recently escaped.
But such was not the cause of it. _

It was a peril that was in perspective, and whioh did

not seem to occur to the others at all.

Slowly, then, as we have said, he turned rcoad until his

back was towards the fallen earth.

Then he directed the light of the lantern before him, oad
glanced in that direction.

He could not repress a slight exclamation which rose to

his lips, though he strove hard to do so.

Before him he should hava seen a continuation of the

passage.
But he did not.

The light of the lantern fell only upon an almost per-

fectly smooth piece of rock.
" Traoped ! he exclaimed. " My wors* fears are

rsalized.'

These words at once made the others sensible of the
extent of their danger.
" Trapped !

"

All echoed his word.
They could do no more.
Tom King sprang forward, and Sixteen-String Jack

flashed the lantern rapidly around him.
The only result which followed this, however, was the

complete realization of what he had stated.

An examination of the place in which they were showed
it to be a small and nearly circular cavern, the diameter of

which was somewhere about fifteen feet.

Its height they cotdd not estimate.

The rays of the lantern, when directed upwards, became
lost in the deep gloom, and discovered no signs of a
roof.

The falling earth had choked up the passage whioh led

into this cavern, which was formed in some places of a
kind of clayey soil, and in others of masses of rock.

They were prisoners, hopelessly prisoners, and aa they

l^ed into each others' countenances, by the dim light

which the lantern afforded, they saw nothing but the
utmost consternation imprinted upon each.

Maud clung tightly to Dick's arm.
Her whole form was convulsed with terror.

It was excusable if they all felt appalled by their fright-

ful situation.

The danger which they had just escaped seemed now to
be pot half so great as it had first appeared.

It was some moments before either of them could com-
mand their voices sufficiently to speak with calmness.
The silence of that dark and gloomy cavern was truly

terrible and heart-chilling, while the darkness with which
it was filled seemed to press upon their spirits like a
pall.

It was during this strange and awful stillness that the
dragoons came into the recess, and arrived at the oppo-
site side of the mass of earth which choked it up.
But our friends heard them not, and were altogether

unconscioos of their proximity.
The quantity of soil which separated them was so

great that scarcely any sound, no matter how loud, would
have been able to penetrate it.

Sixteen-String Jack roused himself from the state cf
ftbject abstraction into which he, in oommou with the reat,

had fallen. >

Once more he waved his lantern avouud, and sueees-
Bively let its light fall upon different portions of the t falls

of the cavern.

Almost mechanically the eyes of all ^ ^lowed upon ita

'devious course, bat without meeting"' vii*^ the least
neouragement.
The damp walls of the cavern looked inexpra asibly

gloomy, and their spirits sunk still lower in their bi easts.

Coald they but have thought of some words of
•acouragemont to utter to the rest, they would have

It was vain for them to try this, for there was notbin;?

to suggest hopefulness.

Dick Turpin, feeling probably that he was looked up to

as a chief by the others, was the first to shake off this

apprehensive kind of nightmare which pressed so heavily
upon them all.

But it was not until after he had made viofent and
repeated efforts that he was able to do this.
" My comrades," he said, in a voice shaken with emotion.
At the sound, all turned towards him, and Sixteen-

String Jack raised the lantern, so that the bright beam of
light which streamed through the lens should fall upon
his countenance.
" My comrades," said Dick again, " in escaping from

one danger we have fallen into one which seems to be of
even a more terrible character. Before we had at least

the chance which an encounter would have given us ; now
it seems we are imprisoned in the bowels of the earth.

The examination we have already made baa shown us thct
this cavira has, or had, but one entrance and exit. That i»

now choked up with many tons of earth—so many that i'

would be useless for us, with such inadequate tools as we
possess, to attempt to tunnel our way through it. Her&
IS a cheerless prospect, but yet I think we ought not to
lose all hope."
Dick said this, but he did not feel it.

He was desirous, however—and it was a praiseworthy
desire—to instil hope into the bosom of his companions^
who be could tell had abandoned themselves to despair.

No one liked to say where are we to look for hope, or
there seems no prospect of it, and yet that was precisely
what all thought.
The probability that the circular cavern in which they

stood would prove to them a living tomb was so fright-

fully strong that it seemed to palsy all their energies.

'Turpin'g speech, however, produced one good effect.

It seemed to break the spell of silence which had falleu

upon them.
Now that he had spoken, the others recovered the use

of their speech.
They endeavoured, too, to speak in a strain which was

at total variance with the state of their feelings.

It was Sixteen-String Jack who said

—

" It is true we have not been able to discover any outlet

as yet, but still, for all that, one may exist."
" When we searched, you must bear in mind we were

in a state of great excitement, in consequence of the shock
of alarm which we had received. When we have recovered
our calmness, I should recommend that we commence our
examination afresh."
" If we can but succeed in efiPecting our escape from

this place," said Tom King, with a slight shudder, " the
circumstance of the roof of the passage having hSlen in

will be a fortunate enough one."
" True," said Claude Duval ; " and I think there is some

consolation to be derived from the fact that I escaped
being buried as I did."
" You have had two narrow escapes of your life, lately^

Claude," said Turpin, " but as yet all is well."
" To be sure, my case has looked very desperate, but

yet here I am, and not much the matter with me either,"

replied Claude } " so there is, to some, hope to be distiUsd

out of that."
" It is to be hoped that things will turn out better thin

they at present promise to do," said Tom King.
" If there is one thing I hate more than another, it is

burrowing in the earth in this manner," said Claude
Duval ; " and once let me get out of this scrape, and I don't

think you will ever find me getting beneath the surface of
the earth again."

"Thp>^ is something very disagreeable about it, t
admit," replied Dick Turpin. " Bat come, my comrades,

this talk is all very well, and may, perhaps, in one «ay
have done us some good. I propose, however, that we
set about a eareful and rigid examination of this cavern

"

This proposition was immediately agreed to by all.

It would either have the effect of consigning them tc.

despair, or else would fill their breasts with hope.

They did not dare to think of the consequences, should

this second examination terminate in the same manner aa-

the first.

Wisely they looked at the brightest side, and con-

tinued to hope on for the best.

Srsteen-iStriug Jack handed the lantern to Dio.k Ihirpioj,,
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who, the nioment he received it, set abont making this

important examination—the result of which would b« 00

«erioa8.

Maud released the hold which she had hitherto main-

tained upon his arm, and, claaping her hands together,

followed him in speechless anxiety.

Dick commenced his examination of the wall <» the

eaTern at the spot where the earth had fallen in.

By this means he would be able to tell for certain

when he had completed the circuit of it.

Some 8u«h mark as this was quite neceasary^

The cavern walls looked very cheerleea

In most places they were damp witn the moisture

which exuded from tiie day of which they were com-

posed.
Strange fungic vegetation covered them in many places.

After examining the wall for some few paces, Dick per-

ceived a cleft or fiisure.

It wa« but small, and to narrow that it would nM save

admitted the penon of one of them ; still it might lear]

eomewhere.
If so, then, the opening could be enlarged.

Under this impression he plunged his sword ia.

But the blade penetrated a few inches only, and then
•t™:k against the rock with a sharp sound,

IW. kope, then, was destroyed, and be odoo mo e oca-

tisned.

Be &d not hoftry.

Ha weU knew tbat there w»s time enough and to epeao,

Mid so he reeolved that ijie examination should be a rigid

«Be.
With this intent he let the bright beam of light rest for

a moment upon every square inch of the wall, from the
Hoor of the cavern up to as high a point as the ray would
reach.
What was above, or how high the roof might be, he had

so means of telling.

He only knew that it must be very many feet above
their heads.

Gradually, then, Dick Turpin, accompanied by Maud
ajid his three oomradea, worked his way round the
eavem.
At every step that was taken the frail hope into which

they had cheated themselves faded away, until at length,
when they reached the mass of fallen earth again without
having found what they so anxiously sought, it was dissi-

pated completely.
They were now forced to the conclusion that there was

but one mode by which that strange, circular-looking
cavern could be entered and left, and that waa by the
outlet which the earth had completely filled up.

There was not one now who dared to look into the
eountenances of their comrades.

Too well they knew the expression which appeared
upon their own, and they desired to encounter it upon the
countenance of another.

Dick Turpin groaned slightly, as he said

—

" My friends, our last hope is over now. Our fate
threatens to be a fearful one, but we must meet it with
what boldness we can."

" It is clear there is no means of leaving this place, and
*he consequences of a long stay here are so obvious that I
need not mention them. It seems as though we were all

destined to perish from starvation. If such is to be our
iiate, let us endeavour to meet it with firmness."
A deep silence followed these words.
Under such circumstances, who could speak ?

Death—lingering, painful death—stared them in the
iace.

It was impossible for them to escape.
They must remain where they were and perish by slow

degrees.
To add to the inconveniences of t].c\r p.^ition, Dick

Jiow found that the lamp was begiuninp to barn dimly,
and showing unequivocal symptoKiS of expiring.

Anxiously he inquired whether any of his comrades had
the means to replenish it.

But they had not, and, »Aer flickering for a few
moments, the flame went out.
They were now plunged in total darkness.
Tie consolation that the light of the lamp would have

.afforded they were deprived of, and their situation, ter-
rible as it was before, seemed now to redouble in horror.

It was now impossible for tbera to see each other, and 1

the only proof they liad of the existence of their comradeti
was when they spoke or touched them.
A more deplorable oo»ditioii than theira now waa ooold

not be imagined.
Destitute of food, deprived of light, without fire, buried

alive in the bowels of the earth without the faintest I&pe
of release, sush was the position of those whose fortune!
we have followed with lo much interest.

Everyoui now abandoned themselves to despair, and iv

is not to be wondered at that under such circumstances aa
these tbjy lost all strength of mind.

In this state time passed sjowly and wearily away.
How many hours elapsed tiiey knew not.

Tbey were dead to all such knowledge.
There was one thiag which slowly forced its way upon

their minds.
It was this.

The cavern had been examined by. them and found to
liave no outlet.

Nevertheless they became aware that it was filled witk
fresh, cool air.

Where this came from was a mystery, and they were
endeavouring to account for it, when they becamA
oonscious that a soft and gentle light was beginning to fill

the place.

This at OQoe brough the outer cavern to their recollec-

tion, which, as we have already described, was tolerably

weL !l^^tad in the daytime by meaus of the crevieee

innumerabte ll ^^ roof of it.

From some smui uw°^. ae this the lighA, wbvdi new
every moment increased in power, jr'^^eo*!.

Wearily and listlessly they turned their eyes opwesnd
They were right.

It was day, and the soft, beautiful light that illuBau
nated the earth above came streaming down upon them.

It so happened that all looked up at precisely the same
moment, so the discovery was made simultaneously.
A cry of hope and joy came trom their lips.

The light came through the roof of the cavern, but,
instead of finding its way through so many small openings
as it did in the outer one, it came through one aperture of
apparently considerable dimensions.

It was high above their heads ; but, as the son rose
and the light increased, they were able to see the tflue

sky, upon which they had scarcely hoped to look again.
It was afar off, it is true ; but still they derived some

consolation from the bare fact of being able to look upon
it.

" Hope ! my friends, hope I " cried Dick Turpin, in «!•

most joyous tones; " there is hope for us yet! Do yon
see that opening in the roof above ? It is at a gtm/k
height from the floor, but we must reach it by some means,
and then our freedom will be secured."

.
His companions shook their heads.
" Do not be sanguine, captain, over this."
It appears to be about as easy for us to reach that

opening as it does for us to bore a hole through the

" Not so, not so," cried Dick ; " it will be, no doubt, a
difficult task for the first person to reach the earth above
us, but the others virill have little trouble. The one who
stands above will be able to render immense assistance to
those below, and help them out of this place easily."

"^ But how is the opening to be reached ?
"

_
" That is a point which we have plenty of time to con-

sider ; but, before we attempt to do anything, there are one
or two things that we must take into consideration and
consult upon."

CHAPTER CCCXOV.
IF WHICH DICK TUEPIN SUCCBEDS IX BPJKCTIKO H19
ESCAPE FSOM THE CAVERN, AHD (TEALS VtfXWAKBi
UPON HIS FOES.

The cheerful, animated tones in which Dick Turpin spoke
could not fail to be productive of a good effect in the
minds of his comrades.
They felt themselves revived by them, and roused from

that despairing apathy into which they had been plunged.
They looked about them with better spirits, and pre-

pared themselves to listen attentively to what their captain
had to say.

The daylighi, too, which found its way in and revealed
their countenaaces to each other, had an invigoratintr
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«(ffeot apon their spirits, and altogrether the alteration in
their feelingrs which now took place was really wonderful
when contrasted with their state a few momenta before.
Dick spoke :

"My comrades," he said, "in our anxiety to escape
from this place we must not forget that the chase is

oconpied by our foes, to whom our sadden disappear-
ance must seem almost marvellous. That they will
search narrowly for us yon may be sure, from the
•vigorous and determined manner in which they at-
tacked ns. Such being the case, it will be our most
prudent conrse to remain here for a time, ao as » give
them an opportunity to withdraw."
To this all assented, but as they did so, they glaneed

up at the aperture so far above them, as much as to say,
" It is well for us to talk of remaining when there is

«uch a slight chance of our getting away."
Dick could tell this was the thought that occupied

their minds, but he did not allude to it.

" I have more to say, my comrades," he continued,
** if you vrill listen to me."
" You may depend upon our doing that, captain," they

replied.

Very well, then. Under the circumstances, then, I

think even if we had the chance it would be very unsafe
and unwise for us to leave this place until we had some
knowledge respectiug the dragoons, or found out, in some
way, that they had left the chase."
" Exactly, captain, but

—

"

" Nay, listen, and do not interrupt. I will be brief in

what I have to say. This place serves us as a place of
concealmeut, and 1 think there is little fear of our being
discovered here by our foes. Is not that your opinion ?

"

" Most certainly.
" Then I will tell you what I have to propose, and I

think, when yon hear it, that you will agree with me that

it is the best thing we can do."
" Speak, captain ; we are all impatience."
" Fortunately, then, we have all made a hearty meal,

And though we may be hungry, yet we can manage, no
doubt, to go without food for some hours to come. I

would recommend, then, tLat we stay here until night.

By that time I doubt not the patience of the dragoons will

be exhausted, and they will withdraw for a time. We
ought to ascertain, however, before we leave this place,

whether they have gone or not."
" It would be quite as well, captain, but how is it to be

done ?
"

" That is just the poir'.. Now I think that I shall be
able to reach the roof of the cavern, and if I can succeed
iu this, all will be well. I must confess I have no doubt
about being able to do this in my own mind, and there-

fore, with your permission, we will suppose that it is

done."
His comrades could not forbear smiling at the confident

tone m which he spoke.
Unheeding this,, however, he continued. ^

" When I reach the top, I shall want you all tt)nr to
lemain perfectly still where you are until I oome back to

you. My course of action will be this. As cautiously and
stealthily as I can I shall make my way about the chase,

and endeavoor to discover whether the dragoons have
left or not. I shall be able to ascertain this beyond all

doubt. If they have taken their departure, well and
good. I wiU procure a rope or something of that kind
Dy which I can assist you to leave thiM pl»/>A- Then as to

when we once stand under the sky again, fut'w* cirenm-
atances can alone determine."
The three highwaymen exchanged glances with each

other while Turpin wa,8 speaking, and as soon sa he had
finisbed, Tom King safd

—

" If one of us can get out of the aperture above, all will

be well. You say you have some scheme in your head for

doing this ?
"

« I have."
" I rejoice to hear it. You will tell us what it is P

"
•• Of course."
"Then I have an amendment to propose."
* What is it ?

';

"Instead of going yourself, I will ^o."
** Nay, nay, Tom. I guessed what you were about to

way, but I tell you, once for all, my mind is made up, and
\ «i)l not allow myself to be turned by anyone !

"

'* • *M stjnrv yon are so d^tnruiined as you appear to bo.

because I consider that it would have dou« quite as well if
I had gone on this reconnoitring expedition.
" Don't oppose me, Tom. I have set my lieart upon it."
" I shall not gainsay a word you may u ter, captain."
" Very good, then. Do not press this. It will be use-

less if you do. I shall remain firm."
" That is enough, then."
"I am glad to hear you say as mucn. And now I

think you will agree with me that it would be better if we
were to remain here until nightfall."
" Decidedly."
" The dragoons will be more likely to have taken their

departure by that time than if I was to start now."
" We don t question that, captain."
" Well, then, the best thing we can do is to make o«r-

aelves as comfortable a» we can in these unoomfortabl*
quarters."
To this his comrades immediately assented ; and such

was the implicit confidence they had in him that they did
not even urge him to tell them how he {jroposed to per-
form the apparently impossible task of cUmbing up to th»
roof of the cavern.
Having made up their minds as to what should be done»

and feeling the amount of confidence in their leader which
they did, the day passed away much more pleasantly than
anyone would have expected.
To be sure, the brief winter's day seemed to them to

equal the longest one in summer. But this is scarcely

surprising.

As well as they could they relieved the monotony by
conversation, and at length, towards mid-day, thoroughly
overcome with fatigue and exhaustion, they laid down
upon the damp floor of the cavern and slept.

They were arouaed by some kind of noise.

What, they knew not, but they instinctively directed
their gaze upward.
What they saw there was enough to unnerve them, and,

if in their surprise they had shouted out, they could
scarcely have been wondered at or blamed.
As it was, they remained silent.

They were so astonished and so absorbed that they
were deprived of the power of utterance, until they became
aware that it was necessary to their safety to remain
silent.

The cause of the noise which had disturbed them be>
came manifest at once.

Upon looking up to the orifice in the roof, they perceived
that it was darkened by something vN»hich they could not
at first make out, but almost immediately they discovered
that several men were standing round the opening, anrf

endeavouring to look down into it.

These could be no other than the dragoons.
Our friends were not much alarmed at this, because

they knew it was impossible for them to be seen by any-
one standing on the brink of the pit, for such it would
appear to be to anyone standing on the level ground in the
chase.

The dragoons were talking, and by Kstening attentively
our friends could distinguish all they said.
" This is a strange looking place j that's all I can say

about^t," remarked one.
" You are right there."
" What should you take it to be ?

"

" A pit, unquestiouably."
" That's what it is, I thmk myself."
*' Do you think it can have any communication with tht?

cavern ?"

" Ah ! there you puzzle me, comrade, and I feel myseli'
unable to give an opinion."
" It might be so."
" As you say, it might."
" It's a very strange thing whsre thosw fellows can ha^C'

disappeared to."
" VVell, my conviction you already know ; there is soma

secret passage leading out of that cavern. They ha>.ii-

availed themselves of it, and are, doubtless, far enou^u
away by this time."

" I fear you are right."
" I fear so too ; and this enterprise, which promised ta

turn out so well, will prove a failure."
" I am afraid so, but if it does it will be no fault of

ours. We have done the best we could."
" Very true, comrade, and I think we shall do little if

any good by remainiug here any louger. Have yw any
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Fdick turpin and maud escaping from the cavern.
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idea whether the captain intends to stay, or what he was
poine to do ?

"

" No. That wound in his arm, which he at first thought
nothing of, is playing the bear with him, and there is no
knowing what he will do."

" Tlicre it is, but I am more disgusted with this police

officprs w ork now than ever."
" Don't got on I o that subject. What do you think about

ibis pit ^ '^'lip very fellows we want might be concealed

in it.^'

"Th(^y might, out I don't think it's very likely. I'll

tell von what vre will do."
'MVlmt?''
" Form rr.iinii in .: circle and fire a volley down into it."

'A gooil thought."
" Stop a moment comrades," said another voice ;

" do yon
Ofi) this large stone ?

"
' ^98."

Vk ill, then, instead of wasting our powder and shot by

N«. 79.

firing down on them, let us roll the stone Over and ovet

I

until it falls in."
" Agreed ; that is a capital idea."
" You see comrades," said the man who had proposed

jthe expedient of rolling the stone down; "if the pit is

I deep the stone will break into a thousand pieces on the

I
bottom, and if anyone is there we shall know of it, 1 11

warrant."
"Let us call out first," s:iid another, "and let them

know what we are going to do
;
p^rliaps they will r,a il out.

" There can be no harm in tryiig."
" Call out, then."

"No, you."
" Very well, T have no objection."

One of the dragoons now advanced to t)Le ircucu or the

pit.

( What the feelings of our friends were •wben they hear*

! this conversation, we will leave the reader to guess.

j They did hoar it, however, and cverv word too

PaiCB 0«B Hawpbn»»
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The man who had agreed to warn them of their fate

uow called out

—

" Halloo : below there ! Ib there anyone below there ?"

He listened for a moment, but no reply came ; and then

,

turning round, he addressed hia comrades, Baying

—

" I don't tliink there is anybody there. However, I

think I will oiill out a;"iu."
" Here, I will," saiH a.iother; "perhaps your Toioeis

not loud enougli."
"There's no f ( ar or Dlieir not hearing you, Semo"' "

said the rest. <

A tall, bulky dragoon now stepped forward, aud plac-

ing his hand to his mouth, bawled out

—

" Hullo ! below there. If there is anyone below,

speak up, as we are going to roil a stone down. Hullo !

Below, 1 say !"

This dragoon had a voice aa powerful as hia form, and
it reverberated with extraordinary loudness in the dome-
shaped cavern.

Still no notice was taken of it.

The dragoons listened, but there came no sound from
below to indicate the presence of a living creature,

" There's nobody there," said the dragoon with the

powerful voice.
" Never mind, we'll roll the stone in for all that."
" Oh ! yea, by all means, for they are quite artful

enough to keep quiet."
" So they are ; but if they don't cry out when they hear

this stone come down upon them, it's odd to me."
The idea of the soldiers was that it was a pit into

which they looked, and they never dreamt that it might
grow larger towards the bottom.
With one accord they now set about their self-im-

posed task of rolling the stone.

It was an enormous fragment of rock, and required

their united strength to move it

Slowly and gradually they got iJb towards the brink

of the abyss.

A deep indentation was left in the earth where they

had rolled it.

At length it overhung the brink.

One more touch and it would plunge down, and would,

in consequence of its weight, acquire considerable mo-
mentum in its descent.

It would almost seem as though the soldiers bad some
dim and indistinct consciousness that there was someone
below, for, having thus far carried out their intention,

they paused, and made another appeal to those below.

But the result was the same.
As before, their words were responded to only by the

echoes of their own voices.

Resolved, then, to dally no longer, they put their

shoulders to the stone.

There was one united effort of strength, and then it

gave way.
The earth on the verge of the abyss crumbled, and

fell down in a shower, like a presage of that which was
about to follow.

Then, with a rushing sound, the huge stone dis-

appeared.
The dragoons, as they stood on the brink, heard the

hissing sound of the air which was displaced by its

descent.
Animated by a universal and spontaneous impulse of

curiosity, all crowded round the pit, and looked down
into it, or rather strove to do so, for, of course, they

could not see far down.
They could not see the stone, but they fancied they

could.
Anxiously they listened for the sound which should

indicate that it had reached the bottom.
It came.
Crash

!

"The immense mass of rock struck the stone floor of

the cavern, and broke, as the dragoon had prophesied,
into a tliousaiid fragments.
But after tli t awful sound had reached their ears, and

the strange echoes which it raised had died away, they
listened in vain for any cry or groan which should testify

to the presence of those they were so eager to find.

The silence of the very grave itself ensued, and, after

listening for a long time, the dragoons were compelled
to confess themselves defeated in their expectation, and
turned disappointedly away.

Unwillingly they were forced to come to the conomsioa
that they were mistaken, and they had no other re-

source than to recommence their search elsewhere.

This, as we know, would be resultless, and so we will

not follow them on their bootless expedition, but re-

late how our friends fared when Ihe heavy stone was
rolled down upon them.
We have already stated that, by straining their sense

of 'learing to the utmost, they could hear almost every
word of the conversation that took place between the

dragoons, who spoke in rather a loud tone of voice.

The danger did not therefore fall upon them unawares.
They had time to think and devise some means of

safety.

But this seemed to be impossible.

The floor of the cavern was, of course, ve.y much
larger in area than the opening in the roof, but still

there was nothing to hope for in that circumstance.
There could be very little doubt that the stone would

break into fragments, and that those pieces would fly

with incredible velocity in every direction.

That none of these would strike our friends appeared
in the highest degree improbable.

Indeed, they were threatened with sever<> ''njuriea

from them.
How were they to escape ?

That was the question that immediately suggested
itself to their minds, and they looked about them
anxiously.

It was a question of such vital importance, that it had
the effect of driving all others from their minds.
The dragoons ?poke, but they heeded not their words

—they were very thankful to think they had so much
the more time left them for reflection, and tomaketheii
preparations.

" There is only one thing we can do," said Dick, hur-

riedly, after having looked around him. "There is only

one thing that we can do, and that is far from being so

safe and good as I could wish."
" What is it, Dick ?" asked his comrades anxiously,

for in that hour of imminent peril they naturally looked

up to him as their leader. " Let us know what it is at

once
!"

" We had better all lie down," replied Turpin, " and
get as cloee to the wall of the cavern as we can. That
is our only chance. The fragments which will bo

chipped off the stone by its fall will have a natural ten-

dency to fly upwards, and this is the sole means by
which we can avoid them."
" We will do it," cried liis comrades, in a suppressed

voice. " We ore saved from that danger at least."
" What we have most to apprehend," rejoined Dick-

Turpin, " is the large stone. But hasten, my couiivideB.

Quick ! quick, or we shall be too late
!"

Not another word was said.

Choosing different parts of the cavern, our friends laid

themselves down at full length on the floor of it, and
turned their faces towards the wall.

Breathlessly, then, they awaited the result.

They heard the earth clatter down, and the next mo-
ment the huge piece of rock came swinging through the

CHAPTER CCCXCVI. ,

PARTICUIiAHLY DESCRIBES THE EXTKAOKDINABT MAN-
NEK IN WHICH 'JUKPIN ESCAPED FKOM THE CAVERN.

Involuntarily all suspended tboir breath.

They continued to do so while the stone descended.
_

It would be a vain task to endeavour to describe their

feelings during this brief interval of time, and therefore

we shall not attempt it.

The sensations apparently of hours were compressed
into a few seconds.
They could not tell what would be the result of the

fall of the fragment of rock.

It might be that one or more of them would be dan-

gerously hurt, perhaps killed.

They were powerless to do anything to avert either,

At length, after to them an interval of siokening

horror, the crush came.
It was terrific.

It smote upon th«ir ears aa no other aonnd had
hitherto done.
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The stone, striking upon the mass of rook of mhicli the
floor of the cavern was composed, was dashed toatomH.
The small fragments (lew about like hail.

For about a eeoond this fearful shower lasted, and
then all was over.

The fragments struck against the walls of theoe.vern,
and rebounded with incredible viulence.

Soon, however, they ail lay still upon the floor of the
cavern, which wa- literally covered with the remains of
the huge stone.
Then one by ou« our friends ventured to look up,

each anxious to kuow whether the other had escaped.
Fortunately such was the case.

The precaution which Diclt had suggested, and whicli

had been adopted, was proved to be a good one.
As he had stated, the pieces that were chipped off by

the violence of the concussion all flew upwards, and,
from the position they occupied, they escaped without,
Bustaining any injury whatever.

It was with the utmost joy they learned that tliey a,li

had escaped the frightful peril with which they had
been so fearfully menaced.
They crowded round each other, and expressed theii

satisfaction in whispers, for they were f( arful of auj
sound reaching the listening oars above.
As they glanced upwards they could distinguisli tl it-

dark forms of the dragoons as they bent over the abyss,
and strove to pierce the obscurity which hid all tilings

from their sight.

Our friends, (however, were looking from darkness
into light, and the forms of the dragoons were clearly
defined against the morning sky.
At length they withdrew, and after waiting for a

little while in silence, our friends ventured to speak
with less restraint to each other.

Still they were'cautious to a degree, for it was im-
possible for them to be sure that there was not one of
their foes listening attentively above.
"We have one more narrow escape to be thankful

for," Dick Turpin observed at length. " Believe me, 1

scarcely dared to hope that we should all remain unhurt
as we have done."

" It is entirely owing to the excellence of the means
yon devised, captain," replied Tom King.

" Let us hope that we shall never be exposed to so

terrible a danger agaio," said Sixteen-String Jack,
shivering as he spoke.
"We must not forget," added Turpin, "that this

circumstance will now.turn out to our benefit. Our foes

having, as we have seen, assured themselves that we
are not here, will search for us elsewhere, and the

chances are a thousand to one against their making any
further examination of this place ; consequently it will

be the most secure place for us to remain in that can
be imagined."
" Yon are right enough there," said Claude Duval

;

" but there is one thing which yon must not overlook."
" What is that ?"

" We are without provisions, and, consequently, for

us to remain here longer is a sheer impossibility."
" I grant that freely. But do not for a moment

imagine that I had forgotten anything about this. It

is a great drawback ; but what I have to propose is this.

As soon as night comes on I will leave the cavern—or, at
any rate, try to do so—and, when I have gained the
open air, I shall reconnoitre the enemy. Doubtless,
while on this excursion, I shall be able to obtain some
provisions, and, if so, all will be well."

" But, supposing," said Tom King, " that you have
succeeded in reaching the upper air—by-the-bye, I don't
see how you are to do it—supposing it done* however,
what shall you try to do ?"

"Why, in the first place, to ascertain the whereabouts
of our foes. When that much is accomplished, I should
endeavour to find out as much respecting their move-
ments as I could. If I thought they would remain here
for a length of time, I would procure some provisions
and rejoin you ; if, on the contrary, I found they were
about to leave the chase, I should keep iu their track and
watch their departure. I should assure myself that all

left, and left without the intention of returning, and
should notice whether any straggler was left behind or
not. Then I should obtain the means of releasing you
from this dungeon, for saoh it might well be called

;

after having done which, it would be quite time to con-
sult and decide upon our future plan of operations."
"That sounds all very well, captain," said Sixteen-

String Jack, "but the enterprise which you propose to
undertake is both a difficult and a dangerous ose."
" I am aware of that," rejoined Turpin ;

" and now
that you know my intentions, let us consider the matter
as settled. I shall be displeased if any one wishes to
take my place."

This was enough.
The three highwaymen had too much r apect for

their captain to gainsay him in anything.
As for Maud, she did not speak.
She merely pressed tightly on Dick's arm.
After what he had said she would not have dreamt

of raiaing her voice in opposition to his.

She trembled at the frightful amount of danger which,
as a matter of course, he would incur, and which would
be perfectly unavoidable.
Nevertheless, she had confidence in Dick's powers.
He had ere now been the hero of adventures appa-

rently far moi-e dangerous, and why should he not succeed
in the present instance P

Maud believed that he would succeed, and this con-
viction was a great consolation to her.

She knew that they must all perish if some means of
leaving the cavern could not be found.

About the achievement of this task Dick had spoken
with great confidence.

But his companions appeared to look upon it as an
impossibility.

If he was so much better able to overcome this diffi-

culty than they were, why should it not be the same
with all the rest ?

From these considerations, then, did Maud forbea
to utter a single word of remotfbtrance against his de
parture.

She deserved all praise for this manifestation oi

sound sense.

She looked upon the matter in a proper light, but there
are few who would have looked upon it in this manner.
She did so, however, and Dick was pleased with her

for it.

As for his comrades, they no longer continued to
press their point.
Tom King, however, spoke.
" You have told us what you intend to do wlien you

reach the upper air, captain," he said, " but you have
not told us how you intend to leave this cavern."

" You will see in good time."
" But 1 am full of anxiety upon the point. Allay my

curiosity, for I cannot help deeming it an impossibility.

Could I be shown that it was not, I should feel all the
more content."
Tom King was warmly seconded in this appeal by

the two other members of the band, and Turpin, unable
to withstand their importunities, consented to explain
this to them.
He spoke as follows—
" When I was a boy," he said, " I saw a man—a moun-

tebank-perform a feat very similar to the one I am about
to attempt. At the time I saw him I was much struck
with it, and the natural result of this was that I practi-

sed the feat continually until I was able to accomplish it.'

'

At this commencement, the highwaymen prepared
themselves to listen to what he had to say with re-

doubled interest.
" I will describe what I saw as well as I am able. An

upright piece of wood was fixed in the ground. Its height
appeared to be about thirty feet. The shape of this piece

of wood was square, and it was perfectly straight. 1 1 was
fixed in an upright position on the villajie green, where
the exhibition took place. This post, if such Imii^htterm
it, was pierced with circular holes, each about an inch in

diameter, and at a distance of about two feet from each
other. These holes commenced a short distance from
the ground and were continued to the top."

" Do you mean that two sides of the square post were
pierced in this manner, captain i" asked Claude Duval.
"Yes."
" I understand."
Dick continued.
" The mountebank now oame forward and il.'^itedthe

company to observe this exercise ot muscular strength,for
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•o ne termed It. He held iu his hand two round piecea of

wood. Tbey were aboat ten inches in length, and about
three quarters of an inch in diameter, so iihat they would
At easily in the holes drilled in the post, as I hare men-
tioned. These pieces of wood havingr been inspected, he

feeld one in each hand as one might a dagger. Advancing
to the post, he raised his arm as high above his head as

he oould, and made a stab at the post. So correct was
his aim, that the piece of wood he held in his hand
entered one of the holes drilled to receive it. Keeping
hie body in a perpendicular position, thio man raised

himself off the ground slowly and gently by the mere
•trength of the muscles in his arm and in the hand
wherewith he grasped the stick. He continued so to raise

himself until his head was level with this peg, for the

piece of wood, when thrust into the post in the manner I

have described, had that appearance. Having done this

much, he raised his other arm high above his head and
thrust the piece of wood he held in it into the hole

which was next above him. With this hand he raised

himself in precisely the same manner, and continued to

repeat this action until he had reached the top of the

post, upon which a broad flat piece of wood waa^fixcd,

and on this he seated himself." v
" It was a very remarkable feat," said Sixteen-Siriflg

Jack, " and one that I have never seen or heard of."
*' Nor I—nor I," coincided his companions.
" Of course," continued Dick," the feat was a wonder-

ful one from the amount of muscular strength necessary

to perform it."
" Just so."
" One word more, and I have done ; this man repeated

the feat several times in succession, sometimes asoend-

tag with incredible speed and at other limes very

slowly. All this time, you must understand, his body
hung down in a perpendicular position."

•' yes, but "

" Wait a moment, and let me finish. As I told yoa, I

was much struck with this feat, so much so that I prac-

tised it continually, and at length was able to perform it

with as much dexterity as the man I had seen do it !

"

"You will excuse me, captain," said Claude Duval,

bluntly, " but although I have listened with great atten-

tion and interest to what you have just been saying,

for the life of me I can't see how you are going to turn

this to any account."
"Well, wait a little while and I will show you," re-

plied Turpin, good humouredly ;
" I shall be able to do

that much better than I shall be able to explain it. It

will be dark ere long."

This conversation, which we have just set down,

lasted for a considerable period, for we have given all

that was said as briefly as possible.

A long time had elapsed since the stone had been

hurled into the cavern, and since the dragoons had

taken their departure, and the short winter's day was

rapidly drawing to a close.

In a little while Turpin would put into execution his

acheme for leaving the cavera
His companions were full of curiosity upon the point,

but he would not satisfy them.

At last he commenced his preparations.

He first produced from his pocket a strong, dagger-

like knife.

It did not shut into a handle, but fitted into a sheath.

It was remarkably strong, and Tom King carried

one exactly like it.

This Dick now asked for, and it was immedrAtsly

given him.
Thus provided, our hero walked round and round tne

cavern, narrowly inspecting the walls. lV--«iug

before one particular spot, he glanced upwards
" Now," he cried," lam going to try my sobome, wud

you will no longer be in ignorance of what it is. I hape

I shall be successful in what I am about to attempt."

His three companions, wlien they saw kici with these

two dagger-like knives in his hands, seamed to have

acme dim notion of hi^ purpose* but ail was doubt aftd

ODcertainty.
A'e have before had occasion to remark that the

walls of tlie cavern differed widely in character.

In some piSces they were composed of solid rock, in

sthers of clay, and in othass of olaj and small-sir'^d

ytVtfU fd etone »»>

Was before a part of the wall of this desoription

,_al Dick Turpin paused, and from previous observation
during dayligiit, he was aware that it continued "f the
same quality up to the top.

Going close up to it, he raised one hand in the .^annei
he had described, and then, striking one ?arce blow, ne
buried the dagger-like knife up to the haft iu the earth
Our friends then understood in a moment what b«

was about to do, and they shook their heads, for they
believed such a feat to be utterly impossible.

In a similar way to the mountebank they now saw
that it was Dick's intention to plunge these knives
into the side of the cavern, and, trusting to their hold,

raise himself up by slow degrees.

Dick saw them shake their heads, and noted the in-

credulous expression on their countenances ; but, pay-
ing no attention to it, he set about the very diffiualt

task before him.
When led by the spirit of emulation to imitate the

deeds of the mountebank, Dick little thought that thia

one would prove to be of such service to him.
Without having practised th^s feat he could never

have performed it.

The first time he had stuck the blade of the knife

into the wall of the cavern it was merely by way of

experiment.
The principal thing he had to ascertain was whet'aoi

this would suffice to sustain his weight.
He tried, and was overjoyed to find that, t'acu'^h ;.^u

knife bent slightly, ii, showed no symptom;! of giviag
way.

flia heart waa now comparatively light, and, with
feelings of great confidence at his heart, he set about
commencing his ascent in good earnest.

Requesting his oomrades to stand beneath, so as to

catch him should he be unlucky enough to fall, he
clutched the hilt of the knife tightly, and drawing him-
self up until his head was almost on a level with it, he
stuck the other knife in about two feet higher up, and
sustained himself by that.

He now discovered that to extricate this lower knife

was no easy matter, but at a second attempt he suc-

ceeded in doing so, and again, drawing himself up,

stuck it in at a considerable distance from the ground,
A more fatiguing exercise for the muscles, or one

that would tax thera more, could scarcely be found.

Dick Turpin, however, had inured himself to thia

exercise, and though a long time elapsed since he had
had any practice, yet he was pleased to find that he had
lost none of his former strength and skill.

With eager anxiety and suspense, his companiona
watched his ascent, fearful, every moment, of witnessing

an accident.
Slowly and steadily, however, Dick continued to get

higher and higher, until his form was almost lost to

view in the gathering gloom.
As he approached the surface of the earth he spoke

encouragingly to his comrades below, and expressed

his conviction that he should be able to accomplish the

task he had set himself.

Upwards he went, until at length he found that one

more effort would suffice to place him on the turf in

old Enfield Chase.
Summoning up all his energies for this last effort, he

raised himself up, and, with a tremendous exercise of

strength, swung himself on to the earth.

A faint cheer from his comrades below reached his ear.

But, entirely overcome with his exertions, he lay for

some moments on the grass without being able to move.

CHAPTER CCCXCVll.

DICK WATCHES THE DRAGOONS LEAVE KNFIBLD CHASE

AND PATS ONE MORE VISIT TO THE OLD CAVERN.

What words oould possibly convey an aoequate idea ot

the feeling of thankfulness which crept—not over tlie

heart of Maud—but over the hearts of those who stood

by her side when they found that the daring feat whiuh

their leader had proposed was thus suocessfoily carried

out !

Now that he had reached the surface, all experienced

a feeling of great seourity—perhaps greater than .v«»

WMraotud by oiroumdlaBoa-
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For a moment they were oblivions of the presence of

the dragoons in the ohase, and that Diok might be cap-

tured by them.
Soon, however, they recollected this ; but they then

relied upon the oonfidenoe thoy had in their captain.

That he would be cautious in the extreme, they felt

certain ; and that he would run into no unnecessary dan-

ger thoy were assured—not only for his own sake, but

for theirs, who- "jithout his aid, would surely perish in

that place.

It was under the impulse of the moment that thoy ut-

tered the faint cheer when they found he had reached

the ground in safety.

Then they listened intently for some sound from their

captain's lips ; but for a little while, which seemed to

them an age, none came.
Quickly, however, Dick Turpin recovered himself from

the effects of his late exertion, and fully anticipating

that his comrades would expect him to speak to them,
he crawled closer to the brink of the abyss.
Holding his head over, he looked down, but he fo«nd

that those below were totally invisible.

It was just as though he had plunged his gaae into
eome fathomless gulf.

Nor could he discover anything that would lead any
one to the belief that it was a cavern

; on the contrary,
its appearance was only that of a deep and irregular-

shaped pit.

But, if his friends were out of the reach of his vision,

they were assuredly not out of the reach of his voiaa,

and he at once addressed them.
As they looked up, however, they could see his head

plainly enough.
" All is well, my faithful comrades," said Dick Turpin—"all is well. So much of my enterprize I have per-

formed with safety and success. Let us gather encou-
ragement from it as to the remainder. Stay where you
are, rest yourselves in perfect security, and await, with
what patience you may possess, my return. As soon as
I have ascertained that it will be safe for you to leave
this place of refuge, I will come here with such means
and appliances as will enable you to do so. Until then,
farewell. Do nothing—attempt nothing until I return.

Yon may be sure that I shall not be long."
Dick Turpin's companions responded heartily to his

farewell, and then our hero, rising slowly to his feet,

took along and earnest gaze about him.
Nothing but the green trees, however, and the waving

undergrowth met hiS'gaze, nor did any sounds strike upon
his ears save those which were common to the forest. •

No traces either remained of his enemies who had been
30 lately upon that spot, save where the ground had
been trampled by their heavy boots.

The necessity of using the utmost caution in all his

movements was clearly before Dick's mind.
'irees grew thickly and plentifully around, so that

there was no diflSoulty about keeping under cover.

He glided, therefore, to a tree, the girth of whose
trunk was unusually great, and from this point, feeling

more secure, he gazed about him, and endeavoured to

form something like a correct idea as to his precise

whereabouts.
Short as had been Dick's residence in Enfield Chase,

it had sufiBoed for him to make himself tolerably familiar

with the whole of it, and quite so with respect to that
portion of it which environed the cavern where he had
hoped to remain in safety with his comrade" for a much
longer period than fate had allowed.
Such being the case, it was not long before hs was in

a position to say with certainty just in what direction

to go in order t® reach the entrance to the cavern.
To this point he had determined to repair with all tue

stealth he possiby could, for, reasonably enough, he con-
jectured that it was here where he would most likely be
able to learn something about the motions of his foes.

With great caution, then, taking care not to make
more noise than ho could possibly avoid, and darting
from tree to tree, he made his way in a circuitous man-
ner to the place he wished to reach.
Every time he paused he listened, but '.saring notning

indicative of the proximity '-^ the dragooja, he continued
to creep onwards.
Ab he drew neaier to the entrance to the cavern, his

viijilance increased.

The same stillness prevailed, however, and he could
almost have brought himself to believe that the dragoons
had already left the wood.

Satisfactory as it might be to him if tuey had done
this, yet he would much rather have watched their de-
parture, because then he \rould be in possession of posi-

tive intelligence in the matter, and. in the former case,
it would have merely boon conjecture.
This silence, however, was both strange and suspi-

cious, and our hero could only account for it by sup-
posing that they had either left the wood, or else were
all in the cavern.
Nearer and nearer he approached, until at length, as he

stood behind a tree, he was able to see the face of the
rock io which the indentation was that led to the cavern.
Here were evident signs of the presence of his foes.

The grass was trampled down, the branches of the
bushes broken, and the thorn-bush that had so well con-
cealed the entrance to the cavern, had been uprooted,
and lay withering "and dying on the ground.

In contrast with its former aspect, this spot now pre-
sented an appearance of utter desolation.

Dick sighed as he saw this, for he had almost began
to love the place, which would probably no longer afford

a shelter for them.
A profound stillness reigned about this spot, and at

length, so long did it continue, that Diok ,felt almost
inclined to venture into the passage.

Very fortunately, however, he did not do this.

While he was debating the matter in his mind he was
startled by the sound of approaching footsteps.

They were at a distance, and came from the direction

of the cavern.
Several persons were evidently coming, and Diok Tur-

pin glanced upwards at the branches of the tree beneath
which he was standing, and resolved to hide himself
among them ; for his present place of concealment was
scarcely deserving of the name, and he ran, in conse-
quence, a great risk of being discovered.

It so happened that this tree had a horizontal pro-

jecting branch, the distance of which, from the ground,
was barely eight feet.

Tliis was just what Dick wanted.
Giving a slight spring, he seized hold of this branch

with his h?,tids, and easily and rapidly drew himself up
intt the tree.

It was an evergreen, and the large leaves which grew
upon it fowned an excellent and moat effective screen.

He had just time to settle himself in a secure position,

when a dragoon made his appearance at the mouth of

the passage.
He was followed by another, and another, until Diok

counted, in all, fifteen.

But they were not all dragoons though all wore a
species of uniform.
Two wore surgeons, and two of the dragoons were

carried by their companions upon rudely-constructed
litters.

These were the two who had been so dangerously
wounded by the bullets from the highwaymen's pistols.

The surgeons walked by the side of the litters.

The captain had his arm in a sling, and his face was
expressive both of pain and vexation.

The result of this adventure, so different to what he
had expected, annoyed and chagrined him exceedingly.

He had had all this extra trouble, had received a
wound, had had two of his best men badly hurt, and had
gained nothing whatever in return.

Under these circumstances, it is not wonderful that

he should feel so mortified as he did.

A dejected, jaded look was also visible upon the coun-
tenances of the other dragoons, who, of course, had been
much harassed by their service, and scarcely one had
escaped receiving a wound of some sort or other.

Much wondering what this little procession meant,
Dick looked earnestly at them.
They all came to a halt as soon as they had tuierged

from the passage, but this our hero easily understood.

It was in order that the bearers of the litters might
be changed.
As soon as this was done the captain gave the word

to march, and in a compact throng the troop of dra»

goons directed their steps across the chase.

From the tree in whiob he was hidden, Dick was abl«
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CO comroaad a;i BXtecsive prospect, and some moments

elapsed W^lore the aolliere ^ot oat of sigLt.

Aa soon h» ever tit- ."ound himself unable to perc*-'*'^

them, our hero qiiittt;.i Lis place of conceal uient ^^'~' ^**'

*»n'~d after tbem.
io IxjUow hi tbeir track was aa easy enough mattex, (or

ao many persons forciug a path thronijb the brushwood
reudered tlic way they had taken plainly perceptible, tor

Uli« Jm^ccas: took no pains to distniise their route

At a cautions .listance, Pick followed them.

His heart wdS elated with the idea that hia foes, tho-

roughly weary of their search, wri-;re about to leave the

chH-se.

'It ifc«certaiu whether he was right was his lio'.ivs for

folliA^l-g them as he did.

Thfl supposition was uot at all au unlikely jue, tad fix-m

the direction they took, Dick became raore aui.^ more cou- i

firmed in his notion, for if they did not change their
|

course, they would in a short time reach t^ie borders of the

chase.
With increasing hope at every step, Dick crept after

them.
Occasionally the sound of their voices, and the jingling

of their weapons would reach hia ear, but he was unable

to hear what was said, and to have approached them moii
closely would be dangerous to a degree.

Wisely, then, he restrained his cariosity, and malatai-.dd

the same distance between them.
Afl they drew nearer to the borders of the chase, where

the trees were not of such huge dimensions, and w'lere

they grew at a greater distance n^irt, Dick's progress

became exceedingly difBcult, and the chaneos of his being

seen were very much increased.

Ee was forced at length to adopt the expedient of

crawling on hie hands aud knees.

By this means he was enabled to advance without

exposing his form to observation.

Suddenly, however, he was forced to come to a halt,

for the dragcmuR uo longer continued to advance.

Looking up stealthily, our hero saw that they h»d now
reached the conSnes of the chase.

The bushes, which had so far afforded him a -Aeiter,

extended only a few yards further.

Beyond these grass grew, and on this spot the horses

belonging to the dragoons were grazing.
" Surely," Dick thought, " I shall now know for certain

whether it is their intention to leave the chase or not.

Patience, and no doubt I shall learn all."

The htters were now deposited upon the grass, and the

dragoons began to prepare to mount their horses.

The captain was assisted into the saddle by two of his

men, for the stale of his arm would mt allow him to

mount unaided.
All, then, followed his example save four, and these had

to carry the wounded men.
The surplus horses weie led by the bridle.

VVhen this much was done, the little cavalGJL ie again

get itself in motion.
But they went only at a walking pace, for the con-

dition of th^ir comradi's would not permit them to go
faster.

Most eagerly did our hero watob them, until he was
unable to do so any longer.

He waited a minute or two, until he thou/jht it was
safe, and then crossed the open space.

He could now eee them once more, though they vanished

from his view almost immediately.
Still he knew that they had really left the chase.

At this ijcarcely hoped-for departure of his fees the

exultation of Dick Turpii; knew no bounds, b'lt all at

once be S"'«rrd down as *Me thought occutt^d to him
thut nona .-•^rfjbfcw of the troop naiuht y«t b<5 'art is tiw i

ohtioo
I

He had _.., rather a large mj.'nber depart, it la ta» »,

but tnen- was «e evidence to sho-.v that all had gone. ',

Itwas weU he n.ade this refleoiu.n when h.- ha. or hi i

mifiht lu.ve incautiously run into luu'^h aanger.
;

What he should next do was ratner a puzzlinj, q- oati jr,

out, after some few niinut^s' reflection, he «.m..o bo
'

if any dragwns had been left behiod, tiOcy .

conclusion Uiat,

fould moat the cavern.

r -awards Uas place, then, ,lved at all riakg to

L'autiinl moo», which wae oiily » !ew

days past the fuU, was high in the 0^^,^^^^^ J
and enabled him to see about him witn , ,V,atir,,trl^
At length, upon passing a tree which& .S^f'^":!!"-

.,. .ts ba^k kfppedoff, a, it seemed ^^^^^.K
direotica in which he had beea going.
He JDSt then recollected that th«se pieces had ote*

chipped off ia order that they might readily find their w»f
to '.lie tree to which the spy had jo^n bouail.

Curious to learn something resoectiuii bi'u, nick made
i>i8 way towards this tree.

He reached it ui a few moments, and tneu discovered,
as he had more than half expected, that his prisoner had
gone.

Dick tnought very likely he had been released by hi«
oomraJft^. but we happen t« know that this was not the
cas<j.

rhe spy tiad got off without any one to help him but
himself.

Recollecting that he had been bound with rope, and that
this w^uld now be useful in the highest d<^ree to bim,
Turpin looked aboot for it.

He succeeded in fiading nearly all of it.

There wore several yards, and he took possession of it

with a feeing of great satisfaction.

Having done this, he once more made his way towards
tbs cavern.

The distance was considerable, and some time neces-
surily olapsed before he reached it, because his safety
d imanfled that he should proceed with caution.
At length he came in sight of the opening.
This faced the direction In which the moon beams fell,

and, in consequence, the rock could be seen with great
distinctness.

The moon's rays penetrated a little way into the passage.
But they revealed nothing but the bare earth, and 3ie

rugged sides ol the rock.

A deep silence prevailed in this place, and the longer
Dick stopped and listened, the more did he feel convinced
that his foes had taken their departure.

Eventually he made up his mind, after arguing the
matter pro and con for some time, that he would at all

risks enter the cavern, and ascertain whether it was empty
or not.

He was well aware that the danger he would incur by
this proceeding would be of no common description, but,
considering the importance of the knowledge he would
gain, he thought he ought to make the attempt.
Having come to this determination, and encouraged by

tne silence which stiil continued, he crossed over the little

open space, and in a moment stoodjust within the passage
Here he paused and listened.

But he could hear nothing, and on tip-toe he proceeded
towards the cavern.
As a precautionary measure, he drew his sword and pro-

jected it before him.
He would then be preoared should any sudden attack be

made upon him, or should he run into an unexpected
danger.
At every few yards he took he would stop and listen, and

then, encouragad by the unbroken silence, would advance.
In his progrsis he felt certain that he made a scarcely

audible sound.
Of coarse the passage was buried in profoimd darkness,

but he was famil.rfir with all its intricaaies.

He strained hia eyes in a vain endeavour to pierce the
gloom, for every moment he expected to see a gleam ol

light come from the direction of the cavern, for should
anyone be thtre, it was scarcely likely they would remain
in darkness.

GHAFiEE CCCXCVIir.
D»CK •niRJ'lI' 8IICCKEDS IN RESCUING UI6 Ct-rf FAN !Oft»

FKOM THE CAVFRN.
Bit no gieam came.

Both the tilcuco and the darkness of the tomb prevailed
iji that gloomy region, and, the nearer Dick got to the
termination of the passage, the more oonviMjed did be
feel that he was the only living ham'in being auywboM
near the plao*.

Nevertheless, he did not abate his caulio-, for ho t«.
membered that a. barricade had been erected, ai d b« kQ««
uot wbet&er U had been remoT«d.
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If iiGk he *iRld !sa-?8 to tsJ;s ca:?ft to avoid any oon-

t'Krt with it.

AiT he slowly put one foot before the other, aHsnring
himeelf before he placed it on the ground that there was
DO obstacle before him, he focad, by the diflFerence in the

tomperatnre of the atraoBpher/^, that he had really

entered the cavern, so that the barricade, it was clear,

bad been removed.
It was eqnally clear, -foo, that tho cavern was empry.
Onr boro now became conscious that a faint, niiaty

kind of twilightfcnnd its way into this place, and, glani-

ing apwards, be perceived that it proceeded from the

raya of the moon fin'iing their way through the cral^^ces

in the roof.

As the Queen of Night rose higher and higher in the

heavens, this liazy twilight increased in brightness, and
Dick Tnrpiu quickly became able to soe abouthim -ith
tolerable ease.

One by one, the many and well-reraembored features of

the old cavern came into view, nntil, after statidiug for a

little while near the entrance of the passage, he was able

to obaorve the whole outlines of the place.

The pale moonbeams, penetrating through tho^e small
*pertare9 above, had au exceedingly beautiful effect.

As soon as he found himself able to difearn one object

from another, Dick Turpin moved froca the spot upon
ffhioh he had been standing, and confident that there

was no other person in the cavern be/sides himself, ho
walked boldly to the ccnti-o of it.

Unconsciously ho paused close to the hearthstone,
and he almost instantly became sensible of a,n inoreaae
of w.^irmth.

The cause of this was, of conrso, no mys^.ery to him,
%nd with the point of his sword he stifred tf^gether a
few embers that wore upon the stono.

They were at the point of extinction, but hy stirring

them about Dick succeeded in procuring a blaze.

It was a fitful one, it is true, but still it served to light

up the cavern with a much greater deyra* of brilliancy

than the moonbeams.
There was no longer any need for apprehension, for

had any person been in the cavern besides Dick, his

presenoe would ere now have been aianifesteil.

Still, he held his drawn sword in hie hand iu em afcti-

tude ready for immediate service, so as to guard against
ihe possibility of a surprise.
Some more dry twigs were close at hnnd, and these

ho oast on the fire as soon as he percoivevl them.
A bright light was the result.

tery curiously, now, Dick looked about him.
On every side he saw traces of the recent presence of

his foes, bat nothing to lead him to tho belief that they
would return.
The conviction that they had in earnest taken their

departure deepened in his mind ; and he resolved, with-

out further loss of time, to release his companions from
their unpleasant place of refuge.
The thought, however, occurred to him, tliat ho was bat

ill-provided with the means of doing this, and that in

the cavern he might very likely find somethiug of great
use, which had bten left behind by his foes.

In a moment, then, he took a fire-brand from the
hosurth, and commenced an examination of the cavern.

Almost the first tiling he saw was a coil of thick r^te
lying upon the floor.

What it had been brought there for, ho could easily

guess ; and he supposed that it had kaen left where he
found it through negligence or accident.
Dick seized it with an exclamation of pleasure.
It was of great length ; and with the pieces he alrea<iy

had in his possession, he should, doabtleiS, have sufil-

cient for his purpose.
This was a good commencement to his search, ana

he continued it with additional ardour.
He found nothing, however, that promised to be of the

least service to him ; and rightly imagining that his

oompisniouB would feel uneasy at hia long abeeuae, Lo
resolved to return to them without delay.

Accordingly, he made his way towards the entrance of

the passage, which he traversed with as maoh speed as
be could command ; and, in the space of a minute or
two, found himself in the open air.

To reach the upper ground in which the hole wac
•ituiited. be was oomoelled to make a considuruLile

detour ; for to climb up the perpendicular face -if the
rock was an impossibility.

But Dick's heart was light and his steps fleet, so that
a very short time elapsed before he reached hia destina*
tion.

Lying down at fnll length upon the ground, he held his
head as far over the ahyss as he dared.

Before he had time to speak himself, he was addressed
by his friends below.
To them an endless time appeared to have elapsed

s'lcce his departure, and their eyes had been continually
directed towards the aperture in the roof, in the hope
every moment that they would see him make his appear-
an 06.

They had cheated tne time of much of its -eediousness
by conferring together upon their future prospects, and
endeavouring to oome to some conclusion as to the best
course oi action to be adopted by them in future.

In this Maud felt but little interest.

Her thoughts were wholly occupied in thinting about
our hero, and wondering whether he was in safety, or
whether he had fallen into the hands of his enemies.
No sounds of alarm had reaohed her ears, though she

knew that Enfield Chase was largo enough for a great dis-

turbance taking place in one portion of it to be unheard
in another.
Her heart beat with joy when she saw him approach

the aperture, for she did not dream it could be anyone
but he whom she had so anxiously expected,
" All is well," said Dick Turpin, in reply to the salu-

tation of his comrades :
" I have the best of all news to

communicate. The dragoons have left the chase; I saw
them depart myself !"

Tho three highwaymen uttered a faint hurrah, and
then Claude Duval said

—

" I am glad to hear that, captain ; and the next thing
will be to get us out of this place,"
" That shall be done as soon as possible," said Turpin,

in a cheerful voice ;
" I have a good deal to do, though,

in the way of preparation."
As he spoke ho rose to his feet, and proceeded to make

an examination of the rope.

He found he had a pretty large quantity—even more
than he thought he should require.

The first thing he did was to tie all the pieces of rope
together, having done which ho tieil one end firmly to

the tree that grew nearest to the aperture, and pulled
it with all his strength, to make sure it was perfectly

secure.

Ho had at first intendev'\ to tie some large knots in

this rope to facilitate the process of climbing up it, but
he su'idenly thought of a fresh expedient, which would
answer to the purpose much better.

This was to cut down some pieces of wood from the
branches of the trees, each about eight inches in length.

Those ho resolved to tie in the rope in such a manner
tl'.at thoy should be horizontal to it, and thus fo>;m a
rude kind of ladder.

With one of the knives he carried it was perfectly

easy to cut these pieces of wood, for there ~as no lack
of material.

This, then, was hia next proceeding.
Although it took him but a few minutes to cut each

one, yet as a great niany were required, the operation
naturally ran into a great deal of time.

At length having, as ho fancied, cut as many as ho
required, he proceeded to tie them in the rope.

This was an easy matter.
All he had to do was to tie the rope into a loop, thrust

the prepared piece of wood into it, and draw it tight, so
that the tighter the rope was pulled the firmer would
the horizontal pieces become.

Tiiey wore fixed at rather irregular distanoefc, but the
average Wits about a foot.

At last Dick completed this rude kind of rop'^la^-'wr,

and announced the fact to his companions.
AU that now remained was to a-certain whethc't it wat

long enongh to reach the bottom of the cavern, but
Dick had estimated this, and felt very little doubt.

Nevertheless, he lowered it with a slight feeling of

anxiety. *

Eagerly and joyfully did our old friends Tom Kinsr,

Claurle Duval, and Sixteen-String Jack watchits descent.

They were thoroughly tiroU cl their prodcut quart*r».^
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•nd had been for a lonff
'hi]e, go that thifl prospect of

OBCflpe was really delightfal.

Suddenly Dick, m be w^as lovering the rope, felt it

become tight, and, at the same moHiv.nt, a cry from below
annoonced to him the fact that his comp niona had reached

it.

"Pull it ti^tl" he cried, when he fc* 1 tbw kad
taken hold of it.

He was willingly obeyed.
_ |

In another moment the rope wa* palled qtnte io^ht.
•• Hang upon it with all your weight," said Dick, "in

•rder that w<> may know whether it will be safe tv ascend
by it."

This waj immediately done, as the importaaoA of «D-
(aining this piece cf knowledge was obvioua.

The rope stood the test bravely.

The three highwaymen were now impatient to ascend,

but Tnrpin requested them to wait a momeuw
They did so, and then, somewhat to their surprise, they

saw him lower himself over the brink of the abysa and
commence a rapid descent.

In less time than they could have believed possible, he
was standing among them.
With a low cry of joy Maud sprang forward, and Dick

clasped the devoted j^irl fervently in his arms.^
So great was her joy at tLus finding him in safety by

hpr pi'ln. flmt it "VHR onlv wit'i tVif oreatest difficul'7 that
she prevented herself from fainting.

Tnrpin turned round to his comrades.
" Ascend, my gallant friends," he cried ; "the means

of escaping from this dismal place are before you,

" If that is all," replied Dick, " do not let tlict diftriw
yon a moment longer, for I have thought of a nveauji "ij

which we'U be able to ascend."
" Have you ? How thoughtful yos <«re I Toll wo tvb»*

it ia, and I will try my best.

'

There was a hopeful tone in her toic<s

"Show me, then," said Maudj "for i^i 5fi;n I ^5T>
every oonfidence."

" I hope you havfr" said Dick, earnestly,
-* Believe me, T have. Tell me what I am to do first P"
" Clasp your leads together, aud hold thoii oat before

yo.."-
"^^

He was immediately obeyed-
Orer hero then took off his cravat, and by raesnB of this

Jig ingeniously tied Maud's wrists t-o^roilif-r in such a
manner as to be quite firm, and yet whhoirt giving her
much pain.

What this was 'for obe could not conceive ; but she uakwd
no questions.

As soon as ho had assured himself that her wrists wert
secure.v tied together, Dick led her towards the ropo.
Grasp-ng it with both hands, he said

—

" Now, Maud, dearest, show your confidence. Place
your arms -ound my nock,"
Thcie was only one way by which she could do this,

ar6 that was lifting her hands and putting them over
Di'^U's head
This was what he desired her to do.
" Cling firmly to me," he added, " and wo shall reach

the surface without trouble."
"No—no !" exclaimed Maud, when she saw what Dick

Ascend with all convenient speed, for the sooner we I intended. " It is impossible that you can ascend the
1 .Li -.iii^ii T 1

—

ij_j__- !--_ rope with me hanging on your neck in this manner."
Turpin laughed.
" Have confidence," he replied ;

" and then you sea."
At the same moment he commenced the ascent.
With her wrists tied in the manner we have described,

Maud's irm formed a kind of loop round Turpin's neck.
This made her secure so far as this went but our hero,

reach the open air the better. I should advise you, hoW'
ever, to ascend one at the time."

" And you, captain ?"
" I will follow you as soon as you are above in safety."
" Nay—nay. Yon go first. We will follow."
" Not so. You go first. Do not waste time about this.

Ascend."
The highwaymen no longer hesitated, but they took though he had spoken so lightly of this achievement,

good care to follow their captain's excellent advioe. found that in reality, it was a most difiBcult one.
Olaude Duval was the first to climb. He had, every possible inducement for exertion.
The two others held the rope steady for him.

|
Clinging to the cross- piecei of wood with his hands he

Nothing could be easier than to ascent the rope by
|
slowly but surely mounted, using his feet as a means to

means of the horizontal pieces of wood, and Claude was
very qtiickly at the top.

Tom King and Sixteen-String Jack followed him, and
rcched the surface of the earth without accident.

They now looked down rather anxiously for the captain

and his fair companion to make their appearance.

While the three friends had been ascending, Dick had
occupied himself in endeavouring to calm the agitation

under which Maud laboured.

The poor girl was dreadfully excited, and she clung to

Turpin 8 arm with almost frantic violence.

For the first time Dick now wondered by what means
Maud was to leave the cavern.

In her present state he was certain that it would be in

the greatest degi ee dangerous for her to attempt to ascend

by the rope in the same manner as his companions had
done.
Some other mode must, therefore, be devised, and this

for a little while completely baffled him.
At length he hit upon au expedient which he t/iought

would answer nis purpose, provided the rope was strong

enough.
At all risks, however, he resolved to attempt; it, for, by

lingering there, thny wore perhaps incurring gre^t danger
and diminishing their chaaces of escape.

He called out to his comrades to make sure that' the

rope ws/S firm and had not given way in any place, and
having received a satisfactory reply, he addressed Hm-
self to Maud.
"Cheer up, dearest; pray, cheer up. This ui weak of

you ; indeed it is. Our greatest peril i« over now, a d,

believe me, there is little need of apprehension. The
dragooas have gone; I watebed them leave toe chase

assist him.
Mauil held her breath.

At every moment she expected that Dick wtuld loose hu
grasp, and that they would both be precipitated to the

rocky floor below.

As they ascended higher and higher, howeve.-, without

meeting with any accident, sho began to groAV less

apprehensive. • , j

,

In reality the danger now was greater than it had been.

Dick found that it required the exertion of his utmost

strength to preserve hi* balance, and to continue to raise

one hand aboTO the other.

He felt his muscles strained until they almost cracked

—his fingers threatened to give way—while his heart

throbbed painfully and irregularly.

Every second served to take him nearer to the surfar-a,

and it was this which encouraged him to renew his

efforts. . ,,

Perspiration streamed from every pore, and ocoasionaUy

his whole body would tremble like an aspen.

At last, however, the top was safely reached^

CHAPTER CCCXCIX.
SIXTEEN-STRING JACK MAKES i PEOPOSTTION TO )>fO»

TURPIN AND HIS COMKADES,

Had not Diok Turpin's three companions been wailing

on the brink of the abyss, the escape from the caveru,

though so far accomplished, would never have been com'

pleted.
.

^'When his hands grasped the last cross piece of wood,

our nofo felt that, if the rope had been one foot longer, be

'^ould not have been able to ascend it.

comrades at the too, and then to decide npon what we
hall do in future."
" I know all that, said Maud ; " but v^at discr jse»

me is the fear that, afte^ all tliat you have done, I shall

u«i be able to ascend. I feel that my strength vocld
''-"dloo aie, that I should grow jiddy

with my own eyes. All we have to do is to rejoin our \ To have even now fairly reached the ground would have
J-. -. ^u. ^-_ ._j ^i.„ i_ j.„:j „v,„t — ^^^^ impossible, had it not been for the assistance hi»

comrades rendered him.
Bending over, they took hold of MaufS oy .^e arms, use

fairly hfted her up.

She hung a usad w°'ght upon their hands, tind il:^<M

iszuBfidiately they discolored that ens Uad fajjct^i
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Aooordingly they laid her down upon the turf, and

turned the wholeof their attention to their captain, who,

in truth, required all the assistance they were able to

render him.
When he had been relieved of the weight of Maud in

the manner we have described, he felt most thankful,

for he feared that he should not have been able to re-

tain his hold a moment longer.

Now, however, it was comparatively an easy matter ;

though, when he tried to reach the ground, he found his

Btrength insufficient for the performance of such a feat.

It was while he was exhausting himself with making
fresh efforts that his comrades arrived.

To seize him by both arms, and drag him over the

brink, was the work of leas than a moment.
, At first he could do nothing ; but, summoning the

whole of hia strength, he rose to a half-sitting posture,

and inquired eagerly after Maud.
Tom King assured him of her safety, adding, at the

same time, that she was insensible.

No. 80.
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The violent exertion which DiokTurpin had just gone

through was really quite enough to exhaust anyone, but

he was not long in recovering himself.
.„„„^j,,.„iv

He was anxious about Maud, and he immediately

made hi^ way to where she was lying upon the grou.^.

She was now evincing unequivocal signs of recover-

"ifrorsToonashebentoverhersheppenedW^^^^^
Her glance fell in a moment upon his «o«»tenauoe,

and thfn she uttered a faint sigh of joy and satisfac

tion, for she knew that he was safe.

That was her first thought, and that was her sole

""ifDiok's request, she did not attempt to move for a

few minutes, untU she felt herself strong enough to b«

"''Sixtetltring Jack had a fl.ak containing a very

small quantity of brandy.
. „.^,fr.ok of it

i This he handed to the captain, who partook ot n

l.^gerly.

Pbicb One HAjJFPK>t^*
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it Traa wonderf!il to »*x? what » difTereiicp thp st.mulani

made to him.
He next assisted Maud to ber feet, and then »51 five of

tiiem stood together in a huddled-up gioup.

The moon •till continued to ahine with great titvoe and
power, though she had some time passed the tnpr.dian.

What our friends now had to do was to seek- some
temporary place of shelter, and then decide upon what
should next be dene.
At a word, then, from their cnptain, the three fii!>iiway.

men left the open space upon which they had been stand-

ing, aud concealed themselves among the trees and under-
wood which grew at a short distance.

Close to where they halted the trunk of a uuge tree

lay upon the ground.
It seemed as though it had been struck down with

lightning, and had evidently remained for a long period

b its present position.

Upon this they sat down, and, amid the deep silence

and solitude of nature, prepared to consider their present
position and future prospects.

It was well that our friends were so light-hearted as

they were, or they.would have shrunk dismayed from the
view before them.
They waited in silence for Turpia to speak, although,

during his absence, they had talked the •"hole waiter
over, and come to their own conclusions.

Dick understood their silence.
" You are waiting for me to speak," he said, " and to

advise what had best be done. I cannot take upon my-
self to do this, though I have give«» <"he pubject much
reflection."
" So have we," replied his comrades.
" Then, I doubt not," rejoined Turpin, " that we shall

be able to come to a decision. In point of fact, what we
have to make up our minds about, is this. Shall we
remain in the chase, and risk another attack being made
upon us, or shall we take our departure ?

"

" That is exactly it, captain," said Tom King ; " we have
those two alternatives, and wa must choose one of them.
Which will suit us best, is a matter for deliberation."
" Right !

" replied Turpin ; " there is much to be -aid

in favour of both modes of action. We must weigh the

subject thoroughly in our minds, consider it under all its

aspects, and then determine."
" I waain hopes," said Sixteen-String Jack, "that the

chase would have afforded us an asylum for a long while,
or, at any rate, until the violence of the pursuit after us
bad abated."
" That hope is at an end now, however," replied Claude

Duval. " Our presence here is not only suspected, but
known."
" True," said Dick ;

" but our foes, as yet, have failed to

discover us, and I watehed them leave the chase early in

the evening."
"But that," remarked Tom King, "may only be a

ruse upon the part of our enemies, so as to lull us into a
sense of false security, while, in the meantime, they take
such measures as will make our escape from the chase a
ttatter of impossibility."
" I fear that is but too reasonable a supposition," said

Dick Turpin ;
" and yet, they may have withdrawn from

the chase solely is the expectation that we should leave it,

and perhaps a targe force is assembled on the border
waitLig for us to make our appearance, and in readiness to
pounce upon us."
"That is a supposition," said Sixteen-Striug Jack,

" that, to my fancy, is quite as probable as tha one out
forth by Tom King."
"Just so," said Dick Turpin; "and it is tbii which

makes decision such a difficult matter, for, of eourae. all

mU depend upon wLich we do,"

" DeoidMly !" said his comraiies, as with one voice.

But for a short time we will leave them in this state of

doubt and perplexity—remaining idle when they ought

to be active—aud consulting earnestly as to what should

be done, while we turn our attention to the proceed-

ings of the dragoons, and enlighten the reader with

respect to their movements, about which, bo doubt, a

great amount of interest is felt.

We wiH briefly record their prooeedings from the

moment when we left them seated round the Are in the

0aven)>
ThroQgboat th« iiT«-long night did tb^ keep gnard,

ii»tpning aiteniively to al! sounds j but th«v twimad uotbinj
Te6i)L'Ci\^^ tlie highwaymen.
Two surgeons arrived within a short ame aftertVay hid

been sent for, and when the wounds of the dr&gi.>o ie ba-f

been attended to, the captain discovered that his c'^m aria
wa.i very painful, pnd he applied to have it drr^sed
This was done at once; and when the surgeon made an

examination of it, it was discovered that a bullet had
passed completely through the fleshy part of bis arm.

After it was dressed, (be capbiin experienced a great
deal of pain from ir, and this added not a little to the ill-

humour which he felt consequeut upon tb? unsuccessful
result of his expedition.

In a wearying, tedious manner the night passed away;
and at length, to the infinite satisfaction of the unwounded
dragoons, day broke.
They requested the oaptam to allow them to make a

search in the chase for the four highwaymen, and strive

to obtain some clue to their whereabouts.
To this request he consented, though he did not for a

moment think it would be productive of any importau;*
results.

With a portion of what took place on this occaision, the
reader has already been made acquainted.
We have described how the dragoons, in the course o^

their search, came to the orifice in the roof of the cavern,
in which our friends were imprisoned and concealed.

We have related, too, how they rolled the fragment of

'rock down, after having done which, they listened.

But as no sound whatever came from below, they not

unnaturally came to the conclusion that there was no ons
there, and took their departure.

For some hours longer they continued their search ic

the chase, but th«re can be no interest in describing it,

because they had all their trouble for nothing, and achieved
no result whatever.
Thoroughly tired out, they returned to the cavern, and

acquaiuted their captain with the failure oi their expe-
dition.

As this was just what he anticipated, he did not feel in

the least disappointed.
A consultation now took place as to what they should

do, evd one of the surgeons, a shrewd Scotchman, joined

in the conversation.

He was especially ready with his advice, and one of his

suggestions was by all present deemed such a good one
that they resolved to act upon it without delay.

His proposal was this.

They were one and all to leave the chase—really leave

it, and" not pretend to do so—taking care to proceed with

great deliberation, and not to attempt the least conceal-

ment.
He argued from this that the highwaymen, seeing them

depart, would depart also.

They would then be in readiness to pursue them, and
when they had once started their game, the other detach-

ments would join in the pursuit, so thai capture would in

the end be certain.

From this it will be seen that the highwaymen were ic

very great jeopardy indeed, aud their danger was in

reality much greater than they fancied it to be.

The dragoons had only to be patietot, and, sooner or

later, they would accomplish their object, for it was sub-

sequently determined that, should many hour* elai.*e

without the highwaymen making their app'^ara. "* aL

cording to expectation, they were to re-enter tbs cuase
and thoroughly search it in every part.

Owing to *te circumstances which have alrei^dv been
related to the reader, the specified time passed by witiioiu

anything being seen,and the captain, whose iirwatience was

now wrought up to the highest piteh, orderad his men to

march, and ouce more eutered the chase.

I

All ua^ piLiiL.uuuij omi, jiowever, wiiii the exception
i
of the noise which they themselves made in their pro-
gress.

No trace of their prey could be seen, but, undaunted,
they pressed onward with the firm determination of
searching every bush until they had unkonnelled them.
They had evidence that the cavern had been frequented

by the highwaymen, because they had been seen to enter
it, and because they had, to their knowledge, so myste-
riously disappeared from it ; bo, naturally enough, thej
made their way baok to this place.

They were oareftil to make tjo ««re noise in their pre-
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greas than they ooald possibly avoid, and foT thie purpoae

all Jismoui ted from their steeds, and lefi tboru its olian?e

of on« of •
^j, comn<»nicni«.

II loot, then, i!if^ dtuio tiirougb tk» 'saf? pss^ofl oi
the f.irest, snimated by the hope tkat tliay ehcuW »t
tenis'th be able to steal unawares upOQ the faighwajmen.
Prom what has just been narrated, it wilrte seen that

our friends were both right with respect to the interpr©-
tation which they put upon the dragptma leaving the
ebase.

To them we will now return.
Little did they think, as they sat tliere converdag, t'ot

their enemies were stealing so stealthily upon tii<;in.

Little did they dream that they were threatened witli a

danger of so imminent a description.
" I am afraid," said Turpin, in reply to bia oomrade's

observation, " that the probabilities of both are ao evfuly

balanced, that, wiShout some more definite informtttiou

than we at present possess, or are likely to obtain, it will

be impossible for us to come to a decision. It is, I think,

quite certain that, now that our presence here is known,
it will nevflr do to remain ; if we do, we are sure to be
captured. As we must leave, then, let us do at once."
" But the roads," said Tom King

self.

?ou must not

forget that all the roads are nightly "patrolled by detach-
ments of dragoons, and it is scarcely possible that we shall

be able to escape being seen by some of them."
" That is a danger," replied Turpin, " which, towever

great it may be at present, will certainly never grow less

;

therefore the sooner we leave it the better chanoe we
should have."
" So I think," said Siiteen-String Jack, " and, if you

will listen to me for a moment, I will tell yon what I think
had better be done under the circumstances."
" Speak—apeak !

" said Dick Turpin, " let us hear what
you have to propose, by all means."

*' I can say it, then, in a very few words, but I think it

will be best to lead you on by degrees."
" Just as you like."
" Very weU, then. In the first place, I think you will

admit that it is well known to our foes that we are all four
together."

^' Certainly."
" Consequently, then, the dragoons will look out for a

party of four, and you may depen-i that no such party
would pass them without examination."
" Well-weU."
" I agree with the captain that the diflBculties in the ^vay

of leaving the chase will never be less than they are at

present. We must leare it at some time or other—and
whv noVnow P

"

"That isjust my opinion," said Dick Turpin.
" And mine—and mine," said Tom King and Claude

Duval.
" Then it seems we are all of one opinion with respect

to the advisability of leaving this place without delay."
" We are—we are."
" Then I have something else to propose, which will, I

hope, meet with your full approbation.
" Go on—go on."
" It is this. You have admitted that the dragoons, who

are on the lock out for us, will expect to see us all four
together."

^' Yes."
" Tnen I propose that we should separate,"
"Separate?^
"Yes. Why not?"
" I thought "I had agreed to keep togethw," said Tom

King.
" So we had, and the principal reason for oar do-.ug so

was because we thought it would be ccnduoive lo our
oommon safety. Now, however, I think that our suCety
would be best secured by our separating,"

_
There was a few moment's silence alttsr Sixtoets-Stri»5g

'ack pronounced th^.e words, but at length Dick Twroiu
4aid

—

" I had not thought of this, but now that ?on mention
?., T am almost iueliued vO think it would oe boat. In
i^hat manne"" do you propose the separation rwvJt tak •»

'>Iace?"
" I do not quite understand yon ."

" Do you mean t hat we should separate iuso tysT p»t»ti'xa9

V 4wo f"
** Oh twy. most oertaini;.*'

You and Claude, 1 suppose j and Tom King aad ruf

" That waft what I thought, captain."
" Well, I have nothing to urge ai^ainst saeh an arraRi»»-

-•nent."
" Nor 1, ' s%[d Tom Bong.
" I entirely agree with Jack," said Claude Duval.
" But," added Turpin, " I cannot think that this separa-

urn, which is brought about solely with the view of pro-
moting our personal safety, is intended to bo permanent."

" By no means !

" said Sixteen-String Jack, warmly,
" by no means. You wrong me by jntertaoiug such a
thought."
" liinough---,inough ! " repUed Turpin. " Ft now remains

for uo to decide upon some place at which we are to meek
at a certain time.
" Just so."
" Where, then, shall this place be P

"
" Wherever you like."
" Nay, mention some place which, in your judgment, u

least hkely to ^<» suspected by our enemies."
" Do you know Finohley ?

"
" Certainly."
" Do you know where the road divides, one portion

leading to London by way of Highgate, and the other by
way of Hampstead ?

"

" Yes—yes, quite well."
" Then you must have noticed that there is a triangulai

piece of land overgrown with grass where these roads
separate."

*' There is—there is."
" Let that, then, be our meeting place."

CHAPTER CCCC.
OUR PKIENDS BID ADIEU TO ENFIELD CHA8K.

" Agreed," exclaimed the three companions of Sixteen-
String Jack, speaking as with one voice. " Agreed."
" I ana glad that you approve of my suggestion," h«

8ai<7.

*'I do," replied Turpin. "I highly approve of it. I

I'iiow the spot you mention well, and a more lonely and
unfrequented one could not, I think, be found within
twenty miles of London."
" Ever since a most horrible murder was eommitted

there some fifteen years ago, the neighbourhood has been
shunned by every one," said Sixteen-String Jaek ; " aad,
knowing this, prompted me to name it as our place of

rendezvous."
" Nothing could suit us better."
" It is, then, determined that we shall meet there P"
" Yes."
" But when ?

"

" On the third night from this."
" That will do. By that time we shall certainly be able

to repair to the appointed spot, and, when we meet, then
it will be time enough to decide upon some future plan of
operations."
" Just so."
" Are you all quite agreed as to what is to be done P

"

asked Turpin. " It is time we decided, for the night is

waning."
" Yes, we are all agreed ; and we think the sooner we

leave Enfield Chase the better, at any rate for the present."
«" So I think. We cannot lessen our danger by doing

so ; and, if we remain, I am afraid we shall increase it."
" So am I," remarked Tom King. " Do not say a word

about remaining, I beg."
" There is no need to do so. The first thing necessary

tn be doup will be to secure our horses."
" Yes, 1 have been thinking about that," said Claude

Dcval, " and I am sadly afraid that will give us a great

deal jf trouble."
" 1 l:e dragfoons may have disturbed them, perhaps,"

said Turpin ;
" but they did not capture and l«ad there

away, I am ouite sure of that." ^" But how shall we capture them P
"

" I think it v/ill be done with greatfjt ease than yoo
imayriae. The cattle are almost sure ti> keop together,

auo X have a particular whistle, by tueeus of which I

sammon Black Bess."
" And will she obey it P

"

" Bevoud all doubt. Yoa «iU fine that, when 1 giM
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Ueranoe to the aifs^at, ebe will aeigh, and make that

vhianyiuf^ ncrse that horsos always do wheu they are
rtieased, and then she will make her way towards tM."
" But the other horses, captao ; what about them P

"

•• 1 am of opinion that they will follow Bl-iok Bess."
" Well, pernap» they m>»v « and it ii lo br hoped that

;heT will do so,'

"At any rate, vi^ an but try. Should they arrivs, all

will be weU ; il not, we must adopt some other means."
"Do you think, asked Sixteen-String Jack, *'that

Black Bess will make her way tc thia apot tf you give the
•gnal here t

"

^' Assuredly, if she is within hearing."
** Then I think Claude and myself had better m*ke our

way to the little recess just within the entrance of the
passage, where, aa you well know, th« laddles and bridles

were deposited."
" True," said Turpin. ** I had forgotten that. I am

«fraid, however, that onr trappings have fallen into the
hands of our foes, and if so, we shall be very awkwardly
itnated indeed."
" I scarcely apprehend anything on this score, (at the

ptace where they are deposited is dark, and little liabl<i to
discovery."
" Away, then," said Turpin, " and make use of all pos-

sible expedition I in the meantime, I will give the signal to
Black Bess."
Claude Duval and Sixteen-String Jack now rose from

ttie trunk of the tree and hastened in the direction of the
cavern, while our hero uttered that shrill chirping whistle
which we have so frequently described.

In the intense silence of the forest it sounded with sur-

prising distinctness, and echoed far and wide through the
leafy recesses of the chase.
But the sound died away into nothing without creating

any response, though Dick listened eagerly j>'~* intently

for Black Bess's answering neigh.
As the silence continued, he resolved to try again, and,

should he be nnsncoessful, to remove to another spot and
try the eflfect there.

Once more, then, ne whistled, and this time with much
greater loudness than before.

The result wa« all that he could expect.
Before the echoes had died away, the sound he had so

mnch wished to hear came upon their listening enrs.

It was the short, sharp neigh of which Dick had
spoken, and, in a moment afterwards, the crashing
of branches, as the bonny mare bounded towards her
master, made itself heard.
Again and again did DicV repeat the signal so as to

encourage the noble animal, and enable her to reach the
spot upon which her master stood.
The sounds she made in her progress sufficiently indi-

cated the direction in which she was coming, and Dick
Turpin, together with Maud and Tom King, eagerly
turned towards it.

Their patience was not put to a very severe trial.

In another moment the bushes before them were rudely
trampled down, and Black Bess appeared.
At first she stood motionless, but as aopo e* Dick

repeated the signal she bounded to his side.

Our hero patted and stroked his magnificent stoeC, Co

whom he was so deeply indebted.
He was delighted to once more behold h?r, aaa tise

gallant creature seemed to be herself no less delighted, for

she rubbed her head against bis breast as playfail" as a

Dick was roused l*f>TL caressing her by hea«4cg Tom
King speak.

Yon are right, captain," he said. " Here are the other
They look frightened, but we shall doubtless be

able to capture them.
Looking up as his old comrade spoke, Di«jK saw that tne

other three horses were standing at & little distw^ vitb
their faces turned towards them.
Bv their attitude and appearance he could tell toat the

least thing would send them off at a gallop.

It would, therefore, be necessar" to use the utmo»c "^u-
tion in approaching them.
Taking Black Bess by the forv..ock, our l»>..o i«i hor

towaxds the three other horses, who now !»eei*;«a to a jffer

uncb less apprehension.
Tom King followed closely wehiud Turpin.
Ito thin m&oner. and by spesiking coaxingly every tew

moments, they succeeded in getting dose sr to **•
animals, and, at last, patted them.

After this, aH was easy.

About Black Bess Dici Turpin knew he hci' oo occasion
to trouble himself; he therefore released the hold which
he had previo.isly retained upon her, and grasped the
two others, while Tom King secured the remaining one.

Scarcely had they done this, than Claude Duval and
Sixteen-String Jack, laden with tho trappings belonging
to the four steeds, came running towards them.
At a glance they could tell, not only by the expression

of their countenances, but by their very air and manner,
that something of an unusual aj»* •iciting character had
taken place.

At full speed they came to where Dick Turpin was
standing, and then, flinging down the heavy articles with
which they had been encumbered, they strove to speak,
but they were so breathless with the exertion they had
recently undergone that for a few seconds they were quite

unable to articulate a word.
At length, in a gasping sort of voice, Sizteen-String

Jack said

—

"Quick! quick! For your lives, be quick! Saddle
the horses instantly! Mount, and be off with all the
speed you can make ! Quick I quick ! I say. Saddle the

horses
!

"

" What is the meaning of all thia P " asked Dick Turpin,
to whose arm Maud was again clinging, dreading,, yet
hoping to hear the news.
" There is no time for explanation," said Sixteen-String

Jack. " On with the saddles and bridles ! Quick ! I say

!

I will tell you more presently. But, believe me, there is

now no time to lose.

Urged by the energetic manner in which ho spoke, as

well as by his example, Dick Turpin and Tom King
hastened to accoutre their steeds.

Claude Duval and Sixteen-String Jack occupied them
selves in a similar manner, and with that rapidity whic"n

long practice had given them, they saddled and bridled

theu steeds.

In answer to Dick's repeated inqniries, Sixteen-String
Jack said

—

" We gained the cavern in safety, and found the trap-

pings just where he had deposited them. Taking them
up, we were about to return, when our attention was aU
tiBcted by a slight sound. What it meant, we knew not,

but deemed it important to ascertain.
" Creeping through the brushwood cautiously, we dis

covered that a troop of dragoons were making their way
towards the cavern which they had just left. More than
this we did not wait to «i«e, bat hastened hither, as yon
have seen."
This was, indeed, alarming intelligence, and Dick

Turpin and Tom King no longer wondered at the alarm
which their comrades had manifested.
By the time, however, that these explanations had

taken place, the horses were saddled and ready for imme*
diate use.

With activity they sprang into their saddles, and pre-

pared to st>.i I

Turpin hud no other means of conveying Maud at

present thf-a he had formerly made use of—namely, to

place her tja the saddle before him.
Thic 'if at once di'l, though he determined at the first

opportority that occuireJ to find her some more comfort-
able mode of conveyance, and one not so likely to attract

attention.

While he carri.ic' her thus, everyone they massed could

not fail to noti.^e it as being something \.jusual and
pecwliar.

To attract a»(^jntion was what be least desired i bo*
there was no help for it in this instance, as there was no
other manner iii which Maud could be carried.

No time was lost in making a start after they wore ones
in readiness to do so, and these reflections oecuned to

Dick as he forcid his way through the undergrowth.
There was another circumstance, too, in oonn>"'-on with

carrying Maud m this manner.
WiC a double burden it was uot likely Inat Bi>u!k Beet

could p«it forth that marvellous degree of speed t<?T which
she was so celebrated ; and it seemed more than probable,
on the present occasion, that there would be the greater*

and most pressing need for her utmost powers to be theU
Already their foe* were close behuid tham.
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To K> am, at present, they had made no manifesta-

tioD of their presence, but our friends ooold n^ *eU *»ow

jnddonly or anexpectedly this might happen.
They hoped, however, to be able to eirc.ge from the

chase with dae oaation and deliberation, and not b<» com-
pelled to fl? from it for their liTes.

In the one case, they «ro«iJ have, at least, a chaccG of

aroiding any of their foe^, who might be stationed round
the chase to watch for thuir appearance, but in the other,

detection would be inevitable.

On their way towards the borders of the forest, 8u-
teen-Sti-ing Jack and Claude Duval both declared that the

dragoons, whooe approach to the cavern had so muck
alarmed them, had not heard them, and had no suspioioQ

of them, but they ooold not tell whether or how soon th^
might be followed.

This intelligence was much more cheering and hopefol

than our hero had hoped to receive ; still, h* clung more
than ever to his original idea, that the sooua' they left the
chase the better it would be for them.
His companions had fallen back and allowed him to

lead the way, so he directed his steps in as straight a line

as he could to the outskirts of the forest.

After proceeding in this manner for some distance

without hearing anything of their enemies in the rear,

they were warned by the rapidly-increasing thinness of

the vegetation that they were close to the open country
with which Enfield Ohase was surrounded.
Dick now came to a halt, and his companions did the

tame.
"We had better part here," Turpin said, "since we

have agreed upon the separation taking place. It will be
better to emerge by twos than all four together."
" Certainly !

" said Claude and Jack.
*' There is no need for any delay over the ceremony of

parting, and we have no time to spare. Ton understand
the place at which the meeting is to take place ?

"

" Yes ; do not forget, captain—the triangrcUar piece of

groond, the junctiou of the two roads near Fia-'hley."
'* Depend upon me," replied Dick. " I knon the spot

well ; and on tiie third night from this I will most surely

be there."
"At what hour?"
*' It is impossible to say what hour, for we cannot tell

what may occur. Let it be some time between midnight
and dayl»reak."

"Agreed!"
" One word more, ere we part."
" What is it, captain ?

"

" It wiU be necessaiy for the sake ot jfrmr own safety

that jou use the utmost caution and circumspection in

your progress. Eemember, the roads all round London,
as we have been informed, are nightly patrolled by
detachments of dragoons, whose sole duty it is to endea-
vour to capture us. You will, I fear, have much trouble
in eluding them."
" Eely upon our being cautious to a degree, captain."
" I will do so. The only chance you have of escaping

them, I think, is this. I shall adopt it myself."
"What is it, captain?"
" To avoid the main roads altogether, and travel only

through narow and unfrequented lanes."
" A good thought. As you say, we cannot do better

;

and vou may depend that m this, if in nothing else, we
shall follow your example."
" I am glad you have resolved to do so, b<?caT»8e it will

have the eflfect of removing a great deal of «neas^uf».v ""rom

my mind."
" We shall try oor best to elude our koes, you may

depend. It is not th.» first time we have had to run the
gaunUet, and, for my own part, I feel little *f prehension-*'

It was Claude Duval who spoke.
•• Let us part, then," said Dick Turpiii. " We nave

already lingered here too long. Yet, ere we say farewell,

ook back for the laet time upon the shelter we are about
to leave. I thought old Enfield Chase would have proved
a place of refuge for us for a much longer period than it

bos, but that hope is over. Our sojourn there, though
br.ef, hae been a very happy one. Our foes have forcfld

as to tmit if. FarewoU !

"

A« he epoRe thesfc wordi>, feu comrades looft»- .»8ck

apon the scene they were about leaving, probably ton erer.
They could not bnt regret their departure troia Uue

^aoe under aach oircuTiijtaBoea.

They had hoped that in future times it tvonld havi ween
a place to which they could have repaired, and hidden
themselves frotu their enemies.
Now that hope was entirely over.
Not only had their retreat been discovewd, bnt even the

secret of the cavern, which they had hoped to preserve to
themselves, was now a secret no longer.

After this one long glance at their greenwood home, the
highwaymen turned round.
There was v^ne emotion visible in the counteuauoea of

each of them.
It was caused by their leaving the forest and the

cavfrn.

Barely was it that they were permitted to remain so
long in one place as they had been in this, and already
they had begun to look upon it with those feelings with
which everyone regards home, and they felt leaving it with
a keennese which none save those in their position can
comprehend.
" Farewell

!

" said Dick, again ; and, as ke spoke, he
extended his hand.

It was in succession warmly grasped by Claude Duval
and Sixteen-String Jack, who repeated the word of vale-

diction.

They also shook Tom King warmly by the hand, and
bade adieu to Maud.
" Now," said Turpin, " forward ! Yon shall go first,

and we will follow."
" Right, captain. Farewell ! Remember the third

night from this on the Finchley-road, some time between
midnight and daybreak."
" I will be there," said Turpin, " if I am in life. Fear

nothing upon that head."
" Once more, then, farewell

! " exclaimed Claude Duval
and SLxteen-String Jack j and, as they spoke, they urged
their horses forward.
Again and again did Dick Turpin repeat the word

" Farewell
!
" until their comrades had fairly vanished

from view.

For a moment or two all three were silent and motion-
less.

An uncomfortable feeling of foreboding came over them
as soon as Claude and Jack had disappeared, and it was
in vain they tried to shake off the depression under which
they laboured.
Dick Turpin was, however, the first to recollect himself

and the penl in which they stood.

CHAPTER CCCCI.
DICK TURPIlf AND TOM KING ARE AWACKED AMD PUESUEB
BY THE DRAGOONS, AND UAUD HAS A NARROW ESCAPE
09 HER LIFE.

" We are forgetting that our enemies are so close behind

us," he said. " Now, Tom, do not let us linger any longer.

Our two comrades have gone, and let us follow their ex-

ample. We will, however, endeavour to emerge at another
spot."
" It vnll be most prudent to do so."
" I am of that opinion."

As he uttered these words, Dick Turpin set his steed in

motion.
Now that the trees grew at a greater distance from each

other, and the undergrowth was not so dense, it was
perfectly easy for Tom King to ride abreast with Turpin,
and he accordingly did so.

Instead of going in a straight direction, which would
in a few moments have led them clear of the Chase, they
crept round the borders, intending to emerge at some
point at a considerable distance from that where they had
parted with Claude and Jack.

Scarcely, however, had they proceedea nfty paces, than
they were startled by a sudden blast upon « bugle.

It came from somewhere very close at hand, and struck

upon their ears with so much suddenness that it for a
moment deprived our friends of sense and motion, accus-

tomed as they were to sudden surprises of all descriptions.

The horses, too, reared aUghtly, for even thev w^re

alarmed by the startling abruptness of the sound.
Ere the two highwarymen could recover from tneii

as'uonishment, a sudden crackling and crashing of th<

bushes made itself heard, and then immediately therfc

appealed before them a man, who, at a glance, they aa-^

\ t^ Lb uniform, to be a member of the troop of draaooa»
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He held in hia hand one of those ehort-barrelled oar-

binea wbioh they carry ; and placing this in a moment
to his shoulder, he said

—

" Surrender ! yoa are my prisoners ! Surrender, or

I fire !"

These last words were almost drowned by a tre-

mendous uproar in the distance.

Our friends now understood all.

Indeed, there was no difBculty in coming to a correct

conclusion upon the matter.

The troop of dragoons, which Claude and Jack had
seen approaching aloiu the cavern, had dispBrsed thera-

loli ^ ^^'•r the chase.

Bacto one had been farnisljod with c &ugi9, with lujrtr'jc-

tioBS to blow a loud blaat upon it the momeat thav ca.aght

sight of the highwaymen.
The effect of this bugle blast would be t^ «»n6e the

whole of the little troop to make their way, rntb all epeed,

in the direction from which the sound came-

The dragoon who so boldly and daringly onuled BpOIi

our friends to surrender had suddenly caught eight of tts

two horsemen, who he knew to be those n« sought, from
the description which had been given him.
True to his commands, this dragoon placed the bugle to

his lips, and blew the shrill blast upon it in the manner
we have recorded ; then, eager to earn as much of the

reward as he could, he sprang through the bushes, with
hia carbine in his hand ready for immediate use.

That he was a brave »»»»> his conduct is quite eaough
to prove.

Raising his weapon to biB nouldei, and covering thoKd
ae addressed with it, he called upon them to surrender.

All this took place with so much rapidity that Dick
Turpinand Tom King, who, under the first impulse of the
moment, had reined -in their steeds, had not had time to

set them in motion again.
The remainder of the detachment of dragoons was

very close at hand, and, directly they heard the sound of

the bugle, they rushed towards the spot from which the
sound appeared to come.

It was their approach which caused the uproar that had
followed so close upon the command of the dragoon to our
friends to surrender.

. Truly, they were now in a serious dilemma, and it is uot

to be wondered at if for a moment they hesitated as to

what they should do.

To be driven out of the chase with a party of dragoons
at their heels, was what they most wished to avoid, for it

made their iiscovery almost certain.

Tet, to remain where they were, was quit« out of the
question.

They saw at once that an encounter with the dragooQs
oould not but be most disastrous to them, and that there
would be no hope of their being able to fight it out and
remain the victors.

The real fact was, that our friends, skiliiil and courageous
as they were, would not have stood the ghost of a chance
with a body of men so well drilled in the use of the weapons
they carried as these soldiers were.
They had, therefore, but one resource, and that ^as t{>

fly.

""^ere was a risk in domg this, for the dragoon

poiutea bis weapon at them with a correct aim, and that

he would firt t.-ie instant they attempted to move was

quite certain.

Still this danger, great as it was, must be braved-
_

Ere another secoiid could elapo*, the greater portion of

ihe troop would ba opoo them, for already they could per-

ceive the ghtce: o«' iheir accoutrements as they forced

their way thron^h lue undorwoc/d.

Loud shouts and cries, too, came from their lip«.

It was for Maud that Dick felt moat apprehension.

He was terribly afraid that sho would be wounded.
By her manner, and the way she trjmbled, be nould tell

now great was the alarm nhe felt.

It was to Tom Bang's rapidity ot motion that ner aas^ijt

may be attributed.

Suddenly drawing a loaded pistol from his belt, he 6red

it full in the face of the dragoon with the carbine, w^o
was taken by surprise.

But his finger waa on the trigger, and he fired.

But Tom's shot caused bins to lose his aim, and the

hullet with which the piece was loaded fiew hj^h above

"Forward," he cried to Dick Turpin, his voice min-
gling strangely with the report of the discharged firearm.
" Forward—forward. Use your best speed, and we may
yet escape."
While he spoke, he struck his spurs deeply into his

horse's sides, while Dick Turpin just pressed with his

heels upon the flanks of his bonny mare.
That was enough.
She bounded forward at a gallop that was truly

marvellous to witness, and before the dragoon could
recover from the shock, and before his comrades could
arrive upon the scene, the prey, which at last they made
sure was in their grip, had quite got out of sight. '

At tbis their anger knew no bounds.
It so happened that all the dragoons wer<> on fo®t, for

they had found it impossible to conduct their search o»
horseback, and had, therefore, dismounted.

Nearly all of them had been close enough to see the
highwaymen gallop off at the tremendous rate they did,

and, consequently, were well aware that to att«mpt to

pursue them on foot was worse than useless.

Nevertheless several ran in the direction they had taken,
and had the satisfaction—or rather dissatisfaction—of

seeing them at a considerable distance pushing across the
open country surrounding the chase with all the speed they
were able to make.
These, having once caught sight of our flying friends,

did not remove their gaze, but closely watched the direc-

tion which they took, so as to be able to follow them with
greater certainty.

This was a very useftd precaution.

In the meantime, the captain, with a ready forethought,
for which he deserves due credit, commanded the man
next to him to blow three blasts upon the bugle.
This signal was intended for the men who had charge

of the horses, and they had been previously instructed to

make ibeir way to whence the sounds came without loss

of time.

The clear, sharp notes of the bugle rang oat with great

effect on the clear night air, and made themselves heard
over a large tract of country.
Even our friends heard it in their wild flight, and much

wondered what it meant.
The musical sounds reached, too, the ears for which

they were intended, and were obeyed with that prompti-
tude which characterizes the soldiery.

A serious delay, however, took place in bringing the
horses to the required spot, although not a second was losfe.

Aa soon as they arrived, however, the captain, command-
ing his men to vault into the saddle, showed them the

example by doing so, and was mounted first.

He then called out to them to follow him, and, with the

same reckless impetuosity, dashed forward before he had
time to see whether he was obeyed.
Considering the difficulties they had to contend with

,

the dragoons were fairly mounted, and in full pursuit, in

an incredibly short space of time.

Some minutes had, however, necessarily elapsed, and to

our friends these few minutes were everything.

They enabled them to get such a start of their pursuers

as made their chances of escape much greater.

When the captain rode out of the chase they had
entirely disappeared, and though the country was lighted

up with extreme brilliancy for many miles by the slant

rays ofthe moon, yet he was unable to even cat<2h a glimpse

of them.

^ or was there any sound to indicate their locality.

Thto only chance they had laid in the fact of several o*

the dragoons having watched our friends out ot sijjht, ao

they were able, at any rate, to get upon the right track.

The horses of the dragoons, thoronphly rented and

refreshed, were in excellent condition fOr the road, and

their riders taxed their powers to the utmost.

Away, then, they flew, as thouirh upon " the wings of

the wind," and the rate at which they sped over the ground

seemed, at least, to promise them a chance of overtaking

the fugitives.

Whether or not they were destined U> do this- ««iil vary

shortly be seen.

It is, however, we fancy, in the pursued that the gr^i-'Tut

1

interest is felt, and not in the pursuers.

Leaving, then, the dragoons to push o.. with all spwi^i

after the higbwaymeo. we will describe ¥:J-«>t bappeoed »B

them.
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Owing to the pistol which Tom King had so judi-

oiously fired, the dragoon had been baffled and his aim
confused.

Consequently, although he fired, yet the bullet with

which his piece was loaded did not the least injury to

either Dick Turpin, Maud, or Tom King.
How they then darted off, has already been told.

The two highwaymen had been pursued too many
times in their lives not to know the importance of mak-
ing all they could of the short time that would elapse

before their foes would be in a condition to follow them.

In a chase of this description a good start would be

everything, and, if they should only be lucky enough to

obtain it, they did not doubt, shouLl nothing disastrous

occur, that eventually they would bo able to shake them
off altogether.
Our two old friends did not say a word to each other

;

the rate at which they were travelling entirely precluded
conversation, but there was no necessity for speech,

they perfectly understood what was to be done.

Urging their horn's to the utmost, they flew over the
country at a speed which entirely took away their breath
and carried them out of sight of their enemies.
They did not take to the road, but kept in a straight

line across the face 6f the country.
For the most part they had to traverse meadow lands,

and the only obstructions to their headlong course were
Buch as hedges and ditches.

Over these they forced their flying steeds to leap.

From time to time they cast anxious glances back in

the direction of the chase, but they could see nothing
of the dragoons, who were, as we have related, wailing
for their horses to be brought to them.

This cheered their spirits, and encouraged them to
make fresh exertions, for could they once get clear out
of sight, they felt sure they would escape.

It was a circumstance which rather struck them with
surprise that they had encountered none of the other
troops of dragoons, of whose existence the spy had in-

formed them, and with whom they fully expected to
come into contact.

It might be that the reason of this was that they had
not taken to the high road anywhere, but had kept clear

across the meadows.
This conjecture was partially correct, but there was

another reason with which the reader will presently be
made acquainted.

It is certain that the flying highwaymen felt much
pleasure in consequence.
Suddenly, however, they came in sight of a narrow,

cross-country lane, and immediately drew in their steeds.
They wore separated from it by a low hedge only, and

over this they leaped.
When they alighted in the road they rem aided for a

moment or two immovable, for the double purpose of
allowing their steeds to recover, to some extent, from the
tremendous exertions which they had made, and to allow
Dick and Tom an opportunity of looking back and ascer-
taining whether their pursuers were on their track.
But though they looked with keen and practised eyes

in the direction of the chase, they were unable to see
anything of them.

Rejoiced at this circumstance, the two highwaymen
ventured to address a few words of enaouragement and
hope to each other.

Dick Turpin cheered Maud as well as he was able.
The poor girl was in a terrible state of alarm, but

events had lately taken place with so much rapidity
that she was scarcely able to realize the full extent of
her danger.

She was unhurt, and our hero felt no small amount of
joy upon being made acquainted with this important fact.

She was breathless, however, not with terror alone, but
with the rapidity with which she had been carried along.

•' Our foes have no horses ready," said Tom Kinu
;

" you may depend that is the reason we have been able
to get 80 far in advance of them."

" It may be," replied Turpin ;
" but we must not

trust to that."
" Certainly not."
"I think, now that we have arrived at this cross-

country road unperceived,that the best thing we can do
is to keep along it at tolerable speed, but not so as to
exhaust our horses quickly."

" That is precisely my opinion, Dick," said Tom King.
" We shall be able to turn, and wind and double upon
our course in such a manner that (5ur pursuers will be
fairly puzzled if they attempt to follow us."

" We will try if we cannot bring about suc\i a desi-
rable result; and by confining ourselves entirely to these
narrow lanes, and not venturing out upon the highroads
at all, I think we shall be able to avoid coming into
collision with the other troops that may be patrolling
the roads."

" J\i8t so. I think there can bo no doubt aLjut that."
" Forward, then. We ought to be moving, and our

horses by this time have rested long enough to reoover
their spent wind."
Dick Turpin gave Black Bess the reins as he spoke,

and the noble animal immediately set off at an easy
gallop, but which, nevertheless, got over a large piece of
ground in a surprisingly short space of time.

It was a pace, too, which Tom King was able to keep
up with.

The lane wound about as country lanes nearly always
do, and scarcely any time could they see twenty yards
before them.
This it was not likely they would find fault with,

because it gave them a better opportunity of keeping
out of sight of their pursuers.

Unfortunately for them, however, the hedges »n both
sides were not high enough to conceal them from the
view of any persons who might be in the meadows.
This they could not remedy, so, very wisely, they

made the best they could of their position.

They now perceived, though, that the moon was ra-
pidly declining towards the western horizon, and they
knew by this that dawn was not far distant.
This was an inducement for them to increase their

speed, for, from the mere fact of his having Maud upon
the saddle before him, it made Diok desirous of reaching
some place of shelter and safety before daylight fairly
came. —

—

CHAPTER CCCCII.

DICK TURPIN AND TOM KING AEE LULLED INTO A
SENSE OF FALSE SECURITY.

It was quite certain that the attention of anyone who
passed them would be at once attracted by so unusual
a circumstance.

Curiosity would be roused—the whole affair would be
commented on, and, as a natural consequence, the dra-
goons would have little or no difficulty in tracing them,
This consideration, then, which he communicated t(l

his companion, induced Dick to accelerate his speed.
At that early hour of the morning—an hour at most

before sunrise—it was scarcely likely they would meet
with any persons in these lonely lanes ; but as soon as
the sun rose it would be a different matter, for rural in-

habitants are usually early abroad.
All around them the country was monotonously level,

but with this they were well enough pleased, for it

enabled them to get over the ground in much less time,
for they had no steep hills to climb.
Lower and lower sunk the moon, until at length she

disappeared beneath the western horizon, and still our
friends oontinned their way.
There was nothing to be seen of their enemies, and if

they were in the rear they were at so great a distance
as to be completely out of sight.

This wns encouraging to our friends, whoao hopes of
ultimately being able to elude their foes increased every
moment.
Day dawned.
A faint, cold, misty sort of light crept by slow degrees

over the whole country.
Gradually, distant objects were brought to view ; and

when at length day fully came, our friends reined in their

steeds, and Tom King, standing in his stirrups, looked
long and eagerly in the direction they had just come.

Attentively he scanned every object, no matter how
small or remote, but still he was unable to detect any-
thing moving. •
For a long time he continued thus scanning the coun-

try, and shading the extraneous light w"th his hands.
Still he could see nothing; and at length, with an

expression of content and satisfaction upon his couu-
tenanoe, he once more sea*'^d hircself in the saddl©,
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* All 18 well, Dick," he said. " Th&i capital rtart we
had did the business. We have fairly got rid of our

pursuers. They are, I am convinced, tio where in sight."
" I am glad to hear that," said Dick. " Andnow I think

the next thing we mast see aboat doing, is to fln.l aome
place where we can remain all day, auJ -^aere our iorses

will be able to have proper food and rest."
" Decidedly. If we are not careful M attend to tiieir

wants, it will be all over with us."
" You are right ; our lives wholly depend upon thewi

and, therefore, we cannot be too careful."
" We had better jog on gently. I should think, befo.*

we proceed much fiirther, we shall certainly be able to

meet with some plactrwhere we shall be ab'« to put up for

• time."
" I hope M."
" What wo want to find is some quiet, o«it-of-the-way

road-side public house— one as tar removad from other

dweUings as possible, and the less frequented, *Jie better."
" You aro right ; that is just the dort ^f place w« re-

quire."
" We must look out tor it. Come forjvard J tt will k.-e

best not to linger. I expect every DrKHUimt to Caeei *ilh
9<imeone."

The highwaymen urged their hor<4es to gO Slate* , aud
quickly reached the termination of l^e iaud*

It opened into a broad co'intry read
Upon reaching this piace our fri^sutid paused iiO rscOb-

ooitre.

No one appeared to be in sight, however, but a litti^J

distance down this road to the left could be seen the roof

and chimneys of some building.

A second glance showed them that at that portion of

the road which was opposite to the dwelling e post was
fixed, which carried a swinging sign.

It was about a quarter of a mUe oflF.

The early rays of the rising sun fell upon th<B sign-

board and revealed some gilding upon it, but what it was
they were too far oflF to see.

"There is the very place we are looking "'•'•, it appears
to me," said Tom King, as he pointed towards it ; "I do
not think we can do better than make our way towards
It."
" I am of the same opinion," replied Turpin, " though,

bttd I been permitted any choice in the matter, I should
have preferred one in some less busy road."
" In some respects such a one might have been njore

desirable, but pe^haps it is better as it is. 1 am inclined

to think that we shall act wisely by taking up <vir quar-

ters there."
" So am I ; and the thing which influences me most ie

the fatigfl-* which Black Bess so palpably exhibits. A
doable load is too much for her.**

"It is; but what you have just said has put me in

mind of something which I am sure demands cnvr earnest

attention."

"What is it"
" If you ride up to the ian yonder with Maud etiU

seated on the saddle before yoa, suspicion will be imme-
diately aroused."

" True. I am glad yon mentioned it."
" At any rate, it will be provocative of cariosity and

eomnient, and we want to he aa little noticed as possible."
" Just so."
" What means you would like to adept to get ewer this

difficulty, I know not. At any rate, some c:<«iuis must be
devised.
" Unquestionably. Have you any plan P

"

" No.*'
" I must thiflK of one, then."
Dick Turpin relapsed into silence.

He comprehended in a moment the fuh foice of wli^
his comrade had said to him, and was aware of the im
perative necessity of diverti?\^ all observation from them
as much as possible.

"There is only one plan that I can think of oy which
this difficulty may ^ overcome," he said, at length.
"What is it?''
" I am not at all pleased with it," he replied, " and if

you could devise some other, I should be glad."
" Let me hear it." »
" It is this. Suppose Maud alights, and remains for a

tittlo while in the road. In the meantime, we will make
-^T «ay to the iaa, iw<b to our ntseds, and fctien «it dcvro

in one of the roc •»«, saying that we expea a ladt

presently, «nd that they are to show her into the ro«.

" I undixstand," said Tom. " Maud would walk qui

towards the inn."
" Just so."
" It is a good plan, and one well calculated to divert

suspicion."
" 1 think so ; bi4, at the same time, 1 am very on*

willing to leave Maud here in the road to walk on by her*
self."

" If that is the only thing you have to urge against the
plan," said Maud, gently, " consider it as nothing. I am
willing to do much more than that to secure your safety.

Let me alight."
" Brave girl," said Dick, as he pressed her still closet

to his breast. " 1 am most unwilling that you should
incur the danger of walking to this inn."
" W|hat danger can there be ? Your enemies are Car

oehind. I heard you say as much."
" True, but there is always danger, and I dread to allow

vou to be a moment out of my sight."
" It will not take many moments, and I shall scarcely

be (fat of your sight. Let me ahght. I am sure nc
better means could be found of averting suspicion."

Tiiis was exactly what Dick himself thought, but still

I

be was reluctant to agree to its adoption.

I

At length, however, after she had renewed her eo*

treaties, he assisted her to the ground, after giving hei

very particular instructions as to what she should do.

To all of them she promised implicit obedience, and a

few words of parting having taken place between them,
the two highwaymen started oflf, leaving her on foot upon
the road.

A feeling of uneasiness, for which be was totally at a

loss to account, filled Dick's breast upon thus leaving her
behind him, and all his efforts to banish it were unavail-

ing.

At every few yards he turned back to look where she
was standing, until he was warned by Tom King of the
danger of indulging in this propensity.

The reader must be pleased to understand that, what we
have just described, took place near the end of the lane,

and not upon the broad road into which it debouched.
The reason for this was that they were fearful of being

seen by any of the inhabitants of the inn, some of whom
might be at the upper windows.
As soon as they had started, however, Maud ventured

to emerge into the roadway, where she stood, with clasped
hi.nds, watching their disappearance.
A similar sensation to that which filled Dick's breast

weighed also upon her spirits.

She felt a strange foreboding, such as she had nevo>

before experienced.
She felt inexpressibly lonely, and, though Turpin was

fully in sight, it seemed to her as though she had part^
from him for ever.

So strong was this idea, that it was not without diffi*

culty that she restrained her impulse to call out to him to

return.

Ashamed of this weakness—^for so she termed it—she
forebore to do so.

She saw him turn round in the saddle and look after

her, and she waved her hand in token of recognition.

Her eyes filled with tears as he receded more and more
from her view, and a terrible dread that she should see
him no more—that she was then taking her last look of

him— filled her bosom.
She saw them both halt before the inn, and then entei

the yard.

Upon seeing them thus utterly vanish, she taont into
tears.

Her impatience and anxiety would not allow her to

remain any longer where she was, and, with slow and totter,

ing steps, she walked along the dusty road towards the inu.

Ilere we will leave her, and return to the two highway-
men.

It was well that Tom King had sufBc!eot forethought to

warn his comrade against continuing to look back in the

manner he had done, for such a proceeding woold b«ve
inevitably canned suspicion.
" It is necessary that we should be cantiooa to •

degree," continued Tom King. " You oiay depend evt^r^

bydy is on the alert."
" J?c doubt~«o dopM,"
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' and tsat reminds me when we go to the ion, be

eftreful to choose a sittiug-room upstairs."
" Why ?

"

" Because, from an upper window we shall bo sure to

have more extensive prospect than one on the ground-

floor, and I should recommend that we keep a continual

look-out for our foes, lor you cannot tell how soon the

dragoons may get upon our track, and it will never do to

be taken at unawares by such adversaries as those."
" You are quite right," said Dick Turpin, " and I am

pleased to find that you have lost none of your old

prudence and ability. It really seems like old times for

OS both to be upon tKe road together, and makes me long

for an adventure."
"Hush!" said Toir/. " We may be overheard."

A.3 he spoke, he checked his steed, and Dick imme-
diately did the same.

Early as waa the hour—being only just after sunrise

—

there were ample indications that the inmatea of the inn

were all astir

As soon as our friends paused before the door, a stout:

but somewhat aged man appeared upon the threshold.

There was something in the expression of this hale oia

man's countenance that gave our Iriends quite a feeung of

satisfaction to look upon.
It was beaming with health and good humour, and tbere

was a merry twinkle visible in his clear, bright, gray eye.

His head was almost bald, and his shining pate made

him seem at once venerable and agreeable.

All this our frieds noted in a moment, and the next

thing that struck them favourably was the scrupulous

cleanieess that was visible, not only in his person, but ovei

the whole of the house.
, r- n a

"Good morning, gentlemen," he saia cheertuily ana

respectfully, carrying his hand to bis forehead as he spoke.

" Do you want to bait here ?
"

" Yes, if we can do so."
" Then you can. I think, if you will give it a trial, tn«

there is the best of accommodation, loth for man aai

beast, at tbo * Mountain Rill.'
"
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•* That ia tlie sign of the hoiise, I snppoRe."
" Tea ; you cau see it is, if jou will jrtst glance np to

the eign-lxjard, and you'll see my name underneath it

—

Timothy Goclridge.''^
" Well, Mr. Gocdridge," said Turpin, ** we will try the

accommodation yon speak of."
" Thank yo>\, gentlemen. Would you pleaao to walk

ic?"
" Not ju9t this moment. We would prefer to see our

horses safe first,"

" Yoa leave that to me," said Timothy Qoodridge. " I'll

c^ll the ostler out; he will take cave of them."
" Oh I never mind. That's the way to the stables, I

eapposo," said Dick, pointing under an archway. " We
will find the ostlor oui'selves."

As he spoke, our hero turned his horse's head in the
direction of which he had spoken, and Tom King instantly

followed his example.
The landlord knew very well that it was always injudi-

cious to opp»se the inclinations of his cuskomGrs.so he
ran after them, calling loudly upon the osller as he Jid ao.

That worthy vei7 soon made his appearance, and took

hold of the horees' bridles while they alighted.

During the tim« lie was removing their trappings, Dick
took the landlord on one side.

" If you can accommodate us with a private room for

the remainder of the day, and a couple of bedroome, we
should feel mnch obliged. Can you do sO ?

"

" Certainly, gentlemen ; certainly."
'* Have you any sitting-rooms np-staira P

**

The landlord scratched his head.
" There's the best room in the front oi the hoiiiHi on the

Brst-floor."
" Is it engaged F"
"No."
*• Then we will take it."

"As you please, gentlemen.'*
" And there is something else, which i shall want yon

to attend to at once."
" I am entirely at your service, gc-ntlemen."
" I expect a lady to call here in a few moments. She

will inquire for us. When she does so, you will be good
enough to show her into the best room of the first-Hoor, of

which yon have spoken."
" Very good, gentlemen

; your orders shall be obeyed.
But please to come to the house. The oetler vsiil take
care of the horses."
" All right, we will follow you immediately. Do you

make haste to the front door, for I cannot tell how soon
the lady may arrive."

After this the landlord found it impossible to stay any
longer, so he waddled off at once.
As eoon as he had gone, cnr friends turned their atten-

tion to the ostler, whose sympathy it was in the highest
degree necessary for them to elicit.

Ahe preliminary present of a crown-piece had the effect

cf pmcing them on excellent terms with each other, and
the highwaymen adroitly bept him in conversation with
them while he groomed and fed the horses.

Having satisfied themselves upon this point, as weS na
ascertaining the position of the stable, its distance frvm
the house, the place where the saddles and bridles were
deposited, as well as the manner in which the door was
faqf/irDcd, they crossed the yard, all the time looking oare-

iiUy about them, and entered the inn by the back door.

CHAPTER CCCCIII.

rUS CONDUCT OF TIMOTHY GOODRIDGE, tar. LANDLOKD,
BECOMES SUSPICIOUS.

That there was nothing whatever calculated to arouse
Buspidon in the manner in which our two friends had
arrived at the " Mountain Bill " inn, the leader must be
well aware.
For two horsemen well mouatcd to halt as they did for

refreshment, both for their beasts and for themselves, was
& thing that happened frequently in those days, when the
facilities for travoHing which wc now possess did not
ezist.

Neither was there anythmg suspicious or extraordinary
is the very legitimate message they gave the landlord

rwpscUiig the arrival of a lad^y.

Ail diis WW dae to Tom King'e ORoti^ wtiOt although

they vfero co near to EnGcld Ohase, aad consequentW bo
close to their foes, nevertheless 'noped that they would be
able to remain at this inn for a sufficient length of time to
enable them to recuperate their strength wsi .jonsult upou
what was to be done ia the future.

For our own part we cannot help consiUf^jag their
position somewhat tickiiah, aad by no means share the
confidence which they not only exhibited but felt.

Just as though he had lived there all his life, Dick
Turpin placed his thur.ib upon the latch of the back door,

I and, raising it, entered the inn.

He found himself in a large and comfortable kitchen,
in which, however, tliere was no company, though thia

was easOv d«x>uutod for by the fact that the sun had only
just risfin.

Neverthelesa, a cheerful Cre was burning in the grate,
and the whole of the room presented that appearance of
cleanliness, neatness, and order which had impressed our
two friends so favourably when they first htilted in front
of the inn.

A mere passing glance, which they cast around them as
they crossed the kitchen, showed them this.

Just before them was a partially-open door, and to thia
they, of course, directed their steps.

It led into the passage communicating with the front
door.

Here the landlord still stood.

He was looking earnestly down the road, and shading
his eyes with his hands, for the sun shone into them in a
perplexing manner.
So intently occupied was he, that ha did not obaorre

our friends approach.
It was evident from this that Maud had not arrived.

For this the highwaymen were not sorry ; they would
have preferred to have got comfortably seated in their

private room.
As they approached the fixmt door, however, the laud*

lord turned round.
As soon as he caught sight of thom he oime towards

them.
" You took me at unawares, gentlemen. I thought yon

would have come back the other way. Pray'paidon my
not being here to receive you."

'"* Don't mention that, I bog ; but toll me, has the lady
about whom I spoke to you yet arrived ?"
" She has not, sir. Will she come on foot P

"

" VYhy do you ask that question ? " said Tom King.
" No offence, sir, 1 hope ; but I was going to eay that if

CO, there is a lady slowly coming this way."
" That is her, then," said Turpin. " Be sure that you

are at hand to receive her."
" All right, worthy sir. Would you like to go upstairs

at once ? It will be some minutes, no doubt, before the
lady arrives."

'' Yes. Who is there to show me to the apartment P
"

" I will, sir."
" But I want you to etay at the front door and keep

watch."
"The lady is a distance down the road, sir; and it

won't take me a moment to run upstairs and show yoa
your room."
" Very good, then 5 make haste !

"•

Tbo landlord was almost as good as his word._
The leugt.li of time it took him to show our friends into

the front room was eliort, indeed; and, having done, he
desceaded the stairs with greater alacrity than anyene
would have imagined possible.

Dick Turpin's first impulse, upon entering the room,
was to make his way to the window.
Tom King closely followed hira, and the glance which

he cast into the roadway was but little less anxious than
that of his captain.

There was no Inland to be seen.

What could be the meaning of this P

They had fully expected to catch sight of her approach.
kig, and to have incrc.iaod her confidence by ebov/uig her
that they were in safety.
" Did not the landlord any he could see hor rd ecma

distance down the road p " asked Turpicj anxiously.
" He did, Dick."
" But I can see nothing of her."
" Nor I. Yet stay. I have a thought. How fooliah

of us, to be sure !

"

" Ho«?—what do you mean P I do not understand you."
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" Why, we have been long enough talking to the land-

lord and getting to the window to allow Maud to have

reached the door."
" Of course. I divi not give the matter a thought, and

expected to see her at a diatatico still."

" She has arrived, you may depend."
" This window does not command a view of the front

door, which appears to me to bo immediately below us."

"Doubtless it is."
" There will not be much risk in opening the window.

Lot us do so. You see it opens like a door. We should

then be able to see easily enough."
" Let us do 60."

Dick Turpin hastily turned the little fastening of the

latticed window, and opened it carefully.

Then both looked out.

The sound of voicps reached their ears, and almost
instantly they saw Maud standing at the door.

The landlord was there, aiid appeared to be question-

ing her closely.

Doubtless his curiosity was aroused, and ho desired

to learn all he could about his customers.
There was a look of deep distress upon Maude's coun-

tenance that made Dick angry to witness.

Doubtless she was alarmed at the cross-examination

to which she was being subjected.

Dick could not contain himself sufHciently to remain
a spectator of tliis scene for a moment.

•'That will do, landlord !" he called out. "That is

the lady I expect : lot her coma up."
This action of Dick's was rather an injudicious one,

but perhaps it did not matter, as there was no one in

sight. Ho was conscious that he had acted incau-

tiously the moment after he had spoken, and drew in

his head hastily.

When the landlord looked up he had disappeared.

Maud gave vent to a faint scream of surprise as the

well-known accents fell upon her ears.

Where thoy came from she knew not, for when she

locked around Turpin was nowhere visible.

With considerable confusion perceptible both in his

voice and manner, the landlord spoke.
" This way," he said, " this way. Be good enough

to walk this way. The gentlemen you desire to see are

in the best room upstairs."

Maud followed, of course.

The mere fact of her arrival at the door of the inn
will suffice to assure the reader that she performed her
walk in safety.

What, then, the forebodings portended which had so

filled her breast she knew not.

Dick Turpin, after having spoken from the window
in tiie manner we have recorded, hastened to tlie door
of tiie room, and, opening it, listened for Maude's ap-
proach. He could soon hear the sounds of the land-

lord's voice, which, somehow or other, had grown dis-

tasteful to his ear^.

He was apologizing to her for having detained her.

In another moment the couple reached the top of the

stairs, and the landlord, with many bows, ushered her

into the apartment.
With a low, hysterical cry of joy, Maud sprang for-

ward. Dick caught her in his arms.
Ho was somewhat surprised at this exhibition of

feeling. He endeavoured to soothe her.

In the meantime, Tom King, who had all his wits

about him, ingeniously got rid of the gaping and cuii-

ous landlord by ordering him to bring the breakfast up
as quickly as possible.

After this order, Mr. Timothy Goodridge could do no-

thing but retire, and he reluctantly left the room.
His curiosity was strongly roused, and as yet he had

not been able to elicit any information calculated to

quoU it.

Dick soon succeeded in soothing Maud and calming
her agitation.

When she fully realized that Turpin was safe, her ex-

citement passed away.
Our hero questioned her closely with respect to her

conversation witli the landlord.
It was just as he had expected.
The landlord had asked a multitude of questions, all

having the same tendency ; namely, to elicit from her
some information respecting his two early visitors.

Maud, however, had been fully on her guard, despite

the excitement under which she laboured, and Mr.
Goodridge had not succeeded in exacting anything from
her at the moment when Turpin put an end to the

colloquy by speaking from the window above.

All was now well, and after a few more words had
been exchanged, Maud retired to the bedroom to arrange
her disordered dress and attend to her toilette.

Turpin and King, too, were not at all sorry to do the

same thing, and when the landlord came up with a first-

rate breakfast, consisting of a host of homely deli-

cacies, all three presented a much more civilized appear-
ance than they had done a short time previously.

That all three were blessed with a good appetite the
reader need scarcely be told, and, notwithstanding the

dangers which they had so recently passed through, and
tlie no less serious ones which seemed to menace them
in the future, they sat down to this tempting meal with

as light hearts as any in Christendom.
Even Maud smiled, and looked as gay and happy aa

her two companions, though occasionally her fair face

would become clouded when her thoughts were directed

to the future.

By the time the breakfast was finished—washed down
as it was by copious draughts of ale of excellent quality

—our friends felt much inclined to beat peace with all

the world, and they became oblivious of all that was sus-

picious and disagreeable in the landlord's character while

thinking of the good fare he had placed before tliem.

Aware, as they all of necessity were, of the importance
of sleep in recuperating the body from fatigue, and being

also conscious that some length of time might possibly

elapse before they would have so good an opportunity

of slumbering as they had at the present time, they

agreed that they should sleep, if possible, till nightfall.

For both the highwaymen to have surrendered them-
selves to slumber would have been dangerous to a de-

gree, and so it was arranged that Turpin and King
should take it in turns to watch.

The lot fell first upon Tom King.
Drawing the dingy curtain which hung before the

window, he sat down in such a manner that though he
could command a good view of the country around, yet

it would have been difficult for any one on the outsido

to have caught sight of him, and to have distinguished

his form and features would have been impossible.

Here, then, he sat, with his eyes roaming constantly

over the vast expanse of flat country spread out before

him, in order to ascertain at the earliest moment whe-
ther the dragoons were approaching.
His first care was to make his eye thoroughly familiar

witli every feature of the landscape spread out beforo

him, so as to be the better able to detect quickly the

appearance of anything unusual.

This was a wise precaution, but there really seemed
no need of it, for the time wore on, and still there wore
no signs of the approach of the dragoons.

From this Tom began to indulge in the hope that thoy

had really been successful enough to elude them alto-

gether.
At length the termination of his time of watching

was reached, and, punctual to a moment, Dick entered

the room to relieve his friend.

A few words passed betwen them as to what had
taken place.

Dick was well pleased to hear that Tom had not seen

anything of the dragoons ; and he, too, ventured to hope
that for a time they were safe from their enemies.

Tom King was right glad to be relieved, though ho

exhibited no hurry to retire ;but Turpin could see by his

haggard face how much he stood in need of rest.

At his urgent solicitation, he betook himself to the

bedchamber which had been provided for him, and Tur-

pin resumed his place at the window.
With no less eagerness and keenness than his com-

panion ho scanned attentively the various features of

the landscape.
But all was satisfactory.

Whore the dragoons were, or how it was they had
not succeeded in tracking them to their present place

of refuge, he was at a loss to think.

From the window at which he sat ho had a prospect

of many miles, but Enfield Chase was far beyond the

limits of his vision.
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Still his caution did not relax, and well was it for

bim that it did not.

As noon approached, he suddenly perceived in the far

distance something which glittered brightly in the sun.

Instantly his eyes were fixed upon it with a most
piercing gaze.

The glittering object moved, although but slowly.

Still it did move, and not for long did Dick remain in

doubt as to what it was.
The great distance at which the object appeared to

be would at once account for its motion scorning to be
so slow.

It was a portion of the troop of dragoons.
It might be that their horses were going at a walking

pace only, but that it was from the accoutrements of the

soldiers that the glittering proceeded Dick felt confident.

Ho did not yet venture to arouse his companion, but
resolved to do so should the troop draw nearer.

But this they did not appear to do.

Their course, slow as it seemed, was still continued
at the same rate ; but Turpin fancied that they came
no nearer to the inn.

After a time be was convinced of this, and then Le
came to a correct conclusion upon the point.

The dragoons he had seen were pursuing a road
parallel with the one on which the inn was built, and he
was presently confirmed in this idea by perceiving
that the dragoons slowly receded from his view, till at

length they vanished altogether.
It was just after this that Tom King entered the room.
The time allotted to him for sleep had now expired.

CHAPTER CCCCIV.
DICK TUEPIN AND TOM KING ENDEAVOUR TO AE-

EANGE THEIR FUTURE PROCEEDINGS.
So absorbed was Dick Turpin's attention, th.at he was
unconscious of Tom King having entered the room.
He did not hear the unclosing of the door, nor yet his

comrade's footstep as he approached him.
It was not, indeed, until Tom placed his hand upon

his shoulder that Diok became aware of his presence.
He started and turned round,but he was reassured the

moment ho caught sight of his companion's countenance.
" Has my term of watching just expired, then ?"
" It has. Has the time passed so quickly that you

wore unconscious of it ?"

" The fact is, Tom, my attention has been much
absorbed for some time past."

" What has happened ?"

" Nothing of an alarming character, I hope."
"That's well."
" Sit down a moment, Tom, and I will tell you."
" Do so. I was about to ask you to remain. I, too,

have something I wish to say, and perhaps we shall not
be able to find a better opportunity than the present."

" What is it you wish to say ?"

" That you shall know presently. Let me hear you
first."

Dick made no demur or hesitation, but at once told
his comrade what he had seen.

We need not repeat his words, for the reader already
knows the subject of his communication.
At first Tom was anxious, but, by the time our hero

had finished his narrative, his uneasiness very much
abated.

" The dragoons are hovering around us, that is cer-

tain, and the sooner we get to some other part of the
country from this the better."

" Undoubtedly ; and that at once brings me to the
subject upon which I wished to speak to you."

" What, our leaving this place ?"
" Yes."
" I had made up my mind to take my departure this

very night and to travel until daybreak, by which time
we shall be at a considerable distance from the scene
of our late exploits."

" So we should ; and, what I regret is, the difficulties

which lie in the way of our departing from here to-night."
" Difficulties?" repeated Dick. " What difficulties ?"
" Can it be possible that you are ignorant of them f"
Dick reflected a moment.
"I see, the same thought has not occurred to you,"

continued Tom King, " The difficulty is Maud."

" Maud ?"

" Yes. Cannot you see that it will be impossible to
leave here without doing so in a manner highly calculated
to excite the suspicions of the landlord, whose curiosity
we have good reason to believe is already so much in-

flamed ? Cannot you see that, as we are now situated, wo
cannot direct our steps to a place of safety without both
distressing Black Bess, and calling forth the attention
of all those persons we may chance to enconnter ?"

" I see it all now," said Dick, who had been silent
and thoughtful during his companion's long apeeoh.
" I see it all now, and am at a loss to think now I could
have overlooked it."

" I have been thinking of it for some time," returned
Tom King; "and I think the matter one of sufficient

importance to call for immediate attention."
" It is, it is."
" We ought, too, to make some kind of arrangement

as to our future plan of action. We have much to re-

flect upon ere we can come to a decision."
" We have, indeed."
" But first of all we must make up our mind as to

what we are to do to-night. I am of opinion that to
remain here will be running a greater risk than we are
justified in incurring."

" Yet, what is to be done ? Maud cannot be left

behind."
" True ; and it is equally certain that it will never do

to take her with us as wo brought her here. It would
be folly to think of reaching a place of safety."
"What do you propose, Tom? If you have con-

sidered this matter over I am sure you have come to
some conclusion. You are not one to point out a diffi-

culty without being able to suggest a remedy."
" I have certainly thought over different modes of

getting out of this dilemma."
" And you found one that was better than the rest

;

one, in fact, that would perfectly answer the end we
have in view."

" I cannot say for that ; but still I have a plan."
" Let me know it, then. Tell it me at once."
" In the first place, then, our difficulty is in taking

Maud with us with the means of which we are at pre-

sent in possession."
"Just so."
" It is clear that Maud must accompany us, and,

therefore, what remains is to find some means by which
she can do so."

" But what moans can be found ?"

" That is just it ; and much will depend on the reply
you give to my next question."

" What is it P"
" Can Maud ride ?"
" Oh, yes."
" You are sure of that ?"

"Oh, quite."
" That is all right. The rest is easy."
" Pardon me, but you have not explained yourself

very clearly."
" I know I have not, but will do so in a moment. Let

us call the landlord and ask him whether he has a horse
to dispose of. Doubtless he has, for I saw several in

the stable as well as a side-saddle."
" I see now. Your plan is a good one."
" I am glad you think so. It may, perhaps, look sus-

picious for us to have a female travelling with us in

this manner, but it is quite certain it will not be so
suspicious as to have her seated before you."

" Certainly not. Tom, I heartily approve of your
plan, and am much obliged to you for suggesting it to

me, or otherwise I should probably not have seen the
danger until at the last moment."

" Shall we call the landlord f

"

" If you like."
" I think it will be best to settle this part of the

business first. We shall then be better able to talk

over our future arrangements."
"Agreed."
" We will call the landlord, then, at once,"
" Just so. But I have a caution to give yon. I have

already said how much his curiosity is inflamed. It
will, therefore, be necessary to use great caution in
addressing him."

•' Trust me for that."
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•• I can do so, I know ; but still, there was no harm in

breathing a cantion."
*• None whatever."
The landlord was now called.

He obeyed the summons with alacrity.

As Tom had truly said, his curiosity was muflh inflamed.
He felt convinced in his own mind that a mystery of

ome kind hung over his customers, and though 3
thousand different solutions suggested themselves- 1* his

mind, he failed to hit upon the right one.

He was glad enough to mak« hia way into the chamoer,
for he hoped thereby to glean some additional informa-

tion.

Assuming a most obsequious manner, he bowed low as

he entered the room, and said—
" What are your commands, gentkmen ?

"

" A bottle of your best port aad three wine-glasses,

landlord," said Dick Turpin.
Mr. Goodridge bowed, and withdrew.
" Three wine-glasses !

" he muttered, as he descended
the stairs. " What can they want with three wine-
glasses ? The lady is not with them, but perhaps she
will come presently. That must be it ! The third wine-
glass is for the lady."

Thus muttering and ruminating, the landlord pro-

ceeded to execute his guests* commands.
Then, going up once more into the room, he was sur-

prieed to hear Dick say

—

" Put the bottle and glasses on the table, landlord, and
a chair and sit down with us. We want to speak to

yon."
The landlord was completely taken aback.
This was what he was furthest from expecting.
Nevertheless, he retained sufficient seLf-possession to

obey, and, drawing a chair to the table, he sat down in an
attitude compounded of assurance and deference.

In the meantime, Turpin proceeded to draw the cork
from the bottle of wine, and, having done so, filled the
three glasses.

One was pushed towards ihe landlord, who took it with
a trembUng and expectant hand, and a toast having been
proposed, he raised it to his lips.

The two highwaymen emptied their glasses at one
gulp, and then Dick Turpin somewhat abruptly
approached the business he had in hand.
" Landlord," he said, " I have called you to see

whether you can assist us out of a little difficulty. You
look a man of discernment and experience, and, for that
reason, we have ventured to trouble you with our affairs.".

At this very flattering speech the landlord grinned com-
placently, and, bowing his head with an affectation of
modesty, said nothing, but waited for our hero to pro-
ceed.

*' I fancy I was not wrong in thinking that you would
do your best to serve us in our present strait."
" You were quite right, sir," said the landlord ;

" and,
in this business as well as in every other, it will be my
constant effort to deserve satisfaction."
" That is all right," said Turpin ;

" and now to come
to the point. That young lady who called here to see us
wishes to continue her journey in our company, but, un-
fortunately, it is impossible."
" How impossible ?

"

" Why, yon see, we have but a horse a piece, and she
cannot ride upon one of these."
" Certainly not."
" Well, then, what we want is to find some means of

allowing her to travel along with us."
" I understand," said the landlord ; " and A fo iaps

that I can get you out of your difficulty without
trouble at all."
" I am glad to hear that," said Dick. " Have another

glass of wine."
He pushed the bottle towards the landlord an he apoke^

who did not hesitate to replenish his glass.
" I can seen my way clear enough," oontinned Mr,

G«odridge, " provid''^ ^ne thing."
"What?"
•* That the lady can ride."
" Oh ! yes ; the lady can ride."
The landlord rubbed hia handa together in a satisfied

Bianner.
" Then," he said, *• I have got as nice a lady's horsem

MB ever wm *«aed. I bought it tery cheap

some days ago, thinking I might 80m« day sell it to
advantage."
" Well, an orportunity has now offered itself. I am

quite willing to buy the horse for the lady if it is a good
one."
" Come down aod see it," said the landlord, forgetting

his curiosity in the prospect of selling the horse advan-
tageously. " Come down, and I'll show it you at once."
"All right, so we will ; but we will finish this bottle

first."

More glasses were filled and emptied, and then all throe
rose.

Tom King and the landlord went first, but Turpin
lingered behind.
Tom knew hia motive, and contrived to occupy the

whole of the landlord's attention.

Turpin tapped at the door of Maud's room.
She opened it in a moment, and her face lighted up with

pleasure when she saw who it was.
" Fear nothing, Maud ; all is well. I am going down

into the inn-yard to try and purchase a horse for you to
ride upon. Do not detain me."

After speaking these hasty words of erplanation, Dick
hastened down the stairs and overtook the landlord and
Tom near the bar, where they had paused and waited for
him.
Maud closed the door of her room, and sprang to the

window, from which, as she was well aware, she could see
the whole of the inn-yard and the stables.

Ere she had occupied this post a moment, she saw
the trio make their appearance, and she watched them as
they took their course towards the stables.

It is with the doings of the highwaymen, however, that
we are chiefly interested.

With an alacrity which he could not conceal or diminish,

the landlord hurried across the yard, calling out lustUy to
the ostler as he did so.

That worthy made his appearance after a brief delay,

for he had been upon the loft cutting chaff.

At the bidding of the landlord he re-entered the stable

and fetched the lady's horse.

It was a fine-looking animal, and our two friends were
pleased the moment they saw it.

A closer examination had no other effect than to confirm
them in their good opinion.

It was really a first-class animal, and, apparently, with.

out the slightest defect or blemish.
The landlord, like a keen man of business, noted the

expression of F3ei--?.ure which appeared upon their faces,

and took his o'a> from it accordingly.
" What is yo-.ir price ?" said Dick, when he had finished

making his examination.
The landlord paused a moment, and Tom King added—
" You told us you bought the horse cheap. Now, don't

try to get too much out of it. We did not anticipate

having to make this purchase, and we are rather short of

funds."
At this announcement the landlord calmed down some-

what, and altered the sum he had just thought of men-
tioning.
" I'll tell you what I can do, and it will be fair both for

you and for me. As to what I gave for the horse, that's

neither here nor there. It's honestly worth eighty

guineas; but I will take sixty, and that's the very lowest."

To this offer our friends at first said nothing, and having
considered a moment or two, said

—

"You ask a good round sum for the horse."
" He's worth twenty more j and I should not have named

the price I did, had it not been for what your friend said.

Of course I want to sell him as soon as I can, because the
longer I keep him the less profit I shaS get."
" Of course. Now, look Here, landlord ; besides a horss

we want several other things. We want a bridle, a side-

saddle, a lad/uriding-habit, and a whip. Can yon supply

us with these r'
Certs -y , I ijj^yg them all on the premises. They

8*® not new, being those I keep to lend out on hire."
" That will not matter," said Dick. " And now, land-

lord, I will make you an offer, and you can please yourself
about taking it. If you like to let me have the horse and
tiie other things I have mentioned for sixty g'ain/fr^j why,
here's your money."
Our hero slapped his pocket signjficanUy as he spose.
The landlord besitatea a moment, add Vtsu he sud'*
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" Well, it's driving a hard bargain, and I was in hopes
of doing better. However, if you'll mako it eixty-fire
guineas, I don't mind."

" Well, agreed."
" It's a bargain, then."
"Yes."
Tom King bent his mouth close to 'i'urpin's ear, and

whispered :

" Wo are in a fix now. We haven't got half Bixtj-
five pounds between us."

CHAPTEK CCCCV.
THE TWO HIGHWAYMEN PLAN AN EXCURSION ON THE

HIGHWAY.
Dick Turpin changed couiitenanco slightly when Tom
King made this announcement, but, recovering him-
self almost immediately, he said to the landlord ;

" lam not quite sure whether we shall start to-night."
" All right, gentlemen, as long as you like. My house

and myself are quite at your disposal."
" However," continued Dick, " to do things fair and

business-like, as well as to clinch the bargain, look,
here is something on account."
So saying, our hero took from his pocket a leather

bag, from wliich he counted cut twenty guineas into
the landlord's hand, who received them with evident
satisfaction.

" We will consider the matter as settled now," he said.
" Just so."
The horse was then led back into the stable, and our

friends returned to the house.
Upon entering their own room they sat down near the

window, and Tom said

:

" Well, Dick, you have bought the horse and paid
twenty guineas on account, but where the remaining
forty-five are to come from I don't know."

•' Don't you ? then I will tell you. Whore plenty more
has come from."

" It would be ridiculous upon my part to affect to mis-
understand you. You mean, you would seek for the
remainder of the money by an adventure on the road ?"

" Ju'st so."
" But think of the danger."
" It is great, I admit."
" You cannot help doing go. It is something more

than great."
" Nevertheless, the danger must be braved. Tom, my

friend, listen to me. You were at some pains, a- little

while ago, to show me that Maud must have a steed for
herself. We obtain one, and not having money enougli to

purchase it, we must get the remainder how we may."
" I know all that, but think of the inevitable effects

that would result fromour levying contributions on the
highway just at the present time. The idea is suicidal

in the extreme. The roads are filled with dragoons,
and if we have so far eluded them, a robbery would
immediately set them upon our track."

" I am quite willing to admit the amount of danger
theie must be in any suoh attempt, but nevertiieless, the
money must bo obtained. But stay; a fresh thought
strikes me. I have nothing but your word that we liavo

not money enough between us to make this purchase.
Turn out the contents of your pockets and let us see."
Tom King willingly enough complied with this re-

quest, for he would have been only too glad to have
owned himself in error, and discovered that they really
did possess sufficient money.
But he liad small hopes of this, for, some little time

back, he had taken tke trouble to ascertain with toler-

able exactitude the state of their finances, and it was in
consequence of this that ho spoke to Turpin in the
manner we have recorded at the close of the preceding
chapter. As for Dick himself, with characteristic care-
lessness, ho never troubled himself about the amount
of funds in hand, and the probability is, ho would not
have discovered he was shcrt of so much until the
actual time of settlement arrived.

Thanks, however, to the foretliought of Tom King,
this disagreeable occurrence was avoided by being made
known in good time.
Turpin quickly produced from bis pockets all the

money he possessed, and then, sweeping his own and
hia comrade's into one heap, began to count it.

Long before ho had finished his task, he became pain-
fully aware that there was nothing like sufficient.

Tom King was right.
^,

The total amount of money before thoxh was under
thirteen pounds.

" That is what I said," exclaimed Tom King, as soon
as Dick had announced the result. " And we are iu a
much greater fix than you feel inclined to admit."

" Not so."
" 1 say we are. Doubtless one good adventure on

the road would place in our possession the money we
require to complete the purchase, but theu think of the
imminent danger of sucli an adventure at the present
time. Our position is, in my opinion, by far more tick-

lish than you seem to think it. Our only chance to pre-

serve our lives and liberties is to keep quiet for some
length of time ; and one such exploit as you propose
would bring all our enemies upon our track before we
had time to get fairly off."

"I understand all this quite clearly," said Dick
Turpin ;

" and you must not fall into the error of sup-
posing that I underrate the danger. I do not. I quite
agree with you as to the policy of keeping as quiet as
possible, and no other circumstances than those which
liave occurred would induce me to attempt an adven-
ture on the highway. But the money must be had, and,
for my part, I can see no other means by which we can
obtain it."

" Nor I. In fact, there is no other."
" Very well, then ; we must resign ourselves to neces-

sity, and try our best to avert the consequences you
have just foretold,"

"Then there is another thing," said Tom King. "A
little while ago you agreed with me in saying that it

would be unsafe in the extreme for us to pass the night
in the inn, but in the event of an excursion such as you
propose, how are we to avoid doing so ?"

" That is a serious objection, I must confess, and yet
I think it can be got over."

" How so ?"

" Night is fast closing in. Look ! Dusk has uncon-
sciously stolen upon us."

It was as he had said.

The time had passed rapidly, and now they found
(hat the shadows of evening wore beginning to gather
in the room, rendering all things indistinct.

The brief winter's day was fast approaching a close.
" In a little while," continued Turpin, " it will be quite

darlc. As soon as it is so. I will depart, and, if luck be-

friends me as she hitherto has done, I shall return here
before the night is so far advanced as to prevent our
departure."

" Stay a moment," said Tom King, gravely. " I bog
that you will attend to what I am about to say."
"What is it?"
" I can see that the money must bo had, and that

there is no other means of obtaining it than by going
upon the road, great as is the danger of such a proceed-
ing, and much as I wish it could be avoided. But that
is, unfortunately, quite out of the question. Turpin,
you have spoken about setting out,"

" Certainly I have."
" Then I hope you will understand me properly, For

a long time we have been friends ; and, by the long con-
tinuance of that friendship, I desire you to grant me a
favour "

" You need not go on any further with your speech,"
interrupted Dick Turpin, with a smile. " I know the
favour you wish to bog."

" It is that I may depart upon this expedition instead
of yourself."

"I knew that."
" And you will lot me ?"

"Nay—nay. I do not see how £ can do so. It is on
my account that the money is to be obtained—it is

tlirough me that this extra risk will have to be run—and
surely I ought to be the person who should have the
responsibility."

" Tliat seems correct," said Tom King ;
" but I think I

shall get you to consent to remain here while I depart
upon this errand."
Dick smiled, and shook his head negatively.
" I still think so," said Tom King. " I admit all that

vou say, and must admit that it sounds just and reason-
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able. Bat, for all that, I think 1 ought to go, and not

you."
" Why ?"

"Simply on account of tho landlord."
" Tho landlord P"

"Yea; from his inordinate curiosity we have every-

thing: to fear."
" Still I do not comprehend"—

—

"Butyou will in a moment. Maud is a woman. You
will scarcely be able to disguise from her the erraud up-

on which you are going, or, even if you do, slie, knowing
as she does the perils with which you are surrounded,
will be in a state of dreadful auxioty and suspense until

you return. It is tolerably certain that I shall not be
able to asothe her—that nothing that I can say will

Lave any effect in calming her agitation."
" Yes, I know all that ; but"—

-

" Do not interrupt me, but listen untily^u hear all that

I have to say. With tho landlord's curiosity aroused, as

it certainly would be, by your departure, he would infal-

libly notice Maud's agitation, and then there is no means
of ascertaining the consequences which may result from
his prying inquisitiveness. On the other hand, should I

go in your place, you will be abla to keep Maud calm and
quiet, and the landlord would find no fresh food for his

curiosity. I have one more reason to urge why I should
go instead of yourself, and that is, I should be cooler

and calmer than you, and, for that reason, more likely

to meet with success, because you would feel anxious as
to what was taking place here ; and, in the hour of dan-
ger, that very anxiety might so much unnerve you as to

oauso your destruction."
To the arguments thus set forth by liis comrade, Dick

Turpin listened with profoundest attention.

He could not conceal from himself that all that Tom
Baid was marked v?ith the utmost good sense, yet he did
not like the idea of allowing Tom King to depart on an
expedition which he considered so peculiarly his own.
Tom King could derive no profit from it, and certainly

would run into very great danger.
In the end, however, after much discussion, Dick

Turpin was prevailed upon by his companion to abandon
his original intention, and stay at the inn while he
went in his place.

It was on Maud's account, however, that Dick relented,

for he was unwilling to give her more cause for anxiety
and uneasiness of mind than he could help.

That Tom King stood a much better chance of suc-
ceeding in the enterprise there can be little doubt, for he
could be cool, and calm, and collected, while Turpin.
couldonly be so by the maintenance of a continual effort.

Yet it was reluctantly and unwillingly that Dick did
give way, and more than once he felt inclined to rescind
his decision.

On each occasion, however, Tom King overruled him.
By this time darkness had fully come, and they were

aroused by a faint tapping at the door of tho chamber.
Upon permission being giving to enter, the door was

thrown open, and the landlord appeared upon the thres-
liold with two lighted candles in his hand.
"I waited for somj time, gentlemen," he said, in an

apologetical tone of voice as lie advanced and sot the
candles down upon the table, " but, finding you did not
ring for lights, as I fully expected you would, I made
BO bold as to bring them without having any commands
to do so."

While the landlord spoke, both of tho highwaymen
fixed their eyes with great intentness upon his counte-
nance.
But they could glean nothing from it.

Its impassable expression baffled them.
His sudden entrance, uncalled for, the^; Could cot help

looking upon as a suspicious circumstance.
Whether they were right or not time alone could show.
His entrance had, however, one good effect.

It confirmed Dick in the policy of remaining with
Maud while Tom King was absent upon hia hazardous
expedition. '•?

Perceiving that the highwayman made no reply to his

speech, the landlord asked a direct question.
. It waa hia old and oft-repeated one.

" Have you any commands for me, gentlemen ?" he
asked.

" Yes," aaid Tom King*

The landlord looked at him expectantly.
" I want my horse saddled immediately. I am going

out for an hour or so."
" Very well, sir," returned the landlord, with hia usual

imperturbability ; "you shall be obeyed."
He turned round and left tho room as he spoke.
As soon as the door was closed, Tom King said—
" What do you think of the landlord, now ?"

J
" I am at a loss to say."
" So am I, except that I consider his conduct growa

more and more suspicious, and it behoves you to keep a
careful look out upon him while I am away."

' I shall do Bo, you may depend. I can assure you I
feel anything but comfortable when 1 think about him."

" There is no immediate dread," said Tom King, as
he carefully loaded hia pistols, " though I quite think
you ought to be careful. Have your eyes open to every
occurrence, no matter how trivial."

" Trust me."
"Very well, then. As I am ready, I will go. Fare-

well."
" Nay, nay ; I will accompany you to tho stables."
" Upon no account."
"Why not?"
" Because I want to have a few words with the ostler."
" But I shall not prevent that. You will have nothing

to say to him that you do not want me to hear ?"
" No, no

;
you mistake me entirely. I want to get

that meddling, officious, inquisitivo landlord out of the
way. If we both go to the stables he will be sure to
accompany us, in the hope of finding out something, and
he will not be at a loss for an excuse."

" But ho will accompany you if you go alone."
"No, not so; when I descend I will send him up to

you, and tell him you want to see him. Upon some pre-
text or other contrive to detain him until I am off.

You will have little difficulty in doing so."
"Oh, none at all—none at all. But, Tom, I cannot help

oxpressiug my admiration at the ready way you have of
getting out of a difficulty. I will take care the landlord
don't trouble you if you will send him up to me."

CHAPPER CCCCVI.
TOM KINa ONCE MORE FINDS HIMSELF UPON THE
ROAD, AND MEETS WITH A STARTLING ADVENTURE.
"Vert good," said Tom King; "and, as that ia all
arranged, and aa I am quite ready, I will be off at once.
It is not worth while to delay."
" Be careful," said Dick Turpin, as he took hia com-

rade's hand and shook it warmly. " Remember how
much depends upon your success."

" I will be careful, rely upon it; and now, for tha
present, farewell!"

" Farewell !" said Dick ; "and you may rest assured
that ere long I shall find some means of requitting thia
service."

" Pho—pho ; Never mention that. Hark! I hear
the stairs creak.. Some one is ascending."

Scarcely had he uttered these wards, than there came
a faint tap-tap at the door, and, upon permission being
given, the landlord entered.
Bowing low, he said—
" Your horse is quite ready, sir, and waiting; and, if

you will be pleased to follow me, I will lead you to the
stables."
At these words Turpin and King involuntarily changed

glances.
They so exactly bore out what the other had said.
" I am just ready too," said Tom King, in reply.
" This way, if you please," said the landlord.
Tom King fully expected that Dick would say some-

thing to detain the landlord, but to hia surprise he did
not.

Nevertheless, feeling sure that his comrade under-
stood him, and that he might safely leave him to do aa
he promised, he did not hesitate to follow tho landlord
out of the room and down the stairs.

When they had gone about half way down, he had
reason to congratulate himself for not having interfered,
for just then he heard his comrade call out

—

" Landlord—landlord !'*

Of course Mr. Goodridge paused.
" My friend wanta you," saidTom King, quickly ; "WWi
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up and see what he wants. I can easily find the way
to the stables myself,"
The landlord uttered an ejaculation of impatience,

but ho had no resource but to obey.
Most unwillingly, then, he reascended the stairs.

Tom resolved to make the best use of his time, so ran
down the remainder as fast as he could and hurried to
the stable, for he was by no means certain that Dick
would be able to keep the landlord upstairs.
From his manner when he turned round to obey the

call, it was clear that he had quite set hia heart upon
going to the stables and seeing Tom off.

The first thing our friend did on emerging from the
back door of the inn, was to look up at the sky and note
its aspect.

He was pleased with its appearance, for he saw that
the night was one that just suited his purpose
The whole face of the lieavens was covered with one

'huge black cloud.

There was no wind, and a slight hazy fog floated here
and there, giving an appearance of indistinctness to all

things.
On such a night Tom felt the most daring enterprise

could be carried out successfully, and he walked across
the yard towards the stable with a feeliug of light-

hearted confidence.
The ostler must have heard Lis approaching footstep,

for, when he drew near, he opened the door of the sta-
ble, and led the horse out fully caparisoned.
A lamp was burning just inside, and this illuminated

the ground round the stable for some distance.
Ere he ventured to mount, he carefully examined all

the trappings to see that all was right, for he knew by
experience how necessary it was to ascertain this before
starting.

The ostler had, however, done his duty well, for the
highwayman was unable to find anything out of place.

In another moment, Tom King had vaulted lightly

and easily into the saddle.
The ostler held the horse by the bridle while he did

80. Tom King took the reins, and then plunged his
hand into his pocket.
He drew out a five-shilling piece.
" Ostler," he said.

The man addressed grinned and touched his forehead.
" You have done your duty well, so here is a crown-

piece."
" Thank you, sir," was the reply, as Tom King

slipped the coin mentioned into hia hand.
" I hope you will understand," continued the high-

wayman, " that we feel inclined to be liberal with you
if you will only serve us faithfully, and obey our orders
promptly. That is but an earnest of what you will re-

ceive. I am going out for an hour, perhaps four or five.

Don't go to bed while I am away. Sit up until I return.
As soon as you hear me coming, run out, take the horse,
groom it instantly, and place it in the stable in such a
condition that no one could tell it had been out. Do
you understand me ?"

" Quite well, your honour."
"Very well, then. Attend to my instructions and

you will find you will have no cause to regret it."

The ostler once more touched his forehead, and pro-
mised strict attention and obedience.
Having thus made matters right, Tom King seated

himself firmly in the saddle and touched his steed
lightly with his heavy riding-whip, which formed, when
the lash was coiled round the hand, a very formidable
weapon of offence and defence.

It was then somewhat similar to the modern weapon
miscalled a life-preserver.

The horse's hoofs made a prodigious clatter on the
stones with which the inn-yard was paved, and just as he
emerged into the road, our friend caught sight of the in-

quisitive landlord standing at the front door of the inn.
But Tom did not check his speed in the least, and in

less than a moment was lost to sight in tlio obscurity
of the evening, though not to hearing, for the beat of
his horse's hoofs rung out clearly and sharply upon the
night air.

At length, they, too, ceased, and then the landlord, with
a sigh of disappointment, turned back into the inn.
There was a wild, gleeful feeling about Tom King's

heart aa his horse bounded gallantly over the hard road.

His blood circulated in his veins with redoubled speed,
and such a sensation of exultation took poEsessiou of
him that he felt as though he could cr^ out aloud for
very joy.

This impu/se, however, he restrained, an^l by degrees
reined in his steed, for he had no wish to distress it un-
necessarily.

Subsiding at length to a trot, which the horse could
perform with ease, he began to look about him for au
adventure.
But he seemed to have the road all to hinsself, for, aa

yet, although he had come a considerable distance from
the iun, he had not met with a sinele individual.
During the whole of the time, rbo, he had kept hia

ears on the stretch, listening intently for the slightest
sound, for he could not tell how soon he might encounter
one of the numerous troopa of dragoons, who, he knew,
were patrolling the roads.
He thought it probable, however, that the discovery

that they were in the neighbourhood of Enfield Chase
would have the effect of concentrating the soldiera
about that spot.
As the reader may be sure, Tom took the road that

would lead him not only away from Enfied Chase, but
away from London also.

This was wise, for, as a matter of course, it dimin«
ished the chances of meeting with his foes.
A long time had elapsed since he had an adventure

on the road, but in the interim he had forgotten none
of his skill.

For this reason, then, although he was so environed
by danger as he was, he hoped to be able to escape
capture.
Being now, however, as he considered at a sufficient

distance from the inn, he decreased his speed still more,
until at length his horse proceeded at a walk only.
Suddenly a faint sound struck on his ear.

So faint was it, that it scarcely rose above the other
noises with which the night air was filled, but the prac-
tised ear of the highwayman detected it.

He was, besides, able at once to recognise its char-
actor.

It was the sound produced by horses' hoofs.
They came from before him, though, from the extreme

faintness of the sound, the rider whose approach was
thus indicated,must have been at a considerable distance.

Tom King continued to advance at a walking pace,
and had the satisfaction of hearing the sound increase
in loudness and distinctness every moment, until there
was no longer room to doubt the nature of it.

Presently Tom paused.
He had reached a piece of roadway which would, he

considered, answer his purpose admirably, and he deter-

mined to go no further, but here await the coming of
the traveller.

The place needs some description.
The roadway just where ho had taken up his position

was bounded by an embankment on both sides.

From the shape and general appearance of this, it

would seem as though the greater portion of a hill had
been cut away, in order to reduce tlie road to a more
uniform gradient.

Sucli places are common in England, and, as the road
alone is reduced to a level, and the fields on each side

left untouched, the natural consequence is the forma-
tion of an embankment or cutting.

Tom paused as near as possible in the centre of this

place, where the embankment on both sides was highest.

Tho effect of this was to plunge the piece of roadway
into profound darkness.
One horseman alone was approaching—the sound of

the horse's hoofs assured the highwayman of this—and
he backed hia horse as close to the side of the embank-
ment as he could, turning his head away from the direc-

tion the traveller was coming.
Next, taking a pistol from his pocket, and holding it

in an attitude ready for immediate service, Tom
patiently awaited his coming.
The horseman, whoever he was, came on at a swift

trot. Little did he think of the danger to which he was
hurrying.

Doubtlese. dware that he had a disagreeable piece of

road to traverse, he increased his horse's speed in order
to pass through it as quickly as possible.
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On he came, but, somehow, as he drew nearer wid
nearer to the spot where the Lighwayman vvas lyinp in

ambush, his pace faltered, and he insensibly drew in the
rein.

Still he came on at a trot.

And now, when he came within a short distance of him,
Tom King again exerted all his powers of hearing, in

order to learn for certain whether the coming traveller

was or was not alone upon the road.
Had he heard the echoing beat of another horse's foot

he would have allowed the horseman to hjive passed by
tmmolested, as it would have been runni' J too great a
risk to attack him.
But all was still.

No other sound broke upon the universa silence.

The traveller was alone.

Tom King prepared for action.

He gathered the reins up in his hand, a tiX grasped his
pJBtol tightly.

. Ob« touch wiui hi» heel would, b« ka«w^ mu/ia hia 6ba*

dient and well-trained steed to bound forward !ik«i aa
aiTow.

On came the traveller.

Nearer and nearer he came at the same strange, falter-

ing, hesitating pace.

In another moment, Tom, whose straining eyes bad, to

a certain extent, become habituated to tne darkness,

caught sight of his house's head.
He was abreast with him.
Like a dart, Tom's steed bounded forward.

"Halt!" cried the highwayman, in tones of startliiii;

abruptness, vi'hich rung out loud and clear. " Halt ! I say,

or I fire, and the consequences be upon your own head.
'

. It was easy to see that the rider was completely taken

aback by the suddenness with which the highwayman had
pounced out upon him.
But he was a brave man.
Recovering himself instantly, he plcjiged the "'^wels ol

bis spurs deep into his horse's flanks.

Witb a ery of agony—half a snort aaw half a groas-*^

No. 62, Pi;iCi 0^E HM.'ST-E&ar.
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the pooif creature reared op, and then bounded forward at
a pace which could be designated by no qtiwr tenn than
the approuriate one of break-u.?«k.

It vras evident the rider did not fleel inchnea to stop
when be was bidden, and preferred to take the oonee-
quenoea of a refusal upon his own head.
To speak the truth, Tom Kinj? wob staarcely prepared

for tbi«.

Nevertheless, he was as ffood as his word, and fired his

pistol at the flying form, while at the same moment he
urged bis own horse to make his utmost speed.

The discharRe of the pistol was followed by a oliading

sheet of fiame, w]»'ch, for a moment, revealed che wild-

lookiag aspect of the scene, and the tremendous report

which echoed and re-echoed among the hills.

Whether his shot had taken any eflfect, Tom King kuew
not,.

lie hwl fired too suddenly to take anything like a oor-

rpct aim^ and he had no doubt in his own mind that the

biiL'et had buried itself in the soft earth of which the

eitibankmeut was composed.
He was confirmed in this opinion by the rapidity with

which the kaveller tore along.

The ground had a slight tendency downward, and this

c:aae his progress more rapid.

As we have said, Tom King urged hia horse to the

ntmosit.

But, in spite of all his eflforts, he was unable to overtake

the traveller** horse, which, maddened by pain and terri-

tied by the explosion of the pistol, tore over the ground
as no other horse had before.

StUl he did not gain much upon Tom King, who, how-
ever, could not overtaJie him.
The bottom of ths. hill was reached, but on the level

ground the horse contitmed his unabated speed.

In the excitement of this chase Tom King forgot every-

thing but his determination to overtake the traveller.

He forgot the caution it was bo necessary he should

oiercise.

He forpot that the dragoons were on the rOad along

which he was flying at such a tremendous rate.

lie forgot that his capture was imminpnt afcouid *8
approach them too closely.

But the bold highwayman was oblivious of everyt.Jiing

SBve his resolve.

Ilis streaming eyes were fixed upon the forms of the

traveller and his steed, which seeme-i to flit before him
though the d&rkuesa wi^ tke swiftneas of a phantom.

OHiPTEE COCCVl!.

tOM KINO PURSUES THE TRAVELLER DOWN THB Ui S«,
AND MAKFS AN UNEXPECTED AND TEKKIBLK C 'S-

COVER?

SUDDENLT, however, and when hia speed appec.f'd to

have attained its maximum, the traveller's horse swer ed
rapidly on one side, and darted down a narrow lane tl i.<»t

ean at rij^ht angles to the main road.

flo swiftly was this done, that, though Tom King » /as

in the rear and ^itnesseu ic, yet he was unable to chi ick

the progress of his own steed sufiicieuUy to follow lig

example.
He pr.lled tightly at the rein, and the gallant creati -e

strove to stop itself, but was unable to do so until the la le

It was then necessary to oome to a dead stop, and ti' rn
round.

This Tom did, and at a swift trot swept rounn r jo

corner.

He found himself in one of those beautiful umbrageoi \m

lanes which are t^ he found nowhere else in ti>» fr^) d
but in England.

It was bordered on both sides by tall, thick b^ls^es

planted upoa the top of an embankment, while here au'

•.here tall trees grew up in tho summer time, casting t

,

Delicious sh^de over the lane, but now the branches wen \

quite bare a'<id lenS^ds, giving ui appear&ooe of naelan .

choly to the whole scene.

Tom King juat gave a glance at the scene, and thu
jJirected all his attention to the object he had in view.

Faintly—very faintly—there came upon his ear" \he i «!]

•M rapid beat of a horse's hcofs.

The traveller had evidently got a good «ta?t. Mt
the highwayman was determined that he ahoold ooi
iwcape. <>

Urging his horse forward by meana of voice, whip, aad
spur, Tom tore over the uneven ground in the lane with a
speed that was truly dangerous.
But King was wrought up to a pitcii of desperation io

consequence of what had taken place, ana he determined
not to abandon the chase until he was convinced that
there would be no good in continuing it.

He was annoyed to think that in the first instance he
had managed things so badly as to allow the traveUer lo

slip through his fingers.

Away, tneiij be went down this narrow, winding lane.

It was very dark, for the thick clouds with which the
sky was covered, effectually shut out the beams of th«
moon, although she was some distance above the horizon.
A faint, gray tint in the clouds denoted her where-

abouts, but that was all.

Aj3 he continued his headlong course down the lane,

Tom King leaned forward in his saddle, and listened with
the utmost intentness.

Suddenly the sound of the horse's hoofa ceased.
What could be the reason of it ?

He was sure that the cessation of sound had not taken
place in consequence of the traveller having got out of

earshot.

If this had been the '^ise, the sound would have died
gradually away.
But CO far from this, he heard the hoof-beata oae

moment, and the nest they ceased.

There could be but one explanation of this event.

The horse had come to a sudden stop.

Tom King grasped i pistol in his right hand, holding
it in such a manner as to be available for immediate
service, for he could not tell the meaning of this

manoeuvre.
He slackened bis pace, too, ao that if necessary he

could p>iU up in a moment.
It WES wea >» took these precautions.

The dense clouos parted, and through the rift the moon
shone with beautiful effect, bringing into view all the
different objects with which the highwayman was soi

rounded.
It was just as this took place that Tom King went

round a bend in the lane.

To Wis surprise, he then saw before him, by the aid of

the moonbeams, a pair of large iron gates.

Beiore these stood the traveller's horse, but he waa
riderloss.

liua ^isg uttered an ejae«lai?CB of astonishment a« M
I'Vie h^raaa vras BBskiBj? a otrange moaninff,

pound.
Eagerly Tom King glanced about him, anxious in Uw

extreme to ascertain the whereabouts of the traveller.

The moonbeams were of great service to him ®n this

occasion, for, coming from a high point in the sky, the
roadway wa& rendered clearly visible.

A jaoment's glance enabled him to descry upon the
ground the body of a man, or something that looked
marvellously like it.

It was lying near the horse.
It was the traveller, no doubt.
When this extraordinary scene presented itself before

him, Tom King reined in instinctively directly he oQught
sight of it.

He was about t^^^sty yards from the horse.

In an infinitesimal portion of time more ean be seen
than can he described in an hour.

iJnefly, however, we will endeavour to show the reader

all that Jom King beheld.

As we have said, a dark-looking mass, which, from its

general appearance, he imagined to be the body of the

traveller, was lying by the side of the horse, and partially

in the shadow which his body cast upon tho moonlit laue.

The horse, trembling and groaning, was standing with

ids head close to the iron gate, as though he was desirous

to pass through it. f'
'This, however, was impossible! and i.\a great height

made it a barrier which no horse could overleap.

These large iron gates, which looked liKe the entrance

gates to a nobleman's or a gentleman'a grounds, wera
fe?«k©<} <x! both sides bf a massive stone wftll cf groM
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height, and whioh extended to the right and left aa far

as Tom could see.

On the other side of the wall, and through the foliage-

work of the gate, could be seen a kind of park, beauti-

fully laid out and well stocked with trees.

Over the tops of these the chimneys, gables and roof-

tops of a mansion glittered in the clear moonlight.

The picture was one of exquisite beauty, and one that

any person could have gazed at for a long time without
weariness, because some fresh beauty presented itself

at every momeut.
Such, then, is a feeble description of the scene which

was spread before Tom King when he halted after

having passed round the bend in the lane.

He could not forbear to pause and look upon it.

It was evident that the lane led nowhere else, save to

these gates, and these gates clearly led to the mansion.
It was certainly not the front or main entrance

—

perhaps it was the one made use of by the domestics.
The tall hedgerows grew right down to the massive

buttresses of the gates, and the stone wall divided the
park, if such it wa?, from the meadows.

This lane was, then, probably a private road leading
only to the mansion.
Why, then, should the traveller have turned down it,

for it was only taking him into a trap.

Tom knew not.

To linger there, however, gazing as he was, would
certainly accomplish nothing ; and so he touched his

horse lightly with the spur to urge him forward, for he
was anxious to obtain a closer view of the traveller.

To his surprise, however, the horse resolutely refused
to stir.

He then, for the first time, noticed that his steed
gave indications of suffering under the greatest terror.

His nostrils were dilated, his eyes expanded, and he
exhibited every token of alarm.

Tom patted his neck ; bat, perceiving how great was
his disinclination to advance, did not press him to do
so, but alighted, and secured his steed by the bridle to
the trunk of a tree that grew by the side of the lane.

He then stepped forward on foot, but to his annoy-
ance the rift in the clouds, through which the moon had
been shining, closed up, leaving the lane in all the
greater darkness from the contrast.

In spite, however, of this adverse incident, he continued
to advance towards the iron gates, which were still visi-

ble.

It took little more than a minute to reach the spot
where the traveller was lying, for the distance was not
more than twenty yards.

Upon arriving here he looked anxiously up at the
aky, in order to see whether there was any prospect of
the moon breaking forth again—for her light would
have rendered him essential service.

To his joy he saw a long, irregular shaped fissure, in
whioh the stars could be seen twinkling brightly.
The moon was on the borders of the fissure, and in a

moment or so more would certainly break forth.

He waited, therefore, until this time arrived before
he attempted to do anything.

Gradually, as the moon got nearer and nearer to the
fissure, her light shone through the thinner clouds which
fringed it, and cast a dim halo around.
Gradually this brightened, and once more the detai is of

the extraordinary scene were brought before Tom's vio w.
Without loss of time he stooped down over the pros-

trate form.
It was a man, and he was lying in a strange, huddled-

up position.

That he was either dead or else seriously wounded,
there could be no doubt.
Repugnant as it was to his feelings, Tom took hold

of one of his arms and dragged his body into the lane,
wliere the moonbeams would fail unobstructedly upon it.

Tlie face was turned upvarda, and its peculiar ex-
pression told Tom in a moment that the traveller, who-
ever he was, was dead.
From various portions of his clothing came various

scintillations of light, which showed where diamonds
w^re fixed upon it, and the material was of the best
description, most elegantly and expensively trimmed.
The wearer was some person either of wealth or rank—probably both.

The pallid features were delicately formed, and, even
in death, had an aristocratic appearance.
How he had come by his death was, at first, uncertain.
It might be that the horse, stopping short, had tlirown

him out of the saddle, or it might be that he owed his
death to the pistol-shot which Tom had fired at him,
but which the highwayman did not think had taken
effect, because it was fired without aim, and because
the traveller had continued his headlong speed.
This was a point, however, which Tom King resolved

to ascertain.
*"

Stooping down over him, he looked closely at him.
At first he saw no wound, and was about to adopt hia

\ first supposition as the true one, when he felt something
wet on the breast of the traveller's coat as he passed
his hand over it.

Tom held up his hand in the moonlight and looked at it.

It was stained witii blood.
Hastily wiping it away, he unfastened the traveller's

clothing, and at length hia breast was exposed to view.
In tills a small round hole was visible, from which

the crimson fluid welled slowly.
The wound was such as a pistol would have produced,

and was situated on the right-hand side of his breast.
Very little blood indeed flowed from it, and his cloth-

ing was little more than stained.
It was evident, then, that the wound had bled in-

wardly, and, from its position and proximity to hia
heart, he felt sure it must be mortal.
This was a discovery which Tom King far from antici-

pated, and he shuddered with horror at the suddenness
with which it had come upon him.
The body was quite warm, but the heart had ceased

to beat, and the features were fast becoming fixed in
the stern rigidity of death.
"Good heavens !" exclaimed Tom King ;

" can it be
possible ? I had no idea that the shot which I fired at
random, and under the impulse of the moment, would
prove to be a fatal one. But it seems it is so. But how
comes the traveller here ? Suffering under such a
wound, how could he have retained his seat in the
saddle long enough to reach this place—and with the
horse going at such a frightful speed ? And then there
was the sudden turn out of the highroad. It is a mys-
tery, I cannot conceive how it was he retained his seat.
He must have been a brave man, and one well skilled
in the art of riding, or it never could have happened."
As he spoke, Tom King, with sadness upon his coun-

tenance, looked again into the face of the traveller,
" Quite dead !" he added ; "quite dead. I never saw

the impress of death more distinctly visible. Well, if;

is in vain to grieve. It cannot be helped, I am sorry
for what has occurred, but I can do no more than make
the best of it. Had he attended to my demands, I
should not have fired, and his life would have been
spared. It is all over now, though, and all the regrets
in the world will not bring him back to life."

So saying, Tom King rose to his feet, and made two
steps towards the spot where he had tethered his horse.
Then he stopped suddenly, as he said

—

" I forget— I forget my errand. It is money that I
require ; and from the dress of that dead man, he doubt-
less carries plenty in his pocket. Now he is dead it can
be of no further service to him. Why, then, should I
scruple to take it from him ? And yet—but I must
not give way to such scruples. The night is going
fast, and it is important for all that I get back to the
inn without delay or further loss of time. Another ad-
venture will be impo8sil)le, and the chances are quite
ajjainst my meeting with anyone like this. He is dead,
quite dead, and why should I hesitate ? It is weakness,
folly ! The money is, then, to be had for taking. I
wish all this had not occurred, but yet I must have
it."

CHAPTER CCCVIII,

IN WTHICH TOM XING LEARNS SOME PARTICULARS BE-

LATIVE TO THE IDENTITY OF THE DEAD TBAVELLEB,

Although he uttered these last words in a very resolute
manner, yei Tom King advanced towards the body of

the dead traveller with a slow and hesitating step.

He felt a certain and very natural amount of repug.
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nanoa to approaching the man for the pnrpoae of rlflingr
his pockets.

It wag a deed that he seemed inetinotively to shrink
from, and most oertainlj it waa one whioh be had sever
oommitted before.

Yet, as he said, why should he recoil from taking k
now, when he would have deprived him of it while *ie

lived without remorse.

Now, however, he was dead; and it seemed aethocgh
his body ought to be held sacred, and not profaned by the

robber's touch.

So powerfully did Tom King feel all this, that had the

^eed of tbo money been any loss urgent than it was, he
would have mounted his horse and rode away, laaving tie

pockets of the dead man untouched.

But he knew how valuable the time was.

i'hey would be compelled to leave the inn that veiy

night, for to depart by daylight would be dangerous to a

desrree, and there remained to them only one nigbt to

to find some place of refuge and safety for Maud, as the

night after they had appointed to meet their two com-
rades on the Finchley-road.

The sooner, then, that he was back at the inn the better

it would be for their general safety.

Much time had already been consumed, and if he left

the traveller, and looked out for another adventure, be
might be detained for an indefinite length of time, and
in the end run the risk of not obtaining the requisite

mm.
Now, however, it was beyond all doubt within his reach,

for the prostrate man looked like one who would not travel

without valuables.

He was the more inclined to think he carried articles of

great value about him from his very conduct.

Had he carried a light purse, he would have surrend^ited

it rather than have run the risk of being fired at.

All these reasons pressed powerfully upon Tom King's
mind as he made his way towards the traveller, with a
slow and hesitating step.

Making a sudden effort, however, he passed ever the
remaining space which intervened between them.
Here 1m knelt down once more upon the ground.
Ha was easily able to find the pockets, hut he did not

pot his hand into them.
He contented himself with feeling the outside, in order

to learn whether there was anything of a Inlky character

within.

In the breast of his coat he felt something £ko a pocket-

book.
He thrust his hand into his pocket, and foond he was

quite right.

It was a pocket-hook, and, by its appearance, seemed to

be full of something.
He opened it ; and, as the moon continued to shine, he

was enabled to make an examination of its contents.

They were bank-notes.
These were articles that Tom King never cared mu3h

about ; but, on the present occasion, he thrust them into

his pocket.

There was at that time an extreme difficulty in passing
bank notes ; and he thought perhaps the landlord of the
"Mountain Bill" might refuse to take them as pay-
ment.
The first feeling of repugnance which he had enter-

tained had now passed away, and he resolved to learn
whether the traveller had any gold about him.
He was glad he made this second search, for it dis-

covered to him a large bag of gold, which was in the
other breast-pocket of his coat.

This Tom took with rery great satisfaction.

Just, however, as he was about to rifte to his fee^ he
heard a loud shout, coming apparently from many throats.

He was upon his feet in a second, with his face turned
in the directioji fi-om whioh the sound had appeared tf

come.
Once more the clouds swept o«*r tha moon, entire^ in-

volving her in thej? obscnn*;y.

But her beams were not on this occasion wanted by the
bighwaym»".and he was glad when he found this nad taken
place.

Ths ehouts which he had heard came from the uTher
eide of the iron gates, and that was the direction towarus
which Tom King's face waa turned.
He saw immediatelr a number of moving lights; and,

aft«r a second glance, he felt eonvinoed they proceeded
from Lanterns carried by some persons. ^

Wliat was their object, he knew not ; and he was aieo
completely in the dark as to the meaning of the cry to
which they had given utterance.

ITiat they were approaching the gate was evident, and
the speed at which they came was very great.

Tom King hesitated for a moment as to what he should
do.

If he mounted his steed and hasteued a«vay, the mem
fact of his doing so would put these people on hig tmJt,
for they were so near that the trampling of his histse't

hoofs could not but be heard.

To fly seemed, then, injudicious 5 and yet, to remsin
where he was, would be perilous to a degree.

Tom King, however, felt a great degree of cariosity to

learn something more than he at present knew respecting
tbo man who lay there so still in death.

Could he conceal himself somewhere close at hand, he
felt that he would gladly do so; for, not only would auoh a
course be more conducive to his own safety than any
other, but it would also enable him to hear what took
place, should the body be discovered : in the event of

which, he would surely, be thought, hear something con-
cerning him.
Already in his own mind, though almost without know-

ing it, he had connected the dead rider with the mansion
which he had seen through the trees.

Having come to this resolution, he hastened to tae spot
where bis horse was tethered.

The creature still showed symptoms of fright, and Tom
feared that he should have some trouble with it yet.

A glance over his shoulder showed him that the jieople

carrying the lanterns were very close to the gate, and he
would have to be very expeditious to escape being seen by
them.
What he had to do was to get into the meadows that

skirted both sides of the lane, and take his horse with

him.
But how he was to accomplish this was the difficulty.

He had not taken particular notice as he came down th«

lane, but he had no recollection of seeing a gate which
led into these fields.

As he now stood, with his hands on his horse's bridle,

he glanced up and down ; but no gate was in sight.

Then the hedges wore too high to be easily or quickly

surmounted, and they seemed to be kept in first-rate pre-

servation, so that there were no gaps in it through which
he could force his way.
He saw all this at one brief and comprehensive glance.

He untied his horse from the branch of the tree, and
then he noticed, for the first time, that there was a small

spaoe between the trunk of it and the hedge, which did

not grow close to it.

There looked scarcely room to pass through such a
place, but there waa no choice, so Tom had to make the

attempt.
He first of all scrambled up the bank, and manacred tc

get into the meadow, at the expense of a few scratch**

only.

"Then, holding the bridle, he spoke in a low voice to bw
horse, and tried to pull him np.

The horse seemed to perfectly understand what it waa
required to do, for he plaaed his fore feet upon the bank.

Tom pulled again, and the horse, making a kind of leap,

forced his way into the meadow.
Tom patted it caressingly.

The erass in the meadow waa short, v-ft it was thick,

so Tom nad no fear of being heard walking over it.

He led the horse close under the hedge, and paused just

opposite the spot where the body ©f the traveller lay.^

The hedge was plenty high enough to conceal both Tom
King and his steed from the view of anyone standing in

tie lene; but there were several interstices throi.gh

which he'himeelf would be abie to see all that took p'ao*-.

He had reached his place of concealment iust v* 'iui*

ana that was all.

The party of men he had seen carrying the U^atf. as had

now just reached the gate, which thev unfastnuea and

passed through.
No sooner was the gale opened, howevei, tb»a the

traveller's horse, whioh bad continued to stand p<*r it,

gave utterance to a snorting sound, ^at aW ft* i «.• ery.

one who beard it, and then bounded ihn>U4i> iitc *i)M
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parte—if snoh it wss—witb a gpeed that vraa

astoniBhing.

It was out cf eight among the dark trunks of the trees

in a moment.
Two of the nuin ^ho were in the act of passinif thronj-r.

the gate were thi^vyn down with great violence, an:>

tramplsd under foot.

Sereral others were a!ec slightly injured, aa& h jcexia

of the utmost confusion eusued.
Recovering themselves, they emerged into the lane, an4

then almost immediately they discovered the body of the

traveller.

Those who first beheld it, uttered a shoot which caused
Ihe others to gather round them.
One stooped down and raised the head, while the others

directed the light of their lanterns upon the face.
" Alas ! alas

! " said one, " this is by far worse than I

feared."
" It is indeed a sorry sight," said the one who held his

bead. " He is quite dead, and as cold as a stone
!

"

.
** I knew something was the matter," said another,

* when I came by the gate and heard someone groaning.

I was too frightened to stop to see what it was, so I ran

up to the hall to you."
" Ob ! what shall we do

! " cried an aged man. " Alas

!

ftlas! Little did I think I should live to witnass such a

sight! Poor master murdered, and at the gates of his

own park !

"

" It's horrible ! How shall we let missus know what
has taken place t

"

" Alas ! I would not be the one that had to communi-
eate such tidings to her."

" Nor I, nor I," said many voices.
" But who could have done such a barbarous deed ? He

was the best roaster that ever lived ! And now dead—
quite dead ! Who is there that will tell us vvhat has
happened ?

"

" Do not let us give way to our sorrow in this manner,"
•aid one who had not yet spoken. " We do not know that

master is dead. He may be in a swoon, or something of

that sort. Carry him up to the hall at once, and 1 will

•tart off for a doctor."
This was so rational a suggestion, that it was imme-

diately acted upon.
" I fear there is no hope," said one. " He is getting

quite rigid now, and look where his clothing has been
torn open. Poor master has been robbed as well as
murdered !

**

A shout of execration came from the lips of the.

domestics as they heard this annoancement, and they
pressed forward eagerly, so as to assure themselves of

the truth of it."
" Perhaps," continued the one who had just spoken,

"the robber and murderer is lurking somewhere close at
hand. Let some carry the body up to the hall, and l«t

the rest of us make a search for the murderer."
"Agreed! agreed! " they all cried, with one accord.
Four now took up the body, and carried it tenderly

through the gate into of the park.
The others, to the number of six or seven, dispersed

about the lane.

It was not, of course, very long before they saw the foot-

marks on the embankment up which Tom had climbed,
and all clustered round this spot as soon as it was dis-

covered.

The horse, too, in scrambling £p, had dislodged a great
deal of the loose soil, which hed rolled down iato the
roadway.
With great boldness the men ros'' ad up the bank into

ike meadow.
But here all was still.

So dark, too, was it, that chey could aee aowhere
beyojid the sphere of light whi!^ was cast by th* lanterns
they carried.

The cior.ds, however, were flitting across the moca.and
ncsoDtly Lsr light broke forth in all its gloriwus eflfol-

gency.
It seomed to hH^e the effect of extinguishing the light

«f the lanterns, which now looked only like so many stars.

The men embruijjd the opportunity to look aboot IhAm.
Ejaculations of anger broke from their lips.

At the fartlipst extremity of the meadow could be Men
» raount«d man, who was urging hid horM to la^s iti

fitiBOit speod.

They sa'w it but for a moment, and then it disapposrpi
Under the impulse of the moment, they rushed for.

ward at full speed, but they soon checked tberaselyes when
they saw the utter futility of their attempt to overtake «
horseman going at such a speed.
But thay hastened back to the h-a.., for horses anj

further assistance, as they were determined not to let lh«
murderer esrape ii possible.

The reader scarcely requires to be told tbAt th« rider

they saw in the distance wa« ao other than Toin King.
He had Ungered behind tL ' hedge, and heard and saw

all that we have described.

He did not attempt to move, indeed until ne heard tha
men announce their intention of sear'^fcing for him.
He then judged it high time to be off, so he Kiounted

noiselessly, and led his steed away from the spot at n

gentle rate, so as not to attract notice.

As soon as he was far enough off, however, he plunged
his spurs deep into his horse's sides.

The poor creature flew over the level meadow witb
maddened bounds.
From time to time Tom looked back upon the road h«

had iust come, and, as he did so, he noticed that, in the
far distance, he could see the twinkling of lights.

There was a low hedge before him, and over this he
leaped.

"This will acooont for his sudden disappearance from the
gaze of the men.
He alighted in another meadow, but as now he had

nothing to fear from a pursuit, he allowed his horse to

go at a more gentle rate.

He changed his course slightly, and then directed his

steed over fields, and streams, and hedges, taking an
almost straight line to his destination.

CHAPTER CCCCIX,
TOM ».tJ«9 8UKPHI8ES DICK TURPIN BY HIS AOITATICN

AND HOREOE.

It was nearly half an hour after this that a horseman,
whose steed showed palpable signs of exhaustion and
tatigue, trotted leisurely up to the gateway that led to

the stablfs belonging to the " Mountain Rill " iun.

The hour was by no means a late one, and from several

windows in the little roadside public-house came long,
britrht beams of light.

The horseman seemed to be well acquainted with the
pretnisos.

He glanced up to the old-fashioned bow-window on the
6ist floor, and saw the dusky figure of some person
standing at it.

He just waved his hand in token of recognition, and
then he guided his horse underneath the archway.

In another moment he v/as in the yard at the rear of

the inn.

A door was abruptly opened, and an elfish-looking lad
appeared upon the threshold.

In his hand he held a lantern, the door of which wag
opened, in order that it should give a better light.

Behind him could be seen the figure of a laar:.

It was the ostler.

The liberal manner in which Tom King had beiiaved

to him was not without exercising a sensible effect upon
him.
He had sat on a corn-bin near the stable door daring the

whole period of Tom's absence, hstening attentively for

any sounds that would indicate his approach.

The reader will scare^ly need to be told that the horse-

w^B who had just arrived was no other than our old friend

j Tom King.
He had seer nothing more of the domestics who com-

menced a pu'suit after him; but, nevertheless, he madp
his way to the inn at full speed, for h« was weli aware
that there was no time to lose.

Not only that Taipin would grow uneasy if hf »aa long
absent.
Tom dismounted rapidl* from hie "iteed, and gave his

instructions to the oetJer'as to how the hortib was to l=«

treated.

The fellow proViised implicit obedienoe to ail his con..

Bianda, but Tom would not allow himself to test contented
with the assurance merelv, and though he had tolerabij

good faith iQ this ostler, he, nevertheless, waited and uxi
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everything done, although he was impatient in the ex-

treme to rejoin Diok.
It was while he was thus occupied that Timothy

Goodridge, the landlord, made liis appearance.
In a smiliuer, jovial, off-liaiid .sort of way, he stepped

up close to where Tom King was standing.
" Ahem !" lie said. " I see you are back again, sir."

"Yes," replied Tom, who by no means desired to
encourage the landlord in hia loquacity, " I have come
back." ^

" Quiie^iad to see you back safe so soon," continued
the landlord, not checked in the least. " I am very
glad to see you safe back again. Your horse looks
tired. Has he been far, sir ?"

"Pretty well."
" Ah ! I thought so. You have come fast, too. I can

see that, Eeally, it is not the thing to compliment any-
one to their face, and it is a thing which I am not at all

in the habit of doing ; but, sir, you are a magnificent rider.

I was standing at the front door when you started, and
really, you sat in the sa'ldle as though it was your
cradle, and you had never been out of it all your life.

Perhaps you have been in the habit of riding, air ?"

" Oil ! yes, occasionally."
" Occasionally ? Well, really now, do you know I

should have tliought, from seeing you, that you were
in continual practice. Y'ou seemed so much at home."

" i am glad my riding has pleased you," said Tom,
i^rily. ' 1 wisli you could say the same thing to me
about your talkativeness."
This was an oblique hint, but the landlord either did

not or would not tsike it, but continued to gabble on in

the same strain, hia object evidently being to extract
from Tom all tlie iuforuiation he could.
But he found that Tom was not very easily pumped

;

and, when he had finished, he was not much wiser than
he was before.

In ids present frame of mind, this garrulity upon
\;he part of the landlord was excessively distasteful to
Tom, but he had no means of escaping the iutiiction.

He was compelled to listen to all.

The ostler, however, was very nimble; and, in much
less time than Tom King believed was possible, he
thoroughly groomed the horse, and turned it into the
stable.

Tom King did not leave until he had superintended
the feeding,

Tlien, gladly enough, he turned away, for he was
thorougldy wearied with the landlord's inquisitive
questions.
He was so good-tempered, and said everything with

such apparent frankness and goodwill, that Tom found
it impossible to offend him.
At length, however, when he had seen all was properly

done, our old friend directed his steps towards the inn.
He was sure Dick had seen him arrive, and he was

rather surprised that he had not ere this made his ap-
pearance, but he hoped that he should have a reason
given for ih.

The landlord would insist upon accompanying him
to the door of the room, though Tom did all he could
to prevent him.
Finding his efforts ineffectual, however, he was com-

pelled to submit, and g«t rid of him only when he en-
tered the room.
Turpin advanced eagerly towards hira, but, by a look,

Tom cautioned him not to speak until the landlord had
withdrawn.
This Mr. Goodridge was reluctantly compelled to do,

for ha iiad no excuse whatever for remaining.
Maud was seated near the fire, and her face lighted up

with joy when she saw Dick's faithful comrade had re-

turned unhurt and in safety from his perilous expedition.
She noticed in a moment, however, the peculiar ex-

pression of his countenance, and wondered what could
have caused it.

She fancied it might proceed from having failed to
accomplish his purpose, but in this she was mistaken.
Dick Turpin noticed the strange, wild, haggard look

upon his comrade's face, and would have spoken had
.not Tom placed his finger on his lip, as a signal for him
to remain silent.

At the same time he took our hero by the hand, and,
leading him up to the window, he said in a faint whisper—

" Do not raise your voice. The landlord's suspicions
are, I am sure, aroused, by the questions he has just put
to me."

" Haa he been questioning you, then ?"

"Yes, while I liave been looking after my horse.
Why did you not come down ?"

" Because Maud did not wish to be left, and because
I was undesirous of doing anything to further rouse
the landlord's curiosity."

" It was as well, perliaps. You saw me arrive ?"
" Yea ; I have been watching at the window, here,

nearly ever since your departure—not merely for your
return, but to guard against being surprised by our foes."

"A wise precaution—a very wise precaution indeed,
and we shall do well to continue to adopt it."

" Good. We will stand here and talk. But Tom, my
friend, spsak—tell me what has happened. Why do you
look so strangely ? Your face is ghastly white, and your
eyes roll fearfully in their sockets. Do not keep ma
any longer in suspense. Speak ! Tell me all. I am
sure something terrible has happened."

" Hush !" said Tom, in a low but impressive whisper,
casting his eyes all around him. " Hush !"

" This mysterious behaviour fills me with unknown
dread," said Turpin, clutching his comrade tightly by
the arm. " Answer my questions—relievo my uneasi-

ness, I beg you."
" Be calm, and I will tell you all."
" Are our foes at hand ?"

" No—no. I believe not—at least, not to my know,
ledge."

" You have failed, then, in your enterprise ?"

" No—no ; I have not failed. Look here. This bag
contains gold to a large amount, and this pocket-book,
bank-notes."
As he spoke these words, Tom King, not without a

certain wildncss of manner which much alarmed hia

comrade, produced from his pocket the articles he had
named, and thrust them hurriedly into Dick's hands.

" What, then, is the meaning of your agitation, my
friend ?" he asked;

" I have had an pdvenfcure."
" An adventure ?"

" Yes; one of such a fearful character that I have
never had before, and I hope and trust I never shall

again."
" Good heavens !" exclaimed Turpin. " Speak—speak

no longer in these ambiguous terms, but explain your-
self. Tell mo what has happened."

" Patience—patience, and I will do so. I have not yet
been able to overcome my horror ; indeed now I reflect

on wiiat has occurred, it seems to redouble in intensity."
" Calm yourself—calm yourself, I pray !

"

" You forget my caution. The landloi-d may be at
the door listeninj.', and should he overhear our conver-
sation, we are lost."

" I will be careful. But tell me, I pray, what has
taken place ?"

" I will do so as briefly as I can. Listen I"

As he spoke, Tom drew Dick close to him, and inclined
his mouth to his ear.

" I would not have Maud hear what I am about to

communicate for worlds," he whispered ;
" so listen."

" I am listening," said Diok. " I am quite at a loss

to think what can have occurred to have produced such
an effect upon you. Your nerves are well strung. It

cannot be a trifle which has so overcome you."
" It is no trifle, as you will say when you have heard

me out. This is what has taken place—this is what
has filled my very soul with horror and thrown me into

this state of agitation."

Tom King tlien related to Turpin his adventuro,
which we have already placed in full before the reader,

and, therefore, there is no need of ours to rHpeafc it in

his own words.
He had not exaggerated its horror.

Well might he utter the wish that such au adventure
should never again befall him.
"To think. Dick," he added, in conclusion, "that,

unaware of it, I for so long pursued a dying,perhaps a dead
man ! By what mysterious means he contrived to retain

hia seat in the saddle, I know not, for his steed's speed
was tremendous. I do not for a moment believe that he
guided the animal to its destination. I believe the animal
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flamed faim home by the mere force oi ita own instinct,

and donbUess it woald have carried him otill nearer to his

honse had not the iron gates shown tbemseWes to be an
obstacle which he could not anrmonnt."
" It is rery terrible," aaid Dick ; " bat yon take this

too much to heart. The fault is not so much voktb u hi*.

Had he complied with your demands, he w»:uld hare been
mnhurt." y
"True, %rat He wished to creserve His life «vad

money !

"

'-

" And so he lost both. Tonj this is really not so tef-

rible as yon seom to think it. ]i»i he fallen anywhere
save at thejfates of hia own }}i^^t ,fO« wooid not have
tbouKht it half so dreadful."
" Perhaps not. It would, howevflr, havo ix^n better

for my future peace of mind if I bad not ^a-^wi to witness

the finding of the body. I ought to hate fteJ from the

spot, but, as it was, I witnessed all—all ! Never until my
last moment shall I forgot the terrible scene."
" Come, come," said Dick, anxious to rouse his com-

rade from this depressed state of mind. " Shake off these

feeling*} they are unworthy of you—they are unwortnv of

anyone. What took place was clearly an accident. Yon
did uol aim the bullet, although it struck a fatal blow. It

was purely a chance shot. Do not take the event so mach
to heart, 1 beg. It is wrong of you to do so."
" Perhaps it is, Dick ; perhaps it is. But had the need

of money been any less urgent than it is, I shotild have
turned and fled the moment I discovered the lifeless body
in the lane. As it was, I robbed the dead!

"

" And what of that. Why should you object to take
that from his body while dead, which you would not have
scrupled to take while living ? Pho ! pho ! Where is the
difference ? Only in this. The dead man would not be
ensible of his loag

"

" It is weil for yon, Dick, to speak thus philosophically

;

but had it been you, I fancy you wonid have found the
difference. It has given my nerves a shock such as they
will be a long time recovering from. But come, let ns
Cjuit this subject. We have other matters of much greater
importance pressing upon ns. This is the time for action,

not for talk !

"

" You are right, yon are right ; and I hope you are cool,

calm, and collected enough to talk upon our future pzo-
ccedihgs."
" I am, I am."
*' What, then, are we to do P

*
*• Depart without delay."
" I think that will be the best plan. But stay. Toll

me. I forgot to inquire before. While you have been
out, have yon seen or heard nothing of the dragoonc ?"

'• Nothing at all."

"Well, then, that is good news. It seems to promise
tib iihat we shall be able to leave this place without moles-
tation from them."
" It does, indeed. I am surprised we have been eo

iitHe troubled with them. I cannot make it out."
" It is strange."
"Very strange. I wonder how Claude and Sixteen-

Btring Jack have fared. Yon have no idea how anrious
( am about them. 1 cannot help thinking that the reason
we have not seen the dragoons, is that they are all in pur-
suit of them.
" Do not give wny to such gloomy speculations as tlsoae,

\ beg. Let us prepare to start at on^e. As a preliminary
•tep, we will caD the landlord, pay the remainder of the
money that ia owing for the horse, and settle oS the
»core."
" Pray do. Le* us summon him at onc«. But, hark !

Listen, Dick! What is that}" Louder a;:d louder!
Plainer and plainer it becomes 1 ^Ybat i* it ? I an* afraid
u> say

!

"

,"Be calm," said Tnrpin. "Yoa do not Boem your-
•elf."
" Can^j^uu hear nothing ?"
** I hear the trampling of many homes' ucotg."
•'Yes—yes 1 That is the sound! We are lost! T/9

have delayed our departure until it is too late ! Eark i

TOiey are the dragoons ! By some means they have tracked
«s to thisjplacg I Look out—look out, and tell me what

CHAPTBB CCCCX
?HB I>al0~-rfir8 HitT AT THB FRONT DOOK OK tH»
"mountj»in rill" inn, and thk «)81tion of TE«
two highwaymen becomes critical to a oeqbbk,

BuRiife the time that Tom King related to Dick the par.
ticulars of his terrible adventure on the highway, Maud
had retained her seat near the fire.

Her eyes were directed towards both, but their forme
were partially concealed by the gloom of the chamber and
the dingy curtain whicb hung before the window.
Where she sat she could only bear ihe niarmnring

of voices, but could not detect a word, excevt on those
occasions when Dick spoke, when he was immediately
cautioned by his comrade to lower his tone.

It was well for our friends that they were thos prudent.
Tom King had good reason to ftar the landlord's

curiosity.

At that very moment he was crouching down upon the
stairs with his ear close to the bottom of the door,
between which and the floor there was a space of nearly
half an inch, for the door waa an old one, and now fitted

very badly.

If Maud, sitting by the fireside, could not hear what
Tom King said, it is quite certain the landlord could not,
and so he had all his pains for nothing.
He heard a oonfosed, murmuring sound, but that was

all.

When, however, Tom King spoke the words with
which the preceeding chapter concluded, she could tell,

not only by the disjointed syllables which foil upon her
ears, but by the excited manner in which they weps
uttered, that something wrong had taken place.

Ever on the look-out for danger, and ai'prehGuijive of
every circumstance, Maud sprang in a moment from her
seat, and hastened towards the window.
She clasped her arms around Dick, ae she said, in

fearful accents

—

" What is amiss P Tell me—oh ! toll me at once what
is amiss."
" Hush ! hush I Maud. Be not alarmed ; it may b«

aothing. We can but prepare ourselves for the worst.
Let us hope that the danger with which we are threatened
will pass away."
Maud clung still more tightly to Dick Turpin, as he

spoke these words, for she knew they foreboded peril.

In the meantime, Tom King had taken the two candles
off the table, and placed them in one comer of the room,
so that nonie of the rays of light from them should fall

upon the window.
This would enable them to look out without so much

danger of being seen by those who were approaching.
VVhen first the quick ear of Tom King detected the

sounds of horses' hoofs, they must have been a long way
off.

Now, however, they were close at hand.
Anxiously the three fugitives crowded in the space of

the old bow-window, and looked down the road.

ft was dark without; and yet through the obscurity
they could distinguish a dark mass approacbiiig in various
portions, of which something glittered brightly.

That peculiar, jingling sound which is ever heard when
soldiers are on horseback, reached their ears.

That it was the dragoons who were approaching there
could be little or no doubt, and yet the danger of their

presence might be less than it appeared to be.

They might be possibly doing no more than patrolling

the road, and, if so, the best thing for our friends to do
would be to remain perfectly still where they were, siuca

any hasty movement to escape might have only the effect

of bringing Immediate destruction upon them.
In the hope, then, that the dragoons who were ap-

proaching would pass the house, our friends stood at the
window, looking out eagerly into the darkness.
On they came ; the trampling of the horses' feet and

the jingling of the aeooutre«n'"it« sounding plainer and
plainer each moment.

?heir speed did not refei.

'>n they came, and the hope tnat they wculd pass bj
»ad leave them in safety grew stronger and stronger io
their breasts.

The approaching troop was a large one ; the largest oiv
friends had ever seen.

It seemed almost as though Uie nnmcrofu small bodtiif
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of ooiALirn ihu,* had beea h-iaging- aboat had coalepced i»4o

If tliifl wus 80, and if tney would onltj |>ass the inn, then I

all would bt^ well.

The ciivnmstance would turn out a mosi favourable one

for our friends. ^
Nothing wo^ild be easier than for them to take their

departu/e m aoou as the dra.^oons were out of Bidfht. and
go in a d'KMtioE contrary to them.
Here every ttep they took would incTeaee tbe distanoe

between them, and conduce to their safety.

On the other hand, should th^ dragoons have by some
means or other traced fhem to the "Mountain Rill," and
nuide an attack upon them, their position would be one of

t:i9 most imminent and deadly peril.

The circumstauce of the "dragoons having combined
to^^elher in such a large number, seemed quite in accord-

snce with this latter supposition.

It would account for such a thing at onc«, because th^y
would consider by appearing in such great force they woaW
he able to make sure of the victory.

Such were the reflections that swept through the miufls

of both the highwaymen with the rapidity of thought.

They did not speak to each other, or commnuieate their

id^as, but both coincided in a remarkable manner.
They felt that their fate would depend upon tbe occu?-

-.'iices of the next few momenta, and, therefore, the readsr

will easily be able to imagine for himself the suspenseful

anxiety with which they watched tbe approaching troop.

Their lives and liberties depended upon whether thoy
passed by or whether they stopped.
As they came nearer and nearer, so did their suspense

increase.

At one moment hope would maiutain the ascendency i

at the next, fear and despair.

Fortunately for them, their suspense was not of very

lonar duration.
Tl'e dragoons came on at a glow, j.'^gging trot, such ss

i» peculiar to the military.

They were now within ten yards of the ina.

The critical moment had arrived.

Would they pause ?

No, they kept on at the same steady rate.

Hopeful and more hopeful grew our frienda.

They ventured to brciithe more freely.

The danger would pass by.

Another moment, and the danger woalu ba ovc?.

The dragoons will continue on their way.
No!
Suddenly—starliingly—there came upon the ears one

word.
"Bait!"
That was the word.
It was uttered with that abruption upon which militaiy

ofheers so pride themselves.
it was like the report of a pistol, and it secaed to pro-

duce uipon our friends the same effect as a suddenly-
delivered blow.
They staggered back, and a faint scream came from

Maud's lips.

It was drowned by fhe noise made by the soldiers rein-

ag in their steeds.

In an incredibly fhort space of time all were still.

Turpin and King had not moved from the window.
They seemed incapable cm motion.
The dragoons halted immediately beneath them.
That is to say, at the door of the public-house,
" All is lost," said Maud, meaningly, witfe her face

bbnehed by terror. " All is lost."

1 ho aospondent worde were fohoed by tuo hearts cl

her two companions, but not by their lipi.

But the sound of her voice seeuied to have the effect

of rousing them into tuition.

Rapidly botli withdrew from the window, where there

was so muoh hazard of their being eeeft,; ,^€^ ttat the

dragoona werfe so olose at hafsd..

• V j'j ronms on the ground -tioor of the '" Mountaiu il\A"

\.i l^n ceilings, and as the scldiers sat on horsebact, t^ ay

w^-'i tifaost reach to look into the bow-window.

and Dick paused near tha centre of the room,

ommon con>">nt they looked at the priming of th«s»
jy oommon con>">nt they

9.

at mast be Gone now. „.v,„ . _, -=
' fior^etbij.jsj &ad that right ouickly. waa the reply.
•What mast be Gone now, Diok P " wked Tom King.

"Bat what?"
*' 9ie moct not r«ma)n hem, o» vr? rimfl t« faCkiM

(jn'aonerfl."
" Where can we go P If we descend the stairs we ahaO

t>6 d<)tected immediately."
" The landlord's suspicions are ajoused, and if the

dragoons do not know already that we are here, they will

ask the landlord, and he will recognise ti»« description,

and then all will be over with us."
" Our position is truly desperate, and unless we adopt

eome desperate expedient, it will be all over with oa."
" We must escape ! We must leave this place at once I

"

" But how ?—that is the question
"

" We must think—ah ! an idea. Come, I beliewo there
is hope yet."
As he spoke these worde, Turpin passed his arm toxmi

Maud's waist, and led her towards the door."
" What are you about to do ?

"

" Follow us, and you will see," said Torpin. ** It will

r* better than for me to stop and explain it.

Turpin had recollected all in a moment that the room
which Maud had occupied was in the rear of the houee,
and that the window overlooked the stable-yard.

Towards this he made his way.
He crossed the landing, and entered the chamber.
As he did so, he called out to Tom King, who was close

at his heels, to secure the door.

He was instantly obeyed.
All would now depend upon the speed they were able to

make.
Turpin opened the window.
It was a large casement, and the leaf swung bac4 md-

deuly against the wall.
" Joe—Joe," he cried. " Here."
" Let me call him," said Tom King. " I am on gcod

fcrras with him."
" Do not speak too loud."

Tom called, but there was no response for a moment.
*' What do you waut with him f" asked King.
" To bring a ladder and place it against the wiudow.

We shall then be able to descend into the yard, and, per-

haps, steal away unperceived."
" An excellent thought. But the ostler, I fear, in out

in the front attending to the soldiers' horses."
" I forgot that."
" Never mind," continued Tom King ;

" the distance to

the ground is not go great but what I can drop it eaaily.

Then, if there is a ladder, I will place it for you."
" Stop," exclaimed Turpin ;

" what is that ?
"

He pointed to a dark figure standing in the yard as he
ppoke.
" It is the ostler

! " ejaculated Tom King. " AH is well."

Dick called him again.
" Here I i*," said a voice, which Tom iostantly reoog.

nised as the ostler's. " Where be you ?
"

" Here, at the window."
" Oh ! I sees you. What do you w^nt ?

"

*' Joe, if yoo want to earn five pounds, listen to me, and
do just as I tell you."

•' Oh ! won't IP" said Joe, as he came nearer. " Wb<»*

do yon want ?
"

" A ladder ! Quick ! In an instant I Place it again**

the wiudow!"
" Ain't got never a ene."
*• No kdder ?

"

" No ; but here's some steps.*
" Put them here."
" Tney ain't tall enough."
" Never miad ; we will try to make them do."

The ostler did not waste any moru time in argumeBS,

but produced the steps he had mentioned, and placed then
v» b«i e Dick had directed.

I ThCT were manifeetl" ^ ghort, but yet onr iti^adt
thonght they would ans-ver the purpose.
Tom Kint shpped through the window, and lowered

himself until his feet touched them.
Then, taking a firm foot-hold, he ukod Dick to hand

Maud dJ}wn, and he would assist her to descend.
^t me same time he tmmed round to th'- -^tler, &nd

aid

—

^ Run into the stable and saddle our two horses m
cfuickly as you can, and put the side-saddle on the horsv
we bought to-day of your master. Be quick, and yon
6hall h{>v9 not five ponnda bat t«ii\l

"
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The offer of this immense sum seemed for a moment or

two to have a paralyzing effect apon the oetler, but, quickly

recovering himself, he rushed into the stable, and began
•addling the horses with maniacal speed.

He was used to his trade, and soon performed the duty.

In the meantime, in obedience to bis friend's injunction,

Dick Turpin assisted Maud through the window, and Tom,
standing on the steps, helped her down.
She reacbed the ground safely and easily.

For Turpin to follow was an easy enough matter.

In fiacfc. pa almost disdained to make use of the steps at

an.
So .»*, i-nen, au was well, and with renewed hope they

|

hurried across the yard into the stable.

Their satisfaction may be imagined wben they saw the

wonderful progress which the ostler had made in capari-

1

soning tbe steeds. .

Both highwaymen sprang forward to bis aMistance.and, 1

in lesa than a moment more, all were r?adv.

They mounted in the stable.

But their difficulties were far from being over.

So far as their own knowledge extended, there was bu»

cne means by which the yard could be entered and left;

and this was by means of the gateway.
Round this the troop of dragoons were clustered, ?o that

it seemed absolutely impossible for them to emei^ i with-

out being captured, and, if they remained in the yai\"^ th(S

same event would take place.

This was a dilemma truly.

They appealed to the ostler, who was, indeed, their only

"»maining hope.
" Quick, tell me," said Turpin ;

" is there any othet

means by which this yard cai b"? laft besides by the gate-

way ?
"

" No, that is the only one."
" Are you sure P

"

" In course I is."
_

Our friends were in desDur.
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••Sint !c there no place in the yard where the wall ia 30

low Ui8t we oottld jump over it into the meadows er aomf

Ihina?"
. „

" So, bnt I'll tell you what there m.

"\7hat?" ,, ^^
" A bttle door that teads into the paddock."
•• The paddock ?

"

" Yes, that ia where we torn the hvrtea a» to graM ;

It is jnst at the hack of the stable."
" The ve thing. But where is the door f

"

• I'll show you. Follow me."
•' We will, never fear; but pray be quick, a*" our hves

are in danger." i- j e ,

The ostler ran out into the yard, and our friends fol-

lowed him.
1 J ^

They waited their aorses, bnt even then they conld not

help making a slight noise, which they were fearful would

reach the ears of the dragoons.

Their fear was realized.

They heard a loud shout, which came from tho direction

of the gateway, and then a prodigious clattering of horses'

hoofs on the rough stones with which it was paved.

Our friends heeded it not, but bent upon the ostler the

whole of their attention.

He ran swiftly across the yard, and opened a small door

in the wall.
" Through there," he cried. " Yon must stoop, or you

will break your heads."

The caution was a necessary one.

Hand and Turpin passed through first.

Tom King foUowed, and, as did so, thrust a handful of

jriineas into the ostler's hand.

"Thank yon, sir," he said. "Keep right straight

across the paddock, and you will come to' a bit of a^fence.

Jump that, and you will be in Throttle Goose-lane."
" Thanks !" said Tom. " Close the door after me ; and,

if you can, send the dragoons off upon a false scent."

CHAPTER CCCCXI.

SHOWS HOW TTMOTHT GOODRIDOE, THE LANIrlOBD, WAS
OF GKEAT SERVICE TO THE HIGHWAYMEN WITHOUT
KNOWING IT.

Tom King did not wait to hear the ostler's reply; indeed,

he did not know whether he made any, for, as he spoke,

he stooped and urged his horse forward.

In a moment he was through the narrow portal and out

into the paddock.
, , ,^ .

He saw two dim figures before him, and halted.

They were Turpin and Maud.
" On—on ! " he cried ;

" on for your liveo I Keep
straight across the place, and then we shall come to a

hedge, on the other side of which is a country lane. On—
on!^'
Turpin did not need much urging.

He took hold of the bridle of Maud's st«ed, and followed

Tom King, who took upon himself to lead the way to the

hedge of which he had spoken.

Here we must, for a moment, leave them, in order to

give an account of the proceeuiugs of the dragoons.

Already we have seen how they came up in rather

strong numbers to the door of the " Mountain Rill

"

IDB.

They were the very same troop that had made the

•ttaok upon the highwaymen in Eufield Chase, and drove

them from that comfortable place of shelter.

iVom time to time tbey had been reinforced by other

detachments they had met with upon the road, and so

their number became greatly swelled ; for as soon as the

other dragoons heard that the game had been fairly

started, they were eager in the extreme to join ?u the

pursuit.
.

However, tbey had lost the scent, and, in spite of aJi

their efforts, they could not find it again.

But they had persevered untiringly, for they wer* con-

Tinced that in the end they must come up with th« ob'ect

tS their search.

In this manner, tne whole of the day was spen?, which

thf righwaymen passed so snugly at the inn, and eo, too,

they spent the night that followed, until thoy amv«Mi in

tike manner we have related.

The reader will bear in mind that Tom King ttad Dick,

M they aiood watching the soldiers approach, were uncer-

tain, op to the last moment, whether thev w^irf* '^aiht, *a

stay or oontinoe on their journey.
This inability of theirs to decide is easily aocoanted for.

The officer in command of the dragoons had no inten-

)n of halting at the
he came in sight of it.

•ago

tion of halting at the " Mountain Rill " inn until jnst am

6equ(

Seeing the inn reminded him that he stood greatly in
need of refreshment, and no doubt his men were in the
same predicament, for they had not quitted the saddle for

many nonrs.

The horses, too, would be all the better able to perform
their service if they had a bait ; and so all at once the
officer cried out, " Halt !

" no less to the surprise than to
the satisfaction of his men.
They pulled up with military promptitude, and sat still,

waiting for further commands.
From this it will be seen that the dragoons hafl no idea

that those of whom they were in search had taken up their
quarters at this very identical place, so that the alarm of
our friends was somewhat premature and unnecessary.

It was well, however, that they took the prompt steps
they du\ to leave the place, as the sequel will prove.
Had they known that the soldiers had no suspicion of

their presence there, they might have been tempted to
remain.
Lucky, however, was it for them that they did not.
Had they lingered, the worst and most disastrous ooiio

uences might have ensued.
Jpon heanng suah a tremendous clattering of hoofs

before his door, of course the inc^uisitive landlord left off

in the midst of what he was doing, and hurried to the
front of the house to leam what had taken place.

His surprise was not so great as might havo been
expected, for he was aware that for some time past the
roads had been patrolled by detachments of dragoons ;

nor was it the first time they had made a temporary haft
before his ijpor.

He was glad enough to see them, and, 'm a bustb'riK and
obsequious vray, ran up to the officer's horse.

" This is the ' Mountain Rill' inn," be said, " and i am
the landlord, Timothy Goodridge, as you would see on the
sigii. if it was only a little lighter. There is the best of
accoiumodation for man and beast."

" Of course, of course, every landlord says that," replied
the officer.

" You will find that I don't say it without good cause,"
replied Mr. Goodridge. " Will you alight, t^^ntlemen,
or"

" Stop a moment," said the officer, who was struck with
a fresh thought. "I have a questior *o ask you."
The landlord assumed an eipressioi- of great importance,

and prepared to listen.
" I believe," said the officer, " tb it you are a man who

generally takes notice of all tiiat tt-kes place around you,
especially if it ifl of an extraordinary or unusual cha-
racter?'^

" Well, yes; I generally keep my eyes open as to what is

going on in the world."
" Just so. I expected as much, and w'> ' wr :it to ask yarn

a question."
" I shall be glad to answer it if I have the power."
"If you possess the information we require, you wiM

find that it wiU answer your purpose to placo :'s in pos-
session of it."

The landlord brightened up, and impatiently waited iow
more.
" You must know that we are on the look-out for fiva

persons, four of whom we very much desire to capture.
Now, have you seen anything of their 9 Can you give w
any information reepecting them ?

"

" No." replied Mr. Goodridge.
" You have not seen them, then ? "
*' Not as knows of, but"
" But wh*k F " asked the officer, quiddy, wboK aopee

of learning something had revived.
" Yon haven't given me any sort of description of these

five people, so I might have seen them and I might
not."
" To oe sure," said the officer, " I forjyot ti»t. TVgli,

tinm, one of the five is ayoting and good-lookiB« wwm*'-
girl, I might also say."

I"
Yes, yes."

" Hav«( you seen bar t

"

*• €k) on

—

ma smT*
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Th« officer then proceeded to give a bnuf deBcriotion of

tbe peraooal appearance of oar four friendd.

He oonciuded by saying

—

" Now, Mr. Landlord, if yon can give on any lafoniatica

•bout these individ'ials, or any of them, you will be

r. jtitled to a reward d a. hnndred pounds, which will be
»aid to you by the Secretary of State."

Mr. Goodridge gasped for breath, and theniio a nervous

•ort of way he said

—

« Ah 1 ah ! I have—ah f—earnt it."

•*What!" exclaimed the officer. "SpeaF, Ssrcism

Tonrself. What do you mean by that ?
"

" I have earnt it," repeated the landlord ; &ni as ^<j

spokfl he pointed in a mysterious manrur » thi> -o"

window on the first floor.

The officer grew impatient.
** What is the meamng of all this mtmtr,jry ? " he said.
" Early this morning," said Mr. Goodridge, " Jwo men,

whose appearance corresponds exactly with the descrip-

tion given me, arrived here on horseback. One was on a
beautiful black mare, which is in my stable now."
The officer uttered an ejaculation, and sprang from his

borse.
** Listen to me," said Mr. Goodridge, placing his hand

oa the officer's arm. " Wait, and I will tell you more."
"Quick, then, be quick ! There is no time to lose."
•• It's all right," said the landlord.
** Besides these two that I have spoken of, there came

• girl also, on foot, and they are now all three sitting

comfortably enough in that room there. I left them in it

when you arrived, and they have not come down, because
yonder is the stairs, and we should have seen them if

they had."
This intelligence for a moment or so evidently o^^r-

came the officer.

Then, in a hasty voice, he commanded a dozen of his

raen to alight from their steeds and follow him into the
urn, while the others remained mounted and on the look-

out, in case their prey should make a dash *-^ **fupe,

when they would be able to intercept tbem.
Dodar the guidance of the landlord, who w&v eiated at

the idea of earning a hundred pounds so easily, he made
his way up the stau'case with his dozen dragoons close at

bis heels.

Of course, Mr. Goodridge was the first to enter the
Toom.
Wht .. he saw the door standing wide open, when he

knew he had left it closed such a short time before, his
hoart misgave him.
Upon entering, his worst suspicions were conhrmed.
It was tenantless.

"Gone!" he exclaimed. "Gone! and all my money.
Oh! I am a ruined man."
"How? what? gone?" said the officer, sharply.

" What is the meaning of all this ? If yoa do not ex-
plain '^Jrything clearly aud to my entir- stiifactioH, I

thall take you into custody I

"

A.t this moment a shout came to their ears.

It was uttered by the dragoons without.

£t was immediately followed by the trampling of many
horses' hoofs upon the stones within the gateway.
" Something has happened," exclaimed the officer, and,

with breakneck precipitation, he and his men descended
tho stairff.

The meaning of the shout was simple enough.
Those dragoons who had been left outside to watch

were thoroughly on the alert for any littJe circmnstance
that might take place.

All at once they heard the tram]»Iing of horses' fe si >c!

tibeyard behind tbe inn.
", ihe sound was slight, but yet they heard it plai^C'.

It suggested in & moment the thought that their prey
|

f&a making tbeir escape, so, to aWj>act tlie atujutjon oftj

ibcir comrades within the Lib. 41»ey sa^lod «ut acJ ii&2ii<3<H

iD«m the archwuj.
We must now once more, and for the last ttmo, step

back, and then all will be clear enough.
We have now explained how it was that our friend* had

«nfficient time to make their escape into the ynrd, uudle
their steeds, mount, and be off; and now we have tr
iJeseribe the proceedings of the ostler, who had the utmost
ladin&tion to serve those people in every way ha oould
«rho had behaved so liberally to him.

It will be recollected ttat whea ou: irieuds first a%iled

to him out of the window, he appeared to ba out of sight

and hearing, but almost immediately they sRw « -lark

fii^nra emerge from the gateway into the yard
Tom recognised it in a moment as the ostlc-

The reader must not suppo^'" that Joe heard thatc. the

first time they called.

His presence in the yard was not in any way attnuuta-

bla to that.

Hearing the dragoons ride up to ihe'lottr, he had ha^Tiiy

slipped an his elothes— for he had retirpd to rest sinse

time ago—and made his way to the front of the inn, ia

order to see whether his services were required.

He had just come back to fetch a truss of hay and sotns

water for the dragoons' horses, when our tnecds saw him
and called out to him.
What afterwards took place we know.
The ostler, of course, preferred to attend af-jR mt

friends than on the dragoons, for he know by expeni=?ijc»*

that he was not likely to get much out of ttie latter.

No sooner had Tom King passed throu;^h the narrov/

door in the wall leading into the paddock, thim he dosed

it after him and bolted it, muttering as he I'id so

—

" I'll serve you all 1 can, blest if I won't."

The dragoons, however, were close at h;>ud ; but, fros*

the darkness which prevailed in the yard, they had uoi

been able to see where our friends were; besides which,^

the door was situated in a distant comer, the route t©

which was rather intricate, for the yard, like moat old-

fashioned inn-yards, was piled up with lumber.

The dragoons oould hear no longer the sound of horses'

hoofs, which had at first attracted their attention ; for, of

course, as soon as our friends gained the soft turf in th»

paddock, their horses' footsteps became inaudible.

The dmgoons called loudly for lights, and dismounted,

for they found the task of searching the inn-yard whilst

mounted to be impossible.

The ostler, having closed the door, bev;an to oonjider

what would be the best thing he should Jo.

He feared, and not without reason, that he would b$

suspected of having aided the escape oi" the guilty partiej,

and he was apprehensive of the oonserueuoes of such sua-

picion.

What should he do P

He had but scant tame for consideration, and, naturally

enough, the first thought that suggested iUelf to him wa»
that he should hide himself.

As a matter of course, the ostler was perfectly famiTfar

with the inn-yard and everything it contained, havinp
spent the greater part of his life in it.

Glancing round him, then, aa well as the darkness
would allow, he saw a large butt, which ho remembered
was empty.
This seemed a oaptial hiding-place, and, without

further reflection, he climbed up, with the agility of a
monkey, and lowered himself into it.

He did not think of the consequences of what he had
done.

Should he be found, suspicion would be directed te-

wards him with ten times greater strength than before.

He never thought of this, however.
His mind was fully occupied in felicitating ttseK upon

its cleverneaa in devising such a capital place of oon-

cealment.
But he got into the butt only just in timv.

The other dragrooua, as well as the landlora, many of

them carrying lights, made their appearance ia the

yard, and an active search at onoe oommeneed.
The landlord was furious to a degree.

In the first place, he called upon Joe, the ostfor, in a
»Ci<v? of thunder.
Joa h«ard him, but he had too much pradenoo to rsply.

CHAPTER O^CGKII.
40B, "SB OeJTLEK, IS DISCOVERED BT THS

AND HAS A NARUGW ESCAPS.

Aix ha did was to crouch do'^,; still lower in the batt, «r

though, by that means, ho oould more efi^ectaally conceal

himself while he strained hie sense of hea^^ i» th«

utmost, in order to leans, if posaible» ^hetLs?^ was is

any danger.
Mr. Goodridgp was qtdte surpiised when he tutmu «fli*

the mtlct did not respond to his cali« but, nevertheless, fe*
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<nade bis way into the stables, the dour of which was
maging wide open.
A. cry of anger and horror came from the landlord'^ Ups

AD soon as he entered, and he danced aboat in the > at

frantic manner imaginable, to the infinite amusement and
astonishment of tL* dra^coons, who had do idea what it

meant.
The stable was empty.
A-t a glance, Mr. (ioodridg<» saw th»t not odhf ^me toe

two steeds b( '"»iging to the victors gone, bat anw the one
upon which he had only recei?*-'' a Bmall sam oti aoooont
of th* purchase of.

Ouises, both loud and deep, issued from bis lips- and
once more he called frantically npon the ostler.

Bat, as before, he met with no responae.

The officer in command strore to arrive at aome «oii>

elnsioD from the landlord, bat at last he was compelled to

give up the attempt in despair, for Mr. Goodndge did
nothing bnt curse and swear.
" Search the yard," wUZ the officer. " Seawh tl e

yard. They are somewhere dose at band I feel confident

Search all around.*'

The dragoons dispersed themselves immediately over
tlie yard, and, assisted by the lights, which were carried

by many of them, they proceeded to make an examination
of the whole of the premises.

Before they had done much, the landlord recovered the
use of his senses sufficiently to cease cursing and swearing
in the stable, and he came outside looking and behaving
more like a rational creature than he had recently done.
"We heard the sound of horses* hoofs in the yard

here," said one of the dragoons, addressing his superior
officer, " but we can see nothing of them."
" They did not pass out of the gateway?"
" Certainly not. They could not have done so withAqt

being seen and captured by us."
Mr. Goodndge was standing close by, and eo turning

to him the officer said

—

" Now, landlord, can you help us out of this difficulty ?

Is there another way out of your yard, or is there some
place where these fellows may have concealed them-
selves ?

"

The landlord rubbed his head perplexedly, and then he
said

—

" Curse that Joe ! I know d—d well he is at the bottom
of it."

" So I am," muttered Xoe, as he heard the remark, for

he thouffht his master aliuded to the butt, having only
imperfectly heard the preceding sentences. " I wonder
bow he knew that. It's all up now, I suppose."

Nevertheless, Joe, the ostler, had the prudence not to
make the least movement.

*' Who's Joe ? " asked the dragoon, impatiently. " Why
don't you answer my questions at once, when you know
how innportant it is that we should not lose a moment ?

"
" I tell you, Joe's at the bottom of it," said the land<

lord again.
The ostler groaned slightly.
" Oh ! lauks," he said, " it is quite certain that muster

kb.->ws where I be, and I expects they'll have me out
pretty Quick."
" Who's Joe P"
" He's the ostlei. 1 Imow as well as if I had seen him,

that he has shown these fellows the Httle door in the wall
that leads into the paddock, ?ind"
" What, wretch ! cried the oi2«er in a towering passion,

and clutching the landlord by the throat as be spoke.
" What, villain ! Do you mean tc tell me that th«ra is

Mother means of leaving the yard ?''

The landlord nodded desperately.
Speak he could not, for the hold which the officer Kept

Itpon his throat made utterance an impossibility.
" It's all up, th«iJ." said the officer, as he released bis

hold.

Mr. Goodndge coughed violently, and then he cried

—

" I know he's done it { and if he has, they're far enougli
off by this time, you may depend."

It was now the officer's turn to swear, am it was aoon
widest fiiat he was quite as well skilled iu this accom*
•tishment af 'he landlord himself.

"This is ail yenr fault," he. said. "B-* if I don't

Aliare you're iB league with them ! I'U take /ou j'-^/>

enstody."
" It's JfiO." a *id Mr. Soodridge ; " J inow it's Joa '

How oonld it be me P I have been with you all the whiJei
hilt he has been aiding them to escape."
••Where is Joe?" cried the officer. "Who h«e ««

him?"
The unfbrtunate ostler, " distilled almost to a jelly by

the act of Sear," heard every word of the foregoing oonver-

Affaire bad taken a very unpleasant turn, and he found
his situation in the empty water-butt not half so com-
fortable as he had thoufjht it.

" I will try to be off," he said to himself. " Master
knows where I be, and he will teU the sojerp, I'll cut,

01 they'll lock me up ; for if I stay here, they will have
me sure enough."
Now this was about the most unfrise resolution that

Joe, the ostler, could possibly have come to; for. if he had
remained where he was, there was just a chance that he
would not be discovered.

But, as we have seen, he was under the impression that
his master was, by some means, acquainted with hi*
hiding-place, so it was not safe, of courae, t^ jemain there
any longer.

Cautiously and slowly, so as not to make the least noise,

Joe, the ostler, rose to his feet.

He was then just able to see over the top of the water
butt.

The inn-yard was tolerably well LUuminated with the
lights the soldiers carried.

He saw them standing close to the butt.

The landlord was showing them the door that led into

the paddock.
The bolt .nui drawn instantly.

Their backs were tctwards the butt, and Joe thoaght
this was the favourat.'e moment to leave it.

He drew himself up ^-ithout beinij either seen or heard,
for the dragoons were w\ oUv occuv»»pd by the discovery df
the door and attending »<» the orders of their superior

officer, who, having once u.'Ore got upon the track of the
highwaymen, resolved to reuviw the pursuit without delay.

It thus happened that the tight noise which the ostler

could not help making, was un. ceded, and be, at length,

gained the summit of the wall in safety, which waa only •
few inches above the top of the v^\ter-butt.

But the success which had hitLrto attended him, aow
deserted him.
The top of the will was crumb. \ng and decayed, and

portions of it came away and rolled I'own into the yard.

This was a circumstance which cou\ i not &il to instantly

attract the notice of vie dragoons.
They looked up by common consem , and they saw Mr.

Joe on the top of the wall, looking the very pictore of die-

mayful fear.

"Present arms!" said the officer to hi* men, witk
startling abruptness.
He was obeyed instantly.

Then, turning to Joe, he said—
" Descend this moment, or you are a dead nan.**

The ostler glanced at the guttering barrels of the oar>

bines presented to him.
That was enough.
As though he /lad been shot, be roVtd off the waH.
But he took good care to fall into t) e paddock.
The dragoons dai-ted through th/ door ix, \ moment

and seized him ere he could rise U his feet and make a
?un for it, as he fully intended.

Trembling in every limb, and v; a most unsavoury con-
dition—for he had fallen into a < .ung-pit—he was led to

the commanding officer, who loc'ied at him sternly, while
h« said to the soldiers—
"Hold him firmly, my men; see that he doue not

escape."
Vhe dragoons tightened their hold.
" So it is you, is it," said the officer, **who assiated the

highwaymen to escjipe P Do you know yon will be tram,
ported hy life for it P

"

At thia terrible announcement Joe's knee< knocked
together, and he would have sank to the ground had
he not been held up by the firm grasp f^f his captors.

His teeth chattered, and his eyes voiisd wildly as be
looked from one to the other of the etam Faces which
surrounded him.
" Speak," said the officer, "speak."
The unfortunate ostler made several attPDoyis ts doMit

bot fr.ru-.vl.
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• Yon admit yoar gaili, then P " oontinaed the oflScer.

•Ton confess that you agisted tiie higbwaymen to

«8cape ?
"

A ray of hope at this moment flashed aoroc* ths
ostler's mind, and ha recovered himself somewhat.
" I didn't know th^ were highwaymea/' he 8ai<^ with

an effort.
" But yon assistea tiem to escape f *
** I was obliged."
••How?"
"They clapped a pistol to my head. Mid awote fhey

would blow my brains out if I said a word, or refused

to do all that they told me{ and for fear of my life I

•beyed."
This sounded snch a plausible excuse, that Joe began

to plnclc up bis conrage a little, and he ventured to

indulge in the hope that his case was not quite lo despe-

rate as he had imagined it to be.
" Wliere have they gone ? Tell me, and that at once

!

"

*' They made me show them the door leading into the
paddock, and then they bolted through it like winking."
" Which way did they go ?

"

"Across the paddock, I think."
"Bat what brought you on top of the wall ?

**

** I was trying to get away."
"What for ?^
" I waa afraid I should get into trouble for what I

had done. But I could not help it. If I had not obeyed
them, they would have blown my brains out."
" You are sure they went across the paddock P

"

"Yes."
The officer reflected a moment.
He was not altogether pleased with Mr. Joe, and he

bad half a mind to take him prisoner, and the only
reason he hesitated to do so was because he knew what
«n incumbrance he would be.
" Release him," he said to his men, as soon as he had

finished his reflections.

Joe was accordingly set at liberty, to his no small grati-

fication, as the reader will easily believe.
" We will waste no more time here," said the officer.

" Mount, every one of you. ^We will renew the pursuit
without furtlier delay ; but in giving my account of this

matter, I shall not omit to state my suspicions both of you,
Mr. Landlord, and you, Mr. Joe."
" I am sure I am not in the least to blame," said the

landlord. " That's one drop more, however, to my cup of
aggravation. I am suspected of aiding the escape of those
rascals who have gone ofi" with a horse that I eould have
get eighty guineas for to-morrow."
" Well—well, that may be ; but I have my suspicions

nevertheless. I can't help it. They may be unfounded.
I don't say they are not."
" I ain't to blame," said Joe, who had grown bold with

fuccess. " You would have done as I did, if you had been
placed in the same position."
" I have nothing to do with that," said the officer, as

b« glanced round to see whether his men were mounted.
" Are all here P " he added.
" All-all."
" Follow me, then ; and, though these viHains nave got

«uch a long start of us, it will go hard wits me if I don't
capture them before daybreak. Now they are oat of
cover again, we won't rest until we have hunted them
down."
As he uttered these words, in a very determined voice,

the officer of dragoons directed his horse towards the little

door.
" Mind your head," said Joe. " Stoop as you go out."
The officer was than'ifful for this caution, for he escaped

ar ugly blow in conseiiMience <^ it, &nd he bcisan to think
better of Mi, Joe.
The same caution applied to the rest.

One by one they defiled through the narrow doorway,
and, when all had gained the paddoek, thej' set forwfi-^at
a sharp trot.

Joe and the landlord watched them until they were out
of sight, and then the former dosed the door, and bolted
it carefully.

With the landlora and the ostler we have now no more
to do.

Other and more important events are pressing upon na
for attantlon.

It is, bowerer, Mrtain thatJoe reaped a great deal mora

benefit ftbm the highwaymen's visit than hie master did,
for he haxi upwards of ten pounds in his pocket, which, to
ona in his position in life, was an enormous sum, while
the landlord had received nothing for the use of his roonu,
the eatables and drinkables he had supplied, and the teed'
ing of the horses.

All he had got was twenty guineas on account of the
purchase of a horse, which he had refused fifty goineac
for only the day before.

CHAPTER CCCCXIII.

DICK TUBFIN AND TOH KIN6 HAVE SOUE DIFFieOl
IN FINDING A FLACB OF SHELTER.

Frox what has just been related, the reader will perceive
that Dick Turpin and Tom King had an excellent sta«5
of their pursuers.

Without meeting with the slightest molestation thpy
crossed the paddock adjoining the inn, and quickly arriveJ
at the hedge of which the ostler had epoken.
As he had truly said, it was a low one, and on the other

ride could be seen the country lane he had mentioned.
Tom King showed the example in leaping over it.

"All is well," he cried encouragingly, as hia horse
alighted on the clayey ground. " There is excellent foot*
hold."
These words were highly satisfactory to Turpin, who,

nevertheless, turned towards his companion with great
anxiety.
"Maud, dearest," he sai3, "do you think yon ooolcE

venture to take that leap in safety ?
"

" Oh ! yes," was the reply, given in an encouraging t<me
of voice. " Do not be afraid.

_
As she spoke, Maud touched the horse lightly with the

riding-whip.
He understood the signal, and, giving a spring, h«

cleared the obstruction with the greatest ease.

Maud was an excellent rider.

In former times it had been her chief delight, and
scarcely a day passed without her indulging in this

favourite exercise, for Squire Winberry had kept two
beastiful steeds expressly for the use of Maud and Blanche.
A more formidable obstacle than the low hedge had

many a time been cleared by this brave girl, and now sh^
performed the feat to the infinite admiration of Turpin
and King.
The former just pressed Black Bess upon the flank, and

was by her side almost instantly.
" Which way shall we take, captain ? " asked Tom

King; "the right or the left? There is really no
time to lose."
" Let us wait a moment," replied Dick. " Can yon see

anything of our pursuers P
"

Both highwaymen looked in the direotioo they had
just come.
They could see the iim, which was at no great distance,

and the out-bnildings attached to it, but not their foes,
" I cannot see them at all," said Tom King at length,

in a tone of voice which fully expressed the amount of

surp'^e he felt at this circumstance.
" Nor I," replied Dick. " It is very strange, I can-

not make it out. YSThen we passed through the door I
thought they were close at our heels,"
" They were not far behind us, that is certain," said

Tom King ; " but when I gave the ostler a trifie for hia

trouble, I asked him to send the dragoons off upon a false

scent if he possibly could,"
" It looks as though he had done it, too, Tom, for I

cannot see them. It is quite certain they have not yet

left the inn>yard."
" Let US hope, then, that they may be detained there a

little longer, and improve this chance to the utmost. We
shall get a good start of them, let things turn oat how
they may."
•'Agreed. But it seems to me that if we turn to the

left this iane will bring us out on to the high road again,

and not far from the inn,"
" I have no doubt of it," replied King, aa he glanced

keenly about him.
"That, then, is the road we ought of aii othere x*

avoid," continm d Dick, " so we must turs to the rig'»^»

and truBt to ouj lack."
" To the right be it, then. Forward, Dick j 1 wiU bna«
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up the rear. I must eay that at any time, when I am
in doubt as to which way I ought to go, I would always
take the right in preference to the left."

•• It is to br hoped this will not take ua wrong," eaid

Turpin.
As he spoke, he once more took hold of the bridle of

Maude's steed, and allowed Black Bess to proceed at
am easy gallop, which was, however, in reality, little

more than a canter.
This was the pace that would be least fatiguing to Maud,

and ii was for this sole reason that Turpin adopted it.

The horses, too, would be able to continue it for a long
time without distress.

As he had promised, Tom King brought up the rear.

He kept about twenty yards behind Maud and Diok,
and every few moments he would look behind him, so as
to become aware at the earliest moment when his

enemies got upon their track.

But the night was a dark one, and the inn gradually
faded from his sight, without his either seeing or bear>

ing anything to excite his apprehension.
When he could see the inn no longer, and when he bad

convinced himself that the dragoons were not apon the
road behind them, Tom increased his speed, and in

another moment was riding abreast of Maud and Diok.
He lost no time in communicating the gratifying in-

telligence to them.
By Maud at least it was received with satisfaction.

Indeed, she could scarcely bring herself to believe that
they had so completely escaped from a aitaation of ao
much peril.

But such was the case.

Nevertheless they did not reduce their speed, for they
could not tell how soon their enemiea might make their

appearance, and the sooner they got out of that part of
the country, the better it would be for their safety.

In this they at once agreed.
" We must not forget," said Turpin, " that wo have

yet a great deal to do. There is our appointment with
Claude Duval and Sixteen-String Jack. We must not
forget that."

" I had not forgotten it," replied Tom King ;
" to-

morrow night we must be upon the agreed-on spot."
" In the meantime we must find some place of shelter

;

bat where ?"
" I think we cannot do better than occupy oar minds

with pondering upon this point. It ia one of the ntmost
importance."

"It ia, indeed."
" For my part, I think we cannot do better than spend

the remainder of the night in journeying towards Finch-
ley or Barnet, because the nearer we are to the spot
where the meeting is to take place the better chance we
shall have of keeping the appointment."
" Just so. Have you any idea how far we are off our

deatination ?"

"tNone whatever."
" Nor I."
" This part of the country is almost wholly unknown

tome, and I am not by any means certain whether we are

oot going away from Finchley instead of towards it."

"I hope not."
" It is a matter of the merest chance in the world, I

can assixre you."
" The best thing we can do, then, ia to aaoertain aa

soon as possible whereabouts we are."
" Undoubtedly ; but I cannot exactly see how we are

to do it."
" We must trust to chance."
" At any rate, it will not do for na either to paaae or

to change our course just at present."
" Very true. Forward, then. The night mnat be far

advanced, and who can tell how far we may yet have
to go ?"

' I would give much to know what can be the reason
we have not been troubled with the dragoons. That
ostler must be a clever fellow to have kept them off our
track."
" I wish I knew the reason of their non-appearance.

As it is, I cannot help feeling miatrastfol and Baspioiona
about it."

"Pho—pho!"
In such-like talk as this did the two highwaymea be-

guile the tedium of their journey.

The lane which skirted the paddock belonging to the
" Mountain Kill " inn led into another, and so un, and they
had never once crossed or came in eight of a turnpike-
road, which waa a rather peculiar ciroumr'" nc and
showed how little inhabited that part of thecouuti was.
Up to the present momoutthe face of the heavens was

covered with clouds, which had seemed stationary.
Now, however, a movement became perceptible ; and

it waa evident that, ere long, the moon would break
forth, for already her position in the sky was visible.

The highwaymen would much rather have dispensed
with her light, as it might be the means of bringing them
iuto danger, and yet, when the clear, pure light did break
forth and bring into view the country round, they could
not help experiencing a sensation of pleasure.

They were able to see the ground—the nature of the
country through which they were travelling, as well as
each other's faces.

This was a satisfaction to all.

The clouds now gave evideut signs of completely dii-

persiug before the slight wind which had sprung up, but
the moon waa verging towards the west, and would, ere
long, sink beneath the horizon.
Suddenly a turn in the lane brought our friends to a

spot where two other roads branched off at right angles
to each other.

Which of these would have been best for them to
pursue, onr friends would have found it very difficult to
determine, had they not caught sight of a finger-post,

with three white, spectral-looking arms, which was
planted just where the three roada joined.

By the distinctness with which this object was visible

in the moonbeams, our friends fancied it had been
recently painted.
" Now," said Tom King, with satisfaction perceptible

io hia tones, "we shall be able to learn at last where-
abouts we are, and where we ought to ao. Halt a
moment, Dick; halt here underneath the shadow of tliia

hedge, and I will ride forward and decipher, if I can,

the words that are painted on yon finger-post."

**With all my heart," said Turpin, as he brousfht
Black Bess and Maud's steed to a halt at the place
which King had mentioned.
Tom now rode boldly enough into the triangnlar-shaped

enclosure in which the finger-post waa planted.
The three arms pointed, of coutae, in the direction of

the three roada.
The one which pointed to whence they had just come,

Tom took no notice of, but went up to the one on his

right hand.
The lettera were painted black upon it, and doubtless,

in the daylight, were distinct enough, but by moonlight
it waa quite another matter.

Brightly as the beams had appeared to fall, Tom found,
now that he was nearer, that they were sadly deficient in

the defining quality.

However, he did not deapair of being able to make
out the inscription.

Biding as close to the finger-post aa ha could,- he
raised himself in the atirrupe and caught hold of the
projecting arm with one hand.
He was thua able to approach it very closely.

The first letters he waa able to make out were those
nearest his right hand.
They gave him but scant information.
"It's three and a-half milea to somewhere, Diok," he

said, " but I'll be shot if I can make out where."
"Look again."
" I am. I can make out aome more of the lettera ncn

.

I can aee ' n,' and 'o,' and * th.' Ah ! and here is ' r.'

That makes North. It's three miles and a-half to some
place beginning with North. What place can that be ?"

" I cannot assist you, my friend," said Diok Turpin,

"for I have no idea what part of the country we are in.

There is a place called North Mimms."
" It can't be that," replied Tom King, " for there's only

two more letters, and one of them ia ' w.' And stop !

the other is ' a.'

"

"That seems an extraordinary name for a place.

What do you call it ?"

" I can see plain enough, now, and without being ^.a-

taken in the leaat. It is Northaw."
" Northaw ?"
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" Have von ever hMkrd of noh a place ?"

"No."
" Have you P"
" No ; and yet I tbink there ib a village of that name

•ome tiventy miles north of London ; but that can't be
•nr whereabouts, surely P"

"j^'ll look on the other arm that points the contrary
way, and try whether I can make that ont. ^f I op.~^, I

daresay we shall know better where we are.'

Tom King, without more ado, turned his horse ronnd
and approached the other side of the finger-post.

"That ought to lead to London," said Tnrpin.
"Does i'

/'

" Wait a moment, and I will tell yon. Tes, you are
right. I can see the word London. Oh ! yes ; that ia

ike way to London."
" How far does it say we are from it P"
" Why, I can't see very well, Dick ; the figures seem

blnrred. Wait ! It's six ; no, it's sixteen miles to

London."
" Then I was not far ont, was I P"
" No

;
yon were remarkably near the mark. Now,

Dick, where are we to go P which way are we to go f"
" If we are to follow out your idea of fiudiug a place

of shelter, somewhere near the spot appointed for our
meeting with Claude and Jack, we oannot do better

than take the road towards London. I suppos* it is

about eight miles to Finchley P"
" Somewhere about that."
" Then let us take this road to London. Clearly it is

no*^ •* liighway—probably some cross-country road, and,
the- jtore, we are not so likely to meet with any inter-

ruption."
" I agree with yon entirely, Dick."
•' Forward, then ! There is no occasion to distress our

cattle, and I think we may fairly congratulate ourselves
upon having for the time being completely eluded our
foes."

" I think BO, too ; but we must not feel too secure.

We may be surprised, unless we keep continually on
our guard."

" We must be cautious."
" We will not go quite so far as Finchley, Diok ; and

it would be better if we got somewhat to the west of it,

»a in that case we should be all the further from Enfield

Chase."
" That is a good suggestion, and it shall be acted

apon. Tt strikes me, after all ihe events that have re-

cently taken plaoe, that it will be a long time before it

will be at all pruden t for us to show ourselves in that part
•f the oountry again.

CHAPTER CCCCXIV.

TKS HIOHWAYMEN 8UDDEKLT COME IN BI«HT OP
AN UNEXPECTBD SPECTAOMS.

At a pace which did not distress their horses in the
least, and which enabled the three friends to converse
together without difficulty, they performed the re-

mainder of the journey.
Tom's suggestion that th^ should go as far to the

westward of the village of Finchley as possible, was a
very wise one, and no better reason could be found for

adopting this course than that which he himself gave.
They would be further from Enfield Chase, which was

in the east, and, consequently, they would be less likely

to encounter any of their foes, who would have no sus-
ineion of their being in that part of the country.
At the first available turning, our friends struck off

from the road they were pursuing, and directed their
•ourse as much due west as possible.

In this they were assisted greatly by the moon, which
was just nr-^n t>3 point of declining behind the western
horizon.

This wua an excellent guide to them, and they ex-
perienced a feeling of great regret when the radiant orb
entirely disappeared.
Luckily for them, this did not take place until they

had gone a considerable distance, and it would now
mattar very little if they inclined slightly towards the
south, tjr Finchley was some distance from them.
By the time the moon had sunk, there were someiaint

isdieaMons in the opposite quarter of the heaveua that
4awB was fast appraeAbiag.

A long, bright streak of light, which perpetually in-

creased in length and breadth, earned them of the ad-
vent of the new day.
The hour, however, was a very early one ; and, in

that lonely part of the country, the highwaymen did not
apprehend much danger from being seen.

Still, the sooner they got "uder cover, the better ; for
the day was coming on wit: .apid strides.

"They were now, they thought, quite as near the plaoe
of their destination as they desired to be.

At present they had not made up their minds what
place of shelter they should seek ; and, probably, they
would not.

I n suoli matters they preferred crusting to luck entirely.

It was not possible for them to arrange their plans to
any great extent as to what they should do in the
future, for they could never tell what effects the next
hour would produce.
Now, however, that it was so fast becoming daylight,

the necessity of finding some place where they could
remain out of sight until midnight, forced itself power-
fully upon them.

It would not do any longer to delay ; and, therefore,

as they rode along the narrow lanes, Turpin and King
looked over the hedgerows on the right and left of them,
in the hope that they should presently peroeive some-
thing that would answer their purpose.

It was easy to tell by the expression of his counte-
nance tliat Dick Turpin's mind was busily occupied
about something.
His brows were knit with anxiety, and his lips moved

slightly, as though he was communing with himself
upon some important subject.

Tom King was too much engaged in looking about
him to notice it ; but, as the reader may be sure, it did
not escape Maud's observation.

She looked curiously and furtively into his oounten-
ance, as though she would fain have read his thoughts,
but she found this to be a task far beyond her powers.
She could tell he was suffering great anxiety from

some cause or other, but there her knowledge ended.
She hesitated to question him, for she was well aware

that their perilous situation demanded much earnest
thought, and a double responsibility rested upon him,
for in the hour of danger both looked up to him to re-

ceive instructions how they were to act.

Maud little thought that the anxiety under whioh
Tnrpin laboured, proceeded chiefly from herself.

Bnt such was the case.

It was upon her account that Turpin felt so maoh
anxiety.
He was wondering what place he could find where she

would receive those comforts of whioh she stood so
much in need, and not only that, Dick felt that it would
be quite impossible for her to accompany him in all his
exonrsiona.
Such a thing was entirely ont of the question.

But, then, what should he do with her ?

There was bnt one answer to this question.

He must find some plaoe of refuge for her where she
could remain in perfect safety while he pursued his

hazardous career. •

Where, however, in all the length and breath of Eng«
land, was such a place to be found ?

What shelter would be secure from the prying eyes of

the police-officers, who were so intent upon his capture ?

That was the difficulty in which our hero found him-
self, and this was the reason why his countenance wore
such a thoughtful expression.

Thought after thought passed through his brain, but
he was obliged to reject them one after another as un-
jfeasible.

In the meantime, the day came speeding on.

The snn rose, and tinged with his golden and early

beams the wintry-looking landscape, giving it an aspect

of great beauty.
And during all this time they had not come in sight

of a single habitation of any description.

Nothing but fields, meadows, and pasture-land met
their view.
They were unable, too, to see for any great distance in

any direction, owing to the rolling masses of mist which
rose np from the damp earth, and floated about before

! the faint early morning breeze.



As the san rose higher and gained (greater povrer the

mist would be dispersed, bat, &om their quantity and den*

itv, thia woald not be for an hour to oome at least.

At length Tom King noticed that Dick Tarpin diJ not

•peak, and that a long time had elapsed since he sai^ *oy.

thing.
Accordingly he turned round towards him, and then he

noticed his thoughtful aspecL
"What it? the matter, DiakP" he asked. "Has ».tiy.

thing gwt-,.3e»ng ?
"

Dick wtarted when he was addressed like ou« snadenly

»woke from sleep.

Recorering himself instantly, he said-—
" I have been wondering what would be tii« best place

of shelter we could find. I should wish something as

comfortable as possible. It is not as though w5 »rere

alone*; if we were, we could rough it."

" So we could, Dick ; but when I turned rouud I was
just going to ask you what place of refuge we should be

able to find."
" I have no idea, though I have been perplexing my

brain for some time upon that very point."
" I can think of nothing but some quiet road-side imj,

where we could put up for a few hours."

Turpin shook his head.
" We must think of something better than that. Our

late experience at the " Mountain Rill " ought to show us

that an inn is not a place at all suited to our purpose."
" Yes, I thought of that. Now, if Tom Davis had got

• place "
" Don't mentiofl that," said Turpin. *' If that worthy

fellow kept an inn now as he used to do in olden times,

all our difiiculties would vanish at once. He would
sacrifice hia own life rather than any harm should come
to us."
" He would—he would. You know more of him than I

do, and yet, from what little I have seen, I am sure yon
asa right."
" Quite right. Ah ! Tom, you little think what a pang

ife gave me when I found them reduced to absolute

beg^ry. You will recollect—I once told you of it."

"I know you did."
" It is often in my thoughts. On that occasion I did all

that was in my power to aid him, which, unfortunately,

was not much. Since then, I have been so hunted about

that I have never had the least opportunity of looking

after them. It is a duty which I ought to perform, anc

nothing that I could do would ever repay the debt of

obligation I owe to him. He has saved my Ufe more times

than once."
" So you have said, Dick—so you have said. I can tell

that this is a most painful smbject for you to speak upon,

and 80 let us change the topic. We have no time to pursue

it now. Look how fast the sun rises in the sky. We
must get under cover, and that at once. If we delay much
longer we shaU be seen, and then all hopes of safety in this

quarter will vanish."
" That is true enough, Tom ; and I know Maud would

only be too glad to quit the saddle, in which she has sat

for so many hours."

He turned towards her as he spoke.
^

With a fainl^ and somowhat weary smile upon her lips,

•he replied—
" Do not heed me ; believe me, I am not fatiguea ; but,

as Tom says, I am fearful that we should be seen and re-

eognised now that it is broad daylight."
" Your fear is a just one, and I only wish we could

xemove it."
" Look yonder," said Maud, pointing over the hedge-

row with her whip as she spoke. " I can see a building

<rf some sort there. What is it, think you ?
"

" That, I know not. It isa strange-looking place. What
do you think of it, Tom ?

"

"I was just looking. You see that confounaea mist

which keeps rolling about prevents us from cbiaining

anything hke a clear view of it, but it appears to me
to be some kind of ruin."

" It has, most certainly, a roinooa app8i»i-ai»ca I

wonder what it can be ?
"

" I tluink we cannot do better thau cry lo g«L jioae to

it," said Tom King. " If it should bp a inin it will pro-

inbly be uninhabited, and if it will not afford as perma-

•eni snelter, it will do for a time."
" AflTfled," said Tarpin, " for I oai* ««e nothing «ls«."

We mast look about as for some means of approa..-! ,
U. It is some distance from the side of this lane, a id w*
are on a piece of rising ground."

" Forward, Tom ! Doubtless a little furthe" on we
shall coma to a turning that will lead towards it."

When Maud had spoken all three had coroo to a ha!'^

bat now they set themselves in motion again.

The bfiildmg to which she had directed their attention

seemed a very large one, but it could only be seen imper-
fectly in consequence of the masses of mis<^ which wet9
floating over the meadows. *

Indeed, all that could be seen of it wft.« tha olumneys
and some of the higher portions of the roof.

It was these which presented a ruinous appearance.
The chimneys and chimney-pota were much mutilated,

and one was completely broken away.
Such a condition of things as this seemed to indioatd

that the pla«e v^us uninhabited.

Our friends trusted that it might prove to be so, in

which case they would have no further trouble.

As they descended from the rather elevated piece of

ground upon which they had halted, they lost sight of the

building altogetlier, as the hedge-rows and the mist

combined completelyhid it from sight.

Both Turpin and King, however, kept on the look oat

for some turning which would lead them in a direction

somewhere to the left of that they were now taking.

They were, however, unable to find any such turning,

though they noted that the lane itself wound round gi-a-

dually to the right, and semned to promise, if they fol-

lowed its devious course, that it would lead them past the

building.

In this hope they pressed onward with additional speed,

for they were fearful every moment of meeting with some
one, and their presence in that lonely district, where
strangers were scarcely seen, would be sure to be com-
mented upon.
Should they be seen in the vicinity of this building, it

would cease to promise them the least security.

At a kind of gallop, then, the three friends continued

their course along the lane, until suddenly they came in

sight of some large gates.

They drew rein at once.
" Is this the entrance, think youP" asked Tom King.
" I fancy so, by the rusty and dilapidated condition of

the g^tes ; but I can seen nothing of the building itself."

" Nor I."
" What do yon say P Shsdl we enter these grounds and

explore them ? We may find it well worth our trouble to

do so."
" I have no objection to such a proceeding. The gate

hangs open temptingly, so we shall be saved any trouble

in effecting an entrance."

Tom was right.

The massive iron gates, which once no doubt had been

very handsome ones, were now almost eaten away with

St.

Those elaborate portions which had once given it snob

an appearance of elegance, were now completely filled up
with oxide, and the perpendicular rods were in some places

so attenuated, that they were no thicker than thread, and
could have been broken as easily.

The massive stone pillars upon which the gates were
hung, also exhibited symptoms of decay.

The stonework was chipped and cracked, while the

upper portion, upon which some figure had no doubt been

placed, had completely crumbled away.

One of the gates retained iU proper position, though it

was drawn sadly out of shape, but the other one bad swung
open and there remained.
The upper hinge had given way, and the mere weight

of the mass of iron-work had caused it to sink deeply into

the damp ground-
Weeds and curious creeping shrubs had grown up and

arc~i»d it, and now to close the gate woald have been a

matter of impossibility.

On both sides of the gate a row of trees had been

planted, forming, no donbt, at one time, a huidsoma
avenue.

, „ ,

But now winter had stripped the trees of every leaf and

bud. . ,
Nothing but the bare, dead-looking branches remained*

w&icb looked Ske so many arms stretched ont meoaouMlT
towards thos(> who annroachad.
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The tmnkfl of these tall 'iifl stately trees were covered
with some green, parasitic kind of moss, which seemed
to flonrish and look green in spite of all the bitter blasts

of winter.

The ground between these trees was completelv over-
grown with such wild and rank vegetation as is to be
fonnd in the dampest and inmost recesses of a wood.

It was clear that a long time had elapsed since any
human foot had trodden that place.

The sama thing was observable in the land itself.

It seemed as though it was rarely, if ever, visited.

CHAPTER CCCCXV.
DICK TURPIK, TOM KING, AND MAUD, AT LENGTH

ARRIVE AT THE RUINED MANSION.
This very strange spectacle of desolation came some-
what suddenly upon our friends. An abrupt turn in

the lane had brought them in view of it.

For at least a moment they were so surprised at the

strange sight that they did not speak, but having reined

in their steeds, did nothing but gaze about them.

Such a ecene of ruin and neglect could scarcely have
been conceived.

Its contemplation had a chilling effect upon the blood,

and unconsciously our three friends shivered as though
smitten with an ague.
Tom King was the first to speak.
" Well," he said, " I really do think this is about the

most lonesome and cheerless spot I ever beheld. I

should never have believed that such a spectacle of

desolation could hare existed."

"It is inexpressibly dreary," said Turpin.
" Very so, but we must not mind that. Wo ought to

look upon these visible and unmistakable signs of tho

place being deserted by everyone with feelings of the

utmost satisfaction, since it seems to promise us that

safety and security which we so much desire."

No. 84.: Price One Halppennt.
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"You are riglit," saici Turpin. " Suoh is, indeed, the

light in which we ought to look upon it. From the
appearance of the place, I can have little donbt that these

are the entrance gates leading up to the ruined bisiWing

of whi^h we caught s glimpse from the suranii* of the
hill. 1 think vrc may be sure that we shall^be able *o

remain lifre riimiolestod."
" It soeiDs so. But look, Dick, what is thatf I>o tju

6fe that board, or whaieTcr it is, that seema to M S xi
jn the bars of the gate? "

" Yes, yes. What is it P
"

" That is just what I should like to knoT. Therti i eems
to he something painted on it. If I can deciphei^it
may give U8 Some uecussary information."

''
I am afraid you will not be able to do -n'.;, luy

fneiid."
" Nevertheless, I will alight and try," said Ton: ;

" and
5 think, if we are to pr„;s through the gates, you had better
.ilight as well."

" Wait a moment. Vou shall look at that curious board
first."

Tom King alighted from his steed in a moment, and,
folding him by the bridle, led him towards the gate.

The pitce of board to which he had alluded was of that
fchape which is generallyem ployed for painting notices upon.
As lie drew near to it, however, Tom perceived that it

was in the last stags of rottenness and decay.
It looked as though the whole wcuJd have crumbled

• =vay beneath the least touch.
Still there were traces left upon its surface which

nbowed that at some time or other an inscription had
»eeD painted upon it.

But what was its purport would now be a vain task to
'oniectnre.

lorn could just see some letters, and one line that
denied to stretch right across the board.

After an attentive examination, and by diut of deci-

:»hcriDg one or two of the letter.s, he pronounced this line

-o consist merely of the word " Trespassing" or " Tres-
-rfissers."

" It is probable, then, that this board was simply a
warning to trespassers."
" It seems very much like it. Shall we pass through

' he pates and try what further we can discover ?"
" I think 80.
" Let me advise you to alight then. If you do not, you

will have a great deal of trouble in preventing your heads
wming in contact with those low boughs of the trees

!"

Turpin acquiesced in this, and immediately quitted his
-addle.

He then assisted Maud to alight.

Taking the bridles of the horses in their hands, all *bree
passed through the dilapidated gateway, and took thsir
»oui-.se along the neglected avenue.

'i'hey found walking by no means an easy task.
At every step they took their feet sank deeply into the

soft oozy soil, and became entangled in the clinging, trail-

ing plants that grew in such wild luxuriance in every
direction.

It would, however, have been no less disagreeable had
they remained on horseback, for the majestic trees, with
wliioh the avenue was lined, had been allowed to grow in
all their native wildness.
The branches straggled across the avenue in the most

perplexing manner and in every conceivable direction.
Kveu as they walked on foot they had occasionally to

bend (heir heads or step aside in order to avoid soTie low-
lying or interlacing branch.
As is generally the case, this avenue of trees was semen-

tine in shape, so that at no time could they see far t«tore
them.
As for the building, that was completely hidden from

view, and they had no idea in which direction they cupht
to look for it.

Suddenly, however, Turpin caught sight of son?e vf the
chimney-tops, which were visible through the treei

1 n a moment more they vanished again.
They had now scarcely, if any, doubt that these ne&iccted

dud deserted grounds, through which they wore with so
much diifionlty forcing their way, belonged to the ruinous
binliling lii*y bad seen from the summit of the hiil.

If tbw was so il seemed as though the highwaymen
nail acndei ta ly stumbled upon a place which woald'o£fcr
aUtiia prery promise of safety and •nuuuiU'

Oscupied with these thoughts, and occasionally sneitl.aj

tu eaek other, they steadily kept on along the apparoi^d}
interminable avenue, wishing every moment to reach Viie

end.
The silence which prevailed about this place was really

Usrrible, and had a most depressing efTect upon the spirits.

At almost every step they took some wild bird or ani-

mal started otf swiftly, making the dried, froat-bitten

branches of the trees rustle and crackle in tueir pro-

ranted in coming to the coMclusion that no other feet be*

beside* theirs had trodden upon that soil for a long, knif;

time.

How long it was out of their power to tell.

It seemed to them that the further they got from tiie

gates the wilder and more desolate the whole place f p-

peared to be.

At no other season of the year than the present would it

have appeared more dreary and wretched.
In the glorious summer time, when the trees were all in

full leaf, when the grass and shrubs were green, and when
wild flowers were blooming all around, the scene would
have been one that would have charmed the soul tiom its

mere wildness—so suggestive as it was, of those times so
long gone past never to return.

Now, however, that sole charm was altogether absent.

There was much in a general way to make our fi-iends

somewhat gloomy,?and it required them to be light-hearted

to a degree so as not to sink beneath the perils of theii

situation.

Itis not to be wondered at, then, if this cheerless-looking

place should throw a gloom over their souls.

All felt its influence, and they founu all their struggles

to resist it quite in vain.

The one who felt this most of all was Maud, and yet,

strange to say, she was the one that exhibited it the
least.

The length of this avenue must have been a mile at

least, though, to our friends, owing to their impatience and
the difficulties they met with at every step, it seemed mow
than double the distance.

At length, however, its extremity was reached, and then,

and not till then, did they obtain a view of the building

of which they had had two ti-ansient glimpses.

The avenue terminated somewhat abruptly upon a lav a

of rather contracted dimensions.
It was surrounded by a low wall, and two steps led v. o

to it.

But now few of the appearances which a lawn presents

were discernible.

It was one tangled mass of weeds and thistles.

Upon this, however, the eyes of the highwaymen and
their fair companion did not linger.

Their curiosity had been much excited with respect to

this building, and now that it was fairly before them they
had eyes for nothing else.

It was a strange and wild, w«ird-looking place, which
corresponded well with the scenery that surrounded it.

A glance was almost sufficient to assure them that it

was untenanted.
No human beings would take up their abode in such a

place unless from the direst necessity.

All the windows were closed and protected by wooden
shutters.

Upon these green moss had grown thickly, affording

unquestionable proof that they had not been touched t-r a
long period.

A door, too, presented the same appearance.
The wallg were everywhere crumbling and rufcr.Dua,

and threatening to fall.

It was now day, and an hour when most people wou, d
be astir; but from no one of those quaint and brokeii

chimneys caroe the thinnest wreaths of smoke.
Such a silence, too, reigned all around as was f<u%9

incompatible with the presence of human beings.

It was as though the three persons who composed ta«
little party were alone in the world.
Tom King raised his riding whip and pointed with it

to the desolate building.
" What think you of that P " 'i* asked. " It does ikH

present a very tempting appearance, dues it f and yet ).

should think it must be safe."
" No doubt of thRi," BHJd Turpin j

" bet I ia«et cocf**
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that, if I had been permitted, I should have chosen some
more comfortable-looking place."

" Pho ! pho ! Dick ; never heed that. It ia all the
better. We may safely say that this place, for some
cause of wliicli we are ignorant, is shunned by every one.

I looked carefully about me all the way hither, and could
nowliero ace tlie least trace of a human foot."

" Nor I. And I, too, looked closely."
" Then I think we may go as far as to say that no one

knows precisely that we are in this part of the country.

I am sure we have passed no one who could set our ene-

mies upon our track, and it is quite certain the dragoons
who pursued us were not close enough upon our track
to note the direction we took."

" I grant all that, Tom."
" Very well, and you must know as well as I do to

what point my remarks lead. No one knows we are
here ; no one visits this place. Therefore, I say, that
here we are likely to remain unsuspected and in safety."

" There does seem every probability of it, and I sup-
pose that makes you think that we ought to overlook
any of the disagreeables ?"

" It ought to reconcile you with the whole of them."
" Well, come, I will not say that it does not ; but it

strikes me we are talking a little too soon. It would be
better if we were to get nearer to the building, and ascer-
tain first whether it is or is not tenanted ; and secondly,
whether we can obtain an entrance into it."

" If we can get over the first difficulty you can leave
the second to me. That would be no obstacle, I kiiow.

I will guarantee to get in if there's nobody there."
" Very well, Tom. And as I think we have stood here

talking quite long enough, I propose we approach the
place a little closer. It is fortunate all the windows are
provided with shutters, for if they were not, and anyone
was within, we have stood a good chance of being per-

ceived."
" I think that is a needless apprehension, Dick, for

all the windows appear to me to be protec od with
shutters, which look as though they had not been
touched for years."

'• They have that appearance. But come, you lead the
way, Tom, and we will follow."
" With all my heart," replied Tom King. And as he

spoke he stepped forward, leading his horse at the same
moment, and without difficulty ascended the two steps
which led up to the iawn.
Dick Turpin, Maud, and the other two horses followed

closely behind him.
Very little traces of a lawn were now perceptible in

the piece of wild-looking ground which spread out before
I he mansion.
The grass upon it reached almost to their knees, and

it was thickly intermingled with thistles and othier weeds
of a prickly character, which made walking somewhat
unpleasant and disagreeable.

Disregarding these minor inconveniences, our friends

struck across it in a straight line to the front of the
innnsion.

Tliey <iid not halt until they reached the foot of the
flijrht of stone steps, but here were compelled to pause.
'Now," said King, "a question arises. If we find,

as we anticipate, that this mansion is uninhabited, and
consequently make our way into it, what shall we do
with our horses?"

" They must not be forgotten, certainly."
"They must not be forgotten, because we owe our

present and future safety to them entirely."

"Just so. But do you think that I should have for-

gotten BUck Bess. Still I think we had better see to

ourselves fir3t,and then attend to the horses afterwards."
"Just as you like."
" You have halted before thfe front-door, Tom. Do

you think that the best point at whick to attempt to

effect an entrance ?"

" Well, no—not exactly. Upon second thoughts, T

think we had better go round to the back."
"

1 think so, too. Indeed, we ought to survey the
building all round before we make an attack upon it."

" It will be more prudent by far to do so."

Having agreed upon this, they made their way round
to the back of the mansion.

In doing so, they were surprised at its extent, which
was much greater than they had imagined.

They kept a careful look out all the time, and it may
be said with safety that no portion of the building what-
ever escaped their observation.

All was silent and deserted, and the rustling which
they made in forcing their way through the rank vege-
tation sounded with ominous loudness.
At length the back of the mansion was reached.
Here they found numerous buildings, which probably

served in former times for servants' offices ; and, as they
looked towards them, our friends felt certain that here,
if anywhere, would be found the inhabitants of the
place.

CHAPTER CCCCXVI.
THE TWO HIGHWAYMEN SUCCEED IN EFFECTING AN

ENTRANCE INTO THE DESETED MANSION.

We are thus minute in describing the approach of the
highwaymen to this deserted mansion, because the events
which afterwards occurred there were of so strange, wild,

and wonderful a nature as to make'some sucli introduc-
tion necessary, lest, coming upon the reader with too
much suddenness and unexpectedness, they should be
deemed improbable.

It may, however, be easily believed that the awful
stillness which reigned about this spot—rendered more
striking as it was by their footsteps being the only sound
that broke upon it—was not without producing a great
effect upon the minds of the three persons who com-
posed the little party.
There was a strange, fluttered feeling about their

hearts—an indescribable tremor, which extended over
the whole of their body—which indicated that their

minds were worked up to a high degree of excitement.
Without knowing it, they felt a conviction that they

were standing upon the threshold of a most remarkable
adventure — one that would make all their former
achievements seem tame and dull.

In this place let us take the opportunity of describing
briefly the exterior appearance of the mansion which
was destined to be the scene of these strange occurrences.
We can do so while Turpin and Tom King and Maud

are occupied in walking round it and examining it.

The style, then, in which it was built is that which
now-a-daye is termed the Elizabethan.
But it is probable that this building, although present-

ing this appearance, had been built—or, at least, the
greater portion of it—before Queen Bess ascended the
throne of England.
Despite the aspect of desolation which hung over it,

it was not without a certain picturesqueness, which
would, however, have been much increased had the sur-
roundings been more cheerful.

But the ground around, which, doubtless, once had
been in a high state of cultivation, had now such an
appearance of neglect that it made the building seem
ten times more dreary than it really was.

In addition to this, our friends first saw it soon after

sunrise on a gloomy winter's morning, so that every-
thing disadvantaged it.

Still, its mullioned windows, its quaintly-shaped and
elabr>r«itely-finished gables and chimneys, its pointed
roofs, vll had a pleasing look.

No d >ubt in former times this place had been very
beautif L \, for now there were so many traces of that
beauty left.

But the beautiful carving with which the stonework
had been adorned was now so much worn nway by time
that its elegancies could not be distinguished.

Indeed, the whole edifice was in a state of crumbling
ruin and decay, and seemed as though in a short time it

would cease to bw inhabitable unless prompt and effi-

cient steps were taken to make it so.

So much for t'na dwelling itself.

It was entirely surrounded by grounds of vast extent,

once beautifully cultivated, but now alloued to return to

primitive wildness.

All these things were noted by the highwaymen, and
commented upon as they made the tour of the building.

They arrived, at length, once more at the rear, where
the out-buildings were situated, without having been

able to detect the least signs of the place being inhabited

.

In factjthey felt themselves j ustified in entertaining the
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ooDTiction that do footsteps besides their own had trodden

tUwre for many years.
.

Still, with a due and requisite amount of caution, they

approached the servants' otfices.for such they undoubtedly

were, or rather had been.

These did not present quite such a dilapidated appear-

ance as the rest of the structure, but probably they had

been more recently erected. '

Here, as elsewhere, all was still.

Seeing before them a door, which seemed to be the

l-.ack entrance, our friends made their way towards it.

Upon a nearer approach they discovered that this; dcor

was overgrown with the same kind of green moss which

had t^pread everywhere around, and which Lsd anqu.js-

lionably been engendered by the damp.
The steps, the door-posts, and the brickwork adjoining

were all covered with the same parasitic growth, and it

was clear that that door had not been opened recently, or

traces would remain of it.

Our friends noticed, too, that where they trod the

moss disappeared, being crushed into the soft earth or

ground to water upon the stones.

Looking back, they could see that where this had taken

place was just where they alone had trod.

This seemed proof positive that they bad the place

•ntirely to themselves.

Tom King surrendered the bridle of his horse to Dick,

and mounted the three steps that led to the back door.

Upon this was a huge knocker.

As soon as he perceived it, he said -

" I don't believe there's anyone here, Dick ; but still,

before we break in, suppose I was to knock. That sum-

mons being so legitimate a one, woulJ surely be attended

t©?"
" There can be no harm in tryin<," replied Turpm.

" For, of course, it is important in the. first degree that we
should know whether there was or was not anyone

within."
" Here goes, then," said Tom King ; and as he spoke

he seized the knocker vigorously with his right hand.

It was his intention to execute a rather startling rat-tat

with it.
. J 1

But, to his astonishment, he found that it required the

exertion of his utmost strength to raise the knocker in

the least, and then, when it was lifted about two inches

from the door, it required the same, or nearly the same

amount of strength, to bring it down into its former place

again.

From this it was evident that the knocl er had not been

ery lately used.

It had actually become so inemsted mth rust as to

make it thus difficult to move.
This was encouraging to Tom, who eadeavonred to

push the door open by main strength.

But in this attempt he failed most signally.

The door was as firm as a rock.

No doubt, had all the fastenings been rem( ved, It would

have been somewhat difficult to force the d or open, for

piobably the wood had swelled with the damp and stuck

it firmly in the frame.
" We must try some other plaee than this, Dick, said

Tom.
" There is a window yonder. The hinges ol Ae shutter

before it seem to have rusted away. Sappose you try to

move that."

Dick Turpin alluded to a mossy-grown shutter, which
covered a small window on the ground floor.

Tom hastened towards it, and seizing the woodwork
at the lower part of it, gave it a sudden jerk.

A creaking, splitting sound followed, and this encouraged

him to make another effort.

Turpfti, seeing that the shutter was fixed more finnly

than he had fancied, let go the bridles of the horses, and

came to his assistance.

One more pull, given with their united itrengtus, com-
pletely remDved the shutter.

A small-sized, latticed window y«as then disclosed.

With the butt-ono of a pistol Tom broke those panee

which were 'i^'\rest to the Ouips with which the casement

was fastened, and introducing hir hand, undid them easily,

though he found these even were covered with rust

The window was composed of one leaf, which open*^ dn
two hinges like a dcor, as all windows opened before the

iatjojuclion of the modem rope and pu'leys.

Within, all was darkness, so that Tom ocnld not te'.l

very well into what sort of place it was that this window
led, but it seemed to be a small-sizeJ room.
"Here i<» the way into the house," he said, "and I

think we may feel pretty sure that we have the place all

to ourselves, or we should have scon something of the
inhabitants before we had got thus far with our pro-

ceedings."
'* I think we have no longer cause to feel apprehensive

upon that head."
" Well, then, I think before we go any further, wp ought

to 1 lok to the horses. Having placed them somewhere in

sail ty, we shall be able to enter through this wiuiow with

very Uttle trouble."
" It will be best to dispose of the cattle at once, and then

we shall have that trouble off our minds."
" Do you think it would be safe to turn them loose H

The grass seems very rank, but still their instinct would
prevent them from eating anything injurious."
" It would, no doubt ; but I fear it would be an unwise

and dangerous proceeding to let them have their liberty."
" They might stray away."
" They might, but that is not what I chiefly apprehend.

There would be a great risk of their being seen, and then

our presence here wotdd no longer be a secret."
" Of course. It will not do for that reason to let them

loose, because our safety here will depend solely upon
no one knowing anything of our whereabouts."
" Just so."
" But what is to be done ?

"

" Do you see that building yonder at a little distance P"
" Yes."
" That looks like a stable, does it not P

"

" I have no doubt that is what it is."

" Then we will break the door open, and put the horseB

in there. Then there will be no fear of their being seen."
" But how about fodder ?

"

" Ah ! that is another difficulty. There is little hope
of our finding any in the stable."
" None at all, I should say."

"There is only one thing we can do. We must mither

the grass as well as we can, and give it them to eat.
'

" I do not see what else we are to do."
" Nor I."
" Come, then ; let us see if we can get into the stable."

The highwaymen then crossed what had once been a

paved yard, and presently halted before the door of the

building in question.

In appearance it in no way differed from the others they

had seen, so far as being overgrown with moss was con-

cerned.

But it was not a strong door, and was fasitened with a

padlock and chain.

As soon as he saw this, Tom knew that it would be

easy enough to get into the stable, and he immediately

looked about him for a stone.

There were several large pebbles at a shtrt distance,

and he selected one of them.
Holding this in his hand, be strucK tne chain and pad

lock some very heavy blows with it.

In this manner he completely shattered the padlock, and

then the door opened to their hands.

As they expected, it led into a stable, which was divided

into several stalls.

There was room for at least a dozen horses.

This was just what they wanted, so with all couvenient

speed they divested their steeds of saddle and bridle and

led them up to the mangers.

There was nothing in them to eat, nor did they thmk it

worth while to look for any fodder in the loft overhead, ae,

if they had found any, the chances were a thousand to one

that )t would be unfit for the horses to eat.

Ini'«ad of wasting their time, therefore, they went out-

side, I nd set to work in good earnest to gather a quantity

of griips.

This was done with much greater ease and speed than

U*y hau expected, for the grass being of great length

enabled them to take hold of it firmly, and the ground

being very soft it came up by the roots with ease.

Having in this manner gathered a very large heap, they

proceeded to carry it into the stable, giving each horsp nn

equal quantity.

This was the best they could do for the praseui, 80 Uial

left liitiju to look lULcr iucmsi.lvfc«-
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a.s the reader will easily believe, it took some time to
do .ill that we have -lescribed, and when our friends once
more stood before the window throusrh which they hoped
•a^ gain admission to the mansion, they found, on lookinf?

nr to the sky, that the sun had attained a soiaiderable
aiutude.

All three were much fatierncd by their recent exertions,
and they locked forward to ^ rest with feelings of gr^at
(»ieasure and sarisfaclica ^
" I will get in first," said Tom King; and as be spoke he

stopped on to the wiudow-sill, for it was «o near the
ground that he was able to do so with ease.

Ill another moment he had passed through tbe casement
zzi'i was standing in the little room—ifroom it was, for its

dimensions were so contracted aa to make it doubtful
wiicther it deserved such a name.
"Now let Maud come," said Tom. " You can dssist

her on that side, and 1 can assist her on thij,"
•' All riglit."

With Turpin's help Maud easily got on to th« w/ndcw-
siil, nnd then Tom King, taking hold of her hand, enabled
her to jump down.

Dick followed qaicklj, and closed the window after

hi!i!.

I Ite glance which they e«st aroand them was one at 'ery

^re t curiosity.

I

I

was not long, however, before they came to the ros;-

cbi.^ion that the place in which they stood had once hana
a butler's pantry.

But now nothing, save the damp, bare walls was left.

A small door, and seemingly a strong one, was the only
njc:ii;8 of exit.

To this Tom King at once advanced.

As he had more than half expected, it was fast.

Tlie lock was on the inner side, and Tom ascertained,

with the blade of his clasp-knife, that the bolt had been
shot.

At first be tried to force the bolt back by inserting the
point of his knife, but he failed, and, having broken a
piece off the end of the blade in the attempt, he desisted.

Turpin then suLgested that he should remove the screws
whicli screwed the lock to the door.

Tliis was a tedious operation, but Tom set about it in

good earnest, for he could see no other means by which
the door could be opened.

CHAPTER CCCCXTII.
OUH KRIENDS BEGIN TO HOPE THAT, APTER ALL, THE
DESERTED MANSION WILL AFFORD THEM SAFE SHELTER
PROM THEIR FOES.

Slowly and steadily Tom King proceeded with his work,
and at length the screws were one by one removed.
A sudden wrench, then, forced the lof k completely away,

and the door swung open, leaving a clear passage before
them.
They shrank back, slightly, front entering the darkness

beyoDil, but this was a feeling which they shook off almost
iromeiliately.

Turpin's duty was to remain with Maud.
She clung to him as though terrified.

And who could wonder at it, whea the strange scene by
wliicl: ohe was surrounded was taken into consideration.
Tom King, therefore, was the one who took ufot lam-

self to lead the way.
The darkness, however, was very disagreeable, atid be

consulted his comrade as to the expediency of lighting one
of the pieces of wax-candle he had in his pocket.

Turpi n consented at once, chiefly on Maud's account, who
he fancied would he cheered and reassured by a light.

There might be ^ome danger in its being seen, but b"
resolved to run the risk of that.

i

Moreover he had noticed, when ;j«tside, that all the
shutters were closed, therefore the whole of the mansion
would be in utter darkness

Strangers in it as they were, they rpight fall into some
danger while pursuing their explanations, if they '•aJ no

Tom King was quite willing, and then Turpin saio

—

" Where oiJ you get that candle ?
"

" It's a br.ive bit, isn't it ? and I have got anutiier
pi<^-:p in my pocket, quite aa large."
" uVUere u.u jcu jjcl liiem fivin ?"

" From the inn. I took them out of the candlesticks and
put them into my pocket, for I thouglit they would co;ue
useful some time or other."

" I am glad you did so. They will prove of great
service to us."
A tiny flame bow appeared, which quickly increased in

brightness, and then they were enabled to see about them
with tolerable comfort.
They were in a short, narrow passage, rrom both sidea

of which several doors opened.
There was also a door at each end of it.

One of these doors, from the position it occupied, Tom
felt certain was the one at which he tiad so ineffectually
endeavoured to gain admittance.

Accordingly they did not trouljlo themselves in the least
about that, but directed their attention to the one at the
opposite end of the passage, and which thev felt no doubt
communicated with the mansion itself, for they were now
only in the out-huildings or servants' offices wliich sur-
rounded it.

About twenty steps took them to this door.
At a glance Tom saw that it was well secured.
When the house had been left, no matter for what

reason it had been abandoned, great care had been t^iltcn

to secure it from being entered, and from this circunistai>ce
aJ one our friends were led to believe that they were on"
a^ *b«9ahold of making some impcrtaa* discoveries or
othftf.

Kverythiag tii«y 8»^ *«* indicative oi' substantialnees
and strength.

The door before which they no^v stood seeinei. \
impassable barrier to those who had not the proper tools
to set to work upon it.

But Tom did not despair.

He gave Turpin the candle to hold, and with his broken
knife he commenced an attack upon the lock.

He treated it in the same way as he had the precesding
one, and after some delay the way laid open before them.
As soon as the door was pushed open they perceived

there was no longer any need for the hglited caudle.
They found themselves at the lower end of what was

evidently the entrance-hall of the mansion.
This was filled with a soft, dim, and beautiful light, the

source of which they did not immediately discover.

As they advanced, however, they saw that it came in
part from the fanlight over the front door, and partly from
a skylight in the roof of the mansion, for the staircase was
somewhat of a well-shape, and ascended to the top of the
building.

Our friends gazed around them in admiration.
There were traces of grandeur and beauty visible ie

that deserted hall, although the hideons aspect of ruin
and desolation was so obtrusive.

The dust lay thickly everywhere, thus showing that,

however closely and carefully the doors had been closed,

they had not been closed carefully enouph to exclude
this mysterious substance, which seems to possess the
faculty of penetrating everywhere.

Several doors opened from this hall, but all were shut,
and doubtless fastened.

They did not try any of them, but Dick said

—

" I think we may safely come to the conclusion that
there is no one in this house, and that we have it all to

ourselves."
" Oh ! decidedly," said Tom King. " If there had been

anyone here, we should not have been allowed to proceed
as far as we have without some notice being taken of our
intrusion. You may depend, for some reason or other,

this houpo has been shut up and deserted, and allowed
to fa'.; to rnin just as it pleased."

" That seems a very strange state of things, Tom."
''

It does. But do you recollect Durley Chine P
"

'' I sliaL' never forget it."

** I am reminded of it by this place. But &6 for finding

this mansion in this state, I do not think it anything to

be surprised at. Such a thing is far from being uncom-
mon. Sometimes it is the result of caprice upon the

part of the owners, and sometimes it is owing to legal

proceedings, such as the property being in Chancery, or

without an heir, or something of that sort."
" Doubtless," replied Turpin, " there are plenty oi

means by which the desertion of this place could be ex-

plained ; but I do not think it worth cur wiiii^ to troubi«

our hcad^ about lUem."
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" Certainly not. Our own affairs, if we will only give

them proper consideration, will suflSce to occupy the
wlsole of our time."
" Well, then, let us first of all try to find some place in

this bouse where we caa r^st ourselves. I should ptel'cr

to try the upper floor"
" So slioiil'J I, becnusc tnen wc should be ahle tn- fom-

mnnd a fjood view of llie country round."
" Let us ascend Miese stairs then."
" With all my heart ; for it seems Ihoi-e is notfaii'^ fo*"

CSS to see on the ground-floor, without we choose to ig^e
the trouble of forcing open all these doors."
The little party now bcpau to ascend the stairs.

Their footsteps raised strange echoes in that deserted
habitation, and, as they heard them, strange thoughts and
feelings filled their breasts.

But they strove, as well as they could, not to enccumb
to their influenc<>, and spoke to each other upon iniliiferoot

topics.

At length the top of the staircase was reached, and here
they paused.
As they had ascended they noticed that all the doors

that opened from the landings were closed, and these upon
the topmost flight of all were no exception.

• Bnt the doors were not of a heavy make, and the two
highwaymen doubted not that they should be able to

burst one open.
Tom advanced, and tried the handles in rapid suc-

cession.

All the doors were fast.
" Break one open," said Turpin, "and let us see what

kind of place there is beyond."
Tom turned the knob of one of the doors, and pressed

agninst it in a peculiar manner with his knee and shoulder.
He was in such a position as to be able to exercise his

utmost strength, and he pushed firmly and steadily.

The door cracked ominously, and gave signs of giving
way.
But Turpin, fancying his comrade's strength was insuflB-

caent for the task, came to his assistance.

Uy their joint efibrts the door was quickly burst open.
It led into a small chamber, in which, to their surprise,

they found a few articles of furniture remaining.
Perhaps they were deemed not worthy of the trouWe of

carrying away.
At any rate, there they were.
The articles consisted of a small mde table, a few chairs,

and a bedstead, which was in one corner.

By the appearance of this latter object, it would Mem as
though it had been devoted to a servant's use.

All the things were of a more antique fashion than any
onr friends had ever seen, and Maud looked about her
with some interest and curiosity.
" Come," said Dick, in a cheerful voice, as he took in

at a glance the general aspect of the room, " we shall be
far more comfortable here than I thought we should be.

Here are chairs to sit down upon, and a table and a bed-
stead. When we have made a fire the place will be as
comfortable as yon please."

The cheerful manner in which Dick Turnin spoke was
not without producing a due efl'ect upon his bearers.
The chamber, rude and comfortless as it really was,

assumed a more cheerful aspect.
" And here is a window," said Tom King, in the same

tone of voice, " which commands an extensive view. We
shall be able to see danger long before it conses near
as."

This window was somewhat important to them, so they
all crowded towards it.

It was a small latticed casement, unprovided "vith

•butters, like the rest of the windows in the house.
Our friends were able to see for a long distance.

Beneath and all around them were the neylected
grounds belonging to the deserted mansion.
They were in the front of tne house, and with thel «)yo8

I

they could easily follow the route they had jiut come.
There was the weed-grown lawn, the avenne of trees,

but not the gat* by which they had entered.
That was hidden from their view by trees.

A prospect of beautiful country, many miles in extent,
spread out before them, and in summer the view must have
been a lovely one to gaze upon, but now all was bleak and
wmtry looking.

They continued to look oat of the window for aome time,

until, indeed, their eyes had grown familiar with tbe d'i.

ferent features of the landscape.
Then they turned away, and Turpin said—
** In the first place, we must find something to mnko a

fire with, and thuu we shall be comfortablp enough."
" I am afraid though," said Tom King, " that we shall

be obliged to forego that comfort."
" fou fear the smoke will be seen ?

"

" Yes, and if it is, the 8e«ret of our beinj? bew -jin.'! im-
mediately be known.

"

" I think we may reauce the smoke to a mere trifle.

When we light the fire we must put on but a small quan-
tity of fuel, and then replenish it by slow deg»ee8, so thai
the smoke will leave the chimney in the form of an im-
palpable vapour."

" We might succeed in doing that.

"

" We must try, for without a fire this place will be
unbearable."
" But where are we to find fuel ?

"

" We must look."
" Suppose we were to break open another of the doors,

and cut that door up into fragments with our swords."
" That will answer the purpose admirably ; and then,

not only that, we might find some articles in the next room
which would do for fii'ewood."
" So we might."
While speaking our friends passed out of the room again

onJo the landing, and paused before another of the doors.

This was forced open in the manner we have previously
described.

The chamber, however, contained no other article of

furniture, save a bed, and this they never thought for a mo-
ment of destroying, since it was likely to prove so useful.
" I firmly believe," said Turpin, " th:it chance, in direct-

ing us to the house, has brought us to a place of perma-
nent shelter, where we shall be able to remain in safety as
long as ever we think proper."
" I hope so, " said Tom King, " for such a place would

be very convenient to us.

"

" It would, indeed ; but let us carry out your suggestion.
We will break this door to pieces with our swords and use
it for firewood. Stand aside, and I will make the first

stroke."

With their swords it was a comparatively easy matter
for the highwaymen to chop the door to pieces, and they

soon had such a heap of fragments lying on the floor as

would last them for some time to come.
Taking a small quantity they re-entered the other room,

and, placing them in the grate, set fire to them ; for, as we
have often remarked, the highwaymen took care never to

bo without the means of procuring a light readily.

With great anxiety they watched the ascending smoke,
and, by the exercise of great caution, contrived to prevent
it rising in large quantities.

The wood being dry made their task easier, for it soon
burst into a blaze, and then the smoke was consumed.
When the fire had fairly burned up, the wood wa^

brought and placed close at hand so as to replenish it

without trouble ; the rickety table was drawn up to the

fire, and the chairs placed close by.

In these our friends seated themselves with manifest

pleasure, for they were thoroughly wearied by their recent

exertions.

All three were in higu spirits, and a happier trio than

those who now occupied the little room in the empty
mansion could scarcely have been found.

CHAPTER CCCCXVIII.

RETURNS -to CLAUDE DUVAL AND SIXTEEN-STRING JACR.
AND RELATES WHAT BEFEL THEM AFTER THEIR PABT-
ING WITH DICK TURPIN IN ENFIELD CHASE.

SuREL\ thi reader Ciiuuot have forgotten our old frienJa,

Claude Duval and Sixieeu-String Jack !

A long time has elapsed, uowever, since we last occupied

ourselves with their adventures, and we think a more fitting

time than the present for returning to them could not be

found.
When we saw them last, as all, doubtless, well reniein-

her, was when they parted from Dick Turpin and Tom
King in Enfield Chase.
They were to get ofl' as well as they could, with the un-

der.«t8nding that all were to re-unite upon the ill-omwut^
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«pu( apon tbe Finchley-road, which had bees so -feted as

being well kuown lo theru, and not likely to be visited jy
tirss; foes.

indeed, it was a desolate and fearful spot.

It must be undeistood f.bat the day on wliiob ^s leftre

Dick Tnrpiu, Tom King, and Maud in the empty house,

is the one preceding the night upon which the mcetinp
was appointed to take place. -

To describe the adventures of Claude Duval sued 8ix-

teen-String Jack, we shall then be obliged to go back±hr<>e

days.
_

-^

When they parted with their three friends, they tr,i ac

with extreme reluctance, and looked back from time to

time, anxious to keep them in sight as long as possible,

for they thought how uncertain it was whether tney should
ever all meet again.

But the thick-growing trees in the chase soon bid them
from their view.

Claude and Jack then occupied themselves bo1s?7 with
attending to tbeir own safety.

They were close to the borders of the chase, but they
knew not whether it would be safe for them to emerge
into the open country.

They might suddenly find themselves assailed with a

fresh danger, which might be fatal.

Upon this they held a consultation, and in the end
determined to get as near the borders as they could, and
then reconnoitre.

With this resolve they pushed forward slowly and
cautiously, and, at length, came to a halt.

One more yard would take them beyond the shelter of

the trees.

From this point they peered out, but could see nothing
of their enemies.
Emboldened by this, they were about to proceed, when

tbey were startled by the report of a gun.
" Turpin and King are in trouble," said Claude. " Let

us rush to their assistance."
" Nay, nay," said Sixteen-String Jack, restraiuing him

;

" I have faith in their skill and ability to get off, and per-

haps by going towards the spot from whence the sound of

the shot appeared to come, so far from doing them roy
good, we shall only be getting ourselves into additional

trouble."
" All right," said Claude Duval. " { had forgotten."

Just as he spoke, there came the clear, ringing sound
of a bugle.

The reader will remember how, when, and by whom the
signal waa given.

Claude and Jack heard it responded to from various

points around them, and they looked at each other with
an expression upon their oounteuances which said plaiuly

enough

—

" Something imminent is going on."
Directly after this they beard the dragoons forcing their

way among the trees, all of them going in the direction

from which the shot had proceeded.
" I think the beat thing we can do is to be oif," said

Claude Duval.
" So I think," rejoined Slxteen-Stnng Jack. " We

shall oever have a better opportunity thiiu the present, for

our fues seem to be ail going in one direction."
" They do."
" Forward, then. There is no one in sight, and fee will

make a bold rush to get off."
" Agreed, I am ready."
At the same moment they touched thetr horses tightly

with their spurs, and ea.e>"ged at a smart trot.

A belt of waste, oncultivated ground surrounded *he
forest.

Jt was overgrown with rar«o bushes and brake.
To keep on through this was not an easy matter, but

the two highwaymen knew better than to hesitate
Dtspite the dit'iculties, they would not allow thei»- h&rsea

to reduce their speed.
J^ was well for them that they did not,
A loud shout rang in their ears, and, turning ronna in

the saddle, they perceived a number of dragoeno making
towardi them with all speed possible.

rhey were mounted and well armed, and it waa evidently
tbiir intention to give chase.

'I'he two highwaymen took off their hats,, and waved
U.<>«» Qeoantly.

Abeo rsachiug a less obtitruated piece of road, they

goaded their horses with their spurs, and set forward at a
speed which seemed to make all pursuit a hopeless matter.

Nevertheless, the dragoons showed that the? had nc
mtention of giving up the chase thus easily.

The prey was fairly on the road before them, and they
resolved to spare no effort to hunt it down.

In this they thought they could scarcely fail, when they
recollected how many bodies of dragoons were occupied
in patrolling the roads, so that the highwaymen would
continually find fresh and untired pursuers at their heels.

Capture^ then, seemed inevitable, and, in high good
spirits, the dragoons commenced the pursuit.

It was a change from the dull, inactive life ihey had so
recently been leading.

Soon, however, they found that their own heavily
accoutred horses were no match in point of fleetness for

those belonging to the hi{,'hwuymen, although, perhaps,
tbey would be able to keep u)) longer.

It seemed to mortify them exceedingly, though, when
they found the highwaymen gradually but perceptibly

increasing the distance which intervened between them.
At length they got out of sight altogether, aud

eventually out of beaiing also.

Still the dragoons kept perseveringly upon their track.

Their numbers had already been considerably reinforced,

and they were well aware that, if the liighwaymen con-
tiuueJ along the road as they were then going, they must
inevitably fall foul of the next patrol.

But Claude Duval and Sixteen-String Jack were not
unmindful of this danger.
As soon as tbey had got so far ahead of their pursuers

for the sound of their horses' hoofs to be inaudible, they
pulled up.

" Cliiude," said Sixteen-String Jack, " this sort of

thing will not do ; if we keep on like this we shall gallop

over the next lot of dragoons who are patrolling the road.

We must turn aside. If we are only careful what we are

about we shall distance those lumbering dragoons easily

enough, for our horses are fresh and strong after theii

long rest."
" Let us go on more slowly, then, and the next lane we

come to let us turn down it."

" We cannot do better."

Once more the highwaymen put spurs to llieir horses,

and, at an easy gallop, swept along the smooth high road.

Both took care to keep a shaip look-out on both sides

of them, and suddenly Sixteeu-Striug Jacli- cried out

—

" Halt ! Claude, here is the very place."

They slackened speed as he spoke, and turned down a

dark and narr(*w lane.

The darkness was caused by a quantity of tall trees

which grew close together on both sides of it.

• To see the ground was an impossibility ; nevertheless

they galloped along at a speed which seemed to evince

an utter recklesness for their personal safety.

But the horses, feeling, no doubt, that all depended
upon them, kept their feet admirably, by means of the

wonderful instinct with which they are gifted.

Away they went, then, at a truly furious rate.

In a few minutes the end of the lane was reached, and

chey once more emerged upon the highway.

No sooner, however, had they done so, than they found

they bad run into the very danger tbey had been so solici-

tous lo avoid.

Not ten yards from the spot where tbey emerged a troop

of dragoons were trotting slowly along tlte road towards

them.
No eocuer did they catch sight of oui two friends, than

suddeu «»\aculations came from their lips, which showed
that the highwaymen were recognised.

In an instant all put spurs to their horses and galloped

forward.
Oj» friendfl stood no other resource than to fly before

them.
A loud viiioe from the rear came upon their ears.

" Halt
! " it said, " halt ! If you refuse, we fire ; and the

consequences be on your heads, not ours.

"

Jack and Claude could not forbear shuddering slightly

—not so much at the words as at the cold-blooded tone in

which they were uttered.

Of course they did aot halt, bui urged th<e/ horses to

make their utmost speed.

A long pause followed, during which their hearts '•furaed

to atand still, and the blood in their veiai I* jfrow ooUL
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Then one word broke the Silence, and warned them ttiit

tl'.e momenf of d;inger hal come, perhaps th* U«*- ij«^

mont they were destined to spend on aafth.

The one word was—" Fire !

"

t _c s*
The command was scarcely uttered before it as

obeyed.
The drapoons ail had their carbines ready

Their fin^'cr? rested on the trif^gors

Then can'.e the ratllingr discbarsre.

A volley of buliots flew around our friends.

The hoiscs swerveJ, nnd pluuged, ana gaDctoii- •- ' «tL

Ihe speed of terror.

No sooner had they fired than th? ura',r>i>iw cswne

|-at!ihurinfr on.
. , ,

In an anxious voice our fiiends addresa.J eacn ('•^er.

Both, however, were unliurt—at least oOEUDarativnly t.o.

Sixteen-Striiig Jack had been gra?;ed m> die elv ek by

a bullet, which bad also chipped off a bit of b's eas ;
but

ol so slight a misadventure as that he thought nothiug

ol it.

" For%Mird, Claude, and all will yet be well. Take to

the first lane on the k ft hand that yon come to.
_
If you

turn to the right it wi!! take you to Enfield Chase."
" Halt then,"' cried Claude, suddenly. " Gently. There

v. n lane. Go round the corner gently, and then put forth

ycur speed."
J:ick saw the turning of which his comrade spoke.

It was a few yards ahead, and he slackened speed as

L'.' approached it.

In anoiher moment he swept round it, and then the

di,;\,'oous lost sight of their prey.

But they were close enough at their heels to see where

li:ey had gone, and they, too, followed the highwayaien

iiito the kiiie.

But the darkness was now bafHing to a degree.

Still, the soldiers strained their sense of hearing to the

utmost, ;md then they could just catch the dull echo of

the flying steeds before them.

This encouraged them to keep on.

Ot course the dragoons, as they were somewhere about

twelve ill number, made a great deal more noise than the

two higliwaym.en, so that Claude and Jack could hear

them come thu'ideiing after them for a long time.

By degrees, however, the sound grew fainter and fainter,

until it was only at intervals that they could distinguish

They had traversed many lanes, as they found they led

one into the other, but had not come to aBother pubhc

road.

For tliis they were glad, and the reader may be sure

they would be careful how they emerged upon the next

one.

They would not do so as unguardedly as they had

before, the reader may depend.

At length, however, the end of the lanes was reached.

Bui they halted some distance from the turnpike-road,

and listened.

The dull thump — thump of the dragoons horses

became more audible now that they had ceased to be in

moUr>n,

It was clear, then, that they had by no means ^.ven up

the ))ursuit.

Every moment, then, vras of importance, and our friends

list' ned eagerly.

But no sound came from the direction «hiaa they

wished to take.

Cautiouslv, then, they advanced a few paces, unuJ tney

emerged from the lane, just far enough to be able to

glance up and <Jowu the broad high road inte which the

lane led.

Not a soul wds in sight.

Taking heart at this, thetwo highwaymen left thesbelte

ct tlie lane altogether.

They resolved, however, not to remain on the iishwcy
a moment longer than they could help.

At a swift gallop they tore down the road.

Qaickly they glanced from side to side in sea«a d a

turning.

But the uniform line of the hedgerows le^BfiiBed

antiioken.

Suddei^'y b.-r.ire ihein they saw two SBiall twiiik«ing

Jifjhta.

Thev seemed to spring into existence all at one
lliuey were anproaoLinK.

The highwaymen came to llie couemai^n in a uii>in«w
that they proceeded from some vehicle.
"Halt!" cried Claude Duval. " Pull up, Jack— pti«.

up .' Whatever this may be that is approaching, we w t
pull up and kllow it to pass."

CHAPTER CCCCXrX.
SfXTEEN-STIMNG JACK AND CLAirOK D'JVAL BOB THB

•\HMEK ON THE HIUHWaV.

Sixteen-String Jack obeyed his comrade's injunctions
v/ith remarkable promptitude.
He was, indeed, in the act of reining in hie steed when

Claude spoke, and so he was able to quickly bring him to
a stand-still.

He, too, had become convinced of the policy of drawing
on one side, and allowing the vehicle to pass.
By this meiins they hoped to elude the observation of

those within it, who otlierwise, seeing them pass, would
give information to the dragoons in the rear.

As soon as they had stopped their horses, our two
friends b.icked them as close under the hedge as they could,
in order to leave the roadway clear.

Scarcely, however, had they taken up their position,
than Claude Duval addressed his companion in a low tone
of voice.

" Jack," he said. " Jack."
"What, Claude?"
" That vehicle which is approaching "—

»

"Well?"
" Shall we let it pass us ?

"

" To stop it would be very dangerous."
" A fig for danger. I never yet stood on the highway,

and allowed travellers to pass toll free, and 1 can't do it."
" But the dragoons ?

"

" Never mind tliem. I am in hopes they are a long
way behind us. But come, we must make up our mindc
quickly. In another moment it will be too late."

This was true.

Whatever vehicle it might be, it was coming along at a

rather swift rate, and in something less than the tii.r

Claude had named, it would pass them.
"

1 think we had better not meddle with it, Clandi'."
" I'ho ! pho ! How much money hav« von go*, f"
" 1 don't know."
" You can gue.ss."
" It is very little."
" I thought so ; but let you have ever so little, you wui

still have more than me."
" Indeed?"
" Yes, for I have uot a fraction."
" 1 have only a few shillings."
" Well, then. Jack, that proves we must have money,

and that at once. You can't tell what emergency may
arise, and, ten to one, if we have a better chance of filling

our pockets than we have got now."
" I see you are bent upon it."

" I am, Jack, and for more reasons than one. Come,
you need not fear the dragoons, I am certain ; and we
might just as well stop whatever is coming as let it pass.

We shan'* increase our danger either way. Now, Jack !

Quick I prepare !

"

Sixteen-String Jack somewhat unwilUngly took a pistol

from his jjocket and cocked it.

" I don't half like this business, Claude," he said} "it
is t*K> mad-brained by far. I expect every moment to heat

the trampling hoofs of the dragoons' horses."

"Pho! pho! we have not hear*! them. Jack, since we
emerged from the lane. Are you all ready ?

"

[

" Yes, I am ready."
'' Then we shall have this business over in less than no

time; and, can't you see, if we only get fairly off befoie

the dragoons arrive, the cart and the man who has been
robbed will detain them a moment or so,"

" Yes, but it will hinder us."

"Now, Jack, there is no time for another word. We
must have money, for I intend to put up at the first (fon-

venient inn we come to."

Sisteen-String Jack said no more, for really there vajt

not time.
The vehicle which was approaching wa* on two '»iit»«W.

They could tell that by the sound.

Tb«y oo«ild also tell the* it wa« drawn by vme wnttt -I'uV
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[maud passes the night aloxe in the deserted mansion.]

In anotlier moment it was nearly opposite to them, and
the two highwaymen, riding out with great suddenness
from the place whpre they had been in ambush, cried

—

" Halt ! halt ! Pull up your horse, or you are a dead
man. A dead man in a moment if you disobey. Halt !

"

As these words were spoken, the two highwaymen
placed themselves one on each side of the vehicle, which
they could now see was a cart of rather clumsy manufac.^
tare.

Aa ejaculation of fear fell upon their hearing.
Claude and Jack presented their pistols full at the head

trf the man who sat in the cart, and who had given utter-
jiDce to the cry of terror.

He was the sole occupant of the vehicle.
Whether he checked the horse, or whether the Creature

onflerstood the words which our friends had uttered, would
be hard to say. f-

At any rate, iU koree stopped au^ looked half'terri-
AiKl.

^9, 85.

The man who sat in the cart, and who was the sol.

occupant of it, dropped the reins as soon as he had given

utterance to the ejaculation, and assumeu u,a attitude of

the most ludicrous fright.
" Spare my life—spare my life

!
" he cried. " Take all

I have, but spare my life
!

"

" Your life is in no danger," said Claude Duval ;
" pro-

vided you at once, and without hesitation, hand over to

me whatever valuables you may have aboutj'eu. Quick

!

your money or your life !

"

The man uttered a groan by way of reply to what tho

highwayman said.

"I am only a poor farmer, gentlemen," he said.

" Nothing more, I can assure you."
" A poor farmer ! Ha ! ha ! That's a good joke, said

Sixteen-String Jack. " Why, there never was such a thing

knowa. Come, be 'juick. Hand over."

The farmer uttei-ed another groan.

li waa clear be valued Lis lifei and did tlct feeV die^osed

Priob On a HAiiPPs.>i.'jr.
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to throw It 8w»y merely for the sake of whatever money

he might have about him.

Slowly he put one hand into hfe pocket.
" Be quick," cried Clande Duval. " Be quick. Wc

cannot waste a moment. If you do Rot give us your

money quickly, we will heave you out of the cart and take

jt from you ; and yon may depend we shan't b* over gcntls

wliou we eet about it."
, , , /^, , t»

The firm, resolute tone of voice in which Claude L>vvai

»poke was quite enough to convince the farmer that he

was in earnest, and thai he fuliv meant what he said.

The farmer fumbled in his pocket, and presently pro-

duced a small leather bag.

Claude took it. ..

" This is too light," he said ; "by far too light. This

will not do, Mr. Farmer."
" It is all 1 have, good sir

'

" Pbo ! pho ! I know better. Now, look you. •*»> is

perfect folly for you to think of getting off and taking any

©f your money with you. We are determined to have it.

Which will vou do P Give it us, or will you compel us to

take it ? You will find the first the most comfortable to

yourself."
, . .

The farmer uttered another groan—this time of a far

more dismal character than before.
" Oh ! gentlemen," he said. " Be satisfied with what

you have got. If you take all, 1 shall be a ruined man."

"We can't help that," said Sixteen-String Jack.

"Quick. Dub up. We cannot stand parleying here."

The farmer, finding all his entreaties in vain, now put

the best face on the matter that he could, and from

another pocket in his coat he produced another leather

bag, which was not only larger, but rery much heavier

than the first one.

Claude took it from him in as instant.
" There, yon villains," said the farmer, "you have got

all BOW."
" I don't know that," said Claude, " and'

"Hark! hark!" cried Sixteen-String Jack, suddenly.
" Hark ! I hear our foes upon the road again. We must

be off without delay. Forward, Olaude, for you life."

Duval listened, and in a moment became convinced of

the truth of what his comrade had said.

The dragoons were on the road, and not far off, for the

hoof-beats sounded with alarming clearness.

Claude did not hesitate.

Thrusting the bag whiich he had last received into his

pocket, he turned his horse's head round at the same
mt)iuent as his old comrade.

Then, totiching their horses with the spar, they started

OlT at a speed that fiUed the farmer with amazement.
While going at such a rate couversaliou was not an easy

matter. Nevertheless, Sixteen-String Jack managed to

eay

—

" Keep on, Claude, at full speed, until we come to the

cext turning. You may depend the dragoons will stop

when they get to the cart, so we shall have some slight

advantage there."

Claude did not reply.

He thought it needless, but he let Jack know he fully

umlorstood him by doing as ho had advised.

'i'hey had not very far to go before they came to a

Barrow lane that led off at right angles trom the high roftd

in the direction they wishc^d to take.

They turned down it without hesitation.

They paused a moment, however, and listened.

They could no longer hear the sound of the horses' feoofs

beating upon the road, and they n^iitly sarmised tliat

they had stopped when they came t* the farmer'"* rarV,

This was suiScient.

With fresh hope and confidence they ga^e their hones
the rein freely, and darted down the lane.

It was narrow and winding, like most country lanes

are.

Sadcfenly, however, Claude pulled up, and- eomewhat- m
surprise, Jack foliowed his example.

" What haa happened ? " he said, " What baa hap-
pened ?

"

" Nothing senous, only we have just paeseit & spot

rhere another lane turns out of thio qwsJ''
" We have—we have."
" [jet us turn back and go down it, ihen, I cannot hear

anything of our foes. Probably they wiU take tb» turning
i-at of Uie high road, as they have done before, and I

think we sliall stand a better chance of throi'^B them o£f

the scent."
j

" I quits agree with you. Come !

"

The highwaymen turned their horses round and «•
traced their steps until they came to tho narrow lane of

which Claude had spoken.
It was much narrower than the one from which it

branched off.

They galloped along it without hesitation.

All at once, however, they were compelled to come to R
full stop, and our f'^.snda looKed in each otber?' faces witk
dismay.
The lane was not a thoroughfare.
it was simply a private road leading from the Ian« to a

farmhouse which they could just discern in the distance.

There was no outlet to it.

They had the choice of either entering the gi"ound8

belonging to the farm or turning back again.

Both courses seemed equally fraught with danger,
" I should have thou^'Ut of this, said Claude, takinfj

all the blame of what had occurred to himself. " I ought
to have thought of tliis. Instead of bettering our position,

as I hoped, I have only worsted it."

"Never raiud," said Sixteen-String Jack; "we must
make the best of it wo can. It has turned out an unfor-

tunate circumstance, but the idea of turning dov«n this

lane in order to throw our enemies off,. the track was so

good a one, that I am sure anyone would have adoptea it

as we have done."
" No doubt, DO doubt. But still, we might have known

that, in nine cases out of ten, these lanes which branchjeff

thus lead only to some farm or homestead as this does."
" But what is to be done ?

"

" There you puzzle me. Can yon hear anything of oar
foes ?

"

Both listened with greai intentness, but the rflenoe

which reigned about that spot remained unbroken.
" I can hear nothing, Claude."
"Nor I."
" I have a thought. Do yon remember our intention

was to seek some place of shelter as soon as we could ?
"

" Yes."
" Well, suppose we make our way to the farmhouse

yonder and ask for refuge."
" It would be dangerous."
"Why so?"
" Tne suspicions of the people would be excited."
" Not if *ve were careful, I think."
" A ud at this hour the inmates will be all retired to bed."
" Do you think so? Have you any ideawhat the hour is?"
" No.''
" Well, look yonder over those trees. Do you see that

faint gray streak of light ? That shows the dawn to b«
close at Vand."
" It does, it does. I had no iJ ea it was so late."
" So early, you mean."
" Well, just as you like."
" Farming people are in the habit of rising very early a\

this time in the year. You may depend they are up before

the dawn."
"But what excQse could you make for intruding on

th-^m ?
"

" That we must think of. Doubtless we shall be able

to invent some plausible tale which will prevent them
from having any suspicions.''

" If we do not, it will be fatal to us."
*" It will not do for us to turn back, will it ?

"

" It would be equally dangerous as going forwa»d."

"Then forward be it, then. The dragoons may lose

the scent altogether, and then if we cat only remain at

yon farmhouse until night, we shall bo able to push ou
towards Finchley at an easy pace."
" It would certainly be as safe to remain at that farm •

house aa at an inn."
" Perhaps safer."

"^ " Do not, then, let us waste any more time in talking

about what we shall do. Look how hght it is gettintf,

and I should not relish being hunted by dayUght.'

C But how are you going to excuse jwirself to ^eav
people?"
" I must think."
" I don't know how it is to be dcEe.**
** I do I have a firesh thought—quite a Sresb QkOWtJA-
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door, but paHicularly to a very short, stoat man, wiia a
fiery visage. '

Thk man, te rightly enoucjh conjectured, was farmer,
aad the othera members of bis family.

OHAl'TER CCCCXX
OIXTfEW-STRlUe JACK 4NB CLAUDE D'.VAh fiAVS TS B2al

A PRECIPITATB KfcTilBAT FEOM THE FARMH0U8JE.

A.8 he apoko these words, Sixteen-String Jack, very nrncQ ' " Excuse me, sir," said Claude, " for trespascing upon
to the surprise of his comrade, Claude Duval, slipped olJ I yrvn grounds in the manner I have done, but I trust, when
his horse, and, lying down on the ground in the lane, I you hear the cause which has led me to d« so, you will
Fulled over and over several times.

j
not be displeased."

The natural result of this operation was that he speedily TLe landlord nodded hia head violently, but said
became comp'etely beplasteml with aiud, for the l&ue w&« ' nothing, though Claude fancied he got a trifle redder m

' '"' "^' '"

^

. the face.covered with this substance.

liaving accomplished this much, Jock got up.

He then presented a very ladicroua iippoarance.
" Good gi-acious ! " excla*?ied Claude Duval, in a feaa

of Toice which showed how much he was bewildered 'i»y

this action. " What in the world have yoa doue that
btf"

Sixteen-Stnng Jack seemed to enjoy hia ama«ement,
for he laughed as he said—
" It is in order to get shelter at th« farmhouse without

exciting suspicion."
" But how can rolling yourself on the ground and

getting yourself all over mud in that style contribute

towards it P
"

" I will tell you, Claude ; but first, as I am down, I w7?l

unfasten this gate, and as soon as you are through, I will

tkoteu it again."
" A wise precaution," said Claude. " But shall you be

able to open the gate, think you ?
"

" Oh ! no doubt I shall."

Sixteen-String Jack felt for the fastening of tae gjate as

he spoke.
As he had quite expected, it consisted merely oia jiiece

of chain, which was twisted and secured in such a manner
as would have puzzled a stranger to undo.
But Jack was in possessioa of the secret, and, wich as

little trouble, probably, as the farmer himself would have
kad, he opened the gate.

Cbiude passed through at once, leading his comrade's
hor^e by the bridle.

Siiteen-String Jack then fastened the gate again, aad
remounted his steed.

A kind of continuation of the lane led towards the farm-
house, and along this they proceeded at a walking pace.

"Come," said Claude Duval ; "tell me your intentions.

You have roused my curiosity to the highest pitch."
" It is very simple," said Sixteen-String Jack, " but I

think the scheme will be all the more successful for that."
" Let me hear it, then."
" When we ride up to the door of the farmhouse yoa

must give out that I have been thrown from my horse."
" Thrown from your horse ?

"

" Yes. Being covered with mud from head to foot, as
I am, will make it appear as thougli such an accident had
taken place. I will also act as though I had been slightly

hurt."
" Capital," cried Claude Duval, enthusiastically. " That

ifl a capital plan. They are sure to Cud you shelter, aud
they will have no room for suspicion."

" 1 hope not. We can sny the accident happened a
little way from here, and that we made our way to the
farmhou:-e because it was the nearest habitation.''
" Just so. Jack, you deserve givat credit for hitting upon

such a capital device, and if those dra;i;oou3 will only be
kind enough to go another way, we shall be able to have a
oonifortable day s rest."

" Come OB, then. I can't say anything about the
dragoons. In that respect we must trust to our luck."
" Entirely."
" Hush ! hush ! Say no more. We are too close now

to the house to speak with safety,"

Upon this, both were silent,

_
The little path—for road it could bcarcely be ealled-^lecl

right up to the tiurmhouse, passing through the «-.]'*—"-d
on the way.
As soon as the higliwaymen entered thi? lost-nain^

At this moment Sixtoen-Striug Jack arrived,
He halted by the side of Lis companion.
As may be easily supposed, the plight li« was in

attracted the iiuiuttJiate attention of those who beheld it.

Their counteuances assumed an expression of cariosity.
"You see ray friend here," said Claude Duval. " Ua

io the occasion of our presence here. You see the coudi-
tion he is in. It is the result of an accident. His horse
shied suddenly, aud threw him. Fortunately he is not
dangerously hurt, but still he is much bruised and shaken.
This beiag the nearest habitation, we made our way
towards it, not doubting that you would allow us shelter
for a Uttle while, until he recovers sufficiently to resume
his journey."

" Certainly—certainly," said the farmer, in a cheerful
voice. " You shall, of course. You did quite right
to come. Here, Jack, Tom, Bill, help the gentleman from
his horse."
Three young men, apparently sons of the farmer, sprang

forward aa he spoke, aud bee« =j '^assist Sixteeu-SLriug
Jack, who made behevo to be very much hurt anJ very
helpless indeed.

Claude hastily alighted, and came to their assiatavice.

Between them, Jack was fairly lifted out of the saddle
and carried into the farmhouse.
With every iraagiuable cure he was placed upon a large

settle, which stood at one side of the fire-plaoe.
He groaned slightly.

It will be recollected that, when the dragoons fired
their volley at the highwaymen, one of the bullets had
grazed Jack's cheek, and just nipped a piece out of his
ear.

From this blood had flowed, thought not in very great
quantities.

Nevertheless, mingling with the mud, it gave liim the
appearance of beiug badly hurt.

The farmer, who, like most of his class, was a hospita-
ble man, was most assiduous in his attentions.

lie imagined that the travellers must be persona of dis-
tinction, or they would not travel on horseback.
Before Claude was aware of it, the horses were led into

the stable.

He did not wish to appear over anxious about them,
lest it should give rise to suspicion, yet he felt he would
have much preferred to have seeu where they were dis-

posed.
An opportunity for visiting the stablps would, no doubt,

very shortly occur, aud so he controlled his imputienee.
It would have seemed strange to have neglected his

friend, who seemed so seriously injured, in order to look
atter the horses, which ho was ovsr and over again assured
were in perfect safety.

He was compelled to rest content.
The family had not long risen, and when they had beoa

startled by the sudden appeanince of our friends, they
W2ro sitting down to breakfast.

Sixteen-String Jack acted his part to admiration.
None but a doctor could liave told that he was uninjured,
'I'he simple-minded inmates of the farmhouse, however,

never for one moment dreamed of calling into question Iha
truth of the tale they had been told, and the muddy st.ite

of Jack's vestments was to them super-abundant proof.

H'hey washed the mud from his hands, and bathed hit

Then the wound he had received was disclosed.

B'ortunately this happened to be just such a oneplace, the door of the ttirmhouse wag orea«^ *9d BOVt^rai „ __.
persons appeareu upon the threshold

1 wovJd be produced bya fall from a"harse,"8ho!ild"the"rider
Upon the countenances of all the utu-ioaf S^iJAniai-rit

j

ehauce to fall upon a sharp stone,
was uepicted. Xhis wound was caiefuUy bathed and strapped up by
Claude hjgtened forward, leaving Bixtcec-Striu^ JMk i tie farmer's wife, whil-a the daughters were baeily ucea*

** ^w.lO'W at a more gentle pace. pied in cleansing the mud from his apparel,
J*ti?in^ his hat, and makiujf a moe't graceful ty^sy, ! By the time their atteutiona were ovit, Sistofn-Btriug

|s*9>"k st«drwM»e4 kimi^li te lh« j>sre<?«i» wiw «twd *t Vh« | Jack thovs^Ut fit te «JUow itia»»e5f A l»tU<« b^tuti
f

IBesf fei» fr#
9
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•fraicl, in their solicifcousness for his vrf&ise, thsit tbey
would send off for a medical man, and he by no meftns

wished to run that risk

AccordiBgly, he mad'> an effort as though to rise.

He waa immediately assisted, and upon gaining a sitting

posture, he declared he was wonderfully better.

A great improvement in his personal appearance was
perceptible, and he spoke in a louder and firmy tone of

»oioe than he had previously done.

At thi« the whole of the inmates of the £armhocse
expressed themselvpo much delighted, and they pressed

CHasde and Jack to join them in the breatiast. ehnh had
been interrapted by their arrival.

The highwaymen did not hetiitate to accept this invita-

tion.

Their food for a loog time past had been somewhat of the

roughest, and they eyed the substantial viands which were
placed upon the table with feelings of considerable satis-

faction.

In less than a quarter of an hour, then, they had made
themselves quite at home, and it was evident the honest

farmer and his family were much delighted with their

company, which was quite an event in their monotonous
existence.

Sixteen-String Jack said, with a smile, that ba had been

by far more frightened than hurt, and made • capital

breakfast.

Nevertheless, although they seemed to all outward
appearance to be so thoroughly contented and happy, our

mends in reality were not so.

They were a great deal too near the dragoons to be
either safe or pleasant, and every now and then, when
there happened to be a lull in the cheerful conversation,

they listened attentively for any sound that might indi-

cate the approach offtheir enemies.

But all was still ; and as minute after minute passed

away they gradually began to believe that they would be
left unmolested.
That beUef was fallacious, and they were destined to be

made aware of it in a very abrupt manner.
During the breakfast Claude thought continually of the

When he alighted and followed Jack into the farmhouse,

they had been led off he knew not whither, though he was
particularly assured by the farmer that they were all

right.

Of this he had little or no doubt.

What he wanted to know was just where ihvj were
placed, so as to be able to make his way to them direct,

in case any emergency should arise.

He was fidgety and anxious, and made up his mind that,

as soon as ever breakfast was over, he would make some
excuse to go out and find them.
But at a farm the breakfast is the principal meal, ani

occupied wk&t seemed to him an intolerable time; but
that was caused by his anxiety.

Besides, breakfast had hardly been began when they
arrived.

Still all continued silent, and he breathed more freely.

Whether the dragoons had lost the scent or not waa a
question they could not answer.
As we have said, not even an acutt, observer would have

for a moment fancied that they were otherwise than light-

hearted as they seemed, for not a trace of anxiety was per-

ceptible.

Suddenly, however, Claude started.

Jack started at the self-same moment, as though by
eympathy.

Their countenances changed slightly.

£re they could move or speak, however, there was a
hubbub of voices, and the trampling and prancing of

horses' feet.
" Tracked," exckimed Claude Duval, apnnsing to hi*

feet, " and done, I am afraid."

Sixteen-String Jack also sprung to his feet.

But the inmates of the farmhouse took little Ck uw
Botice either of their movements or words. *

The whole of their attention waa directed to •emething
that was going on outside the farmhouse, for t}taj had one
and all flocked to the door the moiaent the aoundt we have
described assailed their ears.

The two highvraymen gave fine glaao» throojch '>he

window.
That waa euoivh.

Coming rapidly towards th«8 house were the i

> Thore was fifteen op tweuty of them at least.

As Claude had said, they had been tracked.

Truly was the position of our friends most desperate.
" Fly J" exclaimed Sixteen-String Japk, with stvUing

energy. " Fly ! it is our only chance."
" Where P where ?

"

" To the back of the house. Here, this Way.**
" Our horaee P

"

"Give up all thoughts of them. I kno'? not #bei«
they are. We must escape without them."

"Impossible. We might as well surrender at onoe."
While speaking these rapid words the reader must not

suppose the highwaymen were idle.

They had previously noted a door that ^ippeared to lead
to the back of the house.

They darted towards it just as the dragoons reined ap
at the front door.
They heard them address some question tc< the farmer.
But what it was they knew not.

In another moment they were through the door.

There were a couple of bolts upon it, and these they
shot into their sockets instantly.

They were then in a kind of kitchen which looked int«

the yard at the rear of the farmhouse.
A door led into the farmyard, and through this they

dashed with the utmost precipitation.
" Quick ! " cried Jack. " On, Claude, on. Yonder are

some buildings; the stables, doubtless. On, I say; we
may reach them yet in time. If we can only mount our
steeds, all will be well."

Claude saw the buildings to which his comrade alluded

and made all speed in that direction.

CHAPTER CCOCXXI.

THE DRAGOONS MAKE A RUSH INTO THE 8TABLK, AKB
REACH THE LOFT OVERHEAB ABOUT A UINUTl TOO
LATE.

It is wonderful how much can be done under the impulse
of some powerful incentive.

Had not our friends been ftilly conscious that their

lives and liberties solely depended upon their exertions,

they could not possibly have done what they did.

The time which it took them to reach the door ef Ike
stable was infinitesimal.

They thought the buildings must be stables when they
first glanced at them, but as they drew nearer they became
convinced of it.

The door was standing wide open, and they could see
into the interior, which set all doubts at rest.

Just as they reached the door, however, a loud shout
fell upon their ears.

They turned round with the rapidity of lightning.

The sight they saw was one that was quite suflScient to

extinguish in their breasts the least lingering hope that

they would be able to effect their escape on this occasion

from their persevering foes.

Coming towards the stables at full speed was the whole
of the troop of dragoons.
They ^earned in a moment from the farmer that two

men had arrived a little while before on horseback, and
their flight was discovered the moment after.

What were the highwaymen to do now ?

There was no longer the faintest possibility^ ooDoeal«

ing themselves from their foes.

Where, too, where they to go ^

It was a natural instinct that caused them, the moment
after making this discovery, to turn round and dash with
frantic speed into the stable.

It put off their danger for a moment, bat nothing
more.
To be sure, they slammed the door abut, and £utened

it ere the dragoons could arrive, but 'chon how were thej

to get oot of the stable without being captured P

It was quite certain, too, that they could not stand a
siege.

A dozen vigOTOos blows upon the frail door would
demolish it.

Both were M breathless with the speed they bad made,
and by the imminency of the danger with which they

were threatened, that they could scarcely command theil

Towes sufficiently to speak to each otbw.
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It woald be folly to attempt to saddle their horBtr".

Before they could ^et hall-way through that operatic;;,

eren sapposins: every neoeseaiy article was at biiod, the

dragoons would have the door down, for the first thing

they did was to strike some violent blows with the but-t-

ends of their carbinesj which were admirably adapted to

such a purpose.
VVhat were they to do P
" The loft

! " cried Claude Duval. " The lofti Let cb

gain tha*". 1/V e may ^'hen find some means of leaving this

place."
•' No ase—no use ! " gasped Jack. " We had bettsp^ffive

in at once."
"Never whila I ht.e life!" said Claude Du»*l,«iai

resolution.
" The door will be down in an instant

!

"

" This way—this way ! " cried Claude. " It is onr only

chance, and, if we do no more, we shaU prO|tract our cap-

ture to the last momest, and even that is desirable. Quick

!

After me! This way!"
Claude hastened across the stable as he spoke, and Six-

^een-String Jack followed closely after him.
The inside ofthe stable was tolerably light, aad Claude's

quick eye had detected one of those perpendicular ladders

fixed up against the wall, by which the loft overhead is

generally reached.
Never were those steps so quickly ascended before.

Just, however, as they gained a footing in the loft^ii^re

was a terrific crash.

The door had given way, and the dragoons, hastily cHs*

mounting, came pouring into the stable, under the con-

viction that they had only to make one vigorous rush.
and then capture their prey,

given the
they looked about tbem in some surprise, unable to account
They had never given the loft a thought, and at first

for the disappearance of the highwaymen.
A slight movement, however, attracted their attention

to one portion of the stable.

Having reached the floor of the loft, the idea had oc-

curred to Sixteen-String Jack to try whetlier the ladder
was moveable.
To his joy he found it was.
He had now the means of interrupting, to some extent,

the progress of the dragoons.
They would not be able te follow them either so easily

and quickly as they otherwise would.
It was the movement of this ladder which attracted the

attention of the dragoons.
They sprang forward quickly, hoping to be able to

seize the ladder and drag it down again, but they were too
late.

Sixteen-String Jack flung the ladder down on the floor

of the loft, and turned to observe the proceedings of his

comrade.
Claude was busily engaged in making ft bole in the

thatched roof.
" Help me," he cried. " We will get through here as

Boon as the hole is large enough."
" But what are we to do then ?"
" Drop down and run for it. We shall be on the out-

side of the farmyard, and the dragoons will either have to

come our way, or else surmount the high wall which
encloses the farmyard."

\Vhile speaking, both worked with » izood will at the
thatch.

It was the easiest matter in the world to make a breach
in it, and they were out on the roof of the st&ble before
any of the dragoons could reach the loft.
" Look, Jack !" cried Claude, "here aie the open Mds,

and yonder is a plantation, or wood, or something of that
kind. We can drop down, and then we will run for it."

The reader must understand that the stable had a roof,

one portion of which inclined towards the farmjafd and
the other towards the fields at the back.

It was in the last described pier* of ijof tht*, thp bigh>
waymen had made a breach.

Consequently they were out of sight of thob,^ dragoQOS
who remained on the watch in the yard.

Claude's suggestion was evidently the best that could be

"directly they reached their feet they started oflf as fast

as they could run across the fields, making direct for th«
Hantation which Claude had spoken of.

It was not more than a quarter of a mile distant.

i my from their foes let them know that they were
seen. f

I
By the exercise of very great gymnastic skill, a dr«gooa

nnd succeeded in getting up into the loft, and the uw>naent
Ad did so he let the ladder down, which enabled his com«
panions to follow him with all expedition.

They ran, of course, first of all to the breach in the rrof,

and there they saw the highwaymen running mth great
swiftness across the meadow.
The cry which reached the ears of Claude and Jack was

metered by the dragoons upon the impulse of the moment
upon finding that their prey had got so cleverly out of
their reach.

It was a cry compounded of anger, rage, and fear.

Some scrambled through the hole in the roof and rolled

down recklessly on to the ground.
The others, giving the alarm to their companions,

turned round and descended into the stable again.

With great expedition they remounted their steeds, and
then, to their dismay, they found they would have to go
round some distance to gain the meadow at the back of
the stable, for the wall which we have spoken of as en-

closing the farm buildings was several feet too high for

them to leap.

It was no good grumbling, however, and the less time
they lost, the better, for every moment was of infinite

value to the highwaymen.
With the utmost speed they got round in a straggang

kind of troop into the meadow at the back of the stable,

but by the time they arrived here, they found the high-
waymen were just plunging into the plantation.

Towards this they galloped at a tremendous rate, for

they were determined not te give up the chase uatil

forced to do so.

Our friends had got a tolerable start, however, and both
felt themselves to a certain extent safe when they gained
the cover of the wood, which was of great extent.

Here the dragoons would have to follow them on foot,

for the trees grew too closely together for tlie horses to

make their way between them, so that they would be
upon more equal terms with their foes.

Moreover, they had a chance of getting out of sight of

their pursuers, and hiding themselves somewhere.
The reader will, however, concede that the dragoons

were remarkably expeditious in their movements.
They had descended from the loft, mounted their horses,

rode round till they came to the gate leading out of the

yard, and reached the meadow, while Claude and Jack,

going at their utmost speed, had only been able to run

about a quarter of a mile.

Those dragoons who had ac ^nrecipitately and incon-

siderately got through the hole in the roof quickly gave up
their idea of chasing the highwaymen on foot.

The weight of their accoutrements, and being so encum-
bered with weapons, prevented them from taidng two
steps, while the highwaymen took three ; and those who
had ridden round reached the confines of the plantation

before them.
The soldiers could not forbear from uttering an oath of

vexation when they found the highwaymen had fairly

taken shelter beneath the trees.

They knew well enough how much it would diminish

their chances of effecting their captnre.

Nevertheless their blood was up» and they were too

much interested in the hunt to give it up, so they alighted

from their horses again, and plunged rnto the wood.

Nothing, however, of Claude and Jack could they see

;

nor could they, by listening- attentiirely, haw tSw least

sound of their footsteps.

The case began to look hopeless.

So many ways spread out before them, only one oi which

oo«ld be the right, and how were they to distinguish it

ftom all the rest t "

,

, • •

Leaving the dragoons to get out of their difficulties in

the best way they may, we will return to Claude and Jack,

made, and it was immediately acte3 upon.
j
who were by no means out of danger yet, although they

Slipping down to the edge of the roof, they held bytheir ; had materially bettered their position

hands a moment and thea dropped.
The distance was by no means great, and they alighted

vpoo aome fine sc^ turf, eo that they felt scarcely a shook.

They had ran as they had never ran before, firom the

stable to the wood, which appeared to them a haven &
safety.
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The only thing was, should thej be able to reach it

time enough ?

They scarcely dared to think abont this.

So far they had succeeded much better than they "^^ald

have hoped for.

Sixteen-String Jack was amazed, for ho had felt inclined

to give ap at first, an hopeless did It 8©eaa to think of

But by the courage and promptitude with wiiioh Ckude
had acted, they were now much better off.

Their heiids spui> round and round, however, *?tk the
violent exertion they had been compelled to-nif.k«>i.

Perspiration streamed from every pare, au'J they gaeot-J

painfully for breath.

Their hearts throbbed, and the veina oud artariea in

their bodies swelled and thpiateacd to burat.

But, in spite of this esbanstion, they kepf. on at a speed
that was absolutely astouiidin,?.

As soon, however, as they got beneath the shelter of

the trees, they gave a sigh of deep relief.

Success, however, only prompted tbem to •'•esh exertion.

Now was the tims to render available iae advantage
they had been lucky em^ugh to gain.

A glance behind them, before plunging iiito the wood,
showed them the dragoons in the diatauce, galloping with
tremendous speed towards them.

This convinced them that they had, indeed, no tiei© i&
lose.

Choosing their path at random, for they felt that to them
all wouli be alike, they kept on steadily in one dLectiou.

It was important that they should do tbis.

In a wood it is easy enough to run round in a circle

without being conscious of it.

So they kept steadily on.

The wood was of vast estent, as we have previously

remarked.
Strictly speaking, however, it was not a wood, but

rather a plantation or preserve.

It was the property of the lord of the manor, and it was
one extremity of it which abutted upon the grounds in

the occupation of the farmer, who rented all from the lord

of the manor before mentioned.
As the highwaymen proceeded, they fonnd the trees

grew closer and closer to each other, while its appearance
of wildness increased.

Suddenly, however, as they ran staggeringly on, Claude,
who was first, caught his foot against the root of a tree,

which projected slightly above the ground.
lie fell down as though shot, for in his exhausted state

it did not need much to take him off bis legs.

Jack, who was close behind, saw the accident, but not

Id time to stop or turn aside, so he fell headlong over his

companion.
Thus they lay, breathless, and utterly exhausted, luiable

to move either hand or foot.

CHAPTER CCCCXXII.
•IXTEEN-STHINO JACK AND CLAUDE DUVAL DISC0V2fi A

CAPITAL HIDING-PLACE IN THE WOOD.

Consciousness, however, did not abandon them, although
they reached the ground with so much violence.

Although they wc-re deprived of speech and breath, yet
they wore sensible of what had happened, anJ know that
the dragoons would quickly be upon them.

This was a terrible thought to have.
Unless they could recover themselves suflSciently to rise

and seek some hiding-place, they would have all iLeir

trouble for nothing.
Indeed, what they had done with so much t lil would

only disadvantage them, for now they were net in such a
good position to resist theii foes as they were at first.'

If ttxid dragoons came up now they would aiakt) then;
prisoners without any trouble.

They would be bound unresistmglv,
Terrible were thn efforts which the wom-<^ bighwaf •

men made to regain their feet.

All, however, were in vain.

They could do nothing but gnsp tor teea^ii.

They were not able even to curse their own impotency.
3t aeomed to them, in 'ns escited and aniious state of

RiipA? lu which they were, that, they kid tha« h«]p3e»s oa
feft tet-f for R ^on|f, lot»f Usssj

But this was a delusion.

In reality, hardly two minutes elapsed.

At the end of that time, they, with many struggloB, rotfb

to their feet.

They listened, but they could hea/ nu wands wlu<di i&<
dicnted a dangerous proximit/ to their foes.

Wiien they stood up th«j felt much better, and every
second that now elapsed witnessed an improvement.
" All IS weU 80 far, Jack,*' said Claude Dural. " I have

hopes, after au, that we ahall be able to muke our escape.

In the first place we must find a hiding-pluc« nC -soiui! sort

j
OT other. Come, follow rae."

" Do not go fast, Claude ; there is no oc^iwiou for as to

in.^rease our distress by inakluij gre-.it SfK-ed. tieei- on
gently. We are aow, I take it, in the very heart of the

j
wood."

"- It seems so, for the trees grow close enoups together."

! "They do, and tliis undergrowth would almost serve us
as a hieing- place."

" We will endeavour first to find a better, my friend."

While speaking thus, the hit;li\vaynien, at a walking
pace, penetrated still deeper and deej into the wood.
At every step the growth of vegetauou became denser

and denser.

This was a pleasant discovery for them to make, because
they were aware of how much it would diminish the

chances of their foes being able to perceive them.
Whether the dragoons had started off on some wrong

track they knew not.

It seemed strange that they could hear nothing of

them.
But our friends were too wary to be lulled into a sense

of false security by this silence.

On the con'.<^ry, they were the more suspicious and ap-

prehensive, for they belit.n-ed that it portended some deep-
laid scheme on the part of their foes.

The highwaymen, however, had left no visible track
belnnd them.
The dragoons were not well enough skilled in woodcraft

to be able to trace them by their footsteps on the grass,

or by the twigs which they had brokci and displaced in

their progress.
,

It is not to be wondered at, therefore, if they wandered
off in a wrong direction.

Claude and Jack, as tlu^y t'ot more and more involved

in the intricacies of the wood, looked keenly about them
on all sides in search of a hiding-place, but nothing of

the kind could they discover.

There was the brake, and the gorse, and furze bushet,

beneath which they could have easily concealed them-
selves, but there was too much danger of discovery, for the

dragoons would probably make a close search, and beat

the underwood in all directions.

At length Claude paused.
" Jack," he said, " there is no good going on like ohis;

we shall travel till we come to the other aide of the wood,
and then a nice fix we shall be in."
" What do you propose, Claude ? Where is there that

we can hide oui solves ?"

" That is the question. It seems to me that the best

thing we can do is to climb up a tree."

Sixteen.Stiiug .lack shook his head.
" I am afraid that will not prove a very good or very safe

hiding-place."
" Why not ? The wood is full of trees, and how arc- the

dragoojs to tell in which particular one we take up our

quarters? Clearly they have no idea of our immediate
whereabouts, and it would bean endless task to seai'ch the

trees one by one."
" Very tnae, Claude, jl would. I begin to think now that

a tree would answer on purpose best."
" It would, you mav depend."
" I should have no <loubt3 upon the matter if it were

night, but you muat not forget it is broad day.''_

" I know it is, and that is a circnmotauoH in our dis-

favour. Still, a tree served ua once excelle-^tly, ii\d X

think one wiU again."
•* I hope so. But you must remember that, when wc h.d

ourselves in one before, ^t was at mght."
" So it was. But come, since we have decided upon what

we are to do, let us look out for a tree that seema best

adapted for oitr purpose."
" We ahall not have much trouble m clolug that, fo? w»

fes?» plsatj ic «s1b«S from, J^okj yoMslef fstfsa to *«r ?
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regniar thicket (^ branches. They grow eo thiokly

topetber, that you can't see the skj between tbs-m." »

" That will be the place, then, my friend Come rn.

Hark ! I am afraid we have dallied to© long."

Both listened, and rery faintly they oonld hear <he

murmaring of voices and the crackling of bushes, as

persons forced their way through them.
" We must make haste if we are to tide eiirselvea.* -•

" Yes, come on. Here we are."

Our friends were very faat recovering from the effeete of

their tremendous exertions.

They were able to speak to eacu otner freely and oaaily,

and beyond all doubt tLey would be able to perform the foat

of climbing up the tree.

Claude and Jack paused berjre one, the trunk of whi*h
was of extraordinary dimensiona.

They selected it because it grew very closely to four or

five others, and the branches of the whole overhead united,

and formed an impervious mass of branches.

Besides which they were eve* greets, and their l©np dt^rk

Ipavea seemed to afford them every facility for hiding

tl>pniselvos.

From the fact of the trunks of the trees growing so close

to each other, the highwaymen were able to climb up with

tolerable eafie.

The one with the large trunk had maay rough inequali-

ties in its bark.
These they grasped, and not without some difBoulty,

managed to scramble ep.

As soon as they eouid reach to take hold of the branches
their progress became easier, and, in less time than it

takes to write it, they reached the top of the tree.

Here, however, a surprise awaited them, and it was
fortunate for their personal safety that they made the dis-

covery at the moment they did.

The tree with the large trunk was really a natural

phenomenon.
Upon reaching a certain height, our friends found that

very few braiicbes actually came from it, but its upper
portion was completely buried by the leaves and branches
of the other trees that grew in such immediate proximity
to it.

This trunk was hollow.
The whole of the inner part of the tree had completely

decayed away.
Still the circle round it was of no inconsiderable thick-

cess, and it was from this circle that the boughs of this

Bingular tree received their nourishment.
" What do you think of that, Claude ? " said Surteen-

String Jack, as he pointed to the hollow in the trunk
which we have.described.
" It is the most singular place I ever saw,"
" What do you think of it for a hiding-place P

"
" A hiding»place ?

"

" Yes."
" Why, I confess I should \ iiuch like the idea of

dropping down into it. In the fi.^/;, place there would be
the difficulty of getting up again, and then there is the

danger that it is the lair of some wild beast or other, for

the plaee seeois excellently well adapted to that purpose."
_" There's a good deal of seuec in what you say ; but

with regard to the first objection, I don't think we should
have much trouble in getting up again if we lower our-
selves down."

" Well, perhaps not ; but how if some other ereature
bas taken up its quarters here ?

"

" We can soon ascertain that."

"How?"
" Drop sometuing down. A pistol will do.**

Claude took an unloaded pistol fi'om his Doeket an*!

dropT^od it down the hollow of the tree.

'J'hey heard it strike against the bottom, bat na i>ihCT

Bound followed.

From thia they came to th* ooncliision Hnl it wes
empty.

l\, was just at this moment thty were startled by »v'ta«

founds, which showed veiy mieqnivocally that the dra-
goons were close at hand.
" Quick, Claude ! " wid Sixteen-fitring Jack, "litale

np your mind at once, cr it wOl be too late. !» another
moment the dragoons will be upon us."

*' What do yoa advise ?
"

•* I should say drop down at all risks. I consider the
?h<in/«9 are all against the dragoons finding as in such &z

nnUkely hiding-place. We have left ne cine by which
they can follow us to this place ; and while we are bidden
lii the trunk of this tree, we shall escape a dancer to which
we should most certainly have been exposed if we had
cnncealed ourselves among the branches-'

" What is that ?"
'' Why, you may depend that the dragoona, if the^ heard

fb? least stir among the brancht-s of a tree, or if they
fancied they could distinguish any dark object among them,
hhey sVMild not scruple to point their oaroines at it and
fire."
" Tme."
" To be sure, we might not be hit ; and yet Kjam w«

might one of us receive an ugly wound."
" That decides me. Let us go down int« the trunk."
" Hush ! Quietly ! Make no more noise than you can

possibly help. The dragoons ar« almost withhs sight.

I>o not speak again."

This good advice was taken.

Rapidly and yet noiselessly, Claude lowered himself
down into the trunk of the tree.

lie held by his two hands at his full length, acd thnn,

not without a slight feeling of misgiving at his heart, let go.

He reached the bottom in safety, and gave his comrade a

whispered assurance to that effect ; who, however, inin>e-

dbitely cautioned him to be silent as he valued his life.

Sisteen-String Jack now lowered himself into the tree,

and, in less than a moment, was standing in safety by the
siile of his companion.
Owing to the enormous girth of the tree, the inside

portion, that wa.« hollow, was large enough to have con-
tained at least four persons to stand within it, though they
would have had some trouble to move.
But the two highwaymen had plenty of room to

move about.
They kept perfectly still, however, for fear that any

movement they might make should reach the ears of their

enemies, who were now very close at hand indeed.

The highwaymen would have given anything could they
but have seen wliat was going on outside, but it was per-

fectly useless to think of such a thing as this, so they were
forced to content themselves with stretching 8heir sense
of hearing to the utmost extent.

What they heard was far indeed from being encourag-
iug.

t)n the contrary, it was calculated to produce an oppo-
site effect.

No sooner had they placed their ears against the tree to

listen, than they h^ard a confused Babel of voices, and th«
trampling of many footsteps.

Then the next sonnd almost shot through them like a
bullet, so suddenly did it come upon them.
That word was " Halt !

"

From the manner in which it was spoken oui fnenJa
pould tell that a soldier had pronounced it.

Why should the dragoons halt there, so clost to the spot
where they were hidden ?

Could it be possible that they had been heard or

seen P

Their hearts almost ceased t© beat as they fancied this,

perhaps, was the case; for the place in which they were,

tl.ough good as a hiding-place, yet was bad in case the
dragoons should learn they were there.

The suspense which they endured can thereiore be
imagined.
The command was instantly obeyed.

The trampling of feet and the murmsriBg of voices

abruptly ceased.
" This is as near the centre cf the wood as can be," said

a voice, which sounded so close to our friends that they

c-ould scarcely forbear a start.

" Very well, then," said another voice, " we wiU oom-
mence at once."

'' Shall I order the bugle to be blown ^
•*

-Yes."
The word was given, and then, very much to iie sur-

prise of our friends, three clear notes upon a bugle wera
! given.

The pretty musical sounds awakened «. thousand echoes

in the leafy recesses of the wood.
Bcarccly, however, had those eohoes died away than tha

bnglf>-call was responded to b> several others, whioa
eremed to c^)me from a great distance.

ThsD another bugle-note woe bldwn oloie to tL« tr«*.
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This was repeated at brief interrftla.

In their tmcomfortable po«ttion in the tree, oar
friends heard all this, and vQndered what in the worid it

CHAPTER CCCCXXin.

»HE OFrtOBB Of DrtAGOONS TAKES SOME TBRT CmCIENT
MEASURES TO PREVENT THE ESCAPE O* THK BtORWAT-
MEN filOM THE PLANTATION.

In order to account for these inexplicable mov*Hs«ntj on
the part of the dragoona, we must go back to the time
when they arriveJ at the wood just five lainutea too late.

The officer in command saw that it would be ridiculous

to run through the wood at random after the highway-
men, and so he hastened to summon his men about him.
Then the plan which he adopted and the orders which

he issued, were military in the extreme.

He had seen with his own eyes our friends enter the

wood, and he resolved to besiege them there, and take
Buch precautious as would effectually prevent them
leaving il without his knowledge.

Accordingly he commanded the greater portion of his

troop to mount, and to post themselves round the wood in

such a manner as to be in sight of each other.

Then he (the commanding officer), with a few of his

men, wonld make his way to as near the centre of the

wood as he could get.

As soon as he arrived here, one should blow three loud
blasts upon a bugle to announce the fact.

These sounds the others were to reply to, and then
enter the wood, taking care to leave no bush unexamined
in their progress.

All were to make their way towards the centre where
he WHS stiiiiding ; and, in onlijr tliat Hiev slmuld liave no
dilliculty iu knowing where tlie centre was, the bugleman
Bhould i)Iow a note upon his instrument at frequent inter-

vals, which sound would form a capital guide to them.
This, then, was the explanation of the strange sound

which the highwaymen had heard, and, as the reader will

readily believe, they puzzled then- brains in vain to ascocnt
for it.

It was not likely that they would be able to arrii^e by
fpec'ilation merely at the real state of affairs.

Tiae conunanding officer and the few men who were with
him, all unconsciously followed almost in the very steps of

the highwaymen.
They kept a eLatp look-out on their way, but they were

Boi Kceu-sightod enough to see anything that was calcu-

lated to excite their suspicions.

At length they reached the very tree in which the high-
waymen had concealed themselves; and, judging them-
selves, to be in the centre of the wood, the blasts had
been blown upon the bugle in the manner we have related.

The answering notes were given, and the dragoons, who
had formed a circle round the wood, set themselves in

motion, each one directing his steps towards the centre of

the wood.
On their way they beat all the bushes with their car-

bineb, and peered narrowly among the naked branches of

tlio trees, but, of course, without being able to see anything,
though several random and useless shots were fired.

At first the dragoons, who formed a circle round the
wood, were at some considerable distance from each other,

but, as they drew nearer to the centre, the circle became
diminished in circumference, and they got yet closer to

each other, until they were able to touch, and, finally,

they were compelled to form a circle two deep.

It was a good idea to endeavour to drive the highway-
men into the centre of the wood, for they could not have
broken through the ring ; and had they not sought shelter

as they did, or had they concealed themselves among the
bushes, as they at first thought of doing, thdy would inevi-

tably have been discovered.

As it was, the soldiers had all their trcable fsr 'nothing,

and their otiicer's very clever scheme produced Qs;' yesulta.

Ere long the centre was reiiched.

The men advanced to their officer iii od nnt^'ken circle,

but they drove no highwaymen before tueni

Upon seeing this, the officer iu conimaml iittersd a
•nrse of vexation, for he made sure that this excellent

cneme would answer the purpose he ^ "d in view.
bat it 4id not.

" What is to be done now P " asked the one
command.
" It is quite oertain thej are in the wood f**

'Quite, sir."

'ThÎwy have hidden themselves, them t"
"* I am afraid that is it.**

" What are we to do then P
"

" Well, the men have tramped through pretty well erery
S'.uare foot of the plantation without finding them, and
ciw« might just as well look for a needle in a U)ttle of hay
as tiT to find tliem

!

"

" I am afraid so. But look yon, I will not give up this
adventure until I have captured cr slain thera. I am
determined not to have all this trouble for nothing. My
blood is up, and let thera beware I

"

" What do you propose, sir ?
"

" Let me think a moment, and you, Loc««ley, tey if yon
can suggest something that you think likely to answer our
purpose."
As the speakers were within a yard of the hollow tree

in which the highwaymen stood, of course they overheard
every word; and, with an impatience which perhaps
may beconceived, they waited tohear what was further said.
A silence of some few minutes* duration ensued, and

then the officer said

—

" Have you thought of anything, Locksle? ?
'*

" Yes, I have thought of one scheme, sir.

" What is it ? Let me hear it at once.'*
" I propose, then, that the men should be stationed

round the wood at a short distance from each other, and
ordere-l to keep close watch, and to give an immediate
alarm if anything of an unusual character took place.*'

"That is just what I had thought of, Locksley," said

the chief officer.

Locksley bowed.
It was generall3r m this manner that hu supenoi

availed himself of his suggestions.
" Then you thiuk that is the best thing that can b«

done, sir ? said Locksley.
" I do."
" So do I. These villains are hidden somewhere in the

wood, and no doubt, while it is daylight, will keep close

enough ; but as soon as night comes they will try to steal

off."
" Then, Locksley, I will place such a guard round this

plantation that not even a hare could leave it without my
knowledge.
" You caunot do better, sir."

The officer now called his men together, and marched
them off to the outskirts of the plantation, where he saw
to their being posted himself.

He also took the trouble to particularly impress their

duty upon them one by one.

He had not so many men under his control as he could

have wished for this service.

He would have preferred to have had them much closer

to each other.

This was impossible, and he was obliged to do the best

he could.

The men would have to be a little extra vigilant, that

was all ; and he took care to impress upon them that it

would answer their purpose to be so, since there would be
all the fewer to divide the reward among.
The men promised to be more attentive, and with thia

assurance the officer had to remain content.

Let us now return to Claude Duval sod Sixfeen-String

Jack iu t*" Jr perilous and uncomfortable position in the

tree.

They heard the conversation between L-ocksley and the

officer ivitli a feeling akin to dismay.
They did not venture to speak or move, however, antil

some time after all the dragoons had left the spot, ao^
then, iu a low and anxious tone of voice, Siiteen-Stnnj
Jack addressed his companion.

" Claude—Claude !
" he said. " (kn you tow me P

*

" Yes—yes."
" Speak low, for fear we shoold bo 0"erheai-4. Wl>»t do

you think now P
"

" I think we have escaped one great dagger."
"Yea, unquestionably we have; bat then we aif

threatened with one of equal magnitude."
" I fear so.**

" I am certain. If we wait here till night, I km iwi
shall be discovered if we attempt to iwn,"
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